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INTRODUCTION

Brief Chronology/Timeline of Soy in the Hawaiian
Islands

1778 – Captain James Cook arrives in two ships at Kauai.
He is the first European to make formal contact with
what we call today the Hawaiian Islands. The people are
astonished to see two “floating islands” carrying strange
white-skinned men. Cook names the archipelago the
“Sandwich Islands” after the fourth Earl of Sandwich – the
acting First Lord of the Admiralty.
1779 Feb. 14 – Captain James Cook is killed by Hawaiians
at Kealakekua Bay, on the big island of Hawaii as he
attempts to kidnap their ruling chief. For details see “Death
of James Cook” on Wikipedia.
1847 June 5 – Soy sauce is the earliest soyfood known to
exist in the Hawaiian Islands. It has been imported aboard
the ship Mary from China and is auctioned in Honolulu by
Henry Skinner & Co. (Ad in The Polynesian, p. 3, col. 3).
1868 – The first group of Japanese immigrants (149 people)
arrives in the Hawaiian Islands aboard the Saioto-go
(“Scioto”). Their provisions include rice, miso and shoyu
(soy sauce), the 2nd earliest soyfoods know to exist in the
Islands (Sakuma Yonekichi, unpublished diary).
1886 May 25 – Tofu is now being made in the area of
Honolulu, probably by Chinese (Hawaiian Gazette, p. 2).
1891 June – The first Japanese who lived in Hawaii and
brewed shoyu there was Jihachi/Haruhachi Shimada, who
originally came from Yamaguchi-ken, Japan. He started in
June 1891 and tried to make shoyu on a large scale. But bad
transportation made it difficult for him to expand his market.
This plus lack of capital forced him to quit (Morita 1915, p.
260).
This is the earliest known soyfood product manufactured
by a Japanese in the Western world. It is not known where
the soybeans used to make this shoyu were grown.
1893 – Hawaii ceases to be a kingdom, were all land is
owned by the monarchy. The last Hawaiian monarch was
Queen Lili’uokalani, who was deposed in Jan. 1893 in a
U.S.-backed coup led by Sanford Dole and other American
sugar and pineapple planters who took over the Hawaiian
government and pressed the United States to annex the

islands.
Two years later, after a failed insurrection by the queen’s
supporters to return her to power, she was charged with
treason and placed under house arrest.
While under arrest at Washington Place, she wrote a
marvelous book, Hawaii’s Story by Hawaii’s Queen, which
was basically her memoir/autobiography. It was published
in 1898 by Lee & Shepard. She also wrote the beautiful and
immortal song, Aloha Oe (Farewell to Thee).
1898 Aug. 12 – Hawaii is annexed as a U.S. territory. The
annexation ceremony was held at ‘Iolani Palace. President
Sanford B. Dole handed over “the sovereignty and public
property of the Hawaiian Islands” to United States Minister
Harold M. Sewall. The flag of the Republic of Hawaii was
lowered and the flag of the United States was raised in its
place. Lili’uokalani and her family members and retainers
boycotted the event and shuttered themselves away at
Washington Place. Many native Hawaiians and royalists
followed suit and refused to attend the ceremony. On that day
the long struggle for native sovereignty began; it is continued
by some to this day.
1899 Oct. – Soy bean seeds are now in the Hawaiian Islands.
A collection of seeds originally from China, is presented
by Hon. Byron O. Clark, of Wahiawa, Oahu, October, 1899
(Foreign Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of Seed
and Plant Introduction, USDA, Inventory No. 8. 1 Jan. 1901).
1900 April – A small factory making Kenfu (“Wise Woman”)
brand shoyu is established by a learned Japanese (Nobuyuki
Yamakami) is in full swing in Honolulu at the junction of
Punchbowl street and Pauao road. The company makes a
sweet soy sauce from soy-beans grown in Japan (Pacific
Commercial Advertiser. 1900. April 14, p. 14).
By 1905 the company has been renamed Hawaii Soy Co.
Ltd. (Hawaii Shoyu K.K.) and is now located at Pua Lane
near King in Honolulu. By 1915 the company produced
630,000 liters or 166,600 gallons of shoyu (Hawaii Hojin
Katsuyaki Shi).
1901 – The Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station is
founded outside of Honolulu on the island of Oahu. Jared G.
Smith is in charge. Not until 1907 did Hawaii get a land grant
agricultural college, named the College of Agriculture and
Mechanical Arts – and a program of instruction begins.
1905 Jan. – Soy beans are now almost certainly being
cultivated in Hawaii; George T. Moore sends 2 packages of
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inoculant between Nov. 1902 and Nov. 1904 (USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Bulletin, No. 71).
1905-06 – The earliest known commercial soy product made
in the Hawaiian Islands is Kikko-Ki Soy Sauce, made by
T. Terada Shoten. By 1915 the business had been renamed
Terada Shoyu Jozo-sho and made 166,600 gallons of shoyu
that year (Negoro 1915).
1909 – Frederick G. Krauss, an agronomist in Hawaii,
collects about 40 soybean varieties in China and Japan. In
1910 he adds them to the already large collection under test
at the Pensacola Street Station. He collected more there in
1927 and 1936 (Honolulu Advertiser, 18 Feb. 1940, p. 42).
1910 – One hundred soybean varieties are now under
comparative test at the Pensacola Street Station in Honolulu
(Honolulu Advertiser, 18 Feb. 1940, p. 42).
1911 May – The soybean variety O-too-tan (also spelled
Otootan) is now in Hawaii at the College of Hawaii. “This
variety is undoubtedly the coarsest, rankest soy bean ever
grown by this station. It is also most tolerant of both dry and
wet conditions, but only makes a rank growth during a cool
and moist growing period” (Sahr 1914; Krauss 1940. p. 42).
1911 Sept. – An estimated 200,000 pounds per year of
soybeans are now grown in the Hawaiian Islands, especially
in the Kona District of the big island of Hawaii. This amount
is far less than the local demand of the Islands. About 2.5
million pounds of soybeans are being imported into Hawaii
each year (Krauss 1911. “Leguminous Crops for Hawaii.”
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 23, p.
23-24).
1914 March 16 – C.A. Sahr writes “Report of the Assistant
Agronomist” in the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report for the year 1913. The subsection on “Soy
bean” (p. 46-49) states: “Soy beans were grown more or less
extensively by Japanese farmers in Kona to defray expenses
while their coffee trees came into bearing, finding a ready
market for culinary purposes and also among local soy sauce
brewers. Since the coffee orchards now demand the entire
attention of the growers, the soy brewers depend upon soy
beans imported from Japan for their supply.
“The brewing of Japanese soy sauce having become a
well-established industry in Hawaii, a visit of inspection
to several of the largest factories was made to ascertain the
method of manufacture, which is given here briefly...”
The brewers buy imported soy beans at $72 per ton in
Honolulu, wheat at $40, and salt at $10. The tubs in which
the soy sauce is put up are made of Japanese cedar, shipped
knocked down from Japan, and put together as wanted.
The cost per tub is from 40 to 70 cents, according to their

capacity, which ranges from 4½ to 6 gallons. Soy sauce is
eaten by all classes of Japanese as a table sauce, with their
rice, fish, and meats. It has the color of strong black coffee.
“Miso, another Japanese table sauce, is brewed from soy
beans and rice…The climate of Hawaii is too warm for its
manufacture.”
1915 Aug. – A report is issued on The Demand for Japanese
Shoyu in Honolulu, by Hachirō Arita the Japanese consulate
in Honolulu, to Mr. Shigenobu Okuma at the Japanese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, states:
Shoyu imports from Japan are 80,807 taru (1.309 million
liters). Production by 4 Japanese companies in Hawaii is
about 4,200 koku (756,000 liters). Domestic production is up
by 20% over last year.
1923 – The earliest known tofu manufacturers in Hawaii
apparently all started in 1923 in Honolulu:(1) Yasuzo
Tanouye Tofu, in business by Jan. 1923 at 1612 Colburn,
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii (2) Yazaemon Ono Tofu, at 1131b
Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii. (3) H. Iwanaga
Daufu, at Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Residence same (Hawaii City Directory).
In 1924: M. Kaneko General Store & Tofu Manufacturer
at Holualoa, Island of Hawaii.
1934 July 15 – “The nutritive value of green immature
soybeans,” by Carey D. Miller and Ruth C. Robins is
published in the Journal of Agricultural Research (p, 16167). Both women are nutritionists at the Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station.
1940 – Dr. Frederick G. Krauss, an agronomist in Hawaii
writes a long article, titled “Diversified Agriculture in
Hawaii,” with seven consecutive parts devoted to the
soybean (Honolulu Advertiser, Feb. 18 to April 14).
He notes that Hawaii now imports some 2.5 million
pounds of soybeans per year to make soyfoods such as tofu,
miso, shoyu, etc. Large quantities of soybean meal are also
imported, at a cost of $40 to $50 per ton, to feed to livestock.
1959 Aug. 21 – Hawaii – a U.S. territory since 1898 –
became the 50th state on this date, following a referendum in
Hawaii in which more than 93% of the voters approved the
proposition that the territory should be admitted as a state.
There were many Hawaiian petitions for statehood during the
first half of the 20th century.
1969 – The Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station releases
four new tropical, vegetable-type, large-seeded soybeans
it has developed for use as edamame. They are Mokapu
Summer, Kahala, Kaikoo, and Kailua (Hawaii Agric. Exp.
Station, Research Report. No. 178. Feb.).
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1975 – The NifTAL Project is established in Hawaii on the
island of Maui to do research into nitrogen fixing plants that
might benefit tropical areas.
1980 Jan. – According to the 1980 census, the groups that
live in Hawaii are: White 33%, Japanese 25%, Filipino 14%,
Hawaiian 12%, Chinese 6%, Other 10% (USA Today, 1990
Feb. 2, p. 3A).
1984 Aug. 1 – Mr. Mao Chi Tzeng buys Mrs. Cheng’s
Soybean Products. He runs it as a dba of Toyohara Soybean
Products, Inc.
Present Status: The three largest Hawaiian tofu makers on
Oahu (all in Honolulu, in descending order of annual sales)
are: Aloha Tofu, Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products, and Aala
Tofu. There are also 3 tofu shops on the big Island of Hawaii
and one on Maui. However an estimated 70-80% of the tofu
market in Hawaii is owned by imported tofu brands (such as
House Foods in Los Angeles).
Almost all of the soybeans used in Hawaii are imported
from the USA.
There are no plant breeders (including no soybean
breeders) in the Hawaiian Islands.

ABOUT THIS BOOK
This is the most comprehensive book ever published about
the history of soy in the Hawaiian Islands. It has been
compiled, one record at a time over a period of 42 years,
in an attempt to document the history of this interesting
subject. It is also the single most current and useful source of
information on this subject.
This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known
documents and commercial products in chronological order.
It features detailed information on:

•

55 different document types, both published and
unpublished.

•

750 published documents - extensively annotated
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in
every language.

•
•

83 unpublished archival documents.

•

93 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews
never before published, except perhaps in our books.
283 commercial soy products.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.
Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages
information) the author’s address, number of references
cited, original title of all non-English language publications
together with an English translation of the title, month and
issue of publication, and the first author’s first name (if
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.
All of the graphics (labels, ads, leaflets, etc) displayed in this
book are on file, organized by subject, chronologically, in the
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.
For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction,
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price,
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a
description of the label. Sources of additional information on
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.)
are also given.
A complete subject/geographical index is also included.
Copyright © 2021 by Soyinfo Center
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK
A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl oz = fluid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Office Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline
located near the beginning of the book; it contains
highlights and a summary of the book.
2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book,
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google:
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your
type of computer.
Click on the link to this book and wait for the book
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to
disappear (4-6 minutes).
Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear
near the top right of your screen.
Type in your search term, such as Aloha or Mrs. Cheng’s
You will be told how many times this term appears, then
the first one will be highlighted.
To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.
3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd,
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to
Use the Index,” below. Also:
Chronological Order: The publications and products in this
book are listed with the earliest first and the most recent last.
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by
author. If you are interested in only current information, start
reading at the back, just before the indexes.
A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other
reference book, this work is meant to be searched first - to
find exactly the information you are looking for - and then to
be read.
How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go
directly to the specific information that interests you. Browse
through it briefly to familiarize yourself with its contents and
format.
Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential
number, starting with 1 for the first/earliest reference. It
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in
more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40

subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under
at least four headings in the subject and country index:
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
Note the extensive use of cross references to help you:
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”
Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States”
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt.
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America:
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see
Oceania: Australia.
Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under
“Important Documents -.”
Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co.,
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc.
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers,
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh,
soynut, soy flour companies, etc.
Other key organizations include Society for
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria,
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffith Labs.,
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and
Rich Products.
Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso,
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans.
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured
Products, etc.
Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford,
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. SoyRelated Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism,
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s),
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or
movement name.
Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.
Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing,
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation,
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean
Production: Variety Development.
Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the
subject index will show you many more interesting subject
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards,
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references),
and History (soy-related).
Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.”
SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview
contains all the important material in short interviews
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This
material has not been published in any other source. Longer
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on
one subject.

soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an *
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of
hard-to-find documents or those without copyright protection
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.
Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+
different types of documents, both published (books,
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs,
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews,
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).
Customized Database Searches: This book was printed
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information
you need on any subject you can define, and they are now
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France,
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it,
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!
BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony
Cooper and John Ladd.
History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many finished chapters are available free of charge
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it
indicates that the information which follows it has been
added by the producer of this database.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is
given on our website.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the
document.
2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that
document.
3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references
[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991
Fax: 925-283-9091
www.soyinfocenter.com
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HISTORY OF SOYBEANS AND SOYFOODS IN THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS (1847-2021)

1. Skinner (Henry) & Co. 1847. China goods (Ad).
Polynesian (The) (Honolulu). June 5. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “The remainder of the Cargo of the Mary from
China, to be sold at reduced rates to close accounts, at the
store of the undersigned. It consists of–”
“Preserved Ginger, Curry Powder, and Soy” [sauce].
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Hawaii. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean
products in Hawaii (5 June 1847); soybeans as such had not
yet been reported by that date.
Note 2. Where did this soy sauce come from? Probably
not directly from Japan, which was still closed to outside
trade (except with Holland and China). Address: Auctioneer,
Honolulu.
2. Williams (S.H.) & Co. 1850. For sale, by the subscribers
(Ad). Polynesian (The) (Honolulu). Feb. 9. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: “Groceries.–Central Am. Coffee, H. Isl’s do
[Hawaiian Islands ditto = coffee], spice Bitters, Preserves
and Soups, long nine Cigars, Mustard Seed, Chocolate,
bags Beans, Curry Powders, Soy [sauce], S.I. Salt, Tea,
ass’d [assorted] kinds, Hops, Navy Bread, meat Sauces, best
quality Codfish.” Address: Auctioneer, Honolulu.
3. Thompson, F.W. 1850. Auction! Stock of a retail store!!
(Ad). Polynesian (The) (Honolulu). Feb. 16. p. 3, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “On Tuesday, February 19th, at 10 o’Clock,
A.M., will be sold the following merchandize, at the Store of
Messrs, S.H. Williams & Co., viz:” “Groceries–Rosewater, bay water, soy [sauce], currie
powder, allspice, chocolate, tea, pearl barley, split peas.”
Various prints. hardware, Carpenter’s tools, and sundries
will also be auctioned.
Note: A second, longer ad appears on this page just to
the right of this one–in column 4. The title: “For sale, By the
subscribers.” The ad, which is run by S.H. Williams & Co.,
is for all the items that they want to sell–broken down into
categories. Under “Groceries” we read: “Central Am. Coffee,
H. Isl’s do [Hawaiian Islands’ ditto = coffee],... Chocolate,
bags Beans, Curry Powders, Soy, S.I. Salt, Tea, ass’d
kinds,...” Address: Auctioneer, Honolulu.
4. Sakuma, Yonekichi. 1868. Nikki [Diary]. April 25.
Unpublished. [Jap]
• Summary: In the first year of Meiji (1868) the author
was a passenger (stowaway) on the ship “Scioto” (Saioto-

go), headed for Hawaii with the first group of Japanese
immigrants. He noted in his diary of April 25: “Yokohama
departure. Provisions of rice, miso, shoyu.”
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May
2021) concerning soybean products (miso and shoyu)
in Hawaii. This document contains the 2nd earliest date
seen for soybean products in Hawaii (April or May 1868);
soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date.
Note 2. Letter from Mr. Nihei. 1988. Oct. 23. Yonekichi
SAKUMA, born on 11 July 1840, came from Chiba
prefecture. He went to Hawaii as an immigrant in 1868, and
died in 1927 at age 88.
Note 3. For more details, see the chapter “The Japanese
in America,” by Gary Y. Okihiro (p. 1-2) in the book
Japanese American History: An A-to-Z Reference from 1868
to the Present, by Brian Niiya (1993. New York, NY: Facts
on File). On 17 May 1868, as a result of a recruitment effort,
“the Scioto set sail from Yokohama for Honolulu, Hawaii,
carrying 149 Japanese migrants–141 men, six women, and
two children.” They were called gannenmono or “first year
people,” because they migrated during the first year of
Japan’s Meiji era. Yonekichi Sakuma, a stowaway, kept a
diary of the voyage. “He counted 500 bags of unpolished
[brown] rice, 20 bags of polished [white] rice, and plenty
of shoyu (soy sauce), miso and firewood in the Scioto’s
hold.” “Eventually, 40 gannenmono returned to Japan before
completion of their three-year contracts, and all but one of
them signed a public statement charging Hawaii’s planters
with cruelty and with not living up to the contract terms.”
Note 4. Letter from Paul J. O’Pecko, Reference
Librarian, Mystic Seaport Museum, Mystic, Connecticut.
1990. July 3. There were at least two three-masted sailing
vessels named Scioto sailing in 1868, but there is no
indication that any vessel named Scioto was ever owned by
the Pacific Mail Steamship Company. It is possible they may
have chartered it.
5. New York Times. 1870. The Chinese. Jan. 2. p. 5.
• Summary: From the St. Louis Democrat [Missouri], Dec.
30. About 250 Chinamen arrived on Tuesday night. “The
scene at the depot at the time the train arrived is said to have
been ludicrous in the extreme. The word was given to John
to ‘go ashore,’ and at once there was a deafening clamor
and confusion of tongues... The chatter resembled that of a
council of monkeys, but all were good-natured. After getting
on board the [steamer] Mississippi, the Celestials ‘simmered
down,...’ and were soon dreaming of their far-away homes
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across the Pacific, and the wives and children left behind.
“Yesterday the lemon-colored travelers were visited on
board the Mississippi by thousands of our citizens, who were
anxious to see what they looked like.” “All wore the national
pig-tail...” They were going to work on a railroad in Texas.
It was found necessary to establish a Chinese store in the
vicinity of the place of labor. As a result of negotiation, the
following goods were bought in Texas: “foo chuck, or bean
curd sticks [dried yuba sticks], 10 boxes, or 400 pounds;... 10
boxes soy [sauce], 10 jars catsup,...” “The men are to receive
$30 coin per month.”
Note 1. This entire article is written in a condescending
and racist tone.
Note 2. This is a rare example of Chinese consuming
“catsup.” What is this sauce made from? Is it the traditional
Cantonese catsup? Are the yuba and the catsup imported?
Probably.
This article also appeared in The Hawaiian Gazette (2
March 1870, p. 4, cols. 1-2).
6. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1870.
Roustabouts and speculators. March 2. p. 4, col. 2.
• Summary: “The Galveston Civilian of the 17th has an
interesting article on the coming of these [China] men.”
Captain Boyce has given use some very interesting details
about John Chinaman. “We give the full result of the
negotiation in the following list of goods to be brought for
the Chinese store in Texas:
“Narrow leaves, 500 pounds, bamboo brushes, 5 dozen;
foo chuk or bean curd sticks, 10 boxes or 400 pounds;...
200 pounds ginger root, 50 pounds orange peel, 200 pounds
cuttle fish, 10 boxes soy [sauce], 10 jars catsup [ketsiap?], 20
reams Chinese writing paper...”
Note: This story also appeared in the New York Times on
2 Jan. 1870.
Note: The Hawaiian Gazette was published in Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii from 1865-1918.
7. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1874. The
fungus trade. April 8. p. 2, col. 6.
• Summary: “From our New Zealand exchanges we learn
that the export of fungus to that country has commenced and,
during 1873, one hundred and forty-five bales, weighing
65,250 pounds had been shipped,...”
“A mixture of vermicelli, bean curd [tofu], and this
fungus, is boiled and eaten instead of animal food.”
8. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1879. Brief mention: more opium. Oct. 11. p. 3.
• Summary: “Last Thursday the Customs officials found
forty tins containing opium, ingeniously enclosed in the
sides, the center of the tins being occupied by a Chinese
condiment or sauce known as ‘bean curds.’ It was received
by the Eureka, and consigned to one Kwong Chong, who

runs a laundry on King street. There were some 200 tins of
the bean curds, only forty of which contained opium. On
being arraigned in the Police Court yesterday, Mr. Kwong
Chong stated that the opium did not belong to him, but to a
friend whom he expected by the next vessel to the coast. Of
course the officers will be on hand to welcome ‘our mutual
friend’ on his arrival.”
Note: What exactly is “bean curds”?
9. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1882. Auction sales
by E.P. Adams: This day, Wednesday. March 15. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “March 15th at 10 a.m.
“Sold by order of the Collector General of Customs,
W.F. Allen, Esq., for violation of the Revenue Laws, will be
sold 25 packages of
“Chinese Merchandise, namely:
“Boxes Ducks, in oil,... dates, Persimmon, Soy, ginger,
garlic, barley, flowers, Salted eggs,... Pork, abalone, and bean
curd.
“Terms cash. E.P. Adams. Auct’r”
10. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1884. A Japanese restaurant in London. Dec. 25. p. 2, col. 4.
• Summary: From St. James Gazette: “A Japanese restaurant
has been opened at the health exhibition. One who has
dined there writes: Lifting the little saucer-shaped lacquer
cover from the soup, and taking advantage of the concession
to European prejudices the commissioners have made in
providing spoons, instead of obliging him to drink his soup
like tea from the bowl, the adventurous diner-out will find
that he has before him a savory compound called on the card
misoshiru. This is made, as the root-word denotes, from
miso, a fermented mixture of soy, beans, wheat, and salt...
to the hachimono, which may happen to be a piece of plump
sole stewed in soy” [sauce].
11. Times (London). 1885. The maxims of a Chinese
gourmand. Oct. 3. p. 7, col. 1.
• Summary: From a correspondent. Yuan Tsu-tai, who lived
to age 80 in the 1700s in China, wrote a “cookery-book,
in which he discussed the subject of food and drink from
a scientific and artistic point of view. Parts of this volume
were recently translated by the North China Asiatic Society
in Shanghai, and are thus rendered accessible to English
readers.” His maxims are polished and ambitious. He devotes
several chapters to the diners after the dinner is served. “His
first maxim is,–’Don’t eat with your ears’... ‘Remember, he
says, that well-cooked bean-curd is much nicer than badlycooked bird’s nest;...”
Note: A fairly similar copy of this article appeared in the
Daily Honolulu Press (Hawaii) (1 March 1886, p. 1, col. 1).
12. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1886.
Highway robbery. May 25. p. 2, col. 4.
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• Summary: “On Friday evening last a Chinaman returning
from Spreckelsville to Wailuku where he had been peddling
bean curds was stopped in the sandhills by a native horseman
and robbed of $40. The kanaka in riding past caught the
basket and pole in which the Chinaman carried his produce
and feeling about in the basket he caused a jingling of silver
and grabbed and made off with the bag. Chinaman gave
chase shouting ‘haul in,’ The robber was recognised by some
natives whom he passed. A warrant for his arrest has been
issued.”
Note: This article shows that tofu was being made
(probably by Chinese) in the Honolulu area of Oahu, Hawaii,
by May 1886.
13. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1886. Imports from Japan. June 25. p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: The following goods were imported from
Japan on the steamships Yamashiro Maru and S.S. City of
Peking via the Custom House in Honolulu. “610 tubs shoyu
(sauce).” “miso (bean sauce).” “umeboshi (pickled plums).”
“One thousand tubs shoyer” [sic, shoyu]. 600 packages miso.
Duties were paid on some goods on each ship and some
were admitted duty free.
Note: A similar article appeared in the Honolulu
Advertiser on the same day (p. 3).
14. Product Name: Shoyu (Brand Unknown).
Manufacturer’s Name: Unknown. Company founded by
Jihachi Shimada.
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1891 June.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1905-06. Not listed.
Also not listed in 1907 or 1909.
Morita, Sakae. 1915. Hawaii Nihonjin Hatten-shi
(History of the Progress of Japanese in Hawaii). Hawaii:
Waipahu Shin Eikan. 866 p. See p. 260. “The first Japanese
who lived in Hawaii and brewed shoyu there was Jihachi
Shimada, who originally came from Yamaguchi-ken, Japan.
He started in June 1891 and tried to make shoyu on a large
scale. But bad transportation made it difficult for him to
expand his market. This plus lack of capital forced him to
quit.”
Note 1. This is the earliest known soyfood product
manufactured by a Japanese in the Western world. It is not
known where the soybeans used to make this shoyu were
grown.
Nihei, Takao. 1978. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso,
shoyu no rekishi” (A history of Japanese sake, miso, and
shoyu in Hawaii: Miso and shoyu). Nippon Jozo Kyokai
Zasshi 73(7):542-49. Gives founder’s name and city. No
longer in business. Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19.
“There was a record showing that Mr. Shimada was the first
to make shoyu in Hawaii. But he closed soon after he started.

The company name and address are unknown. Therefore I
think that the first person who succeeded was Mr. Nobuyuki
Yamakami (Yamashiro).” Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988.
Sept. 1. “Although it is written in many Hawaiian Japanese
Immigration Histories that Haruhachi SHIMADA was the
first person to make shoyu in Hawaii, I think the original
source of that information may be the book Hawaii Nihonjin
Hatten-shi Sakae MORITA (1915), brewing/fermentation
industry section, see above.” Other books (all in Japanese)
repeating this information were Dainihon Kaigi Iminshi by
Fuji Shugoro (1937, Vol. 2. p. 21-22), Nihon Bunka Koshoshi
(1955, Vol. 5, p. 409), Hawaii Nihonjin Iminshi (1969, p.
211).
Note 2. In 1891, Hawaii was not part of the United
States. It was first annexed in 1898, and became a state in
1959.
15. Hawaiian Planters’ Monthly (The) (Published for
Planters’ Labor and Supply Co. of the Hawaiian Islands).
1891. Agricultural science and its main object. 10(12):56276. Dec. See p. 569.
• Summary: A large table (p. 569, whose source is suggested
on p. 532) shows “how many pounds of the constituents
mentioned are withdrawn per acre by various crops.”
One of the crops, “Soja bean (Soja hispida)” withdraws
87 pounds of potash (Kali, K2O), 62 pounds of phosphoric
acid (P2O5), and 297 pounds of nitrogen.
At the end we read: “To be continued.” Note: This is
apparently not an original article.
16. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1893. Imports and
consignees. June 10. p. 5, col. 5.
• Summary: “Ex city of Peking, 80 pkgs [packages] soy
quong [sic] for Sam Kee Co. 50 cases shoyu for Wing Wo
Chan Co., 185 pkgs shoyu and provisions for S. Ozaki, 600
pkgs shoyu Kimura & Co., 470 pkgs shoyu for Itohan &
Co.,... 300 sacks beans for Wing Wo Chan,...”
17. Japan. Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce, Bureau of
Commerce (Nôshômushô Shôkôkyoku). 1893. General view
of commerce & industry in the empire of Japan. Tokyo:
Printed by M. Onuki. ii + 491 p. See p. 22, 37, 67, 247, 324,
345, 349-51, 429-30, 440-41, 469-70, 474. Index.
• Summary: Name of organization with diacritics is:
Nôshômushô Shôkôkyoku. Pages 21-22: A list of all the
71 commodities exported from the port of Kobe in 1891
whose value exceeded ¥10,000. The largest by far was rice
(5.5 million yen), followed by tea, matches, and camphor.
Also: Kanten or colle vegetable [agar] 408,615. Rape seed
oil 114,572. Sea weeds 22,372. Cut sea-weeds 17,765. Soy
[sauce] 11,483 yen.
Page 37: After the “Restoration of Meiji,” a new port
was opened at Kobe, near Osaka. Its principal articles of
merchandise were “rice, salt, sugar, tea, soy,...”
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On pages 61-67 are tables of Japanese weights and
measures and comparative tables with those of the empire
of Great Britain, including both troy and avoirdupois.
These show Japanese units for length (9 units; the standard
is the shaku), area of land (6), capacity (5), and weight
(6; the standard is the kwan). In 1885 the Government of
Japan joined the Universal Metric Convention, and in 1891
established the present system of weights and measures.
Page 67: Industrial pursuits can be classified into
original ones (that existed from ancient times, having first
been introduced from China and Corea [Korea]) and those
introduced from the West. Original industries include “salt
making, sugar making, Sake brewing, soy brewing, oil
producing,...”
Page 247: Exports (Class 22) include “Soy. The total
value of the latest export is 41,029 yen, and chiefly exported
to Hawaii.”
Page 324: A table shows imports (both weight and
value) of “Oil-cake” from 1887 to 1891, from China, Korea,
and Other.
Page 345: Class II–Duty free goods includes “Oil cake.”
Page 349: Class II–Duty free goods, includes “All kinds
of Mush-rooms, excepting Shiitake, Confectionaries, all
kinds of Liquors, Vinegars, Soy [sauce], Oils, and Prepared
Tobacco... Sea-weeds excepting Kobu [Kombu, seaweed],...”
Pages 429-30: “Table of the total quantity [weight
in picul or catty] and value [in yen] of the commodities
exported from Japan to the United States.” Soy [sauce] rose
from 7,862 catties [1 catty weighs 1.33 lb] worth 261 yen in
1887 to 9,744 catties worth 1,146 yen in 1891.
Page 440-41: Chapter 7, “Commercial and industrial
unions in Japan,” lists the 2,013 “trade unions” of businesses
in the same general field. One of these, “Liquor and soy,” has
106 members.
Pages 469-70, 474: Table III lists “Industrial
corporations.” One class, “Soy and miso,” has 4 members
and capital of 75,500 yen. Address: Tokyo, Japan.
18. Isoshima (K.). 1895. Fine Japanese goods (Ad). Pacific
Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). Oct. 28. p.
5, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: These Japanese goods include: “Crepes, Dress
Goods,... Japanese Canned Goods and Soy [sauce], Porcelain
and Curios,...”
“Very lowest of prices.” Address: 411 King St. (next
door Castle & Cooke’s), Honolulu; or P.O. Box 269. Phone:
560.
19. Hawaiian Planters’ Monthly (The) (Published for the
Planters’ Labor and Supply Co. of the Hawaiian Islands).
1896. Peanut oil and meal. 15(1):32-38. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: From: Corr. West Indian Home Builder. Note:
The meaning of the abbreviation “Corr.” is unclear. A
periodical titled West Indian Home Builder was published

monthly in from May 1896 to Feb. 1897 in Barbados.
Although most of this article is about peanuts and
peanut oil, on page 36 we read: “It combined, above all other
food stuffs, great richness in small bulk, and chemically
seemed equal to the famous ‘Soja’ bean of China and Japan
of bearing up men under severe fatigue. At the start the
results were entirely satisfactory, and it appeared likely that
the meal would be added to the campaign outfit of German
soldiers, but within a few weeks the whole scheme has been
abandoned, as the men rebelled against such food.”
The article begins: “Thomas Jefferson once said, ‘The
greatest service which can be rendered to any country is to
add a useful plant to its culture, especially a bread grain;
next in value to bread is oil.’ A beautiful exemplification of
these wise words has been in the discovery of cotton seed
oil, and a still wider illustration would be realized in the
general manufacture of peanut oil. Peanuts do not occupy
a very dignified place in industry or literature. On the farm
they are relegated to an insignificant patch. In the city they
do not rise higher than to be sold at some corner stand. We
work up a small quantity into a toothsome candy, but usually
they are eaten roasted, munched around the fireside on the
farm during the quiet evenings, or the long, dull Sunday
afternoons, and in turn, at the circus or theatre or on a stroll,
when we want to kill time to the sympathetic motion of our
jaws. The newspapers have given an unsavory odor to this
innocent plant by making it do duty in the phrase ‘peanut
politics.’ to stigmatize the petty motive and action of so
much political conduct.
“But if we study the use made of this vegetable abroad,
and if we are to trust the analyses of chemists in Europe
and America, then there seems a broad field of activity and
usefulness just opening before this plant.
“In France the extraction of vegetable oils add a neat
sum yearly to the national wealth. Marseilles, in the language
of our late consul there, ‘from the remotest antiquity has
been the emporium, not only of the oils of the Province,
but also of those produced by Italy, Spain, the African
coast, Greece and Turkey.’ This industry gives employment
in that city to 3,000 hands, and stands first on the list of
her enterprises. The thrifty Frenchman is widely credited
with making soup from boot heels, and the same spirit of
economy levies tribute for him from all kinds of oleaginous
seeds, from olives, cocoanuts, palmnuts, sesame, cotton seed,
rape, linseed, poppies, beans and other seeds; peanuts stand
in the front rank in value.
“In Germany, according to the report of Consul-General
Mason, at Frankfort, just published by the State Department,
there are some 27 peanut oil factories, ‘located in various
parts of Germany, some of the principal ones being at
Hamburg, Mannheim and in Wurttemberg.’ Last year there
were imported over 20,000 tons of peanuts for these mills, an
increase of more than 5,000 tons in two years. Both France
and Germany get their peanuts from the east and west coast
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of Africa, from India and a slight portion from us in America.
“As yet, this new business has done hardly more than
get a start here. Two years ago the State Department called
for a report on the oil industry in Marseilles, France, from
our consul there, for the benefit of some inquirers in St.
Louis [Missouri]. So far as known, two mills have been
established, the Oil Seed Pressing Company, of Broadway,
N.Y., and the St. Louis Edible Nut Company, Commercial
Street, St. Louis.
“It is probable that the commercial value of peanut
oil was discovered in France, through efforts to find a
cheap substitute for olive oil. At any rate, the finer grades
are largely used in cooking and a salad for the table. Our
grades go into the manufacture of soap, and serve also, to
some extent, for illuminating and lubricating purposes. In
Germany, it is mixed with oleomargarine and sold as butter,
and it is very likely mixed with the lard in Europe in the
same way that we mix cotton seed oil with lard.
“In a letter, Mr. C.B. Trail, our former consul at
Marseilles, says the French use the peanut oil for the same
purposes that they do cotton seed oil, and consider it just
as valuable. The oil is pronounced by chemists, almost
unanimously, as of very fine, pure quality.
“The kernel of the peanut is nearly one-half oil in
weight. The St. Louis mill finds that from 26 to 28 per
cent. will be realized, according to the method of pressure
adopted, whether steam or hydraulic. The French and
German factories get about 50 per cent.
“The process of manufacturing is rather simple. A
London authority, W.T. Branut. states, the common practice
is to press three times. The first pressure is a cold pressure
and yields 16 to I8 per cent. of very fine table oil. The
residue is moistened and again cold pressed, and yields 7
or 8 per cent. of less valuable oil. The residue from this is
heated and pressed, and turns out 7 or 8 per cent. more.
“But the French have lately perfected a new method
and invented a new press, and two pressings will produce
as much oil as three under the old plan. The machine is
elaborately described, with the aid of drawings and plates
in Consular Report 142, July, 1892. The price of the press
is given at 6,000 francs, or a little under $1,200. It can work
about one-third faster than the old style of press.
“The St. Louis company in a recent letter writes: ‘Oil is
excellent as salad oil or for use in manufacturing, where nondrying oil is wanted. We sell oil for 50 cents a gallon, but
no established trade as yet exists, and until it is, its value is
determined by better grades of cotton seed oil.’
“This is a better price than cotton seed oil brings, as the
American Cotton Oil Company, at Memphis, Tennessee, says
his oil is now selling for 23 cents a gallon at the mill. It is
quoted in the daily market reports of Baltimore papers at 30
cents a gallon for medium grades.
“The consular report from Germany states that the
peanut oil there ranges in price from 40 cents to $1,

according to the peanuts it is made from, East India variety
producing oil of the lowest grade, and Africa of the highest.
“The most important by-product from the extraction
of the oil is the meal. A thorough study of this substance
has been carried on by investigators in Europe and by the
chemists on the different State experiment stations, that
receive oil from the United States government. Exhaustive
analyses have been made by the New York, Georgia and
Tennessee Stations, and perhaps by others. They have been
compared with each other and checked with results from
Germany. In consequence of this care and duplication, we
can feel safe in accepting the conclusions reached. The
labors of all are concisely summed up in a bulletin of the
Tennessee Station of some time ago, in plain language, to the
effect that ‘the peanut is one of the richest vegetable foods
known. Peanut meal is fully equal to cotton seed meal as a
food stuff.’ In fact, this authority states that the variations
between peanut and cotton seed meal are often no greater
than between two samples of cotton seed meal.
“The St. Louis company testifies: ‘The meal is excellent
as feed for cattle, increasing the butter making quality of
ordinary milk 50 per cent. There is a market for it at $27 a
ton. Europe is the market, although it ought to be no trouble
to get home trade.”
“In Germany the wholesale price is about $30 a ton.
The French use the meal as they do cotton seed meal, and
consider it equally as valuable.
“At first it was believed that the chief use of the meal
was as animal food or manure, but within a year the German
government has begun the most interesting investigations to
test its availability as human food. The chemists discovered
that it was remarkably high in nitrogenous elements. As
measured in sustaining power, it has about three times the
nutritive value of beef, and is ahead of all our common
vegetables and meats. The Ministry of War have made
extensive trials with it to learn how it would serve as rations
on the field.”
Note: The paragraph that mentions “Soja” goes here.
“A still more interesting attempt was made to prove the
physiological virtues of this meal in a large German hospital.
Over one hundred patients were fed with peanut meal soup.
Half of them ate it gladly, and found it to agree with them,
while most of the others pronounced it tolerably good. The
Frankfort Consul reports that the meal has been put on the
market in the shape of grits and hour. It can be prepared
as soup or as biscuit. It is offered for sale at four cents a
pound package. It may come into use as an ‘anti fat,’ since
it has a low proportion of starch and fat and such fattening
compositions.
“But there would be little hope of introducing this meal
as food for men in this country so long as corn and wheat
are so cheap. The future for it in the South is for fattening
cattle...”
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20. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1896. A vegetable meat of Japan, called “torfu” [sic, tofu]...
Aug. 1. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “... is said to consist mainly of protein of the
soya bean, and to be as nutritious and digestible as meat, It is
sold in tablets as white as snow, and tastes like fresh malt.”
21. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1897. Wants to annex: Japanese resident says United States
is best. Believes there are enough laborers here–Minister
Cooper’s action should be approved. May 4. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: “’So far as the Japanese are concerned–I mean
the Japanese in Hawaii–there is no love in their breasts
for the mother country. They are here for the dollars they
can earn and take back with them. So long as they are here
they don’t care a spoonful of soya [sauce] what becomes of
Japan. For that reason I say it is best for them to work for the
annexation to the United States.”
22. Hawaiian Planters’ Monthly (The) (Published for the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association). 1897. Plant food and
cultivation. 16(5):234-41. May. See p. 240. [1 ref]
• Summary: From: Bulletin of the Kansas State Experiment
Station.
Page 240: “Catch-Crops,–Leguminous Leguminous
crops, like cow-peas, soy-beans or crimson clover are
preferable for catch-crops if they can be successfully grown,
but corn sown broadcast, rye, or whatever green crop can be
successfully grown, will do. If the catch-crop will not winter,
it should be turned under in the fall while green, and the soil
packed around it with a disc harrow or roller, followed by
the common harrow to loosen the top soil again, or by any
tool that will pack the soil around the vegetable matter and
leave the top loose. This returns the nitrogen to the soil in the
form of humus, to be acted on again by the micro-organisms
that convert it back to nitrogen. This, however, can be better
managed by a rotation of crops.”
23. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1897. Many tons of bad
seeds: Hawaiian farmers should take warning. Secretary
Wilson informed that thousands of pounds of pests are
annually imported from abroad. Aug. 6. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “A large amount of cheap seed is now being
sold as novelties at fancy prices through manipulation of the
name and the report says that the German coffee berry, which
many salesmen are now advertising as a cheap substitute for
coffee, is really the common soja bean, which can be bought
cheaply anywhere.”
24. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1898. Live stock
points. Feb. 12. p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: “All over the southern half of the great
American corn belt the soja bean will grow luxuriantly and
is one of the best stock feeds ever discovered. The difference

between it and corn is that the soja contains protein and oil,
the corn contains starch and oil. For fattening hogs a mixture
composed of two-thirds cornmeal and one-third soja bean
meal makes the ideal food for hogs. The soja bean will grow
well in latitude [sic] as far north as a line cutting off the
upper third of the states of Indiana, Illinois and Ohio. Soja
meal [probably ground whole soy beans] makes lean meat. It
is also a muscle making, human food. Try it next year.”
25. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1899. Sake and
soy. Dec. 30. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “After thorough examination sake and soy
[sauce] have been found to be not dangerous as carriers of
plague and shipments of the two, after proper fumigation, are
now allowed by the Board of Health.”
Note: The Evening Bulletin was founded on 1 Feb. 1882
by J.W. Robertson and Company. In 1912 it merged with
the Hawaiian Star to become the Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(Source: Wikipedia at Honolulu Star-Bulletin, April 2016).
26. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1900. Japs in Brazil: Do not
do as well as other immigrants. Jan. 13. p. 2, col. 3.
• Summary: “According to the latest intelligence from
Brazil, says the Japan Times, it appears the emigration
from Japan to that country is less encouraging than we
should expect, and that for the following reasons. Unlike the
white emigrants who come from Spain, Portugal, Italy and
other European countries and settle in Brazil, the Japanese
emigrants cost it is alleged, a great deal for their passage;
and in addition to the disadvantage arising from the fact
that entirely different languages are used by them and their
employers our laborers are said to be discontented if they are
not supplied with rice, soy [sauce], miso and other things,
which are the main diet of the Japanese; whereas the white
emigrants possess the advantage of being able to understand
and converse with their employers, or at least to speedily
gain this advantage, while they are quite contented with
their supply of wheat flour, corn and other local food stuffs.”
Generally the landowners of Brazil favor Italian emigrants
“as offering every advantage in point of economy and that in
consequence they are not disposed to receive emigrants from
Japan.”
27. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1900. Report on
foodstuffs. Feb. 24. p. 8, col. 2.
• Summary: “At a meeting of the Board of Health yesterday
afternoon the prohibition of the Board on the introduction of
foodstuffs was rescinded and the following resolution was
unanimously adopted:
“Whereas in the opinion of the Board that by reason of
the existence of plague in Asiatic ports, there is serious and
continuing danger of the introduction of the same into the
Hawaiian Islands, and that notwithstanding the quarantine
defense, this danger is so increased by the introduction of
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certain foodstuffs from such countries that a suspension of
the right to introduce the sane is demanded, in the interests of
public Health:
Resolved, That the President of the Republic be
requested, in pursuance of the power vested in him by law,
to prohibit the introduction into the Hawaiian Islands of
foodstuffs named in the schedule below written, from Asiatic
ports, so long as plague exists...”
“The accompanying list will show the classification of
most of the articles imported from China and Japan.
“A–Substances prepared in tins, heated in the process
of manufacture and not capable of carrying infection.
Containers capable of disinfection. Bamboo shoots, shrimps,
bean curd and cake: all canned goods.
“B–Substances that are packed in tins or cases, heated
in the process of manufacture, and are not likely to carry
infection. Containers capable of disinfection, and other
unobjectionable articles: Bean sticks [dried yuba], bean flour
[kinako], rice flour, sago flour, sago, macaroni, vermicelli,
rice, beans, sugar.
“C–Substances dried or salted in manufacturing, not
subjected to heat and capable of carrying infection. Incapable
of being disinfected: Cuttle fish and other dried fish,... mizo
[sic, miso] (cooked rice and beans), sea weed, mushrooms.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2021)
that contains the word “mizo” used in connection with beans
or with miso.
28. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1900. Told by figures: Statistics of Hawaii’s commerce.
Annual customs report. A strong showing of the Islands’
business property and steady onward march. March 6. p. 9,
cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “The following is the conclusion of a review
of the report for the year 1899 of the Collector General of
Customs.”
“Passenger Statistics: 32,472 passengers were landed
in Honolulu and 9,063 departed, 253 being refused landing.
Immigrants came to the number of 28,080, of whom 975
were Chinese, 36,103 Japanese, 341 Americans, and 661
Europeans and Colonials. In 1898 the number of passengers
landed was 17,299, an increase of 15,722 in 1899...”
“China’s Queer Foods: Chinese importations have an
especial interest now, when high authorities point to Asiatic
foodstuffs as a probable source of plague infection. The
following is a table of the Celestial foods imported, with
their respective values: Beans, dry, $3,099.79 [Note: Most
of these were probably soybeans]; bean stick [dried yuba]
$5,682.60;... sauces, Chinese, $2,406.94 [Note: Some of
these were probably soy sauce];... sea weeds $208.57.
“Japan also has a list of curious provisions:... bean
curd, bean cakes, $171.91;... miso $8,768.75;... sea weed
$5,040.55; sauce, $54,040.38” [Note: Most of these latter
were probably soy sauce].

29. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1900. Plague bills: Expenses incurred in epidemic. Will be
published in full in the Advertiser Daily as space permits.
March 29. p. 12, col. 3.
• Summary: “The sixth instalment [sic] of plague bills is
published today.”
“Wing Wo Chan & Co., Jan. 31, $1096.22 for iron
boilers, tea, salt fish, bowls, chop sticks, nut oil, bean curd,
dried duck, etc. G.R. Carter.”
30. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1900. Soy may be sent to other islands: Board of Health
decides possible bacilli are killed by process of manufacture.
April 14. p. 14.
• Summary: “Reading the list of ingredients of Japanese
soy one is reminded of the three witches’ concoction of
delicacies in Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth.’
“There is a soy factory in Honolulu conducted by a
learned Japanese, [Mr. Yamakami] whose name fails to
appear in the appended report of the city sanitary officer. The
report was read before the Board of Health at yesterday’s
meeting and it was decided that the manufacturer could ship
his goods to the other islands inasmuch as all possibility of
the existence of bacilli in the concoction was done away
with by the through boiling process. Dr. Pratt’s report is as
follows:
“Complying with your request, I today examined the
soy factory at the junction of Punchbowl street and Pauoa
road. The ingredients used are now kept and mixed in a
room about 10 x 12, while the boiling is done just outside
this room, in the open air. The ingredients of soy [sauce] are:
Barley, [soy] beans, honey, salt, white sugar, and water. The
sugar, honey, salt and water are mixed in certain proportions
and subjected to boiling for four hours. This mixture is then
strained and put into old wine barrels.
“The beans, barley and some water are boiled for five
hours and then put into barrels. When enough of these two
mixtures have been made they are mixed together and this
compound boiled for thee hours. After this boiling is finished
it is strained and immediately put into old wine barrels,
which are at once corked, It is then ready for shipment.
“The wine barrels these people are using came from
W.C. Peacock & Co., Ltd. The barley, honey, salt and white
sugar were purchased from H. Hackfield & Co. The [soy]
beans were imported from Japan. The barrels were washed
out several times with hot water.
“The building now being used for the manufacture of
soy is too small and is so filled up that it cannot be properly
cleaned. The proprietor says that if allowed to make and ship
soy to the other islands, he will erect a suitable building with
cement floor and trap drain to cesspool and conform to any
requirement of the Board of Health. He says that the present
building is only used temporarily, It is also his intention and
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he has already made arrangements to have the beans grown
here, instead of importing them from Japan. He says he is
unable at present to secure any beans of Island growth. He is
now boiling his mixture in large galvanized iron wash tubs.
Note 1. The actual name of this newspaper is “The
Pacific Commercial Advertiser.”
Note 2. This type of sweet soy sauce is probably unique
to Hawaii. Typical soy sauce also ages in large wooden vats
for at least a year.
31. Independent (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1900. Topics of
the day: Q.H. Berey is reported as saying to a representative
of a New Orleans’ paper,... May 1. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “... that ‘Sake’ was the means of carrying
the plague to Honolulu. Mr. Berey describes Sake as a
toothsome food of Japanese manufacturing, something like
soy. We hope that Mr. Q.H. Berey did not base his diet on the
‘something like soy’ food while living here.”
“Now that the plague is officially at an end, we trust that
our health officials will not devote themselves to politics
instead of sanitary measures.”
32. Product Name: Shoyu (Brand Unknown).
Manufacturer’s Name: Unknown. Company founded by
M. Yamakami, a learned Japanese.
Manufacturer’s Address: At the junction of Punchbowl
street and Pauoa road. Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1900.
New Product–Documentation: Pacific Commercial
Advertiser. 1900. April 14. p. 14. “Soy may be sent to other
islands: Board of Health decides possible bacilli are killed
by process of manufacture.” This soy factory in Honolulu is
conducted by a learned Japanese whose name is not given.
The small factory is located at the junction of Punchbowl
street and Pauao road. Unfortunately the date the company
started is not given, but it was in full swing by April 1900.
The company makes a sweet soy sauce from soy-beans
grown in Japan.
Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, col. 1-2,
and p. 5, col. 5. “Making soy in Honolulu.” “It entered the
head of M. Yamakami that it would be a highly profitable
enterprise to make soy and so, from seed brought from
Japan, he commenced growing the soy bean in Kona. This
was done at a minimum of expense as the shrub is grown
between the rows of coffee trees.” “Then he established a
small factory which has grown to such an extent that he had
to move to a larger place, and is now going to double the
capacity of his establishment. This is the only soy factory of
any account outside of Asia.”
33. Foreign Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of
Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA, Inventory. 1901. [Soy
bean introductions]. No. 8. S.P.I. Numbers 3401-4350. 106 p.
Transmittal date: 1 Jan. 1901.

• Summary: 3869-3870. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From
China. Received through Dr. H.W. Wiley, September, 1899.
“3869. Black.
“3870. Distributed.”
3884-3886. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. [Seeds yellow,
black, and green respectively; Piper and Morse 1910, p. 40.]
From Honolulu, Oahu, H. Ty. A collection of seeds originally
from China, presented by Hon. Byron O. Clark, of Wahiawa,
Oahu, October, 1899.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
concerning soybeans in Hawaii. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Hawaii (Oct. 1899). It
is not clear whether or not any of these soybeans were ever
grown in Hawaii.
“3884. Distributed. Yellow.
“3885. Distributed. Black.
“3886. Distributed. Green.”
4285. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From Richmond,
Virginia. Received January 15, 1900. Yellow. An erect,
branching hairy annual, with large compound leaves, each
composed of three leaflets; inconspicuous pale violet flowers
in small clusters in the axils of the leaves, and broad, severalseeded pods covered with stiff bristly hairs. The seeds
are rounded and pale yellow in color. The plant thrives in
medium or rich soil. The seeds should be planted in drills
about 3 feet apart and cultivated until the plants are large
enough to shade the ground. Cut for hay when the first pods
are forming, and for seed before thoroughly ripe. This is a
medium variety for the South.”
Note: The introduction, dated 1 Jan. 1901, is by Jared
G. Smith, Chief, Section of Seed and Plant Introduction.
Address: Washington, DC.
34. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1902. Soy
manufactory may start here. Nov. 14. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “Honolulu is to have a soy [sauce] manufactory
here very soon if the plans which an expert in the business
is talking up to various business firms of the city are carried
through. The proposition is to start in as soon as possible and
the man who is handling the matter is so confident that his
plans will carry that he has already secured the services of an
expert Japanese soy maker who is in the city at the present
time.
“Soy in this city sells for something like $3.50 a tub and
the manufacture of the article here is calculated to reduce
this amount to $2, a very material difference. It is calculated
further that at the start off about 2000 tubs a month could be
manufactured. This amount could be increased from time to
time. At any rate, the man who is piloting the scheme figures
in his prospectus that there will be a return of something like
40 per cent on the money invested.
“Soy is one of the articles the consumption of which
will never decrease. It is an article that Asiatics must
have and when they can get the same thing here at a very
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much reduced rate, it means the practical cessation of the
importations from the Orient.”
35. Rorer, Sarah Tyson. 1902. Mrs. Rorer’s new cook book:
A manual of housekeeping. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Arnold and Company. 730 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The soy bean is mentioned in two special
sections: Botanical classification of our common vegetables
(p. 281): “Leguminosae: Pulse family. Soy bean, peanut,
kidney bean, string bean, lima bean, black bean, pea, chick
pea, lentil, St. John’s bread.”
Soy bean (Glycine hispida, Maxim.) (p. 334-35): “Soy
beans are grown principally in China where they form an
important article of food; in fact, they are the richest of all in
food constituents. It is also grown to a considerable extent in
India [sic], where it is mixed with rice. This bean ranks high
in fat and albuminoids and is their only muscle-making food.
It has more than meat value. By the Chinese it is made into
cheese [tofu], pastes [jiang], and sauces [Soy]. Soy sauce is
used by them on all meat and fish dishes. For the English and
Americans it forms the foundation for such sauces as clubhouse and Worcestershire.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
stating clearly that soy sauce is used as an ingredient in
making Worcestershire sauce.
“Soy is an agreeable seasoning to creamed meat dishes
and a very pleasant addition to French salad dressing. It can
be purchased in jugs at any Chinese shop, or at the American
wholesale druggists by measure.” A table (based on Church)
gives the composition of the soy bean: Albuminoids, etc.
35.3%. Fat 18.9. Starch and dextrin 12.5. Sugar 12.0.
Cellulose 4.2. Water 12.5. Mineral matter 4.6.
“Soy” [sauce] is used as an ingredient in 12 recipes:
Japanese fish sauce (p. 228). Japanese eggs (p. 253). Sautéd
[sic Sautéed] celery (“When ready to serve sprinkle over
two tablespoonfuls of soy or mushroom catsup, and send
at once to the table,” p. 389-90). Ginger chutney (p. 435).
Japanese dressing (p. 442). Celery salad (“This is greatly
improved by adding a few drops of Worcestershire sauce,
soy or mushroom catsup,” p. 451). Bobotee salad (p. 457).
Philadelphia cream salad (p. 459-60). Shad roe salad (“one
tablespoonful of Worcestershire sauce or soy,” p. 469).
Salad seasoning (“Agreeable seasonings to be kept on
hand for salad making: Garlic, mushroom catsup, tomato
catsup, Worcestershire sauce, soy, tobasco oil [sic, Tabasco],
tarragon vinegar, mint sauce, capers and celery seed,” p.
472). “A group of Hawaiian recipes”–To cook beef (“bake
until brown. Then pour over it a half pint of sweet cream, to
which you have added a tablespoonful of soy. Cook slowly
for one hour, basting frequently with the cream,” p. 691-92).
Cream lettuce sauce to serve with fish (“a half saltspoonful
of pepper and a teaspoonful of soy,” p. 695).
Worcestershire sauce is used as an ingredient in at least
25 recipes. The first four are: Ox tail soup (p. 62). Cream of

cheese soup (p. 74). Mock turtle soup (p. 80). Baked carp (p.
104).
Peanut butter is used as an ingredient in 5 recipes:
Cream of peanut soup (p. 75). Lentil pie (p. 337-38). Peanut
wafers (p. 535). Nut and fruit crackers (with almond butter or
peanut butter, p. 537-38). Marguerites (p. 556).
The earliest recipe seen for homemade peanut butter
states (p. 535): “Peanut Butter: Roast the nuts, shell and
blow off the brown skins. When making it in large quantities,
it will pay to have a bellows for this purpose, or put the
peanuts on a coarse towel, cover them with another towel,
rub them gently, then blow off the skins. If you use salt dust
them lightly with it and grind at once. Pack the butter into
glass jars or tumblers, cover them and keep in a cool place.
This may be used plain or diluted with water.”
Two recipes use almond butter as an ingredient: Almond
wafers (p. 525). Nut and fruit crackers (p. 537-38). A recipe
for homemade almond butter is given (p. 525).
The word “vegetarian” is mentioned in connection
with 7 sections of recipes: Meats (p. 135-36). Vegetables
(p. 277-78). Salsify (p. 317-18). Tomatoes and okra with
curry (p. 417-18). Nuts (p. 522-23). Nut croquettes (p. 538).
Sample menus–Vegetarian (p. 666). The author speaks very
favorably of a balanced vegetarian diet. Scientists in general
agree, she says, that animal proteids are easier to digest
than vegetable proteids. “I must contend, however, that a
well selected vegetable diet will give health, bodily vigor
and mental strength to those who live rationally.” In other
countries and cultures, vegetarians are quite equal in strength
to those of the same economic class who live largely on meat
or on a mixed diet of proper proportions–and are most likely
freer from disease. The out-door laborer would probably do
better on a vegetarian diet whereas the sluggish digestive
apparatus of an indoor is probably better suited to beef (p.
135-36).
“The American people, as a class, in their rushing
and bustling life, prefer to take their nitrogen from animal
products, which are more easily digested and assimilated
than vegetables.” “The Japanese, who do in their country the
work performed by horses here, are practically vegetarians.”
The “vegetarian requires but two meals per day,” yet they
are more nourishing than three meals of meat. They take less
time to eat, cost less, and offer more variety. “The amount of
cellulose or waste in vegetable foods keeps up the peristaltic
motion of the intestines and lower bowels; hence, vegetable
eaters are rarely troubled with constipation and torpid livers.”
America has “grown into a meat-eating nation” in large part
because the scullery maids who preside over the kitchen are
largely uneducated, do not understand nutrition, and have
never learned the subtleties of preparing vegetables (p. 27778).
“To the vegetarian, they [nuts] are indispensable;
they furnish his meat, milk and butter. They are palatable,
nutritious, and, if well prepared, easy of digestion. Being
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of vegetable origin, they are free from the danger of
disease germs. Their food value is generally overlooked by
Americans as they are generally served as dessert”–on top
of a heavy meal. “From the general awakening in regard to
healthful diet, societies have sprung up all over the world,
recommending the use of vegetable foods, especially fruits
and nuts. We have well established, both in New York and
London, large vegetarian societies, many with separate
branches of ‘fruit and nut eaters.’ Personally I have tried the
experiment, and find it most satisfactory” (p. 522).
The Preface notes that this “new book on Domestic
Science... represents on paper The School at its highest
period of development...” “A great change in the methods
of living has taken place in America during the last few
years.” Not long ago, schools of cookery taught “fancy
cookery”–”to succeed with these elaborate, dyspepticproducing concoctions as the highest ambition. All this has
now changed: the teacher or cook book (an ever present
teacher) that does not teach health, body building, and
economy in time and money, is short lived. There are still a
few women who do elaborate cooking to please the palate
and appetite,... They are still at the palate stage of existence.
Strive to reach a higher plane of thought–eat to live. Why
should any woman be asked to stand for hours over a hot fire
mixing compounds to make people ill? Is this cookery? Is the
headache that follows a food debauchery more pleasant or
pardonable or less injurious than that which follows drink?
Results of intemperance are identical. Simple living and high
thinking have the approval of learned men and women,...”
Sarah Tyson Heston Rorer (1849-1937) “is one of
the great ladies of American culinary history. She was a
nationally recognized cookery expert, founded and ran a
cooking school in Philadelphia for 18 years, authored over
75 books and pamphlets, edited her own magazine Table
Talk,... and was domestic editor of the Ladies Home Journal
for 14 years.” With over 1,500 recipes, tips and advice,
and more than 125 recipes, this “is one of America’s great
cookbooks. The Ladies Home Journal reprinted it in 1970. It
offers an excellent view of American cookery at the turn of
the 19th to 20th centuries” (MSU introduction).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2001)
which states that “body building” is widely considered part
of a healthy way of life. Address: Philadelphia.
36. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd. (Hawaii
Shoyu K.K.). Formerly named Yamakami Shoyu Jozo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: Pua Lane near King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1904.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 255.
Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd., W. Motoshige, president. N.
Yamakami, vice president. B. Hayashi, secretary. H. Miyake,

treasurer. Y. Takakua, aud. [auditor?]. Note: That year N.
[Nobuyuki] Yamakami was also manager of Yamajo Soy and
Sauce Manufacturing Co. Ltd., which was also on Pua Lane.
1916 Directory. Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd., 1136 Pua Lane.
Hawaii Hojin Katsuyaku-shi, Meiji 41-42 [Japanese who
play an active role in Hawaii, 1908-09]. 1915. Oct. p. 39.
Contains an ad for Hawaii Shoyu K.K. at King St., Pua Lane,
Hawaii. Gives their production of shoyu in 1915 (Taisho 4)
as 3,500 koku. Since 1 koku is 47.6 gallons or 180 liters, this
is 166,600 gallons, or 630,000 liters.
F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. A photo (p. 166) shows
the inside of the Hawaii Shoyu Co. (Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha)
on King Street in Palama, Honolulu, taken in about 1914.
The caption reads: “The Japanese is Hawaii depended upon
shoyu imported from Japan until Nobuyuki Yamashiro [sic,
Yamakami] started making shoyu in 1904. His company was
established as Hawaii Shoyu Co. in 1906. American Shoyu
Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.”
37. Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds
(Mail-order catalog). West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: A black-and-white photo on the cover shows a
man, a woman, and a child (little girl) standing in a “Field
of soys and pearl millet at West Branch, Michigan.” Below
that is written in large letters: “Our northern grown seeds are
unequalled for hardiness, earliness, vigor, high germinating
power and purity.” Printed by Herald-Times Print., West
Branch, Mich. At the top of the cover in small letters:
“44º12’ North Latitude.”
Contents: Note to the American Farmer and Stockman.
Our terms. Legume seed department. Soy beans. Cow
peas. Field peas. Garden peas. Beans (Phaseolus vulgaris).
Spanish field pea (Lathyrus sativus). The vetches (Vicia
villosa and V. sativa). Velvet beans (Mucuna utilis). Lupines
(Blue and Large White). Faba or Broad Beans (Vicia faba).
Lentils (Lens esculenta). Pea nuts (Arachis hypogæa).
The clovers. Northern Grown Grain and Forage Plant
Department: Field corn, Russian emmer (Triticum spelta).
Spring wheat. Oats. Barley (Hordeum vulgare). Japanese
barnyard millet (P. [Panicum] Crus Galli). East India pearl
millet (Pennisetum spicatum). Teosinte (Reana luxurians).
New legumes for 1905 (the Japanese Muroran bean is a
forage crop that is earlier than the earliest soy or cow pea).
Grass seeds: Timothy (Phleum pratense) and Orchard grass
(Dactylis glomerata). Meadow fescue (Fescuta pratensis).
Awnless brome (Bromus inermis). Red top (Argostis
vulgaris). Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis). Root seeds.
Seed potatoes. Bacteriated soil (“sand containing the bacteria
adapted to peas, soys, cow peas, vetches, lentils, broad beans,
lupins, etc. Sold in new 16-oz. cotton bags at $1.50 per 100
pounds. Not less than 100 pounds will be sold). A paradise
for pork (Also called “hog heaven,” it is a “combination
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crop.” “Some plant corn, soys and mangels or sugar beets
in alternate rows”). Chemical analysis vs. cow analysis [of
feeds] (“All authorities, chemists and cows included, agree
that the soy bean is the most digestible of all concentrated
foods. And palatability–convince yourself. Plant an acre of
soys and when they are ripening turn in your stock, your
cows, horses, hogs, sheep, turkeys, ducks and chickens.
They will tell you all about the palatability of the soy bean).”
Standard of weights in Michigan: Beans, soy: 8-16 quarts of
seed required per acre. Weight per bushel: 60 lb.
The note (p. 2) “To the American Farmer and Stockman”
begins: “Greeting: It has always been our aim to be
something more than seed sellers–or merchants.” It states in
detail the company’s strong commitment to quality seeds.
“Our terms are invariably net cash with order.” The first
section (p. 3+), titled “Legume seed department” begins:
“From ancient times down to the present certain plants have
been used for the purpose of renovating and maintaining
the fertility of soils... It was not until 1888 that a German
scientist discovered by which process these plants enrich
the soil. Briefly, legumes are plants having the power, by
aid of certain bacteria, of converting atmospheric nitrogen
into nitrates available for plant food, and of storing it up in
root nodules, or tubercles. We do not yet know whether this
process is a mechanical or chemical one.”
However, we do know that nitrogen, one of the vital
elements of plant food, is the most elusive, the most
expensive to buy and the most difficult to retain of all the
elements that go into the production of any crop. We know
that a crop of soys, peas, clover, or vetches enriches the soil
by adding to the available nitrogen. It is absolutely true that
the nitrogen removed from an acre of land by a crop of oats,
corn, wheat or timothy often exceeds in value the entire cost
of producing a crop of legumes. There can be no greater folly
in farming than the continued production of cereals without
a rotation in which legumes form a part, and the shorter the
rotation the better for the land and the bank account... The
Leguminosœ includes beans, peas, vetches, clover, lentils,
cow peas, soys, faba, lupins, etc.”
The subsection titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p.
4-7) gives the most information about this crop to be found
in any American seed catalog up to this time. “German, Soja.
Japanese, daidzu [daizu]. Next to wheat this is probably
the oldest of cultivated plants. It is mentioned in Chinese
writings prior to 500 B.C., and remains to this day one of the
staple crops of China and Japan. It was originally introduced
into America about 1925-30, but failed to attract attention
to its merits. It was not until the researches and experiments
of Profs. Brooks [Massachusetts] and Georgeson [Kansas],
within the past fifteen years, that the true value of soys
became known. Since 1896 they have grown more rapidly in
popularity than any crop ever introduced into America. Soys
contain a higher percentage of protein in more digestible
form, than any other farm product, and at a fraction of the

cost of the so-called ‘concentrated feeds.’” A table shows
a nutritional analysis of five varieties of soys made by the
Michigan Experiment Station [published in Bulletin No.
199, April 1902, p. 173]. Ito San and Medium Early Yellow
contain the most crude protein (41.04% and 41.52%). A
photo shows two uprooted soybean plants, each covered with
pods.
Page 5 continues: “Soya are as easy of culture as
common beans, cow peas, or corn. They succeed on any
soil that will produce corn. They will withstand drouth
and wet weather that would ruin most of our staple crops,
and will pass uninjured through frost that kills corn to the
ground. This has been demonstrated hundreds of times
here in Michigan. Scores of seedsmen catalogue soys with
southern seed, generally the Mammoth Yellow. Such seed
can be bought for $1.00 to $1.25 a bushel, but is absolutely
worthless north of the Ohio river. We are the pioneers of the
soy seed business at the north; have grown and sold them for
the past 8 years [since about 1896]. We have not a bushel of
soys grown outside of Michigan.” “Evans’ soys are known
the world over. We sold them last year in England, Germany,
Guiana [incl. British Guiana?], West Indies, Hawaii, Mexico
and Canada.
Page 6 continues: “Plant soys in drills 28 to 30 inches
apart, using 8 to 16 quarts seed per acre, according to variety
and use. For ensilage, they may be planted with corn, but
we believe it is more satisfactory to grow the two crops
separately and mix them as they go through the cutter.” The
subsection titled “Varieties” gives details on each of the
following: Ito San (named by Mr. Evans in honor of Marquis
Ito, the Japanese statesman), Early Black or No. 6 (originated
by Mr. Evans), Ogema, or Evans No. 9, Medium Early
Green, Olive Medium (created and introduced by Evans),
Medium Early Black.
Concerning: “Ogema, or Evans No. 9. Originated by
Edw. E. Evans and offered for the first time last season. It is
a cross of Dwarf Brown and No. 6 and is unquestionably the
earliest of all soys. It can be planted later and farther north
than any other variety. Beans dark chocolate color. Season
65 to 75 days. Stock limited.” Ogema is the company’s most
expensive variety, selling for $7.50 per bushel, vs. $3.50 per
bushel for most other varieties.
A table titled “Prices of soy beans” (p. 7) gives the
prices of 12 varieties. The first seven are sold in quantities of
one packet, quart, 4 quarts, peck, ½ bushel, and bushel. Most
sell for $3.50/bu, but the price ranges from $3.00/bu for Ito
San and Medium Early Yellow to $7.50/bu for Ogema. These
seven are: Ito San, Ogema (earliest), Medium Early Green
(general favorite), Olive Medium, Medium Early Black,
Early Black (Evans No. 6), Medium Early Yellow. The
last five varieties sold (all new) are: Dwarf Brown, Gosha,
Rokugetsu [Rokugatsu?], Bakaziro [Bakajiro], and Hankow.
Each is available only in the packet size at $0.15 per packet.
On the last page of the catalog is a full-page order sheet.
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Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002)
which mentions that turkeys eat or are fed soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Dwarf Brown,
Hankow, Ogemaw, or Mammoth Yellow (one of three
documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest (and only) English-language
document seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “bacteriated”
to refer to soil containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
West Branch, Ogemaw Co., Michigan.
38. Hoshi, Hajime. 1904. Handbook of Japan and Japanese
exhibits at World’s Fair, St. Louis [Missouri]. n.p. 206 p.
• Summary: The Preface begins: “Since Commodore Perry,
of the United States Navy, opened Japan to the world’s
commerce [in 1854], the foreign trade of the country has
developed with wonderful rapidity. This startling rapid
development of Japanese trade is due to the readiness and
celerity [swiftness] with which the frank and courageous
people of the Empire abandoned their old customs and
turned their faces toward a new civilization. There was
no hesitation, no halting, no looking backward. The entire
nation awoke with a start to the realization that it was
moving in the wrong direction, and turned about and dropped
easily in the march of modern progress. Foreign ideas were

adopted, foreign methods were imitated and frequently
improved upon, and the closest commercial relations were
sought with the United States and the countries of Europe.
With this adoption of foreign ideas came a desire for
foreign goods. New methods made necessary the use of
Western machinery in factories and on farms. Even Western
foodstuffs became popular.
“Japan’s total foreign commerce was increased from
26.6 million yen in 1868 to 582.6 million yen in 1902 or
2,219 per cent. The total exports were increased from 15.5
million yen in 1865 to 281.7 million yen in 1903 or 1,811 per
cent. During the same period the imports increased from 10.7
million yen in 1865 to 300.9 million yen, or 2,790 per cent.”
Baron Masanoho Matsudaira is Vice-President of the
Imperial Japanese Commission to the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition.
Concerning “Shoyu, or soy.–The shoyu manufactories
in 1901 numbered 15,993, producing 68,940,680 gallons
annually” (p. 28).
In 1902 Japan’s principal exports in million yen were (p.
40-41): Copper, crude and refined–10.3. Rice–6.7. Tea, green
(pan fire)–6.2. Tea, green (basket fire)–3.6. Camphor–3.4.
Cuttle fish–1.8. Fish oil–1.5. Sake–0.83. Sea weed–0.61.
Shoyu (soy)–0.39.
Palace of Agriculture (p. 119). “In the Palace of
Agriculture the Japanese Exhibit occupies an area of 8,667
square feet.” “Tea, one of the leading products of Japan,
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forms the most important exhibit of the space.” “There is
a large exhibit of shoyu or soy, a famous Japanese sauce
made from beans. This sauce is in as common use in Japan
as salt and pepper are in the United States. It is used as a
relish on the table, also for cooking and salad dressing.
Soy is wholesome and exceedingly cheap, which qualities,
combined with its splendid flavor, make it a most desirable
article of diet.
“Sake, the national drink, is also well represented in the
exhibit.”
The names of the members of the Japanese Commission
and of the commissioners now in the United States are given
on pages 112-13. he names of the members of the Japan
Exhibit Association are given on page 113. Note: Nowhere is
this long and detailed book is the name of Jokichi Takamine
mentioned.
The Japanese Garden: Area, 150,000 square feet is
described in detail (p. 114-15), as are each of the buildings
in it. These include the Japanese Pavilion (the building
materials for it “were brought from Japan. It was built
entirely by native carpenters after the style of Daimyo’s
garden–Goten, of about 400 years ago. The architectural
style of the building is Heike. The artistically curved
roofs, majestically projecting one upon the other...”). Note:
This was the building that was renamed Sho-Foo-Den /
Sho-Fu-Den by Jokichi Takamine. Other buildings are
the Observation Cottage and (standing by the lake) and a
reproduction of the Kinkaku Temple in Kyoto (Kinkaku-ji,
the Temple of the Golden Pavilion).
“The total space occupied by Japan [p. 115] covers
282,455 square feet. he area is three times as great as that
covered by Japan at the Paris Exposition in 1900, and three
times as large as Chicago [Illinois] in 1893.”
“Soy brewers and trade marks” (p. 161, full page, with
the trade mark of each shown large and clear): Kikko Sakai:
Brewer K. Toyoda, Sakai, Osaka, Japan. Yamakawa-roku:
Brewer R. Wakaye, Osaka, Japan. Kikko Mata: Brewer
M. Kawamori, Sakai, Osaka, Japan. Mitsu Uroka: Brewer
G. Tagashima, Kaidzuka, Idzumi, Japan. Uyeki: Brewer
K. Uyeki, Osaka, Japan. Yama-Ju: Brewer M. Yamamoto,
Osaka, Japan. Maruichi Jo: Brewer S. Masuda, Osaka, Japan.
Maru Matsu: Brewer Y. Motsutani, Osaka, Japan. Hon Ichi:
Brewer K. Yehara, Osaka, Japan. Sun: Brewer K. Shindo,
Osaka, Japan.
Across the bottom of this page: “The virtue of the
sauce and direction for use. The Japanese Soy with the
Trade Marks is brewed from the very best Japanese [soy]
bean, wheat and salt. The Soy is of dark brown color and is
specially adapted for every kind of boiled, baked and fried
fish; for chops, steaks and cutlets and cold meats; also for
cooking of vegetables. The article possesses a particular taste
and flavor and advances [enhances] the digestion.
“The Japanese Soy with these Trade Marks may be
stored for a long period and is guaranteed never to turn bad.

“The article is sold for 6 to 9.60 yen per case of 4 go
bottles, F.O.B. Osaka. An order to any of the brewers will
receive prompt attention.”
Page 166: 1/3 page display ad for Ueki Shoyu, Osaka.
Page 180: ½ page display ad for “Best shoyu. Ota Shoyu
Brewing Company, (912 Minamiota Machi, Yokohama,
Japan) was established in 1850...” Its shoyu is known as
“Fuji Shoyu.” “Second medal in 1859 and first Silver Medal
in 1903. Exported to Germany, America, Hawaii, Corea,
Shanghai, Hong Kong, England, Canada, Australia, India,
Singapore, etc., through G. Brandel & Co., No. 41 Yamashita
Cho, Yokohama.”
Page 189: Full-page ad for “Shoyu, Japanese sauce.
Izumiyama Shoyu Brewing Co., Hachinohe Mutsu, Japan. Its
two trade marks are shown.
Page 193: ½ page display ad for “Maru Sen Shoyu.
Awarded medals and shohai [trophies] at the World’s
Exhibition, Paris, 1903, and others. Marusen Shoyu is
brewed by Sutejiro Hosono, Kinatomura, Kitakanbara,
Niigata ken, Japan.
Note: There was no World Exhibition or World’s Fair or
any such international exhibition in Paris in 1903, There was
an Exposition Universelle in 1900 in Paris, and another in
1925.
Page 197: Full-page ad for Kameya Shoyu & Company,
Nakaidzumi cho, Shidzuoka ken [Shizuoka-ken], Japan. A
large photo shows Sokichi Tsukichi, proprietor, standing in
a Western-style room with one hand on a chair. This shoyu
is exported to the United States, Hawaii, Europe, China, and
Corea [Korea].
39. Treasury Decisions under Tariff and Navigation Laws,
Etc. 1904. Bean cake, bean stick, and potato cake (24513–
G.A. 5361). 6:542-44. For the year 1903.
• Summary: Bean cake is koya tofu [dried-frozen tofu]. Bean
stick is dried yuba sticks. Potato cake is konnyaku.
“The merchandise in question in these cases was
imported from Japan and China into the port of Honolulu,
Hawaiian Islands, and consists of so-called bean cake,
bean stick, and potato cake. The goods were classified and
assessed for duty under the provision for “all vegetables
prepared or preserved,” in paragraph 241 of the tariff act
of 1897 at 40 per cent ad valorem, and are claimed to be
dutiable at 20 per cent ad valorem, as nonenumerated
manufactured articles, under section 6 of the act.
“The bean cakes are small, approximately rectangular
shapes of porous consistency and yellow color, which break
into crumbs under pressure. The bean sticks [dried yuba
sticks] are lengths of hard, brittle, yellow substance, having a
glazed appearance and resembling a piece of molasses candy.
“Kikujiro Shimada, owner of the Tofu Manufactory
in Yokohama, who has been engaged in this business over
thirty-five years, thus describes the manner in which bean
cake is made: To manufacture bean cake, koya tofu, first
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keep soja beans in water at least twenty-four hours (beans
are now mostly imported from China), and when the beans
become very soft, grind them under the millstone; mix the
ground beans with water and boil the mixture in kettles about
half an hour. When cooled, by pouring it into a cloth sack
and squeezing it, we get a milk-like juice, which is too rich
for tofu manufacturing. What remains in the sack is mixed
with water and boiled again and the squeezing repeated.
The thin milk-like juice we get is mixed with the rich one
obtained by the first squeezing, and while the mixture is yet
warm it is poured into the mold and a little quantity of nigari
(the brine left by the diliquescence [deliquescence] of a salt)
is added to cause the bean juice to coagulate. The mold has
several holes lined with fine cloth to allow the water to drop
away. In the course of an hour or so we get tofu, white jellylike food. Slice the tofu carefully and freeze it in cold nights
and then dry it in the sun. Repeat this for days and nights
until the frozen tofu is perfectly dry, when it is marketable.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “koya tofu” to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
“The process of making bean stick is described in
a letter dated February 20, 1903, from the commercial
museum, department of agriculture and commerce, Tokio,
received by the collector from the same source as the
manufacturers’ affidavits above quoted. It is as follows:
“Yuba (bean stick). Keep the soja beans in water until
they are very soft; then rub them fine in “suribachi” (mortar
like earthen pot) and then boil these. Thick creamlike matter
will collect on the surface. This when dried by fire is yuba”
(p. 544).
40. Moore, George T. 1905. Soil inoculation for legumes;
with reports upon the successful use of artificial cultures by
practical farmers. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin
No. 71. 72 p. Jan. 23. See p. 1-46, 67-68, 71-72 + 10 plates.
[65 ref]
• Summary: From the earliest days of agriculture it has been
recognized that all plants belonging to the Leguminosae had
a decidedly beneficial effect upon the soil. Pliny (A.D. 2379), the Roman scholar, wrote: “The bean ranks first among
the legumes. It fertilizes the ground in which it has been
sown as well as any manure” (p. 12). From the early 1800s
on there was a great diversity of opinion concerning both the
cause and the effect of root nodules of legumes.
Nobbe in Germany isolated a pure culture of nodule
forming bacteria from the nodules and grew them in
tubes or bottles containing nutrient agar. This culture was
given the trade name Nitragin. Seventeen different kinds
of Nitragin were prepared from the nodules of as many
different plants, and marketed by a well known German
firm of manufacturing chemists. Experiments with Nitragin
in Germany met with varying degrees of success. In this
country the results obtained by Prof. J.F. Duggar using hairy

vetch at the Alabama Experiment Station in 1896 and 1897
were very satisfactory, but certain other investigators were
not able to secure inoculation.
W.M. Munson at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station reported in 1897 and 1898 of having fair success
in inoculating soybeans with Nitragin, but he failed to get
satisfactory results with other legumes. His results did not
warrant the recommendation of the use of Nitragin for a
leguminous crop. A major problem with Nitragin was that it
lost its viability quickly (p. 21). “The percentage of failures
in its usage was so great that its manufacture was given up,
and it is no longer for sale under that name... For this reason
the Laboratory of Plant Physiology of the [U.S.] Department
of Agriculture undertook a scientific investigation of the
root-nodule organism, and as a result it is believed that a
thoroughly practical and satisfactory method of bringing
about artificial inoculation has been devised” (p. 22).
Table 1, titled “Number of packages of inoculating
material (or inoculated seed) distributed from November,
1902, to November, 1904...” (p. 42-43), lists the following
under “Bean, Soy”: Alabama 10, Alaska 0, Arizona 0,
Arkansas 2, California 3, Colorado 0, Connecticut 4,
Delaware 0, District of Columbia 0, Florida 1, Georgia 4,
Hawaii 2, Idaho 1, Illinois 36, Indiana 16, Indian Territory
0, Iowa 9, Kansas 10, Kentucky 9, Louisiana 0, Maine 1,
Maryland 7, Massachusetts 11, Michigan 10, Minnesota 1,
Mississippi 1, Missouri 13, Montana 0, Nebraska 3, Nevada
0, New Hampshire 2, New Jersey 2, New Mexico 0, New
York 30, North Carolina 11, North Dakota 0, Ohio 25,
Oklahoma 4, Oregon 3, Pennsylvania 17, Philippine Islands
0, Porto Rico 1, Rhode Island 3, South Carolina 1, South
Dakota 2, Tennessee 5, Texas 2, Utah 0, Vermont 2, Virginia
48, Washington (state) 3, West Virginia 6, Wisconsin 11,
Wyoming 0. Foreign countries: Australia 2, British Guiana 0,
Canada 1, Costa Rica 1, Cuba 2,... South Africa 2. Total: 391.
The next section, titled “Reports” (p. 44), begins:
“While it has been impossible to receive reports from all
experimenters, the percentage of replies has been unusually
large and is quite sufficient to enable the formation of a fair
opinion as to the value of the cultures distributed. Table II,
“Reports of experiments with principal crops” (p. 45), shows
the following for soy bean: Total reports: 129. Inoculation
resulting in definite increase of crop: 54. Failures definitely
ascribed to bad season, poor seed, weed growth, etc.: 22. No
increase in crop; organisms already present in the soil: 11.
No evident advantage from inoculation; nodules not formed:
42. Percentage of failure: 43%.
After discussing the nature of the organism, the author
lists farmers in the following areas who have used the
“artificial culture” successfully to inoculate soybeans: Rash,
Alabama; Gainesville, Georgia; Napoopoo, Hawaii (Gordon
Glore–Inoculation successful. Increased growth of plant and
abundance of root nodules); Winchester, Kentucky; Bynum,
Maryland; Marionville, Missouri; Dome, North Carolina;
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Guys Mills, Pennsylvania; Spring City, Tennessee; and seven
towns in Virginia (p. 67).
The author states that alkaline nitrates in the proportion
of 1 to 10,000 are sufficient to prevent the formation of
nodules. Photos show: (1) Package of inoculating material
for sufficient for four acres of alfalfa, with a letter titled
“Directions for using inoculating material,” from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry. (2)
Effect of rich nitrogenous soil upon formation of nodules of
soy beans; few nodules. Same culture and seed used as in
Plates 3 and 4. (3) Effect of poor sandy soil upon formation
of nodules of soy beans; more nodules. (4) Effect of poor
clay soil upon formation of nodules of soy beans; many
nodules. Conclusion: Soybeans grown in a poor sandy soil
or in a poor clay soil have a greater number of nodules than
plants grown in a rich nitrogenous soil. He states also that
fully as striking differences might be shown in a soil in
which the moisture or the acidity or the air supply varies,
and that the application of calcium or magnesium will act
differently on nodule production depending on whether the
plant grows under acid or alkaline conditions.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Hawaii.
They may have been grown there in 1900, at which time one
variety was introduced to the USA from Hawaii. By about
1904-05 the Yamajo Soy Co. had introduced soybeans to
Kona, a district on the Big Island of Hawaii, where it was
growing them among the rows of coffee trees and using the
mature soybeans to make Japanese-style soy sauce (shoyu).
Note: 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with West Virginia. Since
6 packages of soybean inoculating material (or inoculated
seed) were sent to West Virginia from November, 1902, to
November, 1904, its seems very likely that soybeans were
in West Virginia and being cultivated there by 1905–but we
cannot be sure.
Note: 3. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in connection with Oregon.
Since 3 packages of soybean inoculating material (or
inoculated seed) were sent to Oregon from November, 1902,
to November, 1904, its seems likely that soybeans were in
Oregon and being cultivated there by 1905–but we cannot be
sure.
Note: 4. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in connection with Cuba. Since
2 packages of soybean inoculating material (or inoculated
seed) were sent to Cuba from November, 1902, to November,
1904, its seems likely that soybeans were in Cuba and being
cultivated there by 1905–but we cannot be sure.
Note: 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with Costa Rica, or with
Central America. Since 1 package of soybean inoculating
material (or inoculated seed) was sent to Costa Rica from
November, 1902, to November, 1904, its seems likely that

soybeans were in Costa Rica and being cultivated there by
1905–but we cannot be sure.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning interest in nitrogen fixation on soybeans in
Africa, or in Latin America. Address: Physiologist in Charge
of Lab. of Plant Physiology.
41. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1905. Making soy in
Honolulu. Dec. 23. p. 1, col. 1-2, and p. 5, col. 5.
• Summary: The long subtitle: “A big factory for the famous
sauce is being equipped and the product will soon be
generally on the market–an immense business done in a line
of which few people ever think.”
The article begins: “There are a good many people
in this wide world who are fond of Worcester sauce, but
the hazard is made that most of them are not aware that
the curious and altogether delicious flavor of that sauce
is derived not from the pleasant glades of Worcestershire
but from a berry [sic] or bean which ripens in far Cathay
[China]. It gains its name from the fact, stated quaintly on
the labels, that it is made ‘from a recipe of a Nobleman in the
Country.’
“And now it happens that here in Hawaii and infant
industry is being established, which bids fair to achieve a
lusty growth, in that very product which has already become
famous under another name.
“The sauce so generally used both by Japanese and
Chinese as a general condiment, taking the place of salt,
pepper, mustard and other table accessories is known as
‘soy,’ and there are many races other than Oriental who
prefer soy to any other sauce. However that may be, it is
a fact that the Japanese here in Hawaii, to get down to a
concrete proposition, use soy with every meal. They use it
on fish, rice, meat–in fact on everything they eat, and the
importations of soy from Japan amounts to 20,000 ten-gallon
kegs per month.
“The fact that there is a duty of 35 per cent on it added
to the freight naturally makes the price considerably higher
than it is in Japan, but the Japanese must have it. As well try
to rob the Englishman of his beer or the Scotchman of his
whisky as to rob the Jap of his soy.
“It entered the head of M. Yamakami that it would be a
highly profitable enterprise to make soy and so, from seed
brought from Japan, he commenced growing the soy bean in
Kona. This was done at a minimum of expense as the shrub
is grown between the rows of coffee trees.”
Note 1. He probably started growing these soy beans at
Kona by 1904; they may have been among the earliest soy
beans grown in the Hawaiian Islands.
“Then he established a small factory which has grown
to such an extent that he had to move to a larger place, and is
now going to double the capacity of his establishment. This
is the only soy factory of any account outside of Asia.”
Note 2. Mr. Yamakami’s first small shoyu factory was
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located at the junction of Punchbowl street and Pauoa road in
Honolulu. See Honolulu Advertiser, 14 April 1900.
“The new factory is out at Palama, on the street Waikiki
of St. Elizabeth’s church and mauka of King street. The
process of making the relish so prized by the Japanese is
most interesting.
“Equal portions of the soy bean and of ripe wheat are
used. The wheat is winnowed and then roasted. Incidentally
it may be noted that the winnowing as it was seen this
morning was being done by the method used before the days
of the Pharaohs by pouring from a scoop and allowing the
wind to carry the chaff away.
“’Pretty soon I will get a machine from the States to do
that,’ said proprietor Yamakami.
“The soy beans, little yellowish white things of the size
of a pea, are not roasted however, they are boiled for twelve
hours.
“The roasted wheat is ground to a coarse flour and the
two products, the boiled soy and the wheat are mixed. The
fermenting stage is reached, the mixture is placed on trays,
there are thirteen hundred of these, and there it dries out until
a fine mould forms on it. As soon as the eye of the expert
detects the exact moment the stuff–there seems to be no
other name for it [sic, koji]–is put into vats with a mixture
of extremely strong brine and is fermented further. Steam
heat, applied from below, helps [speed] the process. The
fermented mass is put into bags which are placed under a
press and the liquor which exudes is soy. The process is not
yet over, however, for the ‘Number One’ Soy has to ripen for
six months before it is placed on the market.
“Down at the factory today all was activity for orders
are flowing in thick and fast.
“’I am making just as good soy as they can in Japan,’
said Yamakami, ‘and although I have yet to put it on the
market, Hackfield & Co. have arranged to handle all that I
can make. I intend to double the capacity of the factory as
soon as I can.’
“The point of the local establishment of a soy factory
lies in the fact that the local manufacturer can sell his
product at $2.50 per keg of 10 gallons, wholesale, whereas
the imported soy costs $2.75.”
42. Product Name: Kikko-Ki Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Terada (T.) Shoten. By 1915
renamed Terada Shoyu Jozo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1346 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1905-1906.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1905-06. p. 357.
Terada T. Shoten, soymkr [soy-maker], 1346 N. King.
1907 Directory. p. 567. Terada, Tagero, soy, 1346 N. King.
Residence, same. 1908 Directory, same. 1909 Directory. p.
559. Terada, F., soy. 1346 N. King. Residence, same; Hawaii

Hojin Katsuyaku-shi, Meiji 41-42 (Japanese who play an
active role in Hawaii, 1908-09). 1915. Oct. Lists Terada
Shoyu Jozosho, founded by Tajiro Terada, as a brewer of
Kikko-ki brand soy sauce, located on King St., Palawa,
Honolulu. The company also has an ad on page 22.
1916 Directory. T. Terada, 1222 N. King.
Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii). 1924. Dec. 9. “Auto
licenses.” “T. Terada Shoten, 163 North Hotel street. Buick
coupe, transfer, No. 15288.”
Honolulu Star-Bulletin. 1930. Aug 8. p. 8. [Businesses
located on] “North King Street.” “Terada Shoten. 1232 N.
King St.”
Directory of the City and County of Hawaii. 1947-48.
p. 989. Terada T. Shoten (Kyuzo and Robert H. Terada,
and Mrs. Hatsuko Umeno). General Merchandise and
Soy Manufacturers. 1224 N. King. Tel. 8033. Note this
company’s rebirth on the same street with the same name
after almost 40 years. They are not listed in the 1941-42
Directory.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product
made in Hawaii after the Hawaiian Islands were a territory of
the United States.
43. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1906. Yamagimi
[sic, Yamakami] opens Hawaiian soy factory. Feb. 5. p. 4,
col. 5.
• Summary: “Messrs. Nobuyauki [sic, Nobuyuki]
Yamagami, Kumataro Tashiro and Tatsusabura [sic,
Tatsusaburo] Nozawa on Saturday night spread a banquet
and gave a reception in honor of the opening of their soy
factory on Pau lane, off King street, Palama.
Some forty prominent Japanese were present.
Representatives of the English daily papers were also guests,
together with a representative of H. Hackfield & Co.
“A great table was set beneath a large tent and good
things to eat and drink were in abundance. Geisha girls
entertained on a raised platform and waited on the guests.
“Mr. Yamakami is head of the new concern and he made
a speech in which he explained the coming into being of the
factory. He remarked that Hawaii had in 1904 consumed
$120,000 worth of soy from Japan and, since the duty was
about 35 per cent., it was time a local factory existed.
“The Hawaiian soy, Yamagami said, is a home product,
for the wheat is grown on the mainland and the [soy] beans
are raised in these islands, making it an American product.
Hawaiian salt is also used in the manufacture. Yamagami is
a chemist. The new plant will probably do a great business.
The soy is put up in kerosene tins and is every bit as good
as the imported article, if not better. Sample bottles were
distributed at the banquet. Many speeches were made and
everybody wished success to the enterprise.”
Note: Other documents show that the spelling
“Yamakami” is preferred to “Yamagami.” His given name is
“Nobuyuki.”
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44. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1906. Shoyo [sic, Shoyu] factory is new Japanese enterprise.
Feb. 5. p. 1, 7.
• Summary: This is a long, detailed article about Yamajo
Soy Co. “Shoyo [sic, Shoyu] or ‘Soy’ as the product is more
generally known here, is now being manufactured on a large
scale in Honolulu. The factory, backed and conducted by
Japanese, was formally opened on Saturday evening [Feb. 3]
with a celebration a la Japanese in which not only Japanese,
but many foreigners, participated.
“The new concern has a catch-phrase of its own–
’Patronize Home Industry’–and as it manufactures shoyo
from beans grown in the Islands and wheat brought from the
mainland, the promoters of the enterprise believe they are
entitled to hearty local support.
“The soy factory is located in Pua Lane, Palama, back
of St. Elizabeth’s House. The factory buildings are low
structures and enclose three sides of a square. The court is
roomy and the premises are arranged to make it sanitary.
All the buildings are raised from the ground. The plant is
not entirely modern, and some of the methods employed are
crude. but everything is present in apparatus and containers
to make a soy which the promoters claim will be equal in all
respects to that imported from Japan.
“The consumption of soy in Hawaii is large, $150,000
was paid out last year for soy. Added to this is the duty
of 35 per cent. which went to Uncle Sam. Then there is
considerable loss of soy in transit. The product is shipped
from Japan to Honolulu in wooden tubs. The wood absorbs
much of the stuff, and, with leakages, it is believed that fully
ten per cent. of the quantity goes to waste.
“The Hawaiian-made soy is put in tin cases, same size
as oil [kerosene] tins, and these are shipped two in a wooden
box. The tins are fancifully painted and bear the name of the
firm, ‘Yamajo Soy Co.’
“Mr. Yamakami, a chemist in his own country, is head of
the concern, his partners being Messrs. Tashiro and Nozawa.
Mr. Yamakami is superintendent of the business. For the past
two years he has been conducting experiments in Honolulu
with vinegar and misu [sic, miso], but, owing to the quality
of the water, both experiments failed. Mr. Yamakami
explains that the water used in his experiments came through
iron pipes and this was not the best kind for these products.
He finally decided to make soy, and now has several hundred
gallons in the fermentation stage. There are two ‘crops’ a
year in the soy business. It takes six months for the materials
to ferment properly [in the warm climate of Honolulu]. After
going through the final process of pressing and extracting the
liquid, a new ‘crop’ is placed in the great 500-gallon vats.
Should the business demand it, a duplicate set of vats will be
installed so that four ‘crops’ a year may be taken off.
“The first process is to roast the wheat, then it is ground
and spread out in shallow boxes to dry, at which time it looks

like a fertilizer. [Note: No mention is made of koji, without
which one cannot make shoyu]. Meantime Hawaiian-grown
beans are boiled and are afterwards mixed with the wheat. At
the same time an extract of salt is in the process of making.
This extract is placed in vats filled with boiling water. Finally
the bean-wheat sediment [koji?] is placed in the 500-gallon
vats and mixed with the salt solution, and there it remains
for six months. Each vat is over five feet in height. There are
over forty of these vats.
“In celebration of the opening a canvas canopy was
raised over the court and decorated with Japanese national
colors. It was a pretty place at night with the rows of
Japanese lanterns swinging in the breeze. On a platform a
stage was improvised where geisha girls gave a performance.
A long table under the canopy was laden with a delicious
cold collation, added to which there was a long list of
drinkables. Mr. Yamakami occupied the head of the table,
and the guests, about 40 in all, filled up the other spaces.
Addresses were made by Mr. Yamakami, Mr. Kishi of
Yokohama Specie Bank, Dr. Uchida, Editor Shiozawa of the
Hawaii Shinpo, and members of the English and Japanese
press. Each guest was given a sample bottle of soy as a
souvenir of the occasion.”
45. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1906.
Shoyo [sic, shoyu] factory is new Japanese enterprise. Feb.
6. p. 5, cols. 3-5. Tuesday.
• Summary: This article is very similar (if not identical) to
one published the previous day in the Pacific Commercial
Advertiser (Honolulu).
46. Product Name: Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamajo Soy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Pua Lane [off King St.]. Palama,
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1906 February.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Star (The)
(Honolulu). 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, 5. “Making soy in
Honolulu.” “... from seed brought from Japan, he
commenced growing the soy bean in Kona. This was done
at a minimum of expense as the shrub is grown between the
rows of coffee trees. Then he established a small factory
which has grown to such an extent that he had to move to a
larger place... The new factory is out at Palama, on the street
Waikiki of St. Elizabeth’s church and mauka of King street.”
The proprietor is Mr. Yamakami.
Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii). 1906. Feb. 5. “Shoyo
[sic, Shoyu] factory is new Japanese enterprise.” A long and
detailed article.
Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu). 1906. Feb. 6. p.
5. “Shoyo [sic, Shoyu] factory is new Japanese enterprise.”
Yamajo Soy Co., headed by Mr. Yamakami, had its grand
opening on Sat., Feb. 3. Sample bottles were distributed at
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the banquet, which strongly suggests that on that date its first
shoyu was ready for sale. The factory is located on Pua Lane,
Palama, Honolulu.
Evening Bulletin (The) (Honolulu). 1906. Feb. 5. p.
4, col. 5. “Yamagimi [sic, Yamakami] opens Hawaiian
soy factory.” Mr. Nobuyuki Yamagami is head of the new
concern. The factory is “on Pua lane, off King street, Palama,
Honolulu.
Husted’s Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of
Hawaii. 1907. p. 609. Yamajo Soy Co., Nobuyuki Yamakami,
mngr. Pua Lane, [Honolulu]. Two entries following:
Yamakami, N., mgr, Yamajo Soy Co., residence King, near
Palama Chapel. Note: No listing in 1905-06 Directory, which
is the earliest at Sutro library. 1908 Directory. Yamajo Soy
& Sauce Co. Ltd. The, Pua Lane. 1909 Directory. p. 602.
Company name has changed to Yamajo Soy and Sauce
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., N. Yamakami, mngr, Pua Lane near
Kukui. Krauss. 1909. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report. p. 16, 83-85. For the year 1908. States that “Seed
of two other [soybean] varieties were [sic] donated by the
Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.”
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” States
that the company was founded in 1905 by Mr. Nobuyuki
Yamakami.
F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. A photo (p. 166) shows
the inside of the Hawaii Shoyu Co. (Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha)
on King Street in Palama, Honolulu, taken in about 1914.
The caption reads: “The Japanese in Hawaii depended upon
shoyu imported from Japan until Nobuyuki Yamashiro [sic,
Yamakami] started making shoyu in 1904.” His company
was established as Hawaii Shoyu Co. in 1906. American
Shoyu Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p.
234. Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. “There was a
record showing that Mr. Shimada was the first to make shoyu
in Hawaii. But he closed soon after he started. Therefore I
think that the first person who succeeded was Mr. Nobuyuki
Yamakami.”
47. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
Manchurian trade: America supplies one-fifth of imports of
Niuchwang [Newchwang]. No. 2515. p. 11-12. March 19.
• Summary: Consul-General Sammons writes that
Niuchwang [Newchwang] is “the present trade gateway to
this part of China.”
“The Standard Oil Company transacts the heaviest
individual business of any one company operating here and
is preparing to build large warehouses at this port next spring
in order adequately to meet the steadily increasing demand
for kerosene oil.”
“How our trade may be extended: If America finds it

desirable to buy [soya] bean cake for fertilizing purposes,
raw silk, hemp, and like articles, the Manchurian trade will
be greatly increased. At present steamers or sailing vessels
coming here direct from Pacific coast ports of America
bring flour and lumber. Those bringing oil direct from the
Atlantic seaboard are compelled to return empty handed
or seek a cargo elsewhere. This state of affairs discourages
direct shipments and increases freight rates. Accordingly, in
the hope of ultimately securing a return cargo for American
ships that visit this port, I have sent samples of Manchurian
bean cake to the Hawaiian Islands and Southern California
for expert examination,...”
48. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1906. Work for the gallows.
March 19. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: Nine men, “according to the testimony adduced
before the grand jury, killed a Korean with the most frightful
tortures. The defendants are all Koreans. They cut and
stabbed and sawed and finally burned their victim, keeping
up the torture for hours. The details of the crime read like the
most revolting descriptions of cruelties practiced by North
American Indians upon white prisoners. Salt and soy were
poured into the sufferer’s open wounds to add to his pain...”
49. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1906. Japanese are hosts at banquet: Promotion Committee is
entertained at Waikiki. March 27. p. 1, 3.
• Summary: “Clad in kimonos, eating with chopsticks,
and partaking of edibles mainly Japanese and cooked in
truly Oriental style, the members of the Hawaii Promotion
Committee, their wives and several others were the
guests last evening of Mr. and Mrs. T. Mochitsuki at a
complimentary dinner given at the Japanese Mochitsuki
Club, Waikiki...”
“All the other guests at the board were haoles. The
dinner was spread in the long banquet hall. Previous to
entering the banquet hall the guests were robed in kimonos.
Some of the gentlemen enjoyed hot baths as well, following
the Japanese custom, before going to the table... the various
rooms used by guests were arranged for the geisha dancing
to come later in the evening.”
The menu of the “Japanese Dinner” served on March 26
is given. One of the courses is: “Teriyaki–Broiled fish with
Soy [sauce].”
Page 3, col. 3: “There is a certainty that the Promotion
Committee will add Japanese dinners to the list of general
attractions for tourists.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
concerning teriyaki in Hawaii. The next reference to teriyaki
in Hawaii is in Feb. 1940, so the word was not commonly
used there.
Note 2. In Hawaii, a haole is a person who is not a
native Hawaiian, especially a white person.
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50. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906.
Manchuria’s trade: [Soya] Beans lead in exports–railway
entension–Congestion in American goods. No. 2548. p. 1-4.
April 26.
• Summary: “Consul-General Sammons, of Newchwang,
writes as follows about the trade of Manchuria during the
year 1905:
“Cotton is king in Manchurian imports, and [soya]
bean products hold a similar place in the export trade. At
the same time the chief produce for home consumption,
both for man and beast, is millet and kaoliang. And while
America continues to sell more to Manchuria at the port of
Newchwang than all other foreign nations combined, Japan
easily takes the lead in exports. Thus Japan and America are
more directly interested in the commerce of Manchuria than
are any of the other nations.”
“Beans and their products: In a general way it may be
said that the chief source of the export trade of Manchuria,
[soya] beans and bean products, was very materially effected
by the presence of the immense armies of both Japan and
Russia. The latter, in particular, consumed large quantities
of bean bread, which was made from beans ground into
flour, and also bean cake was fed to the army horses in
considerable quantities. Bean cake, when saturated with
oil, was likewise used for fuel by the Russians. Exigencies
of a great war while disorganizing inland trade, more or
less, and interfering with export products reaching the
seaboard the result, on the whole, was far from commercial
demoralization as will be shown by the following synopsis
of exports from Newchwang for a number of years [1902 to
1905] and, incidentally, illustrating how Japan is the chief
foreign purchaser of Manchurian products:”
A table shows: Japan’s purchases through Newchwang
totaled $5,204,625 in 1902 and $4,510,205 in 1905.
China’s purchases through Newchwang totaled
$5,723,293 in 1902 and $3,868,329 in 1905.
Purchases by all other nations through Newchwang
totaled $480,839 in 1902 and $348,970 in 1905.
“Why native exports fell off: It will be seen by
examining the attached figures that the bulk of Japan’s
purchases for 1905, as has been the case during previous
years, were made up of Manchurian beans and bean cake.
The latter is now used in Japan for fertilizing purposes in
place of fish, the supply of which has been curtailed, bean
cake having been found less expensive:”
A table shows exports of [soya] beans and [soya bean
cake] to Japan, Canton, Amoy, Swatow, Shanghai, Lungkow,
Tungchow, and all other Chinese ports. These ports are listed
in approximately descending order of amounts purchased.
“The chief reason why China bought comparatively
so small an aggregate from Manchuria during 1905 is
largely explained by the fact that war-time exigencies
either prevented large quantities of beans from coming to

the seaboard or else the vast armies in the field (a) either
curtailed the crop or (b) consumed the yield after it was
harvested. Generally the crop was of the bumper order in
Manchuria in 1905. In certain areas the presence of the
armies interfered with the usually abundant yield and, as
previously pointed out, a considerable part of the yield was
consumed by the armed forces.
“Accordingly, with a shortage of beans and other export
commodities, the native exports suffered, as did those to
Japan, compared with 1903. Still, it will be observed that the
total exports for 1904 and 1905 are about equal. In 1904 the
beans and bean cake, on account of Russian occupation of
Newchwang, could not go to Japan and were largely diverted
to China. In 1905, with Japan exercising military occupation
of Newchwang, its bean cake and bean markets were again
supplied in part, and, further, as Japanese buyers will pay
more than Chinese dealers the volume of Manchurian bean
and bean cake exports is therefore turned from China to
Japan.
“At the present time the high, price of bean cake
is practically tantamount to barring it from American
(Hawaiian or Pacific coast points) markets.
“New railway opens market: Still another new feature
is added, in considering the bean and grain market of
Manchuria and China, by the completion of the HankowPeking Railroad. This new line draws of large quantities
of beans and grain from Honan and other provinces where
competition and resulting high prices such as prevail in
Manchuria are unknown. The Yangtse Valley bean cake is
not as rich as that of Manchuria in nitrous properties, but at a
very much reduced price it is finding a market, via the above
railroad and the Yangtse River boats, at Swatow, Canton,
and other points where the Manchurian bean product has for
years been without rivals. In the meantime the high price of
bean cake for fertilizing sugar-cane fields in southern China
has caused numerous cane producers to abandon the industry
and engage in the more profitable business of raising fresh
vegetables for the extreme southern China and Malay
Peninsula ports and cities.
“Thus, by the advent of Japan as a bean-buying
nation, an established feature of oriental commerce is
diverted and entirely new channels of trade result to meet
the requirements of supply and demand. Should the price
of Manchurian beans and bean cake continue to average
as high in the future as they have since Japan entered the
market, and all indications point that way, then many of the
Chinese buyers will desert the Newchwang market and make
headquarters at Hankow in order to secure the Yangtse Valley
supply at cheaper rates.”
“Further increases in imports expected:... The war
brought many millions of new money into Manchuria.
This ready cash, a shortage of staple supplies in the remote
interior, together with an unusually heavy fall of snow during
the winter of 1905-6, insuring good crops, may result in still
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further record-breaking increases in imports in 1906 and,
more particularly, in 1907.
“Roughly estimated, there is now a visible supply of
upward of 250.000 tons of Manchurian [soya] beans and
millet seed ready for shipment from this and neighboring
markets that utilize Newchwang as a shipping point. This
indicates a fairly active export trade for 1906.
Note: The port Niuchwang is now spelled Newchwang.
51. Hawera & Normanby Star (Taranaki, New Zealand).
1906. Strange stories from American papers. April 27. p. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “Seven to die for horrible
crime” begins: “A telegram from Hile [sic, Hilo], on the
Island of Hawaii, says that seven Coreans [Koreans] were
recently convicted of murder in the first degree in the
Supreme Court.” “One Corean was suspected of having
stolen £10 from another, and, instead of reporting the theft
to the police, the friends of the man who lost the money
adopted Corean methods. The suspected Corean was chased
through the cane-fields, and when captured was beaten with
sticks and stones until he was exhausted. As he still refused
to confess, they rubbed salt in his wounds... When this
torture failed to force a confession, they rubbed Japanese soy
[sauce] into the wounds, causing excruciating pain...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2014)
concerning the work of Koreans overseas in connection with
soy.
52. Yamamoto (K.). 1906. “Kikko-Ten” Best Soy (Ad).
Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). Dec. 12. p. 5, col. 1-2.
• Summary: “30 quart bottles in a tub.
“Packed in new and large tubs.
“The attention of Plantation Managers is called to this
brand of Soy. Years of experience have brought it to the front
and it now ranks as the best Soy in the market.
“R. Yamamoto, sole agent.”
Note 1. The product name and logo design both indicate
that this is clearly an imported rip-off of Kikkoman soy
sauce.
Note 2. This is the earliest appearance of this ad, which
appeared almost daily thereafter. The last ad for Kikko-Ten
was Sept. 9, 1907. Address: 25 Hotel Street near Nuuanu.
Phone: Main 399.
53. Product Name: Kenfu Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamakami Shoyu Jozo-sho.
Renamed Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd. (Hawaii Shoyu K.K.) by
1909.
Manufacturer’s Address: N. King St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1906.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Hojin Katsuyakushi, Meiji 41-42 [Japanese who play an active role in Hawaii,
1908-09]. 1915. Oct. Lists Hawaii Shoyu K.K. as a soy sauce

brewer on King St., Palawa, Honolulu. The ad on page 39
notes that in Taihso 4 (1915) the company produced 3,500
koku (1 koku = 180 liters or 47.6 gallons), so 630,000 liters
or 166,600 gallons of shoyu.
Shogoro Fujin. 1937. Dainihon Kaigai Iminshi (Great
History of Japanese Immigration Overseas). Published by
Kaigai Chosakai. Vol. 2. p. 95. Gives a brief life history of
Nobuyuki Yamakami and states that in 1905 in Honolulu he
founded Yamakami Shoyu Jozo-sho, which succeeded. He
later changed the company’s name to Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha.
He called the shoyu “kenfu.” which means “wise wife/
women.”
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” States
that the company was founded in 1906 by Mr. Yamagami/
Yamakami Nobuyuki and Tashiro Kumataro.
F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. A photo (p. 166) shows
the inside of the Hawaii Shoyu Co. (Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha)
on King Street in Palama, Honolulu, taken in about 1914.
The caption reads: “The Japanese is Hawaii depended upon
shoyu imported from Japan until Nobuyuki Yamashiro [sic,
Yamakami] started making shoyu in 1904. His company was
established as Hawaii Shoyu Co. in 1906. American Shoyu
Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.”
54. Yamajo Soy Manufacturing Co. 1907. Honolulu-made
soy (Ad). Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
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Hawaii). March 7. p. 3, col. 5-6.
• Summary: “We undersell the imported Soy because
we pay no duty. It is being used generally throughout the
Islands. Orders solicited from Plantation Managers. Quality
Guaranteed.”

N. Yamakami, H.T. Moore, C.J. McCarthy and C.G. Bartlett.
The proposed capital stock is $60,000 with the privilege of
increasing it to $500,000. The duration of the company is to
be fifty years.”
58. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. Soy company is
incorporated; Company with $60,000 capital organized to
make soy and other sauces. Oct. 1. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “The Hawaiian Yamajo Soy and Sauce
Manufacturing Company, Ltd., is the title of a corporation
for which articles of association were yesterday applied. The
incorporators are H. Rosenberg, N. Yamakami, H.T. Moore,
C.J. McCarthy and C.G. Bartlett. The company contemplates
the manufacture of soy, sauce, miso and vinegar and to grow
[soy] beans etc., and carry on a general manufacturing and
trading business. The capital for a start is fixed at $60,000,
divided into $20 shares, with the privilege of increasing to
$500,000.”

Note 1. The logo is composed of two offset peaks which
form a volcano-like mountain. Beneath these is the Chinese
/ Japanese character jo meaning “under” or “beneath.” Thus,
in Japanese the term Yamajo means “beneath the mountain.”
Note 2. This ad appeared 30-40 times in this newspaper
through April 8, 1907 when it last appeared.
55. Yamajo Soy Manufacturing Co. 1907. Orders solicited
from plantation managers for Honolulu-made soy by... (Ad).
Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). March 8. p. 5,
col. 5.
• Summary: “... Yamajo Soy Manufacturing Co. See
advertisement.”
Note: We could not find the advertisement referred to
above; Wayne Dawson (of Tucson, Arizona) looked through
every page of that issue but was unable to find the ad.
56. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. Best soy in market
(Ad). Sept. 21. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “Bummei brand Soy is recognized by all as the
premier soy imported to Hawaii. K. Yamamoto, wholesale
merchant, Hotel street, is sole agent for this brand. Telephone
399.”
Note: This ad also appeared on Oct. 7. p. 1, col. 6.
57. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1907.
Corporation formed to manufacture soy. Oct. 1. p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: “Articles of incorporation for the Hawaiian
Yamajo Soy and Sauce Manufacturing Company were filed
with the Treasurer yesterday. The company is organized
to take over the business of the Yamakami Soy Company,
a partnership, and to carry on the business of making soy
sauce, miso and vinegar. The incorporators are H. Rosenberg,

59. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. Soy brewery in
enlarged. Oct. 10. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “This is an era of great things, of innovation in
some lines and expansion in others. Ohia logs are springing
into favor with coast railway men and Honolulu soy is so
popular with the Japanese residents that the demand for the
product of the Yamajo Soy Co. has increased and a larger
plant is necessary. To get this requires more capital than
is available by a firm and a corporation is the result of an
investigation into the cost of manufacture, the assets and
liabilities of the firm and the possible profits to shareholders.
“The Hawaiian Yamajo Soy and Sauce Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., incorporated under the laws of this Territory,
has a capital of $60,000, of which $10,000 will remain
in the treasury. There are 3,000 shares at $20 each. The
officers are: Harry Rosenberg, president; N. Yamogami
[sic, Yamagami?], vice president; C.J. McCarthy treasurer;
H.T. Moore, secretary; and C.G. Bartlett, auditor. Already
more than half of the stock has been subscribed and it does
not seem possible that the balance will remain long unsold.
The capacity of the new corporation will be, approximately,
3000 tubs per month at a cost of $1.70 each, with a possible
reduction in cost to $1.60 per tub, while it sells at $2.20 per
tub. A thumb nail calculation of the results will show that
the dividends to the shareholders will resemble those paid
holders of sugar stock in the latter eighties [1880s].
“The Yamajo Co. was willing to take stock for its
plant, valued conservatively at $21,820, and further the
manager was willing to make a contract to remain with
the corporation at a reasonable salary and a percentage on
profits over 20 per cent per annum for a period of years.
The importation of soy into Hawaii is 100,000 tubs per
annum but the duty [35%] puts it above the reach of any but
the well-to-do Japanese residents. Practically soy is to the
Japanese as much a national dish as pie is to the American,
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and he will forego other pleasure to secure it. The ingredients
are wheat, soy beans and salt, and both of the latter are
produced here, the bean growing luxuriantly on almost any
soil, while Hawaiian salt may be had for the making. The
output of the old firm was 600 tubs per month but with the
augmented capital an addition will be made to the plant so
that this will be increased to 3000 tubs per month.
“Harry Rosenberg of the Globe Clothing store, Hotel
street, has prospectuses of the company and will furnish all
information asked.”
60. Yanamoto (K.). 1907. Banzai tea (Ad). Hawaiian Star
(Honolulu). Nov. 2. p. 2, col. 6-7.
• Summary: “Also sole agent for Bunmei Best Soy, Fuji Dai
No. 1 Soy. Banzai.”
Note 1. Bunmei was spelled “Bummei” on 7 Oct. 1907
in this Newspaper.
Note 2. Mr. K. Yamamoto also sells “Banzai Biscuits.”
Address: Wholesale merchant, Hotel Street near Nuuanu
[Honolulu].
61. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1907. News in a nutshell:
Paragraphs that give condensed news of the day. Nov. 23. p.
8, col. 2.
• Summary: “The Yamajo Soy and Sauce Brewing Company,
Ltd., was today entered for a charter with the Treasurer of
the Company, with a capital of $50,000, and the privilege of
increase to $250,000. The incorporators are N. Yamakami,
H. Miyake, K. Tashiro, T. Nozawa, G. Yokoyama, T. Mori
and K. Noto. The company enters property to the value of
$25,000.”
62. Logan, Daniel. 1907. Commercial news. Hawaiian
Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). Nov. 26. p. 7, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “The Yamajo Soy and Sauce Brewing Co.,
Ltd., is a local Japanese corporation applying for a charter.
Its nominal capital is $50,000, three fourths of which is
subscribed but none paid up. In fact the capital represents
chiefly an existing soy and sauce brewery.”
Note: Yamajo has changed and expanded its name–
probably because it now makes or is planning to make miso.
The company has also changed its type of business to a
limited liability corporation.
63. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fukushima Shoyu Brewery
[Fukushima Shoyu Jojosho].
Manufacturer’s Address: 602 Coral, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1907. p. 275.
“Fukushima, Yasuhachi, soy, Coral near govt. stables.
Residence: Same. 1908 Directory. Fukushima Soy Factory,

Coral near Queen.
1909 Directory. Fukushima, Y., Coral near Queen.
Residence: Same. Hawaii Hojin Katsuyaku-shi, Meiji 41-42
(Japanese who play an active role in Hawaii, 1908-09). 1915.
Oct. Lists Fukushima Shoyu Jozosho as a soy sauce brewer.
1916 Directory. Fukushima, Y., mauka 614 Coral.
Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii.
1954. p. 255. Fukushima Shoyu Brewery. Thomas Y. Kano.
602 Coral. 1955 Directory. Fukushima Soy Brewery.
64. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hirao, H.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kahului, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1907.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 759. “Hirao,
H., soy, Kahului” [Maui]. Not listed in 1907.
65. Product Name: [Ground Miso, and White Koji].
Foreign Name: Suri Miso, Shiro Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kodama Miso Seizo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: 310 Crocker St., Los Angeles,
California. Phone: MAin 3820.
Date of Introduction: 1908 January.
New Product–Documentation: Rafu Shinposha. 1908.
Rafu Nenkan [Rafu Shinpo Japanese-American year book].
Ad, unnumbered page near front. Suri-miso, shiro koji
seizo oroshi-uri. Rafu, Kurakka-gai 310. Denwa Meen 3820
[Ground miso. White koji maker and wholesaler]. Directory
entry, p. 43.
Note 1. This is the earliest known miso manufacturer in
Los Angeles or in California.
Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial koji made
in the United States (including the Hawaiian Islands).
Note 3. “Rafu” is the Japanese nickname for Los
Angeles.
66. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1908. Small
farmers land prizes: Agricultural exhibition contains varied
exhibits. Jan. 8. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “The second annual Agricultural Exhibition
of the farmers’ Institute of Hawaii, in cooperation with the
Hawaiian Poultry Association’s third annual exhibition was
opened for inspection by the public at the drill shed this
afternoon.”
“The Waikiki side of the building is taken up by the
Hawaiian Fertilizer,... the Hawaiian Experiment Station, the
Hawaiian drug companies and the Japanese Yamajo Soy Co.”
The many fine specimens of island fowls are certainly a
credit to the territory.
“In awarding prizes for the various produce, Secretary
F.G. Krause of the Farmer’s Institute of Hawaii, gave out the
following awards:”
Note: There is no mention of Yamajo winning an award.
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67. Hawaiian Star (The) (Honolulu). 1908. The ceara rubber
tree in Hawaii. July 22. p. 8, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: “Bulletin No. 16 of the Hawaii Agricultural
Station is entitled ‘The Ceara Rubber Tree in Hawaii,’ its
authors being Jared G. Smith and Q.Q. Bradford.
“The mulching of rubber trees is highly recommended
for the Kona districts, especially if the mulch is covered with
earth... It is believed that pineapples, tobacco, soja beans,
bananas, cassava, cotton, and garden vegetables are crops
which may be profitably grown in rubber plantations. Any
one of these will yield returns more quickly than rubber, and
all are on a basis of profitable cultivation. Such catch crops
can be cultivated for two or three years. not only without
detriment to the roots of the rubber trees, but to the very
decided advantage of this final crop through the loosening up
and stirring of the soil.”
Note: The soya bean, being a legume, if inoculated, will
fix valuable nitrogen in the soil–to be used by the young
rubber trees.
68. Harrington, -. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907 on
the trade of the consular district of Yokohama. Diplomatic
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Office, Great
Britain). No. 4165. p. 1-47.
• Summary: Yokohama is Japan’s leading port, accounting
in 1907 for about 40% of all imports. Germany exported
£13,000 in oil and bean cake to Japan (perhaps transshipped
from China; p. 13). Japan’s main imports from China via
Yokohama included raw cotton £362,000, oil and bean cake
£296,000, and soja beans £73,000 (p. 14). There was a small
increase in the export of soy [sauce] to Canada (p. 16; no
amounts are given).
A ten-page table (p. 22-32) titled “Imports into the Port
of Yokohama during the Years 1905-07” shows the import
of “oil cake” used as manure rose from 61,830 tons worth
£281,870 in 1905 to 88,520 tons worth £461,460 in 1907 (p.
32).
A table (p. 34) titled “Exports from the Port of
Yokohama during the Years 1905-07” shows the value of
the export of “soy” [sauce] (mostly to the United States and
Hawaii) rose from £42,007 in 1905 to £59,900 in 1907;
no quantities are given. Groundnuts, rice, seaweed, and
Bêche-de-mer (sea slug, trepang) were also exported from
Yokohama. Address: Acting British Vice Consul, Yokohama.
69. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: The Hawaiian Yamajo Soy and
Sauce Manufacturing Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1908.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Star (Honolulu).
1907. Oct. 1. “Soy company is incorporated; Company with
$60,000 capital organized to make soy and other sauces.”

“The Hawaiian Yamajo Soy and Sauce Manufacturing
Company, Ltd., is the title of a corporation for which articles
of association were yesterday applied. The incorporators are
H. Rosenberg, N. Yamakami, H.T. Moore, C.J. McCarthy
and C.G. Bartlett.
Krauss. 1909. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report. p. 83. “Seed of two other [soybean] varieties were
donated by the Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.
One of these, a green seeded type, has been grown in the
Kona district of Hawaii for some years; the other, a yellow
seeded variety, was imported direct from Japan. The seed
of both these varieties is used in the manufacture of the
Japanese food product, “Miso,” and other preparations.”
[Note: It is not clearly stated that Yamajo makes miso. But
some company in Hawaii was making miso at this time]. For
the year 1908. Mr. Yamakami was manager.
Husted’s Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of
Hawaii. 1907. p. 609. Yamajo Soy Co., Nobuyuki Yamakami,
mngr. Pua Lane, [Honolulu]. Two entries following:
Yamakami, N., mgr, Yamajo Soy Co., residence King, near
Palama Chapel. Note: No listing in 1905-06 Directory. 1909
Directory. p. 602. Company name has changed to Yamajo
Soy and Sauce Manufacturing Co. Ltd., N. Yamakami, mngr,
Pua Lane near Kukui. Note: Again no clear statement that
Yamajo made miso.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed.
p. 234. In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory, so
this company could be considered the earliest known miso
manufacturer in the USA. Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai
Zasshi. 73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso,
shoyu no rekishi.” He lists this company as having been
founded in Honolulu in 1905, as a shoyu maker but not as a
miso maker.
70. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1909. Strike has now entered upon the final stage: Ewa
Japanese declare independence–Aiea strikers want money
back–Waialua men return to work. June 4. p. 1.
• Summary: An untitled sidebar (column 2) states: “I want
you please keep pay back. All Japanese work here want have
their money when no Zokyu Kisei Kwai round here...”
“We have put up money, we think we are entitled to
Miso soup.–We will quit striking.–Please write to white
man’s paper that we were fooled and are not in the wrong.”
71. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1909. Soya bean industry. Nov. 28. p. 9, col. 6.
• Summary: “Washington, D.C., advices report that oil
millers of Liverpool are disposed to regard the products
of the soya bean as additional articles of trade and not
as competing to replace the manufacture of cottonseed,
according to a report transmitted by Consul Horace Lee
Washington of that city. The Consul adds: ‘The first complete
cargo of soya beans that arrived in the United Kingdom
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reached Liverpool February 14, 1909, and the interest in
the new industry has grown apace since then, experiments
being made in various other parts of England as well as in
Liverpool that range from a blend of soya flour, made by an
expert Liverpool baker, with flour and meal, about one-fifth
for mixing with flour and one-sixth for meal, to a soya dog
biscuit.
“The blending of soya flour above referred to is
desirable by reason of its demonstrated food value. In
albuminoids [protein] soya beans are stated to be nearly
three times as rich as oats and wheat and possessed of more
fiber and ash. A few German millers are reported to have
mixed soya and rye flour in experiments in the making of
the black bread of that country. and local millers here are
experimenting with a blend to improve their brown bread.
A vegetable cheese [tofu] is known to be produced from the
casein that the bean contains, but this has not advanced from
the experimental to the commercial stage.”
72. Product Name: Best Shoyu, Ikeda Shoyu, Maru-ichi.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ikeda (T.) (Later renamed Ikeda
Shoyu Brewery).
Manufacturer’s Address: Front St., near King, Hilo, Island
of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
Ingredients: Best shoyu: Soya beans, salt, wheat, caramel
color, water, and 1/10 of 1% of sodium benzoate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Best shoyu is in 1 gallon bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.

Manufactured and Bottled by Ikeda Shoyu Brewery. Hilo,
Hawaii. An illustration shows wheat stalks and soybean
plants.

A photo shows an oval Label (Used shortly before they
closed). Ikeda Shoyu. Maru-Ichi. Hilo, Hawaii. ½ gallon.
Same ingredients as before. T.H. Nihei. Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Directory. 1954. p. 78. Shiro Ikeda Shoyu (Shiro Ikeda,
proprietor). 195 Liholiho h958, Kaumana Drive, Hilo, Island
of Hawaii. 1957 Directory. Becomes the Ikeda S. Shoyu
Factory. Address same. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi.
73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu
no rekishi.” Shows two labels. Ikeda Shoyu Brewery, Hilo,
Hawaii. They make amino acid soy sauce. The company
recently closed.
73. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanaka.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1909.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 554. Tanaka,
soy, Waipahu. Not listed in 1907.

New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1909. p. 660. T. Ikeda,
soy mnfr [manufacturer], Front near King. Residence, same.
1910 Directory. p. 690, same. 1911 Directory. p. 787, same.
A photo shows an early square Label (pre. 1950). “Best
Shoyu.” Logo is Maru-Ichi. “Genuine Brewed Shoyu.”

74. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products. Special
Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department
of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. 35 p. Erroneously
numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: An outstanding, comprehensive report.
Contents: Introduction. I. Countries of production. China:
Newchang (Varieties of beans and amount produced {in
centals [hundredweights; 1 cental = 112 pounds]}, methods
of cultivating and harvesting, prices and exports, shipments
to Europe–use by natives), Dalny (Manufacture of bean cake
and oil, preparing the cake, expressing the oil and wages
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paid, freight charges to Dalny, exports, stock on hand, and
prices), Chefoo (Beans imported for cake manufacture,
quantity and value of output, bean vermicelli made by a
peculiar process [from the small green bean lü tou {mung
bean}], preparation of beans, drying of product and prices
[for vermicelli]), Shanghai (Extent of export trade in beans),
Shantung (manufacture of bean oil and cake, harvesting and
pressing, shipping and prices), Swatow, Tientsin (Exports
of raw beans, shipments of bean cake, extent of trade at
Tientsin). Tables (p. 5) show prices and exports of soya
beans, bean cake and bean oil at Newchang for the years
1905-1908. Japan: Cost of production and prices (of soya
beans, quite detailed), imports of beans and cakes, use of
the bean as food (shoyu, miso, tofu, koya-tofu, natto, flour),
Kobe (Beans as human food {eaten boiled with a little soy
[sauce], “made into bean curd, and a kind of sauce made of
wheat, beans, and salt”}–small exports {“The total exports
of beans, pease, and pulse [incl. soy] in 1908 were valued at
$25,971, of which about $24,000 worth went to Hawaii, the
United States, and Canada for use by the Japanese residents
in those countries as an article of food”}, manufacture of
cake), Nagasaki (Production of beans, imports of beans–
market prices). Shipments from Vladivostok * [Russia, of
soybeans probably grown in Manchuria] (Fluctuations in
prices, shipments during present season, immense shipments
planned next season (by Mitsui)).
“It is the intention of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest
exporter from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of beans
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be
made against the control of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha as the
Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the
European market without the aid of the Japanese” (p. 18).
Tables show: The quantities and value of soya beans,
soya-bean cake, and bean oil imported into Japan during
the year 1908 (p. 15). The soya bean harvests (in bushels)
reported in various Japanese districts (p. 16).
II. Markets. Denmark: Experimental imports made,
views of an importer.
France: High duties prevent importation of soya beans,
soya-bean flour bread used by diabetics, unknown in Calais
district.
Germany: Danger of feeding cattle on soya-bean
products, oil value–prices at Hamburg, comparative food
value of the bean.
Italy: Soya beans are imported and cultivated (“as a
feed stuff for live stock”) in only very small quantities. Also
gives: prices of soya products–American cotton-seed oil,
not imported into Catania, home products supply Piedmont
district.
Netherlands: A great future for the soya-bean trade
predicted, prices of the bean and bean cake, soya cake as
cattle feed, manufacture of soya-bean products begun,

English soya-bean cake defective.
Norway: Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed
meal.
Russia: Beans and products unsatisfactory as feeding
stuffs.
Spain: Soya bean unknown in Valencia district [They are
neither cultivated nor imported in this district].
Straits Settlements [Singapore and Malaya].
Sweden: Soya-bean products introduced through
England. Comparative value of cattle feed [work by Nils
Hansson of Sweden], comparative prices of feed stuffs.
Turkey. England: Liverpool (Conversion of the soya
bean into cake and meal), Plymouth (Soya cake and meal
extensively consumed), Southampton (The bean appreciated
as a fattener and as a dairy ration, the soya bean as human
food [for use in diabetic diets]). Ireland: Chinese bean
products are favorably received, soya bean introduced in
Belfast, small imports at Cork. Scotland: Statistics as to
use in Dunfermline not available, test of feeding value of
soya cake [by Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist], Edinburgh mills
making experiments (based on 1909 report 1909 of U.S.
Consul Rufus Fleming from Edinburgh).
III. Competitive American exports. Tables (p. 35)
show exports for 1907, 1908, and 1909 of cotton-seed
meal, cotton-seed oil, and cottolene, lardine [not defined:
presumably shortening made from cottonseed oil], etc. to
major countries, especially in Europe.
The Introduction notes: “In compliance with requests
from manufacturers of cotton-seed products in the United
States, who desired that an investigation be made of the
production and use of the soya bean and its manufacturers
in the Far East and of the extent to which they compete with
American cotton-seed products in the European markets, the
reports following have been submitted by consular officers in
the various countries concerned...
“The reports of the consular officers have been placed
in two groups, the first having to do with the countries that
produce the soya bean and the second with the countries
that are sought as markets. Statistics as to the imports of
soya-bean products in many European countries were
not available at the time the reports were submitted, but
inasmuch as the prices quoted were generally lower than for
other seed products, emphasis has been laid on the relative
merits of the two classes of goods as shown by experiments
and analyses in these countries. These manufacturers will
have to work in meeting this new competition.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybean products (oil or meal) in Turkey,
Denmark, Ireland, the Middle East, or Sweden (one of two
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
any of these countries. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybean products in the Middle East or Turkey
(1909).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean flour.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to
refer to soya-bean flour. Address: Chief of Dep.
75. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Japan
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41.
Part 5. p. 13-16. Erroneously numbered Special Consular
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt of Yokohama
writes: “The soya bean, or soja bean, as it is known here
(Common Japanese name ‘daidzu’ [daizu]), is cultivated
throughout the Empire of Japan. The total area of cultivation
is in the neighborhood of 1,200,000 acres, or about 3.8 per
cent of the total area devoted to the cultivation of rice and
other cereals and grains. The soya bean is often cultivated,
not in fields by itself, but in rows along the edges of rice or
wheat fields. These edges are, as a rule, very soft, for they
have been previously plowed, and little labor is required in
planting... In harvesting the plants are uprooted, and, after
being dried in the sun for several days, flails are used to
separate the beans from the pods. The flails are of a very
primitive type, with bamboo handle and of light weight.
Female and child labor is invariably employed in flailing.
“The kinds of fertilizers used differ by districts. In
the prefecture of Miyagi, for example, straw ashes and
superphosphate of lime are commonly employed, while in
the prefecture of Akita wood ashes, superphosphate of lime,
and horse dung are used.”
The average yield of soybeans in Japan over the past
10 years is 15.30 bushels per acre. For the year 1907 the
highest yield is from Ishikawa prefecture, 21.62 bushels/
acre, whereas the lowest yield is from Okinawa prefecture
(Loochoo Islands, south of Kiushu [Kyushu]), 8.48 bushels/
acre. During 1908 huge amounts of soya beans (3.3 million
piculs; 1 picul = 132.277 pounds weight) were imported
to Japan from China, Kwantung, and Korea, with small
amounts coming from Asiatic Russia. Large amounts of
soya-bean cake (7.760 million piculs) were imported from
China and Kwantung, with small amounts coming from
Asiatic Russia and none from Korea. “The total imports of
bean oil in 1908 amounted to only 49,993 pounds, valued at
$1,325.”
“The soya bean is one of the most important articles of
food in Japan. The beans are cooked in various ways, while
in brewing soy (shoyu), in the manufacture of miso (pea or
bean cheese), tofu (bean curd), koya-tofu (frozen bean curd),
and natto (steamed beans) they are the chief ingredient. They
are also manufactured into flour and make up the principal
part of many Japanese sweetmeats. All these foodstuffs are
daily used in Japanese homes.
“To a limited extent soya beans are used as horse or
cattle food, being sometimes boiled and mixed with straw,

barley, bran, etc.”
The vice consul of Kobe states that in 1908 Japan
produced 18,812,228 bushels of soya beans. Small amounts
are exported “to Hawaii, the United States and Canada for
use by the Japanese resident in those countries as an article
of food.” Three factories in the Kobe district make bean
cake, largely from imported, lower-cost soya beans. “The
beans are first crushed flat, then put into a big container
and steamed, after which they are put into a steam press to
extract the oil and to be made into cakes. The cakes come
in circular pieces, a yard in diameter and an inch thick, each
weighing about 50 pounds. The oil is used for lubricating
machinery. The cake is used only as a fertilizer and is not fed
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004)
stating that soya bean oil can be used as a lubricant.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “koya-tofu” to refer to
dried-frozen tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
in Chemist and Druggist in which the toxicity of a soy
product is discussed or alleged, namely soya cake “is not fed
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.” Address: Chief
of Dep.
76. Central Union Church (Honolulu, Hawaii), Ladies’
Society. comp. 1909. Hawaiian cook book. 5th ed., revised
and enlarged. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Gazette Co. 150
p. Recipe index by category. 22 cm. 1st. ed. 1882.
• Summary: After the title of each recipe is given the
name of the person (mostly women) who submitted it.
Worcestershire sauce is used to season some recipes (see, for
example, soups, p. 9; fish, p. 18; beef, p. 28). For “vegetarian
soups” (“for those who are forbidden meat or whose
preferences are in favor of a vegetable diet”) see p. 12-15.
Note: The recipes in this book are much more American
than Hawaiian. The one main exception is the “Hawaiian
feast” or luau (p. 130-31). Otherwise, the major Hawaiian
influence is the use of tropical fruits (such as cocoanut,
papaia [papaya], pineapple, mango, breadfruit, or Alligator
pears), in otherwise American recipes. These recipes also
show no Japanese or Chinese influence. For example, soy
sauce is not used to season even one recipe in the entire
book. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
77. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report.
1909. Soy beans. p. 83-85. For the year 1908.
• Summary: “The soy bean possesses many advantages
as a green manuring and rotation crop. Early in the present
year, three varieties of soy beans were obtained through the
Bureau of Plant Industry. These were designated as Nos.
20797, 20798, and 21080... Seed of two other varieties were
donated by the Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.
One of these, a green seeded type, has been grown in the
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[Jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The company name
is written across the top of this ad in English. This
Japanese company has its main office in Yokohama,
Japan, with branch offices (shiten) in Osaka,
Hawaii, and San Francisco, California. It exports
shoyu, miso, and other goods from Japan. Address:
Yokohama, Japan.

Kona district of Hawaii for some years; the other, a yellow
seeded variety, was imported direct from Japan. The seed
of both these varieties is used in the manufacture of the
Japanese food product, ‘Miso,’ and other preparations.”
All the varieties were sown on March 12. Variety No.
21080 yielded 600 lb of shelled beans per acre; the yellow
seeded variety imported from Japan yielded 800 lb, and
the Kona seed yielded 1,060 lb. “The average price in the
Honolulu market is $3 per hundred pounds. About 500 tons
of the beans are imported from Japan annually, and the
demand is said to be on the increase. It would appear that
this could be made a profitable crop for the small farmer.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a “plat of soy
beans” in Hawaii, with palm, banana, and other tropical trees
in the background. (2) Three sets of dwarf soy bean plants
with roots; their soy beans are used in making miso and other
Japanese food products.
Note 1. This document is cited incorrectly by Piper &
Morse (1923, p. 300) as “Krauss, F.G. Field crops at Hawaii
Station. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Sta., Rpt. 1908: 82-84.”
Note 2. In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.
78. Iwakami Gomei-gaisha Shiten. 1909. Iwakami & Co.
(Ad). In: Nichibei Shinbun-sha. 1909. Nichi-Bei Nenkan
[Japanese-American Yearbook. No. 6]. Unnumbered page.

79. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha).
1909. Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American
yearbook. No. 5]. 650 Ellis St., San Francisco,
California. 605 p. Reprinted in 2001-02 in Tokyo by
Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû.
Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: See next page. This book is read
and numbered from “back to front” compared
with typical English books; it is mostly (99%) in
Japanese. The English-language title page reads:
The Japanese American Year Book.
The book is divided into 17 parts, each
numbered separately. Contents: (1) Front matter
(5 p.) (2) Table of contents (3 p.). (3) Maps (2
p.): Map of the United States. Map of California
(1 p. each, in Japanese). (4) Black and white
photos on 6 unnumbered pages (single sided).
(5) Advertisements (A-1 to A-32). (6) Front part
(p. 1-168), including general information about
America, Japanese in America, U.S. and agricultural
census data, etc. (7) Ads from San Francisco printers (2 p.).
Appendixes: (8) Appendix 1: Table of contents (2 p.) (9)
Appendix 1. Japanese agricultural workers in the various
states (p. 1-60). (10) Ads (p. B-1 to B-96). (11) Appendix
2 table of contents (2 p.). (12) Ads (3 p.). (13) Appendix
2. Japanese living in America, alphabetically by state, and
within each state by city (p. 1-148). (14) Ads (2 p.). (15) Ads
on numbered pages (C-1 to C-66). (16) California ads (p. C-1
to C-42). (17) Publication data / Copyright page (1 p.).
Basic information about how this book was compiled
and the survey conducted is given on pages 60-66, 14041, and on the title page of Appendix 1 of this year book.
Pages 60-66 show various existing government registration
forms that Japanese are required to fill out, such as birth,
marriage, death, and divorce certificates, employment /
occupation, agricultural details (employer, land use, nature of
relationship with employer, etc.), and visa.
The tariff (import duty) on shoyu and miso from Japan
is 40% for each (p. 32).
The value of the 1900 soybean crop in the United States
is $7,634,262 and the value in California is $1,022,586 (p.
69). Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2009)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for either the
USA or California–much earlier than any U.S. Department
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of Agriculture statistics. Unfortunately, the source of these
statistics is not given. During the period 1900 and 1909 many
Japanese were farming land in California, and there was a
significant number of soyfoods manufacturers in California
and, more broadly, west of the Rocky Mountains. Therefore
we should not be surprised to learn that these farmers were
growing soybeans in California, either for use as edamamé
(green vegetable soybeans in the pods) or for sale as whole
dry soybeans to soyfoods makers.
Value of selected imports from Japan to the USA in
1906: Miso–Imported to the mainland $55,648. To Hawaii
$43,108. Total $98,756. Shoyu [soy sauce]–Imported to the
mainland $241,345. To Hawaii $211,265. Total $452,610 (p.
119).
Retail prices of Japanese foods in San Francisco (on
1 Nov. 1908): Amazake [cup] for 15 cents (100 cents
apparently = $1.00). Kikkoman shoyu: 1 cho for 300 cents.
Yamasa shoyu: 1 cho for 280 cents. Miso: 1 cho for 180
cents. Tai [sea bream] miso: 1 piece (ko) for 10 cents. Note:
A cho is an undefined, vague unit of Japanese measurement.
A photo shows the inside of a Japanese retail store (p. 120).
Note: The meaning of “1 cho” is unclear.
In 1908 the Japanese population in the United States
totaled 103,630, including 93,149 men (89.9%), 6,379
women, and 2,100 male children, and 2,010 female children.
Six pages of tables give the Japanese populations of different
U.S. states and cities.
The directory (p. 5) gives a listing of sake and shoyu
sellers in San Francisco: Hokubei Boeki Kaisha, 318
Front St. Tel. [Phone] Kearny 451. McKendry Shosha,
149 California St. Tel. Kearny 2970. Iwagami Shokai,
441 Commercial St. Tel. 2447. Kagawa Soko Shiten, 41
Commercial St. Tel. 1263. Ichida Shoten, 1968 Bush St. Tel.
West 1688. Murai Ishikawa Shokai, 2001 Pine St. Tel. West
5407. Tanaka Kyodai Shokai, 1609 Gough St. Tel. West
6615.
The Directory shows Japanese companies making
soyfoods in California, Colorado, Nevada, New York,
Oregon, Utah, and Washington.
Note: A big jump in the number (and geographical
extent) of Japanese tofu shops occurred in 1909. A
translation (from older Japanese) of the pages describing
how this book was compiled and the survey conducted (on
pages 60-66, 140-41, and on the title page of Appendix
1 of this year) would probably help to explain this jump.
William Shurtleff has a theory that it had something to
do with contact between the people who conducted the
Mackenzie survey of Japanese in America (1910). He spent
a large amount of time trying, unsuccessfully, to find out
how those surveyors knew where to look. He thinks that they
worked with the owners of Nichibei Shinbun using its list
of subscribers to locate communities of Japanese living in
California.
At some point a light when on in the minds of the

publishers of the annual directory. (1) If the businesses
in those communities started advertising in our annual
directory, it could become a major source of income. (2)
Each new address of a Japanese person or business we find
represents a potential new subscriber to our newspaper.
Hence their interest and follow-through. So each helped
the other to their mutual satisfaction. A win-win situation.
Address: San Francisco, California.
80. Wilcox, E.V. 1909. Summary of investigations:
Miscellaneous crops. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report. p. 9-16. For the year 1908. See p. 16.
• Summary: “Several varieties of soy beans have been
grown for use as fodder, green manuring, and human food,
particularly in the Japanese product, Miso. The yields have
been very encouraging. About 500 tons of soy beans are
annually imported from Japan, and the demand is increasing.
The beans are sold in Honolulu for $3 per 100 pounds. The
market can easily be supplied by home production.
“Peanuts have yielded gratifying results in various
localities. On the trial grounds of the station a number of
varieties have been grown, including Spanish, Bunch Jumbo,
Running Jumbo, and Virginia Running.”
Note: In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.
Address: Special agent in charge.
81. Hawaiian Star (Honolulu). 1910. P.M. steamship
Manchuria, captain Distn, arrived of port yesterday
morning... Jan. 24.
• Summary: “... She came with 11,568 tons of cargo of
which 3,362 tons were for Honolulu [Hawaii] and consisting
of general merchandise,... sake, peanuts, bran, shoyu and
miso, beans, gin,...”
82. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(82):37-49. Jan. See also:
10(83):137-44. Feb.; 10(84):231-46. March; 10(85):305-07.
April; 10(93):485-93. Dec.; 11(94):55-61. 28 cm. [34 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: A superb series of articles by G. Itié reviewing
research and current developments with soybeans, and
especially with soybean production / culture, worldwide. The
extensive bibliography cites many early and rare works for
the first time. Interestingly, the series started one year before
Li Yu-ying wrote his equally excellent series in the same
journal. The author introduced lots of U.S. soybean research
to France, citing many U.S. Agricultural Experiment Station
publications and early work with growing soybeans in the
tropics.
Contents: Introduction. The soybean (Glycine hispida
Maxim.). Vernacular names: In China, Tonkin, Cambodia
(Sân dêk), India, Burma, Nepal, Ceylon (Bhatwan), IndoMalaysia (Katyang-kadeleh), England, USA, Germany,
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Holland, France, Italy. Scientific names and synonyms.
Description of the plant. Varieties, general, and in China,
India, Hawaii, Japan, USA, Europe (varieties from Hungary,
Podolia, Etampes-France, Italy). Origin. History. Climate
and geographical area.
Concerning the early history in France: “In France it is
very certain that in 1739 missionary fathers sent the soybean
to the Jardin des Plantes, along with other plants from China.
There exists, in any case, in the Museum, a sachet having
contained seeds from the harvest of 1779, and the soybean
has been cultivated here in an almost uninterrupted fashion
since 1834.
“In France, large scale production of soybeans began
in 1821 at Champ-Rond, near Etampes, where large yields
were obtained. But above all, starting in 1855, the Society
for Acclimatization made great efforts to introduce it. They
distributed seeds and conducted tests in various regions, but
the methods of culture were not progressive (advanced), and
the soybean did not take the place in France that was hoped
for.”
A table (p. 490) shows the name, yield (in hectograms/
hectare; 1 hectogram = 100 gm), and source (a U.S.
agricultural experiment station) for the following soybean
varieties: Medium Black (12.1, Massachusetts Hatch), Very
Dwarf Brown (8.4, Indiana), Early Brown (10.54 to 13.58,
Indiana), Early Green (7.80 to 14.00, Delaware & Virginia),
Medium Green (12.10 to 36.30, Massachusetts Hatch &
Illinois), Hollybrook (8.7 to 10.0, Indiana), Guelph (5.70 to
7, Indiana), Ito San (11.4 to 28.70, Indiana & Wisconsin),
Japanese Pea (13.20, Virginia), Mammoth Yellow (7.5
to 18.20, Mississippi), Michigan Green (19.10 to 34.80,
Wisconsin), Green Samarow (11.00+, Kansas), Tokyo (7+,
Kansas), Early White (15.90 to 33.00, Massachusetts &
Illinois), Dwarf Early Yellow (11.00+, Kansas), Early Yellow
(13.10 to 22.00, Ontario, Canada), Medium Early Yellow
(8.70 to 33.00, Indiana), Yellow (11.00+, Kansas), No. 9407
(43.5, Wisconsin), No. 19.186 (28.0, Delaware).
Other tables show: (1) The chemical composition of
the stem, leaves, and pods (p. 138-39, 243). (2) Yields with
different fertilizing methods (p. 139). (3) Number of pods
and seeds in different varieties of soybeans (p. 236). (4)
Spacing at different experiment stations for 3 years that gave
the best yield (p. 239). (5) Number of plants and seeds, and
yield for 3 different brown or yellow varieties of soybeans
from China and Manchuria (p. 491). An illustration (p. 40,
line drawing by A. Berteau) shows a cultivated soybean plant
and its different parts, including leaves, pods, and flowers.
The leaves of the wild soybean, Glycine angustifolia (Miq.),
are also shown.
Note: The Jardin Colonial (Colonial Garden) is located
in Paris, France. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
83. Biffen, W. 1910. The growth of leguminous crops and
soil inoculation. Hawaiian Planters’ Record 2(3):175-83.

March; 2(4):253-61. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: From West Indian Bulletin, 1910, Vol. X, No.
1, p. 93-106: Soy is mentioned in this Hawaiian Planters’
Record only on page 253: “Hellriegel and Wilfarth’s
discoveries, and the results of Lawe and Gilbert’s work at
Rothamsted excited considerable attention in the United
States, and extended investigations on the results of
inoculation with different species of legume plants were
started in that country. At first, the method employed was
that of inoculation by means of earth from other legume
fields. The two crops which appeared to benefit most by this
practice were the soy bean and alfalfa. In the case of clover,
cowpeas, field peas, beans, and vetches, the organisms
responsible for nodule formation and assimilation of nitrogen
appeared to be already present in most cultivated soils, and
these crops gave good returns, and did not apparently require
inoculation.” Address: B.Sc.
84. New York Times. 1910. Latest customs rulings. Japanese
“miso” for use in preserving soups is dutiable at 20 per cent.
April 22. p. 14.
• Summary: “The United States Circuit Court for the
Territory of Hawaii has handed down a decision favorable
to importing interests regarding the classification under the
tariff of so-called ‘miso,’ a preparation used for the most part
in making soup.
“The article in controversy is a Japanese preparation,
and is used by both the Japanese and Americans. The
question at issue was whether the commodity is subject
to duty at 20 per cent., as claimed by S.B. Fujiyama, the
importer making the test case, or at double that rate under
the tariff provision for ‘preserved vegetables’ or as ‘a sauce.’
The Board of General Appraisers found in favor of the
Government’s contention at the higher rate. The importer
than appealed to the Circuit Court, which finds for the
protestant...”
“This Japanese product is made from [soy] beans and
rice by process of cooking and fermentation, which have the
effect of changing its taste and flavor, though not entirely
destroying its form. The chief use of miso is in preserving
soup with which it is used.”
85. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Japanese trade notes. 13(36):499. Aug. 15.
• Summary: “Consul-General Thomas Sammons, of
Yokohama, furnishes the following notes concerning
Japanese trade... Japanese ‘soy’ [sauce] is exported chiefly
to the United States, Hawaii, Port Arthur and Dalny
[Manchuria], and Korea, each taking approximately 400,000
gallons annually.”
“Of Japan’s total exports of peanuts the United States
takes two-thirds.”
“Korea leads in the consumption of Japan’s national
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beverage, sake, taking 1,400,000 gallons a year; the United
States consumes about 250,000 gallons annually.” Address:
Washington, DC.
86. Ueno, Senichi. 1910. Nihon shôyu jôkyô torishirabe
no ken [The Japanese shoyu market in Honolulu, Hawaii].
Honolulu, Hawaii. 3 p. Sept. 3. Handwritten unpublished
manuscript. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This is a market report from Mr. Ueno at the
Japanese consulate in Honolulu, to Mr. Yoshitaro Komura at
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Shoyu imports to Honolulu were 83,894 kegs (taru) in
1909 (about 1.359 million liters), with 90,000 expected in
1910. The 1910 Japanese population was 65,790.
Note 1. The average keg (taru) held 9 shô = 16.2 liters =
4.28 gallons (U.S.). One shô is 1.8 liters.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002)
that is a market study concerning soy products (shoyu). One
of three documents. Address: Japanese Consulate, Honolulu,
Hawaii.
87. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Kikkoman Shoyu Jozosho (The
“Kikkoman” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Noda, Chiba
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan.
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 163-65. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: The origin of the brewing of the
‘Kikkôman’ brand of soy, reputed to be the leader among
the best varieties, dates back about 120 years [i.e. to
about 1790]. Ever since the honoured founder of the firm
inaugurated the brewing of soy, the succeeding proprietors
have all been men of great ability, who have succeeded in
extending the business generation by generation, as well
as improving the quality of the product. In the year 1838,
when Mr. Saheiji Mogi, fifth of the line, was the head of the
firm, it was appointed by special warrant purveyor to the
Household of the Tokugawa Shoguns, having been ordered
to supply the Household and the Heir-Apparent every year

with a large quantity of soy, a custom which was continued
until the overthrow of the Shogunate in 1868. Very few
firms or individuals were honoured by being appointed
special contractors to the Court of the Shogun, and this fact
must be considered as a very high tribute to the excellence
of the firm’s products, the quantity to be supplied being
subsequently doubled.
“The chief point worthy of special mention in regard
to the ‘Kikkoman’ firm is the fact of its having been
chiefly instrumental in making Japanese soy known and
appreciated in foreign countries, more than half the total
amount of soy exported to foreign countries at present being
the ‘Kikkoman’ brand. Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the grandfather
of the present proprietor, was a remarkable able businessman. He was most assiduous and energetic in endeavouring
to effect improvements in the process of brewing as well
the extension of the business. On the occasion of the
International Exhibition held in Vienna, Austria, in 1873,
when the Japanese Government participated for the first time
in such an undertakings, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was among
the exhibits. Being deemed by the judges far superior both
in regard to taste and colour to the sauce usually used as a
condiment, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was awarded the gold of
honour.
“Afterwards, when the name of ‘Kikkoman’ soy
gradually came to be known in Europe and its exportation
increased, many spurious articles appeared on the market,
bearing the same brand, This proved very detrimental to
the reputation of the genuine ‘Kikkoman’ soy, so that, the
firm, in order to protect itself against fraudulent imitations,
ordered a very elaborate design for a trade-mark to be
made for them in Paris, which they had registered, this
being, in fact, the very first instance of a trade-mark being
registered for soy and most probably in advance of any other
commodity. In January, 1905, the above trade-mark was
registered at the United States Patent Office. In June 1909
the United States Government issued a certificate regarding
‘Kikkoman’ soy, to the effect that it is of very superior
quality, containing no admixture of saccharine or any other
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chemicals and being very suitable as a condiment.
“The services which this firm have rendered in the
cause of the soy industry, principally for its exportation to
foreign countries, are very remarkable. Whenever there was
an exhibition abroad, tiny sample bottles of the soy were
distributed, and no opportunity was lost and no difficulty
seemed too great to be overcome by the firm in order to
popularise Japanese soy in foreign countries.
“On the occasion of the Japan-British Exhibition held
in London in 1910, ‘Kikkoman’ soy as well as the other
best varieties of Japanese soy, is being exhibited. Thus, the
English public will be given full opportunity to test this best
quality of Japanese food condiment.
“Present conditions: The ‘Kikkoman’ firm owns
at present six soy breweries, with the total number of
4,200 hands and eight sets of boilers and steam engines.
The yearly output is about 11,800,000 gallons, of which
2,880,000 gallons are exported to foreign countries, the
principal destinations being Honolulu [Hawaii], Portland
[Oregon], San Francisco [California], Seattle [Washington],
Los Angeles [California], Tacoma [Washington], Denver
[Colorado], Chicago [Illinois], London [England], Paris
[France], Berlin [Germany], Vienna [Austria-Hungary], and
China ports.
“Honours awarded: The ‘Kikkoman’ firm has had
conferred upon it the honour of being special contractors
to the Imperial Household Department, a special brewery
being devoted exclusively for the brewing of soy supplied to
the Imperial table. An entirely new plant, with the capacity
of turning out 20,000 gallons per annum has been newly
installed, which is under the strict surveillance of experts
specially appointed for the purpose. The utmost cleanliness
is carefully observed and the brewing is carried out on up-todate and hygienic principles.
“The most principal medals and prizes awarded to the
firm at the various exhibitions are as follows: International
Exhibition at Vienna, 1873. Gold Medal. National Industrial
Exhibitions (First to the Fifth inclusive). First Prize.
International Exhibition at Amsterdam (Netherlands), 1883.
Gold Medal. St. Louis [Missouri] International Exposition,
1904. Grand Prix of Highest Honour. Seattle International
Exposition, 1909. Grand Prix of Honour.
“Proprietor: Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the father of the present
proprietor and eighth of the line, was a man of very
progressive ideas. He studied at Cambridge University, and
after a stay in England extending for several years, returned
to Japan and devoted himself to the extension of the business
of the firm, when he was unfortunately attacked by a sudden
illness to which he succumbed. His son succeeded to the
head of the business and being ably and faithfully is assisted
by the guardian, Mr. Keizaburo Mogi, and the Manager, Mr.
Kyujiro Uchida, the business has progressed and is at present
in a very prosperous condition.
A photo (p. 164) shows the Kikkoman brand soy

brewery next to a river. Smoke is rising from a tall
smokestack and boats are docked along the river.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012)
that contains industry or market statistics for soy sauce
production by a particular manufacturer. Address: PhD in
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ.,
Japan.
88. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho (The
“Yamasa” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Choshi, Chiba
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan.
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 156-58. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: The Hamaguchi Soy Company,
which was formed in 1906, with a capital of ¥500,000,
is the continuation of a very old firm founded 265 years
ago [i.e., in about 1641] by the brothers Kichiyemon and
Gihei Hamaguchi, ancestors of the present Mr. Kichiyemon
Hamaguchi, the proprietor of the firm. These two brothers,
natives of what is now Wakayama Prefecture, settled down
in Chôshi, and opened a soy brewery, which has gone on
progressing from that day to this. In 1825, the Yamasa brand
was one of those accorded the privilege of being called ‘The
Best Soy’ by the Tokugawa Shogunate.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
which states that a brand of soy sauce named Yamasa existed
as early as 1825. The name of the company that makes this
brand is not clear. Nor does this article state when the present
company, Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho, was founded. We believe
this company was founded in 1928.
“Mr. Goryo Hamaguchi, the father of the present
proprietor, after a visit to Europe and America, in 1833,
introduced some radical changes in the brewing of soy in his
brewery, by an application of the most scientific principles.
Mr. Kichiyemon Hamaguchi, the present head of the firm,
continued the same enterprising policy of his father, and
the business began to extend very much in consequence. In
1894 the firm was appointed supplier of soy to the Imperial
Household by special warrant. On being transformed into
a partnership concern, the business of the firm increased
considerably, while experts were engaged to conduct
scientific investigations. Dr. Kendo Saito, the well-known
scientist, was entrusted with the study of soy fermentation.
“At present the firm owns two breweries, installed
with steam plants, and employing over 600 hands. The
annual output is approximately 8,000,000 gallons. Tokyo,
Yokohama, and other large business centres, consume great
quantities of the ‘Yamasa’ brand, and much of it is exported
to Great Britain, the United States, Germany, Australia,
China, Korea, Hawaii, and Vladiovstock. The soy which
goes abroad is contained in bottles of artistic appearance,
well packed in boxes. The Hamaguchi Company was the
pioneer in the export trade of soy, this being due to Mr.
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Goryo Hamaguchi’s tour in 1883, when he made a special
study of the foreign taste for the Japanese sauce.
“As above mentioned, ‘Yamasa’ brand soy is supplied to
the Imperial Household by special warrant. A great honour
was done the firm when His Highness Prince Kan-in, the
President of the Fifth National Industrial Exhibition, paid
a visit of inspection to the brewery. In 1907 their Imperial
Highnesses, Princes Kitashirakawa and Higashikuni went
over the brewery, and made some observations highly
complimentary to the proprietor. In the same year a further
honour was done the proprietor, when he was appointed
supplier of ‘Yamasa’ soy to His Imperial Highness the Crown
Prince of Korea.
“Space does not permit of a full list of the prizes won
by the company at various exhibitions. ‘Yamasa’ brand soy
was awarded a first prize at every one of the five National
Exhibitions which have been held in Japan. Abroad, either
a gold medal or the Grand Prix was awarded at each of
the following Exhibitions: Chicago [Illinois / Columbian]
International Exposition, 1893; Paris International
Exhibition, 1899; The Asia Exhibition (Hanoi, French IndoChina), 1903; St. Louis [Missouri] International Exposition,
1904; Milan Exhibition [Italy], 1905; and Seattle Exhibition,
1909.
“Mr. Kichiyemon Hamaguchi, the President of the
company, was born in Wakayama Prefecture in 1862, and
was educated at Keio University. In 1900 he made a tour
round the world, and since his return has done much to assist
in extending the nation’s commerce and industry. In order
to enlarge his business he converted it into a company, and
owing in great part to his energy and enterprising spirit, the
company has proved a conspicuous success. Indeed, the
whole soy industry has profited by his labours. A gentleman
of excellent character and reputation, he has sat in both
Houses of the Legislature. Mr. Hamaguchi has been ably
assisted in his work by Mr. Kichibei Hamaguchi, a director,
and Mr. Tetsujiro Midzushima, the superintendent of the
works, as well as by an industrious and efficient staff.”
Photos show: (1) Yamasa soy in casks and bottles. (2)
Angled aerial view of “The ‘Yamasa’ Brand Soy Brewery;”
smoke rises from two tall smokestacks. Address: PhD in
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ.,
Japan.
89. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Higeta Shoyu Jozosho (The
“Higeta” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Choshi, Chiba
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan.
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 152-53. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: History: The ‘Higeta’ is one of the brands of soy
made in Choshi. The concentrated kind of soy from which
it is derived was first brewed in the second year of Genna
(1616) by a brewer named Gemba Tanaka. After the quality

had been greatly improved, a new variety of the brand was
made in the second year of Bunsei (1819), known as ‘Horai.’
When the metropolis was moved from Kyoto to Tokyo in
1868, the firm was honoured by being appointed supplier of
soy to the Imperial Household. Since then the business has
greatly increased. In 1898 the firm, in conjunction with the
Iwasaki and Hamaguchi concerns, started an experimental
laboratory, under superintendence of Dr. Ryojun Tawara,
and a staff of experts, in which a study was made of soy
fermentation. As a result of the investigations, much
improvement was effected in the quality of soy generally.
In that year, 1898, the Imperial Household ordered a special
supply of the ‘Higeta’ brand, and this fact, coupled with
the improved methods of salt refining, greatly extended its
sale. When the grand military manoeuvres were held in the
vicinity of Kumamoto in 1902, attended by His Majesty
the Emperor, an order was placed with the firm to supply
the army with bottled soy; to commemorate this honour the
brewer has sold bottled soy ever since.
“During the Russo-Japanese war, ‘Higeta’ soy was used
by the Army Department for seasoning canned foods sent
to the front. In 1905 a new kind of soy bottle, with a screw
stopper, was made for the troops. Soy was afterwards sold
to the public in this form. Since then the firm has gone on
flourishing, nothing being left undone to maintain the quality
of the brand, and improve it if possible.
“The firm possesses two breweries, fitted up with steam
engines, and employing altogether 320 workmen. The
‘Higeta’ brand soy is used all over the country, especially
at Tokyo and Yokohama. It goes also to the United States,
Canada, Siberia, China, Korea, Hawaii, the Philippine
Islands and the Straits Settlements [later Singapore], being
much appreciated in all these markets.
“In addition to being suppliers to the Imperial
Household, the brewer has been honoured in other ways.
At the Milan Exhibition of 1906, the ‘Higeta’ brand, which
was selected by the Japanese Department of Agriculture and
Commerce as a typical soy, was awarded the highest order
of the Grand Prix; besides this, the soy was presented to
Their Italian Majesties by the Japanese Commissioner for
the Exhibition, and they are reported to have expressed to
him their high appreciation of its flavour. The following are
the principal honours conferred upon the firm by various
exhibitions:
“A First Prize at each of the five National Exhibitions.
“The Grand Prize at the Chicago [Illinois] Exhibition,
1890.
“A Gold Medal at the Asian Exhibition (Hanoi, French
Indo-China), 1903.
“The highest Grand Prize at the St. Louis [Missouri]
Exposition, 1904.
“The Grand Prize of Honour at the Seattle Exposition,
1909.
“Mr. Gemba Tanaka, the proprietor, who was born in
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1871, studied political economy at Keio University. On
succeeding to the business of his ancestors, he entered into
his work with enthusiasm, and by his strenuous exertions
did much to extend the sale of the ‘Higeta’ brand. Owing
to the esteem in which he is held in the district, Mr. Tanaka
has been elected to represent the highest taxpayers of his
prefecture in the House of Peers.”
A large photo shows “the interior of a Choshi soy
brewery.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
concerning Higeta Shoyu. Address: PhD in Agriculture
(Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ., Japan.
90. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Kushigata Shoyu Jozosho (The
“Kushigata” brand soy brewery.) Main office: Noda, Chiba
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan.
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 165-67. Undated. Translated from
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “History: As will be seen by the accompanying
articles, most of the soy brewers of Noda are distinguished
by the surname of Mogi, and the family of Mr.
Hichizayemon [Shichizaemon, Hichizaemon] Mogi,
proprietor of the firm of ‘Kushigata’ brand soy is, in fact,
the head and originator of all these distinguished so brewing
firms of the same name. One of the ancestors of the Mogi
family was a distinguished Samurai in the service of the
celebrated warrior and statesman–Toyotomi Hideyoshi–and
his daring and deeds of valour are matters of history. With
the overthrow of the Toyotomi family he laid aside his sword
and entered the field of business. It was 290 years ago that
the founder of the firm, the ancestor of Mr. Hichizayemon
Mogi settled in Noda as a soy brewer. His distinguished
personality and lineage gained for him the deep respect of
the inhabitants and he was appointed the headman of the
place, thus being called upon to engage in public business as
well as his own. At this period, soy was brought over from
Osaka to Tokyo, the capital of the Tokugawa Shoguns. The
quality of this sauce, however, was very inferior and in view
of this Mr. Mogi instructed a member of this branch of the
family–Mr. Saheiji Mogi–to brew the ‘Kikkôman’ soy as
an experiment. The results having proved very satisfactory,
that brand was brewed on a large scale, and Mr. Mogi
subsequently inaugurated the brewing of the ‘Kihaku’ brand,
the two firms being allowed to engage in the brewing of socalled Noda Soy on an extensive scale. These two brands
of soy having proved very well suited to the tastes of the
citizens of Yedo, the demand increased to such an extent that
the output was hardly sufficient to meet the demand. Such
being the case, Mr. Hichizayemon Mogi himself engaged
in the brewing of soy also. The ripe experience gained by
supervising the work of the branch firms in brewing superior
varieties of soy proved very valuable to him, and his business
also proved a very great success, the name of the new

brand of soy ‘Ichiyama’ becoming quite celebrated within a
comparatively short period of time. However, another new
branch of the Mogi family’s firm being inaugurated under the
proprietor-ship of Mr. Yuyemon Mogi, the brand ‘Ichiyama’
was transferred to the new firm so as to ensure its prosperity
and the brand ‘Kushigata,’ at present in use, was then
adopted. Such proceeding may appear somewhat strange, but
it was in compliance with the legacy left by the ancestors of
the Mogi family that the various branches should unite for
the general sharing of profits in their business undertakings.
At the time when the fame of the ‘Kushigata’ brand was
at its height, in 1871, the whole premises of firm were
unfortunately destroyed by fire. This proved a great blow to
the fortunes of the firm but the present proprietor, by dint
of sheer energy and perseverance, succeeded in retrieving
the lost fortunes of the firm, the yearly output at present far
exceeding the former production. Although the yearly output
of the main house of Mogi (‘Kushigata’ brand soy) is below
that of the branches, namely the ‘Kihaku’ and other brands,
it has been entirely owing to the good will of the former
that the latter firms have been enabled to attain their present
prosperous state, the outcome of the traditional legacy of
the Mogi family having been carried out by the head of the
house
“Present conditions: The firm has at present two
factories, the number of hands employed being 600. The
factories are provided with two sets of boilers and steam
engines for motive power. The firm produced about
5,270,000 gallons of soy per year, of which about 336,000
gallons are exported to foreign countries, the places of
destination being Hawaii, Australia, China, Korea, Canada,
British Columbia, the United States, the Philippine Islands,
and the Straits Settlements [today’s Singapore]. The export
trade shows a tendency to increase year by year.
“Honours Awarded: The following are some of the
principal prizes and medals awarded to the ‘Kushigata’ brand
soy at the various exhibitions where the firm’s products have
been shown:–The National Industrial Exhibition from the
First to the Fifth. First Prize on each occasion. International
[Columbian] Exposition held in Chicago [Illinois], 1893.
Gold Medal. International Exhibition held in Paris, 1899.
Gold Medal. St. Louis International Exposition [Missouri],
1904. Grand Prix. Alaska-Yukon International Exposition at
Seattle, 1908. Grand Prix.
“Proprietor: The present proprietor of the famous firm
of the ‘Kushigata’ brand is Mr. Hichizayemon Mogi, who
is the eleventh of the line. Although he is yet young, he
places business before pleasure, strictly adhering to the
precepts of his ancestors and is devoting his entire energy
to the development of his business and the improvement
of the particular brand for which the firm is responsible.
Having selected a most favourable locality he is, at present,
constructing a new factory with the producing capacity
of 2,000,000 gallons per year, which promises to be the
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best equipped factory of its kind in Japan. The machinery
employed is to be of the latest pattern, and it is intended that
electricity be used as the motive power.”
A photo (p. 166) shows “The pumping machinery of
soy.” Around the pump are many brick walls. Address: PhD
in Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial
Univ., Japan.
91. Sammons, Thomas. 1910. Soya bean trade on the
Pacific. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor)
13(110):545. Nov. 10.
• Summary: “The shipment of [soya] beans and bean cake
from the Orient to the North Pacific coast of America is
receiving the serious attention of Americans interested in
this subject, some of whom are making extended personal
investigations in Japan and other parts of the Far East (the
Pacific Oil Mills, of Seattle, Washington, being most active.)
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) that
mentions Pacific Oil Mills of Seattle, Washington. Pacific Oil
Mills began actual crushing of soybeans in 1911.
“It is roughly estimated that bean cake when prepared,
through sterilization and other treatment, is worth $32 to
$35 per ton in the North Pacific market, and that the cost in
the Far Eastern markets, also roughly estimated, is placed
in the neighborhood of $20 per ton. Therefore it is believed
that there are possibilities of building up a fairly profitable
business in this commodity.
“Heretofore the cost of transportation and the inability
to scientifically treat bean cake in America in preparing it
for the market have prevented any extensive shipments from
the Far East to the Pacific coast. Those who are now giving
the matter serious attention, however, find that for cattle feed
bean cake, when ground and sterilized, is highly satisfactory.
It is also believed that bean cake for fertilizing purposes may
ultimately be introduced into the Hawaiian Islands. This can
only be done in connection with satisfactory transportation
arrangements. In 1906 samples of Manchurian bean cake
as forwarded (by the writer) to the Honolulu Chamber
of Commerce were pronounced entirely satisfactory and
desirable for use on the sugar plantations.” Address: ConsulGeneral, Yokohama [Japan].
92. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies. USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 197. 84 p. Dec. 31. Includes 8 plates
showing plants, pods, and seeds, and an excellent 6-page
index. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical history and identity of the
soy bean. Botanical classifications of soy-bean varieties.
Varietal characteristics of soy beans: Habit of growth,
foliage, pubescence, flowers, pods, seeds. Frost resistance.
Period of maturity (soybeans were planted at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, near Washington, DC, from 3 June

1905 to June 1909). Changes in life period (soybeans were
planted at the Arlington Farm in 1902). Pollination and
hybridization. Mutations. Nomenclature and classification.
Early agricultural history in the United States. Varieties
introduced in the United States independently of the
Department of Agriculture or previous to 1898: Enumeration,
Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph, or Medium Green,
Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw, or Ogema.
Varieties grown in Europe (p. 32-33; Early history,
Samarow, Etampes, Chernie [from Khabarovsk, Siberia],
“Yellow Riesen,” Buckshot, “Yellow,” “Brown,” Butterball,
S.P.I. No. 5039. European seed companies carrying soybeans
include Dammann & Co., Naples, Italy; Haage & Schmidt,
Erfurt, Germany; Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris, France).
The soy bean in Asia (p. 34-35): Asiatic sources of
soy beans, list of varieties with SPI numbers from each
of the following countries and places: Siberia (South
Usuri [Ussuri], Khabarovsk, Merkoechofka), Manchuria
(Newchwang, Harbin, Tieling), Korea (Pinyang, Kobau), Japan (Tokyo, Kobe, Yokohama, Hokkaido, Anjo),
China (many places), Formosa (Taihoku), Cochin China
(Saigon), India (Darjiling [Darjeeling] and Khasi Hills–
Assam; Pithoragarh–Kumaon Dist.; Safipur, Hasangani,
Ranjitpurwa–Unao, Uttar Pradesh; Etawah, Manipuri–Uttar
Pradesh; Cawnpore, Dehra Dun, United Provinces; and
Poona Bombay), Java (Buitenzorg), Celebes (Macassar).
Desirable characters in soy-bean varieties (p. 3637): Considerations governing choice, habit of the plant
(“Erectness of stem with upright or ascending branches is
a prime requisite of a desirable variety. A tall habit is also
important, as dwarf varieties usually bear pods very close
to the ground, so that many will be left on the stubble...”),
coarseness (a coarse, woody stem makes mowing difficult.
However slender varieties often have small pods and seeds,
often with vining tips and a tendency to lodge), ability to
retain leaves, color of the seed (“Yellow or green seeds
are preferable to darker colors, as the shattered seeds are
more easily found by hogs pasturing the field or stubble”),
shattering, resistance to disease (“In sections where
nematodes and cowpea wilt occur most soy-bean varieties
are seriously affected by both these diseases”), nonfilling
of pods. Synopsis of the groups (plants bushy vs. twining).
Synopsis of the varieties (within each group lists the total
number and acquisition numbers of varieties with various
colored seeds and germs: Group I–190 varieties (seeds strawyellow, germ yellow–71 varieties; seeds olive-green, germ
yellow–45 varieties; seeds chromium-green, germ green–17
varieties; seeds brown to olive, germ yellow–28 varieties;
seeds black, germ yellow–18 varieties; seeds black, germ
green–7 varieties; seeds bicolored, germ yellow–4 varieties).
Group II–4 varieties. Group III–8 varieties. Group IV–76
varieties. Group V–7 varieties.
Of the 285 varieties in the five groups, 152 varieties
(53.3%) have yellow (straw-yellow or olive-yellow) seeds,
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55 varieties (19.3%) have black seeds, 44 varieties (15.4%)
have brown seeds, 24 varieties (8.4%) have green seeds, and
10 varieties (3.5%) are bicolored).
Catalogue of soy-bean varieties (by S.P.I. number, from
no. 480 in 1898 to no. 27,501 in 1909; p. 39-74). In 1908
USDA acquired soybean seeds from Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co. (Paris, France), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany),
and Dammann & Co. (Naples, Italy) (p. 57-60).
The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75, in 7 groups from
very early to very late). Explanation of plates. Index.
The “Catalogue of soy-bean varieties” (p. 39) is “a
complete list of soy beans imported by the United States
Department of Agriculture, arranged chronologically in
accordance with the sequential S.P.I. (Seed and Plant
Introduction) numbers assigned to them by the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction.” These numbers start
at #480 (imported from South Ussuri, Siberia, in 1898) and
end at #27501 (imported from Shanghai, Kiangsu, China,
in 1909). Concerning No. 21825 (p. 58): “From Hokkaido,
Japan, 1908... This variety is said to be used principally in
the manufacture of ‘soy,’ ‘miso,’ ‘tifu’ [sic, tofu], etc. It has
also been obtained again from the same place and grown
under Nos. 21830 and 21831.”
“The best varieties of soy beans” (p. 75) lists 35
varieties, each with a name and S.P.I. number, arranged
in seven groups based on time to mature, from “Very
early.–Ogemaw, 17258” to “Very late.–Barchet, 20798;
Riceland, 20797 (In 1908 at Biloxi, Mississippi, it displayed
astonishing diversity).” This list is “based primarily on
the results at Arlington Experimental Farm [in Virginia],
but those obtained in cooperation with various experiment
stations have also been given due consideration:
“Very early.–Ogemaw, 17258.
“Early.–Early Brown, 25161 (from Indiana Agric. Exp.
Station, 1909); and Vireo, 22874.
“Medium early.–Chernie, 18227; Auburn, 21079 A;
Merko, 20412 (from Merkoechofka, Siberia); Elton, 20406;
Chestnut, 20405 B.
“Medium.–Ito San, 17268; Medium Yellow, 17269;
Tashing, 20854; Shingto, 21079; Swan, 22379; Brindle,
20407; Sedo, 23229; Lowrie, 22898 A.
“Medium late.–Brooks, 16789; Flava, 16789 A; Cloud,
16790; Ebony, 17254; Haberlandt, 17271; Peking, 17852 B;
Wilson, 19183; Taha, 21999; Austin, 17263.
“Late.–Mammoth, 17280; Edward, 14953; Acme,
14954; Flat King, 17252; Tokyo, 17264; Hope, 17267;
Hollybrook, 17278 (from Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station,
1904); Farnham, 22312.
“Very late.–Barchet, 20798; Riceland, 20797.”
Note 1. Matsuura (1929 and 1933) cites this as the
world’s earliest publication on soybean genetics: “Recording
segregation of seed- and flower-color in its natural hybrids.”
Page 11 notes that soybeans named “New Japan peas”
were obtained from Norway (Source: Martens 1869). Page

20 notes that the Ogemaw variety of soybeans, which takes
92-97 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from the Idaho
Agricultural Experiment Station, where it had been grown
for several years. Note 2. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Idaho, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Idaho (about 1906).
Page 20 also notes that Buckshot variety of soybeans,
which takes 92 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from
the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, where it
had been grown for several years. This is the second earliest
document (April 2004) seen concerning the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota. “Potomac Flats” is not mentioned in
this report.
Concerning “Habit of Growth” (p. 12-13), the author
states: “All soy beans are strictly determinate as to growth;
that is, the plants reach a definite size according to the
environment and then mature and die. The great majority
of the varieties are erect and branching, with a well-defined
main stem (Plates I and III)... In other varieties the stems and
branches, especially the elongated terminals, are more or less
twining, and usually weak, so that the plant is only suberect
or even procumbent (Plates I-III).”
Photos show: (1) Plants of a wild soy bean grown in a
greenhouse in a pot. (Fig. 1) (2) Plants of a wild soy bean
from Soochow, China, grown at the Arlington Experimental
Farm.
(3) Plants of a soy bean from Cawnpore, India. (4) Rows
of different varieties of soy beans at Arlington Farm.
(5) Plants of seven varieties of soy beans, showing
types of habit: Meyer 17852, Peking 17852 B, Austin
17263, Pingsu 18259, Unnamed 22504, Hollybrook 17278,
Haberlandt 17271. (6) The same seven varieties shown in
plate 4 after hanging in a dry room for 6 months.
(7-8) Eleven soy bean pods, ranging in size and shape.
(9) 36 varieties of soy bean seeds, showing variation in
size and form.
Note 3. This is the most important document ever
published on early soybean varieties in the USA.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
that uses the word “determinate” to describe the growth
habit of soybeans. Determinate plants terminate main
stem elongation at, or soon after, the onset of flowering.
Indeterminate cultivars continue main stem elongation
several weeks after beginning flowering. Determinate /
indeterminate is a genetic trait.
Note 5. This is the earliest publication see (Aug.
2011) written jointly by Piper and Morse, two of the most
influential early advocates of the soybean in the USA. It is
also the earliest document by or about Morse in connection
with soybeans. Morse graduated from Cornell University,
New York, on 20 June 1907 and 2 days later reported for
duty at the Bureau of Plant Industry in Washington, DC, to
work under Dr. C.V. Piper.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004) in
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which Piper or Morse mention miso, tofu, or the use of soy
beans as a coffee substitute.
Note 7. This is the second earliest document seen
(July 1998) that uses the word “shatter” (or “shattered”
or “shattering”) in connection with soybeans. The earliest
document (in 1854) used the word “shatter” in a very general
sense. This document uses it more precisely, as the title of a
section and for comparing varieties (p. 36): “When grown for
grain alone, shattering is a serious fault. Some varieties, like
Guelph, shatter inordinately; others, like Peking, scarcely at
all... As a rule the varieties with large pods and seeds shatter
much worse than those with small pods and seeds...”
Note 8. This is second the earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “germ” to refer
to a part of a soy-bean seed. The germ or embryo is the part
of the seed inside the seed coat.
The section titled “Seeds” (p. 15) states: “The germs or
embryos of soy-bean seeds are yellow, except in the greenseeded and part of the black-seeded sorts, in which they are
green.” Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
93. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ekeda.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waiakea, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1910. p. 669. “Ekeda,
soy, Waiakea, Hilo. Not listed in 1909.
1911 Directory. p. 766, same.
94. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tsuji.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1910.
New Product–Documentation: Polk-Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1910. p. 902. Tsuji.
soyo mnfr, Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaii. 1911 Directory. p.
1011, same.
95. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1911. Soya bean trade across the Pacific: commercial
possibilities still uncertain on account of prices in Orient.
Jan. 13. p. 8, col. 3.
• Summary: “The shipments of beans and bean cake from
the Orient to the North Pacific coast of America is receiving
the serious attention of Americans interested in this subject,
some of whom are making extended personal investigations
in Japan and other parts of the Far Easy (the Pacific Oil
Mills, of Seattle, being most active).
“It is roughly estimated that bean cake when prepared,
through sterilization and other treatment, is worth $32 to $35
per ton in the North Pacific market, and that the cost in the

Far Eastern markets, also roughly estimated, is placed in the
neighborhood of $20 per ton, says the American Fertilizer
recently.
“Heretofore the cost of transportation and the inability
to scientifically treat bean cake in America in preparing it for
the market have prevented any extensive shipments from the
Far East to the Pacific coast. Those who are now giving the
matter serious attention, however, find that for cattle feed,
bean cake, when ground and sterilized, is highly satisfactory.
“It is also believed that beancake for fertilizing
purposes may ultimately be introduced into the Hawaiian
Islands. This can only be done in connection with
satisfactory transportation arrangements. In 1906 samples
of Manchurian bean cake as forwarded (by the writer) to the
Honolulu Chamber of Commerce were pronounced entirely
satisfactory and desirable for use on the sugar plantations.
“At the prevailing high cost of beans in the Far East,
the importation of beans or bean cake to the Pacific coast is
not considered to be profitable, but it is believed that with
normal prices prevailing in the Manchurian and Far Eastern
bean markets, coupled with satisfactory arrangements and
the scientific treatment of beans and the by-products, a
considerable business may be built up in the near future.
“As a result, small quantities of bean cake have
been forwarded, mostly to Puget Sound and other larger
consignments are now going forward. While some of the
American importers concerned assert that there are at
present no profits in this trade at the prevailing high cost of
beans in the Far East, they are confident that with a demand
established, a profitable business will result when prices
become normal.”
96. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria:
Trade development, 1860-1909 (Document part). Shanghai,
Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of Customs.
China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special Series No. 31.
32 p. See p. 15-20. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: A chronology of important developments:
1860–The earliest available import returns for Swatow show
379,009 piculs of beancake, valued at $783,762 and 61,154
piculs of soya beans valued at $107,235. [Note: 1 picul =
132.27 pounds weight.]
1861–When the first British Consul at Newchwang, Mr.
Meadows, took up his residence there, he found the bean
trade an ancient and flourishing institution. Yingtzu–the
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake on
which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended. In 1861
only 34 ships visited Newchwang, but four years later 271–
most of which were engaged in the pulse [bean] trade entered
and cleared. The first figures showing the amount of [soya]
beans brought into Newchwang from the producing districts
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are those from the season 1861-62, when 1,450,000 shih (1
shih = 400 lb) came to the port.
1864–The first export statistics from Newchwang are
recorded when the Customs Office opens. In 1864 816,000
piculs of [soya] beans, 842,000 piculs of cake, and 7,312
piculs of oil were exported. The import of beans from
Newchwang to Swatow was more than double that of four
years previously. “By the British Treaty of 1858, which
opened Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake
from that port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British
vessels, was prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by
agreement in March 1862, and the trade developed with great
rapidity.”
1868–The first steam bean mill began operation at
Newchwang, but largely due to Chinese opposition it proved
a failure and was closed.
1880–An experiment was made with Manchurian
bean cake as fertilizer in the coffee plantations of Ceylon;
although a high opinion was formed of its qualities, the
expenses of the transaction were too great to warrant
further trial. “In Hawaii the same obstacle prevented any
development of trade.”
1887–A major increase and turning point in the bean
trade with Japan.
1880s overview–”Even in the early days it was
recognized that the promising feature of the trade of
Newchwang was that the prosperity of the port did not
depend, as was the case at most treaty ports, on a country
already thickly populated and cultivated, but that the
increase year by year of the area of cultivation over vast
tracts of virgin soil would bring with it a corresponding
increase in external trade. That no striking development
of trade occurred for many years was due to the restrictive
policy of the Central Government, which until the ‘eighties’
discouraged immigration into Manchuria.”
1896–A “steam bean mill began working, and (unlike its
unfortunate precursor) met with instant success, which led to
the erection of others–one each in 1899, 1900, and 1901–so
that the output of cake and oil was largely increased by the
end of the century, the total output of these four mills being
15,600 cakes daily.”
1898–And 1899 were each record years, with exports
increasing 206% in ten years. In 1899 an import duty was
levied for the first time on the beans and cake entering Japan,
but no adverse affect was felt.
1900–The first careful survey of soybean production in
Manchuria was made by Sir. A. Hosie, who estimated the
amount at 600,000 tons; but Newchwang was no longer able
to control the whole trade, for Dalny, the terminus of the new
Chinese Eastern Railway line, was begun in 1898, and by
1902 the Russians were making strenuous efforts to attract
freight.
1905–After the Russo-Japanese war [Feb. 1904-1905],
which left the Japanese in possession of the Kwantung

peninsula, the rapid development of the bean trade became
a matter of course, and Dairen (the new name for Dalny)
soon rivalled Newchwang in its volume of exports. The
importation of beancake to Japan, which in 1899 amounted
to slightly over 2 million piculs, rose to 3 million piculs in
1905, to 4 million piculs the following year, and by 1908 had
reached the very high figure of 7¼ piculs, of which over 2½
piculs were imported from Dairen. There is a small export
trade from Russian Asia, while that from Chefoo is steadily
decreasing. A table shows the market value, per piece, of
cake imported to Japan from 1899 to 1909 (in gold yen).
From 1.26 in 1899 it rose to a peak of 1.64 in 1907, then
dropped to 1.18 in 1909.
To give the flavor and style of this writing, we will
quote from the beginning of page 15: “Since the opening of
Newchwang to foreign commerce the records of the bean
trade have been kept, and it may be interesting to bring them
together into one compass in this report.
“When the first British Consul at Newchwang, Mr.
Meadows, took up his residence there, in 1861, he found the
bean trade an ancient and flourishing institution. Yingtzû–the
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake
on which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended, and
the port was gradually superseding Kaichow and Chinchow,
whose junk trade with the South is described by Gutzlaff
in 1831. River junks capable of carrying 40 tons of grain,
and drawing 4 feet, brought the beans down the Liao and
loaded them into the great sea-going junks which, with
cargoes of 190 tons and more, set sail for the coast ports of
the southern provinces. The sugar plantations in these subtropical regions had for centuries drawn upon the northern
beancake for fertilising, and beans were needed also for the
southern mills, where their oil was extracted and used as a
substitute for ground-nut oil. The earliest available returns
for Swatow–those of 1860–show that 379,009 piculs of
beancake, valued at $783,762, and 61,154 piculs of beans,
valued at $107,235, were imported; by 1864, when the
first port tables for Swatow were published, the import of
beancake had increased to slightly over a million piculs, of
which half came from Newchwang, nearly half from Chefoo,
and a small amount from the Yangtze ports. (The present
report deals only with Manchurian soya beans, but a passing
reference to those produced in other provinces may be
useful. In the Yangtze Valley the beans are of inferior quality,
and experiments with shipment to Europe have not met with
success, but there is a considerable production. In Shantung
they are grown, but the exportation from Chefoo, at one time
of some importance, has of recent years declined. A scheme
was in contemplation in 1909 to export Honan beans, which
come down the Yellow River, to Europe via Tsingtau, but the
expenses incurred were too great, and the quality on analysis
proved poor.)
“In 1864 the import of beans from Newchwang to
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Swatow had risen to more than double that of four years
previously, and the other southern ports show similar
increases, the trade in foreign bottoms being now in
full swing. By the British Treaty of 1858, which opened
Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake from that
port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British vessels, was
prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by agreement
in March 1862, and the trade developed with great rapidity.
In 1861, the first year in the port’s history, only 34 foreign
ships visited Newchwang. but four years later 271–most of
which were engaged in the pulse trade-entered and cleared.
The diversion of the carrying trade from junks to the speedier
sailing vessels, or even steamers, under foreign flags, caused
consternation among the owners of the native craft, and
efforts were made to revive the prohibitory enactments; but
without success, and in 1869 the prohibition, till then in
force, against exportation to foreign ports was withdrawn. By
that year the extent of the damage done to the junk trade was
past repair, for 1,143 fewer native vessels left the port than in
1867.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, Dairen.
97. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1911. Condensed news from coast files. May 18. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “Last year Japan had 17,283 foreign tourists, of
whom 3161 were English, 3870 American and 5730 Chinese,
There was an increase of 200 over the previous year.”
“Manchuria’s soys bean trade is at a standstill, owing to
rigid quarantine and inspection to prevent further spread of
the plague. Chinese farmers are not carting any beans to the
railway.”
98. Hawaiian Star (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1911. The
plague and boycott in Java. June 29. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “It is a question if the Chinese elements have
not put this sickness in the front of their duty to receive and
fulfill their sugar contract. They pretty well know the plague
has troubled the trade in Soya beans in Manchuria and they
now think to protest against receiving sugar from infected
places.
“The Japan boycott of Java sugar is so far a fact, as it is
impossible to sell anything in this country on account of the
high duty. The Japanese steamer Manshu Maru was lying
here a long time, but was compelled to proceed last week
in ballast to Saigon for rice cargo. The Dutch, Java, China,
Japan line announce their steamers only to Hong Kong,
Shanghai and Tientsien [pinyin: Tianjin].”
99. Krauss, F.G. 1911. Leguminous crops for Hawaii. Hawaii
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 p. Sept.
20. See p. 23-27, 30.
• Summary: “Soy bean (Glycine hispida): While possessing
most of the good qualities common to other leguminous
forage plants, the great diversity of type to be found in the
soy bean adapts it to many uses and conditions unsuited to

other legumes. Its chief characteristics are its heavy seeding
and early maturity.
“Nearly all varieties are of compact and upright growth,
with strong tap roots, and stiff stems which rarely show
any tendency to trail, although some of the ranker growing
varieties sometimes lodge. In nutritive value the forage
compares favorably with any legume that can be grown, and
the ground or crushed bean is said to be equal to the best and
most costly concentrates that can be purchased for feeding
purposes.
“Among its most important uses is that for culinary
purposes especially in the manufacture of the Japanese
products (soy and miso). These products are imported into
Hawaii from Japan in large quantities, but their manufacture
is being rapidly extended in Hawaii. This has created quite
a demand for the bean locally. At present two and one-half
million pounds of the bean are being imported into Hawaii
annually. The average cost is about $3 per hundred pounds
landed in Honolulu and the beans sell for $3.25 to $3.40 per
hundred pounds. The Japanese coffee growers in the Kona
district in Hawaii have been growing the bean as an intercrop
for years. The total production is said to be about 200,000
pounds per annum. It will thus been seen that the immediate
local demand is very far from being supplied at present.
“Because of the great diversity of types available, the
crop may be adapted to many forms of culture. Any crop that
will permit of intercultures may have some variety of soy
bean adapted to its need. Thus if it should be found advisable
to intercrop the pineapple, sisal, coffee, rubber, or other crops
during the unproductive periods, to help pay for the expense
of maintenance, or as a direct aid in fertilization, the soy
bean would be found to fill this need better than almost any
other legume that could be grown. As a catch crop to fill in
a short interval between two staple crops, its early maturity
may give it advantages not possessed by other legumes.
“While in a regular rotation it fills all the needs
that can be supplied by any legume, its value as a green
manuring crop would seem to be of equal value. It is more
easily turned under than any other legume treated in this
bulletin and rots more quickly than the coarser stemmed
sorts. In Japan and other oriental countries this crop, to a
greater extent than almost any other, is responsible for the
remarkable maintenance of their soil fertility.
“At least one American grower in Hawaii has profited by
these practices. His method is to sow the soy beans between
various perennial fodder crops. The beans are grown between
the rows, where they are permitted to ripen and rot on the
ground and are cultivated in. In this case they have helped
suppress the weeds as well as to make mellow the soil and
gather nitrogen as a fertilizer.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for part or all
of the United States (Hawaii).
Note 2. By about 1904 or 1905 the Yamajo Soy Co. was
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growing and using soybeans it had introduced into Kona
and grown (at very low cost) among the rows of coffee trees
(Hawaiian Star. 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, 5).
“The yield of seed obtained by the station from small
experimental plantings ranges from 600 to 1,000 pounds per
acre for the dwarf early maturing varieties, and about twice
that amount from the medium late and medium tall sorts.”
“The following list has been selected from about 100
varieties tested by the station. It is believed to include
the best sorts for each of the several purposes for which
the soy bean is especially recommended. In the case of
culinary varieties, both quality and yield of seed have been
considered. The soy and miso manufacturers demand a large,
hard, light colored seed, with a thin skin, and the writer is
indebted to Mr. N. Yamakami, manager of the Hawaiian
Soy Co., for his assistance in selecting varieties according to
these qualities.
“Under Group I has been collected the best culinary
varieties. These are usually found among the dwarf, early
maturing sorts, qualities which make them well suited
for intercultures, short rotations, and catch crops. Group
II contains the heaviest seeding sorts irrespective of their
culinary qualities. These varieties are especially well suited
for growing as grain for cattle feeding. Group III contains
the rankest growing sorts. These supply the maximum yields
of both forage and grain, which makes them especially
valuable for fodder and green manuring. The arrangement is
in all cases according to yield of seed and size of plant, since
these qualities, other things. being equal, appeal most to the
grower. The number of seeds and their weight as given with
each variety is the product of the select mother plant from
which subsequent seed is grown.
“Group I. Culinary Varieties.
“(Dwarf type maturing in from 60 to 100 days. Yellow
seeded.)
“No. 345. Very dwarf and compact, 6 to 9 inches tall,
seed medium size, oval, 54 seeds, 9 grams.
“No. 270 (S.P.I. No. 1.7278) (Hollybrook). Medium
dwarf. Single slender stem, 10 to 12. inches tall, seed slightly
larger than No. 345. Can be planted very closely, 53 seeds,
10 grams.
“No. 573 (S.P.I. No. 17277) (Manhattan). Strong,
branching dwarf type, 12 inches tall. Seeds smaller titan No.
345, somewhat flattened, 74 seeds, 10 grams.
“No. 543 (S.P.I. No. 22379) (Swan). Same height as
No. 573 but more compact, seed larger and less flattened, 85
seeds, 13 grams.
“No. 554 (S.P.I. No. 20406) (Elton). Single stemmed,
thickly podded, 12 to 14 inches tall, seed medium, slightly
flattened, 89 seeds, 14 grams.
“No. 549 (S.P.I. No. 14954) (Acme). Slightly taller than
No. 554, less compact, branching. Seed very small, 212
seeds, 14 grams.
“Group II. Culinary and Grain Varieties.

“(Medium to large type, best suited for fodder. Yellow
seeded.)
“No. 484 (S.P.I. No. 14954) (Acme). Medium tall; 20 to
24 inches, strong, branching, spreading, seed of good size,
oval, 197 seeds, 31 grams.
“No. 483 (S.P.I. No. 14953) Slightly taller than No. 484,
more compact, considerably Tater. Seeds oval, very large.
(Mr. Yamakami, of the Hawaiian Soy Co., pronounces this
the largest seeded yellow soy bean he has ever seen and
considers it a very desirable variety for the production of
miso and other Japanese food products.)
“No. 468 (S.P.I. No. 17268) (Ito San). Taller and more
branching than No. 483, very prolific, seed medium size,
slightly flattened, 240 seeds, 50 grams (see. Plate VIII, p.
30). Very desirable for growing as grain for stock feed.
“No. 574 (Ruralnook). Tallest of the yellow seeded
varieties, 30 or more inches high, freely branching, compact.
Very prolific seeding. Considered the best general purpose
variety grown.
“Group III. Forage Varieties.
“(Tall, rank-growing varieties best suited for green
manuring.)
“No. 210 (S.P.I. No. 20797) (Riceland). One of the two
tallest varieties tested; 3 to 4 feet high, freely branching,
medium dense foliage, prolific seeding, inclined to shatter
its seed. Seed black, medium small, oblong, flattened, very
late maturing. Said to be used extensively in China for green
manuring rice fields, and as a fodder for live stock.
“No. 211 (S.P.I. No. 20789) (Barchet). Similar to the
preceding in habit and appearance, excepting that seed is a
reddish brown. The variety was not well established when
first received, but more constant in third generation of
selection. Mother plant for 1910 yielded 301 seeds weighing
34 grams.”
Next comes a long section on the “Velvet Bean.”
Two photos show two types of soy bean plants: (Fig.
1) Three dwarf types (culinary varieties). (Fig. 2) Three
intermediate types (general purpose varieties). Another photo
(Plate VIII, page 30) shows “Seeds of leguminous plants
described in this bulletin, natural size–including three colors
and sizes of soy beans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “intercrop” (or
“intercropped” or “intercropping”) in connection with
soybeans. Address: Agronomist.
100. Hawaiian Star (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1911. Soya
beans in the United States. Sept. 25. p. 9, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “Extensive articles on the immense soya-bean
trade of Manchuria have appeared in various numbers of
Daily Consular and Trade Reports, and inquiries have also
reached the Bureau of Manufactures as to the progress being
made in producing them in the United States. It has now
become a considerable crop in the middle part of the South.
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D.A. Carpenter, a Tennessee farmer, writes for the Southern
Field, in regard to the growing of the bean as follows:
“I grow the Mammoth Yellow variety, planting in rows
36 inches apart, and cultivating about the same as corn. I cut
with a mower when ripe and allow them to lie on the ground
for a couple of days. After being in shock for ten days, they
are hauled to the shed and thrashed. We consider the bean
straw, after the beans are thrashed, as fully equal to timothy
or redtop for a feed for cattle.
“For late summer pasture I sow with a wheat drill about
1½ bushels to the acre. I am now feeding beef cattle and
hogs on soya beans, and my dairy animals are producing
more milk than ever before on a bean ration. Of course other
feeds are mixed with the bean, as soyas are rather rich when
fed alone.
“The Mammoth Yellow grows here from 3 to 5 feet
high, according to cultivation, and yields 30 bushels of seed
per acre, which will bring around $3 and $3.50 per bushel:
“There is no finer improver of the soil than the soya
bean. I have tried many other legumes, but none has given
such uniform high quality hay and returned such large
amounts of nitrogen to the soil. I consider the soya bean the
greatest crop ever introduced into this part of the country,
both as a money crop and as a soil improver.
“About $100,000 worth of soya bean oil was shipped
last year from Manchuria to the United States, against
almost none the year before. From Hull, England, shipments
last year of soya bean oil to the United States amounted to
$140,000; this was crushed from the Manchurian beans.
Considerable shipments of soya bean oil were also made in
1910 from Kobe, Japan, to the United States.”
101. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin
du Jardin Colonial) 11(102):177-96. Sept. See also:
11(103):270-94. Oct.; 11(104):360-75. Nov.; 11(105):45974. Dec.; 12(106):28-38. Jan.; 12(107):120-32. Feb.;
12(108):213-23. March; 12(109):302-08. April. 28 cm. [33
ref. Fre]
• Summary: This series of articles, published in book form
in 1912, is one of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched documents
ever written about soybeans and soyfoods. Contents:
Introduction. Origin and history of the soybean. Soybean
culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans (botanical
characteristics, species {vernacular names in Asia}, varieties
{from China, Japan, India, Indochina, Hawaii, United
States, and Europe}). 2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic
(temperature, humidity), geographical area and varieties
grown (in Asia [Manchuria, Japan, Formosa, Korea,
Indochina], America, Guyane (“En Guyane, le soja mûrit”
[ripens or matures]. Note: This probably refers to French
Guiana [Guyane française], where Sagot and Raoul reported
in 1893 that soybeans had been grown successfully), Europe

[France, Italy, Russia], Southeast Asia (Océanie / Oceania)
[Philippines, Java, Borneo], and Africa [Algeria, Tunisia,
South Africa]), agrological needs of the soybean (physical,
chemical).
“Oceania.–The soybean has been cultivated for a very
long time in the Philippines, Java, and Borneo” (p. 194).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: Soybean plant
with roots (p. 182). Soybean pods and beans (p. 183). A
table (p. 191) and a graph (p. 192) show trade of soybeans,
soybean cake, and the total of the two from five Manchurian
ports (Newchwang, Antung, Ta-tung-ho, Dairen, and
Suifenho [Suifenhe]) from 1905 to 1909; all have increased
dramatically. Also contains 12 other tables from other
sources. Note that this influential series of articles, like its
predecessor by Itie in the same journal, were in large part
prompted by the huge rise in imports of soybeans to Europe,
starting in 1908. The contents of these articles is almost
identical to that of the book by the same name, published in
1912, which see. Address: 1. Counseiller de 1ere classe au
Ministère de l’Agriculture de la Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole
(G.).
102. Otootan: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Also
spelled “O-too-tan” (1922-1941). 1911. Seed color: Black,
hilum black.
• Summary: Sources: Sahr, C.A. 1914. “Report of the
assistant agronomist.” Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report p. 43, 46-49. For the year 1913. See p. 47-48. Otootan
was “grown from seed received from the College of Hawaii
in May 1911. This variety is undoubtedly the coarsest,
rankest soy bean ever grown by this station. It is also most
tolerant of both dry and wet conditions, but only makes a
rank growth during a cool and moist growing period.”
Gibson, Frederick. 1922. “Sunburn and aphid injury
of soybeans and cowpeas.” Arizona Agric. Exp. Station.
Technical Bulletin No. 2. p. 41-48. Sept. 15. “In the spring
of 1921, the Department of Agronomy of the Experiment
Station planted plots of soybeans to determine the effect
of the time of planting on the amount of growth and on the
quantity and quality of the seed produced.” Otootan was one
variety used.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 168, 172. “Introduced from the Hawaiian Islands
in 1911 by Prof. C.K. McClelland. Seed originally from
Formosa. Plants slender, erect, bushy, maturing in about 170
days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple, 90 to 95 days to
flower; pods tawny, 35 to 45 mm. long, 7 to 8 mm. wide, 4
to 5 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded; seed black, 6 to 7 mm. long, 5 to
6 mm. wide, 5 to 6 mm. thick; hilum black; germ yellow; oil
17.7%; 368,600 to the bushel” (p. 168). Otootan is a member
of the black-seeded group, with seeds 5-6 mm. thick and 6-7
mm. long (p. 172).
Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. “Soya: Selection,
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classification of varieties cultivated in various
countries.” International Institute of Agriculture (Rome)
Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture
27(5):184T-87T. May. See p. 170 and 184. The Otootan
soybean variety was grown in Mississippi and Columbia.
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 16-17. Otootan is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: VIII. Year named or released: by
1918. Developer or sponsor: C.K. McClelland, AES (Agric.
Exp. Station), Experiment, Georgia. Literature: 05. Source
and other information: From Taiwan, China, to Hawaii. From
Hawaii to Georgia in 1911. Prior designation: None.
Note: The Japanese word “Otootan” means “daddy” and
is pronounced “oh-TOE-chan,” however many American
soybean breeders pronounce it “oh-TEW-tan.” Address:
USA.
103. Lyon, H.L. 1911. Some local problems in green soiling
with additional notes on bean varieties. Hawaiian Planters’
Record 5:200-10. June/Dec. See p. 210.
• Summary: “In the Planters’ Record for July, 1910, notes
were given on the relative values of twenty-four varieties of
leguminous plants which had been grown at the Experiment
Station. In that article it was stated that eighty varieties
had been planted at the Pathology Plot on May 27. Among
these eighty varieties four of those previously planted were
included for the sake of comparison, so that in this second
planting there were only seventy-six new varieties. In later
plantings at the Experiment Station fourteen more varieties
were added to our list, so that during the year 1910 one
hundred and fourteen distinct varieties were actually grown
under observation.”
“The first serious factor to show itself was in the form
of a root disease caused by a fungus, Fusarium. Among the
first twenty-four varieties planted this disease confined itself
almost entirely to the lupines; but in the later tests it appeared
on many species belonging to several different genera, thus
making it evident that it would prove to be a general and
ever present pest. The Fusariums are soil fungi of worldwide distribution, and strains can be isolated from almost
any plant-sustaining soil. They seem to be able to maintain
themselves indefinitely on decaying vegetable matter, but
when opportunities offer they may become parasitic on
living plants. They attack the roots and underground portion
of the stem, destroying these and thus cutting off the water
supply of the aerial members. The first outward symptom of
disease to be noted is a drooping and wilting of the leaves
as the root system fails to furnish the required amount of
water. As the disease progresses the aerial members may
dry up completely, or if the atmosphere is sufficiently damp
the fungus may invade the epigeal stem and leaves causing
the decay of the entire plant. Many species and varieties of
cultivated plants are subject to a Fusarium-disease...”

A photo (Fig. 1) shows “The white lupine suffering from
a ‘wilt’ disease caused by a Fusarium.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017) that
mentions Fusarium.
Page 202: “The second adverse factor demanding
attention is the common gall-producing nematode,
Heterodera radicicola. Many of the varieties tested seem to
furnish a very congenial habit for this troublesome eel-worm.
It flourishes to such a remarkable extent in the roots of some
varieties that had the plants been allowed to remain long in
the soil the nematode population of the ground would have
been so amplified as to jeopardize the very existence of any
crop that might follow.
“As in the case of the Fusarium, the question may well
be raised: Where did these eel-worms come from, seeing
that the land had been devoted exclusively to sugar cane
for several years previous to the planting of the beans. As
the worms were certainly not introduced with the seed, they
must have been in the soil; and being in the soil, they must
have subsisted on the roots of the former crop which was
cane. We are unable to say at the present time just how much
damage to sugar cane this nematode is capable of causing,
but it cannot be considered as only slight.
“Typical nematode galls have been found repeatedly on
cane roots and recently Mr. Larsen found them to be very
abundant on the roots of Caledonia cane over a considerable
area on one plantation. He sent a large number of the
affected roots to the Experiment Station where they were
sectioned and examined microscopically. In addition to the
nematodes which were abundant in the galls, the mycelium
and chlamydospores of the Red Rot fungus (Colletotrichum
falcatum) were found in the tissue. These worms, therefore,
bring injury to the cane plants; not only directly by feeding
on and distorting the roots, but also by affording easy
entrance to the roots through their punctures and softening
tumors for parasitic fungi. It is therefore evident that before
accepting any leguminous plants for green soiling purposes
on our cane lands we should first determine their degree of
resistance to the attacks of Heterodera, not only that we may
get good crops of legumes, but so that we shall not unduly
encourage the multiplication of the nematodes in the soil.
“A third objectionable factor appeared in the form of
aphids, or plant lice, which descended upon some of the
legumes and multiplied so rapidly as to completely cover
their foliage in a very few days. The lice were very selective
attacking certain varieties only and apparently avoiding the
others.”
Page 210: “Soy Beans. Glycine hispida. As yet we can
offer no conclusions in regard to the value of soy beans. The
seed thus far obtained has not germinated well. Four varieties
have been planted at different times and one, the Acme, gave
fairly good results. Our specimens were two to three feet
tall, but rather slender in habit. They were quite free from
wilt and root galls, and well supplied with perfect bacterial
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nodules.
“Peanut. Arachis hypogea. The peanut has been highly
recommended as a green soiling crop because the plants
always contain a high per cent. of nitrogen. We tried four
of the best varieties, and although they grew well, they
gave only a small amount of vegetable matter. As bulk in
organic matter is of more importance to us than a high per
cent. nitrogen content, we can better employ varieties which
naturally produce a heavier foliage than that of the peanut.
“San Hemp, Crotolaria juncea. In November two
varieties of San hemp were received from correspondents in
India. These have been grown to maturity once...” Address:
Hawaii.
104. Product Name: Soy sauce?
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Soy Manufactory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1100f N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1911. p. 304.
Honolulu Soy Manufactory. K. Daimaru, mngr. 1100f N.
King.
105. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ishizu (J.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Front St., Hilo, Island of Hawaii,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1911.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1911. p. 788. Ishigu,
J. [But Ishizu is correct]. soy mnfr, Front St., Hilo, Hawaii.
Note: 1912 Directory (p. 813) lists J. Ishizu, soy, Front, Hilo.
Ishizu is also listed in 1913, 1914, and 1915 directories.
106. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1912. Japanese
push cart men must have licenses. March 29. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “Trouble is ahead for the purveyors of the
succulent tofu, the soup that is to be bought from the little
push-carts of the Japanese. According to the statistics
given by a worried looking Japanese this morning, the job
necessitates either a man and wife being with the cart or else
two men and the average nightly earning is from one to one
and a half dollars. Now the Board of Health is stepping in
and asking that the tofu vendors take out a license.
“Two of the pushcarts were outside the Board of Health
building this morning and the owners were told what they
had to do. The carts were clean and therefore they were
allowed to go on their way, but it is very likely that in the
future all carts must be taken to the health board and be
inspected before business can be done on the streets.”
Note: It is not clear how often each cart must be
inspected, and if there is a fee for the inspection and the
license.

107. Takakuwa (Y.). 1912. Soy bean meal... (Ad). Honolulu
Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Aug. 17. p. 18, col. 1.
• Summary: “... is a meal made and produced in Manchuria.
It is the best food for poultry and stock. It fattens where
everything else has failed. For booklet on systematic feeding
and the value of soy bean meal, see Y. Takakuwa.” Address:
Nuuanu St., below King, Honolulu.
108. Garden Island (The) (Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii). 1912.
New agriculture. Aug. 20. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: One of the great wonders of modern agriculture
is the development of new plant varieties of commercial
value. Recently the U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA]
“has been devoting a great deal of attention to this with
marked success. Men of expert intelligence are continually
ransacking all parts of the world in search of new or valuable
plants and sending them to the experimental stations for trial
and adaptation.”
The new plants include “two new potatoes from
mountains of Peru, original home of the potato, new varieties
of oranges that will stand cold, a lemon from the Himalayas
that is not injured by severe frost, a valuable persimmon
from Japan... soya beans from Manchuria, with a varied and
significant value. One kind furnishes paint oil another milk
and cream and even butter, it is said, and they are all of great
value for creating humus.”
109. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: America Soy Brewing Co. Ltd.
(American Shoyu Jozo K.K.).
Manufacturer’s Address: End of Banyan St., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912 August.
New Product–Documentation: The Honolulu Advertiser
(Hawaii). 1911. Nov. 10. p. 7. “Realty transactions.” “Est. of
S.G. Wilder to American Soy Brewing Co., Ltd.
Husted’s Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of
Hawaii. 1912. p. 123. American Soy Brewing Co. Ltd., D.
Yonekura, president; M. Kawahara, vice president; K. Iida,
secretary; R. Niki, treas; George I. Enomoto, mngr; end of
Banyan.
Also in 1916 Directory. American Soy Brewing Co.
Ltd., Banyan. 1928-29 Directory. American Hawaiian Soy
Co. Ltd. mauka end Banyan. Is this the same or a different
company? Both are on Banyan St.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1918. July 26. “The
‘Limit’ Club: The Honolulu Chamber of Commerce public
health committee.” Lists all of the companies that have
subscribed $1000. One of these is “American Soy Brewing
Co.” Another is “Hawaiian Soy Co.”
Honolulu Star Bulletin (Hawaii). 1923. Oct. 25. p. 2.
“Auto Licenses.” “11,941–American Soy Brewing Co.,
Banyan St., Ford roadster.”
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Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii). 1925. March 24.
“Building permits.” “American Soy Brewing Co., Ltd.,
addition to main warehouse, $275. “American Soy Brewing
Co., Ltd., addition to main warehouse, $1000.”
Notice in The Honolulu Advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii).
1925. Dec. 11. p. 4. “Application for permission to amend
its articles of incorporation to change its name from the
American Soy Brewing Co., Ltd., to the American Hawaiian
Soy Co., Ltd., was filed yesterday in the office of Henry C.
Hapai, territorial treasurer, by the American Soy Brewing
Co., Ltd.”
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):54249. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.”
States that the company was founded in August 1912 by Mr.
Danzaburo Yonekura.
F. Odo and K. Sinoto. 1985. A Pictorial History of the
Japanese in Hawaii, 1885-1924. Page 166. American Shoyu
Co. was established in Honolulu in 1912.
110. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja: Sa
culture. Ses usages alimentaires, thérapeutiques, agricoles et
industriels [The soybean: Its culture. Its food, therapeutic,
agricultural, and industrial uses]. Paris: Augustin Challamel
(Rue Jacob 17). 150 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Translated into
French and expanded from the Chinese edition, published
by la Societé Biologique d’Extréme-Orient (1910). [151 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched books ever
written about soybeans and soyfoods. Its bibliography on
soy is larger than any published prior to that time. It was first
published as a series of eight articles in Agriculture Pratique
des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) from
September 1911 to April 1912. Before being published as a
book, it was revised slightly by adding a table of contents at
the back, dividing the material into 5 parts with 19 chapters,
and adding several photos (p. 16-17), a world map showing
the distribution of soybean cultivation (p. 21), and an
interesting 2-page table (p. 66-67).
Contents: The soybean: Origin and history. Part I:
Soybean culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans:
Botanical characteristics, species, varieties (Chinese,
Japanese, Indian, Indochinese, Hawaiian, USA, European).
2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic, geographical area of
the soybean by region worldwide, agrological/soil needs,
fertilizers, soil preparation, the place of the soybean in crop
rotations. 3. Soybean seeds: Study of seeds (by weight,
by germination rate, selection of seeds), time of planting,
plant spacing, depth of seeding, rate of seeding per hectare,
method of seeding (broadcasting, in rows, in mounds).
4. The soybean during its vegetative stage: Germination,
transplanting, types of care (e.g., second dressings),
irrigation, flowering and fruiting, enemies of the soybean
(e.g., insects). 5. Harvest of soybeans: Time for harvest

(forage or grain), methods of harvesting (forage or grain;
mechanical mower), threshing (use of machine), yields of
soybeans (forage and grain in various countries, ratio of
seeds harvested to straw is about 1 to 2, yield of nutrients).
6. Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by soybeans, and
improvement of the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures
and alternate rows: With corn, cowpeas, rice, sweet sorghum,
or millet.
Part II: Chemical composition of the soybean. 1.
Composition of the plant: Minerals in the leaves and
total plant. 2. Study of the seed: Composition, chemical
composition, microscopic comparisons, table of analyses by
28 previous researchers, albumins, sugars, starch, dextrin or
dextrine, diastase, lipids, ash/minerals.
Part III: The soybean as human food and animal feed.
1. The soybean as feed for animals: Green forage and hay.
2. The soybean in human feeding: From the viewpoints of
physiology, economy, and gastronomy. The role of soya in
special diets: Vegetarianism, remineralization, diabetic, and
lactose intolerant.
Part IV: Food products based on soya. 1. Soymilk and
its derivatives: Soymilk (Methods of manufacture, Chinese
and modern at l’Usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne, nature and
properties [physical and chemical] and composition of the
milk, action of ferments and diastases (enzymes) on the
milk, uses of the milk, the residue from the soy dairy [okara],
condensed soymilk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk
(kefir, yogurt, etc.)), tofu (called Caséo-Sojaïne, or fromage
de soya; methods of production, coagulants, yield of tofu,
storing tofu, composition and comparison with various
meats, digestibility, culinary preparations made from tofu
(smoked tofu, tofu pâté, tofu sausages)), Soy casein (food
and industrial uses). 2. Soy flour and its derivatives: Soy
flour, soy bread, wholemeal bread, other products based
on soy flour (as biscuits and cakes for diabetic diets). 3.
Soy oil and its by-products: Soy oil, physical and chemical
properties, usage, residue of the oil mill: the cake, price,
uses. 4. Use of the soybean as a legume: Whole soybeans
(composition and digestibility), soy sprouts (germes de soja),
green vegetable soybeans (le soja frais). 5. Fermented soy
condiments: Solid condiments from Japan: Tokyo natto (Le
Tokio-Natto) and Ping-Ming natto or tao-tche (Le Ping-mingNatto; fermented black soybeans with salt, ginger, orange
rind, etc. A similar product is made in China and called taotche). Paste condiments: Miso (four types and composition),
tao-tjung (Chinese miso). Sauces: Shoyu (its production,
varieties, properties, composition), chiang-yu (tsiang-yeou),
ketjap [kechap, from Java], tuong (from Annam, with rice or
corn), tao-yu (widely used in China and Japan, described by
Prinsen Geerligs). 6. Confectionery products: Comparison
with chestnuts, roasted soy flour to replace chocolate. 7. Soy
coffee (with analysis by Kornauth). 8. Special fermented
products: Kiu-tsee (a special commercial ferment from
Canton described by Thiersant), fermented soymilks.
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Part V: Industrial uses of soybeans. Oil based: soap,
wax candles (bougie), and paint oils. Protein based: sojalithe
or soy stone which corresponds to lactite, insulators for
electrical apparatus, glue, etc. Conclusion. Addendum
(Complément) to Part III, Chapter 1: Soybean straw and
stems. Composition of various seeds, including soybeans.
Soy flour. The cakes from oil mills. Soymilk and the cake
from soy dairies (tourteau de laiterie, okara).
A very interesting table (p. 66-67, which does not appear
in the original 8 articles) shows earlier nutritional analyses
of the composition of soybeans by Steuf (from Hungary,
Mongolia and China), Schroeder, Caplan, Pellet (from China,
Hungary, Etampes), Muntz, Nikitin (black soybeans from
Russia, 2 samples), Lipski [Lipskiy] (yellow, from Russia),
Giljaranski (yellow from Russia, China and Japan; black
from China and Japan; green), König (Hispida platycarpa
black, Tumida yellow, brown and black), Prinsen (white from
Java and China), Goessmann, Kellner, USDA, Chemiker
Zeitung (white from Java and China, 29 Jan. 1896), Scuff
(misomame; miso soybeans), Zulkovski (yellow from China,
reddish brown from Mongolia), Institut Agr. de Vienne
(Austria; yellow from Vienna, reddish brown from Tyrol),
Ecole Imp. et Roy d’Ag. Hong (yellow from Mongolia and
China, reddish brown from China), Chez M. Olivier Lecq
(from Moravia), Lechartier (Etampes and black), Joulie
(yellow), Stingl and Morawski, Bloch (yellow, green, and
black), Balland, Cavendish Evelyn Liardet (yellow, brown,
green, black, and white), Jardin Colonial (Laos, Tonkin,
China), Aufray (Tonkin, Yun-nan), Homes Laboratory (black
from China, or white). Photos and illustrations are the same
as those referenced in individual sections of the book, except
for the following: A field of soybeans (p. 16). A soybean
plant growing in Europe (p. 17). Color illustrations appear
facing pages 12, 22, and 64. Address: Li is from Societe
Biologique d’Extreme-Orient (Chine). Grandvoinnet is from
Ingenieur Agricole (G.).
111. Logan, Daniel. ed. 1912. In business circles–news
and review: commercial snapshots at near and far range.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Nov. 30. p. 11, col. 4.
• Summary: “A growing business is being carried on in
Hamburg in soya beans and their manufactured products. To
a large extent the trade is being built up in foreign tributary
ports, because it has been found that cattle in Germany,
being kept in stalls and having little exercise, are apt to
have digestive disorders when overfed with soya bean
cake. In England sauces [such as Worcestershire sauce] are
manufactured from soya beans, and in Hamburg one concern
has produced a coffee substitute, or material to be added
cocoa, by roasting and grinding the beans. It is stated that
this article has not met with much commercial success.”
112. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kawazui.

Manufacturer’s Address: Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1912. p. 392.
“Kawazui, soy, Waipahu.” Not listed in 1911.
113. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakamura.
Manufacturer’s Address: Haleiwa, P.O. Waialua, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1912. p. 528.
“Nakamura, soy, Waialua, P.O. Haleiwa” [Oahu, Hawaiian
Islands]. Not listed in 1911.
Note: Is this Nakamura related to Nakamori in Waialua,
P.O. Haleiwa, in the 1913 directory.
114. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Pack (Y.O.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1912.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1912. p. 566. “Pack,
Y.O., soy, rear 541 S. Beretania [Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaiian
Islands]. Residence: Same.” Not listed in 1911.
115. Hawaii Shimpo-sha (The Hawaii Shimpo). comp. 1912.
Hawai Nihonjin nenkan [Hawaiian-Japanese annual. No.
10]. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Shimpô-sha (The Hawaii
Shimpo). [Jap]*
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Hawaii
Shimpô-sha. Address: Los Angeles.
116. Kawakami, Kiyoshi Karl. 1912. American-Japanese
relations: An inside view of Japan’s policies and purposes.
New York, Chicago, Toronto, London and Edinburgh:
Fleming H. Revell Co. 370 p. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The author argues for naturalization rights for
Japanese in America. Contents: Introduction. Book I: The
Manchurian question (p. 23-142). Book II: The Korean
question (p. 143-284). Book III: The immigration question.
In Chapter 4, titled “Chinese diplomacy in Manchuria,”
Kawakami argues that by defeating Russia in the RussoJapanese war of 1905, Japan (at great sacrifice) saved China
from dismemberment by foreign powers (p. 81): “Suppose
Japan had not dared to combat Russia, what would have
become of Manchuria, and indeed of China? With the Three
Eastern Provinces irretrievably lost to China, other powers
would not have hesitated to follow the suit of Russia and
slice for themselves such regions as they had fixed their
covetous eyes on. The defeat of Russia at the point of
the Japanese bayonet, therefore, meant the prevention of
the dismemberment of China, which would have become
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imminent had the Muscovite been allowed to stay in
Manchuria.”
In Chapter 6, titled “Japan’s commercial advance in
Manchuria and the ‘Open Door’ (p. 113-20), Kawakami
discusses soybeans and Japan’s policy in Manchuria.
He argues convincingly that, since May 1906, Japan has
followed an “Open Door” policy toward Manchuria, “... that
China’s sovereignty should be respected and the principle
of equal opportunity for all nations should be adhered to
with the utmost sincerity. In spite of all the harsh judgments
passed by foreign critics, I do not hesitate to assert that Japan
has been faithful to this fundamental policy sanctioned by
the throne.” Japan has promoted her own interests in the
“Three Eastern Provinces” and allowed other nations to
do likewise. Indeed: “Japan has subsidized her steamship
lines to Manchuria, installed commercial museums in
various important Manchurian towns in order to advertise
her merchandise, sent commercial agents to inquire into
the Manchurian markets, and, what is more important, has
become a most liberal purchaser of Manchurian products,
thus establishing close business relations with the native
producers and merchants. These, reinforced by the advantage
which she enjoys over Western nations in geographical
position and the cost of production and transportation, have
enabled her to push her trade in Manchuria with remarkable
success.
What is the secret of Japan’s secret of commercial
success in Manchuria? This question Westerners usually
answer with the hackneyed two words–cheap labor.” This
is true, however, the main reason is “that Japan, of all
foreign nations, has been the only customer for Manchurian
products...”
Kawakami believes that the only man who perceives
the crux of the Manchurian question is George Bronson
Rea, as described in his article of March 1910 titled “Beans:
The solution of the commercial situation in Manchuria,”
published in his periodical the Far Eastern Review
(Shanghai).
“The real basis of Japan’s success in Manchuria is, Mr.
Rea believes, the operation of the fundamental economic
law, that the country consuming the major portion of the
exports of another country holds the most advantageous
position in supplying its necessary imports. Now Japan has
for years been the chief consumer of Manchuria’s principal
export, consisting of [soy] beans and bean cake.” Before the
Russo-Japanese war, Chinese traders controlled this trade.
But since Japan’s victory in the war, all that has changed.
“Japan began an aggressive campaign to gain control of the
Manchurian trade, and success soon crowned her efforts.
Says Mr. Rea:
“Under these conditions the foreign merchants and
their agents in the interior are placed at a disadvantage from
the outset. As they could not penetrate into the interior and
purchase beans by an exchange of commodities, they are

reduced to selling their wares for cash–the one thing the
nation was short on.”
“Not a few critics have been at pains to create in Europe
and America the impression that Japan discriminates against
foreigners in Manchuria in shipping and railway rates.
The subsidized shipping of Japan, as one of such critics
insinuates, carries Japanese goods at a minimum charge,
subject to further rebates as quantities rise, from the place
of manufacture to the port of Tairen [Dairen], thence the
goods are carried at special rates to their selling place over
the tracks of the South Manchuria Railway. In Mr. Rea’s
opinion, such charges and insinuations fall short of the
mark in explaining the loss of the Manchurian market for
American and European products, and he sums up the whole
situation in these words:
“It is a far cry from high diplomacy to the humble soya
bean, yet we hold to the belief that the past and present
commercial situation and ultimate solution of the vexatious
Manchurian question are bound up in the control of this one
product.”
In the next sentence, Mr. Kawakami writes: “That really
furnishes the key to the Manchurian question.”
Note 1. In the index, the soya bean is indexed under
“Manchurian bean,” and not under “soy” or “soya.”
Note 2. Kiyoshi “Karl” Kawakami (1873-1949) was a
Japanese Christian journalist who was born in Yonezawa,
educated in the law in Japan, and was for a short time
involved in newspaper work in that country. In 1901 he
came to the United States and studied at the universities of
Iowa and Wisconsin. In 1905, engaged in journalism, he
traveled extensively in China, Siberia, and Russia. He was
a correspondent for leading newspapers in Tokyo and a
frequent contributor to American magazines and newspapers.
(Continued).
117. Kawakami, Kiyoshi Karl. 1912. American-Japanese
relations: An inside view of Japan’s policies and purposes
(Continued–Document part II). New York, Chicago, Toronto,
London and Edinburgh: Fleming H. Revell Co. 370 p.
• Summary: (Continued): Book III (p. 285+): The
immigration question. 18. Japanese immigration before the
exclusion agreement. 19. Denis Kearnyism once more–I. 20.
Denis Kearnyism once more–II. 21. Japanese immigration
after the exclusion agreement. 22. The Japanese in
California. 23. The naturalization of Japanese.
Chronology of Japanese in California, and anti-Japanese
activities. Most of this chronology is summarized from
Kawakami (1912), but key events after 1912 have been
added from other reliable sources.
1790 March 26–Naturalization Act of 1790 provides the
first rules to be followed by the U.S. in granting citizenship.
It limits naturalization to aliens who are “free white persons”
and thus leaves out slaves, native Americans, indentured
servants, free African-Americans, and later Asians.
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1866–The first Japanese immigrants enter the USA,
7 in number vs. 278,916 European immigrants the same
year. From 1866 and 1885 the peak number of Japanese
immigrants to the USA is 78 in 1871, compared with
648,000 European immigrants in 1882.
1882 May 6–Chinese Exclusion Act, barring Chinese
immigration, is passed by Congress.
1884–Amendments to the 1882 Exclusion Act tightened
the provisions that allowed previous immigrants to leave
and return, and clarified that the law applied to ethnic
Chinese regardless of their country of origin. This facilitated
the introduction of Japanese labor into California. Large
landowners in California tried to encourage Japanese
immigration by offering alluring terms.
1886–Japanese immigration to the USA begins to rise.
From 1886 to 1898 the number of Japanese immigrants rose
from 194 to 2,230.
1890–The U.S. census reports 2,039 Japanese residents
in the U.S., including 1,147 in California, mostly studentlaborers in San Francisco.
1892 May–The first anti-Japanese movement on
American begins in San Francisco, led by local three
newspapers: Morning Call, San Francisco Examiner, and
San Francisco Bulletin. It culminated on 10 June 1893 in
the San Francisco Board of Education resolution relegating
Japanese students to the segregated Chinese school. After
intervention by the Japanese consul, the resolution was
soon rescinded, ending this early chapter of anti-Japanese
agitation.
1899–Japanese immigration figures jump to 12,635 (still
insignificant compared with 297,000 European immigrants)
for two reasons: (1) This is the first year that Japanese
immigration to Hawaii is included in immigration statistics
to the USA. In fact, more than half of the total Japanese
immigrants stayed in Hawaii. (2) Western U.S. railroads,
finding that Japanese made excellent section workers, used
every possible means to attract them to the USA.
Note: By the late 1900s, the word “unassimilable” (or
“inassimilable”) was being applied to both Japanese and
Chinese immigrants on the west coast of the United States by
Caucasian writers.”
1900 April 30–The Organic Act is signed by President
McKinley, incorporating Hawaii as a territory of the United
States. The act went into effect on June 14, after which date
contract labor was no longer legal. As a result, more than
8,000 laborers took part in 20 strikes within a month, calling
for higher wages, reduced working hours, and hiring of
Japanese overseers.
1900–The U.S. census reports 24,326 Japanese / Nikkei
in the U.S., with 10,151 living in California and 1,781 in San
Francisco.
1900–The first anti-Japanese protest rally in California
takes place in San Francisco, instigated by local labor groups
and led by Mayor James D. Phelan, who later became State

Senator. In response, the Japanese Deliberative Council of
America is formed.
1905 May 14–The Asiatic Exclusion League is
formed in San Francisco, marking the official beginning
of the organized anti-Japanese movement. Among those
attending the first meeting were labor leaders (and European
immigrants) Patrick Henry McCarthy and Olaf A. Tveitmoe
of the Building Trades Council of San Francisco and Andrew
Furuseth and Walter McCarthy of the Sailor’s Union.
Tveitmoe was named the first president of the organization.
1906 April 18–The Great Earthquake and Fire devastates
San Francisco. Japanese enclaves in Chinatown and South of
Market are devastated but South Park and Western Addition
survives and thrives. The Japanese government contributes
$246,000 to the City of San Francisco for earthquake relief,
more than all other foreign nations combined. The Japanese
community relocates to the present Japantown (Nihonjin
Machi, Nihonmachi)–which celebrated its 100th anniversary
in 2006 as the first and oldest Japanese community in the
continental United States.
1906–The Japanese population of the United States
(incl. Hawaii) first tops 75,000.
1906 Dec. 23–A mass meeting is held in Walton Hall,
San Francisco, to demonstrate the animosity of the laboring
class against the Japanese. It is presided over by Olaf A.
Tveitmoe. (Continued). Address: Japan.
118. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1913. Speaks for duty on Hawaiian pineapples:
hearing before committee of Ways and Means attended by
A.W. Eames. Jan. 22. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “(By Federal Wireless Telegraph.)
“Washington [DC], January 21.–(Special to The
Advertiser)–A score of persons whose interests are affected
by the agricultural schedule were on the witness list when
the house committee on ways and means today resumed its
hearings.”
E.W. Eames, of Honolulu and San Francisco, speaking
for the Hawaiian Pineapple Growers’ Association, urged
maintenance of the present tariff on pineapples.
“A plea for guards against the labor of the Orient was
made by J. Culbertson of Paris, Texas, representing the
Interstate Cottonseed Crushers’ Association. He wanted soya
beans used in the manufacture of lards to be admitted free of
duty.”
119. Piper, C.V. 1913. Re: Dr. E.V. Wilcox of Hawaii wants
soy bean varieties. Letter to W.J. Morse, [Arlington Farm.
Rosslyn, Virginia], April 9. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Dr. E.V. Wilcox, Director of
the Hawaii Experiment Station, Honolulu, Hawaii, wants
to get seed of soybean varieties suitable for forage. Will
you send seed of not to exceed 8 or 10 varieties. Yours very
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truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge,
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
120. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1913. Consul E.
Charlton Baker reports from Chungking that the elimination
of opium production... Aug. 9. p. 16, col. 4.
• Summary: “... in that part of the China has caused the
planting of soya beans as a substitute, but the output is small
as yet.”
Note: This brief article, with no headline, is a filler at the
bottom of a newspaper column.
121. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1913. Cheap rates on
northern line. Sept. 1. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “British Columbia is securing immigration at
far less expense than the territory of Hawaii judging from
the rates offered settlers who are traveling in large umbers
from Russia and Siberia to the Northwest coast in steamships
operated by the Russian Volunteer fleet.
The new line began operating at the first of the month.
“Outward the trade will consist mainly of soya beans and
other Siberian and Manchurian products, while machinery,
agricultural implements and general manufacturers will be
carried homeward.
“Russian immigrants to the United States and Canada
are to be conveyed at low rates,...”
122. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1913. Daizu. Dec. 9. p. 4, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “The agricultural world is giving renewed
attention to soya beans or daizu, as it is locally known [in
Japanese] because English firms are importing immense
quantities of the beans from Manchuria and South Africa
and expressing the oil which the seeds contain, to use in
manufacturing soap. The daizu seeds contain twenty to
twenty-two per cent of oil. The plant is used on an extensive
scale in Kansas and the other central prairie states for hay,
ensilage and as green manure. It is also being cultivated in
Germany for forage purposes. The Japanese consume large
quantities of the beans in the manufacture of shoyo [sic,
shoyu] or soy and Japanese, Chinese and Koreans eat the
fermented daizu curd or tofu.”
Note: Most tofu is not fermented. The type that is, is
eaten mostly in China or by people of Chinese ancestry.
“Although daizu is grown on an extensive scale in
Kona [on the big island of Hawaii], the local soy factories
depend largely on daizu beans imported from Harbin,

via Vladivostok, and direct from Korea or Chosen. The
discovery of the value of oil for soap manufacture will
probably tend to increase the price at which daizu sells in the
local as well as the world’s markets.”
123. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1913. Germany thinks
of taking up seriously... Dec. 13. p. 15, col. 2.
• Summary: “... the growing of soya beans.”
Note: This short article, with no headline, is a filler at
the bottom of a newspaper column.
124. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakamori.
Manufacturer’s Address: Haleiwa, P.O. Waialua, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1913.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory
of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1913. p. 557.
“Nakamori, soy, Waialua, P.O. Haleiwa” [Oahu, Hawaiian
Islands]. Not listed in 1912.
Note: Is this Nakamori related to Nakamura in Waialua,
P.O. Haleiwa, in the 1912 directory.
125. Wilson, James. 1913. Report of the Secretary: Hawaii.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture. p.
9-259. For the year 1912. See p. 219.
• Summary: “In Hawaii the diversification of agricultural
industries has been the main problem of the station.”
“A very extensive study of the rice crop has been made,
and new varieties of better yielding character have been
bred and distributed. The method of fertilizing rice was
found faulty, and instead of nitrate of soda being used at an
actual loss the crop may be doubled by the use of sulphate of
ammonia applied when the crop is sown. Next in efficiency
is bean-cake meal” (i.e. ground soy bean cake). Address:
Secretary of Agriculture [USDA], Washington, DC.
126. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1914. Six
soy factories located in Honolulu: Product promises to rival
that of Japan. Jan. 9. p. 8, col. 6.
• Summary: “An investigation carried out yesterday showed
that there are six soy factories in Honolulu manufacturing
about 2500 five-gallon tubs per month. They give
employment to forty or fifty skilled laborers. One of the
largest of these factories [Yamajo Soy Co.], on Pua lane,
Palama, manufactures about three-fifths of the local product,
or from 1300 to 1500 tubs per month.”
Note 1. The names of the other five makers are not
given, perhaps because they are all small, and combined
make only 40% of the local soy sauce.
The daizu or soy beans used to make this soy sauce is
imported from Korea; wheat, salt, and a “special variety of
yeast” [sic, mold] are also used. “The fermentation room
contains forty or fifty 2000-gallon wooden vats filled to the
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top” with the thick mixture. The mixture ferments slowly for
from nine to twelve months. When the gas bubbles no longer
form, the mixture is pronounced pau [finished or done]. It is
then ladled into a great rectangular vat holding the contents
of five or six of the tuns and is then filtered in bag presses
with a lever arm made of a tree-trunk about three feet in
diameter and thirty feet long, to which additional weight is
added. When the filtered soy no longer drips from the presses
the liquor is boiled in huge cast iron caldrons, to thicken it
and preserve it from spoiling. When it boils down to the right
consistency, it is measured into tubs that are manufactured
on the premises from California cedar. The press-cake is a
valuable fertilizer that finds ready sale to the rice and taro
growers.
The yeast [sic, koji] that is used in soy manufacture is
grown in a series of concrete chambers that are heated to a
controlled temperature by means of charcoal braziers.
“The quality of the local product is said to be improving
every year and the soy brewers say it is only a matter of
time until the Honolulu made soy will entirely supplant the
Japanese imported soy.”
Note 2. This article raises several questions: (a) In
about 1914, what was the ratio of Japanese to Chinese living
on Oahu? (b) Chinese like and use soy sauce as much as
Japanese. But the two types of soy sauce are quite different.
Did the Chinese import theirs from China? Buy the local
Honolulu Japanese soy sauce? Make their own in Hawaii?
Note 3. In 1890, there were 1,791 Chinese and Japanese
(lumped together) who were citizens of the Hawaiian
kingdom. The “alien” population far surpassed them in
numbers which were:
Chinese 15,301
Japanese 12,360
Total population of Hawaii was 89,900.
Thus, in 1890 the ratio of Chinese to Japanese in Hawaii
was roughly 55% to 45%. (Source: 1890 census of the
Hawaiian Kingdom. http://www.hawaiiankingdom.org/infocensus1890.shtml).
According to the 1910 census, the total population of
Hawaii was 191,874. This included 79,675 Japanese and
21,000 Chinese. So there were almost four times as many
Japanese as Chinese in the Islands. Source: http://www.
altiusdirectory.com/Travel/hawaii-demographics.php
127. Sahr, C.A. 1914. Report of the Assistant Agronomist.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p.
43-49. For the year 1913. March 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this report’s only section, titled “Experiments
with leguminous plants,” all crops are grouped into three
types based on the length of their growth period. The soy
bean appears in both the first group (quick rotation, short
season, 3 to 4 months) and the second group (medium
time, 4½ to 6½ months). The importance of inoculation is
emphasized.

The subsection on “Soy bean” (p. 46-49) states: “Soy
beans were grown more or less extensively by Japanese
farmers in Kona to defray expenses while their coffee trees
came into bearing, finding a ready market for culinary
purposes and also among local soy sauce brewers. Since
the coffee orchards now demand the entire attention of the
growers, the soy brewers depend upon soy beans imported
from Japan for their supply.
“The brewing of Japanese soy sauce having become
a well-established industry in Hawaii, a visit of inspection
to several of the largest factories was made to ascertain the
method of manufacture, which is given here briefly...” Equal
parts of boiled soybeans and roasted California wheat are
mixed, “poured into molds, and left to stand for 3 or more
days, or until slightly covered by mold fungi. The molds
are then emptied into large cedar vats of 500 to 800 gallons
capacity. A starter made from cass [soybean presscake] and
brine is then added, and the mass is left to ferment for a
period ranging from 6 months to a year or 18 months, the
mass being thoroughly stirred twice each day. The fermented
mass is then transferred into a large press and the liquid
sauce is pressed out, boiled 2 or 3 hours, and put in cedar
tubs of 4½ to 6 gallons capacity... The ferment starter is
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made of a small quantity of soy-bean cake, or cass, sprinkled
over a few handfuls of parboiled soy beans and left in a
warm place for several days. The cass is sold for 20 cents per
100 pounds to rice planters as a fertilizer, and contains about
20 per cent salt. It is also fed to hogs, after soaking in water
to draw out the salt. The brewers buy imported soy beans at
$72 per ton in Honolulu, wheat at $40, and salt at $10. The
tubs in which the soy sauce is put up are made of Japanese
cedar, shipped knocked down from Japan, and put together
as wanted. The cost per tub is from 40 to 70 cents, according
to their capacity, which ranges from 4½ to 6 gallons. Soy
sauce is eaten by all classes of Japanese as a table sauce,
with their rice, fish, and meats. It has the color of strong
black coffee.
“Miso, another Japanese table sauce, is brewed from soy
beans and rice. The brewed liquid is clear white. The climate
of Hawaii is too warm for its manufacture.”
A table (p. 48) shows five soybean varieties (each with
an “Agronomy accession number, three also with an S.P.I.
number–20798, 19183, and 14953) and their yields as hay,
fodder and/or seed, and stages of growth in Hawaii. The only
named variety, Otootan [black seeded], was “grown from
seed received from the College of Hawaii in May 1911. This
variety is undoubtedly the coarsest, rankest soy bean ever
grown by this station. It is also most tolerant of both dry and
wet conditions, but only makes a rank growth during a cool
and moist growing period.” Trials of this variety were made
at the Hilo and Glenwood substations.
No. 698, a Russian soy bean, was received from S.R.
Cope of London, England. Seven varieties were received
from the College of Hawaii. Eight varieties were received
from the Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA) under the [S.P.I.]
numbers 19183, 22379, 32906, 32907, 34857, 34934, 34924,
34987, and 34123; they were planted in May. “Four varieties,
said to be rich in oil content, were received from an eastern
paint and oil company for trial by this station. Samples of
these will be analyzed and the oil content determined.”
A photo shows two Otootan variety soy bean plants,
valuable for forage and green manuring; one is bigger than
the other and both are hanging up-side down.
Other leguminous plants tested: Kulthi or horse gram,
cowpeas, sunn hemp (Crotolaria juncea), a variety of Cuban
peanut, asparagus bean (sasagi; probably yardlong cowpea)
and sesbania.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Otootan.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2004)
that mentions the asparagus bean (Vigna sesquipedalis).
Address: Asst. in Agronomy, Hawaii.
128. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1914. Soya bean makes milk. March 30. p. 7, col.
6.
• Summary: “London, March 17–The Times describes today

the discovery in a London chemical laboratory of a process
of manufacturing synthetically a pure and wholesome milk
of a high nutritive value from a basis of casein obtained from
the soya bean
“Excellent cheese and butter, the Times says, have been
made from the synthetic milk.”
129. Garden Island (The) (Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii). 1914.
Artificial milk is now proposed. April 28. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “R.W.T. Purvis, of Lihue, has supplied The
Garden Island with a clipping from the Daily Mail (London)
in which a new industry of no less importance than making
milk from soya beans is suggested. The article, which may
prove of unusual interest in the Islands, is, in part, as follows:
“A discovery which should prove of great interest
to housewives and mothers has recently been brought to
perfection in a London chemical laboratory. This is a process
of manufacturing synthetically a pure and wholesome milk
of high nutritive value, possessing all the virtues of the
original article, none of its many dangerous.
“The discovery originated many years ago as the result
of the ingenuity of a Chinaman who saw a possible substitute
for milk in the native drink prepared from the soya bean.
His efforts, however, met with only partial success, owing
to the fact that the fluid prepared by him had an exceedingly
penetrating and–to Western standards–disagreeable taste.
It was left to a German chemist lay the foundations of the
present synthetic milk by suggesting a composite fluid, made
up of all the ingredients of cow’s milk in correct proportion.
“This suggestion was widely discussed about two years
ago, but the many obvious difficulties standing in the way of
its realization caused the public to regard it more as a dream
than a possibility. One or two chemists, however, attracted by
the idea, continued to work at the subject, with the result that
synthetic milk is now an accomplished fact.
“Taste of the New Milk: The fluid, as far as its
appearance is concerned, is quite indistinguishable from rich
cow’s milk. It is delightfully smooth on the palate. On the
other hand, the taste seems to some persons slightly different
from that of ordinary milk. It is said that even the slight
‘taste’ can be removed at will. A dairy man was recently
asked to express his opinion of the new milk, and two
glasses, one containing his own cow’s milk and the other the
artificial fluid, were placed before him. He praised what he
supposed was his cow’s milk and expressed a very modified
appreciation of the other. His surprise on learning of his error
was naturally great.
“Introduction of Bacteria: The new milk has been built
up from a basis of casein obtained from the soya bean.
Casein, of course, is largely the basal constituent of cow’s
milk. The beans are treated by a special process where all oil
and waste matter are removed and only the pure casein left.
To these [sic] basis are added in exact proportions fatty acids,
sugars, and salts, and emulsification is carried out.
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The difficulty of producing a perfect emulsion (milk
in one of the most perfect emulsions known) has been
completely overcome, the new fluid satisfying every test in
this direction, even to the extent of refusing to ‘cream.’
“Milk. however, is something more than a food
substance; it is a living fluid containing a definite strain of
bacteria which assist [sic] in its digestion. In order that the
synthetic milk may approximate in all respects to the real
milk, bacteria of the required strains, including the lactic
acid (sour milk) bacilli rendered famous by Metchnikoff a
few years ago, are introduced to the fluid and permitted to
act upon it until it reaches exactly that state of what may be
termed maturity at which cow’s milk is obtained. That it is
indeed a real milk is proved by the fact that excellent cheese
[tofu] and ‘butter’ can be made from it.
“The advantages of new milk are obvious. It is, of
course, free from all suspicion of being contaminated with
‘milk-borne’ diseases like tuberculosis, scarlet fever and
diphtheria. It can, moreover, be made up in any proportions
desired, that is, with more or less casein, fat, sugar, or salts,
and thus can be supplied to children and invalids according
to medical prescription. Finally the new milk can be
produced more cheaply than can ordinary milk, and should
thus prove a real boon to the poor.
“The distinctive taste of the milk is due to the use which
is made of the soya beans. It is almost impossible to describe
it, since like the taste of celery or cinnamon it is peculiar
to itself and characteristic. A sample of the milk has been
submitted to a food expert who has travelled extensively
in the Far East, with the request that he would, if possible,
name the ingredient imparting the flavor to it. Without
hesitation, and with a smile at the pleasant memories
recalled, he declared ‘Soya’ and added, ‘The history of that
bean is like a romance.’”
130. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1914. Soya beans are now being cultivated
extensively in China,... Oct. 7. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “... now that the government has prohibited the
growing of the poppy.”
Note: This is a short filler, without a title, at the bottom
of a newspaper column.
131. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noto (G.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1914.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1914. p. 534. “Noto, G., soy,
1339 Liliha [Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaiian Islands]. Residence:
Same.” Not listed in 1913.
132. Kelley, W.P. 1915. Ammonification and nitrification
in Hawaiian soils. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station,

Bulletin No. 37. 52 p. Feb. 25. See p. 40-41, 43-46, 49, 51.
• Summary: “Introduction: The importance of bacteria in
soils has become generally recognized. In contrast to the
extreme chemical view formerly held it is now believed
that the biological activities going on in soils are of more
fundamental importance, and that as a result of bacterial
action the minerals become more soluble and chemical
transformations are brought about in the organic and
inorganic constituents.
“Soils, therefore, are no longer looked upon as dead
reservoirs of plant food, but, on the contrary, as teeming
with organized life. Various chemical substances, the degree
of porosity, the moisture content, and other factors, all
exert important influence on the activity of soil organisms.
For these reasons the application of fertilizers, tillage,
crop rotation, etc., directly affect the soil organisms, and
therefore, indirectly, the chemical changes. But the real seat
of bacterial action is the organic matter, and it is this part of
the soil that undergoes the greatest change as a result of their
action.”
“Soy bean cake meal,... the residue left after expressing
the oil from the soy bean,...” is mentioned in several sections
of the report. “Effect of calcium and magnesium carbonates
on the ammonification of dried blood and soy bean cake” (p.
40-41). “Effects of natural limestones on ammonification”
(p. 42-43). “Effects of calcium and magnesium carbonates
on nitrification” (p. 43-45). “Nitrification in manganiferous
soils” (p. 45-46). “Effects of calcareous and dolmitic
limestones on nitrification” (p. 46). Soy bean cake is
mentioned in 5 different tables.
“Discussion: From the experiments above recorded, it
has been shown that calcium carbonate produced only slight
stimulation of the ammonification of dried blood and soy
bean cake meal in most of the soils studied. Magnesium
carbonate, on the other hand, caused considerable stimulation
in the amnionification of dried blood in a majority of the
soils, while in a number of instances the effects on the
ammonification of soy bean cake meal were negligible.”
It is probable,... that compounds of unequal solubility
and of different action on the nitrifying bacteria were
formed. If so, the differences observed in the nitrification of
dried blood and soy-bean cake in one and the same soil were
probably due, in part at least, to causes of this nature, since
the nonnitrogenous constituents of these materials differ
greatly. The dried blood contained a very small nitrogen-free
extract, while the soy bean cake meal contained more than
30 per cent.”
Conclusions:... (13) Calcium carbonate produced
considerable stimulation in the ammonification of dried
blood and soy bean cake meal in certain soils; in others,
only slight effects. Magnesium carbonate, on the other hand,
produced marked stimulation in a number of instances.
In two soils only, magnesium carbonate was toxic to
ammonification. Dolomitic and calcareous limestones
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produced effects similar to those produced by calcium
carbonate.
“(15) Nitrification was found to be equally as active in
the manganiferous and titaniferous soils as in the other soils
studied, but magnesium carbonate was especially toxic in
these soils, and was more toxic to the nitrification of soy
bean cake meal than of dried blood.”
“(19) The experiments recorded in this bulletin
emphasize the importance of maintaining the best aeration
possible. This can not be done profitably without the
rotation of crops, including green manuring... By increasing
the humus content aeration will be increased, drainage
facilitated, and bacterial action stimulated. Thus, the plant
food will become more available, deeper rooting of crops
be encouraged, and their ability to withstand the effects of
drought be greatly increased. No system of soil management
in Hawaii can be judicious or permanent without the rotation
of crops and the maintenance of humus.” Address: Chemist.

• Summary: This is a market report from Mr. Arita at the
Japanese consulate in Honolulu, to Mr. Shigenobu Okuma at
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Shoyu imports from Japan are 80,807 taru (1.309 million
liters). Production by 4 Japanese companies in Hawaii is
about 4,200 koku (756,000 liters). Domestic production
is up by 20% over last year. Address: Japanese Consulate,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
135. Associated Press 1915. ‘Soy’ bean for bread may be
serviceable. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Aug. 15. p.
3, col. 3.
• Summary: “Protracted experiments with the Japanese
‘soy’ or ‘soja’ bean, out of which, among other things,
Worcestershire sauce is made, are being conducted with a
view to determine whether this vegetable, which can be and
is raised in Germany, cannot be used in many prison camps.
“A propaganda for and against this variety of bean
has been conducted for years by hygiene food experts and
botanists. It is the contention of its sponsors that it can easily
be used as a complement to Germany’s other foods, and that
from it can be made food that will appeal to the European
taste.
“In the Far East the soja bean already is in great demand,
both for human and animal food products and also for the oil
it contains. Next to rice it forms one of the principal articles
of the food supply in some eastern countries, especially
when combined with cereals and salt. It also plays an
important part in sauces and spices. The milk from this bean
approximates ordinary milk in nutritive value. and cheese
[tofu] can be made from it.
“When combined with 30 or 40 per cent white flour, the
meal of the soja bean lends itself to a tasty and nourishing
bread which has been found to be especially good for
diabetis [sic, diabetics] because of the high percentage of
albumen and fat contained. The roasted soja beans also make
a good substitute for coffee. The soja plant forms a good
fodder for cattle.
“Exhaustive experiments with the soja bean have
already been made at the agriculture station of the University
of Wisconsin, all tending to bear out, it is said, the contention
of German dietitians in favor of the bean.”

133. Kelley, W.P. 1915. The biochemical decomposition
of nitrogenous substances in soils. Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 39. 25 p. Aug. 3. See p. 1-5,
19, 24-25.
• Summary: In the section titled “Effects of bacterial action
on different groups of nitrogen compounds” is a subsection
on “Soy bean cake meal” (p. 20) was used as a fertilizer.
During bacterial decomposition over a period of 5 days,
part of the total nitrogen was converted to ammonia. A
table shows that “49.52 per cent of the total nitrogen was
ammonified. The amid nitrogen decreased from 14.97
per cent to 8.33 per cent of the total, the basic diamino
acids from 9.18 per cent to 2.89 per cent, and the nonbasic
nitrogen from 75.84 per cent of 39.25 per cent. Expressed
in percentages of decomposition it is found that 43.06
per cent of the amid nitrogen, 67.10 per cent of the basic
nitrogen, and 48.25 per cent of the nonbasic nitrogen were
ammonified. The organic nitrogen remaining was composed
of 16.51 per cent amid, 5.74 per cent basic, and 77.75 per
cent nonbasic nitrogen compounds, as compared with
14.97 per cent amid, 9.18 per cent basic, and 75.84 per cent
nonbasic nitrogen in the original material.”
In summary, “The ammonification of casein in silica
sand was much more rapid during the first two days than
that of dried blood, soy bean cake meal, cottonseed meal,
or linseed meal, while soy bean cake meal was second
in the order of decomposition. Later loss of ammonia by
evaporation reduced the concentration of ammonia, thus
making it impossible to compare the rates of decomposition.”
Address: Chemist.

136. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1915. Manchuria’s bean crop. Sept. 8. p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: “Word has been received that the total amount
of soya beans arriving at Dairen during the past year was
819,678 tons, and that 119,173 bean cakes were sold in this
period, and amount never before realized in Manchuria.”

134. Arita, Hachirô. 1915. Honoruru ni okeru shôyu juyô
jôkyô ni kansuru ken [The demand for Japanese shoyu
in Honolulu]. Honolulu. 11 p. Aug. 12. Handwritten
unpublished manuscript. [Jap; eng]

137. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1915. The soya bean, from which a milk is made, is
a native of Japan, Java, India and other countries in the Far
East. Oct. 18. p. 5, col. 6.
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• Summary: “It is very suitable for tropical cultivation. In
India the seed is sown from June to August and harvested
from November to December.”
Note: This is a short filler, without a title, at the bottom
of a newspaper column.
138. Negoro, Motoyuki. 1915. Hawaii hôjin katsuyakushi, Meiji 41-42 [Japanese activities in Hawaii, 1908-09. 2
vols.]. Tokyo: Bunsei Shoin. 23 cm. http://ci.nii.ac.jp/ncid/
BA65947911. [Jap]*
• Summary: In the section on soy sauce brewers, it lists:
1. Fukushima Shoyu Jozo-sho.
2. Terada Shoyu Jozo-sho, founded by Tajiro Terada, as
a brewer of Kikko-ki brand soy sauce, located on King St.,
Palawa, Honolulu.
3. Hawaii Shoyu K.K. as a soy sauce brewer on King
St., Palawa, Honolulu. The ad on page 39 states that in 1915
this company produced 166,600 gallons of shoyu.
139. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1915. Business and
commerce: Hawaii’s rice imports. Dec. 21. p. 14, col. 4.
• Summary: From Japan Advertiser: “The war has caused a
remarkable increase in the export of cereals to the Allies.”
“The crop of soya and red beans [azuki] was poor this
year. but heavy crops were garnered of such varieties yendo
and ingen and this, coupled with the strong demand in
England and France, assisted the export market up to the end
of September to reach 48,772,210 kin, showing an increase
of 33,970,913 kin over the figures for the corresponding
months last year.”
Note 1. A kin is a Japanese unit of weight. 1 kin = 1.323
lb = 600 gm.
“The value of the above goods and oats, soja beans,
red beans and miscellaneous kinds of cereals put together
reached 17,019,154 yen, showing an increase of 11,348,869
yen.
Note 2. In World War I (1914-1918) Japan fought in an
alliance with the Entente Powers against Germany. Japan
played an important role in securing the sea lanes in the
West Pacific and Indian Oceans against the Imperial German
Navy.
140. Morita, Sakae. 1915. Hawai Nihonjin hatten-shi
[History of progress of Japanese in Hawaii]. Hawaii:
Waipahu Shin Eikan. 866 p. See p. 260-65. Jozo-gyo
(Brewing/fermentation industry) section. 23 cm. A second
edition was published in 1919 under the title Hawai gojûnenshi. [Jap]
• Summary: The first Japanese who lived in Hawaii and
brewed shoyu there was Haruhachi Shimada, who originally
came from Yamaguchi-ken, Japan. He started in June
1891 and tried to make shoyu on a large scale. But bad
transportation made it difficult for him to expand his market.
This plus lack of capital forced him to quit.

Note: It is not clear where the soybeans used to make
this shoyu were grown. They were probably imported from
Japan. If, by any chance, they were grown in Hawaii (as in
Kona on the Big Island of Hawaii or on Oahu) his document
would contain the earliest date seen for soybeans in Hawaii,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Hawaii (June 1891).
Address: He had a photo shop in Hawaii.
141. Garden Island (The) (Lihue, Kauai Isl., Hawaii). 1916.
Some pointers on safe farming. Feb. 15. p. 6, col. 1.
• Summary: “The U.S. Department of Agriculture has
circulated a paper throughout the South, much of which
would be profitable practice for the small farmer of
Hawaii. It is call ‘Safe Farming’ and the safety measures
recommended are as follows.
“First. Produce a home garden year round, paying
special attention to a plot of Irish or sweet potatoes sufficient
to supply the family with food of this character.
“Second. Produce corn necessary to support all of the
people on the farm and the live stock, with absolute safety.”
“Fourth. Produce hay and forage from some forage crop,
sufficient to supply all of the live stock on the farm. Use
legumes such as clover, cowpeas, velvet beans, soy beans,
and alfalfa for the production of hay and to enrich the soil
with nitrogen and humus.”
142. Scidmore, George H. 1916. Foreign bean production
and trade: Japan. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, Department of Commerce) 19(42):694-705. Feb.
19. See p. 700-01.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Four major varieties of beans
grown in Japan in 1911-1913 based on statistics published
by Japan’s Department of Agriculture and Commerce.
For “Daidzu (soya bean).” In 1911–1,198,919 acres and
18,318,236 bushels. In 1912–1,165,401 acres and 17,416,861
bushels. In 1913–1,164,445 acres and 14,865,751 bushels.
Thus, both soya bean acreage and production are decreasing.
For “Azuki, small bean (Phaseolus radiatus).” In 1911–
345,682 acres and 4,740,262 bushels. In 1912–334,920 acres
and 4,697,839 bushels. In 1911–345,442 acres and 2,976,388
bushels. Thus, azuki bean acreage is static while production
is declining. Statistics are also given for “Endo mame (pea)”
and “Sora mame, broad bean (Vicia faba).”
(2) Exports and imports of beans in 1914 based on
customs returns: Exports–Soya beans: 972,615 pounds
valued at $22,333. Imports–Soya beans: 332,625,247
pounds valued at $5,079,787. “Of the soya-bean exports in
1914, more than one-half went to the United States, British
America, and Hawaii; the imports nearly all came from
China.” Address: Consul General, Yokohama [Japan].
143. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1916.
Motor ships are large carriers: Denmark adopts oil burning
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motor ships for regular ocean freight traffic. July 21. p. 4,
col. 6.
• Summary: “An interesting development of the past year
in the shipping of the world has been the sudden adoption
by Denmark of the oil-burning motor-ship [successor to the
steamship] of large size for regular ocean freight traffic...
The chief impetus in the use and building of these ships has
been given by the East Asiatic Company, a large national
trading corporation of Denmark which has been of great,
broad service to the country...”
“The company has decided upon a thorough change
from steam to motors for all its ships. At the end of 1915,
it is said, the company had under its control sixteen motorships with a carrying capacity of 114,611 tons, and had
contracts with Danish shipbuilders for twenty large motorships with an aggregate of 230,000 tons. This includes eight
vessels of 10,400 tons,...”
The company “does not confine its business to Danish
commerce exclusively. Its soya-bean feed is sold all over
Europe, and its shipping lines carry goods of all nations.”
144. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1916. Will hold an auction at the custom house.
Aug. 6. p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: “Unclaimed merchandise remaining in the
unclaimed warehouse for a year or more at the end of the
fiscal year, and merchandise liable to speedy deterioration,
will be sold at auction at the custom house at ten o’clock
Wednesday morning.
“Merchandise includes sixty tins of tea, one sewing
machine appraised at five dollars, music and phonograph
records, bean cake, miso, Kikkoman sauce, uncleaned rice,
miso, soya beans and miscellaneous stuff.
“Unclaimed rice, miso and beans are the more important
items. Most of the stuff is Japanese.”
145. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1916. Legume raising
industry is to soon take a boom. Aug. 24. p. 15, col. 3.
• Summary: “The legume raising industry stands a good
chance of increase next year, according to A.T. Longley of
the Territorial Marketing Division.
“The division now has orders on hand to plant 330 acres
on Oahu and counting 100 pounds to the acre, this would be
a 33,000 pound order.
“The demand at the present time for the legumes, such
as cow peas, jack beans, velvet beans and soja beans, is far
greater than the supply in the islands, due to the increasing
practice of rotating with sugar-cane and pineapple.
“F.G. Krauss, on Maui, is practically the only person
in the territory who grows the legumes to any extent
commercially and he, too, has more orders than he can fill,
according to Longley.
“’I will have to send to the Pacific coast for the seed, or
part of it,’ said Longley, but I hope this will not occur next

year.’”
146. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other
products. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 439.
20 p. Dec. 22. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans in
Manchuria. Soy beans in Japan. Soy beans in Europe. Soy
beans in the United States. Methods of oil extraction. Soybean meal as human food. Soy-bean meal as stock feed.
Soy-bean meal as fertilizer. Uses of soy-bean oil. Analysis of
important varieties of soy beans. Possibility of developing a
manufacturing industry with American-grown soy beans.
“Analyses of important varieties of soy beans (p.
16-17):... In determining the range in the oil and protein
contents of over 500 varieties grown in the variety tests at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, the percentage of oil was found
to range from 11.8 to 22.5 [Tokyo had 20.7% and Biloxi
had 20.3% oil] and of protein from 31 to 46.9 [Chiquita had
46.9% protein]... At the present time the Mammoth Yellow
variety is the most generally grown throughout the South and
is the one used in the production of oil. The yellow-seeded
varieties, which are most suitable for the production of oil
and meal, contain the highest percentage of oil.
“Environment has been found to be a potent factor
in the percentage of oil in the same variety. Considerable
differences occur in oil content when soybeans are grown
in different localities. The Haberlandt variety grown in
Mississippi, North Carolina, Missouri, Virginia, and Ohio
gave the following percentages of oil, respectively: 25.4,
22.8, 19.8, 18.3, 17.5; while the Mammoth Yellow variety
grown in Alabama, South Carolina, Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Virginia gave, respectively, 21.2, 19.6, 19.5,
18.4, and 18.8. Variety tests conducted in various parts of
the country indicate a higher percentage of oil with the same
variety for southern-grown seed. Similar results have been
obtained in Manchuria, the North Manchurian beans showing
an oil content of 15 to 17 percent and the South Manchurian
beans from 18 to 20 percent.”
Photos (both by Frank N. Meyer) show: (1) A fleet of
junks carrying soy beans to Newchwang, Manchuria.
(2) Coolies at Newchwang, carrying loads of soy beans
from junks to big stacks.
An outline map of the USA (p. 8) shows the area to
which the soy bean is especially adapted for growing for
oil production. The area of double hatching shows that it
is especially well suited to the Deep South. The northern
boundary of the area where it is “less certain of profitable
production” includes the southern one-third of Ohio, Indiana,
and Illinois, and most of Missouri. On the west, the “less
certain” area includes the eastern one-third of Nebraska,
Oklahoma, and Texas.
Tables show: (1) “Exports of soy beans, bean cake,
and bean oil from the principal ports of South Manchuria
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(Antung, Dairen, Newchwang), 1909 to 1913, inclusive.” (2)
“Quantity and value of exports of soy beans and soy-bean
oil from Japan to foreign countries, 1913 and 1914.” The
countries are: China, United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Belgium, United States, Hawaii, British America, Australia,
other countries. (3) “Quantity of imports of soy beans, soybean cake, and soy-bean oil from Dairen, Manchuria, into
Japan, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. The greatest imports were
of soy-bean cake, followed by soy beans, with only small
amounts of oil.
(4) “Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, bean
cake, and bean oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914,
inclusive.” The countries are: Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, United
Kingdom. In 1912, the UK imported the most soy beans,
while Netherlands imported the most cake and oil. (5)
“Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, soy-bean cake
(Footnote: Includes bean cake [perhaps fermented tofu or
canned regular tofu], or bean stick [probably dried yuba
sticks], miso, or similar products, with duty, 40 per cent) and
soy-bean oil into the United States, 1910 to 1915, inclusive.”
The quantity of soy bean imports was greatest in 1915 with
3.837 million lb. The quantity of soy-bean cake imports was
greatest in 1913 with 7.005 million lb. The quantity of soybean oil imports was greatest in 1911 with 41.106 million lb.
“Prior to 1914 soy beans were not classified separately in the
customs returns” (p. 9). (6) “Composition of soy-bean flour
in comparison with wheat flour, corn meal, rye flour, Graham
flour, and whole-wheat flour.”
(7) “Value of a short ton of soy-bean cake and other oil
cakes in the principal European countries” (Incl. cottonseed,
linseed, peanut {Rufisque}). Countries: Germany, United
Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden. (8) “Analyses
[nutritional composition] of soy-bean meal and other
important oil meals.” (Incl. Cottonseed, linseed (old and
new processes), peanut (decorticated), sunflower seed). (9)
“Fertilizing constituents [nitrogen, ammonia, phosphoric
acid, potash] of soy beans, soy-bean meal, and cottonseed
meal.”
(10) Analyses for protein and oil of important varieties
of soy beans grown at Arlington Farm (Virginia), Newark
(Delaware), and Agricultural College (Mississippi). The
varieties are: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Manchu, Haberlandt,
Medium Yellow, Ito San, Chiquita, Tokyo, Lexington,
Guelph, Black Eyebrow, Shanghai, Peking, Wilson,
Biloxi, Barchet, Virginia. Note 1. “At the present time,
the Mammoth Yellow variety is most generally grown
throughout the South and is the one used in the production
of oil” (p. 16). (11) “Acreage, production, and value per
ton of cottonseed in the boll-weevil states.” “Since the boll
weevil first entered Texas in 1892,” it has steadily decreased
production of cottonseed. The soy beans offers a good
replacement. (12) “Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed
and soy beans on the European market, 1911 to 1914,

inclusive.” Soy beans are usually slightly more expensive.
Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen that
contains soy-related photos by Frank. N. Meyer.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen in which
William Morse describes soy milk, or mentions natto, or
correctly mentions tofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the soybean variety Lexington. Address: 1.
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientific Asst. Forage-Crop
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.
147. Farmers’ cyclopedia: Abridged agricultural records in
seven volumes and a guide. From the publications of the
United States Department of Agriculture and the experiment
stations. 1916. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page & Co. See
vol. IV, p. 82-95, 204-04, 627, 645. [18 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans appear in Vol. IV, titled Grass, hay,
grains, vegetables. The first section, “The soy bean” (p.
82-95) has the following contents: Introduction. Varieties:
Mammoth (yellow), Hollybrook (yellow), Ito San (yellow),
Guelph (green), Buckshot (black). Ogemaw (brown),
Wisconsin Black, Wilson (black), Meyer (mottled black
and brown), Austin (greenish-yellow), Haberlandt (yellow),
Riceland (black). The culture and planting of soy beans. The
inoculation of soy beans. Soy-bean hay. Curing the hay. Soy
beans for pasturage. Soy beans in mixtures [intercropping].
Soy beans and cowpeas. Soy beans and sorgo. Soy beans
and millet. Soy beans and corn. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy
beans for grain. Soy beans in rotations. Feeding value of
soy beans. Feeding value for sheep. Feeding value for dairy
cows. Feeding value for hogs. Storing soy-bean seed. Results
of tests of varieties of soy beans (Dwarf Early Yellow, Ito
San, Early Brown, Medium Early Yellow). The soy bean in
Hawaii. Summary.
The second section is titled “Soy bean for hay” (p. 20405). Black-and-white photos show: (1) “Seeds of 36 varieties
of soy beans, showing variation in size and form. Bottom
row peculiarly colored” (p. 627). (2) Pods of soy beans,
showing the range in size and shape (p. 645).
148. Hawaii Shimpo-sha (The Hawaii Shimpo). comp. 1916.
Hawai Nihonjin nenkan, dai 13-kai [Annual directory of
Japanese in Hawaii. 13th ed]. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii
Shimpô-sha (The Hawaii Shimpo). 380 + 22 p. Plus 22
unnumbered leaves of plates. Illust. 23 cm. Reprinted
in 2007 in Japan by Bunsei Shoin (edition: Denshi
Fukkokuban). Edited by Eizaburo Okuizumi and Yoshishige
Onuma. [Jap]*
• Summary: Company name with diacritics is: Hawaii
Shimpô-sha. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
149. Johnson, Maxwell O.; Thompson, Alice R.; Sahr, C.A.
1917. Comparative value of legumes as green manure.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin No.
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52. 14 p. Feb. 24.
• Summary: In experiments conducted by the Chemical
Department of this experiment station, 32 varieties of
legumes were grown on two different types of soils: (1)
dark brown Honolulu clay, and (2) an acid red clay from
the Kunia district of the Island of Oahu. Three crops were
grown of each legume variety, using 4 pots for each trial of
each variety. At maturity, the plants were removed, weighed,
and analyzed for nitrogen. Analyses of the soil for nitrogen
were made before planting and after removing the crop. The
nitrogen content was determined from the yield of freshly
cut stems and leaves. Table I shows the approximate content
of legume varieties (calculated on the basis of a ton of fresh
cut stems and leaves). The following values (in pounds) are
given for two varieties of soybeans: Otootan and Barchet.
Nitrogen in total plant: 20.0 / 21.2. Nitrogen in stems and
leaves: 15.7 / 15.6. Nitrogen in roots: 4.3 / 5.6. These figures
show that a great deal of the nitrogen in the leguminous
plants was obtained from the air and fixed by the root
nodules.
Table II shows the comparative nitrogen adding values
of various legumes grown as green manure. The following
values are given for the same two varieties of soybeans:
Otootan and Barchet. Estimated tonnage of fresh-cut stems
and leaves per acre: 11 / 8. Approximate nitrogen content of
total plant per ton of fresh-cut stems and leaves (lbs): 20.0
/ 21.2. Estimated nitrogen added to soil per acre by average
crop turned under (lbs): 250 / 170. Estimated time necessary
to mature crop for green manure (months): 4 / 4. Address: 1.
Chemist; 2. Asst. Chemist; 3. Asst. Agronomist.
150. Thompson, Alice R. 1917. Chemical studies of the
efficiency of legumes as green manures in Hawaii. Hawaii
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 43. 26 p. May
7. [8 ref]
• Summary: Table II (p. 5) gives the weight and nitrogen
content of one seed, and the moisture content, of 32 legume
seeds, including five varieties of soy beans: Virginia,
Otootan, Riceland, Barchet, and Wilson–plus cowpeas,
Sunn hemp, kulthi (Dolichos biflorus), and German lupine
(Lupinus hartwegii). Table III (p. 7) gives a comparison of
the ammonia, nitrate, and nitrite nitrogen in check soils with
that in soils on which legumes (including numerous soy
beans) had been grown.
The section titled “Composition of legumes” (p. 11-19)
notes that a number of legumes, such as the cowpea and
soy bean, “developed spherical pealike nodules.” Table VII
(p. 13) lists the percentage of nitrogen (water-free basis) in
above-ground parts of 32 legumes on station soil and kunia
soil. Table VIII (p. 14) shows the percentage of nitrogen in
the roots (water-free basis) of the same 32 legumes on the
same 2 soils. Table IX (p. 15) lists the percentage of nitrogen
in the whole plant (water-free basis) of the same 32 legumes
on the same 2 soils. Table X (p. 16) gives the percentage

of nitrogen in the whole plant (fresh material) of the same
32 legumes on the same 2 soils. Table XI (p. 17) lists the
percentage of moisture in the whole plant (fresh material)
of the same 32 legumes on the same 2 soils. Table XII (p.
17-19) shows the weight (in grams) of nitrogen in the whole
plant of each pot, and in the above-ground parts (foliage) and
roots of the same 32 legumes on the same 2 soils. Table XIII
(p. 20) shows the nitrogen in various plants grown on station
soil. Related tables appear on pages 22-24.
Summary: “(1) The nitrate content of soils in which
legumes are growing is low as compared with unplanted
check soils, owing possibly to absorption of nitrates by
roots of the growing plants. (2) Where a large amount
of leguminous growth is turned under to decompose, the
nitrate content of the soil usually is greatly increased... (4)
The nitrogen content of the above-ground parts of legumes,
although more variable than that of roots, was also usually
greater especially on the station soil... (6) The results of
analyses indicate that the nitrogen of leguminous plants is
gained through atmospheric assimilation and not from the
soil.” Address: Asst. Chemist, Honolulu, Hawaii.
151. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1917. Islands’ bill for imported food is over ten
million dollars a year; statistics show what campaign to
make Hawaii self-fed really means. Booze imports amount to
five gallons a head. May 12. p. 7, 8.
• Summary: “Imports of foodstuffs into Hawaii from the
mainland and foreign countries for the year 1916:... Soya
beans $39,264.”
152. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1917. Food conservation exhibition is plan:
Japanese women’s association takes first step in preparing for
big show. June 21. p. 8, col. 3.
• Summary: “The Japanese have taken the first active steps
toward preparing for the Pan-Pacific Food Conservation
exhibit to be held in the Pan-Pacific pavilion during the
civic convention period of September...” “... indicating
that the Japanese section of the food exhibit will not only
be interesting but valuable in many of its suggestions. It
developed that the most healthful and economical food
product in the Orient, bean curd, is even now used in
Honolulu the bean needed being raised here. It was stated
that an American woman in Japan had taken to it at the
advice of her physician and had invented fifty palatable
dishes that might be prepared from bean curd.”
153. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1917. The daizu or soy bean, grown here, and used
locally in the manufacture of soy [sauce], tofu, and other
products... Oct. 20. p. 2.
• Summary: “... consumed by the Japanese, now occupies a
very important place in the French army dietary. In France
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daizu flour is used mixed with wheat flour, to make warbread and biscuits. Rations are also issued of raw canned soy
beans and soy-bean soup.”
154. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1917. Warning given
local businessmen on federal merchandise licenses: copies of
President Wilson’s proclamation of August 10 received here–
Chamber of Commerce draws attention to requirements–
Banks coming later. Oct. 30. p. 4, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “President Wilson’s proclamation of August 16,
requiring licenses for the importation, manufacture, storage
and distribution of food necessities has been received here,
and those who have been able to get copies are busy studying
the requirements of the order.”
Among the many food necessities listed is: “Soya bean
oil, soya bean meal, palm oil or copra oil.”
155. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1917. Japanese discover celluloid substitute. Dec.
27. p. 2, col. 7.
• Summary: “A Japanese inventor is said to have found
a successful incombustible substitute for celluloid, to be
manufactured from soya-bean cake. It is said to be produced
more cheaply than ordinary celluloid, and to have advantages
for industrial use not possessed by the later.”
156. Scidmore, Geo. H. 1917. Japan. Supplement to
Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Department of Commerce) No. 55c. 40 p. Dec. 31.
• Summary: One “important item of import is bean-oil cake,
which comes practically all from Kwangtung Province and
China. These imports were valued at $17, 234,382 for 1916
and the quantity amounted to 1,727,079,733 pounds.” In
the table of articles imported, bean-oil cake is listed under
fertilizers, and is by far the largest value. Cottonseed and
rapeseed oil-cake were also imported for use as fertilizer in
1916, but the value of each was only about 4% that of beanoil cake. Small amounts of manures and bone dust were also
imported as fertilizers. Of the $2,263,504 worth of soya bean
imported, 74% came from China [including Manchuria],
19% came from Kwangtung Province [controlled by Japan],
and 7% came from Asiatic Russia. But of the $17,234,382
worth of bean-oil cake, 57% came from Kwangtung
Province, 25% came from China, and 2% came from Asiatic
Russia.
Exports of “soy” (soy sauce) from Japan were worth
$491,596 in 1915 and $533,545 in 1916. Of the 1916
amount, 34% went to the United States, 26% went to Hawaii,
and 13% went to Kwangtung Province. A small amount was
exported to the Philippine Islands. The volume exported is
not given; “soy and vinegar” are grouped together.
Within the report from Japan is a report from Kobe
by Consul Robert Frazer Jr. Address: Consul General,

Yokohama.
157. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kawasoyi (M.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1917.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1917. p. 447. “Kawasoyi, M., soy,
Waipahu.” Not listed in 1915.
158. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takahashi (G.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Waialua, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1917.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1917. p. 770. “Takahashi, G., soy,
Waialua” [Oahu, Hawaiian Islands]. Not listed in 1915.
159. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Teruya Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: McGerrow Village, Puunene,
Maui. Phone: 808-244-5313.
Date of Introduction: 1917.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1960. Teruya Tofu Factory. McGerrow Village,
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Puunene, Maui. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers: Tofu
(bean curd). 1964. Teruya Tofu Factory. Puunene, Maui,
Hawaii. Phone: 727355. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers.
1969. p. 19. Teruya Tofu Factory, 1830 Mill St., Wailuku,
Maui, Hawaii 96793.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p. 314. The
address is 1830 Mill St., Wailuku, Maui, HI 96793.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 395. Teruya Tofu Factory,
1830 Mill St., Wailuku, Maui, HI 96793. Phone: 808-2445313. Owner: Unknown.
Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii). 1980. Oct. 24 (Friday).
p. 34. Obituaries: “Teruya–Makato Teruya, age 89, or 282
Naholo Circle, Kahului [Maui], died Monday. She was born
in Okinawa and was the owner of the Teruya Tofu Factory...
Burial at Maui Memorial Park. Survived by sons Edward F.
and Takeshi of Kahului.”
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22.
Bonnie Mandoe. 1982. Bestways. June. p. 91. “Soy
power. Part II.” The author recently had the opportunity to
visit an old Hawaiian tofu shop on the island of Maui. The
Teruya family has made Valley Isle Tofu there since 1916.
Walter and Takeshi Teruya now make the tofu. Takeshi has
been making tofu since he was age 15.
Honolulu Star Bulletin (Hawaii). 1985. Feb. 19. p. 103.
Ad: “Teruya Tofu for Your Health. Serving Maui County
Since 1917. Makers of Valley Isle Soy Food Products.
Maui’s Naturally Good Soybean Curd. Organically grown
soybeans used, Teruya Tofu Factory, 1830 Mill St., Wailuku
[Maui], Hawaii 96793. Phone: 244-5313.”
160. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1918. Flour regulations extremely rigid: sellers
must sell equal amount of some other cereal with every
purchase. Jan. 30. p. 2, col. 1.
• Summary: The goal of this program is to reduce
consumption of wheat flour by Americans so that more can
be shipped to allied nations.
“Only seventy percent of the flour purchases of last
year will be allowed to wholesalers or to manufacturers of
breakfast foods, macaroni, noodles, crackers, pastry and
other wheat foods, according to a cablegram received from
the food administration yesterday at the local offices. A
further requirement is that all retailers shall sell an equal
amount of some other cereal or wheat substitute with every
purchase of wheat flour.”
“Equal distribution: ‘As their part in reducing the
consumption of wheat flour, the consumers of the country
are called upon in purchasing such flour to buy at the same
time an equal weight of other cereals such as corn meal, corn
starch, corn flour, hominy, corn grits, barley flour, rice, rice
flour, soya bean flour and other flours and meals, although

the housewife may use these products separately in making
bread, cakes and pastry, or mix them as she thinks best. The
retailers are to sell wheat flour only with an equal weight of
these other cereals.”
161. Garden Island (The) (Lihue, Kauai Isl., Hawaii). 1918.
Food conservation notes: substitutes for wheat flour. Feb. 26.
p. 3.
• Summary: “President Wilson in his proclamation has
named the following substitutes: Barley Flour, Corn Flour,
Rice Flour... Soy bean Flour,...”
162. Bridwell, John Colburn. 1918. Notes on the Bruchidae
and their parasites in the Hawaiian Islands. Proceedings of
the Hawaiian Entomological Society 3(5):465-505. April.
For the year 1917.
• Summary: Discusses Acanthoscelides obtectus, Bruchus
pisorum, B. rufimanus, Calosobruchus chinensis, C.
quadrimaculatus.
In confinement the author induced Bruchus pruininus to
oviposit upon 44 seeds including the soybean. The soybean
can serve as larval food and from them adults have been
bred.
The Dolichos weevil, which in Hawaii breeds commonly
only in Dolichos lablab, was bred to adulthood in captivity
from the soy bean, adsuki bean, and other legumes.
With Bruchus chinensis, the author was able to secure
oviposition in Hawaii upon 40 species of leguminous seeds
(including soybeans), and adults have been bred from
soybeans and several other legumes.
The author bred Bruchus quadrimaculatus
experimentally on soybeans and other legumes. Adults have
been bred on soybeans.
A species of Spermophagus (probably the one called
the Mexican bean weevil by Chittenden, Spermophagus
(Zabrotes) pectoralis Sharp) was bred to adulthood
experimentally in Hawaii on soybeans and other legumes.
Results in trying to breed Bruchus obtectus on soybeans
were inconclusive.
A table (p. 501-003), titled “Experiments with Various
Seeds Relating to the Oviposition and Breeding of Hawaiian
Bruchidae,” is included.
163. United States Food Administration, Hawaii–Territorial
Food Commission, Women’s Committee. 1918. Hawaiian
fish and how to cook them. Honolulu, Hawaii: The Women’s
Committee. 19 p. Illust. No index. June.
• Summary: Worchestershire [Worcestershire] sauce is
mentioned on pages 12, 14 (twice) and 17; in 1918 most
Worchestershire contained soy sauce as its main ingredient.
Neither soy sauce nor teriyaki sauce is mentioned.
This administration was established during World War I
and headed by Herbert Hoover (1917-1919), whose title was
“U.S. Food Administrator.”
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The title page states: “Published by The Women’s
Committee of The Territorial Food Commission and Federal
Food Administration.”
164. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1918.
Four thousand tons of Japanese rice arrives from the Orient
for islands. Aug. 12. p. 1.
• Summary: “There’s plenty of rice in the Territory now for
everybody to eat rice, says Sad de Freest, customs broker,
who came to Hilo yesterday. A recent steamer form the
Orient brought 4,000 tons of freight, and most of it was rice,
with a few tons of soy beans and kindred products.”
But it would be in vain to look for any decrease in the
price of rice, said Mr. de Freest. On the contrary, he thinks
“the indications point to a higher price for rice.”
165. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1918.
Soya bean trade growing swiftly in California. Aug. 13. p. 4,
col. 3.
• Summary: “Everett, Washington [state], Aug. 5.–Rapid
growth in this port’s soya bean oil trade is the cause for the
starting of construction upon two huge storage tanks. The
smaller of the two will hold 10,000 barrels of oil, and the
large tank will have a capacity of 55,000 barrels. It is to be
115 feet in diameter, so feet high.”
Note 1. Why is California mentioned in the headline?
Note 2. One barrel probably holds 42.0 U.S. gallons or
159 liters.
166. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1918.
Impertinences: “Soya bean valuable as only substitute for
Cow’s milk,” says the London Chronicle,... Aug. 19. p. 2.
col. 2.
• Summary: “... which goes on to say that out of this
most versatile bean can be compounded such things as
flour, cheese [tofu], sauce and fertilizer, while from the oil
contained in the pod [sic, bean] can be made most anything
you wish, from dynamite to a face cream.”
167. Garden Island (The) (Lihue, Kauai Isl., Hawaii). 1918.
The Kauai Fair Price Committee, appointed by the United
States Food Administration, issues the following list of
commodities... Sept. p. 2, col. 1.
• Summary: “... showing the lowest and highest cost and
selling prices of stores on the Island. The prices were
compiled by lists sent in by fourteen different stores.”
An informal table has 5 columns: (1) Commodity and
amount. (2) Cost delivered at store: highest and lowest. (3)
Selling price: highest and lowest. Examples related to soy
Soyo [sic, shoyu], tub: $5.20-$5.65; $6.00-$6.50
Shino [sic, Shiro] tub: $3.82-$4.30; $4.50-$5.00.
Aka Miso, tub: $3.45-$4.15; $4.40-$4.75.
Note: The purpose of this information is unclear. Herbert
Hoover was the U.S. Food Administrator during World War

I.
168. Hilo Daily Tribune (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1918.
Transpacific trade grows: exports in 7 months show an
increase of 70 per cent, imports 30 per cent: Pacific favors
ships. Orient and Oceania attracting merchants of the world.
Dec. 22. p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: According to the Boston Transcript: “The large
increase in the imports from Japan occurs in soya bean oil,
silk, tea and rice, while there is also considerable gain in the
imports from Japanese leased territory in China, chiefly in
soya bean oil.”
169. Morse, W.J. 1918. The soy-bean industry in the United
States (Continued–Document part II). Yearbook of the United
States Department of Agriculture p. 101-11. For the year
1917. See p. 106-10. Contains many photographs by Frank
N. Meyer.
• Summary: Continued from p. 106. “Soy beans for human
food: In Asiatic countries, especially China and Japan,
the soy bean and the various food products made from it
are so largely consumed that it is second only to rice in
importance as a food crop. The soy bean is eaten only to a
very small extent like other beans, but in China and Japan
it is elaborated into a great variety of products, all having a
high percentage of protein and making a well-balanced diet
when eaten in connection with the staple food, rice. Some of
these products are said to be eaten at every meal and by rich
and poor alike. Of these numerous preparations, only one,
‘shoyu,’ or ‘soy sauce,’ has been introduced to any extent
in other countries. It is quite possible that some of these
products would appeal to the American taste and with proper
exploitation become established on the American market.
“Although the soy beans as an article of food has
attracted attention from time to time in the United States,
thus far it has been used but little except as a special food
for invalids. The beans contain only a trace of starch and are
highly recommended as a food for persons requiring a diet
of low starch content. During the past year, however, much
interest has been manifested in the possibilities of the soy
bean as a staple food.
“Many schools of cookery and domestic science
throughout the country have conducted experiments rather
successfully, utilizing the dried beans in the manner of the
navy bean. As a result, the dried beans can now be purchased
in the markets in nearly all of the large cities. The variety
and palatability of the forms in which the bean can be
served make it a very desirable article of food, and it may
be expected to grow in favor as it becomes better known (p.
107).”
“Dried beans:... During the season of 1916 about
100,000 bushels of American-grown soy beans were
packed as baked beans by several canning companies in
the Central and Eastern States.” Properly roasted, the dried
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beans “make a good coffee substitute. Those fond of cereal
beverages pronounce it equal to many of the preparations
on the market. In China, the beans are soaked in water and
roasted, the product being eaten after the manner of roasted
peanuts. This method of preparing the beans is improved
by soaking the beans for about twelve hours in a 10 per
cent salt solution, boiling slowly for about 30 minutes, and
then roasting to a light-brown color. The yellow-seeded and
green-seeded varieties are preferable, as they make a product
of better appearance.
“Green beans: When soy beans are three-fourths or more
grown, the seed makes a most palatable and nutritious green
vegetable. As such it may be used much as is the green pea
or the Lima bean. The pods are somewhat tough and not
desirable to eat. The green beans are rather difficult to shell,
but after cooking in the pods for about five minutes, they
shell out very easily.”
“Soy-bean milk:” If dried soy beans are soaked,
crushed, and boiled “a milky emulsion is obtained which
is very similar in appearance and properties to cow’s milk.
This liquid, separated out by means of a very fine sieve or
through a cloth filter, is the soy-bean or ‘vegetable’ milk
used so extensively in China.” “Soy-bean milk has a rather
strong characteristic taste and odor which may be masked
by the addition of a small quantity of coumarin or vanillin.
This ‘vegetable milk’ can be used in numerous preparations,
such as breads and cakes, in creaming vegetables, in milk
chocolate, and in custards. If allowed to remain in a warm
place the milk becomes sour, like animal milk, and in that
form may be employed just like sour milk or buttermilk...
“After separating the milk from the solid material, the
residue [okara] is still very rich in nutritive substances. It can
be dried and used for cattle feed or possibly made into a meal
or flour for human consumption.”
“Soy-bean cheese: “The addition of magnesium or
calcium salts (about a 1 per cent solution) to soy-bean
milk when hot precipitates some of the proteid substances,
forming a grayish white curd which settles out, leaving
a yellowish watery liquid. This curd, after being drained
and pressed, represents the tofu, or bean curd, which is
so extensively eaten and forms the basis of numerous
fermented, smoked, and dried cheeses in China and Japan
(Plates III and IV). Tofu is made fresh daily and is a staple
article of diet of oriental peoples. In many cities of the
United States having a large Asiatic population, fresh
bean curd generally may be found in the Chinese markets.
Although the fresh curd, or tofu, is tasteless, it is a highly
nutritious food and no doubt could be elaborated by the
American housewife into a variety of palatable dishes.
“Soy sauce: Soy or shoyu sauce is a dark brown liquid
prepared from a mixture of cooked and ground soy beans,
roasted and pulverized wheat (barley is sometimes used),
salt and water. This mass is inoculated with a culture known
as rice ferment (Aspergillus oryzae) and left in casks to

ferment from six months to a year and sometimes longer
(Plate V)... This product may well serve as the basis of
sauces of the Worcestershire type... The manufacture of soy
sauce is conducted on a large scale in China and Japan, and
to some extent in India. The yearly production of Japan is
said to amount to nearly 2,000,000 barrels. The brewing of
this sauce has also become a well established industry in
Hawaii. Although there are no factories in the United States,
considerable quantities of the sauce are imported annually,
and it can be obtained at Chinese stores in most of our
cities.”
“Soy-Bean sprouts: Several species of beans are
sprouted and used as a green vegetable by the Chinese (Plate
VI). Soy beans are used to a very considerable extent for this
purpose, as these sprouts are larger and firmer than those
of most other legumes. Bean sprouts can be used as a home
winter vegetable, for the dried beans are sprouted easily in a
short time under proper conditions of heat and moisture. It
is quite possible that sprouted soy beans utilized in various
vegetable dishes would appeal to the American taste.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “sprouted soy beans” (or
“sprouted soy bean”) to refer to soy sprouts.
A table (p. 111) shows the “Quantity and value of soy
beans, soy-bean cake, and soy-bean oil imported into the
United States, 1910-1917, inclusive.
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) A typical soy
bean plant. (2) A field of the Biloxi soy bean grown at Biloxi,
Mississippi. (3) Pods and seeds of 7 common varieties of soy
beans.
(4) “Large blocks of freshly made bean curd, ‘tofu’ [on a
round wooden table], ready to be cut up into squares and sold
to the housewife.”*
(5) “Large bamboo tray of various kinds of soy-bean
cheese of the drier type” [pressed tofu sheets].*
(6) “A dark room of even temperature where wooden
trays, full of bean curd [tofu] are piled. This is another
method of preparing soy-bean cheese” [fermented tofu].*
(7) “Large earthen jars full of squares of bean curd,
which are covered with spiced brine and soy sauce. After
several months’ curing a bean cheese [fermented tofu] is
formed, which can be kept for many years.”*
(8) A “courtyard full of covered pots of fermented soy
beans and brine from which soy sauce is made.”*
(9) The basket on the left contains “sprouted soy beans,
which are sold and used as a green vegetable” [in China]* *
= Photographed by Frank N. Meyer, Agricultural Explorer,
USDA.
Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen
(Jan. 2001) that contains photos of soyfoods by Frank. N.
Meyer. Most of the photos appear to have been taken in
China.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2013) in
which William Morse describes “soy-bean sprouts” or “soy-
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bean cheese” (tofu).
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “soy-bean cheese” to
refer to fermented tofu.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2005) that uses the term “masked” (or any other
form of that verb) in connection with the undesirable taste or
odor of soyfoods (soy-bean milk) or soy beans.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013)
that gives statistics for the amount of whole soybeans used
as food in the United States, or that gives a figure (about
100,000 bushels) for the amount of soybeans canned in
the USA in 1916–the first time they are known to have
been canned. Address: Scientific Asst. in Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
170. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1919.
U.S. engineers work hard in Manchuria. June 21. p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: “Titsikar, Manchuria, May 14–Right at the edge
of the great Mongolian desert, Major George H. Tower of
Eauclaire, Wisconsin, and eleven other American engineers,
have labored throughout a rigorous winter, helping the
Russians run their great Trans-Siberian railroad, now
disorganized and sorely in need of American assistance.
These sturdy men form a section of the corps of workers
organized by John F. Stevens, the American engineer, in an
attempt to reorganize the railroad.
The temperature has fallen to 55 degrees below zero.
“The Major and his associates had charge of the railroad
section between Titsikar and Hailar, and 14 locomotives
were assigned to their section.”
“Both Titsikar and Hailar are great centers for the soya
bean industry for which Manchuria is famed. Also, the
district abounds in cattle.”
171. Hilo Daily Tribune (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1919.
Japan like spoiled child in Shantung demand, says envoy:
leading Chinese woman student thinks Nippon needs a real
lesson. Dr. Ya-mei Kin, Vassar graduate and first Chinese
woman physician, who says Japan is a small boy among
nations. Aug. 31. p. 1, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: “Special to the Tribune. Oakland, Aug. 30–
Japan is like a spoiled child. The whole world has been
patting her on the back so long that she has become arrogant
and spoiled similar to a child who has had everything its own
way and an undue share of petting and praise from grownups.
“The was the statement of Dr. Ya-mei kin, Vassar
graduate and special emissary of the United States
Department of Agriculture. Dr. Kin recently came from
China and is en route to Washington [DC] where she will
take up experiments with the Soya bean.
“In discussing further the provisions of the Shantung

provision of the Treaty, she said:...”
A photo shows Dr. Kin at a typewriter.
Note 1. The full version of this article appeared in the
Cumberland Alleganian (Maryland). Aug. 23. p. 4.
Note 2. Dr. Kin did not graduate from Vassar.
172. Arnold, Julean. 1919. Commercial handbook of China.
2 vols. Washington, DC: Government Printing Office. 629
p. + 472 p. Dep. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Miscellaneous Series No. 84.
• Summary: In Vol. 1: The “Letter of submittal” from the
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, states that the Bureau “realizes keenly the
desirability of an immediate, vigorous, and systematic effort
to promote American trade with this great friendly nation in
the east of Asia. Such an effort... must be based on the most
recent and dependable economic information. To supply that
information is the purpose of this handbook.
“This handbook, the most detailed publication of its kind
ever issued by the Department of Commerce, will appear in
two volumes.” The basic organization will be by each of the
17 American consular districts.
Digital searches for “soy” or “soya” or “beans” or “bean
curd” or “bean cake” or “bean oil” will result in many hits
and a vast amount of information. For example:
Pages 42, 45: A table titled “Commercial statistics for
China as a whole,” under “Exports, sundries” includes:
“Bean cake” (pounds). For 1913. Quantity:
1,575,792,400 pounds. Value: $18,197,871.
“Bean cake” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity:
2,182,241,744 pounds. Value: $35,650,215.
“Bean curd” (pounds). For 1913. Quantity: 4,846,543
pounds. Value: $144,849.
“Bean curd” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity: 3,765,591
pounds. Value: $265,141.
“Beans” (black, green white, yellow, other kinds)
(pounds). For 1913. Quantity: 1,376,795,200 pounds. Value:
$16,983,422.
“Beans” (black, green white, yellow, other kinds)
(pounds). For 1918. Quantity: Yellow (#1): 849,479,313
pounds. Value: $17,106,454. Values are also given for
Other kinds (#2), White (#3), Green (#4), and Black (#5):
13,481,033 pounds. Value: $295,796.
“Oil, Bean” (pounds). For 1913. Quantity: 65,575,600
pounds. Value: $2,720,637.
“Oil, Bean” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity: 393,621,508
pounds. Value: $29,802,630.
“Soy” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity: 820,531 pounds.
Value: $45,871.
Page 115: “Canton Consular District.” “Other native
industries of Canton that give employment to large numbers
of people in the aggregate are:... The making of a Chinese
sauce called ‘soy,’ which is made from a certain bean which
as been boiled slowly and to which wheat or barley flour
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is added (soy is exported for the use of Chinese living
abroad and also for the making of certain foreign sauces and
condiments);” [such as Worcestershire sauce?].
Page 200: “Export trade:... The leading products shipped
from Hongkong to all parts of the world are:... beans,...soy,
tapioca flour, tea...” Pages 202-03: Trade between Hongkong
and the United States during 1918. Hongkong Consular
District. Value in 1913: Soy. Shipped to the United States:
$51,595. Shipped to the Philippine Islands: $1,430. Shipped
to Hawaiian Islands: $1,140.
In the section on “Mukden Consular District” under
“Agriculture” we read: (p. 216): “Soya beans furnish
material for bean oil, bean curd, and bean sprouts, besides
serving as a food when boiled. Bean oil is used locally
for cooking and as an illuminant; the bean oil for export
is employed in soap and olive-oil manufacture, while in
the mixing of paints it serves as a substitute for cotton and
linseed oils. Bean cake is used as fertilizer and as food for
cattle. About 70 per cent of the output of beans is annually
exported, the rest being consumed locally. The annual
production of bean cake and bean oil in the Mukden consular
district is estimated at 433,992 and 54,279 tons, respectively.
“It is estimated that one-eighth of the beans exported are
shipped to Hongkong, the Straits Settlements, and Europe,
three-eighths to South China ports, and the remaining foureighths to Japan. Of bean oil, Europe, China ports, and Japan
are buyers in about equal proportions. A somewhat smaller
quantity goes to the United States. Bean cake exported from
Manchuria is marketed almost exclusively in Japan, Taiwan,
and South China.”
Page 365-66: “Amoy Consular District.” Manufacturing
and other industries. The Amoy Tinning Co. (Ltd.) and The
China Canning Co. (Ltd.): The output of these two factories
includes “soy and soy sauce.”
Page 380. The section on Agriculture in Antung states:
“Soya beans and their products, bean oil and bean cake, are
exported, principally to Japan, Chosen (Korea), and South
China ports.”
Page 391. The section on Antung, Beans states: “The
value of the beans and bean products exported from Antung
during the year 1918 constituted 27 per cent of the total
value of exports and amounted to $4,941,982. The bean
that constitutes the great bulk of this export is known
commercially as the soya bean and is grown practically
throughout this entire district.
“The bean crop ripens earlier in the southern section of
the district than in the northern but is practically all harvested
in normal years by the end of September. However, because
of the superior transport facilities enjoyed during the winter,
when roads and rivers are firmly frozen, it is at this time
that the bean harvest is assembled at the various interior
towns which serve as collection centers and from which it is
forwarded to Antung in the spring.
“The soya bean is exported in three forms–as ‘raw

beans’ (natural condition), as bean oil, and as bean cake.
“The proportion of the export of beans, cake, or oil
that goes to any given destination varies from year to
year according to several determining factors. However,
the following statement, which can only be regarded as
approximate and not as exact, gives a general idea (through
average percentage) of the destinations of the soya bean
products exported from Antung: Beans–Japan, 76 per cent;
Shanghai, 6 per cent; Chosen (Korea) 5 percent; other
Chinese ports and Dairen, 13 per cent. Bean cake–Japan, 72
per cent; Shanghai, 20 per cent; Chosen, 1.8 per cent; other
Chinese ports and Dairen, 6.2 per cent. Bean oil–Japan, 31
per cent; Shanghai, 36 per cent; Chosen, 21 per cent; other
Chinese ports and Dairen, 12 per cent. It will be seen that
Japan and Chosen (Korea) receive eight-tenths of the beans,
almost three-fourths of the bean cake, and slightly more than
one- half of the bean oil exported.
“Beans are exported packed in gunny bags which, when
filled, weigh about 175 pounds; bean cake in the form of
large, round, flat cakes weighing on an average 75 pounds;
and bean oil in empty 5-gallon kerosene oil cans, two of
which are packed in a wooden case.
“Most of the beans exported are doubtless milled and
transformed into cake and oil on reaching their destination.
Bean oil is put to many uses, but one that is of common
interest is as the base of practically all table sauces. Bean
cake is principally used as a fertilizer for rice and in China as
a cattle food.
“The trade in beans is a highly speculative one, since
the market is contingent on two factors, the bean crop and
the price of rice in Japan. When it is anticipated that the
price of rice in Japan will be high, brokers will buy ‘forward’
beans from the large Chinese firms in Antung. This form
of speculation is one that has great charm for Chinese
merchants, and there are few firms in Antung that do not
‘take a flier’ occasionally in beans.”
Page 394. The section on “Antung–Import trade” states:
“Four circumstances have combined to raise the city of
Antung to its present importance as a port for the importation
of foreign merchandise into Manchuria: (1) The completion
of the Chosen Railway, which, through Chosen, connects the
Yalu River with Japan; (2) the opening of Antung as a port
for foreign trade in 1907; (3) the completion of the standardgauge railway from Antung to Mukden in 1911; and (4)
the erection of the 3,100-foot steel bridge across the Yalu
River in the same year, by means of which the Chosen and
South Manchuria Railways now furnish a through service
from Fusan to Changchun. When this system of railways
was completed Antung at once became the natural gateway
through which all rail-borne merchandise from Japan enters
Manchuria. When the one-third reduction in duty on goods
imported into Manchuria from or through Chosen went into
effect in 1913 the rail route through Antung became cheaper
for the Japanese exporter than the water route through
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Dairen or Newchwang. This advantage of the Antung route
was further enhanced when, in 1914, the South Manchuria
Railway granted a special discount, amounting to 30 per
cent, on 11 specific through imports from Japan via Chosen
when carried over its Antung-Mukden branch.”
Note: As of Jan. 2014 Antung (now known as Dandong),
is in China, a prefecture-level city in southeastern Liaoning
province, and is the largest Chinese border city. It is a port
city on the Yalu River, which divides China and North
Korea. The population is more than 1 million people.
Page 397. Antung Consular District. Exports include
soy.
Page 478: “Shantung Province is the original home of
the soya bean and the bean-crushing industry in this part
of the world, and until the possibilities of Manchuria were
discovered and developed this Province led the industry.”
“Manufacture of vermicelli: The principal crude native
industry is the manufacture of Chinese vermicelli from a
small green bean known as the ‘lu tou’ [mung bean]. This
vermicelli is manufactured not only in large factories but also
by individual farmers and in the homes of the natives in all
parts of the Province.”
Page 517-19: Dairen Consular District, Agriculture.
The principal crops and their yield per acre: soya bean, 4.5
bushels. “The principal fertilizers are manures and bean cake
(the residue after the oil has been pressed from soya beans).”
“Soya beans, and the bean oil and bean cakes manufactured
therefrom are the principal agricultural products exported
from this district... The soya beans raised in this district are
of four kinds, the yellow soya, the small green soya, the
black soya, and the red mungo. They are not considered
as edible beans in their natural states. Some of them are
exported raw to Japan, to be manufactured either into ‘soy’
(a sauce largely used by the Japanese) or into bean oil (used
in making soap and for various other purposes) and bean
cake (largely used as fertilizer on rice and sugar-cane fields).
However, the greatest proportion of the bean products
are manufactured in Dairen and other parts of the Leased
Territory, and the subject will be considered later under
‘Industries’ and ‘Exports.’” Address: Commercial Attaché,
Peking, and various American Consular Officers, China.
173. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hilo Bussan Shokai.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1919.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1919. p. 924. “Hilo Bussai Shokai,
M. Ohara, manager, manufacturer and wholesale dealer in
soy, app. 706, Kilauea ave., Hilo. Tel. 143, P.O. Box 174.”
Not listed in 1918.
Note: On p. 1001 of the 1919 directory, M. Oara is listed
as residing in Wailuku [Drive], Hilo.

174. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Miso Factory. Called
Hamamura Kojiba in 1935.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1134 Peterson Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1919.
New Product–Documentation: Polk-Husted Co.’s
Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii.
1919. p. 360, 1285, 288. “Honolulu Miso Factory, S.
Fujikawa, proprietor, 1134 Peterson Lane.” Mr. Fujikawa
(p. 288) apparently lives at this address. The year 1919
is the first year that a business category listing for “Miso
Manufacturers” appears in this city directory (p. 1285), and
this company is the first listed miso company in Hawaii. The
1920 directory lists K. Enomoto as the proprietor. The phone
is now 89064. Mr. Enomoto (p. 277) also apparently lives
at the plant. 1924 Directory. p. 208. Kiyoichi Hamamura
(Honolulu Miso Factory). Residence, 1607a Pohaku.
1928-29 Directory. p. 205. Kojiba Hamamura (Kyoichi
Hamamura), Miso Manufacturers, 1134 Peterson Lane,
Tel. 8001. Note that the company name now appears as K.
Hamamura rather than Honolulu Miso Factory.
175. Product Name: Sweet White Miso (Shiro Miso), and
Koji (by 1922).
Manufacturer’s Name: Norio Co. Renamed Norio Koji,
Miso Seizo-sho by 1922. Renamed Norio Co. by 1941.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1531 Geary St., San Francisco,
California. Phone: Fillmore 4368.
Date of Introduction: 1919.
New Product–Documentation: The Japanese American
Directory. 1922. p. 40 (directory; Norio Koji, Miso Seizôsho, 1531 Geary St. Phone: Fillmore 4368) and p. 41 (1/8page ad, lower left. Norio Shokai, 1531 Geary St. Same
phone. Making shiro miso (sweet white miso), koji, and
Sakura Miso {probably a red rice miso}. Logo: The character
for 10,000 in a circle, probably pronounced “Maruman”).
Note: In 1921 Maruman Miso was at this address and phone
number.
Note: In the San Francisco City Directories (all English),
1917-1930, there is no listing for Norio Co. or anything like
it except a 1930 listing for Norio Sadaichi rice dealers.
The Japanese American Directory. 1923. p. 60
(directory). Also in 1924, p. 58 (directory).
Also in 1925, p. N-17 (directory) and p. N-17 (¼-page
ad; at the top part of this ad is written in English: “Norio
& Co., 1531 Geary St., San Francisco, Calif.” About
half of the ad is in Japanese characters: Norio Koji, Miso
Seizô-sho, 1531 Geary St., Phone: Fillmore 4368. Maker,
wholesaler, and retailer of koji, shiro miso, and Sakura Miso.
Illustrations show a box of the company’s koji, and one keg
of miso stacked atop two others, side by side). Also in 1926,
p. N-22 (directory).
Also in 1930, p. 15 (1/3-page ad, very similar to that
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in 1925 but larger. Address: 1531 Geary St., San Francisco.
Phone: FIllmore 4368. They make koji, sweet white miso
(shiro miso), sakura? miso. Manufacturing, wholesaling,
and retailing. Illustrations show: A box of dried koji {hoshikoji; high quality}. Three tubs of miso) and p. 18 (directory;
gives the company name as Norio Koji, Miso Seizô-sho, in
characters). Also in 1932, p. 17 (directory). Also in 1934, p.
20. Also in 1936, p. 34 (directory; the company name is still
Norio Koji, Miso Seizô-sho. But the address is now 1532
Post St. The phone is still Fillmore 4368). Also in 1937, p. 8
Also in 1938, p. 8. Also in 1939, p. 7. Also in 1940, p. 7.
The Japanese American Directory. 1941. p. 7. Listed
in the category “Food Products Manufacturers.” Norio Koji
Miso Seizô-sho (Norio Co.), 1532 Post St., San Francisco,
California. Phone: FIllmore 4368. Also listed in the 1942
Directory. Norio Shoten (Norio Co.), 1534 Post St. Phone:
FIllmore 5368.
Ad (¼ page) in Nichi Bei Times. 1948. EvacuationResettlement Report. Directory of manufacturers, p. 145 (top
right). “Norio Company. 1532-4 Post St., San Francisco,
Calif. Phone: WEst 1-8672. They make Maruman brand
miso and koji. Entry in Nichi Bei Times. 1948. EvacuationResettlement Report. Directory, p. 5 (top left). In Japanese:
Norio Miso Seizôsho. In English: Norio Co., 1532-4 Post St.,
San Francisco, California. Phone: WE. 1-8672.
Hokubei Mainichi Year Book. 1951, p. 9. Ad (½ page,
vertical). Top 1/3 of the ad is in English. “Norio Company,
1532-34 Polk St., San Francisco 9, Calif. Tel. WEst 1-8672.
Soy bean products.” Below that is the large “Maruman”
logo. In Japanese: Maker and wholesaler of Maruman brand
miso and koji. Also sells soybeans and nigari. Directory
entry, under “Food Products: Wholesalers” (p. 37), and under
“Food Products” (p. 38). Norio Miso Tofu Seizô-sho (Norio
Co.), 1534 Post St., WE 1-8672. Note that they now make
tofu!
Nichi-Bei Jiji Jushoroku [Japanese American Times
Directory]. 1952, p. 16. Under “Food Products; GrocersWhsle.” In Japanese: Norio Miso Tofu Seizô-sho. In
English: Norio Co., 1532 Post St., San Francisco. Phone:
WE 1-8672. Ad (¼ page), p. 21. Top 1/3 of ad is in English.
Norio Company, 1532-34 Post St., San Francisco. Phone:
WEst 1-8672. In Japanese: Maruman brand. Miso koji seizô
[manufacturing]. Note: Do they make both tofu and koji?
Hokubei Mainichi Nenkan (Year Book). 1970. Page
11. Half-page vertical ad. Address has expanded to 1532-34
Post St., San Francisco 9, Calif. Phone: 931-8672. “Soy bean
products” (in English). Their large logo is still Maruman,
with the character Man (meaning ten thousand) inside a bold
circle. The bottom half of the ad (in Japanese) states that
they make and sell (wholesale) Maruman brand miso and
koji. They also sell tofu and agé. Directory entry, p. 37 under
“Food Products.” Norio miso tofu seizô-sho [Norio, maker of
miso and tofu].
B.W. 1971. East West Journal. 1(14):6. Arikawa. 1982,

personal communication; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The
Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 234. The second earliest know
miso company in the continental USA was started in 1919 by
Mr. Masaichi Norio. He made only shiro miso and exported
most of it to Hawaii (Based on two interviews with Mr.
Arikawa, former owner of the Norio Co.; He still lives in San
Francisco. Phone: 415-387-7217). Note: Even though the
company may have “started” in 1919, it was not listed in any
directory seen until 1922.
Talk with Mr. Arikawa. 1989. Dec. 6. The company
started on Geary St., then moved to 1532 Post St. before
1930. The owner bought the company of a competitor at that
address on Post street [probably Kanedai Koji Miso Co. at
1534 Post St.] and merged the two companies.
176. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1920. Production of
vegetable oils opens wide vista of possibilities for Hawaii.
Jan. 24. p. 28, cols. 1-5.
• Summary: “Oils fats and waxes sound as though they
would all be pretty much the same sort of things.”
In fact, there is not much difference between them. Nine
of the principal vegetable oils are listed. They include:
“6. Soya bean oil. From the Glycine Hispida of the
Orient.”
“Soya bean oil is used about equally for soap making
and for edible uses. It is also used as a paint oil though not
very suitable for this purpose.”
“Soya bean oil has considerable proportions of
unsaturated constituent oils and is therefore used as a paint
oil, though it is not nearly as satisfactory as linseed oil for
this purpose. It is also used to adulterate linseed oil.”
“Work is also being done on the production of a
vegetable milk from the soya bean but with less prospects of
success, I think, than from the coconut.”
177. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1920. Great
possibilities for Manchuria says consul. March 27. p. 5, col.
4.
• Summary: “Manchuria is the last far west of the world–a
country of vast undeveloped resources–says E. Carleton
Baker. who is in Honolulu today as a through passenger on
the Nile, returning to San Francisco after serving three years
as American consul general at Mukden.
“’There are tremendous possibilities in Manchuria,’ said
Mr. Baker today. ‘American capital is going in rapidly, and I
am planning to return there myself to go into business.
“’At present the leading export is soya bean oil,
Manchuria being a wonderful soya bean country. Other
exports are hides, skins and bristles. The country’s
agricultural possibilities are great, and her deposits of coal
are vast. All that is needed are good roads and extensions and
improvements of the railway system.’”
178. Kline, Charles E. 1920. Oil-bearing seeds and nuts in
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the Shanghai District of China. Commerce Reports [USA]
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 23(98):51922. April 26.
• Summary: The chief plants yielding vegetable oils in China
are [soy] beans, cotton seed, peanuts, rapeseed, sesamum
seed, tea seed, and woodnuts (filberts).
The number of oil mills in China is increasing, and those
in northern China treat mainly soya beans, while those in
central China produce the other varieties of oil mentioned.
The oil mills do not work year round, since there is not
sufficient seed available, and also since the high summer
temperatures cause the oil to become rancid.
The total capacity of oil mills in Shanghai is 5,400
piculs/day (321 tons/day).
Tables show: (1, p. 520) The quantities of oil, oilseeds,
and oil cake exported from the port of Shanghai during the
years 1917 and 1918. 1 picul = 133.33 lb. For [soy] bean oil:
In 1917–2,351 piculs worth $26,482. In 1918–5,771 piculs
worth $71,601. For [soy] bean cake: In 1917–11,213 piculs
worth $27,246. In 1918–282 piculs worth $800.
(2, p. 520) The quantities of oil and cake exported from
China to the countries of destination; the year (or years)
is not given. Both the weight (in piculs; 1 picul = 133.33
lb) and value (in dollars) are given for each destination. In
descending order of weight exported:
[Soy] bean oil–United States (incl. Hawaii) 2,136,746
piculs. Japan (incl. Formosa [Taiwan]) 87,673. Korea 23,611,
Russia 19,802. Canada 4,001. France 2,132.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that
gives statistics for trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy
oil, or soybean meal with Taiwan.
[Soy] bean cake: Japan (incl. Formosa) 15,150,706
piculs worth $33,383,750. Korea 635,362 piculs worth
$1,292,174. Russia 578,960 piculs worth $968,829. Siam
1,412 piculs worth $4,625. United States (incl. Hawaii) 27
piculs worth $54. Canada 9 piculs worth $17.
(3, p. 521) Ocean freight rates from Shanghai to various
ports. Figures are given for bean oil and bean cake in 1917,
1918, and 1919 shipped to San Francisco [California],
London, and Marseille, Naples & Venice (Italy). Present
prices (total) are about five times as great as those at the
beginning of the war. Address: Vice Consul, Shanghai
[China].
179. Rock, Joseph F. 1920. The leguminous plants of
Hawaii: Being an account of the native, introduced and
naturalized trees, shrubs, vines and herbs, belonging to the
family Leguminosae. Honolulu, Hawaii: Experiment Station
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association. x + 234 p.
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: The section on the genus Glycine (p. 176-77)
begins with a botanical description of the genus. “About
fifteen species in tropical Africa, Asia, and Australia. Most

cultivated species is Glycine max (Linn.) Merrill.” Listing
of five changes in the botanical name of the soybean (17531917). Botanical description of the soy bean. General
description: “The common Soy bean, a native of India and
eastern Asia, but now widely cultivated... It was introduced
into England in 1790 and into Italy in 1848. The seeds of the
Soy bean vary greatly in color, yellow, red, brown, black,
green, or variegated.” Note: This is the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the word
“variegated” (or “variegation”) to describe the color of
soybean seeds.
A good source of information is P. de Sornay’s Green
Manures and Manuring in the Tropics (1916), which has
concise information on cultivation, yield, etc.
Contains many full-page black-and-white photos, but
none of the soy bean. Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 141). Peanut
(p. 156). Kudzu (Pueraria, p. 203, 205). Address: Prof. of
Systematic Botany, College of Hawaii, Consulting Botanist,
Board of Agriculture and Forestry.
180. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1920. Japanese
competition not the trade menace so generally charged. Sept.
11. p. 4-5.
• Summary: A major American import from Japan is “soya
bean oil.”
181. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1920. Solid trainload of Hawaiian pineapples sent
from Seattle. Oct. 1. p. 7, col. 2.
• Summary: “Information was received in Honolulu
yesterday that an entire cargo of 60,000 cases of Hawaiian
pineapples despatched to the mainland by the schooner Alice
Cooke last month, upon arrival at Seattle was sent East in a
solid trainload.
“Seattle has been despatching solid trainloads of
peanuts, soya bean oil and other commodities arriving from
the Orient, but the Alice Cooke cargo was the first trainload
of pineapples to be sent from that port.”
182. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1920. Manchuria-American service established by
T.K.K. company. Dec. 24. p. 14, col. 1.
• Summary: “A direct passenger and freight service between
Dairen, Manchuria, and San Francisco has been established
by the Tokyo Kisen Kaisha, with the departure of the steamer
Persia Maru from Yokohama and Kobe last week–San
Francisco Chronicle of December 9.”
“In addition to the Persia making Dairen a port of call in
the future, the Siberia Maru will also be routed there.”
“Dairen, which, prior to the occupation of the Japanese
under General Oku in 1904, following the battle of KinChow, was constructed by the Russians and known until
the control of the Japanese as Dalny, with the intention of
making it the center of their trade on the Pacific, especially
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with Japan and China.
The lease of it, together with the rest of the Liaotung
peninsula, by Russia was transferred to Japan by the treaty of
Portsmouth. On September 1, 1906, it became a free port.
“Imports, which a decade ago, were extremely small,
have increased a hundredfold. About three-fourths of its
important imports are from Japan, which are chiefly cotton
goods and other manufactures. Some of the chief articles
of freight which will be carried by the new service are soya
bean oil and cake. Dairen is also the terminal of the South
Manchurian Railroad and one of the important coaling ports
of the Far East.”

Factory, 62 Quinn Lane. 1928-29 Directory. Kanda Shokwai
[Shokai]. T. Kanda, president. R. Watanabe, v.p. K. Kanda,
manager. Soy and Miso Manufacturers. Koula corner
Halekauwila. Phone: 5135. P.O. Box 934.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Says:
“Kanda Seizo-sho, founded by Takejiro Kanda in the 1920s.
On Cooke St., Honolulu.” Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso
Companies in Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book
of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 234. This was the second miso company
in Hawaii and the United States, started in 1920 by Mr.
Takejiro Kanda. No longer in business.

183. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1920. Seattle’s Oriental trade is growing:
Washington city now claims fastest service to Far East;
gratifying increase in European commerce. Dec. 29. p. 10,
cols. 2-3.
• Summary: “John Aspergren, president of the SwedishAmerican chamber of commerce, who has just returned from
China and Japan, says that ‘taking into consideration the cost
of transportation and packing soya-bean oil and shipping
to this country there will be so little left for the producer in
Manchuria that I see no incentive for him to export to this
country, and, should present prevailing low prices for cotton
oil continue, I anticipate that the importation of soya-bean oil
in this country will be very much curtailed.’”

186. Albert, C.S. 1921. Fordney emergency tariff is put over
extra session: action to be taken on sugar issue with other
products in general revision bill. Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(Hawaii). Sept. 11. p. 4-5.
• Summary: The first short paragraph, from Associated
Press by Naval wireless, states: “Washington [DC]. Jan. 5.–
Representative Joseph W. Fordney of Michigan announced
today that he plans to introduce the new Republican
emergency tariff bill in the house soon after the extra session
of congress convenes.”
The rest of the article is by C.S. Albert. “Originally but
eight articles were chosen for tariff revision. This was almost
immediately increased to fourteen...”
“The articles and rates of protection are: Wheat, 30
cents a bushel; flour, 20 per cent ad valorum; corn, 15 cents
a bushel; beans, 2 cents per pound; peanuts, 2 cents a pound;
cotton seed oil, soya bean oil, coconut oil and peanut oil, 26
cents per gallon; potatoes, 25 cents a bushel;...” Address:
Special Star-Bulletin correspondence.

184. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawn Soy Co. (A. Kanayama).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1136 Pua Lane, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1920.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1920. p. 448. Kanayama, A.
soymkr [soy maker], Hawn Soy Co. Residence, 1136 Pua
Lane. Note: This entry was found completely by chance.
There is no Hawn listed in the 1920 directory, and the names
Kanayama or Hawn do not appear in the 1919 directory.
They are also not in either year’s business index under
“Soy.”
185. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanda (T.) Miso Manufacturer.
Name changed in 1924 to Kanda Soy & Miso Factory
(Kanda Seizo-sho).
Manufacturer’s Address: Pacific Rd., corner of Iwilei Rd.,
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1920.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1920. p. 448. “Kanda, T. Miso
manufacturer. Pacific Rd., corner of Iwilei Rd. Residence,
same. In 1923 Directory, address changes to Quinn Lane.
In 1924 Directory, listing changes to Kanda Soy & Miso

187. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1921.
Speakers tell of Hawaii University. March 15. p. 1.
• Summary: “Farm at the University: In describing the
University of Hawaii Farm, Professor Henke who has charge
of the agricultural department last night said in part:
“’The university is the owner of ninety acres of property
right in the Manoa Valley, three miles from the post office.
Thirty acres of this property are reserved for buildings and
campus, the balance constitutes the University Farm. Several
types of soils are found in this small tract,... but much of
it is good arable land, and this has been laid out in acre
plots. A variety of crops are being grown including alfalfa,
pineapples, sweet potatoes, corn, sorghums, sudan grass,
sugar cane, pigeon peas, cotton, Soy beans, and a number of
minor crops.’”
The University of Hawaii has been in existence
for 13 years. Dr. Dean has directed the development of
chaulmoogra oil as a treatment for leprosy.
188. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1921. Aji-NoMoto “The Essence of Flavor.” Aug. 3. p. 3, cols. 5-6.
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• Summary: “Aji-no-moto is a highly concentrated spice
extracted from edible sea-weed [konbu] compounded with
albuminoid matters from wheat and soja beans. It gives to
vegetable food
“A Meat-Like Taste
“as well as improving other kinds of food. The following
table shows:
Comparative Value in Albumin
“Milk 3.39%
“Beef 7.66%
“Beef Extract 7.66%
“Egg 13.33%
“Aji-no-moto 51.87%
“For reason as to why Aji-no-moto is an indispensable
article of food suffice it to say that all scientists agree that
“Life Cannot Exist Without Albumen
“Sold by C.J. Day & Co., Bankston’s Delicatessen, M.
Kawahara and other high class dealers.”
Note: At the top of this large ad are 3 different Aji-nomoto canisters.
189. Associated Press. 1921. Statistics given on fats and oil
output. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii).
Aug. 29. p. 2, col. 4.
• Summary: “Production of refined oil during the threemonth period was as follows: Cottonseed 253,900,382
pounds, cocoanut 28,034,466 pounds; peanut, 8,864,040
pounds; soya-bean, 551,995 pounds; and corn, 13,429,773
pounds.”
190. Grinenco, Ivan; Capone, Giorgio. eds. 1921. Produits
oléagineux et huiles végétales: Etude statistique sur leur
production et leur movement commercial [Oleaginous
products and vegetable oils: Statistical study on their
production and trade]. Rome, Italy: Institute Internationale
d’Agriculture, Service de la Statistique Générale. xxxii + 421
p. See p. XX-XXI, 140-41, 144-47, 442-43, 480-81. Sept. 15.
Index in front. [Fre]
• Summary: In Sept. 1921 the IIA (Institute Internationale
d’Agriculture) published this monograph in French. Two
years later, by popular demand, an updated English-language
edition was published. Contents: Introduction. Northern
hemisphere: Europe, America, Asia, Africa, Oceania
(Hawaii, Guam). Southern hemisphere: America, Asia,
Africa, Oceania. Recapitulative tables of commerce, 191019. Note 1. All import and export statistics are given in
quintals. 1 quintal = 100 kg.
The soybean (introductory information, p. xxii-xxiii,
xxxii). Northern hemisphere–Europe. Germany (imports of
soybean and soy oil 1910-14, p. 4). Denmark (production
of soy oil in 1917, p. 17; imports and exports of soybeans
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 18-20). France (imports and exports
of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 28-31). Great Britain
and Ireland (treated as one country; imports, exports, and

reexports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 32-35).
Norway (imports of soybeans 1910-19, p. 47). Netherlands
(Pays-Bas, imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil
1910-19, p. 49-52). Romania (In 1915 production of
soybeans on 3 hectares was 3,600 liters). Russia (in Europe
and Asia, imports of soy oil 1909-17, p. 70-71). Sweden
(imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 7476).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Eastern
Europe (Romania).
America: Canada (imports of coconut, palm, and soy
oil {combined} for the production of soap {in hectoliters}
1915-19, p. 88-89). Cuba (various attempts have been made
to introduce the soybean, p. 94).
United States (area and production in 1909 {659 ha},
then from 1917-1920, p. 97-98). An overview of soybeans
in the USA (p. 103, 105) states that the soybean, known
in the USA since 1804, has become of great economic
importance during the past few years. It is becoming
popular mainly as a forage plant, but also for its seeds, for
extraction of oil, and for making other products. Statistics
have been published regularly since 1917. The census for
1909 showed 659 hectares cultivated in soybeans. During
the years from 1917 to 1919 the cultivated area surpassed
60,000 ha. The three main states for soybean cultivation are
North Carolina, Virginia, and Mississippi, which in 1919
cultivated respectively 33,185, 12,141, and 3,238 hectares;
this was almost 75% of the total cultivated to soybeans in the
USA. In 1910, the seeds were used for the extraction of oil
in the USA, and for the first time the seeds were imported
from Manchuria. In 1915, domestically grown soybean were
used as a source of oil. This industry is developing rapidly,
because the extraction of the oil is easily adapted to existing
facilities that press oil from cottonseed and linseed. A table
(p. 106) shows production of 16 vegetable oils in the USA
from 1912 to 1917. Soybean oil production (in quintals) has
increased from 12,537 in 1914, to 44,996 in 1916, to 190,843
in 1917. Figures are also given for peanut oil, sesame oil,
etc. Other tables (p. 108-10) show imports, exports, and
reexports of soybeans and soy oil from 1910 to 1919.
Asia: China (exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19,
p. 161-62). French Indo-China (overview, esp. Cambodia
and Tonkin, p. 187). Japan (area planted and production of
soybeans 1877-1919, p. 190; overview, p. 191; production
of soy oil 1909-18, p. 192; imports and exports of soybeans
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 192-93). Korea (area planted and
production of soybeans 1909-1918, p. 194; imports and
exports of soybeans and soy oil 1909-11, p. 195). Formosa
[Taiwan] (area planted and production of soybeans 1901-06,
p. 196; imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 190917, p. 197. In 1901 10,888 ha produced 8,056,400 liters of
soybeans. In 1904 21,960 ha produced 24,401,700 liters of
soybeans). Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan.
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2005) that gives soybean production or area statistics for
Formosa (Taiwan; ceded to Japan in 1895 after Japan won
the Sino-Japanese War).
Kwantung [Kwantung Leased Territory in Manchuria]
(area planted and production of soybeans 1911-17, p. 198. In
1911 14,627 ha of soybeans produced 102,112 quintals. In
1916 29,902 ha produced 153,995 quintals of soybeans).
Africa: Algeria (in recent years, trials have been made to
introduce soybean culture to Algeria, p. 238). Egypt (imports
of soy oil 1919, p. 244-47).
Southern hemisphere–America: (Note 4. Soy is
not mentioned at Argentina, Brazil, or any other South
American country). Asia: Netherlands Indies. (A) In Java
and Madura, the area planted to soybeans was 162,800 ha
in 1916, 175,696 ha in 1917, and 157,844 ha in 1918. Gives
imports of soy oil (1,085 quintals in 1914) and exports of
soybeans (46 quintals in 1913) (p. 297-98). (B) In outlying
territories, gives imports of soybeans from 1913 to 1919 (p.
299). Africa: Southern Rhodesia (attempts have been made
to introduce soybeans and several other oil plants from
temperate climates, p. 317). Oceania: Soy is not mentioned
at Australia, New Zealand, British New Guinea, former
German New Guinea [later Papua New Guinea], or any
other country in southern Oceania. (p. 297). Recapitulative
tables–Imports and exports from 1910-1919. Soybeans, p.
368-69. Peanuts, p. 370-75. Sesame seeds, p. 376-79. Palm
fruits (Amandes de palme, from which palm oil is obtained),
p. 392-93. Peanut oil, p. 414-17. Corn oil, p. 416-17. Sesame
oil, p. 418-19. Soy oil, p. 420-21. Other oils covered in detail
by this book are: Cottonseed, hempseed, linseed, rapeseed
(colza and navette), poppy (pavot or oeilette), castor, olive,
coconut, palm, and other–non-specified. Address: 1. Doctor
of Agronomics; 2. Doctor of Economics. Both: IIA, Rome,
Italy.

Yamaguchi prefecture), Takei Koji, Miso Seizô-gyo [Takei
Koji & Miso Manufacturing Co.] Box 237, Kahului, Maui.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Takei
Miso Seizo-sho was founded in about 1921 by Shuji TAKEI.
They made Matsu-jirushi Shiro Miso, but are no longer in
business.
Note: In the 1909 there was apparently a shoyu maker
named H. Hirao in Kahului. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of
Miso Companies in Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983.
The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 234. This was the third miso
company in Hawaii and the United States, started in 1921 by
Mr. Shuji Takei. No longer in business.
193. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1922.
Soy bean for flour. June 16. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “Kew, England, June 15–(A.P.)–Successful
production of the soy bean of the orient in this district last
year had led to broader plans for its growth throughout
England. By a recent discovery, soy bean flour is made
wholesome, palatable and kept fresh.”

191. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Araki (T.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 15 Ohia Lane, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1921.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1921. p. 967. Araki, T., Miso
Manufacturer, rear 15 Ohia Lane, Hilo, Hawaii. Note: T.
Araki is listed as a baker in the 1920 Directory. Note also
that in 1928-29 Sotaro Araki started making miso in Hilo,
perhaps a relative.

194. Associated Press. 1922. Soya bean oil duties fixed by
senators: Edge attacks present method of making unelastic
tariff. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). July 12. p. 1, col.
2.
• Summary: “Washington, July 11–The senate this afternoon
approved a duty of 3 cents a pound on cottonseed and soya
bean oils and 4 cents a pound on cocoanut and peanut oils
imported for the manufacture of edible products.
“The Republican agricultural ‘bloc’ failed in an attempt
to enact the same rates on these oils when imported for uses
other than the manufacture of edible products.
“Senator Walter Edge, Republican of New Jersey,
discussing the tariff today served notice on the senate that he
would refuse to vote for the measure if it failed to provide
other means than through Congressional action for a revision
of the schedules.
“The bill contains provisions for such a revision by the
President.
“’The passage of this hard and fast tariff bill without
an opportunity for elasticity of rates might prove a national
calamity,’ Senator Edge said. ‘Any tariff which, while
affording better protection, still results in a general raise of
prices at home without a corresponding encouragement to
world trade, narrows our possibility of development.’”

192. Product Name: Matsu-jirushi Shiro Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takei Miso Factory (Takei Miso
Seizo-sho).
Manufacturer’s Address: Kahului, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1921.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese
Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p. Maui 25. Shûji Takei (from

195. Matheson, Roderick O. 1922. Japan firm in decision to
hold South Manchuria despite demands of China. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Dec. 21. p. 17, cols. 1-6.
• Summary: “Tokio, Nov. 23.–The demand being voiced
in the halls of the Chinese parliament and re-echoed from
the presidential palace that Japan should get out of South
Manchuria next year, turning back to Chinese jurisdiction the
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railroad system she has extended and vastly improved and
the cities she has created and developed, was scoffed at in
the Japanese press a month ago.
“Today some very serious attention is being given to
the question, not that Japan has any intention whatever of
leaving Manchuria or because it is felt in Japan that her right
to remain is open to dispute, but because it is felt that the
bringing up of the matter now when Japan is just completing
the carrying out of all the agreements made in respect to
China at the Washington conference, is an evidence that
Japan’s attitude toward her big and helpless neighbor has not
been appreciated and that the Chinese are as determined as
ever in their anti-Japanese attitude.”
“Thus is brought up again the whole question of the
‘twenty-one demands.’”
“The tremendous soya bean industry, which supplies
very many cargoes of foodstuff to Europe and America, is an
industry practically created by the Japanese, in which British,
American and Dutch share and which has brought prosperity
to hundreds of thousands of Chinese farmers.”
“The world as a rule sympathizes with China against
Japan in all that has followed the presentation of the TwentyOne Demands,...” Address: Correspondent of The Advertiser.
196. Associated Press. 1922. Chinese trade little affected by
U.S. tariff. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Dec. 29. p.
8, col. 3.
• Summary: “Shanghai, December.–China’s trade will
be less affected than that of any other country by the new
American tariff law, according to views expressed in official
and commercial circles in Shanghai. The chief exports
from China that are affected by the American tariff are egg
products, peanut and soya bean oil and peanuts and walnuts.
These constitute less than a fifth of China’s annual exports to
the United States.
“The bulk of China’s exports to America in aggregate
valuation comprises raw cotton, silk, tea, hides, undressed
furs, fur skins, carpet wool, wool oil and sausage casings,
or about 70 percent of the country’s exports, and these are
continued on the free list.”
197. Hawaii Shimpo-sha (The Hawaii Shimpo). comp. 1922.
Hawai Nihonjin nenkan [Hawaiian-Japanese annual. No.
18]. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Shimpô-sha (The Hawaii
Shimpo). [Jap]*
• Summary: Company name with diacritics is: Hawaii
Shimpô-sha. Address: Los Angeles.
198. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Honolulu Hawaii). 1923.
Japanese will aid alien Suit: men from many walks of life to
back school fight. Jan. 23. p. 13, col. 2.
• Summary: A small group of Japanese has formed an
association to back the suit “now before the circuit court
to test the legality of the new alien language school

regulations.”
The Hawaii Shinpo, a vernacular newspaper, published
the names of the officers and directors of the new
association, which will finance the legal proceedings.
Among the directors is “Yasuzo Tanouye, bean curd
maker, Kalihi.”
Note: Kalihi is a neighborhood of Honolulu on the
island of Oahu.
199. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanouye (Yasuzu/Yasuzo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1612 Colburn, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1923 January.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu Star Bulletin
(Hawaii). 1923. Jan. 23. p. 13, col. 2. Gives his name and
occupation as “Yasuzo Tanouye, bean curd maker.”
Note: This is the earliest known tofu maker in the
Hawaiian Islands (one of three).
Honolulu City Directory. 1923. Yasuzu Tanouye Tofu
(Yasuzu Tanouye, proprietor). Rear 1612 Colburn, Honolulu.
Also in 1928-29 Directory. Address listed as 1612 Colburn,
Honolulu. 1934-35 Directory. Name listed as Yasuzo
Tanouye Tofu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
180. Yasuzô Tanoue (from Kumamoto prefecture), tofu
maker, 1602 Colburn St., Honolulu.
Not listed 1947-48 Honolulu City Directory.
Note: This is the earliest known tofu maker in the
Hawaiian Islands (one of three).
200. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. xv + 329
p. Feb. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Reprinted unrevised in 1943 by
Peter Smith Publishers, New York. [563 ref]
• Summary: This classic is the first comprehensive book
about the soybean written in English, and the most important
book on soybeans and soyfoods written in its time. Contains
an excellent review of the world literature on soybeans and
soyfoods with a 22-page bibliography on soy that is larger
than any published prior to that time (563 references), a good
description of the present status of the soybean worldwide
based on the authors’ extensive contacts, and a great deal
of original information. It quickly became a key source
for people and organizations working with soybeans and
soyfoods in all countries, and a major factor in the expansion
of the soybean in the western world. Because of its scope
and influence, Soyfoods Center considers the year of its
publication to mark the end of the “Early Years” of the
soybean worldwide. It remained in print until about 1986.
Facing the title page is a list of “McGraw-Hill
Agricultural and Biological Publications. Dr. Charles V.
Piper, Consulting Editor.” The authors and titles of twelve
books already published in this series are listed.
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Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction: Name of the plant,
origin, literature, use by the Chinese and Japanese, present
importance, future prospects in the U.S., recognition
of the possibilities. 2. The commercial status of the
soybean: Manchuria and China, Japan, Europe, U.S., other
countries, summary of imports and exports of soybeans and
soybean oil. 3. Botanical history of the soybean: History
prior to Linnaeus’ “Species Plantarum” 1753, Linnaeus’
misunderstandings of the soybean, Prain’s elucidation, other
and the correct botanical name.
4. Agricultural history of the soybean: Vernacular
names of the soybean, China, Korea, and Japan, India and
neighboring regions, Cochin China, Malayan region, early
introduction into the United States, later U.S. introductions,
the early introduced varieties (grown in the USA by
1898–Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph or Medium
Green, Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw or
Ogema), soybean in Europe, varieties grown in Europe
and identification, Hawaiian Islands, Australia, Africa,
Argentina (p. 50), Canada (“Soybeans are grown in very
small quantities in Canada and then usually as a forage
crop”), Philippines, Egypt, Cuba (p. 52), British Guiana,
Mauritius (p. 53), present culture distribution. 5. Culture of
the soybean: Climatic adaptations, soil preferences, water
requirement, preparation of seed bed, time of planting,
methods and rate of seeding, seeding for pasturage, depth
of seeding, inoculation, fertilizer reactions, cultivation,
soybeans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sorghums, Sudan grass,
Johnson grass, millet, corn, or sunflowers and corn).
6. Harvesting and storage of soybeans: harvesting
soybeans for hay, silage, for the seed, seed yields, proportion
of straw to seed, storing seed, separation of cracked from
whole soybean seed, viability of soybean seed, pedigreed,
inspected, registered, and certified seed. 7. Composition
of the soybean: Proportions of stems, leaves and pods,
composition of plant and seed, nutritive and mineral
constituents, forms of nitrogen in soybean nodules, factors
affecting oil content of seed. 8. Utilization of the soybean:
Diversity of uses (a chart, p. 129, shows 59 products that can
be made from soybean seeds, and 6 more that can be made
from soybean plants), soybeans for green manure, pasturage,
soiling, ensilage, hay, straw.
9. Varieties: Japanese classification of varieties,
classification of varieties in Manchuria (3 yellow, 2 green,
3 black), botanical classifications, vital characteristics,
descriptions of important varieties (43 varieties and
7 synonyms), key for identification, breeding and
improvement, genetic behavior, oil content.
10. Structure of soybean seeds. 11. Soybean oil:
Methods of extraction [Manchurian, and solvent], American
oil mills, methods of shipping and marketing, prices,
utilization in soap manufacture, food, paint manufacture,
miscellaneous. 12. Soybean cake or meal: Feeding value,
composition, use for feeding for dairy cows, cattle, swine,

sheep, poultry, digestibility, injurious effects, fertilizer.
13. Soybean products for human food: Food value of the
soybean, digestibility of the soybean and its products, mature
or dry soybeans, immature or green soybeans (a “nutritious
green vegetable”), soybean flour, digestibility of soybean
flour, soybean bran (p. 225-26), soybean sprouts, soybean
coffee, soybean or vegetable milk [soymilk] (preparation,
composition, residue from the manufacture of vegetable
milk [okara], utilization of soybean milk, condensed
vegetable milk, vegetable milk powder, fermented vegetable
milk), vegetable casein, tofu or soybean curd (names and
brief history, method of manufacture, coagulating agents,
manufacturing yields, digestibility, utilization of bean curd
and manufactured products, bean curd brains or tofu nao, dry
bean curd or tofu khan, thousand folds {chien chang tofu},
fried bean curd {tza tofu}, Fragrant dry bean curd {hsiang
khan}, frozen tofu {kori tofu}, Chinese preparation, various
dishes), natto, hamananatto [hamanatto], yuba, miso, shoyu
[soy sauce], confections. 14. Table dishes of soybeans and
soybean products: mature or dry beans, flour, tofu, sprouts
(86 recipes). 15. Enemies of the soybean: bacterial, mosaic,
fungous [fungus], and nematode diseases, insects, rodents.
This last chapter is a comprehensive review of the literature
on soybean diseases and insects published before 1922.
The Preface begins: “The soybean, also known as soya
or soja bean, has assumed great importance in recent years
and offers far-reaching possibilities of the future, particularly
in the United States. It is, therefore, desirable to bring
together in a single volume the accumulated information
concerning this crop...
“The aim has been to present the information so as
to make it useful from both agricultural and commercial
standpoints, not omitting, however, much that is mainly of
historical or botanical interest...”
The introduction begins: “There is a wide and growing
belief that the soybean is destined to become one of the
leading farm crops in the United States.”
Note 1. C.V. Piper lived 1867-1926. Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (July 2003) that
uses the term “soybean bran” to refer to soy bran.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003)
in which Piper or Morse describe natto, Hamananatto
[Hamanatto], yuba, or miso.
Note 4. This book was published by March 1923 (See
Ohio Farmer, 10 March 1923, p. 313).
Note: The word “Russia” appears on 3 pages of this
book in connection with soybeans: p. 18 (in 1912, 1913,
and 1914 Russia imported soybeans, soybean cake, and
soybean oil), p. 54 (cultivated in “southern Russia {Podolia,
Samarow}”), p. 227 (“In Japan and southern Russia soybean
coffee is prepared and put up in small packages for the
market”).
Note 1. The terms “Soviet Union” or “USSR” do not
appear in this book–even though the Soviet Union was
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established in Dec. 1922.
Note 2. Podolia is in today’s Ukraine. Address: 1.
Agrostologist; 2. Agronomist. Both: United States Dep. of
Agriculture, Washington, DC.
201. Associated Press. 1923. Chinese awaken to food
values of milk report: dietary regime created by imperial
edict century ago is speedily becoming unpopular. Hawaii
Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). March 31. p. 2, col.
4.
• Summary: “Washington [DC], March 20.–A hundred
years or more ago the Empress of China, by imperial edict,
declared it selfish for human beings to drink cow’s milk. The
august old lady thought it deprived calves of their natural
food. Thus, without knowing it, perhaps, she created a
dietary regime for Chinese children from which they are only
now about to be released.
“About a decade ago the Chinese began to take notice
of the use of milk by missionaries, and, in the vicinity of
the mission stations, began using their own cows and water
buffalo as food sources. Once started on a milk diet, the trend
has been growing by leaps and bounds.”
“Soy bean milk and cheese [tofu] are in use in Japan as
well as China and the World’s Dairy Congress Association
workers look forward to shifting the interest in cow’s milk
and cheese in that country also. The natives with American
institutional training are starting the movement.”
202. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soy in the
Hawaiian Islands (Document part). In: Piper and Morse.
1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
See p. 49, 168, 251, 256.
• Summary: Page 49: “Hawaiian Islands.–Soybeans are
grown to some extent by the Japanese inhabitants. In Kona,
Hawaii, the yield is said to be 600 to 1,000 lb. per acre
from the early and medium varieties, and about double
this quantity from the late sorts. It is estimated that about
200,000 lb. of seed are produced annually in the islands, but
ten times this quantity is imported from Japan, especially
for the manufacture of soy and miso. About 100 varieties
have been tested by Krauss (1908, 1911) at the Hawaii
Agricultural Experiment Station, many of them producing
very satisfactorily.
Page 168: “Otootan.–Introduced from the Hawaiian
Islands in 1911 by Prof. C.K. McClelland. Seed originally
from Formosa. Plants slender, erect, bushy, maturing in about
170 days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple, 90 to 95 days
to flower; pods tawny, 35 to 45 mm. long, 7 to 8 mm. wide, 4
to 5 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded; seed black, 6 to 7 mm. long, 5 to
6 mm. wide, 5 to 6 mm. thick; hilum black; germ yellow; oil
17.7 per cent.; 368,600 to the bushel.”
Pages 250-51: “The brewing of soy sauce has also
become a well-established industry in Hawaii.” “Large
quantities [of soy sauce] are exported annually from China,

Japan and Hawaii, especially to the United States.”
Page 256: “Sahr (1913) in his investigations of the
manufacture of soy sauce in Hawaii obtained the following
data: 800 lb. of salt dissolved in 350 gal. of water to 1,000 lb.
of beans produced 350 gal. of sauce; 500 lb. of salt dissolved
in 150 gal. of boiling water to 400 lb. of soybeans gave 240
gal. of sauce and about 600 lb. of cass or soybean leavings.”
203. Associated Press. 1923. Cure for leprosy claimed;
Briton declares disease is curable with cod liver and soya
oils. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). April 24. p. 1, col. 5.
• Summary: “London,–That leprosy can be effectually cured
by the injection of certain oils, including cod liver and soya
bean oil, was claimed by Sir Leonard Rogers in a paper read
before a recent meeting of the Royal Society of Arts.
“Sir Leonard declared that experiments made in various
parts of the world had led physicians to the belief that the
disease could be cured within the space of a few years
through the use of these oils.
“There would appear to be numerous cases of leprosy
in London, particularly among army men who have returned
from eastern countries...”
Note: This claim turned out to be wrong.
204. Church, Margaret B. 1923. Soy and related
fermentations. USDA Department Bulletin No. 1152. 26 p.
May 12. [27 ref]
• Summary: This long and very informative paper, with
its excellent bibliography and review of the literature,
is the third earliest study seen of a fermented food
published by a USDA researcher. The focus is on Japanese
fermentations because of the laboratory’s contact with
Japanese researchers, such as Dr. T. Takahashi and Dr. G.
Kita. “The experimental work reported here was conducted
under the direction of Charles Thom, mycologist in charge,
Microbiological Laboratory, Bureau of Chemistry.”
Contents: Introduction. Work of previous investigators.
Experimental work: Apparatus, material, preparation of
ingredients, shoyu-koji, peanut press cake koji, shoyumoromi. Proportions of ingredients. Yields. Chinese soy
sauce. Peanut sauce. Relation of enzymic activity to soy
processes. Manufacture in the United States. Related
fermentations (Miso, soy cheese [fermented tofu], natto).
Summary. Bibliography. “Soy sauce is a dark-brown salty
liquid made by the fermentation of soy beans with, as a rule,
some additional starchy component. It is widely used as a
seasoning throughout Japan, China, and Java [Indonesia],
and has been introduced into the Philippines and Hawaii* (*
= See letter from C.W. Carpenter, Sept. 23, 1918). Where the
occidental would use a vegetable or meat extract and salt, the
oriental daily uses soy sauce. Americans are familiar with
soy sauce as it is used in the Chinese-American restaurants
and as an ingredient which produces the characteristic flavor
of the Worcestershire type of sauce.” In Japan, the process
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of preparing “shoyu-koji,” a mold-fermented product made
from “tane-koji,” takes 3 to 4 days. “The mold-fermented
material is emptied into a strong brine, thus producing a
mash. Constant daily attention is given to aeration, even
distribution, and stirring of the solid ingredients. Progressive
changes take place over a period of from six months to
several years, until at last the mature ‘moromi,’ as the mash
is designated by the Japanese, is produced. These changes
are due partially to the activity of bacteria and yeasts, but
chiefly to the enzymes of the mold introduced into the mash
with the koji.”
“Experimental work: The Department of Agriculture
had certain strains of the Aspergillus flavus-oryzae group of
molds known to be used in making soy sauce. Through the
courtesy of W.T. Swingle, of the Bureau of Plant Industry,
a can of commercial Japanese rice tane-koji designed for
shoyu manufacture was also received. Dr. Gen-itsu Kita
brought additional samples of shoyu tane-koji under sterile
conditions directly from Japan. Provided thus with soy
beans, wheat, and the mold ferment, experiments with soy
sauce were undertaken by the Bureau of Chemistry in 1918.
(1) “Apparatus: The apparatus was made according
to specifications drawn by Doctor [T.] Takahashi, of the
Imperial University of Tokyo, who worked in the bureau for
a month.” “The usual Japanese koji room (fig. 2) is 32½ feet
long, 11 feet wide, and 7 feet high. The walls are thick, and
in the more modern factories are built of brick, which does
away with fluctuations in the temperature from without. At
one end of the room is an entrance and at the opposite end
a window. In the ceiling several openings provide means
of escape for the carbon dioxid [dioxide] and the damp air.
Steam pipes along the floor make it possible to warm the
room in cold weather. The ceiling is built with many layers
of straw in order that the condensing moisture may be
absorbed. One disadvantage of such a ceiling is that infection
always occurs in the wet straw. A large area of infection
directly over the piles of koji trays is detrimental to the
production of sweet koji. In modern buildings, therefore, the
surface of the ceiling is coated with cement. When a cement
ceiling is used the condensed water drops on the trays of
koji, which also is harmful... The burning of sulphur is useful
in combating any infection of a koji room” (p. 5).
Material: “The mold ferment employed in shoyu-koji
manufacture is Aspergillus flavus Link, occasionally A.
oryzae (Ahlb.) Cohn, or strains intermediate between the
two species.” “Certain Japanese manufacturers add cultures
of pure yeast belonging to the genus Zygosaccharomyces at
the time of placing the first mold-fermented material in the
brine.”
Preparation of ingredients: While soaking the soy
beans, the water should be changed at intervals of several
hours to prevent the formation of spore-forming rods, which
cause heating and souring. The spores of these bacilli are
on the beans as they come from the field. “After being

soaked for 20 to 24 hours the swollen beans are cooked in
an open kettle or under pressure until they are soft enough
to be easily pressed flat between the thumb and finger. This
desired softness can be obtained by autoclaving at 15 pounds
pressure for 50 minutes and also by much longer cooking in
an open kettle. Autoclaving under pressure has the advantage
of sterilizing the material.” After roasting, the wheat is
crushed or cracked. It is important to “reduce some portions
of the kernel to a fine powder or dust.” The cooked beans
and cracked wheat are “mixed in large trays or on mixing
tables.” Hot beans “may be cooled with a draft of air directed
over a thinly spread layer.” These “two ingredients need to
be thoroughly mixed, so that the wheat dust may form a coat
over each bean. The lower water content thus induced on
the exterior of the beans makes them better adapted to mold
growth than to bacterial growth.”
“Shoyu-koji–Ripening: After the beans and wheat
are thoroughly mixed, a very small quantity of previously
molded material, such as mature rice koji (tane-koji), some
shoyu-koji, or a pure mold culture, is thoroughly mixed into
the ingredients. The whole mass is then distributed into the
small flat koji trays (Plate II, inserted between pages 4 and
5) which are immediately placed into the koji fermentation
room before they cool further. Each tray holds about 1.8
liters, or about 2 quarts of raw material. The koji trays are
placed in tiers along the wall of the room (Fig. 3).” They
are usually stacked in a zigzag fashion to ensure adequate
aeration. This is extremely important “because moisture
and the lack of oxygen induce the development of mucors
and bacteria, and are said to cause the diastatic enzyme
to develop at the expense of the proteolytic enzyme. In
some localities in Japan no such trays are used, but a broad
straw mat with which very good koji can be secured.” “The
koji room or compartment is kept at a temperature of 24º
to 25º C., with a definite humidity.” Continued. Address:
Microanalyst, Microbiological Lab., Bureau of Chemistry
[USDA].
205. Smith, William. 1923. Chinese bandits infesting great
areas, says man who was captive, now a visitor; story of
raid on train and exciting experiences with desperadoes...
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Dec. 15. p. 27, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “(Note: This unusually vivid story of the
Chinese bandit raid on a train, and the capture of a number
of foreigners–an incident which assumed international
proportions last May, is told here by one of the captives–
William Smith, an accountant of Manchester, England. He
was visiting in China, making a brief trip, when caught by
the desperadoes...)”
“A vigilant watch was kept with frequent firing of
signals. Sleep was impossible. At dawn hot soya bean soup
was prepared by two Chinese women who hobbled about
with crippled feet. We marched to another stronghold and
were kept on the summit till night...” Address: Manchester,
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England.
206. Kikkoman. 1923-1954. [Monthly and annual soy sauce
exports from Japan (1923-54)]. Noda: Kikkoman. Statistical
tables. 22 p. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: In 1923, some 11,720 koku of shoyu [soy
sauce], worth 799,022 yen, were exported from Japan. (Note:
1 koku = 180 liters or 47.6 gallons). Of this, 5,307 koku went
to the USA and Hawaii (3,330 koku to the USA), 709 koku
to Canada, 5,108 koku to Asia (incl. 2,311 koku to Canton
and 1,447 koku to China), and 201 koku to Europe. In 1924
total exports increased to 13,149 koku.
A table shows Kikkoman’s exports of shoyu by country
from 1938 to 1944. In 1938 Kikkoman exported 80 tonnes
(metric tons) of shoyu to Peru and Argentina. In 1939, the
peak year, 10,658 tonnes were exported; of this 4,444 tonnes
(41.7% of the total) went to the USA and Hawaii, 2,680
tonnes went to Manchuria, and 2,098 tonnes to China.
Another table shows total Japanese exports of shoyu
by country from 1938 to 1944. In 1939, the peak year,
34,838 tonnes (metric tons) were exported; of this 4,351
tonnes (12% of the total) went to the USA and Hawaii, 293
tonnes went to Canada, 50 tonnes to South America (Peru
and Argentina), 63 tonnes to Europe (Holland), and 30,081
tonnes to Asia (incl. 9,550 tonnes to Karafuto, 5,803 tonnes
to Taiwan, 4,620 tonnes to Manchuria, 4,295 tonnes to
China, and 1,336 tonnes to the Philippines).
Another table shows exports of shoyu from Japan after
World War II (1949-1954) to various countries and regions
by Kikkoman and by all Japanese shoyu makers. Roughly
85% of Japan’s exports were by Kikkoman. The total
increased from 6,066 koku in 1949 to 9,316 koku in 1954;
of the 1954 figure, 7,009 koku went to the USA and 1,476
koku to Asia. Another table shows exports of shoyu from
Japan to major cities from 1949 to 1954 by Kikkoman and
by all of Japan. In 1954, worldwide, the cities receiving the
most shoyu were: San Francisco 2,033 koku, Honolulu 1,926
koku, Los Angeles 1,504 koku, Okinawa 1,376 koku, Guam
647 koku, Vancouver (BC, Canada) 414 koku, New York 381
koku, Seattle (Washington state) 290 koku. Address: Noda,
Japan.
207. Product Name: Soy sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Chinese & Korean Soy Co. (C.K.
Soy Co.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2406 Notley, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii. Phone: 89550.
Date of Introduction: 1923.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1923. p. 224. Chinese & Korean
Soy Co. (C.K. Soy Co.), W.K. Ahn, mngr, groceries, canned
goods, general merchandise and soy. 346 N. Beretania. Tel
2541. Soy Factory, 2406 Notley, Tel. 89550. P.O. Box 1454.

208. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Iwanaga (H.) Daufu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Residence same.
Date of Introduction: 1923.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1923. H. Iwanaga Daufu Manufacturer (H. Iwanaga,
proprietor). Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2021) that uses the word “daufu” to refer to
tofu. Since the company is owned by a Japanese man (H.
Iwanaga), this was probably an error in transliteration; it was
changed to “Tofu” in 1924.
Honolulu City Directory. 1924. Now listed as H.
Iwanaga Tofu Manufacturer. 1925 Directory. Listed as Mrs.
Chita Iwanaga Tofu. Same address. Probably the widow. Not
listed 1926. The earliest listings seen for tofu manufacturers
in Hawaii appeared in 1923. Three companies were listed
and this was one of the three. After being purchased twice
by Shoshiro Kanehori and Mrs. Haruko Uyeda, it was finally
purchased in 1939 by Mr. and Mrs. Shokin Yamauchi, and
later renamed Aala Tofu Co. It is thus the earliest known
Hawaiian ancestor of Hinode Tofu Co., America’s largest
tofu manufacturer, run by Mr. Shoan Yamauchi.
Note 3. This is the earliest record seen (May 2021)
concerning Hinode Tofu Co.
209. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ono (Yazaemon) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1131b Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1923.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1923. Yazaemon Ono Tofu (Yazaemon Ono, proprietor).
Residence, 1131b Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu. Not listed 1925.
1927 Directory. Listed as Yazaemon Ono Tofu. Address
same. 1930-31. Address listed as 1131 Kapahulu, Honolulu.
Not listed 1934-35. Listed again in 1937-38 directory. Not
listed 1954.
Note: This is the earliest known tofu maker in the
Hawaiian Islands (one of three).
210. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takesuye (S.) Miso.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wailulku, Maui.
Date of Introduction: 1923.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1923. p. 1365. But not listed
in the Business Directory under Miso Manufacturers. First
clearly listed there in 1924. Address is now Kahului. 193435 Directory lists him as Takesue S. in Kahului, Island of
Hawaii.
211. Product Name: Miso.
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Manufacturer’s Name: Ueno Miso Factory (Ueno Kojiten).
Manufacturer’s Address: 639 North King St., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1923.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1923. p. 950. Ueno Yakuma,
miso, 1100f Hoapili Lane. General Store, 639 N. King. 1924
Directory. p. 469. Residence given as 639 N. King. 192829 Directory. p. 516, 837. Ueno Yakuma/Yakumo, General
Store 639 N. King. Miso, 1100f Hoapili Lane. Note: No
business name is listed yet. Yakuma is listed as a vinegar
manufacturer in the 1922 Directory. Phone numbers are 8818
and 8896. Y. Ueno is listed as early as 1917. 1914 Directory.
p. 712. Yakuma, U., soy, 642 N. King. Residence, same.
1947-48 Directory. p. 1216. Yakuma Ueno, 1024 Hoapili
Lane, Honolulu, is the only miso mnfr listed for this year.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Says:
“Ueno Koji-ten, founded by UENO Yuichi at 639 N. King
St., Honolulu. No longer in business.” No date of founding
given. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso Companies in
Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd
ed. p. 234. The company was started by Mr. Yuichi Ueno. No
longer in business.
212. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan; Costa, Mario. eds.
1923. Oleaginous products and vegetable oils: Production
and trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture,
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. XX-XXI, 140-41, 144-47,
442-43, 480-81. No index. 24 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In Sept. 1921 the IIA published a monograph
on this subject in French. By popular demand, this English
edition was published 2 years later. Contents: Introduction
(p. VII-XXXII): General scope, general survey of the 9
principal crops (including soya beans) plus others, final
points of consideration. Part I (p. 1-402) is an analysis by
region, and within each region by country, countries of
vegetable oil production and trade. Regions are Europe,
North and Central America, South America, Asia, Africa, and
Oceania.
Major countries: Denmark (p. 20-23; oil production
1916-1921, oil imports 1910-1922). France (p. 26-34).
Germany (p. 35-40). Great Britain and Ireland (p. 41-43).
Netherlands (p. 65-68). Norway (p. 69-70). Russia–European
and Asiatic (p. 84-93). Sweden (p. 100-03). Canada (p.
111-15). United States (p. 131-47). Argentina (p. 179-85;
no soy). Brazil (p. 187-90; no soy). Ceylon (p. 218-21; no
soy). China (p. 222-26). Dutch East Indies (Java & Madura,
Other islands; p. 229-33). Formosa (p. 238-39; gives soybean
production and acreage from 1900 to 1921). Japan (p. 25964; gives Japanese soybean production and acreage from
1877 to 1921, and production of soya oil from 1909 to 1920.
Japan’s leading oil produced domestically from 1895 was

rapeseed oil). Korea (Chosen, p. 265-67). Kwantung Leased
Territory (p. 268). Hawaii (p. 388; Hawaii produced 17 long
tons of soybeans on 20 acres in 1909, and 10 tons on 15
acres in 1919).
Part II (p. 403-506) is recapitulatory tables for both soya
beans and soya bean oil: Area and production by crop (19091922), Trade by crop (1909-1921). Cottonseed (p. 410-11).
Linseed (p. 414-15). Soya beans (p. 442-43, 480-81).
Pages XX-XXI state: “In the absence of data from
China, the chief grower of soya beans, it is impossible to
make even the roughest estimate of the world’s yield of
this product. Among the few countries of any moment as
producers of soya beans, we may mention: Japan, where
this crop increased rapidly between 1877 and 1887 and
then became nearly stationary at about 500,000 long tons
[2,240 lb per long ton] per annum, although in the last few
years some further increase has been noticeable; Korea,
with a continuous increase in area and yield, from 1910
onwards, (the crop of 1920 was about 600,000 long tons);
and United States, where from 1909 to 1921, the area under
soya beans increased from about 1,600 to 186,000 acres
with a production of about 70 thousand long tons. It may be
observed that the increase of this crop during the last twenty
years is supplemented by attempts already made and in
progress for its introduction into countries with a favourable
climate, especially into Africa.”
“Exports are exclusively from China and Korea. The
Chinese exports have increased very greatly during the last
thirty years. Before 1890 they were insignificant, in 1901
they had reached a total of more than 100 thousand tons, and
during the decade from 1909 to 1918 they averaged about
600 thousand tons and reached their maximum in 1919 with
about 1 million, declining in the two following years to 600
thousand long tons.
“With regard to Korea although we have not a complete
series of data for the period 1909-1918, the ever-increasing
importance of its exports of soya beans may be emphasized;
during the last few years these have been double the average
of the years 1909-1911, and in 1921 they already equalled
one third of the Chinese exports.”
“The chief importers, in Europe are Great Britain,
Denmark, and Holland, and, in Asia, Japan, and the Dutch
East Indies. To these must also be added Russia-in-Asia as
the Chinese Customs register large exports destined for the
Russian Pacific ports.”
“England, which at one time constituted the greatest
market for the soya bean, has continually reduced its
imports: these were 420 thousand long tons in 1910, 76
thousand in 1913, and about 60 thousand in the two years
1921-1922... In the Asiatic market, represented in this
case by Japan and the Dutch East Indies, imports have
continuously increased especially in the last few years of the
period under consideration.
“The trade figures of soya oil (see tables on pages 480
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and 481) indicate that China is the principal exporter, having
quadrupled its shipment during the period from 1914 to
1919, attaining in the latter year a total of over 140 thousand
long tons.”
Other countries unrelated to soy (some no longer
in existence): Europe: Esthonia [Estonia], Luxemburg
[Luxembourg], Serb-Croat-Slovene State. North and Central
America: British Honduras [named Belize after about 1975].
South America: Curaçao [Curacao; no soy], Falkland Islands,
British Guiana, French Guiana. Asia: Aden [became part of
independent Yemen in 1967], Andaman and Nicobar Islands,
Bahrein Islands [Bahrain], Borneo (British Protectorates),
Dutch East Indies, Federated Malay States, Formosa,
French Settlements in India, Indo-China, Persia, Portuguese
India [annexed in 1962 by India; became Union territory
of Goa, Daman, and Diu], Protected Malay States, Russia,
Japanese Saghalin (Karafuto), Siam [later Thailand], Straits
Settlements [later Singapore], Timor and Cambing, Wei-HaiWei [Weihai, Wei-hai, or Weihaiwei; seaport in northeast
Shandong province, northeast China]. Oceania: Australia,
Fiji Islands, French Settlements in Oceania, Gilbert and
Ellice Islands, Hawaii, Island of Guam, New Caledonia,
New Hebrides, Papua, Samoan Islands (American Samoa),
Solomon Islands, Territory of New Guinea (Later German
New Guinea), Tonga, Western Samoa (Formerly German
Samoa).
Note 1. This document gives a clear definition of the
geographical region named “Oceania.”
Note 2. A “quintal” is probably 100 kg. Address: 1.
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA,
Rome, Italy.
213. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Oceania
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923.
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture,
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 379-402. [Eng]
• Summary: Australia (p. 381-83). Table 1 shows cultivated
area and production from 1903-1923; both were very small.
In 1903-06 the leader in production was linseed (73 long
tons; 1 long ton = 2,240 lb), followed by cotton (15 tons).
Statistics for sunflower seeds were first given in 1910, and
groundnuts in 1911. During the 1920s the main oilseed by
far was cottonseed. A table of imports of oleaginous products
and vegetable oils shows that the main oleaginous product
imported was always copra (38,896 long tons in 1920-21); in
1920-21 it was followed by linseed and coconuts. The main
vegetable oils imported in 1920-21 were linseed (1,619 tons)
and rapeseed (522 tons).
Fiji Islands (p. 384-85): They grew mostly coconuts and
small areas of cotton, and exported significant amounts of
copra.
French Settlements in Oceania (p. 386) grew mostly
coconuts on the Pacific islands and Marquesas Islands. Large

amounts of coconuts and copra were exported.
Gilbert and Ellice Islands (p. 387) grew coconuts
and exported copra. Note: The Gilbert and Ellice Islands
Colony was a former British colony in the western Pacific
Ocean consisting of the Gilbert Islands, Ellice Islands,
Ocean Island, and three islands (Fanning, Washington,
and Christmas) of the Line Islands, and the Phoenix
Islands. Area: 238 square miles. Capital: Tarawa (later
capital of Kiribati). 1978 population: About 56,213. Brief
history: 1892–The two main groups were proclaimed a
British protectorate. 1915–Made a colony. 1916–Fanning
Island, Washington Island, and Ocean Island added. 1919Christmas Island added. 1937–Phoenix group added.
1971–New constitution inaugurated. 1976–Divided between
Gilbert Islands and Ellice Islands. Hawaii (p. 388): Table 1 shows area and production of
oil-yielding crops compiled by the Bureau of the Census in
1909 and 1919. Concerning area in 1909, Hawaii had 32,777
coco palms in bearing, plus 37 acres of cotton, 20 acres of
soya, and 20 acres of groundnuts. In 1919, Hawaii had only
7,197 coco palms in bearing, plus 14 acres of cotton, 15
acres of soya, and 275 acres of groundnuts.
Concerning production, in 1909 Hawaii produced
136,827 coconuts plus 17 long tons of soya (1 long ton =
2,240 lb), 16 tons of groundnuts, and 5 tons of cottonseed.
In 1919 Hawaii produced 161,123 coconuts plus 10 tons of
soya, 55 tons of groundnuts, and 10 tons of cottonseed.
Island of Guam (p. 389) grew coconuts. New Caledonia
(p. 390-91) grew cotton, coconuts, and olives. Exports of
copra are given from 1896-1919. The main import and the
main export is copra.
New Herbrides (p. 392-93) grew mostly coconuts,
followed by cottonseed, and exported copra.
New Zealand (p. 394-95) keeps statistics on only one
oilseed, linseed. Production grew from 53 long tons in 1903
to 4,552 tons in 1920-21. The main imports of oleaginous
products are whole coconuts and copra, and of vegetable oils
are linseed oil, plus small amounts of castor oil.
Papua (p. 396). The main crop produced is coconuts,
followed by small amounts of cotton. The main export is
copra.
Samoan Islands (American Samoa–p. 398): The chief
crop is coconut, which provides the only article of export in
the form of copra. Solomon Islands (p. 398): The principal
industry is copra. A table shows exports of coconut and copra
from 1910 to 1922. Territory of New Guinea (Later German
New Guinea–p. 399): One table shows the total area under
coconuts from 1909 to 1922. A second shows exports of
copra from 1912 to 1922.
Tonga (p. 400): Copra is the main industry of this group
of islands. A table shows exports of copra from 1909 to
1919. Western Samoa (Formerly German Samoa–p. 401):
The main crop of these islands is coconuts, and copra is the
main export. Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of
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Agronomics. Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.
214. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1924. Recipes
from Nippon land. July 25. p. 6, col. 6.
• Summary: “Sukiyaki Nabe or Heka, a Japanese dish made
of chicken and vegetables is one of the Oriental delicacies
that has found favor with the Occidental population here...”
“From the land of Nippon there also comes the
following recipe for vegetables and rice which is delicious.
Cook one-half cup of rice in one-half cup of meat stock.
Take three carrots, two turnips, six mushrooms and three
fried tofu (bean curd). Cut vegetables into small pieces and
fry; add rice, fry more and season with salt of soya [sauce]
and sugar... Serve with soya. Sometimes onions and celery is
fried with the mixture.”
215. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1924. No suey in
China. Oct. 10. p. 11, cols. 6-8.
• Summary: “Peking–Chop suey is unknown to Chinese
housewives. Except in the American quarter at Shanghai,
there is not a dish of chop suey in China. The food was
invented by Li Huangchang during a visit to the United
States. He concocted the dish to entertain some American
guests. To the concoction was added a piquant sauce made
from the soya bean. He told his guests that the dish was
called ‘chop soya.’”
216. Cullison, W.V. 1924. The soy bean and commerce
(Continued–Document part II). Staley Journal (Decatur,
Illinois) 8(4):5-10. Oct.
• Summary: (Continued): “Crude soy bean oil is yellow to
dark brown in color and has an odor somewhat ‘beany’ but
is rather pleasant and palatable. Refined oil is light yellow
in color and nearly odorless and tasteless. Soy bean oil
is a semi-drying oil, that is, it has properties intermediate
between such drying oils as linseed and such nondrying
oils as cottonseed. Linseed oil may be replaced wholly or in
part by soy bean oil in a wide range of products. As a raw
material for soft soap it has practically displaced linseed oil
and with the use of the hydrogenation process can serve in
the manufacture of hard soaps.
“In the paint industry large amounts are used in mixtures
with linseed oil, the proportions being 25 to 50 per cent of
soy oil. For grinding paints and making certain color pastes
soy oil has merits exceeding linseed. Soy bean is not only
a substitute for other oils but for many uses it is the best
oil adapted to the purpose. At the present time the refined
oil is used in butter and lard substitutes and in salad oils.
Some of the other trade uses of this oil are the manufacture
of linoleum, waterproof goods, enamels, varnishes, core oil
and in rubber substitutes. The rapid growth of the soy bean
industry has developed many new trade uses for the oil and
on account of its lower cost it has become an important
competitor of other vegetable oils.

“Soy Bean Meal: The meal remaining after the oil
is extracted is a valuable product and is widely used.
The meal varies in color from bright yellow to darker
shades depending upon the variety of seed from which it
is produced. The use of the meal as a source for flour for
human food has become important in several European
countries, particularly France and Germany during and
since the World War. Soy bean flour has been used for
many years in America and Europe by persons requiring
a special diet. It is of high food value and can be used as
one of the ingredients of many palatable and nutritious
dishes. Extensive investigations by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and domestic science schools have shown
that this flour can be successfully used as a constituent for
bread, muffins, biscuits, crackers, macaroni, and in pastry.
The large proportion of protein and phosphates it contains,
as well as the palatable products made from it, makes it
highly valuable as a foodstuff. Soy bean flour, due to its not
containing starch, enters largely as a constituent in many
diabetic breads, biscuits and crackers manufactured as food
specialties, It is also utilized in the manufacture of breakfast
foods.
“As a feed soy bean oil meal is highly concentrated
and nutritious and is relished by all kinds of live stock.
Experiments carefully conducted and supplemented by
practical experience have shown the high feeding value of
this meal for all kinds of live stock. Large amounts of the
meal are used in the dairy countries of Europe. On the Pacific
coast the meal has been widely used as a poultry and dairy
feed and as feed for hogs, While soy bean oil meal has a high
value as a fertilizing material, a more economic use is to
feed the meal to livestock and apply the resulting manure to
the soil. An increasing population demanding the maximum
production of food will lead to an ever-increasing use of
concentrated cattle feeds.
“It has popularly been supposed that the people of China
and Japan have lived largely upon rice. If this were true
their diet would be mainly starch. However, the products
of soy beans are an indispensable part of the diet of these
people and furnish the protein necessary to make their diet
a balanced one. The soy bean is seldom used by the people
of the Orient for boiling or baking, as is done in this country
with the field or navy bean. Most of the soy products used
by the Orientals as food may be made from the meal and as
such offer an opportunity for the manufacture of byproducts
in America. It has been the history of the past that what is
today a by-product may tomorrow be the main product. For
example, it was not so long ago that kerosene was the main
product of the petroleum industry, and gasoline a by-product
for which there was little demand.
“A description of some of the ways in which bean
products in China and Japan are used in food is given to call
attention to the food value and the enormous amounts used.
In these countries bean means soy bean, although various
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kinds of beans are grown, the amount of production in
comparison with soy beans is very unimportant.
“Soy bean or vegetable milk, obtained by extraction
from the meal [sic] or bean, is used by the Chinese in the
fresh state and is condensed by the Japanese the same as
cow’s milk. It is the material from which the various bean
curds or vegetable cheese is prepared. The properties of
soy bean milk are very similar to those of animal milk. In
China this milk is drunk by the Chinese in the early morning
with some sugar added. They have a name for it which,
translated, means ‘Morning Prayer.’ Bean milk is extensively
used throughout China for infant feeding. In many of the
cities and towns of China, factories are engaged solely in
the manufacture of vegetable milk. The milk is made and
delivered each morning. There is a Chinese proverb, ‘Tofu
or soy bean curd is the meat without the bone,’ which is
justified by its chemical composition and food value. Tofu is
especially rich in protein, in fat, and in mineral substances.
There are a number of varieties of Tofu, which indicate its
long and extensive use as a food.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that refers to tofu as ‘the meat without the
bone.’
“Miso, a soy bean paste made by fermentation
processes, is one of the most staple and nutritious food
products of Japan. It is used as a soup and seasoning in
every home. The yearly consumption amounts to about
3,308,000,000 pounds, and even at the Japanese low cost
of production its value is about $180,000,000. Miso is their
chief source of protein and fats from vegetable sources. It
is an indispensable article of Japanese diet. There are many
kinds of miso, the differences consisting largely in the
different processes and ferments employed in production.
“The manufacture of soy bean sauce (shoyu) forms one
of the important industries of Japan, the yearly production
amounting to considerably over 2,000,000 bbls [barrels/
kegs]. It is produced very extensively throughout China
and to some extent in India. Large quantities are exported
annually from China, Japan, and Hawaii to the United States.
At the present time there are at least two factories in the
United States making this sauce. It may be bought at the
chain grocery stores in the large cities and under special
trade names at the grocery stores throughout the country.
“The use of the flour in foods has already been
discussed. In this country the beans are used extensively in
the manner of field and navy beans. Large amounts have
been canned with pork, as pork and beans. The manufacture
of a milk chocolate in which the roasted soy bean, ground
into a fine powder is used, is being placed on a commercial
basis in Canada and the United States.
“Protein is the most necessary and most costly food
element, A minimum of 6 ounces of protein are contained
in one pound of a good quality of soy bean oil meal. Protein
can not be bought in any cheaper or more wholesome form

than in soy bean products” (Continued). Address: Research
Chemist.
217. Product Name: Maruman Shoyu, and Marua Shiro
Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: America Honolulu Shoyu K.K.
Manufacturer’s Address: Banyan St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1924.
New Product–Documentation: Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo
Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihonshu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” States that the company was
founded in about 1924 by a merger of the Honolulu Shoyu
Co. (1906, N. King St.) and the America Shoyu Jozo K.K.
They are still in business, presently making miso.
218. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanda Soy & Miso Factory (Kanda
Seizo-sho).
Manufacturer’s Address: 62 Quinn Rd., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1924.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. Company started in 1920 making
miso. 1924 Directory. Kanda Soy & Miso Factory, 62 Quinn
Lane. 1926 Directory. Listed as Kanda Shokwai. 1927
Directory. Address listed as Koula, corner of Halekauila,
Honolulu. 1928-29 Directory. Kanda Shokwai [Shokai]. T.
Kanda, president. R. Watanabe, v.p. K. Kanda, manager. Soy
and Miso Manufacturers. Koula corner Halekauwila. Phone:
5135. P.O. Box 934.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Says:
“Kanda Seizo-sho, founded by Takejiro Kanda in the 1920s.
On Cooke St., Honolulu.” Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso
Companies in Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book
of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 234. This was the second miso company
in Hawaii and the United States, started in 1920 by Mr.
Takejiro Kanda. No longer in business.
219. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kaneko (M.) General Store, Tofu
Manufacturer.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 11, Holualoa, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1924.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1924. M. Kaneko General Store, Tofu Manufacturer (M.
Kaneko, proprietor). P.O. Box 11, Holualoa. Not listed 193031.
220. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kidani (Mrs. Shin) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 995 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
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Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1924.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1924. Mrs. Shin Kidani Tofu Manufacturer (Mrs. Shin
Kidani, proprietor). Rear 995 Akepo Ln., Honolulu. 1927
Directory. Listed as Toichi Kidani Tofu. 1930-31 Directory.
Listed as Mrs. Shin Kidani Tofu. Not listed 1941-42.
221. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mizumoto (M.) Tofu Manufacturer.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1 ewa 16 North Kukui near
Nuuanu av., Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1924.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1924. M. Mizumoto Tofu Manufacturer (M. Mizumoto,
proprietor). 1 ewa 16 N. Kukui near Nuuanu av., Honolulu.
Not listed 1928-29.
222. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okumoto (Enkichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Keaau P.O., Olaa, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1924.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1924. Enkichi Okumoto Tofu (Enkichi Okumoto, proprietor).
Keaau P.O., Olaa, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1934-35.
223. Hawaii Shimpo-sha (The Hawaii Shimpo). comp. 1924.
Hawai Nihonjin nenkan [Hawaiian-Japanese annual. No.
19]. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Shimpô-sha (The Hawaii
Shimpo). [Jap]*
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Hawaii
Shimpô-sha. Address: Los Angeles.
224. Product Name: Yamaizumi Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamaizumi Miso Shoyu Seizo-sho.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1436 Cahuenga Ave.,
Hollywood, Los Angeles, California.
Date of Introduction: 1925 January.
New Product–Documentation: The Japanese American
Directory. 1925, p. S-44 (directory, New phone number:
HEmpstead 3666) and p. S-110 (directory, Yamaizumi Miso
Shoyu Seizô-sho, 1436 Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood. Phone:
HEmpstead 3666). Ad (¼ page), p. S-234. Yamaizumi Miso
Shoyu Seizô-sho. Note: This is the first entry that mentions
“shoyu.” Also in 1926, p. S-35 (directory) and p. S-75 (¼page ad).
Ad (¼ page) in The Japanese American Directory. 1930.
p. S-41. Yamaizumi Miso, Shoyu Seizô-sho is located at
1506 Fishburn St., City Terrace, Los Angeles, California.
A large illustration shows the company logo. The source of
the Yamaizumi brand (Seizô hanbai moto). There follows a
poetic message in Japanese: Like a mountain spring, daily
spring out our highly acclaimed sweet white miso (shiro

miso), shoyu, chop suey sauce, koji, Kanro (sweet) Koji, and
Japanese-style Kyushu pickles (Kyushu-zuke). The directory
entry (p. S-53) contains the same name, address, and
phone number. Note: City Terrace is about 3 miles east of
downtown Los Angeles, near today’s USC Medical Center.
Also in 1932, p. 346 (directory; name is given as
Yamaizumi Miso Seizô-sho. New phone number: ANgelus
6336). Note: The word “Shoyu” is no longer in the company
name; they apparently no longer make shoyu. However,
the use of a shorter company name in the directory than in
the ad may reflect space limitations in the free directory.
Also in 1934, p. 297. Ad (1/8 page). Yamaizumi Miso
Shoyu Seizô-sho. Note: “Shoyu” is back in the company
name. 1532 Fishburn St., City Terrace, Los Angeles. Phone:
ANgelus 6336. Also in 1936, p. 374 (directory; Yamaizumi
Miso Seizô-sho) and p. 375 (¼-page ad; company name:
Yamaizumi Miso, Koji Seizô-sho). Also in 1937, p. 320.
Also in 1938, p. 348. Also in 1939, p. 339.
The Japanese American Directory. 1940. p. 326-27.
Listed in the category “Foodstuff Factory.” Yamaizumi Miso
Seizô-sho (Yamaizumi Miso Koji Mfg. Co.), 1532 Fishburn
Ter., Los Angeles, California. Phone: ANgelus 6336. The
address has changed, but not the phone number. Also in
1941, p. 328.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p.
234. (Based on an interview with Noritoshi Kanai, president
of Miyako Oriental Foods). The company started in 1948
under the direction of Mr. Nagai, a craftsman from Fukuoka,
Japan. During the 1960s their business declined, and in 1972
they started repacking Marufuku-brand miso imported from
the American-Hawaiian Soy Company in Honolulu, and
selling it in America under the Yamaizumi brand. In 1975
Miyako Oriental Foods bought the rights to the Yamaizumi
brand from Mrs. Nagai and the Yamaizumi company ceased
operations.
Note: This is the earliest record seen (April 2009)
related to Miyako Oriental Foods.
225. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1925. Chinese New
Year will be great day in Honolulu: Combination of good
features of several holidays in its observance. Jan. 22. p. 6,
cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “In direct contrast to the rich menu on New
Year’s Eve, January [1st] is a meatless day. Breakfast begins
in the early dawn and consists of rice, bean curd, and a
mixed dish of products made from rice and beans prepared
with chestnut, bamboo shoots, mushrooms, onions and other
vegetables.
“One’s behaviour on New Year’s Day is well guarded.
Great care must be exercised to express the best, both in
speech and action, for it is believed that the outcome of the
year is dependent upon what one does on the first day.
“The spirit of hospitality pervades the atmosphere and
generosity plays a more lavish part than in any other time.
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“The chief occupation of the New Year is calling on
relatives, friends and neighbors. ‘Kung hee fat choy,’ ‘kung
ho sun nin,’ are greetings on every lip.”
226. Inouye, Souno. 1925. Americanization versus home
influence among the Hawaiian-born Japanese. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). May 17. p. 40, cols. 1-4.
• Summary: The influence of the home seems to be more
powerful and lasting than that of the school or temple.
On the tables of Japanese in Hawaii “frequently appear
such quaint edibles as stewed seaweed, pickled plums, fish
soup, salted giant radish called daikon, rice cake, shark meat
and bean-curd, and that throughout the three daily meals
plain rice substitutes for bread and butter.”

Cooke; 1954 Directory, p. 537. Marumasa Shoyu Factory
(Mildred K. Kawakami). 618 Cooke. 1955 Directory,
Marumasa Shoyu Factory, 618 Cooke. Not listed in 1953.
1966-67 Directory. Marumasa Shoyu Factory, 2132 Kaliawa.
Not listed 1967-68.

227. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Igasaki (Toichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. Toichi Igasaki Tofu (Toichi Igasaki, proprietor), Hilo,
Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1927.
228. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ishizaki / Ishiraki (Masaichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rear 554 South, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. Masaichi Ishiraki Tofu (Masaichi Ishiraki, proprietor),
rear 554 south, Honolulu. 1927 Directory. Address listed
as rear 572 south, Honolulu. 1928-29 Directory. Listed as
Masaichi Ishizaki Tofu. Not listed 1924, 1930-31.
229. Product Name: Marumasa Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Marumasa Soy Co. (Marumasa
Shoyu Factory).
Manufacturer’s Address: 616 Cooke St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii. Phone: 814911.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
Ingredients: Soy beans, wheat, salt, caramel coloring,
monosodium glutamate, and 1/10 of 1% of sodium benzoate,
a chemical preservative.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 pt 8 oz bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Polk-Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1925. Marumasa Soy
Co., 616 Cooke, Honolulu. 1927 Directory. Address given as
618 Cooke.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
103. Goichi Miyagi (from Okinawa prefecture), shoyu, miso,
and koji manufacturer, 618 Cooke St., Honolulu.
1938-39 Polk’s Directory. Mrs. Oto Yamashiro, 618
Cooke; 1948 and 1949 Directories. Shigeru Kawakami, 618

A photo shows an early circular Label. Marumasa
Soy Sauce. Choice. Made by natural fermentation process.
Brewed and bottled by Marumasa Shoyu Factory, 2132
Kaliawa St., Honolulu, Hawaii. Tel. 814911. Sheaves of
wheat and soybean around the perimeter. Nihei. 1978.
Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru
Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows one label. This
company has closed but their brand is being carried on by the
Honolulu Sake Brewery and Ice Co. Ltd.
230. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Masuhara (T.M.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 463 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Husted’s Directory of
Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 1925 T.M. Masuhara,
463 N. King, Honolulu. 1926 Directory. Address changed to
30 N. Vineyard.
231. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morioka (Katsuiki) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1222 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. Katsuiki Morioka Tofu (Katsuiki Moreioda,
proprietor), 1222 N. King, Honolulu. 1926 Directory.
Listed as Matsukichi Morioka Tofu, 1357 N. King. 1927
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Directory. Listed as Katsukichi Morioka Tofu. Address same.
Residence, 965 Waiakamilo Rd., Honolulu. Not listed 193435.

New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. Etsuzo Yamashita Tofu (Etsuzo Yamashita, proprietor),
Hilo, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1926.

232. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nishimoto (Otoichi? Otokazu?
Narikazu?) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. Otoichi Nishimoto Tofu (Otoichi Nishimoto,
proprietor), Hilo, Island of Hawaii. 1928-29 Directory.
Address changed to 19 Nawahi Ln., Hilo.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, Island
of Hawaii p. 21. Otoichi? Otokazu, Narikazu Nishimoto
(from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker, Ponahawai St.,
Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Not listed 1947-48 in Honolulu City Directory.

237. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yonamine (E.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. E. Yonomine Tofu (E. Yonomine, proprietor),
Waipahu, Honolulu. Not listed 1927.

233. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okamoto (Daijiro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 905 Sheridan, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. Daijiro Okamoto Tofu (Daijiro Okamoto, proprietor),
905 Sheridan, Honolulu. 1927. Address given as rear 905
Sheridan, Honolulu. Not listed 1930-31. 1934-35 Directory.
Listed at 1338 College Walk, Honolulu. Not listed 1936-37.
234. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ryozo (Ariyoshi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 43 N. Pauahi, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. Ariyoshi Ryozo Tofu (Ariyoshi Ryozo, proprietor), 43
N. Pauahi, Honolulu. Not listed 1927.
235. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sasaki (T.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18 N. Kukui, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1925. T. Sasaki Tofu (T. Sasaki, proprietor). 18 N. Kukui,
Honolulu. 1926 Directory. Listed as Taka Sasaki Tofu, 1
waikiki 30 S. Kukui, Honolulu. 1927 Directory. Listed as
Mrs. Taka Sasaki. Address same. Not listed 1928-29.
236. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamashita (Etsuzo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1925.

238. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1926. Tofu
becomes popular diet for islanders: food made of soy bean is
growing in popularity. March 29. p. 3, col. 6.
• Summary: The spirit of internationalism in the territory
seems to be drawing people together through food.
Mr. M.B. Bairos, food commissioner, has conducted a
series of investigations that show this.
“Tofu, or bean curd, an article of food imported from the
Orient, ‘is becoming more popular daily as a food among the
native Hawaiians and other people of the islands,’” he says.
“About 2572 pounds of tofu is manufactured daily in
Honolulu. requiring 849 pounds of soy beans, Bairos reveals
in his investigation.
He says that tofu was introduced to Hawaii by the early
Chinese and Japanese immigrants, and it has now become
well established. While used chiefly by the Oriental popular,
it is becoming more popular among all Hawaiians.
“’Honolulu is well supplied with tofu shops, there being
27 in number, well scattered throughout the city. They are
generally well constructed” with good, well-drained concrete
floors. Tofu is a perishable food, so it must be made daily
and is usually sold in the immediate vicinity of each shop.
“Tofu is usually delivered by means of a small push cart
equipped with a tank or tin container, so that the cubes of
tofu may be kept immersed in water and sold in the best
possible condition.”
Some soybeans have been grown in Kona, on the
western side of the big island of Hawaii, “but it is said they
are inferior to the imported product.” In addition to tofu
made in Honolulu, “canned tofu or bean curd is imported and
sold at many grocery stores.”
Nearly all the tofu in Honolulu is made is made in
Japanese tofu shops; there are only two Chinese shops. The
Japanese method of making tofu is then described. The soy
beans are ground and the resulting “milky liquid” is “placed
in a boiler or kettle and heated for one hour or just brought to
a boil as preferred. The hot liquid is then strained through a
heavy cloth bag in order to remove the coarser particles and
also the fibrous materials from the bean liquid. The residue is
thrown out as hog feed.
“A solution, apparently magnesium sulphate [or calcium
sulfate, or magnesium chloride (nigari)], which comes from
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Japan is added to the remaining liquid causing the solids to
settle to the bottom of the container as flocculent curd.” “The
remaining curd and water is placed in [cloth-lined] molds
where more of the water is removed by pressure. The mass
is cut into four-inch cubes, which are later placed in large
receptacles of clear water.” The tofu is now ready to be sold.
“’Tofu, like many Oriental foods, is not relished when
eaten for the first time, but with a little perseverance a liking
can be acquired or at least it may be tolerated in combination
with other foods. According to some writers tofu is a very
important food in China and Japan and when eaten with rice,
the staple food of the peoples, makes a fairly well balanced
dietary. In food constituents, tofu is in some respects much
like milk, containing water, proteins, fats and carbohydrates
in similar proportion.’”
239. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1926. Oriental food
now popular with all races: tofu, made of soy bean, is being
taken up; has high food value. April 1. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: This article, based on printed a report by M.B.
Bairon, territorial food commissioner, is very similar to the
one publish several days ago in the Honolulu Advertiser
(which see).
240. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1926. Chinese
menus. July 16. p. 6, cols. 1-3.
• Summary: From time to time, articles are contributed
by various teachers of home economics throughout the
territory. “This week Miss Ruth Hoe, teacher of vocational
homemaking, Kuhio school, Honolulu,” contributes two
Chinese dinner menus.
One recipe for “Stuffed Mushrooms,” states: “The above
stuffing may be used for stuffing ‘to fu bean curd which
comes in squares and about half an inch thick...”
241. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hiroishi (S.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Holualoa, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. S. Hiroishi Tofu (S. Hiroishi, proprietor). Holualoa,
Island of Hawaii. 1930-31 Directory. Listed as S. Hiraishi.
Not listed 1934-35.
242. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Honda (Eizo) Store (Tofu
Manufacturers). Later becomes Rural Food Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii. Phone:
Tel 3.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Eizo Honda Store (Eizo Honda, proprietor), Wahiawa,
Honolulu. 1928-29. Listed as Eizo Honda Store (Eizo
Honda; tofu manufacturers). Blue 237. P.O. Box 140,

Wahiawa, Honolulu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
Oahu p. 30. Eizô Honda (from Kumamoto prefecture), tofu
maker, Box 140, Wahiawa, Oahu.
Not listed 1947-48 Honolulu City Directory. 1951
Directory. Eizo Honda Tofu (Eizo Honda, proprietor).
Wahiawa, Honolulu. 1953 Directory. Changed to Haruo
Honda Tofu (Haruo Honda, proprietor). 117 Mango,
Wahiawa, Honolulu. 1955 Directory. Rural Food Products
(Haruo Honda, proprietor). Same address. Not listed 1956.
1957 Directory. Honda Rural Food Products (Eizo and Haruo
Honda; tofu manufacturers). 1958-59 Directory. Rural Food
Products (Haruo Honda, proprietor).
243. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ikeda (Manzo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1406 Liliha, rear. Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Residence same.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Manzo Ikeda Tofu (Manzo Ikeda, proprietor). 1406
Liliha, rear. Honolulu. Not listed 1934-35.
244. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Inada (Asajiro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1128 Auld Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Asajiro Inada Tofu (Asajiro Inada, proprietor). 1128
Auld Lane, Honolulu. Not listed 1947-48.
245. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanehori (Shoshiro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Residence 626 N. King. Phone: Tel 3616.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Shoshiro Kanehori Tofu (Shoshiro Kanehori,
proprietor), rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu. 1927 Directory.
Listed as Mrs. Shima Kanehori Tofu (Mrs. Shima Kanehori,
proprietor). Address same. Phone 3616. Residence 626 N.
King, Honolulu. Not listed 1936-37. The business address is
the same location where H. Iwanaga and his wife made tofu
since 1923.
246. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kimura (Sunayemon) Tofu
Manufacturer.
Manufacturer’s Address: Aloha lane, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Sunayemon Kimura Tofu and barber (Sunayemon
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Kimura, proprietor), Aloha Lane, makai King, Honolulu.
1930-31 Directory. Listed as Shinaemon Kimura.
247. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ling Sing Tofu. Became Wong
Wah Yuen Tofu in 1935.
Manufacturer’s Address: 989 Akepo lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Ling Sing Tofu, 989 Akepo lane, Honolulu. 193031 Directory. Listed as Lin Sing Tofu (Wong Wah Yuen,
proprietor), 970 Austin Lane, Honolulu. 1934-35 Directory.
Changed to Wong Wah Yuen Tofu. Address same. Not listed
1941-42.
248. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oshijima (Buhachi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Buhachi Oshijima Tofu (Buhachi Oshijima,
proprietor), Hilo, Island of Hawaii. 1927 Directory. Listed as
Buhachi Ushijima Tofu. 1928-29 Directory. Address given
as Ponahawai, Hilo. 1941-42 Directory. Listed as Sakai
Ushijima Tofu, Hilo. Not listed 1947-48.
249. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oyama (Kenchii) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 962 Robello Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Kenchii Oyama Tofu (Kenchii Oyama, proprietor).
962 Robello Ln., Honolulu. 1930-31 Directory. Name listed
as Genji Oyama Tofu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37,
p. 145. Genjo Ooyaama / Ohyama (from Fukushima
prefecture), tofu maker, 962 Robello Lane, Honolulu.
1947-48 Honolulu City Directory. Address listed as 964
Robello Lane, Honolulu. Not listed 1951.
250. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanaka (S.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Honokaa, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. S. Tanaka Tofu (S. Tanaka, proprietor). Honokaa,
Island of Hawaii.
251. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yokoyama (Matazo) Tofu. Later
Yokoyama Tofu Factory (1945), then Shimokawa Grocery &
Tofu Factory (1960).

Manufacturer’s Address: 2649 S. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1926.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1926. Matazo Yokoyama Tofu (Matazo Yokoyama,
proprietor). 2649 S. King, Honolulu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
222. Matazô Yokoyama (from Kumamoto prefecture), tofu
shop (!), 2619 S. King St. (new address), Honolulu.
Not listed 1947-48 Honolulu City Directory. Carey D.
Miller. 1945. Thiamine content of Japanese soybeans. p. 430.
Acknowledges the assistance of Kisako Yanazawa of the
Yokoyama Tofu Factory.
Honolulu City Directory. 1954. Listed as Yokoyama
Tofu Factory (Teizo Shimokawa; grocery & factory). 2639
S. King, Honolulu. Not listed 1959-60. Note, in 1960 the
Shimokawa Grocery & Tofu Factory began operating at 2639
S. King, Honolulu.
252. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1927. Chinese
planning for New Year observance: elaborate preparations
being made for traditional observance; festival occurs here
on February 1, one day early. Jan. 27. p. 1, 17. Thursday.
• Summary: Page 17: “Eat no meat: On New Year’s Day
the house will not be swept, the hair will not be washed,
and no words of bad omen will be spoken. For the morning
meal the Chinese will not have any meat or poultry, but
will have dried [sic, firm] bean curd (dofu-gan), vermicelli,
mushrooms, fungus, white nuts, water chestnuts, and so
on. They will get up early in the morning to worship all the
Chinese gods with candles and incense. Firecrackers, of
course, will be exploded from Monday afternoon, and at
midnight and Tuesday morning, in abundance.
“The Chinese traditional calendar is a lunar calendar,
a year being composed of 354 days. Some months have 29
days and others 30 days. Since a lunar calendar year or 354
or 355 days, is 11 days shorter than a solar calendar year, the
Chinese have years of 13 months every three years. In 19
ears there will be seven of these 13-month years.”
253. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1927. Big program
for Pan-Pacific members outlined by Ford in preparation for
2nd Food Conservation Congress here. March 13. p. 7, 15.
• Summary: “Ford” refers to Alexander Hume Ford of the
Pan-Pacific Union.
Page 15: Discusses the soya bean and its derivatives. In
Japan, “the poor live on the simplest foods, even rice being
a luxury in some parts of Japan, and in many parts of China
where beans and bean curd are the staple diet of the semistarved coolie laborer during these war destroying years.”
254. Morse, W.J. 1927. Soy beans: Culture and varieties.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1520. 34 p. April. Revised
1939 and 1949. Supersedes Morse 1918b. The Soy Bean.
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USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. [36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of the soy bean. Climatic
adaptations. Soil preferences. Varieties: Descriptions
of varieties (59 varieties and 44 synonyms). Varieties
recommended for different areas. Preparation of seed
bed. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Time of seeding. Methods of
seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth of seeding. Cultivation. Soy
beans in rotations. Soy beans in mixtures: Soy beans and
corn, cowpeas, Sudan grass, millet. Insect enemies of soy
beans: Grasshoppers, blister beetles, Mexican bean beetle,
other beetle enemies, leaf hoppers, army worms and other
caterpillars, the green clover worm, chinch bugs. Diseases
of the soy bean: Bacterial blight, bacterial pustule, mosaic,
fusarium blight or wilt disease, stem rot, pod and stem blight,
sunburn, downy mildew, anthracnose, root knot (caused by
a tiny eelworm or nematode, Heterodera radicicola). Other
enemies of soy beans (rabbits, woodchucks).
The soy bean is “also called the soja bean, the soya
bean, and in North Carolina the stock pea.” “Previous to
1908 the trade in soy beans was largely confined to oriental
countries, particularly China, Manchuria, and Japan. Since
that time the value of the soy bean and its products has
gradually been realized in other countries, and during the
last decade they have attained considerable importance in
the world’s commerce. At the present time the soy bean is
cultivated principally in China, Manchuria, Japan, Chosen
(Korea), and the United States, but it is also of more or less
importance in northern India, Indo China, and the Malayan
Islands. Soy beans are grown also in Italy, France, southern
Russia, Hungary, Hawaii, Egypt, South Africa, and in a
few countries of South America, but the acreage in these
countries is very limited.
“The soy bean was introduced into the United States as
early as 1804 and for several decades was regarded more as
a botanical curiosity than as a plant of economic importance.
Since 1890 nearly all of the State Agricultural Experiments
have experimented with soy beans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
“The soy bean has been used mainly for forage purposes
in the United States, but as a forage crop alone it would not
likely become one of the major field crops. The acreage
in soy beans has increased very rapidly during the last
decade. Previous to 1917 considerably less than 500,000
acres were grown. In 1924 there were more than 2,500,000
acres, of which 1,000,000 were grown for hay, 932,000 for
pasture and silage, and 613,000 for the production of seed.
More than 10,000,000 bushels of soy-bean seed and about
1,360,000 tons of soybean hay were produced in 1924.”
The 103 soy bean varieties and synonyms described
on pages 5-11 are as follows (in alphabetical order): A.K.,
Aksarben, Arlington, Austin, Banner–same as Midwest,
Barchet, Biloxi, Black Beauty–same as Ebony, Black
Eyebrow, Black Sable–same as Peking, Bopp–same as
Chernie, Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Chernie,

Chestnut, Chiquita, Columbia (from China), Columbian–
same as Columbia, Dixie, Dunfield, Early Brown, Early
Green–same as Medium Green, Early Virginia Brown–same
as Virginia, Early Wilson–same as Wilson, Early Wisconsin
Black–same as Wisconsin Black, Early Yellow–same as Ito
San, Easycook (from Shantung province, China in 1894),
Ebony, Elton, Essex–same as Peking, Extra Early Black
Eyebrow–same as Black Eyebrow, Extra Select Sable–same
as Peking, Giant Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Goshen
Prolific, Green–same as Medium Green, Guelph–same as
Medium Green, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto (“Introduced
under S.P.I. No. 40118 from Wakamatsu, Japan, in 1915. It
is commonly known in Japan as ‘dove killer,’ and is said to
be used boiled in the green stage... Especially valuable as
a green vegetable bean when three-fourths to full grown”),
Hamilton, Herman, Hollybrook, Hongkong, Hoosier, Illini,
Ilsoy, Indiana Hollybrook–same as Midwest, Ito San, Jet,
Laredo, Large Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Large
Yellow–same as Mammoth Yellow, Late Yellow–same as
Mammoth Yellow, Lexington, Mammoth–same as Mammoth
Yellow, Mammoth Black–same as Tarheel Black, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Manchu, Manchuria–same as
Pinpu, Mandarin, Medium Early Green–same as Medium
Green, Medium Early Yellow–same as Ito San, Medium
Green, Medium Yellow–same as Midwest, Merko, Midwest,
Mikado, Minsoy, Mongol–same as Midwest, Morse,
Ogemaw, Ohio 9035–same as Hamilton, Old Dominion,
Otootan, Peking, Perley’s Mongol–same as Midwest, Pinpu,
Red Sable–same as Peking, Roosevelt–same as Midwest,
Roosevelt Medium Early Yellow–same as Midwest, Royal–
same as Wilson Five, Sable–same as Peking, Shanghai–same
as Tarheel Black, Sooty, Southern–same as Mammoth
Yellow, Southern Prolific, Soysota, Tarheel–same as Tarheel
Black, Tarheel Black, Tarheel Brown–same as Mammoth
Brown, Tokyo, Virginia, Virginia Early Brown–same as
Virginia, Wea, White Eyebrow, Wilson, Wilson-Five,
Wisconsin Black, Wisconsin Early Black–same as Wisconsin
Black, Wisconsin Pedigreed Black–same as Wisconsin
Black, Yoko–same as Yokoten, Yokoten, Yellow–same as
Mammoth Yellow.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Black Sable, Early
Virginia Brown, Extra Early Black Eyebrow, Giant Brown,
Large Brown, Tarheel Brown, Virginia Early Brown, or
Wisconsin Pedigreed Black.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
which states that Black Sable is the same as Peking, or that
Brown, Giant Brown, Large Brown, and Tarheel Brown are
the same as Mammoth Brown, or that Early Green is the
same as Medium Green, or that Early Virginia Brown and
Virginia Early Brown are the same as Virginia, or that Early
Wisconsin Black and Wisconsin Early Black and Wisconsin
Pedigreed Black are the same as Wisconsin Black, or that
Extra Early Black Eyebrow is the same as Black Eyebrow,
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or that Mammoth Black is the same as Tarheel Black, or that
Yellow is the same as Mammoth Yellow.
Photos show (unless otherwise stated): (1) A typical soybean plant growing alone. (2) “Outline map of the United
States showing by numerals the areas to which the soy bean
is especially adapted. The varieties suited to the various areas
for different purposes are discussed on page 11. Outside
the unnumbered areas the soy bean either can not be grown
profitably or it is in the experimental stage.” A vertical line
shows that the soybean grows east of the 99th meridian. The
area east of this line is divided into 5 zones by 4 lines parallel
to the latitudes. Soybeans can also be grown in small parts of
Arizona, New Mexico, and California, where extremely hot
weather prevails during the period when the seed is forming.
(3) Roots of a soy-bean plant showing abundant development
of nodules.
(4) Soy beans and corn planted in alternate rows; two
men and waist-deep among the plants. (5) “The ordinary
grain drill may be used for sowing either in rows or in close
drills.” It is pulled by horses and a man, seated on top,
is looking backward. (6) Seeds of the 22 more important
varieties of soy beans now grown in the United States
showing the wide range in the size of the seed. Soybeans
range from 1,250 seeds to the pound for the Hahto (large) to
9,950 seeds to the pound for Barchet.
(7) “The rotary hoe is an excellent implement for either
solid or row plantings.” This one is pulled by two horses; a
man is seated on top. (8) “Soy beans seeded in the same row
with corn. They are more generally grown with corn than
with any other crop.” A man is standing in front of the tall
plants. (9) “A field of soy beans and Sudan grass grown in
mixture for hay.” (10) Roots of a soy-bean plant showing
galls caused by the nematode Heterodera radicicola.
Address: Agronomist, Office of Forage Crops, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
255. Product Name: “Maru Man” Soy [Sauce], “Maru A
Miso.”
Manufacturer’s Name: American Hawaiian Soy Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Banyan St., off N. King (P.O.
Box 838). Phone: 8105.
Date of Introduction: 1927 May.
Ingredients: Incl. soybeans.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Notice in The Honolulu
Advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1925. Dec. 11. p. 4.
“Application for permission to amend its articles of
incorporation to change its name from the American Soy
Brewing Co., Ltd., to the American Hawaiian Soy Co., Ltd.,
was filed yesterday in the office of Henry C. Hapai, territorial
treasurer, by the American Soy Brewing Co., Ltd.”
Honolulu Advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1927. May
5. p. 8. Tourist Bureau funds expected to pass $8000: 406
subscribers added to list, more coming. One of these new

subscribers to the Hawaii Tourist Bureau is the American
Hawaiian Soy Co. Note: This mention shows that the new
company now exists.
Ad in The Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii). 1928. April
30. p. 10. “Aloha to the U.S. Fleet.” “Our ‘Maru Man’ Soy
is sold both in bottles and tubs in all leading grocery stores
throughout the islands.
It is manufactured so as to best suit local climate as
well as the taste of local people. Try our ‘Maru Man’ Soy
with your dinners.” Note: The logo is an imitation of the
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Kikkoman logo.
“’Maru A’ Miso is another product of the American
Hawaiian Soy Company, Limited. Our miso makes one of
the most tasteful and nourishing soups.
“Ask your Japanese maid of Japanese friends how to
make Miso Soup, with our ‘Maru A’ Miso.”
256. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hamasaki (K.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Lihiwai, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1927.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1927. K. Hamasaki Tofu (K. Hamasaki, proprietor). Lihiwai,
Hilo. Not listed 1930-31.
257. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kato (Shotaro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 43 N. Pauahi, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1927.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1927. Shotaro Kato Tofu (Shotaro Kato, proprietor). 43 N.
Pauahi, Honolulu. Not listed 1928-29.
258. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: No (Shin) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 480 N. Kukui, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1927.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1927. Shin No Tofu (Shin No, proprietor). 480 N. Kukui,
Honolulu. Not listed 1928-29.
259. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sawai (Kumekichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: East Manoa Rd., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1927.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1927. Kumekichi Sawai Tofu (Kumekichi Sawai, proprietor).
East Manoa Rd., Honolulu. 1930-31 Directory. Name listed
as Kamekichi Sawai. Not listed 1934-35.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
160. Kamekichi Sawai (from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu
maker, Japanese School, Manoa, Honolulu.
Listed again in 1941-42 Honolulu City directory as
Kumekichi Sawai, rear 2801, East Manoa Rd., Honolulu.
Not listed 1947-48.
260. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanoue (Tokunosuke) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3512 Kaau, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1927.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.

1927. Tokunosuke Tanouye Tofu (Tokunosuke Tanouye,
proprietor). 3512 Kaau, Honolulu. 1930-31 Directory.
Address listed as 3516 Kaau, Honolulu. 1934-35 Directory.
Listed as Tokunosuke Tanoue Tofu, 3512 Kaau, Honolulu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
179. Tokunosuke Tanoue (from Kumamoto prefecture), tofu
maker, 3512 Kaau St., Honolulu.
Not listed 1941-42 Honolulu City Directory.
261. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tojo / Toojoo (Kikuemon) Tofu
Manufacturer.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2216 S. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1927.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1927. Kikuemon Tojo Tofu Manufacturer (Kikuemon Tojo,
proprietor). 2216 S. King, Honolulu. 1934-35 Directory.
Changed to Azuma Tojo Tofu. Address same. 1936-37
Directory. Listed as Azuma Tojio Tofu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
197. Azuma (Higashi? To?) Tôjô (from ?), tofu maker and
seller of goods, 2216 S. King St., Honolulu.
1947-48 Honolulu City Directory. Address given as
2210 S. King, Honolulu. Not listed 1951.
262. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1928. These dishes
will give distinctive touch to menu. Feb. 24. p. 6, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: Among the recipes is one for “Japanese
Vegetable and Rice,” which calls for “3 fried tofu (bean
curd).” Season “with salt or with soya [sauce] and sugar.”
263. Godfrey, G.H. 1928. Legumes as rotation and trap
crops for nematode control in pineapple fields. University of
Hawaii, Experiment Station of the Association of Pineapple
Canners, Bulletin No. 10. 21 p. March.
• Summary: “In the early spring of 1927 it was decided to
plant various legumes in pineapple land badly infested with
nematodes in order to test these crops for their possible value
in connection with pineapple culture.” A three-acre site was
chosen in “one of the Hawaiian Pineapple Company fields
in the Helemano section near Wahiawa, Island of Oahu,
Territory of Hawaii.”
The section titled “Soy bean (Glycine hispida)” states:
“The Laredo soy bean secured from the Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, was planted as the one variety of
soy bean which has been distributed in the States as being
distinctly root-rot resistant. In our tests the root-rot resistance
held as compared with other known susceptible varieties,
but in other respects this variety proved itself to be distinctly
inferior. It early became eaten by the so-called Japanese
beetle. For this reason and because of its poor growth in
general it was early eliminated from consideration.” Also
discusses: Cowpea. Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association.
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Producers Cooperative Honolulu.
264. Associated Press. 1928. Warm monkey brain on half
skull proving popular dish for Cantonese: but nothing is
wasted because body comes to banquet table later dressed
up with bean curd, mushrooms and bamboo shoots. Hawaii
Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). Nov. 25. p. 1, cols.
4-5.
• Summary: This is the choice dish to be served at the most
luxurious banquet. It is eaten uncooked but must be warm.
A silent Celestial dressed in a blue gown brings in the live
money and “sticks its head through a small hole in the table
at the host’s right. A blow from a specially made bronze
mallet still’s the animal’s excited chatter.” The skull is then
quickly cracked open like a nut and ivory chopsticks are
deftly wielded to complete the operation.
“The body is then removed and appears a few courses
later, minus the fur, stuffed with mushrooms, bamboo shoots
and bean curd.”
265. Product Name: Koji Miso, and Miso-Zuke.
Manufacturer’s Name: Araki (Sotaro).
Manufacturer’s Address: 45 Piopio, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii. Phone: 579.
Date of Introduction: 1928.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1928-29. p. 587. Araki Sotaro,
General Merchandise, Wholesale and Retail, Manufacturers
of Koji Miso and Miso-Zuke. 45 Piopio, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii. Tel. 579. P.O. Box 461.
266. Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji). comp. 1928. Hawai
nenkan [Hawaiian Japanese annual and directory]. Honolulu,
Hawaii: Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji). [Jap; Eng]*
• Summary: This periodical was published from 1927 to
1941. Address: Los Angeles.
267. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1929. Chinese
civic club plans big Chinese dinner. Jan. 28. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: The dinner will feature 50 or more tables.
“Wong Tim Sung, famous caterer of the much favored course
dishes, which range from bird nest soup, chicken, duck and
sea delicacies to roast pork a la bean curd.”
268. Godfrey, G.H. 1929. A nematode root lesion of
pineapple and other crops (Abstract). Phytopathology
19(1):94. Jan.
• Summary: “One factor contributing to root failure in
pineapples in Hawaii is a root lesion produced by a species
of Tylenchus” [nematode]. “Presence of Tylenchus in a gall
is always indicated by a brownish color. The two nematodes
together make a destructive combination. Other plants
subject to attack are tomato (slightly), soybean, cowpea
(very heavily), and many weeds. In contrast with Heterodera

(Caconema) radicicola the Tylenchus is resistant to drying.
Its numbers are greatly reduced, however, in moist soil
fallow, probably by starvation.”
This is an abstract of a paper presented at the twentieth
Annual Meeting of the American Phytopathological Society,
New York, N.Y., December 28, 1928, to January 1, 1929.
The complete paper was published in July 1929 in
Phytopathology 19(7):611-30.
269. Godfrey, G.H. 1929. A destructive root disease of
pineapples and other plants due to Tylenchus brachyurus n.
sp. Phytopathology 19(7):611-30. July. 1 plate at end. [10
ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were infected by nematodes in
Hawaii. The section titled “Host range, and symptoms on
plants other than pineapples” states (p. 614): “The symptoms
on other plants are very similar to those on pineapple. In
certain phases of the experimental work during the past year,
cowpeas... and soybeans (Glycine hispida) have been used as
indicator crops to show the presence of root-knot nematode
in the soil without disturbing the pineapple plants.” Address:
Experiment Station, Assoc. of Hawaiian Pineapple Canners.
270. Littlejohn, C.M. 1929. The soya flour industry.
American Miller 57(8):797. Aug. 1.
• Summary: Two months ago Mr. H.P. Chapman established
Soya Millers in Seattle, Washington, for the exclusive
milling of flour from the soy bean. The mill, located a 45
Broad Street, makes soy flour for food and industrial uses.
For more than a quarter century, H.P. Chapman was with
the Lilly mills in Seattle. “In establishing the new soy bean
flour mill in the spring [of 1929], devoted exclusively to the
transformation of flat, hard-pressed soy bean cakes received
from the Chinese in Manchuria, he followed closely upon the
usual flour milling process, with the exception of the breaker
which converts the soy bean cake into a fine powder...”
“In Japan, Honolulu and Hawaii the soy bean flour is
used extensively for cake baking and for cookie making.”
The plant named Soya Millers is located at No. 45 Broad
Street, Seattle, Washington–”on the waterfront, with large
trackage facilities for shipment by either water or rail.” The
plant’s soy bean flour is used for making glues, paints, and
sprays–especially sprays used to protect orchards from insect
parasites. Mr. Chapman met a gentleman from Decatur,
Illinois, “who stated that he enjoyed the unusual experience
of being served mock chicken once made from a stock
gelatin and soy bean flour. With a seasoning combination,
this gentleman declared it tasted quite a bit like chicken
and was an excellent substitute for pressed chicken.” Mr.
Chapman said his plans “to engage in experimental growing
of soy beans” near the mill.
“The Chinese press the oil from the bean and large slabs
of greyish cake are shipped on vessels and sent to Seattle
from the Orient. These cakes are about 30 by 14 inches in
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length and width and about two inches thick. Wrapped in
gunny sacks, they weigh 249 pounds net.” Five hundred tons
of the cake are used each month. Working 24 hours a day, the
plant “has been turning out 140 barrels a day. About half the
products is the soy bean flour, and the other half, feed, is for
dairy and poultry industries.”
Photos show: (1) Mr. Chapman standing at the entrance
to his mill. (2) The outside of the Soya Millers plant in
Seattle.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen that uses the term “soy bean cakes” to refer to ground,
defatted soybeans. Address: 431 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
271. Chung, H.L.; Ripperton, J.C. 1929. Utilization and
composition of Oriental vegetables in Hawaii. Hawaii
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 60. 64 p. Dec.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned 38 times in this bulletin
discussed as follows: (1) Large or soybean sprouts
(Glycine hispida) (p. 3-4). Chinese name: Dai-tau-nga.
Japanese name: Not given. A photo shows these sprouts,
together with “Small or mungo bean [mung bean] sprouts
(Phaseolus aureus). The stem and root are 3 to 3½ inches
long. “The large bean sprouts are prepared daily for the
vegetable market in Honolulu. The sprouts are obtained
by germinating the soybean” for 4-6 days. “The beans are
washed, submerged in water in a container for 24 hours,
and then drained. A damp cloth, sack or grass-woven mat is
placed over the container. A fresh supply of water is added
to the container at 6-hour intervals during the 24 hour period
to prevent the beans from heating. In the market the sprouts
are kept submerged in water so that they may retain their
crispness and succulency.” A recipe is given for “large bean
sprouts” with pork.
Green soybeans in the pods (p. 42-43). Chinese name:
Chang-wong-tau. Japanese name: Daizu or soya mame. This
“is a rather unusual Orient-grown vegetable. Unlike the snap
bean, green soybeans are sold in their pods attached to the
plant. The plants with their pod-laden branches are tied in
bunches of 4 to 10. Each plant is about 15 inches long and
has very hairy stems and leaves. The pods also are hairy and
are borne in clusters. Each pod contains three to four seeds.
The soybean is an all-season crop in Hawaii. It makes its best
growth, however, in April. It requires about 75 days from the
date of planting to reach the green-pod stage.”
“To cook plain.- Wash one-half pound fresh soybean
pods, and boil until they are soft. Season with soy sauce and
sugar, and serve in the pod. The beans are removed for the
pods when eaten.”
A photo shows two uprooted soybean plants with pods
attached.
Other vegetables of interest are also described, each
with a photo: Ginger bracts (Zingiber mioga). Japanese
name: Mioga [Myôga] (p. 12). Mugwort (Yomogi, p. 19).

Perilla (Perilla frutescens). Japanese name: Shiso (p. 20).
Cowpeas (Vigna sinensis). Japanese name: Sasage. Goa
beans (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus). “Although the Goa
bean, also known as asparagus pea and winged bean, has
long been known and used in the Orient, it has only recently
been introduced into Hawaii, where it is as yet little known”
(p. 40). Chinese name: See-kok-tau. Japanese name: Not
given. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2006)
giving the name “winged bean” as one of the names of
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus.
Kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana, P. hirsuta, Dolichos
japonica). Chinese name: Fan-kot. Japanese name:
Sasage. Oriental radish (Raphanus sativus longipinnatus).
Chinese name: Loh-bak choi. Japanese name: Daikon. Yam
(Dioscorea batatas). Also known as Chinese yam, Chinese
potato, and cinnamon-vine. Chinese name: Tai-sue. Japanese
name: Naga-imo.
In the section titled “Composition” (p. 57-63),
tables give nutritional analyses of all foods discussed in
this bulletin, including calcium, phosphorous, iron, and
“alkalinity” (expressed as cubic centimeters of normal acid
solution required to neutralize excess of base per 100 grams
of fresh vegetable). The analysis of the green soybeans is
with the pods removed. Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Chemist.
Both: Honolulu, Hawaii.
272. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: American-Hawaiian Soy Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mauka, end Banyan, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Polk Husted Co.’s
Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of Hawaii. 192829. Note that this may be a new name for American Soy
Brewing Co. Ltd., which existed by 1912 on Banyan St.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37,
p. 47. Hirazô Iinuma (from Niigata prefecture), shoyu
company, Banyan St. (Box 838), Honolulu. Also, p. 71
lists Tsutomo Kimura (from Yamaguchi) as a worker at
this shoyu company on Banyan St. Also, p. 90 lists Seitarô
Masuhara (from Tokyo), residing at 30 N. Vineyard St., in
“shoyu sales.” But the company whose shoyu he sells is not
given. Also, p. 108 lists Shinichi Morita (from Yamaguchi
prefecture) as a worker at this shoyu company on Banyan St.
1955 Polk’s Directory. Address is now 274 Kalihi in
Honolulu. 1967-68 Directory. Listed as American Hawaiian
Soy Co. Ltd., 274 Kalihi St. They are under the category
of “Soy Bean Products”. This is the first time this category
appears in the Honolulu directories. 1987. The category
appears in all Honolulu directories up to the present.
273. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Chonan (Rosaku) Miso
Manufacturer.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 707 Kilauea St., Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1928-29. p. 594.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37,
Island of Hawaii p. 2. Ryôsaku Chônan (from Fukushima
prefecture), koji manufacturer, 707 Kilauea, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
274. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kuwasaki (Mrs. Mitsu) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 480 N. Kukui, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1928-29. Mrs. Mitsu Kuwasaki,
proprietor. Not listed 1924, or 1930-31. Note that this
location is next to the future location of Turomatsu Gono
Tofu in 1931.
275. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakamoto (Kensho) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rear 672 S. King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1928-29. Kensho Nakamoto Tofu (Kensho Nakamoto,
proprietor). Rear 672 S. King, Honolulu. 1930-31. Address
listed as rear 674 S. King, Honolulu. Not listed 1934-35.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
125. Takaaki Nakamoto (from Okinawa prefecture), tofu
maker, 672 S. King St., Honolulu.
276. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sakai (Tahaji) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 43 N. Pauahi, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1928-29. Tahaji Sakai Tofu (Tahaji Sakai, proprietor). 43 N
Pauahi, Honolulu. Not listed 1930-31.
277. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sasaki (Mrs. Taka) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 32 S. Kukui, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1928-29. Mrs. Taka Sasaki Tofu (Mrs. Taka Sasaki,
proprietor). 32 S. Kukui, Honolulu. Not listed 1930-31. Note
that this later becomes the location for Nihachi Matsushima
Tofu in 1931.

278. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanaka (Tanekichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mooheau, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1928-29. Tanekichi Tanaka Tofu (Tanekichi Tanaka,
proprietor). Mooheau, Hilo. Not listed 1934-35. 1936-37
Directory. Listed again. Same name/address.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37,
Island of Hawaii p. 29. Tanekichi Tanaka (from Fukuoka
prefecture), tofu maker, Furneaux Lane, Box 110, Hilo,
Island of Hawaii.
Not listed 1937-38 in Honolulu City Directory.
279. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamada (Isoji) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1069 Kamehameha, Hilo, Island
of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1929.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1928-29. Isoji Yamada Tofu (Isoji Yamada, proprietor). 1069
Kamehameha, Hilo.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, Island
of Hawaii p. 33. Isoji Yamada (from Kumamoto prefecture),
tofu merchant (!), 1130 Kamehameha Ave., Island of Hawaii.
Not listed 1937-38 Honolulu City Directory.
280. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1930. Mugwort
is favorite flavoring vegetable of Oriental cooks: gives
purplish color to many Chinese, Japanese dishes; other
Oriental vegetables known in Islands described by writers of
agricultural experiment station bulletin. Feb. 28. p. 11.
• Summary: Mugwort is known in Chinese as ngaai and
in Japanese as yomogi, “according to the booklet on
‘Utilization and Composition of Chinese Vegetables,’
recently written by H.L. Chung and J.C. Ripperton for the
Hawaii agricultural experiment station.”
“Malabar Nightshade: another soup is made with
malabar nightshade (pu-tin-choi or tsuru murasaki), which
is also served with bean curd (the fresh coagulated milk that
is obtained from pulverizing soy beans after straining and
cooking them).”
“To serve with bean curd–Wash 2 heaping tablespoons
dried, small shelled shrimp thoroughly; boil 15 minutes
in 1½ quarts of water to which ½ tablespoon salt has been
added. Add four 2-inch cubes of bean curd, or tau-hu, to
the soup, Boil 5 minutes, add the vegetable and cook until
tender.”
281. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1930. Recipes for
chop sui given: fruit and pod vegetables are used to make
delicious dishes. March 14. p. 11, col. 5.
• Summary: Explains various ways in which balsam pears
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are used in chop sui. The section ends by noting: “Sweet
pepper, eggplant, or bean curd may be used in place of the
pears.”
282. Pickford, Mary. 1930. Mary completes world tour:
Homeward bound, Mary and Douglas [Fairbanks] celebrate
two Christmases in 48 hours, and fall in love with Hawaii.
Washington Post. March 30. p. SM11.
• Summary: Of all the places Mary and Douglas visited on
their trip around the world, “Honolulu is the most beautiful
and alluring.” After departing: “We celebrated our second
Christmas with chopsticks. The ship gave a sukiyaki party
on deck... while our table steward prepared the national dish
of his country in a chafing dish before us.” The ingredients
(beef, bamboo sprouts, onions, mushrooms) are listed but
neither tofu nor soy sauce are mentioned. “A sukiyaki dinner
on deck in one of the regular events on every Japanese liner...
I must confess that, except for rice, most Japanese dishes are
an acquired taste.”
283. Washizu, Shakuma. 1930. Zaibei Nihonjin shi kan [A
history of Japanese in America]. Los Angeles, California:
Rafu Shimpo-sha. [31] + 295 + [88] p. Plus 32 unnumbered
leaves of plates at end. April 1. See p. 36-38. Illust. 23 cm.
[Jap]
• Summary: Page 36-37. “Pioneers of tofu and konnyaku
production in America. A person named Chieto HIRATA,
who lived in Sacramento, California, imported konnyaku
from Japan. He came to the USA in about 1891. He is one
of the old timers who transmigrated Hawaii. A native of
Hiroshima prefecture in Japan, he was very clever and
business-minded. In 1893 his wife began a company making
konnyaku in Sacramento, California. Shortly after that she
started making tofu.
“Footnotes: (1). Mr. Hirata is presently engaged in
business in Korea. (2) Since the Chinese were the most
skilled in making tofu, only recently [in the last 20 years]
have Japanese started specializing in its production. There
are many who claim to be the first; I am afraid of making any
errors.”
284. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1930. Dishes formed
of bean curd: experiments with inexpensive foods are
conducted on garden isle. Dec. 18. p. 7, col. 3.
• Summary: Note: Hawaii is now in the Great Depression.
Kalaheo, Kauai, Dec. 15. Mrs. Mabel Ching of the
Kalaheo school kitchen has been preparing new popular
dishes out of bean curd.
“These dishes have not been tried out in the school
kitchens before.
“As the bean curd contains valuable vitamins found
in much more expensive foods, its popularity has a double
value.
“Bean curd is a vegetable cheese made from the yellow

soy bean, not the common black soy bean from which soy
sauce is made.
“The beans are washed and soaked over night. Next
morning the beans are poured into stone grinder with a small
amount of water. The beans are then ground twice to insure a
fine powder [sic, slurry].
“Then this mixture is strained through a coarse open
mesh cloth, after which the mixture will resemble a thick
yellow cream. Then it is put on to boil, but is brought only to
the boiling point.
“As the mixture is heating a scum [sic, film] will rise
which looks like whey [sic] of milk. As in cheese making
this is strained and poured into [perforated] forms made of
wood which have been lined with cloth.
“The bean whey [sic] is then pressed with a heavy
weight for two or three hours and is then ready for use. Fresh
bean curd is tasteless and white but it can be eaten with sugar
or milk or with soy sauce.
“In the white state, the curd will keep for a day or two if
kept in a cool place.
“Mrs. Ching uses the curd in the school lunches for
garnish, for chop sui in place of eggs, for chicken hekas and
with string beans. It is also used in soups to take the place of
meat.”
285. Lackrie-Lund, Ethel E. 1931. More Oriental vegetables:
fruit and pod vegetables described by Mrs. Lackrie-Lund
in new series on local products. Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(Hawaii). Feb. 5. p. 10.
• Summary: “The soybean is a green pod, narrow and flat,
about 2 inches long, ½-inch wide, and very hairy. Green
soybeans are sold in their pods attached to the plant. The
pod-laden branches are tied in bunches of four to 10. Each
pod contains three to four seeds and the pods are borne in
clusters. Each plant is about 15 inches long and the stems
and leaves are also very hairy. Soybeans are a rather unusual
Orient-grown vegetable. The soybean is an all-season crop in
Hawaii.
A large table gives the “Percentage composition of these
vegetables.” For Soybeans: Moisture 79.86%. Carbohydrate
12.69%. Protein 12.71%. Fat 2.16%. Calcium 0.47%.
Phosphorus 0.189%. Iron 0.0047%. Ash 1.58%.
Note: The soybean has by far the highest protein content
of any vegetable in this table. No. 2 is edible-podded peas
with 3.33% or only 26.2% as much as soybeans.
286. Inouye, Souno. 1931. When doctors disagree on rice.
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). May 16. p. 14, cols.
5-6.
• Summary: Medical professors at Tokyo University disagree
on the value of polished rice. A scientific published in Tokyo
contains learned discourses on the subject.
“Dr. Junijiro [Junichiro?] Shimazone declares positively
that all vitamin is lost when the grain is polished 70 percent
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or more. So firm and influential was his conviction that he
succeeded in banishing polished rice from the daily menu
served to the students of the Tokyo Imperial University.”
“Dr. Shimazone contents that ‘embryonic’ or uncleaned
rice [brown rice] contains enough vitamine to sustain and
nourish and nourish the Japanese people, even without
animal meat consumption. Supplemented with tofu or beancurd and side dishes of ‘greens’ and occasional fruits the diet
would be an economical and nutritious one for the laboring
masses.” Because polished rice contains no vitamins, it can
cause beri-beri and similar maladies.
287. Westgate, Inez Wheeler. 1931. Sukiyaki can be made
in own home: makes an excellent ‘one-dish’ meal or can be
served on a picnic or outdoors if preferred. Honolulu StarBulletin (Hawaii). June 11. p. 9, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: Sometimes it is called sukiyaki, sometimes
hekka. It seems that “hekka” is a strictly Hawaiian term for
this dish.
There is a legend. “Once upon a time. a well-to-do man
of old Nippon fell upon hard times and was reduced to hiring
himself out as a field laborer. Cold and hungry and exhausted
at the end of the he came to the kitchen of the master’s house
for something to eat. Contemptuous, the kitchen helped
asked if he thought they were there to cook for such as he,
and shoved him out some uncooked meat and vegetables and
some cold ‘miso’–bean curd.”
Note: miso is fermented soybean paste; tofu is “bean
curd.”
“Cooking had not been included in his education, but
he was cold and hungry and necessity is the mother of
invention. He made himself a fire and he improvised a frying
pan from a flat lid. He cut up the meat and vegetables and
put them in the center of the lid, and as a rim, to keep from
losing the juices of the meat and vegetables, he molded the
bean curd [tofu] around the edge.”
The legend has a surprise–and very nice–ending.
The article ends with a recipe for sukiyaki; it includes
bean sprouts and soya sauce, but contains no tofu–alas.
288. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1931. New Yorkers
told how to enjoy delicacies known in Territory: ‘Dining in
the Land of the Lei’ is subject of article written by University
of Hawaii professor for New York Herald-Tribune. July 2. p.
12, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: The article for the New York Herald-Tribune
was written by Prof. Carey D. Miller.
This article contains a recipe for Sukiyaki, which
includes “2 squares tofu (bean curd).”
289. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1931. Udon and soba
are retailed here: Saimin wagon familiar site to Honoluluan.
Japanese noodle stands on many streets; sell udon, soba and
zenzai. Dec. 19. p. 41-42.

• Summary: A large photo bears this caption: “Miss Misako
Aoki is standing beside this saimin wagon which dispenses
noodles at 487 John Ena Rd...”
“Kitsune and kizami kitsune, both of which are noodles
served with fried bean curd, the former being sweet and the
latter salty.”
290. Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji). comp. 1931-1933.
Hawai nenkan [Hawaiian Japanese annual and directory].
Honolulu, Hawaii: Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji). [Jap]*
• Summary: This periodical was published from 1927 to
1941. Address: Los Angeles.
291. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Gono (Tsurumatsu) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 478 North Kukui, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1930-31. Turomatsu Gono Tofu
(Turomatsu Gono, proprietor). 478 N. Kukui, Honolulu.
1934-35 Directory. Listed as Tsurumatsu Gono.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p. 7.
Tsurumatsu Gôno (from Kumamoto prefecture), tofu maker,
488 N Kukui St. (new address), Honolulu. Not listed 194142. Note that his location is right next to the former location
of Mrs. Mitsu Kuasaki Tofu in 1929.
292. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Goya (Kashin) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1930-31. Kashin Goya Tofu (Goya, proprietor). Wahiawa,
Honolulu. Not listed 1947-48.
293. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Isomura (Jukichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kilauea, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1930-31. Jukichi Isomura Tofu (Jûkichi Isomura, proprietor).
Kilauea, Hilo.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37,
Island of Hawaii p. 9. Jûkichi Isomura (from Yamaguchi
prefecture), tofu maker, Box 237, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Not listed 1941-42 in Honolulu City Directory.
294. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsushima (Nihachi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 32 S. Kukui, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
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1930-31. Nihachi Matsushima Tofu (Nihachi Matsushima,
proprietor). 32 S Kukui, Honolulu. 1934-35 Directory. Listed
as Mrs. Sadayo Matsushima Tofu. Address same. Not listed
1936-37. Formerly the location of Mrs. Taka Sasaki Tofu in
1929.
295. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakagawa (Bungo) Tofu. Called
Nakagawa Tofu Factory by 1941.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1234 Nuuanu Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1930-31. Bungo Nakagawa Tofu (Bungo Nakagawa,
proprietor). 1234 Nuuanu Ave., Honolulu. 1934-35
Directory. Address given as rear 1232 Nuuanu Ave. 1936-37
Directory. Address given as rear 1234 Nuuanu Ave. 1937-38
Directory. Address given as rear 1232 Nuuanu Ave.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
117. Bungo Nakagawa (from Fukushima prefecture), tofu
maker, 1234 Nuuanu Ave., Honolulu.
1941-42 Honolulu Directory. Address changed to 1431
River. 1947-48 Directory. Name listed as Bunzo Nakagawa.
Also the Nakagawa Tofu Factory is listed at the same
address. 1951 Directory. Listed as Mrs. Kin Nakagawa.
Address same. 1955 Directory. Changed to Nakagawa Tofu
Factory (Mrs. Kin Nakagawa, proprietor). Address same. Not
listed in 1960-61.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1953. (Revised 26
July 1955). p. 10. Tofu (Bean curd). Nakagawa Tofu Factory,
1431 River St.
296. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takushi (Kamada) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2131 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii. Residence rear 920 Kopke, Honolulu.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1930-31. Kamada Takushi Tofu (Kamada Takushi,
proprietor). 2131 N. King, Honolulu. Residence, rear 920
Kopke, Honolulu. Not listed 1934-35.
297. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tasaku (Sato) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1307 River, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii. Residence 646 Kamakela Lane, Honolulu.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1930-31. Sato Tasaku Tofu (Sato Tasuku, proprietor). 1307
River, Honolulu. Residence, 646 Kamakela Ln., Honolulu.
Not listed 1934-35.
298. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamada (Mrs. Yone) Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Address: Lihiwai, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1930-31. Mrs. Yone Yamada Tofu (Mrs. Yone Yamada,
widow of Kumajiro, proprietor). Lihiwai, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii. Not listed 1934-35.
299. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yumura (S.) Miso Manufacturer.
Manufacturer’s Address: Mawahi Lane, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1931.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1930-31. p. 709.
300. Au, M. Sing. 1932. The new lantern. Honolulu StarBulletin (Hawaii). March 14. p. 5.
• Summary: “Two centuries ago Yuan Mei made three
statements in his cookery book that are particularly
interesting. A free translation of them runs as follows:
“Don’t eat with your ears! By this I mean do not plan on
having a hodge podge of expensive, out-of-the way dishes
just to give your guests something to talk about. For that is to
eat with the ears, not with the mouth. Bean curd, if good, is
actually nicer than birds’ nest...”
301. Au, M. Sing. 1932. Beans, but not in their beany state.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). March 31. p. 9.
• Summary: “Bean curd–tofu, in Chinese–if good, is actually
nicer than birds’ nest, according to a Chinese proverb. The
poor eat it because it is inexpensive, The rich accept it
because the finished art of Chinese cookery has elevated it
to a position of prominence. Noted for its food value, it has
a place in the most expensive dish of the Chinese New Year
festivities.
“The Chinese do not like to eat beans in their beany
state, but they realize that the bean is richer than rice
or noodles. Necessity therefore became the mother of
invention–so beans were curded as milk is churned. In this
grinding and aging process, beans become actually ‘distilled’
into a substance as soft and silken as marshmallows.
“Tofu represents the essence of beans. It is wholesome,
easily digestible and nutritious. Prepared the Chinese way, it
offers possibilities for many delicious dishes.
“There are three forms of tofu, to be found almost daily
in Chinatown shops. First, the sai-tofu–water tofu, which is
a watery custard. Second, the slab tofu, which comes in a
block about three inches square and half an inch thick. Third,
the yau-tofu, which is bean curd, cooked in hot boiling oil
[deep fried], much like the way doughnuts are made.”
There follow recipes–without ingredient quantities–Pork
Hash Tofu, Dried Oyster Tofu, Tofu Far [Fah], Pork Tofu,
Soyu Tofu, Tofu Soup, Mullet Tofu, Chop Sui Tofu, Bean
Sprout Tofu, Fried Tofu.
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302. Au, Man Sing. comp. 1932. Chinese cookery. Honolulu,
Hawaii: Creart Publications. 46 p. May 25. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Subtitle on cover: “Genuine Chinese dishes you
can prepare in your kitchen.” The foreword is by P.Y. Chong,
proprietor of the Lau Yee Chai chop sui house. Chapter 1,
“The nine-course dinner,” states (p. 7): “A small plate is used
to hold soyu [shoyu] or Chinese sauce. A morsel of food is
picked up in the chopsticks, dipped into the sauce and then
put into the mouth.”
The section titled “Seasonings and gravies” (p. 10)
notes: “Chinese sauce or soyu, used instead of salt, adds zest
and delicacy.”
“Bean sauce, which is mashed preserved white beans,
comes in white and red varieties. The white sauce is salty,
while the red has a sweet taste. Both give meat that strange
‘aging’ taste.”
“Tou-see, a preserved and cured Chinese black bean
[soybean], tones down the strong smell and taste of deep
ocean fish when used with it.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the term “Tou-see” or the term
“preserved and cured Chinese black bean” to refer to
fermented black soybeans.
On pages 33-34 is a section titled “Bean curd.”
303. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1932. Chinese
Cookery is published; recipes of many sorts given. May 25.
p. 2.
• Summary: “’Chinese Cookery’ is off The Star-Bulletin
press today.
“Compiled by M. Sing Au, whose series of Chinese
cookery articles has been the leading feature in the food
section of the Thursday’s Star-Bulletin for the past several
months the book is greatly augmented by a great variety of
recipes no published before.
“The foreword is written by P.Y. Chong, proprietor of
the Lau Yee Chai chop sui house.
“An exclusive feature among the contents is the ninecourse dinner, complete with instructions for serving. Among
subjects covered are chop sui, noodles, rice, fish, pork, beef,
chicken, sweets, duck, cakes, rice noodles, wun tun, bean
curd, bean sprouts, salads, shrimps, sauces and seasonings,
vegetables.
“The books are placed on sale today at The Star-Bulletin
by Mr. Au.”
304. Krauss, F.G. 1932. Soybeans, their culture and uses in
Hawaii. Hawaii Agricultural College, Extension Service,
Agricultural Notes No. 24. 4 p. June 21.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultural methods.
Fertilization. Inoculation. Time to plant. Distances to plant
and rate of seeding. Varieties. Harvesting. Soy beans for soil
improvement.

“The soy bean is destined to become an important
supplementary crop in Hawaii’s increasingly diversified
agriculture.” “As human food, the soy bean may be cooked
either green or dried like snap or shell beans, and as such
offer possibilities for canning commercially. The mature
seeds are also ground into culinary meals and bolted for
flour. The Orientals utilize vast quantities of soy beans for
the manufacture of a number of nutritious and highly-priced
foodstuffs, including the well-known tofu, miso, and soy
sauce. The Japanese of Hawaii import about $70,000 worth
of the beans annually from Japan for the above purposes,
the manufacture of which could be greatly extended if the
soy bean were grown locally. A considerable amount of
soy bean cake meal is also imported for poultry and dairy
stock feeding. It is estimated that Hawaii could consume
to advantage at least a half million dollars worth of soy
bean products annually if the crop were grown extensively
enough.” Address: PhD. Director, Univ. of Hawaii extension
service.
305. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1932. Larsen finds
diet affects skin’s color: local physician tells educators of
value of food care. July 28. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: Dr. Nils P. Larsen says: “When Buddhism
spread throughout Japan, meat was given up and the diet
became more ill-balanced. Many deaths in the Orient are
due to beri-beri which is caused by eating too much polished
rice. The Japanese average 400 to 500 pounds of rice per
person per year.”
“A rice and millet diet caused girls in school to be
sleepy, to do poor work and to have poor conduct. The
school added meat, fish, eggs, bean curds and vegetables.
The experiment last for five months. The girls showed
improvement in work, gained weight, and had more energy.”
306. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1932. Soy beans have
possibilities in many fields: use for food in varied ways and
industrial field is opening up. Aug. 13. p. 38.
• Summary: Dr. C.P. Wilsie, agronomist at the Hawaii
agricultural experiment station, said “the soybean is destined
to become a crop of considerable importance”–in a talk over
radio station KGMB Monday evening.
“He raised the question of whether Hawaii might not
seriously consider larger plantings of soybeans, especially
at the present time when an effort is being made to find
profitable utilization of marginal sugar and pineapple lands.
“’The uses of the soybean for food are numerous and
varied,’ Dr. Wilsie said.”
“Analyses conducted at the nutrition laboratory
of the University of Hawaii have shown that green or
immature soybeans are high in minerals, especially
calcium, phosphorus and iron. “Import from orient: The
people of Hawaii use large quantities of soybeans and
soybean products, most of which are imported from
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oriental countries.” According to the U.S. customs office in
Honolulu, about 10 million pounds of soybeans and soybean
products were imported into Hawaii in 1931. These products,
which are worth about $275,000, could be produced on about
10,000 acres.
Of the various foods made from the soybean and
imported into Hawaii, soy sauce or shoyu is number 1
according to value.
According to an article by Dr. Artemy Horvath in the
Scientific Monthly, the other food uses include soybean flour,
soybean milk, bean curd or tofu, soybean oil, green vegetable
beans [edamame], and soybean sprouts. Other popular food
products made from soybeans are miso, yuba, natto, a whole
soybean confections.
307. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1932. Many varieties
of soy bean studied. Aug. 27. p. 33.
• Summary: “There are hundreds of varieties of soybeans
known to science, and they vary greatly in habit of growth,
time of maturing, color of seed, size of seed, and other
characteristics, according to Dr. C.P. Wilsie of the United
States agricultural experiment station. Some are adaptable
to relatively cool climates, while other late-maturing kinds
grow well in subtropical regions.
“The Hawaii agricultural experiment station is testing a
number of varieties for adaptability to local conditions, and
is particularly interested in varieties that have been found to
be useful for human food products.”
308. Kuck, Loraine E. 1932. Sukiyaki party told in detail:
how to give Japanese hekka supper, as worked out by Mrs.
Potter, described. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). May 25.
p. 2.
• Summary: “A Japanese sukiyaki supper offers one of the
most novel and at the same time one of the best all around
forms of entertaining that can be offered by a Honolulu
hostess to friends from the coast, or even to local guests.
Japanese housewives, of course, will need no instruction...
Mrs. Walter Potter is a local hostess who worked out a
menu” and the many other details involved.
Mrs. Potter arranges for her guests to use Japanese
kimonos which not only add to the atmosphere, but also
help to keep their clothes clean “from the almost inevitable
spots which result from the use of chopsticks by amateurs.”
Moreover, she has had a special sukiyaki table built for these
parties.
“’Tofu’ or soy bean curd cake” is often used as an
ingredient in sukiyaki.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2021)
that uses the term “soy bean curd cake” to refer to tofu.
309. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin

No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec. [34 ref]
• Summary: Loaded with statistics, graphs, tables, maps, and
photos, this is one of the best reports on soybeans in America
published to date. Contents: Introduction. The supply of
soybeans and soybean products: Domestic production
of soybeans, production of soybeans in Illinois, soybean
varieties in Illinois, costs and returns in producing soybeans,
imports of soybeans and soybean products (soybeans,
soybean oil meal and cake, soybean oil, net imports,
exports including reexports, export-import balance), import
duties levied on soybeans and soybean products, supply of
soybean oil and competing oils and fats. Consumption of
soybeans and soybean products: Disposition of the domestic
crop, utilization as beans, utilization of soybean oil meal,
utilization of soybean oil (in food and industrial products),
methods of processing soybeans for consumption (expeller,
hydraulic press, solvent extraction), competition from other
oils, distribution of gathered soybeans by uses. Practices
in marketing soybeans and soybean products: Sources of
market information, time of movement, varieties marketed
in different sections of Illinois, selling soybeans for seed,
selling soybeans for industrial uses (the Peoria Plan of
1928-29, Grange League Federation Exchange of Ithaca,
New York, the Soybean Marketing Association of Illinois
formed in Oct. 1929 {p. 490-91}), selling soybean oil and
oil meal (National Soybean Oil Manufacturers Association
of Chicago). Elements of cost in marketing soybeans:
Marketing mill beans, processing beans, marketing seed
beans, exporting beans. The inspection system and soybean
grades. Special considerations applying to the valuation of
soybeans and soybean products: Use-values of soybeans and
soybean products in feeding, derivative products as factors
in the market valuation of soybeans. Prices of soybeans and
soybean products: Prices of seed beans, prices of soybean
oil, prices of soybean oil meal, use as affected by prices.
Meeting the price risks in marketing. International trade in
soybeans and soybean products. Summary. Literature cited.
Sources of data.
“In Manchuria in 1930 there were 13 districts in which
over 40% of the crop land was devoted to soybeans, the
highest proportion being 65%. The proportions for the
three Manchurian provinces as units were as follows: Kirin
(eastern) 33.2%; Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern)
30.7%; and Liaoning (southern) 22%.” Some soybeans were
grown in Inner Mongolia.
Illinois was the largest soybean producer in 1924,
followed by North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana. “Few
soybeans were grown in Illinois previous to 1890, when
J.C. Utter of Mt. Carmel, Wabash county, began production
of this crop. Frank Hurrelbrink of Taylorville, Christian
county, known because of his work with the Hurrelbrink
variety of soybean, started his work in 1897. He has grown
soybeans continuously since that time, experimenting with
many varieties. C.A. Rowe and his father, of Jacksonville,
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Morgan county, grew soybeans about 1899. Somewhat
earlier than this the late Ralph Allen of Delavan, Tazewell
county, became interested in soybeans and furnished seed
beans to Illinois farmers as well as to interested persons
in other states, in Hawaii, and in Alaska. C.L. Meharry of
Attica, Indiana, who owns a large tract of land near Tolono,
Champaign county, Illinois, has been an active soybean
grower since 1909. The year following the Meharry venture,
John T. Smith, also near Tolono, began to grow soybeans
on a very limited scale, and in 1921 undertook active
production. During the last decade soybeans have become an
increasingly popular crop on Illinois farms.”
Of the 1915 U.S. soybean crop, 52% of the entire crop
acreage was used for hay, 15% was grazed, 4% was plowed
under, and only 29% was harvested for beans; 18.2% was
used for seed, 0.9% for human food, and 9.9% as beans for
feed.
In 1930 some 11,975,000 bushels of soybeans were
gathered or harvested in the U.S. Of these soybeans, 40.1%
were crushed, 33.6% were used as seed, 23.0% were used
whole directly as feed, 1.7% were ground and used as feed,
and 1.7% were ground and used as food.
From the soybeans crushed in 1930, some 37,200,000
lb of soybean oil were produced. Its four main uses were:
(1) Paint and other industries: Paint and varnish 24.2% of
the total oil, linoleum and oil cloth 10.8%, other uses 9.4.
(2) Soap kettle 22.8%. (3) Edible uses: Oleomargarine
2.0%, lard substitutes 1.3%, other food products 12.8%. (4)
Increased stocks including oil equivalent 16.7%.
In 1930 some 110,000 tons of soybean meal resulted
from crushing. Of this, 76.5% was used in commercial
feeds, 13.6% in other feeds, 0.8% as soybean flour for food,
0.045% as infant and diabetic foods, and 9.0% as other uses
including glue.
Page 460 lists the types and brand names of many
commercial soybean food, feed, and industrial products.
Consumption of soybeans as foods has increased appreciably
since 1930. U.S. food products include chocolate bars
(30% soybean flour), cocoa (up to 60% soybean flour),
sausages (up to 50% soybean flour), bread (7½% soybean
flour), soybean cheese, soybean milk, soybean ice cream,
Soya Cream Biscuits, La Choy Soy Sauce, Soyolk (flour),
V-Zoy, Lektizoy, Zoy Soup, Zoybeans (cooked soybeans),
Bacon and Zoy Beans, Zoy Bouillon, Soy Bean Biscuit,
etc. Canadian food products are: Milqo (soy milk), Vi-tone
(chocolate), Soya Flour, Soyex-Malt-Cocoa Drink, Soyex,
Macaroni.
“In the foreign trade of the United States imports of
soybean oil have appeared since 1910 and of soybeans since
1914. The United States exported domestic soybeans to
Europe in quantity for the first time during the fall of 1931,
more than 2 million bushels being shipped from the 1931
crop.” Address: 1, 3-4. Dep. of Agricultural Economics; 2.
Dep. of Agronomy. All: Univ. of Illinois.

310. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Report. 1933. Report of the
agronomy division: Soybeans. 1932:5. May.
• Summary: Page 5: “Twenty-five varieties of late-maturing
soybeans (Soja max) were introduced for trial through the
courtesy of the Division of Forage Crops and Diseases of
the United States Department of Agriculture, the Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, and the North Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station. Many of the varieties
originally came from China and from Japan. It is hoped that
one or more will prove to have superior value as forage or as
food for human consumption.”
311. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1933. Food budgets
have been published by U. of H. department. July 13. p. 11.
• Summary: “Food budgets designed to provide the proper
foods at low costs for Caucasian, Japanese, Hawaiian,
Chinese and Filipino families have been prepared and
published by the household science department of the
University of Hawaii.
“The budgets are contained in a publication called
‘Family Food Budgets,’ which is now being distributed...”
“The Hawaiian budget contains such foods as limu,
luau, taro, taro stems and poi. Foods included in the Japanese
budget are noodles, gobo, daikon, takuwan, edamame, tofu,
miso, umeboshi...”
312. Frazier, Charles R. 1933. Japan days in Japan ways.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Oct. 10. p. 17.
• Summary: “[Note–The author of these sketches of travel in
Japan is a well known Honolulu businessman and president
of the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce. He is making a
return visit to the mikado’s empire...]”
He recommends traveling to Japan in a Japan liner to
get the feeling of Japan’s atmosphere, good service and
hospitality from the start.
About half the passengers are Japanese, and half
American. Last night a sukiyaki party was given on an
“A” deck and almost all the passengers attended. Along
with thinly-sliced Kobe beef, “little squares of tofu or bean
curd, and shoyu added character to the mixture.” Address:
Honolulu.
313. Miller, Carey D. 1933. Japanese foods commonly used
in Hawaii. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 68. 43 p. Nov. See p. 1-10, 28-43. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents (p. 1-10): Introduction. Soybean
products. Edamame (green soybeans). Tofu (soybean curd).
Kirazu (tofu residue) [okara]. Tonyu (soybean “milk”).
Aburage (fried soybean curd). Miso (fermented rice and
soybeans). Natto (fermented soybeans). Shoyu (soybean
sauce). Koji (fermented rice). Pages 24-15: Kinoko
(mushrooms). Fu (gluten cakes). Goma (sesame seeds).
Pages 28-43: Recipes with the nutritional composition
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of each: Miso soup with tofu. Miso soup with wakame.
Miso soup with daikon. Miso soup with [cow’s] milk. Tofu
soup with lemon. Tofu shoyu soup. String bean shirae
[shira-ae] (with tofu and miso). Carrot shirai. Konnyaku
shirai. Eggplant with miso. Green onions with miso. Fish
cakes with miso. Sesame seed sauce for vegetables (with
shoyu). Nishime (with shoyu). Nigome (with aburage and
shoyu). Kirazu with vegetables (with okara, aburage, shoyu).
Noodles (somen or udon, with shoyu). Vinegar sauce for
sushi. Inari-sushi (with aburage and shoyu). Maki-sushi.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that calls for okara [which it calls kirazu] as
an ingredient in a recipe.
Appendix: Composition of some Japanese foods used in
Japan.
Concerning edamame: “The Japanese use several
varieties of fresh green soybeans. In Honolulu whole plants
are purchased from the vegetable market. The pods are
removed from the plants, placed in boiling salted water,
and boiled for about 25 minutes. They are then drained and
cooled, and the beans are kept in the pods until eaten. Often
children eat them out of bags as they would candy. The
fresh green soybeans appear to be an excellent food. They
are good sources of calcium, phosphorus, and iron, yield
a basic ash, and, as compared with other fresh vegetables
and fruit, have a remarkably high protein content. Vitamin
tests in progress at the nutrition laboratory of the Hawaii
Agricultural Experiment Station show that the cooked beans
are very good sources of vitamins A, B, and G. The more
general use of green soybeans should be encouraged in the
home, and their consumption may be increased by selling
them in school cafeterias.”
Concerning Kirazu (tofu residue) (p. 5): “Kirazu, or
the residue of the soybeans left when tofu is made, has a
crude fiber content of 3 to 4 percent, contains 4 to 5 percent
of the protein of the beans, more than 1 percent of the fat,
and 5 to 6 percent of the carbohydrate. Only a small part of
kirazu is used for human food in Hawaii, by far the greater
part being used as hog feed. Kirazu, however, is a utilizable,
inexpensive food and might be more generally used than it
is... Kirazu is used in combination with vegetables, or with
fish, or dried shrimp, and seasonings.”
Concerning Tonyu (soybean “milk”): The milky liquid
obtained by grinding soybeans with water and heating and
straining off the insoluble residue has the appearance of skim
milk. Early reports from China and from Japan stated that
soybean milk may be used as a substitute for cow’s milk
for children, but Wan (16, p. 360), in more recent scientific
reports from China, indicated that, whereas soybean milk
is richer in vitamin B than is cow’s milk, soybean milk is
lower in vitamin A and still lower in calcium content. The
biological value of the protein of the soybean milk is not
comparable with [is lower than] that of the protein of cow’s
milk. Chemical analyses of local soybean milk obtained from

the tofu-manufacturing shops showed it to be low in fat and
in carbohydrates. Chang and Tso (3, p. 199) demonstrated
that, when properly supplemented with the necessary
minerals, vitamins, fat, and carbohydrates, soybean milk
can be used successfully for infant feeding where cow’s
milk is not available or where the infant is anaphylactic to
the protein of cow’s milk. In Hawaii there is no need to use
soybean milk as a substitute for cow’s milk and, considering
its dietary qualities, it should not be so used without the
needed supplements.”
Concerning natto: Describes the process for making
natto on a commercial scale in Honolulu. After cooking
(without soaking) for about 8 hours in a large iron kettle, the
“beans are thoroughly drained and placed on paper plates
covered with wax paper. The plates are stacked one above
another in large wooden boxes, covered with rice straw mats,
and kept at a temperature of approximately 30ºC. for 35 to
36 hours, when the product is ready for use... The fermented
product is covered with a gray, slimy substance that forms
strings or threads when the beans are pulled apart, indicating
good quality... Although no molds or yeasts are added to the
cooked soybeans, O.N. Allen, of the botany department of
the University of Hawaii, who examined several samples of
fresh natto from Honolulu, found 2 molds, 4 bacteria, and an
aspergillus present. The enzymes of some of these organisms
probably caused the conversion of a small part of the protein
to simpler substances.”
Concerning Inari-sushi (p. 37): The “ingredients
required for this dish are rice, water, salt, aburage, carrots,
mushrooms, string beans, gobo, flaked bonito, water, sugar,
shoyu, and vinegar sauce.” A detailed recipe is given.
Photos show the following (each food accompanied
by its Japanese name written in both Chinese characters
and katakana): (1) Edamame, in the pods on the plant, and
shelled in a dish. (2) Tofu kasu [okara] on a plate. (3) Tofu
on a dish. (4) Tonyu (soybean “milk”) in a glass. (5) Three
triangles of aburage or fried soybean curd on a dish. (6)
Miso on a dish. (7) Natto or fermented soybeans in a white
rectangular commercial paper tray about 3½ by 6 by 1 inch
deep. (8) Koji or fermented rice on a plate.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “fresh green soybeans” to
refer to green vegetable soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003)
that mentions commercial natto production in Hawaii.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the term “tofu residue” to refer to
okara.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that uses the word “strings” or “threads”
in connection with natto. Address: Specialist in Nutrition,
Honolulu.
314. Wilsie, C.P. 1933. Territory can grow dairy feed:
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considerable amount imported from mainland despite fact
that fodder or pastures can be grown in Islands without
difficulty. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Dec. 16. p. 67.
• Summary: “In regions where rotation crops are grown.
cow peas, soybeans and velvet beans make the most
valuable addition to the green forage supply.” Address:
PhD, Agronomist, Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station,
University of Hawaii.
315. Gill, Lorin Tarr. 1934. Japan dishes intrigue host
of tourists: special utensils needed in kitchen before one
prepares such foods. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). March
30. p. 10.
• Summary: “The visitor to the islands is always intrigued
by the seemingly endless variety of Japanese dishes featured
on the menus of the tea-houses where dinners are constantly
served to groups and large parties.
“Prof. Cary [Carey] D. Miller, specialist in nutrition
at the University of Hawaii, has recently issued a booklet
through the Hawaii Agricultural experiment station,
under the joint supervision of the university and the U.S.
department of agriculture, which gives complete information
regarding some of the Japanese foods most commonly
used in the islands and includes a number of recipes which
embody the typical foods used.
Soybean products include: Edamame (green soybeans).
Tofu (soybean curd). Kirazu (tofu residue) [okara]. Tonyu
(soybean “milk”). Aburage (fried soybean curd). Miso
(fermented rice and soybeans). Natto (fermented soybeans).
Shoyu (soybean sauce). Koji (fermented rice). Recipes with
the nutritional composition of each: Miso soup with tofu.
Miso soup with wakame. Miso soup with daikon. Miso soup
with [cow’s] milk. Tofu soup with lemon. Tofu shoyu soup.
String bean shirae [shira-ae] (with tofu and miso). Carrot
shirai. Konnyaku shirai. Eggplant with miso. Green onions
with miso. Fish cakes with miso. Sesame seed sauce for

vegetables (with shoyu). Nishime (with shoyu). Nigome
(with aburage and shoyu). Kirazu with vegetables (with
okara, aburage, shoyu). Noodles (somen or udon, with
shoyu). Vinegar sauce for sushi. Inari-sushi (with aburage
and shoyu). Maki-sushi.
316. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Report. 1934. Foods and
nutrition: Composition and vitamin studies green soybeans.
1933:24-25. April.
• Summary: See above. “Certain varieties of soybeans,
called ‘edamame’, are used in the green state in Japan.
Japanese in Hawaii use them in small quantities. The beans
are boiled in water in the pods for about 25 minutes and are
shelled as eaten or when used in food combinations.
“Green soybeans of unknown variety bought in the open
market and a variety, F.P.I. 80483, raised on the University
of Hawaii farm were analyzed for organic nutrients, calcium,
phosphorus, and iron. The results are shown in table 2.
“In experiments with rats cooked green soybeans proved
to be a good source of both vitamin A and vitamin B. In
preliminary vitamin G experiments a daily supplement of
between 1 and 2 grams of the cooked beans resulted in a
gain of 28 grams per week.” Address: 1. Specialist in food
and nutrition investigations; 2. Asst., nutrition investigations.
Both: Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station.
317. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Report. 1934. Forage crops
and forage plants: Soybeans. 1933:6. April.
• Summary: “Of 30 varieties of soybeans under test for 2
years, Biloxi, Mammoth Yellow, F.P.I. 80495, Laredo, Illini,
F.P.I. 82548, Yellow Biloxi, and Edward have given the
highest yields of seed at Honolulu. In forage yields Biloxi
surpasses all the other varieties tested. Soy beans mature in
less time in Hawaii than they do on the mainland. Biloxi,
Laredo, and Edward, which mature in 140 to 170 days
in Missouri, mature in 110 to 130 days at Honolulu. The
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difference in length of day is probably the most important
factor causing a shorter period of growth in Hawaii.
“Considerable local interest is being shown in the use
of green soybeans as a vegetable. Preliminary tests made
to learn their value in the dietary have shown the following
strains and varieties to possess good flavor and to be suitable
if the yields are satisfactory: F.P.I. 80483, which has a large,
flat, yellow seed with a black saddle; F.P.I. 81780, which has
a large straw-yellow seed; Mammoth Yellow; S.P.I. 40114,
which has a medium-sized yellow seed; Yellow-Biloxi; and
a large green-seeded local variety (Accession no. 2692). In
general the varieties most suitable for use as green vegetables
are not the highest-yielding kinds, and efforts are being made
to select superior strains from some of the varieties that have
the desired flavor.
“For studies of composition and vitamin potency of
green soybeans, see page 24.”
318. Miller, Carey D.; Robbins, Ruth C. 1934. The nutritive
value of green immature soybeans. J. of Agricultural
Research 49(2):161-67. July 15. [11 ref]
• Summary: Cooked beans were analyzed for protein, fat,
calcium, phosphorus, and iron.
Japanese in Hawaii and in the Orient enjoy soybeans in
this form. “Green immature soybeans look much like young,
tender lima beans, but they have a richer, more distinctive,
and more delicious flavor. It is usually desirable to cook
them in the pods, boiling them in salted water for 15 to 25
minutes. The beans then slip easily from the pods and can be
used in salads or in soups and as a vegetable. The orientals
often eat them directly from the pods, especially between
meals. Children sometimes carry about a small bag of the
cooked beans, break open the pods, and then lick the beans
out with their tongues–a practice to be recommended from
the sanitary as well as from the nutritive standpoint...
“The seeds of these soybeans (Seaweed, F.P.I. no.
80483) were obtained from W.J. Morse, of the United States
Department of Agriculture, who had obtained them from
Japan and who stated that they were used only in the green
state. The mature seeds were large and flat.” One of the
varieties was grown out by C.P. Wilsie, agronomist at the
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station. In several places,
the authors call these beans “fresh green soybeans” in the
raw state but “cooked green soybeans” after they have been
cooked. In the raw state they were found to contain 12.5%
protein, 5.1% fat, 0.063% calcium, and 0.00283% iron.
In the cooked state they contained 13.8 to 15.0% protein,
2.7 to 4.2% fat, 0.098 to 0.100% calcium, and 0.00344
to 0.00213% iron. The protein is “an unusually large
percentage for a fresh green vegetable... [The fat content is
low compared with 12-18% found in dried soybeans.] The
calcium content of 0.1 percent compares favorably with that
of milk and is much higher than in most vegetables... The
iron content of green soybeans exceeds that of most other

common vegetables. Results showed that cooked immature
soya beans also contained considerably larger amounts of fat
and phosphorus than do other vegetables. Vitamin A, B-1,
and B-2 (G) are present in adequate proportions, but vitamin
C is deficient.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “Green immature
soybeans” to refer to green vegetable soybeans. Address:
1. Specialist in food and nutrition investigations; 2. Asst.,
nutrition investigations. Both: Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station.
319. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Arakaki (Matsu) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1030 Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Matsu Arakaki, proprietor. 1030 Kapahulu Ave.,
Honolulu. Not listed in 1947-48. Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, p. 7. Matsu Aragaki (from Okinawa
prefecture), tofu maker, 1030 Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu.
320. Product Name: Koji Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Asahi-Kooji.
Manufacturer’s Address: 26 Nawahi Lane, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii. Phone: 2442.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1934-35. p. 516. Asahi-Kooji (Mr.
Kaku Tatsuo). Kooji Miso and Noodles. Nawahi Lane rear
Kwong See Wo Hilo. Tel. 2442. P.O. Box 84. He continues
to be listed until 1938-39. Note: “Kooji Miso” seems to be
one product, a kind of miso, probably containing a high
proportion of koji.
321. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Awa (Mrs. Matsue) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Mrs. Matsue Awa, Hilo. 1936-37 Directory. Name
listed as Mrs. Matsuyo Awa Tofu. Not listed 1947-48.
322. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ishisaka (K.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Honokaa, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. K. Ishisaka Tofu (K. Ishisaka, proprietor).
Honokaa, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1947-48.
323. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Jinzo Fukuda Miso. Later renamed
Fukuda Miso Factory (Fukuda Koji, Miso Seizo-sho).
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Manufacturer’s Address: 395 Buckle Lane (Later: North
Vineyard), Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1934-35. p. 169. “Fukuda
Jonzo Miso, 395 Buckle Lane. Note: Is this the origin of the
Fukuda Miso Factory, which doesn’t seem to be listed in any
Hawaii directory?
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):54249. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.”
Says: “Fukuda Koji, Miso Seizo-sho was located at N.
Vineyaro [sic, N. Vineyard], Honolulu.” No year of founding
or founder are given. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso
Companies in Hawaii. Mr. Fukuda sold this company in
about 1938 to Taro Higa, who made it (at the same location)
into the Yamajyu Shoyu & Koji Miso Co.; Shurtleff &
Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 234. Company
started by Mr. Fukuda. No longer in business.
324. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanai (T.) Tofu. Later becomes
Kanai Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 763 Prison Road, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. T. Kanai Tofu (T. Kanai, proprietor). 763 Prison
Rd., Honolulu. 1937-38 Directory. Full name given as
Teikichi Kanai.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p. 61.
Hiroyuki Kanai (from Niigata prefecture), tofu maker, 1268
Fort St. (new address), Honolulu.
Honolulu City Directory. 1947-48. Address changed to
515 Ward Ave., Honolulu. 1951 Directory. Name changed
to Hiroyuki Kanai Tofu (Hiroyuki Kanai, proprietor). Ad by
Kanai Nissei Shokwai in Hui Manaolana. 1951. Japanese
Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii. See p. 62. “515
Ward Street. Phone 55305. Manufacturers of: Calcium tofu.
Konnyaku. Aburage. Natto.”
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Kanai Tofu Factory,
515 Ward Ave., Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii 96814. Phone: 808538-1305. Owner: Richard or Mark Kaneda.
Talk with Mark Kaneda. 1984. He says this company
started in 1923. Talk with Shoan Yamauchi. 1988. Nov. 29.
He thinks this is the oldest tofu company in Hawaii. Note:
A search of this database shows that there were no soyfoods
companies at any address on Prison Road prior to 1934.
325. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanematsu (Sato) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1357 North King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.

Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Sato Kanematsu Tofu (Sato Kanematsu,
proprietor). 1357 N. King, Honolulu. Not listed 1936-37.
326. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kataoka (Mrs. Tomi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Koloa, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1934-35. Mrs. Tomi Kataoka Tofu (Mrs. Tomi
Kataoka, proprietor). Koloa, Kauai. Not listed 1941-42.
327. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kikuchi (Ishio) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1205 Kinau, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Ishio Kikuchi Tofu (Ishio Kikuchi, proprietor).
1205 Kinau, Honolulu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p. 73.
Ishio Kikuchi (from Niigata prefecture), tofu maker, 1205
Kinau St., Honolulu.
Honolulu City Directory. 1947-48. Address changed
to 61 N King, Honolulu. 1951 Directory. Name changed to
Mrs. Cho Kikuchi Tofu (Mrs. Cho Kikuchi, proprietor). 1953
Directory. Residence given as 1215 Piikoi.
328. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kimura (Mrs. Take) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kaheka Lane, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Mrs. Take Kimura Tofu (Mrs. Take Kimura,
proprietor). Kaheka Lane, Honolulu. 1936-37 Directory.
Address changed to 971 Kaheka Lane, Honolulu. Not listed
1941-42.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
71. Shinauemon Kimura (from Yamaguchi prefecture), tofu
maker, 973 Kaheka Lane, Honolulu.
329. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sasaki (Masutaro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2131 North King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Masutaro Sasaki Tofu (Masutaro Sasaki,
proprietor). 2131 N. King, Honolulu. Not listed 1941-42.
330. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shinozaki (Mrs. Taki) Tofu.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 446 Koula, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Mrs. Taki Shinozaki Tofu (Mrs. Taki Shinozaki,
proprietor). 446 Koula, Honolulu. Not listed 1937-38.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
167. Sanpei Shinozaki (from Kanagawa prefecture), tofu
maker, 446 Koula St., Honolulu.
Listed again in Honolulu City 1941-42 as Sampei
Shinozaki Tofu (Sampei Shinozaki, proprietor). 448 Koula,
Honolulu. Not listed 1947-48.
331. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shinto / Shindo (Mrs. Riyu) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 4262a Waialae Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Mrs. Riyu Shinto Tofu (Mrs. Riyu Shinto,
proprietor). 4262a Waialae Ave., Honolulu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
166. Sukezô Shindo (from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu
maker, 4262-A Waialae, Honolulu.
1947-48 Honolulu City Directory. Listed as Mrs. Riyu
Shindo Tofu, 4230 Waialae Ave., Honolulu.
332. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Soga (Mrs. Some) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1307 River, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Mrs. Some Soga Tofu (Mrs. Some Soga,
proprietor). 1307 River, Honolulu. Not listed 1937-38. Note
that her location formerly belonged to Sato Tasaku Tofu.
333. Product Name: Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamada (Shigeo) Miso.
Manufacturer’s Address: Paia, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1934-35. p. 632. Yamada Shigeo
Miso. Paia [Maui]. 1947-48 Directory, p. 392. Honolulu
Miso & Shoyu Factory (Shigeo Yamada). Wholesale Miso &
Shoyu. 405d Buckle Lane. Tel. 66254. Which see.
334. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yoshizawa (Bunpei) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Olaa, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1935.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1934-35. Bunpei Yoshizawa Tofu (Bunpei Yoshizawa,
proprietor). Olaa. Not listed 1947-48.

335. Nippu JiJi (Honolulu). 1935. Golden jubilee of the
Japanese in Hawaii. Honolulu, Hawaii: Nippu JiJi. 10 + 142
p. Illust. [Eng; Jap]*
336. Berry, Clara; Emerson, Evelyn. 1936. Japanese
dishes have food value: tofu, miso and edamame not only
are excellent sources of needed elements but also have
advantage of low cost. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Jan.
18. p. 99.
• Summary: Many good foods are used by Japanese families,
but this article calls attention to three of them.
“Edamame or green soy beans are excellent sources of
calcium, phosphorus, and iron, yield a basic ash, and have
a high protein content. Cooked edamame are a very good
source of A, B. and G. Edamame can be used as a separate
vegetable, in soups, stews and salads.”
Tofu or soybean curd in an inexpensive source of
energy; 100 calories cost only 1½ cents. “Cheaper cuts of
meat and fish are twice as expensive a source of protein as
tofu.”
337. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries. Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome)
27(8):281T-97T. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Part 4. C. Asia. IV. Varieties
cultivated in various countries (concluded). 1. Ceylon. 2.
China and Manchuria. 3. Federated Malay States. 4. India:
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Berar, Presidency of
Madras, Presidency of Bombay, Bengal and Neighbouring
Indian States, Assam, North West Frontier Province, United
Provinces. 5. Netherlands Indies. 6. Indo-China (incl.
Tonkin, Annam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cochinchine). 7.
Palestine.
D. Africa. 1. French West Africa [only Mali]. 2. Algeria.
3. Belgian Congo. 4. Egypt. 5. Morocco. 6. Rhodesia. 7.
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. 8. Tripolitania [later part of Libya].
9. Tunisia. 10. Union of South Africa.
E. Oceania. 1. Commonwealth of Australia: Southern
Australia, New South Wales, Queensland, Victoria. 2.
Hawaii. 3. New Caledonia.
“7. Palestine. Soya cultivation is not practised in this
country though trials have been made at the Mikweh Israel
School at Jaffa, but with very little success. A few variety
trials were made in 1935 at the Experiment Station of the
Department of Agriculture, but no satisfactory results were
obtained.”
“2. Hawaii–Soya growing was introduced in 1908 at the
Experiment Station of Honolulu. It is grown at present only
on a very small scale. Trials in adapting varieties are carried
out by the Agronomical Division of the Experiment Station
of the University of Hawaii, Honolulu.
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“No native varieties are grown. The foreign varieties
came from the United States, the principal being: Biloxi,
Mammoth Yellow, Tokio and a few varieties utilised for
green vegetables... The yields vary between 600 and 1200
lbs. of seed per acre.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybeans in Israel (though it was not named
Israel until 1948), and Palestine, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Israel, or Palestine.
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Palestine / Israel, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Palestine / Israel (1935; one of two documents). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Rome, Italy.
338. Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji). comp. 1936. Hawai
nenkan [Hawaiian Japanese annual and directory (19361937)]. Honolulu, Hawaii: Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji).
[Jap]
• Summary: See next page. This directory is mostly in
Japanese characters with very little English or romanization.
It is read from back to front. Unlike all other directories of
Japanese in the USA, this one does not give any business
names. Rather it (Part II) is a directory of Japanese living in
the Hawaiian Islands; for each person it gives, in Japanese,
his or her name, prefecture of origin in Japan (e.g., from
Hiroshima-ken; -ken means prefecture), and occupation in
Hawaii. Thus, there are many entries for the occupation of
“tofu maker.” But it is not clear how we should interpret
this. In 1936-37 Hawaii, a territory of the United States, was
in the midst of the Great Depression. Tofu makers in Japan
have traditionally lived under the same roof where they made
tofu. In Honolulu (on Oahu) there are 20 entries for “Tofu
maker,” one for “Tofu merchant,” and one for “Tofu shop”
(p. 222). Many of the addresses given for tofu makers were
probably the addresses of their tofu shops. Although we
cannot be sure, we will assume that each tofu maker owned
and operated his or her own tofu shop. There were probably
18-21 Japanese-owned tofu shops in Honolulu in 1936-37.
In smaller towns outside Honolulu (on both Oahu and
the other islands), many of which were quite distant from
any other town, its seems even more likely that the address
of the tofu maker was also the address of his tofu shop; we
will assume that it was.
We have one other powerful tool for analysis–86
existing records in this database for the names and addresses
of tofu shops in Honolulu from 1923 to 1984. We have tried
to match up those names and/or addresses to the names and
addresses given in this 1936-37 Hawaiian directory in order
to link a name here with an existing shop.
Contents: Four unnumbered pages of ads. Fold-out maps
of Honolulu and of the Hawaiian Islands. Pages 1-7: Table of
contents. 12 unnumbered pages of monochrome photos.
Part I: Pages 1-274: Overview of economy of
Honolulu. Geography, history, population and occupations,

elections, military, law, jails, budget, taxes, sanitation,
industries, fishery, airline industry, construction industry,
import / export, banks and financial institutions, insurance
industry, air time, radio, transportation, postal ad telephone
information, religions, churches, athletics / sports, literature,
entertainment. Organizations on various islands: Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, Molokai, Lanai. Newspapers
and magazines (Honolulu), list of people who died last year,
information about regulations and laws, Japanese council
members on various islands, holidays, time, phone rates, gas
and water prices, Japanese holidays, Japanese year names,
etc.
Part II: Directory of Japanese in Hawaii. Honolulu (p.
1-228). Island of Oahu (p. 1-54). Island of Maui (p. 1-52).
Islands of Lanai and Molokai (p. 1-8). Island of Kauai
(p. 1-44). Island of Hawaii (the big island, p. 1-96). Kona
and Kau, on the Island of Hawaii (p. 1-20). Publication
information (p. 21). Hotel ads on p. 22-24. Address: 920-928
Nuuanu St., Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii.
339. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1936. Farm queries:
Are soybeans palatable to human beings? Oct. 10. p. 47.
• Summary: “It all depends upon taste–so soybeans are
being cooked and tasted in the United States department of
agriculture to determine to determine which varieties may be
used as edible green vegetable soybeans.
“The green beans resemble young, tender lima beans,
but they have a richer, more nutty flavor. The pods, too
tough to be eaten s food, may be easily shelled after a
3-minute boiling. About 60 edible varieties were brought
from Japan and planted at the department experimental
farm at Arlington, Virginia, and at several state experiment
stations. Each week, as they ripen, a number of the varieties
are cooked and tasted. From 75 to 170 days are required for
green beans to mature.
“They differ markedly in flavor, ease of cooking, and
respond differently to soil and climatic conditions. As green
vegetable beans, soybeans should be picked when they
reach full size and are still green and succulent. They may
be cooked about the same way as fresh lima beans or green
peas. Many persons prefer to boil them in salted water from
20 to 30 minutes. Common varieties may be used as green
vegetable beans, but they are smaller, do not cook easily,
and usually lack the distinctive flavor of green vegetable
soybeans.”
340. Product Name: Yamajyu Shiro Koji Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamajyu Shoyu & Koji Miso Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 395 Buckle Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 68772.
Date of Introduction: 1936.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of the City and
County of Honolulu. 1938-39. p. 614. Yamajyu Shoyu &
Koji Miso Co. (Taro Higa). Soy & Miso Manufacturers.
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Wholesale and retail. 395 Buckle Lane. Tel. 68772. Note:
Taro Higa had the Yamajifu Shoyu & Koji Miso Co. the
previous year. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso Companies
in Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso.
2nd ed. p. 234. The company was purchased by George Higa
(Bill Higa’s father) from Mr. Fukuda; Oda. 1983. Hawaii
Herald. Oct. 7. Letter from Takao Nihei. This was company
was founded in 1936 and had this name at the time it was
founded. It was later renamed Hawaiian Miso Shoyu Co.
341. Product Name: Yamajyu Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamajyu Shoyu & Koji Miso Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 395 Buckle Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 68772.
Date of Introduction: 1936.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of the City and
County of Honolulu. 1938-39. p. 614. Yamajyu Shoyu &
Koji Miso Co. (Taro Higa). Soy & Miso Manufacturers.
Wholesale and retail. 395 Buckle Lane. Tel. 68772. Note:
Taro Higa had the Yamajifu Shoyu & Koji Miso Co. the
previous year. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso Companies
in Hawaii; Oda. 1983. Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7.
342. Institut International d’Agriculture (International
Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja dans le monde [The
soybean in various countries of the world]. Rome, Italy:
Imprimerie de la Chambre des Deputes, Charles Colombo.
viii + 282 p. Bibliography, p. 276-82. No index. 25 cm. [90
ref. Fre]
• Summary: A superb early work, containing extensive
original information, looking at developments with soybeans
and soyfoods country by country, worldwide.
Contents. Preface (p. 1). A. Cultivation of soy (soja;
p. 4): 1. Botanical description, selection, classification of
the varieties. 2. Cultivation properly said. 3. Enemies and
illnesses.
4. Cultivation in the various countries: 4a. The Americas
(p. 38): Antigua, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
USA (gives details on all varieties grown, and describes
production, history, varieties, and cultural practices in North
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, Conclusion), Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British
Guiana, Dutch Guiana, British Honduras [Belize], Jamaica,
Barbados, Martinique, Mexico, Montserrat, Peru, Puerto
Rico, El Salvador, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay.
4b. Europe (p. 101): Germany, the Danubian countries,
Austria, Spain, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy,
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia,
Turkey, USSR.
4c. Asia (p. 128): Ceylon, China and Manchuria,
Cyprus, Federated States of Malaysia, British India (incl.
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Berar, Madras Presidency,

Bombay Presidency, Bengal (incl. Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim,
and the district of Darjeeling), Assam, North-West Frontier
Province, United Provinces), Netherlands Indies, Indochina
(incl. Tonkin, Annam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cochinchine),
Japan, Palestine, Siam.
4d. Africa (p. 146): French West Africa, Algeria, Belgian
Congo, Cyrenaica, Egypt, Eritrea, Madagascar, Morocco,
Mauritius (Ile Maurice), Reunion (Réunion), Rhodesia,
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Tripolitania, Tunisia, Union of South
Africa.
4e. Oceania (p. 153): Australia, Fiji Islands, Hawaii,
New Caledonia, New Zealand, Philippines.
B. Utilization of soya (p. 158): 1. The soybean in human
nutrition and in industry: Whole soybeans, chart of the uses
of whole soybeans, use of soya in the green state (green
vegetable soybeans), soy sauce (dau-tuong of the Annamites,
or toyo, named shoyu by the Japanese, or chau-yau or chiang
yoo by the Chinese), condiments and sauces based on soya
in the Netherlands Indies (tempe, ontjom, tempemori and
tempe kedele [various types of tempeh and onchom, p. 16870]), tao tjo [Indonesian-style miso], tao dji [fermented
black soybeans], ketjap, ketiap benteng [Indonesian-style
soy sauce], soymilk (le lait de soja), yuba (crème de lait
de soja), tofu (le fromage de soja) and fermented tofu (des
fromages fermentés, made by Li Yu-ying near Paris), soymilk
casein (caséine du lait de soja, for industrial use, including
vegetable albumin, or galalithe [galalith]” [isolated soy
protein], and artificial wool), soy lecithin (lécithine de soja),
soy flour (la farine de soja, incl. soy bread, soy pastries, and
soy cocoa).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that uses the term benteng or ketiap benteng to refer to an
Indonesian-style soy sauce.
2. Soy oil (p. 194): Food uses, industrial uses (including
soaps, products resembling petroleum, paints, varnishes,
linoleum, and artificial rubber), extraction, directory of
U.S. manufacturers of materials and equipment for soybean
processing, directory of U.S. and Canadian manufacturers
of food products based on soya (produits alimentaires à
base de soja, p. 205-06), directory of U.S. manufacturers of
industrial soy products (p. 206-07).
3. Soybean in the feeding of domestic animals (p. 207):
Forage, hay, silage, pasture, soybean seeds, the minerals in
soybeans, soya as a feed for dairy cows, cattle, buffaloes,
sheep, hogs, horses and mules, poultry.
4. Use of soya as fertilizer (p. 257). C. The trade of soya
and of its by-products (p. 363): Production of soybeans in
the principal countries, economic importance of soybean
cultivation in the USA, soybean trade/commerce including
tables of the major importers and exporters, and amounts
traded annually in 1931-1934, price of soybeans, cost of
production.
List by region and country of people and organizations
that responded to a questionnaire sent by IIA (p. 273-76).
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Bibliography of main publications consulted, listed by region
and country of publication.
Reunion (Ile de la Réunion): “The soybean (Le Soja)
is only cultivated as an experimental crop, on a few square
meters at the agronomic station” (p. 148).
Fiji (Iles Fidji): Soybean cultivation is not yet practiced
in this colony; however soybean seeds are currently being
imported in order to conduct a trial.
New Caledonia: In 1928 soybean cultivation was
introduced to New Caledonia.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, Costa Rica, Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, Jamaica,
Madagascar, Morocco, New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or
Réunion, or the cultivation of soybeans in Bhutan, Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel,
Jamaica, Madagascar, Mexico, the Middle East. Morocco,
New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or Réunion. It is also the
earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans
in connection with (but not yet in) Cyprus; it is stated that
soybeans are not grown on the island of Cyprus. Soybean
cultivation is not practiced in the Italian colonies of Eritrea
(Erythrée, now part of Ethiopia) or Cyrenaica (Cyrénaïque,
now part of Libya).
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Bhutan, New Caledonia, or Réunion, or the
cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928), or Bhutan
or Réunion (1936) (One of two documents).
Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (March 2020) that mentions tempeh, which it calls
“tempe” (p. 168). It notes that, in general, the indigenous
people of the Netherlands Indies use soybeans mainly to
make tempe, a product which, throughout central and eastern
Java, takes the place reserved for ontjom in western Java.
Tempeh is found in two forms: either in large flat cakes
which are cut at the time of sale into small square morsels,
or wrapped in folded banana leaves. A detailed description of
the preparation of each of these two types of tempeh is given
as well as another type of tempe, called tempemori, which is
made with soybeans and coconut presscake.
Soybean cultivation is not known to be practiced in the
following countries or colonies: Antigua, Barbados, British
Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975), Trinidad and
Tobago.
Note 5. The name “Georges Ray” is mentioned in this
book on an unnumbered page. Address: Rome, Italy.
343. Krauss, F.G. 1937. Soy beans and peanuts are
outstanding crop plants for rotation plan, Dr. Krauss says.
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Feb. 14. p. 7.
• Summary: “Some used: Soy beans are used extensively in
Hawaii in the following ways:
“1. Cooked as shelled peas and beans (a) in the green
immature state, (b) when mature, as in the case of navy and

kidney beans with tomato sauce or any bacon.
“2. In the manufacture of Miso (bean paste with rice),
“3. As tofu (bean curd).
“4. For the manufacture of soyu [sic, shoyu] sauce.
“5. For sprouted beans.
“6. As meal [whole soy flour] for baking and other
culinary uses.
“Soy beans owe their excellent nutritive quality
principally to their high protein content and high calorie
value contained in the rich inherent oil.”
“Due mainly to the demands of our Oriental population,
Hawaii imports around 2 million pounds of soy beans
annually valued at about $80,000.”
“Mr. M. Maneki of the Agricultural Extension Service,
University of Hawaii, who investigated the acceptability of
Hawaiian grown soy beans as a substitute for the imported
article in the manufacture of Oriental products stated in
1932:
“’It is expected that the Miso and soy sauce
manufacturers will not object to Island grown soy beans.
Some of the tofu manufacturers may object. However
there is no valid reason for this, excepting that it is claimed
that the local product requires longer soaking in water
before it is ground. Also that a greater amount of tofu can
be manufactured of the imported beans. These questions
should be determined scientifically before they are given
acceptance.
“Varieties Imported:” The main varieties imported at
present are the Mammoth Yellow and the Tokyo [Tokio].
Both varieties “thrive fairly well in Hawaii. One local grower
reports yields up to 2,000 pounds per acre.
Owing to a tariff of 2 cents per pound on foreign grown
soy beans, and the uncertainty of imports from the Pacific
Coast, “it seems likely that the price of soy beans will not
fall far below 4 cents one year with another, at this price,
especially if the crop is grown in rotation with potatoes and
corn, or inter-cropped with corn, soy beans should be grown
at a profit pf $70 to $80 per ton.”
Soy bean varieties adapted to Hawaii are listed and
directions for the culture green vegetable soybeans are given
by “Dr. C.P. Wilsie, formerly agronomist at the Hawaii
Experiment station, and an ardent advocate of the soy bean
as a green vegetable.” Address: PhD, former director of the
Univ. of Hawaii extension service.
344. List or manifest of in-bound passengers (citizens) for
immigration officials at port of arrival. 1937.
• Summary: Name of passenger: Mildred Lager. Arrival
date [in Los Angeles]: 17 July 1937. Age: 36. Birth date: abt
1901. Gender: Female. Ship name: Malolo. Port of Arrival:
Los Angeles, California. Port of Departure: Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Note: The Aug. 1937 issue of her House of Better Living
(Newsletter, Los Angeles; p. 1) states that she just returned
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from a wonderful 10-day trip to the Hawaiian islands.
“I studied the tropical foods first hand, saw them grown,
learned what the University of Hawaii had to say about them,
saw them picked, canned and gotten ready for shipment.”
345. Morse, W.J. 1937. Soybean variety studies of the
United States Department of Agriculture. Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association p. 16-18. 17th annual
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “One of the outstanding results of soybean
improvement work in the United States has been, the
realization of the importance of varietal adaptation... Varietal
adaptation is obviously the reason why practically every
locality in the soybean regions of the Orient has its own local
varieties... Of the large number of introductions obtained
from Asia, the same variety rarely has been secured a second
time unless introduced from the same locality... Before
numerous introductions were made by the Department,
beginning in 1898, there were not more than eight varieties
of soybeans grown in this country, and the culture of these
varieties was confined to limited areas in a few states...
Seed samples were obtained through consuls, missionaries,
seedsmen, government agencies, and foreign explorers
until by 1909 we had 175 varieties; by 1913, 427 varieties;
by 1919, 629 varieties, by 1925, 1133 varieties, and at the
present time more than 2,500 distinct types. Since 1989
the Department of Agriculture has made more than 10,000
introductions of soybeans from China, Manchuria, Japan,
Chosen [Korea], Java, Sumatra, Siberia, and India. This large
collection, ranging in time of maturity from 75 to 200 or
more days, has show wide differences in adaptation to soil
and climatic conditions...”
After preliminary testing at Arlington Farm, Virginia,
the introductions are sent to various experiment stations for
cooperative studies...
“The soybean has been used chiefly as a forage crop
in the United States and for many years breeding work
tended largely toward the development of varieties for hay,
silage, and pasture. With the rapid development during the
past few years of the soybean for oil, food and industrial
purposes, acreage for bean production has increased greatly.
The improvement and development of varieties adapted to a
wide range of conditions and uses undoubtedly has been one
of the most important factors in increased acreage and seed
production.”
“Extensive cooperative investigations with more
than 3,000 introductions and selections of soybeans have
been carried on during the last three or four years with
experiment stations and special cooperators in 44 states and
the insular possessions, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Many of
these selections gave outstanding results when compared
with standard varieties in different sections and are being
increased for more extensive field tests. Several of the
varieties in different sections were found especially suitable

for use as green shelled beans, dry edible beans, or beans of
high oil and protein content, as commercial beans.
“In 1936, more than 5,000 individual soybean plant
selections from introductions and natural hybrids were
under test at Arlington Farm. Although improvement
work at Arlington has been largely plant selection, some
hybridization work has been started, especially with the wild
soybean and the most promising cultivated types. Oil and
protein studies have been conducted along with the breeding
work, analyses being made of introductions grown in the
same and under different environmental conditions. An
extensive series of varieties, introductions and selections at
Arlington Farm ranged from 12 to 26 per cent oil and from
28 to 50 per cent protein... In view of the interest in soybean
oil for paint purposes, studies were conducted to show the
range in iodine number. The results of these investigations
showed a range from 118 to 143 for domestic varieties and
155 for the wild soybean.
“The increasing use of soybeans for food has resulted
in a demand for varieties especially suited for various food
purposes. Extensive cooperative cooking experiments
with the Bureau of Home Economics of the Department of
Agriculture and with several state experiment stations have
shown considerable variation in flavor and cooking quality
in both the green and dry beans of edible varieties from the
Orient. The most promising of these have been named and
distributed to special cooperators by several state experiment
stations. Some of these varieties are especially valuable as
green shelled beans, flour, dry edible beans, roasted salted
beans [soynuts], bean curd, bean milk, and bean sprouts.”
Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
346. Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji). comp. 1937-1938.
Hawai nenkan [Hawaiian Japanese annual and directory].
Honolulu, Hawaii: Nippu JiJi-sha (The Nippu Jiji). [Jap]*
347. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Abe (Junzo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Haleiwa, P.O. Waialua, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese
Annual & Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 38. Junzô Abe (from
Fukushima prefecture), tofu maker, Haleiwa, Waialua P.O.,
Oahu.
348. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Gomoto (Mrs. Michi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1338 College Walk, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1936-37. Mrs. Michi Gomoto Tofu (Mrs. Michi Gomoto,
proprietor). 1338 College Walk, Honolulu.
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Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37,
p. 23. Kunimoto? Gômoto (from Hiroshima prefecture),
tofu maker, 1338 College Walk, Honolulu. Note: The tofu
maker’s first name could also be pronounced Satomoto? or
Akimoto? Not listed 1941-42.
349. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hirakawa (Jugoro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Lanai City, Lanai Island, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Lanai p. 41. Jûgorô Hirakawa (from
Kumamoto prefecture), tofu maker, Lanai City, Lanai Island,
Hawaiian Islands.
350. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ideguchi (Yasuki) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1357 North King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1936-37. Yasuki Ideguchi Tofu (Yasuki Ideguchi, proprietor).
1357 N. King.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
42. Yasoyoshi Ideguchi (from Kumamoto prefecture), tofu
maker, 1347 N. King St. (new address), Honolulu. Not listed
1937-38.
351. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ikezaki (Moichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 32 South Kukui, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1936-37. Moichi Ikezaki Tofu (Moichi Ikezaki, proprietor).
32 S Kukui, Honolulu. Not listed 1937-38. 1947-48
Directory. Listed as Moichi Ikezaki Tofu, 24 S. Kukui,
Honolulu. Residence same. Not listed 1955.
352. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ito (Kiyota) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3 Kaumakapili Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, p. 46. Kiyota Ito (from Niigata
prefecture), tofu maker, 3 Kaumakapili Lane, Honolulu.
353. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Iwasaki (Chiyo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Alupeka, Hanamaulu, Lihue,
Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual

& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 12. Chiyo Iwasaki (from
Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker, Alupeka, Hanamaulu,
Lihue, Kauai, Hawaiian Islands.
354. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kamishita (M.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waimea, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1936-37. M. Kamishita Tofu (M. Kamishita,
proprietor). Waimea, Kauai. Not listed 1947-48.
355. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kikuchi (Genshiro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Piikoi & Vineyard Streets,
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, p. 46. Genshirô Kikuchi (from Niigata
prefecture), tofu maker, Piikoi & Vineyard Sts., Honolulu.
356. Product Name: Miso, and Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: KINA? (Asauki?) Miso & Koji.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 207, Pakala, Waimea,
Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 40. Asauki Kina? (from
Okinawa prefecture), miso and koji maker, Box 207, Pakala,
Waimea, Kauai, Hawaiian Islands.
357. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: KOHATSU? / ONAMIZU?
(Tadashi? Musashi?) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Lawai, Koloa, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 24. Tadashi? (or Musashi?)
KOHATSU? ONAMIZU? (from Okinawa prefecture), tofu
maker, Lawai, Koloa, Kauai, Hawaii.
358. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kureya? / Goya? (Kishin?
Yoshimasa?) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 29. Kishin? (Yoshimasa?)
KUREYA? / GOYA? (from Okinawa prefecture), tofu maker,
Wahiawa, Oahu.
359. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kwai Ing Hong Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 18 North Kukui, Honolulu,
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Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1936-37. Kwai Ing Hong Tofu (Kwai Hong, proprietor). 18
N Kukui, Honolulu. Not listed 1941-42.
360. Product Name: Miso, and Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mafuji? / Kanto? / Chikafuji?
(Toyosaburo) Miso & Koji.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 43, Hanapepe, Kauai,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 32 Toyosaburô Mafuji? (or
Kanto? Chikafuji?) (from Niigata prefecture), miso and koji
maker, Box 43, Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaiian Islands.
361. Product Name: Koji, and Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mafuji? / Kanto? / Chikafuji?
(Yoshikichi) Koji & Miso.
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 122, Kapaa, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 8. Yoshikichi Mafuji? (or
Kanto? Chikafuji?) (from Niigata prefecture), koji and miso
maker, Box 122, Kapaa, Kauai, Hawaiian Islands.
362. Product Name: Miso, and Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: Marumasa Soy Co. (Marumasa
Shoyu Factory).
Manufacturer’s Address: 618 Cooke St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, p. 103. Goichi Miyagi (from Okinawa
prefecture), shoyu, miso, and koji manufacturer, 618 Cooke
St., Honolulu.
363. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsushima (Jinpachi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 30 S. Kukui St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese
Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p. 95. Jinpachi Matsushima
(from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker, 30 S. Kukui St.,
Honolulu.
364. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsuura (Tokuo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waialua, P.O. Waialua, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual

& Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 42. Matsuura Tokuo (from
Fukuoka prefecture), tofu maker, Waialua, P.O. Waialua,
Oahu.
365. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Miyadaira (Yoshikityo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Pearl City, Wahiawa, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 7. Yoshikiyo Miyadaira (from
Okinawa prefecture), tofu maker, Pearl City, Wahiawa, Oahu.
366. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaka (Mamoru) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Haleiwa, P.O. Waialua, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 39. Mamoru Morinaka (from
?), tofu maker, Haleiwa, P.O. Waialua, Oahu.
367. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Muraoka (Sonjuro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kapaa, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 6. Sonjûrô Muraoka (from ?),
tofu maker, Kapaa, Kauai, Hawaiian Islands.
368. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nago? / Meigo? (Sanyoshi? Mira?
Sanra? Sabuyoshi?) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kapaa Heights, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 10. NAGO? / MEIGO?
(Sanyoshi? Mira? Sanra? Sabuyoshi?) (from Okinawa
prefecture), tofu maker, Kapaa Heights, Kauai, Hawaiian
Islands.
369. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakamura (Shokichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Paia Camp, Paia, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Maui p. 38. Shôkichi Nakamura (from
Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker, Paia Camp, Paia, Maui.
370. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakasone (Taro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Makawao, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
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& Directory. 1936-37, Maui p. 47. Tarô Nakasone (from
Okinawa prefecture), tofu maker, Makawao, Maui.
371. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nonaka (Mrs. Kikuye) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 920 Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1936-37. Mrs. Kikuye Nonaka Tofu (Mrs. Kikuye Nonaka,
proprietor). 920 Kapahulu Ave., Honolulu.
Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37,
p. 134. Isaburo Nonaka (from Fukuoka prefecture), tofu
merchant (not maker), 920 Kapahulu Rd., Honolulu.
Not listed 1941-42 Honolulu City Directory.
372. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okuyama (Munenao) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waikapu, Wailuku, Maui,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Maui p. 18. Munenao Okuyama (from
Yamanashi prefecture), tofu maker, Waikapu, Wailuku,
Maui. On this same page is listed: Iwatarô Ohta / Ota (from
Hiroshima prefecture), tofu and meat merchant, Box 568
Waikapu, Wailuku, Maui.
373. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Omura / Ohmura (Riu) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waimea, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 38. Riu Omura / Ohmura
(from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker, Waimea, Kauai,
Hawaii.
374. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shimaura (Eisaku) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 33. Eisaku Shimaura (from
Kumamoto prefecture), tofu maker, Wahiawa, Oahu.
375. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shiroyama (Iyose) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kealakekua, Kona, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese
Annual & Directory. 1936-37, Kona, Island of Hawaii p. 6.
Iyose Shiroyama (from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker,
Kealakekua, Kona, Island of Hawaii.

376. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: SHITANO? / SHITAYA? (Namie)
Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Port Allen, Eleele, Kauai,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 31. Namie SHITAHO? /
SHITAYA? (from Ehime prefecture), tofu maker, Port Allen,
Eleele, Kauai, Hawaii.
377. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: TAKAFUJI? / TAKTO?
(Heihachiro) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Papaikou, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Island of Hawaii p. 47. Heihachirô
TAKAFUJI? TAKATO? (from Nagano prefecture), tofu
maker, Papaikou, Island of Hawaii.
378. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takami (Ryuichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Pali Luluku, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 51. Ryûichi Takami (from
Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker, Pali Luluku, Oahu.
379. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takashima (Sen) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Puukoli, Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Maui p. 1. Sen Takashima (from
Chiba prefecture), tofu maker, Puukoli, Lahaina, Maui.
380. Product Name: Koji.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takei Koji, Miso Seizo-gyo (Takei
Koji & Miso Manufacturing Co.).
Manufacturer’s Address: Box 237, Kahului, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese
Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p. Maui 25. Shûji Takei (from
Yamaguchi prefecture), Takei Koji, Miso Seizô-gyo [Takei
Koji & Miso Manufacturing Co.], Box 237, Kahului, Maui.
Note: They now make and sell koji and have a P.O. Box.
Note: This is the earliest known commercial koji made
in the Hawaiian Islands.
381. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tatsuta (Seikichi? Masakichi?)
Tofu.
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Manufacturer’s Address: Mountain View, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Island of Hawaii p. 86. Seikichi?
(or Masakichi?) Tatsuta (from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu
maker, Mountain View, Island of Hawaii.
382. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Teruya (Tadao) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Lower Camp 3, Sprecklesville,
Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Maui p. 33. Tadao Teruya (from
Okinawa prefecture), bath house and tofu shop (!), Lower
Camp 3, Sprecklesville, Maui.
383. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Uda (Yoshito) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waikapu, Wailuku, Maui,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Maui p. 16 and 20. Yoshito Uda (from
Kumamoto prefecture), tofu maker, Waikapu, Wailuku,
Maui.
384. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Uehara (Kiyoyoshi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Maui p. 6. Kiyoyoshi Uehara (from
Chiba prefecture), tofu maker, Lahaina, Maui.
385. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ushijima (Takehachi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Ponahawai St., Box 1247, Hilo,
Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Island of Hawaii p. 32. Takehachi
Ushijima (from Kumamoto prefecture), tofu maker,
Ponahawai St., Box 1247, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
386. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Uyeda / Ueda (Mrs. Haruko) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1936-37. Mrs. Haruko Uyeda Tofu (Mrs. Haruko Uyeda,
proprietor). Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu.

Hawaiian Japanese Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p.
201. Kanichi Ueda (from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker,
1031 Aala St., Honolulu.
Not listed 1941-42 Honolulu City Directory. Note that
tofu has been made at this exact address since 1923. The
manufacturers were H. Iwanaga Daufu (started 1923), and
Shoshiro or Shima Kanehori Tofu Manufacturer (1926). She
later (probably in 1939) sold this company to Mr. and Mrs.
Shokin Yamauchi, who renamed it Aala Tofu Co. As of 1988,
Aala Tofu Co. still exists.
387. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Wakahiro (Seiichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 907 Sheridan St., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese
Annual & Directory. 1936-37, p. 206. Seiichi Wakahiro
(from Yamaguchi prefecture), tofu maker, 907 Sheridan St.,
Honolulu.
388. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Watanabe (Ushimatsu) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waipahu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Oahu p. 11. Ushimatsu Watanabe
(from Chiba prefecture), tofu maker, Waipahu, Oahu.
389. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamamoto (Sadashichi) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Makaweli, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1937.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaiian Japanese Annual
& Directory. 1936-37, Kauai p. 35. Sadashichi Yamamoto
(from Hiroshima prefecture), tofu maker, Makaweli, Kauai,
Hawaii.
390. Fuji, Fugoro. 1937. Dainihon kaigai iminshi [Great
history of Japanese immigration overseas]. Japan: Kaigai
Chôsa-kai. See vol. 2, p. 21-22, 95. [Jap]*
• Summary: Pages 21-22 repeat the information from Morita
1915 about Haruhachi Shimada being the first to brew shoyu
in Hawaii.
Page 95 in the “people” section states: “Nobuyuki
Yamagami was born in 1882 and came from Fukuoka
prefecture. He studied in Fukuoka and also in Tokyo. Later
he developed ambition and traveled to England, France,
Germany, and other European countries for several years.
Next he went to Australia, and finally to the USA. In San
Francisco he opened a seafood products store and studied
foods. In 1905 in Honolulu, Hawaii, he founded Yamakami/
Yamagami Shoyu Jozo-sho, which was successful. Later he
changed the company’s name to Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha. He
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delegated the work to Tashiro Kumataro, and went to China
for fun. In Korea he founded a soap factory and succeeded
in getting orders from the army and navy. His shoyu was
developed based on his original research, and suited for
the tastes of modern people. He called it ‘kenfu,’ which
means ‘wise wife/women.’ It became very popular. His elder
brother, Sogen Yamakami/Yamagami, was a great Zen monk/
priest. Also he was very famous for his great kindness to his
parents.”
391. Hartung, William J. 1938. Protective foods for better
health. Hawaii Farm and Home (Honolulu). Jan. 15. p. 22.
• Summary: Note: www.newspapers.com cites this article,
with the same author, title and date, as Honolulu StarBulletin (Hawaii). p. 66.
“During the time of the study, the measles epidemic of
1937 was raging.” “Vegetables, fruits and milk are termed
protective fruits because they are rich in vitamins and
minerals which are essential to optimum health.”
A large table shows “Amount of Protective Needed.”
The first category is “Vegetables.” “4. Fresh vegetables: All
edible bean varieties, bean sprouts, peas and edamame.”
“6. Dry legumes: All edible bean varieties, peas, lentils
and prepared soybean products–miso and tofu.”
Note: This identical article appeared again, with the
same author and title, in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, 15 Jan.
1938, p. 66 (also named Hawaii Farm and Home, p. 22).
Address: Executive Secretary, Diversified Crops Committee,
HSPA [Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association].
392. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morinaka (J.M.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waialua, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1938.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1937-38. J.M. Morinaka Tofu (J.M. Morinaka, proprietor).
Waialua, Honolulu. Not listed 1941-42.
393. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Murai (Yasaburo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1938.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1937-38. Yasaburo Murai Tofu (Yasaburo Murai, proprietor).
Hilo, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1941-42.
394. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shijma (B.U.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1938.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1937-38. B.U. Shijma Tofu (B.U. Shijma, proprietor). Hilo,
Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1941-42.

395. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamajifu Soy Factory. Apparently
changed to Yamajyu Shoyu & Koji Miso Co. the next year.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1402 N. School, corner
Houghtailing, Honolulu, Ohau, Hawaii. Phone: 89181.
Date of Introduction: 1938.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu
and the Territory of Hawaii. 1937-38. p. 592. Yamajifu
Soy Factory. (Taro Higa). Soy manufacturers, Wholesale
and retail dealers. 1402 N. School, corner Houghtailing.
Tel. 89181. Note: The next year Taro Higa started Yamajyu
Shoyu & Koji Miso Co. at 395 Buckle Lane.
396. Fairchild, David. 1938. The world was my garden:
Travels of a plant explorer. New York, NY: Charles
Scribner’s Sons. xiv + 494 p. Assisted by Elizabeth and
Alfred Kay. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: This wonderful book, an autobiography of
David Fairchild (1869-1954), also tells the story of the
early days of the USDA and its Section of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction, and of the pioneering work with plant
introduction to the United States. It contains about 207
black-and-white photos, mostly taken by the author. One
of these (p. 472A) shows Howard P. Dorsett (standing) and
David Fairchild (seated), who “spent twenty happy years in
close association, trying to increase the number and improve
through introductions the quality of the fruits and vegetables
of the United States.”
Contents: 1. Background. 2. Kansas. 3. I enter
government service. 4. I meet Barbour Lathrop and reach
Naples [Italy]. 5. Breslau, Berlin, and Bonn [Germany].
6. Java ho! 7. The Lathrop-Fairchild odyssey begins. 8.
The Cannibal Isles (Incl. Hawaiian islands). 9. American
interlude (in 1897 his father resigned as president of Kansas
State College of Agriculture after the wave of Populism
engulfed the college). 10. The West Indies and South
America. 11. Cotton in Egypt. 12. Across the Java Sea. 13.
From Finland to Dalmatia. 14. Land of the Pharaohs. 15.
Malta, Tunis, Algiers, and Spain. 16. England, America,
and west to the Orient once more. 17. The Persian Gulf and
Bagdad [Baghdad. Note: Iraq was established in 1921 out of
former Turkish territory]. 18. A glimpse of Saïgon [Saigon]
and a long stay in Japan. 19. I visit Luther Burbank and
circumnavigate Africa. 20. I meet Alexander Graham Bell.
21. A grand tour of these United States. 22. Mostly personal.
23. Washington, Madeira, and “In the Woods.” 24. Baddeck,
Nova Scotia. 25. Mostly aviation. 26. Lacquer and wild
wheat. 27. Aaron Aaronsohn and Joseph Rock. 28. More
plants, introduction gardens, and Mr. Bell. 29. Florida in
1912. 30. Monsters of the backyard. 31. The flowering cherry
trees are planted in Washington. 32. Quarantine increases and
war [World War I] begins. 33. Seeds from Afghanistan. 34.
The plains of Canada. 35. The war and dried vegetables. 36.
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The Allison Armour expeditions. 37. Aloha.
In 1889 Beverly T. Galloway, head of USDA’s Division
of Plant Pathology, brought David Fairchild, age 19, to
Washington, DC, to join five plant pathologists who were
working in attic rooms of the old red brick department
building. P. Howard Dorsett, Galloway’s Wisconsin
classmate, soon joined the group. Soon shy and scholarly
Walter T. Swingle, Fairchild’s Kansas State classmate and
close friend since their student days in Germany, arrived
with his growing library of agricultural references in 5 or
6 languages. Seeking an opportunity to learn about the
flora of foreign countries, Fairchild accepted a Smithsonian
fellowship to study entomology in Naples, Italy, and resigned
from the USDA. Fairchild’s pioneering work with plant
introduction traces its roots back to late 1893. On board a
ship, the young plant pathologist met Barbour Lathrop, a
wealthy San Francisco gentleman who later took him on an
extended tour of the Pacific and showed him fruits, grains,
and ornamental plants that could be valuable in America. In
1895 Lathrop gave Fairchild the money to begin his study
of the plant treasures of the tropics. Returning to the USA in
1897 (with Mr. Lathrop), after an absence of 4 years, David
Fairchild knew exactly what he wanted to do with his life.
He visited his parents in Manhattan, Kansas, and learned that
a wave of “Populism” (resembling Bolshevism) had caused
his father to resign as president of the college (p. 105). In
August 1897 he reached Washington, DC–without a job.
James Wilson, the Secretary of Agriculture, firmly believed
that “what agriculture needed most was more knowledge.”
“The idea of plant introduction as a government activity was
germinating in other minds besides Lathrop’s and mine” (p.
106). Secretary Wilson’s first act after taking office had been
to send N.E. Hansen to Russia in search of cold-resistant
cereal grains and fruits for America’s great plains. Swingle
has recently presented a paper on introducing subtropical
plants to Florida.
Fairchild and Swingle conceived a plan to divert
$20,000 dollars of the funds appropriated for the wasteful
Congressional Seed Distribution Service (which was already
spending several hundred thousand dollars a year) in order
to finance a section for the specific purpose of introducing
new, useful, and carefully selected crops into the United
States. He enthusiastically presented the idea to Secretary
Wilson, who approved the plan and asked him to organize
the new Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction Section (p.
107). Housed on the fifth floor under the eaves of the old
Department of Agriculture building and staffed by one
teenage secretary, it became a reality when Congress passed
the revised appropriation bill in July, 1898.
“In 1899, all that existed of the Department of
Agriculture was housed in an ugly old building with a
mansard roof topping its red-brick walls. It was situated in a
park south of Pennsylvania Avenue, just beyond one of the
most disreputable quarters of the city” (p. 18).

In 1916 David and Marian Fairchild purchased a piece
of property located in Coconut Grove on Biscayne Bay,
Florida; they named it The Kampong. On the property was
a very old stone barn, a huge stone entrance gate, and many
fine old tropical trees (p. 452-53, 456A, 472C). A Kampong
is a Malay word (first used in English in 1844) meaning “a
native hamlet or village in a Malay-speaking country.”
Good photos show: (1-4) Members of the USDA
Section of Plant Pathology taken in the early 1890s: Walter
T. Swingle, Joseph James, David Fairchild, Theodore Holm,
Beverly T. Galloway, Merton B. Waite, and P. Howard
Dorsett (p. 26A-B). (5) Barbour Lathrop and David Fairchild
in the cabin of a boat, off Sumatra, Christmas, 1895. (6) The
uniform of a worker at Mr. Suzuki’s nursery in Tokyo, Japan.
The back is decorated with large Chinese characters. (5)
Fermentation vats with conical bamboo covers in a soy sauce
factory at Ichang (I-ch’ang or Yichang), a city in west Hupeh
/ Hubei province in Central China (p. 256F, probably taken
by Frank N. Meyer in 1917). (6) This page shows “A prolific
Soy Bean plant ripe for harvest” and loaded with pods (p.
256F). (7) David Fairchild (seated) and Howard Dorsett
(standing), each in two-piece suits, by at a desk, examining
various fruits (p. 472A). Address: USDA.
397. Photograph of the Yamajyu Shoyu & Koji Miso Co.
factory in Hawaii. 1938.
• Summary: This 4 by 6 inch black-and-white photo was
sent to Soyfoods Center in Sept. 1984 by William Higa of the
Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co., Ltd. (1714 Mary St., Honolulu,
Hawaii 96810). The original company made Shiro Koji Miso
and Yamaju Shoyu. Standing by wooden kegs of miso are
the founders Henry, Shinyei, and George Taru Higa. The
company sign appears clearly over the factory door. Long,
dark automobiles from the 1930s are parked at the left and
right.
Note: A nice large print of this photo appeared on the
front page of the Hawaii Herald on 7 Oct. 1983.
398. Greene, Mabel. 1939. Soybeans and peanuts offer
varieties in meals. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Jan. 19.
p. 5.
• Summary: This information on soybeans is from a new
USDA leaflet titled “Soybeans for the Table.” It is available
for free, while the supply lasts, if you write the department of
agriculture, Washington, D.C.
“The leaflet answers questions on nutritive value,
tells how to select, depod, and cook green soybeans;
how to produce savory baked beans from those that have
been harvested at the ripe stage. There are even detailed
instructions for the making of soybean curd [tofu], and
a beverage named milk by its oriental originators. But
orientals do not stop with such simple dishes as curd.
They use soybeans for many complicated, long fermented
preparations. Soy sauce, that has gained widespread use in
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America, is one of these fermented products...”
“Green soybeans are very rich in vitamin A, a vitamin
frequently associated with green coloring. And both the dry
and green soybeans are good sources of vitamin B and G.
And if you sprout soybeans, after the oriental fashion, you
will have vitamin C in addition to all other food values.”
Address: Bureau of Home Economics, U.S. Departure of
Agriculture.
399. Lloyd, J.W.; Burlison, W.L. 1939. Eighteen varieties
of edible soybeans: Their adaptability, acceptability, culture
and characteristics. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 453. p. 385-439. March.
• Summary: This is the most complete and interesting report
on this subject published up to this time. “The original
stock of most of the varieties of edible soybeans included in
these studies was supplied by W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant
Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, who has inspected
the growing crops every year and given many helpful
suggestions... The Department of Home Economics has
supplied valuable data on a number of points and prepared
the directions for shelling and cooking the green soybeans
given at the back of this bulletin” (p. 383).
The authors use the two terms “edible soybeans” and
“vegetable-type soybeans” repeatedly and interchangeably
to refer to these soybeans which are especially adapted to
use as human food. By contrast “field types” are used for
manufacturing oil or industrial products, or for forage. The
edible or vegetable types can be consumed in either of two
forms: (1) As “green soybeans” or “green shelled beans,” or
(2) as “dry mature soybeans” or “dry, ripe soybeans,” or “dry
soybeans.”
Contents: Introduction. Distribution of seed for tests.
Results of the cooperative tests: Reports from home
gardeners, state institutions, market gardeners, and canners.
Range of adaptation: Northern and southern United States,
East and Middle West, Illinois reports concerning adaptation,
comparison of adaptability in Illinois and other states.
Performance of 18 varieties at Urbana: Relative earliness
of different varieties, duration of edible period, agronomic
characters, yields of dry beans, blossom, pod, and seed
characters, yields of shelled green beans. Market qualities
of the green soybeans. Protein and fat contents of the green
soybeans. Characteristics of the 18 different varieties: Very
early–Giant Green. Early–80494, Bansei, Fuji. Midseason–
Illini, Hokkaido, Jogun, Willomi, 80490-1, 89162, 84979,
87617. Late: Illington, Imperial, 87606, Funk Delicious,
Emperor, Higan (p. 401). One other variety (Kura, p. 387)
was not tested. Varieties recommended. Method of culture:
Time of planting, preparation of seedbed, distance and
depth of planting, equipment for planting (a beet-and-bean
drill pulled by two horses), inoculation of the seed, tillage.
Damage from rabbits and grasshoppers. Harvesting green
soybeans. Harvesting, curing, and threshing ripe soybeans.

Summary and conclusions. Directions for shelling and
cooking green soybeans.
While the University of Illinois Department of Home
Economics was doing palatability studies on vegetabletype soybeans, the agronomists were doing a parallel set of
studies from 1935-1938 on yields, cultural practices, time to
mature, and suitability for home and market gardeners. In the
spring of 1936, four varieties were available for distribution:
Fuji (81029), Higan (80475), Willomi (81044-1), and
Hokkaido (85666); packets of three of these were sent to
197 persons. Their 11 most recommended vegetable-type
soybeans contained an average of 40.7% protein on a dry
weight basis (range 36.4–42.9%) and an average 100-seed
weight of 28.0 gm (range: 21.2–31.9 gm). From the 100-200
interested home gardeners who were sent trial seed packets
each year came a very positive response. The vegetabletype soybeans were considered high yielding and resistant
to drought. “Several gardeners liking the soybeans because
they were available for use as a fresh vegetable at a season
of the year when vegetables in the home garden are likely to
be scarce.” But above all the gardeners reported that “Fresh
soybeans had a satisfying flavor” (p. 390): “They were
delicious... We like them better than peas or beans... I served
soybeans to all guests this summer and most everyone liked
them... Everyone who tried them said they were splendid...
We have never eaten beans as good... The beans were
delicious to eat and were universally liked by my family
and guests. In fact it took persuasion to leave any for seed.”
Other representative comments from the hundreds printed
in the report include: “I think the vegetable soy will soon
become a standard vegetable... I think it is only a question of
time until these beans are very popular.
Reports from market gardeners were also positive: “I
put some of the soybeans on our sales counter and found that
about 80% of the people who tried the beans once came back
for more.” In a large grocery store in Chicago directions
for shelling and cooking the green beans were furnished
with each purchase and over 1,200 lb were sold the month.
Canning companies reported that certain varieties made “a
very fine canned product, the appearance being very good
and the flavor excellent.”
Soon interest was widespread, with 3,000 requests for
seed from all states, Hawaii, and 7 foreign countries. Outside
of Illinois, good results were obtained from cooperators
in Minnesota (Le Sueur), Wisconsin (Burnett county),
Idaho (Kamiah), Oregon (Florence, Dundee), Washington
(Kennewick, Vader), Montana (Bozeman), New Mexico
(Valley Ranch), Colorado (Edgewater, above 5,000 feet),
South Carolina, Arkansas, Kansas, and Texas (p. 394-96).
At the end of 1939 reports were received back from 810
people who had been sent seeds of vegetable-type soybeans
that spring; 80% reported success in growing a good crop
and 70% were enthusiastic about their quality as a green
vegetable.
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Yields of green soybeans in the pods were roughly 218
bu/acre, while yields of shelled green soybeans averaged
6,350 lb/acre (range 7,100 for Giant Green to 6,000 lb for
Willomi). Green soybeans weigh, on average, 2.44 times as
much as after they are allowed to dry. It takes an average of
10.8 minutes to shell 1 lb of pods. Lloyd and Burlison rated
6 of the green vegetable soybeans as having a quality rating
(flavor, texture, and appearance) of very good: Hokkaido,
Jogun, Willomi, Imperial, Funk Delicious, and Emperor (p.
419).
Concerning harvesting green soybeans: “For commercial
canning, green soybeans could be harvested and handled
with the equipment usually employed in the handling of the
Henderson Bush lima for canning” (p. 435).
Tables show: (1) Relative earliness of the 18 varieties
grown at Urbana, Illinois, 1934-1938. For each variety for
all 3 years gives the number of days to blooming, number of
days to edible condition, and number of days to maturity. (2)
Duration of edible period of 13 varieties of soybeans grown
at Urbana, Illinois, 1937-1938. The duration was shortest
for the earliest varieties (10-11 days) and longest for the
latest varieties (17-20 days). (3) Agronomic characters of
18 varieties of soybeans grown at Urbana. For each variety
for 5 years gives the height of plant at maturity (inches),
average height, lodging, and shattering. Illini was the only
variety with no shattering. (4) Acre-yields of dry beans from
18 varieties of soybeans, Urbana, 1934-1938. Illini had the
highest 5-year average yield (33.6 bu/acre), followed by
Bansei (3.05 bu/acre). (5) Temperature and rainfall during
growing months for soybeans, Urbana, 1934-1938. Months:
May to Sept. (6) Yields of soybean seed from multiplication
plots, 14 varieties, Urbana, 1938. Illini had the highest yield,
39.3 bu/acre. (7) Blossom, pod, and seed characters of the
18 varieties of soybeans tested. For each variety gives: Color
of blossom. Color of pubescence. Color of seed. Color of
hilum. Shape of seed. Weight of 100 dry beans (an average
figure, computed from the weights of these beans for the
years 1934 thru 1938). (8) Weight of 100 dry soybeans, 18
varieties, Urbana, 1934-1938. Gives weights for a sample of
each variety for most of 5 crop years, plus the average. The
varieties with the largest seeds were Hokkaido (31.88 gm)
and Funk Delicious (31.65 gm). (9) Weights and shelling
percentages of 7 varieties of green vegetable soybeans,
Urbana, 1936. Gives for each variety: Weight of 100 pods
of green beans, weight of shelled beans from 100 pods,
shelling percentage (average 55.0; range 59.5–49.7), average
number of beans per pod (range: 1.62–2.24), weight of
100 green shelled beans (range 55.8–84.2 gm), and ratio
of weight of 100 green shelled beans to weight of 100 dry
beans (average 2.44 to 1). (10). Yields of green soybeans
shelled for canning, 1937 (Reported by canning company
for 6 varieties). Giant Green had the largest yield, 7,100 lb/
acre. Average 6,350 lb/acre. (11) Market qualities of the
18 varieties of green soybeans tested at Urbana: Color of

pods toward close of edible period, size of pods, size of
green beans, weight of shelled beans from 100 grams pods,
shelling time for 1 pound of pods (by hand; average 10.8
min), quality rating. (12). Protein and fat contents of the
mature soybeans of the 18 varieties tested at Urbana, crop
of 1938 (water-free basis). Protein averaged 40.73% (range
38.5–44.13). Fat averaged 20.47% (range 18.12–22.42).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “vegetable-type
soybeans” or that has the term “edible soybeans” in the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Emperor. Address: 1. Chief
in Olericulture; 2. Chief in Crop Production. Both: Urbana,
Illinois.
400. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamauchi (Shoan) Tofu. By 1955 it
had become Aala Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1939.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1941-42. Shoan Yamauchi Tofu. Rear 1031 Aala, Honolulu.
Note: Sutro library in San Francisco has the following city
directories from this period: 1934-39, 1941/42, 1947-49.
In the 1947-48 Directory, address is given as 1031c Aala,
Honolulu. 1951 Directory. Name listed as Shojin Yamauchi
Tofu. 1953 Directory. Address listed as rear 1031 Aala. 1954
Directory. Address listed as 1031c Aala. Not listed 1955.
Note that 1031 Aala was the former location for at least 3
other tofu manufacturers: H. Iwanaga (founded 1923), Shima
Kanehori (1926), and Haruko Uyeda (1937).
Talk with Shoan Yamauchi. 1982. June 29. The Hinode
Tofu Company traces its roots back to Hawaii to the Ueda
Tofu Co., which may have started as early as 1900? In 1939
Mr. and Mrs. Shokin Yamauchi bought Ueda Tofu Co. and
renamed it Aala Tofu Co. Mrs. Yamauchi and her two sons,
Shoan and Shojin, ran the family business successfully.
In September 1947 Shoan’s brother, Shojin, took over the
family business, Aala Tofu Co., from their father, Shokin, in
Hawaii.
Talk with Mr. and Mrs. Shoan Yamauchi in Los Angeles.
1988. Oct. 23. They both recall that the business was never
named “Shoan Yamauchi Tofu.” It was named Aala Tofu
shortly before or after the Yamauchi family bought it from
Mrs. Ueda.
401. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Feb. 18. p. 42.
• Summary: “The Soja (Soy Bean): The most versatile of
annual field crops. Potentially an important leguminous
‘grain’ (seed), forage and hay, and green manuring crop for
Hawaii, with industrial possibilities.”
“Introduction: No other crop is used for so many
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purposes as is the soybean, or of which there are so many
agronomic forms, making it adaptable to many cultural
conditions. For centuries the most important legume in
Asiatic countries, it is fast gaining a like ascendancy in some
parts of the continental United States, notably in Illinois,
Iowa, Indiana, and on especially to North and South Carolina
to and throughout much of the cotton Belt. Strange to say,
although the crop has been experimented with in California
for twenty years, it has rarely produced above a thousand
pounds of seed per acre under the most favorable conditions
that could be supplied there, and at $40.00 per ton, such
small yields would be unprofitable. Consequently the
soybean has not become established on the Pacific Coast, nor
does it seem likely to, which has resulted in continued heavy
importation of the seed from the Orient.
“It is the writer’s opinion that light intensity, or
‘length of day’ growing factor, termed photoperiodism (the
response of the plant to relative length of day and night), is
the limiting factor in the region rather than other climatic
conditions such as temperature, humidity, etc., too often
attributed to causes of failure in crop production.
Hawaii’s Adaptability: As to Hawaii’s adaptability
to the profitable production of the soybean (also termed
the soja from its generic name), many varieties have been
tested over a long period. Krauss in Bulletin No. 23, entitled
Leguminous Crops in Hawaii, published by the Hawaii
Experiment Station in 1911, records the successful culture of
some dozen varieties, ranging from very dwarf types, which
mature in 60 to 100 days, to varieties which attain a height
of 4 feet or more, and requiring 4 months to mature. In
succeeding years the Hawaii Experiment Station has added
numerous other varieties, the most outstanding among them
being the two Biloxi varieties from Mississippi. All together
at least 200 varieties have been tested in cooperative field
trials, among them some 40 varieties collected by the writer
in China and Japan in 1909, 1927, and 1936.
“From this extended experience we would affirm that at
least a half dozen varieties are available to the commercial
grower that will produce average crops of a ton of seed per
acre under favorable conditions.
“The writer would estimate that 2000 to 5000 acres
might gradually be brought into this crop in rotation with
potatoes corn and other similar field crops, including even
sugar cane and pineapples. Such an acreage should produce
from 2000 to 5000 tons of seed which would justify the
setting up of a small oil expressing plant, and or a mill for
producing soybean flour such as the well known British
manufactured ‘Trusoy’ flour [launched in 1932] and several
American brands, in addition to supplying the local demand
for beans used in the manufacture of Oriental products such
as tofu (soybean curd) and its by-product kirazu [okara],
tonyu (soybean milk), miso (fermented rice and soybeans),
shoyu (soybean sauce) and other, which together necessitate
the importation of some 2½ million pounds annually,

the product of more than a thousand acres. Lastly should
mention be made of the important remaining by-product
should Hawaii see fit to set up a soybean expressing plant–
the resultant oil cake which is one of the most satisfactory
sources of food from a vegetable source, used for livestock
feeding, feeding especially for dairy cows. Large quantities
of this feed concentrate are imported into Hawaii, at a cost
ranging from $40 to $50 per ton.
“History and Adaptability; Botanical Characteristics:
The soybean (Soja max), relatively new to American
commercially, is one of the oldest and most important food
crops grown in the Orient. The plant was referred to in
Chinese literature at least 4800 [sic, 3100] years ago. It was
first introduced into the United States about 1800 [sic, 1765].
However, it is only since 1908 [sic, 1890] that the crop
has become generally known to those places of the United
States where it now flourishes. The Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station began conducting extensive experiments
with the crop in the middle 1900s. By 1910 a hundred
varieties were under comparative test at the Pensacola
Street Station [in Honolulu] (See Bulletin 23, Leguminous
Crops for Hawaii, 1911). In 1909 the writer collected some
40 varieties in China and Japan, which were added to the
already large collection under test. One of these new Asian
varieties, O-too-tan, is now said to be a foremost variety in
the southern states, where it is grown in excess of a million
acres, principally as a hay and silage crop (see such southern
seed catalogs as Wood’s, Reuter’s and Hastings–the latter
terms it the ‘Hawaiian’ soybean).
“To indicate the importance of the soybean as an Asiatic
crop, mention may be made of Manchuria’s production
of 142 million bushels, in Korea 250 million bushels are
produced and in Japan 11 million bushels, and in NetherlandIndia [today’s Indonesia] 7.5 million bushels as of 1935.
During the same period the United States produced about
40 million bushels, while in 1907 less that 50,000 bushels
were produced, Remarkable progress has been made in
recent years in the United States in the developing of food
and industrial uses from the soybean, especially in the
manufacture of oil, flour and oil meal cake, and lastly, plastic
materials such as is being used in the automobile industry,
in greatly increasing volume. Henry Ford alone used 2
million pounds of soybean oil, the product of 10,000 acres
of soybeans annually, for the manufacture of the enamel
with which he coats his automobiles. The resultant soybean
meal, by-product after the oil is extracted, is used for making
plastics used in numerous automobile parts. At present about
45 soybean oil mills are in operation in the United States.
These, during the 1935-36 season produced 209 million
pounds of oil, the product of 25 million bushels of soybeans
grown on a million acres. The price paid for these beans is a
few cents below $1.00 per bushel of 60 pounds. So important
has the domestic soybean industry become that an exhaustive
text by A.A. Horvath has recently been published by the
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Chemical Publishing Company under the title The Soybean
Industry (second edition 1939).
“Description of the Plant:” A long, typical botanical
description follows.
“(To Be Continued Next Sunday).” Address: PhD.
402. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Feb. 25. p. 34.
• Summary: “(Continued from Last Sunday)
“Average yield: The average yield of seed per acre
over a wide area ranges from about 10 to 20 bushels (600
to 1200 pounds) per acre depending upon variety and soil
as well as climate. Especially in the soybean are flowering
and consequent seed production closely related to the daily
period of illumination or ‘photoperiod,’ as this factor is
technically termed.
“Under favorable conditions the medium to medium late
maturing, 110-130 day maturing sorts, such as the brownseeded Biloxi, introduced from Mississippi in 1918 [sic,
Jan. 1915], produce under favorable cultural conditions a
ton or more of seed per acre with good regularity. Wilsie,
former agronomist of the Hawaii Experiment Station, has
reported experimental plantings in excess of 2 tons pr acre of
some varieties (see table of 14 varieties and their respective
yields under ‘Varieties’), while Krauss in 1910 reported
average yields ranging from 30 to 50 grams each, slightly
less than one ounce to more than 1½ ounces per plant. Full
stands seeded 10 inches apart in rows 30 inches apart at
the above rate would produce up to or in excess of 3000
pounds per acre. (See illustration herewith which shows the
heavy podded plants without foliage.) In these experiments
it was common to find plants yielding 200 to 300 seeds in

some varieties. Biloxi plants have subsequently yielded
considerably in excess of any of the figures given above and
may be relied upon to produce a ton of prime seed per acre
under favorable and climatic conditions.
“Varieties, Adaptation and Culture: There are said to
be approximately 800 more or less distinct varieties of
soybeans. However, seedsmen catalogue only about 20
varieties mostly in the southern United States. The writer
recommends the following for trial before any extensive area
is sown for commercial purposes:
“Group I. Culinary Varieties. (Dwarf type maturing in
from 60 to 100 days, yellow seeded.)
“Hollybrook, Manhattan, Swan, Elton, Acme.
“Group II. Culinary and ‘Grain’ varieties.
“Medium to large type, best suited for ‘grain.’ Yellow
seeded (except Biloxi.)
“Edward, a desirable variety for the manufacture of miso
and other Japanese food products (Mamakami Hawaiian Soy
Co., 1910); Ito San Riceland, Barchat, and Ruralnook (if
seed obtainable); Biloxi, an excellent canning variety, Tokio,
Mammoth Yellow.
“Group III. Green foliage and hay varieties.
“Biloxi (brown seeded), O-too-tan, Tar Heel Black,
Laredo.
“The following table is taken from the 1936 annual
report of the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station,
representing the very creditable work done by Dr. C.P.
Wilsie, an ardent advocate of the soybean as a field crop for
favorable Hawaiian conditions:
“Concerning these experiments Wilsie says: ‘Soybeans
produced with high yields during the summer. Forty-two
varieties were compared for seed and foliage yields. The
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summer crop harvested in August and September, 1935,
was excellent, the highest yields ever recorded at the station
being obtained. The table gives the yields of the 14 highest
yielding varieties, each variety replicated four times during
the experiment.
“’Fourteen varieties were planted during the winter
season at the University Farm (Manoa Valley). Grown at
that time of the year the plants were much smaller, only
the O-too-tan exceeding 18 inches in height. Early and
late varieties matured within two weeks of the same date,
and yield and quality of seed due to unfavorable weather
conditions were poor.’”
A table (see previous page) shows: “Comparative yields
of 14 varieties of soy beans grown at the Pensacola Street
Station, Honolulu.” The four columns are: (1) Variety,
arranged in descending order of seed yield. (2) Yield of green
forage per acre in tons. (3) Yield of seed per acre in pounds.
(4) Yield of seed per acre in bushels.
Brown. 12.8 tons. 4,152 pounds, 69.2 bushels.
Tokio. 15.2 tons. 4,034 pounds, 68.1 bushels.
Nanking. 14.0 tons. 3,505 pounds, 58.4 bushels.
Mammoth Yellow. 14.4 tons. 3,369 pounds, 56.2
bushels.
Black, F.P.I. 80495. 13.1 tons. 3,335 pounds, 55.7
bushels.
O-too-tan. 22.1 tons. 3,097 pounds, 51.6 bushels.
Tar Heel Black. 10.6 tons. 3,029 pounds, 50.5 bushels.
Selection 2567-2-11. 12.6 tons. 2,756 pounds, 45.9
bushels.
Laredo. 12.4 tons. 2,620 pounds, 43.7 bushels.
Selection 2567-2-1. 12.6 tons. 2,586 pounds, 43.1
bushels.
Seaweed. 11.1 tons. 2,586 pounds, 43.1 bushels.
Biloxi. 14.2 tons. 2,212 pounds, 36.8 bushels.
Virginia. 10.3 tons. 2,178 pounds, 36.3 bushels.
Yellow Biloxi Hybrid. 15.1 tons. 2,076 pounds, 34.6
bushels.
Photos show: (1) “Planting soybeans with a beet-andbean drill. This implement is said to be much superior to the
grain drills sometimes used. This drill handles seeds of all
sizes and plants four rows at a time.”
(2) “Heavy seeding ‘A’ and heavy foliaged (forage type
[left]) soybeans ‘B’ contrasted. Plant A bearing more than
100 pods and about 300 seeds. Both types thrive in Hawaii.
“(To Be Continued Next Sunday)” Address: PhD.
403. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). March 3. p. 34.
• Summary: “(Continued from Last Sunday)
“Soil, Climate, and Season Adaptation: While the
soybean may make a fairly satisfactory growth and
production of seed and forage under a wide range of soil
types, other conditions being favorable, a medium heavy
loam rich in fertility, especially in phosphorus, is best.

In addition to good fertility, especially in the mineral
constituents, phosphorus and potash, together with calcium
(lime), the seed to be sown may need inoculation before
planting. Such treatment will usually insure a satisfactory
crop even when the nitrogen content of the soil is only
moderate. Apparently the soybean crop will tolerate a
moderate amount of soil acidity. We have grown excellent
crops with a pH reaction of 5.8. Likewise does the crop adapt
itself to both moderately dry and moist soil conditions.
“Wilsie, formerly of the Hawaii Experiment Station,
got his best results from summer plantings harvested in
August and September (see comments above.) The writer
appears to have had equally good results when sowing the
seed at Haiku, Maui, at corn planting time, from February
to May, and following the potato crop harvested in May.
Nevertheless, as already pointed out, the length of the day
and possibly light intensity have doubtlessly considerable
influence on the flowering and seeding of this crop. It is
urgently recommended that private growers experimenting
with soybeans make successive plantings of a number of
varieties at monthly intervals throughout the best growing
season. Of course such experiments should be repeated for
several years to fix as reliably as possible the best general
cropping season.
“The tillage preparation of the soil for soybeans should
be similar to that accorded to corn, potatoes, and similar
crops, since a good seedbed is as essential in this case as
in any other. If the crop is to follow a machine harvested
potato crop, in which there is not too great a residue of green
vines as often happens under Hawaiian conditions when a
winter crop is grown in a moist season, several double-disc
harrowings may leave the soil in excellent condition for
sowing the soybean crop, thus saving considerable expense
in tillage.
“Unless the soil is known to be of good fertility
naturally, or through the residual fertilizer resulting from the
previous potato or other crop, 500 to 1,000 pounds of super
or reverted phosphate should be broadcasted and worked into
the surface soil layer to a depth of 4 or 5 inches at the last
discing. A more economical use of fertilizer is to apply the
fertilizer in the plant-drill at the time the crop is sown.
“(To Be Continued Next Sunday)”
Photos show: (1) “Ford six ton experimental oil
extracting plant. As the soybeans are fed in at the lower end
and rollers crush them, they then move into the long inclined
cylinder, in which, by means of a rotary screw elevator,
the bean flakes are given a thorough washing in high-grade
gasoline, which extracts the oil. At the top of the incline the
oil passes into a container and the bean meal goes into a
compartment where steam cleanses it entirely from trace or
odor of the gasoline. The oil-free meal is then ready to be
made into plastic for making various parts of the Ford V-8.
“This small manufacturing unit has processed 1,200
tons of soybeans in a 200-day milling season or at the rate
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of 6 tons per day, the product of less than 2,000 acres, the
minimum unit that can be operated at optimum profit. Hawaii
should be able to maintain such a plant.”
(2) “The modern combine adapted to harvesting
soybeans reduces the harvesting cost about one half.
Likewise is there much less loss in seed from shattering than
when the crop is harvested with a self binder and thresher
separately. Ten acres are readily harvested in a 10 hour day.”
Address: PhD.
404. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). March 10. p.
32
• Summary: “(Continued from last Sunday).
“The crop may be sown broadcast, drilled solid with
a grain drill as in wheat, or in rows of varying spacing. We
would give preference to sowing the seed in rows spaced
either 18, 24, 30, 36 or 42 inches apart depending on variety,
fertility of the soil and season. One of the best crops of the
variety Biloxi we have ever seen (University Farm, Manoa
Valley) was planted in rows spaced 60 inches apart. So dense
was the foliage in this case that it was difficult to distinguish
the 5-foot spaced plant rows.
“The distances apart of the seed within the row, or rate
of seeding, is likewise important. When planting for a hay or
forage crop heavier seeding should be practiced than when
the crop is grown primarily for seed. Depending upon the
size of seed, variety of growth habit and the use to which the
crop is put, rate of seeding may range from 40 to 80 pounds
of seed per acre or more.
“All conditions being favorable, one may expect to
harvest 100, 200, or even 300 fold over the amount of seed
sown in the heavier seeding or ‘grain’ varieties.
“Cultivating the crop: As the crop develops, cultivate to
keep down weeds but do not cultivate too deeply because of
root injury which may greatly depreciate the yield.
“Soybeans may of course be planted with other crops,
such as Sudan grass for pasture or hay in which case the
crops are sown together broadcast. In some parts of the
Mainland such forage crop mixtures have been found very
satisfactory both in yield (20 tons green vegetation per acre)
and are highly nutritious for all classes of livestock.
“The rotation value of soybeans as with most
leguminous, nitrogen gathering crops, is well known and
may well be taken into consideration in favoring this crop.
“Harvesting the soybean: In harvesting the rank growing
varieties for green forage or hay the best time to mow the
crop is when the foliage is at its best and most abundant,
which is when the pods and seeds are about half mature.
Such forage, especially when inter-cropped with corn or
Sudan grass, is said to make excellent silage for dairy cows
and beef cattle, as well as soiling green or curing as hay.
“When harvested for seed, the seed crop must or should
be fully matured and may then be harvested with a bean-

harvester or combine. As the seed shatters rather badly when
mature, harvesting early in the morning when the plants are
moist with dew is very desirable to avoid excessive loss of
seed.
“Especially in Hawaii must special precautions be
taken to avoid weevil infestation of the mature seed when
stored. Likewise must care be taken to prevent heating and
molding in storage. Seed should be examined frequently and
fumigated when necessary.
“Uses of the crop: Wm. Morse gives the following
diagrammatic outline of the various uses of the soy bean
plant and seed:
“Green manure
“Forage (hay, ensilage, soiling)
“Pasture
“Meal (human food {breakfast foods, diabetic foods,
flour (breads, cakes, muffins, biscuits), infant foods,
macaroni, crackers, milk}, stock feed, fertilizer)
“Oil (glycerin, explosives, enamels, varnish, food
products {butter substitutes, lard substitutes, edible oils,
salad oils}, linoleum paints, soap stock {soft soaps, hard
soaps}, celluloid, rubber substitute, printing inks, lighting
[illumination], lubricating)
“Dried beans: (soy sauce, boiled beans, baked beans,
soups, coffee substitute, roasted beans, vegetable milk
{cheese [tofu], condensed milk, fresh milk, confections,
casein, breakfast foods})
Green beans (green vegetables, canned, salads)
To the above may be added the use of surplus or
poor quality oil meal, unfit for feeding, as fertilizer. Japan
formerly used 1 to 1½ million tons of soy bean oil cake meal
per year for fertilizer to excellent advantage.
“Further investigations are needed to determine (1) the
composition of the soy bean and its products as affected by
climatic, soil and varietal differences, (2) to discover new
uses for this most versatile plant and to improve the products
which are now utilized in feeding and by the industries,
(3) to improve by breeding varieties better suited to the
needs of their environment and industry, (4) to determine
the economic place of the soy bean in our agricultural and
industrial program and others that will suggest themselves
from time to time.
A large photo shows: “Illini soybeans at flowering stage:
Approximately 40 million bushels (60 pounds per bushel)
of soybeans were grown in the continental United States in
1935, occupying more than 1½ million acres. No other crop
is as rich in protein and oil as this versatile annual field crop
which yields larger crops in Hawaii than have been recorded
elsewhere under reliable experimentation. Besides furnishing
highly concentrated protein feed on the farm, soybeans
are finding a wide use in industry. Various edible products
of high nutritive value made from them are becoming
available in the markets of the world. Soybean oil is being
used extensively in the manufacture of paints, and in the
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fabrication of a long list of important commercial products.
The protein from soybean meal is receiving much attention
as a raw material for the preparation of plastics, paper
sizing, glue, etc., and most recently of all as a substitute for
cows’ milk, the white of eggs (albumin) and other ‘ersatz.’”
Address: PhD.
405. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). March 24. p.
32
• Summary: “(Continued from last Sunday).”
“As a result of these tests, some 18 varieties of soybeans
have been chosen as having superior qualities for edible
or culinary use. The selections have been based largely on
palatability less than on their relative nutritive value, but this
quality, in the writer’s opinion, does not vary greatly in the
different varieties. In other words all soybean varieties are
rich in protein, some of the essential vitamins, and mineral
matter, as well as fat, and are low or practically free from
starch content.
“Taste and texture, the authors believe, are of primary
importance in making the first selection of varieties to be
used as food; that any marked advantages in nutritive value
which any variety may have can best be sought among
the most palatable ones. Especially the fact that flavor and
texture of soybeans are distinct from other kinds of beans
with which the Occidental palate is familiar, makes the
palatability factor most important.
“While the use of the soybean as such is not yet being
used extensively in our dietary, a number of manufactured
foods are prepared therefrom, as was pointed out in a
previous paper. Among these principal products as used by
the Occidentals are salad oil, made from the refined soybean
oil, and hydrogenated margarines and shortening. The U.S.
Census figures for 1936 indicate a factory consumption of
150 million pounds of soybean oil for food uses in that year.
In the same year 26 million pounds of this oil are said to
have been used for industrial uses.
“The amount of soybean flour used in food manufacture
is also considerable. Nevertheless, the sum total of soybeans
thus far used is a much smaller proportion of the nation’s
food supply than it deserves to be.
“According to authorities already quotes, the vegetable
soybeans have two potential uses in the United States: (1)
they would add further variety to our established list of
green vegetables and (2) the mature beans would increase
substantially the valuable protein constituent to our diet and
thus increase the caloric value of our low cost diets.”
“Soybeans are recognized as having special dietetic
value where allergies to cow’s milk and wheat flour exist.
A milk suspension, resembling cow’s milk in general
appearance and containing proteins and other constituents,
can be derived from soybeans with water and is one form
in which soybeans may be fed to infants who are allergic to

cow’s milk...”
“Green (Immature) Soybeans: According to Woodruff
and Klaas, soybeans are best used in the green state as a
vegetable as soon as the pods have filled out, but while they
are still green and succulent. As the pods turn yellow and
become dry, the seeds change color also, but the immature
soybean seed is always green quite regardless of the color
of the mature dry seed which may range from light yellow,
through brown to black. However, in beans which are black,
motley or of various dark colors on maturing, tinges of red,
blue, purple and olive brown may appear within a few days
after the beans have developed to an edible stage. In Hawaii
soybeans can be grown over a long season. However, the
fall crop, as pointed out by Wilsie of the Hawaii Experiment
Station, appears to be the most favorable.
“(Continued next Sunday)” Address: PhD.
406. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). April 7. p. 30.
• Summary: “(Continued from last Sunday).”
“The ratio of weight of green beans to dry, mature beans
of the same variety varies among different varieties.”
“The successful Illinois soybean growers stress the
importance of preparing a good seed bed before planting and
thorough after cultivation. The ‘Meeker’ harrow described
in an earlier paper on vegetable growing is extensively
used in Illinois and is also advocated by the present writer.
Other conditions such as seed, weather and fertility being
favorable, failures to secure a good stand of vegetable-type
soybeans or to produce a good crop are likely to be due to a
poorly prepared seed bed.
“Distances and Depth to Plant: Most varieties of
soybeans should be planted in rows spaced at least two feet
apart. Tall and spreading varieties may be planted in rows
spaced up to 42 or even 48 inches apart. This is to facilitate
cultivation as well as to give ample room for the plants to
develop.
“Seed should be planted to a depth of 1½ to 2 inches.
The seed in Illinois is spaced much more closely in the row
than in Hawaii. The former authorities recommend spacing
from 1.33 to 1½ inches apart in the row when an ample
supply of seed is available. The writer would recommend
spacing seed twice the above distances.
“The amount of seed required to plant a given area will
vary with the size of the seed and the distance the seed is
planted. When planted in 2-foot rows about 120 pounds of
a large-seeded variety would be required to plant an acre
(varieties whose seed weighs an ounce per 100 seeds.) In
smaller seeded varieties, i.e. 100 seeds per 3/4 ounce, only
90 pounds would be needed to plant an acre. The main
advantage of such heavy seeding lies in the insurance of
fuller stands.
Seed is best sown with a beet-and-bean drill such as
that illustrated in our paper in the Advertiser of February 25.
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However the writer prefers a 2-row corn planter equipped
with fertilizer attachment or a four-row seeder as illustrated
in the accompanying cut [above]. These implements space
rows from 18 to 24 to 42 inches apart and drop the seed 3
to 4 inches perfectly if suitable seed plates are provided.
They also apply the fertilizer in the row while seeding in one
operation.
“Fertilization: The soybean, as do all leguminous crops,
responds most favorably to liberal applications of phosphatic
fertilizers such as super-phosphate and reverted phosphate.
Apply 600 to 1,000 pounds per acre, almost regardless of
the general fertility of the soil. If potassium and nitrogen
deficiency exists, supply these elements also, the nitrogen
in lesser amount since if well inoculated with nitrifying
bacteria, this crop will absorb much of its nitrogen from the
atmosphere.
“An excellent general fertilizer would be supplied in the
Pacific Guano and Fertilizer Company’s ‘4-12-8 Fertilizer,’
applied at the rate of 1000 pounds per acre, in the drill, at
time of planting. At about $42.00 per ton the cost of fertilizer
per acre would be $21.00 plus a slight cost for application.
Such an expenditure usually produces a profit considerably
in advance of its cost. The overhead, other than cost of
the fertilizer, is increased only to the extent of the cost of
harvesting the increased yield, a consideration not always
given sufficient weight when investing in fertilizers and other
extra treatment in practicing a more intensive agriculture.
“(Continued next Sunday).” Address: PhD.
407. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). April 14. p. 30.
• Summary: “(Continued from Last Sunday)
“The soybean being a fairly drouth resistant crop will
rarely require irrigation for main seed crop for industrial
purposes. It may be greatly benefited by judicious irrigation
when grown as a fall crop for green shell beans in a dry
season.
“Inoculation of seed: While the writer has not in the
past advocated seed inoculation as a general practice, the
grower of soybeans and other leguminous ‘grain crops’ or
any other legumes for that matter may well give attention
to this practice in his early experimental plantings to
determine once and for all, if possible, how essential is
inoculation, especially in areas where leguminous crops have
not previously been grown. Fortunately the bacteriological
division of the botanical department of the University of
Hawaii welcomes farmers to apply to them for nitrifying
bacteria cultures which it prepares to order for special
leguminous crops, including the soybean. For further
information on this subject apply to Dr. O.N. Allen, in charge
of the Bacteriology Division, University of Hawaii.
“Inter-tillage: The Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, as does
the writer, recommends thorough tillage in the early stage
of development of the crop, especially to keep down weeds

which in a dry season rob the soil unduly of moisture. A
four-row beet and bean cultivator gives economical and rapid
inter-tillage, Care must be taken not to cultivate during the
flowering stage, especially when the plants are wet from
dew or mist. Of course, inter-tillage of crops should not be
attempted while the soil is wet.
“Harvesting green soybeans: As has already been stated
the vegetable type of soybeans should be harvested in their
prime, edible green condition. They are ready to use as soon
as the pods are plump and the seeds are nearly full size. They
remain usable until the pods show the first signs of yellowing
and just before the green beans begin to shrink. At the
beginning and end of the usable period outlined above they
are less acceptable to most people than when in the prime
condition between the two extremes, according to the Illinois
Station.
“In harvesting the green beans the plants may be pulled
bodily or cut near the surface of the ground, and the pods
removed by hand if on a small scale, or the pods may be
picked directly from the standing plants. For extensive
harvesting as for commercial canning green soybeans are
more economically harvested and handled with machine
equipment as is the practice with bush limas and peas. A
power mower with buncher attachment as illustrated is a
valuable adjunct to the extensive culture of this crop.
“Concerning the harvesting, curing and thrashing of ripe
soybeans, something has already been said in our previous
series of papers on the soybean as an industrial crop. When
the crop is mature either an ordinary grain binder equipped
with extra guards or ‘fingers’ for picking up the plants too
close to the ground or lodged may be used effectively or
the more modern grain combine may be used to advantage
if the crops are in condition for immediate threshing, thus
harvesting and threshing in one operation.
“Obviously if a portion of the vines and pods is not fully
ripe when harvested, the crop must be harvested with a grain
binder and the plants be cured in shocks, as shown in the
accompanying illustration. Then when fully cured the ‘grain’
is threshed from a stack or direct from the shocks which
are hauled direct to the stationary powered bean thresher.
Soybeans are more readily threshed than most other sorts of
beans, especially the limas.
“Storage of mature soybeans: Great care must be taken
in storing mature soybeans to prevent spoilage through
heating. Soybeans that show more than 12 per cent of
moisture at threshing time should be stored with caution
and be examined frequently. Only after the seed is fully
cured should it be sacked and shipped. Fumigation against
pests while in storage may also be necessary. Seed should
be disposed of as soon after harvest as conditions warrant.
For the time being soybean production in Hawaii, whether
for green vegetables or as a mature grain crop should be
undertaken on an experimental basis. The crop offers great
possibilities.
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“Postscriptum: In the foregoing papers on the Edible
Soy Beans, too scant mention was made concerning the
very creditable work done by the Department of Nutrition,
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, on this subject.
The writer has now before him a reprint from the Journal
of Agricultural Research (Vol. 49, No. 2, Washington,
D.C., July 15, 1934) entitled ‘The Nutritive Value of Green
Immature Soybeans,’ by Carey D. Miller, specialist in food
and nutrition investigations and Ruth C. Robbins, assistant
nutrition investigator, Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station.
“Briefly summarizing this valuable treatise which
should be read in full by all those interested in the soy bean
as a green vegetable, the authors conclude: That while
much is known regarding the high nutritive value of dry,
mature soy beans and products derived therefrom, the green
immature soy beans had been but little studied outside of the
Orient where they have been an important food product for
centuries. Chung and Ripperton of the Hawaii Experiment
Station had reported determinations of calcium, phosphorus,
iron and other nutritive constituents, but no reports of
vitamin studies were available. On this score, Miller and
Robbins found that, compared with most vegetables, the
cooked immature soy beans have unusually large amounts of
protein, fat, calcium, phosphorus and iron, and proved to be
very good sources of vitamin A, B, and G and a poor source
of vitamin C.”
Photos show: (1) “A medium size bean thresher suitable
for threshing soy beans in the mature state. Will take care
of 25-acre crop. Equipped with 16-inch by 28-inch double
cylinders. For large acreages a 26-inch by 44-inch machine
equipped with a self-feeder would be required. The byproduct bean straw is a valuable roughage feed for live
stock, especially beef cattle when supplemented with cane
molasses.”
(2) “Green soy beans of three superior varieties and one
row of mature beans (row to right in solid black). Actual
size. Group ‘A’: F.P.I. 31780 (Imperial). Group ‘B’: F.P.I.
85666 (Hokkaido). Group ‘C’: F.P.I. 87615 (Jogun). Shelled
beans–left row: as seed came from pods; center row: same
size but green color intensified by cooking; right row: mature
beans shown in solid black. These outline sketches are traced
from a beautiful color plate reproduced from Bulletin 443
Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, entitled ‘A Study of Soy Bean
Varieties’ by Sybil Woodruff and Helen Klaas, issued May,
1938.”
“(Continued Next Sunday)” Address: PhD.
408. Schudlich, Henry F. 1940. W.C. (“Bill”) Baker’s
contribution to Ojai, California. Bakers’ Helper (Chicago,
Illinois) 74(912):26, 82. July 6.
• Summary: The author recently visited Bill Baker in
Ojai, both to renew their friendship and “to get firsthand
information on how he became interested in specializing in

soya bean bread.”
Bill Baker first made his mark as an outstanding cake
baker, decorator, and conditor [confectioner, pastry cook].
Then he had the idea of making a specialty bread that
could fill the needs of people who refrain from eating white
bread–largely due to wheat allergy. His first venture was to
develop a bread made from lima bean flour. “After much
experimental work with lima bean flour a loaf was developed
and marketed under the name of lima bean bread, which with
intelligent merchandising effort did receive acceptance from
a certain group of people.”
He then began to look for a companion product.
“When he learned that soya bean flour was a highly alkaline
food, possessing an abundance of nutritive food value,
his ambitions received a new impetus.” He now hoped to
“realize his long cherished ambition to produce a specialty
bread still more suitable to that group of people who
demanded something different form white bread for their
diet.” During preliminary experimentation, he discovered
that “the high alkalinity in soya bean flour had a deleterious
effect upon fermentation. After a great deal of research a
method was discovered to overcome this.
“Success was finally achieved and a loaf developed
with uniform grain, good volume, and symmetry, possessing
a unique flavor. A survey was conducted to determine
consumer acceptance and the results showed potential
sales channels. The next step was to find out whether any
government standards had been set up for this type of bread.
It was found there were none and cooperation with the
government for a ruling was necessary to avoid subsequent
misunderstanding. All this entailed the loss of much time
before the loaf could be marketed. Further marketing could
not be confined to one area or community and it was exigent
that dealers be found in other cities before production on a
large scale would be justified.
“Mr. Baker met every obstacle that stood in the way
of marketing his new product, and today he is reaping the
benefits of his labors for he is enjoying a very lucrative
business on his soya bean bread. His three oven shop is now
used exclusively for the manufacture of lima bean and soya
bean bread, several thousand loaves being made every day.
While much of this bread is being shipped to jobbers and
retailers, shipments going daily to most every State in the
Union, to Alaska, and to the Hawaiian Islands, he maintains
a number of trucks in the Los Angeles are to supply grocery
and [health] food stores. Mr. Baker has done an outstanding
job with a specialty bread and without question has made
Ojai, California the ‘Soya Bean Bread’ capital of the
country.”
Photos show: (1) Baker’s Ojai Bakery with 4 delivery
trucks parked in front, facing toward the left. The former
driveway under the arch is now closed in. Each bears this
message to the public: “Bill Baker’s Original Soya Bean
Bread made in California. The oblong panel on each truck
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carries a reproduction of the parchment scroll presented to
Mr. Baker at the close of the Golden Gate Exposition in
1939, ‘In Appreciation for Your Generous Service to the
Exposition.’ The beautiful colored memorial was signed
by the President of the Fair.” (2-3) “Interior views in the
Ojai Bakery, which Mr. Baker enlarged several months ago,
closing in the driveway and putting in an extra 60-foot room.
He added another reel oven of the same capacity as the
former one.”
409. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1940. Legal
notice. Aug. 1. p. 21, col. 1.
• Summary: “Notice is hereby given that the undersigned
entered into and formed a general partnership on July 1st,
1940, under the firm name of Hang Sing, for the purpose of
manufacturing bean curds and bean sprouts, at No. 1571-F
Auld Lane, Honolulu. T.H. [Territory of Hawaii].
“(S) Yee Lung Chow,
“Wong Ah Moon,
“Lum Sha Cho,
“Lum Chock Ki,
“Lum Ying,
“Sam Den Ho.”
410. Lloyd, J.W. 1940. The rise of edible soybeans.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 5962. 20th annual meeting. Held 18-20 Aug. at Dearborn,
Michigan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Although the field-type soybean was
introduced into the United States from the Orient a number
of years ago, the vegetable-type was unknown in America
until after the exploration trip in China and Japan by Dr.
[sic] W.J. Morse, which extended from February, 1929, to
February, 1931. The seed samples of many varieties were
sent back to Washington by Dr. Morse and were planted at
the Arlington Experiment Station [Virginia] in 1930 and
1931. Seed developed from these plantings was distributed
for trial to various State Experiment Stations in the spring
of 1934. The Illinois station had its first contact with the
vegetable-type soybeans that season, and started a series
of field and palatability tests including many varieties...
Other midwestern experiment stations that have been giving
attention to the vegetable-type soybeans are Indiana, Ohio,
and Iowa.”
The results of the Illinois tests were first published in
March 1939 in Illinois Bulletin No. 453. “In this bulletin
and in press notices concerning it, the announcement was
made that small packets of vegetable-type soybeans for trial
planting would be furnished upon request, as long as the
available seed supply lasted. The response was a perfect
deluge of requests for seed... Special interest was manifested
in the vegetable-type soybean as a food suitable for diabetics,
and many stated that they wished to grow the crop for that
purpose. By the end of May [1939] seed had been sent to

2,096 persons–all who had made requests up to that time.
Requests were received from 46 of the 48 states, from
Hawaii and the District of Columbia, from 5 provinces of
Canada and from 6 other foreign countries.
“At the end of the 1939 season, reports were received
from 810 persons to whom seed had been furnished that
spring. Almost 80 percent of those persons reported
success in the production of the crop, in spite of drouth,
grasshoppers, rabbits, and other hazards. Approximately 70
percent of those who succeeded in growing the crop were
enthusiastic about its table quality as a green vegetable...
While tests by correspondents were limited mostly to the
use of the soybeans as a fresh vegetable, a number reported
successful canning of the product for winter use, while others
allowed the beans to mature and reported them as highly
satisfactory when used like navy beans.” One company
“is reported to have canned eight carloads of the finished
product last year. Experimental work in canning and freezing
of green soybeans is in progress on a comprehensive scale at
two eastern experiment stations this season.”
The Bansei variety is said to be especially well suited
to the making of soybean milk. Yellow-colored varieties
are said to make a superior grade of soybean flour. “The
chief objection to the soybean as a home-garden or marketgarden vegetable is the difficulty of shelling the beans by
hand... Perhaps progress would be made in popularizing this
product if the Oriental method of serving were adopted. This
involves cooking the beans in the pods and letting each guest
do his own shelling. Some Americans have tried this method
and are well pleased with it. It involves more leisurely eating
and would be especially appropriate at a banquet table.”
“Previous to the spring of 1940, seed of vegetable-type
soybeans was practically unobtainable by the general public.
It was not offered under variety names by a single seedman
so far as I am able to learn. Last spring, however, at least
six seedsmen announced several varieties in their catalogs
or price lists, and seeds were sold to a large number of
planters.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “field-type soybean.”
Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
411. Bakers’ Helper (Chicago, Illinois). 1940. W.C. (“Bill”)
Baker making another new product. 74(919):653. Oct. 12.
• Summary: During the days of World War I, Bill Baker won
an award for developing a “wheatless” bread. However that
loaf “was not strictly wheatless, because at that time the idea
was just to conserve wheat, not to meet any needs of people
allergic to cereal. Because of his experience in handling
the production of materials other than wheat Mr. Baker has
in the last few years been urged by doctors to attempt the
development of a truly wheat-free bread for patients with
certain allergies...” While experimenting, he realizes keenly
that these baked products must also taste good.
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He has experimented with sesame shortening, obtained
from the Galen Drug Co., a wholesaler in Berkeley,
California. Soon Galen’s manager visited Bill Baker to
discuss Galen’s development of a cooky [“cookie”] made
with taro flour from Hawaii. Baker agreed to experiment and
is now producing at Ojai.
The dainty “Hawaiian Poyo Cookies,” each 1½ inches
in diameter, are sold in 8 oz tins with an Hawaiian design
of sunset, palms, and the sea in 6 colors. “They are labeled
‘A cookie for a purpose,’” which those with wheat allergies
or the whole family can enjoy. “The ingredients are taro
flour, sesame shortening, cane sugar, cane syrup, salt, with
artificial flavor. The cans are labeled ‘Made by Bill Baker–
Original–Ojai, California,’ with the note: Manufactured and
marketed under license and supervision of Galen Company,
Inc., Berkeley, California, pursuant to its exclusive formula
and trademark ‘Poyo.’” A photo shows the tin with several
Poyo Cookies on a lace doily nearby.
412. Lloyd, J.W. 1940. Range of adaptation of certain
varieties of vegetable-type soybeans. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 471. p. 77-100. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Range of successful
culture in Illinois. Successful culture in cool climates (of
collection A–Giant Green, Bansei, Fuji, Willomi): Upper
Mississippi Valley and the Northwest, New England,
Iowa and South Dakota, performance at high altitudes.
Performance of varieties in collection B (No. 80494,
Jogun, Illington, Imperial): Central Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Nebraska, Connecticut, Missouri, and New
Jersey. Performance of varieties in collection C (Giant Green,
No 80490-1, Emperor, Higan): Kansas, Missouri, Eastern
states bordering the south (Kentucky, Tennessee, Maryland,
Virginia, West Virginia), Southern States (North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Arkansas, Texas), California, and
Arizona. Performance in Canada and other outlying regions.
Acceptability of vegetable-type soybeans. Demand for seed.
Place in vegetable industry. Summary.
A map of the United States (p. 83) shows “Areas
reporting successful growth of vegetable-type soybeans.”
Table 2, titled “Performance of four varieties of soybeans
(Collection A) in cool climates, 1939” (p. 85) gives figures
summarizing 265 reports (218 of which–82%–were
successful) from the following states: Colorado, Idaho,
Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York,
North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Utah,
Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, Wyoming. Page 96 adds:
“The vegetable-type soybeans were grown successfully in
eleven California counties, distributed from Tehama in the
north to San Diego in the south, and including both interior
and coast regions... For the most part, the crops were grown
under irrigation. One grower in Ventura county commented:
‘They [vegetable-type soybeans] are now our favorite

vegetable for fall, and I only wish they were a year-round
crop... At the Agricultural Experiment Station at Tucson,
Arizona, eight varieties... were grown under irrigation at
an elevation of 2,400 feet. Planted June 12, all the varieties
made satisfactory yields, Illington, No. 80490-1, and
Emperor being especially prolific.”
“A few observations on the range of adaptation of
vegetable-type soybeans were included in Bulletin 453
of this Station, ‘Eighteen Varieties of Edible Soybeans,’
published in March, 1939. These observations were based
on reports received from persons to whom seed had been
distributed during the years 1935 to 1938 inclusive. The
publication of this bulletin and press announcements
regarding it contributed to the manifestation of a widespread
interest in vegetable-type soybeans and resulted in the
receiving of requests for seed from every state in the Union
except two. There were also requests from five Canadian
provinces and six foreign countries other than Canada.
Persons living in 90 of the 102 Illinois counties requested
seed.
“In response to these requests a total of 1,880 lots of
seed were sent out from Urbana; 216 requests from the
southern states were referred to W.J. Morse, of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., who had seed
of varieties presumably better adapted to the South.
“The seed furnished most of these correspondents
consisted of four packets, each containing approximately 100
seeds. Four varieties were represented, covering the season
from early to late so far as possible with the seed available
and with due consideration to the climatic conditions in the
different parts of the country to which the seed was sent.”
In Canada, early varieties were tested at St. George,
Ontario; Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa; Barrington
Passage, Nova Scotia; Bogot, Manitoba; Swift Current,
Saskatchewan; Sea Island County and Westminster, British
Columbia; Grand Falls, Newfoundland (49º north latitude,
approximately. Planted in June, “the plants made a luxuriant
growth but had not yet blossomed when killed by frost on
Aug. 26). Varieties were also tested at Chihuahua, Mexico at
6,000 feet, and Honolulu, Hawaii.
Results based on reports received from 810 persons to
whom samples of vegetable-type soybeans were sent in the
spring of 1939: Had success in growing the crop: 78.8%.
Liked the table quality 68.8%. Considered it a promising
crop: 66.7%. Saved some seed for planting in the future:
76.5%. Main complaints: Difficulty in hand-shelling the
green beans, and the readiness with which the mature beans
shatter from the pods.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
concerning soybeans in Newfoundland province, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Newfoundland. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Newfoundland, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Newfoundland (June 1939). The source of these soybeans
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was the University of Illinois.
413. Bazore, Katherine. 1940. Hawaiian and Pacific foods:
a cook book of culinary customs and recipes adapted for
the American hostess. New York, NY: M. Barrows and
Company. xxiii + 286 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [79* ref]
• Summary: This is a remarkable book. The author has
a good understanding of the various ethnic groups in the
Hawaiian Islands.
In the chapter on “Chinese Foods and Food Customs”
(p. 43-58) is a section titled “Beans and Bean Products”
(p. 50-51) which notes that the Chinese use many kinds of
beans, including soybeans. From the soybean a “’milk’ is
extracted which does not, however, contain the nutrients
found in cow’s milk. A dark brown pungent salty liquid is
soy sauce or soya. From red beans comes hung see yau, a red
soya sauce which is sweet and sharp flavored...”
“Footnote: The Romanized names of Chinese foods
are given in the Cantonese dialect. For these, the author is
indebted to Dr. Wing-tsit Chan, Professor in the Oriental
Institute, University of Hawaii.”
“Soybeans are used to make bean curd or tau fu... Such
curd may be sold fresh, dried, frozen, fried or preserved in
oil... Dried bean curd skin (fu chook) is soaked in water,
then combined with a number of ingredients to make monk’s
food or tsai, the meatless dish, served on New Year’s Day. A
thick white bean curd paste (tau fu mui) is used with green
vegetables. Nam yue (a red bean curd), flavors meat.” See
also “tsai,” (p. 58).
In the chapter on “Japanese Foods and Food Customs”
(p. 59-69) is a section titled “Beans and Bean Products”
(p. 61-51) which mentions Buddhist priests as vegetarians,
edamame (the green soybean), miso and miso soup, bean
curd, natto, soybean curd (“When fresh it is called tofu;
when dried it is known as koyatofu or koridofu), aburage, and
inari-sushi and shoyu. Page 62: “After tofu has been made
there is a residue which the Japanese use, calling it kirazu
(55). It is inexpensive, may be eaten by animals as well as
humans. Sometimes the shops give it away with purchases of
tofu.” A recipe for Kirazu with vegetables (O kara) (with “5
cups kirazu {bean curd residue},” p. 199-200. “This is a very
inexpensive dish as the kirazu may frequently be obtained
free at the tofu factory”). Page 68: See sukiyaki.
The chapter on “Korean Foods and Food Customs” (p.
70-75) begins: “The Koreans comprise one of the smaller
national groups living in Hawaii.” The section on “Beans
and Bean Products” (p. 72) mentions soy sauce, soybean
curd. “Cooked rice and soybeans are allowed to ferment [to
give meju], producing a product called toichang, much like
Japanese miso. Toichang is an ingredient in hot red pepper
sauce.
Recipes–Pages 139-40: Tofu shoyu soup (Tofu jiru).
Miso soup with daikon (Daikon no miso shiru). Miso soup
with milk (Miruku no miso shiru).

Page 266-67: Foods commonly used at the present time:
Chinese, Japanese, Korean.
Katherine Bazore was born in 1895. Address: Chairman,
Home Economics Dep., Univ. of Hawaii.
414. Bunrui Hawai Nihonjin jigyoka nenkan: Showa 15-16nen [Dr. K.C. Kondo’s classified Japanese business directory
of territory of Hawaii: 1940-1941]. 1940. Honolulu, Hawaii:
Jigyoka Nenkan-sha. 4 + 6 + 381 p. Illust. (Ports.). 23 cm.
[Jap; Eng]*
• Summary: Compiled and published by Kakujiro Clifferd
Kondo. Address: Hawaii.
415. Wilsie, C.P.; Nelson, P. Mabel; Lowe, Belle. 1940.
Testing soybean selections suitable for use as green
vegetables for human consumption. Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report. Part I. p. 72-73. For the
year ending Juine 30, 1940.
• Summary: “Vegetable soybeans were canned from July 8
to Sept. 8, 1938, and were stored in exposed light. Soybeans
with 1.5 to 2 teaspoons of lemon juice per No. 2 enamelled
tin can were significantly less desirable than those to which
no acid was added. If acid was used, 1½ teaspoons of lemon
juice was preferred to 1 teaspoon of vinegar. There were
no significant differences in color, odor, flavor, appearance,
texture and total score between soybeans pre-cooked 5
minutes before processing and beans not pre-cooked. The
addition of sugar seemed to improve the flavor and texture
of the canned soybeans. The highest ranking soybeans were
those to which 1 teaspoon of salt and 1 teaspoon of sugar
were added.
Note: In 1934 Wilsie, an agronomist at the Hawaii
Agricultural Experiment Station, grew green soybeans on
the university farm there and supplied them to Miller and
Robbins for their research. Address: Ames, Iowa.
416. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1941. Diet series
written for isle readers. Jan. 2. p. 10.
• Summary: “(This is the 13th of a series of articles on food
values by the Central Nutrition Committee of Hawaii...)”
“Tofu or soy bean curd is good protein food which
is sometimes fed to infants by the Japanese. It is used in
sukiyaki and other mixed Japanese dishes. Why not try
adding it to our stews or soups?”
417. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1941. Local foods
beneficial for health. Feb. 13. p. 15.
• Summary: “(The Central Nutrition Committee of Hawaii
presents this column each Thursday dedicated to the good
health of the people of Hawaii...)”
“Question: What is a legume and what is the nutrient
value of legumes?
“A legume is a plant bearing pod like fruit. All beans
and peas belong to this group.” Legumes commonly used
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fresh in Hawaii the “cow pea, soy bean, wing beans [winged
beans]. Those used dry include “the Lima, navy and kidney
beans, soy beans, peas and cow peas.
In general, the dried legumes are rich in protein and so
may be used as substitutes for meat, fish or eggs. The protein
is not so efficient as animal protein and can not entirely take
its place. Tofu or soy bean curd is an excellent, cheap source
of protein.”
“... tofu contains very little Vitamin B though soy bean
milk contains some of this vitamin.
“All the dried beans and peas, green soy beans and soy
bean curd are good sources of calcium, phosphorus, and all
but the bean curd are good sources of iron.”
Bean sprouts and “green soy beans are sources of
Vitamin C, which prevents and helps keep the gums healthy.”
418. Soybean Digest. 1941. Hawaiians make many soybean
foods. July. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Carey D. Miller, nutrition specialist at the
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, has described a
large number of the soybean foods that Hawaiians make
in Bulletin No. 68 of the Hawaii Station, “Japanese Foods
Commonly Used in Hawaii” (1933). These foods include:
Edamame (Green Soybeans; “The whole pod of the fresh
green beans is placed in boiling salted water and cooked for
about 25 minutes”), Tofu (Soybean Curd, incl. the residue
known as “kirazu”), Aburage (Fried Soybean Curd), Miso,
and Shoyu. A brief description is given of how each is made.
Photos show: Three triangles of aburage on a dish. A dish of
tôfu kasu (okara or kirazu).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) with the term “soybean foods” in the title.
419. Product Name: Marufuku Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: American-Hawaiian Soy Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: 274 Kalihi St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii. Phone: 808-841-8435.
Date of Introduction: 1941.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Later sometimes canned.
New Product–Documentation: Hogue, Charles E. 1949.
“Street signs dim, but others bright in Kalihi.” The Honolulu
Advertiser. April 14. p. 19. Kiko Yogi’s American-Hawaiian
Soy Co., at 275 Kalihi St., furnishes another illustration
of the Kalihi sign situation. This steel and concrete plant
covering 5,000 square feet is not devoted to the manufacture
of liquid soy condiment [soy sauce] as the uninitiated might
be led to suspect. Instead its principal output is Shiro-koji

brand miso, a soy bean paste used in Japanese cookery for
soups and sauces.
“Mr. Yogi, a resident of Hawaii for 30 years, first had
his plant at Vineyard St., moved to his present location
in Kalihi’s industrial district in 1945.” Ad by AmericanHawaiian Soy Company in Hui Manaolana. 1951. Japanese
Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii. See p. 23. “Ask
for Maru Fuku Brand Soy Bean Miso. 274 Kalihi St. Phone:
846455.” Note: This same ad appears on the same page in
the 1956 edition of this book.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1953. p. 10. Miso
(Soy bean paste). American-Hawaiian Soy Company, 274
Kalihi St., “Marufuku.” Honolulu City Directory. 196566. p. 252. American Hawaiian Soy Co., Ltd. is the only
miso manufacturer listed for this year. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 16. Same address. Zip code is now
96817.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” States
that America, Hawaiian Miso Shoyu Kaisha was founded
by Kiko Yogi and Moshu Morita. Brand is Marufuku Miso.
Address: 274 Kalihi St. Still in business. Wm. Higa. 1980.
History of Miso Companies in Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 234, 255. The company
was founded by George Higa, Seiyu Inamine, Kiko Yogi,
Moshu Morita. In 1947 George Higa left to form Hawaiian
Miso & Soy Co. Harry Morita is present owner. Produces
white miso, sometimes sold in cans, distributed by Mutual
Trading Co. in Los Angeles.
420. Ojai Bakery. 1941? [Catalog and price list]. Ojai,
California. 1 p. Undated. Typed on letterhead. 28 cm.
• Summary: All product names begin with the brand “Bill
Baker’s.” (1) [Soya bean products]: Soya Bean Bread–per
1 lb. loaf 10¢. Soya Bean Pancake & Waffle Mixture–2 lb.
pkg. 20¢. Soya Bean Cookies–made of 100% soya flour–1
doz. in pkg. 10¢. Soya Bean Wafers–in pkg 5½¢. Soya Bean
Toast–in pkg 10¢. Soya Bean Cereal–prepared ready to eat
in as oz. pkg 16¢. Soya Bean and Oatmeal Wafers–15 in pkg
5½¢. Soyapuffs–a breakfast food ready to eat in pkg 5½¢.
(2) [Lima bean products]: Lima Bean Bread–1 lb. loaf
10¢. Lima Bean Pancake & Waffle Mixture–2 lb. pkg. 20¢.
Lima Bean Toast–in 6½ oz. pkg 10¢. Lima Bean Wafers–in
12 oz. pkg 20¢. Lima Bean Cookies–1 doz. in pkg. 10¢.
(3) [Other baked goods]: Poyo Cookies–made of
Hawaiian taro flour (per case $5.40)–per can 25¢. Rice and
Taro Wheatless Cookies–per can 15¢. Wheatless Pancake–
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Waffle–Muffin Flour–per can 15¢. Wheatless Bread–per loaf
10¢. Salt Rising Bread–per loaf 10¢. Wholewheat Salt Rising
Bread–per loaf 10¢. Gluten Bread–per loaf 20¢.
Note 1. This is the last catalog seen (Oct. 2005) of Bill
Baker’s specialty baked products issued during his lifetime.
Note 2. At the top center of this letterhead is a logo in
the shape of a bean. Inside it is written: “Bill Baker’s Soy
Bean Products.” Below that in large, bold letters: “The Ojai
Bakery.” Below that, in small italic letters: W.C. Baker, Prop.
[Proprietor]. Then in bold: “Home of Bill Baker’s Lima
and Soya Bean Products.” Bottom line: “Ojai, California.”
Address: Ojai, California.
421. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Haitsuka (Shigeo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2131 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1942.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1941-42. Shigeo Haitsuka Tofu (Shigeo Haitsuka,
proprietor). 2131 N King, Honolulu. Not listed 1947-48.
422. Product Name: Marumasa Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Sake Brewery and Ice
Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2150 Booth Rd., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1942.
Ingredients: Water, soy beans, salt, wheat, disodium
5-inosinate, caramel coloring, and sodium benzoate, a
preservative.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint), 50.7 fluid
oz (1 quart 1 pint 2.7 fluid oz), or 101 fluid oz (3 quarts 5
fluid oz).
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo
Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu,
miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows one label. Marumasa Soy
Co. has closed but their brand is being carried on by the
Honolulu Sake Brewery and Ice Co. Ltd. Hawaii Herald.
1981. May 15. p. 6-7. “Honolulu sake: Bending with
the winds of change.” When World War II started, a law
prohibiting the use of rice in making sake was enforced. So
the company switched to making shoyu. Under the label of
Marumasa Soy sauce and later Diamond Shoyu, the locally
made products soon became popular in Hawaii. It was
another innovation that kept the company alive. Owners
include Tajiro, Daizo, and Shinzaburo Sumida; Label.
Received Feb. 1988 from Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice
Co., Ltd. 4.5 x 3.5 inches. Red, black, blue, green, gold, and
white. “Choice. New improved. Natural brewed and aged.”
423. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kaku (Tatsuo) Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1942.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1941-42. Tatsuo Kaku Tofu (Tatsuo Kaku, proprietor). Hilo,
Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1947-48. Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Island Directory. 1954. Listed as Tatsuo Kaku Tofu, 28
Nawahi Lane, Hilo, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1957.
424. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kiyonaga (Kumaki) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 975 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1942.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1941-42. Kumaki Kiyonaga Tofu (Kiyonaga Kumaki,
proprietor). 975 Akepo Lane, Honolulu. Not listed 1947-48.
425. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oshiro (Tokusuke) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1942.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1941-42. Tokusuke Oshiro Tofu (Tokusuke Oshiro,
proprietor). Hilo, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1947-48.
426. Lennox, Colin G. 1942. Edible soybeans–a food crop
for Hawaii. Hawaiian Planters’ Record 46(3):139-58. *
• Summary: Suggests cultivation of soybeans as an
emergency wartime food crop and discusses varieties,
cultural requirements and nutritional value. Directions for
cooking the beans and several recipes are included.
Note: See summary in Soybean Digest. 1943. Jan. p. 7.
427. Martin, J.P. 1942. Report of Committee in Charge of
the Experiment Station: Pathology. Printed Reports of the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association Annual Meeting
61:28-34. For the year ending Sept. 30, 1941. See p. 34.
• Summary: Concerning diseases on soybeans: Mosaic
disease, caused by a virus, was found at Kailua. Address:
Hawaii.
428. Soybean Digest. 1943. Foreign: Edibles in Hawaii. Jan.
p. 7.
• Summary: “With Hawaii now in the front line of defense
for the United Nations, that territory is faced with the
necessity of home food production to make her population
self-sustaining. In the Hawaiian Planters’ Record, published
by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association, Honolulu,
third quarter, 1942, extensive attention in an article by C.G.
Lennox is given to the part the edible soybean may play in
this program.
“In the past Hawaii has not been self-sustaining because
of the prevalence of insect pests, an unfavorable climate
and the economic setup, Lennox points out, but must now
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become so if her people are not to go hungry. Particularly
is Hawaii deficient in crops of high enough oil and protein
content to maintain a balanced diet. Not only does the
soybean fulfill this requirement, but seems reasonably well
adapted to the climate and resistant to Hawaii’s pests and
diseases. Worst pests for soybeans are rose beetles and
doves!
“’Success with the year-around production of soybeans
in Hawaii hinges principally upon the correct choice of
varieties for planting in the different seasons; secondly upon
sufficient fertilization with nitrogen and phosphorus,’ says
Lennox. Growing conditions in Hawaii are suitable for a
year-around production of most vegetable crops, but not
for the soybean, which is a plant whose time of flowering
depends on length of day rather than temperature.
“For March and April planting the varieties, Hokkaido,
Emperor and Imperial; for May and June, Hahto, Sac and
Seaweed; for July and August, Hokkaido, Emperor, Imperial
and Hahto; and September through February, Seminole and
Giant Speckled.”
429. Uyeda, Shigeo. 1943. How to grow soybeans. Hawaii
Farm and Home 6(10):27, 46. Oct. *
• Summary: Discusses the results of field trials at the
McBryde Sugar Co., Kauai.
430. Harris, Lorin E.; Work, S.H.; Henke, L.A. 1943. The
utilization of urea and soybean oil meal nitrogen by steers. J.
of Animal Science 2(4):328-35. Nov. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Recent experiments have proven that urea can
make up a considerable portion of the protein requirements
of ruminants.”
“The apparent digestion coefficient of urea nitrogen
when fed to 6 to 8 month old steers is 74 and that of soybean
oil meal is 78. When corrected for
the metabolic nitrogen in the feces,
the values are 94 for each source of
nitrogen.
“The biological value of urea
nitrogen when fed to 6 to 8 month
old steers is 34 and that of soybean
oil meal nitrogen 60 when fed at 12
to 14% protein equivalent levels. The
poor utilization of the urea nitrogen
probably means that it was fed above the
maximum conversion to true protein by
the microorganisms of the rumen.” Urea
was determined by the urease method.
Address: Dep. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
431. Product Name: Diamond Soy Sauce (Later renamed
Diamond Shoyu).
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co.

Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2150 Booth Rd., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1943.
Ingredients: Diamond Soy Sauce: Soya beans, salt, wheat,
caramel, and 1/10 of 1% sodium benzoate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bottle.
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New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1930-31. p. 241. The company is
currently named Honolulu Ice Co. Ltd. Tomokuni Iwanaga
is president. They are at 2153 Booth Rd. In the 1934-35
Directory (p. 211) the name changes to Honolulu Sake
Brewery & Ice Co. Ltd. Daizo Sumida is president. Same
address. They are never listed as a shoyu manufacturer in
any index up through 1954. But Diamond appears as a brand
in the 1961-62 index under “Soy Manufacturers.” 196667 Directory. Listed under the Shoyu Mnfrs. category as
Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co. Ltd. (Diamond Shoyu),
2150 Booth rd, Telephones 59-068, 59-069, 574-451. Not
listed 1967-68.
1968-69 Directory. Listed in Buyers’ Guide, p. 145.
Established 1908, cable address “Honosake” Honolulu,
phones 537-9068, 537-9069, 537-4451, P.O. Box 1266,
Honolulu 7. The ad lists Diamond Shoyu, Diamond Su
[vinegar], and Marumasa Shoyu as products. Not listed 1973.
Re-listed in 1975 directory.
Black-and-white photo of early rectangular Labels.
About 1943. Diamond Soy Sauce. One gallon. Manufactured
and bottled by Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co., Ltd.,
Honolulu, T.H. Later color Label. Diamond Highest Quality
Shoyu (soy sauce). “Naturally Brewed and Aged.” Same
ingredients and manufacturer. 1 pint 8 oz. Both labels have
illustrations of wheat and soybeans. Note: This is the earliest
document seen (Oct. 2009) in which the term “naturally
brewed” (with or without hyphenation) is used in connection
with soy sauce.
Ad by Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co., Ltd. in
Hui Manaolana. 1951. Japanese Foods: (Tested Recipes).
Honolulu, Hawaii. See p. 44. “Highest quality natural
brewed Diamond Shoyu (Soy Sauce). Patronize your local
products. Sold at all grocers. 2150 Booth Rd., Honolulu.”
Note: This same ad appears on the same page in the 1956
edition.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows
an old and a new label and gives the address. The company
is still in business. Label. Received Feb. 1988 from Honolulu
Sake Brewery Co. Ltd. 4.5 by 3.5 inches. Red, black, brown,
blue, green, and white. “Highest quality. Naturally brewed
and aged. 50.7 fl. oz. Ingredients: Water, soybeans, salt,
wheat, disodium inosinate, caramel coloring, and sodium
benzoate a preservative.” Size: 50.7 fl. oz. (1 qt. 1 pt. 2.7 fl.
oz) or 101 fl. oz. (3 qts. 5 fl. oz.). Letter from Takao Nihei.
1988. July 19. Diamond Shoyu was first made in 1943 by
the Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co. Ltd. It still exists as
Diamond Soy Sauce, made by the Honolulu Sake Brewery
Co. Ltd. in Honolulu.
432. Martin, J.P. 1943. Report of Committee in Charge of
the Experiment Station: Pathology. Printed Reports of the
Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association Annual Meeting

63:19-28. For the year 1943. See p. 26.
• Summary: Concerning soybean diseases: Bacterial blight
caused by Pseudomonas glycinea was found at the Oahu
gardens. Leaf spot caused by Alternaria sp. (brassicae?)
was found at Kailua. Mosaic caused by a virus was found at
Kailua and Waipio. Stem rot caused by Sclerotium rolfsii was
found at Kailua. Wilt caused by Fusarium bulbigenum was
found at Kailua. Address: Hawaii.
433. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1944. Spencer denies
eviction pleas. Sept. 20. p. 6.
• Summary: “Eviction actions for six store premises have
been denied by Robert R. Spencer, commercial rent control
administrator.”
One who will not be evicted is: “S. Yamauchi, who
manufactures bean curds known as tofu for the wholesale
trade.”
Note: This is Shoan Yamauchi who later moved to Los
Angeles and became one of the largest tofu makers in the
USA.
434. Lawson, Edna B. 1944. Book comment. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Oct. 12. p. 7.
• Summary: “In ‘Soybeans from Soup to Nuts’ by Annie
Williams-Heller and Josephine McCarthy (The Vanguard
Press), recipes are given showing how to use America’s
new miracle food. Mrs. Williams-Heller is a nutritionist
of international reputation and Mrs. McCarthy is the ‘Ella
Mason’ of Dr. Eddy’s Food and Home Forum to which
thousands of housewives listen over WOR.
“The foreword by Dr. Walter H. Eddy of Columbia
university points out that food conditions during the war time
brought about the introduction of the vegetable soybean,
a highly nutritious, protein-rich food. However to make it
acceptable to American palates this book of recipes has been
put together.
“’The history of the soybean is buried in antiquity. In
the Far East, where it has sustained millions of people for
thousands of years, it was already well known in the year
2800 B.C.,’ write the authors.
“The vegetable is now being raised in quantity in the
United States. The soybean comes in many forms, which
can be used in every course, and, when properly prepared,
will win the enthusiasm of the most demanding epicure. The
book has been written to show American housewives how to
use and enjoy this food.” Address: PhD.
435. Steece, Henry M. 1944. Soybean projects of the State
agricultural experiment stations, 1944. Washington, DC;
Office of Experiment Stations (USDA). 23 p. Unpublished
typescript.
• Summary: Page 2, “Explanatory notes” states: “This is
a list of the research projects concerned with soybeans,
including edible soybeans and soybean products, currently
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active at the several State agricultural experiment stations.
It was compiled in response to requests from the State
experiment stations, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and other agencies for such information as an aid in their
work on various problems connected with the production,
handling, and utilization of soybeans.
“This list supersedes a similar publication entitled
Soybean Projects of the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations, 1937 (May 20, 1937). Most of the projects listed
as active in the earlier publication have been completed
and replaced by new researches. These deal with numerous
problems constantly arising in the soybean industry and
reflect the broader scope and greater complexity of the
general problem. Enormous expansion in the United States
soybean acreage, with recent shift in center of production
from the Southeastern States to the Corn Belt, has brought
forth problems inherent in the peculiar sensitiveness of
soybeans to variations of soil and climate. In addition
are those problems concerned with newer production
methods, changes in cropping systems, insects and diseases,
harvesting, and storage. Other fields of inquiry have come
out of wartime demands for soybean oil and meal for use in
strategic materials, and the increasing use of soybean meal
as a high-protein feed for livestock and poultry. Changes
in eating habits in which the soybean plays an important
part as a green or dried vegetable and as a protein food to
supplement animal products, like meat, eggs, milk, and
cheese, have also provided many problems for station
research.
“Stations cooperating with the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois) in conducting coordinated
adaptation (nursery) tests with groups of varieties and
selections include the Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin Stations.
At several stations these tests are carried on as distinct
projects, while at other stations the tests proceed as phases of
other projects.
“The entries in the list include the project title,
experiment station departments involved, and cooperation
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture.”
As an example, here is the first state listed:
Alabama
“Breeding of legumes for forage and soil improvement,
Agron. & Soils (Coop. B.P.I. S.A.E.).
“Soybean variety test, Agron. & Soils, 3 substations.
“Cooperative uniform tests, Agron. & Soils (Coop. B.P.I.
S.A.E.).
“Factors influencing seed production of legumes, Agron.
& Soils.
“Adaptation of edible soybean varieties, Agron. & Soils.
“Forage tests for hay, temporary grazing, and winter

grazing value, Agron. Soils.
“The inorganic nutrition of plants, Agron. & Soils.
“Effect of inoculation on certain legumes, Agron. &
Soils,
“Factors affecting vitamin A stability and utilization, An.
Indus.
“Oil crops for Alabama, Agron. & Soils.”
Note 1. Abbreviations:
Agron. = Agronomy
An. Indus = Animal Industry
B.P.I. = Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA)
Coop. = Cooperating with
S.A.E. = Soils and Agricultural Engineering.
Note 2. In addition to “Stations cooperating with the
U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory,” states where soybeans
are a very minor crop are also listed with their projects, e.g.,
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii,
Washington State, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Address:
Senior Experiment Station Administrator.
436. Miller, Carey D. 1945. Thiamin content of Japanese
soybean products. J. of the American Dietetic Association
21(7):430-32. Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: The approximate amount of thiamin retained
in various soybean products is as follows: Raw soybeans,
100%. Soybeans pressure cooked for 60 minutes at 121ºC,
26% (i.e., 74% of the thiamin is lost). Soybean “milk”
(tonyu), 74%. Soybean curd residue (kirazu), 19%. Soybean
curd (tofu), 18%. Tofu contains 54 mcg. thiamin per 100
gm. About 7% of the thiamin in tofu appears to be destroyed
by the cooking process, about 20% remains in the residue
(kirazu), and the remainder of the thiamin (almost 60%) is
lost in the discarded liquid which drains off when the protein
in precipitated and pressed.
The author acknowledges the help of the Yokoyama
Tofu Factory. Kirazu may be used as a human food in
combination with vegetables, etc. “However, in Hawaii most
of the kirazu is fed to pigs. To make tofu, hot soybean milk
“was mixed with a liquid containing magnesium and calcium
sulfates, a by-product obtained in the manufacture of salt
from sea water, which precipitated the tofu as a flocculent
curd.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “Soybean curd residue”
to refer to okara.
Aburage (a fried soybean curd) loses additional thiamin
as a result of the cooking process. “Miso, made from cooked
soybeans and fermented rice, which is allowed to age in
huge wooden vats for 2 months or longer, is a relatively good
source of thiamin,” containing about 130 mcg. per 100 gm.
But since relatively small amounts are used, even by people
who favor this food, its contribution to the daily thiamin
need is not great. Address: Nutrition Dep., Hawaii Agric.
Exp. Station, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu.
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437. Miller, Carey D.; Louis, Lucille. 1945. The availability
of iron in Hawaiian-grown vegetables. J. of Nutrition
30(6):485-94. Dec. [21 ref]
• Summary: The iron in green soybeans [fresh; green
vegetable soybeans] is 96% available, the highest of 16 foods
tested. Address: Nutrition Dep., Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station,
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu.
438. Lager, Mildred. 1945. The useful soybean: A plus factor
in modern living. New York and London: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. xii + 295 p. Illust. General index. Index
of recipes. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the most important and innovative
books on soyfoods ever written. Contents: Preface. 1.
Agriculture’s Cinderella: America discovers the soybean,
our wonder beans, soy as a food in the United States, soy
in rehabilitation food programs, soybeans as an emergency
crop, soybean terminology. 2. World-wide use of soybeans: A
real antique, monarch of Manchuria, soybeans in mechanized
warfare–Germany, soybeans in other countries (USSR,
Italy, Spain, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden,
Great Britain, Canada), soybeans in Lend-Lease and United
States Agricultural Marketing Administration, Food for
Greece, soybeans and the Mexican Indian, soybeans in
Hawaii (Mr. C.G. Lennox). 3. Soybeans and industry: The
versatile soy, uses of soybean in industry, soybean paint
(from soy oil, incl. Duco finishing), soybean protein (used in
making plywood, plastics, water paints, paper sizing, leather
finishes, and insecticide sprays), Henry Ford and soybeans,
soybean glue (I.F. Laucks and the firms he has licensed turn
out some 30,000 tons of soybean glue annually), rubber
substitute (Norepol), paper industry (Glidden), plastics, soycotton helmets, firefighting compounds, lecithin, fertilizers.
4. Nutritional nuggets: Food value of soybeans and soy
products (vegetable or edible types of soybeans, protein, fat
& carbohydrate, minerals, vitamins, lecithin, alkaline ash,
economy, exaggerated claims), principal uses of soybeans
and soy products (meat substitutes, meat enrichers, fortifying
foods with soy flour). 5. From soup to nuts: Green beans, dry
beans, frozen beans, roasted soybeans, sprouted soybeans,
the cow of China–soy milk, the meat without a bone–tofu or
soy cheese, the little giant among protein foods–soy flour,
soy grits, puffed grits, soy oil, miscellaneous soy products
(soy butter [soynut butter, p. 99-100], sandwich spreads,
malts, coffee substitutes, soy sauce, soy albumen–a new
product, greatly improved during the past two years, is now
used to “replace egg albumen in candy manufacture” [as in
marshmallows]).
Note 1. This is the second earliest document seen (Aug.
2002) in which the soybean is called the “cow of China.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2015) that uses the term “soy albumen” (or “soy
albumens”) to refer to isolated soy protein as a product.

6. The blazed trail: Introduction (history and pioneers),
our tardy acceptance, food pioneers (health-food stores,
Dr. W.D. Sansum of Santa Barbara and soy bread, allergy
studies, vegetarians, Seventh-day Adventist food companies,
meatlike products, Madison College of Tennessee, Loma
Linda Food Co., the International Nutrition Laboratory and
Dr. H.W. Miller, special dietary concerns and diabetic diets),
establishing soybeans in the kitchen (The Edison Institute
and Henry Ford, the USDA and the U.S. Bureau of Home
Economics, the Agricultural Marketing Administration, U.S.
railroads, the Soy Products Division of the Glidden Co., the
Soy Flour Association). 7. The challenge of nutrition: The
dangers of hidden hungers, nutrition and health, corrective
nutrition, starch-restricted diets, meatless diets, allergy
diets, bland diets, building diets, reducing diets, acidophilus
culture, lecithin. 8. Our wonder crop: Jack and the beanstalk,
early history, new varieties, aids to the industry (Regional
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory, American railroads,
American Soybean Association, Fouts Brothers of Indiana,
Soybean Digest and George Strayer in Hudson, Iowa, Soy
Flour Association with Edward Kahl as first president, Soya
Kitchen in Chicago (Illinois) opened in Jan. 1943, National
Soybean Processors Assoc., National Farm Chemurgic
Council), educational program, restrictive regulations. 9.
Soybeans and the farmer: Varieties, sources of information,
seeding and inoculating, harvesting, grading, soybean
diseases, crop rotation, damaged beans. 10. Tomorrow:
Acreage and production, soybeans on the farm, soybeans
in nutrition, postwar industrial uses, future improvements.
11. A few suggestions for better living: Kitchen diplomacy,
personal opinions, soybeans for everyone. Recipes: Green
soybeans, dry soybeans, sprouted soybeans, roasted or
toasted soybeans, meat-substitute dishes, soy-enriched meat
dishes, soy noodles, macaroni, spaghetti, sauces and gravies,
soups, salads, dressings, soy spreads, soy milk, tofu or soy
cheese, soy butter, soy cereals, soy desserts, soy candies, soy
beverages, soy-flour recipes, bread and muffins, pancakes
and waffles, soy gluten recipes, baking-powder biscuits,
pastry, cookies and doughnuts, cakes.
Contains recipes for “Soy milk molasses shake (p.
238). Soy puddings. Soy ice cream (p. 250; “Soy milk may
be used in place of regular milk in ice-cream recipes...
adding whipped cream”). Soy fruit ice cream. Soy chocolate
dessert (Eggless) (p. 250-51). Soy shake “(p. 254, made in a
“liquefier or mixer”).
The story of Allied aid to Greece [p. 24-26] is one of the
great mercy stories of World War II. Starting in March 1942,
as many Greeks were starving, the first mercy ship sailed to
Greece with food and medicine. Up to Nov. 1943, the United
States through Lend-Lease sent 82 million pounds of food to
Greece. A number of these foods (including soup powders,
stew mixes, and spaghetti) were based on soy flour and grits,
and specifically developed to suit Greek tastes.
Concerning Henry Ford (p. 35-38), his “first
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experiments were made in a laboratory in connection with
the Edison Institute in 1930. In these experiments, several
tons of wheat were used, also several thousand bushels of
carrots; sunflower seeds, which have a high oil content;
cabbages; onions; and cornstalks. It was not until December,
1931, after a long series of experiments with the soybean,
that Mr. Ford and his chemists felt that they were at last
approaching a solution to the problem of finding a basic farm
material from which the ordinary farmer could develop a
commercially profitable product.”
Note 3. This is the earliest published English-language
document seen (Sept. 2013) that uses the term “Soy ice
cream” (p. 250).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007,
one of two) that uses the word “Cinderella” in connection
with the soybean. The author, however, does not elaborate on
this idea.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that contains the term “soy-flour”–however
it is used as an adjective. Address: Southern California.
439. Lager, Mildred. 1945. Soybeans in Hawaii (Document
part). In: Mildred Lager. 1945. The Useful Soybean: A Plus
Factor in Modern Living. New York and London: McGrawHill Book Company, Inc. xii + 295 p. See p. 27-29.
• Summary: “The food situation in Hawaii, since it has
become the front line in a war zone, opens up new territory
for the soybean to conquer. The Hawaiian Islands are now
faced with the necessity of increased home food production
to make their population more self-sustaining.”
“Hawaii must select crops that can be grown, and
of these she must pick those that contain the necessary
nutriment to meet the present emergency. The soybean
can fulfill these requirements and ranks as a food crop for
wartime Hawaii.”
“C.G. Lennox, in a discussion of the edible soybean
in Hawaii says: ‘The edible soybean assumes a position of
prominence as a source of substitutes for animal proteins and
oils in Hawaii’s program of self sustenance.
“’The high protein content of the green shelled beans,
quickness in developing a crop, freedom from serious
insects, pests, and diseases, and cheapness of planting,
cultivating, and harvesting in terms of man-days per ton of
green beans, all contribute to the value of the soybean as an
emergency food crop.
“’Success with the year-round production of soybeans
in Hawaii hinges principally upon the correct choice of
varieties for planting in the different seasons; secondly, upon
sufficient fertilization with nitrogen and phosphorus.’”
“Edible soybeans are not new in Hawaii. They have
been experimentally grown since 1908 but have never been
a food crop of the Islands. Growing conditions in Hawaii are
suitable for year-round production of most vegetable crops
but not of the soybean. It is a plant whose time of flowering

responds to the length rather than the temperature of the day.
Mr. Lennox gives the following explanation of why it has not
so far been grown successfully the entire year:
“’The soybean is one of a large group of plants which
flowers under the stimulus of a long period of darkness.
Although the day length of the shortest day in Hawaii is only
two and one-half hours shorter than the longest day this is
quite sufficient to have a profound effect on the soybean.
During the summer season the plants come into flower in
exactly the same length of time as recorded on the mainland,
but as the days shorten the flowering commences sooner.
Nearly all the flower bloom at the same time on the soybean
plant and if the flowering is initiated before a full-sized plant
has developed, the number of flowers is proportionately
reduced. The reduction in number of pods per plant results
in a reduced yield per acre. It is this stimulus of the short
day resulting in small crops that has retarded the interest
in soybeans as a vegetable crop for Hawaii.’” Address:
Southern California.
440. Soybean Digest. 1946. Grits and flakes... from the world
of soy: Growing soybeans under irrigation in Hawaii. Jan. p.
28.
• Summary: “Faced with a serious protein shortage for their
dairy herd after the Pearl Harbor disaster, McBryde Sugar
Co. has been growing soybeans under irrigation in Hawaii
since 1942. The firm’s experience with the crop is reported
by Shigoe Uyeda in Hawaii Farm and Home for July.”
441. Lind, Helen Yonge; Bartow, Mary L.; Miller, Carey D.
1946. Ways to use vegetables in Hawaii. Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 97. 110 p. Feb.
• Summary: Green soy beans are a fair source of vitamin A
and ascorbic acid (vitamin C) (p. 8-9). Soy-related recipes
include (p. 18-20): Boiled fresh soybeans. Buttered soybeans
and corn. Buttered soybeans and carrots. Soybeans au gratin.
Soybean casserole. Soybeans and rice. Bean sprouts (incl.
soybean sprouts). Address: Univ. of Hawaii.
442. Fullaway, D.T. 1946. Notes and exhibitions:
Leptomastix dactylopii Howard. Proceedings of the
Hawaiian Entomological Society 12(3):464. May. For the
year 1945.
• Summary: In a meeting held on 12 Feb. 1945 at the
H.S.P.A. Experiment Station, “Mr. Fullaway exhibited
specimens of this aphelinid parasite of mealybugs recently
found established at the Territorial plant nursery in
Honolulu, a new record for the Islands. This is an accidental
introduction from California, and Mr. Fullaway’s specimens
came from a mixed infestation on soybeans and eggplants
of Phenacoccus gossypii Townsend & Cockerell and
Pseudococcus kraunhiae (Kuwana).” Address: Hawaii.
443. Jensen, D.D. 1946. Virus diseases of plants and
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their insect vectors with special reference to Hawaii. III.
Plant virus diseases known or reported to occur in Hawaii
with special reference to their transmission by insects.
Proceedings of the Hawaiian Entomological Society
12(3):535-610. May. See p. 558-60. [251 ref]
• Summary: In 1941 and 1943 J.P. Martin “reported the
occurrence of a soybean mosaic at Kailua and Waipio, Oahu.
These are the only records of this disease in Hawaii and its
identity is not known.” Address: Univ. of Hawaii Agric. Exp.
Station.
444. Balzli, Jean. 1946. Le soja à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja
5(29-30):111-13. July/Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Canada. China. United States. Great
Britain. Hawaii. Greece. Mexico. Philippines. Switzerland
(Mr. Walter Flückiger of Basel has planted soybeans in
Switzerland, in Alsace, and in Italy. For the past few years he
has obtained very good results in Switzerland).
Sweden: Mr. Sven A. Holmberg of the House of
Holmberg & Sons of Norrköping, writes us that the
cultivation of soybeans continues to give him satisfaction
and that he hopes to be able to present several interesting
varieties at the World Soybean Congress (Congrés Mondial
du Soja).
Note: This congress, Europe’s first, was held in Paris
on 16 March 1947 at the City University. Many of Europe’s
greatest soy luminaries were there, including Li Yu-ying. For
details see the March/April 1947 issue of this periodical.
Greece: After driving back Mussolini’s hordes, valiant
Greece was assaulted by the Nazis [Germany], and then
left in agony. The Allies provided them with as much
assistance as they could. Within Swedish and Red Cross
hospital wings, they brought medicine, food and tools to
this small and courageous–yet unspeakably wounded and
nearly decimated–population. In 1941, a deficiency in
protides (protein) caused the death of countless children
and numerous adults. But the Acropolis’s lament was
heard, and it was the soybean (le soja) that saved many
of these poor people. Soy flour and grits (La farine et les
grits de soja) were very effective. Fast-cooking soy-based
soups were particularly popular. One of these soups was
made up of the following: 50% pea flour, 25% soy flour (or
gruel), 10% powdered skim animal milk, 15% condiments,
spices and yeast (B vitamins). Approximately 55 grams
of this preparation provide 20% of the adult daily protein
requirement. Another restorative preparation contains 56%
oat or wheat flakes, 20% soy grits or flakes, 14% powdered
skim animal milk, 8% sugar and 2% common salt. It cooks
quickly. There is a third popular preparation, which is a
mixture of chickpeas, yellow peas, green peas, beans, carrots,
noodles, potatoes, green vegetables, barley and soybean
seeds (graines de soja). However, this mixture must be sifted
and then cooked for 20 minutes.

“The United States created very high-protein
spaghetti for the Greeks and their neighbors. The spaghetti
composition is as follows: 83% durum semolina, 15% soy
flour, 2% powdered eggs.”
U.S.S.R.: Skilled researchers continue to conduct tests
with the goal of improving soybeans (le soja). Details on
these studies and research cannot be provided until later.
Russia’s great interest in soybeans dates back to the
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905). Throughout this conflict,
Japanese soldiers demonstrated surprising strength and
endurance. Russia bore the consequences, and began to
study soybeans. During the Russian Revolution, the so very
beneficial soybean was known and valued as the “young
Chinese ally.” The Lend-Lease agreements during World
War II provided Russia with American soybeans (soja
américain)–a mix of soy flour (farine de soja), oat flour and
cooking salt that can be cooked in the blink of an eye, and
which did the Red Army great service. The Axis troops were
therefore not the only ones to take advantage of soybeans. It
can be said that soybeans were a very powerful instrument of
war, since this plant provided a great number of products that
are vital in conducting military operations and maintaining
the health of soldiers.
Yugoslavia: Dr. Louis Gutschy, who was a professor at
the University and Polytechnic of Zagreb (Agram [Croatia]),
continues his research and work on soybeans. He will soon
publish a work on soybeans, in Serbian.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Dr., France.
445. Collins, Jimmy. 1946. Company converts soybeans into
‘cream’ whip. Buffalo Evening News (New York). Sept. 18.
• Summary: “The Rich Products Corporation, 1149 Niagara
St., formed only a year ago, has hit the post-war consumer
market with a new whipping cream derived from soybeans.
Demand is exceeding production. The product already is
being marketed in 30 states, Alaska, Hawaii and Bermuda,
and will be distributed in other areas.
“Headed by the youthful Robert E. Rich, the company
markets the soybean cream under the trade name of ‘Whip
Topping.’ The product consists of soy protein, vegetable
fat, carbohydrates, salt, flavoring and coloring. The soybean
cream, packed in half-pint cartons, whips exactly as regular
cream. It puffs up quickly to triple its bulk and may be used
for dressing up pies and cakes and other delicacies.
“The company has spent nearly $60,000 for new plant
facilities and machinery to increase production. Mr. Rich
said it is the nation’s only producer of soybean cream.
“’We are producing approximately 1,000,000 half-pints
a month but we expect we will have to step up production
further in the near future,’ Mr. Rich said. ‘Our plant is
working 24 hours a day, seven days a week and employs 47
workers.’
“Mr. Rich also is owner of the Wilber Farms Dairy,
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which is housed in the building in front of the structure
occupied by Rich Products.
“Mr. Rich said the volume of sales of the soybean
product already exceeds milk sales by the dairy.”
A photo shows Robert Rich and employee Marshall
Golding standing next to a mixing vat. Rich is examining a
temperature gauge as Golding “dumps a 50-pound cake of
soy fat into a pasteurizer containing soy milk.” The caption
reads: “Soybeans offer competition for ‘Bossie.’”
Note: In the early years, when Rich Products Corp. used
soy protein as the protein source in its non-dairy products, it
obtained the protein from defatted soybean flakes purchased
from the Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. (ADM). Rich then
used hot water to extract the soy protein from the flakes. In
effect, he was using isolated soy protein as the protein source
for his whip topping.
446. Balzli, Jean. 1946. Le soja à travers le monde [The
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale des
Produits Coloniaux et du Material Colonial 21(204):134-35.
Sept. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses soybean developments in the
following countries: Canada, China, USA, Great Britain,
Greece, Mexico, Philippines, Hawaii, Switzerland, Sweden.
Address: PhD.
447. Business Week. 1946. Soybean whip: Buffalo dairy is
meeting housewives’ need for whipping cream substitute.
New product nationally distributed. Oct. 12. p. 44, 46.
• Summary: The story of Rich Products Corp. “Long before
present shortages developed, the Wilber Farms Dairy of
Buffalo foresaw an extended scarcity of whipping cream.
Wilber’s president, Robert E. Rich, then formed the Rich
Products Corp. and began experimenting with a substitute
made from soybeans. Now the new product is hitting the
market under the brand name ‘Whip Topping,’ with initial
distribution in 30 states, Alaska, Hawaii, and Bermuda. Other
areas will be added as more product becomes available.
“Frozen package–Whip Topping consists of soy protein,
vegetable fat, carbohydrates, salt, flavoring, and coloring.
The mixture is sold in a frozen state and is said to fluff up
like regular cream.”
Note: This is the earliest major article seen on Rich
Products Corp. It is not clear exactly what is meant by the
term “soy protein.” It may well be isolated soy protein made
on a small scale at Henry Ford’s Carver Laboratory.
448. Melody, Ann. 1946. Bringing up junior. Honolulu StarBulletin (Hawaii). Nov. 26. p. 22, col. 6.
• Summary: The children of China are vitamin-starved due
to inflation.
“’How have the people managed to stay alive? [during
World War II] I asked.
“’The soy bean saved the people,’ she [a physician]

replied.
“’Did you know that soyu sauce [sic, soya sauce] is
practically protein reduced to its essence? When you pour it
over rice or noodles you are actually adding protein to the
food. The Chinese also eat a lot of tofu (soy bean curd) and
that is very nourishing. The Japanese also eat it. I see it sold
here in the little store across the street.’ (Thinking of meat
prices, I almost dashed away to buy some tofu. I determined
to teach my family to like it.)”
449. Cuisine, Carolyn. 1946. Cookery questions. Honolulu
Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Nov. 28. p. 19, col. 5.
• Summary: “Dear Miss Cuisine: Please tell me how to fry
bean curd (tofu) to serve with hamburg steak. Some of us do
not like shoyu sauce–Betty O.
“Dear Betty O: Keep bean curd covered with cold water
and in the refrigerator until needed, overnight is about all
the time you should keep it on hand. Lift carefully from the
water to a board, cut in two across the wider side, then slice
each piece in four.
“Lift carefully to a cloth to dry off if you are in a hurry.
Put a small amount of peanut or other oil in a frying pan and
brown the tofu on both sides, or better, use the beef drippings
from the hamburg.
“Serve without salt so that those who like shoyu will be
able to add it, and those who do not will need salt. Another
use for tofu is diced in a salad with grated white radish and
some minced parsley for color. Diced, served cold with salt,
pepper and vinegar is another popular recipe for tofu.–C.C.”
450. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Green Mill Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 395b N. Vineyard, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 808-949-2370.
Date of Introduction: 1946.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1948. Green Mill Tofu Factory. 395b N Vineyard.
1951 Directory. Green Mill Food Manufacturing Co.
914 Coolidge. 1953 Directory. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1953. (Revised 26 July 1955). p. 10. Tofu
(Bean curd). Green Mill Food Manufacturing Co., 914
Coolidge St. Green Mill Food Manufacturers, Ltd. 1956
Honolulu City Directory. Green Mill Manufacturing Corp.
1957 Directory. Green Mill Food Manufacturing, Ltd.
(Kaiso Yasuda, President). Tofu, aburage, konnyaku. 914
Coolidge, Honolulu, HI 96814. Phone 992-370. Hawaii
Directory of Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Green
Mill Food Manufacturing Co. Same address and phone.
1967-68 Directory. Green Mill Food Manufacturers. Ltd.,
914 Coolidge St. Continues through 1970. Hawaii Directory
of Manufacturers. 1969. p. 17. Green Mill Food Mfg. Ltd.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1973. p. 10. Makes
“Tofu and by-products.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book
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of Tofu. p. 313. Interview with Tom Uehara.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Green Mill Food
Manufacturers, 914 Coolidge St., Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii
96814. Phone: 808-949-2370. Owner: Tom Uehara.
1984. Jan. 19. The company was founded in 1946 and
presently makes 5,400 lb/week of tofu.
451. Roque, Arturo. 1946. Soybeans. University of Puerto
Rico (Rio Piedras, San Juan) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report p. 47-50, 67. For the years 19431944. [Eng]
• Summary: “Soybean variety tests.–The work on soybeans
has been continued this year with a number of variety tests
which are established in different regions of the Island and in
different seasons. The tests were established to determine the
effect of variety, season, and distance of planting on the yield
and composition of soybean forage and grain. To-date a total
of 22 grain and forage tests has been established, 14 of which
have been finished.
“The results of these tests–indicate that Seminole,
Otootan, and Palmetto are better than Mammoth Yellow both
as regards hay and grain production (table 20).
“Best planting distance for soybeans.–The results
presented in tables 20, 21, and 22 show that a distance of
one foot between rows is decidedly better than a distance of
two feet as regards hay production of soybeans. This is also
true with respect to grain production. Yields obtained at a
distance of one foot exceeded those obtained at a distance of
two feet by amounts ranging from 20 to 50 per cent.
“Protein content of soybeans.–As in the case of other
crops, the protein content of soybeans varies with the place
where they are grown. The total protein content of several of
the experimental plantings of soybeans are presented in table
20. The analyses of results presented in table 20 have shown
differences as high as six per cent on the protein content of
the same variety in different regions of the Island.
“Effect of length of day on soybean yields.–To study the
effect of length of day on soybean yields, an experiment was
conducted with the Palmetto, Otootan, and Seminole soybean
varieties. The plants were grown in 12-inch clay pots filled
with equal amounts of a 6:3:2 mixture of silt, sand, and wellrotted filter-press cake. Each pot contained five plants and
each treatment was replicated four times. The pots were kept
for three weeks under natural light conditions, after which
they were subjected to the following lengths of day by means
of light treatments: 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, and 18 hours.
“Under the 7, 9, and 11 hour day-length treatments, all
three varieties flowered in 36 days and had one-inch pods by
the 46th day after planting. Very little flowering was noticed
under the 14, 16, and 18-hour day-length treatments, and no
pods had been produced three months after planting. The
mean yields obtained as a result of this test are indicated in

table 23.”
Contains 4 large tables as indicated.
On page 67 is a large table titled “Plant introduction.”
It states that 8 varieties of the soybean (Soja max (L.) Piper)
were received from Hawaii. Their use was “Economic.”
Address: Director.
452. Adair, C. Roy. 1947. Third work planning conference
of the U.S. Soybean Regional Laboratory for the Southern
States region, Memphis, Tennessee, February 5-7, 1947
(Continued–Document part III). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 142.
29 p. Feb. 7.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 20: “Thursday afternoon,
February 6–R.W. Marston, Chairman Special Topic–Factors
Affecting Soybean Production
“Legume Inoculation in the South with Special
Reference to Soybeans by Lewis W. Erdman–Data taken
from New Jersey Station Bulletin 607 were given to picture
the nitrogen balance in the soils of the United States. The
annual additions of 5,464,566 tons of nitrogen fixed by
symbiotic bacteria in legumes (including 1,698,794 tons for
harvested crops; 2,320,772 tons for pastures in farms; and
1,445,000 tons for pastures not in farms) plus 4,366,170
tons fixed by non-symbiotic microorganisms represented
roughly 9/16 of the total nitrogen income from all sources
amounting to 16,450,000 tons. Total annual losses amounted
to 23,660,000 tons, making a net annual loss of 7,210,000
tons.
“Since 1930 these losses have been reduced
considerably, due to the efforts of the Soil Conservation
Service. Likewise, additions of nitrogen have been materially
increased due to the huge increase in acreages of inoculated
legumes, especially during the war years.
“In 1929 estimated total production of legume bacteria
cultures for all cross inoculation groups was around
1,500,000 bushel units. Now the estimated annual production
of legume inoculants is around 22,500,000 bushel units. It
was further estimated that of this total, about 15,000,000
bushels have been prepared for the inoculation of soybeans.
Soybean bacteria (Rhizobium japonicum) are specialists–
some do better on certain varieties, and there is evidence
that adaptation of strains of bacteria for different varieties
in a given locality may be an important factor. Also, the
problems of breeding for increased quality, oil content, etc.,
may influence the genetic factors within the plant that carry
the ability to be nodulated and to enter into an efficient
symbiosis with the Rhizobium. Laredo and Peking soybeans
have always presented an inoculation problem to the soil
bacteriologist, in that they are more difficult to successfully
inoculate than other varieties. Soybeans are grown in corn
belt soils at a time when there is a maximum production
of NO3 nitrogen by soil organisms. When NO3 is present,
soybeans utilize it; and the need for fixation is lessened. This
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may account for the relatively small amount of nitrogen fixed
by soybeans. A 25-bushel soybean crop, requires about 125
pounds nitrogen. It is doubtful if more than 50 pounds per
acre are fixed under corn belt conditions, consequently high
yields are produced at the expense of soil nitrogen.
“In the south, soils are notably deficient in nitrogen
as well as certain other nutrients. Low State averages
mentioned in the State reports seem to offer a challenge for
better cultural and fertilizer practices and perhaps inoculation
research on soybeans.
“There is a need for more accurate data showing the
amounts of nitrogen fixed by different legumes growing
under different soil and climatic conditions. With the new
technique using the stable isotope N15, it will be possible
to calculate the effect of various levels of fertility on the
amount of nitrogen fixed by various legumes.
Page 24: “Soybean meal for poultry has certain
advantages:
“(1) Low price and abundance compared to animal
protein supplements.
“(2) Soybean meal has a good proportion of most of the
essential amino acids though low in one or two.
“Soybean meal has certain disadvantages;
“(1) lower mineral content than some protein
supplements.
“(2) Lower vitamin content (riboflavin especially)
“(3) Heat treatment is desirable to improve biological
value, but too much heating is harmful.
“A laying ration containing 30 percent soybean
meal was satisfactory for egg production but caused low
hatchability and low viability of chicks. This was not true
of some strains of poultry. The laying rations and growing
rations were improved by addition of fish meal, dried
skimmed milk, or fresh cow manure. Green pasture also
improved the gains.
“Cottonseed meal cannot be used in laying ration but
can be used in growing rations. All this work is being done
on expeller and (hexane) solvent meal. The experiments will
have to be repeated if alcohol-solvent meal becomes plentiful
enough to become generally available.
“Discussion of Cooperative Soybean Projects for the
Southern States–Mr. Marston discussed the FlannaganHope bill and tentatively defined marketing as anything that
happens to a commodity after harvest.
“A request from one of the Experiment Stations for
additional research on soybean production problems and on
soybean storage and marketing problems in the South was
brought to the attention of the conference group. Following
a discussion of the need for such work, it was moved by
Professor J.F. O’Kelly, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station, that two projects, (1) breeding, cultural, and
production, and (2) seed storage and marketing for soybeans,
be submitted to the Directors of the Agricultural Experiment
Stations of the southern states for their consideration as a

project under the Flannagan-Hope Research and Marketing
Act. This was seconded by Professor H.W. Staten of the
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station and carried
unanimously.
“The following committees were appointed: (1)
Committee to consider seed storage and marketing project:–
W.R. Paden, C.R. Sayre, H.W. Marston, W.J. Morse, L.E.
Holman, P.R. Henson, and J.L. Cartter; and (2) Committee
to check the production research project:–H.W. Staten, C.R.
Adair, John Gray, and W.B. Allington.
“The committees were instructed, to draw up an outline
of the proposed project consideration at the afternoon
session.
“New Soybean Introductions and Recent Developments
Abroad, by W.J. Morse–The introduction of soybeans since
1932 has been at a rather low ebb. From 1932 to 1946,
inclusive, 316 samples have been received from foreign
countries, of which 100 were from oriental countries–
China, Japan, Manchuria, India, and Java. Although these
introductions have been tested at several locations, as yet
very few have shown any special promise. P.I. 4104,881–
Nanksoy, from Nanking, China–has shown some promise as
a grain type in Louisiana. In 1946, 105 introductions–very
early, [page 25] early, and medium early types–were received
from the Belgium Department of Agriculture. This collection
represented varieties and strains obtained originally from
Austria, Canada, Denmark, Netherlands, Portugal, Rumania,
Sweden, United States, and U.S.S.R. Some rather interesting
strains were noted in the introductions grown at Urbana,
Illinois, and Beltsville, Maryland, in 1946. The following
table shows the countries from which introductions were
received and the number from each country by years:”–
Africa, 14 in 1942.
Australia, 7 in 1939.
Belgium, 106 in 1946.
Brazil, 1 in 1936.
Canada, 3 in 1938.
China, 57 in 1933-1937.
El Salvador, 2 in 1946.
England, 1 in 1945.
France, 3 in 1937 and 13 in 1946.
Guatemala, 1 in 1941.
Hawaii, 2 in 1944.
India, 21 in 1936 and 7 in 1937.
Japan, 5 in 1932-1937.
Java, 8 in 1939.
Manchuria, 12 in 1932-1941.
Netherlands, 18 in 1939 and 12 in 1946.
Poland, 8 in 1934 and 1 in 1940.
Spain, 1 in 1934.
Sweden, 1 in 1936.
Tibet, 2 in 1932.
Uruguay, 1 in 1935.
U.S.S.R., 4 in 1933 and 1 in 1934.
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Venezuela, 3 in 1940. In reviewing the introductions
received during the past several years, it was noted that
very few varieties have been obtained south of Nanking,
China. Although the number of introductions has been few,
several have given good results in the Southern States, such
as Biloxi, Laredo, Seminole, Cherokee, Palmetto, Nanksoy,
Clemson, Missoy, and others from the Nanking region. It
would seem that South China offers an excellent region for
exploration of new varieties. Chinese have informed us that
the south region does not have an abundance of varieties.
However, whenever we do get an introduction from that
region, it seems to fit in somewhere in our Southern States
and it is believed that there are many varieties and strains
in the South China region that would be of value to our
southern soybean program.
“As to recent developments abroad with soybeans, it
would seem from the numerous foreign visitors to the office
and our foreign correspondence that interest in soybean
production is world wide. From July 1, 1945, to July 1,
1946, we had at the Division 50 visitors from 20 foreign
countries. Some of these spent from one or two months
to a year studying all phases of the industry. The foreign
requests for experimental lots of seed were numerous. The
following table indicates the widespread interest in the
crop:” (Continued). Address: Secretary of the Conference,
Memphis, Tennessee; U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana,
Illinois.
453. Adair, C. Roy. 1947. Third work planning conference
of the U.S. Soybean Regional Laboratory for the Southern
States region, Memphis, Tennessee, February 5-7, 1947
(Continued–Document part IV). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 142.
29 p. Feb. 7.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 26: A large table titled
“Foreign Countries Sent Experimental Lots of Soybeans
During 1944, 1945, and 1946” gives the name of many
foreign countries and the number of lots sent to each, as
follows:
“Argentina 4
“Australia 11
“Austria 1
“Barbados, B.W.I. [British West Indies], 1
“Belgian Congo 1
“Belgium 4
“Bolivia 1
“Brazil 8
“Canada 2
“Chile 2
“China 1
“Colombia 9
Costa Rica 6
“Cuba 5
“Czechoslovakia 1

“Dominican Republic 1
“Ecuador 4
“Egypt 2
“El Salvador 4
“England 4
“Ethiopia 3
“France 6
“French Equatorial Africa 1
“Germany 1
“Gold Coast, Africa 2
“Guatemala 3
“Haiti 4
“Hawaii 1
“Honduras 4
“India 6
“Iraq 1
“Italy 1
“Jamaica, B.W.I. 1
“Madagascar 1
“Malta 1
“Mexico 12
“Montseret [sic, Montserrat], B.W.I. 1
“Morocco 2
“Nassau, B.W.I. 1
“Netherlands 2
“Nicaragua 3
“Palestine 3
“Paraguay 1
“Peru 6
“Puerto Rico 1
“Scotland 1
“South Africa 1
“Spain 1
“Sweden 1
“Trinidad 1
“U.S.S.R. 3
“Venezuela 7
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in Ethiopia. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Ethiopia (1946). We do not
know whether the soybeans sent to Ethiopia were cultivated
there or not.
Note 2. The meaning of “a lot” of soybeans is unclear.
How many soybeans and how many varieties are in a lot?
“Following the talk by Mr. Morse the conference
recommended that a project be submitted for exploration in
south China to secure introductions for use in the breeding
program of the southern states.
“New Research Projects to be Considered–(a) Uniform
fertilizer experiments. The outlining of a uniform project
on the effect of fertilizers on yield and composition of
soybeans is complicated by differences in soils, and levels of
fertility among the interested states. The conference decided
the problem was worth further study and Dr. W.R. Paden
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has agreed to serve as chairman of the Uniform Fertilizer
Committee to draw up a project outline for consideration by
the soybean conference group at the next meeting.
“(b) Collection, storage, and maintenance of foundation
stocks of soybeans. No action was taken on this project other
than to urge that each collaborator send Mr. Henson samples
of any soybean introductions or selections regardless of
character. Any size sample between one ounce and one
pound will be satisfactory. These may be of value in the
search for disease resistant strains.
“(c) Size of samples for chemical analysis was discussed
and two recommendations made;
“(1) Sample size should be between 60 and 100 grams.
“(2) All foreign material should be removed from the
samples.
“(d) Crosses to be made. Mr. Henson suggested that
collaborators write him or Dr. Williams suggesting any
crosses that would be of value to the breeding program.
“Friday afternoon, February 7
“Consideration of Proposed Flannagan-Hope Research
Projects–The two committees appointed at the morning
session submitted for consideration of the collaborators the
following two projects entitled: (1) ‘Harvesting, storing,
and marketing of soybeans, lupines, and other legume seeds
in the southern region.’ (2) ‘Develop improved strains
and methods of culture of soybeans for food, forage, and
industrial purposes in the Southern States.’ It was moved
by Professor H.W. Staten of the Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station that the reports be adopted and that
copies of the proposed new projects be sent to the Directors
of the Southern Agricultural Experiment Stations. The
motion was seconded by M.H. McVickar of the Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station and carried unanimously.
Copies of the proposed project outlines as approved by the
Southern States collaborators on the soybean improvement
work are attached at the end of this report.
“Industrial Evaluation of Soybean Varieties–A
commercial soybean oil refinery has agreed to evaluate a few
of the better strains of soybeans that have been developed
through the breeding program in order to determine if the
high-yielding, high oil strains being developed are suitable
for industrial use. It is suggested that seed of the following
strains be submitted:
“Group IVS (2 strains): S5100 and Gibson
“Group VI (2 strains): Ogden and Arksoy 2913
“Group VII (4 strains): N44-92, N44-774, Roanoke,
Palmetto or C.N.S.
“Group VIII (2 strains): Acadian and Mamloxi
“Mr. Henson will notify the collaborators as to the
amount of seed each will be requested to submit to him for
preparing the composites for industrial evaluation.
Page 28: “Time and Frequency or Meetings–Time for
the next meeting of the group was discussed. and it was
decided that perhaps a meeting every two years would be

sufficient, with a small group meeting during the alternate
year to plan experiments for consideration by the group.
It was suggested that some travel funds might be held in
reserve to meet with other groups of agronomists to plan new
projects.
“C. Roy Adair
“Secretary of the Conference
“Memphis, Tennessee
“February 5-7, 1947.” Continued (two attachments).
Address: Secretary of the Conference, Memphis, Tennessee;
U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
454. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1947. Cookery
questions. May 8. p. 18, col. 1.
• Summary: “Several readers have asked whether shoy or
soy bean sauce which is generally used in Hawaii has any
actual food value. The answer, from the University of Hawaii
home economics department reference files is this:
“Each tablespoon of shoyu sauce contains 1 gram of
protein. However, it is protein from a vegetable source and
does not quite catch up with real meat in food value.
“How to use tofu: A similar question asked and
answered by the same source is regarding the importance
of learning to use tofu, the locally sold bean curd that to the
uninitiated looks like cottage cheese.
“Tofu is a good source of inexpensive calcium and
protein. Again the protein (body building and repair material)
is not quite so valuable as meat, but more valuable than most
other vegetables.”
455. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shimabukuro (Kamehachi) Tofu.
Later Aloha Tofu Factory and Tofu Fountain.
Manufacturer’s Address: 802 Dillingham Blvd., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1947 June.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1951. Kamehachi Shimabukuro Tofu (Kamehachi
Shimabukuro, proprietor). 802 Dillingham Blvd., Honolulu.
Not listed 1952. Note that the Tofu Fountain/Aloha Tofu
Factory sprang up out of this location in 1950.
Letter from Kazu Uehara. 1982. The company he bought
in 1950 first started making tofu in June 1947, and was
founded by Kamehachi Shimabukuro.
456. Burlison, W.L.; Woodworth, C.M. 1947. Research on
soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 56, 58-59.
• Summary: From a paper presented at the Soybean
Conference–Northern Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria,
Illinois, Feb. 27-28, 1947.
Begins with a quotation from King George VI of
England: “’We cannot all think alike amid the dilemmas of
a changing world. Nor is it right that we should. Opinion
striking against opinion ignites the spark that can kindle the
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lamp of truth.’”
“This quotation is not given to suggest that there is
a conflict of opinion among experiment station workers
regarding the phases of soybean production to be
investigated, but rather to suggest that the problems and
needs of our widely scattered states are varied and divergent
and that they themselves thus account for the wide variety of
researches being undertaken.
“On March 14, 1936, a ‘list of the currently active
research projects concerned with soybeans at the several
state agricultural experiment stations was compiled in
response to action taken at the organization meeting of
the Soybean Council, held December 5, 1935 in Chicago,
Illinois.’ This list of projects was brought together by Henry
H. Steece, senior experiment station administrator, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
“In this first report on soybean projects in this country,
206 titles are listed. At that time five states only were
indicated as not doing research of any kind on soybeans. Our
outlying possessions, as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico,
had a few active projects. The 1936 report was revised as
of May 20. 1937. This report listed 249 active projects–an
increase of 43. A third revision of soybean projects of the
experiment stations was released February 1, 1944. This
revision included 401 active studies on soybeans, an increase
of about 150 during a period of 8 years (1937-1944). As a
basis for this brief discussion we have used Mr. Steece’s
1941 report. On February 5 of this year Mr. Steece sent us
a partial revision of the 1944 outline of soybean projects.
A few projects have been dropped or made inactive. So far
as we can determine now, the number of active soybean
projects stands at about 370, a decline of 30 titles. It is
doubtful if this represents a decline in research on soybeans
but, rather, a revision and regrouping of projects for greater
efficiency and better coordination. Publications growing
out of these projects would help to indicate the particular
problems being investigated, but time does not permit us to
go that far into the subject today.
“If we classify soybean research studies by departments,
the list stands about as follows:
“Agronomy 193
“Animal Husbandry and Dairy Husbandry 135
“Horticulture 25
“Chemistry 17
“Home Economics 17
“Botany, Physiology, Ecology 13
“Agricultural Engineering 8
“Entomology 5
“Pathology 5
“Bacteriology 4
“Agricultural Economics 3
“This list does not include any USDA projects; hence,
cannot be taken as a complete catalog of investigations in
the United States. However, many state projects are noted as

cooperative with the USDA.
“Another Classification: A second classification based
upon the various problems encountered in producing
and using soybeans on the farm is as follows: 1. Testing
varieties–adaptation, maturity; 2. breeding–selection,
hybridization; 3. diseases; 4. insects; 5. soil type
(topography); 6. seedbed preparation; 7. time of planting;
8. method of planting–solid drilling vs. in rows; 9. amount
of seed per acre; 10. inoculation; 11. cultivation; 12.
physiology-ecology; 13. place of soybeans in the rotation;
14. soil treatment; 15. harvesting–for hay and seed; 16.
storage of seed; 17. farm utilization–feeding; 18. edible
purposes–green vegetable, sprouts; 19. cost of production;
20. marketing; 21. soybeans and soil conservation; 22.
industrial utilization–oil and other products.
“Since the shift in the center of soybean production from
the southeastern states to the Cornbelt, there has been a very
large increase in research on many phases of this crop.
“A careful study of soybean projects indicated that they
may be divided into two main groups on the basis of number
of times the projects are listed by the various states. One
group includes those phases that occur frequently, and the
other group includes those that are represented by relatively
few projects.
“I. Phases or Problems Being Investigated by Many
Stations–The testing of varieties is one of the commonest
projects, there being 42 of them. Varieties differ greatly in
maturity, lodging resistance, tendency to shatter, as well as
yield, and all the stations need tests to enable them to answer
questions about varieties and make recommendations to
farmers. There were also 27 projects on breeding soybeans.
These likely have to do primarily with selections, although
we know that many states are making and studying hybrids.
“There is much interest in soil treatment studies as
evidenced by the fact that 44 projects were listed under
this heading. Higher yields have been much sought after,
especially during the war period. High fertility levels have
been found in general to give high returns but soybeans
have not always responded to certain soil treatments as have
other crops. Also, results are sometimes inconclusive and
conflicting.
“Probably no phase of soybean research is receiving
more attention than cropping systems or rotations which
include soybeans. Forty-two projects were recorded under
this heading. Like soil treatment studies, much more work
will be required on rotations. No single topic is more
frequently discussed than the effect of soybeans on the soil.
This important line of activity should be greatly expanded
along with investigations on soybean management practices
in relation to erosion control. The Soil Conservation Service
is very active in trying to clear up the problem.
“Research on Farm Usage: Research having to do
with the utilization of soybeans on the farm has expanded
enormously during the last 10 years. About 120 specific
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projects are listed in this category, distributed about as
follows: Poultry, 53; swine, 20; general, 17; dairy cattle, 13;
turkeys, 9; cattle, 5; sheep, 2.
“This is a good showing, but more fundamental work of
this kind will be done by the stations rather than less, with
the ever-increasing use of soybean meal as a high-protein
feed for livestock. There is need for more information on the
use of soybeans as hay, pasture, and silage.
“A group of projects–29 in number–on the use of
soybeans for edible purposes is now in progress. Work of
this nature is expanding rapidly. The public seems to grow
hot and cold on the use of soybeans for human food. Note
the following: ‘The soybean in itself does not sell well alone.
The consuming people do not like to eat the soybean as
a soybean. However, when there is a small percentage of
soybeans mixed with cut-off whole kernel corn and frozen, it
does make a nice product and sells relatively well.’ (Letter
from Fairmont Canning Company–H.E. Blesi).
“There is not much doubt in our minds that in time,
soybeans will be used to a considerable extent in the human
diet. ‘Changes in eating habits in which the soybean plays an
important part as a green or dried vegetable and as a protein
food to supplement animal products like meat, eggs, milk and
cheese, have provided many problems for station research.’
(Soybean Projects of the State Agricultural Experiment
Station–{Explanatory Note} 1944 Report H.M. Steece).
“II. Phases or Projects Being Investigated by Few
Stations–There are very few projects on specific phases
of production such as seedbed preparation, method, date
and rate of planting, and cultivation. Some of these may
be included under such general titles as cultural practices,
soybean production, etc.
“So far, very little work has been done by the state
stations on soybean diseases, including seed treatment.
Only six projects are listed. The same seems to hold true
for insects, also. Surely these lines will be considerably
strengthened during the coming years. A very splendid
disease research program by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture is getting well under way. This is fortunate
because diseases are taking a greater toll every year, and
the number of diseases is increasing rapidly. The longer
soybeans are grown in this country, the more trouble we
shall expect from diseases! Research on control methods is
therefore greatly needed.” (Continued). Address: Univ. of
Illinois.
457. Cuisine, Carolyn. 1947. Today’s best economy hint:
suggestions on recipes and menus. Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(Hawaii). Oct. 30. p. 18, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: How can a Chinese-style dinner, with six or
seven main dishes, possibly be economical?
Mrs. Richard Sia, author of the book Chinese
Chopsticks, says that for a home dinner, only one main dish
is needed. Her suggestion for a Friday evening dinner has

“Steamed Pork and Potatoes” (“Kow Yuk”) as the main dish.
The recipe includes for “1/3 cup preserved red bean curd”
[red fermented tofu] and “4 tablespoons soy sauce.”
Note: The adjacent two columns to the left contain a
photo of a large bowl of “American Chop Suey,” whose
ingredients include a small amount of meat plus tofu, bean
sprouts, and local vegetables
458. Rodrigo, P.A. 1947. Soybean culture in the Philippines.
Philippine J. of Agriculture 13(1):1-22 + 5 plates. Third
quarter. Summarized in Soybean Digest, May 1948, p. 41.
[14 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description and history.
Climatic and soil requirements. Varieties. Propagation.
Preparation of the soil. Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation.
Planting. Care of the crop. Harvesting and production:
For day, for seed. Cost of production. Uses of soybeans.
Diseases. “In the big cities in the Islands, many of the
soybean products like soy sauce or toyo, tokua, tajuri
[fermented tofu], tojo [soymilk curds], miso, etc. are
becoming more popularly used by the Filipinos, and will be
more so as their nutritive values become more fully realized.
Already, in some sections of the country where soybean is
being grown, the seed is used either as a green or as a dry
vegetable. The dried bean is roasted and is eaten offhand
or is used in adulterating coffee, and the bean in the dough
stage is boiled and eaten like peanut” (p. 2).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word tajuri to refer to
fermented tofu.
Table 1 shows annual imports (in kg) of soybeans and
soybean products into the Philippines from 1929 to 1940,
including dried beans, soy sauces, soybean meal, tausi
(fermented black soybeans, salted), paste (miso), and total.
By far the leading import (by weight) from 1929 to 1937 was
dried soybeans. In 1929 some 4,574,497 kg were imported.
This figure rose gradually (with ups and downs) to a peak of
5,660,575 kg in 1937, then fell sharply to only 237,666 kg in
1940. Soybean sauces were the No. 2 import, starting with
606,231 kg in 1929, rising to a peak of 1,441,563 kg in 1932,
then remaining above 1,000,000 for most years thereafter.
Imports of soybean meal started in 1935 with 660,699 kg;
they reached a peak 1,023,303 in 1936 (the next year), then
remained near 1,000,000 thereafter. Tausi was first imported
in 1940, the amount being 151,571 kg.
Table 2 shows the value of these items (in pesos). In
1940 the imports of greatest value were soy sauces (120,346
pesos), soybean meal (50,682), and tausi (20,280).
“In the Philippines, while the plant has been under
cultivation since the Spanish regime [1571-1898], it has not
gained much headway due mainly to the lack of a variety
suitable for commercial planting, and perhaps due to want
of interest among farmers” (p. 4-5). The Philippine Bureau
of Plant Industry has, to date, introduced more than 200
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soybean varieties to the Philippines from
the USA, China, Japan, Hawaii, Java, and
India, but it presently recommends only a
few varieties for commercial planting. These
include Ami, which has long been cultivated
there and is well adapted to the varied soil and
climatic conditions.
Based on the results of a number of years’
trials in different regions of the Islands, the
following varieties have been found to be
productive: Yellow Biloxi Hybrid (introduced
from Hawaii in 1936), Mis 28 E.B. Str. 3910
(introduced from India in 1937), Mis 33 Dixi
(introduced from India in 1937), Head Green
(introduced from the USA in 1935), and
American Black. All of these varieties are good for May and
June planting, and all but Yellow Biloxi Hybrid are good for
September to December planting (dry season).
“In the Philippines, the green but fully developed pods
are harvested, and the seed is cooked and eaten in practically
the same way as lima bean or patani... In Lipa, Batangas,
soybean in the dough stage is boiled in the pod and sold and
eaten offhand” like peanuts. The more common soy products
made in the Philippines are soy sauce or toyo, tokua [tofu],
tausi [fermented black soybeans], and miso. “Soybean milk
is being manufactured by the Bureau of Plant Industry in
a limited scale and a big modern firm has started putting
soybean milk and other products in the local markets” (p. 1516).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the word tausi to refer to
fermented black soybeans. Address: Chief, Horticulture
Research Section, Bureau of Plant Industry.
459. Product Name: Aloha Barbecue Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Shoyu Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 609 Waiakamilo Rd., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1947.
Ingredients: Water, salt, soy beans, wheat flour, sugar,
garlic, ginger, caramel coloring, and 1/10 of 1% sodium
benzoate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 12 fluid oz.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Black-and-white photo of
rectangular Label. “Aloha Barbecue Sauce. Time-saving.
Ready-to-use. Quick tasty preparation. Steak: Soak for 6
minutes for each ¼ inch of thickness. Baste while broiling.
(Best over charcoal). Chicken: Cut into pieces and soak from
½ hour to 1 hour. Baste while broiling. Spare ribs: Cut into 3
inch pieces and soak about ½ hour. Fry or broil to taste. Fish:
Soak steaks or fillets for about ½ hour. Fry or broil to taste.
Always best with Aloha Barbecue Sauce. Ask for the best...
Aloha.”

Ad by Aloha Shoyu Co., Ltd. in Hui Manaolana. 1956.
Japanese Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii. See
p. 16. “Time saving, ready to use, quick tasty preparation.”
Steak, chicken, spare ribs, fish. “Always best with Aloha
Barbecue Sauce.”
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows
two labels and gives the address. The company made and
still makes HVP soy sauce, and is still in business. Letter
from Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. The company is still in
business making amino acid shoyu.
460. Product Name: Club Shoyu, Mitsuba Soy Sauce, Hilo
Shoyu (All “Genuine Brewed Shoyu”).
Manufacturer’s Name: Brewery Industries Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 45 Omao St., Hilo, Island of
Hawaii. Phone: 3079.
Date of Introduction: 1947.
Ingredients: Club: Water, soybeans, wheat, salt, caramel
coloring, and 1/10 of 1% of sodium benzoate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ gallon bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Black-and-white photo
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Ltd., on Maui by Valley Isle Produce, and on Kauai by
American Factors Ltd. (See yellow page 68). We have this
advertisement.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):54249. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.”
Shows all three labels. States that company was founded in
1947. Gives address. Still in business.
461. Product Name: Fuji Soy / Shoyu. Hawaiian Soy
Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fuji Sake Brewing Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 539 Cooke St., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1947.
Ingredients: Water, soya beans, wheat, salt, caramel
coloring, and 1/10 of 1% sodium benzoate as chemical
preservative.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 gallon.
How Stored: Shelf stable.

of early rectangular Label. Probably about 1947. Club
Shoyu. Hawaii’s quality soy sauce. Genuine brewed shoyu.
Excellent sauce for sukiyaki, steaks, chops, barbecue meat,
chop sui [chop suey], stew, fried and steamed fish, gravy,
roast, spare ribs [pork], and salad. $1.45 per ½ gallon.
Illustrations of wheat and soy. Brewed and bottled by
Brewery Industries, Ltd., Hilo, Hawaii.
Similar photos of Labels for Mitsuba Soy Sauce and
Hilo Shoyu. These had similar ingredients and similar text.
The Hilo Shoyu was produced for the mainland USA.
Ad by Brewery Industries Ltd. in Hui Manaolana. 1956.
Japanese Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii. See
p. 110. “Buraku.” Y, Hata & Co., Ltd., Ala Moana Market
Center, Warehouse #1.
Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Directory. 1957. p. 209. Brewery
Industries Ltd. (Teruo Togashi, manager). Brewers of quality
club, Hilo, and Mitsuba shoyu, 45 Omao, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii. P.O. Box 1462. 1960 Directory. Hilo and Mitsuba
Shoyu distributed on Hawaii and Oahu by Y. Hata & Co.

New Product–Documentation: Not listed in the index
under soy sauce in any Honolulu city directory from 1905 to
1966.
Black-and-white photo of Label. About 1947. Oval.
“Brewed under natural process.”
Ad by Fuji Sake Brewing Co., Ltd. in Hui Manaolana.
1951. Japanese Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii.
See p. 39. “For added taste in your menus use... Fuji Soy.”
539 Cooke St. Note: This same ad appears on the same page
in the 1956 edition of this book.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows
one label. Gives address. No longer in business. Letter from
Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. This product was first made in
1947 by Fuji Sake Brewing Co. Ltd. They closed in 1963.
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462. Product Name: Fuji Koji Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fuji Sake Brewing Company, Ltd.
(Fuji Shuzo K.K.).
Manufacturer’s Address: 539 Cooke St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1947.
New Product–Documentation: Not listed in the index
under miso in any Honolulu city directory from 1905 to
1966; Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1953. p. 10. Miso
(Soy bean paste). Fuji Sake Brewing Company, Ltd., 539
Cooke St. “Fuji.” Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi.
73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no
rekishi.” States that Fuji Shuzo K.K. made Fuji Koji Miso.
Address: 539 Cooke St., Honolulu. No longer in business.
They started making sake in 1948 and closed the business in
about 1963. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso Companies in
Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd
ed. p. 234. The company, Fujii Miso Co., was founded ca.
1941-1954. No longer in business. Letter from Takao Nihei.
1988. July 19. The product was introduced in about 1947.
The company closed in 1963.
463. Product Name: Maru-Hi Miso [Mellow White, or
Red], and Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1714 Mary St., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96819. Phone: 87488. Later 808-841-7354.
Date of Introduction: 1947.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of the City and
County of Honolulu. 1949. p. 354. Hawaiian Miso and Soy

Co. (George T. and Henry T. Higa; Doris
K. and Seiboku Kiyabu), Manufacturers
of Miso and Soy. 1714 Mary. Tel. 87488.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1953.
p. 10. Miso (Soy bean paste). Hawaiian
Miso & Soy Company, 1714 Mary St.
Honolulu City Directory. 1956. The
company is the only miso manufacturer
listed for this year. Nihei. 1978. Nippon
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu
no rekishi.” States that Hawaiian Miso
Shoyu Kaisha was founded by William
Higa. Gives address. No founding date
given. Still in business. Wm. Higa. 1980.
History of Miso Companies in Hawaii;
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book
of Miso. 2nd ed. p. 234, 240, 255. The
company was founded in 1947 by George
Higa Sr., William Higa, George Higa
Jr., Hisako Higa, and Alvin Higa. They
left American Hawaiian Soy Co. By the
1980s HMS was Hawaii’s largest miso
manufacturer, and the second largest in the
USA with 512 tonnes/year in 1983. Ad in Hawaii Herald.
1983. Oct. 7. p. 5.
464. Product Name: Kokusui Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nichibei Shuzo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Ltd. (Japanese-American Sake Brewery).
Manufacturer’s Address: 1965 Kamehameha Ave., Hilo,
Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1947.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1953. p. 10. Miso (Soy bean paste). Nichibei
Shuzo Kabushiki Kaisha, Ltd., 1965 Kamehameha Ave.,
Hilo, Hawaii. “Kokusui.”
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):54249. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.”
States that Nichibei Shuzo (Sake Brewery) K.K. makes
Kokusui Miso. Address: Waiakea, Hilo, Hawaii. No longer
in business. They started making sake in 1948 and closed
the business in 1956. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso
Companies in Hawaii. Gives company name as Kokusui
Miso Factory; No longer in business. Letter from Takao
Nihei. 1988. July 19. The manufacturer was Nichibei Shuzo,
not Kokusui Miso Factory. The product was launched in
1947. They closed in 1956. The company president was
Kazuo Miyazaki.
465. Product Name: Kokusui Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nichibei Shuzo KK. (JapaneseAmerican Sake Brewery).
Manufacturer’s Address: Waiakea, Hilo, Island of Hawaii.
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Date of Introduction: 1947.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Directory. 1957. p. 454. Listed as Kokusui Co. Ltd. (Kamezo
Matsuno, president). 1965 Kamehameha Ave., Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” No
label. Gives address. No longer in business.
Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. Kokusui Shoyu
was launched in 1947. Closed in 1956. Mr. Nihei deleted
Panda Shoyu as one of this company’s brands.
466. Hickok, Peggy. 1948. Chinese woman scientist tests soy
bean diet at laboratories of UH [Univ. of Hawaii]. Honolulu
Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Jan. 6. p. 7, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: Mrs. Cheo Kwok-hwa is feeding white rats
various kinds of soy beans at the University of Hawaii. Her
“problem is to determine if one form of soy beans is superior
to others used in China or if they all have equal value.
“She has three sets of rats and is feeding them the
separate diets of whole cooked soy beans, [soy] bean sprouts
and tofu or bean curd.”
Mrs. Cheo teaches biology and English at the Army
Medical college in Shanghai. At the Univ. of Hawaii she is
studying nutrition under Prof. Carey D. Miller and is also,
separately, studying English.
467. Pacific National Mercantile Co. 1948. [Ichi-Man Brand
Shoyu Sauce, Importer (Ad)]. In: Nichi Bei Times. 1948.
Kikan Fukkôshi Narabi Jûshoroku [Evacuation Resettlement
Report, 1948 Directory]. 138 + 243 p. Page 8. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page, lower right). In Japanese: Over 30
years of long shoyu making experience. This shoyu, made
by Fukushima Shoyu of Honolulu, is the strongest enemy
of importing shoyu after the War. The quality of the product
speaks for itself; good for use with sashimi [fresh, raw fish,
thinly sliced], pickles, and Hiyayakko [Chilled Tofu].
Note: Fukushima Shoyu was apparently being made in
Honolulu, Hawaii, as early as 1907. Address: 1844 Buchanan
St., San Francisco, California.
468. Murata, Hideko. Assignor to King Shoyu Company
(Honolulu, Hawaii). 1948. Sauce preparation. U.S. Patent
2,444,577. July 6. 3 p. Application filed 20 Jan. 1947. [3 ref]
• Summary: “This invention relates to sauce preparation and
more particularly to a process for the production of shoyu, a
Japanese type soy sauce.”
“It is [the] object of this invention to provide a process
for the production of a soy sauce which may be carried out
in a few days,... [is] inexpensive,... [and] comparable in taste
and in composition to that produced by the older methods
requiring a considerably longer period to complete.”
“I have now discovered that an excellent soy sauce may
be prepared from vegetable proteins without utilizing the

slow process of enzymatic degradation,” by hydrolysis with
a strong mineral acid such as hydrochloric acid at elevated
temperatures. “This new method requires only 4 to 5 days
for completion in contrast to the older fermentation methods
which require weeks, months or even years to complete.”
Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
469. Soybean Digest. 1948. 20 or more years in the soy
industry–Oldtimers. Nov. p. 20-21.
• Summary: This list of soybean pioneers was compiled out
of the old soybean letter files of W.J. Morse at Beltsville,
Maryland. The names of the old-timers are listed in
alphabetical order, with a symbol indicating if the person is
retired or deceased, the concern/organization with which he
was affiliated (grower, company, university, etc.), and the
city and state.
A tally by state of these men, in descending order of
predominance, shows the following: Illinois 30, Indiana 23,
Ohio 15, Minnesota 10, Iowa 8, Michigan 8, Washington
DC 7, New Jersey 7, Virginia 7, Connecticut 6, Louisiana
6, Missouri 6, Tennessee 5, Wisconsin 5, Georgia 4, Kansas
4, Maryland 4, North Carolina 4, Colorado 3, Florida 3,
Kentucky 3, Alabama 2, Delaware 2, Maine 2, Nebraska 2,
New York 2, Pennsylvania 2, Rhode Island 2, South Carolina
2, West Virginia 2, Arkansas 1, Idaho 1, Mississippi 1, New
Hampshire 1, North Dakota 1, Oklahoma 1, Oregon 1, South
Dakota 1, Utah 1, Vermont 1, Washington 1.
States with no old-timers/pioneers listed include
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Maine, Montana, Nevada,
Texas, Vermont, and Wyoming.
Oldtimers from states that started growing soybeans
after 1900, or that rarely grew soybeans, include (listed
alphabetically by last name): H.W. Albertz, Wisconsin
Branch Exp. Station, Hancock; G.M. Briggs, E.J. Delwiche,
B.D. Leith, and R.A. Moore, Wisconsin Exp. Station,
Madison; H.K. Hayes and W.M. Hays, Minnesota Exp.
Station, St. Paul; A.W. Hulbert, Idaho Exp. Station, Moscow,
Idaho; F.D. Keim and T.A. Kisselbach, Nebraska Exp.
Station, Lincoln; Alvin Kezer, Colorado Exp. Station,
Ft. Collins; T.C. McIlvaine, West Virginia Exp. Station,
Morgantown; F.V. Owen, USDA, Logan, Utah; H.A. Schoth,
USDA, Corvallis, Oregon; T.E. Stoa, North Dakota Exp.
Station, Fargo, North Dakota.
Note: It would be very interesting to know when F.V.
Owen first grew soybeans in Utah.
470. Product Name: Aloha Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Shoyu Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 807-E Waiakamilo Rd.,
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 87720.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
Ingredients: Water, wheat flour, salt, soy beans, sugar,
caramel coloring, and 1/10 of 1% sodium benzoate, a
chemical preservative.
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Japanese Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii.
See p. 50. “Ask for the best. It’s best because it’s Aloha
Shoyu. Good for: Barbecue. Sukiyaki. Flavoring.”
1964. Aloha Shoyu Company, Ltd., 807-E Waiakamilo
Rd., Honolulu. Phone: 817411. Not listed in directories
1967-68. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1969. p.
16. Aloha Shoyu Co. Ltd. at 609 Waikamilo Rd. has only
vinegar (no shoyu) listed as its product.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.”
Shows two labels and gives the address. The company
made and still makes HVP soy sauce, and is still in
business. Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. The
company is still in business making amino acid shoyu.
However, the company is not listed in any Honolulu
directory from 1967–1987. Label. 4.25 by 3.75 inches.
Paper. Red, black, brown, green, white on yellow.
471. Product Name: Shoyu Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Eastern
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 925 Kokea,
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 86259.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
New Product–Documentation:
Directory of the City and County of
Honolulu. 1947-48. p. 246. Eastern
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Thomas M.
Shaw, president-Manager. Manufacturer
of Shoyu Sauce and Other Oriental and
American Food Products. 925 Kokea.
Tel. 86259. This company is listed but not
indexed this year. It is indexed under soy
manufacturers in 1949.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ gallon.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of the City
and County of Honolulu. 1947-48. p. 52. Aloha Shoyu Co.
Ltd., Clarence S. Okita, president. Nobuichi Kaminaka,
vice president. Manufacturers of shoyu and vinegar. 807e
Waiakamilo Rd. Tel. 87720. Same in 1955 Directory. Not
listed in the 1941-42 directory. Black-and-white photo
of rectangular Label from about 1947. Aloha Shoyu Co.
Ltd., 609 Waiakamilo Rd., Honolulu. Half gallon. Hawaii
Directory of Manufacturers: Vinegar.
Ad by Aloha Shoyu Co., Ltd. in Hui Manaolana. 1951.

472. Product Name: Crown Soy.
Manufacturer’s Name: George J.
Russell & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 913a
Sheridan, Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Phone: 903365.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
New Product–Documentation:
Directory of the City and County of Honolulu. 194748. p. 862. Russell George J. & Co. (George J. Russell,
Kunichi Murata, Masaichi Akiyama, and Seigi Uehara).
Importers and Wholesalers. Manufacturers of Crown Soy.
913a Sheridan. Tel. 903365. P.O. Box 1193. Cable Address
“Crown.”
473. Product Name: Miso, and Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Miso & Shoyu Factory
(Honoruru Miso Shoyu Seizo-gaisha).
Manufacturer’s Address: 405d Buckle Lane, Honolulu,
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Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 66254.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of the City and
County of Honolulu. 1947-48. p. 392. Honolulu Miso &
Shoyu Factory (Shigeo Yamada). Wholesale Miso & Shoyu.
405d Buckle Lane. Tel. 66254. Same in 1955 Directory.
Note: (1) Shigeo Yamada was apparently making miso
on Maui by 1935. (2) This is the only miso company in
Honolulu listed in the early 1960s. The index category
disappears in the 1961-62 directory. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1953. p. 10. Miso (Soy bean paste). Honolulu
Miso and Shoyu Factory. 405 Buckle lane.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” States
that Honolulu Miso, Shoyu Seizo K.K. was founded by Mr.
Shigeo Yamada. Address: 405 Ruckle, Honolulu. No longer
in business. Wm. Higa. 1980. History of Miso Companies in
Hawaii; Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd
ed. p. 234. The company was founded ca. 1942-1950 by Mr.
Shigeo Yamada. No longer in business.
474. Product Name: King Shoyu. Soy Sauce, and Broil
King Barbecue Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: King Shoyu Factory. Renamed
King Shoyu Co. Ltd. by 1955.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1215 Kona St. near Piikoi (P.O.
Box 976), Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 566-744.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
Ingredients: Water, wheat flour, soy beans, salt, sugar,
caramel coloring, and 1/10 of 1% sodium benzoate (chemical
preservative).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ gallon or bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of the City
and County of Honolulu. 1947-48. p. 512. King Shoyu
Factory (Jukichi, Yoshiko, Hideko, and Toshiko Murata)
1215 Kona. Tel. 66744. P.O. Box 976. This is the earliest
listing seen for this company. Not listed in 1941-42. Note:
The 1947-48 Directory has the first index category for
“Shoyu Manufacturers.” and King Shoyu Factory is the only
company listed there. 1955 Directory. King Shoyu Co. Ltd.,
1215 Kona.
Black-and-white photo of rectangular Label from about
1955. King Shoyu Co. Ltd., Honolulu. ½ gallon. Illustration
of a cartoon stick figure king as the “I” in the word King.
Wearing a tall crown. Page 143. Buyer’s Guide. Ad headed
“Soy.” King Shoyu Co. Ltd., Manufacturers of the famous
King Soy Sauce. Broil King (Barbecue Sauce). For finer
flavor, better cooking.
Ad by King Shoyu Co., Ltd. in Hui Manaolana. 1956.
Japanese Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii. See p.
50. “The king of barbecue sauces: Broil King. Ready mixed,
richly flavored, rightly blended.” 1215 Kona St., Honolulu.
Phone: 66744. An illustration shows a bottle of Broil King

Barbecue Sauce.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers: Vinegar. 1964. King
Shoyu Co., Ltd. 1215 Kona St., Honolulu. Phone: 566744.
Ad in Hawaii City Directory. 1968-69. p. 145. King
Shoyu Co. Ltd. Manufacturers of the famous King Soy
Sauce and Broil King Teriyaki Sauce. Illustrations (line
drawings) show both bottles and labels. Address: 1215 Kona
near Piikoi, P.O. Box 976. Zip Code 96808. Not listed 1979.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows
a label. They make amino acid soy sauce. The company is
still in business. Letter from Tadao Nihei. 1988. July 19.
They ran the business during the war, making chemical soy
sauce, but closed in about 1978. Also made Barbecue Shoyu.
475. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsuzaki (Sui) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1947-48. Sui Matsuzaki Tofu (Sui Matsuzaki, proprietor).
Wahiawa, Honolulu. Not listed 1951.
476. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nakamoto (Yonosuke) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 971a Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1947-48. Yonosuke Nakamoto Tofu (Yonosuke Nakamoto,
proprietor). 971a Akepo Lane, Honolulu. 1951 Directory.
Changed to Mrs. Matsue Nakamoto Tofu (Mrs. Matsue
Nakamoto, widow Yonosuke, proprietor). Address same. Not
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listed 1954.
477. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Sumie (Hideo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1337 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1948.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1947-48. Hideo Sumiye Tofu (Hideo Sumiye, proprietor).
1337 N. King, Honolulu. Not listed 1951.
478. Hogue, Charles E. 1949. Street signs dim, but others
bright in Kalihi. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). April
14. p. 19.
• Summary: Kiko Yogi’s American-Hawaiian Soy Co., at
275 Kalihi St., furnishes another illustration of the Kalihi
sign situation. This steel and concrete plant covering 5,000
square feet is not devoted to the manufacture of liquid soy
condiment [soy sauce] as the uninitiated might be led to
suspect. Instead its principal output is Shiro-koji brand miso,
a soy bean paste used in Japanese cookery for soups and
sauces.
“Mr. Yogi, a resident of Hawaii for 30 years, first had
his plant at Vineyard St., moved to his present location in
Kalihi’s industrial district in 1945.”
479. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1949. Bacteria found
in tofu samples by health group. May 17. p. 9, col. 3.
• Summary: “Dangerously high bacteria counts have been
found in tofu samples investigated by the territorial health
department.
“Tofu is a highly nutritious Japanese food made of soy
bean curd.
“Health department officials report high bacteria counts
in 90 per cent of the 5,000 samples tested.
“Tofu is as easily contaminated as milk, the health
department says, and should be handled as carefully.
“The health department hopes to prepare
recommendations soon for handlers and manufacturers of the
product.
“No suitable way of pasteurizing tofu has been found.
Health department officials believe that refrigeration and
separate packaging may be the solution to keeping tofu pure.
“Many retailers keep the tofu in open jars of water.
Customers dip into the jars with their fingers to pick out the
amount they want, the health department said.
“Dr. Richard K.C. Lee, director of local health services
for the health department, says that both retailers and
manufacturers have given the health department their
cooperation in making the study.”
480. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1949. Food
connoisseurs find Hawaiian isles paradise. Nov. 1. p. 31,
cols. 3-4.

• Summary: “Hawaii offers international adventuring for
the gourmet.” This article includes a recipe for “Chicken
Sukiyaki.” “If you can get dried tofu (bean curd) fine. If not,
don’t bother about it.”
Note: “dried tofu” (dofu-gan) should be translated “firm
tofu.” “Dried tofu” makes no sense when making sukiyaki.
481. Product Name: Shiro-koji Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name: American-Hawaiian Soy Company.
Manufacturer’s Address: 274 Kalihi St., Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii. Phone: 808-841-8435.
Date of Introduction: 1949.
New Product–Documentation: Hogue, Charles E. 1949.
“Street signs dim, but others bright in Kalihi.” The Honolulu
Advertiser. April 14. p. 19. Kiko Yogi’s American-Hawaiian
Soy Co., at 275 Kalihi St., furnishes another illustration
of the Kalihi sign situation. This steel and concrete plant
covering 5,000 square feet is not devoted to the manufacture
of liquid soy condiment [soy sauce] as the uninitiated might
be led to suspect. Instead its principal output is Shiro-koji
brand miso, a soy bean paste used in Japanese cookery for
soups and sauces.
“Mr. Yogi, a resident of Hawaii for 30 years, first had
his plant at Vineyard St., moved to his present location in
Kalihi’s industrial district in 1945.”
482. Meade, Mary. 1950. Expert teaches class to prepare
Hawaiian specialties. Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 23. p. B3.
• Summary: Chicago home economist Dorothy Roost Bates,
just back from four years in the Hawaiian paradise, was the
teacher in the last of these foreign fare classes.
“The teriyaki is expensive since it requires a tender cut
of beef, preferably the rib eye. Mrs. Bates used sirloin...
Teriyaki (A Japanese appetizer): 1 pound tender beef
steak, ¼ cup soy sauce, 1 tablespoon sugar, 1 clove garlic, 1
teaspoon ginger (fresh), chopped fine.
“Slice meat in thin strips across grain. Place on bamboo
sticks [skewers] (100 for 25 cents in Chinatown).” Mix soy
sauce with other sauce ingredients. Soak meat in sauce 30
minutes or more, turning to marinate evenly. Broil 5 minutes
on each side before serving hot.
“These are usually done over charcoal, but broiling [in
an oven under an overhead gas flame] works very well. The
skewered beef may be arranged on a cooky [cookie] sheet for
broiling.” Also contains recipes for Hawaiian curry. Chicken
luau.
Note 1. This is the earliest teriyaki recipe seen (Nov.
2006) that uses beef (or any other kind of red meat) and the
main ingredient.
Note 2. It is also the earliest teriyaki recipe seen that has
a complex sauce, similar to modern teriyaki sauces.
483. Barland, Pearl. 1950. My favorite recipes. Hawaii
Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). Aug. 10. p. 5, 7.
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• Summary: Mrs. Ralph Larson, who is teaching the Mauna
Loa cooking school and health kitchen, is trying to show
(and convince) students what healthful foods are. They must
also be inexpensive. She is a Seventh-day Adventist.
“One food, high in protein content and very inexpensive
is tofu, made of soy bean curd and of high nutritive value. It
is 65 per cent protein as compared with 85 percent protein
in milk. It is rich in vitamin B and also in calcium and
phosphorus. Mrs. Larson has several suggestions for its use:
“’It may be used as the main ingredient in loaves and
patties or added to soups to bring up the protein value of the
meal. Miso tofu soup made with vegetable broth and milk
served with chopped green onions make a nourishing soup.
“Cube tofu and simmer in solid pack tomatoes and
season with salt.
“Cube tofu and cook with vegetables in ‘sukiyaki’ style.
Keep tofu by freezing the slices in the refrigerator. Use as
fresh tofu.
“The recipe for Tofu loaf printed below [p. 7] was used
as the demonstration dish at one of the first of the Moana Loa
health kitchen meetings...”
The recipe for Tofu Loaf calls for “1 block tofu,” “2
tablespoons soy sauce,” and “½ teaspoon ajinomoto.”
484. Brown, Lucia. 1950. Clever appetizers make a party.
Washington Post. Oct. 18. p. C1.
• Summary: “Little appetizers with a flavor all their own”
were served to 144 food editors from across the USA at the
recent National Food Editors conference in New York.
“For instance there were Teriyakis. Ever try them? The
Dole Pineapple people brought the idea from Hawaii for the
occasion. They’re a hot, hearty appetizer made of crunchy
pineapple and broiled beef on skewers. Provide about two
per guest for an afternoon party.”
“Teriyakis: 1 pound tender top beef round or sirloin. 1
No. 2 can (2½ cups) pineapple chunks, drained. ½ cup syrup
drained from pineapple. ¼ cup soy sauce. 1 clove garlic,
chopped fine. 1 teaspoon chopped fresh ginger root or 3/4
teaspoon ground ginger. 1 small jar stuffed olives, drained
(about 22). 22 short metal or wooden skewers (about 4
inches long).”
Cut meat into bite-sized chunks, about the same size as
pineapple chunks. Combine pineapple, soy sauce, garlic and
ginger. Pour over meat cubes in a container and set aside for
at least an hour. Alternate cubes of meat and pineapple on
skewers, then finish off with a stuffed olive. Broil 3 inches
from heat, turning once, for 10-12 minutes. Serve hot. Makes
20-22 servings for 8-10 people.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that contains a good recipe for homemade
teriyaki sauce. It is also the first to use fruit or vegetables
with meat on the skewers. The pineapple chunks and juice
are a delicious addition; the juice replaces sugar.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document

seen (April 2012) that contains the word “Teriyakis” (plural).
485. Paddleford, Clementine. 1950. Soup to nuts–From cans:
To a man’s heart. Sun (Baltimore, Maryland). Oct. 23. p. 8.
• Summary: The section titled “Grilled appetizer from
Hawaii” states: “Teriyakis is a grilled appetizer. The idea is
straight from Hawaii. A hearty tidbit; pass the skewers once
and then once again and that’s quite enough, no endless
shuffle of hors d’oeuvre trays and refilling.”
The ingredients are tender top round of beef, canned
pineapple chunks and syrup, “one-fourth cup soy sauce,” a
clove of fresh garlic, fresh ginger root, and ground ginger.
The detailed recipe is given.
Note: This section is quite similar to one published in
the Washington Post on Oct. 18–five days earlier.
486. Radom, Edyth. 1950. Teriyakis, Hawaiian recipe.
Hartford Courant (Connecticut). Nov. 5. p. SM10.
• Summary: Quite similar to (with exactly the same recipe
for Teriyakis): Brown, Lucia. 1950. “Clever appetizers make
a party.” Washington Post. Oct. 18. p. C1.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) with the word “Teriyakis” (or “teriyaki”)
in the title.
487. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Tofu Factory, and Tofu
Fountain.
Manufacturer’s Address: 802 Dillingham Blvd., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1950.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1953. Tofu Fountain (Uyehara Kamesaburo, proprietor).
802 Dillingham Blvd., Honolulu. Not listed 1961-62 as
Kamesaburo takes up the Aloha Tofu Factory. Note that in
1951 802 Dillingham Blvd. was occupied by Kamehachi
Shimabukuro Tofu.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1953. (Revised 26
July 1955). p. 10. Tofu (Bean curd). Aloha Tofu Factory,
802 Dillingham Blvd. Honolulu City Directory. 1961-62.
Aloha Tofu Factory (Kamesaburo Uyehara, proprietor). 802
Dillingham Blvd., Honolulu. 1962-63 Directory. Address
has changed to 1020 Auahi, Building 2, Honolulu. Honolulu
City Directory. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers: Tofu
(bean curd). 1964. 1020 Auahi St., Honolulu. Phone: 583196.
1966-67. Aloha Tofu Factory, 1020 Auahi St., Bldg. 2. Exact
same listing continues through 1970. ZIP is 96814.
1981-82. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. p.
10. Aloha Tofu Factory, Inc., Honolulu, Hawaii 96817
makes tofu, aburage, natto, yakitofu, okara, pupu age, and
ganmodoki. It also makes 2 non-soy products: konnyaku and
shiratake-to konnyaku.
Letter from Kazu Uehara. 1982. The company he bought
in 1950 first started making tofu in June 1947, and was
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founded by Kamehachi Shimabukuro.
Article by Lorraine Oda in The
Hawaii Herald. 1983. Oct. 7. Jack
Tsuneyo Uyehara, age 49, manages Aloha
Tofu Factory Inc. His father, Kamesaburo,
brought the plant in 1951 from a pig
farmer, Kamehachi Shimabukuro, who
used the okara for pig feed. Back then
the factory was located on Dillingham
Blvd. and produced only tofu and aburaage. Today the plant on Akepo Lane in
Kalihi produces each week: 3,500 pieces
of soft, firm, and mini-tofu, 6,000 pieces
of aburage, 2,000 packages of natto, and
enough atsu-age and nama-age to supply
stores in Oahu. Takai. 1971. Tofu Shops
in America. 1020 Auahi St., Kanesaburo
Uyehara, President. Uses 300-400 kg/day
of soybeans. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975.
The Book of Tofu. p. 313. 1020 Auahi St.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The
Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook
edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops and
Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Aloha
Tofu Factory, 961 Akepo Ln., Honolulu,
(Oahu), Hawaii 96814. Phone: 808-8452669. Owner: Mr. Jack or Kamesaburo
Uyehara.
Soyfoods Center Computerized
Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owner:
Jack Uehara. The largest tofu company
in Hawaii. Mr. Kamesaburo Uehara.
Address: 961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
HI 96817. Letter from Kazu Uyehara.
1982. The company he bought in
1950 first started making tofu in June
1947, and was founded by Kamehachi
Shimabukuro.
Honolulu Advertiser (The). 1991.
June 19. p. 30, col. 2. “Kamehachi Shimabukuro, 85, of
St. Louis Drive, formerly of Kalihi and Koko Head, died
June 16, 1991. Born in Okinawa, Japan, he started Aloha
Tofu Factory and was a retired hog farmer. Survived by
wife, Nabe Shimabukuro; sons, Masao, Bill S.; daughters,
Mrs. Seiko (Haruko) Shimabukuro, Mrs. George (Sally S.)
Hokama; 13 grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren; sister,
Mrs. Tetsuo (Helen T.) Arakaki. Memorial service 4 p.m.
Saturday at Hosoi Garden Mortuary. No flowers. Casual
attire.”
Talk with Paul Uyehara, president, Aloha Tofu Factory.
2021. May 15. Aloha Tofu Factory started in 1950 when
his grandfather took over an existing tofu company from
Kamehachi Shimabukuro, a friend who was running both
the tofu manufacturing company and a pig farm. Paul does

not know whether Mr. Shimabukuro gave or sold the tofu
factory to his grandfather. Paul adds: “Incidentally, Mr.
Shimabukuro’s pig farm used to be on the site where I went
to high school. Henry J. Kaiser High School in Hawaii Kai!”
488. Kamesaburo Uyehara of Aloha Tofu Co. making tofu at
his first location. 1950?
• Summary: Photo sent by Paul Uyehara, current president
of Aloha Tofu Factory, Inc.
489. Photograph of Kamesaburo Uyehara and his wife,
Tsuruko, of Aloha Tofu Factory making tofu at their first
location. 1950?
• Summary: Photo sent by Paul Uyehara, current president
of Aloha Tofu Factory, Inc.
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490. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1951. Legal notices:
Notice of copartnership. March 9. p. 20.
• Summary: “Notice is hereby given that on the 2nd day of
January, 1951, the undersigned entered into a copartnership
doing business as Aloha Tofu Factory, manufacturing of food
products (tofu, etc.) and lunch dinner business, located at 802
Dillingham Blvd., Honolulu, T.H. [Territory of Hawaii].
“Ansho Uchima
“Kamesaburo Uyehara
(S.-B. March 9, 10, 1951).
Note: On 18 Aug. 1951, a “Notice of dissolution of
copartnership” was published by these same two men, in this
same newspaper, p. 32, col. 5, bottom.
491. Anthony Bros. Inc. 1951. The Bar-B-Q Chef (Ad). Los
Angeles Times. April 22. p. G21.
• Summary: “Shish kebab is Armenian, Shashlik is Russian,
en Brochett [sic, en Brochette] is French, and Teri Yaki is
Hawaiian [sic, Japanese]. They all spell delicious barbecued
food.” A recipe for Shashlik (but not Teri Yaki) is given.
A clip-out coupon offers two choices: (1) “Please send
me your Free Bar-B-Q Recipe pamphlet.” (2) “Please send
me an invitation to your barbecue demonstration.” Note: The
company sells barbecue equipment. A brochette is a skewer.
Address: 270 S. Rosemead Blvd., Pasadena [California].
492. Murakishi, Harry H. 1951. Purple seed stain of soybean.
Phytopathology 41(4):305-18. April. [31 ref]
• Summary: The symptoms of this disease, caused by
Colletotrichum kikuchii, are discussed. Address: Formerly
Univ. of North Carolina at Raleigh; Presently Asst. Plant
Pathologist, Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Honolulu, Hawaii.
493. Parker, M.W.; Borthwick, H.A. 1951. Photoperiodic
responses of soybean varieties. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 2628, 30.
• Summary: “Flowering of soybean plants depends very
largely on the number of hours of darkness they receive each
day. Plants of many varieties are completely incapable of
forming flower buds unless they receive 10 or more hours of
darkness daily and plants of all varieties flower much more
quickly with daily dark periods of 14 to 16 hours than with
shorter ones. This reaction of soybeans to daily duration
of darkness has been known for a little over 30 years. It
was discovered by W.W. Garner and H.A. Allard, two
Bureau of Plant Industry scientists, who found that Biloxi
soybeans could be made to flower at Arlington, Virginia, in
midsummer if they were subjected daily to short days and
long nights. These workers, impressed with the fact that light
was acting in some peculiar way to control flowering called
the phenomenon ‘photoperiodism,’ a term meant to attach
special significance to the daily duration of light, i.e., the
length of day. This emphasis on the importance of the length
of the daily light period continued until about a decade ago,

when experiments showed that the daily duration of darkness
was the controlling factor.
“Since its discovery our knowledge of photoperiodism
has been greatly increased by studies made in various parts
of the world. Flowering of many kinds of plants was found
to be photoperiodically controlled. Some flowered only when
days were short and nights were long. These were called
‘short-day’ plants. Others flowered best with long days and
short nights and were, therefore, called ‘long-day’ plants.
Still other kinds flowered equally well on all day-lengths and
were designated as ‘indeterminate’ or ‘day-neutral.’ Shortday plants include such well-known crop plants as soybean,
strawberry, hemp, millet, sorghum, and chrysanthemum,
while spinach, beet, and cereals such as wheat, oats, barley,
and rye are representatives of the long-day type. Tomato and
many varieties of green beans are typical examples of the
indeterminate class. A fourth class contains a limited number
of plants that flower only on intermediate daylengths. Sugar
cane is an outstanding example of this ‘intermediate’ group.
“Practical Applications: Immediately after
photoperiodism was discovered many very practical ways
were found to make use of it to improve methods of crop
production. Plant breeders, for example, were able to
make early and late varieties bloom simultaneously as was
necessary if crosses between them were made. By artificially
controlling the day-length, breeders of some crop plants
could produce several generations per year, thus speeding up
production of new varieties. Artificial control of daylength
for greenhouse-grown crops such as chrysanthemum is now
being practiced very extensively and florists are able to
produce these flowers every week of the year. It is reported
that in Hawaii light is being used in sugar cane fields to keep
the plants vegetative so that they will continue to produce
new leaves for manufacture of sugar and new joints of
cane for its storage. These are only a few of the somewhat
spectacular ways in which knowledge of photoperiodism
benefits growers of many kinds of plants either directly or
indirectly.
“Although it seems improbable that the soybean grower
will find it profitable to use artificial light on a field basis
to control the flowering and fruiting of his crop he benefits
from an understanding of photoperiodism in other ways. He
cannot escape the fact that he is growing a crop each variety
of which has very specific daylength requirements. These
daylength requirements are so specific, in fact, that the best
performance of some varieties is restricted to zones little
more than 50 miles wide in the north and possibly somewhat
wider in the south. Although other environmental factors
have their effects on development of the crop, daylength is in
most cases the dominating one for soybeans.
“Differences in the rate of development of early and late
plantings of a variety in a particular region result from the
photoperiodic reaction. It has been noted, for example, that
plants from successive weekly plantings made in the first
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part of the season may finally bloom almost simultaneously,
particularly if they are grown in middle or northern
latitudes. In southern latitudes early planted lots may flower
prematurely before the short days of spring have lengthened
sufficiently. In northern or central latitudes, however, they
bloom as soon as the nights increase to a length required
for that particular variety. Early planted lots thus have a
longer period in which to vegetate than late planted ones.
When nights of adequate length are reached plants of the
earliest lots are accordingly largest, have the most places
at which flowers can be formed, and thus produce the most
pods per plant. These facts must be taken into consideration
if field conditions make unusually late planting necessary.
An increased rate of planting of the variety or selection of
another variety having a different photoperiodic requirement
may partially counteract this effect of day-length.
“Daylength response may conceivably be a factor in the
production of seed of forage types of soybeans. Growing of
such varieties in latitudes south of those to which they are
best adapted as a forage crop results in development of a
shorter less vining type of plant that is easier to thresh.
“These are only a few ways in which the photoperiodic
responses of soybeans are used by research workers and
commercial growers to produce better varieties and better
yields from existing varieties.
“Leaf, the Sensitive Part: Although we do not
understand fully how photoperiod operates in plants to
regulate flowering and fruiting we now know many facts
about it that were not available a few years ago. About 1935
it was discovered that daylength treatments must be applied
to the leaves of a soybean if the plant is to flower. This
was learned by placing only the leaves in darkness in late
afternoon and returning them to light the next morning, thus
giving them long dark periods but letting all other parts of
the plant receive short dark periods. In other lots the stem
tips on which the flowers are formed were subjected to long
dark periods and the leaves to short ones. Treatment of the
stem tips had no effect but treatment of the leaves invariably
caused flowering. It was subsequently found that subjection
of only one of the leaves of a plant to long dark periods was
adequate to cause floral initiation.
“Further evidence of the importance of leaves was
obtained from grafts between plants of Biloxi and Agate.
The Biloxi variety is adapted to conditions in the southern
part of the United States and Agate to the northern part.
If Biloxi and Agate plants are grown with eight-hour dark
periods the Agate plant blooms but the Biloxi does not. A
single young leaf of an Agate plant grafted to a petiole of
a Biloxi plant enables the Biloxi plant to produce flowers
even though grown with eight-hour dark periods. The Agate
leaf is apparently able to make some sort of flower-inducing
substance, possibly a flowering hormone, that the Biloxi
plant is unable to make under those conditions.
“Duration of Darkness: Evidence that the length of the

dark period controls the photoperiodic reaction has come
from two types of experiments. In one the plants have been
subjected to cycles of artificial light and darkness that do not
total 24 hours. In such experiments short photoperiods have
been tested with dark periods of various lengths and long
dark periods have been tried with photoperiods of different
lengths. Flowers were formed on those lots that received
long dark periods regardless of length of photoperiod.
“In the other type of experiment plants were given
photoperiods and dark periods that were known to be
favorable to flowering but in addition they were also given
a brief period of light in the middle of the dark period. Thus
when Biloxi soybeans were grown with 12 hours of light
and 12 hours of darkness per day they promptly flowered but
when given the same treatment except for one minute of light
added in the middle of each 12-hour dark period flowering
did not occur. The great importance of the continuity of
the dark period is thus emphasized. A 12-hour dark period
each day promotes flowering but two six-hour dark periods
separated by a minute of light each day prevent flowering”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018)
that contains the term “day-neutral” in connection with the
soybean. (Continued). Address: Plant Physiologists, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland.
494. Parker, M.W.; Borthwick, H.A. 1951. Photoperiodic
responses of soybean varieties (Continued–Document part
II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26-28, 30.
• Summary: (Continued): “Intensity of Light: The soybean
is sensitive to exceedingly weak artificial light. An intensity
as low as .02 foot-candle maintained throughout the 12-hour
‘dark period’ is sufficient to prevent flowering. This intensity
would be given by a 25-watt lamp without a reflector at a
distance of about 35 feet. When light is applied for only
a minute in the middle of the night its intensity need be
only 25 to 50-foot candles to keep the plants from forming
flowers. Knowledge of the relative effectiveness of different
wave lengths of light has been of much importance in giving
a better understanding of the nature of the photoperiodic
reaction and it has also been of practical use. It tells us that
light from ordinary incandescent-filament lamps is ideal for
preventing or delaying formation of flower buds, because
light from such a source contains a very high percentage of
the most effective red wave lengths.
“Quality of the light for control of flowering is of
great importance, red light being most effective. All visible
light is active in preventing flower formation but about 60
times more energy is required in the green than in the red
to prevent flowering. Blue is intermediate in effectiveness
between red and green. Infrared and ultraviolet appear to
have no direct effect on flowering of soybean.
“Other Factors: The response of soybeans to
daylengths suitable for flowering may be influenced
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by other environmental factors. Low temperatures, for
example, may prevent flower bud formation even though
the photoperiodic conditions are favorable. Temperatures
of 50º to 55º F. applied just to the leaves and only during
the dark periods prevented flowering. Such temperatures
were not nearly low enough, however, to stop growth of
the plant. They apparently stopped the flower promoting
reactions that normally occur in leaves subjected to adequate
dark periods. The effectiveness of the flower promoting
reactions at higher temperatures varies somewhat with
the temperature, reaching a maximum under experimental
conditions in the greenhouse at about 80ºF. Variations in
mineral nutrition sometimes result in minor differences in
flowering response. An excess of nitrogen, for example,
may delay flowering slightly in certain varieties. In general,
however, effects of environmental factors such as these are
much less pronounced than those resulting from variation in
photoperiod.
“When plantings of soybeans are made at different dates
the plants always develop differently because environmental
conditions are never identical. Daylength, of course, changes
in a given latitude by definite known amounts from day
to day but all other factors of the environment that affect
soybean growth and development are subject to less precise
seasonal variation. In order to evaluate the approximate
interrelation of change in daylength and the other fluctuating
environmental factors two plantings of soybeans separated
by about five weeks were made at Beltsville. The first lot
was planted May 15 and the other on June 20. The varieties
selected for this experiment were Macoupin, Arksoy,
Ogden, Volstate, Palmetto and Acadian. These include
representatives of four of the nine groups of soybean
varieties recognized by soybean agronomists. They have
zoned the United States into nine regions and have selected
varieties of soybeans especially well adapted to each region.
Group 0 is for the region farthest north and Group VIII for
the most southern. Macoupin is a representative of Group IV,
the earliest type included. Arksoy and Ogden from Group
VI, Volstate and Palmetto from Group VII and Acadian,
the variety best adapted of the six to extreme southern
conditions, from Group VIII.
“Lots of plants of each planting were subjected to
photoperiods of four different lengths, namely 13, 13.5, 14,
and 14.5 hours. These photoperiods were in the range of
those encountered in the field at the usual time of planting
of most of these varieties. All lots were grown in boxes of
soil on trucks so that they could be moved into and out of
dark houses as desired. All received 13 hours of natural
light daily at the end of which they were placed in the dark
house where they immediately received additional light of
about 30 foot-candle intensity to complete their respective
light treatments. Photoperiod was thus the only factor under
control in the experiment. Temperature, rainfall and possibly
other conditions were different for the two times of planting.

“Records were taken of the locations of first flower
buds, locations of terminal inflorescences, dates of flowering,
dates when the oldest fruits were two centimeters long,
numbers of pods formed and heights of plants. The data
concerning locations of first flower buds and terminal
inflorescences are of importance because they give an earlier,
and in some respects, a more accurate measure of differences
in effectiveness of various conditions on flowering than do
dates of bloom, heights of plant or some other records.
“A soybean grows at its stem tip, forming a new
embryonic leaf and section of stem every two or three days.
Associated with the base of each leaf is a bud with a growing
tip of its own that is capable of growing and forming new
parts the same as the tip of the main stem. So long as the
plant receives long days development of new parts proceeds
as described, but if it is subjected to short days microscopic
flower buds begin to form in certain of these young buds
that are in the proper stage of, development. Vegetative buds
are formed successively from bottom to top of the main
stem and its branches. They are always present, therefore,
in several stages of formation. If a particular bud has not yet
passed a certain very early stage at the time flower-inducing
photoperiods are applied it produces one or more flower
primordia but if it is slightly further advanced it continues on
a vegetative course. If the flower-inducing stimulus of two
lots of plants differs the effect will thus be expressed as a
difference in the location of the first induced flowers on the
main stem and its branches.
“Formation of the terminal inflorescence of the main
stem and its major branches requires more extensive
photoperiodic treatments than are needed to induce formation
of the first flower buds on the plant. In this process the
terminal meristem ceases to produce embryonic vegetative
leaves but forms instead the embryonic bracts of a terminal
inflorescence. The total number of vegetative leaves on the
plant is thus also controlled by photoperiod and becomes
a useful character for comparisons of the flower-inducing
effectiveness of different treatments.
“Most soybean varieties, when grown with eight- or
nine-hour photoperiods from the time they come up, produce
their flowers at node 5 and sometimes at node 4. As length of
photoperiod is increased the position of first flowers occurs
at progressively higher nodes on the plant. For late varieties
this change in position of first flowers resulting from a given
increase in day-length is greater than for early ones. Thus
at comparable photoperiods, flowers were formed at higher
nodes on Acadian, a group VIII variety, than on any other
variety included in this experiment (Table 1). Those on
Palmetto, a group VII variety, were second highest. Flower
buds were formed at a considerably lower node on the other
four varieties, representatives from groups IV, VI and VII,
and the differences between them were not great on any of
the photoperiods tested. At the longest photoperiod used
Acadian, the latest variety, failed to flower. The difference
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in position of the flowers resulting from a given difference
in photoperiods varied with the length of photoperiods used.
Thus there was little difference in their position on Arksoy
plants grown at 13- and at 13.5-hour photoperiods, but a
large one occurred between lots grown at 14- and 15-hour
photoperiods (Table 1). Results with other varieties were
similar to those with Arksoy.
“Positions of first flower buds on comparable lots were
different for the two planting dates. They were slightly lower
on plants at every photoperiod of the June 20 planting of
Arksoy, Acadian and Palmetto and at all but one photoperiod
for Ogden. With Volstate and Macoupin the relation was
exactly opposite, flowers being at a higher position in the
June 20 planting than in that of May 15. These varietal
differences appear to have significance but they could not
be tested statistically because, the limitation of material
resulted in incomplete sampling” (Continued). Address:
Plant Physiologists, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
495. Parker, M.W.; Borthwick, H.A. 1951. Photoperiodic
responses of soybean varieties (Continued–Document part
III). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26-28, 30.
• Summary: (Continued): Although differences occurred
in position of flowers on plants of the two plantings the
differences were small in most cases relative to those
resulting from photoperiod. These differences in response
could have resulted from differences in temperature,
radiation or other factors and interactions between them.
Much wider ranges of temperature or of solar radiation than
those encountered during this experiment are incapable
by themselves of causing flowering if photoperiods are
of length unfavorable to flowering. The effects of these
other environmental factors appear to be secondary on the
photoperiod reaction itself. In this particular experiment the
average weekly minimum temperatures were 5 to 10 degrees
lower during the first four weeks for the first planting than
for the second. Total solar radiation, measured about 10
miles from the site of the experiment, was higher for the
second planting during the first two weeks and lower during
the second two weeks.
“Data for position of the terminal inflorescence were
incomplete for three of the varieties but for the other three
the differences were of the same general pattern as those
for position of first flowers (Table 1). Since Arksoy, Ogden,
and Volstate produced terminal inflorescences on every
photoperiod tested they would presumably be classed as
determinate soybean varieties. Macoupin, on the other
hand might be so classed, when grown with 13- or 13.5hour photoperiods but at longer ones would be classed as
an indeterminate variety. The term ‘indeterminate’ as here
used refers specifically to a habit of growth of a soybean
variety in which the terminal of the main stem continues to
grow throughout the season. It does not relate in any way

to the indeterminate photoperiodic response characteristic
of plants such as snap bean, tomato and others. Palmetto
was determinate on 13-hour photoperiods but not on longer
ones. It is not improbable that Acadian might have been
determinate had photoperiods shorter than 13 hours been
tested.
“The average difference in days to flower between all
lots planted May 15 and June 20 was six, the June 20 lots
blooming in the shorter time in every comparison (Table 2).
These differences, like those in positions of flower buds,
were small in contrast with those resulting from photoperiod.
Average number of days from planting to flowering for both
lots, on 14-hour photoperiods ranged from 43.6 days for
Macoupin to 96.3 for Acadian. When the six varieties are
arranged in order of increasing group number the numbers of
days from planting to flowering of the 14.5-hour lots form an
increasing series.
“The difference in days to flower resulting from the
1.5-hour difference in length of photoperiod of the 13- and
14.5-hour lots varied with variety. For Macoupin, which was
least influenced by this range of photoperiods, the difference
was 8.4 days and for Acadian, which was most influenced, it
was 50.1 days. The size of these differences for the different
varieties increased with the group numbers of the varieties.
The effects of photoperiod do not stop with the production of
flowers. The rate of development of flowers to young pods
is also influenced. In this experiment the number of days in
most cases increased as the daylength increased (Table 3).
Lots planted on the different dates passed through this stage
of their development at different rates, those lots planted
June 20 requiring fewer days in every case than those planted
May 15. These differences, as in previous cases, were small
relative to those resulting from differences in photoperiod.
Although data were not collected observations indicated that
effects of photoperiod expressed themselves during even
later stages of pod formation and maturity.
“The average number of pods per plant increased as
length of photoperiod increased and in most cases was
greater on plants of the first planting than on those of the
second. This result was to be expected because the number of
pods produced by a plant depends to considerable extent on
the stage of development of the plant when it starts to bloom,
larger plants having more positions at which pods can be
formed.
“Height of plant increased for every variety with each
increase in photoperiod. This greater height was primarily
due to the greater numbers of internodes formed at the longer
photoperiod. There was also a height difference between lots
of the first planting and those of the second, particularly for
varieties Macoupin, Arksoy, Ogden and Volstate. For each
of these varieties the number of internodes was about the
same at comparable photoperiods for the two plantings. The
additional height of the June 20 lots therefore resulted from
greater elongation of these internodes and was probably to be
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attributed to differences in temperature or light prevailing at
some stage in the development of the two plantings.
“Effects of environmental differences for a few days
during the early stages of development may have profound
effects that are not fully apparent for several weeks. One
replicate of the 13-hour lots accidentally received continuous
light for a period of about 10 days ending when the plants
were four weeks old. This replicate bloomed 11.2 days
later than the correctly timed one and required 8.1 more
days to produce pods two centimeters in length. The total
delay in production of pods of this size was thus 19.3 days.
Corresponding differences in number of pods and in heights
of plant were also observed.
“Studies Needed: Although a great deal of photoperiodic
work has been done with soybeans much of it has had
as its main objective advancement of our knowledge of
photoperiodism rather than of the physiology of the soybean.
A considerable part of the work was with Biloxi, a variety
that is no longer of great commercial importance. Much of
it, moreover, has been restricted to studies of the production
of flower buds or flowers and has not dealt with possible
effects of photoperiod on later stages in the development of
the plant. All of this work has been very valuable and has
given us a generalized picture of the way soybeans respond
to changes in photoperiod. It has fallen far short, however, of
giving the soybean investigators the detailed photoperiodic
information they should have concerning varieties that are
most important to them.
“Studies are needed of the photoperiodic responses of
many of the varieties that are now in wide commercial use.
The six varieties included in the work reported differed
greatly in their responsiveness to a given change of
photoperiod and it is probable that similar differences would
be found among other varieties. Although the six varieties
tested included representatives of four different groups wide
differences were found between Volstate and Palmetto,
two representatives of the same group. Volstate, a group
VII variety, responded photoperiodically much more like
Macoupin of group IV than like Palmetto of group VII.
“Studies are also needed of the interaction of
temperature, nutrition and other variables with photoperiod.
The relatively few investigations of this type that have been
made have been helpful in explaining reversals in relative
response of varieties under different soil or temperature
conditions.
“Finally more should be known about effects of
photoperiod on developmental stages following flowering.
Time of maturity is dependent in part on time of flowering
but it is also dependent on rate of growth and filling of pods.
Data presented in this paper show that photoperiod affects
these later developmental stages. It is probable that the extent
of its influence on development will be found to vary with
variety.
Photos: (1) “Soybeans grown with daily photoperiods

of 13, 13.5, 19, and 19.5 hours from top to bottom. The
varieties, Arksoy, Ogden and Volstate, are distributed at
random on each truck and thus cannot be individually
identified. Planted May 15 and photographed Aug. 11.”
(2-3) Portrait photos show (separately) M.W. Parker and
H.A. Borthwick.
(4) “Part of the equipment used to regulate length of
photoperiod for soybean experiment. The photoperiod house
is divided into 4 light-tight compartments each having
capacity for four trucks of soybeans. Each compartment
is equipped with a separate circuit of lights automatically
controlled by a time switch.”
Tables: (1) “Effect of photoperiod and time of planting
on location of first flower buds and terminal inflorescences of
several varieties of soybeans.”
(2) “Effect of photoperiod and time of planting on the
number of days to the opening of first flowers of several
soybean varieties.”
(3) “Effect of photoperiod and time of planting on length
of period from opening of flowers to production of pods 2
centimeters in length.” Address: Plant Physiologists, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland.
496. Kapiolani Super Market. 1951. More specials: 4th
anniversary (Ad). Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Oct.
25. p. 26.
• Summary: “Wing Chinese-style bean cake–12 oz.–69¢
“Wing thick soy–12 oz.–47¢
“Wing red bean curd [fermented tofu]–3½ oz.–33¢”
497. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Higa (Mrs. H.A.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 964 Robello Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1951.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1951. Mrs. H.A. Higa Tofu (Mrs. H.A. Higa, proprietor). 964
Robello Ln., Honolulu. Note that this used to be the location
of Genji Oyama, tofu manufacturer. 1954 Directory. Higa
Tofu-Ya (Takeshi Higa, proprietor). Address same.
498. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Higa (Richard M.) Tofu. Later
becomes the Better Food Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1337 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1951.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1951. Richard M. Higa Tofu (Richard M. Higa, proprietor).
1337 N King, Honolulu. 1953 Directory. Richard M. Higa’s
residence given as 2117 Kamehameha IV Road.
499. Product Name: Tofu, Aburage (Deep-Fried Tofu
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Pouches).
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanai Nissei
Shokai. Formerly Hiroyuki Kanai Tofu,
and Teikichi Kanai Tofu. Renamed Kanai
Tofu Factory by 1973.
Manufacturer’s Address: 515 Ward Ave.,
Honolulu, Oahu HI 96814. Phone: 808538-1305.
Date of Introduction: 1951.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Ad by
Kanai Nissei Shokwai in Hui Manaolana.
1951. Japanese Foods: (Tested Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii.
See p. 62. “515 Ward Street. Phone: 55305. Manufacturers
of: Calcium tofu, konnyaku, aburage, natto.” Note: This
same ad appears on the same page in the 1956 edition of this
book.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1953. (Revised
26 July 1955). p. 10. Tofu (Bean curd). Kanai Nissei
Shokai. 515 Ward Ave. “Calcium.” Same in 1960 Directory
(revised 20 July 1961) and in 1966 Directory (revised 21
Jan. 1965). Honolulu City Directory. 1954. Kanai Tofu
Factory, 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu. 1957 Directory. Name
changed to Kanai Nissei Shokai (Alton & Mrs. Durine Takai,
proprietors).
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd).
1964. Kanai Nissei Shokai, 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu,
HI 96814. Phone: 581305. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Noboyoshi Kanai. Tofu, aburage, konnyaku, natto, kinako.
Employees: 11. Wholesale, retail, direct to customer. City
Directories 1966 through 1967-68. Kanai Nissei Shokai,
515 Ward Ave. In 1968-69 Directory name changed to
Kanai Tofu Factory at same address. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 17. Kanai Nissei Shokai, 515 Ward
Ave. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1973. p. 10. The
company is first listed under the name Kanai Tofu Factory in
this publication. They make “tofu, aburage, natto, konnyaku,
ito-konnyaku and okara (soy bean meal).” Shurtleff &
Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p. 314. Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Owner: Richard
& Mark Kaneda. Interview with Kanai. 1983. They started
in 1923. Note that this date is 11 years before the earliest
reference to the Kanai family in the Honolulu directories.
500. Product Name: Natto.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanai Nissei Shokai. Later called
Kanai Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96814. Phone: 581305.
Date of Introduction: 1951.
New Product–Documentation: Ad by Kanai Nissei
Shokwai in Hui Manaolana. 1951. Japanese Foods: (Tested
Recipes). Honolulu, Hawaii. See p. 62. “515 Ward Street.
Phone: 55305. Manufacturers of: Calcium tofu, konnyaku,

aburage, natto.” Note 1. This same ad appears on the same
page in the 1956 edition of this book.
Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial natto
made in the Hawaiian Islands.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd).
1964. Kanai Nissei Shokai, 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu,
HI 96814. Phone: 581305. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Noboyoshi Kanai. Tofu, aburage, konnyaku, natto, kinako.
Employees: 11. Wholesale, retail, direct to customer. Hawaii
Directory of Manufacturers. 1973. p. 11. Called Kanai Tofu
Factory.
501. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okumura (Raymond T.) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1082 Ala Moana, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1951.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1951. Raymond T. Okumura Tofu (Raymond T. Okumura,
proprietor). 1082 Ala Moana, Honolulu. Residence 739
Hausten (about 1952). 1954 Directory. Changed to Diamond
Tofu Co. (Raymond T. Okumura, proprietor). 1020 Auahi,
Building 5, Honolulu. Note that this is the same location
as the Aloha Tofu Factory, but a different building. 1957
Directory. Changed to Diamond Tofu Factory. Address same.
502. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yee Chai Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1203 Liliha, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1951.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1951. Yee Chai Co. 1203 Liliha, Honolulu. 1953 Directory.
Lung Chew Yee Yet Sing Lee Wah Ling Lum Joseph Tom
Sha Cho Lum, proprietor. Address listed as 1911 Kalani,
Honolulu. Not listed 1958-59.
503. Hui Manaolana Foundation (formerly Niji-no-Kai).
1951. Japanese foods (Tested recipes). Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii: International Institute, Y.W.C.A. 122 p. Illust. (some
colored). Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The Hui Manaolana was formerly named Niji-
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no-Kai and is affiliated with the International Institute of
the Y.W.C.A. The book was inspired by Mrs. Isaac M. Cox
(Catherine E.B. Cox), an educator and volunteer advisor to
the Y.M.C.A. Almost all the recipes in this book have been
submitted by members of the group, and that woman’s name
appears next to the recipe title. Shoyu is called for in many
recipes.
Following a preface and an introduction, the recipes
are organized by type. The many interesting ads related to
soyfoods, scattered throughout the book, are cited elsewhere.
Helpful hints (p. 12): “To prevent tofu from crumbling,
soak in salted water for a while before using.” On p. 15 are
4 menus each for breakfast, lunch or supper, and dinner.
Soups: Chiri (Fish & tofu soup). Kenchin (Vegetable soup
with tofu). Basic miso soup. Satsuma jiru (Miso soup with
chicken & vegetables). Oio fish dumplings in miso soup.
Miso soup with long rice. Rice: Azuki meshi (Rice with red
beans). Sekihan (Steamed azuki rice). Inari zushi (Sushi rice
in aburage).
Fish and seafoods: Ebi no teriyaki (Barbecued shrimp.
The sauce consists of: 3/4 cup shoyu, 1 teaspoon gourmet
powder [Ajinomoto], ½ cup sugar, 1 teaspoon grated ginger,
1 clove garlic [crushed]. Mix well). Katsuo no miso yaki
(Tuna broiled with miso sauce). Katsuo teriyaki (Broiled
fresh tuna). Meat and chicken: Sukiyaki (with tofu). Pork and
tofu. Tofu: Gan modoki [Ganmodoki]. Ankake tofu (Boiled
tofu with thick sauce). Tofu with crab meat egg roll. Tofu
tempura. Okara (Bean curd residue dish). Iri dofu. Okara
nira (with aburage). Yudofu with goma [sesame] miso sauce.
Fried tofu cooked in miso. Koya dofu (Frozen soybean curd
cooked in shoyu).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Koya dofu” (regardless
of capitalization) to refer to dried-frozen tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “Gan modoki”
(regardless of hyphenation); it refers to deep-fried tofu
burgers.
Vegetables: Kiriboshi and aburage. Nikomi oden with
yakidofu. Cabbage with mustard & miso sauce. Shira ae–
Watercress (With tofu dressing). Shira ae (Vegetable with
tofu sauce). Daikon sumiso ae (Turnips in miso). Nikomi
oden (Vegetables with miso). Nishime (with tofu). Nasu
no shigiyaki (Fried eggplant with miso sauce). Negi–nuta
(Green onions with miso sauce). Green pepper–miso yaki.
Kuromame (black soybeans). Noodles: Kitsune udon (With
aburage). Relishes: Konbu no tsukudani (Seasoned seaweed).
Tekka miso (Fried miso with gobo). Kaibashira no tsukudani
(Scallops cooked in shoyu). Shoyu turnips. Desserts: Ohagi
(rice cake with bean paste and kinako). Many with kanten,
azuki beans, and azuki koshi an (Sweetened bean paste).
Glossary (p. 97-98) includes: Aburage (fried bean
curd). An (red bean paste). Azuki (red beans). Edamame
(soybeans). Fu (gluten cake). Gourmet powder (mono-

sodium glutamate). Kanten (gelatin made from agar-agar).
Karashimiso (mustard miso). Kinako (yellow soy bean
powder). Kirazu (bean curd residue). Konbu (seaweed).
Kuromame (black soy beans). Miso (fermented rice and
soy beans). Nori (sea weed). Okara (bean curd residue).
Shira-ae (vegetables with mashed tofu). Shoyu (soy sauce).
Sumiso (vinegar and miso sauce). Sushi. Tare (thick shoyu
sauce). Tempura (fritters). Teriyaki (barbecue). Tofu (bean
curd). Ume (pickled plum). Wakame (sea weed). Yakitofu
[yakidofu, broiled or grilled tofu].
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Yakitofu” to refer to
grilled tofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “bean curd residue” to
refer to okara.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “yellow soy bean
powder” to refer to kinako [roasted whole soy flour]. Note 6.
This is the earliest English-language document seen (April
2021) that mentions “Tekka” (spelled that way, which is now
the proper romanization) or that gives a recipe for making it.
Address: International Institute Y.W.C.A., Honolulu, Hawaii.
504. Noda Shoyu Co., Ltd. 1951. Soy sauce? Correction
please! You mean Kikkoman soy sauce (Ad). In: Hui
Manaolana. 1956. Japanese Foods: (Tested recipes).
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii: Hui Manaolana. 118 p. See p. 40.
• Summary: See next page. “Try the new pint and ½ pint
bottles. Available at all grocery stores.” A cartoon character,
a smiling Hawaiian girl with a lei around her neck, is
pointing toward the upper right quarter of the page, where
there is a large hexagonal Kikkoman logo. A photo in the
lower left corner shows a bottle of “KikkoMan Soy Sauce,”
made by Noda Shoyu Co., Ltd. Address: 11, 3-chome,
Koamicho, Nihonbashi, Tokyo, Japan.
505. Los Angeles Times. 1952. International flavors spark
Hawaiian food. March 2. p. E11.
• Summary: Take your wife to Hawaii and you may come
home with an international cook, who has a knowledge
of ajinomoto, Japanese shrimp tempura, teriyaki steak
on bamboo skewers, seaweed salads, or charcoal-broiled
octopus covered with miso sauce.
At the Honolulu YMCA, a full five-week course of
cooking classes costs $5 plus a $5 lab fee.
506. Miller, Carey D.; Denning, H.; Bauer, A. 1952.
Retention of nutrients in commercially prepared soybean
curd. Food Research 17(3):261-67. June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Also published as Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station, Technical Paper No. 240. Address: Univ.
of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Honolulu.
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508. Brownstone, Cecily. 1952.
American regional cookery. Hartford
Courant (Connecticut). Sept. 21. p.
SM12.
• Summary: A review of two
cookbooks with one recipe for
Southern fried chicken. “Coast to
Coast Cookery,” well edited by
Marian Tracey, “is a collection of
recipes to which over 100 newspaper
editors from all parts of the United
States and Canada have contributed.”
It contains a recipe for “teriyaki
steak from Hawaii.”
509. Lake, Alice C. 1952. Hostess
and homemaker: lessons in eye
appeal from Oriental cooking.
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii).
Sept. 25. p. 11.
• Summary: The majority of
Japanese living in Hawaii are
descendants of immigrants from
two prefectures: Hiroshima and
Yamaguchi. “Everyone in Hawaii
is familiar with the attractive sushi,
tofu and kanten made from the basic
commodities.”
A sidebar titled “... and Soy
Sauce” includes a recipe for “Pork
and Tofu,” which calls for “1 block
tofu (bean curd) cut into small flat
blocks.” Recipe from Mrs. Jack K.
Wakayama.

507. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1952. Making
tofu, soy bean curd (Photo caption). Aug. 24. p. 9.
• Summary: “Tofu is a Japanese food commonly used in
Hawaii. Pictured above the members of the Kanai Nissei
Shokia Calcium Tofu Manufacturers on Ward St. Left: Alton
Kanai puts soy beans into the grinder to be crushed. Right:
Mr. Kanai is pictured with the finished product, tofu, and K.
Tsuchiyama holds a basket of soy beans brought from the
mainland (Advertiser photos.)”

510. America’s newspaper food
editors. ed. 1952. Coast to coast
cookery. Lafayette, Indiana: Indiana
University Press. 318 p. Index. 24
cm.
• Summary: Recipes submitted by
America’s newspaper food editors.
Introduced and selected by Marian
Tracy.
Soy is mentioned in six recipes in
this book:
Page 20: “Chinese sweet-sour spareribs,” calls for “1
tablespoon soy sauce.”
Page 22: “Chow mein,” calls for “1½ tablespoons soy
sauce.”
Page 147: “Almond dice chicken,” calls for “1
tablespoon soy sauce.”
Page 242: “Pineapple duck,” calls for “1 teaspoon soy
sauce.”
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Page 291: “Teriyaki steak. This a Hawaiian variant of a
Japanese dish” calls for “½ cup soy sauce.”
Page 292: “Beef and tomatoes. This a local [Hawaiian]
adaptation of a Chinese dish” calls for “1 teaspoon soy
sauce.”
511. Manas y Cruz, M.; Rozul, Juan B. 1952. Plant
production and exploration. In: 1952. A Half Century of
Philippine Agriculture. Manila, Philippines: Liwayway
Publishing. xix + 463 p. See p. 154-69, especially p. 15758. Published for the Bureau of Agriculture Golden Jubilee
Committee by Graphic House. [18* ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Only a few species of our cultivated plants are
indigenous to this country... Plant introduction work in the
Philippines was started as far back as the Spanish regime...
Between 1521 and 1815 approximately 200 species of
economic plants of American origin were introduced into the
Philippines.” Plant introduction became a major project of
the Bureau of Agriculture after it was established in 1902. Its
first chief, F. Lamson-Scribner, laid the basic foundation for
the introduction and exploration work.
Direct introduction of hybrid strains, such as soybeans,
has saved much time compared to “the development
of native varieties by the processes of selection and
hybridization. For instance, it must have taken its American
breeders from 7 to 12 crop seasons to produce the hybrid
strain of soybean, Mis 28 EB strain 3910. When tested here
for 2 or 3 crop seasons, it proved to be a very suitable variety
of soybean for commercial growing in the Philippines.”
The section titled “Vegetable Crops” notes: “In general,
the introduction of vegetable crops has been very successful.
Practically all the vegetable crops grown commercially
here [including soybeans]... are the products of plant
introduction work... Of the soybean, Glycine max, we are
now commercially growing introduced varieties and strains
both suitable for the rainy and dry season culture. Of over a
hundred varieties and strains introduced from China, Japan,
U.S., Hawaii and India, only few have been selected as the
most adapted to certain regions of the islands. The most
successful introductions recommended for commercial
planting are: Mis 33 Dixi, Head Green and Mis 28 EB Strain
3910, all adapted to rainy and dry season cultures, and
Yellow Biloxi hybrid, only adapted to rainy season culture.
They gave yields of from 15 to 25 cavans of seeds per
hectare” Note: 1 cavan, a unit of weight in the Philippines
= 44 kg or 50 kg. Thus, 15 to 25 cavans/ha = 0.66 to 1.25
tonnes/ha.
“Unfortunately, our detailed Plant Introduction records
of the past years were practically all destroyed or lost during
the last World War operations, so it has been quite difficult to
reconstruct them from memory or from whatever literature
the authors were able to ransack within the short time
available.”
On page 398 is an ad for Cenvoco Vegetable Lard, made

by the Central Vegetable Oil Manufacturing Co. of Manila.
This shortening was probably made from coconut oil rather
than soy oil.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2012) that uses the term “Vegetable Lard” to refer
to vegetable shortening.
Note 2. This book was written by men of the Philippine
Bureau of Agriculture and its successors, the Bureau of
Plant Industry, the Bureau of Animal Industry, and the Fiber
Inspection Service. Address: Bureau of Plant Industry.
512. Nichols, Nell Beaubien. 1952. Good home cooking
across the U.S.A.: A source book of American foods. Ames,
Iowa: Iowa State College Press. 560 p. Illust. by Ray Irwin.
Index. 22 cm. [79* ref]
• Summary: The recipes are arranged by region of the USA.
The Southwest: Mulligan stew, Arizona style (p. 275,
with soy sauce–a reminder of the Chinese cooks in the cow
and mining camps. They also used soy sauce to season
Spaghetti chop suey).
The Great Lakes: Broccoli, cauliflower and cabbage
seasoned with butter and cheese (p. 324. “Women sometimes
send a cruet of soy sauce or vinegar to the table with them”).
The Farm Belt: Illinois soy chili (p. 384, with 3 cups
cooked soy beans). Illinois baked beans (p. 391, with 3 cups
cooked soy beans and 2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce).
The Pacific Northwest: Barbecued crab (p. 457, with soy
sauce and Worcestershire sauce).
California: Fried rice Chinese style (p. 494, with
soy sauce). “Californians appreciate seasonings–not as a
substitute for good cooking, which they consider basic, but
to give a dish distinction. For instance, they borrow from the
centuries of experience of Chinese epicures and keep soy
sauce on the kitchen shelf. With it they baste chicken, turkey,
lamb, pork, and veal during roasting; they say it encourages
beautiful, rich browning and oozes fine, subtle flavor” (p.
505).
The Hawaiian Islands: Teriyaki steak (p. 533-34.
Ingredients: 3 pounds beef, ½ cup soy sauce, 2 tablespoons
sugar, 1 clove garlic, 1 small piece ginger root, crushed).
Hawaiian barbecues and beach picnics are much like
those of California. “The sauces for basting meats as they
broil reveal one difference. They contain more soy sauce and
frequently a seasoning of curry powder” (p. 538).
Note: Worcestershire sauce is used in more than 25
recipes in this book. Address: Topeka, Kansas.
513. Church, Ruth Ellen. 1953. Soy sauce is a necessity for
most Oriental foods. Chicago Daily Tribune. April 10. p. A1.
• Summary: “Ten years ago [during World War II] there
was a rather intensive campaign among people interested in
improving the state of nutrition of all Americans to promote
the use of soybeans in the human diet. The campaign, for
the most part, was a big flop. Admittedly, soy beans are
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nutritious as all get out; but nobody likes them.
“One of the few forms in which soybeans are acceptable
on the American table is in soy sauce, which is a staple in
oriental cooking. Most of us dote on chop suey and other
Chinese [or pseudo-Chinese] dishes, and chop suey without
soy sauce isn’t worth the rice it’s served upon.
“Soy sauce is the salt of a Chinese meal.” A recipe,
given in Far Eastern Cookery, by Elinor Burt, is summarized
here.
“Soy sauce is an ingredient in most of the brown
seasoning sauces we use in cookery, and is the essential
sauce for worcestershire sauce.”
A recipe for “Eggs foo yung” is given. It was submitted
by a Japanese from the Island of Maui [Hawaiian Islands],
first published in the Mary Meade column in 1949, and
is enjoyed by both Japanese and Chinese; it calls for “2
teaspoons soy sauce.” Cartoons show: (1) Black soy beans, a
soybean plant, a Chinese person with a conical hat carrying
baskets at each end of a shoulder pole, and a Chinese
pagoda. (2) Five Chinamen, each with a pigtail, Chinesestyle hat, and elevated wooden shoes, each carrying a bowl
of steaming rice.

“Sometimes you’ll hear soya called ‘shoyu.’ Maybe
you’ll hear ‘soy sauce.’ This will most likely come from the
coast haoles who see it written that way on labels in various
Mainland cities.”
“The soybean has been around for a long time. At least
since antiquity. And almost every week a new use is found
for it. So you multiply the number of weeks since antiquity,
and that’s a lot of uses. Do you like tofu, for instance?
Wonderful in sukiyaki, yeh? Just plain old soy bean curds.
And how about miso soup, Mostly made from a soy bean
paste... and water, Good for you, too. High in protein.
“I seem to remember way long ago when soya steaks
were very popular. But now we have soya burgers. But it’s
still all in good taste.”

514. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1953. Kamaaina
Kitchen. July 26. p. 50.
• Summary: Anyone who has visited Japan has probably
heard the words miso-shiru, sashimi, tempura and sushi.
Some people would probably like to prepare this dishes for
themselves. The Akabori cooking school in Japan is a good
place to learn. Located at 91 Omote-machi, Bunkyo-ku,
Tokyo, near the Denzuin temple, its classes began 3 years
ago and it now has 20 graduates.
One of the dishes you will learn is Wan (sui-mono):
Clear soup with tofu (bean curd).

518. Loring, Patricia. 1953. Hawaii has varied food for
visitors. Chicago Daily Tribune. Nov. 29. p. F7.
• Summary: “Japanese food, for me, was the most difficult
to manage. Miso soup (made from soybeans), kidney beans,
and cabbage for appetizers were edible. Beef tofu, kamaboko
(fish cake), miso yaki [fish coated with miso, then broiled]
were all questionable.”

515. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1953. Island cooks
lucky with wide vegetable variety. Oct. 5. p. 16.
• Summary: A tour through the Kapiolani Super Market,
now observing its 6th anniversary, will show you the great
diversity.
Another display to pique the curiosity is bags of tofu
(bean curd) that tastes like a mild cottage cheese and makes a
nice addition to soup and meat dishes.
Deep fat fried tofu is also sold, two pieces in a
cellophane bag.
516. Pitchford, Genie. 1953. Today’s pitch: a most esculent
vegetable. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Oct. 15. p.
30.
• Summary: A good answer is the soy bean. It almost
caused a war once. Remember all that trouble around 1931
in Manchuria between Japan and China? It was soybean
trouble. The soybean is as important to the Orient as steel
and wheat are to the USA.

517. Fern, Stewart. 1953. Hawaii offers summer’s sun
without heat: Tribune travelers’ guide. Chicago Daily
Tribune. Oct. 25. p. G7.
• Summary: “Eating costs about the same as at home. Even
budget meals are interesting when vegetables are strange,
crisp oriental varieties, the fruit is fresh, and the entree is
mahimahi, teriyaki beef, or Hawaiian laulau.”

519. Branthoover, Barbara; Sekiguchi, Nao. 1953. The effect
of three cooking methods on the thiamine, riboflavin, and
niacin content of green soybeans. J. of Home Economics
45(10):733-35. Dec. [3 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans in the green bean stage have been
recommended to homemakers for use as a vegetable because
they add variety and are rich in nutrients. Green soybeans
contain a higher percentage of protein (12.5%) and fat
(6.5%) than most other fresh vegetables. They are also good
sources of calcium (0.079%), iron (0.003%), and phosphorus
(0.265%).
Two soybean varieties, Sac and Rokusun A, were grown
on the University of Hawaii Farm. Of the three cooking
methods tested, the vitamin content was best retained when
the beans in pods were parboiled for 5 minutes to facilitate
shelling, then shelled and cooked in a small amount of water
until done; the cooking water was then utilized. Address:
Junior nutritionists in the foods and nutrition dep. of the
Agric. Exp. Station at the Univ. of Hawaii.
520. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Fujii (Tadao) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2851a East Manoa Road,
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Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1953.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1953. Tadao Fujii Tofu. 2851a East Manoa Rd., Honolulu.
521. Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture. 1953-. Serial/
periodical. Honolulu, Hawaii: Cooperative Extension Work
in Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Hawaii.
Frequency: Annual. *
• Summary: Notes: Issued by: (1) Cooperative Extension
Work in Agriculture and Home Economics, University of
Hawaii, 1953-1954; (2) and by: Hawaii Cooperative Crop
and Livestock Reporting Service, 1955-1960; (3) and by:
Hawaii Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, 19611975; (4) and by: Hawaii Agricultural Reporting Service,
1976-<1982>; (5) and by: Hawaii Agricultural Statistics
Service, <1988->; and by: (6) Hawaii Dept. of Agriculture,
Agricultural Development Division, <2003 on>. Address:
Honolulu, Hawaii.
522. Times Super Market. 1954. See our new Times Super
produce department (Ad). Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii).
Jan. 11. p. 15.
• Summary: Among the companies offering
“Congratulations” to the Super Market is “Aloha Tofu
Factory.” Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
523. Krauss, Bob. 1954. In one ear. Honolulu Advertiser
(The) (Hawaii). Jan. 20. p. 13.
• Summary: The Aloha Tofu Factory is at 802 Dillingham
Blvd., Honolulu. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
524. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1954. Fire captain
at central is chief cook for crew: he can whip up anything.
Feb. 21. p. 15.
• Summary: “The 21 firemen of No. 1 company at central
station, Honolulu, don’t miss home cooking very much
because their immediate boss, Captain David S. Harris, is an
expert in preparing delectable dishes.”
“For a Japanese meal they like his pork tofu (bean curd)
with sashimi (raw fish) and tako miso (squid with miso,
vinegar and sugar).”
525. Dodd, Verna L. 1954. Green soybeans. Hawaii
Agricultural College, Extension Service, Home Economics
Circular No. 277. 4 p. July. Summarized in Soybean Digest,
July 1955, p. 27. [3 ref]
• Summary: Green soybeans may be used cooked directly
from the shell, directly from the vegetable garden, or from
the home freezer. Recipes are given for: Green soybean soup.
Green soybean salad. Buttered green soybeans and corn.
Buttered green soybeans and carrots. Green soybeans au
gratin. Green soybeans in tomato sauce. Green soybeans and
rice. Buttered soybeans in squash nets. Address: Specialist in

Foods and Nutrition.
526. Olival, Thelma B. 1954. A good male cooks shares
some of his favorite Japanese recipes. Hawaii TribuneHerald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). Nov. 4. p. 11.
• Summary: Includes recipes for “Satsuma Jiru” with miso,
and “Fish and Tofu Soup ‘Chili’” with “1 tofu (bean curd).”
527. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Hawaii). 1954. Help
wanted, female (Ad). Nov. 6. p. 5.
• Summary: “For factory work. Japanese pref. [preferred].
Apply in person 725 Kilauea Ave. Hori Tofu Factory.”
528. Star Super Market. 1954. Don’t miss our Grand
Opening (Ad). Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Dec. 2.
p. 16.
• Summary: On this full-page ad, “Green Mill Tofu” is
mentioned.
529. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Better Food Factory. Formerly
Richard M. Higa Tofu. Renamed Better Food Tofu Factory
by 1969.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1337 N. King, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii. Phone: 808-841-8616.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1954. Better Food Factory (Richard M. Higa, owner; tofu
manufacturers). Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1969. p.
16. Better Food Tofu Factory, 727 Bannister St., Honolulu,
HI 96819. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p.
313. Phone is 841-8616.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Better Food Tofu
Factory, 727 Bannister St., Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii 96819.
Phone: 808-841-8616. Owner: Richard Higa.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22.
530. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hanato (Tamao) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kealakekua (Hanalo), Kona,
Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Island Directory. 1954. Tamao Hanato Tofu (Tamao Hanato,
proprietor). Kealakekue, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1957.
Note, does this later become the Hanao or Hanato Tofu
Factory in Honalo, Island of Hawaii. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. T. Hanato Tofu
Factory. P.O. Box 23, Kealakekua-Kona, Hawaii. Phone:
237183. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1969. p. 17. T.
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Hanato Tofu Factory, Kealkekua, Island of Hawaii.
Talk with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Oct. 27. On the Big
Island he visited a Japanese-run tofu shop that has been there
for 30-40 years. A relative of the owner located across the
street is Mrs. Tashima of Tashima’s Restaurant (Phone: 808322-9140). Most of the tofu is sold locally.
Talk with Tashima’s. 1989. Oct. 28. The shop is called
Hanato Tofu Shop. It is owned by Mrs. Tashima’s brother,
but run by his son and daughter (Tamayo). The phone is 3229932 or 322-2422.
531. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Higa (Shigeru) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hawi, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Island Directory. 1954. Shigeru Higa Tofu (Shigeru Higa,
proprietor). Hawi, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1960.
532. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hoori (Sawanori) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 725 Kilauea Ave., Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Island Directory. 1954. Sawanori Hori Tofu (Sawanori Hori,
proprietor). 725 Kilauea Ave., Hilo, Island of Hawaii. 1957
Directory. Changed to Hori’s Tofu Factory. Address same.
Not listed 1960.
533. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kozaa Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2471 South King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1954. Kozaa Tofu Factory (Ryoson Kuba, proprietor). 2471
S King, Honolulu. Not listed 1955.
534. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oshiro (Yoshiichi) Tofu. Later
Oshiro Tofuya and Oshiro Tofu Factory, 1962.
Manufacturer’s Address: 391 Kilauea Ave., Hilo, Island of
Hawaii. Phone: 808-935-6973.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1954. Yoshiichi Oshiro Tofu (Yoshiichi Oshiro,
proprietor). 391 Kilauea Ave., Hilo. Not listed 1954. 1962
Directory. Listed as Oshiro Tofu Factory. Address same. Not
listed 1965. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers: Tofu (bean
curd). 1964. Oshiro Tofuya, 391 Kilauea Ave., Hilo, Hawaii.
Phone: 45181. Letter from Lorraine L. Oda. 1984. Aug. 7.
Says company is now Oshiro Tofu Products, Inc. at 738
Kinoole St., Hilo, HI 96720.

535. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Takeguchi (Yasuo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Holualoa, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1954. Yasuo Takeguchi Tofu (Yasuo Takeguchi,
proprietor). Holualoa, Island of Hawaii. 1957 Directory.
Changed to Takeguchi Tofu Factory. Address same. 1960
Directory. Listed as Tageguchi Tofu Factory. 1962 Directory.
Listed as Takeguchi Tofu Factory. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Takeguchi Tofu
Factory, P.O. Box 21, Holualoa-Kona, Hawaii. Phone:
242611. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1969. p. 19.
Takeguchi Tofu Factory. Holualoa, Island of Hawaii. “Tofu
products.”
536. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ueda (Hakaru) Tofu. Renamed
Ueda Tofu Factory, 1960.
Manufacturer’s Address: 39 Kapena Lane, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1954.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Island Directory. 1954. Hakaru Ueda Tofu (Hakaru Ueda,
proprietor). 39 Kapena Ln., Hilo, Island of Hawaii. Not listed
1957. 1960 Directory. Changed to Ueda Tofu Factory, 29
Kapena Ln., Hilo, Island of Hawaii. Not listed 1962.
537. Kay, Tutu. 1954. Wiki wiki kau kau. Honolulu, Hawaii:
Watkins Printery, Ltd. 77 + [2] p. Illust. 22 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Cover text: “Quick cooking recipes from
Hawaii.” Contains a glossary of Hawaiian words, a brief
history and: “How to have a luau, make a lei, sew a muumuu,
speak Hawaiian, and entertain simply.”
Soy-related recipes: Meat sticks (with “shoyu sauce,”
p. 15). Deviled macadamia nuts (with Worcestershire sauce,
p. 19). Lorie Bachran’s spareribs, a la apricot (with shoyu,
p. 22). Taylor Mercer’s filet de boeuf flambe (with “shoyu
sauce,” p. 23). Suggested dinner menus: Japanese miso
soup and sukiyaki (p. 24). Abalone with cucumber (and
shoyu, p. 25). Meat sticks (with “Soy Sauce,” p. 26). Hot
buttered abalone (with shoyu, p. 27). Note: Many other
meat, poultry and fish dishes are also seasoned with shoyu or
Worcestershire sauce.
Sukiyaki (with tofu and shoyu, p. 54). Address:
[Hawaii].
538. Honolulu Gas Company (The). 1955. Free cooking
demonstration. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). June 7.
p. 9.
• Summary: “June jewels–Some coooooooool ideas for
summer meals.
“Tofu Tempura (Deep-fried Bean Curd).”
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“Come one–come all! To our Sky Lanai 10 A.M. today.”
Address: 1060 Bishop St., Honolulu.
539. Meade, Mary. 1955. Consul general’s wife gives us
Japanese recipes. Chicago Daily Tribune. Oct. 21. p. B1.
• Summary: Here is Mrs. Okuma’s recipe. “Teriyaki (Six
servings): 1 2½ pound frying chicken. ½ cup soy sauce. ½
cup sake. ½ teaspoon sugar. 1 teaspoon ginger juice (or 1
minced clove garlic). ¼ teaspoon aji-no-moto (monosodium
glutamate).
Soak pieces of chicken for 1½ hours in a mixture of
the other ingredients. Place in a baking pan and bake at 350
degrees [F.] for 45 minutes, Turn pieces several times and
baste with sauce in which chicken was soaked. Serve with
relishes: pickled horseradish, white onions, and cucumbers.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2006) that uses chicken or poultry as the main
ingredient in a teriyaki recipe. It is also the earliest that calls
for baking (rather than broiling) the ingredients.
540. Times Super Market. 1955. From the staff and
management–To all of our customers and friends. A happy
and prosperous New Year (Ad). Honolulu Advertiser (The)
(Hawaii). Dec. 28. p. 11.
• Summary: “Shoyu–Fuji gallon–$1.99”
“Aloha Shoyu–gallon–$1.69”
“Miso (soy bean paste)–2 lbs. Maru Fuku–49¢”
541. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aala Tofu Factory. Formerly
(1942) Shoan Yamauchi Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 981 Iwilei Road, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 808-845-0221.
Date of Introduction: 1955.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1955. Aala Tofu Factory (Shojin Yamauchi, proprietor).
981 Iwilei Rd., Honolulu [Hawaii]. 1966/67 through 1970
Directories. Exact same listing, but no proprietor or phone
given.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Aala Tofu Factory, 513
Kaaahi St., Honolulu, Oahu, HI 96817. Owner: Mr. Shojin
Yamauchi.
By 1981/01, they have become the Aala Tofu Co. at
961 Kaaahi St., Honolulu, HI 96817. Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22.
542. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Rural Food Products. Formerly
Haruo Honda Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 117 Mango St., Wahiawa, Oahu,
Hawaii. Phone: 808-621-5603.

Date of Introduction: 1955.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1955. Rural Food Products (Haruo Honda, proprietor).
117 Mango, Wahiawa, Honolulu. Not listed 1956. 1957
Directory. Honda Rural Food Products (Eizo and Haruo
Honda; tofu manufacturers). 1958-59 Directory. Rural Food
Products (Haruo Honda, proprietor). City Directory 196667. Rural Food Products, 117 Mango, Wahiawa. No listing
in 1968-70 Directories. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers.
1969. p. 18. Rural Food Products, 117 Mango St., Wahiawa,
Oahu, Hawaii 96786. They make tofu, aburage, and
konnyaku. By 1975 it has become Rural Food Products, Inc.,
117 Mango St., Wahiawa, HI 96786. Shurtleff & Aoyagi.
1975. The Book of Tofu. p. 314.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Owner: Mr. Haruo
Honda.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22. Owner: Mr. Haruo Honda.
543. Kaikoku Hyakunen Kinen Bunka Jigyo-kai (Cultural
Enterprise Assoc. for the 100th Anniversary of the Opening
of Japan in the Meiji Era). 1955. Nihon bunka kôshô-shi
[History of Japanese Cultural Negotiations]. Japan: Yoyosha. See vol. 5. Iju-hen (Immigration section), p. 409. [Jap]*
• Summary: Repeats the information from Morita 1915
about Haruhachi Shimada being the first to brew shoyu in
Hawaii.
544. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1956. Honolulu
Gas Company class. July 19. p. 20.
• Summary: “Tofu, or soy bean curd, that popular Japanese
food with high protein content is commonly eaten in Hawaii
not only by the Japanese but by Islanders of all racial
groups. In appearance it is white cheese-like 3x4-inch cake
manufactured from soybeans. To keep tofu from breaking
apart and from fermenting, the cakes are placed in cans or
plastic bags filled with water, Tofu is prepared every day and
can be purchased in most stores. Since tofu cannot be kept
fresh without refrigeration for more than a day, it is usually
consumed on the day of purchase. It can be eaten in the fresh
state with shoyu, be used in soup, or cooked with meat, fish,
or vegetables in a variety of dishes.
“Shira ae (Vegetables with Tofu Sauce) is a dish using
the tofu that will be demonstrated at the cooking classes at
the Honolulu Gas Company this month...”
545. Alvarez, Walter C. 1956. Dr. Alvarez says: Money to
educate scientists big need. Los Angeles Times. Nov. 11. p.
C2.
• Summary: The section titled “Diet clue to cause of heart
disease” notes that in the past 25 years there has been a
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major increase in the incidence of fatal heart attacks in
Hawaii. Autopsies indicate that as Hawaiians have become
more affluent, their consumption of butter, cream, eggs and
milk has increased significantly.
In Japan, the village of Narusawa, at the foot of Mt. Fuji,
had the lowest rejection rate for conscripts [into the Japanese
military]. “These villagers lived largely on soybean soup”
[probably miso soup].
The inhabitants of another village, Mukojima, have the
greatest longevity of any village in Japan. Some 8.4% of the
population are over 70 years of age. These villagers eat a diet
that is very low in fat. It consists mainly of noodles made
of sweet potatoes, wheat dumplings, “dried sweet potatoes,
and azuki beans; also small fish and seaweed, carrots and
pumpkins.” Address: Emeritus Consultant in Medicine,
Mayo Clinic.
546. Los Angeles Times. 1956. Diet clue to cause of heart
disease. Nov. 11. p. C2.
• Summary: In the last 25 years in Hawaii, there has been
a large increase in the incidence of fatal heart attacks. After
studying the hearts of persons who have come to autopsy,
Dr. Nils P. Larsen of Honolulu suspects that this is because
Hawaiians, whose income has risen significantly during this
time, have been consuming much more “butter, cream, eggs,
and milk” than before.
In Japan, the village of Narusawa, at the foot of Mt. Fuji,
had the lowest rate of rejection of military conscripts during
World War II; the villagers there lived largely on “soybean
soup.” Note: Probably miso soup.
In Mukojima, another village, the people have the
greatest longevity of any village in Japan. About 8.4% of the
population are over 70 years of age. The diet of Mukojima,
which is described, includes noodles made from sweet
potatoes, azuki beans, small fish, seaweed, carrots, and
pumpkins.
547. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Chong Tofu Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 3220 Waialae Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1956.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1956. Chong Tofu Manufacturing Co. 3220 Waialae Ave.,
Honolulu. 1957 Directory. Now listed as Chong’s Tofu (K.C.
Chong, proprietor), same address.
548. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Maili Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 87-364 Farrington Highway,
Maili, Honolulu.
Date of Introduction: 1956.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1956. Maili Tofu Factory (Gilbert Y. Uyehara, proprietor).

87-364 Farrington Highway, Maili, Honolulu. 1958-59
Directory. Name changed to Maile Tofu-Ya. 1960 Directory.
Name changed to Maile Grocery. Address same.
549. Chen, Philip S.; Chen, Helen D. 1956. Tables
(Document part). In: P.S. Chen and H.D. Chen. 1956.
Soybeans for Health, Longevity, and Economy. South
Lancaster, Massachusetts: The Chemical Elements. 241 p.
[24 ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Soybean production in the
United States, 1924-1958 (p. 2). (2) Essential amino acid
content of some foods (calculated as percent of amino acid in
sample). Foods include: Extracted soybean oil meal, whole
milk, whole eggs, beef loin, patent wheat flour (p. 8). (3)
Protein efficiency of a number of proteins (incl. whole milk
2.9, cottonseed flour 2.0, peanuts 1.9, soybean flour 1.8,
casein 1.7, patent flour 1.00) (p. 11). (4) Biological value of
food proteins for human adults (incl. whole eggs 78, milk 74,
meat 72, soy flour 65, peanut flour 42, white flour 41) (p. 11).
(5) Supplemental values of soy flour and milk for wheat flour
(p. 12). (6) Nutritional quality of soy flour and milk solids
in bread (p. 13). (7) Fat content of several common foods
(p. 16). (7A) Chemical composition of vegetable oils (in per
cent) (p. 18). (8) Carbohydrate content of soybeans (Street
& Bailey) (p. 21). (9) Caloric values of various cereals and
legumes (p. 22). (10) Mineral content of soybeans (p. 25).
(11) Calcium, phosphorus and iron content of soybeans (p.
26). (12) Availability of iron in different foods (p. 27). (13)
Availability of iron in several Hawaiian foods (p. 28). (14)
Alkalinity of various foods (p. 29). (15) Vitamin content of
soybeans and soybean oil meal (p. 32). (16) The vitamin
B-1 content of some common foods (milligrams per 100
grams) (p. 34). (17) The vitamin B-complex content of soy
flour as compared with wheat flour (per 100 grams of flour)
(p. 35). (18) Choline content (dry weight basis) (p. 37). (19)
Production of fats and oil in the United States in 1953 (p. 67;
soybean oil is the leader at 2,650 million lb). (20) Physical
and chemical characteristics of soybean oil (p. 68). (21)
Chemical composition of soybean oil (p. 69). (22) Protein
concentrates used for feed in the United States, 1954-1955
preliminary (p. 83). (23) Correlation of volume of loaf and
urease content of soy flour used in making bread (p. 86).
(24) Analysis of nutritive elements (p. 92). (25) Soy flour
standards (p. 94). (26) The growth-promoting values of the
proteins of soybean flour, peanut flour, and cottonseed flour
and their values as supplements to the proteins of patent
wheat flour (p. 99). (27) Composition of soy milk and cow’s
milk (p. 103). (28) Some precipitating agents for soy milk
(p. 107). (29) Composition of soybean curd (p. 109). (30)
Composition of soy bean sprouts vs. mung bean sprouts
(p. 122). (31) Eleven varieties of edible soybeans (p. 130).
Address: 1. Prof. of Chemistry, Atlantic Union College,
South Lancaster, Massachusetts; 2. National Science
Foundation Fellow, Cornell Univ.
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550. Fukai, Yoshibei / Kichibei. 1956. Shôyu dokuhon [The
shoyu reading book]. Tokyo: Ariake Shobo. 128 p. [Jap]
• Summary: The section on shoyu exports from Japan notes
that on 25 April 1868, 153 Japanese emigrated to Hawaii on
the ship Scioto (called Shiotto-go, Scioto-go, or Saioto-go
in Japanese). They took with them several hundred kegs of
miso and shoyu, marking the beginning of large scale exports
of these products from Japan. In 1879 Mr. Komoto started to
sell shoyu under the Kikkoman shoyu brand in California.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybean products (miso and shoyu) in Hawaii (1868);
soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date.
551. Hui Manaolana. 1956. Japanese foods: (Tested recipes).
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii: Hui Manaolana. 118 p. Illust.
(some colored). Index. 24 cm.

• Summary: See next two pages. This 1956 edition is quite
similar to the original 1951 edition: The text, recipes, and
glossary are exactly the same and on the same pages. The
ads on the following pages are the same: 23 (AmericanHawaiian Soy Company), 39 (Fuji Masamune and Kinpyo
Masamune), 40 (Kikkoman, but a different ad for Kikkoman
Soy Sauce), 44 (Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co., Ltd.,
same ad for Diamond Shoyu), 62 (Kanai Nissei Shokwai).
The differences are few and superficial: (1) The title page
and copyright page both mention “International Institute
Y.W.C.A.” The Hui Manaolana was formerly named Niji-

no-Kai and was formerly affiliated with the International
Institute of the Y.W.C.A. (2) The color photos are different
and of better quality reproduction. (3) Many of the ads are
different (e.g., p. 6, 8, 10, 16, etc.); the 1956 edition has more
soy-related ads. (4) The back matter (from p. 98 to the end)
is quite different. The 1956 edition has fewer ads after p. 98.
In the 1956 edition, the ads end on p. 100 and the index starts
on p. 101. But in the 1951 edition, the ads end on p. 110 and
the index starts on p. 113. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
552. King Shoyu Co., Ltd. 1956. The king of barbecue
sauces: Broil King (Ad). In: Hui Manaolana. 1956. Japanese
Foods: (Tested recipes). Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii: Hui
Manaolana. 118 p. See p. 50.
• Summary: “Ready-mixed, richly-flavored, rightly blended.
Save time, labor, money and a host of ingredients. Give
Broil King a try. Best by test, East or West.” An illustration
shows a bottle of Broil King Barbecue
Sauce. Next to it is a recipe for
Barbecued meat with Teriyaki sauce–
with an “X” drawn through it–since
it is unnecessary when you have
broil king. The recipe for Teriyaki
sauce (legible beneath the “X” is):
½ cup shoyu, 1 tablespoon sake, 3
tablespoons sugar, 1 teaspoon ginger
(grated), 1 clove garlic (grated).
Mix well. Address: 1215 Kona St.,
Honolulu, Hawaii. Phone: 66744.
553. Noda Shoyu Co., Ltd. 1956.
KikkoMan: the world’s finest soy
sauce! (Ad). In: Hui Manaolana.
1956. Japanese Foods: (Tested
recipes). Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii:
Hui Manaolana. 118 p. See p. 40.
• Summary: See page after next.
“Prepare barbecues, hamburger, chop
suey and other dishes the KikkoMan way. You will find it the secret
to better flavoring. Surely a bottle of
Kikko-Man is an asset which should
grace every housewife’s kitchen
shelf–illustrated recipe booklets tell you all about it. Write
for a copy.” Below the KikkoMan logo inside a hexagon
is written: “Since 1630.” A photo shows a large can of
KikkoMan Shoyu. Line drawings (illustrations) show various
world-famous buildings.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2011) linking the date “1630” with Kikkoman.
Previous publications had later dates. Address: 11, 3-chome,
Koamicho, Nihonbashi, Tokyo, Japan.
554. Sia, Mary Li (Mrs. Richard H.P. Sia). 1956. Mary Sia’s
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and peas (p. 102). Red
roast pork and taofu
(p. 102). Roast pork
and taofu (p. 103).
Bean sprouts [type not
specified] and dried
taofu (with pressed
tofu = doufu-gan, p.
110). Monk’s food
(with red bean curd =
red fermented tofu, p.
113) Stuffed taofu (p.
130).
Note 1. This is
the earliest Englishlanguage document
seen (April 2013) that
uses the word “taofu” to refer to tofu.
Note 2. An almost identical edition of this book was
published in 1959 by the same publisher. The recipe for
black beans (p. 48) cited above also appears on page 48 of
the 1959 edition.
555. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1957.
Big island small industry–candy-confections. Jan. 22. p. 8.
• Summary: “Rice cakes (sen-bei) which may be flat or
curled or folded into fancy shapes are for general use for
nibbling or with tea. They come in a wide variety–ginger,
seaweed, miso, coconut, modern lilikoi and many others.”
556. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1957. Chinese dish.
Feb. 28. p. 32, col. 2.
• Summary: “Stuffed bean curd is easy to prepare and
delicious to taste! A bit of shrimp. pork, green onion and
seasonings, tucked into a square of tofu, makes a tempting
morsel.”
“Attend the cooking class at the Honolulu Gas Company
on Tuesday at 10 a.m. and learn how.”

Chinese cookbook. Honolulu, Hawaii: University of Hawaii
Press. 148 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [Eng; chi]
• Summary: A recipe (p. 48) for “Steamed fish with black
beans” calls for “1 T. [tablespoon] preserved Chinese
black beans, 1 tablespoon chopped ginger, 1 button garlic,
crushed.”
In this edition, tofu is called “taofu” instead of “bean
curd” as in previous editions. There is paragraph about taofu
(p. 21-22). Other soy related recipes: Taofu and shrimp eggs
(p. 30). Oxtail Soup (with black beans, p. 36). Taofu, egg and
chicken blood (p. 38). Taofu and pork soup (p. 38). Turnip
and taofu soup (p. 39). Prawns and taofu (p. 55). Pork and
red bean curd (red fermented tofu, p. 98). Pork hash, taofu

557. Taylor, Clarice B. 1957. Tales about Hawaii. Chinese
lore: The seller of tofu. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii).
April 10. p. 40, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: “Chieh-liang was born A.D. 162 in the province
of Shansi. He is more commonly known as Chang Sheng or
Shou Chang, both names which mean ‘old age.’
“His parents were poor people and so Chang Sheng
became a peddler of tofu (bean curd) to earn a living.
“However he had a good mind and studied the classics
when not working.
“His constant study annoyed his family and he was
punished as a lazy youth.
“He fled from home after such a punishment and began
a life of adventure.
“His first good deed was done at that time...”
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558. Shurtleff, William. 1957. Journal
of trip the Hawaiian Islands. 2 vols.
Lafayette, California. Unpublished
manuscript.
• Summary: April 22. Fly to Maui
(Hana) where we enjoy a delicious shish
kebab dinner (thin slices of marinated
and grilled, skewered beef) outdoors.
I learn a teriyaki sauce recipe (the first
recipe I’ve ever learned for anything)
from the chef: 1 cup soy sauce, 4
tablespoons oil, 1½ tablespoons sugar, 1
tablespoon vinegar, 1 pinch each ginger
and garlic.
Note 1. For many years afterward,
Shurtleff prepared this recipe for teriyaki
sauce and used it at barbecues for family
and friends.
Note 2. This is the earliest document
seen (June 2019) that mentions William
Shurtleff in connection with any soy product.
Note 3. Members of the trip were (1) Florence Hay
Reinhardt (Shurtleff’s maternal grandmother), (2) Katharine
Howard (Florence’s close friend), (3) Joanne Glass
(Catherine’s granddaughter and a long-time close friend
of both William Shurtleff and Florence Reinhardt), and (4)
William Shurtleff. The trip lasted from April 12 to April 25,
spring break for Joanne and William, who were both juniors
in high school and age 15. Address: Lafayette, California
94549.

559. Food Fair Super Market. 1957. Oriental foods (Ad).
Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). July 18. p.
8.
• Summary: “Peace sushi nori–49¢.
“Peace kampyo–4/43¢.
“Shiitake–2 oz. pkg. 59¢.
“Tee Brand edamame–31¢.”
Note: This same ad appeared on 1 Dec. 1958 (p. 6).
560. Brown, Seletha. 1957. Hawaiian luau brings East and
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West together in foods. Christian Science Monitor. Aug. 15.
p. 10.
• Summary: Honolulu, Hawaii–”Terruyaki [teriyaki] steak is
an island favorite [but no recipe is given]. “Japanese Hekka
soon becomes as commonplace to the Haole (Caucasian)
table as hot dogs and mustard. A recipe for “Meat Hekka”
includes: “1 cup diced soy curd (Tofu), optional... ¼ cup soy
sauce.” “Add the rest of the vegetables in individual piles
and mix the Tofu with the meat.”

probably becomes the Hanato Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: Honalo, Island of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1957.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1957. Hanao Tofu Factory. Honalo, Island of
Hawaii. 1964 Directory. Not listed, but there is the Hanato
Tofu Factory in Honalo, which was active as of 1967.
Note, is this all a continuation of Tamao Hanao Tofu of
Kealakekua, Island of Hawaii, or a separate company?

561. Walley, Ersel. 1957. Soybeans around the world.
It would take 400 million bushels of soybeans to meet
minimum needs of babies and growing children alone in the
Orient. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30-32.
• Summary: The author made a world tour studying
soybeans, including visits to Hawaii, Japan and other parts
of Asia, and Italy. He studied production of soy milk in
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Bangkok (Thailand). In Taiwan
he visited a soya milk plant which was established “by our
good friend and American Soybean Association pioneer, Dr.
H.W. Miller. In Hong Kong, the ‘peek hole’ and gap in the
Bamboo Curtain, we found many small soya food producers
and no doubt the largest and most successful soya milk plant
to be found anywhere [Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co.
Ltd., makers of Vitasoy].” Hong Kong is the place where
competition between soybeans from Red China and the USA
is said to meet head-on. “May I voice my conclusion that
Red China needs in its domestic economy more soybeans
than it can possibly produce.
“A trip to southeastern and south Asia included good
and sufficient visits to Thailand (Siam), Burma, India, and
Pakistan. Of these countries, Pakistan is the only one that has
soybean production of mention and here the total production
is less than 1 million bushels per year.”
A photo shows Walley. Address: Part president and
chairman of Market Development Committee, American
Soybean Assoc.

564. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Higa Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 829 Kialuea, Kahului, Maui.
Date of Introduction: 1957.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1957. Higa Tofu Factory. 829 Kialuea, Kahului,
Maui. Not listed 1966. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers:
Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Higa Tofu Factory, Kahului, Maui.
Phone: 728441.

562. Product Name: Aburage (Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches).
Manufacturer’s Name: Green Mill Food manufacturing
Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 914 Coolidge St., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 992-370.
Date of Introduction: 1957.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: 1957 Honolulu City
Directory. Green Mill Food Manufacturing, Ltd. (Kaiso
Yasuda, President). Tofu, aburage, konnyaku. 914 Coolidge,
Honolulu, HI 96814. Phone 992-370. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Green Mill Food
Manufacturing Co. Same address and phone.

567. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kishimoto Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: Waiehu, Maui.
Date of Introduction: 1957.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1957. Kishimoto Tofu Factory. Waiehu, Maui. Not
listed 1964.

563. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hanao Tofu Factory. In 1964

565. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kameya Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 282 Momi Lane, Wailuku, Maui.
Date of Introduction: 1957.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Island Directory. 1957. Kameya Tofu Factory. 282 Mami
Ln., Wailuku, Maui. Not listed 1967. Hawaii Directory
of Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Komeya Tofu
Factory. 282 Momi Lane, Wailuku, Maui. Phone: 33228.
566. Product Name: Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kauai Shoyu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kapaia, Kauai.
Date of Introduction: 1957.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai
Directory. 1957. p. 425. Kauai Shoyu Factory (Sen
Watanabe, proprietor). Kapaia, Kauai. Not listed 1965.

568. Fumiko. 1957. Sukiyaki: The art of Japanese cooking
and hospitality. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiiana Books.
Distributed by South Sea Sales. 68 p. Undated. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: Edited and copyrighted by Scotty Guletz. As
the Contents clearly shows, this book is not mainly about
Sukiyaki but rather about Japanese culture.
Introduction. Hawaiian Hospitality. The Japanese
Smile. Japanese Flower Arrangement. Tea Ceremony. The
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Kimono. The Obi The Japanese Fan. The Furoshiki. The
Japanese New Year. New Year Customs. New Years Food
and Ritual. Gifts. Soy Beans. Salt. About Rice. Suggested
Menus. Everyday Table Setting. Formal Table Setting.
Making a Fire. Tableware. Cooking Utensils. The Cutting of
Vegetables. To Cut Fish.
Recipes: Soups. Sashimi. Noodles. Fried Foods
(Agemono). Shrimp Tempura. Boiled Foods (Ninomo).
Nishime. Steamed Foods (Umushimono). Chawan-Mushi.
Egg Roll. Broiled Foods (Yakimono). Teriyaki Sauce. Rice.
Rice With Other Ingredients (Meshimono). Oyako Domburi.
Sauce Pan Foods (Nabemono). Sukiyaki. Sushi-Meshi.
Dressed Foods (Aemono). Pickled Vegetables (Tsukemono).
Pickled dishes (Sunomono). Desserts. Tea. Glossary.
Page 14: “Soy Beans: Soy Beans have been used by the
Japanese for generations, and they are very much in evidence
as they are served in some manner for practically every
Japanese meal.
“Soy beans have been named the ‘20th Century Miracle
Crop’, and rightly so, for they have been put to countless
uses, in both the industrial and agricultural fields.
“The oil alone from the soy bean has no less than 22
different developments, from glycerine and celluloid to
candles and printing inks. The bean itself is considered the
most versatile, having at least 40 odd uses.
“There is a high percentage of protein in soy beans and
they are the only vegetable known that are classed as the best
meat substitute. They contain vitamins, A, B, and G, which
are Calcium, phosphorous and iron. Here are some of the
various ways the Japanese prepare the green and dried beans.
“1. The green beans can be simply boiled, hulled and
eaten.
“2. Dried beans are made into bean curd, called Tofu.
Tofu is made by soaking the beans in water, mashing them,
straining the mash through cloth and solidifying with the
addition of magnesium chloride.
“3. Aburage–which is tofu, cut into squares or triangles
and fried.
“4. Natto–which is steamed and fermented beans.
“5. Miso–which is bean paste, made by boiling the
beans, crushing them, adding wheat ferment and salt, and
letting them ferment for about two months.
“6. Bean sprouts, which are the young baby sprouts
and can be raised easily in about six days. One cup of beans
will produce 3 to 4 lbs. of sprouts. They can be sauteed with
meats or used in place of other vegetables.
“7. Shoyu–A liquid made from roasted wheat and
steamed soy beans mixed with malt mold [koji] and salted
water, then allowed to ferment. Shoyu is used for flavoring.”
Address: Upper Manoa Valley, Honolulu, Hawaii.
569. Miyamoto, Kazuo. 1957. A nisei discovers Japan.
Tokyo: Japan Times. [x] + 282 + [4] p. See p. 181. Illust.
Port. No index. 20 cm.

• Summary: The author, a physician and American citizen,
lived with his wife and two children for two years in Japan
between 1937 and 1939 “just after the beginning of the
China Incident.” He spoke and wrote Japanese fluently.
Page 7: On 29 Sept. 1937, after just arriving in Japan,
they enter Tokyo. He notes that prices are high, protein
consumption is therefore insufficient, and the general
population seems undernourished. Beans, including soya
beans, ought to be used more extensively. Except for
misoshiru [miso soup] and natto, they are apparently not
widely used. He suggests that the government welfare
department develop and publish soy recipes for the health of
the people.
Page 48: On 8 Feb. 1938 on a trip into Yusawa, Niigata,
in northeastern Japan, he went skiing. For lunch at a inn he
had “natto with lots of onions to erase the odor.”
On a train from Ueno station, Tokyo, he has breakfast
in the diner of miso-shiru [miso soup], tsukemono [pickled
vegetables], and rice for 25 sen.
Page 129: In Aomori at the hotel for breakfast they
enjoy delicious eggplant fried in butter with shoyu, pepper,
and pieces of chiso [beefsteak leaves].
Page 171: At Aoyama hot springs in Hokkaido, caught
in a blizzard, he has a bento [Japanese box lunch] from the
hotel that includes miso-shiru.
Page 181: On 21 March 1938 they are at the port of
Shimonoseki, Japan (in southwestern Honshu, just north
of Kyushu, in Yamaguchi prefecture, facing the Tsushima
Strait). He notes that many people pass through this port on
their way to Chosen [Korea] and Manchukuo [Manchuria].
Shimonoseki is known for its fugu or balloonfish (also
called globefish or swellfish) for it is here that the largest
catch in Japan is taken each year.
They found an eating place, Fujitomo, that served the
delicacy. The raw sliced meat was arranged on a huge platter
in three rows of semi-circles, so thinly sliced that it was
transparent. “The above were dipped in a sauce prepared
with murasaki, lime and onions. Tai, considered the king of
fishes, must be allotted second place to this delicacy...”
Note 1. The word “murasaki” means purple in Japanese,
and is still used in sushi shops and other specialty eating
places to refer to soy sauce.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word “murasaki” to refer to
soy sauce.
The balloonfish is so poisonous it can kill a person;
the toxin is contained in the ovaries. “At Shimonoseki,
the season comes to an end at the end of March for then
the spawning season begins and the danger of poisoning
becomes greater.”
Page 201: On a trip to Korea he enjoys manul zany,
garlic pickled in shoyu.
In April 1955, the family returned to Japan to visit
new relatives. Near Furukawa, in northeastern Japan, they
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inspected a “miso and shoyu factory.”
Also discusses: Nori (p. 128). Wakame (seaweed, near
Idzu / Izu) (p. 276). Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
570. Washington Post, Times Herald. 1958. Spicy Japanese
sauce gives character to meats: Discovered in Hawaii. March
14. p. C9.
• Summary: The “spicy Japanese sauce” is teriyaki sauce,
which is featured in this article. Contains recipes for Teriyaki
sauce (with “3 tablespoons brown sugar, ¼ teaspoon ginger,
2 cloves garlic cut, 3/4 cup soy sauce, 1 tablespoon whisky
or brandy, optional, and 1¼ cups of water”), Beef teriyaki
(with 1 cup soy sauce, 1 clove garlic, 1/3 cup saki [sake] or
sherry, 1 inch piece fresh ginger or 1 teaspoon powdered
ginger, 4 tablespoons dark brown sugar, 3 tablespoons grated
onion; the beef is always cut into very thin strips, and each
strip then skewered), and a variation on the latter–Liver
or beef teriyaki (with “2 tablespoons shoyu {Japanese soy
sauce}”).
571. Davies, Lawrence E. 1959. Women’s world: Hawaii.
Mainlander shopping in Honolulu market likely to think she
is on the mainland. New York Times. Aug. 13. p. 31.
• Summary: Hawaii’s population of 645,000 is composed
racially of 32% Japanese (persons of Japanese ancestry),
30% Caucasian, 17% Hawaiian or part Hawaiian, 11%
Filipino, 6% Chinese, and 4% other races.
The shelves of Honolulu food markets are stocked with
a mixture of mainland, East Asian, and local Hawaiian foods,
including (from Japan) seaweed, jars of pickled gingerroot,
“prepared seaweed seasoned with soy sauce and sugar,” and
“broiled eels canned with sugar, soy sauce, and sweet sake.”
Note: The term “sweet sake” probably refers to mirin,
but it might possibly refer to amazake.
572. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1959. These menus
add health to your meal. Sept. 16. p. 21.
• Summary: “Breakfast
“½ papaya
“Miso (fermented bean paste) soup with milk and egg
“Fortified rice
“Tea-Coffee”
573. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1959. Miso soup (10
small servings). Sept. 21. p. 42.
• Summary: “1 pound miso (soy bean paste)
“10 cups sea food broth
“2 blocks tofu (bean cake)
“Monosodium glutamate
“Chopped green onion tops, spinach or water cress.
“Combine miso and broth; simmer for 10 to 15 minutes,
until slightly thickened. Add tofu; cook for 1 minute.
“Season to taste with monosodium glutamate. Serve in
small dishes; sprinkle with chopped green onion, spinach, or

water cress.”
574. Tokyo Union Church, Women’s Society. 1959. Buy it
and try it: Hints on cooking and living in Japan. Tokyo: The
Women’s Society. 275 p. Illust. 22 cm. *
575. Tiner, Hugh M. 1960. Meals for Millions: A 3-cent
‘lunch’ fights hunger and malnutrition. Rotarian (The)
96(5):51. May.
• Summary: Tells the story of Clifford Clinton, Meals for
Millions, and MPF (Multi-Purpose Food). Describes how
many different Rotary Clubs in the USA have sent MPF
overseas for use in relief and rehabilitation projects in Costa
Rica, Portugal, Greece, Korea, Mexico, Ceylon, Hong Kong,
and India. “Last year $247,000 poured into the Foundation’s
headquarters on Seventh Street in Los Angeles and sent
‘meals’ on their way to the hungry.
“But the chief aim of the Foundation is to aid
Governments in developing their own versions of MPF,
using food products of their regions. An Indian version,
based on peanuts, is already in production, and the building
of nine plants has been authorized for this purpose. A soybased MPF is being produced in Brazil. Research is going
ahead in the Philippines to develop MPF-type food with
fish and coconut meal, in Mexico with soy, in Iraq with
sesame and dates, and in the South Pacific with coconuts.
Independent, self-supporting Meals for Millions affiliates
are active in Brazil, Burma, Ceylon, Formosa, Hawaii,
India, Israel, Japan, Mexico, Pakistan, the Philippines,
and Thailand, studying, interpreting, and expanding the
program.” Address: Former president, George Pepperdine
College; Past Distirct Governor, Rotary International;
Rotarian, San Diego, California.
576. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1960. Tofu plant set
up here. Dec. 2. p. 16.
• Summary: Tofu greatly resembles the Hawaiian food
“haupia.”
“Thursday, Seitoku Uyehara [Uehara], owner of Green
Mill Food Manufacturing Company, introduced a new type
of tofu to newsmen and others at a dinner meeting at the
Evergreen Restaurant.
“Named Vita-Tofu, his product is supplemented with
vitamin B-1, and is curdled with calcium sulphate, instead of
the conventional calcium chloride he said.
“Uyehara said his three new Japanese-made machines
are capable of manufacturing 900 pieces of tofu an hour.”
Note: On 14 Oct. 1964, Green Mill Tofu, in water cello
pkg, was on sale for 27 cents.
577. Product Name: Butterfish Misozuke.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1714 Mary St., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96819. Phone: 808-841-7354.
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Date of Introduction: 1960.
New Product–Documentation: Oda. 1983. Hawaii Herald.
Oct. 7. p. 8, 17. The company produces about 90 tons/year of
the miso marinated fish.

Tomori Tofu Factory. 725 Kilauea Ave., Hilo, Hawaii. Phone
of 52021. Not listed in 1965. Letter from Lorraine L. Oda.
1984. Aug. 7. Says that Tomori’s Tofu Factory Inc. is at 909
W. Kawailani, Hilo, Island of Hawaii, HI 96720.

578. Product Name: Diamond Shoyu Lower Salt Soy
Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co.
Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2150 Booth Rd., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1960.
Ingredients: Water, soybeans, wheat, salt, malic acid,
disodium 5-inosinate, caramel, sodium benzoate, a
preservative.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint) bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation: Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo
Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49. “Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu,
miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows a label and gives the address.
The company is still in business. Label. Received Feb. 1988
from Honolulu Sake Brewery Co. Ltd. 5 by 3 inches. Red
and black on white. “Lower Salt. Salt content: approximately
5.0%. Sodium 2055 mg/100 gm, 111 mg/teaspoon (5 cc).
Refrigerate after opening.” Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988.
July 19. Gives date of introduction as 1960.

581. Meals for Millions Foundation. 1960. Friendship Food
for a Hungry World: Distribution summary. Los Angeles,
California. 29 p. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: “The world-wide travels of the ‘3 cent meal’
of Multi-Purpose Food, September 1946 to June, 1960 [13
years and 9 months]: 62 million meals [distributed] including
3,429 relief shipments to 127 countries through 210
cooperating agencies.”
This 29 page typewritten booklet contains a complete
listing of all the shipments of MPF over 14 years, from
September 1946 through June 1960. However no dates are
given for shipments to individual countries.
Contents: What is the Meals for Millions Foundation?
Multi-Purpose Food (MPF): What it is, what it does. Index
of countries. Distribution totals (Sept. 1946–June 1960).
Acknowledgment.
The index of countries lists the “Country,” the
“American Agencies or Denominations Cooperating and/
or Served,” the “Number of Lbs.” and the “Distributing and
Recipient Agencies.” Under each country is the number of
shipments and the number of pounds shipped.
In the Index, the countries are listed alphabetically by
region and within each region alphabetically by country, as
follows (however in the body of the booklet they are listed
alphabetically by country name). Countries receiving more
than 50,000 lbs. (25 tons) will be noted: Africa: Angola,
Belgian Congo (52,657 lb), Camerouns [Cameroon], Egypt,
Eritrea, French Equatorial Africa, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia,
Libya, Mauritius Is., Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria,
Republique du Congo [Congo-Brazzaville], Rhodesia, Sierra
Leone, South Africa, Tanganyika, Tunisia, Uganda.
Asia–Near East: Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon
(56,910 lb), Oman, Persian Gulf, Turkey.
Asia–Far East: Afghanistan, Borneo (divided among
Indonesia {73%} to the south, Malaysia, and Brunei),
Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, China (358,957 lb; 1946-1951),
Goa, Hong Kong (238,760 lb), India (1,394,707 lb; 742
shipments. Note: Indian MPF became available in 1956,
and shipments from the USA were discontinued; 558,072
lb of Indian MPF were made; 410 shipments), Indonesia,
Japan (535,250 lb), Korea (1,254,225 lb; 489 shipments),
Laos, Macao, Malaya, Nepal, Okinawa (20,616 lb), Pakistan
(83,292 lb), Philippines (122,103 lb), Taiwan (46,089),
Thailand, Vietnam.
Asia–Pacific Islands: American Samoa, Caroline Islands,
Fiji Islands, Guadalcanal, Hawaii, Marshall Islands, New
Hebrides.
Europe: Austria (82,159 lb), Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
England, Finland, France (124,996 lb), Germany (206,185

579. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Shimokawa Grocery & Tofu
Factory. Formerly Yokoyama Tofu Factory (1945).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2639 South King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1960.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1959-60. Shimokawa Grocery & Tofu Factory (Teizo
Shimokawa, proprietor). 2639 S. King, Honolulu. Hawaii
Directory of Manufacturers. 1966. (Revised 21 Jan. 1965). p.
13. Tofu (Bean curd). Shimokawa Tofu factory, 2639 South
King St.
Honolulu Star Bulletin (Hawaii). 1999. Dec. 20. p.
24. Obituaries: “Miyoki Yokoyama, age 84, of Moiliili [a
neighborhood of Honolulu], owner of Yokoyama Tofu and
Vegetable Store, died Dec. 1 in Pohai Nani Care Center...
Contributions suggested to the Japanese Cultural Center of
Hawaii.”
580. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tomori Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 725 Kilauea Drive, Hilo, Island
of Hawaii. Phone: 808-959-8516.
Date of Introduction: 1960.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1960. Tomori Tofu Factory. 725 Kilauea Dr., Hilo.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964.
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lb), Greece, Hungary, Italy, Luxemburg [Luxembourg],
Netherlands, Poland, Rumania, Spain, Switzerland, Trieste,
Yugoslavia.
Europe–North Atlantic Islands: Cape Verde Islands,
Madeira Island.
Latin and Central America: British Honduras, Canal
Zone, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama.
South America: Bolivia, Brazil (198,581 lb), Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela.
Caribbean Area: Cuba, French West Indies, Haiti
(110,231 lb), Jamaica, Puerto Rico, St. Lucia, Virgin Islands.
North America: Alaska and Aleutian Islands, Canada
(51,836 lb), United States (146,635 lb; American Indian
relief, Migrant relief, School lunch and institutional projects
{Clifton’s Golden Rule Cafeteria donated 12,500 lbs},
Miscellaneous).
Additional countries reached through overseas parcels
only: Argentina, Cyprus, Denmark, Malta, New Zealand,
Norway, Nyasaland, Pitcairn Island, Saudi Arabia, Scotland,
Sudan, Sweden, Trinidad.
At the end of all the countries (p. 28) is a box titled
“Total Relief Distribution”: 3,249 shipments [or perhaps
3,429], 6,412,256 pounds [3,206 tons, or 229 tons a year
average for 14 years], 51,298,048 “meals” of MPF. On the
next page are the details of the “Distribution totals.”
There is also a special acknowledgment at the back to
the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Naval Air Reserves “for their
cooperation in transporting approximately 200,000 lbs. of
M.P.F. during 1959-1960. Operation Handclasp, a peopleto-people project of the U.S. Navy, originating in San
Diego, has carried shipments to the Far East and to South
America. Planes of the U.S. Naval Air Reserves have carried
emergency supplies of MPF to disaster areas, such as flood
victims in Nagoya, Japan, and to earthquake victims in
Agadir, Morocco.”
Note: The countries receiving the most MPF by weight
are (in descending order of amount) are: India, Korea, Japan,
China, Germany, France, Philippines, and Haiti.
A photo shows the cover of the 29-page summary
document. This photo and photocopy of the document were
sent to Soyinfo Center by Chris Dodson of Freedom from
Hunger Foundation, Davis, California (Nov. 2010). Address:
Los Angeles, California.
582. Soybean Council of America Inc. Israel Office. 1960.
The story of Eliahu Navot: The soybean pioneer of Israel.
Jerusalem, Israel: SCA. 36 p. Undated. Portrait. Many
photos. 25 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The life of E. Navot:
“Eliahu Lipovitsky, as he was called before he adopted
the Hebrew name Navot, was born in 1894 at Uman in
the Ukraine. He immigrated in 1912 and, like all other
youngsters who came to Palestine–then part of the Ottoman

Empire–he became a hired labourer and guard.” At that time
the kibbutz (the communal settlement typical of Israel) was
beginning to take shape, and various organizations, such as
the World Zionist Federation, were founding agricultural
farms.
Shortly after World War II he obtained his first soybean
seeds from Mr. Mason (then Director of the Dept. of
Agriculture in the British Mandatory Administration). He
met Prof. Haim Weizmann, the first President of Israel and
in 1949, with his encouragement, left on a study trip around
the world, collecting seeds, living with soybean farmers, and
learning how to prepare soybeans for human consumption. In
Asia, he first saw soybeans grown on a large scale. He visited
Malaya, Singapore, Australia, Fiji, Hawaii, and California.
In 1950 he returned to Israel with scores of varieties
of seeds and proceeded to plant them in his experimental
plots near his home in Herzlia [Herzliya / Herzliyya]–
located just north of Tel Aviv. A soybean variety named
Ogden [later renamed Herzlia] performed the best. His
goal was finding ways to feed the people, and he developed
and served many recipes. His work received widespread
publicity. One especially gratifying article was published
in the official organ of the Israel army; it called him the
“Father of the Israel Soybean” and included a photo of him
dancing the hora (a circle dance). Another fascinating report
was published in “Eitanim,” an important monthly devoted
to health and hygiene. Soon Navot began lecturing on his
pet crop, extolling its many virtues. “When the American
Soybean Council began to operate in Israel, Navot was one
of the first to offer his services.”
The private war of Eliahu Navot: “As early as 1953,
Navot published in Hassadeh, the major Hebrew journal
devoted to agriculture, a technical article summing up his
own experiments aimed at the acclimatization of the soybean
in Israel. That article evoked great interest, but Navot was
not satisfied with the opportunities provided by the press and
other public bodies and launched a private campaign aimed
at that bastion of conservatism, the kitchen. By means of
pamphlets, circulars and manifestoes he was out to convince
his fellow-citizens that the soybean well deserves a place of
honour among the staple foods of the Israeli family.
“Some of the mimeographed pamphlets written by
Navot in the course of his campaign are given below:”
The soybean in Israel and the world. The nutritive
value of the soybean. The soybean–Food for millions.
The soybean–A source of nutrition for millions (discusses
Clifford Clinton and Meals for Millions). The cultivation
of soybean in Israel. Soybean sprouts (variety Herzlia).
Soybean drinks (soy coffee). Remarkable achievements of
the “Herzlia” soybean.
Photos show: (1) Eliahu Navot (full page portrait photo).
(2) E. Navot with four of his grandchildren. (3) E. Navot
riding on his horse during the 1936-1939 disturbances. (4)
Navot’s first prize certificate as a cattle grower received at
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the 1936 Levant Fair. (5) Navot wearing a hat, sunglasses,
and medals, and smoking a pipe. (6) Navot dancing the
“hora.” (7) Navot’s medals. (8) Navot among the founders of
the “Histadrut”–the General Federation of Labour in Israel.
(7) A smiling girl with a plate of soyfoods. (8) Navot with
cupped hands holding soybeans he has grown. (9) Navot in
Herzlia holding a bunch of soybean plants, heavily laden
with pods, grown in Israel. (10) A wedding feast where all
the dishes served were made with soybeans. (11) Navot
standing behind a table as he preaches at one of his soya
dinners to a group of agricultural school teachers at Kfar Ata.
(12) Navot distributes his soya felafels to a group of children
with outstretched arms. (13) Navot, the soybean pioneer in
Israel, shakes hands with Ogden Reid, U.S. Ambassador to
Israel, as George Strayer looks on. (14) Navot seated next to
the mayor of Herzlia. In the background are several soybean
plants in jars atop a bookshelf. (15) Mr. Navot with a group
of young people, enjoying a soya meal. (16) Participants
seated at a seminar in Israel from Ceylon, Ghana, and
India, invited to a “soya dinner” at Mr. Navot’s home. (17)
Navot standing at a dinner party behind Mr. Itzhak Ben-Zvi,
President of State. (18) Navot shaking hands with and talking
to Supreme Court Justice, E. Sussman. (19) Navot shaking
hands with and talking to Minister of Development, Mr. M.
Ben-Tov. Between them is the Mayor of Tel Aviv, Mr. M.
Namir. Address: Jerusalem, Israel.
583. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1961. What’s in a
name? June 4. p. 53.
• Summary: “For proof that the 50th State is cosmopolitan
and growing more so, we invite you to peruse the names
of our restaurants listed in the telephone directory’s yellow
pages, beginning on page 373.”
“Such names as Lau Yi Chai, Kyo-Ya, Aloha Tofu
Fountain, Hawaiian Lanes Timee [sic] Wah Chop Suey, and
Kalia Gardens you’d expect. However we also have the Cafe
Shamrock, Chez Pierre, the Hofbrau,...”
584. Soybean Digest. 1961. Honorary life members
[American Soybean Assoc.]: Shizuka Hayashi and Albert
Henry Probst. Sept. p. 12.
• Summary: “Shizuka Hayashi was born in Hawaii. He
graduated from Japan Business College and Heald’s Business
College, San Francisco [California].
“Mr. Hayashi has devoted most of his life to the fats
and oils business. From 1923 to 1940 he was manager of the
import and export division of Nisshin Oil Mills, Limited,
of Tokyo, Japan, and Dairen, Manchuria, one of the largest
processors of soybeans and other oil-bearing seeds. When in
1940 the trade division of Nisshin was absorbed by Okura
Trading Company, Mr. Hayashi was appointed manager of
Okura’s Dairen office.
“In 1942, Mr. Hayashi went to Singapore and Penang
[Malaysia], representing both Okura and Dunlop Rubber

Company. After the fall of Singapore he was adviser to the
Manchurian government until the end of World War II. In
1948 he made a trip to the United States to study postwar
conditions and renew business acquaintances. On his return
home he started his own import and export business.
“When the Japanese American Soybean Institute was
formed in 1956 as the operating agency for the soybean
export program of the American Soybean Association
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Mr. Hayashi
became its managing director. Through the Institute the
soybean industries of Japan and the United States and the
governments of the two countries have learned to cooperate
in using U.S. soybeans to provide a better diet for the
Japanese people.”
Albert H. Probst received his B.S., his M.S., and his
Ph.D. degrees from Purdue University in 1936, 1938, and
1948. He was appointed agent on soybean investigations
for the U.S. Department of Agriculture in May 1936. As
research agronomist for the USDA and associate professor
at Purdue University, he is in charge of soybean breeding
in Indiana. He has assisted in the development of almost 20
new varieties of soybeans. He is author or co-author of over
70 technical and popular publications on soybean research
and production.
Photos show Shizuka Hayashi and Albert Henry Probst.
585. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1961. Head-on
smashup hurts five persons. Dec. 17. p. 2.
• Summary: “Five persons were injured last night when
two cars slammed nearly head-on in the 5600 block of
Kalanianaole Hwy.”
The driver of one of the cars was Jane Uyehara, 23,
of 763-C Mumehana St. She suffered a 2-inch cut on her
forehead.
“Her husband, Kazuo, 30, manager of Aloha Tofu Co., a
passenger, suffered a deep head cut.”
Note: Aloha Tofu Co. is correctly named Aloha Tofu
Factory. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
586. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Morishige’s Store. By 1968
Morishige Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2210 South King, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1961.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1960-61. Morishige’s Store (Akiro & Mrs. Nakayo
Morishige; tofu manufacturers). 2210 S King, Honolulu. Not
listed 1962-63. 1967-68 Directory. Morishige Tofu, 2210 S.
King St. Continues through 1970.
587. Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture (Honolulu). 1961-.
Shipments. p. 30-41. See p. 33, 34, 36. *
• Summary: Hawaii imports 680-907 metric tons/year
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of soybeans from the United States mainland. Address:
Honolulu, Hawaii.
588. Thomas, Harriett. 1962. Island food tastes of
international scope. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Jan.
31. p. 51.
• Summary: “Food–the universal language–has become one
of the most valuable assets in the economy of the Islands.”
“The Japanese use a surprising amount of dried
beans. Lima beans, a red bean (azuki), a black soy bean
(kuromame), and dried [sic, fresh green] soy beans
(edamame) are most often used.
“Soy beans are used fresh and green, as a dry powder
[kinako] and for sprouts. Other soy bean products are tofu
(a soy bean curd), kirazu [okara] (the residue from tofu
manufacture), aburage (tofu pressed dry and fried in deep
fat), miso (a fermented paste of rice and beans), natto
(fermented beans), and shoyu, a sauce made from soy beans.
“Dried beans are cooked with sugar and shoyu.”
“Many varieties of seaweed are used, fresh and dried.”
Sushi is “rolled in sheets of black seaweed. Kanten is similar
to agar agar, a seaweed product used in making desserts.
In the section on “Sukiyaki,” soy sauce and tofu are
mentioned as ingredients.
In the section on “Tempura” we read: “Perhaps no other
Japanese recipe has become so nationalized since the war as
teriyaki steak. Its flavor appeals to the average American.
“Soy sauce, ginger and garlic are the main ingredients of
the sauce used for marinating thinly sliced meat before it is
broiled.”
589. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1962. Eizo Honda.
April 27. p. 23.
• Summary: “Services for Eizo Honda, 77, of 117 Mango St.,
Wahiawa, will be at 4 p.m. tomorrow at Wahiawa Hongwanji
Mission. Cremation will follow at Honolulu Crematory.
Wake services will be at 8 p.m. today at the mission. Kokui
Mortuary is in charge of arrangements.
“Mr. Honda died yesterday in Queen’s hospital. He was
born Aug. 24, 1884, in Kumamoto-ken, Japan. He was the
proprietor of Honda Tofu Factory. Surviving are his wife,
Tsuyo, six sons... two daughters,... and 17 grandchildren.”
Note: In 1917 Eizo Honda and his wife, Tsuyo, founded
Honda Tofu Factory in Wahiawa, Oahu.
590. Claiborne, Craig. 1962. Food news: Pizza vs. poi in
Honolulu. New York Times. May 28. p. 32.
• Summary: East meets West on supermarket shelves in
Hawaii. “More than half the population of the island of Oahu
is of Japanese or Chinese origin...” The “endless kinds of
exotic foods in plastic containers” include “tofu or bean curd,
[mung] bean sprouts and poi, the poi made of arrow root...”
591. Product Name: Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Name: Tanita Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 189a Ponahawai, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1962.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii, Maui, Kauai Island
Directory. 1962. Tanita Tofu Factory. 189a Ponahawai, Hilo,
Island of Hawaii. Active as of 1967. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Tanita Tofu Factory,
189-A Ponahawai St., Hilo, Island of Hawaii. Phone: 51220.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1969. p. 19. T. Tanita
Tofu Factory, 189-A Ponahawai St., Hilo, Island of Hawaii
96720. Tofu, aburage.
592. Standal, Bluebell R. 1963. Nutritional value of proteins
of Oriental soybean foods. J. of Nutrition 81(3):279-85. Nov.
[18 ref]
• Summary: Hawaii imports 680-907 metric tons/year of
soybeans from the United States mainland and most of it is
used for food. “Oriental soybean products are used daily by
all nationalities in Hawaii. They constitute important items
in the diet. All soybean products used in these islands, e.g.,
tofu, natto, miso, shoyu, and sprouts, are prepared from the
matured beans by the methods used in Japan and China.
A certain amount of the beans is grown locally and picked
green for use as will be described later” (p. 279).
The commercial process for making each product
is described. Concerning natto: “The preparation had
a characteristic cheesy odor which attracted flies and
apparently stimulated the appetite of rats. Agar smears of the
preparation show that it contained an almost pure culture of
gram-positive rods in long chains, without spore formation
for 2 days at 31ºC. Three brands of natto were available.”
The Net Protein Utilization (NPU) values, at 10%
protein in the diet for rats, were determined to be: powdered
whole egg (control) 90.4, edamame (green soybeans; “picked
green and used as a vegetable”) 72.2 (the highest of any
soyfood in this study), tofu 65.0, [soy] bean sprouts 56.0,
natto 44.4, and mung bean sprouts (Phaseolus aureus Roxb.)
35.6.
“Natto, which was prepared from matured soybeans,
gave NPU and PER values below reported values for the
matured beans. It is possible that a substance or substances
were formed during the incubation process which contributed
to lower values of NPU” (p. 283-85). Address: Dep. of
Nutrition, Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu.
593. Thipphawong, Bounnong. 1963. Differential response
of vegetable soybean varieties to fertility levels and seasons.
MSc thesis, University of Hawaii (Manoa, Honolulu). v + 53
+ [8] leaves. Series: University of Hawaii (Honolulu) Theses
for the degree of Master of Science; no. 368. *
594. Jones, Dorothea Van Gundy. 1963? Information
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sheet. Loma Linda, California. 1 p. Undated. Unpublished
typescript.
• Summary: Native of California. Graduated from Dietetic
course at Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, California.
Finished college (B.S.) at Pacific Union College, Angwin,
Calif.
Experience includes: “1. Head of college home
economics department. 2. Director of Food Service in
Junior College. 3. Therapeutic dietitian in hospital. 4.
Administrative dietitian in hospital. 5. Diet counseling in
doctor’s office. 6. Worked with clinical group as dietary
consultant. Present position, for past eleven years nutritionist
for International Nutrition Research Foundation, Arlington,
California. Just returned recently (1962) from six-weeks tour
of Europe studying nutritional habits.
“Mrs. Jones’ position has included traveling over the
United States and Hawaii, conducting community classes in
nutrition and the proper preparation of food. These classes
have ranged in size from 50 to 1200, and included men,
women and children.”
“She is associate editor for Today’s Food, an eight-page
quarterly magazine devoted to better nutrition.
“She has authored many articles on nutrition and food
preparation that have been published in national magazines.”
Note: This undated mimeographed sheet was apparently
written before Mrs. Jones went to Japan in Oct. 1964.
Address: Loma Linda, California.
595. Rotarian (The). 1964. More Meals for Millions.
104(3):48. March.
• Summary: In May 1960 (p. 51) an article about Meals for
Millions, by Hugh M. Tiner, first appeared in The Rotarian,
explaining that nearly a dozen Rotary Clubs had joined the
fight against hunger by providing or distributing MultiPurpose Food to people in many nations. “Since the article
appeared, more Rotary Clubs have acted. Seven California
Clubs–those in West Covina, Wilshire, Wilmington, Baldwin
Park, West Hollywood, Tarzana, and Avalon–have helped
provide MPF to people in seven nations, often through
Rotary Clubs in the receiving nations. The Rotary Clubs of
West Kauai, Hawaii, and Brewster, New York, have also
made donations to the Foundation. In all, Rotary Clubs have
accounted for the shipment of tons of MPF to the hungry,
and each standard 600-pound shipment supplies at least
4,800 meals.”
596. Miura, Muriel K. 1964. Dining in the Islands. Honolulu
Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Aug. 2. p. 82-85.
• Summary: The section title “Japanese Foods” (p. 8384) begins: “The Japanese meal is generally enjoyed by
most first-timers. It is built upon a few basic items such
as rice, green tea, seafood, shoyu and many colorful local
vegetables.”
All Japanese foods can be placed in nine basic

categories. One of these is “2. Shirumono (soup)–There are
three main kinds of soup... A thick soup made of soup stock
and seasoned with miso (soybean paste).
“7. Chuzara–Served in a relatively large dish, it consists
of fried or steamed fish or vegetables. Tofu (soybean curd) is
frequently used.”
Korean foods use tofu, soy sauce, and a red hot miso
(soybean paste) sauce. Address: Home Economic Dep.,
Honolulu Gas Co., Ltd.
597. Sansan (Chin-Yee). 1964. A girl’s life in Red China
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). April 7. p. 30.
• Summary: As told to Bette Lord. “Chin-Yee (Sansan) was
four when the Communists entered Tientsin. She was 17
when she escaped to Hong Kong in August, 1962, joining her
parents and two elder sisters who had left China years before.
The excerpts below are from the book ‘Eighth Moon,’ to be
published by Harper & Row next month.
“When I was in grammar school, I used to bring my
lunch, but now there was not much food left over at home,
and we all ate in school. Lunch was always the same two
corn-husk muffins, a vegetable, and soybean sauce in hot
water. On some days there was not enough soy sauce...”
Address: PhD.
598. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaiian Fruit Flavors.
Manufacturer’s Address: 76 Kilauea Ave., Hilo, Hawaii.
Phone: 54798.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Hawaii Directory
of Manufacturers. 1969. p. 17. Hawaiian Fruit Flavors,
800 Leilani St., Hilo, Island of Hawaii, 96720. They make
konnyaku and tofu.
599. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Horio Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 87, Honomu, Island of
Hawaii. Phone: 633461.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964.
600. Product Name: Kinako (Roasted Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanai Nissei Shokai. Later called
Kanai Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96814. Phone: 581305.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Kanai Nissei
Shokai, 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu, HI 96814. Phone:
581305. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Alton Noboyoshi Kanai.
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Tofu, aburage, konnyaku, natto, kinako. Employees: 11.
Wholesale, retail, direct to customer.
601. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsumoto (Hitoshi) Tofu. Later
called Matsumoto Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2984-B Ewalu St., Lihue, Kauai.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Hitoshi Matsumoto,
Lihue, Kauai. Not listed in any Hawaiian City Directory
prior to 1968. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1969. p.
18. Matsumoto Tofu Shop, 2984-B Ewalu St., Lihue, Kauai,
Hawaii 96766. Tofu and aburage.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p. 314.
Matsumoto Tofu Shop. 2984-B Ewalu St., Lihue, Kauai, HI
96766.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu
Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Owner: Mr.
Matsumoto.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22. Owner: Mr. Matsumoto. Phone: 808-245-6141. Soyfoods
Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Dec. 8. Address
listed as 3469 Maono St., Lihue, Kauai, HI 96766.
602. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Nagano (Masayo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964.
603. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Okamoto (Tokiyo) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kekaha, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964.
604. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oshiro (Katsuko) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Kekaha, Kauai, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 18. Katsuko Oshiro, Kekaha, Kauai,
Hawaii. Tofu.
605. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Oshiro Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 67, Paauilo, Island of
Hawaii. Phone: 783542.

Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 18. Oshiro Tofu Factory, Paauilo,
Island of Hawaii, Hawaii. Makes tofu and tofu products.
606. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamamotoya (Takiji) Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: Koloa, Kauai, Hawaii. Phone:
746881.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers: Tofu (bean curd). 1964. Note: Mrs. Tomi
Kataoka started a tofu shop in this same small town in 1935.
607. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Yamasaki Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 936 Kekaulike, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1964.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1963-64. Yamasaki Tofu (Harry H. Yamasaki, proprietor).
936 Kekaulike, Honolulu. Same listing in 1966-67 directory.
In 1967-68 address has changed to 930 Kekaulike St. Same
in 1970.
608. Sia, Mary Li (Mrs. Richard H.P. Sia). 1964. Mary Sia’s
Chinese cookbook. 3rd ed. Honolulu, Hawaii: University of
Hawaii Press. xi + 172 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [Eng; chi]*
• Summary: Reprinted in 1967 by the same publisher but
without the xi pages of front matter.
609. Mitchell, Wallace C. 1965. An example of integrated
control of insects: Status of the southern green stink bug
in Hawaii. Agricultural Science Review 3(1):32-35. First
Quarter. [1 ref]
• Summary: This insect pest (Nezara viridula) was first
observed in Hawaii (on the island of Oahu) on 15 Oct. 1961.
Feeding has occurred on soybeans (see p. 34) and many
other vegetable and fruit crops. Discusses Nezara viridula,
Trichopoda pennipes, Trissolcus basalis. Address: Dep. of
Entomology, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
610. Han, Giok Kian. 1965. The nutritional value of milk
substitutes prepared from selected taro products, tofu and
coconut milk. MSc thesis, University of Hawaii, Honolulu.
[5] + 44 leaves. Illust. No. 437. *
• Summary: Includes bibliographic references (leaves 4044).
611. Product Name: Diamond Teriyaki Sauce. Hawaiian
Barbecue Marinade.
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Sake Brewery & Ice Co.,
Ltd.
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Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, HI 96813.
Date of Introduction: 1965.
Ingredients: Water, soy beans, wheat, salt, sugar, spices,
mirin (sweet rice wine for cooking), disodium 5’-inosinate,
and sodium benzoate, a preservative.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint) bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Label. Received Feb. 1988
from Honolulu Sake Brewery Co. Ltd. 8.25 by 3.25 inches.
Black, white, and pink on yellow, with color illustration of
a skewer being barbecued. “Our ‘Original’ Teriyaki Sauce
from Hawaii.” Suggestions for using on steak, chicken, pork,
lamb, spareribs, fish, hamburger, meatballs. Letter from
Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. Gives year of introduction as
1965.
Note: This is the world’s earliest known commercial
teriyaki sauce; it is made in Hawaii. The first four ingredients
are for the soy sauce.
612. Boxold, Betty. 1966. Betty’s column: food discoveries.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). May 4. p. 33 (D-1).
• Summary: “In the last 20 years. we’ve added more than
6,000 food products to our marketing lists.”
For example, Dr. Hwa L. Wang, a biochemist at the
USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, describes a
simple fermentation that produces a soft but solid cake that
tastes like popcorn, mushrooms, nuts or even meat when
deep-fried.
She said the fermentation process “stems from the
standard method of preparing an Indonesian food called
tempeh. Dr. Wang and other department scientists who
developed the method were aided by specialists from
Indonesia and Brazil.
“The research is part of an effort to help underdeveloped nations cope with food problems and also provide
uses for American agricultural products.”
Note: This is the earliest article (or advertisement)
seen (May 2021) in any Hawaiian newspaper that mentions
“tempeh.” Address: Star-Bulletin Food Editor.
613. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Ellen’s Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1714 Democrat, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1966.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1965-66. Ellen’s Tofu Factory (James Wauki, proprietor).
1714 Democrat. Same listing in directories from 1966-1970.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1969. p. 17. Ellen’s Tofu
Factory, 1714-A Democrat St., Honolulu, HI 96819.
614. Standal, Bluebell R. 1967. Amino acids in Oriental
soybean foods: Determined by column chromatography. J. of
the American Dietetic Association 50(5):397-400. May. [18

ref]
• Summary: The author used column chromatography
to determine the amino acid content of various Oriental
soybean preparations. Methionine was the limiting amino
acid in all foods. Table 1 shows the amino acid content of the
following foods: Tofu, edamame (green soybeans), soybean
sprouts, natto, miso, mungbean sprouts (Phaseolus aureus
Roxb) and whole egg. Table 2 shows the amino acid ratio,
essential amino acids index, protein score, and net protein
utilization (NPU) for each food. Eggs had the highest NPU
(90.9), followed by edamame (72.2), tofu (65.0), soybean
sprouts (56.0), and natto (44.0). The first three foods are
sources are good quality vegetable proteins. Address: Div.
of Nutrition, Dep. of Home Economics, Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu.
615. UPI. 1967. SBA loans $175,000 to Isle firms Honolulu
Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). June 3. p. 6.
• Summary: Washington (UPI)–A beancake factory received
part of the Small Business Administration loans. “The Aloha
Tofu Factory of Honolulu, manufacturer of beancakes, got
$20,000...” Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
616. Stare, F.J,; Myers, Madge. 1967. Expert answers
queries: food, health. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii).
Dec. 8. p. 67.
• Summary: “Q–Could you send me a low-calcium diet or
tell me where I could get one?
“A–It would be helpful if we knew how low in calcium
your diet was to be, in terms of milligrams of calcium, and
what you want it for. But in general terms, a low calcium
diet is very simple–one only needs to omit milk and products
made from milk (excepting butter)...
“For a diet still lower in calcium one would avoid or eat
less of broccoli, green leafy vegetables, soybeans and egg
yolk.”
A small photo shows Dr. Fredrick Stare. Note: “As
nutrition debates raged in the 1960s, prominent Harvard
nutritionists published two reviews in a top medical journal
downplaying the role of sugar in coronary heart disease.
Newly unearthed documents reveal what they didn’t say: A
sugar industry trade group initiated and paid for the studies,
examined drafts, and laid out a clear objective to protect
sugar’s reputation in the public eye.” The nutritionists were
Dr. Fredrick State and Dr. Mark Hegsted. The blame was
shifted to cholesterol. Address: 1. M.D.; 2. M.S. Both: Dep.
of Nutrition, Harvard Univ.
617. American Factors Associates, Ltd. 1967. The feasibility
of soybean production of the Republic of Ivory Coast.
Honolulu, Hawaii: AFA. 68 p. *
618. Product Name: Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co.
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Manufacturer’s Address: 1714 Mary St., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96819. Phone: 808-841-7354.
Date of Introduction: 1967.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1966-67. p. 278. Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co. Ltd., 1714 Mary,
Honolulu. Not listed 1967-68. 1986 Directory. Listed again
under same name and address. Not listed 1987.

reminiscent of a custard. It is just this suavity which makes
tôfu so valuable, since it quickly absorbs the flavors around it
in such things as soups, sukiyaki, and mizutaki, yet retains its
exceptionally pleasant substance. Tôfu is to be found in many
of our domestic markets, imported from Japan. With its
high content of readily digestible protein, it should be better
known by all Americans.”

619. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1968. Mainlanders
are discovering what Islanders already know: Tofu is ono.
Sept. p. 52-53.
• Summary: Note: “Ono” is the Hawaiian word for
“delicious.”
“A news release recently told how popular tofu is
becoming on the Mainland.” The writer located the Aloha
Tofu Factory on Auahi Street and asked Jack Uyehara,
manufacturer, if he could watch tofu being made. Uyehara
explained that “tofu, like poi, is made from midnight to 6
a.m. so it can be delivered fresh” to retailers in the early
morning.
Uyehara and his father, Kamesaburo Uyehara, recently
imported new tofu equipment from Japan.
Many tofu recipes are given from the files of the
Honolulu Gas Co. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.

621. Kikkoman Shoyu K.K. 1968. Kikkôman Shôyu shi
[History of Kikkoman Shoyu]. Noda, Japan: Kikkoman
Shoyu K.K. 804 p. Illust. No index. 26 cm. [113 ref. Jap;
eng+]
• Summary: This is the third (and best) major history of
Kikkoman, written largely by Mr. Morio Ichiyama. Contents:
Preface. I. Overview–1. Fermented foods. 2. Japanese shoyu.
II. Present status: 1. Overview of Noda (p. 15): Location,
overview photo of city area. 2. Main building and facilities
(p. 18): Main office, Tokyo branch, Osaka branch, plant No.
7, Kansai plant, inside the fermentation plant, bottling plant,
sake making plant, food manufacturing plant, Goyo Gura
traditional shoyu facility, Central Research Center. 3. The
distribution and view of the buildings (p. 36): Distribution
chart of the main buildings in the Noda area, view of the
plant, water providing facility. 4. Products (p. 41): Shoyu,
products made by food manufacturing department and
sake brewing department. 5. Sales and marketing (p. 44):
Domestic, overseas. 6. Welfare facilities (p. 48): Health
center house, attached hospital, cultural gymnasium,
dormitory and company housing quarters. 7. Connected
enterprises (p. 50): K.K. Senshûya (Chiaki), foundational
juridical person / (kôfûkai), foundational juridicial person
/ (Noda Sangyo Kagaku Kenkyusho), Sôbu-Tsûun K.K.,
Kikkoman International, Inc., Tone Coca-Cola Bottling
Co., Kikko Food Industry K.K., Seishin Seiyaku K.K.
(pharmaceutical company), Mann’s Wine K.K. 8. The staff
members (p. 58).
III. History. 1. The history of shoyu (p. 61): History
of shoyu, origin of character meaning shoyu, Daishokuzen
and Shoin, Zashin of Shoin, the beginning of shoyu
exports (p. 76), the first shoyu plant overseas, shoyu
which was protected by the Lord of the Han (Hanko),
references to Noda Shoyu in literature. 2. Trademarks (p.
86): The change of trademark, the origin of the Kikkoman
trademark. 3. Management of the organization (p. 91):
Changes in organization, changes in management, changes
in bookkeeping. 4. Production (p. 118): History of the
method, raw materials, processes, containers, sauce, new
seasonings, various kinds of sake. 5. The plant (p. 231):
Noda plant, Kansai (Osaka-Kyoto area) plant, sake making
plant. 6. Research center (p. 265): History of the research
center, achievements. 7. Businesses (p. 269): Sales,
wholesale, business customs, export, transportation, prices,
advertising, business offices, overseas activities. 8. Labor
(p. 375): Changes in labor conditions, the labor union,

620. Hawkes, Alex D. 1968. A world of vegetable cookery:
An encyclopedic treasury of recipes, botany and lore of the
vegetable kingdom. New York, NY: Simon and Schuster. 274
p. See p. 213-14. Illust. by Bill Goldsmith. 29 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybean” focuses on green
vegetable soybeans, noting: “In the Orient and increasingly
in such places as Hawaii and California in this country,
green Soybeans are for sale as a fresh vegetable. The plants
have pod-laden branches, each short, narrow, very hairy pod
containing three or four edible seeds. The fresh Soybean
pods are washed, then boiled in lightly salted water until they
are soft. Drained, they are seasoned to taste with soy sauce
and a bit of sugar, then served, the beans being shucked from
the pods at table.”
There is a casserole recipe named “Miss Diddley’s
Green Soybeans.” Also discusses briefly dried soybeans,
roasted soybeans “ground into a meal and into flours of
various degrees of coarseness [roasted soy flour] and “even
used as a substitute for coffee, sprouted soybeans (a recipe is
given for “Soybean Sprouts Cantonese”), soy oil, soy sauce,
tofu, and miso. The author notes: “I often prepare my own
version of miso, using dried navy or other white beans (see p.
44), instead of utilizing the commercial imported variety.”
“Tôfu is the curd of cooked, mashed white soybeans,
which has been precipitated, then pressed into cakes. It is
perishable, hence most conveniently bought in cans, waterpacked. The rather soft but firm cakes–sometimes baked
or even fried prior to canning, and respectively known
as yakidôfu and aburage–have a bland flavor, vaguely
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labor relations board. 9. Welfare (p. 393): Health insurance
union, medical facilities, dormitories for single workers
and company housing quarters, day care center, travel club,
fire department, committee for funerals, weddings, etc.
(Kyozaikai), athletic association, cultural committee, Noda
Shoyu co-op.
IV. Pre-history–Before the company’s establishment.
1. Natural and environmental history of Noda (p. 415).
2. Development of the shoyu industry in Noda (p. 432).
3. Family tree (p. 440). 4. Brief description of the major
contributions (p. 448, incl. Kotohira Shrine, Kameo Mogi’s
theory of business, founding of the Senshu-kai, the man who
emphasized thrift and simplicity, the 1st president of the
company, the 2nd president–Mogi-Honke, the 3rd president
Chu-do Kikkoman Kuramoto).
V. Company history. 1. Developmental stage and
established stage (p. 469): Outline, foundation of the
company, beginning of the business, developments and labor
problems, overproduction and the business world. 2. The
new order and the controlled economy during World War
II (p. 494): Outline, changes during the war, process under
controlled economy during the war. 3. The U.S. occupation
period (p. 519): Outline, development of democracy, danger
of the business world, changes caused by international
conditions. 4. Development period of new Japan (p. 547):
Outline, quickening of economic growth, advancing
technology, a step forward to modernization, diversification
of the business.
Appendixes: 1. Company time table (20 p.). 2. Charts
and graphs concerning the company’s history (5 p.). 3. Food
history and shoyu (193 p., including many old illustrations,
photos, a 38-page chronology of Japanese food culture {p.
137-75}, and a bibliography {p. 191-93}). Closing remarks
(2 p.). Contains many photos, illustrations, and copies of
early documents.
Note: Ichiyama is not listed in this book as the author,
even though he wrote it. On the copyright page the author is
given as Kikkoman K.K. Continued. Address: Noda, Japan.
622. Kikkoman Shoyu K.K. 1968. Kikkôman Shôyu shi
[History of Kikkoman Shoyu (Continued–Document part
II)]. Noda, Japan: Kikkoman Shoyu K.K. 804 p. Illust. [113
ref. Jap; eng+]
• Summary: The section on the beginning of shoyu exports
(p. 76) states that the exporting of shoyu from Japan began
when a group of merchants were allowed to do business
after the closing of Japan during the Kan-ei era (162430) of the early Tokugawa period. In 1641 a group of
Dutchmen moved to Nagasaki from Hirado. At that time,
two merchants already in business were allowed to conduct
trade: Their names were Koyanagi Heizaemon and Sameya
Hisazaemon. They established a stock company with 16
shares. The shareholders were called Dejima shoshiki
urikomi shônin. To the original two merchants, in 1653

four more were added and in 1666 ten more were added,
making a total of 16. These were called the “Comprador
Merchant Guild” (Konpura Nakama). They started exporting
shoyu from Japan. According to documents in the Hague:
1668–It was exported to Coromandel on the southeast coast
of India. 1670–To Ceylon. 1699–To Ceylon, Bengal, and
Nakabatanam. 1716–To Coromandel. 1717–To Suratt, in
northwest India. Furthermore, the Dutch took shoyu to
Europe. So we can see that in the late 1600s and early 1700s
the people of Europe started to use shoyu.
The section on exports (p. 294-99) states that it is
difficult to tell when shoyu from Noda was first exported
from Japan. In 1879 a person named Domoto (?) got one
Kikkoman brand and its logo (in the shape of a hexagon,
but not the current Kikkoman logo) registered in California,
and then he started to sell the product there. In about 1899
the Saheiji MOGI family’s Kikkoman brand shoyu began to
be exported to Hawaii via Okada-shoten, a company with
offices at Koamicho 3-5 in Tokyo. In 1907 the VerleysenNyssens company in Brussels, Belgium, began to import
shoyu in large kegs. They repackaged it in grey ceramic
bottles of their own design, then published a pamphlet in
French (see p. 295) describing the product (which they called
“Soya”) and showing a photo of two sizes of bottles. A 1.2
liter bottled retailed for 1.75 francs. Page 296 shows a gift
coupon from the year 1922 from America. When a person
buys a bottle of shoyu, he or she gets this $0.50 coupon.
Excerpts from Appendix 3 (p. 152+): Chronology of
food history. 1610–Tamari was made in Nagoya using only
soybeans when the Nagoya Castle was built. 1615–Dried
nori sheets invented in Edo.
1616–Shoyu started to be made in Choshi, Shimousa.
1661–Takanashi (1661) and Mogi (1662) families in
Noda started to make shoyu and miso.
1666–Usukuchi shoyu started to be made in Tatsuno,
Hanshu / Banshu by a certain man. And Bizen shoyu started
to be made in Bizen.
1698–Shoyu wholesaler (tonya) first appeared in the
literature in Sonazaki Shinju, by Chikamatsu Monzaemon.
1781–Kanro shoyu starts to be made. Mr. Takada
offered shoyu to Yoshikawa-ko and received the admiration /
appreciation of kanro (“sweet dew”).
1810–Choshi Shoyu received the gozengoyô Tanaka-gen
han bakufu.
1829–The Takanashi house of Noda received the
Bakufu’s order for shoyu (goryomaru). Address: Noda,
Japan.
623. Park (Mrs. Duk Pong). 1969. Park’s brand Korean food
(Ad). Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Sept. 13. p. 10,
cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “Ko Chu Jung–Korean Hot Paste [Gochujang]
“Cho Jung–Korean Hot Sauce
“Korean Miso–Tang Jung [Doenjang]
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“Kim Chee Sauce–Kim Chee Base
“Barbecue Sauce–Korean Style
“Wholesale orders accepted
“Mon. thru Sat. 7 a.m.–5 p.m.
“Sun. 7 a.m.–12 noon.
“Park’s Vegetable Stand
“Owner Mrs. Duk Pong Park” Address: 145 North
King St., Stand #53, Oahu Market, King Kekaulike (inside),
Honolulu. Phone: 538-1727.
624. Product Name: Aburage.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Tofu Factory Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1020 Auahi St., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96814.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 16. They make tofu and aburage.
625. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Hawaii Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 524-F Olive Ave., Wahiawa,
Oahu, HI 96786. Phone: 808-621-6941.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1968-69. Hawaii Tofu, 524 F Olive Ave., Wahiawa. Same
in 1970. Not listed in any Honolulu City Directory for 1966
or before. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1973. p. 10.
Same listing. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p.
313.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Owner: Mrs. Nemoro.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22. Owner: Mrs. Nemoro.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June
20. The owner is now David Akiyama. Phone: 808-6216949. Same address.
Soyfoods Industry and Market. 1985. p. 5. Hawaii
Tofu, P.O. Box 26, Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii 96876. Owner:
Donald Akiyama. Phone: 808-621-6949. p. 52 states that the
company started making tofu in 1968. It was making 12,000
lb/week in April 1982, and 16,000 lb/week in Jan. 1984.
626. Product Name: Natto.
Manufacturer’s Name: Iwamoto Natto Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 143-D Lower Paia, Paia, Maui,
Hawaii 96779.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 17. “Fermented soybeans.”
627. Kahala: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Largeseeded and/or vegetable-type soybean. 1969.

• Summary: Sources: Gilbert, James C.; Chinn, J.T.; Tanaka,
J.S. 1970. “Four new tropical vegetable-type soybeans with
root-knot nematode resistance.” Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station,
Research Report. No. 178. 7 p. [Feb.]. See p. 7. “Tallest
and most vigorous as well as latest maturing of this group,
‘Kahala’ has flowers which mature to the green-pod stage
in 74 days at Waimanalo in July. It is root-knot resistant
and usually tolerant in some soils to herbicides (dymid
and treflan). Pods start well above the soil line to facilitate
machine harvest, if desired. This cultivar has year-round
adaptability in Hawaii. The leafy plants may also be suitable
for animal feed.” Note: No dry-seed color is given.
Barnes, W.C. ed. 1970. “New vegetable varieties list
XVII: Soybeans, edible.” HortScience 5(3):146-49. June.
See p. 148. New varieties of edible soybeans are Kahala,
Kaikoo, Kailua, and Mokapu Summer. All were released
in 1969 by the University of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station in
Honolulu, and all have resistance to root-knot nematode.
For details, see Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Research Report
178. “Kahala (Experimental design: 288 BB 4-6-3-3) 1969.
Originated and introduced by: Univ. Hawaii AES (Agric.
Exp. Station), Honolulu, Hawaii. Parents: UD 288 and
Bansei. Outstanding characteristics: vigorous, leafy plant,
pods held high. Similar to: UD 288. Resistant to: root-knot
nematode. Adapted to: tropical and sub-tropical. Hawaii AES
Research Rept. 178.”
Note: https://www.hawaiiseedgrowersnetwork.com/
product-page/kahala-soybean says the seeds are green, and
good for edamame.
Talk with Desmond Ogata of Univ. of Hawaii seed lab.
2021. May 14. The seed color of the Kahala soybean was
light tan. Address: USA.
628. Kaikoo: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Largeseeded and/or vegetable-type soybean. 1969.
• Summary: Sources: Gilbert, James C.; Chinn, J.T.; Tanaka,
J.S. 1970. “Four new tropical vegetable-type soybeans with
root-knot nematode resistance.” Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station,
Research Report. No. 178. 7 p. [Feb.]. See p. 7. “White
flowered, year-round adaptability in Hawaii, ‘Kaikoo’
produces plants that are taller in the summer with medium
maturity (65 days to fresh market harvest). It is root-knot
resistant and vigorous with pods held off the ground to allow
machine harvesting. ‘Kaikoo’ performs well in a variety of
soil types.” Note: No dry-seed color is given.
Barnes, W.C. ed. 1970. “New vegetable varieties list
XVII: Soybeans, edible.” HortScience 5(3):146-49. June.
New varieties of edible soybeans are Kahala, Kaikoo, Kailua,
and Mokapu Summer. All were released in 1969 by the
University of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station in Honolulu, and
all have resistance to root-knot nematode. For details, see
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Research Report 178. Address:
USA.
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629. Kailua: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Largeseeded and/or vegetable-type soybean. 1969.
• Summary: Sources: Gilbert, James C.; Chinn, J.T.; Tanaka,
J.S. 1970. “Four new tropical vegetable-type soybeans with
root-knot nematode resistance.” Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station,
Research Report. No. 178. 7 p. [Feb.]. See p. 7. “A good
year-round performer in Hawaii, with white flowers and
dark green foliage, ‘Kailua’ requires about 68 days for fresh
market harvest. Resistant to root-knot, it is not recommended
for machine harvest because seed pods start near the ground
level. The pods are comparatively easy to strip from plants
when green. Both ‘Kailua’ and ‘Mokapu Summer’ bear the
pods closer together than ‘Kaikoo’ and ‘Kahala’ varieties.”
Note: No dry-seed color is given.
Barnes, W.C. ed. 1970. “New vegetable varieties list
XVII: Soybeans, edible.” HortScience 5(3):146-49. June.
New varieties of edible soybeans are Kahala, Kaikoo, Kailua,
and Mokapu Summer. All were released in 1969 by the
University of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station in Honolulu, and
all have resistance to root-knot nematode. For details, see
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Research Report 178. Address:
USA.
630. Product Name: Tofu, and Aburage.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kapaa Poi Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: R.R. 1, Box 366, Kapaa, Kauai,
HI 96746. Phone: 808-822-5426.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Not listed in any
Hawaiian City Directory prior to 1968. Hawaii Directory
of Manufacturers. 1969. p. 17. Kapaa Poi Factory, Kapaa,
Kauai, Hawaii. They make poi, tofu, aburage, kulolo, and
konnyaku. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The Book of Tofu. p.
313.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Owner: Unknown.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name,
address (Kapahi, Kapaa, Kauai), and phone number. Owner:
Kenneth Lai.
Letter from Kembo and Sophie Fujinaga. 1995. Jan. 1.
Kapaa Poi Factory is now located at 1181 Kainahola Rd.,
Kapaa, Kauai 96746. Phone: (808) 822-5426.
Talk with Craddock K. Yorkman of Kekaha, Hawaii.
1996. May 6. The only company that presently makes tofu
on the island of Kauai is Kapaa Poi Factory.
631. Product Name: Broil King Teriyaki Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: King Shoyu Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1215 Kona St. near Piikoi (P.O.
Box 976), Honolulu, Oahu, HI 96808.
Date of Introduction: 1969.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Bottle.
How Stored: Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation: Ad in Hawaii City
Directory. 1968-69. p. 145. King Shoyu Co. Ltd.
Manufacturers of the famous King Soy Sauce and Broil
King Teriyaki Sauce. Illustrations (line drawings) show both
bottles and labels. Address: 1215 Kona near Piikoi, P.O. Box
976. Zip Code 96808. Not listed 1979.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows
a label. They make amino acid soy sauce. The company is
still in business. Letter from Tadao Nihei. 1988. July 19.
They ran the business during the war, making chemical soy
sauce, but closed in about 1978. Also made Barbecue Shoyu.
632. Product Name: Aburage (Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches).
Manufacturer’s Name: Matsumoto Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2984-B Ewalu St., Lihue, Kauai,
HI 96766.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
New Product–Documentation: Not listed in any
Hawaiian City Directory prior to 1968. Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 18. Matsumoto Tofu Shop, 2984-B
Ewalu St., Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii 96766. Tofu and aburage.
633. Product Name: Shoyu Peanuts.
Manufacturer’s Name: Moilili Mochi & Candies.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2563 South King St., Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii 96814.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 18. The company makes mochi,
manju, arare, shoyu, peanut [sic]. In the 1975 directory the
product is first listed as “Shoyu Peanuts.”
634. Mokapu Summer: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Large-seeded and/or vegetable-type soybean. 1969.
• Summary: Sources: Gilbert, James C.; Chinn, J.T.; Tanaka,
J.S. 1970. “Four new tropical vegetable-type soybeans with
root-knot nematode resistance.” Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station,
Research Report. No. 178. 7 p. [Feb.]. See p. 7. “Mokapu
Summer (B-C-281-2-2): A fairly compact plant resembling
‘Bansei’ in most characters, including purple flowers, but
with root-knot nematode resistance. In pod maturity it is
about 8 days later. Like ‘Bansei,’ it will be short if planted
in November or December, but should not be subject to the
root rotting troubles which often cause complete failure of
‘Bansei’ plantings here. ‘Mokapu Summer’ is shorter than
the others on this list but has large seed and pod size. It
should be planted for March to August only (daylength 12-13
hours). ‘Mokapu Summer’ requires about 68 days to reach
fresh market harvest at Waimanalo Farm in July.”
Barnes, W.C. ed. 1970. “New vegetable varieties list
XVII: Soybeans, edible.” HortScience 5(3):146-49. June.
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New varieties of edible soybeans are Kahala, Kaikoo, Kailua,
and Mokapu Summer. All were released in 1969 by the
University of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station in Honolulu, and
all have resistance to root-knot nematode. For details, see
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Research Report 178. Address:
USA.
635. Product Name: Aburage (Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches).
Manufacturer’s Name: Rural Food Products, Inc. Formerly
Haruo Honda Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address: 117 Mango St., Wahiawa, Oahu,
Hawaii. Phone: 808-621-5603.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 18. Rural Food Products, 117
Mango St., Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii 96786. They make tofu,
aburage, and konnyaku.
636. Product Name: Aburage.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tanita (T.) Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 189-A Ponahawai, Hilo, Island
of Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1969.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1969. p. 19. T. Tanita Tofu Factory, 189-A
Ponahawai St., Hilo, Island of Hawaii 96720. Tofu, aburage.
637. Hawaii Nihonjin Iminshi Kankokai. 1969. Hawaii
Nihonjin iminshi [History of Japanese Immigration to
Hawaii]. Japan: HNIK. See p. 211. [Jap]*
• Summary: Repeats the information from Morita 1915
about Haruhachi Shimada being the first to brew shoyu in
Hawaii.
638. Iwamota, Amy. 1970. Two tasty Korean recipes to add
to spring menus. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of
Hawaii). Jan. 29. p. 11.
• Summary: The headnotes for the first recipe state: “As an
extra flavor for those who like hot, spicy foods, a hot sauce,
which follows the Korean Fried Rice recipe, can be used to
season the rice and vegetable mixture. It also can be served
with noodle, meat, and vegetable dishes. A small amount of
the Korean sauce goes a long way.”
The first recipe is for “Korean Fried Rice.” At the end of
the directions we read: “Mix well. Add rice. If desired, mix
in ½ teaspoon of Kochujan Sauce. Makes 6 servings.”
Next comes a recipe for “Kochujan Sauce.”
“1 teaspoon miso (made from fermented rice and soy
beans)
“1 teaspoon soy sauce
“1 teaspoon cayenne
“Combine ingredients together.”
Note: In April 2021, when we searched www.
newspapers.com, the huge digitized newspaper database,

for “kochujan,” we got only 5 matches from 1970 to 2010.
But when we searched for “kochujang” we got 257 matches
from 1978 to 2010. Address: HELCO [Hilo Electric Light
Company] Home Economist.
639. Gilbert, James C.; Chinn, J.T.; Tanaka, J.S. 1970.
Four new tropical vegetable-type soybeans with root-knot
nematode resistance. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Report No. 178. 7 p. [Feb.]. Undated.
• Summary: Newly released vegetable type soybean
varieties, all released in 1969, are Kahala, Kaikoo, Kailua,
and Mokapu Summer. All are maturity group IV created
from the cross UD288 (Hawkeye x FC 33.243) x Bansei.
“Soybean cultivars suitable for use as a vegetable crop differ
from most cultivars grown as field crops in having larger
seeds and greater palatability to humans in the immature or
green-pod stage. In Hawaii and other islands of the Pacific,
they are boiled in heavily salted water for 20 minutes and
served in the pod. The green seeds are eaten and the pods
discarded. The high protein content and palatability of this
food make it considerable potential value in the improvement
of human diets where proteins are scarce and expensive.”
Finding a replacement for ‘Bansei,’ which is susceptible
to rot knot nematodes, has been a concern of soybean
breeders at the University of Hawaii’s Department of
Horticulture. “’Bansei’ has been popular in Hawaii as a
vegetable type because of its large seed size, high quality,
and short height in the summer months. Local growers have
preferred a plant height of only 14 to 18 inches with an
early maturity rating. These comparatively small plants are
usually harvested and sold in bunches with the green pods
attached, although some growers now market only the pods
and can use taller or later maturing plant types. ‘Bansei’ has
the disadvantage of excessively short plant height during
the ‘winter’ months in Hawaii as well as being susceptible
to root-knot nematodes, root rotting fungi, and rose beetle
defoliation.
“The soybean breeding program, using a root-knot
resistant field type from the University of Delaware (UD
288), has made available some new combinations with the
good eating qualities of ‘Bansei’ and the root-knot resistance
of UD 288 (see Fig. 1 and 2).” The two parental lines were
developed by Mr. Wan-Lai Chang of Taiwan while working
on an inheritance study of root-knot resistance toward his
M.S. degree at the University of Hawaii. Photos taken at the
Poamoho Experimental Farm, May 1968 show: (1) Bansei,
Kailua, and Kaikoo cultivars. (2) Kailua pods in a root-knot
infested field.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov.
2020) that mentions the soybean varieties Kahala, Kaikoo,
Kailua, or Mokapu Summer. None of these four varieties
was registered in Crop Science. However all four were
announced in HortScience (June 1970, p. 146-49).
Note 2. Talk with Sharon of the College of Tropical
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Agriculture and Human Resources (CTAHR), Univ. of
Hawaii, Honolulu. 1999. Aug. 24. They have a database
showing the publication date of all Hawaiian agricultural
publications. This Research Report No. 178 was published in
Feb. 1970. Address: Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station.
640. Hilo Electric Light Co., Ltd., Home Service
Department. 1970. Display ad: Reddy Kilowatt’s Free
Cooking Class. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of
Hawaii). June 1. p. 7, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: “Tuesday, June 4, 1970
“Time: 7:30 P.M.
“Place: Papaaloa Hongwanji Hall
“A delicious cosmopolitan menu made up of Chicken
and Rice Casserole, Luau Stew, Shrimp Tempura, Portuguese
Style Tuna, Korean Fried Rice with Kochujan Sauce, and
Almond Jelly will be prepared.
“Recipes will be distributed to everyone attending.
Reddy Kilowatt helpers as well as foods prepared will be
given away as door prizes. It’s Free for All!”
641. Barnes, W.C. ed. 1970. New vegetable varieties list
XVII. HortScience 5(3):146-49. June. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soybean, edible” (p. 148)
gives details on four new varieties: Kahala, Kaikoo, Kailua,
and Mokapu Summer. All were released in 1969 by the
University of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station in Honolulu, and
all have resistance to root-knot nematode. For details, see
Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Research Report 178.
Sixteen prior lists of new vegetable varieties introduced
since 1936 were published in Vols. 63-92 of the Proceedings
of the American Society for Horticultural Science, and
Vol. 4, No. 1 of HortScience. Address: Clemson Univ.,
Charleston, South Carolina.
642. Wenkam, Nao S.; Wolff, Robert J. 1970. A half century
of changing food habits among Japanese in Hawaii. J. of the
American Dietetic Association 57(6):29-32. July. [15 ref]
• Summary: In about 1885, a predominantly vegetarian
diet was representative of the farming and laboring classes
in Japan. “The three great staples were rice, barley, and
soybeans.” Those who could not afford rice consumed a less
expensive grain such as millet, wheat, barley, buckwheat, or
even sweet potatoes. Legumes, which were used universally,
included soybean products, peas, mung beans and azuki. The
main soybean products were tofu, miso, natto, aburage, and
shoyu. Other foods in general use included daikon radish,
several types of cabbage, marine algae such as nori, konbu,
wakame. etc.
“According to statistics for 1880, total plant food
consumption was proportioned as follows: rice, 53 per cent;
barley and wheat, 27 per cent; tubers and vegetables, 6 per
cent; fruits and algae, less than 1 per cent.
“The chief animal food was fish, much used near the

sea, less in the interior. Poultry and eggs were used in small
amounts. Beef, mutton, pork, milk, and butter formed a
minor part of the diet. The amounts of animal food available
per capita per year in 1900 were: meats, 1.3 lb.; fresh fish, 27
lb.; dried fish, 2.5 lb.; and imported meats and fish, 0.3 lb.”
A bar chart shows that the daily intake of protein for
Japanese adults in Japan and Hawaii has increased from 62
gm in the late 19th century to 101 gm today–an increase of
63%. During the same period, daily fat intake has increased
from 10 gm to 87 gm–an 8.7-fold increase! Calories per day
are about the same. Address: Dep. of Food and Nutritional
Sciences, and School of Public Health, Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu.
643. Hansen, Barbara. 1970. Language of cookery: Soy
sauce hails from number of countries. Los Angeles Times.
Sept. 10. p. K9.
• Summary: Compares Japanese, Chinese, Indonesian,
Hawaiian, and U.S. soy sauces. These can be either brewed
[fermented] or mixed from various ingredients to simulate
the flavor, color, and texture of the brewed soy sauces. The
mixed sauces “are based on hydrolized vegetable proteins
and are colored with caramel coloring.”
Among imported Chinese soy sauces, there is “the
familiar dark soy sauce and also a light soy sauce, which
can be used to salt and season food when a dark color is not
desired.”
Shoyu is the Japanese word for soy sauce.
“If you take up Indonesian cookery, don’t assume
that ketjap is the thick red sauce which Americans pour on
hamburgers. Ketjap is the term for Indonesian-style soy
sauce, which is slightly sweetened.” Note: Could this latter
be ketjap manis?
644. Saint, Wint F. 1970. Soy foods–West. Soybean Digest.
Nov. p. 32-33.
• Summary: With such a large number of people of oriental
ancestry living along the Pacific Coast of the United States
and in the islands of Hawaii–our 50th state–”plus the
interest in oriental cooking by occidental people, it is hardly
surprising that edible soybeans play a prominent part in
the ingredients of many oriental dishes and prepared food
products in the West.”
“But very few people have ever heard of a food that has
been a staple in the oriental diet for centuries–bean cake.
“Bean cake, which includes tofu and Chinese cheese,
is an excellent food, high in protein, and containing all the
essential amino acids.”
“Being a soft-curd product, similar in consistency to
our cottage cheese, fresh bean cake alone has no distinctive
flavor. In fact, it is quite bland. However, it very quickly
picks up the flavor of foods with which it is cooked... Thus it
may be considered an ‘extender’ or ‘food supplement.’”
Briefly describes how to make “fresh bean cake” on a
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commercial scale, with calcium sulphate used to coagulate
the soy milk (also called “bean milk”). “The residue [okara]
usually ends up at the local hog ranch.”
The curded soy milk “is scooped into stainless steel
trays, or forms, where any excess water is removed. The
slabs are then put through another machine which, by
means of wires or knives, cuts the cake into small cubes
or rectangular pieces which are packed into jars or ‘seethrough’ plastic trays with a very small amount of water.
Printed heat-sealing cello tops are affixed along the top edges
of the trays.
“The tofu-type bean cake is best when fresh, although if
kept in water it will hold its freshness for several days in the
refrigerator.
“During the early morning business hours the freshly
packed product is delivered to the colorful oriental food
shops and restaurants or western supermarkets of the Pacific
Coast and Hawaii. A 1969 news release stated that this
product accounted for close to $3 million is sales by about
20 U.S. manufacturers and that only slightly over 50% of the
consumers were of Oriental descent.
“Fermented-type cake: The fermented-type bean cake–
Chinese cheese–is also a soy-milk-based product, but its
manufacture is somewhat more complicated, lengthier, and
closely guarded than the fresh type. When the fermentation
process–which is a matter of days rather than hours–has
been completed,... the small yellow cubes are packed neatly
in a solution of water plus alcohol, in hermetically sealed
glass jars, to insure perfect keeping qualities. One large local
producer [probably Quong Hop & Co.] is distributing his
product in practically all the 50 states of the U.S. as well
as shipping into Canada, South America, and even to Hong
Kong!
“Of the fermented-type Chinese cheese, the most widely
known, and used, is the yellow or Foo Yee, the taste of which
can be compared to a mellow Camembert cheese, while
the red, or Nam Yee, is more highly seasoned or spicy. The
yellow is called for in many Chinese recipes. A jar will be
found in most any Chinese-American kitchen, used mainly
as a seasoning, as a cheese substitute, or a topping for
macaroni or vegetable dishes.
“The red type–Nam Yee–being of a stronger, spicier
flavor–is usually used as a condiment or a seasoning for
flavoring roasts, steaks, or with fowl.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “Nam Yee” to refer to
fermented tofu.
“Oriental recipes calling for the use of bean cake are
varied and most interesting. Very simply: bean cake can
be eaten ‘as is’ with just a bit of sugar sprinkled over it, or
dipped in soy sauce, to give it flavor. Or, it may be diced and
scrambled with eggs for a breakfast dish, or prepared with
pork–known as Tofu Yuk–or with beef.”
A portrait photo shows W.F. Saint. Address: W.W. Saint

Co., San Francisco.
645. Product Name: Island Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Honolulu Sake Brewery Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address: Honolulu, Oahu, HI 96813.
Date of Introduction: 1970.
Ingredients: Water, soy beans, salt, wheat, disodium
5-inosinate, caramel coloring, and sodium benzoate, a
preservative.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 16 fluid oz (1 pint), 50.7 fluid
oz (1 quart 1 pint 2.7 fluid oz) or 101 fluid oz (3 quarts 5
fluid oz).
New Product–Documentation: Directory of Honolulu and
the Territory of Hawaii. 1930-31. p. 241. The company is
currently named Honolulu Ice Co. Ltd. Tomokuni Iwanaga
is president. They are at 2153 Booth Rd. In the 1934-35
Directory (p. 211) the name changes to Honolulu Sake
Brewery & Ice Co. Ltd. Daizo Sumida is president. Same
address. They are never listed as a shoyu manufacturer in any
index up through 1954.
Nihei. 1978. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi. 73(7):542-49.
“Hawaii ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso, shoyu no rekishi.” Shows
one label. This company has closed but their brand is being
carried on by the Honolulu Sake Brewery and Ice Co. Ltd.
Label. Received Feb. 1988 from Honolulu Sake Brewery &
Ice Co., Ltd. 4.5 x 3.5 inches. Red, black, yellow, pink, and
white. White, pink and red hibiscus flowers on label. Letter
from Takao Nihei. 1988. July 19. The product was launched
in 1970 by Honolulu Sake Brewery Co. Ltd. Omit “& Ice” in
company name.
646. Kikkoman International Inc.; Kikkoman Shoyu Co.,
Ltd. 1970. Sekai ni aiseru aji no shuyaku [World renowned
sauces (Ad)]. In: Hokubei Mainichi Shinbunsha, comp.
1970. Hokubei Mainichi Nenkan [Hokubei Mainichi Year
Book]. San Francisco, California. p. 8. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The bottom 1/8 of this ad, plus
one line near the top, are in English. The top line of the ad, in
Japanese, means “The main character of taste, which is loved
by the world.” Just below that is the title in English. And to
the right below that is the “Kikkoman signature” in English.
Near the top left in Japanese: Kikkoman products are made
using the best selected ingredients and long experience. They
start with shoyu, and include teriyaki sauce, sukiyaki sauce,
Menmi (noodle broth base), and Manjô Mirin (sweet saké for
cooking). They are the masters of the food seasoning craft.
Kikkoman is working hard in the kitchens of the world.
Photos show: (1) A large, metal 1-gallon can of
“Kikkoman Shoyu” (written in English). (2) Bottle of
Kikkoman Hawaiian Teriyaki Marinade and Sauce. (3)
Bottle of Kikkoman Sukiyaki Sauce. (4) Bottle of Kikkoman
Worcestershire Sauce. (5) Bottle of Kikkoman Memmi /
Menmi. (6) Smaller and slightly flattened bottle of Kikkoman
Manjô Mirin.
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In the lower left corner is the Kikkoman hexagonal
logo. Above: “Since 1630.” Below (in Japanese): Kunaicho
goyôtatsu (Purveyors to the Imperial Household). Address:
San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, USA;
Tokyo, Japan.
647. Mutual Supply Company (Kyodo Shohi-gaisha). 1970.
General importer & exporter (Ad). In: Hokubei Mainichi
Shinbunsha, comp. 1970. Hokubei Mainichi Nenkan
[Hokubei Mainichi Year Book]. San Francisco, California. p.
9. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (half page). The top ¼ of this ad is in
English. Company name with diacritics is: Kyôdo Shôhigaisha. They are selling many items including Mitsuba
(Clover) brand shoyu (made in Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii)
and Kikkoman shoyu. Address: 1090 Sansome St., San
Francisco, California 94111. Phone: (415) 982-1894.
648. Soybean Digest. 1971. One woman and the bean [Mrs.
Clarence Y. Shimamura of Honolulu]. Jan. p. 50.
• Summary: “Mrs. Clarence Y. Shimamura of Honolulu has
contributed to the welfare of many people.
“During the war when there was a meat shortage,
Mrs. Shimamura, home economist for the Honolulu Gas
Co., began a search into her past for soybean food recipes.
‘I was brought up on soybean products,’ she says. There
followed many demonstrations, cooking schools, and special
luncheons for the purpose of introducing soybean food
dishes as meat substitutes and for their nutritious value.
“A grandmother who is writing a book of her
experiences and work with soybeans, she continues to
present television programs on every-day dishes containing
soybeans. She visits the homes for elderly orientals to find
more old recipes. She uses soy flour as well as the traditional
Japanese-Chinese soy foods such as soy sauce, tofu, bean
paste [miso], and natto. Mrs. Shimamura is particularly
excited by the new soy protein analogs.”
Mrs. Shimamura raises her own bean sprouts and uses
them in many recipes besides chop suey. She likes them in
“green tossed salad, sauteed, flavored with soy sauce and
mixed with chopped green onions as a vegetable dish or
parboiled (when fresh) and added to egg omelet as well as to
soup and stews.”
While her husband was earning his law degree at
Cambridge University, Massachusetts, “she became
acquainted with Boston Baked Beans. She found them
delicious and after returning to Hawaii experimented with
soybeans until she produced the soybean Boston style recipe
for which she is now so well known. Recipes are given for:
Steamed Hawaiian brown bread (with “1 c. soybean flour”).
Soybeans Boston style (with “2½ c. soybeans”).
A photo shows Mrs. Shimamura with her soybeans
Boston-style.

649. Teho, Fortunato. 1971. Plants of Hawaii–How to grow
them. Hilo, Hawaii: The Petroglyph Press Ltd. 50 leaves.
Aug. *
• Summary: Contains a section on how to grow soybeans.
Note: Although this 1st edition is undated, we can
deduce the date from a note in the Hawaii Tribune-Herald
(Hilo, Hawaii) of 1971 Aug. 1 (Sunday), page 16, col. 8. At
the end of an article by Fortunato Teho we read: “Copies of
my garden booklet, ‘Plants of Hawaii–How to Grow Them’
are now available from The Petroglyph Press, 211 Kinoole
St., Hilo, Hawaii, 96720.” It contained about 50 unnumbered
pages, with text on half of those. Address: 211 Kinoole St.,
Hilo, Hawaii 96720.
650. Murphy, Patrick M.; Koch, Burton L. 1971.
Compatibility of the components of nitrogenase from
soybean bacteroids and free-living nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 253(1):295-97. Nov. 2. [8 ref]
• Summary: Nitrogenase from symbiotic and non-symbiotic
nitrogen-fixing agents is composed of two components, both
of which are necessary for enzyme activity. Nitrogenase
components of Azotobacter vinelandii and Bacillus
polymyxa cross-reacted with components of nitrogenase
from Rhizobium japonicum bacteroids. No evidence of
a cross reaction was obtained in the case of Clostridium
pasteurianum. Address: 1. Dep. of Biochemistry, College
of Agricultural and Life Sciences, Univ. of Wisconsin,
Madison, WI 53706; 2. Dep. of Agronomy and Soil Science,
College of Tropical Agriculture, Univ. of Hawaii.
651. Jacobs, Sanford J. 1972. What tastes terrible and
doubles in sales every 60 days or so? Crunchy Granola,
that’s what, and Layton Gentry is ready to sell the formula to
you. Wall Street Journal. Feb. 16. p. 1.
• Summary: A great, original, funny front-page story on
the modern origin and early modern history of granola.
Collegedale, Tennessee: John D. Goodbrad, age 28, runs
a small cereal factory in Collegedale; he makes Crunchy
Granola, but neither he nor his employees are particularly
fond of the stuff. He prefers Cheerios. An employee says
that her kids don’t like it much either, but she recalls that she
once had a horse who really liked it.
Crunchy Granola is made of rolled oats, wheat germ,
sea salt, sesame seeds, coconut, brown sugar, and soy oil.
These are mixed and baked. “Crunchy Granola is the biggest
thing to hit the cereal market since the cardboard box was
invented.” Goodbrad says his sales have been doubling every
60-90 days for the last 2½ years. He now makes 12,000 lb
per day of Granola, which sells for 73 cents a pound, and
runs his factory 24 hours a day. Another company, Lassen
Foods, Inc., in Chico, California, is said to make even
more; last year they sold $3 million worth of Granola. Total
nationwide sales are estimated to be about $5 million. He
says his family started the business, Sovex, Inc., in this
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idyllic valley in 1964.
Why are people eating so much Granola? No one sure.
One theory: It is part of the anticommercialism movement of
the younger generation. Another: It’s a health food, making it
part of the “back-to-nature” movement. But the main reason
may be that many younger folks really like it–especially with
milk poured over as a breakfast cereal.
Although it is clearly a fabled food in the underground,
and sold mostly at health-food stores, some supermarkets are
beginning to stock it. Rock singer Neil Diamond even has a
popular song titled “Crunchy Granola Suite.” The words are
given.
While Crunchy Granola appears to have a bright future,
it also has an interesting past. It seems to have been invented
by a man named Layton Gentry who, in 1964, sold his recipe
and oven to John Goodbrad’s father for $3,000. He and his
wife started making it at home, then built a little factory, and
now it is made in a big factory–in the idyllic little valley.
After Layton Gentry left Tennessee he headed out West.
In about 1968 (four years ago) he sold the recipe again–to
Lassen Foods, but this time for at least $15,000. Not until the
two Granola makers bumped into each other at a health food
convention 2 years ago did they realize that they were both
making the same product. No problem–both were doing just
fine.
Mrs. Gentry says that Layton is a hard man to find. She
says they separated after the move West, and her ex-husband
had made some more money selling the recipe to folks in
Hawaii, Canada, Australia, and Missouri.
But didn’t he miss a golden opportunity to make more
money? Not really. Mrs. Gentry explains that Layton never
liked things to get too big. “’He was in the Army 12 years.
You know what that does to a man.’”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2010)
that tells the tale of Layton Gentry and the birth of Granola–
in its modern incarnation.
Note 2. According to the Website www.ancestry.com, a
person named “Layton S. Gentry” was born on 18 April 1918
in New Pine Creek, Lake County, Oregon. His parents were
John Urban Gentry and Mildred G. Gentry. He was married
in 1942. He died on 11 Feb. 2007 in New Pine Creek,
Oregon. A 1989 obituary for his wife states: “Gentry: Myrtle
Frona Gentry, 70, died July 1, 1989, at Lakeview Hospital
in Oregon. She was born in Rosedale, daughter of the late
William Preston & Lula (Davis) Franz. Surviving are her
husband, Layton Gentry; 1 daughter, Karen Angelo of New
Pine Creek; 1 grandchild; and 2 sisters, Vivian St. Clair of
Molalla, Oregon, and Beulah Mawhinney of Bend, Oregon.
1 sister, Prudence Beilsmith, preceded her in death. Services
were conducted at Pine Creek Baptist church, Oregon. Burial
was in New Pine Creek cemetery.” Address: Staff reporter,
Wall Street Journal.
652. Farmilant, Eunice. 1972. Macrobiotic cooking. New

York, NY: New American Library. 224 p. Foreword by
Herman Aihara. May. Index. 18 cm. [31 ref]
• Summary: This pocketbook has a color (beige) photo on
the cover of ears of wheat, one wooden spoon filled with
soybeans and one filled with unpolished rice. It is “A basic
introductory guide to cooking and eating the macrobiotic
way.” The author’s interest in macrobiotics began in April
1968. Basic information on soyfoods (especially miso,
tamari, and tofu) is given on pages 29, 33-38, 213-14. Soyrelated recipes include: Wheat berries and black beans (i.e.
black soybeans, p. 78). Sprouts (incl. soy sprouts, p. 82-83).
Miso pickles (p. 124-25). Miso soup (p. 128-29). Cream of
miso soup (p. 135). Black beans and wheat berries (p. 139).
There is an entire chapter on miso and tofu (p. 142-46)
including: What makes miso so beneficial? Barley miso
(nutritional analysis). Miso-vegetable stew. Miso-rice.
Miso stew with vegetables. Miso-vegetable spoon bread.
Homemade tofu (curded with fresh lemon juice).
Pizza–Macrobiotic style (with miso, p. 149). Chop suey
(with tofu and miso, p. 151-52). Miso bechamel sauce (p.
159). Miso gravy. Simple tahini and tamari sauces (p. 160).
Tempura dip (with tamari). Simple miso spreads (p. 161).
Miso-vegetable spread. Miso-watercress spread.
There is a directory of macrobiotic stores and restaurants
in the U.S. (p. 191-203, subdivided alphabetically by state,
and within each state alphabetically by city). The following
states have the following number of stores and restaurants:
Alaska 1, Arizona 4, Arkansas 1, California 32, Colorado 4,
Connecticut 18, District of Columbia 3, Florida 14, Georgia
7, Hawaii 2, Illinois 7, Indiana 2, Iowa 5, Louisiana 4, Maine
14, Maryland 7, Massachusetts 51, Michigan 12, Minnesota
3, Mississippi 2, Missouri 3, Nevada 1, New Hampshire 20,
New Jersey 9, New Mexico 3, New York 61, North Carolina
5, Ohio 14, Oklahoma 3, Oregon 2, Pennsylvania 8, Rhode
Island 5, South Carolina 1, Texas 4, Utah 1, Vermont 26,
Virginia 4, Washington 3, Wisconsin 2.
There is also a directory of stores, restaurants, and
centers outside the U.S. (p. 204-07, subdivided by country).
The following countries have the following number of
stores, restaurants, or centers: Australia 1, Belgium 2, Brazil
2, Canada 15, Denmark 4, France 29, Germany 1, Holland
(Netherlands) 2, India 1, Italy 1, Japan 3, Portugal 1, Puerto
Rico 1, Spain 1, Sweden 1, Switzerland 2, United Kingdom:
England 13, Scotland 1, Vietnam 2.
A list of wholesale distributors in the U.S. (p. 208-09)
includes Shiloh Farms (Route 59, Sulfur Springs, Arkansas;
[Warren Clough]), Erewhon Trading Co. (8003 W. Beverly
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048), Chico San Foods
(1262 Humboldt Ave., Chico, California 95926), Erewhon
Trading Co. (33 Farnsworth St., Boston, Massachusetts
02210), Deer Valley Farms (Guilford, New York 13780),
Infinity Food Co. (171 Duane, New York, NY 10013), Mottel
Foods (451 Washington, New York, NY 10013), Juniper
Farms (Box 100, Sugar Loaf, NY 10981), Pioneer Specialty
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Foods (Fargo, North Dakota 58100), Merit Food Co. (Pill
Hill Lane, Box 177, Bally, Pennsylvania 19503), Essene
(58th & Grays Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19143).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2020)
that contains a directory of macrobiotic food stores in the
United States and worldwide.
653. Haenszel, William; Kurihara, M.; Segi, M.; Lee,
Richard K.C. 1972. Stomach cancer among Japanese in
Hawaii. J. of the National Cancer Institute 49(4):969-88.
Oct. [53* ref]
• Summary: Consumption of bean curd [tofu] was associated
with a significant decrease in risk from stomach cancer.
A study compared 220 Japanese stomach cancer patients
and 440 hospital controls in Hawaii. Associations of stomach
cancer with consumption of specific foods is given in table 4
(p. 976). For Hawaiian Japanese, bean curd is in the low-risk
category with the lowest relative risk (0.69).
The high risk foods for Hawaiian Japanese are dried
fish (1.8), salted fish (1.6), shoyu (1.5), sake (1.42), pickled
Japanese radish [salt-pickled daikon] (1.41), and salted fish
guts (1.40). Note how many high-risk foods contain salt.
Address: Biometry Branch, National Cancer Inst., Bethedsa,
Maryland 20014.
654. Char, Alyce; Char, Theodore. 1972. The gourmet’s
encyclopedia of Chinese-Hawaiian cooking. New York, NY:
Exposition Press. An Exposition-Banner Book. 306 p. Plus
32 unnumbered pages of [color] plates. See p. 277. Illust.
(some color). 24 cm.
• Summary: This book is a fusion of Cantonese Chinese and
Hawaiian cuisines. The names of Chinese foods is usually
romanized in Cantonese. A surprisingly large number of the
recipes are based on meat, poultry, fish or eggs.
In the chapter titled “The Chinese Kitchen” (p. 27-33)
many soyfoods are described under “Spices, sauces and
condiments.” These entries tend to be less detailed than those
in the Glossary.
The chapter on “Food sources and substitutions”
includes: “Bean curd skin (Fu Pee Guin): Use leaf fat.
The chapter titled “Chinese grocery store and
supermarket items” includes these two entries: “Bean curd:
Fresh; bottle or canned; in red sauce; dried in sheets or
rolled.” This reference is apparently to fresh tofu, bottled or
canned tofu, red fermented tofu, dried yuba sheets, and dried
yuba sticks. The 2nd: “Tofu: Wet and dried.”
A sampling of soy-related recipes includes: Barbecued
teriyaki beef (with homemade Teriyaki sauce, p. 73).
Chicken with bean curd (with “4 cubes white bean curd, p.
99). Steamed spare ribs–Black beans (with “¼ cup black
beans {Dau See}, p. 127). Bean curd spring roll with
Szechuan cabbage (with 1 pkg. {½ lb.} bean curd sheets, p.
180). Note the ease with which the terms “Bean curd” and
“bean curd sheets” are used interchangeably. Bean cake with

bean sauce (with “2 blocks tofu or soybean cake, 4 inches
square” and “¼ cup canned bean sauce {Ngin see Jeong}, p.
192).
On three unnumbered pages of black-and-white photos
in the middle of the book (after p. 194) titled “Chinese
ingredients” we see: (10) A box of “Dried bean curd, flat
type” [folded sheets of yuba]. (6) “Bean cakes (cheese)”
[a bottle of fermented tofu]. (8) “Red bean curd” [a can of
fermented tofu]. (12) Brown bean sauce (ngin see jeong). (9)
Thick red soy [sauce]. (15) Fried tofu. (20) Preserved black
bean (dau see).
Celery cabbage with bean curd (with “2 tbsp. bean curd
[fermented tofu], p. 198).
The Glossary (p. 277-91) contains many soy-related
entries:
Aburage: “Japanese word for deep-fried tofu.
Beancurd flower, dou fu fah [curds made from soymilk];
very fine consistency, white in color, sold packaged in
cellophane containers.
Beancurd sauce or cheese, dau fu mui; also called fu yui;
squares of fermented beancurd [fermented tofu], salty and
having a cheese-like consistency.
“Beancurd sticks or skins, fu jook; [dried yuba sticks]
shiny cream-color brittle and wrinkled sticks or sheets;
actually a by-product of beancurd made from second layer of
puréed beancurd.”
Black beans, preserved. dau see; preserved black
soybeans; they impart their strong flavor to foods they are
cooked with.
Brown bean sauce, ngin see jeong; sold in either paste
form or as a thick sauce; made from fermented yellow
soybeans, flour and salt. It can be purchased ready-made
in bottles or cans, or made at home from salted, fermented
black soybeans (see p. 29).
Cheese, Chinese: see beancurd sauce or red beancurd
sauce.
“Hoisin sauce: thick brownish-red sauce, made from
soybeans, chili, garlic, spices, flour and sugar.
“Miso paste: Japanese product made from seasoned,
preserved, mashed soybeans; used in soups and stews.
Red beancurd sauce or cheese, nahm yoi: [red fermented
tofu] red, pressed beancurd fermented in rice wine with salt
and spices; used to season and flavor special dishes; sold in
cans or jars.
“Soy sauce, see yau: also called bahk yau: thin sauce
made from fermented soybeans, wheat, salt, water and yeast
[sic]; first brew produces light colored thin sauce; allowed
to set longer, becomes dark brown; light sauce, the first
brew, premium and limited in quantity; used at table and in
cooking.
“Soybean: both yellow or black used in stew dishes or
stir fried.
Soybean cake, dau fu: [tofu] white custard cakes of
pressed puréed soybeans; nutritious and used in lieu of milk
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in China for its protein value.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term dau fu (or dau-fu) to
refer to Chinese-style tofu.
Soybean cake, deep fried, yau dau fu, [deep-fried tofu]
yellow-brown and triangular or cube shaped.
Soybean paste, jeong: any sauce, such as hoi sin sauce.
Teriyaki: Japanese soy sauce marinade for beef, but also
chicken, pork, or seafood.
Tofu, dau fu: Japanese word for products such as
beancurd cake.
White beancurd cake or cheese [white fermented tofu]:
see sauces or cheeses.
Also interesting in Glossary: Monosodium glutamate,
mee jing fun; centuries old Chinese brand made from
seaweed.
About the authors (inside rear dust jacket): Theodore
Char, a native of Honolulu, graduated from the University
of Illinois. In 1928 he became the first person of Chinese
descent and the first Hawaiian to become a certified public
accountant. He is a firm believer in physical culture and is
an ardent hiker. Alyce Char is a graduate of the University
of Hawaii. Throughout the Hawaiian Islands “they are
renowned for entertaining in their home and are frequently
referred to as ‘the host and hostess with the mostest.’”
Among the books many color photos, are four excellent ones
of this harmonious- and happy-looking couple. Address:
Honolulu, Hawaii.
655. Hewitt, Jean. 1972. The New York Times heritage cook
book. New York, NY: Putnam. xviii + 804 p. Illust. (full page
color photos; line drawings by Ray Skibinski). Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: This monumental American cookbook contains
more than 2,100 recipes organized by region, from the
Northeast to the Northwest.
Soy related recipes: Teriyaki appetizer–Hawaii (with “½
cup soy sauce” and “2 pounds round steak, cut into strips,...”
marinated and skewered, p. 660).
Tempura, with soy mustard sauce–Hawaii (with “1/3 cup
soy sauce, preferably imported,” p. 663).
Miso-shiru (Bean paste soup)–Northern California (with
“2½ tablespoons miso paste {fermented bean curd paste
[sic]},” and “1 fresh tofu {fresh bean curd}, cubed,” p. 667).
Ruby’s teriyaki–Northern California (with the sauce
composed of “2 cups imported soy sauce,” mirin, 1 cup
sugar, grated fresh gingerroot, catchup, monosodium
glutamate and crushed garlic, p. 695). Note: The sauce
can be used with beef (“4 pounds boneless top sirloin”) or
chicken (2½-3 lb).
Ruby’s sukiyaki–Northern California (with “2 cakes
fresh tofu {fresh bean curd, see note”} and “½ cup imported
soy sauce,” p. 696-97). “Note: Tofu is available in oriental
food stores.”
Fried chicken in teriyaki sauce (with “2 cup imported

soy sauce” and 1 cup sugar, p. 702-03).
A brief biography and portrait photo of Jean Hewitt
appear on the inside rear dust jacket.
Note: Many recipes call for optional monosodium
glutamate. Address: Food reporter and home economist, The
New York Times.
656. Li, Ling-ai. 1972. Life is for a long time: a Chinese
Hawaiian memoir. New York, NY: Hastings House. [viii] +
343 p. No index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Dr. Li Khai Fai and Dr. Kong Tai Heong, the
author’s parents, were only 21 years old when they set out
from Canton at the turn of the century to practice medicine
among their people in a strange new land–Hawaii. Their new
life was extremely difficult.
Page 44: “’Everyone knew of your mother down on the
street near the river where the stores were, where the Chinese
bought food from their homeland–salted eggs and pickled
cabbage, dried fish and rice, eels and bitter melon, fermented
bean curd, watermelon seeds,’ boasted father...”
657. Mogi, Yuzaburo. 1973. Kikkoman–American plant
project–From planning to start up. Paper presented at the
Governor’s Conference on Business Development. 14 p.
Held 16 May 1973 at American Baptist Assembly, Green
Lake, Wisconsin.
• Summary: With an introduction by William C. Kidd,
Secretary, Department of Business Development, Wisconsin.
Mr. Mogi earned a B.A. degree from Keio Univ. in Japan,
and a Master’s of Business Administration (MBA) at
Columbia University in New York City.
“Kikkoman soy sauce was first shipped to Hawaii in the
1860’s... Kikkoman also had extensive operations in Asian
countries until 1945. We had production plants in China,
Korea, Malaysia, and some other countries. Our exports
reached a peak before the war in 1939 and sales in the United
States were about 50% of the total sales in foreign countries
at that time. After the war we again started exporting in
1950. However, we lost the market in China, and in addition,
because of an import duty and restrictions, it became quite
difficult for us to export to other Asian countries...
“At the present time, our main overseas market is
America where we are selling more than 60% of our total
export... The main consumers of Kikkoman soy sauce
in the United States before World War II were Japanese
Americans... Our sales increased as the number of Japanese
immigrants increased... After the war, we changed sales
targets. Instead of limiting ourselves to the JapaneseAmerican market we started to aim for the general
American. In order to penetrate the American market we
decided to market small size bottles. Before the war we
sold soy sauce only in large bottles, casks, and cans... In
1957, we established an American subsidiary for Kikkoman
International Incorporated, with its head office located in
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San Francisco. The purpose of Kikkoman International is to
import Kikkoman products and distribute them in the United
States. In the 1950’s our first efforts were concentrated in
large cities on the West coast, mainly in San Francisco and
Los Angeles. The Los Angeles branch office was opened in
1958. In the early 1960’s we started to approach large cities
on the East coast, for example, New York City. We opened a
branch in New York in 1961... and one in Chicago in 1965...
“In order for us to effectively penetrate the American
market it was a must for us to have the services of good food
brokers. Fortunately we have found very good brokers in
various parts of the United States. For example, Myers and
Sumder in California are the outstanding food brokers in the
nation... Three years ago Kikkoman bought about 55% of the
stock in Japan Food Corporation (JFC), the largest Oriental
wholesaler in the United States...
“As to the advertising,... in 1956 when Eisenhower
was elected President, Kikkoman bought election day T.V.
time for vote-count announcements in San Francisco all day
long... As we came to spend more money for advertisement
we have broadened our advertising strategy. Now we have
some national and continuous campaigns...
“About three years ago we built a test kitchen and
cooking center in San Francisco, adjacent to the head office
of Kikkoman International. We now have home economists
there. We have been utilizing these facilities to develop new
recipes for soy sauce and to educate customers as to how to
use soy sauce not only for Oriental food but also American
food...
“In December, 1970... we sent the first investigation
team to America. The task of this team was to gather data to
enable us to compare the cost of having an American plant
rather than exporting the product from Japan. Then it was to
find the cost difference among different possible locations
for the plant, whether in the West coast, the Mid-West, or the
East coast. We asked Mr. Mark Pennington, a consultant in
New York, to act as a consultant for the project... We decided
that it should be in the Mid-West. The reasons why we made
the first decision are as follows: 1. Sales of Kikkoman soy
sauce, as I mentioned, have been increasing steadily and
have almost reached the stage of making it economically
feasible to build a plant. 2. We have to get out from a heavy
freight burden. We have been buying most of our main raw
materials from the United States, mainly soy beans and
wheat from the Mid-West... These freight rates have been
increasing sharply every year. Still more, almost every year
we suffer from strikes of dock workers. 3. Gradually the cost
advantage of Japanese business over the American business
has been disappearing. In the past,...labor costs in Japan were
much lower than those in the United States... We do not have
cheap labor in Japan any more. 4. The yen was devalued. The
yen devaluation was not the main factor in our decision...
“The reasons why we made the decision to build the
plant in the Mid-West are the following: 1. The present main

market for Kikkoman products is the West coast... However,
we can expect by looking at the various marketing indexing
factors, that there is more market potential for our product in
the Mid-West and the East coast. Having a plant in the MidWest means that we are able to ship the product from there
both to the present main market and to the future potential
market easily... 2. Our main raw materials are soy beans
and wheat, as I mentioned. The Mid-West is the main center
for growing these grains. By having the plant there, we can
expect to be able to buy the raw materials at lower costs. 3.
In the Mid-West there are many food companies. We can
expect to sell our product to them for industrial use.
“We chose the Austin Company, Des Plaines, Illinois,
as the general contractor... In September, 1971, the president
and other top people from Kikkoman, Tokyo, visited the
United States and compared six final candidates for the
plant site. Then we finally chose Walworth, Wisconsin. The
reasons for the decision are as follows: 1. The labor climate
there is excellent. 2. The local people are quite friendly.
3. Walworth is a convenient place for transportation. We
can expect to keep freight cost and warehousing costs to
a minimum... 4. The state of Wisconsin was receptive to
Kikkoman from the beginning. I first visited this state in
December, 1970, as a member of the first investigation
team... 5. The state of Wisconsin is regarded as a state which
produces the best quality foods... 6. In Wisconsin we can
enjoy beautiful nature. The air is clean, the water is pure, and
we have a lot of green here...
“The total investment will be about 9 million dollars.”
Address: Vice-President, Kikkoman Foods, Inc., Walworth,
Wisconsin.
658. First Hawaiian Bank. 1973. “All we had left was a pile
of rubble. And some lost hopes” (Ad). Honolulu Advertiser
(The) (Hawaii). June 21. p. 22.
• Summary: Jack Uyehara, President of Aloha Tofu Factory,
is grateful to First Hawaiian Bank. He says: “I’ll never forget
that fire in October 1966. The look on my father’s face. The
smoking, gray heap that once was our business.
“One day we worked, the next day nothing. No shop. No
soybean, Nothing. Only ashes.
“My father, Kamesaburo Uyehara, had always done
business with First Hawaiian Bank. But now we didn’t think
they’d even look at us. Everything we had literally went [sic]
up in smoke, Except our name. And that was good enough
for Butch Itakura at First Hawaiian. He put us back on our
feet.
“Today we’ve increased our business by more than
200%.
“But without those people at First Hawaiian Bank, who
knows where we’d be today.”
Three photos show men making tofu. Address:
Honolulu, Hawaii.
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659. Kikkoman Foods, Inc. 1973. Kikkoman Foods, Inc.
(Brochure). Walworth, WI 53184. 12 p. Undated. 28 cm.
[Eng]
• Summary: This color booklet, with a red, white, blue,
and green cover, was handed out at the grand opening of
Kikkoman’s shoyu plant at Walworth, Wisconsin, on 16-17
June 1973.
Contents: Message from Keizaburo Mogi (Chairman
of the Board) and Saheiji Mogi (President). Profile of
Kikkoman Foods Inc. (including a brief history of operations
in America). Color photos of board members. Kikkoman
shoyu production method. Kikkoman Foods, Inc. products.
Kikkoman glorifies flavor (contains 4 recipes: Chicken
teriyaki, Lamb stew superb, Kikko-burgers, and Salad
dressing). The history of shoyu. Kikkoman group: Kikkoman
Shoyu Co., Ltd., est. 1917 in Noda. Kikkoman International
Inc. (KII), Japan Food Corporation (JFC), Pacific Trading
Co., Ltd. (PT, est. 1928), Kikkoman Daitokai (Europe)
GmbH (Japanese restaurant chain, est. 1972), Kikko Foods
Corp. (est. 1961, for Del Monte brand), Mann’s Wine Co.,
Ltd. (est. 1962 in Tokyo). Seishin Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
(est. 1961 in Noda, enzymes), Tone Coca-Cola Bottling
Co., Ltd. (est. 1962 in Ichikawa City, Japan). Message from
Patrick J. Lucey, Governor of Wisconsin.
Kikkoman Foods, Inc (KFI) has capital of $400,000
(issued). Kikkoman’s fundamental corporate aim is “to
enrich the daily lives of people everywhere by adding to
the joys and benefits of good eating. In this way we feel
that we can best contribute to building a happier and more
prosperous society.” Chronology of Kikkoman in America:
1868–Kikkoman Shoyu first introduced to America when
immigrants from Japan brought kegs of shoyu with them to
Hawaii. 1957–Kikkoman International Inc. (KII) established
in San Francisco to “streamline import and distribution of
Kikkoman Shoyu in America.” 1958–Los Angeles branch of
KII established. 1960–New York branch established. 1965–
Chicago branch established. 1968–Kikkoman begins bulk
shipments of shoyu to the USA for bottling at Leslie Foods
Co. Facilities in Oakland, California. 1972 Jan.–Groundbreaking ceremony for plant at Walworth, Wisconsin. 1972
March–Kikkoman Foods, Inc. is established. 1973 June–KFI
plant starts operating in Walworth, Wisconsin.
Color illustrations show (1) The Kikkoman plant from
ground level. (2) A ceramic bottle of shoyu exported to
Europe around 1670. Written in blue letters on a white
background: “Soy. Manufactured by Sollonyama, Nagasaki,
Japan.” (3) Scene of shoyu production in Noda 100 years
ago.
Color photos show: (1) A Japanese worker handing an
American worker a soybean; both are smiling and wearing
hardhats. (2) Two men with shovels breaking ground
(Jan. 1972). (3) Chairman Keizaburo Mogi at the start-up
ceremony (Dec. 1972). (3) The outside of the KFI plant from
ground level at dawn. (4) Small circular portraits of the KFI

officers: Chairman of the Board Keizaburo Mogi, President
Saheiji Mogi, Executive Vice President & General Manager
Toyoji Murai, Vice President and Treasurer Yuzaburo Mogi,
Vice President and Secretary Harumi Kashima, Assistant
Secretary Thomas G. Godfrey, Assistant Secretary Milton
E. Neshek. (5) Two views of the inside of the plant plus a
flow chart, which includes “seed mold” and “automatic mold
culturing.” However the text above, titled “Kikkoman shoyu
production method,” states: “Next, a yeast called Kikkoman
Aspergillus Sojae is introduced and the mixture is cultured
for three days. The resulting culture, ‘koji’ is mixed with
salt and water to make a mash called ‘moromi.’ Then comes
the most important part: the process of leisurely brewing
in special fermentation tanks. It is this unhurried brewing
process that creates the many compounds and elements that
bring out the myriad flavors and subtle aromas for which
Kikkoman Shoyu is famous.”
(6) 12 Kikkoman soy sauce and teriyaki products and
package sizes. The larger cans [1.1 to 4 quarts] also have the
word “shoyu” on the label. (7) An American family at dinner
with bottles of Kikkoman’s soy sauce and Mann’s Wine on
the table. The mother is holding a large serving of roast beef
on a platter, with recipes for chicken, lamb, and burgers
overhead. The message: Kikkoman enhances the flavor of
meat. (8) Small aerial view of the Kikkoman plant in Noda,
Japan. (9) Outside of the KII (Kikkoman International Inc.)
offices in San Francisco. (10) Patrick J. Lucey, Governor of
Wisconsin. Address: Walworth, Wisconsin.
660. Blinn, Johna. 1973. Food’s a way of life for Jim:
Celebrity cookbook. Chicago Tribune. Aug. 9. p. W8, or S8,
or N8.
• Summary: Actor James MacArthur and his second wife
live right on the water near Diamond, Honolulu. Currently
they are “on a macrobiotic diet kick,” and they eat no meat.
He has lost 9 pounds without any effort and he eats as much
as he wants. His mother is actress Helen Hayes. Contains a
recipe for James MacArthur’s vegetable omelet, which calls
for “1 tablespoon tamari (undiluted soy sauce).” A portrait
photo shows James MacArthur. Address: Honolulu.
661. Arizona Republic (Phoenix, Arizona). 1973. Soy protein
equals meat. Aug. 22. p. 107 [newspaper page G-19].
• Summary: “Honolulu–Duane Wosje said soy protein
contains all of the amino acids essential to human nutrition.”
Four nutrition studies on Bontrae, were conducted
by independent researchers. The first study, which was
conducted on rats and dogs, established that Bontrae protein
quality was about 90% of milk casein. The second study, on
12 male hospital in-patients who were given only Bontrae
as a protein source, showed that it could be substituted for
meat “and was retained by the bodies as meat or milk protein
would be.”
The third study involved people who were out-patients.
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“Acceptance over a long period was excellent.”
A third human nitrogen balance study with Bontrae was
conducted by Dr. Ricardo Bressani of INCAP–the Institute of
Nutrition of Central America and Panama. “Several children
who had recovered from Kwashiorkor (protein malnutrition)
were fed Bontrae.” The children showed normal growth and
weight gain; the “product was digestible and acceptable.”
A table shows the RDA in grams of protein for infants
and children of different ages.
662. Snow, Robin. 1973. In this corner: Yen is shrinking as
fast as dollar. Boston Globe (Massachusetts). Sept. 24. p. 1,
14.
• Summary: Special to the Globe–Tokyo. This article is
about inflation, which in Tokyo seems like an old story.
“Instead of biting into a hunk of red meat every evening,
discover the soybean. That most perfect source of protein
is utilized in every conceivable way by the Japanese, many
of them delicious. ‘Tofu.’ the delicate custard-like curd of
the soybean can be used in soups, fried, stewed or mixed in
a meatloaf. ‘Miso,’ a sort of auburn-colored bean paste, is
standard daily fare, usually served in soups. Local vegetable
stands feature fresh green soybeans (‘edamame’), a popular
snack with cold beer in the summer.
“Although the US embargo on soybeans to Japan, soon
to be lifted, tripled the price of ‘tofu’ here, it still affords a
cheap and healthy substitute for meat.” Address: Tokyo.
663. Haenszel, William; Berg, J.W.; Segi, M.; Kurihara, M.;
Locke, F.B. 1973. Large-bowel cancer in Hawaiian Japanese.
J. of the National Cancer Institute 51(6):1765-79. Dec. [54*
ref]
• Summary: The authors reported a significant increased risk
of colon cancer among Japanese-born Issei (first generation
immigrants) residing in Hawaii who consumed fermented
soybeans (Relative Risk = 1.6), or red [azuki] beans (RR =
1.6). They did not find an increased risk among Nisei (second
generation immigrants) or Hawaiian Japanese. Address: 1.
Biometry Branch, National Cancer Inst., National Institutes
of Health, Public Health Center, U.S. Dep. of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.
664. Product Name: Natto.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Tofu Factory Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1973.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1973. p. 10. Aloha Tofu Factory Inc., 1020
Auahi St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96814. The company makes
tofu, aburage, natto, and konnyaku.
Oda. 1983. Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7. p. 5. “Tofu enjoys
increasing popularity.” Ad in Hawaii Herald. 1983. Oct. 7.
p. 20. “Make your favorite recipe even better with the best

in soy bean products. Tofu, natto, aburage, konnyaku, okara,
yakidofu.”
665. Product Name: Okara (Soy Bean Meal).
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanai Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96814.
Date of Introduction: 1973.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1973. p. 11. Note the description at the listing
of okara as “Soy Bean Meal.”
666. Product Name: Tofu, and Aburage.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kreston’s Enterprise.
Manufacturer’s Address: 265-D Kekuanaoa St., Hilo,
Island of Hawaii, HI 96720. Phone: 808-935-6973.
Date of Introduction: 1973.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Not listed in any
Hawaiian City Directory prior to 1968. Hawaii Directory
of Manufacturers. 1973. p. 11. Kreston’s Enterprise, 265-D
Kekuanaoa St., Hilo, Island of Hawaii, 96720. They make
tofu, aburage, konnyaku. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. The
Book of Tofu. p. 314.
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, Dec. The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine pocketbook edition). “Appendix B: Tofu Shops
and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 394. Owner: Unknown.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22.
667. DeFrancis, John; Lincoln, V.R. 1973. Things Japanese
in Hawaii. Honolulu, Hawaii: University Press of Hawaii.
xiv + 210 p. Illust. Index. 19 x 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The goal of this book is to preserve Japanese
culture in Hawaii. In 1868, the first Japanese came to Hawaii.
Between 1886 and 1924 the trickle became a flood, which
resulted in a total immigration of some 180,000 persons.
More than half of this number eventually returned to Japan.
Setsubun is mentioned on pages 11, 25, 26. Setsubun
generally takes place on about Feb. 3. The word “Setsubun”
means literally “division of the seasons. This festival is kept
alive in Hawaii largely due to the efforts of students from
Japan at the East-West Center, which is funded by the U.S.
federal government and is affiliated with the University
of Hawaii. Its formal name is “Center for Cultural and
Technical Interchange between East and West.” Setsubun, a
thousand-year-old festival, marks the time of year when the
old year and its accumulation of evils are left behind, and
a new year full of god fortune and hope begins. In bygone
years, men dressed as devils were chased out of houses so
that a happy new year could be ushered in.
Today the symbolic casting out of evil spirits is found
in the bean-throwing ceremony. “This consists of throwing
roasted [soy] beans (one for each year of one’s age) while
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shouting ‘Good luck in, devils out!’” This ceremony brings
throngs of revelers to Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines
throughout Japan. In private homes, the master of the house
walks from room to room, scattering beans at the entrance
of each, while shouting the magic incantation. “Then, each
member of the household eats as many beans as there are
years in his age, plus one for the new year, so as to ensure
himself a good year to come.”
In Hawaii, Setsubun used to be more widely observed
than it is today–when it is celebrated in only a few places,
including the Shingon Mission [Buddhist] and at some
Shinto shrines. Also, a special program is organized by
students at the East-West Center. Other Setsubun celebrations
are also discussed. A photo shows one such celebration.
Soy is mentioned throughout the chapter on “Food and
dining places.” In Sukiyaki, bean-curd and soy sauce are
basic ingredients (p. 165). Soy sauce is also used to season
tempura, sushi, sashimi, tsukemono (also miso), and sashimi
(p. 166-67). One these two pages are nice sections on tôfu
[tofu], kamaboko, shoyu, miso, sweets (with azuki), mochi,
and saké.
Glossary (p. 201-06): “Azuki: A red bean frequently
made into a sweetened paste used as a filling in various
confections, especially for ceremonial occasions. Symbol of
joy and happiness.”
“Chimaki: A cake of rice, soybeans, flour, sugar and
salt.”
“Hibachi: Japanese charcoal grill.”
“Miso: Bean paste made of soybeans, wheat [sic, barley]
or rice, and salt.”
“Sekihan: Rice cooked with azuki beans.”
“Setsubun: Late winter festival marking the beginning of
spring.”
“Shôyu: Soy sauce.”
Sukiyaki. Teriyaki. “Tôfu: Beancurd made from
soybeans.”
“Umeboshi: Very sour pickled plum.” Address: Oahu,
Hawaii.
668. Houston, Jeanne Wakatsuki; Houston, James D. 1973.
Farewell to Manzanar. San Francisco, California: The San
Francisco Book Company / Houghton Mifflin. xiii + 177 p.
No index.
• Summary: A deeply moving, beautifully written, and
very personal book about a tragic episode in American
history. “A wonderful, human, feeling book... touching,
funny, affectionate, sad, eager, and forgiving. And full of
understanding”–Wallace Stegner, winner of the 1972 Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction.
Probably because this is a personal story, it does not
mention that both tofu and soy sauce were made on a
large scale at Manzanar. However soy is mentioned (p.
27): Woody said, “’I’ll find out what they’re giving us for
breakfast.’ ‘Probably hotcakes with soy sauce,’ Kiyo said.”

On pages xi-xii is the following interesting chronology
of Japanese in America: 1869–The first Japanese to settle
on the U.S. mainland arrive at Gold Hill, near Sacramento,
California.
1870–U.S. Congress grants naturalization rights to free
whites and people of African descent, omitting mention of
Oriental races.
1886–The Japanese government lifts its ban on
emigration, allowing its citizens for the first time to make
permanent moves to other countries.
1911–U.S. Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization
orders that declarations of intent to file for citizenship can
only be received from whites and from people of African
descent, thus allowing courts to refuse naturalization to the
Japanese.
1913–Alien Land Bill prevents Japanese aliens from
owning land in California.
1924–Congress passes an Immigration Act stating that
no alien ineligible for citizenship shall be admitted to the
U.S. This stops all immigration from Japan.
1941 Dec. 7–Surprise attack on Pearl Harbor by the
Japanese.
1942 Feb. 19–President Roosevelt signs Executive
Order 9066, giving the War Department authority to define
military areas in the western states and to exclude from them
anyone who might threaten the war effort.
1942 March 25–Evacuees begin to arrive at Manzanar
Camp, in Owens Valley, California, the first of the permanent
camps to open.
1942 Aug. 12–Evacuation completed, 110,000 people of
Japanese ancestry removed from the west coast to ten inland
camps.
1944 Dec. 18–U.S. Supreme Court rules [in Endo v.
United States] that loyal citizens cannot be held in detention
camps against their will, the first major step toward the
closing of the camps. Note: Following this decision, the U.S.
government announced that all the camps would be closed
and the detainees released. The last of the camps was closed
in 1946.
1945 Aug. 14–Japan surrenders, ending World War II.
1952 June–Congress passes Public Law 414, granting
Japanese aliens the right to become naturalized U.S. citizens.
However, long before this, any child of Japanese parents
born in the United States or one of its territories (such as
Hawaii) automatically became a U.S. citizen at the moment
of birth.
Terms used in this book: Issei: The first generation. The
Issei were born in Japan. Most of them immigrated to the
United States between 1890 and 1915.
Nisei: The second generation, the children of the Issei.
American citizens by birth, almost all Nisei were born before
the Second World War.
Sansei: The third generation of Americans with Japanese
ancestry, most of them born during or after the Second World
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War. Address: Santa Cruz, California.
669. It’s your world vegetarian cookbook. 1973. Glendale,
California: Seventh-day Adventist Church. 128 p. Foreword
by U.D. Register, and Clive McCay. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: It’s Your World” is a television series hosted
by Art Linkletter (his photo faces table of contents) and
sponsored by the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Glendale,
California. Soy-related recipes include: Saucy soy sizzlers
(no eggs, p. 10). Carrot nut loaf (with soy flour, p. 12).
Millet gourmet balls (no eggs, with soy beans, p. 13). Danish
Proteena balls (p. 17). Rediburgers (with Rediburger, p. 18).
Festive loaf (with Vegeburger, p. 22). Mayflower loaf (no
eggs, with soy beans, p. 22). Fresh tofu loaf (p. 25). Soy
beans Hawaiian (with Loma Linda Boston Baked Beans,
p. 37). Baked soybeans Americana (p. 39). Plantation
soy special (with soy beans, p. 39). Browned tofu with
mushrooms (p. 42). Viking Roast (with Holiday Roast
[frozen, ready-to-bake soy loaf with a smoked turkey flavor],
p. 56). Scrambled tofu (p. 56). Crispy tofu sticks (p. 57). Bit
o’soy waffles (with soy flour, p. 65). Soy-oat waffles (with
soy beans, p. 66). Soy cream topping (with Soyamel powder,
p. 114). Soy nut milk (with soy milk powder, almonds,
and cashews, p. 116). Soy half-and-half (with All Purpose
Soyagen, p. 116).
Pages 118 and 119 list all commercial vegetable
protein analogs made by Loma Linda Food Co (Arlington,
California) and Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington,
Ohio). Address: Glendale, California.
670. Dai’ei. 1974. Dai’ei’s feast of savings. Honolulu StarBulletin (Hawaii). April 3. p. 78.
• Summary: One of the items featured is “Frozen Mito
Natto. 3.5 oz. Reg. 39¢. Now 29¢.” Also on sale are “Kyuri
Miso Zuke (Miso-marinated cucumbers)” and “Daikon Ippon
Zuke (Pickled whole turnips)” and “Daikon Miso Zuke
(Turnips pickled in a tasty miso marinade)” and “Wakame
Shoyu Zuke.” Address: Pearlridge Center, Ground level.
671. Dai’ei. 1974. Dai’ei’s bargain sparklers. Honolulu StarBulletin (Hawaii). July 3. p. 27.
• Summary: One of the items featured is “Frozen Natto. 3.5
oz. Reg. 39¢. Now 29¢.” Address: Pearlridge Center, Ground
level.
672. Shirokiya. 1974. Shirokiya presents Nishiki:
Marketplace of Kyoto for over 1000 years (Ad). Honolulu
Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Aug. 30. p. 4.
• Summary: Among the Confectionaries / Cookies /
Crackers, one of the items featured is “Hachikan Natto.” No
price is given.
Also on sales are two types of “Miso Zuke Pickles” and
three types of “Spiced Miso Paste (Yuzu Miso, Sakura Miso,
and Tai Miso).” Address: Ala Moana Center.

673. Shirokiya. 1974. Miyajima (Ad). Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(Hawaii). Sept. 13. p. 3.
• Summary: In the “Seafood” category, one of the items
featured is “Natto Kombu.” No price is given.
The category “Spiced Miso & Seaweeds” features: “TaiMiso for Hot Rice.” “Kinzanji Miso.” Address: Ala Moana
Center.
674. Ford, Frank. 1974. Pack to nature: Nutrition made easy
in the home or in the woods. Fort Worth, Texas: Harvest
Press. vii + 157 p. Introduction by Roger Hillyard. Index.
Oct. 18 cm. [13* ref]
• Summary: This book, containing over 250 recipes,
describes how to use whole, natural food staples in quick,
easy to prepare dishes. By Sept. 1976 this book had become
The Simpler Life Cookbook from Arrowhead Mills.
In the introduction, Roger Hillyard (writing in Oct.
1974 from Soquel, California) recalls that in late February of
1969, he and his wife and daughter were returning to Boston
from California. They stopped in the small Texas town of
Hereford to visit Deaf Smith County and the company that
was supplying food to a growing number of natural foods
followers and devotees–including Erewhon. Four years
later they spent a year in Hereford working with Frank
Ford and Arrowhead Mills. “During the five years I have
worked with, lived with, and been friends with Frank, I have
witnessed one of the most dramatic and beautiful personal
unfoldings. Frank never wore that robe of self-righteousness,
and he helped me to exchange mine for something more
embracing.”
Soy-related recipes include: Quick soy pancakes (with
soy flour, p. 35). Soybean salad (with cooked soy flakes, p.
43). Quick tamari orange salad dressing (with tamari soy
sauce, p. 47). Paul’s salad dressing (with tamari, p. 47).
Soybean chili (with dry soybeans and “tamari soysauce,” p.
54). Sprout soup (with 2 cups fresh soybean sprouts, p. 54).
Sprouted lentil soup (with soy flour, p. 55). Squash stew
(with soy flakes, p. 55). Tamari bouillon (p. 56). Vegetablesoy-sesame soup (with soy flakes, p. 59). Basic soybeans (p.
74). Basic soy flakes (p. 75). Basic bulghur-soy grits (p. 75).
Lentil soy loaf (with cooked soybeans or soybean flakes,
p. 84). Soy & mushroom loaf (with soy flakes, p. 85). Soy
patties (with soy flakes, p. 87). Stuffed peppers (with soy
flakes, p. 87). Soyflake & tahini spread (with soy flakes, p.
106).
A 2-page directory titled “Some Natural Foods Sources”
(p. 153-54) lists 30 of the natural food industry’s pioneers,
including Akin Distributors, Inc. (Tulsa, Oklahoma),
Arrowhead Mills, Inc. (Hereford, Texas), Basic Needs
(Grand Prairie, Texas), Cinagro Distributors, Inc. (Atlanta,
Georgia), Cliffrose (Longmont, Colorado), Collegedale
Distributors, (Collegedale, Tennessee), The Concord
(Snowflake, Arizona), Deer Valley Farms (Guilford, New
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York), Eden Organic Foods (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Erewhon
Trading Company (33 Farnsworth St., Boston, Massachusetts
02210, and 8454 Steller Dr., Culver City, California 90320),
Food for Health (Phoenix, Arizona), Food for Life (Elmhurst,
Illinois), Good Food People (Austin, Texas), Great Plains
Distributors (Kansas City, Missouri), Happy Health Products
(Miami, Florida), Janus (Seattle, Washington), Laurelbrook
Foods (Bel Air, Maryland), Lifestream Natural Foods
(Vancouver, BC, Canada; Ratana and Arran Stephens),
Mottel Health Foods (New York, NY), Naturally Good
Foods (Hereford, Texas), Nu-Vita Foods Inc. (Portland,
Oregon), Organic Foods & Gardens (City of Commerce,
California), Shadowfax (Binghamton, New York), Shiloh
Farms (Sulphur Springs, Arkansas), Taiyo, Inc. (Honolulu,
Hawaii), Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida), Vim & Vigor
(Honolulu, Hawaii), The Well (San Jose, California), Walnut
Acres Inc. (Penns Creek, Pennsylvania).
A small photo on the back cover shows Frank Ford out
hiking, wearing a backpack.
Note: This is the earliest published document seen
(March 2020) concerning Lifestream Natural Foods
(Vancouver, BC, Canada). Address: Deaf Smith County,
Texas.
675. Amchem Products, Inc. 1974. The soybean cookbook.
Ambler, Pennsylvania: Amchem Products, Inc. 16 p. Nov.
21. 22 cm.
• Summary: “Acknowledgements: Most of the recipes
contained in this booklet were prepared by: Miss Areva M.
Abernathy, Univ. of Missouri; Univ. of Hawaii Extension
Division; Miss. Dorothea Van Gundy Jones; Frances O.
Van Duyne, Univ. of Illinois.” Contents: The new food–
Soybeans. History. Why use soybeans? Soybean varieties:
Vegetable type and field variety. Soybeans are used in many
forms: Green soybeans (served as a hot vegetable dish),
freezing, canning. Soy flour and grits (14 recipes). Dried
soybeans (9 recipes). Making and using soy milk (3 recipes).
Grits (1 recipe). Soy sprouts (how to make + 5 recipes).
Roasted soybeans (deep fat roasting or oven roasting; 2
recipes). Address: Ambler, Pennsylvania.
676. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1975. Deer Garden
is home of authentic Korean cuisine. Jan. 19. p. 128-29.
• Summary: Deer Garden is on the second floor of the
Waikiki Resort Hotel. “A most exotic ‘meal in a bowl’ is Bi
Bim-Pahb...”
“Chilis, mushrooms, denjang (Korean miso),
seaweeds,... and red hot bean paste all brought from Seoul or
purchased from local importing Korean stores.”
“One other dish that must be described here however is
Sin Sul Lo, which tops the menu at $7.50, and is suitable as a
dish to share. This is an ancient royal food of Korea, always
containing nine different ingredients. Prepared at table
in the exquisite and traditional Korean brass cooking pot

with a little flame heater in the middle it contains seasoned
beef strips or sliced chicken breasts or shrimp, with fresh
mushrooms, bean curd [tofu], fresh egg noodles...”
677. Takeda, Kenneth Y.; Sakuoka, Richard T. 1975.
Vegetable soybeans. University of Hawaii Cooperative
Extension Service, Home and Garden Vegetable Service No.
14. 2 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Climatic requirements. Soil
management and fertilization. Planting. Irrigation and
cultivation. Insect control. Disease control. Harvesting. Seed
availability.
“Soybeans can be grown year round in most locations
in Hawaii by planting the best adapted varieties. Kailua and
Kahala, 2 vegetable-type soybean varieties developed by
the University of Hawaii, yield well in Hawaii. Vegetable
soybean varieties developed in Japan will give good growth
and production only when planted between March and
August.”
“Vegetable soybeans are ready to harvest about 65 to 70
days after planting. The whole plant is usually pulled when a
majority of the pods are well-filled, but before the pods turn
yellow.” Address: 1. Asst. Specialist in Horticulture; 2. Seed
Specialist.
678. Teho, Fortunato. 1975. Soybeans can beat high prices.
Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Hawaii). March 30. p. 14.
• Summary: “That vegetable is the soybean, admired
throughout the world for its flavor and nutritional value yet
relegated to livestock feed and industrial applications in the
U.S.
“Most varieties in the U.S. have been developed for
maximum production with little thought given to taste.
“The Orient is the source of the best varieties of
vegetable soybeans for human consumption with several
varieties having exceptionally fine flavor. The seed center
at the University of Hawaii College of Tropical Agriculture
also has several good-eating varieties developed by local
scientists.
“The Oriental and European soybean varieties are
noted for their fine flavor and are far superior to the tasteless
soybeans grown commercially in the U.S. for animal feed.”
“The simplest recipe for soybeans is to blanche them
in boiling water and eat them from the pod. For best results
pick pods when fully developed but while they are still
green. Boil about 10 minutes in 2½ cups of water to which
one heaping tablespoon of salt has been added.
“Do not overcook the soybeans or the inner lining of the
pod will come out with the beans. To eat them, hold the pod
between the thumb and forefingers of each hand and squeeze
the beans toward the pod’s center and directly into your
mouth.”
A photo shows soybean pods and leaves on growing
plants. The caption: “Soybeans–The ‘Super’ Vegetable.”
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Address: PhD.
679. Shirokiya. 1975. Shirokiya’s 314th anniversary
demonstration (Ad). Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii).
April 17. p. 17.
• Summary: “Omochi. Kinetsuki mochi-making from
Yamagata by Yomei Takeda and Yosuke Takeda.
“Kinako mochi–Sale $1.39
“Natto mochi–Sale $1.39
“Goma mochi–Sale $1.39.” Address: Ala Moana Center.
680. Shirokiya. 1975. Big Memorial Day sale (Ad).
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). May 24. p. 64.
• Summary: “Kikuchi’s Shirakawa Natto in frozen form.
Reg. 49¢. Sale 3/$1.00.” Address: Ala Moana Center.
681. United Press International (UPI). 1975. People in the
news: Await visit. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). Sept. 7.
p. 2A2.
• Summary: George Ariyoshi, Governor of Hawaii, “whose
parents emigrated from Japan and once ran a tofu (bean
curd) store,” told Japan’s Emperor Hirohito Friday in Tokyo
that the people of Hawaii are cordially awaiting his visit in
October.
682. Shurtleff, William. 1975. Chronology of early tofu
and miso classes in California and Hawaii: 25 Oct. 1975
to 14 Feb. 1976. Lafayette, California. 1 p. Unpublished
manuscript.
• Summary: Each class started with a talk about soybeans,
soyfoods protein, world hunger, and meatless/vegetarian
diets. Then a series of about 25 color slides demonstrated
how to make tofu at home. Other slides showed favorite tofu
recipes and how tofu was made in a traditional Japanese
shop.
1975 Oct. 25–We do our first real “Tofu Class” at
Westbrae Natural Foods in Berkeley, California, arranged by
Bob Gerner and Liz Horowitz. Thrilling to have an audience
of about 14 interested people. On Oct. 30 at Westbrae 16
people attend, and on Nov. 8, 18 people.
November tofu classes: Nov. 14th–Rainbow Grocery
(arranged by Bill Crolius), 23rd–Esalen Institute in Big Sur
(John Russel).
December tofu classes. 2nd–We do a big tofu class in
living room of 790 Los Palos Dr. with lots of publicity from
a big newspaper article on our work; 47 attend. 4th–Acalanes
(Sandy Hills, 89 attend), 6th Westbrae (Bob Gerner), 7th–
San Francisco Vegetarian Society (Dixie Mahy, 67 attend),
8th–Seventh-day Adventist Pacific Union College (Mary
Eighme, 48 attend), 11th–Dawn Horse Bookstore in S.F.
(Moe).
1975 Dec. 12–Book of Tofu in hand. Since we started it
on 22 Oct. 1972, it had taken just about three years to write.
Dec. 13–Sept. 1976–I hand deliver The Book of Tofu

to many bookstores and food shops that wish to sell it,
typically selling 4–50 per stop at 40% discount: Communion
Vegetarian Restaurant #2, Nutrition in a Nutshell, Open
Sesame, Lafayette Natural Foods, San Francisco Vegetarian
Society, Kinokuniya Bookstore, Rising Sun (440 Judah St.
in San Francisco), Diablo Oriental Foods, San Jose Tofu
Co., Soko Hardware, Effie Chow & East West Academy, Ted
Nordquist (1536 Versailles Ave., Alameda, CA 94501), The
Wok Shop (804 Grant Ave., SF), Westbrae Natural Foods,
etc. By 24 July 1976, I had distributed 266 copies.
December tofu classes after we have our book: 13th
& 14th–Jacques Delangre (Paradise, CA), 16th–East West
Academy (Effie Chow), 17th–Westbrae, 18th–San Francisco
Zen Center (Ed Brown), 19th–Fairfax (M. Squire).
Tofu classes/lectures in January 1976 in Northern
California: 5th–Westbrae, 7th–St. Andrew’s Church in
Walnut Creek (Dorothy Headley), 8th–Kepler’s Bookstore
(Jeffrey Shurtleff & Hank Maiden) 12th–Odiyan, where I see
David Mastrandrea after many years, 14th–Berkeley Co-op
Natural Food Center at 1414 University Ave. (Susan Kishi,
with Ted Nordquist and Janet Fehring [Ahava] helping to
make tofu dip; 105 attended), 15th–San Francisco Medical
School and East West Academy of Healing Arts (Effie
Chow), 17th–Persimmon (Peter Godfrey), 20th–United
Energy Co-op (Sri Ramon).
Jan. 16-18–Visit Bubba Free John at his community. Do
and film a program on tofu.
Jan. 20-30?–Tofu trip to Los Angeles with mom and
Akiko. Many tofu and miso classes. 22nd–East West
Academy of Healing Arts (Effie Chow in a church), 24th–
weird Los Angeles Vegetarian Society (Blanche Leonard,
150 people attend), 25th–East West Center (P. Retzsky),
27th–Dr. Harry Miller and Loma Linda Foods (70 attend),
29th–Ojai (Luke Gatto). We visit Frazier Farms, a huge
natural foods supermarket in Escondido, then go to San
Diego for an interview with Well Being magazine (David &
Barbara Salat).
Feb. Tofu classes: 4th–Walnut Creek Co-op, 6th–Albany
church (Nancy Dohur).
Feb. 10 to Oahu, Hawaii. Feb. 12th–tofu class for
Seventh-day Adventist group (Naomi Yamashiro, 80 attend),
13th–Honolulu, Hawaii, Kyukendall Hall at Univ. of Hawaii
at Manoa (David Lee “Kalm” Sukowske, 140 attend). Then
Feb. 14 arrive in Japan. 30-minute KQED TV special on
tofu we made shown in California after we left. Expected
viewership is estimated at 45,000.
In summary, from October 1975 until February 1976 we
did 35 tofu and miso programs in California and Hawaii plus
numerous media appearances and interviews. 1,300 people
attended these classes. We requested that an admission of no
more than $1 per person be charged. Our honoraria, shared
with the sponsors, totaled $600. We also sold 366 copies of
our books.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2019)
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concerning a natural foods retail chain–Frazier Farms natural
foods supermarket.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning the work of Ted Nordquist with soyfoods.
Address: 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette, CA 94549.
683. Teho, Fortunato. 1975. Gardening: Soybeans
recommended as home garden plant. Hawaii Tribune-Herald
(Hilo, Hawaii). Nov. 21. p. 54-55 (6-7).
• Summary: “Soybeans are drought resistant, productive and
easy to grow and so are highly recommended for the home
gardener. With rising food prices, soybeans have become a
popular source of protein. Orientals have long used them as
a vegetable.
“Soybeans are comparable to peas in nutrient value but
contain higher amounts of calcium, vitamins A and C. They
contain more protein and fat than any other fresh legume.
Although low in carbohydrate, soybeans contain good
amounts of calcium, phosphorus and iron. Is it any wonder
that they are becoming increasingly popular for human
consumption?
“Soybeans do not need a very rich soil. In fact, too
much nitrogen in the soil may cause excessive vegetative
growth and possibly delay pod bearing. Soil containing high
amounts of organic matter and which drains well is ideal
for soybean culture. Plant seed one inch deep, leaving five
inches between plants and about two feet between rows.
Irrigate at weekly intervals and sidedress with general garden
fertilizer when plants are about a month old.
“Ready for Harvest: When pods are plump and the seeds
are near full size but still green, cut off plants at ground
level. The green pods may then be removed for cooking or
storage in the refrigerator. Pods may be shelled and the beans
frozen for later use. Soybeans may be cooked green and are
commonly eaten from the pod as a snack. They are especially
delicious when served hot with salt and butter.
“The old varieties of soybeans are difficult to grow and
do not possess much taste appeal. The University of Hawaii
(UH) agricultural experiment station has developed new
varieties with superior flavor and especially suited to local
conditions. Root knot nematodes raised havoc with the old
varieties and seriously reduced yields. The UH-developed
varieties are nematode-resistant and also less susceptible
to defoliation from insect pests. The improved varieties are
Mokapu Summer, Kailua, Kaiko’o and Kahala and maturity
periods range from 65 to 74 days.
“Best Varieties: Purple-flowered Mokapu Summer
is the shortest of all with large seed and pod size and is
recommended for planting from March to August. Kailua
with white flowers and dark green foliage produces seed
pods close to the ground and is a good year-round performer.
Kaiko’o does well in a variety of soils and is adaptable to
year-round cultivation. Its white-flowered plants grow tall
during summer. Latest maturing, tallest and most vigorous of

the four is Kahala whose leafy plants are suitable for animal
feed.
“All four varieties have excellent flavor and eating
quality and it is advisable to grow them all to determine
which performs best under individual conditions. A side
benefit from growing soybeans is the nitrification and
enrichment of the soil in which they are grown. After the
pods are harvested the plants may be spaded in for further
soil improvement. Where space is limited soybeans may be
grown as border or edging plants. Seeds of the new varieties
are available from most garden shops and at the University
of Hawaii College of Tropical Agriculture seed center.
“(For additional gardening information consult Plants
of Hawaii–How to Grow Them or write to Fortunato Teho,
c/o Orchid Isle Magazine, P.O. Box 767, Hilo, Hawaii,
96720. For a reply, please include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.)” Address: PhD.
684. Product Name: Teriyaki Sauce, and Sweet-Sour Sauce
Mix.
Manufacturer’s Name: Eastasian Chef Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2295 North King St., Honolulu,
Hawaii 96819.
Date of Introduction: 1975.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1975. p. 10. Note: This company is located
on the same street as Hawaii’s early soy sauce manufacturer,
Yamakami Shoyu Jozo-sho (founded 1905, renamed
Hawaiian Soy Co. Ltd. by 1909).
685. Product Name: Instant Japanese Teriyaki Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name: Noh & Co., Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2025 South Beretania, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96814.
Date of Introduction: 1975.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1973. p. 11.
686. Product Name: Aburage (Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches).
Manufacturer’s Name: Teruya Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1830 Mill St., Wailuku, Maui
96793. Phone: 808-244-5313.
Date of Introduction: 1975.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1975. p. 11.
687. Bragg, Paul; Bragg, Patricia. 1975. Hi-protein meatless
health recipes: With history and reasons. Desert Hot Springs,
California: Health Science. 184 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. Whereas Paul Bragg
used to advocate moderate amounts of meat and fish in the
diet, he now advocates a meatless / vegetarian diet. These
recipes are free of salt and sugar. On the cover the word
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“Meatless” appears in large bold letters.
Contents: Total health for the total person. Food for
thought (sayings). Introduction, by Patricia Bragg (p. 1-9.
Strongly advocates a vegetarian diet. Your health food store
can substitute for your meat market. Cured meats may cause
cancer. Animal fats can be harmful. Vegetarian gourmet
cookery). Abundant protein without meat: An arduous
journey without meat (Guatemala), health and vitality in
Africa’s Atlas Mountains [Berbers in Morocco, Algeria,
and Tunisia], Arab vegetarians in the Sahara desert, India
produces many strong people on a vegetarian diet (incl.
Gandhi, yogis. Paul was Gandhi’s friend, and they hiked
together over miles of hot, dusty roads in India), 175 years
of vegetarianism in England (George Bernard Shaw, Bragg’s
personal friend, lived into his 90s), great vegetarians of the
past, fruitarians–a type of vegetarianism, vegans–another
type of vegetarian, lacto-vegetarians–the most popular
type, vegetarians excel as athletes, degenerative diseases
in an affluent society, animal proteins and fats connected
with cancer, our malnourished youth, young people are
awakening to the importance of good nutrition, a meatless
diet must avoid protein deficiency, human individuality,
300,000 retardants born each year in the U.S., how to solve
your nutritional problems, how much protein does the body
need, protein-hungry hair, sprouts a tremendous source of
vegetable protein (incl. soybean sprouts), you must have
all the amino acids, vegetarian foods that are rich in amino
acids (incl. peanuts, soy beans), B-12 supplement essential
in vegetarian diet (soy beans have traces), raw fresh wheat
germ also essential in a vegetarian diet, how I discovered the
nutritional value of raw wheat germ, combine good nutrition
with exercise, brewer’s yeast as a vegetable protein–plus,
buckwheat leads all grains in protein, buckwheat also rich
in minerals and vitamins, here’s how to serve buckwheat,
use no salt!–its harmful, herbs and garlic add nutrition plus
beautiful flavors, the Chinese Restaurant Syndrome, no
nutritional value in MSG, Bragg Liquid Aminos (ad, p. 44;
many of the recipes in this book call for Bragg Aminos).
Mushrooms an ancient nutritional delicacy. Mushrooms
and mushroom recipes. Sesame seeds and recipes. Tahini
and recipes. Hulled millet and recipes. Barley and recipe.
Chinese yogurt or tofu (and 4 recipes). Suggestions for using
Bragg Liquid Aminos (ad, p. 66).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
that contains the term “Bragg Liquid Aminos.” Mexico
gives us delicious meatless protein dishes. History of corn.
Soybeans. Appetizers. Salads and dressings. Soups important
in vegetarian diet. Vegetables. Casseroles. Entrees (incl.
Soybean loaf). Egg and cheese dishes. Health beverages.
Pineapple holds the secret of protein-digesting enzymes
(smoothie recipes). Breads and grains. Sandwiches and
fillings. Spreads. Health desserts (incl. Zesty protein
confection {with 2/3 cup soy powder [protein isolate]}). Hiprotein carob brownies (with ½ cup soybean powder).

The Bragg travel diet (he takes along his own meatless
food). Sickness is expensive (between 1950 and 1979,
medical costs in the USA increased 1,568%). Very little
money spent on preventive medicine. “Getting old”–True
or false? (False, no part of the human body is more than 7
years old, and our blood is replaced every 90 days). When
you are healthy–you are happy! Individuals can extend
their lives by natural living (examples of Vilcabamba in
Ecuador, the Hunza in West Pakistan, and people in the
highlands of the Soviet Caucasus; all eat very little meat).
Natural diet and exercise the secret of agelessness. Exercise
improves circulation to all parts of the body. Why should
man die? Man is not originally carnivorous (physiology and
anatomy of the human body). The meatless way of eating
is simple. What is a balanced diet? Easy method to balance
your nutrition. Modern nutrition confuses even so-called
experts (but is basically simple. Paul was “born and reared
on a large farm in Virginia.” They grew practically all their
own foods and had their own gristmill). Health is easiest and
safest way. Your body is your closest companion (Be careful
about what you eat. The greatest thing in life is energy). Our
personal message to you. Protein research data. Protein and
calorie counter (a table showing calories, protein, and usable
protein for many basic foods). Life’s greatest treasure is
radiant health. Your health food store: The specialist that is
different (list incl. 3 Bragg products). Let your health food
store be your meatless butcher shop. Food for thought (p.
182-84; quotations, most have the author given). From the
authors (“This book was written for You... We Professional
Nutritionists join hands in one common objective... Scientific
Nutrition points the way–Nature’s Way–the only lasting way
to build a body free of degenerative diseases and premature
aging...”). My favorite recipes (mostly blank page).
Advertisements: (1) Send for important free health
bulletins. (2) Bragg live longer, live stronger selfimprovement library (list of 25 books by Bragg, with prices).
From the authors. Brief biography of Patricia Bragg (on
unnumbered page at end of book), Ph.D., Nutritionist, beauty
and health consultant. Advisor to world leaders, glamorous
Hollywood stars, singers, dancers, athletes. Lecturer and
author (She says she is the daughter of Paul C. Bragg. An
accomplished musician, dancer, tennis player, swimmer,
and mountain climber. The youngest woman to ever have
been granted a U.S. patent. Graduate of the University of
California. Lists her famous clients).
The section on “Chinese yogurt or tofu” (p. 61-65) notes
that many years ago, while Bragg was an associate editor of
Bernarr MacFadden’s famous Physical Culture Magazine,
he “made one of the greatest nutritional discoveries” of
his life. Macfadden asked Bragg to travel to Manchuria, a
long and arduous trip, to study these people well known for
their tremendous vitality, energy and health. He was well
rewarded, for there he “discovered the magic of the soybean,
the most potent of vegetable high-protein foods.” He found
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that Manchurians eat low on the food chain, make soy milk
and tofu. Tofu is sold in food stores throughout Hawaii,
where he lives. Tofu is related [sic, unrelated] to spun soy
protein. He gives recipes for: Chop suey with tofu. Vegetable
casseroles using tofu. Tofu casserole supreme. Tofu &
scrambled eggs.
The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 73-81) has the
following contents: Herbs to savor soybeans (21 herbs).
Soybeans (introduction). How to make soybean sprouts.
Soybean recipes. Green soybeans. How to cook dried
soybeans. Method for cooking beans. Soy milk. Soybean
cheese (made by allowing soy milk to curdle in a warm
place, without using a coagulant). Soybean casserole.
Soybean and vegetable stew. Sauteed soybean sprouts
and onions. Boston baked soybeans. Stuffed peppers with
soybeans. Soybean sprouts en casserole. Soybean-rice loaf.
Baked soybean croquettes. Soybean patties with tomato
sauce. Soybean loaf (with soybean pulp [ground, cooked
soybeans]). Stuffed soybean peppers.
Photos show: (1) Jack LaLanne, Patricia Bragg, Elaine
LaLanne, Paul Bragg, standing together. (2) “Paul C. Bragg,
N.D., Ph.D., Life Extension Specialist,” in Hawaii, standing
and smiling in front of tropical plants (facing p. 1). Note:
This is the earliest document seen (April 2010) in which it
is claimed that either Paul C. Bragg or Patricia Bragg have
Ph.D. degrees. When and from where did they get them?
(3) “Paul C. Bragg and daughter Patricia” (p. 1). (4)
Paul Bragg with the members of the “Longer Life, Health
and Happiness Club” at Fort DeRussy on Waikiki Beach,
Honolulu, Hawaii (p. 89). (5) “Paul Bragg and daughter
Patricia” standing by the railing of a ship. They travel the
world gathering health recipes (p. 156). (6) Paul Bragg and
his daughter, Patricia, dressed in workout suits, running in
place. and looking very healthy, happy, and energetic. They
“carry out a vigorous morning exercise program every day
and keep in peak physical condition” (p. 160). (7) Paul
C. Bragg and Duncan McLean, age 83, England’s oldest
champion sprinter, running together in London’s Regent’
Park (p. 162). (8) Paul Bragg standing on Waikiki Beach
with six female members of the Longer Life, Health and
Happiness Club; all have both hands raised high (p. 171).
Address: Health Science, Box 477, Desert Hot Springs,
California 92240.
688. Laulima, Hui O. 1975. Okinawan cookery and culture.
Hawaii: Published by the Author. 187 p. Illust. 22 cm. *
• Summary: Contains several tofu recipes.
689. Yim, Susan. 1976. One man’s bread, another man’s tofu.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Feb. 12. p. D-1, D-2. [1
ref]
• Summary: About the work of William Shurtleff and Akiko
Aoyagi. A photo shows the two holding their Book of Tofu.
“Five thousand copies of the book came out in December

[1975], and all were sold in a week. There will be a second
printing soon.” During Shurtleff’s first year in Japan, in
1971, he lived in Kyoto on 30 cents a day. His key source of
protein was tofu.
“They will present a lecture tonight at 7:00 at the
Kailua Seventh-Day Adventist Church. They will speak
again tomorrow night at 7 at the University of Hawaii’s
Kuykendall Hall.”
The continuation on page D2 is titled “Cooking with
Tofu.” Address: Star-Bulletin writer.
690. Shurtleff, Barbara. 1976. Names and addresses of
people who purchased The Book of Tofu in early 1976 (Feb.
10 to July 13). Lafayette, California. 14 p. Unpublished
manuscript. Written on lined paper.
• Summary: This list of 138 people and organizations on
8½ by 11 inch lined paper includes: This list is quite similar
to that found in a black and red “S.E. Ledger” but it is less
detailed and shorter in duration. Address: New-Age Foods
Study Center, 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette, California
94549. Phone: (415) 283-3161.
691. Shurtleff, Barbara R.; Hills, Sandy. 1976. Ledger of
book sales and expenses, related to The Book of Tofu. 790
Los Palos Manor, Lafayette, CA 94549. 31 p. No index. 20
cm.
• Summary: Barbara (“Bobbie”) Shurtleff started this
ledger on 2 Feb. 1976 to keep track of the name, address,
date of order, and amount received from sales of the newly
published Book of Tofu by William (“Bill”) Shurtleff (her
eldest son) and Akiko Aoyagi. Pages 1-21 are in her very
clear handwriting and cover sales through 20 July 1976.
Some sales are to friends of the Shurtleff family, but most
are to people interested in tofu, and many of these live in
Hawaii where Bill and Akiko did two public programs about
tofu in mid-February (Feb. 12th–tofu class for Seventh-day
Adventist group hosted by Naomi Yamashiro, 80 attend; Feb.
13th–University of Hawaii’s Kuykendall Hall, hosted by
David Lee “Kalm” Sukowske, 140 attend).
Among the book buyers are: Feb. 12–Harry W. Miller
[Loma Linda Foods], 11384 Norwood Ave., Riverside,
California. Feb. 18–Nancy Arakaki, Kaneohe, Hawaii. Feb.
18–Naomi Yamashiro, Kailua, Hawaii. Feb. 26–Quong Hop
& Co. March 3–San Francisco Vegetarian Society (Dixy
Mahy, 10 books wholesale, $4.17 each = 40% discount).
March 3–Lafayette Natural Foods (10 books wholesale).
March 4–The Wok Shop, San Francisco (Albert Chan, 25
books wholesale). March 4–Rising Sun Natural Foods, 440
Judah St., San Francisco (6 books). March 8–East-West
Academy, Effie Chow, 33 Ora Way, San Francisco (100
books wholesale). March 8–Dharma Publishing Bookstore,
Nyingma Meditation Center, 5856 Doyle St., Emeryville (10
books wholesale). March 10–David Lee Sukowske, 1923
Keeaumoku St., Honolulu. March 30–Carmelite monastery,
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Kaneohe, Hawaii. April 23–Wo Chong Co., 101 16th Street,
San Francisco. May 10–Kinokuniya Japan Center, 1581
Webster St., San Francisco. June 7–Ted Nordquist, 1536
Versailles Ave., Alameda (20 books, wholesale). June 11–Dr.
Harry W. Miller (send 1 book to India). June 17–Winston Lo,
Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd., 52-54 Hoi Yuen
Rd., Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Pages 22 and 23 list itemized expenses from 28 Sept.
1976 to 21 Dec. 1976. Entries from Sept. 28 to Oct. 8 are in
Bobbie’s handwriting, whereas those from Oct. 9 to Dec. 21
were written by Sandy Hills. Bobbie died on 15 Oct. 1976 of
cancer of the colon.
Pages 25-31 continue listing sales of The Book of Tofu
from 29 Sept. 1976 to 19 Oct. 1976; they are similar in
format to pages 1-21, with entries from Sept. 29 to Oct. 8 in
Bobbie’s handwriting. Subsequent entries were written by
Noralee and Sandy Hills. The last 1½ pages of entries are
undated.
The following is a brief chronology of events related to
Bobbie, Bill, and Akiko during late 1975 and 1976.
1975 Sept. 15–Bill and Akiko return to California from
Japan; they stay with Bobbie at 790 Los Palos Dr.
Oct. 25–They do their first real “Tofu Class” at Westbrae
Natural Foods in Berkeley. About 14 people attend.
October 2-6–The three visit Ananda community then
Lake Tahoe together. Nov. 23+ The three put on a tofu class
at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur, spend the night at Esalen as
guests of Michael Murphy, visit Emile Norman at his home
in Big Sur, then drive to Los Angles and back.
Dec. 2–Bill and Akiko put on a big tofu class in
Bobbie’s home, followed by 6 other tofu classes in central
California.
Dec. 10–They hold a family party and reunion at the
family home to announce the publication of their Book of
Tofu–which arrived two days later. Soon orders for books
began to arrive.
1976 Feb. 10–Bill and Akiko return to Japan, via
Hawaii, leaving Bobbie alone at 790 Los Palos. In Hawaii
they did several tofu programs and asked Bobbie to take
orders for books.
March 19-April 10–Bobbie takes a group trip to the
Galapagos Islands (Ecuador), Bogota and Cali (Colombia),
and the Andes.
May–Bobby has a large malignant tumor removed from
her colon at Peralta Hospital in Oakland.
July–Bobbie and her friend Niki spend 10 days together
at the Shurtleff honeymoon cabin at Lake Tahoe.
Sept. 29–Bill and Akiko leave on their Tofu & Miso
America Tour. Bobbie attended their first class in San Rafael.
As they said good-bye (for the last time) Bobbie said, “Have
fun on the way.” Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 2833161.
692. Tanji, Edward. 1976. Neighbor island news: Water lack

blamed in Maui fire. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii).
April 28. p. 9 (A-6).
• Summary: A fire destroyed three houses at the old Maui
High School. Flemming “Eriksen is among three University
of Hawaii researchers involved in the NIFTAL project at
the old high school who lost nearly all of their belongings
in the blaze. Eriksen said the fire destroyed slides and other
research material he had collected over a year and a half.
“The NIFTAL project involves research into nitrogen
fixing plants that might benefit tropical areas, including the
Haiku area of Maui.”
Note: “Since its inception in 1975, the NifTAL Project
has concentrated on five program areas: building and making
available a germplasm resource, training key personnel in
Rhizobium technology, contributing research in problem
areas that limit effective utilization of the legume/Rhizobium
symbiosis, promoting an international network of BNF
researchers, and disseminating BNF information among
scientists throughout the tropics. The integration of these
service and research programs offers germplasm, technology,
and trained personnel to agencies responsible for agricultural
policy in tropical countries to enable them to promote
legume cropping systems.”
Source: < https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PDAAJ110.pdf
>
Note 2. This isthe earliest document seen (May 2021)
that mentions NifTAL.
693. Rulona, Cynthia. 1976. My best recipe: Chicken tofu,
tasty, low-cost Island meal. Los Angeles Times. June 10. p.
I8.
• Summary: Cynthia learned to cook this while growing
up in Hawaii. It calls for “1 (21-ounce) package soy bean
curd cake (tofu), drained and cut into 1-inch squares.” Note:
Upland is about 25 miles east of Los Angeles. Address:
Upland, California.
694. Daiei. 1976. Super sale! (Ad). Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(Hawaii). June 13. p. 94.
• Summary: In the “Oriental Food” category, one of the
items featured is “Takahashi Itobiki Natto. 3.5 oz. $0.58”
Address: Pearlridge Center, Ground level.
695. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1976. Tofu? Its
terrific. Sept. 22. p. 90. [1 ref]
• Summary: About tofu and The Book of Tofu, by William
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi. Recipes are given for:
Mushroom tomato salad with crumbled tofu. Lotus root salad
with tofu dressing. Creamy tomato soup with tofu. Tofu
grilled cheese sandwich. Miso soup with tofu and onions.
Clear soup with citrus fragrance. Clear broth. Tofu stuffed
green peppers. Stuffed fried bean curd in shoyu...
Note: Some of these recipes are not from The Book of
Tofu. (e.g. Pork tofu).
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Photos show: (1) “Soft tofu and fried tofu. Either is great
with shoyu.” (2) “A worker cools freshly made tofu at Aloha
Tofu Factory.” (3) “Pressing tofu into blocks at Aloha Tofu
Factory.”
696. Lambert, Michael. 1976. Results of 1975-76 soya
bean trials in certain South Pacific territories. South Pacific
Commission, Information Circular No. 76. 11 p. Oct. [Eng]
• Summary: Discusses the results of small-scale trials of 15
INTSOY soybean cultivars: Jupiter, Hampton 2664, Hardee,
Pickett 71, Cobb, Bossier, Davis, Tracy, Forrest, Columbus,
Clark 63, Woodworth, Williams, Calland, and Semmes.
On Fiji, the cultivars tested were unsuitable. Trials were
conducted at Legalega near Nadi (Viti Levu) and at Bua
(Vanua Levu). Previous trials using varieties from countries
on about the same latitude as that of Fiji gave better results.
In New Caledonia, 6 cultivars yielded more than 2.5
tonnes/ha of seed. In French Polynesia, the trials were
conducted at the Papara Experimental Station, route de la
Carrière, Tahiti, under the direction of M. Robert Yau (Akui).
A preliminary trial was conducted from 11 June to 16 Sept.
1975 using the following six varieties: Bertoua, Improved
Pelican, Bossier, Kent, Jupiter, C.E.S., and Kailua. The first
five of these were obtained from IRAT, Bouake Station,
Ivory Coast; the sixth came from the University of Hawaii
at Honolulu. A table shows the results. Bertoua have the best
yield, 2.875 tonnes/ha, followed by Bossier at 2.714 t/ha. In
the INTSOY trials (from Dec. 1975 to April 1976), twelve
cultivars yielded more than 2 tonnes/ha and four cultivars
(Davis, Forrest, Bossier, Semmes) more than 4 tonnes/ha.
In Tonga, the cultivar Jupiter gave good yields when
planted from January to July; planting in January gave the
best results, whereas planting in August or September led
to failure to flower and negligible yields. Note 1. This is
the earliest document seen (March 2010) concerning the
cultivation of soybeans in Tonga.
The Introduction begins: “Early in 1975, the South
Pacific Commission approached the International Soybean
Program of the University of Illinois, USA (INTSOY) to
determine whether it would be possible to conduct soybean
variety trials in Pacific territories wishing to participate.
“The prospects for soybean in the islands are admittedly
subject to reservations; at the present time it has no potential
as a human food, and all experiments along these lines with
non-Asian peoples have led to failure. On the assumption,
however, that soybean production is geared either to
industrial processing into locally used products, or to export
of locally produced seed, oil or cakes, the agronomical
research findings will give a first indication of the viability
of the soybean if not as a large-scale crop, at least on a level
compatible with local economic and technical limitations.”
Soybean could also be used for pig and poultry feed, and as a
soil-improving crop.
Soybean trials have already been conducted in New

Caledonia, Tonga, and Fiji, but (as far as the writer knows)
only Tonga has made a thorough study of seasonality.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010)
concerning soybeans in French Polynesia (including Tahiti),
or the cultivation of soybeans in French Polynesia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans on
French Polynesia, or the cultivation of soybeans on French
Polynesia (11 June 1975). The source of these soybeans was
IRAT, Bouake Station, Ivory Coast, and the University of
Hawaii at Honolulu. Address: Tropical Agriculturalist.
697. Order forms containing names and addresses of people
who purchased publications or materials from New-age
Foods Study Center in Oct. 1976 (Archival collection). 1976.
Lafayette, California. Order forms filled out by the person
who placed the order.
• Summary: BOT2 = The Book of Tofu, Vol. 2–later
titled Tofu & Soymilk Production. BOM = The Book
of Miso. BOM2 = The Book of Miso, Vol. 2–later titled
Miso Production. TB = Tofu box. TK = Tofu Kit. NN =
Natural nigari. CTE = Catalog of commercial tofu-making
equipment. CKS = Catalog of koji starter for miso or shoyu.
October: Hugh J. Hanlon, 323 E. 24th St., North
Vancouver, BC V7L 3E9 Canada (or 219 A Lonsdale, North
Vancouver, BC V7W 2E9; BOT2, BOM2, CTE). Marvel
and Jean Huffman, P.O. Box 444, Lecanto, Florida 32661
(BOT2, CTE). R. Yepson, Rodale Press, 33 E. Minor St.,
Emmaus, Pennsylvania 18049 (BOT2). Doug Wasyliw,
295 Wallasey St., Winnipeg, MAN R3J 3C2 Canada
(BOT2). Greg Weaver, 21 Girton Place, Rochester, New
York 14607 (BOT2). Jay Thompson, The Zen Center, 7
Arnold Park, Rochester, New York 14607 (BOT2). David
and Ann Tucker, 1022 Hudson Ave., Iowa City, Iowa
52240 (BOT2, CTE). Lionel Shapiro, 3904 16th Ave.
West, Vancouver, BC V6R 3C8, Canada (BOT2). Helen
Sandler, 139 Beaconsfield Rd., Brookline, Massachusetts
02146 (BOT2). Luke W.M. Lukoskie, Island Spring, Rt.
1 Box 625A, Vashon, Washington 98070 (BOT2). Thom
Leonard, c/o Hemminger, 216 E. Ella, Fayetteville, Arkansas
72701 (BOT2). Earl Lepper, 30 Upton Park, Rochester,
NY 14607 (BOT2). Patricia Krug, 2765 Julliard, Boulder,
Colorado 80303 (BOT2). Bernard Guay, St. Theophile,
rang 6, cante de Beaute, QUE, G0M 2A0 Canada (BOT2).
David Briscoe, 6900 Cleveland, Kansas City, Kansas 66109
(BOT2). Timothy Cleary, 80 Riverside Dr. #136, New
York, NY 10024 (BOT2). Steven Berg, c/o Hyman Berg,
2830 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, New York (BOT2). Cathy
Bauer, P.O. Box 164, Hathaway Pines, California 95233
(BOT2). Chandler Barrett, 97 A Druid Circle N.E., Atlanta,
Georgia 30307 (BOT2). Toni Heartsong, 6051 SW 46th Terr.
[Terrace], Miami, Florida 33155 (BOT2). Max Sprenger,
Head, Dairy R&D Section, CPC Europe, Zurich Switzerland
(BOT2, BOM). Rev. M.D. Strathern, Shasta Abbey, Box
478, Mt. Shasta, California 96067 (BOM, NN, CTE). Alec
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Evans, c/o Welcome Home Bakery & Tofu Shop, 231 S.W.
2nd St., Corvallis, Oregon 97330 (BOM, CTE). R. Mulliner,
Southeast Asia Studies, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio
(Audio casettes on tofu and miso). Charles Roberge, St.Aime-Des-Lacs, Co. Charlevoix, QUE, Canada (BOM). Gale
Randall, Indonesian Tempeh Company, RR#1, Unadilla,
Nebraska 68454 (BOT2, CTE). Leslie R. Berger PhD, Prof.
of Microbiology, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96822 (BOM2). Greg Mello, c/o The Zen Center, 7
Arnold Park, Rochester, New York, 14607 (BOT2). Lisbeth
Christiansen, Associated Expert, NIC 74/006 Naciones
Unidas, A.P. 3260, Managua, Nicaragua (BOT, BOM–
introduced by Ing. Luis Raul Tovar). John Hunter, Manna
Foods Inc. 112 Crockford Blvd., Scarborough, ONT, Canada
M1R 3C3 (5 BOT2, 5 BOM2, 25 CTE, 25 CKS). Address:
New-Age Foods Study Center, 790 Los Palos Dr., Lafayette,
California 94549. Phone: (415) 283-3161.
698. Photograph of the front of the Aloha Tofu Factory in
1976.
• Summary: Photo sent by Paul Uyehara, current president
of Aloha Tofu Factory, Inc.
699. Bragg, Paul C.; Bragg, Patricia. 1976. The miracle
of fasting: For agelessness–Physical, mental & spiritual
rejuvenation. Desert Hot Springs, California: Health Science.
198 p. Illust. Ports. No index. 21 cm
• Summary: At the top of the title page: “New discoveries

about an old miracle–The “fast” fasting way to health. The
table of contents of this book is the same as that of the 1st
edition (1966), except that a new chapter, chapter 32, “The
spiritual aspects of fasting,” has been inserted and “Food for
thought” is now chapter 33–the last chapter. Both Soya beans
(p. 179) and Soya oil (p. 180) are mentioned.
Note that Paul and Patricia Bragg now have “Ph.D.”
after their names. When and where did they get these
degrees? Paul Bragg is a “Life extension specialist.”
In Chapter 32, Bragg talks about meeting Mahatma
Gandhi on 27 July 1946 in India. At Gandhi’s headquarters
here [New Delhi] I received permission to accompany this
amazing man on a 21-day fasting trip eastward through the
villages...” “He ate nothing and drank only water flavored
with lemon and honey” (p. 193).
On the last two unnumbered pages are brief bios of
Patricia Bragg and Paul Bragg. She graduated from the
University of California, was the youngest woman ever to
be granted a U.S. Patent, has been a health consultant to
President Harry S. Truman (who walked a lot) and to the
British Royal Family. Paul still plays tournament tennis,
competes in track meets all over the world. Crippled with
TB [tuberculosis] when in his teens, Paul “teamed with the
great fitness expert Bernarr Macfadden to introduce America
and the world to the benefits of Physical Culture at the turn
of the century. He was one of the first editors of the Physical
Culture Magazine. He worked with Luther Burbank in
California to produce healthful, organically grown fruits and
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vegetables. He opened the first modern Health Food Store in
Los Angeles.”
Photos show: (1) Paul Bragg, smiling and looking
healthy in Hawaii (cover and p. 61). (2) Jack LaLanne,
his wife Elaine, Paul Bragg, and Patricia Bragg. Jack says
that Paul saved his life at age 14 when he attended a Bragg
lecture in Oakland (p. 4). (3) Paul Bragg behind a table of
fruits. He has been supervising fasts for over 70 years [i.e.,
since 1906 or before] (p. 41). (4) Patricia Bragg (p. 83,
173). (5) Paul with about 50-75 members of his “Longer
Life, Health and Happiness Club” under palm trees at their
“exercise compound at Fort DeRussey, Waikiki Beach,
Honolulu, Hawaii.” Membership is free and open to all.
Monday through Saturday mornings from 8:30 to 10:30 for
“deep breathing, exercising, meditation, group singing, and
mini health lectures...” (p. 100). (6) Paul Bragg and Bernarr
Macfadden leading a thousand happy hikers, summer 1932,
on the trail to Mt. Hollywood, California (p. 121). (7) Paul,
bare from the waist up, with his large chest and “powerful
body” (p. 126). (8) “Paul Bragg and daughter Patricia”
dressed in workout suits “at the start of their vigorous daily
morning exercise program” (p. 153). Address: 1. N.D.,
Ph.D., Life extension specialist; 2. Ph.D. Health and beauty
consultant. Box 477, Desert Hot Springs, California 92240.
700. Photograph of Uyehara family of Aloha Tofu Factory as

they move into a new factory at 961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
Hawaii 98617. 1976.
• Summary: This photo (1976) shows the founders
(Kamesaburo and Tsuruko) on the left with four of their sons.
This new location is their present one.
Photo sent by Paul Uyehara, current president of Aloha
Tofu Factory, Inc. He became president/custodian in 2004,
soon after his uncle, Roy (the 4th son) retired.
701. Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co. 1976? Hawaiian miso
(Leaflet). 1714 Mary St., Honolulu, Oahu, HI 96819. 4
panels each side. Each panel: 24 x 10 cm. Undated.
• Summary: The front panel, in full color, states: “Miso,
butterfish misozuke, butterfish kasuzuke [in sake lees], guava
jelly & jam, omusubi kororin (with freeze dried pickled
plum with kelp, or pickled vegetable). To the left a color
photo shows each of these products in its package. Two more
panels, in red, blue, and black on white, contain a flowchart
showing the natural process (no preservatives added) used
to make miso. This Maru-Hi brand miso has been made
in Hawaii since 1936. The 4th panel on this side shows
distributors of these products.
Contents of the back 4 panels (in black and white): What
is miso? (by Shurtleff and Aoyagi). Brief history of Hawaiian
Miso & Soy Co. Three basic uses for miso (recipes): Miso
soup, Fish misozuke, Miso sauce for sea foods, vegetable
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dressing, and cooked tako (squid). Recipe for butterfish
(black cod) misozuke. Address: Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Phone: 841-7354.
702. Product Name: Miyako brand Edamame: Frozen
Boiled Soybeans in Pod.
Manufacturer’s Name: Mutual Trading Co., Inc. Imported
from Taiwan.
Manufacturer’s Address: 431 Crocker St., Los Angeles,
CA 90013. Phone: (213) 626-9458.
Date of Introduction: 1976?
Ingredients: Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 1 lb plastic (vinyl) bag.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with and letter
(fax) from Atsuko Kanai at Mutual Trading Co. (MTC).
2001. June 11. In about 1975 or 1976 Mutual Trading Co.
increased the size of its bag of edamame to 16 oz. from 8 oz.,
introduced “Italian-color” packaging (red, green, and white),
and started to sell the new bag in both retail outlets and to
restaurants. That brand and packaging had recognition in the
freezer aisle. She believes that this was the first edamame
sold retail in America, and the first frozen edamame sold
retail.
During 1977 MTC’s records show that the company sold
180 cases of this Edamame. On 25 March 1977 MTC began
importing from Taiwan as well as from Japan. Individual
bags from Japan weighed 16 oz. and those from Taiwan
weighed 10 oz. In 1978 MTC imported 100 cases (48 x 10
oz), from now on all from Taiwan, in 1979 2,400 cases (the
last 2,000 cases were 20 x 16 oz bags), and in 1980 some
2,130 cases.
Atsuko has found a copy of a Miyako-brand retail
package in the MTC files. The oldest package design she
has on file, it dates from about 1993-94. Fax of front of
package: Below the product name is written “edamame”
in Japanese characters (hiragana). Below that are two bold
horizontal bars, then (near the very bottom of the front
panel) the phrase: “Natural protein from fresh soybeans.”
Back of package: The “Nutrition Facts” panel shows that
the product dates from no earlier than 1993. Distributed by:
“MTC. Mutual Trading Co., Inc., Los Angeles, California
90013. Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071. The Cherry Co., Ltd.,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96818. North American Food Dist. Co., W.
Sacramento, CA 95691. Product of Taiwan. Keep frozen.”
Note: The companies in New Jersey and Hawaii are branches
of MTC; the one in Sacramento is an affiliate.
In July 1995 MTC began to import edamame grown in
China under the Miyako brand.
703. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1977. Liberty
House best sellers (Ad). Feb. 13. p. C-8, col. 6.
• Summary: One of the best-sellers is: “The Book of
Miso. With over 400 recipes and an explanation of miso’s

nutritional benefits. By William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi.
$6.95.” Address: [Oahu].
704. Dotson, C. Ray; Frank, H.A.; Cavaletto, C.G. 1977.
Indirect methods as criteria of spoilage in tofu (soybean
curd): A research note. J. of Food Science 42(1):273-74. Jan/
Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Changes in the liquid surrounding packaged
tofu (viz., increases in acidity, optical density and viable
count) indicated that spoilage of tofu cakes was associated
with bacterial growth. These indirect criteria had a high
correlation with flavor deterioration detected by sensory
evaluation of the tofu cakes.”
For example, tofu stored for 0, 1, 2, and 3 days at 15ºC
(59ºF) had a total flavor score (where 7 is highest and 1
is lowest) of 5.85, 5.43, 3.70 and 2.08 respectively. In the
liquid surrounding the tofu cake, the pH was 5.64, 5.29, 4.60,
and 4.49 respectively (i.e. the water became more acidic), the
optical density (600 nm) 0.016, 0.061, 0.136, and 0.161 (the
water became cloudy), and the viable counts per ml of water
were 3.5 million, 99 million, 680 million, and 760 million
(i.e. unwanted microorganisms proliferated very rapidly).
Note: This is the earliest publication seen in the U.S. or
the Western world on the microbiological quality and safety
of tofu. Address: Dep. of Food Science and Technol, Univ. of
Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822.
705. Bernardino, Minnie. 1977. Tofu: Oriental food whose
American time has come. Puddinglike soy curd adds taste,
nutrition. Los Angeles Times. April 28. Part VI. p. 1, 10, 11.
• Summary: Better known by its Japanese name (the Chinese
call it dow foo), tofu is fresh bean curd made from soybeans.
The curds are formed when a coagulant is added to set the
milky liquid [soymilk]. “The subsequent processing methods
result in a variety of tofu products that differ only in firmness
and texture.”
“In Los Angeles the majority of tofu products are locally
manufactured by the Matsuda-Hinode Tofu Co. which
was started by the Yamauchi family in Hawaii about 30
years ago.” The company makes a variety of tofu products
“including soft to very soft tofu, medium-firm or Japanesestyle tofu, and the hard or Chinese-style tofu that is popular
for stir-fry dishes. They also make partially cooked styles
such as the broiled block of tofu [grilled tofu], deep-fried
tofu puffs (age or aburage in Japanese) and the raw-fried tofu
(nama-age).”
Gives recipes (some from The Book of Tofu, by Shurtleff
& Aoyagi) for: Yosenabe. Stuffed fried tofu. Tuna tofu
patties. Tofu-orange almond dessert. Mushroom and onion
casserole with tofu. Tofu tartare sauce. Pressed bean curd
fry. Four photos show tofu being made at Matsuda-Hinode
(overhead view of cutting large sheets into blocks in cooling
tank) and in dishes. Address: Staff writer.
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706. Bernardino, Minnie. 1977. What is this thing called
tofu? Washington Post. May 26. p. F25.
• Summary: This article is very similar to her article titled
“Tofu: Oriental food whose American time has come.
Puddinglike soy curd adds taste, nutrition” in the Los
Angeles Times on April 28 (p. I1). A description of tofu plus
7 recipes. Address: Los Angeles Times.
707. UPI. 1977. Where have all the hippies gone. Hawaii
Herald-Tribune (Hilo). June 12. p. 26.
• Summary: “Summertown, Tennessee (UPI)–’Hippie
heaven’ is the way one Nashville resident described The
Farm.” This is a story about The Farm, the world’s most
successful commune, located on 1,7000 wooded acres in the
hills of central Tennessee. Their leader is Stephen Gaskin.
The 1,100 residents have taken a vow of poverty. A typical
lunch at the farm might be “tempeh burgers, soy milk and
cherry cheesecake.
“They are strict vegetarians [vegans], ‘not because were
anti-technology.’ but because they believe its inefficient and
unkind to eat meat.
“’It’s so grossly uneconomical and energy expensive to
run soybeans through a cow and then eat the cow, instead
of just eating the soybeans, that it’s virtually criminal,’ said
Stephen.”
One Farm member believes that “Their soybean heavy
diet is the reason Farm residents are healthier than most.”
Address: Star-Bulletin Food Editor.
708. Kaplan, Debra. 1977. New disease looms on the
horizon: soybean rust, if introduced into the U.S., could be
a rerun of the “Southern Corn Blight” situation. Soybean
Digest. June. p. 6.
• Summary: “Soybean rust–a serious problem in the Far
East–has been discovered on soybeans in the Western
Hemisphere. The disease struck in an experimental nursery
in Puerto Rico.
“Some scientists say it might also reach the U.S.
mainland. However, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has
taken quick action to thwart its spread.
“Scientists from USDA’s Agricultural Research Service
(ARS) made the initial rust discovery last summer. Soon
after, protective measures were initiated by another USDA
agency–the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS)–to insure safety of soybeans grown in the United
States. Soybean rust has plagued the Eastern Hemisphere
for decades. Since Japan first documented it in 1903, reports
have come from as far away as India, Australia and eastern
Siberia. Several Asian nations consider rust their number
one soybean disease. Farmers in Thailand and Taiwan have
reported crop losses, in some years, of 50% or more.
“The disease attacks soybean leaves, forming bumpy,
brownish lesions. Heavy rust infections cause premature
defoliation, leading to severely reduced yields.

“Fortunately, early studies indicate the rust found in
Puerto Rico, while identical in structure to its Oriental
cousin, is not as virulent. However, experts are still very
much concerned. Over time, they fear the disease could
develop new strains capable of damaging soybeans more
severely. The current Puerto Rican outbreak is not limited
just to soybeans, other legumes are also susceptible.
“The disease currently ranks high among APHIS’s ‘Top
100’ foreign crop pests most threatening if introduced into
this country.
“Because rust can move freely by air, it usually travels
fast and far. Favorable wind currents and few major natural
barriers between the Caribbean and U.S. soybean growing
regions favor rapid spread. Also, soybean seed and plant
parts are shuttled year-round between mainland fields,
growing facilities and winter nurseries in the tropics.
“The results of a major U.S. rust outbreak could be
devastating. Scientists have found the disease can thrive even
in Midwest climates. No commercial U.S. soybean varieties
are completely resistant.
“In Puerto Rico, the rust appeared on four different
varieties–Williams, Santa Rosa, Hardee and Biloxi. All but
Santa Rosa are grown in the continental U.S.
“The first APHIS priority is closely watching shipments
of harvested seed from Puerto Rico to the U.S. mainland.
This supervision applies to federal and state-run seed
nurseries on the island and to those operated by private
agricultural research groups.
“APHIS rules require soybeans to be free of plant debris,
treated with an approved fungicide and packaged in clean
boxes and envelopes before leaving for U.S. To insure proper
sanitation, USDA researchers are developing new fumigation
techniques for treating host plant material. The agency will
allow entry of soybean and plant parts from known rustinfected countries only under strict safeguards. A special
permit will be issued when APHIS is sure its conditions are
met.
“To determine if the rust has already spread past the
island–and just how far–APHIS will conduct surveys this
summer in other warm-climate soybean areas. Initially, the
agency will focus on sites in the Caribbean, Hawaii and
the U.S. Gulf Coast–areas where the disease could have
overwintered
“If the rust spreads into U.S. soybean country, APHIS is
ready with its new nationwide Plant Pest Detection Program.
Beginning this year, major soybean states will be carefully
monitored for signs of soybean rust (and other harmful plant
diseases). Cooperative survey efforts between federal and
state representatives and individual farmers will help locate
rust before it becomes widespread.
“Meanwhile, USDA researchers are investigating new
methods of chemical control to fight the rust cheaply and
effectively.
“The real answer to the rust problem, however, is locked
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within the soybean’s own genes. Plant pathologists are
checking soybeans all over the world to find varieties with
the right genetic make-up to withstand the disease.
“Soybean rust in Puerto Rico may seem a long way from
fields in Iowa or Arkansas, but plant diseases are not known
for respecting international boundaries. Protective measures
on soybeans now are needed to prevent a major agricultural
disaster later.”
709. Taucher, Gerry. 1977. Japanese lean on U.S. beans:
captive market. Quad City Times (Davenport, Iowa). Aug. 7.
p. 34.
• Summary: This long article begins: “How would you
like to sell soybeans for $20 a bushel and not worry about
losing your major customer? So says Carl Sera, Tokyo
representative for the American Soybean Association.
Japanese consumption of soybeans, regardless of price,
is expected to grow steadily. Those soybeans are shipped
from the U.S. as whole dry soybeans. In Japan they are put
to many uses. They are crushed to make a popular edible oil
(used mostly for oleo margarine and for frying tempura) and
meal (about 85% of which is used for animal feed; the rest is
used for human foods).
Other “major food uses are soup paste called miso, a
cheese-like soy curd product called tofu,” and soy sauce
which is brewed [fermented].
Japan has been hard hit by the new U.S. coastal fishing
restrictions, which keep foreign fishing ships and fleets 200
miles from U.S. shores.
Although Japanese generally like to eat fish at least once
a day, they are now being forced to turn to a less expensive
alternative–soybeans. Soybeans grown in Japan are too
expensive to compete with soybeans imported from the
USA. So these domestic soybeans “are turned into something
called eda-ma-me, a popular snack with beer... It’s worth
trying.”
Take soybeans that have been harvested when they are
still green, before they reach maturity and turn hard and
beige-yellow, leave them in the pod and cook briefly (10-20
minutes) in salted water. Then simply suck the beans out of
the pod.
“Betcha’ can’t eat just one.” Address: of the Times.
710. Maddox, Gaynor. 1977. A look at vegetarians. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Aug. 22. p. 78.
• Summary: At one time vegetarians made up only about 1
percent of the U.S. population. They were young men and
women who ate no meat for religious or social reasons.
“Today the whole family may be turning to
vegetarianism in an effort to improve health or cut grocery
bills.”
Johanna Dwyer, director of the Frances Stern Nutrition
Center at the New England Medical Center [Boston,
Massachusetts] has made a study of vegetarians and

vegetarianism. She says there are different types: Lacto-ovo
vegetarians eat plant foods plus dairy products and eggs.
“Some vegetarians [vegans] forego all animal products.”
“’Fully 92 percent of the vegetarian adults surveyed for
a recent study claimed additional dietary habits unrelated to
the vegetarianism,’ says Ms. Dwyer.
“’Some add foods they believe have special healthpromoting or disease-preventing properties, such as miso,
ginseng, tofu, tempeh and certain herbal products.’” Address:
Star-Bulletin Food Editor.
711. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1977. Stop Fires: Play
it safe everywhere you go. Oct. 9. 88.
• Summary: One of the many sponsors of this message is
“Hawaii Tofu, 524-F Olive Ave., Wahiawa. Phone: 6216949.”
712. Hymowitz, T.; Newell, C.A.; Carmer, S.G. 1977.
Pedigrees of soybean cultivars released in the United States
and Canada. INTSOY Series No. 13. 23 p. Nov. (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. Abbreviations.
Pedigrees of soybean cultivars released in the United
States and Canada (Five-column table, p. 4-15). Strain
identification. Parentage of strains. Registration of soybean
cultivars. References.
The 337 soybean varieties listed in this publication,
named or released from 1889 to 1976, are currently (1977)
in the USDA germplasm collection, and were released in
the USA and Canada. “Cultivars having an experimental
strain pedigree and preceded by an asterisk, and the strain is
underlined” (e.g., Beeson, Bonus, Bragg). This information
was compiled from many sources, including USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry Bulletins.
In the information on early soybean varieties below
(adapted from the 12-page “Pedigrees” table), column 1 is
the year introduced to the USA, column 2 (separated by a
comma) is the cultivar name, 3 is the Maturity Group, 4 is
the pedigree (P.I. is the “Plant Introduction” number and
F.C. is the “Forage Crop” number, both from the USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland), and column 5 is the year named or
released. Only the early (pre-1915) introductions are listed
here, in chronological order:
1889, Medium Green or Guelph, III, 1903 and 1907.
1889, Kingston, IV, P.I. 17255 (From Japan), by 1907.
1894, Easycook, VI, P.I. 34702 (From Shantung Prov.,
China), by 1923.
1900 or before, Mammoth Yellow, VII, Unknown,
Unknown.
1900, Wisconsin Black, I, P.I. 5039 (From Paris,
France), by 1910.
1901, Austin, V, P.I. 17263 (From Pingyang [Pyongyang
/ P’yongyang], Korea), by 1910.
1901, Ebony, IV, P.I. 6386 (From Pingyang, Korea), by
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1907.
1901, Haberlandt, VI, P.I. 6396 (From Pingyang, Korea),
by 1910 [sic, 1905].
1901, Midwest, IV, P.I. 6556 (From Central China), by
1922.
1901, Tokyo, VII, P.I. 8424 (From Yokohama, Japan), by
1910.
1902, Hollybrook, V, Rogue in Mammoth Yellow, by
1910.
1905, Cloud, III, P.I. 16790 (From Hangchow, China),
by 1910.
1905, Tarheel Black, VIII, P.I. 14952 (From Shanghai,
China), by 1923.
1906, Elton, I, P.I. 20406 (From Khabarovsk, USSR), by
1910.
1906, Habaro, I, P.I. 20405 (From Khabarovsk, USSR),
by 1913.
1906, Morse, IV, P.I. 19186 (From Newchang, or
Yingkow [Newchwang or Ying-k’ou / Yingkou], Manchuria),
by 1910.
1906, Peking, IV, P.I. 17852B (From Peking, China), by
1910.
1906, Wilson, IV, P.I. 19183 (From Newchwang,
Manchuria), by 1910.
1907, Chestnut, III, Selection from Habaro, by 1910.
1907, Shingto, III, P.I. 21079 (From Teiling,
Manchuria), 1910.
1907, Virginia-N, IV, P.I. 19186D (Selection from
Morse), by 1920.
1907, Virginia-S, V, P.I. 19186D (Selection from
Morse), -.
1908 [sic, ca. 1943], Acadian, VIII, P.I. 60406 x F.C.
04910, 1943.
1908, Arisoy, VIII, P.I. 86736 (From Konosu, Japan),
1930.
1908, Arlington, V, P.I. 22899 (From Paotingfu [later
Baoding, Hebei], China), by 1910.
1908, Barchet, VIII, P.I. 23232 (From Shanghai, China),
1923.
1908, Biloxi, VIII, P.I. 23211 (From Tangsi, China), by
1917.
1908, Columbia, III, P.I. 22897 (From Paotingfu,
China), by 1910.
1908, Hong Kong, IV, P.I. 22406 (From Hong Kong), by
1910.
1910, Manchuria, I, P.I. 28050 (From Harbin,
Manchuria), by 1912.
1910, Minsoy, 0, P.I. 27890 (From Paris, France), ca.
1926.
1910, Soysota, I, P.I. 28019 (From Naples, Italy), by
1923.
1911, Black Eyebrow, II, P.I. 30744 (From Wulukai,
Manchuria), by 1917.
1911, Hoosier, I, P.I. 30746 (From Wulukai, Manchuria),

by 1927
1911, Manchu, III, P.I. 30593 (From Ninguta,
Manchuria), by 1917
1911, Mandarin, I, P.I. 36653 (From Pehtuanlintza,
Manchuria), by 1920.
1911, Otootan, VIII, (From Taiwan via Hawaii), by
1923.
1911, Wea, II, P.I. 30600 (From Shuangchengpu,
Manchuria), ca. 1926.
1912, A.K. (F.C. 30761), IV, Selection from A.K., by
1940.
1913, Dunfield, III, P.I. 36846 (From Fanchiatum Sta.,
Manchuria), by 1923.
1914, Arksoy, VI, P.I. 37335 (From Pingyang, Korea), -.
1915, Hahto, VI, P.I. 40118 (From Wakamatsu, Japan),
by 1921.
Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 1998. July 5. Ted and his
colleagues created a computerized database, with the data
entered on 80-column paper punch cards, using software that
Sam G. Carmer borrowed from Washington State University.
In hindsight, Ted wishes he had divided the column titled
“Year named or released” into two. The first would be “Year
named” and the second would be “Public release.” This
database no longer exists. The many thousands of punch
cards were discarded after Sam Carmer died. Address: Dep.
of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
713. Shurtleff, William. comp. 1977. Large natural food
distributors, health food distributors, and book distributors
in North America. Lafayette, California. 1 p. Undated.
Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: Most of the following companies are presently
distributing The Book of Tofu, The Book of Miso and The
Book of Kudzu published by Autumn Press. For each, the
company name (listed alphabetically) and address are given:
Large natural food distributors (28): Arrowhead
Distributing (Denver, Colorado), Beautiful Foods
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Cc Grains (Seattle,
Washington), Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California), Clear Eye
(Rochester, New York; $3 million/year in sales), Dari Farms
Natural Foods (Tolland, Connecticut), Eden Foods (Ann
Arbor, Michigan; Phone: 313-973-9400. Tim Redmond,
Michael Potter), Erewhon (Cambridge, Massachusetts;
Phone: 617-354-2001. John Fogg, President), Erewhon West
(Vernon, California; Phone: 213-582-6144. James Silver),
Japan Food Corp. (JFC–South San Francisco, California;
also in New York), Laurelbrook Foods (Raleigh, North
Carolina), Llama Trading Co. (Greenfield, Massachusetts),
Midwest Natural Foods (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Pure and
Simple/The Well (San Jose, California; Pure & Simple
changed to 1045 Pepitone, San Jose, CA 95110; Jon
Hoefler), Rainbow Distributing (Denver, Colorado), Reality
Natural Foods (Haleiwa, Oahu, Hawaii), Redwood Natural
Foods (3245 Santa Rosa Ave., Santa Rosa, California;
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Greg Hartman. Phone: 707-546-5878). Rock Island Foods
(Ignacio, California), Shadowfax (Binghamton, New York),
Starflower (Eugene, Oregon), Tree of Life (Augustine,
Florida), United Naturals (Eureka, California), Westbrae
(Emeryville, California), Lifestream Natural Foods
(Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada), Manna Foods
(Scarborough, Ontario, Canada).
Large health food distributors (8–also carry books):
Akin (Tulsa, Oklahoma), Akin Southeast (Jacksonville,
Florida), Balanced Foods (Bergen, New Jersey), Collegedale
Distributors (Collegedale, Tennessee), Foods for Health
(Phoenix, Arizona), Health Foods Inc. (Des Plaines, Illinois),
Kahan and Lessin (Los Angeles, California), Natures Best
(El Segundo, California).
Large booksellers [distributors] (3): Nutribooks Corp.
(Denver, Colorado), Bookpeople (Berkeley, California),
Landstrom (South San Francisco, California).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2020)
that mentions “United Naturals.”
714. Ahuna, Eleanor Kalawai’a. 1977. Hawaiian shores and
foods. Hilo, Hawaii: Published by the author. Hilo Printers.
30 p. Illust. by Jan May Moon. 28 cm. Handwritten with
dark brown ink on tan paper.
• Summary: The table of contents uses only Hawaiian
names. Each of the foods (from both the vegetable and
animal kingdoms) is then described, and its Hawaiian and
English names (where possible) given.
A’ama–Black crab. Ha’uke’uke–Sea daisy. He’e–
Octopus. Kupe’e–Shellfish. Leho–Cowry shell. Limu–
Seaweed. Limu kohu. Manini. Opai kai–Shrimp. Opihi–
(Limpet) shellfish. Ono. Pipipi–Shellfish. Puhi–Eels Ullaq–
Hawaiian lobster. Pullehu Ulla–with wana. Upapalu and
mahealani moon. Wana–Sea urchin. Vocabulary [Glossary].
Address: Born and raised in Hilo, Hawaii at Keaukaha, a
stone’s throw from the seashore.
715. Chen, Jung. 1977. Microbiological evaluation of
soymilk. MSc thesis, University of Hawaii. 52 p. [68 ref]*
Address: Univ. of Hawaii.
716. Freire, Joao Rui Jardim. 1977. Inoculation of soybeans.
College of Tropical Agriculture (Univ. of Hawaii),
Miscellaneous Publication No. 145. p. 335-79. J.M. Vincent,
A.S. Whitney, and J. Bose, eds. Exploiting the LegumeRhizobium Symbiosis in Tropical Agriculture. Proceedings
of a workshop held at Kahului, Maui, Hawaii, Aug. 23-28,
1976. [126 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Strain selection.
Nodulation. Ecology of R. japonicum and host vs.
strain specificity. Inoculants and inoculation: Effects of
inoculum rate, effects of adverse conditions on inoculation.
Contribution from symbiotic dinitrogen fixation. Efforts to
increase the level of the yield plateau. Some factors limiting

N2 fixation: Calcium, pH and some linked factors, effects
of pesticides. Estimation and measurement of symbiotic
fixation. Conclusions and recommendations. Address:
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande, Porto Alegre, Brasil.
717. Hawaii Dept. of Health. 1977. Keiki talk. Honolulu,
Hawaii: Nutrition Branch, WIC Program, Maternal Child
Health Branch, Hawaii State Dept. of Health. 14 leaves.
Illust. *
• Summary: In this brief guide to breastfeeding, infant foods,
and infant feeding, tofu is mentioned. Address: Honolulu,
Hawaii.
718. Moomaw, J.C.; Park, H.G.; Shanmugasundaram,
S. 1977. The role of legumes in South and Southeast
Asia. College of Tropical Agriculture (Univ. of Hawaii),
Miscellaneous Publication No. 145. p. 155-69. J.M. Vincent,
A.S. Whitney, and J. Bose, eds. Exploiting the LegumeRhizobium Symbiosis in Tropical Agriculture. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Role of legumes in
agricultural production, role of legumes in human nutrition,
future role of legumes.
“People in South and Southeast Asia rely heavily on
cereals and legumes for their major nutrients. FAO statistics
(FAO, 1975) clearly show that protein needs are inadequately
met and that vulnerable groups are suffering from both
calorie and protein deficiency. At least 90 million people,
mostly children, are suffering from moderate to severe
malnutrition. Greater legume production is necessary to
provide even the generally inadequate protein and vitamins
to the 2,200 million people living in the region.” Legumes
are usually presented in four broad categories: food legumes,
oil seeds, forage and cover crops, and miscellaneous” (p.
155).
“The role of legumes in agricultural production is small
relative to that of cereals, but the role of legumes in human
nutrition is more important than their relative acreage or
production volume (harvested crop) indicate” (p. 158).
“Among the 13,00 species of legumes, about 20 are
eaten in significant quantities by man directly as food.
Soybean is easily the most important of these, especially
in China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia. Mungbean
(Vigna radiata), black gram (V. mungo), chickpea (Cicer
arietinum), pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan), lentil (Lens
esculenta), dry beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), lathyrus pea
(Lathyrus sativus), broad bean (Vicia faba), cowpea (Vigna
sinensis), groundnut (Arachis hypogaea), and dry pea (Pisum
sativum).”
Soybean research in Asia (AVRDC 1976) has five major
priorities (see p. 165).
Tables show: (1) Area, yield and production of pulses
in Asia, North America, and the world, 1961-65 and
1974. Source: FAO Production Yearbook, 1974. In Asia,
area harvested and production have decreased. In North
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America, area harvested is unchanged but production has
increased. Worldwide, area harvested and production have
both decreased. (4) Soybean production cost and returns in
Thailand, Philippines, and Taiwan. Source: ARDC 1976.
There is a very small net return (profit) on soybeans in
Thailand and Philippines, and a small loss in the Philippines.
(5) Protein productivity of certain tropical food crops.
Soybeans produce 9.1 kg of protein per ha per day, more
than twice as much as any other crop shown in this table. No.
2 are lima beans (4.5), followed by cowpea (3.3), winged
bean (3.0), peanut (2.7), and chick pea. (6) Nutritional
contribution of AVRDC’s six crops toward balancing a rice
diet. Soybean is the best source of protein (36.8 gm per 100
gm), followed by mungbean (22.9).
Figures show: (1) Food grain yields (for cereal
grains) have increased dramatically since about 1966 in
developing countries as a result of the introduction of “Green
Revolution” technology. Source: After Chancellor and Goss
1976. Address: AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.
719. Vincent, J.M.; Whitney, A.S.; Bose, J. eds. 1977.
Exploiting the legume-Rhizobium symbiosis in tropical
agriculture. College of Tropical Agriculture (Univ. of
Hawaii), Miscellaneous Publication No. 145. xiv + 469 p.
Proceedings of a workshop held at Kahului, Maui, Hawaii,
Aug. 23-28, 1976, under the auspices of the University of
Hawaii NifTAL Project. [200+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface (NifTAL, founded by USAID
in 1975 at the University of Hawaii’s College of Tropical
Agriculture, stands for “Nitrogen Fixation by Tropical
Agricultural Legumes.” It is based on Biological Nitrogen
Fixation, or BNF). Workshop participants. Foreword.
Twenty-five chapters by various authors. Group discussions
(summary).
Soybeans are discussed mainly in one chapter in this
book: “Inoculation of soybeans,” by J.R. Jardim Freire of
Brazil (p. 335-79, which see). They are also mentioned in
several other chapters: “An analysis of the role of legumes
in multiple cropping systems,” by A.A. Gomez and H.G.
Zandstra (p. 81-95; see p. 84, 86-87, 91). Also: 98, 103, 145,
etc. Unfortunately, this book has no index.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018)
that mentions “NifTAL.” Address: 1. Univ. of Sydney
[Australia]; 2. Univ. of Hawaii; 3. Univ. of Hawaii NifTAL
Project.
720. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1978. Chawan Tei
adds new traditional party room. Jan. 1. p. 124-25.
• Summary: “Chawan Tei, the little Japanese restaurant just
Diamond Head of Chateau Blue Kapiolani, is blossoming out
under its new management...”
“Praise is due chef Ken Kihata for the culinary
excellence. He is a master at his craft both in the kitchen
and at the sushi bar, where he fashions maguro and chirashi

sushi, tekka jyu and tekka maki; kappa, oshinko, yamaimo,
natto, ume, and futo maki; and okonomizushi for the after 10
p.m. crowds.”
721. Nihei, Takao. 1978. Hawai ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso,
shôyu no rekishi [A history of Japanese sake, miso, and
shoyu in Hawaii]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the
Society of Brewing, Japan) 73(5):346-50. May. [Jap]
• Summary: In 1868, the first year of the Meiji Period, the
first 153 Japanese immigrants arrived in Hawaii on board the
three-masted sailing ship Scioto (Saioto-go). They brought
with them miso and shoyu. This article otherwise contains no
mention of soyfoods.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybean products in Hawaii (1868); soybeans as such had
not yet been reported by that date. Address: Honolulu Shuzo
Seihyo Gaisha.
722. Nihei, Takao. 1978. Hawai ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso,
shôyu no rekishi. Nihon-shu II. [A history of Japanese sake,
miso, and shoyu in Hawaii; Sake. II]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 73(6):446-52.
June. [21* ref. Jap]
Address: Honolulu Shuzo Seihyo Gaisha.
723. Shurtleff, William. comp. 1978. Mailing labels of
companies buying large quantities of The Book of Tofu, and
The Book of Miso from Autumn Press. Lafayette, California.
1 p. Undated. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: Mailing labels (including the company name,
purchaser or key contact person, and address) are given
for the following companies: Erewhon, Inc. (Cambridge,
Massachusetts), Nutri-Books Corp. (Denver, Colorado),
Lifestream Natural Foods (Richmond, BC, Canada), Manna
Foods (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada), Midwest Natural
Foods (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Nature’s Best (Torrance,
California), Laurelbrook Foods (Bel Air, Maryland), Feather
River (Bellevue, Washington), Arrowhead Mills (Denver,
Colorado), Llama Trading Co. (Greenfield, Massachusetts),
Reality Natural Foods (Honolulu, Hawaii), Tree of Life (St.
Augustine, Florida), Eden Foods (Ann Arbor, Michigan),
New Leaf Distributing Co. (Atlanta, Georgia), East West
Journal (Brookline, Massachusetts), Mother Earth News
(Hendersonville, North Carolina), Bookpeople (Berkeley,
California), Landstrom (South San Francisco, California),
Health Foods Inc. (Des Plaines, Illinois).
A single-letter code, A through D, appears in the upper
right corner of each label. A = Biggest buyer. B = Second
biggest buyer, etc. Erewhon and Nutri-Books are the two
biggest buyers. Address: Lafayette, California.
724. Smith, Kit. 1978. The line forms here for all would-be
entrepreneurs. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). July 2. p.
32, col. 1.
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• Summary: Near the bottom of column 1: “Hui Chen
Cheng, 55, frustrated by her inability to get tenure as a
University of Hawaii instructor of Chinese, now is in the
Chinese-style tofu business. Her customers include a number
of Chinese restaurants, health food stores and Times Super
Markets.” Address: Advertiser financial editor.
725. Nihei, Takao. 1978. Hawai ni okeru Nihon-shu, miso,
shôyu no rekishi. Miso, shôyu. Fu: Nenpyô oyobi raberu
nado [A history of Japanese sake, miso, and shoyu in Hawaii:
Miso and shoyu. With a chronology, copies of sake and
shoyu labels, and a directory]. Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J.
of the Society of Brewing, Japan) 73(7):542-49. July. [14 ref.
Jap]
• Summary: By far the best history of miso and shoyu in
Hawaii, this work is a treasure. Address: Honolulu Shuzo
Seihyo Gaisha.
726. People attending the foundation meeting of the
Soycrafters Association of North America, July 28-30, 1978,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 1978. Ann Arbor, Michigan. 3 p.
Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This is a typed list of the names, addresses,
and (in some cases) phone numbers of the 69 people who
attended this landmark meeting. 1. Doug Morris, Tucson
Tofu, 1716 E. Factory Ave., Tucson, Arizona 85716,
602-624-7741. 2-4. Susan Kalen, Jerry MacKinnon &
Steve Fiering, The Soy Plant, 211 E. Ann St., Ann Arbor,
Michigan. Phone: 313-663-0500. 5-6. Carol Ann & Timothy
Huang, Yellow Bean Trading Company, 4414 Buckingham,
Detroit, Michigan 48224.
7. Dick Moore, Miller/Moore Apiaries, P.O. Box 171,
Martindale, Texas 78655. 8-9. Pat & Jay Gibbons, Crystal
Hills Tofu Shop, 1 Jefferson St. Box 752, Bethlehem, New
Hampshire 03574. Phone: 603-869-2677. 10. Robin Mallor,
848 Tappan St. #20, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. 11. Randall
Yamauchui, Hinode Tofu, 526 S. Stanford Ave., Los Angeles,
California 90504.
12. Elizabeth Martin, Claymont Society [Happy Dragon
Tofu], Box 112, Charleston, West Virginia 25414. Phone:
304-725-4437. 13-14. Pam Sharp & Greg Murphy, 52
Prospect Ave., Sea Cliff, New York 11579. 15-16. Herschel
& Carmen Cook, 8521 Lotus, Skokie, Illinois 60077.
17. Yoshiharu Uchida, 6825 N. Sheridan Rd.,
Chicago, Illinois. 18. Rebecca Miller, 7467 N. Marshfield,
Chicago, Illinois. 19. Wataru Takai, Takai Seisakusho, 5-65
Yokogawa, Kanazawa, 921 Japan. 20. Zeev Steven Berg, 570
Montgomery Street, Brooklyn, New York 11225.
21-23. Barbara Stutz & Rob Davis & Kay Thorbeck,
(In the process of naming our shop), 8745 S. Rockport
Road, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 24. Steven Heller, 160
East 88th St., New York, New York 10028. 25. Ken Lee,
Toy Enterprise, 658 N. Broadway, Los Angeles, California
90012. 26. Mary Lee Purrington, 225 Rose Ave., Salem,

Ohio 44460.
27. Bob Barbarite, Hashizume Foods, 5th Floor Front
33 Union Square West, New York, New York 10003. 28.
Rodney Yamauchi, Aala Tofu, 513 Kaaahi St., Honolulu,
Hawaii 96813. 29. Bill Shurtleff, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette,
California 94549. 30-31. Tim Waters & Terrie Rogers,
Celebration Tofu, Bellingham Tofu Works, 2112 J. St.,
Bellingham, Washington 98225, 206-676-1989.
32. Steve Demos, White Wave Tofu, 1738 Pearl,
Boulder, Colorado 80302. 33. John Stielstra, Morning Glory
Alley. Inc., 1214 Regent St., Madison, Wisconsin 53715. 34.
John Shiflett, Pippins Inc., 8405 Holly St., Laurel, Maryland
20810. 35-36. Andy Schecter & Greg Weaver, The Tofu
Shop, 277 N. Goodman St., Rochester, New York 14607.
37-39. JoAnn Yoshimoto & Verena Krieger [of
Switzerland] & Brian Schaefer, It’s Natural, 502 Main
St., Evanston, Illinois 60202. 40. Kathryn Bennett-Clarke,
Southwest Tofu, Rt. 2 Box 234, Santa Fe, New Mexico
87501. 41. Amy Pincus, Magic Bean Co-op., 3227 N.
Humboldt Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212.
42. Chico Wagner, Mantis Organics, 9409 Cameron
Rd., Austin, Texas 78753. 43-45. Denise Alexander & Les
Karplus & Dave Parker, Vegetarian Inc., 132 S. Market,
Champaign, Illinois 61820, 217-359-8843. 46. Jim Wilks,
Swan Food Corp., 5758½ Bird Rd., Miami, Florida 33155,
305-667-7141. 47-48. Don Nicolson & Sue White, New Day
Tofu Products Inc., 5912 Liberty Rd., Baltimore, Maryland
21207, 301-944-4673 & 301-655-0854.
49-50. Jamie Stunkard & Pat Aylward, Joy of Soy, 1307
2nd Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55405, 612-374-3184,
612-379-2390. 51. John Seed, Bodhi Farm, The Channon,
N.S.W. 2480, Australia. 52-53. Lora Mermin & Chris Burant
& Deborah Backman, Madison Tofu Co-op, 903 Williamson
St. Madison, Wisconsin 53703, 608-251-0595. 54. Steve
Heidenry, Magic Bean Co-op, 3046 N. Cambridge St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211.
55. Ed Brown, Magic Bean, 2463 N. Booth St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212. 56. Benjamin Hills, Surata
Soyfoods, 518 Olive Street, Eugene, Oregon 97401, 503485-6990. 57. Larry Needleman, Bean Machines, Inc., P.O.
Box 76, Bodega, California 94922, 707-876-3341.
58-59. Carol & John Hargadine, Nupro Foods/Soywaze
Tofu, 1227 City Park Ave., Fort Collins, Colorado 80521. 60.
Jack Mizono, Azumaya Inc., 95 Boutwell St., San Francisco,
California 94124. 61. Dan Burke, Pacific Soybean & Grain
Ltd., 495 De Haro St., San Francisco, California 94107.
62. George Hanley, 4425 Charles St., Dearborn, Michigan
48126, 581-7343. 63. Dan Tucker, 854 Hawkeye Park, Iowa
City, Iowa 52240, 319-354-1250.
64. Paul Beeson, 207 N. Acacia St., Solona Beach,
California 92075, 714-481-6914. 65. Keith Almeida, 26 W.
Main St., Clinton, Connecticut. 66. Jean Huffman, P.O. Box
444, Lecanto, Florida 32661.
67-68. Keith Hintz & Dave Koressel, Magic Bean Co-
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op, 2234-A N. Booth, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212, 414374-2873. 69. Tom Timmins, New England Soy Dairy Inc.,
305 Wells Street, Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301.
727. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1978. New tofu in
town. Aug. 9. p. 84.
• Summary: “Traditionally, Hawaii has operated its own tofu
factories since the arrival of Japanese immigrants in the 19th
century.
“This year, for the first time, tofu is being imported here
from Japan.
“It’s called Morinaga Silken Tofu, a type made in Japan
while, in Hawaii, the old-fashioned tofu preparation method
has never been replaced.
“The difference is this: Morinaga silken tofu is made in
a package, without going through the process of separating
the soybean milk curds and whey.
“The mixture of pasteurized soymilk and coagulant is
run into the package under sanitary conditions, sealed, and
heated in water to form the tofu.
“It is distributed in Hawaii by Nishimoto Trading Co.”
728. Bose, John, II. comp. 1978. The legume / rhizobium
symbiosis in tropical agriculture: A selective bibliography
with annotations. College of Tropical Agriculture & Human
Resources (Univ. of Hawaii), Miscellaneous Publication No.
161. 223 p. Aug. [1181 ref]
• Summary: An excellent, extensive bibliography.
“Compiled for the NifTAL Project, Paia, Maui, Hawaii.”
This work was supported by the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID). The index, under
Glycine max, lists 166 references relating to soybeans.
There is also one reference each under Glycine javanica and
Glycine spp.
This book cites only documents published from 1971 to
1977.
“Abstract: A subject arranged listing of selected
articles appearing mainly in specialized journals from 1971
through mid-1978. Of the 1181 entries, 826 [70.0%] have
been annotated to elicit their relevance to the subject of the
bibliography.
Preface: Most of the items in this bibliography were
located by a computer search of magnetic tapes of the
National Agricultural Library Catalog (CAIN). Retrieval
service was provided by the University of Hawaii College of
Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources under a contract
agreement with the U.S. Department of Agriculture Research
Service. The CAIN retrievals were augmented by manual
searches, offprint requests from listings in Current Contents,
and by numerous articles received through the mail from
cooperating workers.
“The annotations were written after perusal of the full
text of the articles. For this reason, only those items rather
immediately available in Hawaii were annotated. An effort

was made to relate all materials to the subject confines of
this bibliography. In some cases this has involved a shift in
emphasis from that expressed in the original article.
“The subject assignments are admittedly arbitrary,
intended not to isolate discrete areas of work but rather to
facilitate a relating of the areas one to another. The syndetic
suggestions at the conclusion of some sections should
be consulted to broaden the search for certain kinds of
information.
“Institutional affiliations of authors as indicated on their
individual papers are provided for identification only, and
are by no means intended to give either current or complete
addresses.
“Unless otherwise indicated by an abbreviated language
notation in parenthesis after the title, all articles are in
English. Most of the non-English language publications
include English summaries or abstracts.
“This compilation is limited in scope, and claims neither
inclusiveness nor comprehensiveness. Monographic works
and publications of proceedings and symposia deserve fuller
coverage to do justice to their contribution to the literature.
Omissions are nevertheless regretted, and written suggestions
for additions to be included in future supplements will be
gratefully received. The regular mailing of offprint copies of
relevant articles would be of greatest value to this continuing
project.” Address: NifTAL Project, Paia, Maui, Hawaii.
729. Paschal, E.H., II; Ellis, M.A. 1978. Variation in seed
quality characteristics of tropically grown soybeans. Crop
Science 18(5):837-40. Sept/Oct. [13 ref]
• Summary: “Twenty-four soybean collections were grown
in two different seasons in Puerto Rico to determine the
extent of variation in the incidence of seed infection by fungi
and its effect on seed viability under tropical conditions.”
Seed quality is a major obstacle to the expansion of soybean
production in the tropics, where there is high temperature
and humidity. Yet soybeans have been cultivated for ages
in Southeast Asia (as in Indonesia) where conditions are
unfavorable to the production of high quality seed, so
varieties that perform well under these conditions might
exist. INTSOY as initiated research to improve seed quality
in soybean varieties adapted to tropical conditions. This
study found that many of the varieties that yielded seed with
superior quality were, indeed, from Southeast Asia.
Table 1 shows the origin or parentage of 24 soybean
accesses. Twenty of these have PI (Plant Introduction)
numbers and four have names: Arisoy, Hardee, Improved
Pelican, and Jupiter. The origin of those with PI numbers
is: Australia, Brazil, Colombia, Guatemala, Hawaii, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Philippines, Surinam, Tanzania, and
Thailand. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana, IL, and Dep. of Crop Protection, Univ. of Puerto
Rico, Mayaguez, PR 00708.
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730. Judy, W.H.; Whigham, D.K. 1978. International
soybean variety experiment: Fourth report of results, 1976.
INTSOY Series No. 16. x + 401 p. Oct. (College of Agric.,
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: In the ISVEX trials, soybeans were tested in
the following regions and countries: Africa: Algeria, Benin,
Botswana, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Empire,
Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Ivory Coast,
Lesotho, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Rhodesia, Somalia, Sudan,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, Zaire,
Zambia.
Asia: Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand.
Europe: Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain,
Yugoslavia.
Mesoamerica: Bahamas, Dominican Republic, Jamaica,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Trinidad & Tobago.
Middle East: Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Saudi Arabia.
North America: United States.
Oceania: New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Tahiti, Hawaii.
South America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Botswana, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Botswana. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Botswana, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Botswana (3 Nov. 1976). On 3 Nov. 1976,
under the direction of Ms. Lynn A. Miller (Mahalapye Rural
Training Center, Box 300, Mahalapye, Botswana), twelve
varieties of soybeans were planted at Mahalapye. Ransom
gave the best yield, 3,244 kg/ha. On 25 Nov. 1976 sixteen
varieties were planted at Gaborone. Davis gave the best
yield, 1,668 kg/ha.
Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen (April
2004) concerning soybeans in Gabon, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Gabon–but the first that gives details. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Gabon, or the cultivation of soybeans in Gabon (30 Sept.
1976). Eight varieties of soybeans were grown at Ntoum,
under the direction of Mr. J. van Amerongen and Mr. G. Van
de Plas (Project CIAM, B.P. 5, Ntoum, Gabon). Jupiter gave
the best yield, 1,159 kg/ha.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March
2010) concerning soybeans in New Hebrides [later renamed
Vanuatu], or the cultivation of soybeans in New Hebrides.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in New Hebrides, or the cultivation of soybeans in New
Hebrides (25 June 1976). Sixteen varieties of soybeans
were grown at Port Vila, under the direction of Mr. B.L.
Weightman (Dep. of Agriculture, Tagabe Agricultural
Station, Port Vila, New Hebrides). Calland gave the best
yield, 2,581 kg/ha. Port Vila, on the island of Efate (Éfaté), is
the capital of Vanuatu.
Note 4. This document also contains the earliest date

seen (Jan. 2001) for ISVEX soybean trials in the Central
African Empire / Republic, or the cultivation of ISVEX
soybeans in the Central African Empire / Republic (28
June 1976). Thirteen varieties of soybeans were grown at
Bossangoa. Davis gave the best yield, 1,780 kg/ha.
The source of the soybeans in each country was
INTSOY for ISVEX trials. Address: College of Agriculture,
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
731. Daiei. 1978. Daiei Thanksgiving food favorites (Ad).
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Nov. 15. p. 89.
• Summary: In the category “Oriental Food” featured items
include “Kikkoman Shoyu–1 gallon, $3.48.
“Takahashi Mini Natto, 1.75 oz. 3/$1.00.” Address:
Pearlridge Center.
732. Fortner, Heather J. 1978. The limu eater: A cookbook of
Hawaiian seaweed. University of Hawaii Sea Grant Program,
2540 Maile Way, Spalding Hall 253, Honolulu, HI 96822. ix
+ 107 p. Illust. Index. Nov. 23 cm. Sea Grant Miscellaneous
Report UNIHI-SEAGRANT-MR-79-01. [39 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Recipe acknowledgments.
Introduction. Ocean flora: When an alga becomes a seaweed.
Edible Hawaiian seaweeds: When a seaweed becomes a
limu. Limu ethnobotany: When a limu becomes a legend.
Ocean harvest: When a seaweed becomes a sea vegetable–
weed vs. vegetable, collection, cleaning, and conservation,
storing the sea vegetables, wilting the sea vegetables,
commercial sources of limu. Recipes: Appetizers, pickles,
relishes and kim chee, salads and salad dressings, soups,
main dishes, miscellaneous. Appendices: A. Nomenclature.
B. Limu and nutrition. C. Collecting sites. Glossary.
Soy related recipes: Many recipes call for shoyu / soy
sauce. Teriyaki-style limu wawae’iole (p. 58). Miso limu
salad (p. 61). Limu maneoneo salad (with miso) (p. 61).
Limu-tofu dressing (p. 65). Miso soup with limu (p. 67).
Tuna-tofu-lima patties (p. 70). Limu tofu tempura (p. 75).
The Glossary includes definitions of miso, shoyu,
teriyaki, tofu and tsukudani (“Japanese: Simmered sauce of
shoyu, sugar, seaweed, and sometimes fish. Used as a dip for
tempura or with rice”).
Contains many excellent illustrations and photos of
limu. Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
733. Nomura, Abraham; Henderson, B.E.; Lee, J. 1978.
Breast cancer and diet among the Japanese in Hawaii.
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 31(11):2020-25. Nov. [16
ref]
• Summary: The authors studied the diets of 6,860 men
to examine the relationship between soy consumption and
breast cancer risk. Soy intake was measured twice: Once
during the period 1965-1968 and again during 1971-1975.
During the first period, no association was observed between
soy intake and breast cancer. However for the second
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period an inverse association was found between intake of
miso soup and risk of breast cancer; the more miso soup
consumed, the lower the rate of breast cancer. And a trend
was found toward an inverse association between intake
of tofu and subsequent risk of breast cancer; the more tofu
consumed, the lower the rate of breast cancer.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
indicating that soy may prevent breast cancer in humans.
Address: 1. Director, Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study; 2.
Advisor, Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study; 3. Biostatistics
consultant, Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study. All: Kuakini
Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817.
734. SoyaScan Notes. 1978. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1978
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 25-27. International Soya Protein Food
Conference held in Singapore, sponsored by the American
Soybean Association. 400 people from 24 countries
participated.
Jan. Whole Foods magazine starts publication in
Berkeley, California, founded by Steven & Henrietta Haines,
and Jim Schreiber. The first issue features an article titled
“Making Money Making Tofu,” about five tofu companies.
Westbrae has a full-page color ad titled “Someday all of this
will be as familiar as apple pie,” showing five types of miso
plus sea vegetables.
Feb. 17. Laughing Grasshopper tofu shop changes its
name to New England Soy Dairy, Inc., the first company
to use the term “soy dairy” in its name. Also in 1978
White Wave in Boulder, Colorado, publishes a charming
poster announcing, “We’ve got an alternative. White Wave
Soy Dairy.” An illustration shows a man leading his cow,
standing under a beanstalk, looking in wonder at the seeds,
soybeans.
March. The Cow of China, America’s third soy deli,
run by White Wave, opens in Boulder, Colorado. It is later
renamed Good Belly Deli.
April. Nasoya Foods Inc. starts making tofu and soymilk
in Leominster, Massachusetts, inside a former dairy. Founded
by John Paino and Robert Bergwall. May. 3. “What is this
Thing Called Tofu” by Patricia Wells published in The New
York Times.
May 22-25. Keystone Conference on Soy Protein and
Human Nutrition held in Keystone, Colorado, organized by
Ralston Purina. 105 registrants. The world’s top researchers
on the subject present 34 papers demonstrating a new
scientific understanding of the quality of soy proteins for
human nutrition. The influential 406-page proceedings, titled
Soy Protein & Human Nutrition, are published in 1979,
edited by Wilcke, Hopkins, and Waggle.
May. The Soy Deli opens at The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. America’s fourth soy deli.

June. Brightsong Tofu, founded by Joel Brightbill and
Bob Heartsong, starts making tofu in Redwood Valley,
California. Sharon and Richard Rose bought the company
in June, 1980 and in Nov. 1980 started The Real Food Tofu
Cafe, a soy deli, adjacent to it.
June 26. First Takai catalog of tofu and soymilk
equipment published, written by William Shurtleff. The first
publication of its type in English, it helps start many new
soyfoods companies.
July 28-31. First Soycrafters Conference held at The Soy
Plant in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Conceived and organized by
Steve Fiering. 75 people attend. The Soycrafters Association
of North America (SANA) is founded, with Larry
Needleman as the first president and a board of directors.
Sept. First issue of Soyanews published in Sri Lanka.
Oct. The Farm Vegetarian Cookbook (revised ed.) by
Louise Hagler published by The Farm’s Book Publishing Co.
in Tennessee.
Oct. Morinaga Milk Co. in Japan starts to export their
tofu in aseptic Tetra Brik cartons worldwide. They issue a
color recipe booklet to accompany each carton.
Oct. Kendall Food Co. starts to make America’s
earliest known commercial amazake in Brookline Village,
Massachusetts. Amazake is made from koji, as are miso and
shoyu. Not even in Hawaii was commercial amazake made
before this–so far as we know.
Oct. 29-Nov. 3. World Conference on Vegetable Food
Proteins held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. More than
1,000 participants. Sponsored by the American Soybean
Assoc. and others.
Nov. The Tofu Shop, America’s fifth soy deli-restaurant,
opened in Rochester, New York, by Greg Weaver. Large and
very creative menu. Later called The Tofu Gardens, and The
Lotus Cafe.
Dec. American Soybean Association moves its
headquarters from rural Hudson, Iowa, to St. Louis,
Missouri, into greatly enlarged, modern offices.
Dec. The Book of Tofu (extensively revised,
Americanized edition), by Shurtleff and Aoyagi published
by Ballantine Books in a mass-market paperback edition. By
1987 the two editions have sold over 450,000 copies.
Dec. Tofu Goes West, by Gary Landgrebe published by
Fresh Press.
Dec. How to Cook with Miso, by Aveline Kushi
published by Japan Publications.
Dec. Tofu Madness, by Olszewski published by Island
Spring tofu company in Washington [state].
Dec. Growing use of the term “shoyu” and less misuse
of the term “tamari” in publications, indicating awareness of
the difference between these two types of soy sauce.
* Peaking Out on Tofu, by Matthew Schmit selfpublished in Colorado.
* Soymilk Piima, resembling the traditional Finnish
cultured dairy product, is first made (on a home scale) by Pat
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Connolly in southern California.
* Soy oil: The King with no crown. A series of studies
initiated by the American Soybean Assoc. in 1978 showed,
surprisingly, that although soy oil is by far America’s
widely used oil (accounting for 84% of all vegetable oils
and 58.3% of all edible oils and fats), most consumers are
simply not aware that they are using soy oil. When 1,200
female heads of households were asked “What oils can you
think of?” only 17% mentioned soy oil (52% mentioned
corn oil, 36% peanut oil, and 23% safflower oil), and only
7% reported having purchased soy oil in the past 6 months.
The ASA Market Development Foundation promptly began
a campaign to increase product recognition and loyalty,
improve product image, and to encourage manufacturers
worldwide to identify soy oil on product labels. The slogan
used is shown at the start of this paragraph.
735. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Mea’ai.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 453, Kealakekua, HI
96750.
Date of Introduction: 1978 December.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
394. Owner: David Gantz.
736. Product Name: Mrs. Cheng’s Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cheng’s (Mrs.) Soybean Products
Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1829 E. Palolo Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, HI 96816.
Date of Introduction: 1978 December.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
394. Owner: Unknown.
Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies
in the West (2 pages, typeset). Gives the company’s name
(Mrs. Cheng’s China Bean Co.), address, and phone number.
Owner: Unknown.
Soya Bluebook. 1983. p. 77. Talk with (call from)
William Harris, M.D., of the Vegetarian Society of Hawaii.
1993. June 21. He recommends Mrs. Cheng’s tofu because
it is coagulated with calcium chloride–despite the fact that
“it comes in one of those wet plastic bags that leaks all over
your groceries.” The company is a “mom and pop factory.”
737. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kaneshiro Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: 94-1162 Nalii, Waipahu, Oahu,
HI 96797. Phone: 808-677-4380.
Date of Introduction: 1978 December.

How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
395. Owner: John Kaneshiro.
738. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Tamashiro Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address: 326 Alahee Dr., Wailuku, Maui,
HI 96793. Phone: 808-244-5215.
Date of Introduction: 1978 December.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978,
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition).
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p.
395. Owner: Mr. Tokusaburo Tamashiro.
Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan.
22. Owner: Mr. Tokusaburo Tamashiro.
739. Product Name: Yakitofu, Okara, Ganmodoki.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Tofu Factory Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii 96817.
Date of Introduction: 1978.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1977-78. p. 10. Aloha Tofu Factory Inc.,
961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817. The company
now makes tofu, aburage, natto, konnyaku, yakitofu, okara,
pupu age, ganmodoki. Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers.
1981-82. Aloha Tofu Factory Inc., 961 Akepo Lane, now
makes tofu, aburage, natto, yakitofu, okara, pupu age, and
ganmodoki.
Oda. 1983. Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7. p. 5. “Tofu enjoys
increasing popularity.” Yakidofu is not mentioned. Nor is
Ganmodoki.
Ad in Hawaii Herald. 1983. Oct. 7. “Make your favorite
recipe even better with the best in soy bean products. Tofu,
natto, aburage, konnyaku, okara, yakidofu.” 961 Akepo
Lane. Phone 845-2669.
740. Nihei, Takao. 1978. Hawai no Nihonshu, miso, shôyu
no rekishi [History of sake, miso, and shoyu in Hawaii].
Thesis, Hawaii. 5 + 21 + 18 leaves (some folded). Illust.
Portraits. 28 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Handwritten manuscript, with news clippings,
photographic prints, forms, bottle labels, and other
miscellanea affixed throughout text. Includes bibliographical
references (leaves 104-109) and a biography of the author.
Address: Honolulu Shuzo Seihyo Gaisha.
741. Standal, Bluebell R. 1979. Tropical foods of the Pacific
region. In: G.E. Inglett and G. Charalambous, eds. 1979.
Tropical Foods: Chemistry and Nutrition. Vol. 1. New York:
Academic Press. ix + 340 p. See p. 1-23. [25 ref]
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• Summary: Page 11 discusses the nutritional value of
soybeans, which “are not traditional foods of the islanders
of the South Pacific.” Address: Dep. of Food and Nutritional
Science, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
742. Yang, Y.H. 1979. Easy-to-prepare soybean foods for
villagers. In: G.E. Inglett and G. Charalambous, eds. 1979.
Tropical Foods: Chemistry and Nutrition. Vol. 1. New York:
Academic Press. x + 701 p. See p. 510-30. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Historical background,
current soybean production, soybean–an efficient crop.
Soybean for human consumption: Nutritional advantage,
soybean utilization, special characteristics of soybean. Easyto-prepare soybean foods for villagers: Admixing soybean
in staple food, foods prepared with full-fat soya flour,
other soybean foods (soybean milk, soybean sprout, other
preparations). Programs encouraging soybean consumption:
Encouraging soybean production, village food processing
center, strengthening training and education.
Annexes: 1. Soybean acreage, yield, and production
worldwide and by continent, 1961-1977. 2. Efficiency in
energy, protein, and fat output of selected crops in different
regions of the world. 3. Preparation of full-fat soya flour
at village level. 4. Some popular household soybean
preparations: Baked soybean in tomato sauce, pig’s feet
stewed with soybean, soybean cooked with small dry
fish. Address: Resource Systems Inst., East-West Center,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
743. S.W. 1979. Japan via Italy . . . tofu casserole. Sunset
(Menlo Park, California). April. p. 214. Central edition.
• Summary: “Versatile tofu combines with vegetables,
mozzarella cheese, and Italian seasonings to make a
substantial meatless casserole with a taste rather like lasagna.
Glazed with soy sauce and honey, the tofu acquires a pungent
meaty flavor when fried.” Gives a recipe for Tofu Vegetable
Casserole [with tomato sauce]. Address: Makawao, Hawaii.
744. Leviton, Richard. 1979. Soycrafters Association of
North America. Director’s Report. Colrain, Massachusetts:
SANA. 17 p. July 28.
• Summary: Contents: I. Summary of progress. II. Financial
report. III. Proposals to the membership: 1. Establish
regional coordinators & develop infrastructure; Activities
of the RCs. 2. Soyfoods Data Book (SANA would publish
its own Green Book, like the ASA Blue Book). 3. Soyfoods
publicity program. Soycrafters questionnaire (Please
complete and return to registration desk before leaving
conference). 4. Lobbying FDA/USDA for acceptance of
soyfoods in school lunches. 5. Liaison and cooperation with
American Soybean Association and Food Protein Council.
6. 1980 SANA Conference in conjunction with INTSOY
& NRRC [at the University of Illinois, Champaign]. 7.
Children’s educational program with theater and video. IV.

Organizational plans.
The “Summary of progress” section (p. 1) begins:
“Perceiving a lull in the forward movement of the newly
formed Soycrafters Association, last October I offered to
assume leadership of SANA and to publish its journal,
Soycraft. The appointed director, Larry Needleman, found
himself swamped with work with his new tofu equipment
importing company, Bean Machines, Inc., and willingly
handed over the directorship, which consisted of one box
of folders and stationery. In January, SANA opened a
small office at the New England Soy Dairy, in Greenfield,
Massachusetts and David Kilroy joined as advertising and
production supervisor for Soycraft.” An international mailing
was done to all the 900 names on Bill Shurtleff’s mailing
list, with about a 10% response. The summer conference at
Hampshire College was a success, attracting “225 people
from all over the USA including Hawaii, Puerto Rico, three
from England, one from Switzerland, and a broad mixture
of academics, soycrafters, farmers, food technologists. As of
July 28, we had generated 65 new members (85 as of 8/27)
and 50 subscribers (87 as of 8/27).
“On June 1, SANA took new office space in downtown
Greenfield, set up files, began to accumulate review
copies [of books] for its library, and purchased an electric
typewriter. Essentially, SANA has used its funds to organize
and sponsor the Soycrafters Conference (which cost about
$14,000) and publish Soycraft #1, sixty pages long.”
Two tables (p. 2) compare the types/categories of SANA
membership and the number of members in each category in
January and in July, 1979, before and after the conference.
Two maps show: (1) The USA and Canada divided
into 9 regions. (2) Location of soycraft companies
(manufacturers) on an outline map of the USA.
Addenda: Report of the SANA Committee on
Committees (3 p.). Overview of committees and proposed
activities. Organization chart showing relationship of SANA
membership, Regional representatives, executive board,
director, and six committees. Address: Director, SANA, 100
Heath Rd., Colrain, Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-6245591.
745. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1979. Using okara,
whey, curds & hulls (Document part). In: W. Shurtleff and
A. Aoyagi. 1979. Tofu & Soymilk Production: A Craft and
Technical Manual. Lafayette, California: New-age Foods
Study Center. 336 p. See p. 168-71. Illust. by Akiko Aoyagi
Shurtleff. July. 28 cm.
• Summary: This chapter begins: Okara (pronounced
oh-KAR-uh), the insoluble residue from tofu or soymilk
production (also known as soypulp or soy pulp) and whey
are two byproducts of the tofu-making process.
Both can be put to a number of creative uses, which
can serve as potential sources of income and utilize their
nutrients. Curds can be sold at low prices for institutional use
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or as a ready-to-serve snack. Hulls can be ground to make
soy bran.
Okara: Every pound of dry soybeans made into tofu
or soymilk generates about 1.1 pounds or 2.5 cups (0.15
gallons) of well pressed, firmly packed okara, containing 76
to 80% moisture, 20 to 24% solids, and 3.5 to 4.0% protein.
On a moisture free basis, this okara contains 23.6 to 24.0%
protein, 8.1 to 15.2% fats, and 12.0 to 14.5% crude fiber.
And it contains some 17% of the protein from the original
soybeans. Not only is okara a rich source of dietary fiber, it
contains higher quality protein (as measured by PER, protein
efficiency ratio) than any other fraction in the tofu making
process (Hackler et al., 1963, 1967), largely due to its high
content of cystine, a limiting sulfur-containing amino acid.
(Lysine is the first-limiting amino acid in okara.) To measure
various PER values, soymilk was cold extracted and cooked
at 100ºC for 1 hour. The numbers in parentheses are PER
values: milk casein (2.86), okara (2.71), dehulled soybeans
(2.51), tofu (2.20; coagulated with glacial acetic acid),
soymilk (2.11), soy whey (1.93).
In poorer countries, a majority of the okara is used as
food. With the growing awareness of the importance of
crude fiber in human diets, okara can be utilized in foods
specially formulated with a high fiber content. Plain or
with the addition of suitable flavorings, okara can easily
be dehydrated on a drum dryer to make a dry staple; the
Johnson Boiler Co. in Japan makes drum dryers specifically
designed for drying and flaking okara. Dried okara might
be able to be milled to produce a high-fiber soy flour, which
could be used as is in breads or roasted like kinako. The first
three uses described below are nonfood.
Livestock Fodder: Most of the okara from Japanese and
American tofu shops and soy dairies is fed to dairy cattle
or hogs. Generally a local farmer picks it up from the shop
daily in his truck and pays a small price for it (several cents
a pound); in cities, some shops give it away or even have to
pay farmers to truck it away. In China many makers of tofu,
soymilk, or yuba run a hog farm adjacent to their shop and
use the okara as a primary fodder source. Ruminants (cows,
sheep, buffalo) can digest crude fiber (okara) and use it as a
nutrient source. Monogastrics (chickens, hogs) cannot utilize
nearly as much. While this way of using okara may be the
most convenient, it is relatively wasteful of nutrients and
brings only a low financial return.
Organic Compost: Added to a compost pile or turned
directly into the soil, okara adds valuable nitrogen and
organic nutrients, while helping to aerate and lighten heavy
soils. Contact organic gardeners.
Pet Food: Okara makes a good addition to household or
commercial dog or cat foods. In Japan some large factories
sell much of their output to pet food manufacturers.
Soysage: This tasty sausage-like food, developed by
The Farm in Tennessee, is now produced commercially at a
number of U.S. tofu shops and soy dairies, and may be the

simplest and best way to utilize okara. Packed with nutrition,
it can easily be produced in large quantities.
White Wave in Boulder uses this recipe. Mix the
following ingredients in a VCM-40 and blend well on low
speed: 56 cups (15% gallons) okara, 21 cups each wheat
germ and whole-wheat flour, 14 cups nutritional yeast,
10½ cups oil, 4 cups shoyu, 14 tablespoons each oregano,
prepared mustard, and garlic, 9.3 tablespoons allspice, ½ cup
salt, 6.7 tablespoons each fennel and sage, and 1 tablespoon
cayenne, and a little diluted liquid smoke (hickory smoked
water). (Some producers add enough soymilk to give the
desired consistency.) Pack in specially made stainless steel
tubes (each tube is 3 inches in diameter, 12 inches long,
open at both ends, and capable of being opened and closed
via a lengthwise overlap seam.) Seal both ends of tube with
heavy aluminum foil. Fill a large pot with 2 to 3 inches of
water, set a rack above the water, and stand the tubes upright
on the rack. Steam cook at atmospheric pressure for 45
to 60 minutes, then allow to cool for easy removal. Open
tube along side, slide out soysage, and cut it crosswise into
8-ounce disks, which are sold wrapped in plastic wrap. To
serve, they are sliced into thin rounds and fried in oil on both
sides until crisp and golden brown, then served like breakfast
sausages (with scrambled tofu), used in sandwiches or pizza,
or mashed and used like a vegetable pate.
Crystal Hills Tofu Shop makes several hundred pounds
of soysage each week; it contains okara, whole wheat flour,
wheat germ, nutritional yeast, oil, soy sauce, honey, herbs,
and spices. Our favorite recipe is given in The Book of Tofu
(Ballantine).
Baked Goods: Many tofu shops connected to bakeries
use their okara like bran to add natural fiber and protein,
and to give a crumbly texture to breads, muffins, brownies
(usually made with carob), fudge, cookies (okara coconut
macaroons or okara peanut butter cookies), okara & tofu
gingerbread, or other baked goods. Try recipes for Wonderful
Okara & Barley Flour Muffins, and for pancakes, waffles,
leavened breads, and chapaties in The Book of Tofu. Okara
might also work nicely in Japanese-style rice crackers
(senbei). Okara contains 14.5% fiber on a dry weight basis
versus only 4% for wheat bran; large amounts may cause
intestinal distress in some individuals.
Okara Tempeh: One of the most delicious and creative
ways we know of to use large amounts of okara is in the
form of okara tempeh, a popular Indonesian fermented food
that consists of okara (alone or mixed with soybeans) bound
together into cakes or patties by a fragrant mycelium of
Rhizopus mold. The spore starter is now available in North
America and the fermentation takes only about 22 hours.
The finished product, sliced and fried until crisp and golden
brown, has a flavor described variously as reminiscent of
“southern fried chicken,” “savory veal cutlets,” or “seafood
fillets.” The concept of a tofu and tempeh shop operating
together (as many do in Indonesia) is most interesting, and
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several tofu shops in North America are now preparing
both okara and soy tempeh. For full details see our Tempeh
Production (New-Age Foods Study Center) and The Book of
Tempeh (Harper & Row).
Okara Granola: White Wave Soyfoods in Boulder,
Colorado uses okara, cashews, sesame meal, safflower oil,
salt, and maple syrup. For our favorite recipe, see The Book
of Tofu. Someone should also develop an okara granola
(candy) bar that is not too sweet.
Okara Party Mix: Develop your own using toasted
okara, nuts, sunflower seeds, shredded coconut, raisins, etc.
Soysage Pâté: At White Wave, this pate is served in
delicious sandwiches. Ingredients include: soysage, tofu,
soymilk mayonnaise, mustard, celery, pickles, and sunflower
seeds. It is served on onion-herb bread with alfalfa sprouts,
tomato, and pickle. Okara & Vegetable Saute: A number of
tofu shops in Hawaii and Japan use their okara to prepare
this dish which is sold chilled through delicatessens or
natural food stores. For our favorite recipe see The Book of
Tofu.
Okara Burgers: Also called Okara & Grain Burgers
these were developed by Swan Foods in Miami, Florida.
Ingredients include organic brown rice, okara, carrots,
onions, garlic, whole-wheat flour, corn oil, sesame seeds,
rolled oats, and sea salt. Mix the okara in a VCM with
dry-cooked rice (use 2 volumes water to 1 rice), plus diced
onions and carrots, garlic powder, a little flour, and the
remaining ingredients. Puree well, then put the mixture
through a Hollymatic Burger Press; the patties, which are
not as firm as burger patties, drop out on patty paper. Freeze
immediately or okara will sour. To serve, bake at 350ºF for
40 minutes (or deep-fry); serve between buns or toast with
trimmings. Better than soyburgers but not as good as tofu
burgers. For our recipe, see The Book of Tofu.
Okara Onchom: Another popular Indonesian fermented
food, onchom (also spelled ontjom) is a close relative of
tempeh, made and served in the same way but using a
different starter culture, Neurospora. The finished product
has overtones of flavor reminiscent of walnuts or almonds.
Starter cultures for commercial use are available in small
quantities from Dr. H.L. Wang, USDA/NRRC, 1815
N. University St., Peoria, Illinois 61604. Preparation is
described in The Book of Tempeh, Professional Edition.
Other Food Uses: Okara can be used in salads (with
mayonnaise, sliced vegetables, and seasonings), in miso
as a substitute for part of the whole soybeans, as a primary
ingredient in dry breakfast cereals, or as a hamburger
extender. Address: Lafayette, California.
746. SoyaScan Notes. 1979. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1970s
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Overview of the 1970s:

The Soyfoods Movement Begins. This industry focused
on traditional, low-tech soyfoods such as tofu, soymilk,
tempeh, and miso. Many of the pioneer Caucasian-American
(non-Asian) soyfoods companies started during this decade,
often for philosophical and ideological reasons. The
founding of the Soycrafters Association of North America in
July 1978 marks the beginning of this movement.
By Dec. 1979 there are 159 tofu manufacturers in
the United States. Ninety of these are run by Caucasian
Americans and are less than 3 years old. There are also 18
tempeh companies and 3 commercial miso companies (not
including those in Hawaii).
Natural Foods and Vegetarian Movements Grow. The
basic philosophy of natural foods and vegetarianism became
more widely accepted, and this greatly helped the soyfoods
movement.
Unprecedented Interest in Nutrition, Health, and
Fitness. During this decade, the interest in nutrition grew
dramatically, both among consumers and professionals.
Consumers, seeking ways of protecting themselves from the
ravages of heart disease and cancer, try more healthful diets.
Exercise and looking healthy are now “in.” For example, the
New York Marathon, which had 55 finishers (no women) in
1970, boasted 10,477 finishers (including 1,621 women) in
1979. Preventive medicine is becoming a new profession.
Steady Increase in Population of Asian-Americans. The
number of Asian- and Pacific-Americans living in the USA
increased from about 800,000 in 1960 to 1,369,000 in 1970
to 3,500,000 in 1980, at which time they comprised 1.5% of
the total U.S. population. Their burgeoning numbers were
a major factor in steadily growth of the soyfoods industry,
since many Asians use soyfoods in their daily diets.
U.S. Soy Sauce and Miso Consumption Grows. Soy
sauce consumption grew from about 9,000 kiloliters in 1970
to about 38,000 kl in 1979, a 4.2-fold increase during the
decade. In 1974 domestic production passed imports.
U.S. miso consumption grew from about 750 metric tons
(tonnes) in 1970 to about 1,800 tonnes in 1979, a 2.4 fold
increase.
Shipments of Soy-Fortified Foods in the Food For
Peace (P.L. 480) Program jumps. Shipments of two products
in 1970 totaled 131,000 tonnes. In 1979 a record 664,000
tonnes of ten products were shipped to needy countries, a
5-fold increase during the decade. In 1979, the main products
shipped were SFB (soy-fortified bulgur), CSM (corn-soymilk), and WSB (wheat-soy blend).
The Ongoing Protein-Versus-Calories Debate. As
Nevin Scrimshaw concluded prophetically in his insightful
1977 lecture “Through a Glass Darkly: Discerning the
Practical Implications of Human Dietary Protein-Energy
Interrelationships”: “To the extent that the pendulum swung
too far in emphasizing protein in the 1960s, and too far
in emphasizing calories in the 1970s, it must come to a
more appropriate position for the 1980s and beyond.” He
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noted that two big protein issues concerned (1) human
requirements for protein at different ages and physiological
states, and (2) the evaluation of the protein quality of foods
as related to human requirements.
Reappraisal of the Value of Plant and Animal Proteins.
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, animal proteins
probably reached their historical peak of popularity in
the U.S. A diet rich in animal protein was considered a
“better diet.” However during the 1970s a growing body
of nutritional and ecological evidence, and changing
attitudes toward world hunger and animal rights, led to a
new appreciation of the quality, now more broadly defined,
of plant (and soy) proteins. They were more healthful, less
expensive, more efficient in utilizing farmland, energy and
water, less polluting, and obviated animal slaughter.
Switch from Animal to Vegetable Oils. In the early
1950s Americans were consuming approximately equal
amounts of animal and vegetable fats. By 1978 the ratio of
vegetable to animal fat was 84 to 16. The same shift occurred
worldwide, where the 1978 ratio was 71 to 29.
There were at least three basic reasons for this shift: (1)
The growing concern, especially after 1960, with the health
dangers associated with consumption of saturated fats and
cholesterol, most of which came from animal fats such as
butter and lard; (2) Hydrogenation, which allowed vegetable
oils to be used in making substitutes for butter and lard
(i.e., margarine and shortening); and (3) the lower price of
vegetable oils, shortening, and margarine.
Production of soy oil grew dramatically during the
postwar period, filling most of the increased demand for
vegetable oil.
Boom Years for U.S. Agriculture. The 1970s was a
decade of rapid growth for U.S. farmers. With high inflation
and low interest rates, American farm products dominated
world trade. The boom ended with the second “Oil Shock”
of 1979-80, which set off the most serious recession of the
post-war era, and marked the start of the Latin American
debt crisis that later had a major negative effect on U.S.
soybean farmers. 1979 was the last year of roughly 50 years
of essentially non-stop, rapid soybean growth. During the
next decade, U.S. soybean production zigzagged sideways
and declined slightly.
Rapid Increases in Soybean Production in New Third
World Countries. Prior to the 1970s, soybeans had never
been widely grown in the tropics or semi-tropics (except
perhaps in Indonesia). But during this decade a host of
countries in such areas started to grow soybeans on a large
scale for the first time. Major causes for this were the U.S.
soybean boycott of 1973, the pioneering work done by
INTSOY in Illinois, IITA in Nigeria, and AVRDC in Taiwan,
and the development of day-neutral soybean cultivars that
gave high yields at low latitudes. The major areas of rapid
new production growth were...
Latin America. Total production increased from

1,746,000 tonnes in 1970 to 15,384,000 tonnes in 1979, an
8.8 fold increase during the decade. Latin America’s three
leading soybean producers in 1979 were Brazil, Argentina,
and Mexico. Brazil’s production rose 7.8 fold between 1970
and 1979, but Argentina’s jumped 137-fold!
In 1979 soybean production in Latin American passed
that in all of Asia, the birthplace of this ancient crop, and
became second only to that of North America (61,722,000
tonnes in 1979/80).
In 1974, Brazil passed China to become the world’s
second largest soybean producing nation after the USA.
The ranking in 1979 by tonnage was USA, Brazil, China,
Argentina, Mexico, Indonesia, Paraguay, USSR, Romania,
India, and North Korea.
Africa: Total production increased from 67,000 tonnes
in 1970 to 300,000 tonnes in 1979, a 4.5 fold increase during
the decade. By 1979 Egypt had become the largest soybean
producing country in Africa, followed by Zimbabwe,
Nigeria, and South Africa. This promising growth was
doubly important because it came at a time of steadily falling
per capita food production in Africa as a whole, down 20%
from 1970 to 1987.
India. Total production increased from a mere 18,000
tonnes in 1971 (production was negligible in 1970) to
450,000 tonnes in 1980, an astonishing 25-fold increase
in ten years, and a growth rate greater than that of Latin
America. Meanwhile, in Asia as a whole soybean production
was slowly declining.
747. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: 153 Makaala St. (P.O. Box
4352), Hilo, Island of Hawaii, HI 96720. Phone: 808-9353220.
Date of Introduction: 1979.
Ingredients: Water, soybean curd precipitated with natural
nigari. Made with organically grown soybeans.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owner: David Gantz.
Hawaii Tribune Herald. 1983. Feb. 6. p. 5. “Hilo
Natural Foods: come in and enjoy our annual taste testing
fair.” One product is “Natural Pacific Tofu–20% off.”
Talk with Ty Katibah. 1988. Feb. 10. He bought the
company from David Gantz, the founder in 1987. The
company was started in 1979. Business is booming. He now
makes about 3,000 lb/week of tofu. Labels. Both the original
and the current. The latter says Firm Tofu.
Talk with Paul Duchesne. 1989. Oct. 27. He talked with
Ty, who for a while was coagulating his tofu with sea water–
but it was too much work.
Talk with Ty Katibah. 1999. Dec. 2. His company
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moved to a new address in July 1999: 15-205 Wiliama Place,
Keaau (near Hilo), Hawaii 96749. Phone: 808-966-9579. His
tofu sales have dropped about 15% from local newspaper
publication of Lon White’s research. Two other tofu makers
in the island of Hawaii (big island) have indicated a 30-40%
drop in sales. His company is a maker and distributor of
natural foods.
748. Beard, Benjamin H.; Gilbert, J.C.; Sekioka, T. 1980.
Seasonal variation in the performance of soybeans in Hawaii.
Crop Science 20(2):163-65. March/April. [8 ref]
• Summary: In Hawaii, soybeans give the best yields when
they are planted in March, April, May, or June. The variety
Davis had the highest mean yield at 3 locations (over 2,000
kg/ha). Address: 1. Research geneticist, USDA, SEA, AR,
Agronomy and Range Science, Univ. of California, Davis,
California 95616; 2. Prof. Emeritus, Dep. of Horticulture,
Univ. of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822; 3.
Assoc. Horticulturist, Kauai Branch Station, Univ. of Hawaii,
Kapaa, Hawaii 96746.
749. Kikkoman International Inc. (KII). 1980. Kikkoman:
the company and its soy sauce (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
April 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Shurtleff and Aoyagi visited Kikkoman’s office
in Japantown, armed with a list of questions.
Why doesn’t Kikkoman use alcohol as a preservative in
their shoyu in the USA? (1) Some people, such as Seventhday Adventists, object to its use in foods. (2) There is a high
tax on U.S. products containing added alcohol (ethyl alcohol
= ethanol); for shoyu it is about $0.15 per gallon of shoyu.
(3) Kikkoman believes that sodium benzoate, which has been
approved by the FDA, is safe. It is contained in some natural
foods such as dry shiitake mushrooms and cranberries.
Kikkoman conducted a chemical analysis of San Jirushi
tamari. The regular contains 2.5% ethanol (alcohol) and
the low-salt (low-sodium) contains 3.5%. Ordinarily tamari
in Japan contains only about 0.1% ethanol. Therefore they
must be adding alcohol as a preservative and not listing it
on the label. This tamari also contains 6-10% carbohydrates.
If it contained no wheat, it have only 5-6% carbohydrates.
Therefore they must be adding wheat.
Saccharomyces rouxii and Torula are yeasts, not
molds; they can eventually form a white film on the surface
of shoyu. They are salt tolerant. Most are killed by heat
treatment (hiire; also called pasteurization). In the old days,
Japanese would just filter off this white film.
To make their shoyu (soy sauce) Kikkoman uses a
specially made soybean meal called kakko daizu. More of
the natural soybean oil is left in it, and the nitrogen solubility
index (NSI) is 25-30% instead of the typical 10%. It has
a flaky rather than a meal-like, texture. Who makes it for
Kikkoman in the USA? At Walworth, Wisconsin, is any

soybean oil left over from the process? If yes, what is done
with it?
In Japan Kikkoman uses whole soybeans in their
Tokusen (Special) grade soy sauce. Why?
Beatrice Foods makes La Choy soy sauce (America’s
#2 brand) and RJR Foods made Chun King, but Del Monte
recently bought RJR Foods, so Del Monte now makes Chun
King.
The three JAS (Japanese Agricultural Standard) shoyu
grades (in Japan) are Tokkyu (which has 1.50 or more grams
of nitrogen per ml volume of shoyu = w/v), Jokyu and
1.35 to 1.49 gm, and Hyojun has 1.2 to 1.35 gm. Higher in
nitrogen than all of these is Tokusen, which is not recognized
by JAS. Who uses the word Tokusen? Kikkoman does. U.S.
shoyu is equivalent to Tokkyu in nitrogen content. Kikkoman
makes no Hyojun grade. More than 90% is Tokkyu. Grades
lower than Tokkyu are made by Kikkoman only on special
request. The specific gravity of shoyu is 1.19.
In Japan, the real name for “tamari” is tamari shoyu. The
definition of tamari shoyu from the Ministry of Agriculture
(Norinsho) is vague. The word kikaku means “standard of
identity.”
Hawaiian-style shoyu is called amakuchi (sweet); it is
made in Japan but sold in Hawaii, not in the USA. It does
not have an identity in the JAS standards, but it is considered
a type of koikuchi (regular shoyu). After fermentation, a
natural sweetener (typically kanzo, an extract of liquorice
root) is added. It contains less salt than typical koikuchi.
Milder soy sauce (Kikkoman’s green label) has the
salt removed after fermentation by use of the ion exchange
membrane method–the same used to extract salt from sea
water. This is done after pressing but before heating.
Lots of HVP / chemical soy sauce is made and
consumed in Kyushu–Japan’s southernmost main island; lots
of it is sweet.
After shoyu is pressed, the oil layer on top and the
bottom layer of high molecular weight substances are both
discarded. The middle is the choice. The process is called
“clarification” (seicho).
Kikkoman says the last time they made a product made
by blending shoyu of different ages (1, 2, and 3 years old)
was in the 1940s. Ask Dr. Yokotsuka or Fukushima. In 1967
Kikkoman was making a Tokusen consisting of a mixture
of 1 year and 2 year fermented shoyus. They called it an
18-month shoyu. If they now had to return to “naturally
fermented” with temperature control (tennen jôzô) they
would ferment the shoyu for 1 year, then mix winter shikomi
and summer shikomi.
The Chinese traditionally did temperature controlled
fermentation by placing the large earthenware jars in a
courtyard in the sunlight.
Concerning heat treatment or pasteurization (hiire),
people nowadays like a lighter colored shoyu than formerly.
Kikkoman’s heat treatment is done using a plate heater at
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82ºC. There are two methods of heating: (1) Put hot shoyu
into a large open top tank and allow it to cool very slowly.
During this time, lots of the natural alcohol evaporates
off (0.3 percentage points of the total). (2) Run the shoyu
through a plate cooler after a plate heater. Get details of
times and temperatures from Drs. Yokotsuka or Fukushima.
After heat treatment there are almost no enzymes left in
the shoyu. All the molds have been killed but a small number
of spore-forming bacteria and yeasts survive–about 10 to 100
per ml.
Semichemical shoyu is called shinshiki shoyu (“newstyle shoyu”) in Japanese. Kikkoman stopped making it
about 15 years ago. There are an estimated 4 commercial
shoyu makers in Hawaii and 24 in the United States, but
only 5 of those in the U.S. make fermented shoyu; the rest
just mix ingredients to make quick HVP soy sauce. One can
do this in a small room. The American Soybean Association
might have the addresses of these companies. Why are
they not in the Soya Bluebook? One may be in Seattle
[Washington]. The shoyu makers in Hawaii are Diamond
& Marumasa, Honolulu Sake and Shoyu, Aloha Shoyu, and
Island Shoyu. U.S. shoyu makers include Jan-U-Wine and
Sona, both in Los Angeles, Chinese Maid, and Reese Finer
Food Co.
In making shoyu, something is filtered with a ceramic
filter. What? And at what stage?
The emperor of Japan does not use shoyu made by
Kikkoman at their Goyo Gura in Noda. It is forbidden for
him to use any special products. No one is allowed to supply
him specially–even as a gift. The imperial household must
pay for everything on the open market.
Dehydrated shoyu is most widely used in dehydrated
instant ramen–in the broth packet; it is also used in making
beef jerky and salami / sausages.
In making tamari shoyu, salt water is always added (to
the presscake?) to get assaku tamari, which is usually called
niira tamari. Why didn’t San Jirushi mention this?
What is bansui? Ichiban (“number one”) is the shoyu
itself. The 2nd extraction (ni-ban) is made by washing the
presscake with salt water; this is called shokuen-sui. Only
makers of low-quality shoyu do this nowadays. Ensan means
hydrochloric acid; it is used in making HVP.
To make saishikomi shoyu, the koji is mixed with shoyu
rather than with salt water. Saishikomi is also called kanro
shoyu; it is used to season sashimi and sushi.
HVP / chemical soy sauce costs 10-15% less than
Kikkoman.
Shiro shoyu is made in Nagoya. They roast the
soybeans and steam the wheat. See flow chart. The moromi
is fermented for 3 months. It is salty, and is used in nimono
(dishes simmered in broth). It is 1/3 as light as usukuchi =
much lighter than usukuchi. Usukuchi does not add rice koji
any more. They add mirin instead.
The character for hishio first appeared in Japan in about

600 AD. In which document? Hishio Tsukasa? Continued.
Address: San Francisco, California.
750. Bose, John, II. comp. 1980. The legume / rhizobium
symbiosis in tropical agriculture: A bibliographic update.
College of Tropical Agriculture & Human Resources (Univ.
of Hawaii), Miscellaneous Publication No. 161. 223 p. June.
[697 ref]
• Summary: This smaller update, whose cover and pages
look very much like the 1978 original, is “Compiled for
the NifTAL Project, Paia, Maui, Hawaii.” This work was
supported by the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID). The index, under Glycine max, lists
75 references relating to soybeans.
“Abstract: A subject arranged, annotated list of
697 documents in the University of Hawaii NifTAL
Project collection. This bibliography updates a similar
listing published in 1978, with some changes in subject
designations to reflect new areas of emphasis in research. All
authors and key words from titles and annotations have been
indexed, with a cross-reference guide to indicate the subject
assignment of each citation.
“Preface: The listings in this bibliography have
originated from several sources, including: computer search
of magnetic tapes from the National Agricultural Library
(CAIN), to October, 1978; Current Contents listings;
Automated Science Citation Alert (ASCA) service, based on
the computerized listings in Current Contents; and from staff
requests, reference lists accompanying published papers, and
the much appreciated receipt of reprint copies from authors.”
Address: NifTAL Project, Paia, Maui, Hawaii.
751. Higa, Wm. 1980. Re: History of miso companies in
Hawaii. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, July
9. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: An outline history, packed with interesting
historical information. Kaneda Miso Factory. Honolulu.
Founded 1920 by Mr. Takejiro Kanda. Presently dissolved.
Takei Miso Factory. Maui. Founded 1921 by Mr. Shuji
Takei. Presently dissolved.
Ueno Miso Factory. Honolulu. Founded ? by Mr. Yuichi
Ueno. Presently dissolved.
Fukuda Miso Factory. Honolulu. Founded ? by Mr.
Fukuda. Presently dissolved.
Yamaju Miso Factory. Honolulu. Founded 1936 by
Mr. George Higa. Presently dissolved. Purchased from Mr.
Fukuda.
American Hawaiian Soy Co., Ltd. Honolulu. Founded
1941 by Mr. George Higa, Seiyu Inamine, Kiko Yogi,
Moshu Morita–using saké brand name Maru Fuku. Presently
dissolved.
Fuji Miso Factory. Honolulu. Founded about 1941.
Dissolved in 1954.
Honolulu Miso Factory. Honolulu. Founded about 1942
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by Mr. Shigeo Yamada. Dissolved in 1950.
Kokusui Miso Factory. Hilo, Hawaii. Founded (?);
Presently dissolved.
American Hawaiian Soy Co., Ltd. Honolulu. Run by Mr.
Kiko Yogi and Mr. Morita. Business active.
Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co., Ltd. Honolulu. Founded
1947. George Higa (deceased), Wm. Higa, George Higa’s
brother, Hisako Higa (wife), Alvin Higa. Business active.
Address: Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co., Honolulu, Hawaii.
752. UPI. 1980. Tofu, tempeh and miso: Now and future
foods. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). July 30. p. 87.
• Summary: “Urbana, Illinois (UPI)–”If the 1980s are the
years of tofu, the ‘90s belong to tempeh and miso.
“All three are soybean products long used as staple
foods in several Asian countries.
“Vegetarians and other promoters of soy-based foods
believe they hold the key to world hunger problems.
“’They are foods that make sense from every point of
view,’ said William Shurtleff, co-author of eight books on
soy foods and a leading authority on the subject.
“’They are a key to the future–a low-cost, high-quality
source of protein worldwide,’ Shurtleff said at a recent
national conference at the University of Illinois.
“Tofu, tempeh and miso are lightly processed soy foods
(unlike the soy food concentrates which manufacturers make
for use in other food products).
“Tofu is made by curdling soybean milk in much the
same way cow’s milk is curdled to make cottage cheese.
“Tofu looks like a block of white cheese. Its flavor is
bland, which makes it ideal for seasoning. An eight-ounce
cake contains as much protein as a seven-ounce hamburger,
and costs much less.
“Ardent fans of tofu say it can be substituted for cheese
in cheescakes or for eggs in cream pies. It can be baked,
broiled, fried, blended, diced or mashed.
“Eight years ago, tofu was virtually unknown in the
United States. In the past four years, Shurtleff said, the
number of tofu producers in the U.S. has gone from 60 to
240.
“Tempeh is fermented soy food held together by the
fibers of the tempeh culture. It has a meaty texture and flavor
and is used as a meat substitute. It can be fried, broiled,
boiled, marinated and stewed.
“The use of tempeh is also growing at a phenomenal
rate, said Clifford Hesseltine, a microbiologist with the
Agriculture Department’s research laboratory in Peoria,
Illinois.
“’Everybody likes it who tastes it,’ he said.
“If you can make bread, you can make tempeh,
Hesseltine said. The beans are first soaked overnight, then
cooked. After the skins and surface moisture are removed,
the mixture is inoculated with a mold.
“In 20 to 24 hours, the beans grow together, connected

by filaments to form a white cake.
“He also sees a bright future for miso–a thick, salty
paste, high in protein and most often served as a highly
concentrated soup base. It is also used in sauces, salad
dressing and spreads.
“Miso’s major drawback is its high salt content.
Hesseltine said researchers are working on a variety of miso
with low salt.
“Shurtleff said he first became aware of tofu when he
visited Japan in the early 1970s.
“’I loved it. I wondered, if it was that cheap and that
good, why didn’t we know about it in the United States,’ he
said. ‘I’ve never found a food as versatile as tofu.’
Just as tofu is now gaining acceptance, Hesseltine
expects the use of tempeh ‘to really take off in the ‘90s.’
“The reasons are clear, he said, With energy sources
becoming scarcer, the world population growing and a
finite amount of land, Hesseltine said a cheap, high-quality
source of protein is needed. Tofu, tempeh and miso fit those
requirements.
“In addition, he said, people are becoming aware of
nutrition and the drawbacks of eating animal fat.
“Based on a 10-year study he conducted, Hesseltine
predicts the use of fermented soy foods will remain relatively
stable in the Far East, but will grow rapidly in the West.
“In a way, conference participants said, it is ironic
Americans are learning about the benefits of soy foods so
belatedly. U.S. farmers grow more soybeans than all other
countries combined–but 95 percent of the crop is fed to
livestock.
“’When the Midwest discovers the gold it is sitting on,
it will be really delighted to find it,’ said conference director
Richard Leviton, editor and publisher of Soyfoods, a trade
magazine.
“Shurtleff is convinced the system of feeding animals
for slaughter is the major reason for hunger in the world. Soy
foods are a logical replacement for the feedlot system, he
said.
“’Food is one of the two great problems on the planet
today,’ he said. I would like to do what Johnny Appleseed
did for apples or what George Washington Carver did for the
peanut.’”
Note: The other great problem is human population
growth.
753. Thalman, Margaret Morse. 1980. Re: William J. Morse,
her father, and their trip to East Asia. Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Sept. 23. 3 p. Handwritten.
• Summary: “Here is our itinerary after leaving Dairen
[today’s Dalian, Manchuria], Aug. 20, 1930.
Aug. 22–Arrive Heijo, Korea (Pyongyang).
Sept. 17–Leave Heijo for Seoul.
Sept. 21–Leave Seoul for Heijo.
Sept. 25–Leave Heijo.
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Sept. 29–Arrive Mukden, Manchuria.
Oct. 1–Kungchuling.
Oct. 4–Arrive Dairen.
Oct. 19–Leave Dairen.
Oct. 20–Arrive Peiping, China.
Nov. 9–Leave Peiping.
Nov. 10–Arrive Dairen.
Dec. 18–Leave Dairen (by ship).
Dec. 21–Arrive Kobe, Japan.
Dec. 22–Nara & Kyoto.
Dec. 23–Leave Kyoto (8 a.m.). Arrive Tokyo (5 p.m.).
1931–Remained in Tokyo until...
Feb. 17–Left Tokyo.
Feb. 26–Arrive Honolulu, Hawaii.
March 4–Arrive San Francisco, USA.
“Discovered another small notebook that my father
had kept from Feb. 18, 1929 to Oct. 6, 1929. On Feb. 23 he
wrote:
“’In the afternoon went to Vitacolor Motion Picture Lab
where we saw the new Vitacolor motion pictures which were
excellent. Had a long talk with Mr. Dupont, the inventor.
“’Feb. 25–In the afternoon went to Vitacolor Lab to see
colored movies taken by Mr. Dorsett. Obtained our colored
motion stuff and bid goodbye to Mr. Dupont.’”
“In Tokyo, Hokkaido and Dairen they rented offices,
set up darkrooms and developed their own still and motion
picture films.
“Mr. Beattie was interested in chestnut blight. Mr. and
Mrs. Beattie met us when we first arrived in Tokyo and were
very helpful in showing us around the city.
“Mr. Dorsett’s main interest was in persimmons.”
Address: 22 Interlaken Rd., Eastchester, New York 10709.
754. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Puueo Poi Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 265-D Kekuanaoa St., Hilo,
Island of Hawaii, HI 96720. Phone: 808-935-8435.
Date of Introduction: 1980 September.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center. 1980.
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages,
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone
number. Owner: Leslie Ahana Chang. Note that this is the
former location of Kreston’s Enterprise Tofu.
755. Sass, Lorna N. 1980. Yogurt of the ‘80s. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Oct. 5. p. 47. Sunday.
• Summary: This article, copyrighted by the New York
Times, is a condensed version of the following: Sass, Lorna
J. 1980. A couple on a tofu mission in the West. New York
Times. Sept. 24. p. C3.
Note: Also appeared in the Honolulu Star Bulletin on the
same date and page.

756. Mandoe, Bonnie. 1980. Cooking with tofu. Mother
Earth News No. 65. p. 124-25. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: Gives recipes, with color photos, for: Tofugarlic dip. Tofu stroganoff. Baba burgers. Tofu pancakes.
Tofu-walnut torte. Maple-tofu cheesecake. Address: Maui,
Hawaii.
757. Ferretti, Fred. 1980. What my stomach wants for
Christmas. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Dec. 10. p. 110.
• Summary: This article, copyright New York Times, first
appeared as: Ferretti, Fred. 1980. “Gastronomes’ Christmas
visions: Oysters, crabmeat, a live goat.” New York Times.
Dec. 3, p. C1, C8.
“Finally a wish for enough food for the ‘15 to 20 million
people starving throughout the world’ was expressed by
William Shurtleff, who with his wife Akiko Aoyagi wrote
‘The Book of Tofu’ and ‘The Book of Miso.’ And, he added,
the ‘realization by Americans that their diet is exceedingly
harmful would be a fine Christmas gift.’”
758. Teho, Fortunato. 1980. Plants of Hawaii: How to grow
them. Hilo, Hawaii: The Petroglyph Press Ltd. 50 leaves. *
• Summary: Contains a section on how to grow soybeans.
Note: An earlier undated edition (published in Aug.
1971) by the same author and publisher preceded this one.
It contained about 50 pages, with text on half of those.
Address: Hilo, Hawaii.
759. Calkins, Fern; Register, U.D.; Sonnenberg, Lydia. 1980.
It’s your world vegetarian cookbook. Enlarged, 2nd ed.
Washington, DC: Review and Herald Publishing Association.
304 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Sponsored by Dept. of Nutrition,
School of Health, Loma Linda University, and Southern
California Conference of Seventh Day Adventists.
• Summary: It’s Your World” is a television series hosted by
Art Linkletter and sponsored by the Seventh-day Adventist
Church in Glendale, California. The original edition was
published in 1973. Contains a number of quotations on diet
and health by Ellen G. White.
Soy-related recipes include: Catalina cutlets (with
cooked soybeans, p. 13). Florentine fritters (with soybeans,
p. 18). Frontier fritters (with soybeans, p. 21). Saucy soy
sizzlers (with soybeans, p. 23). Hawaiian chestnut balls (with
tofu, p. 24). Tofuburgers (p. 24). Tasty tofu timbales (p. 25).
Millet gourmet casserole (with soybeans, p. 34). Tender soya
broccoli (with FriChik and Soyannaise, p. 40). Savory baked
beans (p. 45). Baked soybeans Americana (p. 48). Beans ‘n’
apples (p. 50). Soybeans Hawaiian (p. 54). Mandarin garden
soys (using Loma Linda Green Soybeans, p. 60). Celebrated
red rice (with adzuki beans, p. 63). Oriental tofu (p. 69). Stirfry vegetables with tofu. Luncheon tofu (p. 70). Tofu dippers
(p. 71). Pepper-olive tofu (p. 78). Emperor’s feast (with tofu,
p. 78). Tofu “steak” (p. 79). Tofu scramble (p. 88). Quick ‘n’
easy tofu (p. 89). Crispy tofu sticks (p. 89). “Cheesy” spread
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(with tofu, p. 96). Soybean soup a la Creole (p. 106). Tokyo
special (with tofu, p. 111). Tofu salad (p. 130). Tofu stuffing
(p. 132). Garlic-dill dressing (with tofu, p. 145). Tofu sour
crème topping (p. 151). Garden vegetable dip, or Confetti dip
(with tofu, p. 152). Whole-wheat bread (with tofu, p. 174).
Wabash fried mush (with soy beans and soy flour, p. 182).
Tofu “jerky” (p. 200). Roasted soy smacks (dry-roasted,
seasoned soynuts, p. 201).
Pages 42-43 contain a cooking guide for dry beans,
peas, and lentils. Adzuki (or Chinese red) beans are included.
Concerning soybeans: “It is better to soak soybeans
longer than other beans–2 or 3 hours or overnight. Soaked
beans in small quantities may be frozen in containers as
a convenience. Thaw before cooking or drop frozen into
boiling water. 2/3 teaspoon of salt is enough for each cup of
dry soybeans, or use 1 tablespoon chicken-like seasoning
and ¼ to ½ teaspoon salt. When pressure cooking 1 cup
soybeans, use 2 cups water; 1 teaspoon of oil may be added
to keep from foaming; at the end of cooking time cool
immediately under cold running water. Soybeans have a
more nutty flavor and are more tender when they are served
immediately after cooking.”
Many recipes also called for commercial branded
soy-based products made mostly by Loma Linda Foods or
Worthington Foods. Pages 273-75 give a list of “Vegetable
Protein Alternates (Analogs).” Those made by Loma Linda
Foods or Worthington Foods are so marked. Details on tofu
are given on pages 24, 69, 79, 275, and 298. Address: 1.
B.A.; 2. PhD, RD, Chairman, Dep. of Nutrition; 3. M.A.,
R.D., Assoc. Prof., Dep. of Nutrition. All: School of Health,
Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California.
760. Photographs of Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products and her
soymilk. 1980?
• Summary: (a) A view of the front of Mrs. Cheng’s
Soybean Products in about 1980. (b) Her rich soymilk in her
cooler. (c) A close-up of two hand-applied labels.
761. Tsuruko and Kamesaburo Uyehara of Aloha Tofu Co.
celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary in Hawaii. 1980?
• Summary: See next page.
Photo sent by Paul Uyehara, current president of Aloha
Tofu Factory, Inc.
762. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cheng’s (Mrs.) China Bean.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1829 E. Palolo Ave., Honolulu,
HI 96816. Phone: 808-737-2571.
Date of Introduction: 1981 January.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22.
763. Cooke, Mary. 1981. Complex carbohydrates: So
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what’s tempeh? Honolulu Advertiser (The)
(Hawaii). Feb. 18. p. 57, cols. 1-3.
• Summary: “Tempeh (pronounced tempay)
is a fermented soy bean cake that, for
hundreds of years, has been a protein staple
in the Indonesian diet.
“While it’s not yet a staple in the American
diet, tempeh is now being manufactured in
Mainland United States soy dairies and tofu
shops, and Hawaii’s not far behind.
“The first major production of tempeh in
Honolulu is about to be launched by the
Kanai Tofu Factory.
“’We hope to have tempeh available in
retail markets by next month,’ said the
Kanai owner, Richard Kaneda.
“Like its unfermented cousin, tofu, tempeh
is a non-meat protein food that is low in
calories, low in saturated fat and it contains
no cholesterol. It’s a cultured food in which
soy bean halves retain their fibrous form,
and the whole is bound together in a white,
custard-like mold.
“’The aroma is like very fresh earth after
a rain–mushroomy and yeasty,’ said Rudi
Van Rouveroy, who was born and raised in
Western Java and ate tempeh as Islanders
eat rice. With his family, he migrated to
Hawaii in the early 1960s.
“’Tempeh is the number one vegetable
protein product from the Far East,’ Van
Rouveroy said. ‘You can fry it and season it
with salt, curry powder, or cumin, coriander
and garlic salt. That’s the way we ate it in
Indonesia.
“’Or you can serve it raw in
soup with various vegetables
like eggplant, beans, cabbage.
Add coconut milk, a little shrimp
paste, fried onions and you have a
beautiful soup. You can eat it with
rice and it’s gorgeous.’
“Van Rouveroy said the product
has a meat or cheese-like texture
and it is easily sliced. Sauteing it
and adding Eastern seasonings is
only one of many ways to prepare
it. It can be pureed to make creamy
dressings or spreads; it can be cubed
and used as croutons in salads or
soups, or it can be added to pizza
toppings, stir-fry dishes, casseroles,
sauces or tacos.
“Besides citing tempeh as a taste
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treat, Van Rouveroy credited it with saving his life during
World War II.
“’I was in a prisoner of war camp in Indonesia for 3½
years,’ he said. ‘The Japanese who held us captive didn’t
have very much meat in their camps and jails. They fed us
rice with a soup of some unidentifiable plants or something,
but there was always a little piece of tempeh which I think
saved our lives.
“’There was no protein at all except for this and it kept
many of us alive. We’d get a little piece of tempeh about as
thick as my thumb and that was enough.’
“Tempeh rates as a highly digestible complete protein
containing all the essential amino acids. But it also contains
Vitamin B-12, the vitamin generally missing in plant food
and in many vegetarian diets.
“Here are a number recipes to look over and decide
which ones you might want to try when tempeh becomes
available in local markets.”
Five recipes are given: “Tempeh with batter.” “Tempeh
egg rolls.” “Scrambled tempeh.” “Tempeh croquettes.”
“Crisp tempeh snack.”
A portrait photo shows Rudi Van Rouveroy. A photo
of a small piece of tempeh is shown in a rectangular box.
Address: Advertiser Food Editor.
764. Cooke, Mary. 1981. Complex carbohydrates: Lentils,
peas, beans–and tempeh. Honolulu Advertiser (The)
(Hawaii). Feb. 18. p. 57, 65.
• Summary: “One of the oldest (and newest to the western
world) of the complex carbohydrate foods is tempeh, an
Indonesian staple made with soy beans. See story below.”
“Behold the bean. (And its near relatives).” Address:
Advertiser Food Editor.
765. Cassman, K.G.; Whitney, A.S.; Fox, R.L. 1981.
Phosphorus requirements of soybean and cowpea as affected
by mode of N [nitrogen] nutrition. Agronomy Journal
73(1):17-22. Jan/Feb. [24 ref]
• Summary: This experiment was conducted at the Univ. of
Hawaii Kuiaha Experiment Site, Island of Maui, Hawaii.
Address: NifTAL Project, Dep. of Agronomy and Soil
Science, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
766. Product Name: President Soybean Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name: President Foods Co. (Importer).
Made in Taiwan by President Enterprises Corp.
Manufacturer’s Address: Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1981 February.
Ingredients: Soybean, refined sugar, filtered water,
emulsifier, skim milk powder, vitamins A, B-1, B-2.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8.5 fluid oz package.
New Product–Documentation: Leviton. 1981. Soyfoods.
Winter. p. 17. “This imported product is available in
California Chinatowns.” Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk

Industry & Market. p. 16, 33, 46, 95-98. “President, a large
food conglomerate and the largest soymilk maker in Taiwan,
set up offices in Hawaii by early 1981, then began to import
to the U.S. Its first test market was in Seattle.”
767. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Kanai Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 515 Ward Ave., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96814.
Date of Introduction: 1981 March.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu Advertiser. 1981.
Feb. 18, p. 57. “So what’s tempeh,” by Mary Cooke. “While
not yet a staple in the American diet, tempeh is now being
manufactured in Mainland United States soy dairies and tofu
shops, and Hawaii’s not far behind.
“The first major production of tempeh in Honolulu is
about to be launched by the Kanai Tofu Factory. ‘We hope to
have tempeh available in retail markets by next month,’ said
the Kanai owner, Richard Kaneda.’”
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1981-82. p. 11.
Note: As of May 2021 we can find no evidence that
Kanai Tofu Factory ever made tempeh commercially.
768. Harsch, Jonathan. 1981. The big soy boom. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). April 8. p. 75, col. 4.
• Summary: “Soybeans, along with such derivatives as
tofu, miso and tempeh, still may sound foreign to American
supermarket shoppers. Yet today it would be hard to call any
product more American than the soybean.
“Based on booming sales at home and abroad, or on
the industry’s firm commitment to free-market principles,
the versatile bean ranks as a serious rival to apple pie as a
symbol of America.
“But soybean producers warn that unless this country
practices the free trade it preaches, the soybean bonanza may
be lost.
“Specifically, they warn against using import controls to
protect the U.S. automobile industry because such controls
would likely bring retaliatory measures against major U.S.
exports such as soybeans.
“The producers point out–in the words of one
spokesman–that in dealing with Japan, the European
community and Scandinavia, ‘while we have a $9 billion
trade deficit in autos... our trade surplus in agricultural
products exceeds $14 billion.’” Address: Christian Science
Monitor Service.
769. Hawaii Herald. 1981. Honolulu sake: Bending with the
winds of change. May 15. p. 6-7.
• Summary: A history of the Honolulu Sake Brewery and Ice
Co., which was started in about 1908 and is still in business.
Originally called the Honolulu Japanese Sake Brewing Co.
Ltd., it is said to be the first sake brewery in the Western
world. Numerous trials (such as Prohibition and Hawaii’s
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warm climate) marked its history, but continual innovation
led to survival. When World War II started a law prohibiting
the use of rice in making sake was enforced. So the company
switched to making shoyu. Under the label of Marumasa Soy
sauce and later Diamond Shoyu, the locally made products
soon became popular in Hawaii. It was another innovation
that kept the company alive. Owners include Tajiro, Daizo,
and Shinzaburo Sumida. Photos show the plant in 1912 and
the delivery trucks in 1919. Address: Hawaii.
770. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1981. New
vitamin discoveries. July 12. p. 221.
• Summary: “K is the coagulation vitamin. It was named in
1934 by a Danish scientist, Henrik Dam, whose laboratory
chickens were fed synthetic foods and consequently bled
to death. Missing from their diets were healthy foods like
green leafy vegetables, soybeans, nuts and seeds (hemp seed
is especially high in K). Dam called the missing ingredient
vitamin ‘K,’ for ‘koagulation.’ Half the amount of K in our
bodies is made by bacteria in the intestines, and half comes
from good food, especially green vegetables and yogurt.”
771. Dukess, Karen. 1981. Tofu, tofu everywhere. New York
Times. Aug. 2. Section 3. p. 17, col. 1.
• Summary: Yogurt didn’t catch on in America until Dannon
added fruit to the plain product in 1968 and won the hearts
of a newly diet-conscious nation. Yogurt production climbed
from 44 million pounds in 1960 to 589 million pounds in
1980. Production of tofu and tofu products in 1980 was
about 52 million pounds. But Tom Timmins, owner of New
England Soy Dairy, predicts that tofu could be the yogurt of
the 1980s.
The big American food companies aren’t biting yet.
“’Most companies are aware of the incredible blood, sweat,
and tears it will take to create another yoghurt,’ said Timothy
Metzger, director of new products/planning at Dannon.”
The Hinode Tofu Co. started in Hawaii in 1939, and
opened in Los Angeles in 1947. Today it is the largest in the
USA, producing 20,000 lb of tofu a day. It reaped $110,500
profit on $3.5 million sales last year.
Mintz’s Buffet is a “kosher-soy delicatessen in
Manhattan. David Mintz, the buffet’s owner, became
intrigued when asked to create a kosher beef stroganoff.
Answer: substitute tofu for the sour cream, which under
Jewish law cannot be mixed with meat. Now, after four
years in the kitchen, Mr. Mintz has created an all natural,
no cholesterol tofu ice cream that looks and tastes like the
real thing. Producing 200 gallons a week, Mr. Mintz says he
cannot satisfy the demand, which includes a request from
Mt. Sinai hospital for 500 portions daily. There are also tofu
bran muffins, vegetable pies, and salads–plus a $2,000 tofu
wedding, from tofu roast duck to tofu wedding cake.
“But the real future of tofu could lie in Washington
[DC]. If President Reagan has his way, the Child Nutritional

Program (mainly the National School Lunch Program, which
serves approximately 4,350 million meals a year) will have
to cut $1,500 million from its annual budget. Now tofu
costs roughly $1.10 a pound, while hamburger is upward of
$1.50 and fish over $3. (Chicken runs more like 71 cents,
but that includes bone.) With that sort of math in mind, an
Agriculture Department task force recommended last month
that tofu be accredited to the program.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 1999)
which conceives of tofu as “the yogurt of the 1980s.” This
theme would repeated many times during the 1980s.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
that contains industry or market statistics on soy ice cream
for individual companies.
772. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1981. If you want to
know more about soy. Aug. 19. p. 83.
• Summary: This article, copyright by the New York Times,
was originally part of the following: Sass, Lorna J. 1981.
“Soy foods: Versatile, cheap and on the rise.” New York
Times. Aug. 12. p. C1, C6. Widely syndicated.
The top half of the article contains a large photo of The
Book of Tofu and The Book of Miso by William Shurtleff &
Akiko Aoyagi.
773. Sass, Lorna N. 1981. The boom in soy. Honolulu StarBulletin (Hawaii). Aug. 19. p. 83.
• Summary: This is a condensed version of the following
article: Sass, Lorna J. 1981. “Soy foods: Versatile, cheap and
on the rise.” New York Times. Aug. 12. p. C1, C6. Widely
syndicated. This condensed version contains 3 recipes,
whereas the original one contained seven–including one that
features tempeh.
774. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). 1981. Tofu: the yogurt
of the 1980s? Sept. 23. p. 9.
• Summary: “It looks like broccoli with cheese sauce. It
tastes like broccoli with cheese sauce. It is, in fact, broccoli
with tofu mustard sauce.
“David Mintz, who developed the recipe along with
dozens of other Western-style tofu products, understandably
thinks tofu-based ethnic foods are the wave of the future.
He’s selling everything from the broccoli side dish to frozen
tofu desserts through his New York delicatessen and catering
service.”
Then discusses a recent market study by FIND-SVP, a
New York market and publishing company. John Perry, the
company’s director of research, thinks that the “the potential
market for tofu as a tasty, versatile food ‘is at least as great as
the current market for yogurt.’”
Cassandra Marrone, a FIND-SVP researcher “thinks
William Shurtleff, author of The Book of Tofu, ‘is responsible
for a great deal of interest in the soybean curd–in producing
and selling it.’”
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775. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. The United
States Department of Agriculture and state agricultural
experiment stations: History of work with soya. Soyfoods
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 26 p. Sept.
26. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/usda_
agricultural_experiments.php
A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents:
Introduction: A key spark of support missing in many
countries such as France, worldwide influence of
publications, overview of chapter. Part I: Early history of
the USDA, experiment stations, and plant introduction.
Chronology of activities from before 1800 to 1920. Part II:
Office of Seed and Plant Introduction (OSPI). Introduction
and overview. David Fairchild and the founding of Section
of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (FSPI): Birth in
1869, life to 1897, founding of OSPI in 1897, first sight
of soybeans in Maryland in 1897, inoculation trial, early
soybean introductions from 1898, Fairchild’s travels
1898-1903, Dr. Yamei Kin’s enthusiasm for soybeans,
other founders and co-workers. Frank N. Meyer (190318): Early work, description of character, death 1918 en
route to Shanghai, tribute of his friends and co-workers,
growth of OSPI, soybean introductions from 1907, budget
growth. P.H. Dorsett. Fairchild: Later life (1924-54). Plant
introduction today. Part III: USDA work with soyfoods and
nutrition. Brief chronology: 1877-1899: Early experiment
stations, Bureau of Home Economics, Osborne and Mendel,
Langworthy, Blasdale. 1900-1919: Abel, Oshima, King,
Piper, Morse, Hawaii, World War I, Kin. 1920-1939: Thom
and Church, Louise Stanley, LeClerc. 1940-1959: World
War II, continued in chapter on Northern Regional Research
Center, Peoria, Illinois. Address: Lafayette, California.
Phone: 415-283-2991.
776. Hilo Natural Foods, Inc. 1981. Super sale!!! (Ad).
Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). Nov. 8. p. 9, col. 1.
• Summary: “Monday, 11/9/81 thru Sunday 11/15/81
Taste testing fair–Monday
November 9, 1981–Noon–3:00 p.m.
Free samples & tastes from:
Al Ono–”Dairyless Delights”
Big Island Bakery–”Healthy Goodies”
Food for Thought–”Tempeh Treats”
Hilo Natural Foods Kitchen–”Quality Food”
La Maloo–”Finest Dried Fruits.”
Natural Pacific Tofu
Single–Reg. $1.20. Sale: $1.05
½ Family–Reg. $2.25. Sale: $2.05
Family–Reg. $4.50. Sale: $4.00
Food for Thought Tempeh (5 oz.)–Reg. $75¢. Sale: 55¢.
Address: 306 Kilouea Ave., Hilo, Hawaii 96720.

777. Judy, W.H.; Jackobs, J.A.; Engelbrecht-Wiggans, E.A.
1981. International soybean variety experiment: Sixth report
of results, 1978. INTSOY Series No. 21. Nov. xi + 305 p.
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: In the ISVEX trials, soybeans were tested in the
following regions and countries: Africa: Algeria, Botswana,
Cameroon, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Malawi,
Morocco, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania,
Upper Volta, Zaire, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
Asia: Bangladesh, Taiwan, India, Indonesia, Korea,
Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand.
Europe: Italy, Poland, Portugal.
Mesoamerica: Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,
Guatemala, Honduras.
Middle East: Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Turkey.
North America: United States.
Oceania: Fiji, Tahiti.
South America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, French Guiana, Paraguay, Peru,
Venezuela.
Results of the first ISVEX trials in Morocco are
reported. Soybeans were grown at three sites: (1) Berkane.
Date planted: 22 May 1978. Cooperator: M.A. Yacoubi. Best
yield: Harcor 3,724 kg/ha. (2) Gharb. Date planted: 13 May
1978. Cooperator: M.A. Yacoubi. Best yield: Elf 3,046 kg/
ha. (3) Tadla. Date planted: 12 June 1978. Cooperator: Nadah
Driss. Best yield: Crawford 3,370 kg/ha. Address: Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana.
778. Cadwallader, Sharon. 1981. An Eastern staple goes
Western. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Dec. 2. p. 55.
• Summary: “It’s time for another column devoted to tofu,
the soybean curd. This remarkable low-calorie, low-fat
protein food originated in Asia, but is now being produced in
Western countries in increasing quantities.”
If “you are interested in learning more about tofu and
expanding your recipe file with tofu dishes, I would suggest
investing in The Book of Tofu by William Shurtleff and
Akiko Aoyagi (Ballantine). This is a definitive work on the
soybean curd and is very readable. And for Western style
recipes using tofu I recommend Tofu Goes West and Tofu at
Center Stage, by Gary Landgrebe (Fresh Press).” Address:
Chronicle Features.
779. Product Name: Mrs. Cheng’s Soy Beverages.
Manufacturer’s Name: Cheng’s (Mrs.) Soybean Products
Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1829 E. Palolo Ave., Honolulu,
Oahu, HI 96816.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1981. p. 275. Mrs. Cheng’s Soy Bean Products. 1829 E.
Palolo Ave., Honolulu. Soya Bluebook. 1983. p. 62. 1987.
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Listed in Honolulu City Directories up to present.
780. Product Name: Tofu?
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Style Soybean Products Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 94-137a Leoleo St. (WAIP),
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1981.
New Product–Documentation: Honolulu City Directory.
1981. p. 275. Island Style Soybean Products, Inc. 94-137a
Leoleo St. (WAIP), Honolulu. The name of the product is
not given. Note: By 1984 a company by this same name is
making tofu at a different address in Wahiawa.
781. Ethnic Studies Oral History Project. 1981. Uchinanchu:
A history of Okinawans in Hawaii. Honolulu, Hawaii: Ethnic
Studies Program, University of Hawaii at Manoa. xxvii +
631 p. Plus 3 unnumbered pages of plates. Illust. Index. 25
cm.
• Summary: Chapter 6, titled “Issei life histories,” includes
a history of Tsuru Yamauchi (p. 488-509, based on an
interview with Michiko Kodama), the mother of Shoan
Yamauchi, who founded Hinoichi Tofu, the largest tofu
company in the United States.
Tsuru Kamiawa was born in 25 Dec. 1890 (Meiji 23;
the year of the tiger) in Shuri, Okinawa, into a poor family
that had once been “of samurai lineage.” When she was
age 3, the family moved to the countryside, to Itoman and
Ahagun, where she was raised. When she was about 13 or 14
[1903-04] she learned to make tofu, grinding the [soy] beans
by hand early in the morning. She made one kettleful each
morning, then sold it on a sidewalk where things were for
sale. She also tended her own agricultural field, where she
grew and harvested various crops.
She was married in about 1908 (Meiji 41) as a “picture
bride,” to Shokin Yamauchi, who was the eldest of four boys
and two girls. At the time of the marriage, he was away in
Kauai, Hawaii, cutting sugarcane, so she went to live with
his parents–who were kind to her, but who also lived in a
small, crowded rented house of one room. There was a tofu
shop next door, and she was careful never to waste tofu or
okara.
In 1910 she went to Wapiahu, Hawaii (on a 15-day
trip by ship via Japan), to meet her husband for the first
time. They lived deep in the canefields, where her husband
worked, in one big crowded cottage in Camp 35. In 1911
she had her first child, a daughter. They usually ate tofu
once a week only, but they had it twice in one week only
about once a month. The people who made it carried it by
foot from Wapiahu to sell it to them. The sugarcane workers
worked hard, six days a week, with only Sunday off. They
moved to Camp 1 and then to Camp 10, where they lived for
8 years in the middle of the canefields. For breakfast they
now had miso soup and daikon pickled in miso. By the age
of 30 Tsuru had had 4 children, most born with a midwife

and all without a doctor. The children’s grandfather on their
husband’s side [i.e., her husband’s father, Mr. Yamauchi, had
come to live with them in Hawaii].
Around 1919, after being away from home for 8-9
years, she returned with her 4 children to visit parents in
Itoman, Okinawa. After 4 years in Okinawa, she return alone
to Hawaii to be with her husband; later on they called their
children one by one to be with them in Hawaii. In Hawaii
she found a job where her husband was then working, at
the Hawaii Military Academy on 18th Avenue. She worked
in the boarding school–even though she spoke almost no
Hawaiian or English. She had three more children in 1925,
1927, and 1929–bringing the total now to seven. When Mr.
Yamauchi decided to start working for the Ewa landing pier,
she worked as a housemaid (for very little money), until
1937, when she started to work at Libby’s cannery–starting
at 30 cents an hour. She worked at Libby’s for three years
(during the pineapple season), then during the off-season
she worked at a tuna canning factory for 20 cents an hour. It
smelled terrible. Around that time she also did housecleaning
in Kahala, two or three houses a week. Their small income
helped to pay for the elder children’s school tuition in Japan.
Then on 15 July 1940, with almost no money, they
purchased an existing tofu shop [Haruko Uyeda Tofu] and
renamed it Aala Tofu Co. She made the tofu and ran the
shop; her husband had a job gardening. In 1938 her boy
came back from Okinawa. He helped her to make tofu while
he was going to school. “Later this boy [Shoan Yamauchi]
when to the States and is now involved in the tofu business
in a big way. He had gone to America for a vacation,
intending to play, but he started making tofu there and lives
in Los Angeles.”
In Hawaii the tofu was made differently from the way
she had learned to make it in Okinawa; in Hawaii the okara
was cooked with the slurry before it was removed. Since
they had no machines at that time, it took a long time to
make tofu and was hard work. They got up and started work
at 1-2 o’clock in the morning. They ground the [soy] beans
with a stone mortar [sic, hand-turned stone mill].
Kanai Tofu, run by Mr. Kanai, is the oldest tofu shop
in the area. “We’ve been doing it for 40 years and he was
before us. There was one more on River Street, Green Mill,
which used to be on Maui, came afterwards. After the war
others also came up–Aloha Tofu and other smaller ones that
do the work themselves. Many are Okinawans” (p. 505).
At the shop they also made and sold age (fried bean curd),
konnyaku, and okara. Pig keepers would buy the okara very
cheaply for feed.
The tofu business stopped for about 3 weeks after Pearl
Harbor and the start of war. Then business was good and tofu
sold well because of food shortages. In 1942 they started a
noodle shop (saimin-ya) to augment their income. They used
their agé to make “cone sushi.” During the war, their son
[Shoan Yamauchi] who was making tofu went into the U.S.
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army when his number came up. Fortunately, there was no
internment of Japanese or Okinawans in Hawaii.
Today, one of their boys is in jewelry; three are in tofu.
Her girl who was born in Okinawa now lives in California
with her family. Tsuru was age 91 at the time of this
interview. Her life consisted mostly of ceaseless hard work
and poverty. Life is good now in Hawaii.
Note: Tsuru Yamauchi died in 1990 in Hawaii. Address:
Manoa, Hawaii.
782. Hoshijo, Kathy. 1981. Kathy cooks... naturally. The Self
Sufficiency Assoc., P.O. Box 1122, Glendale, CA 91209. 497
p. Illust. Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: This excellent natural-foods, vegetarian
cookbook, written with a nice balance of heart and mind,
contains over 1,000 recipes–many written from an Hawaiian
viewpoint. The lovely and talented author is the hostess
of a popular TV series “Kathy’s Kitchen.” In the long
chapter titled “Soybeans” (p. 349-92) is an introduction to
the nutritional value of soybeans and soyfoods, plus many
recipes for using and making the following at home: Whole
dry soybeans (often cooked and mashed; 13 recipes), soy
nuts (deep-fried or dry roasted), kinako (roasted soybean
flour; homemade + 1 recipe), soy milk (homemade + 19
recipes), yuba (homemade + 11 recipes), okara (15 recipes),
tofu (homemade + 50 recipes), frozen tofu (“Homemade
TVP” + 7 recipes), miso (18 recipes). Address: SelfSufficiency Assoc., 2525 South King St., Honolulu, Hawaii
96826, or P.O. Box 1122, Glendale, California 91209.
783. Nyiakura, Orban. 1982. Soyabean production in
Nigeria–prospects and problems. In: A.M. Emechebe and
U.R. Pals, eds. 1982. Proceedings of the Second National
Meeting of the Nigerian Soybean Scientists. 95 p. See p. 1218. Held at the Institute for Agricultural Research, Ahmadu
Bello Univ., Zaria [Nigeria] 19-20 Feb. 1982. Publication
No. II.
• Summary: “Soyabeans were introduced into Nigeria by
the explorers and missionaries. The most popular variety in
Benue State (Nigeria) is the Malayan. The work on soyabean
in the northern states of Nigeria dates back to 1930 when
three varieties were introduced to Samaru from the United
States of America. These varieties were later found to be low
yielding and ill adapted to the environment of Samaru and
were soon discarded. The next introduction of soyabean was
made by the Botanist of the then Regional Research Station,
Samaru, in 1937 when [varieties named] Malayan, Benares,
and Trinidad were brought from Malaya, India and Trinidad,
respectively.
“Further introductions continued in the 1940s from East
Africa, Sudan, U.S.A., South Africa, Ceylon, the Far-East,
Eastern Europe and Australia. These introductions were
grown in various observation plots at Samaru and at the
Farm Centres throughout the Northern Provinces during the

1950s.”
Nigeria is the leading soybean producing country in
Africa, and Benue State is the major producer of soyabeans
in Nigeria, accounting for over two-thirds of the country’s
production. In Benue State, soyabean production is
concentrated in the Gboko, Kwande, Katsina-Ala, Gwer, and
Makurdi areas. Soybean yields are very low compared to
other major producing countries; in 1979 they were 385 kg/
ha compared with 3,060 kg/ha in Brazil, 2,162 kg/ha in the
USA, and 904 kg/ha in China.
Major factors responsible for the decline of the crop
in Benue State include marketing, utilization, production,
competition from other crops, and international competition.
To correct this the Benue State government has initiated
an ambitious project for production and processing of
soyabeans, rice and maize, which will cost over 100 million
naira. The technical partners, Hawaiian Agronomics
Company (International) of the USA, have started work
on the project already. Address: Hon. Commissioner for
Agriculture, Benue State.
784. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1982. Korea
House: The best chicken in town–bar none. March 7. p. 15253.
• Summary: “... a special barbecued chicken made from nine
secret ingredients. (The one secret ingredient Randy finally
confessed to last week was Korean kochujang, a spicy red
pepper sauce... The others are top secret. So be it.)”
785. Keyser, Harold H.; Bohlool, B.B.; Hu, T.S.; Weber, D.F.
1982. Fast-growing Rhizobia isolated from root nodules of
soybean. Science 215(4540):1631-32. March 26. [18 ref]
• Summary: Abstract: Collected in China, these “new
isolates are physiologically distinct from slow-growing
soybean rhizobia. They formed effective nitrogen-fixing
associations with wild soybean and an unbred soybean
cultivar from China, but were largely ineffective as nitrogen
fixing symbionts with common commercial cultivars of
soybeans.”
The cross-inoculation group concept fails to encompass
the several known examples of specificity within a legume
host species. For example, Rhizopus fredii strains can
effectively nodulate wild soybean cultivars found in China
but, are frequently either unable to induce nodules, or the
nodules formed are ineffective on the improved soybean
cultivars found in North America.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2018)
with “Fast-growing” in the title in connection with nitrogenfixing bacteria.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018)
that mentions Rhizopus fredii, a new species of nitrogen
fixing bacteria. Address: 1&4. USDA ARS, Cell Culture
and Nitrogen Fixation Lab., Beltsville, Maryland; 2.
Microbiology Dep., Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu 96822; 3.
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China.
786. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. Survey of
tofu production in the United States and Canada. Lafayette,
California. 1 p. April. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This is a typewritten table with 8 columns: The
three main ones are (1) Company name. (2) Date started
operations. (3) Tofu production in April 1982 (in 1,000 lb/
week). Companies are arranged in descending order of tofu
production.
Hinode Tofu Co. (Los Angeles, California; 1937?). 140.
Azumaya, Inc. (South San Francisco, California; 1920?).
110.
Aloha Tofu Co. (Honolulu, Hawaii; 1950?). 60.
Quong Hop & Co. (South San Francisco, California;
1906). 43.
England Soy Dairy (Greenfield, Massachusetts; Jan.
1977). 36.
C.R. Food (Los Angeles, California; April 1979). 28.5.
Wy Ky (Los Angeles, California; July 1970). 28.
Wo Chong & Co. (San Francisco, California; 1928). 24.
Kanai Tofu Factory (Hawaii; 1923). 16.
Traditional Tofu (Oakland, California; 1978?). 17.
Mighty Soy, Inc. (Los Angeles, California; Aug. 1980).
16.6.
Eastern Foods Corp. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). 15.
Panda Food Products (Woodhaven, New York; 1981).
15.
Nasoya Foods (Leominster, Massachusetts; April 1978).
12.
Island Spring (Vashon, Washington; Dec. 1976). 12.
Swan Gardens (Miami, Florida). 12.
Sam Sung Food Inc. (Washington, DC; 1980). 11.
Ota Tofu Co. (Portland, Oregon; 1919). 10.4.
Victor Food Products (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada;
Feb. 1978). 10.
Hashizume Food Products (New York City, New York;
1969). 10.
Soyfoods of America (Duarte, California; 1981?). 10.
White Wave (Boulder, Colorado; Sept. 1977). 9.
The Soy Plant (Ann Arbor, Michigan; Sept. 1977). 7.
Chicago Tofu Co. (Chicago, Illinois; 1960). 6.
Nomura Tofu Co. (Chicago, Illinois; 1975). 6.
Northern Soy (Rochester, New York; May 1977).
6. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette,
California 94549.
787. Bernard, Richard L. 1982. Re: Major varieties of
vegetable type soybeans: Place and year released, and
ancestry. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center,
May 15. 1 p. Handwritten, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: This handwritten table has five columns:
Variety–Maturity Group–Breeder–Year Released–Ancestry.
Kim–III–Iowa State Univ., USDA & Weber–1956–

Richland x Sac-2.
Kanrich–III–Iowa State Univ., USDA & Weber–1956–
Kanro-2 x Richland.
Disoy–I–Iowa State Univ., USDA & Weber–1967–
(Ottawa Mandarin x Kanro) x (Richland x Jogun).
Magna–II–Iowa State Univ., USDA & Weber–1967–
(Ottawa Mandarin x Jogun) x (Ottawa Mandarin x Kanro).
Verde–III–Univ. of Delaware & Crittenden–1967–Aoda
x (Richland x Jogun).
Kahala–IV–Univ. of Hawaii–1969–(Hawkeye x
FC33243) x Bansei.
Kaikoo–IV–Univ. of Hawaii–1969–(Hawkeye x
FC33243) x Bansei.
Kailua–IV–Univ. of Hawaii–1969–(Hawkeye x
FC33243) x Bansei.
Mokapu Summer–IV–Univ. of Hawaii & J.C.
Gilbert–1969–(Hawkeye x FC33243) x Bansei.
Prize–II–Iowa State Univ. & Weber–Pre-1973–
Unknown.
Emerald–IV–Univ. of Delaware & Crittenden–1975–
Aoda x (Hahto x Kent).
Grande–0–Univ. of Minnesota & Lambert–1976–Anoka
x Magna.
Vinton–I–Iowa State Univ. & Fehr–1977–Hark x
[Provar x (Disoy x Magna)].
Vinton 81–I–Iowa State Univ. & Fehr–1981–(Harosoy x
Higan) x Vinton-5.
This information is published in registration articles in
Crop Science, usually during the year or two after release,
except for the Hawaiian varieties which were announced
in HortScience 5(3):146-49. June 1970. Also described
in Hawaiian Agricultural Experiment Station Report 178
(undated).
Update: 1997 Jan. 1. Dr. Bernard enjoys eating green
vegetable soybeans. When they are fresh, in season, he
freezes large amounts of them in small plastic bags. Then
each day of the year, he pulls one bag out of his freezer, boils
them, and enjoys them for lunch with his sandwich made of
whole-grain bread. He is one of the few soybean breeders
or agronomists who enjoys soyfoods! He does not drink
alcohol, makes a sincere effort to eat a healthy diet, and loves
to dance–sometimes every night. Address: Prof. of Plant
Genetics, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL
61801.
788. Creamer, Beverly. 1982. In this corner, fresh soy milk...
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). May 19. p. 40, 43 [E1,
E4].
• Summary: “Hui Chen Cheng may be onto something big.
“She’s sitting pretty in Palolo Valley with a thriving
business in tofu, fresh soy milk and soy cheese [savory
baked tofu].
“But it’s the fresh, natural soy milk that may bring ‘Mrs.
Cheng’s Soybean Products’ into mass consciousness. It’s a
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possible substitute for cow’s milk.”
“The Health Department spokesman says Cheng is the
only person he knows who produces fresh soy milk, although
powdered varieties are available, especially for infants with
allergies to cow’s milk.”
Depending on how its made and formulated:
“Nutritionally, soy milk has less calcium, but more protein,
and is lower in saturated fats, carbohydrates and calories than
dairy milk.”
Mrs. Cheng’s soy milk is already “available in health
food stores including Down to Earth and Kokua Country
Foods. But many customers buy right from her factory which
is tucked away in the valley, down a dirt driveway, behind
the Palolo Mart. You just head for the place with the sweet
bean smell.
“’Most people with their own bottles to buy,’ says
Cheng, a cheerful, sprightly woman of 61, who retired from
teaching Mandarin at the University of Hawaii four years
ago to produce soy products full-time.
“She said her customers include ‘people with cancer,
diabetes, and people allergic to cow’s milk.’ Yogis also call,
asking for the soy milk.”
According to Cheng: ‘The Japanese say in The Book
of Tofu that if women drink it they [will] have a good
complexion.’
A gallon of the soy milk sells for $2.50, a pint for about
60 cents. It tastes good flavored with carob, raw brown sugar,
honey or fruit.
“It has a limited shelf life–three to five days. After that,
says Cheng, it’s best to boil it first. Because it’s a wholly
natural product with no preservatives, bacteria will grow.
“She said many health food eaters consider it ‘more
nutritious than cow’s milk.’” However, Americans are not
used to it.
“While she produces only a small amount of soy milk
now, she’s willing to up the production.
“’I can supply to the stores if necessary. If there’s
demand,’ she said.”
“She’s waiting until she has a more efficient labeling
system. Now she draws her own homey labels, Xeroxes
them, and personally attaches each to the milk bottles. It’s
slow work.
Her little factory is run by family and friends... Her
brother, Hsi Peng Tang, arrived three years ago from Peking
and became the chief tofu maker.
“The Cheng’s are from Taiwan although Mrs. Cheng
was born in Peking. When they came to Hawaii in 1968 they
both went to work teaching Mandarin, she at the University
of Hawaii...”
Mrs. Cheng is new expanding into the production of soy
ice cream. “Her husband does most of the experimenting in
their kitchen at home. Right now, he’s working on strawberry
and carob flavorings.
“Tofu and soymilk have always been dietary staples with

the Cheng family but when they came to Hawaii they didn’t
like the taste of the commercial products. So she started
making her own at home and sharing what she made with her
students. It was they who urged her to market it.
“At first she did so on a limited basis. After her
retirement from the University, she bought a small tofu
factory in Palolo and upgraded it with new and more efficient
stainless steel equipment.
“To give herself some business expertise she took a
bookkeeping course.
“Her home process was easy to adapt to a production
line and now the little factory now makes 4,000 to 5,000
pounds weekly of two kinds of tofu for sale to Safeway,
Times, and Foodland.”
She imports her soybeans from Minnesota and Iowa.
Her process of making soy milk and tofu is then described.
“Cheng makes two kinds of tofu: One solidified
naturally with natural magnesium chloride salt crystals; the
other a regular solidified with calcium chloride, which is
used by other tofu makers.
“She prefers the natural, called nigari tofu, ‘To me it
tastes better,’ she says with a broad smile.
“Tofu and soy milk are so firmly established in the
Cheng family diet that even their daughter and son, both in
advanced graduate and post-graduate work on the Mainland
[USA], make tofu for their families and friends.
“For Cheng, just passing the word about the benefits
of soy bean products is enough. ‘It’s very interesting and
rewarding,’ she says.
“And her customers? ‘They compliment you because
you have good tofu.’
“And for readers who want to know more about how soy
products can be used, here are some recipes from the kitchen
of Hui Chen Cheng.” First is a recipe for “Rich soy milk,”
served hot or cold with 3 variations & flavors. Then come:
Garlic Mayonnaise. Creamy Tofu Dip or Dressing, [page
E-4] Tropical Shake. Tofu Chop Suey, and Tofu Cutlets.
Photos show: (1) “Hui Chen Cheng labels her bottles of
soy milk.” (2) “At work in her factory, she produces a vat of
fresh soy milk.” Address: Advertiser Staff Writer.
789. Yamauchi, Shoan. 1982. History of Matsuda-Hinode
Tofu Co. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 29 and Aug. 11.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. Then
two follow-up interviews in Oct. 1988.
• Summary: The company traces its roots back to Hawaii
to the Uyeda/Ueda Tofu Co., which may have started at an
earlier date. In 1939 Mr. and Mrs. Shokin Yamauchi, who
had 6 (8?) children and very little money (the effects of the
Depression were still being felt), bought Uyeda/Ueda Tofu
Co. on Aala Street from Mr. and Mrs. Uyeda/Ueda, who had
bought it 2-3 years earlier from someone else. It was a very
small mom and pop operation. Two friends of the family, one
an uncle, helped the Yamauchi family to buy the company.
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Either shortly before or shortly after the Yamauchi family
bought the business, it was renamed Aala Tofu Co. It was
never named Shoan Yamauchi Tofu, the name that appears
in a 1942 Honolulu City Directory. Mrs. Yamauchi and her
two sons, Shoan (the #2 son, who had previously baked
cakes in a bakery) and Shojin (the #3 son, who was still in
high school), ran the family business successfully. Shoan,
who learned how to make tofu from Mr. Ueda, the eldest son
did most of the work. He recalls: “I worked like a dog, 1516 hours a day, 7 days a week, for no pay and with almost
no help from machines.” Shoan’s father did other work in
the shipyards. In 1942 Shoan married Shizuko (?), who also
lived in Hawaii. She joined him working at the tofu shop.
After World War II, in 1946, on his younger brother’s
recommendation, Shoan went to Los Angeles. The Japanese
were just coming out of the wartime intern camps, many
having lost everything. First he talked to the five partners
at Matsuda Tofu Co., which had about 5,000 square feet
versus 700 square feet for Hinode, but Matsuda didn’t want
to sell. So 1946, Shoan gave the family tofu shop in Hawaii
to his brother, Shojin, and in September 1947 he and his wife
moved to the mainland. Before buying a business [?]. The
owners of the Hinode Tofu Co. in Los Angeles offered to
him their company for $4,000; it had cost them $8,000 to set
it up. Shoan decided to buy it, even though his wife didn’t
want to.
A little background on tofu in Los Angeles. The two
early tofu companies were Japanese-run Matsuda and
Chinese-run Wing Chong Lung. Both had started in about the
1920s (or perhaps before) in Los Angeles.
Matsuda Tofu Co. was started in about 1920 by a Mr.
Matsuda. During World War II the company was closed. Mr.
Matsuda and his workers were sent to intern camps. After the
war, 5 partners (including Ken Osaki and a Mr. Sasaki), who
had very little money, obtained the Matsuda name from Mr.
Matsuda and essentially started a new company. They had
to move the business to a new location, probably because of
zoning problems.
Shortly after the war a new company named Tomoi Tofu
Co. was established in Los Angeles at First and San Pedro
Streets. But they were bought out by Matsuda in 1946 for
$8,000. Thereafter, having no competition, Matsuda raised
prices and there was a furor among consumers. So the former
owners of Tomoe (Mr. Tomoe and probably a partner) started
Hinode Tofu Co. in March 1947 at 6th St. and Towne Ave.
They made 1,500 cakes of tofu a day.
Then the owner of Tomoe Tofu Co. got sick. Shoan
Yamauchi’s younger brother, Shojin (“Jin”), had visited
Hinode in May 1946, then returned to Hawaii and told Shoan
to go to Los Angeles, as described above.
In November 1947 Shoan and Shizuko began to run
Hinode Tofu Co. at 6th St. and Towne Ave. They made only
three products: Japanese-style soft and Chinese-style firm
tofu, plus agé (deep-fried tofu pouches). The early years

were tough; it was a small company with no reputation, and
almost no machinery or capitalization. The tofu wholesaled
for $0.20/lb and was sold only in bulk. Again the work
was hard and the hours long. In 1952-53 he moved the
business to 4th St. and Towne Ave., where he bought his own
building. Most of Mr. Yamauchi’s customers were Chinese
and Japanese, with very few Caucasians. Hinode Tofu Co.
grew steadily, and in 1956 Mr. Yamauchi bought out his
competitor, Matsuda Tofu Co., the only other Japanese tofu
maker in the area. The new company, named MatsudaHinode Tofu Mfg. Co. was now the biggest on the mainland
United States. In 1964 (1962) the company established three
milestones: (1) It became the first company on the West
Coast (and perhaps in the world) to package tofu; (2) It
became the first U.S. company to get tofu into a supermarket
chain (Boy’s Market in Los Angeles); and (3) It became the
first U.S. company to make natto.
In 1969 the company built and moved into its present
location at 526 S. Stanford Ave. That same year the company
introduced several new tofu products that Yamauchi had
learned to make in Hawaii, which were not yet widely made
on the mainland: Kinugoshi (silken) tofu, nama agé (deepfried tofu cutlets), and yaki-dofu (grilled tofu).
In about 1976 he added ganmodoki (deep-fried tofu
burgers). In 1978 the company expanded into a milliondollar automated factory, which made the first pasteurized
tofu in the western world. In 1981 the company’s name was
shortened to the original name, Hinode Tofu Co. That year
tofu production was 81,000 pounds a week, rising to an
estimated 140,000 lb/week in 1982–27% more than the next
largest tofu manufacturer in the western world, Azumaya.
Mr. and Mrs. Yamauchi have three children, all adopted.
John Yamauchi, the second oldest, is very involved with the
tofu business. Rodney does sprouts. Address: 526 S. Stanford
Ave., Los Angeles, California.
790. Fernando, L.H.; Asghar, M.; Chase, R.G.; Fitzgerald,
J.; McDonnell, M.R. 1982. Field experiments with cereals
and grain legumes in W. Samoa. Alafua Agricultural Bulletin
(Apia, Western Samoa) 7(2):40-46. April/June. [9 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Grain legumes or pulses,”
the first plant discussed is the “Soya bean (Glycine Max L):
This is the most important of the pulses, because of its oil
and protein contents. However, in the islands of the South
Pacific this is not yet regarded as a useful crop. Small extents
of soya bean have however been grown. The varieties Bragg,
PB-1 and Improved Pelican introduced from Sri Lanka
in 1979 were grown very successfully in small plots at
Alafua in 1981. In these varieties high yield was found to be
dependent on the number of pods per plant (Singh 1980) and
both seed number and seed size (Taufa 1981).
“The variety Davis from Hawaii was used at Nu’u in
1981 in legume inoculation experiments in association with
the Project for Nitrogen Fixation by Tropical Agricultural
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Legumes (NifTAL). In all the efforts made so far from 1979,
growth and pod production have been very impressive even
with little or no fertilizer... In an experiment at Nu’u in
1981, sponsored by NifTAL, plots which were sown with
inoculated seed yielded 3458 kg/ha of seed...
“Sixteen elite varieties of soya bean were received
in 1982 from the Intsoy International Soybean Program
conducted by the University of Illinois, and these are now
ready for sowing in a replicated field experiment at Alafua.
“The critical factor in soya bean production is to bring
the plants into maturity in the dry weather of June and July;
sowing is therefore best done in April.
“If soya bean is grown for the unripe seed, for use as a
vegetable, it does not need to be harvested in dry weather.
The green pod is harvested and the immature seed is eaten
[after boiling]... Soya milk is a substitute for cow’s milk...”
Address: 1,4-5. Dep. of Crop Production; 2-3. Dep. of Soils
Science. All: School of Agriculture, Univ. of the South
Pacific, Apia, Western Samoa.
791. Mandoe, Bonnie. 1982. Soy power. Part II. Bestways.
June. p. 91-92.
• Summary: The author recently had the opportunity to
visit an old Hawaiian tofu shop on the island of Maui. The
Teruya family has made Valley Isle Tofu there since 1916.
Walter and Takeshi Teruya now make the tofu. Takeshi has
been making tofu since he was age 15. Production begins at
midnight, 6 nights a week. The author has been using tofu
for over 12 years. Her two strongest impressions of the shop
are its cleanliness and tranquility.
Contains 3 Oriental style recipes (adapted from Sakae
Teruya) and 3 western style tofu recipes.
792. Yost, R.S.; Fox, R.L. 1982. Influence of mycorrhizae on
the mineral contents of cowpea and soybean grown in oxisol.
Agronomy Journal 74(3):475-81. May/June. [28 ref]
• Summary: This experiment was conducted at the Poamoho
Experimental Farm, Island of Oahu, Hawaii. Mycorrhizae
consistently enhance uptake of silicon uptake by soybeans.
Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Soil Science, Univ. of
Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
793. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Bali Hai Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1342, Kaneohe, Oahu,
HI 96744.
Date of Introduction: 1982 August.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July 23. Owner: Bonnie
Fish. Company name is Bonnie Fish Tempeh Co. Address is
P.O. Box 1073, Hanalei/Kauai, HI 96714. Phone: 808-8266305.
Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii). 1983. July 20, p. 65.
“Slim/vim foods revisited: The local angle,” by Mary Cooke.

“The newest of these is tempeh. New in Hawaii that is. In
Indonesia, tempeh has been the protein staple for hundreds,
perhaps thousands of years.
“Now, the fermented soy bean cake that is cousin to, but
different from tofu, is being manufactured and distributed
locally by the Bali Hai Tempeh Co. in Kaneohe [Oahu].”
“Bali Hai Tempeh is sold in 8-ounce frozen packages
which should be used within a couple of days after thawing.
It should not be refrozen. It is available at Star markets, IGA
in Haleiwa and health food stores.
“Taste demonstrations 2 to 6 p.m., will be presented
Friday at Star Market Kam Shopping Center and July 29 at
Star Market Kaneohe, and on July 30, 10 a.m. to noon, at
Star Market Moilili.
“From the Bali Hai tempeh makers, here are a couple
of recipes.” Recipes are given for “Steamed tempeh in pita
bread” and “Stir-fry veggies with tempeh.”
“Bonnie Fish, Bali Hai Tempeh Co., 235-4658.”
Note: The population of Kaneohe was 34,597 at the
2010 census. Kaneohe is the largest of several communities
along Kaneohe Bay and one of the two largest residential
communities on the windward side of Oahu (the other is
Kailua).
Letter from Bonnie & Larry Fish. 1983. Soyfoods
Unlimited’s low prices threaten their business.
Oda. 1983. Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7. p. 6. “Hawaii’s
Tempeh Pioneers.”
Letter from Kiku Murata of Japan, who was at the
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, from Feb. to April 1984.
During her stay there she made a speech on tempeh to a
seminar, and also visited the tempeh farm–Bali Hai Tempeh,
Inc. (P.O. Box 342, Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744).
Talk with Roger Krehl of Paradise Fruit–Maui. 1990.
July 4. He is thinking of starting a tempeh company and has
talked with Bonnie Fish recently. She lives on Makawao,
Maui.
794. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Manoa Soy Works.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2561 Manoa Rd., Honolulu,
Oahu, HI 96822. Phone: 808-949-1815.
Date of Introduction: 1982 September.
New Product–Documentation: Soyfoods Center
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: Bev
Lum.
795. JETRO (Japan External Trade Organization). 1982.
Beikoku no miso shijô [The American miso market]. Los
Angeles, California: Nihon Boeki Shinkokai. 32 p. Nov. [7
ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contains detailed statistics on the total U.S.
market and on individual miso manufacturers in the
contiguous 48 states and Hawaii. Of the miso consumed in
the USA, about 63% is consumed by Asian Americans and
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37% by Caucasian Americans. The age of miso consumers:
20s 10%. 30s 32%. 40s 26%. Fifties 32%. Sixties 10%.
Address: Nihon Boeki Shinkokai, Los Angeles, California.
796. Cadwallader, Sharon. 1982. Tofu’s cousin moves west.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Dec. 1. p. 46 (D-4), col. 1.
• Summary: “The vegetarian world continues to turn at an
amazing rate. Today I want to talk about another interesting
soy food called tempeh.
“Like tofu, tempeh belongs to Indonesia–although not
for long. Tempeh has moved west, and shops specializing
in the production of tempeh are appearing throughout
North America. Even though it still is rather scarce by mass
production standards, I think an introduction is in order.
Basically tempeh is a small cake or patty made of
cultured soybeans (and sometimes of other grains, seeds or
legumes, but soy tempeh is most common here).
“Tempeh is sold fresh–either refrigerated or frozen–and
is prepared by deep-frying (especially in Indonesia), panfrying, steaming or sauteeing.
“Eaten alone, tempeh is bland like soybeans, and
somewhat yeasty or mushroomy like other fermented foods.
As a result, it often is marinated before cooking, or combined
with other flavorful ingredients.”
Includes a favorable review of The Book of Tempeh, by
Shurtleff and Aoyagi, and two recipes: Deep-fried tempeh,
vegetable and curry patties. Tempeh enchilada pie. Address:
Chronicle Features.
797. SoyaScan Notes. 1982. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1982
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. White Wave in Colorado is the first
company to get its tofu placed in the yogurt / dairy case in
supermarkets.
Jan. Legume, Inc. launches Tofu Lasagna, frozen in a
box. It is soon followed by Tofu Ravioli.
Jan. The Incredible Tofu Cookbook, California Style, by
Immegart and Dansby self published.
Jan. New England Soy Dairy launches “Year of the
Dog” Chinese New Year tofu promotion and nets 47%
immediate sales increase.
Jan. Food Protein Council, a trade association, changes
its name to Soy Protein Council, since all of its members
make only soy protein products.
Jan. Island Spring survives industry’s first publicized
tofu recall and the discovery of new tofu spoilage
microorganism, Yersinia enterolitica.
Jan. ADM becomes a sponsor of “This Week with David
Brinkley” on Sunday ABC TV, with 4.4 million viewers.
Jan. Soyfoods Unlimited in California introduces
tempeh burgers and ships them air freight to East Coast
markets; Pacific Tempeh in California follows suit.

Feb. Yuba is first produced and sold commercially in
the Western world by Ken Lee of Soyfoods of America, in
Duarte, Southern California. Trial production had begun in
Nov. 1981.
Feb. Soyfoods magazine No. 6 (yellow cover) published.
Feb. Many large ads run by San-J (tamari), New
England Soy Dairy, and Legume in major national trade
journals.
Feb. Unicorn Restaurant in Miami, Florida, has $15,000
gourmet, soy / natural foods banquet to welcome chef Ron
Pikarski, who makes elegant tofu dishes and carves a swan
from soy butter.
Feb. Nasoya buys $50,000 Kutter vacuum-packaging
machine, which helps to popularize this packaging style for
tofu.
March. Tofu Fantasies, by Juel Andersen published by
Creative Arts.
March. USDA issues new school lunch regulations, fails
to approve tofu for use.
March. Inaccurate, damaging article on iron binding by
soy proteins appears in San Francisco Chronicle and Los
Angeles Times.
March. Fifteen soyfoods companies exhibit at Natural
Foods Expo, Anaheim, CA. Richard Leviton gives key
speech. 5,000 visitors see expo. Pacific Tempeh unveils new
full-color tempeh burger poster.
March. Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte (PrienChiemsee, Germany), founded by Peter Wiegand, starts to
make 7 tofu products from day one: (1) Tofu Pizza, Tofu;
(2) Apple Tart, or Tofu Slices; (3) Tofunafish Salad or Tofu
Salad; (4) Tofu Mayonnaise; (5) Tofu Burger (Ready-to
Eat, Vacuum Packed); (6) Auenland Tofu; (7) Baked Tofu
Sandwich. Peter had learned how to make tofu at Wildwood
Natural Foods, Fairfax, California.
March. Cauldron Foods Ltd. of Brisol, England, founded
by Philip Marshall and Peter Fagan, starts making: (1) Tofu:
Soy Bean Curd; (2) The Bristol Vegetable Burger (Meatless
Tofu Burger); (3) The Bristol Chilli Burger (Meatless Tofu
Burger); (4) The Bristol Nut Burger (Meatless Tofu Burger).
March. Big increase in European soyfoods companies;
there are now eleven.
March. Name of The Beanfield newsletter changed to
Soyfoods Monthly.
March. Great Eastern Sun trading company founded in
North Carolina by Barry Evans.
April. At New York’s International Food Show, Quong
Hop, Yeo’s, and President brand soymilks, and Veda’s Bayou
Delights (tofu / tempeh pot pies) exhibit. ADM serves soy
isolate ice cream and soymilk.
April. Quong Hop unveils its new Soy Deli marketing
concept for retail using posters and tofu entrees sold frozen.
April. Jack’s Beanstalk in Utah does creative work at
introducing tofu to institutions. Develops 30 bulk recipe
cards scaled to 100 servings.
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April. ADM unveils work with glucono delta-lactone
(GDL) and soy isolates in making tofu.
April. Toyo Shimpo, Japan’s tofu newspaper, gives
extensive coverage to upcoming Soyfoods Come West
conference in Seattle, Washington.
May. Island Spring releases two 5-minute color
video tapes demonstrating tofu cooking for showing in
supermarkets.
May. Public schools in Hawaii are granted permission to
use tofu in meals.
May. Soyfoods Directory and Databook, (1st ed.) by
Shurtleff and Aoyagi published by Soyfoods Center, the first
book of its type listing all soyfoods companies and industry
and market statistics, 21 pages. Based on many phone
interviews with company owners. Second edition published
in June as Soyfoods Industry: Directory and Databook, 52 p.
May. William Shurtleff and Mark Fruin receive a grant
from Kikkoman to write a book on soy sauce.
May. Cook with Tofu, by Christina Clarke is 2nd runnerup in R.T. French’s Tastemaker awards for cookbooks.
May. Clearway Tofu sponsors the first Mother’s
Day Tofu Fair in Santa Cruz, California, with tofu recipe
competition, music, and prizes.
June. Vitasoy USA runs color display ads for soymilk on
San Francisco buses.
June. Kibun of Japan exhibits four flavors of soymilk in
Tetra Pak cartons at National Restaurant Show in Chicago,
Illinois.
June 16. The New York Times runs an article on Dieter
Hannig, Director of Food Research for Hilton Hotels. His
many tofu recipes on microfiche are sent to 86 Hiltons
worldwide.
June. Bestways magazine begins a 3-part series on
soyfoods by Bonnie Mandoe.
June. The Soy Dairy: A Way to Save the Small Farm, by
MacCormack published by Sunbow Farm.
June. The Book of Nigari Technique (in English)
published by Yoshikawa Kagaku in Japan.
June. Metta Tofu Products in Denman Island, BC,
Canada, introduces Frozen Buddha soymilk ice cream.
June. Haarmann & Reimer debuts flavors for tofu and
okara at IFT convention in Las Vegas.
June. Royal American Foods is launched in Kansas City,
Missouri, with $1 million startup capital to sell TVP entrees,
tofu-like products via multi-level marketing system.
June. Granny Goose Potato Chips does extensive radio
advertising in California for a new potato chip. Ad makes
frequent, positive reference to tofu. First national radio ads
mentioning tofu.
June. Farm Foods presents Ice Bean at American
Booksellers Convention at Anaheim, California, along with
previews of their new tofu cookbook.
July. “Discover Tofu” published by Cosmopolitan
magazine.

July. Farm Foods receives a U.S. trademark for “Ice
Bean” as a soy ice cream.
July. Bob Davis of Light Foods excites NNFA
convention in New Orleans, Louisiana, with debut of Light
Links, the world’s first tofu hot dogs.
July. Eden’s Orchard tofu / soymilk ice cream
introduced in New York by Heller Enterprises.
July. Richard Jennings announces a new formula for
okara / barley tempeh; later purchases Southwest Soyfoods,
relocates company in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Continued.
798. Product Name: Pupu Age.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Tofu Factory Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 808-845-2669.
Date of Introduction: 1982.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1981-82. Aloha Tofu Factory is now making
“Pupu Age.”
Email exchange with Paul Uyehara, President, Aloha
Tofu Factory. “Pupu” means “appetizer” in Hawaiian. “It
was a product my grandmother came up with as a way to
utilize off-grade aburage. It was sliced aburage mixed with a
sweet/savory/spicy sauce–really good. If things settle down,
we may revisit this product.”
799. Graham, Peter H.; Harris, Susan C. eds. 1982.
Biological nitrogen fixation technology for tropical
agriculture: Based on papers presented at a workshop
held at the Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical,
March 9-13, 1981. Cali, Colombia: Centro Internacional de
Agricultura Tropical (CIAT). xv + 726 p. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Five papers that mention soybeans in the title
are cited separately. Address: 1. Centro Internacional de
Agricultura Tropical (CIAT), Cali, AA 67-13, Colombia; 2.
Univ. of Hawaii NifTAL Project, Maui, Hawaii, USA.
800. Leviton, Richard; Shurtleff, William. 1983. The year
in review: 1982. Soyfoods Monthly (Soyfoods Magazine,
Colrain, Massachusetts) 3(1):1-2. Jan.
• Summary: January:
White Wave in Boulder, Colorado is the first company to
get its tofu placed in the yogurt/dairy case in supermarkets
The Incredible Tofu Cookbook, California Style, by
Mavis Immegart & Patti Jon Dansby published by the
authors.
New England Soy Dairy launches “Year of the Dog”
Chinese New Year tofu promotion and nets 47% immediate
sales increase
Island Spring survives the industry’s 1st publicized tofu
recall and the discovery of a new tofu spoilage organism,
Yersinia enterocolitica
ADM sponsors “This Week with David Brinkley” on
Sunday a.m. TV with 4.4 million viewers
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America’s 1st commercial yuba made by Soyfoods of
America, Duarte, California
Soyfoods Unlimited introduces tempeh burgers & ships
them airfreight to East coast markets; Pacific Tempeh follows
suit
Nasoya Foods publishes Nasoya Tofu Cookbook.
O Livro da Soja by Jane Cadwell published by Editora
Ground Ltda., Brazil, its first book about soyfoods.
February: Soyfoods magazine No. 6 published
Extensive large ads run by SanJ tamari, New England
Soy Dairy, Legume in major national trade journals
Unicorn Restaurant in Miami, Florida, has $15,000
gourmet, soy/natural foods banquet to welcome chef Ron
Pickarski who makes elegant tofu dishes and carves a swan
from soy butter
Nasoya buys a $50,000 Kutter vacuum pack machine
which helps popularize this packaging style
March:
Tofu Fantasies by Juel Andersen is published by
Creative Arts
USDA issues new school lunch regulations, fails to
approve tofu for use
Damaging, misleading article on soy protein/iron
appears in S.F. Chronicle and L.A. Times.
15 soy companies exhibit at Natural Foods Expo,
Anaheim, Calif. and Richard Leviton gives key speech. 5000
visitors see Expo. Pacific Tempeh unveils new full color
tempeh burger poster.
Big increase in European soy companies: now 11
Name of The Beanfield newsletter changes to Soyfoods
Monthly
April:
At New York’s International Food Show, Quong Hop,
Yeo’s and President brand soymilks, at Veda’s Bayou
Delights (tofu/tempeh pot pies) exhibit. ADM serves soy
protein isolate ice cream and soymilk
Quong Hop unveils new Soy Deli marketing concept for
retail using posters and frozen tofu entrees
Revised, expanded edition of The Soy of Cooking
published
Jack’s Beanstalk, Utah, does creative work at
introducing tofu to institutions; develops 30 bulk recipe cards
scaled to 100 servings
ADM unveils work with GDL and soy protein isolates in
making tofu
Toyo Shinpo, Japan’s tofu newspaper, gives extensive
coverage to upcoming Soyfoods Come West, Seattle
[Washington] meeting
May:
Island Spring releases 2 five minute color video tapes on
demonstrating tofu cooking for showing in supermarkets
Public schools in Hawaii granted per mission to use tofu
in meals
Shurtleff & Aoyagi publish Soyfoods Industry Directory

& Databook
Bill Shurtleff and Mark Fruin receive a grant from
Kikkoman to write a book on soy sauce
Cook With Tofu, by Christina Clarke is 2nd runner-up in
R.T. French’s Tastemaker awards for national cookbooks
Clearway Tofu sponsors the first Mother’s Day Tofu Fair
in Santa Cruz Calif., with tofu dish competition
June:
Vitasoy U.S. runs color display ads on San Francisco
buses for soymilk
Kibun of Japan exhibits 4 flavors of tetra-pak soymilk in
Chicago, Illinois at the National Restaurant Show
New York Times runs article on Dieter Hannig with
mention of tofu recipes on microfiche at New York Hilton
Bestways magazine begins a 3 part series on soyfoods
Restaurants & Institutions magazine publishes photo &
recipe for Tofu French Toast
Sunbow Farm publishes The Soy Dairy: A Way to Save
the Small Farm.
Yoshikawa Kagaku publishes The Book of Nigari
Technique in English
Metta Tofu Products on Denman Island, BC [Canada],
introduces Frozen Buddha ice cream from soymilk
Haarman & Reimer debut flavors for tofu and okara at
IFT meeting
Royal American Foods launched in Blue Springs /
Kansas City [Missouri] on $1 million start-up to market TVP
entrees, tofu products
Granny Goose Potato Chips does extensive radio
advertising in California & makes frequent reference to tofu
Farm Foods presents Ice Bean at the American
Booksellers convention in Anaheim along with previews of
their new tofu cookbook
Report on Soy Delis, Cafes and Restaurants, by
Shurtleff & Aoyagi published by Soyfoods Center (comb
bound; 116 p).
July:
Cooking For Profit magazine runs article on lightening
menus with tofu
Cosmopolitan magazine publishes “Discover Tofu”
article
Farm Foods Ice Bean receives trademark from US.
Patent Office
Light Foods excites NNFA convention in New Orleans
with debut of Light Links, their tofu hotdogs
Eden’s Orchard tofu/soymilk ice treat introduced in New
York by Heller Enterprises
American Health magazine publishes article on Ice Bean
Health Express publishes article on tempeh
Bon Appetit magazine publishes recipe for marinated
tofu/vegetable dish
Richard Jennings announces new formula for okara/
barley tempeh; he later purchases Southwest Soyfoods,
relocates company in Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Turtle Island releases liquid tempeh starter to industry
Soyfoods Magazine No. 7 published, with 4 color cover,
glossy paper
Bean Machines introduces new Continuous Pressurized
Slurry Cooker, America’s first designed-for-the-industry tofu
system
Tofu: Introduction to the Land of Milk & Honey by
Walter Danzer published in Switzerland, Europe’s 3rd tofu
book
Soyfoods Come West convention in Seattle draws 250
people from 12 nations and makes a profit; large Expo and
plans for a new tofu trade group
Diet for a Small Planet reissued with 8 soyfoods recipes
August:
BBC of London, England, runs 30 minute program on
the U.S. tofu industry
Whole Life Times publishes “Why Are Soyfoods
Catching on?” by Judy Brown
Soy Protein Council in Washington, D.C., releases
filmstrip on soy protein
Poet/writer Marge Piercy writes a poem with tofu
mentioned, published in New York Times Book Review; first
literary acknowledgement of tofu
Keats Publishing releases booklet Tofu, Tempeh, Miso
& Other Soyfoods by Richard Leviton; 32 p, 15,000 copies
printed
September:
Legume has first public stock issue (IPO), approved by
SEC; raises $100,000
Nasoya releases “Tofu Slices” vacuum packed,
marinated/broiled tofu
New England Soy Dairy releases pre-flavored, boxed
tofus
Restaurant Hospitality magazine publishes feature
article on tofu
Miyako Oriental Foods, maker of Cold Mountain Miso,
relocates with $15,000 reopening party
USDA’s Dr. C.W. Hesseltine receives $50,000 research
grant to study shelf life of tofu, tempeh, and miso
Shurtleff & Aoyagi publish Soyfoods Labels, Posters &
Other Graphics
Soyfoods Unlimited runs full page color ads in
Vegetarian Times, New Age Journal for tempeh burgers
October:
Richard Leviton does “Soyfoods in the Heartland”
nationwide tour with 13 programs, 11,000 miles
Tofu Cookery by Louise Hagler, published by The Farm
in Tennessee
Tofu Cookery by Fusako Holthaus published by
Kodansha, New York (both books have color plates, a first)
Beatrice Wittels’ CSC sponsors World Food Day in
Philadelphia with speech by Richard Leviton, soyfoods
banquet 200 people and Pennsylvania’s senator attend.
La Choy asks the Soy Plant in Ann Arbor, Michigan,

about making tofu for them. Saga Foods asks Rising Sun Soy
Farms in Columbus, Ohio, the same
South River Farm Miso opens as the nation’s 2nd
Caucasian miso shop (in Massachusetts, formerly Ohio)
Farm Foods prepares tofu meals at ECHO trade show in
Pennsylvania
Vegetarian Times publishes full-color photos of Dieter
Hannig’s tofu files (Continued). Address: 1. 100 Heath Road,
Colrain, Massachusetts 01340; 2. P.O. Box 234, Lafayette,
California 94549.
801. Hilo Natural Foods. 1983. Come in and enjoy our
“Annual Taste Testing Fair.” Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo).
Feb. 6. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: “Monday, Feb. 7th–11 AM to 2 PM.
“Natural Pacific Tofu–20% off.” Address: 306 Kilouea
Ave., Hilo, Hawaii 96720.
802. Arikawa, Minoru. 1983. Work with miso in America
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 17. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Norio Company was started in 1919 by
Mr. Masaichi Norio in San Francisco, at 1531 Geary St. He
made only shiro miso (probably sweet white, mellow white,
or light yellow miso) and exported most of it to Hawaii. In
about 1932 the company was moved to 1532 Post St., on the
outskirts of San Francisco’s Japan-town. There it was run by
Mr. and Mrs. Minoru Arikawa and son, who were relatives of
the founder. The U.S. government forced the family to close
the business (then making about 180,000 lb of miso a year)
when World War II started in late 1941. They resumed after
the War but retired in 1972 and the business was closed to
make room for a high-rise condominium.
In 1941 Fujimoto was the biggest miso maker in
the continental USA. He thinks there were three miso
manufacturing companies in the continental USA, all on the
West Coast.
He thinks Yamaizumi was started in Los Angeles in
the 1930s, probably by a man from Fukuoka. He thinks
Yamaizumi was both the company name and the brand name.
Address: San Francisco, California. Phone: 415-387-7217.
803. Fruin, W. Mark. 1983. Three centuries of Kikkoman:
Growing pains & organizational change. II (Continued–
Document part II). Soyfoods. Winter. p. 52-55. [1 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “The company succeeded by
advertising its product widely and by embarking on an
ambitious consumer education program. A planning and
research department to coordinate these efforts was founded
in 1957-58. Research teams were formed to study the amount
and fluctuation of demand; at house-to-house consumer
education program was begun and this was backed up by
extensive media promotion. The goal of all of this was not
only to sell more Kikkoman shoyu but also to make an old
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and rather traditional Japanese product seem new and even
somehow modern; that is, to create a new image for shoyu.
“New distribution channels to supermarkets, chain, and
department stores were opened, and the entire distribution
network for shoyu was streamlined, expanded, and better
managed. Various sizes and shapes of containers for shoyu
were test marketed. The most popular of these, such as
the Mann-Pack which combined a number of different
Kikkoman products, were sold nationwide.
“In short, once Kikkoman ended its market-sharing
agreements and turned wholeheartedly to expanding its
market share (at the expense of others), the challenge was
no longer whether enough shoyu could be made but whether
or not it could be sold. Kikkoman proved it could be sold,
and in the process became an aggressive marketing-oriented
enterprise, transforming not only its own structure but also
the image of shoyu itself: from a local East Asian sauce into
an international best-selling seasoning.
“The Internationalization of Kikkoman: Once
Kikkoman expanded production and reorganized their firm,
it was natural enough to look overseas for new markets.
The forecasting, sales, and marketing tools that had been
developed for the home market were applicable to foreign
markets as well. The Noda Shoyu Company (renamed the
Kikkoman Shoyu Company in 1964 and the Kikkoman
Corporation in 1980) had acquired some international
experience before World War Two when as much as 10%
of production was shipped overseas. Most of this, however,
was in the so-called yen bloc or Japanese colonial territories.
The postwar internationalization of shoyu, by contrast, has
had different marketing aims as Kikkoman has sought to sell
shoyu in North American and Western European markets to
persons of non-Japanese descent.
“Kikkoman had exported small amounts of its shoyu
to these Western markets before the war, and even after the
war during the anti-trust hearings of the 1950s, the company
had continued to sell limited amounts of its shoyu in the
North American market, especially in Hawaii and on the
West Coast. Such sales were almost entirely to Japanese and
Japanese-American customers, however.
“When the company decided to vastly expand
production and distribution of shoyu, it knew that it would
have to expand beyond this limited overseas market. In 1956,
Kikkoman entered the American market more completely
by convincing a number of Safeway stores to carry shoyu.
In the next year, Kikkoman International Inc., a wholly
owned American subsidiary of Kikkoman in Japan, was
established and soon located permanently in San Francisco.
After a decade of 20 to 30% rates of increase in annual sales,
Kikkoman contracted in 1967 with Leslie Food Company, a
subsidiary of Leslie Salt Company in Oakland, California,
to bottle Kikkoman Soy Sauce on a commission basis
shipped in bulk from Japan. Another four years of continued
increases in sales (increases now in the range of 15 to 20%

annually) convinced Kikkoman that it could successfully
make and sell shoyu on its own in North America. Following
an exhaustive property search through five Midwestern states
and after a spirited campaign to persuade local voters of the
economic and ecological safety of locating a shoyu plant in
their town, Kikkoman opened its first wholly-owned North
American shoyu factory in Walworth, Wisconsin, in 1973.
The plant had a 2.5 million gallon capacity in the initial year
of operation.
“Subsequent events have shown Kikkoman to be
absolutely correct in its decision to open a plant in the United
States: not only have sales continued to rise at the rate of
about 10% a year but the American embargo on the sale of
soybeans to Japan in 1973-74 was nicely side-stepped by
Kikkoman as a result of its Wisconsin plant; Moreover, the
transportation costs of shipping both raw materials to Japan
and finished goods from Japan were avoided, thereby saving
about 25% of the total production cost of fermenting shoyu
in Japan for sale in the United States.
“The increased sales of Kikkoman in this country,
however, have less to do with the cost savings accrued from
local manufacture than with the decision to market shoyu
in North America as an all-purpose, international seasoning
rather than one limited to Oriental cooking. Even though
the Asian American population is one of the more rapidly
growing ethnic populations in the United States and in spite
of the increasing popularity of Asian food here, increases
in the sales of Kikkoman shoyu have outstripped both
developments.
“This is possible because Kikkoman Shoyu is positioned
as a general seasoning, good with anything and good over
everything. Although most Japanese would blanch at many
of the ways shoyu is used in the United States–as an ice
cream topping, for example–the managers at Kikkoman
International only smile at the versatility of their product and
the imagination of delighted American users.
“Takanashi Hyozaemon and his descendants in Noda
would have been pleased.”
Photos show: (1) The interior of a typical shoyu plant
in 1923, with rows of vats for the moromi fermentation. (2)
The sort of river boats used to carry shoyu to Tokyo in the
mid-1920s. Address: Dep. of History, California State Univ.,
Hayward.
804. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Profile: Hinode Tofu Company.
Soyfoods. Winter. p. 33-36.
• Summary: Hinode, America’s largest tofu producer, with
1981 sales of $3.85 million, makes 150,000 pounds of tofu
a week (30,000 lb/day) in the 15,000 square foot plant on
2 floors. 5,400 pounds of soybeans are used each day, 5
days a week. The company employs 60 people, with 50
in production at $4.50/hour plus medical insurance and
benefits. Hinode handles at least 6 dealer brands (worth 10%
of their tofu volume) and 20% of Hinode brand tofu is sold
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outside California. The emphasis today is to restrict private
labeling and to promote the Hinode trademark instead. 85%
of the tofu is sold at supermarkets and 15% at natural/health
food stores. All tofu has been made with calcium sulfate
since 1981. The shelf life of the pasteurized (60 minutes at
180ºF or 82ºC) is 28 days. The challenge is to get a fresh tofu
texture after pasteurization.
In 1939 Yamauchi’s mother purchased the Aala Tofu Co.
in Hawaii, a company Shoan’s brother still manages today. In
1947, after studying tofu-making at Aala, Shoan Yamauchi
moved to Los Angeles and bought the existing Hinode
Company; in 1957 he bought the Matsuda Tofu Co. Both
plants produced handmade tofu in traditional, kettle-style
shops. By 1957 Yamauchi had 22 employees making tofu.
The Hinode plant had 5,500 square feet and Matsuda 4,500;
between them they made about 3,000 pounds of tofu a day
(2,000 cakes weighing 24 oz. each).
During the next 12 years, Yamauchi relocated one or
another of his plants three times. In 1969 he consolidated
them at 526 Stanford Street, purchased new, more productive
equipment, and increased total volume to 7,500 pounds daily.
He had 27 workers and turned $1 million in sales. In 1981
the company was traumatized when the 75% Mexican labor
force voted to unionize–a strife-filled time. Then in 1982
Yamauchi committed his company to undoubtedly the most
ambitious expansion plan to date. He spent $600,000 on
new tofu equipment featuring new Nagasawa and Sany Ace
systems and slated another $500,000 for construction of a
new 16,000 square foot warehouse and processing building
across the street. Steve Snyder joined Hinode in 1980 as
western sales manager. Mr. Yamauchi owns a prosperous
Santa Ana restaurant and a large interest in Airtight
Containers. He is preoccupied with tofu quality, which he
considers the key to success. John Yamauchi, age 22, is being
groomed to take over the company sometime in 1983.
Peak seasons are Christmas, New Years, and Chinese
New Years: sales typically rise 15%. Special products
include tofu cutlets (4,000 units/week at 5 oz.) and tofu
pouches (30,000 puffs/week at 1 oz. each).
Photos show: (1) Nine packages of tofu made by
Hinode. (2) Shoan Yamauchi, age 66, standing in front of
equipment in his plant. (3) Plant manager Phil Higa standing
in front of the 110,000 [bushel?] capacity soybean silos. (4)
Shoan Yamauchi holds pasteurized water-packed Hinode
tofu, predated for a 28-day shelf life. (5) Overhead view of
one of Hinode’s two production floors, about 7000 square
feet. (6) Hinode’s marketing team, Phyllis Friar and Steve
Snyder. (7) The main production floor. (8) A worker stands
beside a large cooling tank that holds some of Hinode’s
daily tofu output of 30,000 pounds. Address: 100 Heath Rd.,
Colrain, Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.
805. Kanai, Noritoshi. 1983. History of miso in Hawaii and
the USA (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 7. Conducted

by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Yamaizumi was established in about 1948 by
Mr. Nagai. They stopped manufacturing miso in 1972 and
started repacking Marufuku-brand miso imported from
Hawaii from Hawaiian Sauce Co. The latter company
still exists, he thinks, owned by Mr. Ueno. They sell the
miso here under the Yamaizumi brand. In 1975 Miyako
Oriental Foods / Mutual Trading Co. bought the rights
to the Yamaizumi brand from Mrs. Nagai and then they
discontinued the business.
In 1976 Miyako Oriental Foods started to make
Hawaiian-style miso, sold under the Yamaizumi brand.
Kanemasa miso had been discontinued since 1976 so Miyako
bought the Kanemasa brand from Mrs. Fujimoto. At that
time he thinks there were no other miso makers in the U.S.
except in Hawaii, where there were two: 1. Marufuku =
Hawaiian Soy Sauce Co. 2. Maruhi Brand.
In 1972 Yamaizumi’s production was about 75 tons
a year; this miso was sold only in southern California.
Kanemasa was sold nationwide and in 1976 yearly
production was about 150-200 tons per year (1 ton = 2,000
pounds).
Production of the two Hawaiian miso makers was
as follows: Maruhi was 200 tons per year in 1975 and
Marufuku was 100 tons per year in 1972.
In Hawaii they never by Japanese-style miso The
Hawaiian people love Hawaiian miso which is 70% rice and
30% soybeans, with less salt so it is sweeter. Japanese red
miso is 30% rice, 70% soybeans, and 12-13% salt.
On the U.S. mainland, the Japanese from Japan, after
World War II, loved Japanese miso. Hawaiian-style miso
originated in Okinawa. Okinawa people first immigrated to
Hawaii and made their miso there. In Okinawa they ate lots
of seafood and their miso is prized on seafood. Japanese
miso is better in soups and with vegetables.
In the U.S. before the war, most of the Japanese used
Hawaiian-style miso. At that time there was no Japanesestyle miso imported from Japan. So most of the miso made
in the U.S. before World War II was Hawaiian style. Today,
older Japanese in the U.S. still love Hawaiian-style miso.
The first American miso makers were from Hawaii or learned
the process from Hawaii.
When Mr. Kanai first came to the U.S. in 1955, no
Japanese miso was imported, so people used only Hawaiianstyle miso. Mr. Kanai decided to import Japanese-style miso.
When?
Mr. Kanai noticed that in East Asia miso is made all
over the region but miso soup is found mainly in Japan,
with a little in Korea, and none in China. Address: Founder,
Mutual Trading Co., Los Angeles, California.
806. Wagner, Martha. 1983. Forget about meatballs,
America; after 2000 years its time for tofu. Chicago Tribune.
April 27-28. Section 7. p. 8B. Wed/Thurs.
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• Summary: “Hawaii, where tofu is as common as peanut
butter, can now offer tofu in all school lunch programs. And
in New York City, 40 schools use tofu in a pilot program
serving meatless meals.”
Prepared soy foods are selling well. Eight brands of soy
milk ice cream are now available, not to mention tofu salads
and frozen tofu entrees such as lasagna and enchiladas, plus
tofu dips, salad dressings, muffins, cheesecakes, tofu burgers
and hot dogs, and much more. Gives a brief summary of
three of America’s most popular tofu cookbooks, plus recipes
for Sunny tofu salad, and Baked marinated tofu.
807. Biological Nitrogen Fixation Bulletin. 1983. The
legume/rhizobia symbiosis: a continuing bibliography,
number 4. 4(1):4-page insert. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned in six of the entries, including
a short description of a “Soybean Course” through INTSOY
on p. 3, and short description of a symposium, “Soybean in
Cropping Systems”, on p. 6.
Note: A brief history of NifTAL:
“In 1975 at the peak of the oil crisis, national economies
worldwide contended with high costs of fossil fuels. The
nitrogen-fixing symbiosis between legumes and rhizobia
was recognized as an attractive, low-cost alternative to
petroleum-based nitrogen fertilizers for increased crop
production in the tropics. Legumes are one of the three most
important plant-based food sources globally, and many
families rely upon legumes as a primary source dietary
protein. Since nitrogen is a key element of all protein, BNF
could have immediate benefits to the welfare of families in
developing countries.
“The United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) drew on expertise in the University
of Hawaii’s College of Tropical Agriculture and Human
Resources to establish an interdisciplinary unit called
NifTAL (Nitrogen Fixation by Tropical Agricultural
Legumes). NifTAL was dedicated to the application of
technologies based on BNF to international development
goals. NifTAL’s ultimate purpose was to help farmers
maximize BNF inputs to their cropping systems, and thereby
increase the production and quality of high protein foods
while reducing their dependence on expensive nitrogen
fertilizers.” Address: College of Tropical Agriculture and
Human Resources (CTAHR), Univ. of Hawai’i at Manoa.
808. Soyfoods. 1983. The Miami soyfoods scene [Heartsong
Tofu, Sunshine Soy, Swan Foods, Swan Gardens, Unicorn
Village, Oak Feed Store]. Summer. p. 38-39, 43.
• Summary: In Miami, three major tofu companies make
about 25,000 pounds a week of vacuum packed tofu,
prepared tofu products, and tempeh.
Brightsong Tofu: Bob and Toni Heartsong began
making tofu in “1976 in a south Miami cottage style tofu
shop which lasted until 1978. Making 900 pounds of hand-

made tofu every week, the Heartsongs pioneered the Miami
market, fully one year before the legendary and short-lived
Swan Foods was opened in 1977. In January 1978 the
Heartsongs moved to Redwood Valley, California, to help
launch Brightsong Tofu. Meanwhile in 1977 they had written
and Banyan Books had published, The Heartsong Tofu
Cookbook, one of the first designed-for-tofu cooking guides.
Bob Heartsong then worked in Hawaii for Mrs. Cheng’s
Soybean Products where he made 600 pounds of tofu daily.”
Finally, the Heartsongs, peripatetic tofumakers, returned
to Miami and in January 1982 opened Heartsong Tofu, a
“1,200 square foot plant where today they produce 4,500
pounds of vacuum packed tofu each week (with an 18-day
shelf life).” The company employs 6 full-time and 2 parttime workers. A list of their tofu products and equipment
is given. The Grand Union supermarket chain sells $2,200/
week of their tofu products.
“Sunshine Soy, owned and managed by Danny Paolucci,
occupies 2,500 square feet, in suburban Coral Gables, of
what once was a Borden’s walk-in cooler... Paolucci opened
Sunshine in June 1980, a company which today produces
4,000 pounds of tofu and various secondary products every
week.
“Previously Paolucci served as production manager
for Swan Foods until its closing in December 1978. [Note:
Swan Foods opened in 1977.] Paolucci often measures
his Sunshine Soy’s sensible survival against Swan
Foods exciting but disastrous history. Swan Foods was,
unfortunately, a textbook example of uncontrolled growth
marked by nonmanagement: no competition, distribution
by the formidable Tree of Life, a wildly innovative product
line, a quadrupling of sales in the first 18 months, $2,200 in
weekly sales–ending in a disheartening crash. Their product
line included baked, marinated, regular, and caraway tofus,
soymilk (1,000 quarts weekly), tofu cashew pie, tofu dips
and salads, soy yogurts, and soymilk shakes.
“Sunshine Soy, which employs four workers, has a
privately labelled vacuum packed tofu (Golden Harvest
brand) in most of Florida’s 100 General Nutrition Centers;
Tree of Life, out of St. Augustine, handles the distribution.”
Swan Gardens: “Commanding the top tofu market
position in Miami, Jocelyn and Richard McIntyre’s Swan
Gardens, which moved to south Florida in 1979 from
Montana, produces 15,000 pounds each week of vacuum
packed tofu. Their 10,000 square foot plant uses only 3
production workers, each working 10 hour days, 5 days
weekly–a model of streamlining. In March 1982 Swan
introduced their boxed tofu (see New Products, this issue)
featuring their firm (16.6% protein) tofu which sells for
$1.19 a pound in produce at Winn Dixie. A major Florida
distributor moves an estimated 5,000 pounds of their
dealer brand every week as far north as Washington, DC.
Recently Swan introduced an okara tempeh with a two
week refrigerated shelf life, and this product joins their
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Spicy Soysage and Baked Tofu, also vacuum packed. Swan
Gardens tofu is pre-dated 4 weeks for the supermarkets but
McIntyre claims it remains microbially sound for 6 weeks.
The company is comfortably profitable.”
Photos show: (1-2) Bob Heartsong, with tofu pressing
in stainless steel forming boxes, and a close-up of his line of
products. (3-4) Danny Paolucci and a close-up of his line of
products. (5) A close-up of Swan Gardens’ products.
“On the retail natural foods level, four major stores
share the bulk of Miami soyfoods sales. The Unicorn Village
in North Miami Beach is stocked with 25 soy products...
The Unicorn itself prepares a Tofu Cottage Salad, Eggless
Egg Tofu Salad, Baked Tofu, and Tofu Onion Dip in their
restaurant for retail sale in their adjoining store.” Also
discusses: The Oak Feed Store, a macrobiotic retailer in
Coconut Grove (carries 44 soy products). Sundance Natural
Foods in downtown Miami (many tofu-based deli items
prepared in their kitchen). Nature’s Touch in Miami.

steam-fried, marinate-baked, broiled or barbecued.
“Bali Hai Tempeh is sold in 8-ounce frozen packages
which should be used within a couple of days after thawing.
It should not be refrozen. It is available at Star markets, IGA
in Haleiwa and health food stores.
“Taste demonstrations 2 to 6 p.m., will be presented
Friday at Star Market Kam Shopping Center and July 29 at
Star Market Kaneohe, and on July 30, 10 a.m. to noon, at
Star Market Moilili.
“From the Bali Hai tempeh makers, here are a couple
of recipes.” Recipes are given for “Steamed tempeh in pita
bread” and “Stir-fry veggies with tempeh.”
“Bonnie Fish, Bali Hai Tempeh Co., 235-4658.”
Note: The population of Kaneohe was 34,597 at the
2010 census. Kaneohe is the largest of several communities
along Kaneohe Bay and one of the two largest residential
communities on the windward side of Oahu (the other is
Kailua). Address: Advertiser Food Editor.

809. This Week (Oahu, Hawaii). 1983. “Tofutti” unveiled.
July 4-10.
• Summary: “’Tofutti’ is the name of the latest scoop at
Le Petit Deli, on the ground floor of the Hyatt Regency [in
Oahu]. It’s a new dairy-free dessert that’s made from tofu...”

811. Sugarman, Carole. 1983. Imagine–Now they’re making
ice cream from tofu!!! Washington Post. July 24. p. K1, K4.
Food section.
• Summary: “Health food hits the mainstream once again,
this time with Tofutti–ice cream made with tofu.” More
than 10 years ago David Mintz stumbled upon soybean
curd after reading about it in a book. A New York kosher
caterer, restaurateur and orthodox Jew, he was looking for
alternatives to fresh fruit desserts. “Mintz the Prince of Tofu”
got his first tofu in a basement of New York’s Chinatown. At
his restaurant and catering business, “he began substituting
tofu for the cream in beef stroganoff and combining tofu
with vegetables in his egg rolls. For the Jewish holidays,
Mintz sold his matzo balls spiked with tofu, which even
landed in his homemade gefilte fish. And for a vegetarian
wedding party, he catered an all-tofu menu...” After 4 years
of working on Tofutti, the quasi-ice cream is Mintz’s fulltime business. “Soft-serve Tofutti was a hit last summer
in New York at Zabar’s and Bloomingdale’s and spread to
Hawaii, California and Massachusetts... In September he
hopes to distribute a hard-pack version in pints and quarts in
supermarket freezer cases. This summer Tofutti has finally
made its way into slowpoke Washington” [DC], though
it is available at only one location, Crescent’s, a creative
cafeteria-style eatery.
An illustration by Dan Sherbo shows a young Jewish
man, wearing a yarmulke and glasses, eating a scoop of
Tofutti from a deli carton using chopsticks.

810. Cooke, Mary. 1983. Slim/vim foods revisited: the local
angle. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). July 20. p. 65.
• Summary: “Confident that cooking talent is with us in
Hawaii, we sought out those entrepreneurs, food producers
and cooking teachers who specialize in health-andslenderizing foods and, in particular, the art of making them
taste good.
“Health foods, on their own, rarely do that Ditto many
of the slimmers. They’ve got to be worked with.
“Most of the cooks, teachers and producers who were
invited to share their expertise did so. And guess what?
Almost everyone came up with at least one recipe starring
soy flour, miso, tofu or tempeh, apparently Hawaii’s favorite
health food family, all with excellent soy bean connections.
“The newest of these is tempeh. New in Hawaii that
is. In Indonesia, tempeh has been the protein staple for
hundreds, perhaps thousands of years.
“Now, the fermented soy bean cake that is cousin to, but
different from tofu, is being manufactured and distributed
locally by the Bali Hai Tempeh Co. in Kaneohe [Oahu].
“Its a cultured food in which processed soy bean halves
retain their fibrous form in a white custard-like mold.
“Tempeh rates as a highly digestible protein containing
the essential amino acids. It also contains Vitamin B-12,
the vitamin generally missing in plant food and in many
vegetarian diets. It is low in saturated fat and calories and it
contains no cholesterol.
“Billed as an alternate protein which can be used in
place of fish, fowl or meat, tempeh can be steamed, sauted,

812. Yardley, Maili. 1983. Recipes saved and shared.
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Aug. 24. p. 76, col. 1.
• Summary: “Maybe you’ve noticed a new product in the
markets now, tempeh. The protein content is impressive,
but it contains no cholesterol. It’s low in calories and rich
in vitamin B-12. Made in Kaneohe by the Bali Hai Tempeh
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Company, this product is popular with the non-meat eaters.
It can be sauteed, steamed, steam-fried, baked, broiled or
barbecued as a substitute for hamburger or tofu. Here is one
of the basic recipes.
“Slice tempeh into 8 to 10 slices and lay them flat in a
frying pan with a bit of corn or peanut oil and brown on one
side; then flip them over and sprinkle finely minced garlic
or soy [sauce] (or soy substitute) and cover for a minute or
2. If the pan gets dry you may add either more oil or ginger
tea (ginger root simmered in water to taste for 15 minutes).
These slices can then be cut into croutons and thrown in
stir-dry [sic] veggies or served in whole wheat buns with
avocado, tomatoes, sprouts and lettuce. It’s a tasty change.”
Address: Honolulu.
813. McDougall, John A.; McDougall, Mary A. 1983. The
McDougall plan. New Century Publishers Inc., 220 Old New
Brunswick Rd., Piscataway, NJ 08854. 340 p. Foreword by
Nathan Pritikin (8/83). General index and recipe index. 24
cm. [804* ref]
• Summary: This carefully researched and documented book
and cookbook argues convincingly in favor of a vegan diet
that uses no animal products, that is low in fats, calories,
and sodium, and rich in complex carbohydrates. Pages 8990 give the percentage of calories from fats in various foods
under 3 categories: low-fat vegetable foods (incl. oatmeal
16% of calories from fat, apple 9%, broccoli 9%), high-fat
vegetable foods (incl. avocadoes 88% of calories from fat,
almonds 82%, peanut butter 77%, sunflower seeds 76%, tofu
53%, soybeans 40%, wheat germ 27%, tempeh 25%), and
animal foods (bacon 94%, t-bone steak 82%, frankfurters
80%, cheddar cheese 73%, egg 65%, tuna in oil 64%, milk
[whole 3.5% fat] 49%, ice cream 49%, milk low-fat 31%,
chicken [light-skinned] 18%, tuna in water 6%, buttermilk
3%, skim milk 2%).
Note: The author, however, argues repeatedly against the
use of tofu and tempeh based on the “percentage of calories
from fat” concept. His figures are correct but we and many
nutritionists feel the basic concept, originally popularized by
Nathan Pritikin, overlooks two key points: (1) the percentage
of water in the food, and (2) the average serving size.
Page 198, in a section on rich [high fat] plant foods,
states that tofu, tempeh, soybeans, textured vegetable protein
(TVP), and miso contain excessive fat and most are high
in calories. “The rich plant foods may account for a small
portion of your daily food (less than 10 percent of your
calories per day) but only after you have attained the level of
health you are striving for. In general, these foods are more
harmful than health-supporting. Never eat these foods if you
have problems with your health that remain unsolved. If you
begin using this group of foods and find that you are also
gaining weight or getting back some of your old ailments,
then stop eating these foods immediately.”
Appendix I, p. 322-28 contains a table listing the

percentage of calories from protein, fat, and carbohydrates
in many foods. It also gives the calorie concentration
(in calories per gram) for each food; foods with a low
concentration aid in weight-loss programs. Tofu has only
0.72 calories per gram, and soy sprouts only 0.46; both are
low. No soyfoods are used in the many recipes in this book.
Note: According to a colleague, John McDougall
suffered a stroke at age 19, which led to much of his current
interest in diet and health. He is not a Seventh-day Adventist.
Address: 1. M.D. Both: Near Kailua Bay, Oahu, Hawaii.
814. Oda, Lorraine. 1983. Bonnie & Larry Fish: Hawaii’s
tempeh pioneers. Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7. p. 6. Friday.
• Summary: Bonnie and Larry started the Bali Hai tempeh
factory in Kanehoe, Oahu, where they moved from Kauai
in July 1982. Bonnie, a native of California, learned
about tempeh production in 1976 at a seminar by Noboru
Muramoto. “Although the Fishes are moving back to Kauai,
they plan to keep their factory in Kaneohe going. In fact,
they are in the process of incorporating and are looking for
investors.”
Three photos show Bonnie and Larry Fish, their tempeh
shop, and their two children. Address: Honolulu.
815. Oda, Lorraine. 1983. The Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co.
Ltd. Carrying on a family tradition. Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7.
p. 1, 8, 17.
• Summary: William Higa’s miso factory now makes 250
tons of Maru-Hi brand Shiro (white) miso and Aka (red)
miso a year, plus 90 tons a year of miso-marinated butterfish
(butterfish kasuzuke; black codfish marinated in sake lees).
He took over the family business in 1956. William’s father,
George Taru Higa, started the business in 1936. It moved
from North School Street, to Iwilei Rd., then near Vineyard
Blvd., before settling in 1946 in the industrial area of Kalihi.
Photos show: (1) The original Yamajyu Shoyu & Koji
Miso Co. factory in 1938, makers of Shiro Koji Miso and
Yamaju Shoyu. Standing by wooden kegs of miso are
the founders Henry, Shinyei, and George Taru Higa. The
company sign appears clearly over the factory door. Long,
dark automobiles from the 1930s are parked at the left and
right. (2) William Higa standing inside an air-conditioned
warehouse; bags of Iowa soybeans are stacked up to the roof
behind him. (3) Five hundred pounds of rice are cooked at
a time. (4) Soybeans are washed in a rotating steel cylinder,
then soaked in steel barrels. (5) A large machine mixes
cooked soybeans with cultured rice (koji) and salt. (6) The
mixture is ground to a paste. (7) Women pack and weigh
containers of miso. (8) Women prepare butterfish misozuke.
Address: Honolulu.
816. Oda, Lorraine. 1983. Tofu enjoys increasing popularity.
Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7. p. 5. Friday.
• Summary: Jack Tsuneyo Uyehara, age 49, manages Aloha
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Tofu Factory Inc. His father, Kamesaburo, brought the
plant in 1951 from a pig farmer, Kamehachi Shimabukuro,
who used the okara for pig feed. Back then the factory
was located on Dillingham Blvd. and produced only tofu
and abura-age. Today the plant “on Akepo Lane in Kalihi
produces each week: 3,500 pieces of soft, firm, and minitofu, 6,000 pieces of abura-age daily; 2,000 packages of
natto weekly; and enough atsu-age and nama-age (deep-fried
tofu cutlets) to supply stores in Oahu with fresh Japanese
tofu products.”
Some tofu is shipped to Alaska, to Molokai, and to
Guam, but most is sold fresh on Oahu.
“The four Uyehara brothers run the company: the eldest,
Kazuo, is the President and outside sales manager; Jack is
the second eldest, with the title of Executive Vice President,
and handles production with his younger brothers, Sadayoshi
(Treasurer) and Roy (Secretary). The family business is a
closed corporation which includes sisters Nancy and Jane,
who don’t work for the company. But the Uyeharas’ children
help out when they aren’t in school. A dozen factory workers,
five delivery persons and one office worker, complete the
operation.
“Inheriting a business is not a matter of supervising
while the money rolls in, especially when the business
produces fresh food. Uyehara said, ‘You gotta work six
days (a week), at least,’ and up to 12 hours a day. His day
begins at 5 a.m., when he begins cooking and grinding
the soybeans–which have been soaking overnight. The
other factory workers arrive at 6 a.m. to help separate the
cooked beans into okara and soy milk, the latter of which
is made into tofu. (Farmers in Waianae purchase the fiberrich soybean pulp for pig feed.) Calcium sulfate is added to
the soy milk to solidify it, and the mixture is pressed into
molds. According to Uyehara, the factory uses a ton of dried
soybeans a day.
“For natto, whole cooked soybeans are inoculated with
Bacillus subtilis bacteria and incubated for 14 hours in a
steam room. Uyehara said that in Hawaii’s plantation days,
people would culture natto by placing soybeans under their
beds.
“He is experimenting with a natural (unflavored)
soy milk which can be marketed for drinking or cooking.
‘But first thing, gotta get the smell out and the aftertaste
out.’ Once a good soy milk is produced, there is no end
to the products that can be made from it, such as soy ‘ice
cream,’ soy ‘yogurt,’ and soy ‘cheese.’ Uyehara said he
wouldn’t have gone into tofu-making on his own, but that
he’s fortunate to have a business which provides products
that are in demand. He said the health-food revolution has
resulted in an increased consumption of tofu. Although the
demand slows down slightly in the summer, it peaks in the
colder, rainy season when people like to drink miso soup
with tofu, he said. He noted that three or four years ago,
popular magazines featured recipes that called for ‘soybean

curd.’ Today, it’s rightfully called tofu, a word which might
someday be included in the dictionary with poi and sashimi.
Photos show the process of making different types of
tofu (left to right): (1) “An automatic deep-fryer produces
abura-age.” (2) “Firm tofu is sliced.” (3) The entire front of
the Aloha Tofu Factory, Inc. with the company name written
in large letters across the top, and a white van parked there.
“Jack Uyehara invented the company logo by taking the
kame from his father’s first name, Kamesaburo, and the tsuru
from his mother’s first name, Tsuruko. The Japanese words
mean turtle and stork, respectively. and are symbols of good
luck.
(4) “Jack Uyehara supervises the custard-like soft tofu
being packed” [by a machine in water-filled plastic trays
topped with heat-sealed plastic film]. (5) Tubs of firm tofu
are sealed by machine. (6) Cloth-covered curds in many
stainless-steel trays are pressed to make them into tofu.
Address: Editorial Asst., Honolulu.
817. Wakayama, Mary. 1983. The oldest sake factory in the
West: From 1908 to 1983. Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7. p. 1, 4.
• Summary: A history of the Honolulu Japanese Sake
Brewing Co. Ltd., which started in 1980 when Tajiro Sumida
began making sake in Honolulu for Japanese laborers in
Hawaii. Starting more than 25 years ago, under the direction
of an expert brewmaster, Takao Nihei, who received the
Japan Brewery Association’s award for excellence in 1970,
the quality of the sake has improved tremendously. Takara
Masamune and Musume are Honolulu Sake’s foremost sake
products. The company also manufactures shoyu (Diamond
shoyu, Marumasa Soy Sauce, Island Shoyu, as well as
Diamond Teriyaki Sauce), vinegar (Diamond-Su) and mirin
(Takara Masamune). A photo shows that “Honolulu Japanese
Sake Brewing Co. Ltd.” Address: Hawaii.
818. Product Name: Nama-agé, and Atsu-agé.
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Tofu Factory Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 808-845-2669.
Date of Introduction: 1983 October.
New Product–Documentation: Lorraine Oda. 1983.
Hawaii Herald. Oct. 7. p. 5. “Tofu enjoys increasing
popularity.” The company produces “enough atsu-age
and nama-age (deep-fried tofu cutlets) to supply stores in
Oahu...”
Some Ad in Hawaii Herald. 1983. Oct. 7. “Make your
favorite recipe even better with the best in soy bean products.
Tofu, natto, aburage, konnyaku, okara, yakidofu. 961 Akepo
Lane. Phone 845-2669.”
819. Lum, Curtis. 1983. Soy Boy sells Tofutti, an unlikely
dessert. Pacific Business News. Nov. 14.
• Summary: Soy Boy, Inc. was formed in Hawaii 6 months
ago to sell Tofutti, a frozen dessert that comes in 6 flavors.
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Marilyn Marsh and Marilyn Kochi brought Tofutti to Hawaii
and founded the company. Local businessman Robert Taira is
president. Taira, along with associate Clark Feeley, recently
formed Bob Clark Hawaii, Inc. to retail Tofutti, which
contains 128 calories per 4-oz serving. The average price for
a cone is $1.15.
820. Health Foods Business. 1983. Industry news:
Pharmaceutical firm acquires K&L. Nov. p. 31.
• Summary: “Kahan & Lessin Co. of Compton, California,
has been acquired by Jameson Pharmaceutical Corp. of San
Mateo, California. K&L, a leading distributor of natural
products, was founded in 1932; it has been owned by
Fleming Companies of Oklahoma City since 1972.
“Jameson’s main business is the manufacturing and
distribution of vitamins and food supplements, mainly
through drugstores and supermarkets. James H. Jones,
53-year-old chairman of the board at Jameson, is a founding
director of” Wal-Mart.
A photo shows Arthur Miller, age 62, who will continue
in his role as president and chief operating officer of K&L.
“K&L currently serves over 1,600 health food store
accounts in the states of California, Hawaii, Arizona, Utah,
Nevada, Colorado, Montana, Washington, New Mexico,
Texas, Oregon, etc. It carried more than 8,500 items at a
100,000-square-foot distribution center.”
821. Starr Securities, Inc. 1983. Tofu Time, Inc. Prospectus.
500,000 common shares. New York, NY: SSI. 40 p. Dec. 8.
23 cm.
• Summary: This is the prospectus for Tofu Time’s first
public stock offering. The company hopes to net $2,337,500
from the sale of stock, and to use the money as follows:
26% ($600,000) for the acquisition of additional softserve dispensing machines; 26% for the development of
Tofutti shops, both company owned and franchised; 26%
for working capital, including payment of approximately
$40,000 in salaries accrued to officers since 1 Aug. 1983;
13% for product research and development; 8% for
capital improvements, including expansion of the research
laboratory, and 1% for repayment of long-term debt. The
company is located at 1638-63rd Street, Brooklyn, New York
11024.
“Since May 1982. the Company has been engaged in
the sale of a liquid mix for the production of Tofutti by softserve machines at retail locations. The mix is principally sold
to approximately 100 specialty food stores and restaurants in
the New York metropolitan area. The Company has recently
entered into an exclusive six-year distribution agreement for
the sale of soft-serve Tofutti mix to a California distributor
and has commenced shipments to the distributor. The
Company has also shipped soft-serve Tofutti mix on a
non-exclusive basis to distributors in Hawaii, New Jersey,
Washington, DC, and upstate New York.

“The company is in the process of developing a hardfrozen Tofutti to be packaged in hard-frozen pints” (p. 5).
In 1981 Mr. Mintz began developing a frozen dessert (p.
12).
On page 13 we learn (for the first time in writing) that
Tofutti no longer contains any tofu: “Tofutti is a non-dairy,
soya-based frozen dessert. Its ingredients are pasteurized
soya dessert base consisting of water, hi fructose corn
sweetener, honey, soybean oil and isolated soy protein;
assorted flavorings; soya lecithin; guar seed, carob bean and
carrageenan, all of which are vegetable gums; and salt. The
original formulation of Tofutti utilized fresh tofu. However
to facilitate the production of Tofutti on a commercial
basis, Mr. Mintz reformulated Tofutti to include isolated
soy protein instead of fresh tofu. The Company is currently
developing a new formulation of Tofutti for commercial
production incorporating both fresh tofu and isolated soy
protein.”
Soft-serve Tofutti is now sold at approximately 100 food
stores and restaurants in the New York metropolitan area.
“Some of the Company’s customers in the New York area
are Zabar’s, the 40 Carats restaurant at Bloomingdales,...” (p.
14). For the fiscal year ended 31 July 1982 the company had
net sales of $23,847 and a net loss of $33,370. For the 1983
fiscal year net sales increased to $329,171, and net income
rose to $92,634.
Two attractive color photos show: A glass filled with
swirled Tofutti, surrounded by fruits, nuts and cubes of tofu.
A waiter dressed elegantly in a black coat and bow tie, with
white gloves, carry an iced hard-pack pint of Tofutti on a
silver tray with a white flower and napkin. Address: New
York.
822. Product Name: Tofu Dip (Like Eggless Egg Salad).
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: 153 Makaala St., P.O. Box
11001, Hilo, Island of Hawaii, HI 97520. Phone: 808-9353220.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, soybean curd precipitated with
filtered seawater and/or natural nigari), sunflower seed oil,
soy sauce, rice vinegar, onion powder, dill, garlic powder,
turmeric, celery salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Not listed in any Hawaiian
City Directory prior to 1968. Talk with Ty Katibah. 1988.
Feb. 10. Label. 1987. 2.5 by 2.5 inches. Rounded top. Black,
yellow and white. “Free from preservatives and artificial
additives.”
823. Product Name: Teriyaki Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 4352, Hilo, Island of
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Hawaii, HI 96720. Phone: 808-935-3220.
Date of Introduction: 1983.
Ingredients: Tofu (water, organically grown soybeans,
filtered seawater), shoyu, honey, ginger, onion, garlic, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 3 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Not listed in any Hawaiian
City Directory prior to 1968. Talk with Ty Katibah. 1988.
Feb. 10. Labels. Both original and current. Brown and white.
824. Rubenstein (Howard J.) Associates, Inc. 1984. Tofutti in
bulk-pack [hard frozen] available nationwide (News release).
New York. 2 p. April 27.
• Summary: “Tofutti, the nondairy soy-based frozen
dessert, is now available hard-frozen in 2½ gallon bulk pack
containers to restaurants and food service establishments
nationwide... The first five bulk pack flavors are Vanilla
Almond Bark, Chocolate Supreme, Maple Walnut and
Wildberry Supreme.
“Tofutti, which is made with tofu, is similar to ice cream
but contains no cholesterol, no lactose and no butterfat. Its
ingredients are water, high fructose, corn sweeteners [sic],
honey, corn oil, tofu, isolated soy protein, assorted natural
flavors and vegetable gums.
“Tofutti has been available in soft-serve form since
1981 through distributors in New York, Hawaii, California,
Florida, Washington, D.C., Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Nevada, Utah and Canada.
“Sold in a liquid mix, retailers then dispense it through
a soft-serve frozen dessert machine in any one of six softserve flavors: Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry, Maple Walnut,
Banana Pecan and Peanut Butter.”
Then discusses the effects of cholesterol on heart
disease, and lactose intolerance–which afflicts approximately
40 million Americans.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2013)
stating that Tofutti is sold outside the United States. Since
1981 it has been sold in Canada as a liquid mix and served in
soft-serve form.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2013)
stating that Tofutti is now available to resellers as a hardfrozen / hard pack product. Previously it had been sold only
from soft-serve machines. However it would not be available
to consumers until about June 1984. Address: New York.
825. Oda, Lorraine. 1984. Re: Soyfoods in Hawaii. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 22. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
Address: Editorial Asst., The Hawaii Herald, 917 Kokea St.,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817. Phone: 845-2255.
826. Annual sales figures and number of employees for
America’s larger soyfoods companies: Dun & Bradstreet
database search. 1984. 3 p. May 23. Unpublished manuscript.

• Summary: Yamauchi Enterprises, Los Angeles, California:
$4,500,000 (60 employees). Cedarlane Foods, Los
Angeles, CA: $1,000,000 (11 employees). Kanai Tofu Co.,
Hawaii: $700,000 (20 employees). American Pride, Iowa
(Earl Kaplan): $500,000 (2 employees). Tofu Time Inc.,
Brooklyn, New York: $329,000 (11 employees; makes
Tofutti). Northern Soy, Rochester, New York: $350,000 (11
employees). Island Spring, Vashon, Washington: $323,000
(15 employees). Ohio Tofu Co., Cleveland, OH (Brooks
Jones): $250,000 (11 employees). Ota Tofu Co., Portland,
Oregon: $171,000 (5 employees). Mu Tofu, Chicago, Illinois:
$170,000 (8 employees). Yah Kee, Boston, Massachusetts:
$100,000 (3 employees). Cricklewood Soyfoods, Mertztown,
Pennsylvania: $20,000 (2 employees). Nomura Tofu Co.,
Chicago, Illinois: Not available (5 employees).
827. Eriksen, F.I.; Whitney, A.S. 1984. Effects of solar
radiation regimes on growth and nitrogen fixation of
soybean, cowpea, and bushbean. Agronomy Journal
76(4):529-35. July/Aug. [34 ref]
• Summary: Tropical legumes in Hawaii yield in relation to
shading. The response of soybean to shade was intermediate
with no reduction in dry matter and grain yield at 70% sun.
Soybean total nodule activity (TNA) peaked 3-4 weeks after
flowering. Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Soil Science,
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
828. Finley, David; Goldberg, Ray. 1984. Kikkoman
Corporation. Unpublished Harvard Business School Report.
33 p. No. 9-585-102. [10 ref]
• Summary: A ten year update on the original 1974 Harvard
Case Study of Kikkoman and one of the best insights
available into Kikkoman’s history and operations (although
some of the data has been disguised for competitive reasons).
Kikkoman sales in 1982 were about $547 million.
Contents: Early diversification–The wine industry.
Company history. Soy sauce production. The soy
sauce industry. Structural change. Kikkoman strategy.
Expanding soy sauce sales in Japan. Diversifying into
other food products (Kikko Foods was established in
1961). Development of the U.S. market. New businesses
(Restaurant, health food, and leisure). Technological
innovation. Final considerations.
Exhibits. 1. 30 top Japanese food companies in FY
(Fiscal Year) 1982, with sales. (1) Kirin Brewery, (2)
Suntory, (5) Yuki-jirishi / Snow Brand Milk Products, (6)
Ajinomoto, (8) Meiji Milk Products, (9) Nisshin Flour
Milling, (10) Morinaga Milk, (19) Showa Sangyo, (20)
Nisshin Oil, (23) House Food, (25) Kikkoman.
3. Quantity of soy sauce produced and market share
of major Japanese manufacturers. 1982 soy sauce market
share was Kikkoman 30.4%, Yamasa 8.9%, Higashimaru
4.6%, Higeta 3.0%, and Marukin 2.5%. Thus the top 5
had 49.4% of the market. 5. Change in per capita food
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intake (1975-79). 6. Kikkoman financial data. 8. List of
main products. 9. World per capita wine consumption by
country. France is tops with 90 liters/person/year. 11. Growth
through diversification. In 1964 soy sauce accounted for
87% of Kikkoman’s sales, in 1983 for 59%. 12. 1980 Asian
population of the U.S. by state. Total: California 1,253,987.
Hawaii 583,660. New York 310,531. Illinois 159,551. Texas
120,306. New Jersey 103,842. Washington state 102,503.
Oriental immigrants to the USA 1972-81. Total.
1,794,682. From Philippines 375,517. Korea 290,322.
Vietnam 233,274. China and Taiwan 213,908. Address: 1.
Research Associate; Prof., Harvard Business School, Boston,
Massachusetts 02163.
829. Whole Foods Source Directory. 1984. Tofu Time signs
with Balanced Foods. 1984-85.
• Summary: “Tofu Time, Inc. of Brooklyn, New York,
has announced an agreement with Balanced Foods, Inc. of
Ridgefield, New Jersey, to distribute Tofu Time’s soft-serve
Tofutti frozen dessert throughout the United States and
Puerto Rico. Balanced has a network of an estimated 7,500
health food stores in the 50 states.
“Tofu Time will continue its existing distribution
agreements with Paradise Distributors in California and
Hawaii and with W.R.A. Distributing, Inc. in Florida,
according to David Mintz, Tofu Time president and chairman
of the board.”
830. Creamer, Beverly. 1984. ... And what you can do with
tempeh. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Nov. 7. p. 61,
cols. 1-5.
• Summary: “’Let’s be frank,’ says Ron Lichtwardt, tempeh
is weird. Most westerners don’t know what to do with it.’”
He encountered it for the first time four years ago in
a health food store. “He tried it stir-fried with vegetables
and was so impressed he began making tempeh in his
apartment.” He used an aquarium heater to warm an
improvised incubator where Rhizopus works its wonder
knitting cooked, dehulled soybeans into tempeh. His final
tempeh was solid, somewhat cheeselike.
Now Ron works at the “Bali Hai Tempeh factory in
Kaneohe, where he spends six days at a time producing 300
pounds of tempeh a week” for markets in Hawaii–mostly
Oahu.
“His voice takes on a certain sweetness as he speaks
of the mould that produces this wonder of nature from the
humble soybean.
“To hear Lichtwardt talk, tempeh is one of the world’s
perfect foods, loaded with protein, easily digested, doesn’t
cause flatulence, has no cholesterol, and can be cooked in
many ways. You can steam it, saute it, bake it, barbecue
it”–or deep-fry it. He is already making “a small quantity of
‘tempeh snacks–steamed and flavored tempeh bars–but sees
more success coming from an expansion into tempeh burgers

if only the factory owners, Larry and Bonnie Fish from
Kauai, could find an investor with about $1,000 in capital.”
“Bali Hai Tempeh is a unique little operation owned by
the Fish husband and wife team. Lichtwardt went to work
for them on Oahu, and its he who got the operation off the
ground. But barely. They supply around thirty markets,
shipping to other islands as well, but they just breaking even
though they’re the only local tempeh producer.”
He says that tempeh sales are increasing 30-50% a year
on the mainland. “’We’re convinced we’re going to make a
go of it.’
Locally, their “tempeh is carried in the frozen food
section of Star markets, in most health food stores, and is
served in several restaurants. Lichtwardt knows. He does
deliveries too.
“Larry Fish, a contractor by trade, built the tiny factory
in a banana grove in Kaneohe and almost immediately got
caught in the midst of the new H-3 Hale Kou Interchange
freeway construction.
“To find the place, you drive across a construction field,
past a sani-toy and several dump trucks, and finally down a
bumpy county lane complete with poi dogs.
“The factory is built partially from an old Matson
container and uses an institutional steam kettle to cook the
beans, a laundry extractor to spin them dry, bakery racks to
lay out the eight-ounce bags, and a household fan to circulate
the air so the Rhizopus can grow right.
“It’s far from automated.”
“These recipes from Bali Hai Tempeh, adapted from
The Book of Tempeh by William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi,
offer ideas of how to use tempeh.” Address: Honolulu.
831. Product Name: Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Island Style Soybean Products Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 2661 Puninoni St., Wahiawa,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
New Product–Documentation: Directory of
Manufacturers. 1983-84. p. 11.
832. Product Name: Nishime-Agé (Stuffed Deep-Fried
Tofu Pouches).
Manufacturer’s Name: Rural Food Products, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 117 Mango St., Wahiawa, Oahu,
Hawaii 96786. Phone: 808-621-5603.
Date of Introduction: 1984.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1983-84. p. 12. Rural Food Products, 117
Mango St., Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii 96786. They make tofu,
aburage, konnyaku, and Nishime-Agé.
833. Product Name: Cookies (with Tofu and Vegetables).
Manufacturer’s Name: Aloha Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 961 Akepo Lane, Honolulu,
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Oahu, Hawaii. Phone: 808-845-2669.
Date of Introduction: 1984?

Hawaiian hotel has a restaurant named the Mango & Miso
restaurant.

834. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Hawaii). 1985.
Datebook: Farmers meeting. April 15. p. 6.
• Summary: “On Wednesday at the Agricultural Complex
at 875 Komohana, the Hilo-Puna Young Farmers will
present an educational program on alternatives in agriculture
including biological nitrogen fixation and sustainable
agriculture techniques. Featured speakers will be Betty
Nakao, a research assistant with the NifTAL (Nitrogen
Fixation by Tropical Agricultural Legumes) Project on
Maui, and John Farrell visiting lecturer from University
of California at Berkeley. Nakao will present a slide show
explaining the work of NifTAL and its many worldwide
research centers using Rhizobia bacteria to help legume
plants to capture ‘natural’ nitrogen from the air through
biological fixation. She will explain how farmers locally
may benefit from using inoculant when planting leguminous
crops such as beans, green manures, and cover crops. Farrell
who specializes in eco-agriculture and eco-forestry will
demonstrate how ‘traditional’ and sustainable agricultural
techniques may be used to benefit the land as well as the
farmer.
“Interested persons are welcome to attend. For more
information, call Leslie at 935-4043.”

838. Suburban Trends (Butler, New Jersey). 1985. Sound off
[Paradise Cuisine International and McQueen’s non-dairy ice
cream]. Oct. 13.
• Summary: McQueen’s was concocted on the island of
Maui by Clifford McQueen, a retired carpet salesman,
turned health food enthusiast, in the back of his tennis shop.
C.R. Hanson and financial advisor Bryron McCann formed
Paradise Cuisine International, then raised $1 million in
60 days. The ad campaign’s main theme says, “It’s OK to
give in.” Subtext: “It’s OK to succumb to the pleasures of
McQueen’s. You’ll still respect yourself the next morning.”

835. Sato Shoji Co. 1985. Satô Shôji kaigai tsuaa. Sato
Amerika Repooto. Sekai ni hirogeyô, tôfu tsukuri no wa
[Sato Shoji overseas tour: Report from America. Expanding
the tofu making circle into the world]. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods
News). May 21. p. 8-9. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Aloha Tofu in Hawaii makes cookies with tofu
and vegetables.
836. Mandoe, Bonnie. 1985. Tofu. The perfect summer food.
Bestways. June. p. 40-41, 54.
• Summary: Extended subtitle: When I moved to Hawaii I
was elated to discover the many varieties of ethnic cuisine
there–Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Filipino and local
Hawaiian, to name a few. Every market carried an assortment
of unusual foods, and I was eager to learn about them all.
“After 15 years, I am still amazed by one of those
‘unusual’ foods, a food that I was not alone in ‘discovering’–
tofu (bean curd). This cheeselike soy food from China
continues to surprise and delight me with its multitude of
uses in the western kitchen.” Also discusses tofu’s many
virtues and benefits.
The last 2 pages are mostly Western-style tofu recipes.
A small portrait photo shows Bonnie Mandoe.
837. Hawaii Beverage Guide (Honolulu). 1985. New food &
beverage director for Ala Moana Americana Hotel. Aug.
• Summary: Raymond Glory Jr. is the new director. This

839. Dowdle, Stephen F.; Bohlool, B. Ben. 1985.
Predominance of fast-growing Rhizobium japonicum in a
soybean field in the People’s Republic of China. Applied and
Environmental Microbiology 50(5):1171-76. Nov. [26 ref]
• Summary: The various species of bacteria in the genus
Rhizobia make up two broad groups of fast- and slowgrowing strains based on growth rate and effect on the pH
of yeast extract mannitol (YEM) medium (12, 26). On the
basis of these and other fundamental differences, the slow
growing strains were transferred to a newly named genus
(Bradyrhizobium gen. nov.), while the fast growers were
retained in the genus Rhizobium (Jordan 1984).
Page 1176: “More collections from similar fields in
China are required to establish a better understanding of
indigenous soybean rhizobia populations. However, we did
find: (i) in a soil that has been under soybean cultivation
for decades fast-growing rhizobia were predominant; (ii)
this population had diverse microbiological and symbiotic
characteristics; (iii) there were highly significant cultivarstrain interactions; and (iv) in a rice soil that had no prior
history of soybean cultivation the predominant soybean
rhizobia were effective slow-growing strains.” Address:
NifTAL Project, Univ. of Hawaii, Paia, Hawaii 96779.
840. Nihei, Takao. 1985. Zoku: Hawai ni okeru Nihonshu no rekishi. Hawai kanyaku imin hyaku-nen ni yosete
[A history of Japanese sake in Hawaii. On the hundredth
anniversary of Japanese immigration to Hawaii]. Nippon
Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (J. of the Brewing Society of Japan)
80(11):786-89. Nov.; 80(12):838-842. Dec. [33 ref. Jap]
• Summary: In 1868, the first year of the Meiji Period, the
first 153 Japanese immigrants arrived in Hawaii on board
the three-masted sailing ship Scioto (Saioto-go). They
brought with them miso and shoyu. During the 1880s,
because of the shortage of laborers to harvest sugar cane, the
governments of Japan and Hawaii signed a contract allowing
Japanese to immigrate to Hawaii. The first boatload of 944
Japanese arrived on 8 Feb. 1885. These two groups and
their descendants introduced sake and soyfoods to Hawaiian
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culture. A photo shows the “Honolulu Japanese Sake
Brewing Co.” in 1908.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybean products (miso and shoyu) in Hawaii (1868);
soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date.
Address: Honolulu Shuzo Seihyo Gaisha.
841. SoyaScan Notes. 1985. Chronology of soybeans,
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1985
(Continued) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued. 1985 New Trends:
Dramatic Rise of Tofutti and Other Soy Ice Creams.
1985 will go down in the soyfoods history books as the
“Year of Tofutti.” Never before in history of the United
States has any soyfood product achieved such widespread
and sudden popularity or notoriety.
During 1985 at least 50 brands of soy ice cream (many
with “Tofu” on the label) were on the market worldwide,
most in the USA. And many were made by America’s
biggest dairy companies. An estimated 2.5% of all frozen
desserts except novelties (popsicles, bars, etc.) sold in
supermarkets were soy-based nondairy. The result of all this
was to introduce tofu and isolated soy proteins to millions of
people in a very positive context.
But many of the companies that sold so-called “tofu ice
creams,” while emphasizing tofu in their product names and
marketing programs, actually had surprisingly little (if any)
tofu in their products. In fact they contain so little that this
marketing gimmick might be misbranding and a deliberate
deception of the consuming public.
Rise of Soyfoods in Europe. Thanks to the Belgian
Office of the American Soybean Association (ASA), and
specifically to the efforts of Michael Martin, Europe’s
growing soyfoods movement is starting to become organized
and active. In March 1984 Martin launched Europe’s earliest
known soyfoods newsletter, Soya Foods, and in September
organized the First European Soyfoods Workshop, for which
bound proceedings were published. This is the first time
in recent decades that ASA has promoted soyfoods (other
than soy oil) in the Western World. The strong U.S. dollar
has led to a recent dramatic decline in imports of soybeans
and soybean meal to Europe for feed and oil use (European
rapeseed and sunflowerseed are being substituted), so the
ASA is exploring new outlets where soy is unique.
The launching of tofu production and marketing by
Switzerland’s biggest supermarket chain, Migros, and
by Galactina, a large and respected maker of dietetic and
pharmaceutical products (including soymilk) is a landmark
for tofu in Europe. In early January, Tages Anzeiger, one of
Switzerland’s biggest newspapers, had a special report on
tofu, followed on Jan. 9 by a 30-minute TV feature on tofu.
The total number of soyfoods companies in Europe
continues to show a steady increase. Many of these are

being founded by people interested in macrobiotics. By Jan.
1985 there were 1,113 names in The Soyfoods Center’s
computerized mailing list of people actively involved with
soyfoods in Europe.
At the 1984 ASA soyfoods workshop, Martin reported
the following estimates of annual European soyfoods
consumption: A table with three columns shows: Soyfood
name, consumption, percentage of U.S. consumption.
Soy oil–1.7 million metric tons–38%
Modern soy protein products–40 million kg–28%
Soymilk–9 to 10 million liters–7%*
Tofu–5 to 6 million kg–22%
Tempeh–400,000 to 500,000 kg–50%
Miso–250,000 to 300,000 kg–11%
* U.S. figure includes soy based infant formulas.
European figure is not clear on this point.
Note that the population of the USA is about 234 million
compared with 489 million for all of Europe (not including
the USSR), but 237 million for Northern and Western
Europe, where most of these products are consumed.
Rapid Growth of Second Generation Soyfoods. In the
1984 edition of this book, we stated that the three fastest
growing soyfoods in the USA (in terms of production
increases) were tempeh (33% a year compound annual
growth rate), tofu (15%), and soy sauce (14%). But now the
picture has changed. In 1984 the fastest growing category
was second generation products, ready-to-eat, all-American
preparations, especially those based on tofu. The leader in
this group is clearly soy ice creams (led by Tofutti), with a
production growth rate of roughly 600% a year for the past
1-2 years. Then comes convenience tofu-based entrees such
as Legume’s products, tofu burgers and tofu burger mixes,
and the like. This is the number one way that soyfoods are
now entering the mainstream American diet. And the biggest
gains are being made by marketing companies, rather than
manufacturers. The second fastest growing category may
now be imported soymilks, growing at about 40-60% a year.
Major New Capital Influx. The following is a brief summary
of new capital influx to the soyfoods industry: A table with
four columns shows: Company name, date of offering, $
amount, equity or debt; use.
Legume–Oct. 1982–$100,000 net–Equity. For tofu
frozen entrees
Legume–Oct. 1982–$100,000–Debt. For tofu frozen
entrees
Legume–Nov. 1983–$400,000 net–*Equity. For tofu
frozen entrees
Legume–Nov. 1983–$200,000–Debt. For tofu Frozen
entrees
Hinode Tofu–Nov. 1983–$2,500,000–Equity For general
expansion
Tofu Time–Dec. 1983 $2,760,000 net–Equity. For soy
ice cream
Tempehworks–July 1984–$265,000–Debt. For tempeh
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expansion
Legume–Feb. 1984–$200,000–Debt. For tofu frozen
entrees
Legume–Aug. 1984–$1,248,000 net–Equity. For tofu
frozen entrees
Brightsong–Dec. 1984–$500,000–Equity. For tofu
products
Legume–April 1985–Expecting lots more. For tofu
frozen entrees
White Wave–Expecting.
Note: Equity = Sale of equity ownership in the company
via stock in a public offering or in a private placement. Debt
= Debt financing by taking out a private loan.
How have these companies fared? Tofu Time has
done spectacularly well. The value of the company
has increased more than five-fold since Dec. 1983, and
profits are excellent. Legume, a marketer of low-calorie,
cholesterol-free frozen entrees featuring tofu, has had the
hardest sledding. A preliminary prospectus by Huberman
Margaretten & Straus dated 5 June 1984 stated that from
its inception through 31 March 1984, the company incurred
aggregate losses of $709,773, including a loss of $18,465
in 1982, then $225,302 in 1983, increasing again to roughly
$486,500 in 1984. Legume’s common stock had a negative
book value; 1984 sales were “a little less than $1 million.”
Yet the company has excellent products and in early 1985
landed some big food chains, which could help its bottom
line considerably.
Growing International Interest in Tempeh. During 198384 Japan became a major tempeh producer. By May 1984 the
world’s largest tempeh producing company was Marusan-Ai
(of Japan), which made 15,150 lb. a week. New marketing
and production techniques were pioneered. The full story
was described by Shurtleff and Aoyagi in Tempeh Production
(1984).
Three Major International Symposia Featuring Tempeh
were held: 15-16 April 1984 in Jakarta, Indonesia; 15-17
July 1984 in Tsukuba, Japan; and May 1986 in Honolulu,
Hawaii. A special 13-day group study tour on Japanese Food
Fermentations, led by Dr. Keith H. Steinkraus, has been
organized by the Japanese-run, New York-based Technology
Transfer Institute. Tempeh continues to be one of the fastestgrowing soyfoods in the USA.
Growing Interest in Spray-Dried Tofu. Eleven articles
were published this year on a product that promises
to revolutionize the tofu industry. The first and largest
manufacturers (St. Peters Creamery and Clofine) are both
dairy companies. Spray dried tofu should appeal to the food
industry, since it is easy to ship, store, and process.
Dairy Magazines Publishing Many Positive Articles
About Soy-Based Dairylike Products. Traditionally the
dairy industry has seen dairy analogs as a threat and
fought to oppose them. The decades-long struggle against
margarine is a good example of this. But now, many small

dairies, struggling to survive, are looking for new products.
A number (such as St. Peter Creamery and Clofine) have
gained a new lease on life by starting production of soyfoods.
Major Changes in the U.S. Soybean Crushing Industry.
Narrow crushing margins, a depressed export market for
U.S. soybean meal, and poor profitability have led two
of America’s biggest soybean crushers, the A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Company and Ralston Purina, to decide
to get out of the soybean crushing business in Jan. 1985.
Clearly they view poor profitability as a long term problem,
and plan to diversify away from unpredictable agricultural
commodities toward the “value added,” retail end of the
nation’s food supply. Staley, in effect, sold its plants to ADM
and Ralston Purina sold its plants to Cargill–in part because
of the massive, very expensive and damaging Feb. 1981
sewer explosion in Louisville, Kentucky. In Nov. 1984 Staley
acquired CFS Continental, Inc., the nation’s second largest
supplier to the foodservice industry. Staley, previously the
oldest existing soybean crusher in America (since 1922),
now relinquishes that honor to ADM. ADM is now the
largest soybean crusher in America, but Cargill (which has
many overseas plants) is the biggest in the world. These
changes have led to a concentration of control in the U.S.
soybean crushing industry. Both Staley and Ralston Purina
plan to keep their edible soy protein (isolates, concentrates,
etc.) operations.
Biotechnology is Emerging as a Major, Promising
Factor in future soybean breeding development. Some
agricultural experts are predicting that it could usher in the
latest agricultural revolution, following the agrichemical
revolution of the 1940s and the Green Revolution of the
1960s and 1970s.
The “Calcium Craze” Starts in America, aiding sales of
tofu (curded with calcium sulfate), which is one of the best
non-dairy sources of calcium.
842. Odo, Franklin; Sinoto, Kazuko. 1985. Zusetsu Hawai
Nihonjin-shi 1885-1924 [A pictorial history of the Japanese
in Hawaii, 1885-1924]. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Immigrant
Heritage Preservation Center, Dept. of Anthropology,
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, 1525 Bernice St., P.O. Box
19000A, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817-0916. See p. 166. [Jap;
Eng]
• Summary: Commemorating the centennial of the first
arrival of government contracted Japanese laborers in
Hawaii. Note that both English-language and Japaneselanguage editions of this book were published. Throughout
the English-language edition, the word Hawaii is spelled
“Hawai’i.”
A photo (p. 166) shows the inside of the Hawaii Shoyu
Co. (Hawaii Shoyu Kaisha) on King Street in Palama,
Honolulu, taken in about 1914. The caption reads: “The
Japanese is Hawaii depended upon shoyu imported from
Japan until Nobuyuki Yamashiro started making shoyu in
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1904. His company was established as Hawaii Shoyu Co. in
1906. American Shoyu Co. was established in Honolulu in
1912.
The same page shows a 1906 advertisement for
Takakuwa Store, Nu’uanu, Honolulu, reprinted from Hawaii
Shinpo, 1906. The store sells shoyu. Address: Hawaii.
843. Summerfield, R.J.; Roberts, E.H. 1985. Recent trends in
internationally orientated research on grain legumes. In: R.J.
Summerfield and E.H. Roberts, eds. 1985. Grain Legume
Crops. London: Collins. xvi + 859 p. See p. 801-46. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Research on grain
legume crops at the international agricultural research
institutes (incl. CGIAR, established 1971): Centro
Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT; Cali,
Colombia), International Center for Agricultural Research
in Dry Areas (ICARDA; Aleppo, Syria), International Crops
Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT;
Patancheru PO, Andhra Pradesh, India), International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA; Ibadan, Nigeria), The
International Board for Plant Genetic Resources (IBPGR;
Rome, Italy. Est. 1974).
Other CGIAR centres (incl. IFPRI, Washington, DC.
Est. 1975; and ISNAR, the Hague, Netherlands. Est. 1980):
University of Hawaii NifTAL Project (Maui, Hawaii, USA.
Est. 1975), International Soybean Program (INTSOY, Univ.
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, USA. Est. 1973), The Asian
Vegetable Research & Development Center (AVRDC,
Shanhua, southern Taiwan, ROC. Est. 1971), The Australian
Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR;
Canberra, ACT, Australia. Est. 1982), Cooperative Research
Support Programs (CRSPs) established under Title XII of the
United States Foreign Assistance Act.
Some achievement of the CGIAR grain legume
programmes: Common beans at CIAT, faba beans at
ICARDA, lentils at ICARDA, kabuli chickpeas at ICARDA,
groundnuts at ICRISAT, chickpeas and pigeonpeas at
ICRISAT, cowpeas at IITA, soybeans at IITA (Ibadan,
Nigeria). Concluding remarks.
Soybeans at IITA (Nigeria, p. 817, 841): “The spread of
soybeans in tropical regions has been restricted by the lack
of adaptation to tropical daylengths and temperatures, by
deterioration of seeds in storage (... conditioned by excessive
temperature and humidity during storage, and hot, arid
soils at planting), by incompatibility of many forms with
indigenous Rhizobium [root nodule bacteria] (other than R.
japonicum), and limited yield potential.” Research at IITA
has been concerned with each of these problems.
“The almost complete lack of indigenous strains of
Rhizobium japonicum was found to be responsible for
the poor nodulation of many soyabeans in tropical soils.
Effective inoculant strains have been identified... but so
far very few tropical countries have developed an effective

inoculant industry.” So IITA took a novel approach by
identifying soyabean lines which were easily inoculated by
a wide variety of Rhizobium species, “including the cowpea
cross-inoculum strains indigenous in African soils. This
trait is called ‘promiscuity’ and lines with it are described as
‘promiscuous.’” Promiscuous soybean varieties developed at
IITA are able to nodulate effectively with indigenous strains
of Rhizobium bacteria.
In recent years there has been a major increase in
the number of tropical countries that want to start or
increase soyabean production. IITA researchers meet
with representatives of national research programs to
design research according to national priorities that is then
undertaken at IITA. For example, IITA is helping national
programs concentrated in the highlands of Rwanda, Ethiopia,
Cameroon and Zaire. New approaches are being used to
identify varieties that yield well at elevations greater than
1,000 meters.
“Since the soyabean crop is new to many African
households, and because it could be so important where
protein sources are scarce or prohibitively expensive, IITA is
seeking to develop research on village and home utilisation.
A major objective of this research is to develop appropriate
processing technology that will produce food preparations
which are acceptable to African consumers.
“Soyabean lines well adapted to the tropics with good
yields, improved seed longevity, promiscuous nodulation,
disease resistance and shattering resistance, and with
maturity ranging from 100-140 days, are now available.
These are disseminated through international trials. In 1984,
some 193 trials were sent to researchers requesting them in
Africa, Asia, and South America.”
NifTAL stands for Nitrogen fixation by Tropical
Agricultural Legumes. A contract from USAID provided
funds for construction of a facility at the University of
Hawaii.
INTSOY cooperates with international and national
organisations in seven principal activities: research,
germplasm testing [ISVEX trials], feasibility studies,
consultancies, publications, regional and international
conferences, and training courses and study programs. From
1973 to 1983, a major cooperative effort between INTSOY
and the University of Puerto Rico helped to focus on the
cultivation of food legumes in the tropics and subtropics.
INTSOY has been funded by a series of research contracts
from USAID, plus other special project funds.
AVRDC focuses on two food legumes (soyabeans and
mungbeans) and three horticultural crops (Chinese cabbage,
tomato, sweet potato). Original research “on soyabeans was
confined to Asia but collaborative projects now include many
other tropical and subtropical regions.” Address: 1. Plant
Environment Lab., Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture,
Univ. of Reading, Shinfield Grange, Reading, Berkshire,
England; 2. Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture, Univ. of
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Reading, Earley Gate, Reading, Berkshire, England.
844. Cook, Anne. 1986. Soybean farms look East for big
profits from shrimp. News-Gazette (Champaign, Illinois).
Jan. 11.
• Summary: Karl Sera, a native of Japan, has managed the
American Soybean Association’s Tokyo office for 15 years.
Japan now imports about 174 million bushels of soybeans,
88% of them from the USA. Ten million cakes of tofu are
sold each day in Japan. Sera believes the biggest growth area
for soybean use in Japan is in feeding livestock. Japanese
poultry and dairy cows are not presently getting the optimum
amount of protein; the poultry need the protein from 20
million more bushels of soybeans and the dairy cows from
11 million more bushels. Though fish presently accounts
for less than 1% of the feed industry, Sera thinks it has huge
potential–especially in feeding shrimp. Dan Akiyama, a
native of Hawaii and recent Texas A&M graduate, will soon
leave for Singapore to tell industry representatives about a
better, faster way to grow shrimp. Akiyama said the high
cost of shrimp is linked to 4 main factors: low survival rates
in the wild (less than 1%), increasing demand, decreasing
supplies, and the expensive diet shrimp farmers now feed
their ‘livestock.’ The current feed now costs $1,000 to
$4,000 per ton; with more soy it will cost $400 to $600 a ton.
It takes about 100 days for a crop of shrimp to mature for
market. Akiyama stresses that raising shrimp is just like any
other livestock business, but its under water.
In Asia and South America, where shrimp farming is
growing the most rapidly, producers use about 7,500 tonnes/
year of soybean meal for shrimp feed. Akiyama believes that
when industry leaders see the advantages of feeding more
soy, that market is likely to expand to 375,000 tonnes.
In Japan, it takes longer for new agricultural ideas to be
put into practice because they do not have an agricultural
extension system as we do in the USA. Address: Staff writer.
845. Shirokiya. 1986. Shirokiya’s delicious Okazu Festival.
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Feb. 24. p. 4.
• Summary: “Also available: Satsumaimo Chigiri, Edamame
Chigiri, Gobo Chigiri...”
“Masuya Miso soybean paste varieties. With special
demonstrations: Inaka Suri Miso, Shiro Miso, Akadashi
Miso, Amajio Miso, Namamiso Wakame Jiru, Asari Miso
Shiru, Kinzanji Miso, Moromi Miso. Over 18 varieties to
select from.”
Note: This ad also appeared in the Honolulu Advertiser
on Feb. 25 (p. 2). Address: Ala Moana, and Pearlridge.
846. Vogel, Lothar S. 1986. Re: Growing interest in tempeh.
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 25. 4 p.
Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: “I’m sure you will remember me. We first
met when I was hitch-hiking from Berkeley to Marin

[California], studying Sanskrit, reading the Vivekachudamani
[famous work by Adi Shankara that expounds Advaita
Vedanta philosophy].
“Then I visited with Candle [lady’s name] and went
cross country teaching people about tempeh.”
“It seems I have at last found an area I like and possibly
will try to continue and do my work. I was in Hawaii for
a while, then in Europe, and now in San Diego. My last
workshop in Honolulu was the best one I have had yet, and
the ones I am planning here feel promising.
“Besides contacting the ‘alternative community’ I
contact schools, newspapers, radio stations, etc. I plan to
hold a workshop entirely for restaurant chefs and cooks.
“As you see, I have a goal to put out The International
Tempeh News, a publication I envision to be sort of open
to all tempeh fans, but [directed] more to lay people than
professional producers.” Address: 2019 Granada Ave., San
Diego, California 92014. Phone: (619) 233-8273.
847. Product Name: Ken’s Seitan, Basmati Rice Salad
(With Seitan), and Ken’s Hawaiian Barbecue (Seitan).
Manufacturer’s Name: Ken’s Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 1292, Makawao, Maui,
HI 96768. Phone: 808-572-0866 or 879-5200.
Date of Introduction: 1986 March.
Ingredients: Incl. wheat gluten.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: Box.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Paul Duchesne of
Fairfax, California. 1991. Nov. 19. Ken’s Barbecued Seitan
is imported from Hawaii. It has been very popular several
years–excellent flavor and texture, very spicy. It is sold in a
flat plastic tub, about 3 by 5 inches, with a very fancy label.
Talk with Bob Gerner. 1991. Nov. 20. He used to
stock this product, which was distributed by Rock Island,
but some of it always molded before he could sell it, so de
discontinued it. Ken shipped it frozen but Bob sold it in the
refrigerated case since frozen foods sell much more slowly.
Call Ken’s Natural Foods on Maui. 1991, Dec. 6. This
is a home-based business that has no listing in the telephone
directory; it is run by Ken Smith, who is also in the real
estate business.
Talk with Ken Smith, owner of Ken’s Natural Foods.
For an early history of his work with seitan, see the listing
for his company, Proteena (1979) in Topanga Canyon,
California. He started making traditional seitan, basmati rice
salad, and bread on Maui in about March 1986 at a bakery
he owned. How he sells only one product. He made seitan
there for about 1½ years, then about 2 years ago switched
to having it made by Cedarlane Natural Foods near Los
Angeles. It is made from vital wheat gluten (which requires
no rinsing) and distributed in California by Tree of Life. Ken
is interested in selling the business for about $25,000; he
now has a new career in real estate.
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848. Shirokiya. 1986. Shirokiya’s presents local flavors (Ad).
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). April 21. p. 15.
• Summary: “Maruman Instant Miso with natural miso paste
(Aka Miso Soup). Reg. $1.95. Sale $1.59.”
“Kewalo vegetable pickles: Japanese cucumber,
edamame, onion, hakusai and other varieties–at special
prices.”
“Marukai Food Products: Marukai low salt soy sauce.
Marukai nama tofu (in pack),”
Note: Shirokiya appears to be a Japanese grocery in
Hawaii. Address: Ala Moana Center, and Pearlridge Center.
849. Beard, B.H.; Geng, S.; Hartmann, R. 1986. Yield
variation of soybeans in Hawaii. Zeitschrift fuer Acker- und
Pflanzenbau (J. of Agronomy and Crop Science) 156(4):27278. May. [5 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Soybeans planted in Hawaii in June produce
the best yields. Those planted in November through January
produce yields only 25 to 50% as large. Address: 1-2.
Agronomy and Range Science, Univ. of California, Davis,
California 95616; 3. Horticulture Dep., Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
850. Saub, Jerry C. 1986. Soybean cooking process. U.S.
Patent 4,601,910. July 22. 4 p. Application filed 20 June
1985. [7 ref]
• Summary: Whole soybeans are processed by first soaking
in an aqueous solution of a fruit juice selected from guava,
papaya, pineapple, apple and orange, in a plastic vessel,
followed by boiling in the same solution for at least about
15 minutes, and finally draining off the solution and any
loosened hulls. The fruit juice solution provides softening
and palatability of the beans in an unusually short period of
time. Added flavor and fragrance control may be achieved
by a post-soak using any of a variety of fruit juices. Address:
2211 Ala Wai Blvd., Apt #2410, Honolulu, Hawaii 96815.
851. Sunset (Menlo Park, California). 1986. What’s the
marinade’s mystery ingredient? Miso. 177:157-58. July.
• Summary: Seventh-day Adventists make Marmite, but
Vegemite has most of the market. Includes recipes.
852. Yoshinaga, George. 1986. Horse’s mouth: Remember
tofu. Kashu Mainichi (Los Angeles). Nov. 3. p. 1. [Eng]
• Summary: The Hinoichi plant near Little Tokyo was
previously owned by Ken Osaki, who sold it to the Yamauchi
family from Hawaii, who used their experience from the
Hawaii operation in mechanizing the making of tofu.
According to a news release just received from Hinoichi,
“the one big change in the tofu industry came in the way it
was dispensed at the retail level.
“Remember how they used to leave tofu in a large can
filled with water and everyone who wanted to buy tofu used

to stick their hands into the water to grab the cakes of tofu?
There was no facility to wash one’s hands before dipping
into the can and no other way to grab the tofu without
the use of one’s hands. I wrote a column about it one day,
commenting on how unsanitary it was that a food product
which was generally eaten raw could be handled in such a
fashion. Somehow the article was read by someone from the
city’s health department and a new regulation was passed
requiring tofu to be packaged in individual containers...
I recall the manufacturer of tofu was not too happy with
the extra expenses required to not only buy the packaging
material but also in setting up machinery to package it.”
Address: 915 E. First St., Los Angeles, California 900124083. Phone: 213-628-4686.
853. Chernet, Daniel. 1986. Les protéines végétales:
importance nutritionnelle, sources principales (cereales,
soja et derives, legumes secs...), facteurs de vie et de sante,
recettes culinaires... [The vegetable proteins: nutritional
importance, principal sources (cereals, soybeans and
soyfoods, dry legumes...), life and health factors, recipes.
2nd ed.]. St-Jean-de-Braye, France: Editions Dangles. 169 p.
Illust. 18 x 14 cm. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Even though Chapter 5 is titled Oilseeds (Les
Oléagineux), Chapter 6 is titled the Soybean (Le soya). Its
contents: Introduction. The economy of soybeans (It is one
of the pillars of world agriculture). The nutritional quality
of soybean seeds. 3. Trituration (comminution, or reducing
the particle size of a substance). 4. Traditional Oriental uses
of the soybean: Green soybeans [actually mung or soy bean
sprouts], nonfermented soyfoods (soymilk, tofu, soymilk
curds, nigari, yuba, okara), fermented soyfoods (sufu,
miso, tempeh, natto). A table (p. 97) gives the nutritional
composition of soybeans, soymilk (filtrat), defatted soy flour,
tofu, okara, miso, tempeh, tamari, dry yuba, and natto.
Chapter 7, Vegetable proteins transformed, discusses
non-structured products (concentrates, isolates) and
structured products (protein fibers {derived from the textile
industry}, extrusion), use of isolates and structured proteins,
milk substitutes, use in sports, for weight loss, etc.
Chapter 8, Which proteins for today?–discusses the
many types including aquaculture, yeasts, mushrooms,
bacteria, plankton, leaf proteins, the protein plan.
Chapter 10, Recipes, mentions soy in various places:
13. Recipes based on soya (p. 146): Soya Hawaii, with
green soybeans. 15. Recipes based on textured soy
proteins (p. 147-51): Hong Kong hash, spring rolls, stuffed
vine leaves, cannelloni, mushroom slippers, stuffing for
stuffed vegetables. 18. Recipes based on tofu (p. 153-55).
Homemade tofu, soya roti with black mushrooms, onion
tart, miso soup, tofu with cream, curried tofu. 19. Recipes
using protein complementarity and soya (p. 155-58). Bread
fortified with protein (with 150 gm soy flour), complete cake
(with 80 gm of soy flour), soy polenta (with 250 gm textured
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soy protein).
Appendix 1, nutritional value of various sprouts
(including soy sprouts). Address: France.
854. Hoshijo, Kathy. 1986. The art of dieting without
dieting! Recipe and guidebook. The Self-Sufficiency
Association, 2525 South King St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96826.
Or: P.O. Box 1122, Glendale, California 91209. xiv + 729 p.
Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: A whopper of a cookbook, with 300 easy-toprepare lacto-vegetarian recipes (no eggs) from the star of
the PBS television series “Kathy’s Kitchen.” Kathy has 6
healthy children (see color photo on back cover) and 5 years
of experience on television teaching Americans how to eat
healthy foods. Each recipe contains a detailed (full-page!)
nutritional analysis.
This book contains a wealth of recipes using soyfoods.
For example, the index lists 57 recipes for tofu and tofu
mayonnaise, 13 recipes for tempeh, 9 recipes for yuba, 6
recipes for miso, and 4 recipes for soybeans (including
soymilk). One section titled “Soyfriends” (p. 63) explains:
“In eliminating meat from my diet, one food that has become
a real friend in the kitchen is soybeans and by-products made
from soybeans. From a nutritional standpoint, soybeans are
a good nutritional replacement for meat as they are the only
legume which contains all essential amino acids... Soybeans
by themselves have a Net Protein Utilization about equal to
that of beef and chicken.” Address: Honolulu, Hawaii; and
Glendale, California.
855. Singleton, P.; Burton, J.; Cady, F.; Davis, R.; Halliday,
J. 1986. Developing cost-effective rhizobium technology
for the tropics and subtropics. In: S. Shanmugasundaram
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p.
See p. 275-83. [36 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean... can fix between 14 and 300 kg/ha of
nitrogen, depending upon its yield potential, the availability
of soil nitrogen, and the genetic interaction between the host
genotype and the Rhizobium japonicum strain.” Address:
Univ. of Hawaii, NifTAL Project, P.O. Box “O”, Paia,
Hawaii 96779.
856. Berglund, Nina. 1987. Entrepreneurial fever sweeping
through Isles [Soyworld’s SoYummy ice cream in Hawaii].
Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). March 1.
• Summary: Wayne Iwaoka and Thomas Y. Sakai founded
Soyworld, and are currently making 3,500 pints of
SoYummy soy ice cream a month. Retail distribution began
on Maui and the Big Island last fall.
857. Product Name: Stir Fruity (Non-Fermented NonDairy Tofu Yogurt) [Lemon Chiffon, Strawberry, Raspberry,

Blueberry, Black Cherry, Peach, Spiced Apple, or Piña
Colada].
Manufacturer’s Name: Azumaya Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1575 Burke Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94124. Phone: 415-285-8500.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
Ingredients: Blueberry: Silken tofu (water, soybeans,
calcium lactate), blueberries, pure cane [white] sugar,
starch, kosher gelatin, natural flavors, citric acid (for flavor),
partially hydrogenated vegetable oil (soybean, cottonseed),
salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz plastic cup. Retails for
$0.65-69 (1987).
How Stored: Refrigerated.
Nutrition: Blueberry: Per 6 oz.: 160 calories, protein 6 gm,
carbohydrates 27 gm, fat 3 gm, sodium 60 mg. Provides 10%
of the RDA for calcium and 8% for protein and iron.
New Product–Documentation: Interview with Travis
Burgeson. 1987. April 9. Shipped to warehouses on March
24. Labels. 1988. April. Copyright 1986. Two colors plus
black on plastic cups. “New! Creamy tofu with real fruit.
Stir Fruity is a nutritious, all-natural light meal or snack.
Only 160 calories. Lactose free. No cholesterol. Low fat.
Low sodium. High calcium. Real fruit. No preservatives or
artificial sweeteners.”
San Francisco Business Times. 1987. May 4. “Made
entirely of real fruit and creamy silken tofu.” A light and
creamy blend of silken tofu and real fruit chunks; Soyfoods
Center product evaluation. 1987. May 9. By far the best soy
yogurt we have tasted. Excellent. Our favorite flavors were
lemon, blueberry, and apple. Comments: Like the flavor.
Dislike the use of cane sugar and gelatin, excess wheying
off, a little chunky in some flavors. At $0.65 for 6 oz
($0.108/oz) it is considerably more expensive than most of
its dairy counterparts. Lucerne low fat is $0.061/oz (56% as
costly), Dannon low fat is $0.071/oz (66% as costly), Yoplait
high fat is $0.107/oz.
Doreen Lee. 1987. Adweek East. May 4. Spot in Food
& Beverage Marketing (NY). 1987. June. Spot in Soya
Newsletter. 1987. 1(3):6. The product was on the market for
only a few weeks, then was withdrawn because of shelf-life
problems and never re-launched, despite huge development
costs. Advertised as “California’s answer to yogurt.”
Note: To make this product a mixture of hot soymilk,
gelatin, and a little calcium lactate is homogenized then run
into cups, where it is cooled until it sets up. There is really no
silken tofu in the product, and the coagulant is really gelatin.
As of 1988 most of the product is said by a reliable source to
contain preservatives, which are not yet listed on the label.
At one point Azumaya came quite close to licensing rights to
the product to Kraft Foods. The radio ads never were aired.
The product was in stores only briefly. There were persistent
contamination problems in production at various points in
the process. If it were produced clean, it would have a 6-8
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week shelf life. They installed a quasi clean room, but they
never got it under control, though the counts were often
less than 10 since the product was an ideal culture medium.
Travis Burgeson was in charge of quality control. It was
a disaster. Bill left for Hawaii and they agreed to take the
product off the market.
Leaflet. 1989, dated. “Cook your way to the Caribbean.
Free recipes inside.” 3.5 by 5.5 inches. 8 panels. Full color
with photos. Inside text reads: “Guess what’s in this creamy,
fresh fruity treat. It’s not yogurt. It’s not cholesterol. It’s not
a lot of calories. Guess again. It’s tofu like you’ve never
tasted.” Create your own original recipe using Stir Fruity and
win a 7-day cruise for 2 to the Caribbean.
1990. Jan. 20. Free samples of 6 flavors of Stir Fruity
are being given away at Lucky supermarket in Lafayette,
California. It is sold in racks on a huge bed of ice near the
produce case with the freshly squeezed juices and sliced
fresh fruits, not in the dairy case. The price of a 6 oz.
carton is $0.67 versus about $0.45 for dairy yogurts. The
ingredients are the same except that the last ingredient now
is “potassium sorbate to maintain freshness.” The foil lid
(purple on white) reads: “Stir Fruity. No cholesterol. Low
calorie. Dairy free. Creamy tofu treat. Low sodium.”
1990. June 27–Safeway now has Stir Fruity in the
produce case next to the cabbage.
1993. June 19. Lucky supermarket in Lafayette now
sells about 10-12 cases of Stir Fruity per week in the produce
case. The nearby thermometer reads 42ºF. At nearby Safeway
supermarket, the Stir Fruity is also in the produce case,
next to rhubarb, but not on a bed of ice. Flavors: Mandarin
orange, black cherry, raspberry, and strawberry.
1993. Nov. Lucky supermarket in Lafayette, California,
stops carrying Stir Fruity. They say that sales are too slow.
Talk with person from Azumaya. 1996. June 17. Stir Fruity
was discontinued about 2 years ago. It didn’t sell well
enough. Azumaya will soon becoming out with a Tofu
Dessert in two flavors (Sweet, and Almond).
858. Product Name: SoYummy of Hawaii (Soy Ice Cream)
[Pineapple, Lychee, Passion Orange, Hauupia (Coconut),
Chocolate Macadamia Nut, or Guava].
Manufacturer’s Name: Soyworld, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: 819 Cedar St., Honolulu, Oahu,
HI 96814. Phone: 808-537-9988.
Date of Introduction: 1987 March.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Berglund. 1987.
Star-Bulletin (Honolulu, HI). March 1. “Hawaii’s first
homegrown, non-dairy, premium frozen dessert.” They use
distinctly Hawaiian flavors.
859. Kingma, Sharyn. 1987. Soy-based nondairy frozen
desserts face hot competition: Marketers meet challenge with
new products. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). May/

June. p. 1, 10-11.
• Summary: The market (wholesale value) grew from $2.6
million in 1983, to $21 million in 1985, with $22 million
projected for 1987, or approximately $44 million at the retail
level. This is less than 1% of the $5,000 million retail market
for ice cream products. Companies profiled are Tofutti
Brands, Barricini Foods, Eastern Foods, Brightsong, Tofu
Today, Tofoods, Giant Foods, Soyworld (Hawaii). In 1986
Barricini sold about $2 million of Tofulite and $1 million of
Ice Bean. Sales in 1987 are expected to be 3-5 times those in
1986. Address: Bar Harbor, Maine.
860. Keith L. Lippert Assocs. 1987. Tofutti Brands Inc.
and Coca Cola bottling companies expand Cheater’s Delite
program (News release). 136 East 57th St., New York, NY
10022. 2 p. Sept. 21.
• Summary: Tofutti Brands Inc. (AMEX Symbol: TOF)
announced today “the expansion of its ‘Cheater’s Delite’
program into six more markets this fall following its success
of the summer program in the New York Metropolitan area.
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‘Cheater’s Delite,’ a joint promotion between Tofutti Brands
Inc. and regional Coca-Cola bottling companies, features a
unique 91-calorie combination of a 90-calorie scoop of Lite
Lite Tofutti and a 1-calorie glass of Diet Coke.
“Included in the ‘Cheater’s Delite’ program are a
Caribbean Cruise sweepstakes, Lite Lite Tofutti coupons,
and the Cheater’s Delite float recipe featured on the labels of
millions of Diet Coke two-liter plastic bottles. The promotion
will be supported by newspaper and radio advertisements.
“The ‘Cheater’s Delite’ program is running in Detroit,
Philadelphia [Pennsylvania] and Hawaii during August
and September, with Seattle, Cleveland, and Akron (Ohio)
scheduled to begin in October.” Address: New York.
861. Food Industry Advisor (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania).
1987. Successful Tofutti Cheater’s Delite promo rolls out to
6 new markets. Oct.
• Summary: Due to its New York success, “Cheater’s
Delite,” a joint promotion featuring the unique 91-calorie
combination of a 90-calorie scoop of Lite Lite Tofutti and
a 1-calorie glass of Diet Coke is being rolled out to Detroit,
Michigan; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Hawaii; Seattle,
Washington; Cleveland, and Akron (Ohio). The program
includes a Caribbean cruise sweepstakes.
862. Singh, S.R.; Rachie, K.O. 1987. Introduction. In: S.R.
Singh, K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. Soybeans
for the Tropics: Research, Production and Utilization. New
York, etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 p. See p. xv-xx.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production. Constraints.
Outlook. The soybean has proved more useful than
many other grain legumes because it is a good source of
both protein and oil, and it is well adapted to temperate
conditions. Soybean is easier than its competitors to improve
genetically because of its higher number of chromosomes
(2n = 40 compared with 2n = 14 and 2n = 20 for other grain
legumes).
Most of the credit for bringing this plant into the
twentieth century must go to a small group of brilliant,
highly dedicated crop scientists who began using modern
methods of plant improvement during the past 50 years.
Soybean yields in Africa were the lowest, 660 kg/ha,
while those in East Asia were next lowest, 960 kg/ha. An
FAO study indicates potential soybean production in Africa
on about 145 million hectares if inputs were low and up to
270 million hectares under high-input conditions.
The main barriers to soybean production in the tropics
are biological constraints on the crop and the lack of markets.
The lack of early progress on production in the tropics is
attributed largely to the lack of a critical mass of researchers
working in a multidisciplinary fashion, the lack of a clear
understanding of the unique problems of soybeans in the
tropics, and the lack of improved germplasm.
But gradually, the technical obstacles to production

began to be understood and addressed by soybean
researchers at international centers (especially at the
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan,
Nigeria, and the Asian Vegetable Research and Development
Center, in Taiwan) and several national programs.
Increasingly scientists in developed countries began to
lend their expertise and germplasm. Among the most helpful
were INTSOY (the International Soybean Program at the
University of Illinois) and the NIFTAL Project (studying
nitrogen-fixing plants at the University of Hawaii).
By the mid-1970s, systematic study of major constraints
had begun. The major biologic constraints identified
during this period included: Seed longevity under ambient
storage, poor nodulation, shattering in temperate varieties,
the complex of pests and diseases, and sensitivity to
photoperiod.
Several challenges remain: The most immediate and
crucial concern is to develop attractive, easily prepared
local dishes from soybeans. Address: International Inst. of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA), PMB 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria.
863. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1987. Medical briefs:
2-drinks-a-day raises risk of hypertension. Nov. 20. p. 16.
• Summary: “Women who consume two mixed drinks or
three glasses of beer or wine a day may be 40 percent more
likely than others to develop high blood pressure, researchers
say.
“The researchers also found that higher intake of
calcium (found in milk) or of magnesium (found in green
leafy vegetables, soybeans and some nuts) could cut the risk
of high blood pressure.
“The study, reported at the annual meeting of the
American Heart Association, was based on questionnaires
distributed every two years to 58,218 nurses around the
country aged 35 to 59.”
864. Corkery, Sean. 1987. SoYummy in Hawaii (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 11. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Sean is thinking of manufacturing SoYummy
on the mainland to save 50% in production costs. When
SoYummy was introduced in Hawaii, soy ice creams
accounted for only 2% of all ice creams in Hawaii. Now
they account for 5.75%. Address: Plant at 819 Cedar St.,
Honolulu, HI 96814.
865. Kao, Anthony H. 1987. Preparing naturally sweet
yogurt with Saccharomycopsis sp. and Rhizopus spp. U.S.
Patent 4,714,616. Dec. 22. 3 p. Application filed 29 Sept.
1986. [8 ref]
• Summary: A sweet yoghurt-type product is prepared by
culturing whole cow’s milk or soy milk with a specially
prepared rice wine. The rice wine is prepared by fermenting
Saccharomycopsis spp. and Rhizopus spp. with cooked rice.
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Address: 91 Lawai St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96825.
866. Nihei, Takao. 1987. [Barbeque shoyu, a Hawaii creation
(Food series, part VI)]. Kokiku (Honolulu, Hawaii). Dec. p.
29. [Jap; Eng]
• Summary: Hawaii’s barbeque shoyu consists of shoyu,
sugar, garlic, ginger, and round onions in which the meat
is marinated and broiled over charcoal. The term barbeque
shoyu was already known and being sold commercially
before World War II. Barbeque shoyu has changed to teriyaki
sauce. Teriyaki is now an international term and enjoyed the
world over, a sauce which is Hawaii’s own creation.
867. Javaheri, F. 1987. Rhizobium status in Zambia. In:
Desiree L. Cole, ed. 1987. Proceedings of the Workshop for
the Southern Africa Region on Basics of Soybean Cultivation
and Utilization, 24 February–7 March 1986, University of
Zimbabwe. Harare, Zimbabwe: University of Zimbabwe.
199 p. See p. 80-81. 20 cm. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Rhizobium production in Zambia
has improved in recent years and as a result soyabeans are
being grown by commercial farmers. The identification
of promiscuous cultivars, ideal for small scale farmers, is
continuing.
Introduction: The microbiology section of Mt Makulu
Central Research Station in Chilanga has been selecting for
efficient strains of Rhizobium, developing more efficient
methods of inoculum production and investigating the
survival ability of the rhizobia and factors affecting it,
chemicals, soil acidity etc. It has also evaluated the efficiency
of these strains to fix nitrogen. The quality of the research
work suffered from lack of adequate trained personnel,
equipment, laboratory space and supporting funds.
“A production scheme was initiated in 1974 at Mt.
Makulu to satisfy the national demand. Again quality and
quantity suffered in the same way as research. Inoculum
had to be imported from Zimbabwe with great difficulties
being encountered in securing sufficient foreign exchange
while the performance of the locally produced inoculum was
always questioned because neither adequate storage facilities
nor quality control measures were available.
“In August 1982 USAID assistance was received
through the NIFTAL [NifTAL] Project, University of
Hawaii, to improve the microbiology services. Two national
staff were sent for Post Graduate studies and a senior
microbiologist was appointed.
“Funds for renovation of the old buildings, construction
of new laboratories, equipment for research and production
of inoculum were also provided which improved the
situation tremendously. Inoculum production during 1983
and 1984 was of high quality. When more equipment arrives
in 1986, inoculum production will increase significantly.
“In the past, inoculum was marketed through
the government offices at Mt. Makulu which had its

shortcomings and complications. As from 1985, the
inoculum produced at Mount Makulu is being marketed
through Zambia Seed Company and farmers are expected to
collect their requirements from Lusaka and provide their own
cold-storage facilities for inoculum in transit.”
Table 1 shows that the amount of inoculated soyabeans
produced in Zambia increased from 826 ha in 1974 to 17,000
ha in 1985. Address: Mount Makulu Research Station,
Private Bag 7, Chilanga, Zambia.
868. Times Supermarkets. 1988. Display ad: Sale. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Jan. 17. p. 10.
• Summary: “Koha KochuJang. $1.49. 8 oz.”
869. Kainuma, Teisuke. 1988. Honolulu Sake Brewery Co.
Ltd. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 8. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Honolulu Sake Brewery Co. Ltd, 2150 Booth
Rd., Honolulu, HI 96813. Phone: 808-537-9069. It was
founded about 80 years ago by Mr. Sumida, who is no longer
living. His grandson, Mr. Sumida, is retired and lives in
Honolulu. The company used to be called Honolulu Sake and
Ice Co. It was recently purchased by Takara Sake Co. (Nihon
Takara Shuzo Kaisha). They presently make soy sauce,
sake, nigori (thick white sake) and mirin. Good contacts are
Ron Sumida and Mr. Kimura, an engineer. Mr. Takao Nihei,
who is retired in Honolulu, is the best man on the history.
Phone: 808-537-1369. He wrote a history of the company
and of sake in America, which was published in Nippon Jozo
Kyokai Zasshi (1978, 1985). He might know if there was any
amazake produced commercially in Hawaii. Mr. Kainuma
has Mr. Nihei’s articles on the history of sake, miso, and
shoyu in Hawaii, which he will send. Takara makes sake
in America. It contains 16% alcohol, by volume. In 1983
Takara purchased Numano Sake Co., which was founded
in 1978 by Mr. Numano at 708 Addison St. in Berkeley,
California. Address: V.P., Director of Production, Takara
Sake USA Inc., 708 Addison St., Berkeley, California 94710.
Phone: 415-540-8250.
870. Nihei, Takao. 1988. History of amazake, sake, shoyu,
and miso in Hawaii (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 8.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Phone interview followed by a letter dated
Feb. 18. He has written a history of sake, miso, and shoyu
in Hawaii and America (5 installments), which he will send.
Sake was first made in Hawaii in 1908 by Honolulu Shuzo
Seizo Gaisha; the brand was Takara Masamune. Mr. Nihei
did research on shoyu and miso at the National Fermentation
Lab (Jozo Shikenjo) in Japan with Dr. Nakano and knows
our work. From there he got into sake. He doesn’t know
much about amazake but thinks that there are no publications
on it and there was never a commercial amazake company in
Hawaii. The reason for that is that since long ago everybody
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there has made amazake from sake lees, perhaps since 1908,
and not from koji, though koji was sold before World War II.
He moved to Hawaii in 1950 and many people were making
amazake from sake lees at that time. They mix the sake lees
with hot water, plus sugar and a little grated ginger. His
wife’s method is his favorite.
Recipe #1, Hawaiian Style Amazake from Glutinous
Rice and Sake Lees: Cook 1 cup glutinous rice (incorrectly
called “sweet rice” or “mochi rice”) with 3 cups water to
make a porridge or gruel (okayu). Turn off heat and leave in
covered pan for 10 minutes. When it is still fairly hot (5055ºC; 122-131ºF), mix in 1 lb sake lees (sake kasu, which
still contain some enzymes). Wrap the pot with towels
or a blanket to keep the heat at about 130-140ºF (this is
important) and allow to incubate in a warm place for about
2-3 hours. When the mixture becomes soft, add 1 cup sugar
and 3 cups hot water, then bring to a boil over low heat. To
serve, mix 1 part of this base with 2 parts water; Enjoy hot or
cold. Refrigerate leftovers in a sealed glass jar.
Recipe #2, Quick and Easy Hawaiian Style Amazake
from Sake Lees (without Glutinous Rice). Mix 3 cups hot
water with ¼ pound (about 3/4 cup) sake lees. Let it stand for
a while until the lees become soft. Heat on low heat, stirring
gently until lumps dissolve. Stir in ½ to 3/4 cup sugar and
¼ teaspoon salt. When it comes to a boil, add a little grated
ginger juice immediately, and serve. Address: 422 Uhini
Place, Honolulu, HI 96813. Phone: 808-537-1369.
871. Harvard Medical School Health Letter. 1988. Followup and feedback: Soy sauce and fish (Substances favoring
nitrosamine formation). 13:8. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Our article on nitrates and cancer (June 1987)
mentioned that ‘some types of preserved fish and certain
varieties of Japanese soy sauce’ are among the foodstuffs
containing substances that favor formation of nitrosamines.
Nitrosamines have been implicated in carcinogenesis, and
it has been suggested that a high dietary exposure to them
might promote cancer of the stomach (which is increasingly
rare in the United States, but very common in Japan). It has
also been suggested that their formation from nitrites can be
inhibited by the actions of vitamin C and vitamin E.
“Several readers, understandably, wrote to ask which
soy sauces and fish have this characteristic. In the case of
soy sauces, we don’t know. The Japanese researchers who
reported the finding identified the products they studied
only by country and state of origin. Several soy sauces
produced in the state of Chiba, Japan, and one from the state
of Mie, converted nitrite to nitrosamine at a high rate, and
the resulting material had a high score on a laboratory test
of bacterial mutation (a version of the Ames test), which is
believed to correlate with carcinogenic potential. Soy sauces
produced in other Japanese states and Hawaii, and most
produced in the United States, yielded less nitrosamine and
had much lower scores. One exception, from Wisconsin, was

very high on both counts. But it was only identified as ‘soy
sauce M.’”
872. Product Name: [Korean Soybean Jang / Miso {TehnJung Miso, Ten-Gan}].
Foreign Name: Ten Gan.
Manufacturer’s Name: Park’s Brand Products.
Manufacturer’s Address: Vineyard Blvd., Kalihi Valley,
Oahu, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 1988 March.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Directory of
Manufacturers. 1973. p. 11. Park’s Brand Products, Inc.,
Dba Park’s Brand Kim Chee, 145 North King St., Stand 53,
Honolulu, HI 96817. Tehn Jung (Mise) [Miso]. Note: This
product is called “Mise” in all Hawaii Directories of Food
Manufacturers, 1973-78. The company was not listed in any
previous Directory of Manufacturers from 1953 to 1971.
Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers. 1979-80. p. 11. The
address has changed to 1712 Liliha St., Honolulu, HI 96817.
The product is now called “Tehn Jung-Miso.” They also
make roasted sesame seeds. Letter from Takao Nihei. 1988.
July 19. Says the address is now 1657 Liliha, Honolulu,
Oahu, HI 96817. But the Honolulu Phone Directory shows
the address as 3171 Waialae Ave., Honolulu, HI 96816.
Phone: 808-733-1302.
Talk with Mike Irish, the owner. 1988. July 22. In March
1988 the company moved from the plant at Liliha St. to
3171 Waialae Ave. At the time they bought another kimchi
company, Ham’s kimchi. The King Street address was where
the product was and still is sold. Most of it is sold there,
with a little being sold at a couple of other Korean stores.
The only soyfood product they make is Korean soybean
jang (doen jang); he pronounces it “ten-jang” but spells it
Ten-Gan on the label. He also makes kochu jang, the Korean
hot chili paste, with sweet mochi rice as the base; it contains
no soy. He also makes lots of kimchi. Parks Brand Products
was founded in 1938 by a lady in a little store on Vineyard
Blvd., in the Kalihi Valley on Oahu. Her maiden name was
Park and her married name was Ko. Her company started out
making kimchi, kochu jang, and soybean jang as their three
main lines. She grew her own vegetables to make the kimchi.
In 1973 they discontinued kimchi but made kimchi sauce
in bottles. Mrs. Park’s kids took over the company. When
they wanted to retire, Mike bought the company from them
in 1985. He is half Korean, half Irish. Mrs. Park/Ko died in
1987. He believes he is the oldest existing miso manufacturer
in Hawaii. He is the largest Korean food manufacturer in the
state and his biggest product is kimchi. He doesn’t sell much
of his soybean jang, largely because the price is about 2.5
times as much as most Japanese miso or imported Korean
Jang. He sells it in small porcelain crocks as a specialty item.
Note: In Honolulu/Oahu City Directories 1941-42, 1947-48,
1958-59 there is no listing for Parks Products. Letter from
Michael P. Irish. 1988. Nov. 29. “We no longer produce
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miso (ten-gan) and I no longer have any old labels or articles
about the product.”
873. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). 1988. Datebook:
cooking demo. April 14. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: “Pahoa Natural Groceries is sponsoring a
cooking demonstration at the Pahoa Community Center
on Tuesday at 7:30. Mindi Jackson, co-owner of the
Pahoa restaurant Not Jest Juice, will prepare recipes with
tempeh, a staple food in the Indonesian culture made from
soybeans. There will be free samples of the prepared recipes.
Admission will be free.” Address: Honolulu.
874. Burgeson, Travis. 1988. Recent developments at
Azumaya: Stir Fruity and tofu (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
May 19. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: In making Stir Fruity, the hot ingredients
are homogenized then run into the filler. The product sets
up in the cup, but it is basically gelled by gelatin upon
cooling; there are small amounts of a calcium coagulant but
it plays a secondary role. Travis is upset by the way they
treat their employees. They basically fired Travis. He and
Ron Ishida left because they saw no future in the company
for themselves. Bill brought them in to reorganize the
management of the company, i.e. to get Jack under control
or to get him to step down as president. Travis was in charge
of quality control. Jack was unaware of this and he did not
want to step down. Jack was in charge of production, but as
president he had final say, largely because he was the older
brother. He had little appreciation for marketing, which
was Bill’s forte. Bill saved the company at the time they
expanded into their current building by developing contacts
with top Safeway produce people. The key is who you know.
Jack stepped down in late 1985 or early 1986. His son,
Bruce, became production manager. Bill’s daughter, Jill,
is in sales and marketing. Bill would be president and Ron
CEO. Travis was production manager for the next 6 months,
and he installed quality control measures that increased
shelf life. But then Bill’s wife, Dorothy, the bookkeeper,
threatened to leave him if he let the reorganization go
through. She was paranoid. This showdown was in Nov-Dec.
1986. The restructuring–reorganization never happened. At
that point the top consultant left. Bill brought in a top level
consultant and he initiated discussions with Kraft about
Kraft’s licensing Stir Fruity, but it fell through. All agreed
to withdraw Stir Fruity, but they kept making it for the Air
Force commissary in Travis Air Force Base and a few other
local places. Bill had freaked and gone to Hawaii. They had
to cut back. They considered it Travis’ fault. So he left in late
May or early June 1987, and shortly thereafter Ron Ishida
left. That year they didn’t lose money, despite Stir Fruity.
The ad guy who developed the ads ate $10,000 of production
expenses and never got paid for his time. Now they sell

quite a bit of Stir Fruity in Hawaii and Massachusetts. They
put preservatives in all Stir Fruity now. They may not be
listed on the label. Azumaya’s biggest accounts are Safeway,
Lucky, Kroger, Stop & Shop, and Gemco.
Travis has never heard of cash payoffs to produce
people. It may be more subtle, such as gift giving, entry
to Olympic Club to play golf, wine and dine them, gifts of
wine, entertainment. Azumaya was very scared of Morinaga,
since Morinaga was the first company to make inroads into
Safeway; their broker sold tofu very cheaply. Connections
are everything for brokers. You buy your way onto the
shelf; slotting allowances, paid above board to the company.
Having a good product is not nearly enough. Bill had such
high level contacts that he could get Stir Fruity into the
dairy case without paying any slotting allowances. You may
be able to do it if you have a very strong advertising and
promotional allowance.
Azumaya has never made much money. Maybe 2-3% of
sales is profit. They have thought seriously about setting up
an East Coast tofu plant, but the company is very short on
business/management skills.
Most of the time Travis was there, Hinode (Hinoichi)
had higher tofu production volume. Then Hinode started
losing lots of business to small Chinese companies. The
four Azumaya brothers: George is the oldest. Jack is #2,
but he got out some time ago. John is #3. He doesn’t do
much, makes fresh konnyaku. Bill is the youngest. Dorothy
feels that Shurtleff came into the company, learned a lot,
then published it in his books. He ripped us off for all this
information. Dorothy harbors a grudge. Bill Mizono will
always be polite. He will never say something unpleasant
directly to a person. Address: Central Health Network.
Phone: 415-763-9785 (HM) or 548-6769 (OF).
875. Product Name: Mindi’s Miso Salad Dressing.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 4352, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96720. Phone: 808-935-3220.
Date of Introduction: 1988 May.
Ingredients: Soybean oil, water, brown rice miso (soybeans,
brown rice, water), rice vinegar, onion, sesame seeds, sesame
oil, garlic powder, honey, herbs & spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: ½ pint (8 oz), pint, and half
gallon.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Ty Katibah.
1989. Nov. 22. This product was launched in April or May of
1988. It is doing pretty well. Some is sold at The Real Food
Company in San Francisco. Label. 1989, Dec. Received. 2.5
by 2.75 inches. Rounded top. Self adhesive. Red and blue
on white. Illustration of sun over mountains. “Free from
preservatives and artificial additives.” Address is now P.O.
Box 11001, Hilo, Hawai’i 96721. Phone 808-935-3220. Note
says they began producing in Oct. 1988.
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876. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 1988. Top of
Waikiki–Father’s Day. June 12. p. 214.
• Summary: One restaurant is named The Shogun, located in
the Pacific Beach Hotel. The brunch buffet offers butterfish
misoyaki.
“The Shogun’s salad bar offers tofu salad, macaroni
salad, ahi poke, tomato & cucumber salad, crab salad, boiled
beansprouts, tossed greens, tsukemono, tako poke, ohitashi,
lomi lomi salad, and edamame.”
The Shogun’s evening salad bar offers the same
selections.
877. Nihei, Takao. 1988. [The history of shoyu in Hawaii.
(Food series, part XII)]. Kokiku (Honolulu, Hawaii). June. p.
32. [Jap; Eng]
• Summary: “Yo o sutete yama ni iru tomo miso, shoyu, sake
no kayoiji nakute kanawaji.” “Forsaking all worldly things,
still, one can’t do without these: Miso, shoyu, and sake.” As
in the ancient waka poem written by Shokusanjin (during
the Edo period), no matter where the Japanese went, miso
and shoyu were necessities of life. Hawaii’s first miso and
shoyu were recorded in Meiji Gannen (1868), the year of the
first Japanese immigrants’ arrival. Ikuma Yonekichi, who
came on the ship “Scioto” (Saioto-go), noted in his diary,
“Yokohama departure. Provisions of rice, miso, shoyu.”
In 1887, as the Japanese immigrant population
increased, Japanese goods began to be imported, but
there were many instances where miso and shoyu were
insufficient. In Hawaii, shoyu was manufactured earlier
than sake by Shimada Jihachi in 1891, but he gave it up
due to financial difficulties. Later, Yamagami [Yamakami]
Nobuyuki, who came from San Francisco, California, started
a shoyu factory which prospered. With the advent of World
War II, imported goods from Japan were cut off, which gave
rise to the start of miso and shoyu companies here. Barbeque
shoyu is Hawaii’s own discovery. The locally made miso and
shoyu are less salty than the Japanese products.
An illustration shows a bottle of Diamond Soy Sauce.
878. Nihei, Takao. 1988. [The history of Japanese sake
in Hawaii. (Food series, part XIII)]. Kokiku (Honolulu,
Hawaii). July. p. 32. [Jap; Eng]
• Summary: The first Japanese immigrants who made a mark
in Hawaii were the “Gannenmono” who crossed the ocean
on the ship “Scioto” (Saioto-go) in 1868. Miso and shoyu
had been loaded on that boat, but there is no record of any
sake. Later on, due to a shortage of labor in the sugarcane
fields, Hawaii’s largest industry, immigrants from Japan were
brought in as a result of a contract between the Hawaiian
Kingdom and the Japanese Government. On Feb. 8, 1885,
the Japanese immigrants arrived in Hawaii on the ship “City
of Tokio.” On this trip, Japanese sake had been put on board.
Ten barrels of sake were offered as a gift to King Kalakaua.

Sake began to be imported from 1888 on, increasing in
volume each year.
A photo shows the original home of the “Honolulu
Japanese Sake Brewing Co. Ltd.” Address: Brewmaster.
879. Product Name: Holy Cow! Veg-Cuisine (Made with
Seitan).
Manufacturer’s Name: W.H. Et Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 37250, Honolulu,
Oahu, HI 96837. Phone: 808-737-6339.
Date of Introduction: 1988 July.
Ingredients: Incl. wheat protein, soy protein, and other
vegetable proteins.
Nutrition: Per 3 oz.: 135 calories, 22 gm protein, 4 gm fat,
3 gm complex carbohydrate, 1.4 gm fiber, 1.5 gm ash.
New Product–Documentation: Leaflet. 1988, April. Black
and red on white. 6.5 by 8.5 inches. Shows a cow with a
halo over its head in a triangle. On the three sides is written:
No cholesterol. No unsaturated fats. All natural ingredients.
Below is written: A delicious, nutritious alternative to meat.
Contact John Moore. Made with seitan.
880. Rosebrock, Bob. 1988. Brief history of Rosebrock’s
Tofu Burger Cafe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 22.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Bob first tasted soy (not tofu) burgers in 1973
in Hawaii. He opened his first restaurant selling tofu burgers
in Malibu, California, in December 1984. It was called
Rosebrock’s Garden Cafe. In early 1987 he changed the
name to Rosebrock’s Tofuburger Cafe. The store sold an
average of 50-70 tofu burgers a day, hitting 100 on some
weekends. Many stars were among his clients. He buys his
burgers from a manufacturer, marinates them in a garlic &
dill sauce, heats them, then dresses them up by brushing on
one of several special sauces, such as garlic-herb, pesto, etc.
A menu shows that the burgers are sold on whole wheat buns
with various combinations of trimmings: Classic Tofuburger
California Style (mayonnaise, lettuce, sprouts, tomatoes,
onion, dill pickle), Pestoburger (with zesty pesto sauce),
Maliburger (with garlic herb sauce), Ultraburger (with both
pesto and garlic-herb sauces), Avocado Burgers (avocado
sauce), and Veggie Burger (fresh from the garden). He
also sells a Chicken Burger. Prices average $3.75. A leaflet
for Rosebrock’s Tofuburger Cafe announces: Specialty
tofuburgers, salads and sandwiches, buckwheat waffles, high
energy protein shakes, blueberry bran muffins, fresh fruit
smoothies, fresh juices, and wheatgrass juice.
His Malibu store was closed to make way for a shopping
mall. He now has one store in Venice. Eventually he hopes
to have stores in Brentwood, Pacific Palisades, and Malibu.
The Malibu one may be a drive-thru. Competition is the
Garden Burger (no soy and well marketed), and Jeremiah
Ridenour’s tofu burger, which is sort of generic. He hopes to
start making his own burgers pretty soon. Address: Venice,
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California.
881. Tachihata, Chieko. 1988. Re: Early tofu making in
Hawaii. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Aug.
22. 1 p.
• Summary: “In the ‘old days’ tofu was made locally for
just one ‘village’ or sugar plantation. I know of at least one
plantation where a woman made enough for one plantation
on a daily basis, and sold the tofu from her home location
for the consumption of the Japanese community.” Address:
Librarian, Special Collections, Thomas Hale Hamilton
Library, 255o The Mall, Univ. of Hawaii at Manoa,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
882. Lee, Ken. 1988. New developments with yuba, soymilk,
and tofu at Soyfoods of America (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Aug. 29. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Soyfoods of America started production in Nov.
1981, making yuba, soymilk, and tofu. Of the yuba, 90%
is fresh frozen sheets and 10% is dry sticks. This company
is the only maker of fresh yuba in America and he ships it
nationwide, to Houston, Dallas, Seattle, Chicago, etc. It is
sold mostly to the Oriental market but also to a few health
foods restaurants such as Healthys in Hawaii, and Orean.
All imported yuba is dried. It takes 3 months to get here and
usually contains preservatives, bleach, and dyes. His prices
is 4 times the imported product but he still can’t keep up
with demand. He now has 4 workers, working 2 shifts. They
make 240 cases/week with 200 sheets/case = 48,000 sheets/
week. It is all hand-made now but he may automate. Of the
company’s total sales, 50% is soymilk, 30% is tofu, and 20%
is yuba. The soymilk is sold mostly to Chinese, Vietnamese
and other Asian-Americans. They are going to make a
soymilk without beany flavor. They sell 150 cases/week
of half-gallon bottles of soymilk to Price Club. Spicy Tofu
and Tofu Noodles were introduced in Jan. 1984. The brand
“Furama” means “fortune” as in “good fortune.” Address:
1091 E. Hamilton Rd., Duarte, California 91010. Phone:
213-681-5393.
883. Mandoe, Bonnie. 1988. Soyfoods: The perfect pair
[Tofu and miso]. Bestways. Aug. p. 12-13.
• Summary: Contains 7 recipes, each using tofu and miso.
Address: Hawaii.
884. Saub, Jerry C. 1988. The Saub process for cooking
soybeans (Brochure). 2211 Ala Wai Blvd., Apt #2410,
Honolulu, HI 96815. 4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: 1 lb dehulled soybeans are cooked in a mixture
of 3 oz each guava juice and pineapple juice. Includes 1 page
each of serving suggestions and of Soybeans Hawaiian Style.
Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.

885. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. Number of tofu shops in Hawaii
by year (Overview). Dec. 17. Compiled by William Shurtleff
of Soyfoods Center. [9 ref]
• Summary: Year Number Source
1923 3 Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of
Hawaii.
1924 2 Directory of Honolulu and the Territory of
Hawaii
1929 28 Same source 1928-29 (Incl. 8 shops on Isl. of
Hawaii).
1931 31 Same source 1930-31
1935 32 Same source 1934-35 (Incl. 7 on Isl. of Hawaii
and 1 on Kauai)
1936 36 Same source 1936-37 (Incl. 8 on Isl. of Hawaii
and 2 on Kauai)
1938 34 Same source 1937-38 (Incl. 8 on Isl. of Hawaii
and 2 on Kauai)
1942 26 Same source 1934-35 (Incl. 7 on Isl. of Hawaii
and 1 on Kauai)
1948 14 Same source 1947-48 (Seems to be Honolulu
only)
1951 14 Polk’s Directory of Honolulu
1954 13 Polk’s Directory of Honolulu
1955 4 Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers 1953
1956 8 Polk’s Directory of Honolulu
1959 8 Polk’s Directory of Honolulu (1958-59)
1961 3 Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers 1960
1964 19 Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers
1965 4 Hawaii Directory of Manufacturers 1966
1969 15 Hawaii Dir. of Mfgrs. (5 of these companies
make aburage)
1973 10 Hawaii Dir. of Mfgrs. (6 companies make
aburage)
1978 10 Hawaii Dir. of Mfgrs. 1977-78 (7 companies
make aburage)
1982 9 Hawaii Dir. of Mfgrs. (6 companies make
aburage).
886. Spangler, Drew. 1988. West Coast pioneer [Elaine
Beatson & Kikkoman]. Taste (Kikkoman, Japan) 2(2):8.
• Summary: The first serious attempt to introduce soy
sauce to the American public took the form of a television
ad campaign in 1956. The commercial was timed for Nov.
6, the day the American presidential elections were held
(Eisenhower was reelected), with the result that many
Americans came to remember Kikkoman as a “candidate”
for the presidency.
The following year, 1957, Kikkoman International, Inc.,
was established in San Francisco, California, and in 1970,
its test kitchen and cooking school came into existence. At
that time, Hawaiian-born home economist Elaine Beatson
was hired to develop new recipes incorporating soy sauce as
an ingredient. Beatson started out by publicizing soy sauce
through creating recipes to go on the labels and neck hangers
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of bottled Kikkoman products. Today, however, publicity
on all five products (Soy Sauce, Lite Soy Sauce, Teriyaki
Marinade & Sauce, Teriyaki Baste & Glaze, and Stir-Fry
Sauce) is supplemented by a monthly distribution of recipes
and articles to food editors of metropolitan newspapers, as
well as regular mailings to suburban and rural papers.
887. Product Name: Soy Tempeh, and Sesame-Soy-Rice
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Natural Pacific.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 11001, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96721. Phone: 808-935-3220.
Date of Introduction: 1989 January.
Ingredients: Soy: Soybeans, okara, water, rice vinegar,
tempeh culture. Sesame: Soybeans, okara, brown rice,
sesame seeds, rice vinegar, tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1989, Dec.
Received. 2.5 by 2.75 inches. Rounded top. Self adhesive.
Green and orange on white, or Purple and red on white.
Illustration of sun over mountains. “Made with organically
grown soybeans.” The soy was introduced in Jan. 1989,
the Sesame-Soy-Rice in July 1989. Talk with (call from)
Benjamin Hills on the Island of Hawaii. 1993. May 28. This
company, run by Tyler (Ty) Katibah, makes refrigerated
tempeh. Benjamin offered to work for Ty and after 30
minutes of talking Ty offered to sell Benjamin the entire
company. Benjamin declined the offer.
888. Clarke, Betty. 1989. Re: List of Pacific distributors and
brokers. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb.
28. 4 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: These distributors and brokers are for the states
of Washington, Oregon, California, Alaska, and Hawaii. In
this region, the company has 24 distributors and four brokers.
The letter begins: “Thank you for your inquiry. We are
sending some additional information regarding our Premier
Japan sauces which we hope you will find useful.”
It concludes with a handwritten note by Betty: “Joel Dee
sends his Best Wishes.”
The logo at the top center of the letterhead shows a
three-masted sailing ship in full sail, in an oval, with three
seagulls. Address: 1115 Lousons Rd., P.O. Box 3150, Union,
New Jersey 07083. Phone: (201) 964-8176.
889. Severson, Richard K.; Nomura, A.M.Y.; Grove,
J.S.; Stemmermann, G.N. 1989. A prospective study of
demographics, diet, and prostate cancer among men of
Japanese ancestry in Hawaii. Cancer Research 49(7):185760. April 1. [34 ref]
• Summary: This study of 7,999 Japanese men living
in Hawaii, followed for 18-21 years, found that tofu
consumption lowered the risk of prostate cancer more than

any other dietary factor studied. Men who consumed tofu
five or more times per week were 65% less likely to develop
prostate cancer compared to men who consumed tofu once
per week or less.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
indicating that consumption of tofu may well lower the risk
of prostate cancer. Address: Japan-Hawaii Cancer Study,
Kuakini Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817.
890. Carver, Larry A.; Akiyama, D.M.; Dominy, W.G. 1989.
Processing of wet shrimp heads and squid viscera with soy
meal by a dry extrusion process. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed.
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs.
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p.
See p. 167-70. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials and
methods. Results and discussion. Address: 1. Medipharm
USA, 10215 Dennis Drive, Des Moines, Iowa 50322; 2.
American Soybean Assoc., 541 Orchard Road #11-03, Liat
Towers, Republic of Singapore 0923; 3. The Oceanic Inst.,
Makapuu Point, P.O. Box 25280, Honolulu, Hawaii 96825.
891. Divakaran, S. 1989. Enzymatic incorporation of
arginine into soybean meal by the plastein reaction. In: T.H.
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society.
xii + 575 p. See p. 571-72. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Materials and
methods. Results and discussion. Address: Oceanic Inst.,
Makapuu Point, P.O. Box 25280, Honolulu, Hawaii 96825.
892. Lim, Chhorn; Dominy, W. 1989. Utilization of plant
proteins by warmwater fish. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed.
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs.
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p.
See p. 245-51. Contains 5 tables. [48 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Protein and
amino acid requirements. Nutritional value of proteins.
Utilization of plant proteins in diets of warmwater fish:
Soybean meal, roasted full-fat soybean meal, cottonseed
meal, leaf meal, other plant proteins. Discussion. A photo
shows Lim. Address: 1. USDA-ARS, Tropical Aquaculture
Research Unit. Both: The Oceanic Inst., Makapuu Point, P.O.
Box 25280, Honolulu, Hawaii 96825.
893. Product Name: Sa Bean Prepared Soybeans (Fully
Cooked) [Chocolate, Strawberry, Coconut, Praline, or Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name: Sa Bean (Inventor & Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address: 2211 Ala Wai Blvd. #2410,
Honolulu, Oahu, HI 96815. Phone: 808-923-9663.
Date of Introduction: 1989 July.
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Ingredients: Soybeans, water, pineapple juice, guava nectar,
citric acid, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 10 lb.
How Stored: Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label. 1989. 6.25 by 5.25
inches. Blue on white. Self adhesive. “Use: Add to soups,
salads, vegetables, entreés, desserts, sauteed mushrooms.
Not recommended for use in candies. Caution: To prevent
dehydration in further cooking, avoid hot dry air! Cover
completely in paté, casserole or meatloaf to retain vital
moisture content.”
Talk with and letter from Jerry Saub. 1989. Aug. 21.
The patented process (U.S. Patent 4,601,910) by which these
soybeans are prepared “drastically reduces cooking time
and simplifies processing to allow very rapid production
of an extraordinarily wide variety of flavors in uncrushed
soybeans...’Prepared Soybeans’ are used by chefs at
Hawaii’s finest hotels and restaurants.” Larry Higashi, chef
at Nicholas, Nickolas (808-955-4466), helped to develop an
improved process without any noticeable pineapple smell.
2 page leaflet (1989) describing composition and

features of the product. “Fully cooked. Ready for instant
use. No salt. No cholesterol. Contains the health producing
Lactobacillus. For superb nutrition in entrees, serve chicken,
beef, or fish with soybeans and a teriyaki or other light sauce.
These versatile soybeans are wonderful in salads, soups,
desserts, or with vegetables.
“Sa Bean–Prepared soybeans. The most fragrant of the
many processes suggested in this patent is the fast process
using guava in the initial stage and pineapple in the final
stage. I recommend placing soybeans prepared in this
manner in a large brandy snifter. Before tasting, swirl the
aroma. Sniff gently. Play with this awhile. Breathe deeply.
For tasting, I suggest a large container of these soybeans in a
salad bar.”
“First taste the soybeans alone. Savor the rich nutty
flavor. Then add a single salad dressing. Consider. Proceed
slowly. Try more and more complex mixtures. You will
discover that these are truly gourmet soybeans. Add enough
cayenne pepper and jalapeno cheese and you’ll have a salad
that will surprise and delight you.”
Soyfoods Center product evaluation. 1989. Aug. 23.
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We found little or no beany flavor from the new process,
but we felt all flavors were undercooked and too crunchy;
we feel properly cooked soybeans should be soft enough to
crush easily between the thumb and ring finger. All flavors
were quite sweet. We liked the coconut flavor best (try atop
pineapple ice cream for a do it yourself piña colada). The
chocolate was reddish-purple with a weak chocolate flavor.
Information about the effect of the process on flatulencecausing oligosaccharides would be useful.
Spot in Food Engineering. 1989. Oct. p. 50. “Soybeans
from new process developed.” R.M. Sperber. 1989. Food
Processing. Dec. p. 58. “Soybean process yields new product
applications: Taste and odor neutralized.”
894. Saub, Jerry. 1989. Breakthrough in soybeans (News
release). 2211 Ala Wai Blvd. #2410, Honolulu, HI 96815. 2
p.
• Summary: “The ivory-colored mature soybeans are
prepared fully cooked and ready for instant use. They are
now being served by Hawaii’s finest restaurants. These nutty
soybean halves add elegant nutrition to salads, to soups, and
may be used as a garnish or in entrees... They are not yet
available in your supermarket, but these fine soybeans can
be enjoyed now at these establishments: Nicholas, Nickolas
the Restaurant, the Hilton Hawaiian Village, the Hawaiian
Regent Hotel, and Nick’s Fishmarket.” Address: Honolulu,
Hawaii. Phone: 808-923-9663.
895. Mizono, Bill. 1989. Selling pasteurized tofu in the
produce case versus the dairy case (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Sept. 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Bill strongly prefers to have Azumaya tofu sold
in the produce case as long as the temperature is okay, which
it usually is (42-48ºF). Even dairy cases sometimes rise
above 45ºF, as on their defrost cycle. Sales are much better in
produce. Tofu is an impulse item and there is more impulse
buying in the produce section than in the dairy section. It
gets lost among the dairy products. Also there is more space
and space flexibility of produce, as caused by seasonal
vegetables. Produce is a commodity area. A lot of Safeway
stores are switching tofu back to the produce case from dairy,
since it sells better in produce. But in stores that moved
tofu to dairy, it took a year for sales to rebound to their
pre-move level. During that time, many customers started
going to Lucky supermarkets for their tofu. Lucky sells tofu
only in the produce case. Some divisions of Safeway have
never moved tofu out of produce. Each store decides its
own location. Most produce departments at Safeway sell the
Azumaya tofu in a vertical “juice case” which is cooler. They
buy it directly from the Richmond produce warehouse.
The FDA is incorrect in saying that tofu is a “hazardous
product.” That is not true for pasteurized tofu. Azumaya
had tests done in 1983 after Yersinia was found in tofu in

Illinois and the state clamped down on tofu. Azumaya had
a laboratory inoculate tofu with the four potentially toxic
microorganisms (Yersinia, Staphylococcus, Salmonella, and
Clostridium Botulinum) then pasteurize it like Azumaya
does. They found that these organisms start growing only
after 6 weeks at 69ºF, and by that time the tofu was too sour
and smelled too bad to eat, and the water was very cloudy.
These tests showed that pasteurized tofu is not potentially
hazardous. But the FDA does not distinguish between
pasteurized and non-pasteurized tofu.
If health inspectors required all tofu to be moved out
of the produce case, the produce buying division of each
chain would decide where to relocate it. There are many
considerations, and the main one to the produce division
accounting department is that they get tofu sales credited
to them no matter where it is sold. They have spent more
than a decade to build the sales of this product and they are
not about to give that up to the dairy department. They will
put tofu into a refrigerated case where the temperature is
at 45ºF or below. Even when tofu is sold in the dairy case
at Safeway, it still has a produce department label on it!
Other than the produce case, Bill would like to see the tofu
sold right next to the produce case, in a metal juice case.
The produce department likes tofu with the vegetables
because they feel that when people buy tofu they also tend
to buy vegetables; so tofu sells vegetables. So the produce
department does not like tofu to be sold in the dairy case.
Another problem with an isolated glass case is that the tofu
does not get as much attention as it should, and may be
allowed to go out of date. But Bill feels it doesn’t matter that
much where the tofu case is located, as long as the consumer
knows where it is. Moreover, Azumaya sells Kikkoman tofu,
which can be sold in the produce case.
Azumaya dates their tofu for a 30-day shelf life, but that
is very conservative to allow for mishandling. Under typical
good conditions it will stay fresh for up to 50 days. But he
feels it would be a mistake to date the tofu for 50 days and
to use that as a selling tool, as Nasoya does. Azumaya has
almost no problems with spoilage, puffing or souring. If
there is a problem, the company investigates it. It is generally
caused by a refrigeration problem, or letting the product
stand for a long time in the back room, unrefrigerated,
because people are too busy to get to it. Safeway now sells
Azumaya tofu in Hawaii, at far below Hawaii tofu prices. On
the East Coast Azumaya undersells Nasoya. Bill is too busy
with Stir Fruity (tofu yogurt) to start a tofu plant on the East
Coast.
The new Mori-Nu ad about water disaster and life
preserver is incorrect in saying that water-pack tofu has a
shelf life of “mere days.”
Azumaya distributes Kikkoman aseptically packed
tofu. He strongly prefers the flavor of his own product.
Conclusion: FDA should have different temperature
standards and “potentially hazardous” definitions for
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pasteurized and unpasteurized tofu. Azumaya and the
Soyfoods Association should take the lead in educating FDA
on these points. Address: President, Azumaya Inc., 1575
Burke Ave., San Francisco, California 94124. Phone: 415285-8500.
896. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1989. Tofu as a
potentially hazardous food: Crisis or opportunity? Lafayette,
California: Soyfoods Center. 67 p. Nov. 16. Index. 28 cm.
[54 ref]
• Summary: Introduction and historical perspective. Major
changes loom on the horizon for the tofu industry throughout
the Western world. Consider the following facts:
* The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has classified
tofu (both fresh and pasteurized tofu) as a “Potentially
Hazardous Food.”
* Every “Potentially Hazardous Food” must be
kept refrigerated at 45ºF (7.2ºC) or below in food stores,
restaurants, and vending operations.
* Roughly 90% of the tofu in America is sold in
the produce section, where FDA estimates the average
temperature to be about 50ºF (10ºC).
* Therefore most of the tofu in America is now sold
in violation of federal and state laws governing potentially
hazardous foods.
* Attempts to demonstrate to FDA that pasteurized tofu
is a safe product with a long shelf life completely miss the
point and would be a waste of time and money, according to
FDA.
* The FDA person who drafted the original document
classifying tofu as a potentially hazardous food thinks “there
is a good chance within the next year or two that there will
be a crackdown, and that most or all fresh and pasteurized
tofu will be moved out of the produce case.
Question 1. Should the removal of tofu from the produce
case to a colder location be viewed by the tofu industry
as a setback or an opportunity? Question 2. Will the tofu
industry be smart enough to turn a short term setback into a
long-term gain? Question 3. All things considered, where is
the best place for tofu to be sold? (1) In the dairy/deli case
between the yogurts and cheeses, and the sliced meats? (2) In
a special refrigerated case, built like a dairy case but marked
“Tofu” or “Cholesterol-Free Protein Foods”? (3) In a special
refrigerated enclosed glass case with other natural foods such
as juices? (4) In the meat case next to the hamburger (and
perhaps the hamburger / tofu blends, and the meat & tofu hot
dogs and sausages)?
Since its invention more than 1,000 years ago, tofu, a
moist protein food, has always offered an excellent substrate
for multiplication of bacteria.
The earliest document seen (Jan. 2002) reflecting
this concern, titled “Ptomaine poisoning from tofu,” dates
from 1892 in Japan. In 1953 in Japan the first general
microbiological study was published, with counts of coli

bacteria in winter and summer. And in 1958 the first book on
tofu sanitation was published, also in Japan.
In the Western world, the first scientific study on the
microbiological quality of tofu was published in 1977 at
the University of Hawaii. It showed that as tofu spoiled and
soured, the optical density (cloudiness) of the surrounding
water increased.
Prior to January 1982, all this was of minor interest to
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and tofu was
still a relatively unknown product. But in that month there
was an outbreak of yersiniosis (caused by the bacterium
Yersinia enterocolitica in tofu) in the state of Washington.
About 24 people were affected with diarrhea and severe
stomach cramps; half were hospitalized. This was the earliest
known outbreak of tofu-caused illness in the USA.
The Seattle branch of the FDA did a careful study of
this increasingly popular moist protein foods and on 23 May
1984 classified it (like milk, meat, poultry, fish, etc.) as a
“potentially hazardous food” which must be stored at 45ºF or
below.
But only a few state health departments or supermarket
chains paid much attention, and moved tofu out of the
produce case to a colder location. Exceptions were some
Safeway divisions on the West Coast, and the states of
Wisconsin, Illinois, and eventually New York.
Meanwhile, other scientific studies of the
microbiological quality of tofu (e.g. Hankin & Hanna 1983;
Rehberger, Wilson & Glatz 1984; van Kooij & de Boer
1985) all showed many brands to have unacceptably high
bacterial counts. Some of these (such as Hankin & Hanna,
published in Connecticut in March 1983) got widespread
negative media coverage, forcing tofu makers to become
much more conscious of sanitation. It is interesting that
the issue of tofu as a “potentially hazardous food” was not
raised in these studies or the ensuing media coverage. In part
because of that, most tofu continued to be sold in the produce
section; some larger manufacturers responded by starting
to pasteurize their tofu. But basically, business continued as
usual.
Then in early 1987, health inspectors in Wisconsin
pulled Mori-Nu Tofu out of several stores there, saying that
it had to be stored at 45ºF or below. In February, Morinaga
Nutritional Foods in Los Angeles, the importer and marketer
of this aseptically packed tofu, responded with documents
showing that their product, because it was aseptically
packaged and had an FCE (Food Canning Establishment)
number, was exempt from this temperature requirement.
During the ensuing exchange of letters with the FDA in
Washington, DC, Morinaga first learned (on 3 March 1987)
that the FDA had classified tofu as a “potentially hazardous
food” which had to be refrigerated at 45ºF or below. The
documents show that Morinaga’s only concern at that time
was to get their product back into the stores. But Morinaga
began to realize that, quite by accident, they had stumbled
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upon a powerful tool for expanding their market share–one
of which most of the tofu industry was completely unaware.
Yet they decided not to use it for awhile.
During 1988 Morinaga conducted a two-pronged
marketing program. On the one hand, they ran the most
extensive, positive advertising campaign ever conducted
for tofu in America Full-page color ads such as “Lessons
in tofu,” “Shake up profits!,” and “A healthy market” ran
all year in numerous national magazines. On the other they
began to confront water-packed tofu, promoting their product
as having a longer shelf life and less spoilage.
In mid-1989 health inspectors in New York erroneously
began to remove Mori-Nu Tofu from produce cases. To
try to prevent that from happening nationwide, Morinaga
began a campaign in mid-July to write a letter to the
health departments in each of the 48 continental states
reminding them that tofu had been classified by the FDA as
a “potentially hazardous food,” and that all water-packed
tofu therefore had to be refrigerated at 45ºF or below.
Aseptically packaged Mori-Nu Tofu did not require such
refrigeration. This part was preemptive. But now Morinaga
took the offensive: “We have been informed of recent efforts
on the part of the health department officials to inspect and
cite stores that are not conforming to the FDA Model Food
Sanitation Code regarding water-packed tofu (soybean curd).
We commend this action... We know of some instances
where water-packed tofu was ordered relocated to dairy
or deli cases due to the inability of produce department
refrigeration units to maintain temperatures with the FDA
guidelines.”
Morinaga’s campaign of letter writing and phone calls
prompted the FDA, and state and local health officials to
start enforcing federal and state regulations concerning tofu
as a potentially hazardous food, which was required by law
to be stored at 45ºF or below.
At the same time, Morinaga appealed to supermarkets
and natural/health food stores (using their strongly worded
“Water Hazard” ad in trade publications, plus their sales
representatives) to carry their aseptic tofu, which could be
legally stored in the produce section and which (being predated with a “best used by” date of 10 months) would not
cause any problems with souring or spoilage, with returns or
“shrink,” or with leakage.
A separate campaign of news releases to the popular
media attributed the sour, bad-taste image of water-packed
tofu to the traditional way of making and packaging it, plus
the fact that it was usually stored, inadequately refrigerated,
in produce departments.
By late 1989 Morinaga’s campaign seemed to be
working. In Wisconsin, most (if not all) water packed tofu
had been moved out of the produce case; Mori-Nu Tofu had
taken its place there. A number of chains nationwide were
also relocating their tofu. But where would they put it?
And how should the tofu manufacturers whose tofu was

being relocated respond? Should they welcome the change or
try to fight it?
This book attempts to study and answer these difficult
questions, which are crucial ones for the survival and growth
of the tofu industry. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.
897. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Influence of Japanese and Japan
on soyfoods in America (Overview). Dec. 7. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Soyfoods Center’s SoyaScan database
presently contains 30,790 publications and commercial
products related to soya. Of these, 876 (2.9%) concern the
influence of Asian-Americans (Japanese, Chinese, Koreans,
or Indonesians) or their home countries on soyfoods. Of
these 876 records, 638 (73%) concern Japanese influence,
compared with 178 (20%) that concern Chinese influence–
including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.
Thus Japanese influence on soyfoods in America is much
greater than that of any other Asian cultural group. We can
identify at least seven major areas of influence:
1. Soyfoods Terminology. It is interesting to note that
many of the most popular soyfoods in America are most
widely known by their Japanese names. We say tofu (not
doufu or bean curd), miso (not jiang or soybean paste), natto,
okara (not soy pulp), yuba (not doufu-p’i or soybean skin).
Even “soy” (as in soy sauce) is derived from the Japanese
word “shoyu.” Increasingly Americans interested in natural
foods also use the terms shoyu and tamari to distinguish
them from HVP soy sauce.
2. Kikkoman. By far the most influential Japanese
soyfoods company in America today is Kikkoman, just as
soy sauce is by far the most important soyfood product.
Kikkoman was also the first Japanese company to introduce
soyfoods to America. In 1868 the first Japanese immigrants
to Hawaii took kegs of Kikkoman brand shoyu with them.
In 1879 Kikkoman brand shoyu was registered in California,
where it was exported to Japanese immigrants. Exports rose
steadily, until between 1949 and 1954 exports of Kikkoman
shoyu to the U.S. ranged from 213,000 to 305,000 gallons
a year. Kikkoman’s first real attempt to reach any foreign
market dates from 1956 when, during the U.S. presidential
elections, Kikkoman ran television ads to promote its
product to mainstream American audiences as a seasoning
for meat, fish, and poultry. In 1957 Kikkoman International
Inc., a new sales company was established in San Francisco.
Sales skyrocketed. In 1973 Kikkoman opened a huge modern
shoyu plant at Walworth, Wisconsin. In 1976 Kikkoman
passed La Choy to become America’s best-selling soy sauce.
3. Introducing Soyfoods to Hawaii. The first Japanese
who arrived in Hawaii in 1868 brought shoyu and miso
with them. The earliest known soyfoods company
there was a shoyu brewery started in 1891 in Honolulu
by Jihachi Shimada. This was also the earliest known
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soyfoods company started by a Japanese anywhere in the
Western world. Hawaii became part of the USA in 1898 by
annexation. Hawaii and California were the first two areas
in the U.S. where soyfoods became widely available. During
the 20th century, Japanese started roughly 183 companies
in Hawaii making shoyu, miso, and tofu–far more than
Chinese (6) or Koreans (2). They developed innovative
new products–such as sweet Hawaiian-style shoyu and
miso. These products profoundly influenced the food life of
Hawaii.
4. Soyfood Manufacturers in the USA. The earliest
known soyfoods manufacturer in the Continental USA
was a company (the name is unknown) run by the wife of
Chieko Hirata that started making tofu in Sacramento in
about 1895. The second earliest was Yamamori Jozo-sho,
which started making shoyu in San Jose, California, in 1897.
Many of the earliest soyfoods companies in America were
run by Japanese Americans. By 1942 at least 158 soyfoods
manufacturing companies had been started in America by
Asian Americans; of these, 143 (91%) were run by Japanese
Americans. When The Book of Tofu was published in 1975,
it listed 55 tofu companies in America, all run by AsianAmericans; 39 were Japanese- and 16 were Chinese-run.
Today America’s two largest tofu companies are both run by
Japanese Americans: Azumaya Co. in San Francisco, and
House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. in Los Angeles. Hawaii’s
three largest tofu companies are also run by Japanese
Americans: Aloha Tofu Co., Kanai Tofu Factory, and
Hawaii Tofu. Morinaga Nutritional Foods in Los Angeles
and Kikkoman Foods in San Francisco both import large
amounts of aseptically packaged long-life silken tofu from
Japan.
Another major manufacturer is San-Jirushi Corp. of
Kuwana, Mie-ken. In the late 1970s San Jirushi started
exporting tamari and soybean miso to America. They set
up an office in the early 1980s and began to promote their
product as “real” tamari to industrial food processors and
the natural foods market. In Sept. 1987 the company opened
a state-of-the art tamari plant in Richmond, Virginia, with a
capacity of 1 million gallons a year. The company now has
75% of the industrial soy sauce market in America.
In Oct. 1986 a major new joint stock company named
American Soy Products began producing Edensoy soymilk
in Clinton, Michigan. It was a joint venture between Eden
Foods and 4 Japanese companies: Marusan Ai, Kawatetsu
Shoji, Muso Shokuhin, and Seikensha. Edensoy has since
become America’s best-selling soymilk. Prior to 1986 much
of the soymilk sold in America was made in Japan.
Finally, three of America’s 4 largest miso manufacturers
are run by Japanese-Americans. The largest is Miyako
Oriental Foods in Los Angeles. The other two are located in
Hawaii.
5. Soyfoods Imports from Japan. The first importers of
shoyu and miso were Japanese distributors such as Japan

Foods Corp., Mutual Trading Co. and Nishimoto. But
starting in 1962 American macrobiotic and natural foods
companies started to import large amounts of shoyu and
miso. Pioneers were Chico-San, Erewhon, Eden Foods,
Westbrae, Edward & Sons, Tree of Life, and Great Eastern
Sun. U.S. imports of soy sauce from Japan jumped from 1.7
million lb (174,400 gallons, worth $317,000) in 1949, to 18.6
million lb (1,897,000 gallons, worth $3,116,000) in 1972, an
11-fold increase in quantity during only 23 years.
6. Teachers and Information. Many Americans first
learned about soyfoods from Japanese teachers, especially
macrobiotic teachers, such as George and Lima Ohsawa,
Michio and Aveline Kushi, Herman and Cornellia Aihara,
and Noboru Muramoto. All have written many influential
books and lectured and taught extensively since the 1960s.
In addition, many young Americans learned how to make
soyfoods from these macrobiotic teachers. Moreover, Japan
is Asia’s best source of information about soyfoods. For
example, the Soyfoods Center’s SoyaScan database contains
5,095 publications and products about soya and Japan,
compared with 1,867 on soya and China or Taiwan.
7. Tofu Equipment Manufacturers. Hundreds of tofu
companies have started in America since the mid-1970s. The
majority of these are run by Caucasian Americans and most
use specialized tofu equipment made in Japan by Takai Tofu
& Soymilk Equipment Co., or by Sato Shoji.
898. Sperber, Robert M. 1989. Soybean process yields new
product applications: Taste and odor neutralized. Food
Processing (Chicago) 50:58. Dec.
• Summary: In the Saub Process, patented by Sa Bean in
Hawaii, soybeans are soaked and cooked in an aqueous
fruit juice solution to greatly reduce the processing time
and to neutralize undesirable taste and odor. The process is
discussed in detail and the names of restaurants in Hawaii
using the products are listed, together with the uses. Cooking
the soybeans for 20 additional minutes at 15 lb per square
inch then blending them to a smooth puree yields “soy
butter.” Address: Asst. ed.
899. Vegan Restaurant (The). 1989. New soyfoods restaurant
or deli. 115 Baldwin Ave., Paia, Maui, Hawaii 96779.
• Summary: Talk with Michael Klaper. 1990. Feb. Gentle
World has recently opened this vegan restaurant on Maui.
Menu sent by Jeanie Greenbaum of Gentle World in
Alachua, Florida. 1991. March 13. The restaurant is now
open for dinner only. Soyfoods on the menu include: Tofu
eggless salad. Tofu eggless salad sandwich. The vegan
burger (with seitan and tempeh). Entrees ($5.95 to $6.95):
Lasagna tofucci. Tofu loaf. Lemon broiled tempeh with
scalloped potatoes. Side orders: Tofu roll (with broccoli,
onions and seasonings, wrapped and baked). Crispy tofu
chunks. Desserts: Rice Dream Sundae. Assorted Barat Tofu
Chocolates. Smoothies: Float with a scoop of Rice Dream.
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Address: Paia, Maui, Hawaii. Phone: 808-579-9144.

pickled in miso, p. 212). Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.

900. The legacy of the Japanese in Hawaii: cuisine. 1989.
[Honolulu, Hawaii]: Japanese Cultural Center of Hawaii. 248
p. Illust. (some color). Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: A spiral bound book. “The simple elegance
of Japanese cuisine sets it apart from other ethnic foods of
Hawaii.” It is a “culinary art.”
“The first group of Japanese, the Gannen-Mono, came to
Hawaii as laborers in 1868. The S.S. City of Tokio brought
a group of 944 contracted laborers, Kanyaku Imin, on
February 8, 1885; and by 1924, 220,000 workers had arrived
to become residents of these islands. Thus began the legacy
of Japanese in Hawaii” (p. 21).
One chapter, titled “Tofu ryori (Bean curd dishes)”
(p. 177-92) contains the following recipes: Hiya yakko
(Cold tofu, with “2 blocks ‘kinu’ tofu). Arare tofu (Fried
tofu cubes). Agedashi tofu (Deep fried tofu). Takigawa
tofu (Jellied tofu strips). Soba dofu (Buckwheat soybean
curd). Ken chu / Ken cho (Meatless or shojin food). Iri
dofu (Sauteed tofu). Papaya chanpuru (Tofu stir-fry with
vegetables). Moyashi chanpuru (Tofu with bean sprouts).
Gan modoki / Hiryozu (Deep fried tofu balls). Tofu loaf.
Tofu patties. Okara / Unohana iri (Seasoned soybean lees
[okara]). Shira ae (Vegetables with tofu dressing). Yudofu
(Simmered soybean curd).
For kinako (roasted whole soy flour) see: Rice ball with
kinako (variation of Ohagi, p. 230). Kinako mochi (variation
of mochi, p. 232).
Other soy related recipes Tori dango no teriyaki
(Teriyaki chicken dumpling, with shoyu, p. 41). Ika no
su-miso (Squid with miso dip. p. 42). Satsuma jiru (Miso
soup with pork and vegetables, p. 68-69). Miso shiru (Basic
soybean paste soup, p. 70). Sushi no gu (Ingredients for
sushi, incl. Koya-dofu {Dried bean curd} preparation, p.
93). Inari zushi (Cone sushi, with “12 aburage {deep fried
tofu or bean curd},” p. 98). Aburage mochi (Fried bean curd
with mochi, p. 115). Oden (Vegetables, seaweed & fishcake
simmered in fish broth, with “3 aburage,” p. 116). Sukiyaki
(Meat & vegetables cooked in sauce, with “1 block tofu,
cut in 1-inch cubes,” p. 117). Basic teriyaki sauce No. 1 &
2 (p. 127). Niku no teriyaki (Meat teriyaki, p. 127). Shibi no
misoyaki (Tuna broiled with soy bean sauce, p. 132). Tako
no teriyaki (Barbecue octopus, p. 134). Tori no misoyaki
(Chicken with soybean paste, p. 137). Stuffed miniature
aburage (Fried bean curd, p. 147). Miso no ankake (Soybean
paste sauces, p. 149). Kuromame (Black soybeans, p. 151).
Hijiki to aburage no irini (Stir-fried seaweed & fried bean
curd, p. 153). Butaniku miso ni (Pork with miso, p. 154).
Aburage namasu (Fried bean curd salad, p. 201). Ingen no
miso ae (String beans with miso dressing, p. 202). Fudanso
no shira ae (Tofu & swiss chard salad, p. 202). Kyuri no
sumiso ae (Cucumber with vinegar-miso sauce, p. 204). Tofu
salada (Soybean curd salad, p. 205). Misozuke (Vegetables

901. Product Name: High-Fiber Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name: Teruya Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1830 Mill St., Wailuku, Maui
96793. Phone: 808-244-5313.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Roger Krehl of
Paradise Fruit Maui. 1990. July 4. Roger has a fruit stand and
fast-food restaurant (not sit down) at 1913 Kihei Rd., Kihei,
Maui, Hawaii 96753. It focuses on freshness and health. He
has known Walter Teruya for the 12 years that he (Roger)
has been in business. He buys tofu from Walter Teruya, who
makes a regular and a high-fiber tofu, plus soy beverages.
He wholesales only in bulk (5 gallon buckets with water and
blocks of tofu in them), plus plastic bags that he supplies.
Roger retails the tofu, and also makes it into a number of
recipes. Walter is the son of the founder and a very nice guy,
with lots of good ideas. He starts work at 2:00 A.M. and is
done by noon, then goes to bed. They live right above their
shop. The company used to be named Valley Isle Foods Inc.
at the same address. Directory Assistance: Walter Teruya’s
phone: 808-242-7324.
902. Product Name: Soy Beverage.
Manufacturer’s Name: Teruya Tofu Factory.
Manufacturer’s Address: 1830 Mill St., Wailuku, Maui
96793. Phone: 808-244-5313.
Date of Introduction: 1989?
New Product–Documentation: Talk with Roger Krehl of
Paradise Fruit Maui. 1990. July 4. This company makes a
soy beverage.
903. Klaper, Michael. 1990. Personal history, present work,
and views (Interview). VegeScan Notes. Feb. 12. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Born on 19 July 1947, Dr. Klaper grew up on a
dairy farm in Wisconsin. He graduated from the University
of Illinois College of Medicine in 1972, was married, then
did a 1 year internship followed by 5 years of general
practice in British Columbia, Canada. After 3 years of
residency retraining in Vancouver he worked for 3 years on
an Indian Reservation in Humboldt County, California. Then
did 1 year of anaesthesia residency at the Univ. of British
Columbia Cardiovascular Service. He worked with surgeons
who would ream cholesterol out of patients’ arteries. It was
basically plumbing problems. How long can you continue
to pour bacon grease down the kitchen sink until it clogs
the pipes? One day in 1981 an incident changed his life. A
Mr. Phillips came in for open heart surgery. The serum in a
blood sample Dr. Klaper drew was cloudy like glue–the man
had just eaten a hamburger and a milk shake. During the
operation, the surgeon pulled long tubes of cholesterol out
of the man’s arteries, then sewed him up. Michael realized
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that he was eating the same diet as Mr. Phillips. After the
operation the overweight surgeon and staff went to the
cafeteria and had that same diet. While Mr. Phillips was in
the hospital, no one talked to him about changing his diet.
They just asked him to come back for a checkup. Michael
felt like he was in a Fellini movie. He decided that instead of
putting people to sleep, it was time for him to start waking
them up. So in June 1981 he resigned his lucrative position
as an anesthesiologist, bought a vegan cookbook (from
Gentle World) and followed a vegan diet. His blood pressure
fell and he lost a 15-pound inner tube of fat around his waist
that he had worn for years. He felt much better. In Oct.
1981, he moved to Gentle World in Florida, opened a clinic
in nearby Orlando, and practiced “nutritional medicine” for
the next 6 years. He was married a second time. At the clinic
he especially liked to see fat patients. A change to a vegan
diet worked miracles. Now they were putting “the right fuel
in the tank.” But he also noticed that in many arthritics, the
inflammations in their joints got better, and that the asthma in
many asthmatics decreased or disappeared. In the late 1980s
he moved to Felton near Santa Cruz, California, and worked
with Earthsave Foundation and John Robbins. In early 1990
he moved to Los Angeles to continue this work. He also
wrote several books on vegan nutrition.
Today his main work is lecturing about diet and the
environment, how America’s meat-centered diet is destroying
both the earth’s ecosystems and our bodies. He advocates
changing to a vegan diet and wants people to understand “the
true cost of a meat-centered diet.” Most of his income now
comes from speaking honoraria and sales of his book, none
from medicine. He is living with friends in Los Angeles.
His favorite periodicals on diet are: McDougall Newsletter,
Vegetarian Times, Vegedine, and The Vegan. On ecology: E,
and Buzzworm.
Concerning his personal diet: he gets about 600 mg/day
of calcium which he thinks is sufficient because his protein
intake is also low. For breakfast he has sliced fruit and raisins
with apple or orange juice poured over the top. Whole wheat
bread with almond butter (and sometimes a fruit puree).
Sometimes a scrambled tofu omelet. For lunch: Green salad
with yellow or red veggies and tahini dressing (with water
and nutritional yeast), vegetable soup, and a sandwich with
nut butter or tofu spread (with tahini and shoyu) and/or
sprouts. For dinner: Potato or pasta or cooked whole grains
(like brown rice), yellow steamed veggies, miso broth often
with diced tofu. For snacks he likes almonds and/or raisins.
His favorite sweet is Rice Dream [frozen dessert] or fruit.
He admires the work of Dr. John McDougall but strongly
disagrees with the way he strictly applies the concept
of “percentage of calories from fat” in foods, using it to
criticize foods such as tofu which actually have very little fat
per typical serving.
As of Feb. 1990 Gentle World, a community of 20
people, is selling their land in Florida and moving to Maui.

Contact them at Gentle World, P.O. Box U, Paia, Maui,
Hawaii 96779. Phone: 808-579-9144. Mr. Waldbaum (Light)
is a distant cousin of the Waldbaum family of supermarket
fame. They have opened a restaurant named “The Vegan” on
Maui and are using lots of soyfoods.
Update: In April 1992 Dr. Klaper announced the
foundation of a newly accredited program called the
Institute for the Advancement of Nutrition Education and
Research, which aims to further physicians’ knowledge about
nutrition and health. He made the announcement at Natural
Products Expo West, during his seminar called Soyfoods and
Vegetarianism. As of Jan. 1993 the Institute has conducted
two 4-day seminars, mostly for physicians who received
Continuing Medical Education (CME) credits. Address: 8843
Pennfield Ave., Northridge, California 91324. Phone: 818341-0652.
904. Nomura, Abraham; Grove, J.S.; Stemmermann, G.N.;
Severson, R.K. 1990. A prospective study of stomach cancer
and its relation to diet, cigarettes, and alcohol consumption.
Cancer Research 50(3):627-31. Feb. [45 ref]
• Summary: In this cohort study, the authors did not find a
significant association between consumption of miso soup
or tofu and gastric cancer risk among 7,990 American men
of Japanese ancestry in Hawaii, although a trend toward a
protective effect of tofu was present. Address: Japan-Hawaii
Cancer Study, Kuakini Medical Center, Honolulu, Hawaii
96817.
905. Oka, Seizo. 1990. Early Japanese immigrants to Hawaii
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 7. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The first contracted labor immigrants from
Japan arrived in Hawaii in 1868 aboard the ship Scioto.
They took with them miso and shoyu. Before that time, some
Japanese drifted ashore or were shipwrecked on Hawaii. A
number of groups were supposed to follow the first group,
but there was a dispute in the contract so the program was
terminated with the first group.
The ship Scioto (pronounced sai-OH-tuh) was
apparently named after a river in Ohio that flows 237
miles southward through Columbus and empties into the
Ohio River in Scioto County. It belonged to the Pacific
Mail Steamship Co. of the USA. In Japanese the ship’s
name is usually romanized in katakana as Saioto-go (or
less commonly as Shiotto-go), where “go” (the Japanese
character for “number”) is a suffix widely used with the
names of ships, trains, and other vehicles. “Go” is not a
counter for ships–the counter is “seki,” such as isseki, niseki.
Robert W. Irwin, an American who became an agent
in Yokohama for the Pacific Mail Steamship Co., played
a key role in both the 1868 and 1885 contracts. The first
group consisted of 148 Japanese. They were under a contract
made between the Japanese government and the Hawaiian
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kingdom. But because of a dispute in the contract, 40
members of the group returned to Japan without fulfilling the
contract; 108 remained in Hawaii and fulfilled the contract.
Since they left in 1868, the first year of Meiji, they are
often referred to as “Gannen mono” which means “Fellows
of the first.” In 1885 the contracted labor was resumed,
and continued on for several years. The second group of
contracted labor immigrants was carried from Japan to
Hawaii on the ship named City of Tokio. Address: Founder
and former Head, History Room, Japanese Cultural and
Community Center, 1840 Sutter St. #206, San Francisco,
California 94115. Phone: 415-751-5951.
906. Stachura, Irena. 1990. About the ship Scioto
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 9. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the book titled Merchant Sail by William
Armstrong Fairburn two vessels named Scioto are listed.
The first was built in 1831. Tonnage: 141 tons. Length: 81
feet. Beam/width: 23 feet. Depth: 9 feet. Rigging: Schooner
(with triangular sails, pointed at the top). It was probably not
built on the West Coast since there is very little information
about it in the files of the National Maritime Museum. It was
probably built on the East Coast. It is not listed as a Gold
Rush vessel.
The second vessel named Scioto was built in the
Skolfield yard. It was a ship, with 3 masts or more. For
more information contact the Mystic Seaport in Mystic,
Connecticut. Address: Research Librarian, National Maritime
Museum Library, Bldg. e, Third Floor, Fort Mason Center,
San Francisco, California 94123. Phone: 415-556-9870.
907. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.
1990. The Asian population of the United States in 1990
(Overview). SoyaScan Notes. Compiled by William Shurtleff
of Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: According to the 1990 census, the population
of the United States was 248.7 million, up 9.8% from 1980.
The Asian population is as follows: Total Asian and Pacific
Islander 7.273 million (2.9% of the total, up 107.8% from
1980). Total Asian from traditional soy-consuming nations
5.524 million (2.2% of total, up about 100% from 1980!).
Chinese 1.645 million (0.7%, up 104.1%). Filipino 1.407
million (0.6%, up 81.6%). Japanese 847,562 (0.3%, up
20.9%). Korean 798,849 (0.3%, up 125.3%). Vietnamese
614,547 (0.2%, up 134.8%). Hawaiian 211,014 (0.1%, up
26.5%).
908. Barringer, Felicity. 1991. Census shows profound
change in racial makeup of the nation: Shift toward
minorities since 1980 is the strongest seen this century. New
York Times. March 11. p. A1, A12.
• Summary: “This is the dawning of the first universal
nation.” Of the 249.6 million residents in America, 80.3%

are white, 12.1% black, 9% are Hispanic, 2.9% Asian and
Pacific Islanders, American Indians are 0.8%. The number
of Asians increased 107.8% during the 1980s. There are
now 7.3 million Asian-Americans. States with the highest
concentrations of Asians or Pacific Islanders are: Hawaii
(685,236, up 17.5% since 1980, 61.8% of the state’s
population), California (2,845,659, up 127.0% since 1980,
9.6% of the state’s population), Washington (210,958, up
105.7% since 1980, 4.3% of the state’s population), New
York (693,760, up 123.4% since 1980, 3.9% of the state’s
population), Alaska (19,728, up 144.9% since 1980, 3.6% of
the state’s population).
“The change in California, the nation’s fastest-growing
state, was most striking. In 1980, two-thirds of Californians
were whites from European backgrounds. In 1990, the
figure was 57 percent, meaning that nearly 13 million of the
29.8 million Californians are from minority backgrounds.
California’s population includes about 35 percent of the
nation’s total Hispanic population and 39 percent of the
Asians in the United States.”
909. Gerner, Bob. 1991. More early history of Westbrae
Natural Foods in California, 1972 to 1980 (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 29 and Oct. 1. And 11 May 1992.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Gordon Bennett arrived in 1972. He started
as a customer, then began work as a janitor, then became a
partner. At that time Bob Ortiz was asked to leave. The first
year in business, Westbrae made only $7,000 profit before
any wages were paid to the three partners. Profits were
plowed back into the business. Bob lived in the store to save
money.
In 1972-73 Westbrae rented a small separate warehouse
several blocks away at 1340 San Pablo Ave. They also rented
a rat-infested bakery on East 14th St. in Oakland. There
they baked granola and bread; Ganesh (Ganesha) was their
bread baker and delivery man. In the late fall of 1973, after
less than a year on San Pablo Ave., they moved into a much
larger warehouse nearby at 1224 10th Street and incorporated
the company. At that time Westbrae began importing
traditional, natural foods from Japan. They imported soy
sauce in bulk and bottled it at their 10th street facility. Also at
that time, Bob transferred all his past company records to the
corporation. Bob Gerner owned 28% of the stock, Margaret
and Kristin (who had now joined) owned 24% each. Three
employees owned stock: Gordon Bennett owned 18%, and
Jerry Heverly and Rick Lewis each owned 3% each. The
company formed an AESOP (accelerated employee stock
ownership plan); the goal was for everyone who had worked
for the company for a given time to own shares. As soon
as Westbrae formed the corporation and the AESOP, there
was constant fighting. They spent more time fighting about
ownership than running the business. Prior to incorporation,
Bob had made most of the decisions himself; afterwards,
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though president, he ran the company by committee, and felt
that the board should make all the major decisions. This was
crazy and rendered Bob ineffective, but he felt he no longer
owned the company. Also, he didn’t realize that Gordon’s
main goal was to become the head of the company.
From Feb. 28 to March 2, 1974, Bob traveled throughout
Japan, with William Shurtleff as his guide, looking at
potential suppliers.
At that time Westbrae had financial problems. They
hired Stewart Emery to conduct a self-realization seminar
for all the employees in the mountains to give more focus.
Before the seminar, the owners had a meeting in which they
shared frank feelings about one another–who was effective
and who wasn’t, how the company was going, etc. Rick
Lewis got voted off the board of directors and Gordon
Bennett became general manager, replacing Bob Gerner, who
was demoted to chairman and president. Stewart Emery later
said that the seminar was his only failure. Rick Lewis was
asked to work in the retail store as a clerk; he used that as a
base to organize a union. On 22 Dec. 1975 the production
employees formed a union, named the Alternative Food
Workers Alliance. Westbrae was stuck with a union until
Gordon Bennett sold the company to Vestro. At one point
they may have joined the teamsters union.
Bob and Gordon had an ongoing struggle. In July
1976 Bob left Westbrae (although he was still president)
and bought the retail store (Westbrae Natural Foods) back
from the company at a very good price. It had been losing
money, the company couldn’t sell it (in part because it
was unionized), and Gordon wanted to just shut it down.
Bob closed it for 3 months, remodeled it, then opened it
again in late November as Gilman Street Gourmet: Natural
Foods & Delicatessen. Shortly thereafter, Westbrae moved
its warehouse from 10th Street in Berkeley to Emeryville
because the company needed more space and the rent was
much better. Bob was disappointed with the move because
the 10th Street warehouse had been just a few blocks from
his Gilman Street Gourmet.
In about 1977 Bob, Gordon, Margaret Ortiz and Kristin
Brun got together for two sessions at Kristin’s house, to
discuss and have recorded the early history of Westbrae; a
woman whom Kristin found apparently wrote down that
history. Kristin now lives in Richmond Annex with Marty
Roth, and probably has lots of early Westbrae documents
and photos. In July 1977 the Oakland Tribune, then the San
Francisco Chronicle each did nice articles about Westbrae.
In September 1977, Westbrae Natural Foods moved its
warehouse and offices from Berkeley into a much larger
building at 4240 Hollis St., Emeryville, California 94608.
Gordon was a good manager, but in 1976, at the time
Bob Gerner left, he and Bob were each earning only $800/
month. Gordon began to push for higher salaries, so he called
in Lloyd Dubroff and Bruce Handler who ran a seminar
called POEM (Plan, Organize, Execute, and Manage). Bob

hired them as consultants at the retail store, then they served
as mediators on a conflict between Gordon and Bob over pay
levels. They tripled Gordon’s salary to $52,000 a year and
he liked them instantly. Gordon hired them as consultants
on a continuing basis, then he decided they should be on
the board. Kristin Brun got voted off the board and they got
voted on. In March or April 1979 Gordon announced at a
board meeting that he was going to take a sabbatical starting
in 6 months and that he didn’t want to run the company any
more. The board members said “We think you should leave
now,” so they voted him off the board–much to Gordon’s
surprise. The board made Lloyd Dubroff the general manager
and chief operating officer, and Bruce Handler became
CEO. At that point Bob ceased to be president of Westbrae,
but he still owned the controlling share of stock–which he
continued to own until 1985.
Dubroff and Handler’s first move was to draft a budget
and get the financial statements up to date. The financials
showed that the company was doing very well. Westbrae had
just opened a warehouse in the City of Bell (4841 Eastern
Ave.) near Los Angeles (named Westbrae South), so Dubroff
and Handler bought Celestial Natural Foods, a wholesale
company run by Carter Allen on the docks in Oahu, Hawaii
that Gordon had been pursuing and that had been a major
customer of Westbrae’s. Soon they began to increase
inventories to 98% in stock, but they suddenly found that
they were unable to pay the bills. The comptroller had
made serious errors in the financial records, and Westbrae
was almost bankrupt. The companies in Hawaii and Los
Angeles were both losing large amounts of money, Bob
Gerner returned to the company and began fending off angry
suppliers and getting permission to string put payments. It
was a very stressful time for Bob as he struggled to keep the
company he had founded out of bankruptcy.
In Dec. 1979 or 1 Jan. 1980 the board invited Gordon
Bennett back in as general manager. Gordon saved Westbrae.
He transformed the company from an importer-distributor to
an importer-manufacturer. He closed down the operations in
Hawaii and Los Angeles, and sold off Westbrae’s distribution
rights in northern California–at a pretty good price. He
also reduced the number of employees. Westbrae’s top
money-making products were now imported soy sauce (they
imported it in drums and bottled it in Berkeley), and tamariroasted nuts. Address: Owner, Berkeley Natural Grocery Co.,
1336 Gilman St., Berkeley, California 94706. Phone: 415526-2456.
910. Kushi, Michio. 1992. Introduction to Culinary
Treasures of Japan, by John and Jan Belleme. 16 p. Jan.
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This manuscript, which was published in a
condensed form in the actual book, tells the story of Mitoku
and their work to export traditional Japanese natural foods to
the Western world. Michio Kushi was instrumental in getting
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Mr. Akiyoshi Kazama involved in this work. Mr. Kushi,
who became a World Federalist after World War II, came to
the U.S. in Nov. 1949 to study at Columbia University. He
continuously sought ways of establishing world peace, and
increasingly came to believe that a proper diet is the basis for
health, happiness, and peace.
In April 1966 the author’s wife, Aveline, opened a small
store named Erewhon in Boston. Michio began to search
for a Japanese source for foods that Erewhon would sell. He
was introduced to Mr. Kazama (who lived in Tokyo) through
a Japanese friend, Mr. Obayashi, who resided at that time
in New York City. Michio felt that Mr. Kazama understood
his desire for foods of high quality. So Mr. Kazama “began
his search for food producers and manufacturers who
were sincere and willing to supply the kind of quality we
requested. I know that for him, at that time, it was a great
gamble. It was also a painstaking and slow step-by-step
process.”
Mr. Kazama was born on 1 Feb. 1930 in Yamanashi
prefecture. He graduated from Waseda University in Tokyo,
then was selected to study business in the United States.
After arriving in Chicago, Illinois, he was drafted by the U.S.
government to serve in the American Army in Korea and in
Japan from 1956 to 1958. Upon his return to Japan, he settled
in Tokyo where he became an import agent for a German
company dealing in optics and electronics. After the Kushis
contacted him, he became involved in the emerging natural
food business. [He founded a company named Mitoku. Mi =
Michio. To = Tomoko (Aveline’s given name in Japanese).
Ku = Kushi].
In 1968 Mr. Kazama made his first shipment of Japanese
natural foods to Erewhon; the order was worth $3,000.
The Kushis first met Mr. Kazama in Boston in 1970. Over
the years, the volume of Mitoku’s exports steadily grew,
and expanded to Europe, Australia, and the Middle East.
Today Mitoku ships its products to about 35 countries.
Approximately 40% of Mitoku’s exports go to America, 40%
to Europe, and 20% to Australia and other regions. Annual
sales are about $10 million. Among the major suppliers
are Sendai Miso Shoyu Co. Ltd., Hatcho Miso Co. Ltd.,
Hagoromo Miso, Ltd., Hanamaruki Miso Co. Ltd, San Iku
Foods Co. Ltd.
Distributors of Mitoku’s products include the following:
In the USA: Westbrae Natural Foods Inc., Great Eastern
Sun Inc., U.S. Mills Inc., Tree of Life Inc., and Shojin
Natural Foods (Hawaii). In Canada: Koyo Foods Inc., Flora
Distributors Ltd., and Timbuktu. In Costa Rica: Distribuidora
de Productos Macrobioticos S.A. In England: Sunwheel
Foods Ltd, Clearspring Natural Grocer, Meridian Foods
Ltd. In France: Celnat, Tama. In Belgium: Lima N.V. In the
United Arab Emirates: Emirates Trading & Marketing Est.
In South Africa: Key Health. In Austria: Naturkostladen,
Lebenszeichen. In Switzerland: S’lotusbluemli, Terrasana,
Futonhaus. In Sweden: Kung Markatta. In Norway:

Alternative Import. In Finland: Makro Bios. In Portugal:
Armazens Da Matinha. In Spain: Kunga. In Italy: La Finestra
Sul Cielo, Probios S.R.L., Dalla Terra al Cielo, Solo Natura.
In Israel: Tivoli Ltd. In Australia: Pureharvest. In New
Zealand: Enso. In Singapore: Nature’s Best. In Yugoslavia:
General Export. In Japan: Seibu Department Stores Ltd.,
Tokyu Department Stores Ltd. Among the countries reached
indirectly through trans-shipment are Hungary, reached
through Austria, various South American countries reached
through the United States, and other countries such as
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Iceland, Andorra, Ireland and the
Caribbean Islands.
As Mitoku developed its international operations,
Mr. Kazama hired many students from Western countries,
including Blake Rankin (USA), Ferro Ledvinka (Italy),
Christopher Geoffrey Dawson (New Zealand, starting 1979),
Robbie Swinnerton (England), Terrie Adams (USA), and
Michelle Harbroun (France).
“For the past 10 years, Mitoku has echoed and supported
the macrobiotic perspective with its motto ‘Isshoku-Dogen.’
These words, though they have been forgotten in the last
few centuries by the very people in the health care field who
should remember them well, mean literally ‘medicine and
food have the same source,’ and can be translated as ‘food is
medicine.’ This saying has been used and known as part of
the ancestral heritage of wisdom transmitted from generation
to generation for several thousand years in Oriental countries
such as China, Korea and Japan.
“In an attempt to preserve Japanese traditions, Japan
has instituted a ‘Living Treasures’ program granting official
recognition and support to [living masters in] various cultural
areas such as theater, music, dance, sculpture, carpentry,
weaving... and arts and crafts. Ironically, though, Japan has
not granted the same official recognition to its traditional
methods of food processing and production in spite of the
fact that increasingly large numbers of people throughout the
world are now appreciating traditionally processed Japanese
food products and have become aware of their important
health benefits. The Japanese traditional arts of producing
miso, soysauce, tofu, natto, amazake, rice vinegar, sake,
mirin, condiments and pickles as well as cooking methods
and preparation are unique among the culinary practices of
the world... These foods are also works of art... It is my hope
and recommendation that official recognition and support be
granted by the ‘Living Treasures of Japan’ to those who have
dedicated their life to the traditional art of food production
and processing in spite of the hardships and commercial
disadvantages they are compelled to face in business
competition and present-day economical conditions.”
Address: 62 Buckminster Rd., Brookline, Massachusetts
02146.
911. Young, Rich. 1992. Early history of macrobiotics and
natural foods in America (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
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March 28. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: First the names of some good sources: For
Infinity Foods and Shadowfax: David Simon, 201-2091646 (now doing business as Wholesome Brokers, still into
scientology, formerly with Erewhon and a macrobiotic). For
early Erewhon: Evan Root, 617-566-4783, in Brookline;
he is very down to earth and sensible, like Jimmy Silver.
For Erewhon–Los Angeles: Tom DeSilva, 213-655-3537.
For Essene: Howard and Denny Waxman (brothers who
founded Essene, which is still in business in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania). For Laurelbrook: Margy Coates, 301-8771695, is one of the angels on this planet.
Rich worked for the Kushis for over 13 years. He
studied with them at Arlington Street Church before
Erewhon existed. Evan and Peggy Taylor, Ronnie Coates
and Marty Russell started Sanae; Rich worked there for 18
months, washing dishes and buying. Then he worked at East
West Journal for 18 months when Robert Hargrove was
editor, in advertising and sales. Then for the Seventh Inn
for 18 months, shortly after it started and the two guys who
founded it quit. It never got off the ground. Evan Root was
followed by Ty Smith who was followed by Richard Sandler.
Then in 1972 Rich went to work for Tom Chappel of Tom’s
of Maine (natural toothpaste).
Bruce Macdonald married Maureen Traill, his first
wife, in the first “official” macrobiotic wedding in Boston,
Massachusetts, at the Old South Church on Copley Square.
Then Bruce and Maureen moved to Los Angeles where
Bruce played a major role starting Erewhon-Los Angeles.
Bruce has had 6 children by four women. Now Bruce runs
home-based Right Hand Press which publishes the teachings
of Linda Green, an Avatar, dowser, and pendulum-using
spiritual teacher from Oklahoma.
Rich thinks that one of the first people to develop a
process for putting soy sauce on nuts was Nik Amartseff,
who created Nik’s Snacks that were sold by Erewhon. Nik
started out working with Fred Rohe’s New Age Foods in San
Francisco. Ask Rich about Erewhon’s Hopi Seeds and Nik’s
Snacks.
Rich began to work at Erewhon in 1974 when Bill
Garrison was the president; he continued until the company
went bankrupt. When Paul Hawken left Erewhon, Bill
Garrison took over. In 1975, under Bill, the company was
losing money. Michio brought in Ty Smith on the condition
that if Ty could make the company profitable, Michio would
give Ty shares in the company. At 33 Farnsworth St., as
president Ty (who Rich has great respect for) made the
company profitable, but Michio reneged on the deal. So Ty
left–he is now in Hawaii running a combination convenience
store, deli and gas station. Tom DeSilva knows how to
reach him. Then Michio brought in as president Jeff Flasher,
who was very close to Ty and thus knew that Michio could
not be trusted. One day Jeff went to Michio and said that

Erewhon could stay at 33 Farnsworth Street and probably
stay profitable, but it wouldn’t grow as fast due to the limited
space. Or Erewhon could move into a much larger warehouse
and potentially sell a lot more food, but they would incur
significant debt in the process. Jeff left the decision up to
Michio and Michio decided to go for the larger warehouse,
with the promise that he (Michio) would come through with
a certain amount of money by a specified date. Michio was
not able to do this.
Jeff Flasher is a wonderful person and his wife, Linda,
at the time was extremely intelligent and helpful to Erewhon.
Another reason for the downfall was the pressure of the
full-line distributors, which led Erewhon to greatly expand
its product line and to include many products of marginal
quality. It was a choice between being a manufacturer (they
made nut butters and granolas) and a brand name (from
imports), versus competing with the full-line distributors.
Michio chose the latter approach. That was a major reason
for Erewhon’s downfall. Address: Right Hand Press,
Cambridgeport, Vermont.
912. Keyser, Harold H.; Li, Fudi. 1992. Potential for
increasing biological nitrogen fixation in soybean. Plant and
Soil 141(1/2):119-35. March. [141 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Importance
of soybean in world agriculture, Recent soybean statistics,
The need to increase soybean productivity within sustainable
systems.
Biological nitrogen fixation in the soybeanbradyrhizobia symbiosis: Amounts of N2 fixed, Assimilation
of nitrogen, Host-strain compatibility, Competition for
nodule occupancy.
Research strategies to increase BNF in soybean:
Selection and engineering of bradyrhizobia, Selection and
breeding of soybean genotypes, Improved inoculation
techniques.
Production strategies to increase BNF in soybean:
Inoculant production, quality control and training, Matching
soybean genotypes to the environment, Management of other
inputs. Concluding remarks.
The soybean has the ability to grow symbiotically
on low-nitrogen soils. Address: NifTAL Project, Univ. of
Hawaii, 1000 Holomua Ave., Paia, HI 96779, USA and Lab.
for Biological Nitrogen Fixation, Huazhong (Central China)
Agricultural Univ., Wuhan, Hubei 430070, People’s Republic
of China.
913. Johannes, Kenlon. 1992. Sunrider expedition update:
Around the world on SoyDiesel. Jefferson City, Missouri:
Missouri Soybean Merchandising Council. 1 p. Oct. 7.
• Summary: Bryan Peterson is captain. Gives a timeline /
chronology of key events during 1992: May 1-16–Sunrider
Expedition Midwest Tour. Bryan displayed the Sunrider
to schools, farmers and interested individuals throughout
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Missouri, Illinois, and Iowa.
May 25 to July 23–Sea trials off the coast of California.
July 4–Sunrider launch from Pier 39, San Francisco,
California.
July 4 to Sept. 18–Expedition traveled along west coast
of California while Bryan worked with United Soybean
Board funded curriculum guide for National Science
Teachers Association. The guide is expected to be completed
in March 1993.
Sept. 19–Bryan departs from Coos Bay, Oregon, with
tug and barge escort from Sause Brothers Ocean Towing
Company of Coos Bay. They provide mid-ocean fueling and
food for Capt. Peterson.
Oct. 1. Brian arrives in Hawaii for three weeks of
scheduled events.
Note: Accompanying this is a 2-page news release titled
“Sunrider expedition update” dated 15 Oct. 1992. It implies
that Sunrider began its 52,000 mile journey on Sept. 19 from
Coos Bay. Address: Executive Director, MSMC, P.O. Box
104778, Jefferson City, Missouri 65110-4778. Phone: (314)
635-6701 or 1-800-662-3261.
914. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1992. Tainted tofu
recalled. Dec. 30.
• Summary: “A tainted batch of tofu has resulted in a
recall of tofu and soy milk products made by Mrs. Cheng’s
Soy Bean Products. The state Department of Health urges
consumers not to eat the products, distributed only on the
island of Oahu... A sample of the company’s Nigiri [sic,
Nigari] Tofu was found to be contaminated with Listeria
monocytogenes, a bacteria [sic, bacterium] that can cause a
rare but serious disease called Listeroisis [sic, listeriosis].”
Note: Listeriosis is a serious encephalitic disease that
can be fatal in humans.
915. Benfante, R. 1992. Studies of cardiovascular disease
and cause-specific mortality trends in Japanese-American
men living in Hawaii and risk factor comparisons with other
Japanese populations in the Pacific region: A review. Human
Biology 64(8):791-805. Dec. *
• Summary: “From 1966 to 1984 trends in incidence rates
for CHD, stroke, and cause-specific mortality were compared
for the 8006 participants and 3130 non-participants in the
HHP [Honolulu Heart Program]. CHD and stroke rates
declined by about 40% for the total HHP cohort. There
was a larger decline for CHD mortality (over 60%) in the
nonparticipants.”
Note: This journal was established in 1929 by Raymond
Pearl and is the official publication of the American
Association of Anthropological Genetics. Address: Honolulu
Heart Program, Kuakini Medical Center, Hawaii 96817.
916. Biodiesel Alert (Arlington, Virginia). 1992. General
interest. 1(1):4-5. Dec.

• Summary: “Sunrider launched out of Coos Bay, Oregon,
on Sept. 18, 1992 and made its first stop in Hawaii.”
The U.S. Departments of Agriculture, Energy, and
Commerce, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the
New Uses Council sponsored the ‘Biobased Products Expo
‘92’ which took place in St. Louis [Missouri] on Oct. 6-9.
The Expo opened with an ‘Alternative Fuel Vehicles Round
Up,’ which showcased tractors, cars, buses, and airport
service equipment running on different mixtures of ethanol
and biofuels for diesel engines.” “For more information
on biobased products, contact the Agricultural Research
Institute, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 208143998 or by Phone at (301) 530-7122.
917. Iwata, Masakazu. 1992. Planted in good soil: A history
of the Issei in United States agriculture. 2 vols. New York,
NY: Peter Lang Publishing. American University Studies.
Series IX. History. Vol. 58. [500* ref]
• Summary: Soybean production in the USA is not
mentioned in this book, but in Vol. 1: Page 124. Saburôji
Yoshimura of Ogden, Utah, recalls that for the $6.00 a
month that he and others of his work gang paid for food,
they received only a limited amount of rice “along with miso
shiru or soy bean paste soup and kyabeji no tsukemono or
pickled cabbage.”
Page 205. In Vacaville, California, in the early 1900s,
“the Issei obtained Japanese products from their fellow
countrymen whose shops carried supplies such as rice, soy
sauce, and other Oriental items.”
Page 297 notes that in California, as in the other Pacific
Coast states, “Japanese farmers purchased American clothes
almost exclusively, but their food was largely of foreign
origin. Soy sauce, sake (rice wine) and other delicacies were
imported from Japan. In later years many of these items were
manufactured here and in Hawaii, but in 1910 it was reported
that from 50 to 70 percent of the food consumed by the
Japanese farmer was imported.”
Volume 1 of this book discusses in detail the Wakamatsu
Tea and Silk Farm Colony, which was established in 1865 in
Coloma in the Gold Country near Sacramento. They came
with the intent of growing bamboo, tea plants, raising fish,
etc. The colony lasted for only 12-18 months, then failed.
In Vol. 1, the famous pioneering Wakamatsu Colony is
mentioned on at least 12 pages including p. 36-43, 60-62,
and 64.
In Vol. 2, miso is mentioned on p. 554 (In Washington
state “miso shiru, or soy bean paste soup,” was enjoyed by
Issei farmers for breakfast).
In Vol. 2, Chapter 17, titled “The Southwest–Violence
in Arizona” includes a discussion of the Tadano family.
In 1913, “an unforgettable year,” Arizona passed an Alien
Land Law which prevented Japanese who were not born in
the USA from owning land in Arizona (p. 676). However
they could lease land or real property in the state for a
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period of up to five years. In 1916, Issei Tadeshi Tadano,
arrived in Arizona from California’s Imperial Valley and
grew cantaloupes under paper covers, which hastened their
maturation (p. 677). The new method was soon used by other
Issei farmers. In 1921 a revised Alien Land Law prevented
Issei from both owning and leasing land in Arizona. A crisis
took place in 1934 when White farmers took the law into
their own hands and tried to drive all Japanese from the
lands of the Salt River Valley. “In the early morning hours
of September 13, six masked riders armed with machine
guns and rifles raided a lettuce ranch operated by Magoichi
Inouye, Truma Yamamoto, and Takeshi Tadano. In the
Tadano situation, the raiders fired in the direction of Tadashi
Tadano, the son of the rancher [Takeshi], who had been
asleep in the field guarding an irrigation watergate to prevent
the repetition of the flooding of the newly planted lettuce
field by vandals [on Sept. 9, footnote 68]. At the first shot the
son fell to the ground and feigned death. The gang excitedly
started for their cars but did not leave the scene until they
had pushed the youth’s pickup truck into the Grand canal
[footnote 69, refers to photo].
“After their departure, the son dashed back to his home
and reported the details to his father who placed calls to the
sheriff’s department and the Japanese community leaders.”
A week after the Tadano shooting incident, Arizona night
riders struck again at another farm in a yet another act of
intimidation (p. 696-97). Not much was ever done by the
Arizona authorities for the Japanese. Note: Eventually the
Tadano family went into the business of making soy sauce.
In Vol. 2, a Glossary (p. 891-95) defines Miso shiru (p.
893) as “Soy bean paste soup.”
At the end of Vol. 2 (p. 957-60) are three maps (with
legend) of Japanese American farming settlements in
the United States: (1) Western United States. (2) Central
United States. (3) Eastern United States. For example, in
Washington state there were communities in Seattle, Yakima,
Moses Lake, and Spokane.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2021) that uses the term “soy bean paste soup” to
refer to miso soup. Address: 879 N. Vail Ave., Montebello,
California 90640. Phone: 213-723-4389.
918. Woomer, P.; Asano, W.; Bohlool, B.B. 1992. Predicting
the persistence of introduced Bradyrhizobium japonicum in
tropical soils. In: K. Mulongoy, et al., eds. 1992. Biological
Nitrogen Fixation and Sustainability of Tropical Agriculture:
proceedings of the Fourth International Conference of
the African Association for Biological Nitrogen Fixation
(AABNF),... Chichester, UK: Wiley. xiv + 488 p. See p. 23543. [24 ref]
• Summary: “An important initial step in predicting the
behaviour of introduced rhizobia in tropical soils is to
develop suitable mathematical models and relate the
coefficients of these models to specific environmental

conditions. In a study conducted on the Island of Maui,
Hawaii, three strains of Bradyrhizobium japonicum were
released into diverse soils at 150,000 cells/strain/g soil
and incorporated to a depth of 25 cm with repeated tilling.
The rhizobial densities were monitored at 2, 8, 14, 27, 41,
52, 78 and 106 weeks following release. The populations
declined rapidly, becoming non-recoverable or establishing
at stable levels. The persistence over time was best described
by the Mitscherlich equation, two coefficients of which
represent the rate of decline and the level of persistence.
These coefficients were regressed against a database of up
to 26 parameters which characterize the biotic, climatic,
chemical and physical properties of the sites. The resultant
models presented in this paper allow for the prediction of
rhizobial population sizes over time based upon measurable
soil parameters. Results are also presented indicating
that introduced rhizobia can successfully colonize soils,
depending on climatic and edaphic conditions.” Address: 1.
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility (TSBF), P.O. Box 30592,
Nairobi, Kenya.
919. SoyaScan Notes. 1993. America’s most active and least
active states with respect to soybeans and soyfoods, as of
1 April 1993 (Overview). April 1. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: A tally by state on the SoyaScan database
(which currently contains 42,087 bibliographic references
relating to soybeans and soyfoods) shows the following
states to have the largest number of listings relating to soya
(over 300): Illinois 3,353, California 2,603, New York 1,316,
Ohio 929, Michigan 920, Massachusetts 805, Indiana 739,
Iowa 689, Minnesota 607, New Jersey 572, Missouri 553,
District of Columbia 546, North Carolina 460, Wisconsin
433, Tennessee 412, Hawaii 387, Pennsylvania 372,
Washington state 303, Maryland 300.
States with the fewest listings (40 or less) are Nevada
11, Alaska 17, Montana 23, Rhode Island 23, Wyoming
24, Idaho 27, New Hampshire 29, North Dakota 33, South
Dakota 36, Arizona 38, Oklahoma 39, New Mexico 40.
920. Product Name: Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lean Green Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 534, Volcano, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96785.
Date of Introduction: 1993 May.
New Product–Documentation: Talk with (call from)
Benjamin Hills on the Island of Hawaii. 1993. May 28. He
started making tempeh commercially, out of his palatial
home, on 8 May 1993. He now sells it to his friends but
soon he will start selling it at a local farmers’ market. His
business has no name yet. His main competition is White
Wave tempeh, imported frozen from the mainland. Benjamin
imports his soybeans from Midwest Soya International on
the mainland.
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Talk with (call from) Benjamin Hills on the Island of
Hawaii. 1993. Sept. 23. The name of his company is now
Lean Green Foods.
Letter from Benjamin Hills. 1994. Jan. 26. “Lean Green
Foods became official with the state of Hawaii in August
1993. Production got rolling this week and the product
bag with Label are enclosed.” He is making two products:
Soy Tempeh with Lupin and plain soy tempeh for the local
Indonesian people. His business card reads: “Lean Green
Foods–Hilo, Hawai’i. Protein for the Future. Benjamin Hills,
P.O. Box 10562, Hilo, Hawai’i 96721-5562. Phone: (808)
985-8563.”
Talk with Benjamin Hills who calls From Hawaii. 1994.
May 31. Susan Wallace (who started Surata Soyfoods with
him) is now working with him in Hawaii making tempeh.
They are in the process of developing a Ginger-Teriyaki
Tempeh Burger.
Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). 1997. March 23. p.
22. “Vacation in Hawaii leads to statewide product sales.”
A big story about Lean Green Foods in Hilo, started by
Benjamin Hills. “Lean Green Foods produces soy tempeh,
sea veggie tempeh and ginger teriyaki tempeh burger. The
newest product is tempeh chili.” “’The whole cholesterol-fat
issue brings it [tempeh] to people’s attention,’ said Hills. ‘I
get soybeans in bulk from North Dakota. I don’t think its
feasible to grow them economically here. You need large
plots of flat land and the beans have to dry on the plant.
Source is no problem, but I wouldn’t mind talking with
growers. Perhaps if tofu manufacturers here were interested
too, we could all contract with local growers.’”
Hills “is interested in talking with investors regarding
further expansion of Lean Green Foods.”
“Hills may be contacted by writing P.O. Box 10562,
Hilo, HI 96721 or phone 969-7692.”
921. Harris, William. 1993. Why he thinks calcium chloride
is a better tofu coagulant than calcium sulfate (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. June 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Harris is a physician (M.D.) and a
vegetarian. The rate of loss of calcium from the blood
stream can be increased by consuming high amounts of
sulfur-containing amino acids. Excess amounts of these
are unhealthy because they break down to sulfate, which
is excreted in the urine. Sulfate is one-half of each sulfuric
acid molecule, which the body does not like, so it uses
calcium (or other divalent cations) to buffer the sulfate, and
the calcium leaves the body with the sulfate. The sulfate ion
has a negative valence of two which matches the calcium
ion’s positive valence of two. He is not sure that this is the
mechanism whereby calcium is lost from the body. Other
cations besides calcium can be used to buffer the sulfate
in the urine–sodium, magnesium, potassium, etc.–and he
does not know if there is a selective preference for calcium.

Nor can he guarantee that increasing sulfate increases the
excretion of calcium. But in any case the body has no use
for sulfate and none of it circulates in the blood stream.
However the body does have a use for chloride, which is a
major serum anion and is useful for the stomach in making
hydrochloric acid. So if you use calcium chloride as a tofu
coagulant the body gets two ions which are potentially
useful.
He would like to see more research to answer several
questions in this area. (1) Is the calcium in calcium chloride
or calcium sulfate more available to and better absorbed
by the body? (2) Is there a selective preference in the body
among the various cations which could be used to buffer
sulfate that is excreted? Address: P.O. Box 25233, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96825. Phone: 808-941-8151.
922. Cunningham, Walter; Furman, Don. 1993. History of
Mitchell Foods, Inc. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
July 14. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In 1964 Mitchell Foods’ first retail product,
named Perx, was launched. It was a frozen non-dairy
coffee creamer Prior to this the company had distributed its
products using foodservice and institutional distributors.
Everything was shipped via common carrier; they had no
refrigeration in the trailers so everything was kept frozen
with dry ice. The company established its first relationships
with food brokers. “We had a very good product and it
just sold like crazy. Everybody that tried it, loved. And
they loved the fact that it stayed in their refrigerator for
weeks and weeks without spoiling.” It was sold frozen in
a Pure-Pak carton (they had a Pure-Pak machine), in either
1 pint or 1 quart sizes. Perx was distributed nationwide,
including Alaska, Hawaii, Montana, California, and even the
Caribbean. The product’s main distribution was to New York
City. Mitchell Foods never made an ice cream–either nondairy or dairy.
In Sept. 1964, shortly after Perx went onto the market,
Rich Products sued Mitchell Foods for patent infringement,
including illegal use of some ingredient (perhaps methylcel/
methocel or methyl ethyl cellulose, an emulsifier) in a
patented formula owned by Rich Products. The trial was
held in Rochester and, after several years, Rich won. In early
1967 Mitchell Foods was required to pay Rich Products
several hundred thousand dollars (actually $243,000) and
stop using the particular ingredient. Don recalls that Mitchell
Foods stopped making whip topping for a while, then they
started it again later. Walt remembers how, when Mitchell
Foods paid the first $100,000, he, Frank Mitchell, and their
lawyer, Don Brandt (now deceased), went up to Westfield,
New York and “celebrated” in jest by having dinner. “The
incident deprived the company of a little money but was not
at all a serious blow.”
By 1968 the Fredonia was operating at full capacity
so the company began looking for a new building into
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which they could expand Perx manufacturing operations.
In Dec. 1968 Mitchell Foods purchased the old Bay State
Ice Cream Co. plant, at North Abington (a village in eastern
Massachusetts just outside of Brockton, about 20 miles south
of Boston) which was up for sale. It had all the necessary
equipment, homogenizers, freezers, freezing and frozen
storage capacity, etc. The huge (100,000 square feet) facility
was a lifesaver for Mitchell Foods, moving them about 450
miles closer to their key New York market, where they had
frozen distribution to almost 100% of the markets. All the
whip topping continued to be made in Fredonia, and only
non-dairy coffee creamer was made in Massachusetts. At that
point they also began private labeling Perx for chains such as
A&P, Grand Union, the Wakefern Food Corp. (which owned
Shop-Rite, the biggest chain), and Supermarkets General
(second biggest).
In 1971 Mitchell Foods introduced Poly-Perx, a
polyunsaturated non-dairy creamer. The company developed
the product at the request of the American Heart Association
and the American Diabetic Association.
In the mid-1970s, Mitchell Foods employed about 60
people and had annual sales of about $5 million. At the peak
of its prosperity, operating two food manufacturing plants,
Mitchell Foods had about 70-80 employees on its payroll
with annual sales of $8-9 million.
In May 1977, in the third and last lawsuit between
Mitchell Foods and Rich Products, Mitchell sued Rich for
price fixing and predatory pricing. He apparently felt that
Rich Products salesmen or dealers were going into markets
where Mitchell Products was strong, then slashing prices in
an attempt to push Mitchell out. The trail was held in Buffalo
and Mitchell lost. Both Walt and Don personally believe
that (1) Rich was fixing and dropping prices and trying to
force Mitchell Foods out of their key markets, (2) the loss of
the suit hurt Mitchell Products but not severely, and (3) the
pressure from the loss of so much business to Rich Products
and from the impending trial was a major crisis for Frank
Mitchell and contributed to his death from a heart attack; and
(4) Rich Products had the money to make the suit drag on
and on to run up the lawyer bills, knowing that the smaller
company would run out of money before Rich Products did.
In the end, Mitchell Foods had to pay legal fees only.
After this lawsuit, “Mitchell Foods kept sailing right
along. Our business was good. We kept all our customers
that we private labeled for.” Then Frank Mitchell died on
25 Nov. 1980 at age 66. He was very active in the business
until the day of his death–which was the event that marked
the beginning of the end for Mitchell Foods. A month before
his death, the company was in good shape, financially and
otherwise. It had survived loss of the last lawsuit quite
well, with plenty of money to spare. After his death, his
adopted son, Larry [Laurence], took over. A graduate of
the University of Palm Beach, Palm Beach, Florida, Larry
had joined the company in 1973 in accounting and became

assistant treasurer in 1974. Yet he knew almost nothing about
running a company. Frank had totally failed to plan for and
groom a successor. Walt wishes that he could have run the
company, but Larry convinced his mother that he could run
it adequately. Larry did a very poor job managing Mitchell
Foods; he spent money like water and he wouldn’t listen to
advice or warnings from Walt. Walt watched the company
slowly go down the drain. At one point in the 1970s, the
production plant in Fredonia that made whip topping was
closed down, but the building was used as refrigerated
storage for coffee creamer made in Massachusetts for
transshipment to the Midwest. Walt, Don, and several
secretaries continued to work there. The entire operation was
closed in Aug. 1981, and 4 of the 10 employees there were
transferred to North Abington. Eventually in 1983 Frank’s
widow sold the building to the state policemen that ran the
Troopers Toys for Tots. Then Larry decided to cash in by
selling the Mitchell Foods’ plant in Massachusetts; he could
live as he liked without working for the rest of his life. The
problem was, he picked the wrong buyer. First Larry sold the
company to an outfit located in Rye, New York [Canterbury
Industries of Kingston, New York], which in turn was owned
by another company in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. When
they sold the company, Walt was out of a job. He heard
that Larry Mitchell never received a single payment for the
company in Rye. The company in Rye sold it to some other
outfit, and again Larry never got a payment. In 1981 Mitchell
Foods moved its corporate headquarters from Fredonia to
Abington.
Walt apologizes that he is on high blood pressure
medication which has erased some of his memory. Don
notes that Frank Mitchell’s son, Laurence/Larry, lives in
Forestville, New York (Phone: 716-965-2130). His former
executive vice-president (Harry Hebberd, who joined the
company at a late date) and his widow (who has lost most
of her memory) lives in Fredonia. Address: 1. 420 Swan St.,
Dunkirk, New York 14048-2022. Phone: 716-366-6984.
923. Cassman, K.G.; Singleton, P.W.; Linquist, B.A.
1993. Input/output analysis of the cumulative soybean
response to phosphorus on an Ultisol. Field Crops Research
(Amsterdam) 34(1):23-36. July. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Although biological N2 fixation (BNF) by
legumes can provide significant N inputs to crop systems on
highly weathered tropical soils, potential inputs from BNF
largely depend on soil P supply.”
“The potential for greater P input use efficiency with
time when inputs exceed outputs means that farmers’ average
and marginal return from investment in P fertilizer will also
increase with time.” Address: 1. International Rice Research
Institute, Manila, Philippines; 2-3. NiFTAL Project, 1000
Holomua Ave., Paia, Hawaii, USA.
924. Sinclair, Dwight B. 1993. Gorilla Foods, Seitan, Santa
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Fe Organics, and the Gardenburger (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Aug. 28. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: Dwight is a vegetarian and his company
sells only vegetarian foods. Dwight, his partner Michael
Meek, and two other people incorporated Gorilla Foods in
May 1993. They hooked up with John Moore of Gourmet
Naturally in Los Angeles, took over his product line, and
are making wheat gluten. They will soon be moving into a
new plant in Oxnard. Heart and Soul, which made gluten
products, went out of business.
Note: Starting in 1988 John Moore was with W.H. Et
Inc., P.O. Box 37250, Honolulu, Hawaii 96837. They made a
product named Holy Cow! Veg-Cuisine (Made with Seitan),
whose ingredients included wheat protein, soy protein, and
other vegetable proteins. A talk with Andrew Harrison,
President, Heart & Soul, Common Objective Inc. 1991. Nov.
27. Heart & Soul Texas BBQ ‘Whibs’ [Regular, or Hot]
was introduced in March 1989; it was made by 4 different
co-packers. Other Heart & Soul products include Trim Slice
Meatless Cold Cuts [Turkey Style, Roast Beef Style, Ham
Style], and Heart & Soul Tofu Lasagna, and Tofu Enchilada
[California, or Mexicali]. John Moore at Gourmet Naturally
(5890 Black Welder St., Culver City, California 90232)
started making the seitan products in about Feb. 1990.
Andrew owns the company named Gourmet Naturally, which
manufactures only Heart & Soul Products, including this
product. Legally, Gourmet Naturally is separate from Heart
& Soul, but the two will soon be merging. He has a patented
process for making fresh wheat gluten, starting with vital
wheat gluten. He feels that the terms “gluten” and “seitan”
are both unattractive; to many mainstream Americans, the
first sounds like glue and the second like the devil (Satan).
Soyfoods Center Product Evaluation. 1991. Dec.
2. Package design: Excellent, very creative. Taste Test:
Excellent flavor and texture; moist, not too spicy.
John Belleme of Santa Fe Organics is no longer making
seitan. He sold his equipment to the owner of Unicorn
Village (Terry Dalton) in North Miami, Florida, who started
a company named something like Sensational and is making
a bulk seitan at a rather low price. Note: John Belleme
did shut down his company but he has not yet sold his
equipment. Neither Unicorn Village nor Terry Dalton have
any plans to get involved with seitan, but Steve Berne in
Miami is starting a new company named New World Foods,
Inc.; he will continue to make bulk seitan and he may buy
Belleme’s machine.
There is a rapid growth of interest in vegetarianism.
Their sales have grown 20% a year in recent years. Three of
their best selling products are the Gardenburger (sold $8.3
million in California last year), the Clif Bar, Gorilla Sauce,
and Imagine Foods’ Rice Dream beverage (which Dwight
thinks is the best non-dairy beverage on the market). Dwight
thinks Imagine Foods’ best-selling product by far is their

Rice Dream beverage, which is packaged in a large aseptic
container. Its sells better than Rice Dream non-dairy frozen
dessert (rice-based ice cream) because freezer space is quite
limited in retail food stores. Address: Owner, Whole Food
Marketing Co., 533 Airport Blvd., Suite 521, Burlingame,
California 94010. Phone: (415) 579-0988.
925. Product Name: Soy Tempeh with Lupin.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lean Green Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 10562, Hilo, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96721-562. Phone: (808) 985-8563.
Date of Introduction: 1994 January.
Ingredients: Certified organic soybeans (grown in
accordance with sec. 26569.11 of the California Health
and Safety Code), sweet white lupin, cider vinegar, tempeh
culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 8 oz.
How Stored: Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Letter and Label sent by
Benjamin Hills. 1994. Jan. 26. “Lean Green Foods became
official with the state of Hawaii in August 1993. Production
got rolling this week and the product bag with label are
enclosed.” He is making two products: Soy Tempeh with
Lupin and plain soy tempeh for the local Indonesian people.
His business card reads: “Lean Green Foods–Hilo, Hawai’i.
Protein for the Future. Benjamin Hills, P.O. Box 10562, Hilo,
Hawai’i 96721-5562. Phone: (808) 985-8563.”
Label. Plastic bag printed with green ink. 5¼ by 7
inches. Illustrations of the Island of Hawaii with a 5-pointed
green leaf (resembling a marijuana leaf) at the center, palm
fronds, and a “Made in Hawai’i” logo. “Sweet white lupin is
a recently developed legume increasingly grown by Native
Hawaiian peoples. It has higher protein content and dietary
fiber than soybeans, making it firmer than traditional all-soy
tempeh.” On the back of the bag is a large recipe for Tempeh
with Barbecue Sauce. “Black spots may appear, but are safe
to eat. They are mature spores and do not indicate spoilage.”
926. Nakagawa, Keiko H. 1994. The miso market in America
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 8. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Keiko has just finished a market survey titled
Beikoku Miso Shijo Chôsa Hôkoku (The miso market in
America: Report of a survey; 22 pages, in Japanese). She
used statistics (with permission) from Soyfoods Industry and
Market: Directory and Databook (1985) by Shurtleff and
Aoyagi and from a database search of the SoyaScan database
to get started on her research. Then she contacted all miso
manufacturers listed in the directory and in this search, and
interviewed the owner of each company. She found that total
miso production by the 7 manufacturers listed below was
1,467 tonnes/year = 3,227,400 lb/year. She found that the
largest miso makers in the USA (including Hawaii) are as
follows, listed in descending order of size:
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1. Miyako Oriental Foods (founded 1976, 1,000 tonnes/
year = 2,200,000 lb/year, Los Angeles; Mr. Shimizu says
they are still only using half their production capacity. Note:
In 1982 Miyako produced 544 tonnes/year of miso according
to Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 1985. Soyfoods Industry and
Market, p. 108).
2. Hawaiian Miso & Soy Co. (founded 1936, 227
tonnes/year = 500,000 lb/year, Honolulu. Production was
512 tonnes/year in 1982).
3. American Miso Co. (founded 1979, 113 tonnes/year =
250,000 lb/year, North Carolina. Production was 125 tonnes/
year in 1982).
4. American-Hawaiian Soy Co. (founded 1941, 91
tonnes/year = 200,500 lb/year, Honolulu. Production was
125 tonnes/year in 1982).
5. South River Miso Co. (founded 1981, 18.18 tonnes/
year = 40,000 lb/year, Massachusetts).
6. American Biofoods (founded 1983, 16 tonnes/year =
35,300 lb/year, Holmdel, New Jersey; also makes Dengaku
Miso).
7. Junsei Yamazaki Miso Co. (founded 1983, 2 tonnes/
year = 4,400 lb/year, Orland, California).
Companies listed in the 1985 directory which cannot
be located and probably no longer make miso are: Cottage
Miso (Wisconsin), Imagine Foods (Missouri), Parks Brands
(Hawaii), The Soy Plant (Ann Arbor, Michigan), and Well
House (Colorado).
Imports of miso to the USA have continued to increase
dramatically, from 959 tonnes (metric tons) in 1982 to 1,554
tonnes in 1992 (according to Japanese Customs sources).
On 20 Feb. 1994 Keiko sent a copy of her Japaneselanguage market study to Soyfoods Center, where it was
placed in the library. Address: 667 Spyglass, Valley Springs,
California 95252. Phone: 209-772-1502.
927. Product Name: Sea Veggie Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lean Green Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 534, Volcano, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96785. Phone: (808) 985-8563.
Date of Introduction: 1994 August.
Ingredients: 1998/12: Certified organic soybeans (grown in
accordance with sec. 26569.11 of the California Health and
Safety Code)...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. (170 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Tribune-Herald
(Hilo). 1997. March 23. p. 22. “Vacation in Hawaii leads
to statewide product sales.” A big story about Lean Green
Foods in Hilo, started by Benjamin Hills. “Lean Green Foods
produces soy tempeh, sea veggie tempeh and ginger teriyaki
tempeh burger. The newest product is tempeh chili.”
928. Franke, Adrian A.; Custer, Laurie J.; Cerna, C.M.;
Narala, K.K. 1994. Quantitation of phytoestrogens in

legumes by HPLC. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry
42(9):1905-13. Sept. 1. [59 ref]
• Summary: “A fast, sensitive, and precise method is
presented for the efficient extraction and quantitation of
coumestrol, daidzein, genistein, formononetin, and biochanin
A from foods by diode array reversed-phase HPLC analysis
using flavone as internal standard.” Using this method, the
level of phytoestrogens in more than 40 foodstuffs, mostly
legumes, were determined.
“High levels of daidzein and genistein were found in
soy products and black beans;” total daidzein and genistein,
ranged from 0.3% to 1.4% relative to dry weight.
Table 4, titled “Total phytoestrogen levels of analyzed
food items” (p. 1910) gives values (in mg/kg of food
material) for daidzein, genistein, coumestrol, formononetin,
and biochanin A. Soy-related foods analyzed include
soybeans seeds (incl. organically grown in USA from
Arrowhead Mills), green vegetable soybeans (raw or boiled),
soybean hulls, soy flour, and tofu. Address: Cancer Research
Center of Hawaii, 1236 Lauhala Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
96813.
929. Thompson, Keith; Brown, Edward. 1994. Breeding
soybeans for use in making tofu at Jacob Hartz Seed Co. Part
I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 11-12. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In late 1987 Keith Thompson visited Soyfoods
Center and he and William Shurtleff worked together to
design a system that Jacob Hartz Seed Co. could use to more
effectively breed soybeans for food uses. The purpose of this
interview is to find out if that system was implemented, and
if so how, and how it is working.
Hartz has hired Dr. Keshun Liu, a PhD in food science.
His job is basically trying to interface between soybean
breeders, Keith, and the soyfoods industry.
There are three main problems in breeding soybeans
for use in making tofu. The first and biggest problem is that
most tofu makers never seem to be willing to pay a premium
price for their soybeans–unless the soybeans are organically
grown, in which case tofu makers will pay huge premiums.
The big market for tofu beans is in Japan. Hartz sells about
40,000 bags/year (each 50 lb) to tofu makers in the USA; one
tofu maker in Hawaii buys about half of these. From these
companies, Hartz is able to get a premium of about $2.50
per bushel over the CBOT (Chicago Board of Trade) price.
Until tofu makers are willing to pay a premium for soybeans
that give tofu with better yield and quality, they must be
willing to accept varieties that are already developed. Tofu
beans are pretty much a commodity, since there are a lot
of large-seeded, clear hilum beans grown in the Midwest
that perform pretty well for tofu. Natto makers are willing
to pay a good premium for their soybeans because natto
beans are inherently lower yielding and have many special
characteristics that are difficult to breed and select for.
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Because Hartz has limited storage, they breed in the areas
where they can get the best premiums. Hartz hedges 100% of
its soybean transactions. So it tends to charge a fixed dollar
amount (its margin) over the CBOT price.
In growing out new varieties, Hartz contracts with
farmers to grow the beans, then buys back 100% of these
beans at a pre-determined price, bags them in a Hartz bag,
and sells them to soyfoods makers. It does not prefer that
farmers sell its beans to soyfoods makers, though farmers
have the right to do this. Hartz’s 428-acre breeding farm is
used solely to produce breeder and foundation seed stock–
the first 2 generations. The Plant Variety Protection Act of
1972 gives plant breeders some rights over the products they
produce in their breeding programs, and prohibits farmers
from selling protected seed to other farmers–like a seed
company. But farmers can save their own seed and plant it
in the future–which means he doesn’t have to buy seed from
a seed company for a long time. Hartz doesn’t like that and
he thinks there is a movement to mitigate that. For example,
farmer-saved wheat seed was so extensive that Pioneer HiBred withdrew from the market. All Hartz’s varieties are
plant variety protected.
When Keith entered this business in 1978 there were 8-9
soybean varieties in 3 different maturity groups in the entire
southern USA (13 states) that the farmer could choose from;
now he has about 150-200 varieties to choose from. Breeders
have incrementally increased yield, disease resistance,
targeted soil type adaptability, etc.
Soybean farmers generally look carefully at and plant
the latest, best yielding varieties since they expect to get
better yield, disease resistance, etc.–and save money. Why do
soyfoods manufacturers not think the same way. Why would
they not be willing to pay more for a new bean that will give
them a 10% higher yield? Keith does not know. He thinks
these manufacturers get a variety that works well and don’t
want to change their process. He often cannot even get them
to test a new variety; its too much trouble (not surprising).
Another problems is that some tofu manufacturers like one
variety very much, and others don’t like it at all. But the
three missing links in this process are (1) research in the
breeder’s lab to show how the new soybean variety behaves
in making tofu (yield, taste, composition, price per pound
of tofu, etc.) and (2) comparing the performance of this
variety with varieties used by major tofu manufacturers; (3)
compiling the results of this research as information that can
be easily understood by any soyfoods maker. Breeders now
do this for soybean farmers but not for soyfoods makers.
Is the tofu market too small for a breeder to make this
investment? Not if you include East Asia, Southeast Asia,
the USA, and Europe. For many years Singapore and Hong
Kong have imported mostly Canadian beans with a pretty
low margin. Japan has a tradition of buying IOM beans
out of the Midwest, but IOM is no longer a meaningful
term because we change varieties so fast. It used to be a

large-seeded, clear-hilum mix of several varieties but now
it can be almost anything. A portion of the users of Japan’s
500,000 metric tons to make tofu is willing to pay a premium
for variety soybeans. Hartz exports about 3,000 tons/year
to Japanese tofu makers, but they still don’t have a good
variety. Continued. Address: 1. Food and Export Manager;
2. PhD, Soybean Breeder. Both: Jacob Hartz Seed Co., P.O.
Box 946, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160. Phone: 800-932-7333.
930. Hills, Benjamin. 1994. Re: New developments at Lean
Green Foods on the Big Island of Hawaii. Letter to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Dec. 1 p.
• Summary: “Holiday Greetings! What a year! It has seen
the birth and infancy of a soyfood company determined to
make a difference in the protein supply of the Pacific Rim.
So far it is quite local, with color pictures of ginger teriyaki
tempeh burger popping up all over restaurant tables of the
Big Island to sold out accounts on Kauai. Soon I will be
consulting to soy operations in the Philippines, Siberia,
Italy, and India, and traveling to those places. Also exploring
export possibilities to Australia and New Zealand.
“It has been a tremendous amount of work, but with
daily rewards from the enthusiasm of satisfied customers.
Mine are truly products to believe in...
“I have been blessed further by the presence of a soy
angel, the original in my life, Susan Wallace, from Oregon...
Her ever-present enthusiasm and support for Lean Green
Foods has helped immensely in the development of my life
in soy.”
Update: 1997. Dec. 8. Talk with Rosie Siscon, who (with
a friend) recently visited Benjamin at his shop in Hilo. 1998.
Dec. 8. His location is beautiful, right next to the ocean, with
lagoons and waterfalls nearby. He made them some delicious
tempeh dishes from his freshly-made tempeh. Address: Lean
Green Foods, P.O. Box 534, Volcano, Hawaii 96785. Phone:
808-985-8563.
931. Product Name: Ginger Teriyaki Tempeh Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lean Green Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 534, Volcano, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96785. Phone: (808) 985-8563.
Date of Introduction: 1994 December.
Ingredients: 1998/12: Certified organic soybeans (grown in
accordance with sec. 26569.11 of the California Health and
Safety Code), ginger juice, soy sauce (water, wheat gluten,
soybeans), mustard, lemon juice, vinegar, fructose, sesame
oil, guar gum, tempeh culture.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. (170 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Christmas letter sent
by Benjamin Hills. 1994. Dec. Lean Green Foods is now
making a ginger teriyaki tempeh burger. Color pictures of it
are “popping up all over restaurant tables of the Big Island to
sold out accounts on Kauai.” One secret to the flavor is the
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24-hour soak in cold marinade–not hot!
Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). 1997. March 23. p. 22.
“Vacation in Hawaii leads to statewide product sales.” A big
story about Lean Green Foods in Hilo, started by Benjamin
Hills. “Lean Green Foods produces soy tempeh, sea veggie
tempeh and ginger teriyaki tempeh burger. The newest
product is tempeh chili.”
Label brought by Benjamin Hills. 1998. Dec. 21. 3.5
inches diameter. Self adhesive. Green on white. Logo says
“Made in Hawaii.” “100% vegetarian. 2 patties–Keep frozen.
Try our tempeh chili. To cook: This precooked burger may
be grilled, fried or microwaved.” Address is now: P.O. Box
10562, Hilo, Hawaii 96721.
932. Franke, Adrian A.; Custer, L.J.; Cerna, C.M.; Narala, K.
1995. Rapid HPLC analysis of dietary phytoestrogens from
legumes and from human urine. Proceedings of the Society
for Experimental Biology and Medicine 208(1):18-26. Jan.
[40 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Soybeans (dry, U.S., Japan),
soybeans (roasted, Japan), soybeans (fresh, raw), soybeans
(boiled, U.S., Taiwan), soy flour (U.S.), tofu, black soy beans
(raw and boiled), red bean [probably azuki] seeds (dry),
daidzein, genistein, coumestrol, formononetin, biochanin-A.
Address: Molecular Carcinogenesis Program, Cancer
Research Center of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
933. National Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin (NSRL,
Urbana, Illinois). 1995. Soybean rust workshop aims to
protect U.S. crop. 2(3):6-7. Oct.
• Summary: More than a year ago the disease know as
soybean rust was discovered on three of the Hawaiian
islands. Soybean rust is caused by two types of fungi,
Phakopsora pachyrhizi, which is found in Asia, and
Phakopsora meibomiae, which is found in Latin America.
Of the two, the Asian variety is much more damaging to
soybeans. A 1991 study found that introduction of the disease
into the continental United States had the potential to reduce
yields by 10% in nearly all soybean growing areas, with
losses of up to 50% in the Mississippi delta and southern
coastal areas.
On Aug. 9-11 nine scientific experts from across the
United States gathered at the National Soybean Research
Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois) to discuss the current state
of knowledge about soybean rust and to examine possible
measures to control the spread of the disease. Major funding
for this national workshop was provided by the United
Soybean Board.
934. National Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin (NSRL,
Urbana, Illinois). 1995. Researchers tap genetic biodiversity
for benefit of soybean producers. 2(3):4-5. Oct.
• Summary: “Millions of years after their ancestors
parted company on the northern shores of Australia, the

world-roaming soybean plant, Glycine max, and its wild
perennial relative, Glycine tomentella have been reunited
by researchers from Australia and the United States.” “The
breakthrough came after near 15 years of painstaking
laboratory work by Theodore Hymowitz, professor of plant
sciences, and his co-workers in the Department of Plant
Sciences at the University of Illinois.” In 1993 they first
succeeded in producing fertile soybeans containing genes
from the Australian relative, commonly known as “woolly
Glycine.” Researchers hope that the new types soybeans
will be able to thrive in dry conditions and have resistance
to major diseases, especially soybean rust–which has not yet
invaded the continental United States, though it is found on
soybeans in Hawaii.
“The ancestor of the soybean and its Australian cousins
probably evolved in Southeast Asia tens of millions of years
ago. Australia at that time was much further south than it is
today. After slowly drifting north, the Australian continent
finally collided with Southeast Asia about 15 million years
ago. The soybean ancestor was one of many Asian plants that
used this opportunity move into Australia. The plants that
stayed in Asia evolved into a wild annual type of soybean
that was domesticated in China about 1100 B.C. In Australia,
the soybean ancestor evolved into at least 16 different
perennial species that today grow wild across much of the
continent and on many south Pacific islands.”
At the University of Illinois, Prof. Hymowitz began
his research program in 1976 with the idea of tapping the
genetic diversity of wild perennial Glycine species for
the benefit of soybean producers. In 1976 only six wild
perennial species were known. Today the number stands
at 16. Hymowitz ran into obstacle after obstacle, as each
cross he tried produced a sterile plant. Finally in 1993, he
and his colleague Ram Singh, created a series of fertile
plants containing all 40 soybean chromosomes plus one
from woolly Glycine–carrying the trait of resistance to rust.
If rust “comes to the mainland of the United States, the
impact would be enormous. Much of the production in the
southern states would be threatened.” Hymowitz is working
with Tony Brown and other scientists from CSIRO in
Canberra, Australia, to screen lines of wild Glycine that carry
resistance to the Asian rust. There is no other known source
of field resistance to rust.
A photo shows Prof. Hymowitz examining the flowers
of hybrids developed by crossing the domestic soybean with
wild perennial soybean relatives from Australia.
935. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1995. Classified ad:
Cook, Korean style food. Dec. 22. p. 24.
• Summary: “Prepare Korean cuisine for lunch and dinner
including but not limited to Korean soup, meats & vegetable
side dishes desserts and appetizers...
“Utilize Korean ingredients, spices, and sauces (hot
sauce, bean paste, barbecue sauce, dressed soy sauce)
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to cook food. Supervise a kitchen helper. 40 hr/week.
10:30 am–6:30 pm/ $10.01 per hour Min. Reqmnt: High
School graduate + 2 yrs experience in job offered. Must
have knowledge and understanding of Korean Language
specifically to recognize and know Korean names of certain
entrees, ingredients and menus, e.g. Kalbi, Bul Go Gi, Kim
Chee, Man Doo, Chop Chae,... Kochu Jang, Daen Jang, etc.
“Submit resumes to Hawaii State Employment
Service...”
936. Sanginga, N.; Abaidoo, R.; Dashiell, K.; Carsky, R.J.;
Okogun, A.J. 1996. Persistence and effectiveness of rhizobia
nodulating promiscuous soybeans in moist savanna zones of
Nigeria. Applied Soil Ecology 3(3):215-24. May. [14 ref]
• Summary: “In 1978, the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture (IITA) soybean program targeted
the improvement of biological nitrogen fixation (BNF)
for soybean through a breeding program to develop
‘promiscuous’ soybean varieties that nodulate with
indigenous soil rhizobia thus eliminating the need for
inoculation.”
“These results indicate a relationship between rhizobia
cell counts and promiscuous soybean responses, which may
be used to indicate under which conditions inoculation will
be beneficial to a farmer.” Address: 1, 3-5. International
Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA), PMB 5320, Ibadan,
Nigeria; 2. NifTAL project and MIRCEN, P.O. Box O, Paia,
Hawaii 96779, USA.
937. Franke, Adrian A.; Custer, Laurie J. 1996. Daidzein
and genistein concentrations in human milk after soy
consumption. Clinical Chemistry 43(6):955-64. June. [52
ref]
• Summary: “The data presented here suggest a cancerpreventive effect of breast-feeding to the offspring when
mothers consume soy foods, in that such infants would be
exposed to the known anticancer agent genistein and also
daidzein. This effect, which would take place at a very early
and most critical developmental period, might protect the
individual throughout life. Also, our findings may provide
the basis for an alternative explanation for the lower cancer
rates observed in Asian populations with high consumption
of soya” (p. 963).
Page 958: “Isoflavone Concentrations: In soybeans.
Total concentrations of daidzein, genistein, and glycitein in
roasted soybeans obtained after extraction and simultaneous
acid hydrolysis were 830, 913, and 174 mg/kg, respectively–
values in good agreement with those reported earlier.
Indexing terms: Isoflavonoids, phytoestrogens, equol,
O-desmethylangolensin, breast feeding, cancer prevention,
newborns. Address: Cancer Research Center of Hawaii, 1236
Lauhala St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
938. Kobold, Christy. 1996. How to get statistics on exports

from and imports to the USA using PIERS (Port Import
Export Reporting Service) (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July
17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: PIERS is a computerized database with detailed
records on all import and export transactions through U.S.
ports. It is produced by The Journal of Commerce, which
started in San Francisco in 1827. The PIERS division
started in 1972-73. They have 125 reporters at all U.S.
ports (including Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico) who
enter information into their database information from bills
of lading and vessel manifests. Import data is now 100%
electronic. Reports are produced on a weekly, monthly, or
quarterly basis by port, by destination, product type, etc.
There are five formats/media: Printed report (hard copy),
tape, diskette, CD-ROM, and on-line access. One report
costs $450. The 3 big ports on the west coast of the USA
are Oakland and Long Beach (California), and Vancouver
(BC, Canada); few imports come into San Francisco any
more. The information available from PIERS is found in the
following import and export data fields: Product description
(as shown on bill of lading or manifest). PIERS product
code. Harmonized Tariff Code and Description (assigned by
PIERS, not copied from ship documents). Overseas country
name. U.S. port name. Overseas port name. Container size,
container quantity, TEU count and cubic feet. Steamship line
and vessel name. Manifest number. Cargo quantity and unit
of measure. Cargo weight. Voyage number. Shipment value.
Payment type. Shipment direction. Bank name. Address: 425
California St., Suite 2450, San Francisco, CA 94104. Phone:
1-800-824-7537.
939. Franklin, Deborah. 1996. The healthiest women in the
world [in Okinawa]. Health. Sept. p. 56-63.
• Summary: On average, American men now live to be
72, and American women 79. Not as good as the Japanese,
where the ages are 76 and 83 respectively. But women in
Okinawa live, on average, to age 84–longer than women
in any other country or region of the world. Okinawa was
annexed by Japan in 1879 and today it is a full-fledged
Japanese state (the equivalent of a U.S. state). What is their
secret? Kazuhiko Taira, a gerontologist at the University of
the Ryukyus in Okinawa, thinks that much of it has to do
with the Okinawan diet. In Okinawa there is a saying that
“food is medicine.” Traditionally Okinawans have eaten
three times more meat (especially pork) than Japanese
mainlanders, 50% more tofu, and–very important–40% less
salt. In the decades before 1960, mainland Japanese adults
typically consumed 6-9 bowls of miso soup each day, plus
a few small servings of salty pickled vegetables and/or
seaweed–all sources of salt. Yukio Yamori, who (for the last
15 years) has studied links between diet and longevity notes
that Okinawans eat quite a bit of tofu and other soy products
which are particularly rich in isoflavonoids–estrogen-like
compounds that may reduce one’s risk of osteoporosis. His
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“most recent study, of post-menopausal women in Japan
and Hawaii, showed that women who consumed the most
soy had the densest bones.” This might explain why elderly
Japanese–and especially Okinawan–women suffer far fewer
bone fractures than American women, even though the
Japanese consume much less calcium.
Another important key to a long and healthy life in
Okinawa is yuimaru, a word written with the Japanese
characters for “circle” and “connection.” It expresses that
sense of belonging and connectedness and feeling needed,
which makes elderly people look forward to each new day.
In Okinawa, the elderly are greatly respected. Address: Staff
writer.

also believe it increases the risk of cancer in humans who
drink milk from BGH-treated cows.” Now several food
companies, frustrated that four states (Illinois, Oklahoma,
Nevada, and Hawaii) refuse to allow product labeling for
BGH-free milk, have begun suing for the right to tell their
customers that their dairy products don’t contain BGH.
Last May Ben & Jerry’s (an ice cream manufacturer)
and three other companies filed suit against the state of
Illinois and the city of Chicago, arguing that the labeling
prohibition violates their right to free speech. But he state of
Illinois says that BGH does not come through in the milk,
and that no laboratory test currently available can distinguish
treated from untreated milk.

940. White, Lon R.; Petrovich, Helen; Ross, G.W.; et al.
1996. Prevalence of dementia in older Japanese-American
men in Hawaii: The Honolulu-Asia Aging Study. JAMA: J.
of the American Medical Association 276(12):955-60. Sept.
[56 ref]
• Summary: “Design and setting: The Honolulu Heart
Program is a prospective population-based study of
cardiovascular disease established in 1965. Prevalence
estimates were computed from cases identified at the 1991
to 1993 examination. Cognitive performance was assessed
using standardized methods, instruments, and diagnostic
criteria.
“Participants: Subjects were 3734 Japanese-American
men (80% of surviving cohort) aged 71 through 93 years,
living in the community or in institutions.” Address: 1-2.
Pacific Health Research Inst., Hawaii.

943. Wu, Anna H.; Ziegler, R.G.; Horn-Ross, P.L.; et al.
1996. Tofu and risk of breast cancer in Asian-Americans.
Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention 5:901-06.
Nov. [34 ref]
• Summary: Study group and area: Asian-Americans
(Chinese-, Japanese-, and Filipino Americans) residing in
the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan statistical area, Los
Angeles County, and Oahu, Hawaii. Time period: 1983-87.
Number of case subjects: 597 (169 in SF, 215 in LA, and 213
in Hawaii). Number of control subjects: 966 (310 in SF, 273
in LA, and 378 in Hawaii).
“The protective effect of high tofu intake was observed
in pre- and postmenopausal women. This association
remained after adjustment for selected dietary factors and
menstrual and reproductive factors. However, this study was
not designed specifically to investigate the role of soy intake
and our assessment of soy intake may be incomplete. We
cannot discount the possibility that soy intake is a marker of
other protective aspects of Asian diet and/or Asian lifestyle.”
Address: 1. Dep. of Preventive Medicine, Univ. of Southern
California, Los Angeles, California 90033-0800.

941. Stein, Jill. 1996. Possible tofu link to Alzheimer’s
disease. New Zealand Doctor. Oct. 2. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Contrary to what might be expected, men who
consume consistently high levels of tofu in mid-life appear to
be at increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in late life.
“This finding follows research by a group from the
National Institutes of Health and the University of Hawaii.”
“’We know that, in addition to their superior nutrient
content, soybean foods may contain significant amount of
isoflavone molecules that can alter the metabolism of brain
cells sensitive to normal to oestrogens,’ chief of the AsiaPacific Office of Epidemiology, Demography and Biometry
Program at the National Institute on Aging, Lon White says.
‘”We worry that these molecules, which may have other
important health benefits, could have an adverse impact on
brain aging.’”
942. Vegetarian Times. 1996. Litigation over BGH labeling:
Food safety. Oct. p. 22-23.
• Summary: Bovine growth hormone (BGH) is a synthetic
hormone that makes cows produce more milk. It was first
approved for use in 1993. “Its manufacturer acknowledges
that it can cause health problems in cows; some physicians

944. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri). 1996.
Plant opening makes biodiesel on Pacific Rim. Dec. p. 2.
• Summary: On 4 Dec. 1996 Pacific Biodiesel Inc. celebrated
its grand opening in Hawaii. It is the first biodiesel maker
in the Pacific Rim area. The three owners are Bob King,
president, Daryl Reece, vice president, and Larry Zolezzi,
secretary / treasurer. The plant, located at the Central Maui
Sanitary Landfill in Maui, Hawaiian Islands, uses “recycled
cooking oils as the feedstock for biodiesel production.” The
County of Maui had been looking for a way to dispose of
these oils. And now the County is Pacific Biodiesel’s first
customer: They use the biodiesel in their dump trucks and
refuse collection trucks. “King and his partners are looking
to expand biodiesel’s use to the marine industry, government
fleets and Navy vehicles.”
“’On the mainland, used oil is utilized in animal feeds,
so its not much of a problem,’ Zolessi explains.”
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945. White, Lon; Petrovitch, H.; Ross, G.W.; Masaki, K.
1996. Association of mid-life consumption of tofu with late
life cognitive impairment and dementia: The HonoluluAsia aging study. In: Fifth International Conference on
Alzheimer’s Disease. See Abst. 487. *
946. Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. 1996. Inventing
and building seed crop genetic improvements: Research and
product development. Des Moines, Iowa. 28 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Includes: A message from Jim Miller, Vice
President and Director, Oilseeds and Field Crop Research (p.
8). Soybean research (p. 9). World map of Pioneer research
locations (p. 22-23). Soybean locations by region (p. 28):
There are 13 in North America, 3 in South America (Venado
Tuerto, Argentina; Santiago, Chile; San Jose, Costa Rica),
and 2 in Europe (Parndorf, Austria; Parma, Italy). The
Spanish-speaking North American soybean locations are:
Salinas, Puerto Rico; Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. Those in the
USA are: Kekaha, Kauai, Hawaii; Hamel, Illinois; LaSalle,
Illinois; St. Joseph, Illinois; Cedar Falls, Iowa; Johnston,
Iowa; Moorhead, Minnesota; Redwood Falls, Minnesota;
Greenville, Mississippi; Napoleon, Ohio; Chatham, Ontario,
Canada. Address: 11153 Aurora Ave., Des Moines, Iowa
50322-9969. Phone: 1-800-338-5878.
947. Product Name: Tempeh Chili.
Manufacturer’s Name: Lean Green Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address: P.O. Box 534, Volcano, Island of
Hawaii, HI 96785. Phone: (808) 985-8563.
Date of Introduction: 1997 February.
Ingredients: 1998/12: Certified organic soybeans (grown in
accordance with sec. 26569.11 of the California Health and
Safety Code)...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price: 6 oz. (170 gm) vacuum pack.
How Stored: Frozen.
New Product–Documentation: Hawaii Tribune-Herald
(Hilo). 1997. March 23. p. 22. “Vacation in Hawaii leads
to statewide product sales.” A big story about Lean Green
Foods in Hilo, started by Benjamin Hills. “Lean Green Foods
produces soy tempeh, sea veggie tempeh and ginger teriyaki
tempeh burger. The newest product is tempeh chili.”
948. Sonka, Steven. 1997. From the director’s desk. National
Soybean Research Laboratory Bulletin (NSRL, Urbana,
Illinois) 4(1):3. Feb.
• Summary: “This issue of the Bulletin marks an important
step in the evolution of the NSRL. Effective on January 6,
1997, I assumed dual roles as Director of the NSRL and
as the Soybean Industry Chair for Agricultural Strategy. In
the first of these roles, I will benefit greatly from the able
leadership that Jim Sinclair has provided as interim NSRL
director.
“I especially want to express my appreciation for
everything that Jim has contributed during the last four years.

During that brief period, the NSRL has made significant
strides in becoming a catalyst for enhancing the efficiency
and effectiveness of the entire soybean industry. These
strides could not have been accomplished without his
tireless and inspired efforts. As a faculty colleague, I have
continually been impressed with Jim’s dedication to the
NSRL and the industry, as well as to his own active research
program.
“Under his leadership, the NSRL has played a key role
in fostering interchange between researchers and soybean
industry decision makers on major problems facing the
sector. The rapid response to identification of soybean rust in
Hawaii serves as an excellent example of how the NSRL has
fulfilled that role.
“That response included organizing a workshop of
scientific experts to inventory the state of knowledge on
the disease and to examine possible measures to prevent
its spread. The summary results of the meeting were
immediately disseminated through the StratSoy electronic
information system, while the full proceedings were
published for the scientific community as part of the NSRL
publication series. Over the last four years, the NSRL also
has served as home for a number of important research
programs, as well as a meeting place for regional, national,
and international visitors and organizations.
“All of this has been accomplished under the guidance
of a vibrant and forward-looking mission statement and
six specific strategic objectives. The statement emphasizes
the role of the NSRL in helping to expand the scope,
size, and profitability of the U.S. soybean industry by
providing strategic information and support for effective
decision making. This statement of intent was developed
in conjunction with our External Advisory Committee. The
mission statement, as have Jim’s leadership efforts in total,
forms a solid foundation for the continued evolution of the
NSRL’s contributions to the industry.
“Recognizing that strategic vision and focus is
critical to all agricultural industries, the Illinois Soybean
Checkoff Board established the Soybean Industry Chair
for Agricultural Strategy. Supported by a $1.25 million
endowment, the Chair’s activities will focus on developing
strategic information and tools that will better enable
decision makers to craft their strategic futures. As holder of
the Chair and as director of the NSRL, I will continue to be
guided by the mission statement and objectives created by
Jim and the External Advisory Committee.
“To achieve those objectives, the NSRL will need to
continually strive to excel in its role of fostering interchange
between researchers and the soybean industry on key current
and future challenges and opportunities. Success in that
undertaking will require input from as many sources as
possible. I urge anyone with specific comments or suggestion
to call me at (217)244-1706 or send an e-mail message at
s-sonka@uiuc.
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“Steven Sonka”
A large photo shows Steven Sonka. Address: NSRL
Director and Soybean Industry Chair for Agricultural
Strategy.
949. Tanikawa, Harry. 1997. House Foods, America’s
second largest tofu maker, to open a new tofu factory–
America’s largest–on March 12 in Garden Grove, California
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 11. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The address of the new plant will be 7351
Orangewood Ave., Garden Grove, California 92841. Phone:
714-901-4350. Garden Grove is about 30 miles southeast of
Los Angeles–near Anaheim and Santa Ana.
First a bit of history: In 1983, House Food Industrial
Co., Ltd. of Japan purchased 50% ownership in Yamauchi
Enterprises (formerly Hinode Tofu Co., owned by Mr. Shoan
Yamauchi) in Los Angeles. The company was renamed
House Foods & Yamauchi, Inc. A year or two earlier Mr.
Yamauchi had changed his company name to Yamauchi
Enterprises (from Hinode Tofu Co.) because he was
challenged by the Hinode Rice Co. over use of the word
“Hinode.” At this time, Harry was at Japan Food Corporation
(JFC). Mr. Yamauchi asked JFC (since they were a big
customer for his products) for their advice concerning the
best company and brand names, from among several that
had been suggested by a research company. Mr. Yamauchi
selected “Hinoichi” as a new brand name, to replace
“Hinode.” The “Hinoichi” brand originated at this time.
In 1993, House Foods Corporation of Japan purchased the
remaining 50% of House Foods & Yamauchi, Inc. from Mr.
Shoan Yamauchi. The new company was renamed House
Foods America Corporation. No news release was issued
at the time and no media stories appeared. Mrs. Yamauchi
would probably know all the exact dates that these things
happened.
The new plant will have three tofu production lines and
a capacity of 150,000 cakes of tofu, compared with 70,000
for the previous plant. The plant size is about 130,000 square
feet on 5 acres of land–which gives plenty of room for
expansion. House Foods bought the property. Mr. Yamauchi
also used to own his parcel in downtown Los Angeles, at
526 Stanford Ave., on the outskirts of Little Tokyo. The plant
was located near Yohan and next to many very old, firsttime established Japanese manufacturers in that area. It was
a bad neighborhood, with many drunks on the streets and it
steadily got worse.
Mr. Yamauchi no longer comes to work each day at the
tofu plant; he stopped coming to work in about August 1996;
he is retired and just stays home with his family.
The biggest upgrades at the new plant are the cooker, the
double-cool pasteurizer, and the cutting and packing. In the
old factory, the tofu went through a single-cool pasteurizer.
First it moved through long a hot-water pasteurizing tank,

and then through a cold lower pasteurizer, which would
lower the internal temperature of the tofu to around 40ºF–
which was above shipping or storage temperature. In the
new factory, the tofu will pass through the hot bath, then a
room-temperature cold bath, then it will go down through a
very cold temperature bath at about 33ºF; it will come out at
the exact temperature desired for storage or shipping, which
give the product a longer shelf life. All the tofu cutting and
packing is now fully automatic.
House Foods would like to become the biggest tofu
manufacturer in America. The new plant will give them the
capacity to pursue that goal. House has the finances and
determination to reach the goal.
On 1 April 1997 House Foods American Corporation
will be formed as a merger of three different companies
that were established in Los Angeles: (1) House Foods
Corporation in Torrance was an importer of spices
manufactured in Japan by House Foods of Japan. They also
exported some raw material; (2) Curry House America, a
restaurant division with five Curry House restaurants in
the Los Angeles area (in Little Tokyo, Torrance, Cypress,
Gardena, and Beverly Hills). (3) The tofu manufacturer and
seller of tofu. House Foods America Corporation will then be
a subsidiary of House Foods Corporation of Japan.
House Foods issued a news release in which it claimed
to be the largest tofu manufacturer in the USA, with 60% of
the domestic market. This was supposed to read 60% of the
Los Angeles market–which is true.
Note: House Foods is the oldest existing JapaneseAmerican tofu manufacturer in the United States. The
company traces it roots back to 1923 in Honolulu, Hawaii,
when a company named H. Iwanaga Daufu was started.
After being purchased by Shoshiro Kanehori and then by
Mrs. Haruko Uyeda, it was finally purchased in 1939 by Mr.
and Mrs. Shokin Yamauchi, and later renamed Aala Tofu
Co. Mr. Shoan Yamauchi, the son, worked at the family
shop in Hawaii, then in 1947 came to California with his
wife, Shizuko. The former owners of Tomoi Tofu Co. (Mr.
Tomoi and probably a partner) had started Hinode Tofu Co.
in March 1947 at Sixth St. and Towne Ave. in Los Angeles.
They made 1,500 cakes of tofu a day. Mr. Shoan Yamauchi
and his wife purchased the company in late 1947. Later they
renamed it Matsuda-Hinode Tofu Co., then Hinode Tofu Co.
Mr. Yamauchi pioneered the packaging of tofu in plastic tubs
with a heat-sealed film lid and was the first to have his tofu
sold in U.S. supermarkets. For many years Hinode Tofu Co.
was the largest tofu maker in the USA. Address: National
Sales Manager, House Foods of America Corp., 7351
Orangewood Ave., Garden Grove, California 92841. Phone:
714-901-4350.
950. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). 1997. Vacation in
Hawaii leads to statewide product sales: focus on the
economy. March 23. p. 22.
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• Summary: “Lean Green Foods is a local company
supplying the entire state with a soyfood called tempeh.
Located in Hilo, the company is the brainchild of Benjamin
Hills who has more than 20 years experience in the soyfoods
industry.
“’I came to Hawaii on vacation in 1993 and was offered
a full time job,’ said the Volcano resident. ‘Pretty soon, I
realized I’d best start a business and work for myself.’
“Investors who helped Hills begin a tofu shop in
Eugene, Oregon, in 1976 helped again and on May 8, 1993,
he sold his first block of tempeh.
“’Like tofu, tempeh is made from soybeans,’ said Hills.
‘Tempeh contains the whole bean, giving it a firmer and
more meat-like texture plus it retains all the nutritional fiber.’
“Tempeh begins with soybeans soaked overnight
then cooked in a large kettle. The water is spun out and a
mushroom-like spore culture grown on rice is added.
“’That’s what does the magic,’ Hills said. ‘It binds the
beans into a solid soy tempeh cake that can be used instead
of meat in most recipes.’
“Lean Green Foods produces soy tempeh, sea veggie
tempeh and ginger teriyaki tempeh burger. The newest
product is tempeh chili.
“’Hundreds of cases a month get shipped out of here.
Its everywhere in restaurants from Ken’s Pancake House to
the Hilton Waikoloa and Don’s Family Deli. In supermarkets
check the frozen food section at KTA, Sure Save, Abundant
Life, Keaau Natural Foods, Takata Store, and Kohala Health
Foods.’
“Hills also ships to Kauai, Maui and Oahu. The new
product, tempeh chili, contains kidney beans, garbanzos,
honey, carrots, onions and Hawaiian Chili by Max seasoning
mix. It will be available at the Chili by Max stand in Kona,
Canoes and Bears Coffee.
“Bill Shurtleff, author of The Book of Tofu, also wrote
The Book of Tempeh in 1979.
“He described the popular Indonesian food as ‘the
world’s richest known source of vitamin B12, one of the
ingredients most often lacking in vegetarian diets. It is also
highly digestible. One of the few fermented vegetarian foods
made without salt, it is also an excellent diet food containing
only 157 calories per 100-gram (3.5 ounce) serving. Finally,
it is very low in saturated fats and contains absolutely no
cholesterol–in short, an ideal food for every health-minded
person.’
“Soybeans are a source of phytochemicals such as
inositol hexaphosphate, plant sterols, protease inhibitors and
saponins, according to The Simple Soybean and Your Health
by Mark and Virginia Messina. They are rich in protein, high
in fiber and contain other nutrients such as calcium, iron and
zinc.
“’The whole cholesterol-fat issue brings it [tempeh]
to people’s attention,’ said Hills. ‘I get soybeans in bulk
from North Dakota. I don’t think it’s feasible to grow them

economically here. You need large plots of flat land and
the beans have to dry on the plant. Source is no problem,
but I wouldn’t mind talking with growers. Perhaps if tofu
manufacturers here were interested too, we could all contract
with local growers.’
“Hills’ other food company experience was with
Fantastic Foods and Homestyle Foods in California.
“He is interested in talking with investors regarding
further expansion of Lean Green Foods.”
“Hills may be contacted by writing P.O. Box 10562,
Hilo, HI 96721 or phone 969-7692.”
951. Carsky, R.J.; Abaidoo, R.; Dashiell, K.; Sanginga, N.
1997. Effect of soybean on subsequent maize grain yield
in the Guinea savanna zone of West Africa. African Crop
Science Journal 5(1):31-39. March. [21 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: “Two varieties of soybean and a maize control
crop were grown in replicated trials at 10 sites in the Guinea
savanna of Nigeria in 1993 followed by a test crop of maize
in 1994 with 20 or 60 kg of nitrogen per ha to test the effect
of soybean on subsequent grain yield.
Soybean in rotation may increase maize yield by as
much as 140% compared to continuous maize cultivation,
even though the soybean was not inoculated with rhizobia
and the above-ground soybean residues, except litter fallen
before harvest, were exported from the fields, as is the
current practice of farmers. Address: 1, 2-4. International
Inst. of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), PMB 5320, Ibadan,
Nigeria; 2. Nitrogen Fixation of Tropical Legumes (NifTal
Project), Univ. of Hawaii, Maui, Hawaii.
952. National Biodiesel Board. 1997. NBB list of biodiesel
fuel suppliers. Jefferson City, Missouri. 1 p. Unpublished
typescript. April 1.
• Summary: (1) Ag Environmental Products (AEP), 9804
Pflumm, Lenexa, Kansas 66215. Contact: Bill Ayres or
Doug Pickering. (2) Twin Rivers Technologies, Inc. (TRT
[Note: The do NOT make biodiesel]), 780 Washington, St.,
Quincy, Massachusetts 02169. (3) NOPEC Corp., Lakeland,
Florida 33815. (4) Pacific Biodiesel, 285 Hukilike St.,
B-103, Kahului, Island of Maui, Hawaii 96732. Contact:
Robert King. Address: 1907 Williams St., P.O. Box 104898,
Jefferson City, Missouri 65110-4898.
953. Franke, Adrian A. 1997. Isoflavone content of breast
milk and soy formulas: Benefits and risks (Letter to the
editor). Clinical Chemistry 43(5):850-51. May. [8 ref]
Address: Cancer Research Center of Hawaii, 1236 Lauhala
St., Honolulu, HI 96813.
954. Kikkoman Corporation. 1997. Annual report 1996. 339
Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba 278, Japan. 24 p. 28 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The information in this English-language
annual report is current as of April 1997. Contents: Financial
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highlights. Profile. A message from the president: The year
in review, an emphasis on growth, principal management
issues, looking ahead. Overseas operations–A world brand:
The Americas, Europe, Asia and Oceania. Financial section.
Corporate history. Global network (directory of Kikkoman
names, addresses, and phone numbers worldwide). Board of
directors and officers. Corporate data.
During fiscal 1996, ended 31 December 1996,
consolidated net sales worldwide rose 1.3% over the
previous fiscal year to 206.0 billion yen, down from a peak
of 211.7 billion yen in 1992. Net income surged 63.8% to
a record 7.3 billion yen, up from 4.4 billion yen in 1995. In
1993 net income was 4.7 billion, in 1992 it was 4.9 billion,
and in 1991 it was 6.2 billion–very volatile.
Overseas sales jumped 21.8% in 1996 to 54.4 billion
yen, and accounted for 26.4% of consolidated net sales,
up 4.4 percentage points from fiscal 1995. “Although the
declining value of the yen helped boost overseas sales, this
impressive result mainly reflects the excellent performance
of the company’s subsidiaries in the United States.” In Japan,
difficult conditions resulted in a 4.4% decrease in sales.
During the past year: Kikkoman increased efforts to
boost sales of its premium-quality Marudaizu Soy Sauce
(made from whole soybeans rather than defatted soybean
meal). July 1996–Kikkoman starts construction of its first
soy sauce manufacturing plant in Europe, located in the city
of Hoogezand-Sappemeer, in the northern Netherlands. Aug.
1996–Relocated its Tokyo Head Office to Nishi-Shinbashi in
central Tokyo, in a move to expand the role of this office–and
introduced E-mail. Feb. 1997 began constructing its second
U.S. soy sauce manufacturing plant in Folsom, California,
on a 52-acre site; the ground-breaking ceremony took place
in March 1997. Feb. 1997–Launched a new Yakiniku no Tare
(Steak Dipping Sauce) in Akadare (Red Label) and Kurodare
(Black Label) flavors.
“The Americas.” Kikkoman’s new plant in Folsom,
California, is scheduled to come on stream in autumn 1998
with an initial production capacity of 10,000 kiloliters per
year (about 2.64 million gallons per year). The plant will be
operated by Kikkoman Foods, Inc., the company’s whollyowned Wisconsin-based subsidiary, and approximately
25 local employees will be hired. The plant will supply
Kikkoman Koikuchi Shoyu (regular soy sauce) to customers
in the western United States and Canada. Kikkoman’s first
shoyu plant outside Japan began operation in Wisconsin in
1973. Kikkoman has increased the production capacity of
that plant 10-fold to meet expanding demand. [Note: Since
the initial capacity was about 10,000 kiloliters/year, the
current capacity must be about 100,000 kiloliters/year or
26.4 million gallons/year.] Over the years, Kikkoman has
captured approximately 50% of the market for soy sauce and
soy sauce-related seasonings in the USA. A bar chart shows
the relative production volume growth at the Wisconsin
plant. It has increased 2.4 fold since 1986. In addition to

its plant in Wisconsin, Kikkoman has four subsidiaries in
the USA: (1) Kikkoman International Inc. (San Francisco,
California), which markets a broad range of Japanese and
Asian foodstuffs, primarily soy sauce, teriyaki sauce, noodle
sauce, and tempura sauce. (2) JFC International Inc. (San
Francisco), North America’s largest importer and distributor
of Japanese and other Asian foodstuffs. (3) Japan Food
(Hawaii), Inc., which wholesales soy sauce plus other
Japanese and Asian foodstuffs in Hawaii. (4) Japan Food
Canada Inc., which wholesales soy sauce plus other Japanese
and Asian foodstuffs in Canada.
In Europe, Kikkoman’s plant in the Netherlands is
expected to start deliveries of soy sauce in Oct. 1997. It
has an initial production capacity of approximately 4,000
kiloliters per year. “Kikkoman currently supplies the
European market with soy sauce produced at its Singapore
plant. When operations commence at the Dutch plant, this
volume will be available to meet the burgeoning demand for
soy sauce in Asia and Oceania.”
In Asia and Oceania: Kikkoman has two production
plants, in Singapore (est. 1983) and Tainan, Taiwan
(President Kikkoman Inc., which makes a sweet soy sauce
developed for local tastes; it was established in Feb. 1990 as
a joint venture company). “Marketing activities in Asia are
performed by Kikkoman Trading (S) Pte. Ltd. of Singapore,
and JFC Hong Kong Limited, while in the competitive
markets of Australia and New Zealand, Kikkoman Australia
Pty. Limited is enhancing the Kikkoman name. The latest
addition to Kikkoman’s Asian marketing network is
Shanghai Kikkoman Trading Co. Ltd., which was established
in December 1995” [in China]. Address: Noda, Japan.
955. Mutual Trading Co., Inc. 1997. Kyôdô Bôeki K.K. 70
nenshi: Nihon no aji o sekai no hitobito ni [Mutual Trading
Company, Inc.–70 years of age: Taking the flavor of Japan
to people around the world]. Los Angeles, California. 108 p.
Nov. 20. 28 cm. [Eng; Jap]
• Summary: This excellent history of Mutual Trading
Co. (MTC) is divided into two parts, each written in both
Japanese and English. Part I is the general company history
(p. 1-32). Part II, titled “Chronological history of Mutual
Trading Co., Inc.: 1926-1996” and containing numerous
photos (p. 33-107), gives a chronology of the company in
the context of major world events. Located in Los Angeles,
Mutual was a pioneer in bringing Japanese foods to America.
1926 April 19–Mutual Trading Co., Inc. is established
when ten Japanese retailers in Los Angeles pool their
resources. Sadagoro Hoshizaki is the first president. 1934–
MTC’s annual sales top $500,000 for the first time.
1942–Under executive order 9066, Japanese-American
residents of Little Tokyo are forcibly evacuated and sent to
one of ten internment camps. Mutual Trading Co. is forced
to stop business. Mr. Hoshizaki spends the duration of
World War II in the Manzanar Camp in central California.
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Fortunately, all of MTC’s merchandise was safely stowed
at the Maryknoll Church, a Catholic church in Little Tokyo.
1948–With a $1,000,000 letter of credit in his pocket,
Hoshizaki headed to Japan as a trade Envoy to re-establish
economic ties. He and Mr. Ishii formed Tokyo Mutual
Trading Co.; for the first time MTC had offices on both sides
of the Pacific.
1951–Mr. Noritoshi Kanai invested in MTC and joined
the management team in Japan. 1956–Mr. Kanai traveled to
the USA for the first time to study the demand for Japanese
foods.
1964–Mr. Kanai, with his wife and children, relocates to
Los Angeles to assume management of MTC from the ailing
Mr. Ishii. 1968–MTC moves to a much larger warehouse at
431 Crocker St. in Los Angeles
1970–MTC’s annual sales top $2 million. 1971–
Predicting future strengthening of the yen vs. the U.S.
dollar, and projecting increased needs for production of
Japanese foods in the USA, Mutual pursues plans to make
miso and sake in California. 1975–Annual sales reach $10
million. 1976 Jan.–In a joint venture with Yamajirushi Jôzo
(of Maruko Machi, Nagano prefecture, Japan), Miyako
Oriental Foods (Yamajirushi Shinshu Miso of Los Angeles)
is established under the management of Teruo Shimizu.
1976–Noritoshi Kanai becomes the fourth president of
Mutual Trading Co. Richard Inaba is the chairman. 1977–
The popularity of Japanese foods in Southern California
continues to rise; there are now 228 restaurants, 39 of which
are sushi bars. 1978–Mutual’s “Miyako” brands products
debut at Ralphs, a 120-store supermarket chain in Southern
California.
1982–Miyako Oriental Foods opens a new, 1,000 metric
ton capacity miso plant in Baldwin Park, California. In
Berkeley, Takara USA begins producing Shochikubai Sake,
with Mutual as a partial investor. 1985–Mr. Kanai is chosen
President, Japanese Chamber of Commerce of Southern
California. 1986–Mr. Kanai is chosen President, Pan
American Nikkei Association of USA (PANA). 1988–Mutual
acquires management and shareholder control of The Cherry
Company in Hawaii from Kirin Beer. And Kirin becomes a
shareholder of MTC.
1990–Representing the Japanese-American community,
Mr. Kanai is invited to the formal coronation ceremonies
for His Majesty Emperor Heisei of Japan. 1994–The
government of Japan commends Mr. Kanai for his lifetime
services in contributions bridging the Japanese and American
cultures, bestowing on him The Order of the Rising Sun,
Gold and Silver Rays. 1996 May–Mutual celebrates its 70th
anniversary at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas.
Company profile as of Dec. 1996 (p. 61). Annual sales:
$82.6 million. No. of employees: 199. Products in catalog:
13,000 (of which 5,000 are food, 8,000 are non-food). MTC
Group Affiliates: Tokyo Mutual Trading Co., Tokyo and
Kobe, Japan. New York Mutual Trading Inc., Moonachie,

New Jersey. The Cherry Co., Ltd. Honolulu, Hawaii. Miyako
Oriental Foods, Baldwin Park, Calif. Takara Sake USA Inc.,
Berkeley, Calif. Urashima USA, Inc., Walnut, California.
Address: 431 Crocker St., Los Angeles, California 90013.
Phone: 213-626-9458.
956. Tibbott, Seth. 1997. Current state of the North American
tempeh [and tofu] market. In: Sudarmadji, Suparmo and
Raharjo, eds. 1997. Reinventing the Hidden Miracle of
Tempe: Proceedings, International Tempe Symposium, July
13-15, 1997, Bali, Indonesia. Jakarta, Indonesia: Indonesian
Tempe Foundation. xi + 280 p. See p. 28-35. [7 ref]
• Summary: This paper is particularly valuable for its update
of tempeh history and the tempeh market in North America
from 1985 to May 1997.
Contents: Abstract. History of the North American
tempeh market. Current US tempeh market–May 1997: Basic
statistics, who is the typical tempeh consumer?, where is
tempeh sold?, how is tempeh packaged?, how is tempeh used
by the consumer in North America?, what is the future of
tempeh in North America?, factors that affect future growth
of tempeh (health benefits of soy and label claims, consumer
education, development of the food service and industrial
market, development of Indonesian cuisine and restaurants in
America).
In 1984 some 53 companies in the US made
approximately 34,000 pounds/week of tempeh. At that time
tempeh was the fastest growing soy product in the US,
growing by about 28% a year.
As of May 1997 there are ten tempeh manufacturers in
the USA; seven of these produce more than 1,000 lb/week
of tempeh, and only one produces less than 200 lb/week.
All ten US companies make an estimated 55,580 lb/week of
tempeh, and these 7 largest companies make about 95% of
the total. Canada has only 3 tempeh makers and they produce
a total of about 1,100 lb/week. In Mexico, there are only
a few tempeh makers, mostly in tourist areas. All of the 7
largest US and the 3 largest Canadian tempeh manufacturers
are owned and operated by Caucasians. Caucasians also
consume an estimated 95% of the tempeh made in the
USA. In North America, tempeh is marketed in a variety of
forms and flavors, of which soy tempeh is the most popular,
followed by tempeh burgers and soy & grain tempehs. All of
the existing tempeh shops in the USA and Canada trace their
roots to The Farm, a spiritual community in Summertown,
Tennessee.
By contrast, tofu is much more popular in North
America than tempeh. More than 70 manufacturers
produce over 1.5 million lb/week. Three of the four largest
manufacturers are owned and operated by Asian Americans.
Whereas 75% of all Americans know what tofu is, only 14%
know what tempeh is.
Although tempeh sales grew very rapidly during the
5-year period from 1980 to 1984, they were stagnant during
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the next five years, from 1985 to 1989. This was caused in
large part by competition from more sophisticated meatless
burgers, such as the Gardenburger, launched in March 1985
by Wholesome & Hearty Foods of Portland, Oregon. Also
microwavable and ready-to-eat foods became more popular.
The period of stagnant sales led to a great consolidation
within the industry. By 1990 there was renewed interest
in tempeh, which paralleled the new interest in the health
benefits of soy, and the rise new “meat alternatives” category.
Today, tempeh sales are growing at 10-20% a year. And most
Americans still like tempeh very much when they taste it. All
US tempeh makers agree that education is the crucial need.
In 1984 about 20% of US tempeh was sold vacuum
packed, compared with 70% today. Main advantage of
vacuum packing: Longer shelf life. Main disadvantage:
Imparts a somewhat bitter taste to the tempeh. A 1992 survey
of 400 tempeh users by Turtle Island showed that the number
one use was in stir-fried recipes, usually with rice and
vegetables.
Tables show: (1) Tempeh market statistics (USA):
Average retail price per 8 oz cake of soy tempeh: $1.81.
Percentage of tempeh sold refrigerated: 80% (the rest is sold
frozen). Total retail dollars spent on tempeh: In 1983 = $4.96
million. In 1996 = $13.15 million. Spent (retail) on tofu in
1996 = $116 million. Spent (retail) on soymilk 1996 = $100
million. Market share of the four largest tempeh makers in
1983: 63%, In 1997: 84%. (2) Number of brands of different
types of tempeh on the US market in May 1997: Tempeh
burgers 14, soy tempeh 9, multi-grain (mostly 3 or 5 grains)
6, bulk soy tempeh 5, soy & brown rice tempeh 4, sea veggie
tempeh 3, wild rice tempeh 2, soy millet tempeh 2, sloppy
Joe tempeh 2, other 8.
Talk with Seth Tibbott of Turtle Island. 1999. Dec. 6.
The existing tempeh companies with the strongest ties to The
Farm in Tennessee are (1) Lightlife Foods (Michael Cohen;
see Sept. 1991 interview) and (2) Turtle Island (Seth; in 1977
he learned how to make tempeh at The Farm in Tennessee).
Those with weaker ties are (3) Wildwood Natural Foods
(Jeremiah Ridenour; he lived at The Farm for a while, has
a lot of Farm history, and one of his kids was born on The
Farm), (4) White Wave (In about 1980 Alexander Lyon
was hitchhiking through Boulder, Colorado, and had no
money. He taught Steve Demos how to make starter culture
for something like $20 and a good meal), and (5) Surata
Soyfoods (Benjamin Hills learned how to make tempeh
from his former wife, who learned it from The Farm in
Tennessee).
Turtle Island now makes tempeh for: Lean Green Foods
(Hawaii; Benjamin Hills), Wildwood Natural Foods, and
Quong Hop. It starts out when you’re at a trade show and
“people saddle up to you” and say “Uh, we’re not sure
exactly which way we’re going with our tempeh, but do you
have any extra plant capacity? It’s just a thought.” Then “If
you give any kind of encouragement to them, the next week

they’re begging you on their hands and knees, they’ll pay
anything to have you make it for them. It’s such a hassle and
they have to devote plant space to it. Tofu is now growing
so much faster than tempeh, they just keep tempeh to fill out
their product line.” Seth expects that White Wave and Surata
will come to him next, begging him to make tempeh for
them. Address: Turtle Island Foods, Inc., P.O. Box 176, Hood
River, Oregon 97031.
957. Goodman, Marc T.; Wilkens, Lynne R.; Hankin,
Jean H.; Lyu, Li-Ching; Wu, Anna H.; Kolonel, Laurence
N. 1997. Association of soy and fiber consumption with
risk of endometrial cancer. American J. of Epidemiology
146(4):294-306. [56 ref]
• Summary: This Hawaiian study found that soy
consumption was associated with a significant decrease
in risk of developing endometrial cancer. Note: The
endometrium is the lining of the uterus.
In this study, fat intake increased risk, whereas fiber,
non-soy legumes, and soy products decreased risk. Address:
1-4, 6; Epidemiology Program, Cancer Research Center of
Hawaii, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI.
958. Shintani, Terry. 1997. Hawaii diet cookbook. Honolulu,
Hawaii: Health Foundation Press. xxii + 266 p. No index. 22
cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: This weight-loss book advocates a vegetarian
diet but allows small amounts of fish. But Dr. Shintani
“encourages a whole-food plant-based diet as ideal for
optimal health, except under unusual circumstances”
(p. xxix). Dr. Shintani, being a Japanese-Hawaiian
professional, is naturally very positive about soyfoods. In
the glossary of this book, the following soyfoods are defined
(alphabetically):
“Aburage: Japanese deep-fried tofu skin that is often
used as a ‘cone’ sushi wrap.”
“Black Bean Paste: Salty fermented [soy] beans used in
Chinese cooking.”
“Miso: A thick, fermented soybean paste product which
has a savory flavor, often used in soups and sauces.”
“Soy Milk: Whitish creamy drink is made from
soybeans. “Tamari: Genuine tamari is soy sauce made
naturally without wheat as a by-product of miso making.
However, it is commonly used as a term simply describing
naturally brewed soy sauce.”
“Tempeh: A whole soybean food that is a good meat
substitute. It is fermented, which minimizes its ‘beany’ flavor
and gassiness.”
“Texturized Vegetable Protein (TVP): Usually referred
to by the abbreviation of ‘TVP.’ A textured soy product made
from extruded soy flour. Used for making sauces, it has the
texture of ground meat. Available at natural food stores in
minced, granule, and chunk form.”
“Tofu: Fermented [sic] soybean curd.”
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The glossary also includes: Arame, azuki beans,
hijiki, konbu, ogo, seitan, umeboshi, wakame, vegan diet
[eliminates all animal products].
About the author: Terry Shintani, M.D., J.D., M.P.H.,
received his Master’s degree in nutrition at Harvard
University [Massachusetts], and both his medical degree
and law degree from the University of Hawaii. He is on
the clinical faculty at the University of Hawaii School of
Medicine and School of Public Health, and is the Director of
Preventive Medicine at the Waianae Coast Comprehensive
Health Center. His award-winning program has been featured
in Newsweek, CNN, CBS, NBC and in the Encyclopedia
Britannica. A color portrait photo show’s Dr. Shintani.
Note 1. He published several popular weight-loss books
in the mid-1990s.
Note 2. This book is crippled by lack of an index,
Address: M.D., Hawaii Health Foundation.
959. Dworkin, Norine. 1998. Eat to win: Whether you’re a
champion athlete or a weekend warrior, eating a vegetarian
diet can give you what it takes. Vegetarian Times. Jan. p. 6064.
• Summary: This article profiles 3 vegetarian athletes and
the daily diet of each: Dave Scott, Debbie Lawrence (5K
racewalk), Robert Banner (rides a horse in steeplechase)
and Diana McCabe (distance runner). Dave Scott is an
Ironman Triathlon world champion. That means he has
traveled to Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, to compete against 1,500
of the world’s toughest endurance athletes in a 2.4 mile
ocean swim, followed by a 112-mile bike race and a 26.2
mile marathon. This Ironman Triathlon is considered the
ultimate test of athletic endurance. Dave Scott has competed
in the event eight times and won six. He retired after this
last triathlon in Sept. 1997. Scott turned to a vegetarian diet
in college, partly for fitness reasons and partly for reasons
related to the environment and world hunger. He found
that his body functioned better on a vegetarian diet. While
training, his diet consists of 60% carbohydrates, 20% protein,
and 20% fat. Every week Scott, who is 6 feet tall and weighs
164 lb, would bicycle 340 miles, run 65 miles, and swim
25,000 yards. Plus, he lifted weights and stretched every day.
“But even now, with his careers as a motivational speaker,
coach and sports consultant, his diet remains the same. ‘A
vegetarian diet is the healthiest decision a person can make
for longevity reasons. It’s also an athletic diet. A healthy diet
means performance.’”
Scott’s daily diet includes: Wake Up: 8 to 12 ounces of
water (8 oz = 1 cup). Early morning: PowerBar or a piece
of whole-grain toast with sesame spread and a piece of fruit.
Once cup of orange juice. Breakfast: Whole-grain raisin
toast, 64-68 oz of protein drink (blend 3 bananas, 1-1½ cups
of berries or grapes, 3/4 cup soy yogurt, a few ice cubes,
½ cup orange juice, 28-34 gm whey protein powder, and
water). Midmorning: PowerBar. Lunch: 5 corn tortillas filled

with a mixture of scrambled semi-hard tofu, spicy blackbean spread, yogurt and salsa; 2 pieces of fruit; and water.
etc. A large color photo shows Dave Scott on a bicycle.
Note: According to an article in Outside magazine (Feb.
1998, p. 40-47) Mark Allen won the Hawaii Ironman race six
times before retiring in Oct. 1996, at age 38. Paula NewbyFraser has won the Hawaii Ironman eight times.
960. Jones, Jacob. 1998. Three archival collections of David
Fairchild’s papers (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 4.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: David Fairchild was a remarkable and very
influential man. In 1898 he founded the Section of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction within the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in order to centralize introduction activities. A
visionary and a leader, he conducted many plant exploration
trips and wrote extensively and lucidly, with an excellent
historical sense. The biggest repository of his papers is in
the Fairchild Tropical Garden in Coral Gables (southwest of
southern Miami, just a few miles inland from Biscayne Bay),
Florida, where there is a good archivist. Contact: Fairchild
Tropical Garden, Research Center, Attn: Bertram Zuckerman
(part-time volunteer historian), 11935 Old Cutler Road,
Miami, Florida 33156. Phone: (305) 665-2844. Fairchild’s
papers are stored in five file cabinets, each 4-5 drawers. They
have no inventory. About 4 miles away is Fairchild’s former
home, named The Kampong, in Coconut Grove. It is now
a private residence but fully preserved, with a regular staff
and a horticulturist. The original plant collections are still
growing there. It is part of the National Tropical Botanical
Garden Society headquartered in Kauai, Hawaii, and can be
visited by special appointment.
Talk with Bertram Zuckerman. 1998. Feb. 24. In one
thin file is a short letter to Fairchild from Dr. A.A. Horvath,
dated 1939. Horvath was a chemist at the Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station in Newark. He wrote that
he was sending Fairchild a copy of his book, he had read
Fairchild’s book, and he was a friend of P.H. Dorsett.
The second biggest Fairchild collection is in Nova
Scotia at Alexander Graham Bell’s summer home. Fairchild
married Bell’s daughter. Contact: Aynsley McFarlane, Site
Manager, Alexander Graham Bell National Historic Site,
P.O. Box 159, Baddeck, Nova Scotia, Canada B0E 1B0.
Phone: (902) 295-2069.
The third major repository is in the records of the
Bureau of Plant Industry, recently relocated to the National
Agricultural Library in Beltsville, Maryland.
Jacob adds: Fairchild started as a plant pathologist,
which meant that he also had to study plant physiology. He
studied in Europe, then later went to Java. In the late 1800s,
the Americans were the leaders in plant pathology, while
the Germans were the leaders in plant physiology. Address:
Graduate student, Purdue Univ., P.O. Box 132, Lafayette,
Indiana. Phone: 765-742-8530.
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961. Messina, Mark. 1998. Estrogen, phytoestrogens and
cognitive function: November 1-2, 1998, Four Seasons
Olympic Seattle–Council Room, Seattle, Washington
(Portfolio). Seattle, Washington: United Soybean Board.
Four inserts.
• Summary: The four documents enclosed in this portfolio
(which has no cover) are: (1) Conference program, including
reception on Sunday evening, breakfast on Monday morning,
opening remarks and introductions, seven papers, plus
discussion and research recommendations. For each paper is
given: Title, author, author’s address, and presentation time
(2 pages). (2) Contact information: Speakers and attendees
(1 p. 12 people). (3) Speaker biographies (3 p.) (4) Speaker
abstracts (5 p.).
The following seven papers were presented: Soybean
phytoestrogens: An overview of health effects, by Mark
Messina. Estrogen replacement therapy and cognition, by
Madeline Murguia Rice. Estrogen, tofu consumption, and
cognitive change in older Japanese American women: the
kame project, by Madeline Murguia Rice. Tofu consumption
and brain atrophy, by Lon White. Phytoestrogens in brain:
analytical and cognitive studies, by Timothy J. Maher. Of rats
and monkeys, the cognitive effects of soy phytoestrogens, by
Jay R. Kaplan. Modulation of Alzheimer’s disease markers
by dietary soy phytoestrogens, by Helen Kim.
The key paper in this symposium, and the one which
caused it to be convened, was by Lon White and colleagues.
In the speaker abstracts it appears as follows: “Brain
aging and midlife tofu consumption, by Lon White, Helen
Petrovich, G. Webster Ross, Kamal Masaki, John Hardman,
Daron Davis, James Nelson, and William Marksberv. In a
population-based study of aging Japanese men in Hawaii,
midlife tofu consumption was associated with cognitive
impairment assessed two decades later, and with low brain
weight at autopsy. An increasing prevalence of cognitive
impairment with increasing tofu intake was consistently
observed in each age stratum. An increased prevalence
of low brain weight with greater midlife tofu intake was
apparent in men both below and above mean body mass
index. The associations remained statistically significant
in multivariant regression models after controlling for
internal skull diameter, age at death, midlife blood pressure,
and midlife tofu intake. The findings may reflect longstanding sub-optimal plasticity and accelerated brain aging
due to repeated exposure during midlife to soy isoflavone
phytoestrogens, and to lower levels of endogenous estrogen
generated in adipose tissue in leaner men. This interpretation
implies that estrogen-dependent plasticity mechanisms may
ameliorate the erosive effects of aging in men as well as in
women.”
Lon White has MD and MPH degrees. His biography
reads: “Lon White completed his medical education at the
University of Washington in 1963, his pediatric residency at

the University of Washington affiliated hospitals in 1969, and
his MPH in epidemiology at the Johns Hopkins University
School of Hygiene and Public Health in 1980. From 1964 to
1997 he served in the United States Public Health Service
as a researcher with the National Institutes of Health,
initially at the National Institute for Child Health and Human
Development, later at the National Institute for Neurological
Diseases, and, since 1981, at the National Institute of
Aging. Prior to 1981 he conducted virologic, immunologic,
and biochemical research related to persistent virus
infections in animals and man, and to neurological diseases
of uncertain cause (as Guamanian P-D and ALS) in the
laboratory of G. Carleton Gajdusek, NINCDS. At the NIA
he initiated a series of epidemiological studies of cognitive
functioning and dementia, including the East Boston study,
the Framingham dementia study, and the Honolulu-Asia
Aging Study (HAAS). He designed and served as the on site
Scientific Director of the HAAS from its beginning in 1991
until his retirement from federal service in August, 1998.
He is currently a member of the faculties of the Schools of
Medicine and Nursing at the University of Hawaii, research
consultant to the Honolulu, VA [Veterans Administration],
and the Senior Neuroepidemiologist for both the HAAS and
the allied Neurotoxins and Neurodegenerative Disorders
Project, based at the Pacific Health Research Institute in
Honolulu. His current research is focused on brain aging and
the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease, vascular dementia,
Parkinsonism, cerebrovascular disease, and aging-related
cerebral atrophy.”
962. Kelly, Julia. 1998. Fond remembrances of Robert
Brooks, co-founder of Swan Foods Corp. in Miami, Florida
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 29. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Julia first met Robert Brooks in late 1973
or early 1974 at a Premmie house out in the country near
New Paltz, New York. “I met Robert because I wanted to
receive knowledge. I found out about Maraji and I started
going satsang in New Paltz, New York–where I was going
to the state university. Robert was one of the first people
who told me about Guru Maraji. The first time I saw him
he was dressed in a tattered Divine Line Mission t-shirt
with his head stuck inside of an old funky oven, cleaning
it. He had been a devotee of Guru Maraji and a Premmie
for about 1 year before I met him.” Then Julia moved into
the Premmie house, where she lived with Robert and two
other guys. Robert was the “house father”; he rented the old
3-story house (there was a wood stove on each floor and an
outdoor toilet), cooked all the food, collected the money, and
inspired many of the young people who came there. Julia
received “knowledge” in November 1974. Robert told her
“Don’t eat anything outside this house; just eat what I cook
for you. So I went from eating roast beef, sugar, Coca-Cola,
and chocolate, to hand-grinding my own toasted brown rice
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in the morning for cereal. Robert had a remarkable ability to
talk about food and macrobiotics, tie it into the order of the
universe, and make it all make sense. He was very clear–like
a genius. At the time, Robert knew a great deal about tofu
and soyfoods, and he talked about them a lot. Robert grew
up in Poughkeepsie (pronounced puh-KIP-see), New York.
His father owned a liquor store there.” Robert had 2 or 3
brothers. One brother was an attorney. His younger brother,
David, was also a “super-inspired, genius, spiritual very
creative guy, who also liked to teach, and he did shiatsu,
rapped about tofu, and other energy stuff.” David is kind
of nutty now. Robert believed that a vegetarian diet plus
soyfoods could help keep a person healthy and filled with
good energy. Julia’s mother had died of cancer 5 years earlier
and one of her brothers was schizophrenic, so she listened
to what Robert said. He said that cancer and schizophrenia
were caused by the same type of foods that Julia’s family
ate–so she quickly and completely changed her diet to a pure
vegetarian [vegan] diet–free of eggs and dairy products–
which he followed for the next 15 years. He taught that “soy
was a clean source of protein.” Robert was a natural-born
teacher. He taught shiatsu, macrobiotics, tai-ch’i, and the
Science of Mind. He was high and charismatic, though he
was not out to become famous. He had a big circle of friends.
Julia lived with Robert in the Premmie House in New York
during 1974 and 1975. In late 1975 or early 1976, Robert
went to Miami, Florida, to attend a massage school.
Robert met Mary Pung in Miami, Florida. After they
founded Swan Foods, he loved to “turn people on to soy.” In
early November of 1977 and 1978 Guru Maraji held a huge
3-day festival in Kissimmee (located about 15 miles south
of Orlando), the capital of Osceola County, Florida. This
festival was named Hans Jiyanti, in honor of the birthday
of Sri Hans, who was Maraji’s father. More than 10,000
Premmies and other people came and camped out on this
land by a nice little lake to see and hear Maraji. Julia was
there, “hanging out with the musicians.” Vegetarian foods
from many different cultures were sold at booths at the
festival. “Robert supplied the whole festival and Maraji
with his soy products–he wanted to turn on the all these
people from all over the world to soy–and he did. In 1977
he brought mostly tofu and soymilk, but in 1978 he brought
all of these delicious soy desserts, pies, etc. that he and
Mary and Debbie Curran had developed at Swan Foods.
He did all this as an offering for Guru Maraji. That was the
vision behind all his creativity and production. Robert was
definitely high and he deserves recognition.”
“One reason that Swan was able to grow by leaps and
bounds was that Robert has all these selfless Premmies doing
service for Maraji by working for Robert. He had some
of the best and the brightest minds in the country working
together for a common cause–the highest good of all human
beings. It was hard for any other business to compete with
this. It was a very special time, with much remarkable talent–

including many fine musicians.”
Julia first met Mary in about 1978 in Miami. She knows
a number of people who knew Robert well: (1) Mark and
Pat Lewis (who are still married and have 2 kids) worked at
Swan Foods making tofu; they did most of the hard work.
Mark said the Premmies would come into the plant during
the daytime (as part of their service to Maraji they worked
for a pittance or for free), but none of them knew what to
do and they’d all be spaced out, then Mark and Pat would
go in every night and make 1,000 pounds of tofu. Mark was
very close to Robert and he may know where Mary Pung or
Robert’s father or brother are now. (2) Debbie Curran (an
extremely beautiful and creative girl–Phone: 305-667-7692)
is now living with rock musician Fleet Starbuck, who has a
blues band. Debbie was a good cook; she worked with Mary
Pung to develop many tofu dessert recipes. For years after
Swan Foods went out of business, on her own and to make
a little money, Debbie would make recipes like tofu lasagna
and sell them at places like Oak Feed store and 5-6 natural
food stores in Coconut Grove. (3) Jerry Wiener–JD. He
worked at Swan Foods for a couple of weeks when Danny
Paolucci was there. He recalls big refrigerated trucks from
Eastern Airlines pulling up in front of Swan Foods to load up
on their soy products. (4) Michael Bo knew about tofu and
taught Julia how to make her own. Julia does not know Jim
Wilks.
Robert was not involved with hard drugs for most of his
life, but he was a hippie who smoked (and later bought and
sold) large amounts of pot (marijuana).
What caused Swan Foods to go out of business? Julia
thinks it was more Robert’s greed than his lack of business
management skills. “He had both a high side and a greedy
side. He switched from making tofu to dealing pot because
he could make so much more money from the pot, and he
was losing money making tofu. It was strictly a business
decision. He told me that in 1978 in Miami as the company
was going under. He didn’t start selling pot in an attempt to
save Swan Foods. He did it to make more money. He was
a very good businessman. If he had been humble and gone
more slowly in building Swan Foods, not tried to get so big
so fast, just stuck with it without getting distracted by all the
flashy Miami stuffing going on all around him, Swan Foods
might be prospering today.” Eventually Mary Pung gave
her son, Aslan (who was about age 6-8), to one of Robert’s
brothers who was an attorney. Julia knew Aslan, who must
be about 20 by now. Note: Aslan was named after one of the
heroes in The Chronicles of Narnia, by C.S. Lewis–series
of wonderful allegorical books that were very popular at the
time. In the book, Aslan (a name coined by C.S. Lewis) was
the great lion in the land of Narnia. Like the Lord, he was the
epitome of goodness. He gave up his life to save children and
was later resurrected.
Julia has heard from reliable sources that, after Swan
Foods went out of business, Robert started hanging out with
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one really bad guy, who had a strong negative influence on
him. He started smoking cigarettes and eating meat, and
eventually involved with hard drugs (such as cocaine) for the
last 1-2 years of his life–but Julia had lost touch with him by
then.
Tatiana, his wife when he died, was a very big spender.
“She’d spend thousands of dollars getting her body waxed
and her hair done. She was going to testify against him
before a grand jury. He became the key guy in a big
investigation. She was part of the reason he died the way he
did. If he hadn’t committed suicide, he might have gotten
murdered. He was in a really bad place.
Julia thinks Mary may have lived in Hawaii for a while
after Swan Foods went under. Julia presently lives in her van
outside a friend’s house in Miami, under a sapodilla tree. She
used to live in Hawaii. Address: Miami, Florida. Phone: 305791-2370 or 305-663-0082.
963. Franke, Adrian A.; Custer, L.J.; Wang, W.; Shi, C.Y.
1998. HPLC analysis of isoflavonoids and other phenolic
agents from foods and from human fluids. Proceedings of the
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine [PSEBM]
217(3):263-73. March. [58 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Soybeans (raw, dry, Singapore),
soybeans (roasted), soybeans (toasted), green soybean pods,
soy protein, soybean sprouts, tofu (raw), tofu (fermented,
Singapore), curd (fermented), soy milk, soy cheese, Foo
Jook (skimmed, dry supernatant [dried yuba sticks], raw,
Singapore), Foo Jook (cooked), Tau Kwa, raw (pressed tofu,
raw, Singapore), Tau Pok, raw (fried Tau Kwa, Singapore),
bean curd (fried). Daidzein, genistein, glycitein. Address:
1-2. Cancer Research Center of Hawaii, 1236 Lauhala
St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96813; 3-4. Dep. of Community,
Occupational, and Family Medicine, National Univ. of
Singapore, Singapore 0511, Republic of Singapore.
964. Kimura, Takuji “Tak.” 1998. Safeway in Northern
California is now carrying green vegetable soybeans
(edamamé) (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 2. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Mr. Kimura is a food broker, who demos and
sells quite a bit of Yamato’s boiled, packaged edamamé in
California. Interest in and orders for edamamé are growing
rapidly. In early February of this year Safeway, the giant
supermarket chain in California, began to carry Yamato’s
edamamé. The product is shipped to their central warehouse
at Pleasanton and distributed from there to individual stores
that wish to carry it. The edamamé are sold in the produce
section, in the pods, refrigerated, in a black plastic tray (6½
by 8 inches by 1½ inches deep) with a clear film lid and
nitrogen flush. Labeled “Edamamé (Boiled soy beans),”
one 8-ounce pack typically retails for $2.99. The product
typically has a 9-day shelf life refrigerated and is ready
to eat. Safeway now buys about one palate (containing

840 eight-ounce packs) a week of edamamé from Yamato.
Yamato buys most of its edamamé from JFC (Japan Foods
Corp.) International (San Francisco), but sometimes from
Nishimoto Trading Co. (Los Angeles). The product is now
grown mostly in mainland China rather than Taiwan since
most of the agricultural land in Taiwan is now thought to
be badly contaminated with mercury, left over from chrome
plating operations. They are imported frozen to the USA.
Yamato (whose full name is Yamato Flight Kitchen) is
located at 1534 Rollins Road, Burlingame, California 94010.
Phone: 650-692-2315. Yamato has been in business for 48
years in California, If your Safeway store does not yet carry
the product, tell the produce buyer and he will stock it for
you.
Tak introduced edamamé to Safeway as follows: In
Oct. 1977 Ms. Tin Rin Chew, a registered oncology dietitian
from the Alta Bates hospital Comprehensive Cancer Center
(Berkeley, California), contacted William Shurtleff at
Soyfoods Center and asked him to recommend good food
sources of soy isoflavones. One of those he recommended
most highly was green vegetable soybeans, and he gave the
dietitian Tak Kimura’s name. Ms. Chew faxed Tak Kimura
saying that some members of her center wanted Safeway to
carry edamamé. On 17 Oct. 1997 Tak presented a copy of
this fax to Safeway’s produce buyer, Mr. Dennis Takeuchi, in
Tracy, California. He had just returned from a trip to Hawaii,
where he noticed that edamamé was widely served as a side
dish for beer (pupu) at bars and restaurants. He remembers
thinking while in Hawaii that he would like to try selling
the product via Safeway if he could find a source. Voilà!
Tak appeared. Moreover, it is Safeway’s philosophy that if a
consumer wants a product, they will do their best to get it.
Talk with Larry, the produce buyer at Safeway in
Lafayette, California. 1998. March 3. This item is listed as a
new product under “Soybeans edamamé fresh.” He will order
an 8-oz pack for Bill Shurtleff. Address: 3616 Delancey
Lane, Concord, California 94519-2357. Phone: (510) 6872422.
965. Kimura, Takuji “Tak.” 1998. Re: Current distribution
edamamé in the San Francisco Bay Area (Northern
California) and Los Angeles area. Letter (fax) to William
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 6 and 13. 1 p.
• Summary: Tak Kimura is a food broker for both Yamato
Flight Kitchen (near San Francisco) and Sushi Boy (near Los
Angeles, owned by Mr. Yokota). Distribution for Yamato:
Direct accounts (retailers): Whole Foods (8 locations), Real
Foods (4), Mollie Stone Market (5), Falletti’s Market (3),
Sonoma Market (2 supermarkets in Sonoma city), Woodland
Market (1 supermarket in Mill Valley), Andronico’s (8),
Safeway (260 available, but not all of them presently carry
the product).
Direct accounts (distributors): Veritable Vegetable
(all of Northern California), Carcione’s (major account is
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Raley supermarkets in Sacramento area), North Bay (United
supermarket and other supermarkets in Sonoma County), TriValley (many independent supermarkets in Sonoma County),
Green Leaf (hotels in Hawaii), VegiWorks (serves hotels and
restaurants in the San Francisco Bay Area).
Distribution for Sushi-Boy, Inc., of Gardena, California,
currently serving only Whole Foods (13 locations) in Los
Angeles area counties. Address: Kimura & Associates, Food
Broker, 3616 Delancey Lane, Concord, California 945192357. Phone: (925) 687-2422.
966. SoyaScan Notes. 1998. Tofu, Alzheimer’s disease, and
Lon White of Hawaii (Overview). June 16. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: On June 16 Trevor Johnston called from New
Zealand to say that a big splash had been created by an
article linking consumption of tofu and Alzheimer’s disease.
He phoned and talked with Lon White, who conducted an
epidemiological study on this subject, in Hawaii.
Talk with Mark Messina. June 17. Lon White’s study
has never been published. Mark has traveled to Hawaii to
talk with Lon about the study–which raises many interesting
questions.
967. Dateline. 1998. Healthline: The joy of soy. Television
broadcast. NBC. June 9.
• Summary: The announcer from Studio 3B in New
York is Stone Phillips. He has four guests: Chief medical
correspondent Dr. Bob Arnot, Bob McKeown, Keith
Morrison, and chief consumer correspondent Lea Thompson.
Mr. Phillips begins: “Most Americans don’t know beans
about soy, but that may soon change. The humble soybean
is sprouting into the hottest new health food trend since oat
bran, and for good reason. Scientists are learning that soy
may help lower the risk of an amazing range of diseases.”
Mr. Arnot then asks John Glaspy: “Which of these
diseases could soy play a very positive preventive role?
Heart disease?” Answer: Probably. Osteoporosis? Almost
certainly. Menopause? Almost certainly. Breast cancer?
Almost certainly.
Mr. Glaspy is most interested in breast cancer. He says
that changing the way Americans eat could stop this killer.
He believes that diet “could be a huge risk factor and could
explain up to... 80 percent of breast cancer in the world.”
Arnot adds that the first hint that soy may be a dietary
factor begins in Japan. “Japanese women have one of the
lowest breast cancer rates on earth. But when they move to
Hawaii, leaving behind their native diet, their risk doubles.
Doctors think the difference is soy.”
Arnot says that “Debbie McCurdy is betting her future
on soy. Diagnosed with breast cancer 2½ years ago, she
has gone through surgery, chemotherapy, a bone marrow
transplant and radiation. Now she’s part of Dr. Glaspy’s
study to see if soy can protect her from a recurrence.”

“Here’s how doctors think soy works. In order for a
breast cell to turn cancerous, it needs to be fed by strong
hormones, like estroGen. But soy has what are called ‘weak
estrogens’ that float through the blood and attach themselves
to breast cells. That means, the strong, potentially harmful
hormones have no place to attach to, and no way to turn a
normal cell into a cancer cell.”
“For the study, Debbie drank soy shakes three times a
day and doctors took tissue samples to look for changes that
might indicate the soy is working, but Debbie’s not waiting
for the results. Her family’s menu has changed for good.
They now eat lots of fruits and vegetables, as well as soy
beans, miso soup, even tofu added to chili. And they seem to
like it!”
968. Kikkoman Corporation. 1998. Annual report 1997. 339
Noda, Noda-shi, Chiba 278, Japan. 26 p. 28 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The information in this English-language
annual report is current as of April 1998. Contents:
Financial highlights. Profile. A message from the president
(Yuzaburo Mogi): The year in review, foundation, growth,
and opportunity, serving a global market, toward the new
century. A strong global operating presence: The Americas,
Europe, Asia and Oceania, Japan. Operational review.
Financial review. Financial section: Consolidated balance
sheets, etc. Corporate history (chronology from April 1925
to October 1997). Global network (directory of Kikkoman
names, addresses, and phone numbers worldwide). Board of
directors and officers. Corporate data.
During fiscal 1997, ended 31 December 1997,
consolidated net sales worldwide rose 4.0% over the
previous fiscal year to 214.3 billion yen, breaking the record
of 211.7 billion yen set in 1992. Yet income decreased by
21.6% to 5.711 billion yen.
Overseas sales expanded 10.6% in 1997 to 60.1 billion
yen, and accounted for 28.0% of consolidated net sales.
The Americas: “In June 1998, Kikkoman Foods, Inc.,
the centerpiece of Kikkoman’s expansion in North America,
will celebrate 25 years of operations. The number of items
produced at the plant has risen to more than 100, and the
plant’s production has expanded more than 10-fold.”
“On April 17, 1998, Kikkoman commenced operations
at its second U.S. plant, in Folsom, California. Built at a cost
of US $46 million, the plant covers an area of approximately
210,000 square meters and has an initial annual production
capacity of 10,000 kiloliters of soy sauce. In autumn 1998,
the Company will begin delivering soy sauce produced at its
second U.S. plant, in Folsom, California.”
“Kikkoman’s English-language Internet home page,
opened in April 1997, receives approximately 100,000
hits a month, mainly from people in the United States.
In particular, the recipes listed on the home page have
attracted a great deal of interest, with site visitors frequently
requesting further recipe information.”
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Europe: In Oct. 1997 Kikkoman Foods Europe B.V.
began operation of its plant in the Netherlands.
Letter from Keiji Yamazaki of Kikkoman, San
Francisco. 1998. Aug. 7. Kikkoman’s annual reports are
published in mid-June each year. Address: Noda, Japan.
969. Messina, Mark J. 1998. Problems with the media
hyping soy: Concerns about Alzheimer’s disease, breast
cancer, and thyroid function (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
July 18. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Mark feels that, when presenting an overview of
the scientific research concerning health benefits of soy, he
is the only person who is presenting a balanced and accurate
picture; the media is clearly hyping the subject and many of
the scientists are going along with the media–even though
they know better. Much of what the media is saying is not
supported by the scientific evidence. “It’s just getting carried
away, and I feel it is very unfortunate. The exaggeration on
the positive side, will probably come around to hurt you
when they hype the negative side on the second time around.
All of this is only interesting because people are now very
excited about soy.”
Shurtleff notes that he agrees completely with Mark’s
position and analysis, and that he too refuses to go along
with the hype. The difference, however, is that Mark is in
a more difficult position, because he is “doing the rubber
chicken circuit” where he is paid to give lectures on the
health benefits of soy.
For three years, Mark has been trying to explain this
problem to the United Soybean Board’s (USB) PR firm
in Seattle (EvansGroup, now renamed something like
Publiciste) and to encourage them to conduct a workshop
to deal with and refute the growing number of concerns
about soy (Alzheimer’s, thyroid function, etc.). They haven’t
been interested, then recently they learned that a woman’s
magazine plans to do a story on soy that is negative for
breast cancer. So now they are really concerned, and Mark
will meet with them next Monday to try to plan a workshop,
with 10-12 professionals present to deal with Alzheimer’s
disease, breast cancer, and thyroid function as they relate to
soy. For the Alzheimer’s disease, hopefully they could get
Lon White from Hawaii, and the person in Seattle who is
doing the study to present their data. He would also invite
3-4 people who are doing animal studies, to summarize
what we know about soy and Alzheimer’s disease. Then two
things from that: (1) To make research recommendations to
the USB to try to resolve the situation–if that is possible, and
(2) from a PR standpoint, to prepare a statement that would
put as much of a positive spin as possible on the Honolulu
data.
Steve Barnes (in Mark’s opinion) knows more about
isoflavones than anyone else in the USA. When Mark has
a question about them, he calls Steve. In a recent speech,
Steve dismissed the papers on thyroid function from the

NCTR (National Center for Toxicological Research). He
noted simply that a large proportion of the polyphenolics
and flavonoids (pronounced FLAY-vuh-noids) have the same
effects of isoflavones in vitro, and we are supposed to be
eating foods that contain these substances. But the scientists
at NCTR are not stupid; they know that and they even
discussed it in their papers. Moreover, in Mark’s opinion,
the last three epidemiologic studies have found, at least in
Europe, that the average flavonoid intake is 40-50 mg/day.
So if anyone recommends 100 mg/day of isoflavones, that is
doubling the average flavonoid intake. This is a big deal–at
least theoretically. The NCTR researchers found an effect on
thyroid function at a concentration of 1 micromolar; that is
a lower concentration than is used to inhibit the growth of
cancer cells and all the other wonder beneficial effects.
The NCTR is rarely completely objective, because they
are always looking for funds to do more research. The FDA
may be the only organization can look at these matters in
an objective and balanced way–since their mandate is to
safeguard the public health. So FDA is looking for a clear
understanding of the situation, but much of the information
they are getting may be biased. Hopefully, they know these
biases and can take them into account.
One new area, which is a complete surprise and
broadens our perspective–Several studies show that the
effect of genistein is sometimes different from the effect
of a complex mix of isoflavones, and that in turn could
be different from the effect of a whole soy food (such as
soy flour). Scientists realize that soy contains much more
than isoflavones, but nowadays many focus solely on the
isoflavones–especially genistein.
Mark likes ADM’s pills because he believes that the
amounts people need may be very difficult for most people to
consume without pills. Address: PhD, 1543 Lincoln St., Port
Townsend, Washington 98368. Phone: 360-379-9544.
970. Rafu Shimpo (Los Angeles, California). 1998. King’s
Hawaiian serves up Tofu Smoothie. Aug. 3. p. 5. [Eng]
• Summary: This is a profile of King’s Hawaiian Bakery and
Restaurant in Torrance, California–in conjunction with the
L.A. Tofu Festival. The business has been in the Taira family
for about 50 years. “Robert Taira began Robert’s bakery in
Hilo, Hawaii, where the Portuguese sweet bread became
a local favorite. The business relocated to King Street in
Honolulu and expanded to include a restaurant.
“In 1977, Taira made the bold move to bring his family
to Torrance and brought his bakery and restaurant with him.
“Look for King’s Hawaiian Tofu Smoothie at the L.A.
Tofu Festival.” A photo shows Robert Taira in front of his
deli case.
971. Little Tokyo Service Center. 1998. Presents the Third
Annual 1998 LA Tofu Festival (Ad). Rafu Shimpo (Los
Angeles, California). Aug. 7 and 12. p. 3. [Eng]
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• Summary: “Tofu salads. Tofu desserts. Tofu main dishes.
Title sponsor: House Foods America Corp. (Hinoichi Tofu).
Gold sponsor: Sparkletts. Festival patrons: AT&T, Farmers
Insurance Group, Inc., Pacific Bell. Festival supporters: The
Gas Company, Vitasoy USA, Inc., Whole Foods Market,
Yuasa, Inc. Official festival airline: Northwest Airlines.
Celebrity co-chairs: Huell Howser of “California’s Gold”
and Lilly Melgar, International Actress. Media partner:
KSCI–Channel 18.
“Saturday, August 15: 11 to 6. Sunday, August 16:
11 to 4. Plus: Entertainment, music, taiko, & children’s
performances. Health and information screening (free
immunization for children on Saturday. Must present
immunization card). New recipes and tofu samplers.
Promotional and giveaway items. Cooking demonstrations.
Drawing–(grand prize, trip for 2 to Japan). Children’s
pavilion with games and crafts. Cultural events of the 58th
Nisei Week Festival, the Street Arts Festival and Grand
Parade on Sunday. Come and experience an array of
international tofu dishes prepared by top chefs in southern
California.”
Note: Other ads show: “Participating food providers
include: Al Mercato, Aloha Food Factory, Bali Place, BCD
Tofu, Berth55, Boxer, Cafe La Boheme, Chez Sateau,
Citrus, Classic Catering, Coma Tofu, Curry House, Empress
Pavilion, Feast from the East, Flowering Tree, Furaibo,
Gadsby’s, Galaxy Tea Corp., House Foods America
Corporation, Hyatt Regency L.A., Pavan Pacifico, Indo
Cafe, Inn of the Seventh Ray, Japan California Products,
JFC / Tama Nishiki Rice, Jozu Restaurant, King’s Hawaiian,
Marina Mago Restaurant, Melissa’s, Mother Earth, Papa
Jon’s Cafe, Southern California Cuisine, Suehiro Cafe, Tofu
Cabin, Tofutti Brands, Trader Joe’s, Union Center Cafe,
Unique Catering, Vege-D’Lite, Vitasoy USA Inc., Whole
Foods Market, Yujean Kang’s, Zen Grill.”
972. Liu, Jeff; Tokumura, Megumi. 1998. Tofu geddon:
When Stephen Fong, reigning bean-curd eating champion,
licks his chops, watch out. It’s over. Rafu Shimpo (Los
Angeles, California). Aug. 11. p. 2. [Eng]
• Summary: A dialogue with Stephen Fong, age 14, a
freshman at Schurr High School; he won one of two tofueating competitions last year, and hopes to win again this
year. Contestants can’t use their hands when eating the
tofu; hands must be behind the back. The tofu is placed,
unseasoned, in a dish on the table. Three photos show
Stephen eating a cake of tofu.
973. Liu, Jeff. 1998. Third Annual Tofu Festival dazzles:
Thousands of tofu enthusiasts attend Nisei Week tribute to
soy bean cake product at JACCC. Rafu Shimpo (Los Angeles,
California). Aug. 18. p. 1, 5. [Eng]
• Summary: This is the best overview seen of the 1998 L.A.
Tofu Festival. An “estimated crowd of between 40,000-

50,000 hungry people streamed into Little Tokyo this past
weekend for a tribute to all things tofu.” Over 40 restaurants
and food providers offered tofu dishes. This year’s festival
was the biggest ever, spilling from the Japanese American
Cultural and Community Center (JACCC) Plaza into South
San Pedro Street. Popular recipes included: Fried tofu
with garlic (by Empress Pavilion). Tofu cheese mousse.
Tofu cheesecake (Inn of the Seventh Ray), Iced mocha
cappuccino with soy milk. Halo-halo and soy snowcones.
Tofu coffee dessert (Jello-like). Tofutti Cuties. Hawaiian
orange passion mango banana tofu smoothie (from King’s
Hawaiian; “a remarkable and refreshing fruit-soy shake that
is a wonderment to the sense...”). Tofu curry. Smoked eel
with tofu and soba. Tofu tuna poke salad. Mabo tofu. Tofu
avocado seviche (by Coma Tofu, an outreach to the Latino
community organized by Yvonne Gonzalez; “a potent blend
of minced onions, chopped cilantro and lime in an allvegetarian version that substitutes crumbled tofu for fish”). A
photo shows an aerial view of one street, lined with tent-like
booths and jammed with people. Address: Rafu staff writer.
974. Nichols Garden Nursery. 1998. Catalog of herbs & rare
seeds–1998 (Mail order catalog). Albany, Oregon: Nichols
Garden Nursery. 71 p. See p. 17.
• Summary: In the section titled “New and unusual
vegetables–All new 1998” (p. 17) we read: “Buker’s Favorite
Soybean–Choice vegetable soybean. 90 days. Soybeans-ina-pod, known as edamame or branch-beans are a favorite
and healthy summer snack, in Japan and Hawaii. Leave pods
on the stem, wash, and cook in salted boiling water for 10
minutes, then eat these large seeded buttery yellow beans
straight from the pod. Excellent flavor, also good shelled for
salads and stir-frys. Not daylength sensitive, grows well in
North Dakota as well as Thailand. Selected by Dr. Robert J.
Buker of Vancouver, Washington.
“Pkt. $1.75. ¼ lb. $2.95. ½ lb. $4.95. 1 lb. $7.75. 5 lbs.
$28.95.”
Note: Soybeans will not yield well if they are not
inoculated. This is not stated at the entry for soybeans. This
book has no index or table of contents. Yet legume inoculant
is listed on p. 19 in the section on “Beans.”
The back cover states: “N.P. Nichols established the
legendary Nichols Garden Nursery, one of the country’s
oldest herb businesses. He wrote Basic Herb Cookery 45
years ago.” Over 40,000 copies have been sold. The current
company president, Rose Marie Nichols McGee, has revised
and expanded her father’s original book. Address: 1190
North Pacific Highway, Albany, Oregon 97321. Phone: (541)
928-9280.
975. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). 1998. Datebook: Focus
on ag. Oct. 16. p. 7, col. 4.
• Summary: “The Focus on Agriculture class on Thursday,
Oct. 22, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on Channel 4 in East Hawaii
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and Channel 13 in West Hawaii will feature Benjamin Hills,
Owner of Lean Green Foods in Hilo.”
Note: Hills is a maker of tempeh.
976. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo). 1998. Datebook:
Cooking with tempeh. Oct. 21. p. 5, col. 1.
• Summary: “Lean Green Foods of Hilo presents ‘Cooking
with Tempeh,’ a 1½ hour show on Thursday at 7 p.m. with
Chef Kevin Nutt, and owner Benjamin Hills, offered on
public access TV by the UH-Hilo, Jack Fujii, producer. Lean
Green has been making tempeh, a healthy food made from
soybeans.
“Call 969-1436 for more information.”
Note: “UH-Hilo” stands for University of Hawaii at
Hilo.
977. Messina, Mark. 1998. Soy shows promise in slowing
prostate cancer rate of growth. Soy Connection (The)
(Chesterfield, Missouri–United Soybean Board) 6(4):1, 3-4.
Fall. [15 ref]
• Summary: “The role of soyfoods in reducing cancer
risk has been the subject of considerable investigation for
the past ten years (1). Not surprisingly, most of the initial
interest in this area of research focused on breast cancer.
Early enthusiasm for this relationship was based on several
observations, not the least of which was the low breast
cancer mortality rates in Asian countries where soyfoods
consumption is common. However, research suggests the
anticancer effects of soy, although still very speculative, are
by no means limited to this one type of cancer (2). Recently,
there has been some excitement over the possibility that
soyfoods might help to reduce prostate cancer risk, although
the data are limited.
“As is the case for breast cancer, prostate cancer
mortality rates in Asian countries are extremely low in
comparison to Western rates. For example, about 4-5 times
more men die of prostate cancer in the United States than
in Japan (3). Interestingly, the difference in prostate cancer
incidence between these two countries is not as great,
suggesting that although Japanese men may get prostate
cancer, they rarely die from it. This observation was first
made two decades ago when autopsies of Japanese men
showed a high incidence of small prostate tumors (4). For
some reason(s) it appears the onset of prostate cancer occurs
later in life and/or prostate tumors grow more slowly in
Japanese men creating a situation whereby Japanese men
die with their cancer rather than of their cancer. There is
speculation that soyfood consumption may contribute to this
phenomenon.
“Even delaying the clinical appearance of prostate
tumors by a few years would have a significant public health
impact since prostate cancer is a disease of older men. Less
than a quarter of the new diagnoses of prostate cancer each
year are in men under 65 (3) whereas about half of the new

diagnoses of breast cancer occur in women under 65 (5).
“The evidence suggesting that soyfood consumption
reduces prostate cancer risk is based primarily on animal and
in vitro data, although a couple of interesting observations
have been reported in humans. As is the case with nearly all
types of cancer cells, the primary isoflavone in soybeans,
genistein, inhibits the growth of both hormone dependent
and hormone independent prostate cancer cells (6). And
in fact, genistein has been shown to inhibit the metastatic
activity of prostate cancer cells independent of its effect on
cell growth (7). Also, in a dose dependent fashion, genistein
inhibited by 44 percent to 88 percent the incorporation of
3HTHY (a measure of tissue growth) in cultured benign
prostate hypertrophy tissue and prostate cancer tissue (8).
“There is, however, considerable discussion about
whether the concentration of genistein required to inhibit
growth in vitro can be attained in vivo in response to dietary
soy consumption. It is worthy of note that at least one human
study has shown that isoflavones may be concentrated in
the prostatic fluid compared to levels in the blood by about
a factor of two (9). Thus, the prostate gland would appear
to be exposed to higher levels of isoflavones than would be
assumed by looking at blood levels. Also worthy of note, is
a case report published in the Medical Journal of Australia.
According to this report, prostate cancer tissue taken from
a man who one week prior to surgery consumed daily 160
mg of phytoestrogens (from red clover) had undergone
significant apoptosis (program cell death) (10). The author
of this report speculated that perhaps the phytoestrogens
induced apoptosis.
“In contrast to breast cancer, relatively little
epidemiologic research of the relationship between soyfood
intake and prostate cancer has been conducted. Most
noteworthy though is a prospective study by Severson et al.
involving 7,999 men in Hawaii who were followed for 1821 years. Tofu consumption was associated with a markedly
reduced risk of prostate cancer (<1/wk vs. >5/wk; ageadjusted relative risk; 0.35) although this difference did not
quite reach statistical significance (P <0.054) (11).
“The animal data are also limited and there is some
debate about what constitutes an appropriate model for
studying human prostate cancer. Nevertheless, one study
recently compared the effects on prostate tumor development
of feeding a diet containing a soy protein isolate with a
low isoflavone content with an isolate higher in isoflavones
(12). To induce tumors, rats were given testosterone and the
chemical carcinogen MNU. Although there was no difference
in final tumor outcome, there was about a 27 percent increase
in tumor latency in the high isoflavone group. Tumor latency
refers to the average time it takes the animals to first develop
tumors. This effect was seen primarily when isoflavones
were fed prior to the administration of the carcinogen,
although a slight increase in latency was also seen when
isoflavones were given following carcinogen administration.
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“Several recent studies have also examined the effect of
either a high isoflavone soy diet, or genistein administration
in rodents inoculated with prostate cancer cells. Three
studies, reported only thus far as abstracts, found that the
growth of prostate cancer cells was markedly reduced in
animals exposed to isoflavones / soy. Another found that a
high soy diet initially slowed the growth and development
of prostate tumors although by the completion of the
experiment the effect of soy was marginal (13). In contrast
to these favorable results, Naik et al. found that although
genistein inhibited prostate cancer cell growth in vitro, when
rats were injected in the right flank with the prostate cancer
cells, genistein injected intraperitoneally at concentrations as
high as 0.428 mg/kg body weight had little effect on tumor
growth (14). The levels of genistein used in this study more
closely approximate human dietary intake than in the animal
studies showing favorable effects. However, in humans,
prostate cancer likely develops slowly over a period of
decades and it may be unrealistic to expect ‘typical’ levels of
genistein to inhibit tumor development in animals inoculated
with millions of cancer cells.
“There are several potential mechanisms by which soy
/ isoflavones can inhibit prostate cancer. Of course, in vitro,
genistein affects signal transduction through a variety of
processes. For example, genistein inhibits protein tyrosine
kinase activity, and one study found that tumor inhibition
was associated with a decrease in the phosphorylation of
different proteins. Also, testosterone, or its active metabolite,
dihydrotestosterone, may play a role in prostate cancer.
Very preliminary findings from a short term study in men
found that soy consumption results in a decrease in levels
of a metabolite of testosterone although serum levels
of testosterone are not affected (15). Finally, there is an
historical precedent for using estrogen to treat prostate
cancer and isoflavones are weak estrogens.
“Obviously, while there is a sound basis for speculating
that soy / isoflavones reduce prostate cancer risk, this area
of investigation has received little attention until recently.
Fortunately, there are opportunities to study the effects of
soy / isoflavones in prostate cancer patients and on prostate
cancer biomarkers, such as prostate specific antigen levels. In
the not too distant future, results from these types of studies,
which are now being planned and conducted, will provide
considerably more insight into the relationship between soy
intake and prostate cancer.” Address: PhD [Port Townsend,
Washington].
978. Hills, Benjamin. 1998. New developments at Lean
Green Foods in Hawaii, and moving to Chico, California
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 21. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Benjamin calls from Walnut Creek, California,
and would like to visit. We have lunch together, and enjoy
his Ginger Teriyaki Tempeh Burger. In June of this year,

Benjamin moved his tempeh manufacturing operations from
Hilo, Hawaii, to Oregon, where Seth Tibbott of Turtle Island
is now making all of Benjamin’s tempeh. He intended to
keep Lean Green Foods in Hawaii as a tempeh importer and
distributor. He is making more money now than when he was
making the tempeh himself in Hawaii–but not enough money
to live on.
After 6 years in Hawaii, he is planning to move to
Chico, California. He will keep his involvement with soy, but
not as a manufacturer. He may try to market tempeh burgers
at concerts on the West Coast. His girlfriend, Jean Green, a
Rolpher and dancer in Hilo, plans to sell her house there and
move to Chico with Benjamin.
Tempeh burgers have lost market share to the meat
alternative burgers from Gardenburger and Worthington
largely because of fat content, but also a little because
of flavor, price, and availability (in supermarkets).
Though the price difference is small, the meat alternative
products are sold at a much bigger margin, which allows
the manufacturers to spend much more advertising their
products.
His son Bo (Bodhi), age 22, won a full athletic
scholarship to Gonzaga University in Spokane, Washington,
where he now plays shortstop on the baseball team. He fully
expects to get drafted into the major leagues this year after
graduation. He has been an outstanding athlete since he was
a child, including an excellent tennis player. Address: Lean
Green Foods, P.O. Box 534, Volcano, Hawaii 96785. Phone:
808-985-8563.
979. SoyaScan Notes. 1998. Chronology of major soyrelated events and trends during 1998 (Overview). Dec. 31.
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: June–WholeSoy Co. of San Francisco (Ted
Nordquist) launches Creamy Cultured Soy (soy yogurt) in 3
flavors. In about 2001 the product is renamed WholeSoy Soy
Yogurt.
June–Britain’s Prince Charles, who practices organic
farming and is a patron of the Soil Association, writes an
article attacking genetically modified food that is published
in Britain’s Daily Telegraph. Explaining that he wouldn’t
eat such food or knowingly give it to his family or guests,
he concludes, “I happen to believe that this kind of genetic
engineering takes mankind into realms that belong to God
and God alone.” The prince’s surprise article helped unleash
a wave of anti-GMO activity and sentiment, that continued
for weeks in the British press and carried over to the
Continent.
Sept.–New European Union (EU) labeling laws,
requiring labeling of genetically modified ingredients, go
into effect. However the regulation exempts foods which
contain no soy protein but do contain soy oil or soy lecithin.
Sept.–Imagine Foods of Palo Alto, California, the
natural foods leader in nondairy beverages, launches Soy
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Dream (soymilk), the company’s first soy product. They
support the product with an extensive and very creative
advertising campaign.
Sept.–Protein Technologies International starts to offer
certified non-GMO soy protein isolates.
Oct.–The Hain Food Group (which owns Westbrae) has
announced that it will start to label some of its products as
GMO-Free (i.e. free of genetically modified / engineered
organisms). It has developed a “Pure Food” logo and a “Just
Say No to GEOs” slogan.
Oct. 16–Worthington Foods purchases the Harvest
Burger product line from ADM; by agreement, ADM will
continue to make the Harvest Burgers at its Illinois plant.
Nov. 1-2–Conference titled “Estrogen, phytoestrogens
and cognitive function” held in Seattle, Washington
(organized by Mark Messina), largely to learn more about
the research of Lon White on tofu and dementia/Alzheimer’s
disease.
Dec. 31–DE-VAU-GE acquires Bruno Fischer GmbH,
which sells bottled soymilk; both companies are located in
Germany.
Major trends: (1) The steady expansion of genetically
engineered Roundup Ready soybeans. This year an
estimated 30% of America’s soybean acreage was planted to
genetically engineered soybeans. This is one of the hottest
and most controversial stories in most countries of the
world–except the United States, where it gets unbelievably
little media coverage. (2) The hype about the health benefits
of soyfoods continues to increase. There are definitely
some health benefits, but the exaggerated statements that
now routinely appear in articles and advertisements go far
beyond what can be supported by scientific evidence. The
media seems intent on making as much money as possible
as it whips up the story of soy’s health benefits. The bigger
the story it becomes, the more money they can make later
debunking it. (3) The natural foods industry is changing into
a supplements industry because of the higher profit margin
on supplements. Many consumers are being misled into
thinking that supplements are more important than healthy
foods in determining good health. (4) Among commercial
soy products this year, the ratio of supplements to foods has
increased sharply.
Areas of potential danger on the horizon: (1) Lon White
of Hawaii and his data on tofu and dementia/Alzheimer’s
disease. (2) Young girls discovering that overdoses of
soy isoflavones could be useful in growing breasts, then
publicizing that information using the Internet and World
Wide Web. (3) The danger that the media will start to debunk
its own hyped story of the health benefits of soy. (4) The
concern that the FDA health label claim for soy will not
include traditional soy products–such as tofu and soymilk–
which contain too much fat. Therefore manufacturers will be
tempted to add soy protein isolates to raise the protein to a
level that will trigger the health claim.

980. Franke, Adrian A.; Custer, L.J.; Tanaka, Y. 1998.
Isoflavones in human breast milk and other biological fluids.
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6 Suppl):1466S-73S.
Dec. [48 ref]
• Summary: “According to our measurements, with
adjustment for body weight, isoflavonoid exposure is
4-6 times higher in infants fed soy-based formula than in
adults eating a diet rich in soyfoods (about 30 gm/day).
Implications of the presented results for the potential cancerpreventing activity of isoflavones by exposing newborn
infants to these phytochemicals are discussed.” Address: 1.
Cancer Research Center of Hawaii, 1236 Lauhala Street,
Honolulu, HI 96813.
981. Goodman, Marc T.; Hankin, J.H.; Wilkens, L.R.;
Kolonel, L.N. 1998. Soy and cancer–Human Studies: Dietary
phytoestrogens and the risk of endometrial cancer (Abstract).
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6 Suppl):1530S. Dec.
• Summary: The large international and ethnic variation
in the incidence of endometrial cancer, along with findings
from epidemiologic research, suggests that nutrition plays
an important role in endometrial carcinogenesis. The authors
“conducted a population-based case-control study among the
multiethnic population of Hawaii between 1985 and 1993 to
investigate the role of dietary factors, including soy, fiber,
and related foods, on the risk of endometrial cancer.”
“These data support the value of a plant-based diet,
low in energy and dietary fat, for reducing the risk for this
malignancy.” Address: Epidemiology Program, Cancer
Research Center of Hawaii, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu.
982. Jacobsen, Bjarne K.; Knutsen, S.F.; Fraser, G.E. 1998.
Does high soy milk intake reduce prostate cancer incidence?
The Adventist Health Study (United States). Cancer Causes
& Control 9(6):553-57. Dec. [23 ref]
• Summary: Much work has been done to try to identify
nutritional risk factors for prostate cancer. These studies
have focused on animal fat as a risk factor and vegetables
as preventive food items. Recent experiments have
suggested that isoflavones (such as genistein and daidzein)
found in some soy products may reduce cancer risk.
This epidemiologic study suggests moderate amounts of
soymilk may substantially reduce prostate cancer risk.
This study involved Seventh-day Adventists (SDAs)
living in California (3). In 1976-1977, 12,000 SDA men
answered a questionnaire about dietary intake, including the
consumption of soymilk. The majority of men were followed
until 1982, although about 2,000 men were followed until
1992. During this time, approximately 250 developed
prostate cancer. After adjusting for several risk factors,
consuming soymilk more than once per day was associated
with a 70% reduction in prostate cancer risk.
Although it is inappropriate to speculate too much
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about the findings from any single study, these results from
Loma Linda University are strikingly similar to the results
from a study of Japanese men living in Hawaii that was
published about 10 years ago. In the Hawaiian study, which
involved 7,999 men who were followed for 18-21 years, tofu
consumption was associated with a markedly reduced risk of
prostate cancer. In fact, men who consumed tofu five or more
times per week were 65% less likely to develop prostate
cancer compared to men who consumed tofu once per week
or less. Address: 1. Inst. of Community Medicine, Univ. of
Tromso, Norway; 2-3. Center for Health Research and Dep.
of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, School of Public Health,
Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, California.
983. Wang, Weiqun; Frank, A.A.; Custer, L.J.; Marchand,
L.L. 1998. Soy and heart disease–Effects independent of
cholesterol reduction: Antioxidant properties of dietary
phenolic agents in a human LDL-oxidation ex vivo
model (Abstract). American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6
Suppl):1523S. Dec.
• Summary: Dietary phenolic agents–such as fruits,
vegetables, and soy products–have antioxidant properties
which can lead to reduced risk of coronary heart disease.
Address: Cancer Etiology Program, Cancer Research Center
of Hawaii, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96813.
984. Wu, Anna H.; Ziegler, R.G.; Nomura, A.M.; West,
D.W.; Kolonel, L.N.; Horn-Ross, P.L.; Hoover, R.N.; Pike,
M.C. 1998. Soy intake and risk of breast cancer in Asians
and Asian Americans. American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6
Suppl):1437S-43S. Dec. [46 ref]
• Summary: The risk of breast cancer varies significantly
throughout the world. Rates are highest among whites in the
USA and Europe, and lowest among native Japanese and
Chinese and other Asians in their homelands. The risk among
the first group (whites) has historically been about 6 times
as high as that of the risk among Asians. Migration studies
have proved that this large difference in risk is not caused
by genetic differences. Evidence from case-control studies
suggests, but not entirely consistently, that soy intake may
protect against breast cancer.
Two of three epidemiologic studies published before
the 1990s suggested that intake of soy may protect against
breast cancer (See: Nomura et al. 1978; Hirayama 1986).
Since 1990, four case-control studies have evaluated the
association between self-reported soy intake and breast
cancer: See Lee et al. 1991, and 1992 (Conducted among
Chinese in Singapore); Yuan et al. 1995 (Chinese in
Shanghai and Tianjin, China); Hirose et al. 1995 (Japanese
in Nagoya, Japan); Wu et al. 1996 (Asian-Americans
{Chinese-, Japanese-, and Filipino Americans} residing in
the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan statistical area, Los
Angeles County, and Oahu, Hawaii). This article compares
those studies very carefully.

Page 1438S: “Migration status is defined by birthplace
(Western- or Eastern-born) and by years of residence in
the West for migrants born in the East. We converted the
respondents’ frequency of intake of a tofu dish/y to g
soy intake/d by assuming that 28 g soy (<1 ounce) was
consumed each time tofu was consumed. Thus, based on
a single question on intake of soy in Asian Americans, the
median intake of soy was 10-15 times higher by Chinese
subjects in Asia than by Asian subjects currently residing
in California and Hawaii. Even the median intake of soy
by recent migrants (i.e., migrants who had lived in the
United States for 1-7 y) was substantially lower than the
intake in Asia. The soy intake among Chinese and Japanese
Americans was similar but was considerably higher than that
of Filipino Americans. Two estimates of intake are presented
for Japanese Americans: one is based on intake of tofu and
the other is based on intake of tofu, natto, and miso soup
combined. These results show that for Japanese Americans in
this study, > 80% of the soy intake was derived from tofu.”
In groups consuming similar amounts of tofu, the
tofu was more protective in Asians who migrated to the
USA, than to Asians born in the USA. Address: Dep. of
Preventive Medicine, Univ. of Southern California, Los
Angeles; Environmental Epidemiology Branch, Div. of
Cancer Etiology, National Cancer Inst., Bethesda, Maryland;
Epidemiology Program, Cancer Research Center of Hawaii,
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu; Northern California Cancer
Center, Union City.
985. Allison, Karen Hubert. 1998. The vegetarian
compass: New directions in vegetarian cooking. Boston,
Massachusetts: Little, Brown & Co. xiii + 383 p. Illust.
Index. 24 x 20 cm.
• Summary: One chapter (p. 163-210) is titled “Tofu,
tempeh, and seitan.” The index contains 28 entries for
tofu, 23 for tempeh, 17 for seitan, 2 each for miso and for
texturized vegetable protein (TVP), and 1 each for milk–
nondairy and for soy grits.
On the inside rear dust jacket is a portrait photo of the
author and a brief biography. Karen “was the former owner,
with her husband, Len Allison, of the three-star New York
City restaurant Huberts. She taught at the Culinary Institute
of America and was the author of the novel How I Gave My
Heart to the Restaurant Business (1997). She lived in New
York and Maui until her death in 1997.” She is the mother of
three children. Address: New York and Maui.
986. Franke, Adrian A.; Hankin, J.H.; Yu, M.C.; Maskarinec,
G.; Low, S.H.; Custer, L.J. 1999. Isoflavone levels in soy
foods consumed by multiethnic populations in Singapore and
Hawaii. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 47(3):977-86.
March. [59 ref]
• Summary: “Six raw and 11 cooked food groups
traditionally consumed in Singapore and 8 food groups
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consumed in Hawaii were analyzed by reversed-phase highpressure liquid chromatography with diode array detection.
Mean total isoflavone levels varied between 35 and 7500
ppm, with the lowest values found in soy milk and burgers
and the highest levels observed in soybean and its seeds and
in supplements.” Address: 1. Cancer Research Center of
Hawaii, 1236 Lauhala Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
987. Bernard, Richard L. 1999. Re: Which soybean varieties
are large-seeded and which are small-seeded. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Sept. 9–in reply to
inquiry of Aug. 30. 5 p. Handwritten on letterhead.
• Summary: 1. Grande is large seeded. 2-3. Which Jackson?
4. Perry, Shore and Yelnando are grain type soybeans, not
vegetable type. 5. “I compared your list of ‘vegetable’ types
with my info and have a few comments.” Protana, Provar
and Proto and not large seeded; “they are specialty varieties
released for their high protein content so probably should be
put in a different category. This will be a growing category in
the future–i.e., soybeans with special compositional traits.”
“Three of those on your list [of large-seeded varieties],
Hiro, Suru, and Chame, are not in the germplasm collection
since there was no seed available under these names in 1949.
Interestingly all 3 PI strains to which the record equates them
are in the collection. I didn’t change them to the cv. [cultivar]
name when I was rearranging the collection in the 1950s
since there was doubt about the trueness to type of these
old accessions (2 of these 3 differed distinctly from an old
inviable seed sample of the original PI strain). I guess none
of this affects your handling of these 3 since you are dealing
with the written record.
“Your listing of the old introduced varieties as ‘New
U.S. domestic soybean variety’ requires some explanation I
should think (or perhaps better terminology) since many of
these are simply renamed foreign cultivars (often by simply
shortening the foreign name or perhaps not changing it at all,
e.g., Rokusun).
Also some of these are not very large seeded but I
have no reason to doubt that they may be considered to be
‘vegetable type.’ There are two missing from your list that
you may want to include: Hidatsa and Pando.
Page 3 is “Comments on your list of 16 possible
candidates for the large seeded vegetable-type list.” The
following are grain types (not vegetable types): Delsta,
Delnoshat, Mandell, Perry, Shore, Yelnanda, and [Yelnando].
Anwei, Chuku and Kirin were from the La Choy Co. in
Ohio according to Morse [1948] and so one might think they
were food types but I have no record of them and would
not include them [as vegetable types] (they could be sprout
types!). Fiskeby V is foreign and should not be included
(its also a grain type in my estimation). Burwell, Kabott,
and Portugal are in the collection but I have no info on
their intended use. Kabott is quite large (100 seeds weigh
27 gm) and so on that basis should probably be considered

a vegetable type. Burwell and Portugal are a little large for
grain type (100 seeds weigh 22 gm) and Burwell is black, so
I am on the fence on these and would depend on your written
sources to decide. Hidatsa should be included (see above).
I have never heard of ‘Ra.’ It’s not in Morse’s 1948 very
inclusive list and I wonder if it is a misprint.
Note: Ra was first tested in 1975 as a “vegetable
soybean” by Rodale’s Organic Gardening and Farming
(OGF) Research and Development Group in Pennsylvania.
There follow two handwritten reports: “Report #1:
Bernard’s date is earlier than Shurtleff.” Delsoy, Emerald
(1975), Funk Delicious (1937), Harovinton (1989), Kahala,
Kaikoo, Kailua, and Mokapu Summer (All were released
in 1969 by the University of Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station in
Honolulu), Protana (1969), Provar (1969), Proto (1989),
Sanga (1945), Verde (1967, 1968), Vinton (1978), Vinton 81
(1981).
“Report #2: Soyfoods Center date is earlier than
Bernard.” Aoda, Sioux (1938), Chame, Hiro, Suru (lost,
discarded, or not in collection, therefore not in Technical
Bulletin 1746), Cherokee, Disoy (did Soybean Digest jump
the gun? Disoy was in regional tests before its 1967 release;
three documents enclosed), Easycook, Giant Green, Imperial.
Willomi, Jackson (Which “Jackson”? “This confusion
illustrates clearly why variety names should not be used
again... As for the old Jackson, I don’t know of a description
of it other than our germplasm evaluation report {Technical
Bulletin No. 1844}, copy enclosed {as PI 82581}. For the
germplasm collection we simply turned the original Jackson
back into a PI strain and maintain it as PI 82581 [Chontekon,
PI 82581, was Chontekon, from Rep. of Korea, introduced in
1929]. The Jackson released in 1953 is an entirely different
variety”). Mendota, Rokusun, Seminole. Address: Prof. of
Plant Genetics (Retired), Dep. of Crop Sciences, AW-101
Turner Hall, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801-4798.
988. Creamer, Beverly. 1999. Tofu linked to dementia,
study says: 2 servings a week may be harmful. Honolulu
Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Nov. 20. p. A1, A5. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Eating tofu more than twice a week in
midlife may diminish brain function in old age, and lead to
Alzheimer’s disease, according to ground-breaking research
by Hawaii scientists.” Alzheimer’s affects 2% of America’s
65-year-olds and up to 16% of 80-year-olds; this is the first
time scientists believe they have found a risk factor for the
disease.
The team, led by Dr. Lon White, draws its findings
from a database of long-term information (starting in 1965)–
that of the 3,734 Japanese-American men in the Honolulu
Heart Program. White, who was invited to speak, presented
his findings at a recent conference in Washington, DC,
sponsored by the nation’s soy industry. With funds from the
National Institute on Aging, White has been working on the
tofu connection for several years as part of the Honolulu-
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Asia Aging Study and the Honolulu Heart Program.
White compared the dietary habits of 3,734 JapaneseAmerican men whose tofu consumption ranged from zero to
many servings a week. He found that those who ate the most
scored lower than those who ate little on a standard cognitive
function test for determining dementia.
Moreover, autopsies conducted on the brains of 300
members of the study who have died showed that the brains
of those who consumed two or more servings of tofu a week
weighed less than those who consumed fewer than two
servings.
The cause of the problem is not yet known. Dr. Helen
Petrovich, a co-investigator, theorizes that tofu might
be slowing down production of estrogen in the brain, or
interfering with its natural binding in the brain. Yet moderate
amounts of tofu are still thought to bring health benefits.
Note: White has submitted his research to various
scientific journals, but none have accepted or published it.
The journals Nature and Science turned it down. Address:
Dr., Pacific Health Research Inst., Kusinki Medical Center,
Hawaii.
989. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1999. Wraps, skewers
and sushi from Hanaki. Dec. 22. p. 24.
• Summary: The recipe for “Spicy Tuna” calls for (among
other things):
“1 cup mayonnaise
“¼ cup chile pepper sauce
“¼ cup chile Kochujan Miso (hot chili miso sauce)”
990. SoyaScan Notes. 1999. Hot soy-related topics in 1999
(Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: 1. Genetic engineering of soybeans. This is now
a major issue in Europe, and starting to become one in the
USA. Will “non-GMO soybeans” ever become as important
to some consumers as “Organically grown soybeans”?
2. What will be the effect of the FDA announcement
concerning health claims for soyfoods on small producers
of traditional soyfoods? Will they benefit from the claim
without changing their formulations? Should they mentions
“With natural isoflavones” on their labels? Should they state
how many grams of isoflavones per serving. 3. Beware the
dangers of the media hype of the health benefits of soyfoods.
Don’t overdo your own advertising claims. The media may
later start to debunk all the hype. 4. Beware the potential
dangers to the soyfoods industry of concentrated isoflavones,
such as the pills made by ADM. These could be marketed
(over the Internet, for example) as pills to give small girls big
breasts.
5. Take advantage of the publicity that will be created by
big dairy companies getting into the soymilk market.
6. Lon White’s cardiac research in Hawaii which
indicate that tofu consumption is correlated with cognitive

disorders.
991. Chang, Diane Yukihiro. 2000. Signing up to be a soy
guinea pig. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii) 57(6):29-32.
July. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Wanted: 200 healthy, premenopausal Oahu
women to participate in a two-year nutrition intervention
study at the Cancer Research Center of Hawaii.
“Mission: to learn whether eating soy products will
lower the risk of getting breast cancer.
“Perks: free tofu, soybeans, soy nuts, soy trail mix, soy
milk, soy candy bars and a soy concentrate that can be mixed
with fruit juice. Yummy, yum!”
“It’s called the ‘Breast, Estrogens And Nutrition’
Study or BEAN, and guess who’s volunteering. I want to
participate out of curiosity,...” Address: Hawaii.
992. To Your Health (Dr. John McDougall’s Newsletter,
Baltimore, Maryland). 2000. Is the doctor in... Can soy make
you sick? Feb. p. 6.
• Summary: This article begins with a question, apparently
from a reader: “I read recently that studies have found a
link between soy products and dementia. I thought tofu and
other soy products were good for me. What’s going on?” The
response (from the unknown writer) discusses an article in
the Honolulu Advertiser (Hawaii) on 26 Nov. 1999 (p. A1)
discussing the work of Dr. Lon White of the Pacific Health
Research Institute. While studying 3,734 Japanese-American
men in the Honolulu Heart Study, he found that those age 45
or older were more likely to suffer cognitive loss if they ate
tofu more than twice a week. White’s study has not yet been
published in a scientific journal.
White theorizes that the phytoestrogens in tofu may be
interfering with the brain’s ability to use human estrogen.
Typically, human estrogen binds to brain cells. Estrogen has
long been thought to improve brain function. White suggests
that phytoestrogens may be clogging the brain’s receptor
sites, preventing human estrogen from attaching.
The writer adds that another possible reason for the
association is the high aluminum content of soybeans.
“Aluminum is the only known controllable source of
Alzheimer’s disease.” Aluminum from the soil attaches
to substances in the soybean, such as phytates, to make
unabsorbable complexes. “However, the heating and
processing of soybeans to make tofu may free up the
aluminum so that it can be readily absorbed.”
Readers are advised to go easy on soy products and
use them only as condiments. One reason is that “tofu is 45
percent fat.” Note: The writer intended to say that 54% of the
calories in tofu come from fat. Tofu actually contains 4.3 to
5.3% fat, depending on the firmness. Thus, a 100 gm serving
of tofu contains 4.3 to 5.3 gm of fat; this fat is vegetable oil,
which is largely unsaturated.
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993. Essoyan, Susan. 2000. Trouble for titan tofu: A study
in Hawaii finds that the health food favorite may accelerate
aging of the brain. But critics note that the research creates
more questions than answers, and no causal connection has
been made. Los Angeles Times. March 23. p. B2. Metro
section.
• Summary: Results from the Honolulu-Asia Aging Study,
some of which were presented by chief investigator Dr. Lon
White (of the Pacific Health Research Inst.) at a symposium
in Washington, DC, in Nov. 1999, are scheduled for
publication in the April issue of the Journal of the American
College of Nutrition.
The vice president of medical and scientific affairs for
the National Alzheimer’s Assn. in Chicago (Illinois), Bill
Theis, “considers the findings too preliminary to support any
conclusions.”
A clinical trial is underway to examine the connection
between estrogen and Alzheimer’s; it follows a survey
which showed that women who took hormone replacement
therapy after menopause were at lower risk for getting
Alzheimer’s. Dr. Kenneth Setchell, prof. of pediatrics at the
Univ. of Cincinnati’s Children’s Hospital Medical Center
(Ohio), disputed White’s conclusions. His research shows
that isoflavones have a positive effect on the brain. He asked:
If soy is so bad, why are there not high rates of Alzheimer’s
disease in Japan and China? And why is there no association
with any other soyfood? And why don’t vegetarians, who
typically consume plenty of tofu, get Alzheimer’s?
“In stark contrast to White’s findings, a 1993 study of
272 Californians enrolled in the Adventist Health Study,
matched for age, sex and ZIP Code, found that those who ate
meat were more than twice as likely to become demented as
their vegetarian counterparts.”
This article concludes with some market statistics from a
study titled “The U.S. Soyfoods Industry,” by Soyatech Inc.
and Senechal, Jorgensen & Hale Co. U.S. tofu sales have
grown from $108 million in 1992 to $238 million (forecast)
in 1999. U.S. sales of all types of soyfoods have grown from
$852 million in 1992 to $2,140 million (forecast) in 1999.
Address: Special to Times.
994. Mestel, Rosie. 2000. In light of troubling study on soy,
moderation seen as key. Los Angeles Times. March 27. p. S1,
S6.
• Summary: The “troubling study” is Dr. Lon White’s study
in Hawaii showing a correlation between tofu consumption
and Alzheimer’s–but no proof of causality. Address: Times
Health Writer.
995. Messina, Mark J. 2000. Update on soy and nutrition
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 29. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Even though ABC’s TV program 20/20 did a
positive story about soymilk, they will soon be airing a very

negative program on soy. They started by focusing on Lon
White’s study associating tofu and Alzheimer’s in Hawaii.
They then added the idea that there is a conspiracy between
the soy industry and the FDA for the health claim. Mark has
spent six hours on the phone with the 20/20 people, and he
expects the program to be very negative. He is concerned.
Another important negative article titled “Eating well:
Doubts cloud rosy news on soy,” by Marian Burros (New
York Times, 26 Jan. 2000) concerns soy and breast cancer.
She argues that soy may be contraindicated for breast cancer
and quotes Steve Barnes as saying that women with ERpositive tumors (that means the estrogen receptors respond
to estrogen) tumors should not consume soy. There was
a second article on tofu and Alzheimer’s by Rosie Mestel
in the Los Angeles Times that was much more negative
than the first article by Susan Essoyan. Moreover, Rosie is
confused about what constitutes “moderation,” because Lon
White’s study indicated that 2-4 servings of tofu per week
caused brain problems, whereas most studies show that you
must consume at least 1½ servings of tofu a day to get any
benefits. In short, Mark believes that the media is and will
be increasingly running negative stories on soy. Ken Setchell
feels like “everybody has now jumped the soy ship and he’s
the only one still promoting it.” “It’s now hitting the fan right
and left–so that we have gone to the other extreme.” In July
of this year, a panel on soy and safety is scheduled for the
NNFA (National Nutritional Foods Association) show. The
toxicity issues are now starting to take center stage–as Mark
has been warning for several years. Mark does not see how
any food company could consider coming out with a new soy
product in the current atmosphere–with all the controversies
being raised.” The newspapers are carrying the negative
stores because the magazine stories that are running now
were written 6 months ago.
Over the past few years, many people in the soy industry
have accused Mark of being an alarmist for presenting the
whole truth–both sides of the issue. For example, Mark
was telling dietitians that soy might be contraindicated for
women with ER-positive breast tumors. Steve Barnes did not
agree with Mark on this point. David Heber (a “big shot,”
M.D., PhD at UCLA) was hosting a soy meeting at UCLA
on Jan. 20th 1998, in cooperation with PTI, to try to calm
any concerns that some UCLA endocrinologists had about
soy and breast cancer. It was a sort of “one-day dog and pony
show” with five positive talks on soy by UCLA-associated
people. He was very critical of Mark’s position on the subject
and even shouted at Mark on the phone for 10 minutes for
scaring women away from soy when soy was so wonderful.
The last four studies on the ability of soy protein to
lower blood cholesterol levels have shown no effect. We
must be clear that there are two separate issues in these
studies: (1) Does it work? and (2) Does it matter? If it does
work, it probably doesn’t matter, because those people with
very high cholesterol levels would probably be put on drugs
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anyway.
In a recent position paper on women’s health, the
American Dietetic Association recommended that women
avoid phytoestrogen supplements. Address: PhD, 1543
Lincoln St., Port Townsend, Washington 98368. Phone: 360379-9544.
996. Oregonian (The) (Portland, Oregon). 2000. Tofu
consumption linked to mental decline in later years, study
says. April 19. p. A17. [1 ref]
• Summary: A study by Dr. Lon White (of the Hawaii Center
for Health Research), published in the April issue of the
Journal of the American College of Nutrition, found that
men who ate the most tofu during their mid-40s to mid-60s
showed the most signs of mental deterioration 30 years
later. Consuming tofu two or more times a week was said
to be detrimental to brain function. The more tofu eaten, the
greater the likelihood of mental decline.
White and his co-workers believe that the link between
eating tofu and decline of brain function is isoflavones. They
affect an enzyme in the body called tyrosine kinase, which
may block learning-related changes in the brain.
997. Mestel, Rosie. 2000. Evidence found that soy makes
your brain smaller: But beans bring multiple health benefits.
Los Angeles Times. April 25.
• Summary: Dr. Lon White’s study in Hawaii shows
correlation between tofu consumption and Alzheimer’s–but
no proof of causality.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration now allows
foods with at least 6.25 grams of soy protein per serving
to be labeled with claims that could help reduce the risk of
heart disease. Address: Times Health Writer.
998. Grodstein, Francine; Mayeux, Richard; Stampfer, Meir
J. 2000. Editorial–Tofu and cognitive function: Food for
thought. J. of the American College of Nutrition 19(2):20709. April. [13 ref]
• Summary: The report by White and co-workers in this
issue (p. 242-55) that “high tofu intake may be associated
with cognitive impairment and brain atrophy is an important
reminder that it is time to move beyond antioxidants
and investigate additional dietary factors which could be
associated with cognitive impairment, among the most
common problems of aging.
“Soy-based foods, with high levels of phytoestrogens,
are certainly a good place for initiating such research.”
Address: 1. ScD, Channing Lab., Dep. of Medicine, Brigham
and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, and Dep.
of Epidemiology, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston,
Massachusetts.
999. White, Lon R.; Petrovich, Helen; Ross, Webster; et al.
2000. Brain aging and midlife tofu consumption. J. of the

American College of Nutrition 19(2):242-55. April. [56 ref]
• Summary: The design of this study “utilized surviving
participants of a longitudinal study established in 1965 for
research on heart disease, stroke, and cancer.”
“The data presented here are from the HonoluluAsia Aging Study (HAAS), an ongoing epidemiologic
investigation that utilizes the study population and data
resources of the Honolulu Heart Program (HHP).”
This study of Japanese men living in Hawaii found
that those who ate tofu 2-4 times per week when they
were around 45-65 years old had higher rates of mental
deterioration (low brain weight, Alzheimer’s disease, poorer
cognitive function) in their later years when compared with
men who ate less tofu. The authors speculate that isoflavones
were responsible for the apparent adverse effect of tofu
consumption.
Note 1. The statistical association or correlation
found in this study does not prove cause and effect. In
other words, this epidemiological study shows no causal
relationship between soy and cognitive function, only a
positive association or correlation. Even the director of the
Alzheimer’s Association (Chicago) was quoted as saying that
the study does not warrant dietary changes. It is possible that
other unknown factors affected brain function and that tofu
consumption was associated with those factors and was not
itself the risk factor.
Note 2. Lon White’s study was rejected by two major
journals before being published here. White was formerly
employed by the National Institute on Aging, part of
the National Institutes of Health. For more balance and
perspective, see the editorial by Grodstein et al. published in
this same issue. Address: 1-2. Pacific Health Research Inst.,
Hawaii.
1000. Fallon, Sally W.; Enig, Mary G. 2000. Tragedy and
hype: The Third International Soy Symposium. Nexus (New
Zealand). April/May. p. 15-20, 69.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Marketing the ‘perfect
food.’ Cinderella’s dark side. Soy protein isolate: Not so
friendly. FDA health claim challenged. Soy consumption and
cancer. Phytoestrogens: Panacea or poison? Birth control
pills for babies. Dissension in the ranks (Dr. Lon White of
Hawaii on soy and Alzheimer’s). Questions over GRAS
status. The next asbestos?
The authors are highly critical of soyfoods. This 4-day
[actually 2-day] symposium took place in Washington, DC,
in Nov. 1999 [Nov. 12-13]. Several weeks earlier, on Oct. 25,
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration announced a health
claim for soy products which were low in saturated fat and
cholesterol and 6.25 gm of soy protein per serving. Among
the surprising statements in this article: Isolated soy protein
is made from what was once considered a waste product–
the defatted, high protein soy chips–which look and smell
terrible. “Flavourings, preservatives, sweeteners, emulsifiers
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and synthetic nutrients have turned soy protein isolate, the
food processors’ ugly duckling, into a New Age Cinderella”
(p. 15).
“The propaganda that has created the soy sales miracle
is all the more remarkable because, only a few decades ago,
the soybean was considered unfit to eat–even in Asia.”
Note: This is a preposterous and completely false
statement. Read any Japanese or Chinese cookbook and
you will find many tofu recipes. In the 1970s there were
approximately 30,000 tofu manufacturers in Japan alone,
plus many more in China, Korea, and Indonesia. In 1976
in Indonesia there were 41,201 tempeh manufacturers and
10,986 tofu manufacturers in Indonesia (Winarno 1976).
Note: No references appear with the printed version of
this article, but 72 references are found with the article on the
authors’ website. Address: 1. M.A.; 2. PhD. Phone: 619-5747763.
1001. Ross, Brain; Allyn, Richard D. 2000. 20/20–Soy: The
untold story. Television broadcast. Friday, June 9. Channel 7.
10:00 p.m. ABC (American Broadcasting Co.). (California).
10:00 p.m.
• Summary: This program segment was divided into
several parts, all on the theme that soy may not be great
for everyone: (1) FDA scientists Daniel Doerge and Daniel
Sheehan have stepped forward to criticize their own agency’s
heart health claim. Their long, well documented letter is
available on the 20/20 website. The two explain that while
soy may be beneficial to the heart, excess consumption could
be harmful to people with thyroid disorders, or women who
are at risk for breast cancer, or babies consuming infant
formula (they are concerned that phytoestrogens in soy could
interfere with normal human sexual development).
(2) Debate over phytoestrogen levels in soy-based infant
formulas: Dr. Claude Hughes, director of the Women’s
Health Center at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los
Angeles, recommends that mothers who don’t breast feed,
should use as milk-based formula, and chose soy as a last
resort. But Dr. Kenneth Setchell, a pediatrics professor
at Children’s Hospital in Cincinnati, Ohio, contends that
hundreds of thousands of infants have been raised on soy
infant formula and many are now adults, yet few problems
have been observed. (3) Soy and breast cancer: Dr. Hughes
notes that some studies show soy protects against breast
cancer. But other studies indicated that, for certain women,
the phytoestrogens found in soy may enhance a widelyfound kind of estrogen-feeding breast cancer. It can speed up
division of those estrogen-dependent cells that are already
cancer cells.
(3) Lon White’s study on tofu and brain aging and
shrinking among elderly Japanese-American men in Hawaii.
The soy industry counters that White’s study shows only an
association between tofu consumption and brain aging, does
not prove that tofu causes this aging, and is in conflict with

other studies on Asian populations and animals.
The report concludes: “While the scientific research on
soy is still emerging and is often contradictory, there are now
some serious questions being raised about this miracle food,
and some of its staunchest defenders acknowledge that these
questions need to be answered.”
1002. Fallon, Sally W.; Enig, Mary G. 2000. Tragedy and
hype: The Third International Soy Symposium. Parts I & II.
Nexus (New Zealand). July. p. 66-71; Aug/Sept. p. 56-58. [72
ref]
• Summary: Note: This article, which is extremely critical
of soy and the soy industry, is identical to that by the
same authors which appeared in Nexus (New Zealand) in
April/May 2000 except that: (1) The word “Hype” was
accidentally written “Hope” in Part I of this article; (2) The
references are included with the article. Address: 1. M.A.; 2.
PhD. Phone: 619-574-7763.
1003. Taira, Ele; Taira, Terry; et al. 2000. Auntie Aloha’s–A
taste of soy. Honolulu, Hawaii: Independent Distributors of
Nutrition for Life. 92 p. Recipe index. 22 cm.
• Summary: These are Hawaiian-style recipes that use
various NFLI (Nutrition for Life International) meatless
soy products made from whole soy flour, such as: Harvest
Beanuts, Heartful Gourmet Beef Chunks, Heartful Gourmet
Beef Strips, Heartful Gourmet Chicken Chunks, Heartful
Gourmet Chicken Strips, Heartful Gourmet Ground Beef,
Heartful Gourmet Ground Turkey, Nutri-Flour Blend,
Powdered Soymilk, or Vegetable Curls. Recipes also include
traditional soyfoods such as shoyu, tofu. The name of the
person who developed and submitted each recipe appears
below the recipe title.
Contents: Salads. Soups. Pupus. Pasta & rice. Main
dishes. Desserts and breads.
Proceeds (less costs) from the book go to HopeLine, the
advice line for young people sponsored by Karing for Kids, a
Christian charity. The HopeLine currently operates 8 hours/
day on average. Its budget will enable 65,000 youths to call
and receive help each year. Yet the goal is to make HopeLine
available 24 hours a day, every day, year-round.
Letter (fax) from Ele Taira. 2002. Aug. 6. All the NFLI
Healthful gourmet product are meatless and made from
soy. For details visit the website at www.nutritionforlife.
com. Address: Ele Taira, 1015 Ala Napunani Street #701,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96818. Phone: 808-836-4994.
1004. Katibah, Tyler. 2000. Sales of tofu in Hawaii
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 16. Conducted by William
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In Dec. 1999 Ty, a maker of tofu and soymilk,
and a distributor of natural foods, called to say that sales of
his tofu in Hawaii dropped about 15% after publication of
Dr. Lon White’s research. Two other tofu makers in Hawaii
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have told him that their tofu sales have decreased 30-40%–
for the same reason. He moved to his present new address in
July 1999.
Recently he and other tofu makers in Hawaii have gone
on the offensive. They developed some tofu commercials
for television (they may be the first ever), bought some air
time, and promoted tofu. The ads were very positive. Local
celebrities talked about why they like tofu and how they
prepare it. Several doctors discussed tofu as a heart-healthy
food. The ads did not refer to the issues raised by Lon White.
Address: Owner, Natural Pacific Tofu, 15-205 Wiliama
Place, Keaau (near Hilo), Island of Hawaii, HI 96749.
Phone: 808-966-9579.
1005. Schwarz, Joe. 2000. Hanging tough on tofu: despite
some bad-mouthing of the noble bean, this scientist is still on
soy. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). Sept. 10. p.
21.
• Summary: “Researchers involved in the Honolulu Health
Program, who have been tracking since 1965 the health
status of about 8,000 Japanese Americans living in Hawaii,
were claiming that men who consumed tofu two or more
times a week were more likely to have atrophied brains and
impaired mental function later in life! Ouch.
“But wait a minute. Does the fact that tofu eaters were
more likely to show these abnormalities mean that tofu
was the cause? Of course not. There was no ‘cause-effect’
relationship shown in this study. Maybe the tofu-eaters had
other dietary shortcomings. Maybe they ate a more limited
diet and had a reduced vitamin intake. Maybe they had less
education. Maybe they watched more TV. Or less. Who
knows? Certainly such effects have not been seen in animalfeeding studies or in the Asian population, which consumes
far more tofu than is usual outside Asia.
“If you should contemplate cutting back on tofu to
save your brain, consider the following. The same study
also showed that in men who consumed tofu regularly, the
incidence of prostate cancer was 65 per cent lower than
among those who didn’t eat the stuff. That wasn’t really
surprising because several studies have linked compounds
called isoflavones in soybeans with inhibition of cancer...”
Note: The rest of the article is about scientific studies
showing the nutritional benefits of consuming soy.
A photo (by Kaz Novak, Hamilton Spectator) shows
many commercial soy products: Vitasoy Original, So Nice
(soymilk in cartons), a package of Yves Veggie-Burgers,
SoyaKaas, Noble Bean Tempeh, TofuRella soy cheese.
Address: Quebec, Canada.
1006. Kanda, Tomo; Sagara, M.; Hirao, S.; Liu, L.; Negishi,
H.; Akazawa, T.; Yoshida, H.; Honda, K.; Ikeda, K.; Yamori,
Y. 2000. Soy bean diets decrease cardiovascular risk factors
in Japanese immigrants living in Hawaii. In: Kyoko Saio, ed.
2000. Proceedings–Third International Soybean Processing

and Utilization Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing
Co., Ltd. [xxiv] + 728 + 8 p. See p. 199-200.
• Summary: Daily intake of soy products containing more
than 25 gm of soy protein with the isoflavones naturally
occurring in those products is shown to be effective for the
prevention of cardio-vascular disease (CVD) in middle-aged
Japanese immigrants living in Hawaii. Address: 1-5, 9-10.
Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies,
Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan; 6. Japan Cell Foods Co. Ltd.;
7-8. Fujicco Co. Ltd.
1007. Tousman, Amy. 2000. Soy foods hold promise of
promoting good health. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii).
Nov. 5.
• Summary: “Populations that consume a typical Asian
diet have less heart disease and breast cancer than those on
a Western diet. According to Kristine Cuthrell, a research
nutritionist at the Cancer Research Center of Hawai’i,
‘Japanese migrants to Hawai’i have experienced an increase
in their breast cancer risk after adopting a Western diet and
lifestyle.’”
1008. Lothrop, Jim. 2000. Breeding soybeans for edamamé
in Molokai, Hawaii (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 27.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jim Lothrop is a seed breeder with Mycogen
Seeds (phone: 808-567-6871) on Molokai, Hawaiian Islands.
He and Adolph Helm have started a small new seed company
named H&L Ag Products LLC do develop and sell soybean
varieties suited for edamame. They started with five varieties
(about 5 gm each) from AVRDC in Taiwan. It takes a long
time to multiply soybeans since the multiplier factor is only
about 30-35 to 1, versus 300 to 1 for corn. Thus, for each
soybean you plant, you get only about 30-35 soybeans back
during the first season. For details see their website at www.
edamameseedsmen.com. Address: Molokai, Hawaii. Phone:
808-567-9060.
1009. Hoffmann, Bill. 2000. Docs: Start soy early to beat
cancer. Post (New York, NY). Dec. 19.
• Summary: “Teen girls who eat soy products may be
reducing their risk of getting breast cancer later in life by as
much as 50 percent.
“That’s the conclusion of a study out of Hawaii that
recommends a long-term diet rich in soy.”
“Professor Adrian Franke, who led the study, said the
consumption of soy in women’s diets over a long period was
the key.”
1010. SoyaScan Notes. 2000. Chronology of major soyrelated events and trends during 2000 (Overview). Dec. 31.
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 8–The Kerry Group (of Wisconsin and
Iowa) purchases Solnuts, a pioneer manufacturer of dry-
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roasted soynuts, in Hudson, Iowa.
Feb.–Kraft Foods Inc. (Illinois) purchases Boca Burger
Inc., America’s third largest maker of veggie burgers, after
Worthington Foods and Gardenburger.
March 6–The Hain Food Group announces that it will
acquire the Celestial Seasonings tea company to become the
largest natural foods company in the USA.
March 9–The USDA formally approves a rule change
allowing soy protein products to completely replace meat
products in the Federal School Lunch Program.
March 31–Monsanto, the world’s leading agricultural
biotech company, merges with Pharmacia & Upjohn (a large
pharmaceutical company), and the new company is renamed
Pharmacia Corporation.
April–An article by Lon White on tofu and brain aging
is published in J. of the American College of Nutrition.
June 9–20/20 (ABC) television program, titled “Soy–
The untold story,” airs on Friday at 10:00 p.m. discusses
many of the shortcomings of soyfoods, but in a very fair
way.
June 13–Martha Stewart, on her popular nationwide TV
program Living, has a very positive segment on edamamé.
July 14–Lightlife Foods Inc. (of Turners Falls,
Massachusetts) is purchased by ConAgra, Inc., a $25 billion
food company based in Omaha, Nebraska–for an undisclosed
amount. Lightlife’s plant, employees, and management team
will stay in place. Lightlife is a leading maker of vegetarian
meat alternatives, with 150 employees and about $25 million
in annual sales.
July–WholeSoy Co. (Ted Nordquist) introduces
WholeSoy Glacé: Soymilk Frozen Dessert in 4 flavors. This
is the best soy ice cream seen to date.
July–At a joint meeting of ASA and United Soybean
Board, the International Soy Protein Program (ISPP) was
born as ASA and the Illinois Soybean Program Operating
Board (ISPOB) formalized their joint commitment to
“Increase the international consumption of soy protein by
humans in new markets–developing countries–and thereby
create new opportunities for disappearance of soybeans and
provide higher economic returns to U.S. soybean producers.”
ISPOB and its Executive Director Lyle Roberts were
instrumental in conceiving the program and raising its initial
funding. This program was later renamed WISHH.
Sept.–Monsanto’s patent on glyphosate expires.
Glyphosate is the active ingredient in Roundup, the world’s
best-selling herbicide.
Dec.–Sanitarium Foods of Australia acquires the 47% of
SoyaWorld owned by Sunrise Soya Foods (Vancouver, BC,
Canada).
Trends: 1. This year, the momentum created by the FDA
health claim in Oct. 1999 has propelled the soyfoods industry
to new heights. Existing companies are growing rapidly, and
many new companies (including some of America’s biggest
food companies) are entering the market with new products.

2. This year, for the first time, soymilk has become a
mainstream American beverage. As of May, White Wave
Silk soymilk is sold in 24,000 supermarkets nationwide.
Edamamé (green vegetable soybeans) have gone mainstream
in California, and are rapidly becoming popular on both
coasts of the USA.
3. In the United States and Europe, the tide seems to be
flowing increasingly against genetic engineering of foods
and food plants. More and more companies in the natural
foods industry are labeling their products as “non-GMO”
or “GMO-free” or “No GMOs.” Monsanto has stopped its
efforts to develop genetically engineered soybeans for food
use and focused its attention instead on livestock feeds. It
now seems likely the genetic engineering of plants has a
future, but not in the area of foods–at least not in developed
countries.
4. Interest in “food-grade soybeans” continues to grow
in the USA and has increased substantially this year. Canada
began focusing on identity-preserved food-grade soybeans
10-15 years before the USA. U.S. interest began to grow in
about 1995 with the introduction of genetically engineered
soybeans and with the accelerating interest in food uses of
soybeans.
5. While pro-soy articles (mostly about health benefits)
continue to increase, so do anti-soy articles on the Web and
Websites. The loudest anti-soy voices are those of Sally
Fallon and Mary Enig of the USA (they believe traditional
fermented soyfoods–such as miso, shoyu, natto, and tempeh–
are good, traditional non-fermented soyfoods–such as tofu,
soymilk, and edamamé–are not good, and modern soy
protein products–such as soy protein isolates, concentrates,
and textured soy flour–are the worst of all, being highly
processed with chemicals such as hexane solvent). Also:
Richard and Valerie James of New Zealand, and Lon White
of Hawaii. Some of the concerns they raise are legitimate and
deserve further research, but the majority (we believe) are
not. Nevertheless, many of the health claims made for soy
in popular articles are exaggerated or somewhat sensational,
and not firmly supported by scientific evidence.
6. As we are about to enter a new century and a new
millennium on 1 Jan. 2001, soyfoods appear to have a bright
future, worldwide. This past year has seen more activity and
interest in, and media coverage of, soyfoods than at any time
in the history of the United States.
1011. Corum, Ann Kondo. 2000. Ethnic foods of Hawai’i.
Revised ed. Honolulu, Hawai’i: The Bess Press. vi + 234 p.
See p. 53-54, 74, 88. Illust. Recipe index by category. Recipe
index by ethnic group. 23 cm. 1st ed. 1984. [73 ref]
• Summary: The semi-Japanese recipe for Microwave azuki
mochi (p. 74) concludes: “Roll in katakuriko (potato starch)
or kinako (soybean flour).”
The Okinawan recipe for “Nantu: Steamed Okinawan
mochi” (p. 88) calls for “kinako (soybean flour) as an
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ingredient.
The ethnic groups whose recipes are represented in
this collection are (listed alphabetically): Chinese, Filipino,
Hawaiian, Japanese, Korean, Okinawan, Portuguese, Puerto
Rican, Samoan, Thai, and Vietnamese.
The section titled “Soybean and bean products” (p.
53-54) discusses miso, tofu, and shoyu, sukiyaki, aburage,
okara, miso soup, teriyaki, and kuromame (black soybeans).
About the author: On the back cover, with a portrait
photo, we read: “Ann Condo Corum was born in Honolulu
and graduated from Punahou School. She has a degree in
English from California State University at Long Beach and
a Master of Science degree from the University of Southern
California.” Address: Author.

Paul and Gail got a “scholarship” (free admission) to
the Natural Products Expo at Anaheim in March 2001. There
they first met many people in the natural foods industry, the
most memorable and impressive of whom were: (1) Brenda
Oswalt of Dixie USA; formerly an anthropologist, she
worked on the “Lucy” dig in Africa. (2) Peter Murry of Iowa
Soy in Vinton, Iowa–very friendly.
The second generation of SunSoy soymilk is much
better than the first; it has been reformulated. Their four
favorite soymilks are: Sunsoy Vanilla, Vendon Cappuccino,
Pacific Strawberry, and (as a plain soymilk for cooking)
Vitasoy Creamy. Address: The Soy Fan Club’s Drive-in, 42
Conrad St., Methuen, Massachusetts 01844-2712. Phone:
978-681-6606.

1012. King, Paul E. 2001. Work with soyfoods. Founding
The Soy Daily (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 24.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Paul was born in Hawaii of parents who are
Theosophists and vegetarians. His father was a sculptor.
Raised a vegetarian, he lived in Hawaii until age 10. Then
went to law school but never passed the bar. He worked
for 17 years as an administrator at Massachusetts General
Hospital–the hospital for Harvard University–so it was very
rigorous and professional work.
He is still largely a vegetarian, but now eats seafood. His
wife, Gail, is a meat eater = omnivore.
Paul and has wife, Gail (married for about 4 years) are
very excited about soy; they published a soy recipe book
in Jan. 2000 (also available as an e-book that people can
download from their website, or on CD-ROM). On 25 Aug.
2000 they started a website named The Soy Fan Club’s
Drive-in (www.thesoyfanclub.com). The same website is
now also named www.thesoydailyclub.com.
On 13 Nov. 2000 they published the first issue of a biweekly e-zine (Web magazine that people pay to download)
named The Soy Daily; back issues can be found at their
website. Membership in the Club, which includes the e-zine,
costs $21/year. Before long, The Soy Daily was sent out free
of charge, and began to be published once a week.
The content of the original Soy Daily issues covered
research into the soybean itself, and use of soy in a variety of
ways including food and biodiesel. Some content about soy
farming was always part of The Soy Daily.
On 22 Oct. 2000 they began to teaching classes at
Northern Essex Community College–Timothy School in
Methuen, Massachusetts. They taught two classes a week
on Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. in this noncredit, adult education, special interest course. They gave
soy information, taught recipes for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner, and had many soy products to taste. Their first class
brought in 6 students. Their largest class was 10 students
beginning on 25 March 2001. The class is presently held on
3 Wednesday nights each week.

1013. SoyaScan Notes. 2001. On the English-language
etymology of “green vegetable soybeans,” “edamamé,”
“vegetable-type soybeans,” and “food-grade soybeans”: A
chronology of terminology (Overview). July 6. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: No other soyfood has had so much difficulty in
finding a single, standardized name. To this day, soybeans
picked when still fresh and green in the pods, boiled or
steamed, and served like a vegetable, are called by a
bewildering variety of names: edamamé (pronounced ayduh-MAH-may, the Japanese name), fresh green soybeans,
vegetable soybeans, green soybeans, edible green soybeans,
green vegetable soybeans, immature green soybeans, green
immature soybeans, immature soybeans, garden soybeans,
garden-type soybeans, garden soys, branch-beans, etc. The
short names are all ambiguous and the precise names are all
too long. Fortunately, since the late 1990s, the media have
increasingly used one name: edamamé.
The first attempt to describe green vegetable soybeans
appeared on 12 April 1855 when T.V.P. [T.V. Peticolas] of
Mount Carmel, Ohio, writing in the Country Gentleman said:
“They are inconvenient to use green, being so difficult to
hull.” For the next few decades other writers followed this
pattern of describing rather than naming the tender green
beans.
In Dec. 1890 C.C. Georgeson, writing in the Kansas
Agric. Exp. Station Bulletin first used the term “Edamamé”
in an English-language publication to describe his seeds
imported from Japan; but he was using the word as the name
of a soybean variety, rather than as the name of a food type.
It wasn’t until Jan. 1915 that a real name for these tender
fresh beans first appeared–in the USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Inventory No. 33. Referring to Plant Introduction
No. 34702, from Shantung Province, China, Dr. William R.
Faries of Coachella, California, wrote that he had received
the seeds in December 1912. They “grow well here. They are
fine for green shelled beans.”
On 19 May 1917 Anna R. Van Meter, writing in the
Ohio Farmer, called them “Green Soybeans.” The only
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problem was that dry soybeans with green seed-coats are
called by the same name.
In July 1918 William J. Morse, wrote in the USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973 about this “green-vegetable
bean.”
The name we prefer was coined by William Morse while
studying soybeans in Japan. In July 1929 he first called them
“Vegetable soybeans,” then in Jan. 1931 he started using the
term “Green vegetable soybean,” and finally in March 1932
“green vegetable soybeans” (our preference). Morse made a
major effort to introduce both the new varieties and the new
way of eating them to America.
During the 1930s, six new terms were introduced:
“green shelled soybeans” (USDA Bureau of Home
Economics, 1933), “fresh green soybeans” (Carey Miller of
Hawaii, 1933), “green immature soybeans” (Carey Miller
and Ruth Robbins, 1934), “shell soy beans” (Dr. John
Harvey Kellogg, letter of 9 Dec. 1935 to William Morse),
“immature green soybeans” (Dr. A.A. Horvath 1938), and
“immature garden soy beans” (Helen Parsons, Abby Marlatt,
and George M. Briggs, 1939).
The name “Green vegetable soybeans” first appeared in
the title of a publication in 1935; it was an article by Morse
in the Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
(p. 44-45). In the same article he began to search for terms
to describe the new type of large-seeded Japanese soybeans
from which the best edamamé are grown: Being unaware of
the word edamamé, he coined the terms “vegetable types”
and “green vegetable types.” In 1938 he began to call them
“edible soybeans.”
But the name that stuck was first appeared in March
1939 in a famous bulletin titled “Eighteen varieties of
edible soybeans,” by J.W. Lloyd and W.L. Burlison of the
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. They called them
“vegetable-type soybeans” and distinguished then from
typical “field-type soybeans.”
Other terms used to refer to regular soybeans include
“grain type” (Deodhar et al., 1973), “oil beans” (Liu et al.,
1995), and “commodity soybeans” (Poysa, 1999).
During the 1930s and 1940s William Morse did more
than any other person to try to introduce green vegetable
soybeans and “edible- or vegetable-type” soybeans to
America as a new food and to popularize their use. He wrote
and lectured widely about them, and therefore he thought a
great deal about what name would best describe them. He
was in a unique position to see the big picture in terms of
soybean terminology, and by the 1940s he had clearly settled
on the terms “green vegetable soybeans” and “edible types”
as those he preferred.
After 1940 only a few new names appeared: “Garden
soys” (Edward Dies, 1942), “garden-type soybeans” (Allan
K. Smith, 1959), and “branch-beans” (a literal English
translation of the Japanese name edamamé) (Organic
Gardening and Farming, July 1977).

Then in the late 1990s a new name burst upon the scene:
“edamamé,” the Japanese word for green vegetable soybeans
cooked and served in the pods. This name was first used in
an English-language document, as far as we can tell, in 1991,
by the Jameson-Williams Co. of Fairmont, Michigan. The
company issued a 2-page leaflet titled “What is edamamé?”
By the late 1990s and early 21st century, food writers and
manufacturers were using the word “edamamé” for all kinds
of green vegetable soybeans, including shelled ones that
would never be called “edamamé” in Japan.
Today, most people using the term “edamamé” don’t
realize that they are using it to mean “green vegetable
soybeans” and that the word “edamamé” has long been
used to refer to a subcategory of green vegetable soybeans–
namely those that are cooked and served in the pods.
Moreover, many do not understand the important connection
between “vegetable-type soybeans” and “green vegetable
soybeans.” This is unfortunate.
After studying these terminology questions for more
than 25 years, Soyfoods Center would like to see the
following terms adopted: (1) Green vegetable soybeans:
Vegetable-type soybeans picked green and cooked until
tender. They may be served either in the pods (as edamamé)
or shelled. This term has a 50-year history of use in the
professional literature. (2) Edamamé: Green vegetable
soybeans sold, cooked, and served in the pods. For shelled
green vegetable soybeans we favor the term “shelled
edamamé.” In Japan, the latter are just starting to become
available in the produce section of grocery stores, sold
refrigerated (not frozen), typically in rigid containers with
clear plastic tops and called either mukimi edamamé or
edamamé no mukimi or mukimamé. Mukimi means “shelled”
and mukimamé means “shelled beans.” (3) Vegetable-type
soybeans: Certain varieties of large-seeded soybeans (most
with Japanese pedigrees and clear hilums) recognized for
their good flavor and texture when used as food–either as
green vegetable soybeans or tofu, soymilk, etc. This term
has a 50-year history of use in the professional literature. In
Japan, such seeds are called edamamé no tane (“edamamé
seeds”). They are widely available in Japan in the spring
in typical paper seed packets at grocery stores next to the
produce department or the cut-flower department.
An alternative, simpler approach (now used by the
American media) would be to call both (1) and (2) above
“edamamé” then to call the shelled ones “shelled edamamé.”
Unfortunately each of these three approaches and terms
has its disadvantages. (1) Green vegetable soybeans is a
very descriptive term, but it is quite long and unfamiliar to
most Americans. Since “shelled green vegetable soybeans”
is much too long, “shelled edamamé” (a term now starting
to be used in Japan) or “green shelled soybeans” might be
better. (2) Edamamé is nice and short, and widely used in
the American press since the late 1990s. But it is difficult for
English speakers pronounce correctly if there is no accent
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on the last letter, yet no English words have accents, and
the keyboard character (é) only exists in special foreignlanguage character sets, which are a nuisance to use
frequently. (3) The term “vegetable-type soybeans” is easy
to confuse with “green vegetable soybeans.” Moreover, the
term sounds strange when used to describe large-seeded
(often clear hilum) soybean varieties preferred for making
tofu or soymilk. In addition, most American’s have never
heard of “vegetable-type soybeans.” The term “food-grade
soybeans,” widely used in Canada since the 1980s, has its
own problems. First, it is often used to refer to all soybean
varieties utilized to make foods, including small-seed
varieties used to make natto and soy sprouts. Second, all
soybeans can be considered “food grade.”
1014. Shurtleff, William. 2001. On the English-language
etymology of “green vegetable soybeans,” “edamamé,”
“vegetable-type soybeans,” and “food-grade soybeans”.
In: T. Lumpkin, ed. 2001. Second International Vegetable
Soybean Conference. Pullman, Washington: Washington
State University. 202 p. See p. 179-181.
• Summary: “No other soyfood has had so much difficulty
in finding a single, standardized name. To this day, soybeans
picked when still fresh and green in the pods, boiled or
steamed, and served like a vegetable, are called by a
bewildering variety of names: edamamé (pronounced ayduh-MAH-may, the Japanese name), fresh green soybeans,
vegetable soybeans, green soybeans, edible green soybeans,
green vegetable soybeans, immature green soybeans, green
immature soybeans, immature soybeans, garden soybeans,
garden-type soybeans, garden soys, branch-beans, etc. The
short names are all ambiguous and the precise names are all
too long. Fortunately, since the late 1990s, the media have
increasingly used one name: edamame.
“The first attempt to describe green vegetable soybeans
appeared on 12 April 1855 when T.V.P. [T.V. Peticolas] of
Mount Carmel, Ohio, writing in the Country Gentleman
said: ‘They are inconvenient to use green, being so difficult
to hull.’ For the next few decades other writers followed this
pattern of describing rather than naming the tender green
beans. In Dec. 1890 C.C. Georgeson, writing in the Kansas
Agric. Exp. Station Bulletin first used the term ‘Edamame’
in an English-language publication to describe his seeds
imported from Japan; but he was using the word as the name
of a soybean variety, rather than as the name of a food type.
“It wasn’t until Jan. 1915 that a real name for these
tender fresh beans first appeared–in the USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Inventory No. 33. Referring to Plant
Introduction No. 34702, from Shantung Province, China, Dr.
William R. Faries of Coachella, California, wrote that he had
received the seeds in December 1912. They ‘grow well here.
They are fine for green shelled beans.’
“On 19 May 1917 Anna R. Van Meter, writing in the
Ohio Farmer, called them ‘Green Soybeans.’ The only

problem was that dry soybeans with green seed-coats are
called by the same name.
“In July 1918 William J. Morse, wrote in the USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973 about this ‘green-vegetable bean.’
“The name we prefer was coined by William Morse
while studying soybeans in Japan. In July 1929 he first called
them ‘Vegetable soybeans,’ then in Jan. 1931 he started using
the term ‘Green vegetable soybean,’ and finally in March
1932 ‘green vegetable soybeans’ (our preference). Morse
made a major effort to introduce both the new varieties and
the new way of eating them to America.
“During the 1930s, six new terms were introduced:
‘green shelled soybeans’ (USDA Bureau of Home
Economics, 1933), ‘fresh green soybeans’ (Carey Miller of
Hawaii, 1933), ‘green immature soybeans’ (Carey Miller
and Ruth Robbins, 1934), ‘shell soy beans’ (Dr. John Harvey
Kellogg, letter of 9 Dec. 1935 to William Morse), ‘immature
green soybeans’ (Dr. A.A. Horvath 1938), and ‘immature
garden soy beans’ (Helen Parsons, Abby Marlatt, and George
M. Briggs, 1939)...”
“After studying these terminology questions for more
than 25 years, Soyfoods Center would like to see the
following terms adopted: (1) Green vegetable soybeans:
Vegetable-type soybeans picked green and cooked until
tender. They may be served either in the pods (as edamamé)
or shelled. This term has a 50-year history of use in the
professional literature. (2) Edamamé: Green vegetable
soybeans sold, cooked, and served in the pods. For shelled
green vegetable soybeans we favor the term ‘shelled
edamamé.’ In Japan, the latter are just starting to become
available in the produce section of grocery stores, sold
refrigerated (not frozen), typically in rigid containers with
clear plastic tops and called either mukimi edamamé or
edamamé no mukimi or mukimame. Mukimi means ‘shelled’
and mukimame means ‘shelled beans.’ (3) Vegetable-type
soybeans: Certain varieties of large-seeded soybeans (most
with Japanese pedigrees and clear hilums) recognized for
their good flavor and texture when used as food–either as
green vegetable soybeans or tofu, soymilk, etc. This term
has a 50-year history of use in the professional literature. In
Japan, such seeds are called edamamé no tane (‘edamame
seeds’). They are widely available in Japan in the spring
in typical paper seed packets at grocery stores next to the
produce department or the cut-flower department.
“An alternative, simpler approach (now used by the
American media) would be to call both (1) and (2) above
‘edamame’ then to call the shelled ones ‘shelled edamame.’
“Unfortunately each of these three approaches and terms
has its disadvantages. (1) Green vegetable soybeans is a
very descriptive term, but it is quite long and unfamiliar to
most Americans. Since ‘shelled green vegetable soybeans’
is much too long, ‘shelled edamame’ (a term now starting
to be used in Japan) or ‘green shelled soybeans’ might be
better. (2) Edamame is nice and short, and widely used in
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the American press since the late 1990s. But it is difficult
for English speakers to pronounce correctly if there is no
accent on the last letter, yet no English words have accents,
and the keyboard character (é) only exists in special
foreign-language character sets, which are a nuisance to use
frequently. (3) The term ‘vegetable-type soybeans’ is easy
to confuse with ‘green vegetable soybeans.’ Moreover, the
term sounds strange when used to describe large-seeded
(often clear hilum) soybean varieties preferred for making
tofu or soymilk. In addition, most Americans have never
heard of ‘vegetable-type soybeans.’ The term ‘food-grade
soybeans,’ widely used in Canada since the 1980s, has its
own problems. First, it is often used to refer to all soybean
varieties used to make foods, including small-seeded
varieties used to make natto and soy sprouts. Second,
all soybeans can be considered ‘food grade.’” Address:
Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, California, USA.
1015. Namkoong, Joan. 2001. Go home, cook rice: A guide
to buying and cooking the fresh foods of Hawai’i. Honolulu,
Hawaii: Namkoong Publishing. 104 p. Illust. (color photos
by Rae Huo). Index. 28 cm. [28 ref]
• Summary: “A collection of food stories that appeared in
the Honolulu Advertiser from 1994 to 2001 and information
about food products.” “Guide to buying and cooking the
fresh foods of Hawai’i” (from the publisher).
The Foreword begins: “’Go home, cook rice’ is what we
say at the end of the day when we’re heading home;...”
The section titled “Soy” (p. 67-71) begins with brief
definitions of tofu, fresh soybeans [edamame], soy sprouts,
miso, natto, and “fermented black beans.” Then come
recipes: Basic miso sauce (with “white or red miso”). Spicy
soy beans (with “1 pound soybeans”). Soy bean sprouts
(kong na mul in Korean, with “1 {8-ounce} package soy
bean sprouts”). Page 69 titled “Soybean curd,” with a sidebar
of “Tofu tips” describes more soyfoods: Tofu (incl. okara
and silken tofu). Aburage (thicker, denser slabs of fried tofu
are called Dau hu chien in Vietnamese). Then we read this
unusual statement: “Before a coagulant is added to form
tofu, a thin skin forms on the surface of soybean milk as it
stands. This skin is lifted off and allowed to dry, forming a
product that has a firm, chewy texture when reconstituted
in water. Known in Chinese as fu jook [dried yuba sticks],
bean curd skin is used as an edible wrapper, and in braised
and vegetarian dishes. They come in large flat sheets or in
‘bamboo’ sticks that are pleated.”
Tempeh. Fermented bean curd (which can be red or
white in color. Fermentation in rice wine and salt produces a
pungent flavor). A color photo shows 3 forms of tofu: fresh
tofu, aburage, and dau hu chien [which resembles Japanese
deep-fried tofu cutlets–atsuage / namaage]. Then a recipe
for Lemon grass tofu (Vietnamese). Page 71 discusses “Soy
bean sauces” such as hoisin, bean sauce, and shoyu (made
with koji). Page 72: “The flavors of soy sauces.” Chinese

soy sauces (tend to be saltier than Japanese shoyu). Tamari.
Kecap manis. Light or sodium reduced soy sauces. Dashi
soys. How to use soy sauces. This section ends with recipes
for: Basic Korean sauce (with “1 cup soy sauce”). Basic
teriyaki sauce (with “1 cup soy sauce, mirin, sake, raw white
sugar, smashed garlic, and a piece of smashed ginger). Basic
hoisin sauce (with “6 tablespoons hoisin, 2 tablespoons
soy sauce, brown sugar, sesame oil, minced garlic, minced
ginger, and Sriracha sauce {a Thai, Vietnamese, or Chinese
hot sauce}). Address: Former Honolulu Advertiser food
editor, Hawaii.
1016. Source Family (The). 2001? The Source: Source
restaurant “recipes” & Source family. Los Angeles,
California. 157 + [20] p. Undated. Illust. No index. 22 cm.
• Summary: This photocopied, comb-bound book was made
for Jim Baker’s Source Family / community, and was never
sold in bookstores. It is undated and with no copyright page.
Most of the pages are numbered, but about 20 (here and
there, often containing photos) are not; they were apparently
inserted at the last minute. Contents: 1. The Source recipes
(p. 1-17) and other family favorites (p. 18-48). 2. Alternative
lifestyle choices, for the well being of body, mind and soul
(p. 49-93). 3. Father / Yahowha and The Source Family:
Truth behind the legends, an epic and never-ending
saga (p. 94-157). All photos are courtesy of “the Source
Archives.” This book emphasizes on the importance of food,
community, and a teacher in spiritual practice.
On the back cover (and on p. v) is a color photo of The
Source restaurant taken from across the street, above the
following text: “Jim Baker opened The ‘Source Restaurant’
in 1969, on Sunset Blvd. One of the country’s first health
food restaurants. Jim’s ‘Spiritual Family’ grew from
those who worked at the Source and soon became ‘The
Brotherhood of the Source’ and later ‘The Source Family,’
living communally in the Hollywood Hills. We called Jim
Father, then Father Yod and later Yahowha. We sold The
Source in 1974 and moved to Hawaii, where Father left his
body in August of 1975. The new owners recently closed the
Source doors after 31 years, bringing a Hollywood legend
and tradition to an end. We are printing the ‘Source Recipes’
in honor of our ‘Earthly Spiritual Father’ and The Family
that was created.”
In Section 1, recipes used at The Source restaurant
include: Hi protein cereal (ground fresh from whole grains
and seeds not cooked–like muesli, the raw breakfast cereal).
The Source dressing (a version was later sold as Cardini
Lemon Herb). Ice cream. Cheese cakes. Source special.
Guacamole. Vegetable salads. Entrees: Too much crunch.
Magic mushroom.
Section 2 discusses: Fish (recipes for ahi / tuna and
salmon). Refined foods to avoid. Good foods (brown rice,
miso, tofu, nuts, sesame seeds; p. 57-58). Fasting, enemas
and elimination diets (p. 65-66). Tofu (p. 74-75). Miso (p.
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75-77). Raw foods.
Section 3, the life story of Jim Baker (1922-1975),
mentions: His mother, Cora. The Tarzan audition in Los
Angeles. Dora Baker (of France), his second wife. His birth
on July 4 in Ohio, parents, childhood, great-grandfather,
growth of interest in natural healing and foods, Paul
Bragg, weight training and competitive sports, University
of Chicago (Illinois), graduation from Swedish School of
Massage in Chicago, first big job at the Wright plant, married
the boss’s daughter Margaret; they had a daughter named
Peggy, opened Bakers Gym, joined the Marines in World
War II, received Medal of Gallantry and Silver Star, ardent
archer and champion swimmer, heavyweight wrestler, and
judo expert, etc. Lived in Topanga Canyon and became a
Vedantic Monk, met Elaine Baker and they were married,
part of Nature Boys which lead into the Hippie movement
(Jack LaLanne, Gypsy Boots). Elaine and Jim had three
sons and opened two famous restaurants on Sunset Blvd.
They were divorced and he married Dora, a French girl who
was with him at The Old World. Dora started The Source
with Jim. “He finally found His Spiritual Father in a very
powerful and famous Yogi Bhajan from the East who was
living and teaching in L.A. Jim became a Sikh... Jim then
married Robin, who was 20 and he was 47. She supported
him on all levels and was a devoted wife. Slowly the small
group of people who were working at the Source started to
become more of a communal and family energy. Jim went
to India with the Yogi and while there realized “Neither
Hindu or Sikh shall I be, for my soul is universal and free!”...
Jim came back to L.A. and started to teach meditation and
spiritual knowledge at the restaurant on Sundays. He became
known as Father. “Most of us were living in vans or other
rentals but wanted to live more communally. The Mother
House was rented and this was the beginning of the Source
Family. Father and Robin / Ahom lived above the Source,
while the family lived at our mansion on Inverness St. (p.
98-99).
1017. Tadano, Mary; Tadano, Michiko. 2002. History of
Showa Shoyu Brewing Co. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
Sept. 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods
Center.
• Summary: The Tadano family has a long history as farmers
in the Glendale area. A history of Glendale, Arizona says
that Takeshi Tadano, head of the Tadano family in Glendale,
arrived in 1907; however Michiko is quite sure that he
arrived several years after that, and she is sure that he was in
Glendale–a little horse and buggy town–in 1913.
Takeshi was born in about 1873 in Japan, in Wakuya,
Miyagi prefecture. He fought with the Japanese army in the
Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) and won some medals. He
and his first wife had a family of two boys and two girls,
all born in Wakuya, Japan. The boys were: Tadashi (born
15 March 1907, the eldest, who married Michiko, who is

now age 90 but very clear of mind) and Takeo (born 7 June
1909). After his youngest daughter was born in about 1912
in Japan, Takeshi moved to the United States with his wife
and two sons, settling in Glendale, Arizona, where they
began farming. They had a third son named George born 3
July 1919, but, tragically, when he was about 8 months old,
the mother passed away in the huge epidemic of Spanish
Influenza–leaving the eldest son, Tadashi, to care for their
baby. Takeshi later remarried to a woman whose given name
was Yaeno (her surname has been forgotten). The couple
had two more children, John Tadano (born “Takejiro John
Tadano,” 18 Sept. 1923) and Joe Tadano (born “Takeji Joe
Tadano,” 27 April 1925), both born in Phoenix.
However it was difficult to make a living in farming, a
part because of anti-Japanese sentiments in the 1920s and
acts of anti-Japanese terrorism in 1934-35–which affected
the Tadano family directly (see below). Therefore, in the
late 1930s, Takeshi decided to start a business making shoyu
(fermented Japanese-style soy sauce) in Glendale. There was
a shortage of shoyu in the USA at the time and most of it
was imported from Japan, with a small amount coming from
Hawaii. Leaving his farm under the supervision of his two
grown sons, in about mid-1940 he returned to Japan, learned
how to make shoyu from a large shoyu manufacturing
company (nobody remembers where), then after about one
year, returned to the United States in about September 1941,
on the last Japanese ship allowed to reach the United States
before the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
Arriving in Glendale that fall, he immediately set to
work constructing a large wooden building on his farm in
which to make shoyu. The wooden vats were commercially
made, about 5 feet high and 6 feet in diameter. The finished
moromi was pressed out of bags using a hand-turned
screw press. It is not clear where they got this specialized
equipment. Then Takeshi taught two of his sons, Takeo
and George, how to make shoyu. At the shoyu factory on
Glendale Ave., the koji was made in the traditional Japanese
way, in flat wooden boxes place in a warm incubation room
with controlled humidity.
The attack on Pearl Harbor took place on 7 Dec. 1941.
The next day some FBI agents came to Takeshi’s house
at night to get him; they believed he was a Japanese spy.
Several days before Takeshi had had a heart attack; his
doctor told him to stay in bed for 6 weeks and not to be
moved. Since neither Takeshi nor the boys spoke much
English, Michiko told the FBI agents what the doctor
had said and gave them the doctor’s name and phone
number in case they wanted to verify her story. The FBI
left Takeshi alone for 6 weeks, then they came and took
him in an ambulance to the internment camp at Lordsburg,
New Mexico. George accompanied his dad as far as El
Paso. Takeo, the second son, had come to the USA on a
business visa but was found farming, so he was also taken
to the Phoenix jail for 2 months and then to the Lordsburg
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internment camp.
On 19 Feb. 1942 Executive Order No. 9066 was signed;
as a result, more than 110,000 Japanese Americans and
Japanese nationals living in the western USA were soon sent
to internment camps.
Shoyu that had been made by a handful of Japanese
factories in the western United States was no longer
available.
The city of Phoenix and its environs (including today’s
suburb of Glendale, located on Grand Ave. about 7 miles
northwest of Phoenix city center) was divided down
the center diagonally by Grand Avenue, which ran from
northwest to southeast. Those Japanese-Americans living
on the west side were mostly sent to camps, whereas those
living on the east side (such as the Tadanos) were not sent to
the camps; many keep farming–but were not allowed to enter
“off limits” areas such as Phoenix. Therefore these farmers
were not allowed to take their products to market, so they
had to hire a Caucasian to do that for them.
Tadashi (Michiko’s husband) and John were permitted
to stay at home and farm–to feed their wives and relatives.
Since George was born in the USA and was therefore a U.S.
citizen, he had no problems–even though he was educated
in Japan. At the time of Pearl Harbor, John was age 18 and
a senior at Glendale High School. For the next two years he
went to Phoenix Junior College.
After the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, all imports
foods and condiments (including shoyu) from Japan to the
USA came to an abrupt stop. But by now Takeo and George
were making shoyu in the barn on the family farm–located
on Lateral 15 at the time, and since renamed 35th Ave.
Initially, only the family used this soy sauce, but soon they
bottled it in gallon bottles and shared it with other Japanese
families in the area, and after a while they began to sell to
friends for a low price. News of the new source of shoyu
spread by word of mouth, and soon many Japanese were
coming to the Tadano farm to buy a gallon bottle of shoyu.
In about Sept. 1943 Takeshi, the head of the Tadano
family in Glendale, was allowed to leave the internment
camp in New Mexico and return to his family farm because
he was very ill and they thought he would not survive;
family members drove to New Mexico (via back roads) and
brought him home. But with good care and the food he liked,
he recovered. Before long, he was working to expand the
shoyu company.
So Takeshi and his son, John (who had been born in
America, was an American citizen, spoke fluent English, and
decided to leave junior college to focus on business) began
to expand the company. First they registered the company
as the Showa Shoyu Brewing Corp., with John as president.
They also registered the Marusho brand for their shoyu and
had labels printed.
Then, as their business thrived and expanded, they
finally had to move to a new location. They rented part of

the red brick sugar beet factory at 1150 East Glendale Ave.
(which is now located at 51st Ave. and Glendale Ave.; the
streets have been renamed) in Glendale, converted it into a
shoyu factory, and moved much of the equipment out of the
wooden building on the farm into the new space. They also
bought new, much larger, wooden vats, about 10 feet high
and 10 feet in diameter. [Note: This was probably in about
July 1945. See Soybean Digest, Aug. 1945, p. 22]. John’s
name was on all the official documents. First George, then
Takeo (who returned from the internment camp in 1944)
was in charge of making the shoyu and koji, John was the
salesman, and their father Takeshi (who was not as strong as
formerly) oversaw the business. Takeshi died of a stroke in
on 1 July 1949.
This was a fermented Japanese-style shoyu, made with
roughly equal parts soybeans and wheat. The soybeans were
cooked in a large metal cooker; it is not clear whether they
were pressure cooked or not. Moromi mash was fermented in
huge wooden vats (about 10 feet tall) for roughly 2 weeks in
a temperature controlled room; it was mixed manually using
a special stirring pole. The resultant mash was placed in
canvas bags and the shoyu pressed out. It is not known what
type of pressing equipment was used. The shoyu was sold
only in bottles, either 1 liter or 1 gallon in size. Soon John set
up a sales office in Denver, Colorado. There, in 1943, he met
Lucy Taguchi, and they became close. Lucy helped distribute
his shoyu, and her father, who ran a Japanese grocery
company, became a regular customer. When their romance
broke up, John married Lucy’s sister, Mary, in July 1945. She
was a medical technician in Denver. Their first home was on
35th Ave. in Phoenix.
John later set up an office in Los Angeles, California.
He sold a large amount of his shoyu to Modern Foods, a
Japanese food distribution and trading company in Los
Angeles. John also distributed his soy sauce as far east as
New York; he often traveled to New York and Chicago
(Illinois). Mary believes that John’s Marusho Shoyu was
the only authentic, fermented Japanese soy sauce sold in
the USA during World War II. At one time Best Foods Co.
wanted to buy John’s recipe and distribution network.
When the shoyu company was doing well, John started
a parallel career in the nursery business. But he spent more
than he made and before long the shoyu company had to
declare bankruptcy. Part of the reason was increased postwar competition from imported shoyu, especially from
Yamasa shoyu, which started coming into the USA from
Hawaii, and Kikkoman shoyu from Japan. John changed
careers at that time. Mary and Michiko each has a bottle of
Marusho Shoyu with a label still on it.
Note: According to the book Glendale–Century of
Diversity: An Illustrated History, by Dean Smith and Paula
Ilardo (2000, Publ. by City of Glendale, Arizona, 247 p.):
(1) Takeshi Tadano came to Glendale in 1907 (Chapter:
The convergence of culture, p. 34). (2) “Anti-Japanese
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sentiments had been festering among the Anglo farmers
for over a decade. Jealous of the success of hard-working
Japanese farmers, many Anglo farmers pressed for laws
to limit Japanese landholdings as far back as 1920... The
anti-Japanese terrorism of 1934-35 began. Dynamite bombs
exploded outside farmhouses, irrigation headgates were
demolished, Japanese families were terrorized. Tadashi
Tadano was irrigating his Glendale farm late on the night
of September 12, 1934, when six sedans discharged 15
men who brandished pistols, pushed Tadano’s truck into
the nearby canal, and fired two shots into the vehicle.
Panic-stricken Tadano ran for cover, dodging two bullets
that whizzed over his head. Many other such terror stories
occurred as emotions ran high.” (Chapter: Overcoming
trying times, p. 74-75).
John T. Tadano passed away on 21 Jan. 1989. Mary is
his widow. Joe George Yoneo Tadano died on 4 Jan. 1981.
Joe Takeji Tadano died on 24 Nov. 1990. Address: 3539 West
Colter St., Phoenix, Arizona. Phone: 602-841-1763.
1018. Belleme, Jan. 2002. Miso production in the USA
(mainland), Hawaii, and Canada. Miso exports from Japan to
the USA and the UK (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 23.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: John interviewed each of the miso
manufacturers in these three regions and they gave him
their company’s production statistics, sometimes on the
understanding that he would only publish aggregate figures–
which are: USA (including Hawaii) 1,326,000 lb/year (601.5
metric tons/year). Hawaii 660,000 lb/year (299.4 metric tons/
year). Canada 313,200 lb/year.
Miso exports from Japan to the USA were 5,561,160 lb/
year (2,520 metric tons/year) and to the UK were 308,644 lb/
year (140 metric tons/year).
Note: Comparing these figures with comparable 1982
figures published in The Book of Miso (1983, p. 240): Miso
production in the USA (including Hawaii) has decreased
56.7% from 3,064,444 lb/year (750 metric tons/year) in
1982. Miso production in Hawaii has decreased 53.3% from
1,410,944 lb/year (640 metric tons/year) in 1982. Miso
imports from Japan to the USA have increased 263% from
2,114,211 lb/year (959 metric tons/year). Address: P.O. Box
457, Saluda, North Carolina 28773.
1019. SoyaScan Notes. 2002. Chronology of major soyrelated events and trends during 2002 (Overview). Dec. 31.
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 1–The Kerry Group (of Wisconsin and
Iowa) creates Nutriant as its new nutritional division; into
Nutriant it merges Solnuts and Iowa Soy Specialties, LLC.
March–Proceedings of the Fourth International
Symposium on the Role of Soy in Preventing and Treating
Chronic Disease held at San Diego, California, published as
a supplement to the Journal of Nutrition, 132(3):545S-619S.

General chairpersons and Supplement editors: Stephen
Barnes and Mark Messina.
March–A new tofu plant owned by Sunrise Soya Foods
of Vancouver, starts operation in Toronto, Canada. This is the
company’s first plant in eastern Canada.
March 15–Minnesota becomes the first U.S. state to pass
legislation requiring diesel fuels sold in their state to contain
a 2% blend of biodiesel (B2). By 1 July 2002 nearly every
gallon of diesel fuel sold in Minnesota must contain a 2%
blend of biodiesel.
May 8–Dean Foods (America’s largest dairy company)
announces that it has signed a definitive agreement to acquire
the 64% equity interest in White Wave, Inc. it does not
currently own. The price of this 64% was approximately
$189 million, bringing Dean’s total investment to
approximately $204 million. White Wave had total sales of
approximately $125 million during the 12 months ending 31
March 2002.
May (late)–Central Soya Co. acquires CanAmera,
Canada’s largest producer of edible oil products. Central
Soya had owned 50% of CanAmera since it was established
in 1992.
July 22–Bunge Ltd., North America’s leading soybean
processor, announces an agreement to acquire a majority
stake in Cereol S.A., the Paris-based parent of Central Soya
Co., headquartered in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Aug. 13. Pharmacia spins-off Monsanto; as a result,
Pharmacia no longer owns any equity interest in Monsanto.
During fiscal 2002 Monsanto suffered huge financial
losses. Net income showed a loss of $1,693 million–down
dramatically from +$295 million in 2001.
Oct. 1–Bunge acquires Cereol S.A. (based in Paris),
which includes Central Soya (a U.S. soybean processing
pioneer and leading manufacturer of soy protein concentrates
and soy lecithins) and CanAmera Foods (in Canada).
Oct. 4–Mr. Shoan Yamauchi, the most important tofu
pioneer in the United States and Hawaii, dies in Torrance,
California. He began making tofu in Hawaii in 1939 at a
company that was started in 1923. In 1947 he and his wife
came to Los Angeles, where in late 1947 they purchased the
Hinode Tofu Co. at 6th St. and Towne Ave. This company,
which is now named House Foods America Corporation (still
in Los Angeles), is the oldest existing Japanese-American
tofu manufacturer in the United States.
Oct. 21–The USDA’s National Organic Standards take
effect.
Sept. (late)–U.S. Food & Agribusiness Exhibition in
Havana, Cuba. Some 290 U.S. companies take the rare
opportunity to present their products to over 16,000 visitors.
Nov. 14–Biodegradable hydraulic fluid made from soy
oil is first used in the elevator inside the Statue of Liberty. Its
advantages over the petroleum-based oils previously used are
its environmental friendliness and improved safety–says the
National Park Service and USDA.
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Dec.–Hain-Celestial buys Imagine Foods (maker of Soy
Dream and Rice Dream) for $52 million. Imagine has annual
sales of about $70 million.
1020. Milton, Giles. 2002. Samurai William: The
Englishman who opened Japan. London: Hodder &
Stoughton. 352 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: In April 1600 William Adams became the first
Englishman to set foot in Japan. He was captain of the Dutch
ship, the Liefde, which had a harrowing 19-month journey
westward from Rotterdam (port of departure on 24 June
1598), to the Cape Verde Islands (Praya Island), down the
west coast of Africa to Cape Lopez and Annabon, across
the Atlantic, through the terrifying Magellan Straits (where
they meet winter storms and are attacked by savages), to
Mocha (in today’s Chile, where many men are slaughtered),
westward across the uncharted Pacific Ocean to Hawaii
(probably), where 8 men jump ship, to the Bonin Islands
(only 24 men are left alive), and finally in desperation to
Bungo on the northwest coast of Kyushu at the mouth of the
Oita River. Address: England.
1021. Dai, Qi; Franke, A.A.; Yu, H.; et al. 2003. Urinary
phytoestrogen excretion and breast cancer risk: evaluating
potential effect modifiers endogenous estrogens and
anthropometrics. Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers &
Prevention 12(6):497-502. June.
• Summary: “Introduction: Phytoestrogens are plantderived organic nonsteroidal molecules possessing a weak
estrogenic, or antiestrogenic activity. Isoflavones and lignans
are two principal groups of dietary phytoestrogens. Evidence
from both animal and human studies suggests that high
consumption of phytoestrogens may reduce the risk of breast
cancer.”
“In summary, we found that the association of
phytoestrogens with breast cancer may be modified by BMI
[body mass index], WHR [waist to hip ratio], and blood level
of sex hormones and SHBG [sex hormone binding globulin].
These results are consistent with findings from in vitro and
in vivo studies. Our findings, if confirmed in future larger
studies, could have significant public health implications, as
women with a high risk of breast cancer could be specifically
targeted for increasing phytoestrogen intake.” Address: 1.
Dep. of Medicine and Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center,
Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, Tennessee 37232-8300.
1022. Shimabukuro, Betty. 2003. A taste of tofu: all tubs are
not created equal. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Sept. 17.
p. 37.
• Summary: About “Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products in
Kalihi.” The portrait photo shows president Mao Tzeng.
“Mrs. Cheng’s is owned by Mao Tzeng and his wife, MeiLiang. They were pharmacists in Taiwan who moved to
Hawaii in 1984.

A taste test was conducted of all local brands of tofu.
The locally made brands of tofu are Aala, Aloha, Hawaii,
Honda, Kanai, and Mrs. Cheng’s. “The favorites, scoring
well with almost everyone, came from two small tofu
makers–Mrs. Cheng’s in Kalihi, for both its silky soft tofu
and extra-firm nigari tofu, and Honda in Wahiawa, which
makes a semi-firm type.”
“Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products also makes soy milk,
[soy] cheese, tofu pudding, and okara in a modest factory on
Kalihi Street, every day but Saturday.
“Honda Tofu was founded in 1917 by Eizo and Tsuyo
Honda...”
1023. Messina, Mark. 2003. Soy’s encouraging role in
prostate cancer prevention. Soy Connection (The) (Jefferson
City, Missouri–United Soybean Board) 11(4):1-2. Fall. [17
ref]
• Summary: “Much of the discussion over the past decade
about potential health benefits of soy has centered on
women’s health issues–breast cancer, bone health, and
menopausal symptoms. Disappointing results from the
Women’s Health Initiative, which raise questions about
the wisdom of using conventional hormone replacement
therapy long term, serve to further highlight this particular
focus. Arguably, however, more men will start to consider
incorporating soy into their diets as they become aware of
research suggesting soy intake may reduce prostate cancer
risk. Certainly, the American Cancer Society’s inclusion of
soyfood consumption as one of seven steps to reduce risk
of prostate cancer will help to increase such awareness.
The brief review below highlights what is known about the
relationship between prostate cancer risk and soy intake.
Worldwide, cancer of the prostate is the fourth most common
cancer (1) and sixth most common (2) cause of cancer death
in men. There are striking differences in prostate cancer
rates among regions of the world, however. Compared to
Western rates, prostate cancer incidence and mortality in
China and Japan is extremely low; in fact, they are as low as
the breast cancer rates in those countries. The low rates in
soyfood consuming countries provided initial motivation for
investigating the impact of soy intake on prostate cancer risk.
Unfortunately, relatively little epidemiologic research has
been conducted. A prospective study among 8,000 Japanese
men in Hawaii found that daily tofu intake was associated
with a 65 percent reduction in prostate cancer risk, but these
findings were not quite statistically significant (3). Also,
total soy intake was not reported, the number of prostate
cancer cases in this study was small, and miso intake was
not protective. In a prospective study among Seventh-Day
Adventists in California, drinking 1-2 cups of soymilk per
day was associated with a 70 percent reduced risk. But again,
there were only a small number of cases and the only soy
product reported was soymilk (4). Furthermore, an earlier
report from this cohort indicated that legumes and beans in
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general were protective. Other epidemiologic studies provide
at best only modest support for protective effects of soy (5).
“Unquestionably, the isoflavones are thought to be
responsible for the hypothesized anti-prostate cancer
effects of soy. In vitro, the main soybean isoflavone
genistein inhibits the growth of testosterone-dependent and
independent prostate cancer cells (5). It also reduces the
ability of prostate cancer cells to metastasize independent of
cell growth inhibition (6). In addition, in a dose-dependent
manner genistein decreases the growth of human-patient
benign prostatic hypertrophy tissue and prostate tumors
in histoculture (7). Finally, genistein has been shown to
enhance the ability of radiation to kill prostate cancer cells in
vitro (8).
“Although in many cases the concentrations of genistein
required to inhibit prostate cancer cell growth in vitro are
greater than those found in serum, when prostate cells are
exposed to genistein for a prolonged period of time (as in
theory would be the case in men regularly eating soyfoods)
the concentration required to inhibit growth is similar to
the serum genistein levels in people eating soyfoods (9).
Furthermore, isoflavone levels in the prostate exceed those in
the serum (1).
“Animal models of prostate cancer provide the clearest
support for the hypothesis that soy intake reduces risk,
although it should be noted that there is much debate about
which animal models are best for studying prostate cancer
(11). Animal models include those in which tumors develop
spontaneously, are induced chemically, and are induced by
implanting prostate cancer cells directly into the prostate.
Feeding soy or isoflavones has been shown to be effective in
all three models, but results from recent publications using
the latter model are particularly impressive. In one, there was
a dose-dependent inhibition between isoflavone consumption
and prostate tumor growth, tumor size being approximately
40 percent lower in mice given the highest dietary dose of
isoflavones compared to control animals fed a soy-free diet
(12). More recently, isoflavones were found to decrease
tumor growth by approximately 50 percent in mice, and in
combination with black tea extracts, to reduce tumor size by
approximately 80 percent (13).
“The mechanism by which soy inhibits the growth of
prostate cancer in animals has not been identified, although
much in vitro research shows that genistein can influence
the activity of enzymes and cellular factors that control
the growth and differentiation of cells. Also, isoflavones
have weak estrogen-like effects and high-dose estrogen
has been used to treat prostate cancer. Some research
indicates that higher levels of testosterone and especially
of dihydrotestosterone (a testosterone metabolite) increases
prostate cancer risk, but clinical studies have failed to show
that soy or isoflavones affect serum testosterone levels (see
article page 3) (5).
“One of the keys to preventing prostate cancer mortality

is to prevent the small (often called latent) prostate tumors
from progressing to the larger, more aggressive, and
potentially life-threatening form of prostate cancer. By 85
years of age, approximately 75 percent of all men have these
small prostate tumors (14, 15). Autopsy data reveal that even
in Japan, latent prostate cancer is common, although very
few Japanese men die of prostate cancer. The International
Prostate Health Council recently concluded that isoflavones
prevent latent prostate cancer from progressing to the more
lethal form of this disease (16). There are also intriguing but
still speculative data suggesting that soy may be useful to
prostate cancer patients. Investigators from the Karmanos
Cancer Institute in Detroit [Michigan] reported that in
prostate cancer patients (N=40) resistant to conventional
medical treatment, daily isoflavone supplementation (120
mg/day) resulted in a marked decline in the rise in levels of
prostate specific antigen (a marker of prostate cancer) (17).
“Prostate cancer is a disease of older men; average age
of diagnosis is about 73. Also, prostate tumors are slowgrowing. Evidence suggests that late life influences do affect
prostate cancer development. Thus, men appear to have
ample opportunity to decrease their chances of dying of
prostate cancer. Even if soy only modestly impacts prostate
cancer–by slowing tumor growth and/or delaying tumor
onset–the public health implications are significant. Thus
far, although no firm conclusions can be drawn about the
ability of soy to reduce risk of prostate cancer, the evidence
is certainly intriguing. Research into the effects of soy intake
on prostate cancer risk in humans is needed and warranted.
Because soy-foods provide high quality protein and may
offer a number of health benefits, men concerned about their
prostate health may want to consider adding soyfoods to
their diet. Men should strive to consume about two servings
of soyfoods per day; this amount provides approximately
15 g soy protein–and 50 mg isoflavones.” Address: PhD
[Nutrition Matters, Port Townsend, Washington].
1024. Hirahara, Naomi. 2003. Distinguished Asian American
business leaders. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press.
viii + 242 p. See p. 216-19. Illust. (portraits). Index. 26 cm.
[3 ref]
• Summary: One of these leaders is Tsuru Yamauchi, mother
of Shoan Yamauchi, whose story is told on pages 216-19.
Born on 25 Dec. 1890, in Shuri, Okinawa, Japan, her full
name at birth was Tsuru Kamigawa. She died in 1900 in
Hawaii. She was cofounder of the Aala Tofu Co., Honolulu,
Hawaii (1940-1958). A “picture bride from Okinawa,
she helped her husband, Shokin, establish Aala Tofu Co.
in Honolulu, Hawaii, in 1940. This tofu manufacturing
company, which traces its roots back to 1923, eventually
made its way to Los Angeles, California, where it became
Hinode Tofu Co. It eventually merged with a Japanese
Spice manufacturer, House Foods, to create Hinoichi Tofu.”
Address: Independent writer and editor.
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1025. Messina, Mark. 2004. Findings and perspectives
from the Fifth International Chronic Disease Symposium
(Continued–Document part II). Soy Connection (The)
(Jefferson City, Missouri–United Soybean Board) 12(1):1-2,
5-6. Winter. [21 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): “Finally, the BMD of the spine and
hip of 202 older Dutch women was measured before and at
one year after receiving on a daily basis either 36 g isolated
soy protein containing 99 mg isoflavones or the same amount
of casein. Women in this study were 60-75 years of age. In
contrast to the two studies discussed above there was no
difference in the BMD between the two groups.
“Cognitive Function: After the publication of an
epidemiologic study in 2000, some concerns arose about the
possible adverse effects of soy consumption on cognitive
function (17). In this study, Japanese men who consumed
tofu approximately 2-4 times per week were about twice
as likely to develop cognitive impairment as were men
who consumed tofu infrequently. Of course, as has already
been noted, epidemiologic studies can’t demonstrate causal
relationships. And this study did have some methodological
limitations. Investigators recorded the impact of 26 foods–
today, it would be common to have data on 100 or more
foods. Also, the way in which the investigators asked
about tofu intake changed over the course of the study.
Furthermore, the primary endpoint of the study was actually
coronary heart disease, not cognition. Still, the results
should not be dismissed. Certainly, they were unexpected
because of suggestive data indicating that estrogen favorably
affects cognition. Fortunately, three clinical trials have now
examined the effects of soy or isoflavones on cognitive
function. One study, which lasted for 10 weeks, involved
young men and women who consumed either their usual
diet or a high soy diet (18). The other two trials involved
postmenopausal women who were given isoflavone
supplements for 12 weeks in one study (19), and 24 weeks
in the other (20). Importantly, all three trials reported the
intervention led to significant increases in one or more
aspects of cognitive function. Of course, these trials were
conducted for a relatively short duration. This is why a study
presented by Kreijkamp-Kaspers et al from the University
Medical Center Utrecht in the Netherlands is noteworthy. In
this study, the cognitive function of 202 older Dutch women
was measured before and one year after receiving on a daily
basis either 36 g casein or a similar amount of isolated soy
protein containing 99 mg isoflavones. Women in this study
were 60-75 years of age. In contrast to the three published
trials this study found no effects of isoflavones on cognitive
function. Because the study was conducted for much longer
than the three trials that showed benefits, at first glance these
results seriously weaken the notion that soy exerts cognitive
benefits.
“However, there is an important element to this study

by Kreijkamp-Kaspers et al that must be considered. Women
in this study were at least 60 years of age. In the other two
studies involving postmenopausal women, the age range was
55-74 years, and 50-65 years. There is evidence that to reap
the cognitive benefits of estrogen, and by inference possibly
isoflavones, women need to begin estrogen administration
soon after menopause. For example, in ovariectomized rats,
a recently published study found that estrogen administration
beginning 12 days after surgery did not increase synaptic
density in the hippocampal whereas when begun 4 days after
ovariectomy, significant increases in density were noted
(21). It may be that what this Dutch study shows is not that
isoflavones are not beneficial but that timing of exposure
very much influences efficacy. At the very least, this study
showed that isoflavones were not harmful, which means it
can be added to the other three clinical trials as evidence that
contrasts with the Hawaiian epidemiologic study noted at the
onset.”
About the author: Mark Messina, Ph.D. Messina
“was a program director in the Diet and Cancer Branch,
National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health. His
primary responsibility was to identify research needs in diet
and cancer prevention and to make recommendations for
government funding of research projects.
“Since leaving the National Cancer Institute, Messina
has devoted his time primarily to the study of health benefits
of soyfoods. He writes extensively on this subject, and has
given more than 325 presentations to both consumer and
professional groups throughout the U.S. and in more than
29 countries. He organized and chaired all five international
symposia on the role of soy in preventing and treating
chronic disease.” Address: PhD [Nutrition Matters, Port
Townsend, Washington].
1026. Richmond, Akasha. 2004. Recollections of growing
up and autobiography (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 5.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Akasha was born in Miami, Florida. Her father,
Merle Litman, was an attorney and an expert poker player.
At age 10 she moved with her family to Hollywood, Florida
(near the ocean, about 35 miles north of Miami), where she
grew up. Starting at age 10, Akasha was deeply interested
painting and drawing. Her mother, Judy, sent her to study
with an excellent artist, where she started using charcoal to
draw balls, then more complex shapes. Art was her passion
when she was young. That’s all she wanted to do from
morning until night. And she loved to give her paintings and
drawings away.
She was also deeply interested in cooking; she also
began cooking at age 10, using the Betty Crocker Boys and
Girls Cook Book, after her father gave her a little oven. She
then moved on to her mom’s copy of The Joy of Cooking.
She came from a family of really good cooks. So when
her mother discovered Adelle Davis, Tiger’s Milk bars and
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brewer’s yeast, they thought she had gone nuts. By the early
1970s her mom was making her own sprouts and serving
them in “whisker and peanut butter sandwiches.”
By 19 she became immersed in the surf culture of South
Florida–greatly influenced by the Beach Boys of California.
At age 19 she was into surfing, which introduced her to a
new way of eating. She started patronizing local health food
restaurants like Here Comes the Sun and the Health Hut. She
read The Miracle of Fasting, by Paul Bragg and started juice
fasting on tropical fruit juices. Her first job, at age 16, was at
a health food store that sold more vitamins than food. Since
she loved to cook, she started creating her own healthful
dishes.
But she sometimes felt unhappy and depressed in
Florida / Miami. Suddenly an opportunity arose for her to go
to the island of Kauai, in the Hawaiian islands, to live in a
hippie commune, run by two young men whose parents were
friends of her parents, and who were disciples of Sai Baba.
It was her first contact with Asian spiritual traditions. She
started chanting.
In 1976, after receiving a letter from a friend, she left for
California for three reasons–including surfing, health foods.
She started living in Encinitas–home of Yogananda’s Self
Realization Fellowship (SRF), great beaches, and many yoga
teachers. It was a melting pot of Asian spirituality.
She went to college at San Diego State University. Her
father died on Thanksgiving of 1977. She was in school
because her parents wanted her to be there. Now she got
disillusioned with school and asked herself “What am I
doing here?” While still in college she started studying yoga.
She met an ex-Sikh named Sahesh, who started dating her
sister and needed a place to live. Akasha and friends had a
large house (paid for by their parents), so in exchange for
living with them, he said he would teach them yoga every
day. “He was a real yogi and a real meditater. He got me up
every morning and we did an hour of yoga, then an hour
of meditation. It changed my whole life.” Later Sahesh
developed a heroin problem and a few years ago he killed
himself. He was one of those people who lived on a fine line,
going from drugs to meditation. He just couldn’t stay on the
path.
Sahesh used to be married to Akasha’s friend, Gurmukh,
who was also a Sikh and a student of Yogi Bhajan. Sahesh
brought Akasha to Los Angeles (from San Diego) to meet
Gurmukh and to take a yoga course from Yogi Bhajan–who
was teaching in Los Angeles.
“Yogi Bhajan came to Los Angeles in 1969, bringing
the teachings of Kundalini Yoga and his own unique style of
Indian and Ayurvedic cooking. In 1974 his students opened
Golden Temple Conscious Cookery in Los Angeles.” From
1979 to 1984 Akasha was a cook there.
When Akasha left the Golden Temple, she started
working as a private chef, and her first clients included
Barbara Streisand, Alana Stewart, and Carrie Fisher (HD, p.

179). Eventually she had so many requests that she started
a vegetarian meal delivery service, sending meals each
week to Michael J. Fox, Dana Delany, Judith Light, and
mega producer, writer, and director James Cameron. Akasha
continues to feel the influence of Yogi Bhajan. She still takes
cold showers, still eats a largely vegetarian diet, still uses
ginger tea, onions, and garlic for good health. But she ate a
healthier diet before she met Yogi Bhajan; he drank CocaCola and served Haagen-Dazs ice cream in the ashram.
Later Akasha left Yogi Bhajan because of things she
couldn’t deal with on an integrity level, but “of all the
people I’ve ever known, and all the celebrities and all
the charismatic people, I’ve never known anyone like
Yogi Bhajan. No one could command a room like he
could. He was pretty amazing and pretty intuitive. He was
unbelievable.” He is still alive but he is in a wheel chair, he
rarely leaves his room, he has heart failure, he had a kidney
transplant last year, he hasn’t walked in a year. He talks in a
whisper. Address: Los Angeles, California.
1027. Richmond, Akasha. 2004. Recollections of growing
up and autobiography (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 5.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Akasha’s friend, Gurmukh, is now the big
celebrity yoga teacher to the stars. She has a huge following
in Los Angeles. She is very charming and has her own
spiritual following of hundreds of students. “When kundalini
yoga gets written up in Vanity Fair magazine, they talk
about Gurmukh as its guru. She’s been branded that way
by the media; she has never said she was.” She really
teaches kundalini yoga but she does not present herself as a
guru. She has a center and she is about to open a huge new
center. She travels all over the USA and the world teaching
kundalini yoga. Gurmukh got her start with Jane Fonda at
this studio. When she was pregnant, she had nowhere to go
to exercise, so she started going to Jane Fonda’s workouts.
Now Gurmukh’s whole specialty is prenatal yoga. She’s
written two books on the subject. Gurmukh was a Zen
Buddhist (she practiced for two years at the zendo in Maui,
Hawaiian Islands) before she became a Sikh. She was also in
the Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco–”She did the
whole thing.” She has been a vegetarian for 30 years. She
ran the Golden Temple restaurant in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The reason Akasha is in Los Angeles is because Gurmukh’s
ex-husband (Sahesh?) introduced us. Talk with Akasha 2004
Aug. 1. The real reason she did that was because her exhusband was sleeping with Akasha’s sister, and Gurmukh
got jealous, so she became Akasha’s friend to lure Akasha’s
sister away from him. The real reason Gurmukh became
friends with me and lured me up to Los Angeles from
San Diego was to get me and my sister away from her exhusband–who lived in San Diego. It ended up being a good
thing for Akasha. She asked Akasha to come from San Diego
to work at the Golden Temple restaurant in Los Angeles.
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That was the beginning of Akasha’s career as a cook–in
1979.
Husbands: Akasha was a single woman for 9 years
before she met her first husband in 1986–he is not worth
mentioning. How she got the name Richmond is another long
story. Her present husband is Alan Schulman.
Shakti was one of Yogi Bhajan’s older disciples. When
Akasha decided to leave Yogi Bhajan, Shakti got upset and
said, “I’m really sorry to see you go. You were the best PR
ever had.” Akasha has always gotten a lot of publicity for
her work of cooking for celebrities; it was written up in
many magazines and newspapers (incl. the front page of
the food section of the Los Angeles Times, sometimes with
a photo of her wearing a white Sikh turban). That always
attracts publicity and makes Yogi Bhajan and the Sikhs look
good. Akasha was still a student of Yogi Bhajan while she
was cooking for celebrities. At a certain time she decided to
leave. “It didn’t matter to me if I wore a turban or not any
more. When you’re in that group, they make you feel like
the only way you can be spiritual is to wear a turban. When
my daughter was born, someone said to me, ‘You’d better
start covering her head now or she’ll never want to wear a
turban.’ I thought, ‘Well, maybe she won’t care.’ For most of
the Sikhs–but not for all of them–the turban was a big deal.
Yogi Bhajan got mad at me, and he never talked to me again
after I left. He told Sat Simran that I left, and I cut my hair,
and that was it. I’d never be with him again. He told people
that if they left him, they would come back as a cockroach in
their next life and would have to go through the 24 million
births and deaths it took to get to sit at his feet in this one.
That has been documented. And that was mild compared
with some of the things they said and did. But there were
also people in the group that weren’t like that–judgmental
and using fear. Yogi Bhajan liked people to follow the
program.”
Richard Lasser is one of two people who got Akasha to
become a Sikh; he is now a screen writer. Akasha likes to
use goat’s milk or cheese to make veggie cheesecakes; They
don’t have lactose and so are easier to digest.
Note: As of May 2014, Wikipedia has a long entry for
“Gurumukh (yoga teacher).” It begins: “Gurmukh Kaur
Khalsa is a teacher of Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi
Bhajan and a pioneer in the field of pre-natal yoga. She is the
co-founder and director of the Golden Bridge Yoga Center in
Los Angeles, and the creator of two books and three DVDs.
“Gurmukh was born Mary May Gibson in a small
Illinois town. At age nineteen, she left her home to attend
college at San Francisco State University in California.”
Address: Los Angeles, California.
1028. Davis, Brenda. 2004. Is soy safe? EarthSave News
(New York City). Spring. p. 1, 11. www.earthsave.org/pdf/
spring2004.pdf
• Summary: “Soy has enjoyed considerable favourable press

over the past decade. We have seen reports of soy reducing
risk of heart disease, cancer, osteoporosis, and reducing
symptoms of menopause. Just when soy seemed to be on top
of the world, articles and websites began to appear claiming
that this new-found health hero was really a villain in
disguise. Soy bashers said all the hype about soy was really
just propaganda, and that in truth, soy was not a health food,
but rather a dangerous substance that should be carefully
avoided by humans. In fact, anti-soy advocates claim
that eating soy raises risk of cancer, osteoporosis, thyroid
problems, birth defects, reproductive problems, nutritional
deficiencies and Alzheimer’s disease. This has left consumer
wondering if soy is really a saint or a sinner.
“First, it is important to understand that soy is not
something new. The soybean has been used for food for
centuries, particularly in the Orient. Traditional forms of soy
foods included fresh or frozen beans from the soy pod (called
edamame), soy milk, tofu, and fermented foods, such as
tempeh, miso and soy sauce. More recently soy has become
a huge hit in North America, with all of the traditional forms
of soy widely available in addition to numerous others, such
as soy nuts, soy-based meat analogues, soy-based protein
beverages, soy chips, soy ice cream, soy yogurt, and the list
goes on.
“These products have become staples for many
vegetarians and vegans. So, the question of the safety of soy
is one that certainly deserves serious consideration.
“Soy and Breast Cancer: Claim: Soy increases risk
of breast cancer. Among the very first health claims made
for soy is that it may reduce incidence of breast cancer. It
seemed so obvious when one compared the very low rates
of breast cancer in Asian countries using large amounts
of soy with rates in North American countries that used
comparatively small amounts of soy. The risk reduction was
thought to be due to the isoflavones (mainly genistein and
daidzein) in soy. Isoflavones are a type of phytoestrogen
(plant estrogen) that has been thought to interfere with the
ability of the potent human form of estrogen to increase cell
proliferation and, therefore, cancer risk. However, studies
have been mixed. While some do indeed show soy acting
as an anti-estrogen, others suggest soy may act as a weak
estrogen itself, increasing cancer risk. Interestingly, some
studies have shown that while small amounts of genistein
increase cell growth, large amounts inhibit it. Finally, there
is some evidence that women eating soy from an early age
(especially during puberty) do reduce their breast cancer risk,
while there seems to be less protection for those who begin
to eat soy later in life.
“Conclusion: We still do not know all the answers where
soy and breast cancer are concerned. However, the evidence
is sufficient to say that soy consumption does not increase
risk of breast cancer and may reduce risk in some people,
especially if soy is consumed from an early age. For those
who have estrogen-positive breast cancer, it also appears safe
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to use soy in moderation.
“Soy and Thyroid: Claim: Soy contains natural
chemicals known as goitrogens that interfere with thyroid
function. These can cause an enlargement of the thyroid
gland (a ‘goiter’) and symptoms of hypothyroidism, such as
lethargy, dullness, coldness, and depression.
“It is true that soy contains goitrogens, as do many other
foods such as cruciferous vegetables (cabbage, cauliflower,
broccoli, and brussels sprouts), sweet potatoes, lima beans,
and millet. However, these foods have been found only
to cause problems when iodine intake is low, because
goitrogens do their damage by interfering with the thyroid
gland’s ability to utilize iodine. Between 1951 and 1961,
several cases of goiter were diagnosed in infants who had
been fed infant formula made from soy flour. These cases
are frequently cited by the anti-soy lobbyists to prove soy
damages thyroid function (especially in infants). But not
a single case of goiter in infants has been caused by soy
formula since the 1960s. At that time the soy formula base
was changed from soy flour to soy protein isolates, which are
low in goitrogens, and manufacturers began fortifying soy
formula with iodine.
“Soy does not cause thyroid problems in healthy, wellnourished people who are not deficient in iodine. However,
people who do not have a reliable source of iodine could
increase their risk of thyroid problems if they eat a lot of
soy and/or other foods rich in goitrogens. Iodized salt, dairy
products, and fish are the main dietary sources of iodine,
and most multivitamin / mineral supplements provide the
recommended daily allowance. So the answer is not to avoid
soy or cruciferous vegetables, but to get enough iodine.
“Conclusion: There is no evidence that eating soy foods
regularly causes thyroid problems in healthy people who
include sufficient iodine in the diet.
“Soy and Cognitive Function: Claim: Soyfoods,
especially tofu, can cause mental deterioration and accelerate
aging. One study done in Hawaii (the Honolulu Heart Study)
found that Japanese-American men who ate the most tofu
in middle age had the greatest mental deterioration and
dementia as seniors. This study is widely cited as evidence
that tofu may cause a reduction in cognitive function.
Interestingly, there have been at least three other studies
that have suggested that soy provides significant beneficial
effects on cognitive function. In addition, populations with
relatively high soy intake (about a serving a day), including
people in Asia and Seventh-day Adventists, experience lower
rates of dementia than those populations who eat little if
any soy. While this does not prove that soy is beneficial, it
does suggest that moderate soy consumption is likely not
detrimental.
“Conclusion: The weight of the evidence suggests that
soy may offer some benefits to cognitive function, although
more research is needed before firm conclusions can be made
on this issue.

“What about soy versus rice milk? It all depends. If you
are sensitive to soy or use a lot of soy products, you may
wish to use fortified rice milk. However, my preference is for
soy–especially for children. Soy is a much richer source of
high quality protein, vitamins and minerals. It also contains
isoflavones, which are protective for heart health and against
osteoporosis. I think it tastes better too.
“For more detailed information about each of these
issues, the following websites are most helpful:
www.llu.edu//llu/vegetarian/soy2. html
“www.foodrevolution.org/what_about_soy.htm
www.soybean.com/drsuz.htm
“Brenda Davis is a registered dietitian in Kelowna,
B.C., [Canada], a globetrotting lecturer and the author of
several books, including Why Vegan and The New Becoming
Vegetarian.” Address: RD.
1029. Halwell, Brian. 2004. Eat here: Reclaiming
homegrown pleasures in a global supermarket. New York,
NY: W.W. Norton & Co. xii + 236 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm. A
Worldwatch Book. [300* ref]
• Summary: This book is about the many big advantages
of eating locally grown food. Contents: Preface.
Acknowledgements. 1. All our eggs in one basket. Breaking
ground: Oslo, Norway. 2. The transcontinental lettuce.
Breaking ground: Maui, Hawaii. 3. The Wal-Mart effect.
Breaking ground: Cairo, Egypt. 4. Where have all the
farmers gone? Breaking ground: Nairobi, Kenya. 5. Making
the deserts bloom. Breaking ground: Belo Horizonte, Brazil.
6. Taking back the market. Breaking ground: Vancouver,
Washington. 7. Leveling the ground. Breaking ground: South
Deerfield, Massachusetts. 8. Coming of age in Naples [Italy].
Breaking ground: East Hampton, New York. 9. When eating
local gets personal.
Figures. 1-1. Value of world agricultural trade, 19612002 (graph, billion 2002 dollars). 1-2. Volume of world
agricultural trade, 1961-2002 (graph, million tonnes). 2-1.
Local versus imported ingredients: Iowa (map & chart). 2-2.
Local versus imported ingredients: England (map & chart).
3-1. Farmers’ declining share of the food dollar, 1910-1997
(graph). 5-1. Seasonal availability of a selection of British
apples (chart). 6-1. Local sources for Farmers Diner, Barre,
Vermont (map). Sidebar. 3-1. Concentration in various layers
of agribusiness. Appendixes. Notes. About the author.
Concerning soybeans: In Lincoln, Nebraska, at the
new Centerville Farmers Market, the shelves are stocked
almost exclusively with food grown and made in Nebraska,
including Marinated soybean and wheat berry salads, from
Marquette. John Ellis, founder of the market, used to raise
soybeans and corn in Nearby York County, but his farm
went further and further in debt. “Meanwhile the countryside
emptied and the remaining residents bought their food from
elsewhere” (p. 2-2).
The real price of “upgrading” major rivers such as the
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Mississippi River in the USA and the Paraguay-Parana River
in Brazil so that soybeans can be shipped down them in
ever larger barges (p. 23-27). The concentration of the cornsoybean rotation (two monocultures) on ever larger farms in
the Midwest, and the loss of biodiversity and nitrogen runoff
problems on these farms (p. 72-73).
Food sovereignty: Instead of animosity between soybean
farmers in Brazil and America, there should be cooperation
in the building of a global farmer network. The American
Corn Growers Association (ACGA) is already working with
Mexican farm organization to renegotiate parts of NAFTA.
Each nation should be able to set its own farm policies for
the public good (p. 140-42). (p. 141).
Note: The words “organic” and “vegetarian” do not
appear in the appendix. Address: Worldwatch Inst., 1776
Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington DC 20036.
1030. Yan, Lin; Spitznagel, E. 2004. A meta-analysis of
soyfoods and risk of breast cancer in women. International J.
of Cancer Prevention 1:281-93. *
Address: 1. Grand Forks Human Nutrition Research Center,
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Grand Forks, North
Dakota; 2. Dep. of Mathematics, Washington Univ., St Louis,
Missouri.
1031. Abbott, Isabella Aiona; Huisman, John M. 2004.
Marine green and brown algae of the Hawaiian Islands.
Honolulu, Hawai’i: Bishop Museum Press. xi + 259 p. Illust.
(photos and illustrations). Maps. 26 cm. Series: Bishop
Museum Bulletin in Botany, No. 4. [230+* ref]
• Summary: This is a taxonomic summary and identification
guide, with an extensive glossary and maps of each of
the main islands. An earlier book covered 343 species of
Rhodophyta (red algae). This book documents 107 species
of Chlorophyta (green algae) and 62 species of Phaeophyta
(brown algae). The index includes 8 native Hawaiian names
under “limu”; many of these are edible and/or useful.
The last page is “About the authors” and includes
a photo of both together. Dr. Abbott was born in Hana,
Maui, and brought up in Honolulu. She is a world-famous
phycologist. Dr. Huisman was born and raised in Melbourne,
Australia. He is the author of Marine Plants of Australia.
Address: Hawaii.
1032. Maskarinec, Gertraud; Morimoto, Yukiko; Novotny,
R.; Nordt, F.J.; Stanczyk, F.Z.; Franke, A.A. 2005. Urinary
sex steroid excretion levels during a soy intervention among
young girls: A pilot study. Nutrition and Cancer 52(1):22-28.
[38 ref]
• Summary: “Soy intake early in life may protect against
breast cancer later in life, possibly by altering sex hormone
metabolism.” This trial evaluated the feasibility of assessing
urinary sex steroid excretion among 20 young girls aged
8-14 years in an 8-week trial. The girls consumed one

serving of soy per day. Soy intake did not affect endogenous
hormone levels.
Introduction:
“Introduction: A number of reports offer strong
support for a protective effect of soy against breast cancer
(1-4) despite some conflicting results (5, 6). As one
possible mechanism of action, an effect of soy isoflavones
on circulating estrogen levels has been investigated in
premenopausal women (7, 8), but recent results indicate that
there is probably no such effect (9-11). It appears that soy
exposure early in life may play a more important role in the
development of breast cancer than soy foods consumed later
in life. Two case-control studies showed that women who
consumed soy during adolescence experienced protection
against breast cancer as adults (12, 13). Experimental
evidence strongly supports this hypothesis (14-16).” Address:
1. Cancer Research Center of Hawaii, Honolulu 96813.
1033. Bryan, Tom. 2005. Around the world on biodiesel: A
decade after Bryan Peterson’s amazing Sunrider expedition,
the story of the voyage continues to inspire thousands.
Biodiesel Magazine. Feb. p. 26-30.
• Summary: In 1994, Bryan Peterson completed a 35,000
mile, two-year trip around the world. Sunrider left Oregon
in July 1992 in a “24-foot, soft-sided [rescue model] Zodiac
boat powered almost exclusively by B100” [pure biodiesel]
and arrived in San Francisco Bay in early September 1994.
While searching for sponsors, Peterson learned
about biodiesel from the USDA’s Office of Energy and
the University of Idaho. It was now being widely used in
Europe, he learned, and had been used in World War II.
Peterson was born and raised in California, lived in Hawaii
for a decade, then settled in Iowa in the early 1990s with
his wife and children. Address: Editorial Director, Biodiesel
Magazine.
1034. Leviton, Richard. 2005. Current interests and activities
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 2. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: His main interests are in: (1) Myth and the
landscape, incl. geomancy; (2) Clairvoyance and the
development of clairvoyant and psychic abilities. He has
developed a nomenclature for sacred sites. His favorite
book among those he has written is Fraser’s Angels. He has
undergone 4 years of psychic training. A clairvoyant has
mastery over the crown (7th chakra) and psychic abilities.
A psychic has some use of the 6th chakra, and can make
changes in other people’s space. Some people (such as
Rudolf Steiner) say that during early human history (perhaps
50,000 years ago) clairvoyance was as common as the five
senses are today; it has diminished since that time, but
remains as a potential in many or perhaps all people.
The best clairvoyant Richard has ever met is Lisa
French (www.magicisle.com), who is in her 40s and has been
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teaching for 20 years. She is lots of fun, lives in Captain
Cook on the big island of Hawaii. A “teacher of psychic and
clairvoyant tools, she is founder and head of the Clairvoyant
Center of Hawaii, where she teaches bi-weekly classes,
tapes them, and distributes the tapes.” Richard has one
session with her each month by phone ($150.00); she can
see what is going on in each person’s space and can make
dramatic changes. She also does professional readings; she
can cure roughly 95% of the problems presented. But many
problems have multiple layers, so it is necessary to work
down through each layer–some of which relate to previous
lifetimes. Richard’s friend at Tahoe, age 60, got excellent
results working with Lisa. He had 2 sessions/month for
about 9 months. Sometimes she gave him specific things to
do. Lisa is also active in encouraging people to swim and
communicate with dolphins.
Lisa has showed people how to deprogram themselves
of the 6 world religions, so that they have complete cognitive
freedom. Religious teachers can own your crown chakra–
until you cancel the agreement. Also discusses contacts with
angels (of which there are 40 orders), ascension to the Great
White Brotherhood (those who have changed their physical
body into light), astral beings, the supreme being. Lisa says
vegetarianism is irrelevant. Each person’s body is different,
so each person should make that decision based on his or
her body. Most religions don’t want people to be psychic.
Address: Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1035. Sweets, Laura E.; Wrather, J. Allen; Wright, Simeon.
2005. Soybean rust. http:muextension.missouri.edu/explore/
agguides/crops/g04442.htm. 2 p.
• Summary: “Asian soybean rust is a serious foliage disease
that has the potential to cause significant soybean losses.
Although Asian soybean rust was identified on soybean
plants in Hawaii in 1994, the disease was not reported in the
continental United States until the fall of 2004. The USDA
released an official notice of the confirmation of soybean
rust on soybean leaf samples collected in Louisiana on Nov.
10, 2004. Over the next few weeks the fungus was detected
on plants from a number of additional states, including
Missouri.”
“History: Soybean rust was first reported in the Eastern
Hemisphere [Asia] in the early 1900s. It is now accepted
that there are two different fungal species, Phakopsora
pachyrhizi and Phakopsora meibomiae, that cause soybean
rust. Phakopsora meibomiae, referred to as the New World
type, is a much weaker pathogen and is the pathogen that
has been found in limited areas in the Western Hemisphere
(primarily the Caribbean).
“Phakopsora pachyrhizi, referred to as the Asian or
Australasian soybean rust, is the more aggressive pathogen.
It was first reported in Japan in 1902 and was initially limited
to tropical and subtropical areas of Asia and Australia.
Unfortunately, it is Phakopsora pachyrhizi that has been

spreading through the soybean-producing regions of the
world. Phakopsora pachyrhizi was reported from Hawaii in
1994, Zimbabwe in 1998 and Paraguay in 2001. In Africa
this aggressive soybean rust has spread to Uganda, Zambia,
Rwanda, Nigeria, West Africa, Mozambique, South Africa
and Cameroon. In South America, Phakopsora pachyrhizi
has been found in most of the soybean-producing regions of
Brazil as well as Argentina, Bolivia and Colombia.” Address:
1. Dep. of Plant Microbiology and Commercial Agriculture
Program; 2. Dep. of Plant Microbiology and Pathology,
Delta Research Center; 3. Plant Diagnostic Clinic. All: Univ.
of Missouri.
1036. Schneider, Raymond W.; Hollier, Clayton A.; Whitam,
H.K. 2005. Disease notes: First report of soybean rust caused
by Phakopsora pachyrhizi in the continental United States
(Abstract) (Open Access). Plant Disease 89(7):774. July. [1
ref]
• Summary: “Asian soybean rust, caused by Phakopsora
pachyrhizi Sydow, has been known to occur in the eastern
hemisphere for nearly a century. More recently, it was
reported from Hawaii in 1994, eastern and southern
Africa from 1996-1998, Nigeria in 2001, and Brazil and
Paraguay in 2002. Aerobiological models suggested that
urediniospores of the pathogen would be disseminated on
wind currents to the continental United States in association
with tropical storms if the disease became established north
of the equator during hurricane season (U.S. Soybean Rust
Detection and Aerobiological Modeling online publication at
www.aphis.usda.gov/ppq/ ep/soybean_rust/). Since soybean
rust was observed at approximately 5ºN latitude in South
America before several hurricanes impacted the continental
United States in September 2004, it seems likely that the
introduction was associated with at least one of these tropical
storms, especially hurricane Ivan. Symptoms of the disease
were first observed on soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.)
in the continental United States on November 6, 2004 in a
field near Baton Rouge, Louisiana.” Address: Dep. of Plant
Pathology and Crop Physiology, Louisiana State Univ.
AgCenter, Baton Rouge, LA 70803.
1037. Essoyan, Susan. 2005. Hard work takes toll on local
tofu makers: Few hope to continue family traditions like the
Honda Tofu Factory. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Nov.
13. p. A17, A20.
• Summary: Honda Tofu Factort was founded in 1917 by
Eizo and Tsuyo Honda. The plant is now on Mango St. in
Wahiawa. Now in its third generation, the business was
handed to Dennis Honda by his parents Haruo and Josephine
Honda. A block of Honda Tofu now sells for $1.30. A photo
shows Dennis Honda and his parents in the shop.
1038. Pahl, Greg. 2005. Biodiesel: Growing a new energy
economy. White River Junction, Vermont: Chelsea Green
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Publishing Co. xiv + 281 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [286
endnotes]
• Summary: Contents: List of figures. Acknowledgements.
Foreword, by Bill McKibben. Introduction. Part I: Biodiesel
basics. 1. Rudolf Diesel. 2. Vegetable oil revival [1970 on].
3. Biodiesel 101. 4. Biodiesel’s many uses.
Part II: Biodiesel around the world. 5. Europe, the
global leader. 6. Other European countries. 7. Non-European
countries.
Part III: Biodiesel in the United States. 8. A brief history.
9. The main players. 10. Biodiesel politics. 11. Recent
developments.
Part IV: Biodiesel in the future. 12. Looking ahead.
Organizations and online resources. Notes. Glossary.
Chapter 8, “A brief history [in the USA],” has the
following contents: Introduction. Early biofuels. The OPEC
oil crisis. Early experiments: Idaho (Charles Peterson),
Colorado (Thomas Reed), Missouri (Leon Schumacher).
Early production: Interchem / Midwest Biofuels (1991, Bill
Ayres and Doug Pickering), Ag Processing Inc (AGP) / Ag
Environmental Products (AEP), Twin Rivers Technology
(never actually produced any biodiesel), NOPEC (1995,
Lakeland, Florida), West Central Cooperative (1996, Ralston,
Iowa), Columbus Foods (1996 fall, Chicago, Illinois), Pacific
Biodiesel (1996, Kahului, Maui, Hawaii). The soybean
factor: The American Soybean Association / United Soybean
Board, National Biodiesel Board. Other organizations.
Homebrew (grassroots movement employing used cooking
oil as a feedstock). Fat of the Land (1995 humorous
documentary by five women filmmakers). The Veggie Van
(Joshua Tickell and Kaia Roman). Biodiesel online. Address:
Weybridge, Vermont.
1039. Messina, Mark. 2006. Soy & breast cancer risk:
Resolving the controversy. Soy Connection 14(1):4, 7-8.
Winter.
• Summary: “Hypothesis: early soy intake reduces breast
cancer risk.”
“Research related to the role of soy in reducing breast
cancer risk began in earnest during the early 1990s. Despite
the enormous amount of research conducted during the
past 15 years, no clear consensus has emerged regarding
the preventative aspects of soy, although one of the more
exciting hypotheses that continues to attract attention is
that early soy intake, i.e., intake during childhood and
adolescence, reduces breast cancer risk later in life. There
is both epidemiologic and animal data in support of this
hypothesis. Conversely however, beginning in the mid1990s, often overlooked in vitro research raised concern that
the isoflavones in soybeans, because of their estrogen-like
effects, might actually stimulate the growth of estrogensensitive tumors. A few years later, as discussed below,
research from one particular rodent model supported these in
vitro findings.

“During the past five years, more than 10 review articles
addressing whether soy consumption is contraindicated
for breast cancer patients and/or high-risk women have
been published. Generally, these reviews have failed to
reach any definitive conclusions. In addition, several health
professional organizations have weighed in on his issue.
The purpose of a recent breast cancer workshop held in
conjunction with the International Soy Symposium was to
gain an understanding of the current state of knowledge
regarding the safety of soy for breast cancer patients and
high-risk women and to identify research initiatives with the
potential to definitively resolve this issue.
“In part, concern over the stimulatory effects of
isoflavones is based on data suggesting hormone replacement
therapy increases breast cancer risk. However, not only do
isoflavones differ from estrogen, but the evidence suggests
that estrogen plus progestin increases breast cancer risk to
a much greater extent than estrogen alone. For example, as
was presented by Worta McCaskill-Stevens, M.D., National
Cancer Institute, in the Women’s Health Initiative, risk of
breast cancer was increased by 26 percent in response to
the combination hormones, whereas it was decreased by 23
percent in response to estrogen alone. In the Million Women
Study, both treatments increased risk, but the combination
hormones did much more so (relative risk, 2.00 vs. 1.30)
than estrogen alone. The greater carcinogenic effect of the
combination hormones is a potentially important observation
since neither isoflavones nor soy possess progestin activity.
However, these studies address the risk of healthy women
developing breast cancer, not the impact of hormone therapy
on the prognosis of breast cancer patients.
“Interestingly, in a recent review article, Creasman
concluded that there is relatively little evidence that
conventional hormone therapy is contraindicated for
breast cancer patients, although this issue remains highly
controversial. Unfortunately, there may be little chance of
obtaining substantially more insight on this topic because, in
general, the oncological community advises their estrogenreceptor positive breast cancer patients not to use hormone
therapy.
“Concerns that certain soy products are contraindicated
for some women are based primarily on work by William
Helferich, Ph.D., and colleagues, from the University
of Illinois. Helferich presented his data showing that
in mice that were ovariectomized (ovaries have been
surgically removed to abolish estrogen production) and
immunocompromised (lacking the normal immune system
that may help prevent cancer), certain soy products and
isoflavones stimulate the growth of existing estrogensensitive mammary tumors. Interestingly, in this model,
the more high-processed forms of soy are more tumorstimulatory than the less-processed ones and, in fact, soy
flour does not stimulate tumor growth. Of course, all animal
models have limitations.
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“Especially relevant in this regard is the often
overlooked observation that despite the relatively low serum
estrogen levels in postmenopausal women, normal and
cancerous breast tissue estrogen levels are actually very
high. In fact, they are similar to those in premenopausal
women. Information on breast tissue estrogen levels was
presented by Jurgen Geisler, M.D., Ph.D., Haukeland
University Hospital, Norway. Thus, unlike ovariectomized
mice, which do not produce sufficient endogenous estrogen
to maintain tumor growth (tumors regress unless the mice
are exposed to an exogenous source of estrogen), both preand postmenopausal women produce ample amounts of
estrogen to support breast tumors. Therefore, despite being
widely used, there is some question about the extent to which
the ovariectomized mouse model reflects the hormonal
conditions in women. As described by Angela Brodie, Ph.D.,
University of Maryland School of Medicine, other animal
models that more closely mimic the hormonal environment
of women are now available.
“Interestingly, Lilian Thompson, Ph.D., University
of Toronto, reported her data showing that in the
ovariectomized/immunocompromised mouse model, neither
lignans nor flaxseed stimulate tumor growth and both inhibit
the tumor stimulatory effects of isoflavones. Thus, in theory,
the addition of flax/lignans to a diet containing certain soy
products and isoflavones would eliminate any potential
risk. In any event, it is extremely unlikely that additional
animal work will be able to resolve the current controversy.
Parenthetically, in contrast to the stimulatory effects of
isoflavones in the previously described model, mammary
tumor development is actually inhibited in intact (ovaries
are present) mice or ovariectomized mice given estrogen,
when isoflavones are given at approximately the same time
as the mice are injected or implanted with estrogen-sensitive
breast cancer cells. Note, however, that these models address
the prevention of tumors, and not the impact of soy or
isoflavones on established tumors.
“Unfortunately, unlike for other chronic diseases (e.g.,
bone mineral density, osteoporosis; serum cholesterol,
coronary heart disease) there are few if any well-accepted
non-invasive markers for evaluating breast cancer risk,
although assessment of breast tissue density, which can be
made via mammography, has been used. As discussed by
Norman Boyd, M.D., Ontario Cancer Institute, increased
density is associated with an increased breast cancer risk,
and agents that increase density have been shown to increase
risk. Three studies have examined the impact of either
isoflavones or soyfoods on breast tissue density, two in
premenopausal, and one in postmenopausal, women. These
data were reviewed by Gertraud Maskarinec, M.D., Ph.D.
(see JADA 105: 1524, 2005 for her commentary on soy
and breast cancer), Cancer Research Center of Hawaii, and
Jeffery Tice, M.D., University of California at San Francisco.
These studies, although small in size, indicate that in contrast

to conventional hormone replacement therapy, neither soy
nor isoflavones affect tissue density, and imply but do not
prove that risk is also unaffected. However, these studies
involved healthy women, not cancer patients. Furthermore,
increasingly, it is thought that to accurately assess risk it is
necessary to evaluate breast tissue” (Continued). Address:
PhD, Nutrition Matters, Inc., Port Townsend, Washington
98368.
1040. Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfield, Iowa). 2006. GM
crops currently on the market in the United States. 6(5):4.
May.
• Summary: “More than sixty genetically modified crops
have been approved for US food and feed supplies:
“Corn (20 varieties)
“Oilseed Rape/Canola (11 varieties)
“Cotton (11 varieties)
“Tomato (6 varieties)
“Potato (4 varieties)
“Soybean (3 varieties)
“Sugar Beet (3 varieties)
“Squash (2 varieties)
“Cantaloupe
“Rice
“Flax
“Raddicchio
“Papaya
“Alfalfa
“Wheat
“Of these crops, only corn, soybeans, cotton, canola,
squash, and papaya grown in Hawaii, are commercially
produced. More than 85 percent of soybeans grown in the
United States are transgenic, GM cotton is grown on more
than 70 percent of cotton fields, and GM corn is grown on
about 50 percent of corn acreage.
“Many of the other crops have either been taken off the
market, such as potato, sugar beet, flax, and tomato, or have
never been commercially grown, such as wheat and rice, due
to market opposition.”
1041. Wilson, Audrey. 2006. Soy sauces are not all the same:
Let’s talk food. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of
Hawaii). Oct. 3. p. 17.
• Summary: “When we think of shoyu or soy sauce, we
think of Kikkoman, Aloha Shoyu, or if you read my column,
saltless shoyu.”
“Korean soy sauce is Joseon Ganjang” and is a byproduct of ‘doenjang,’ or Korean bean paste, is thin and dark
brown in texture and very salty. In Korea, the fermented
soybean liquid is called soybean liquid and the solids are
called soybean paste. The traditional soy bean fermented
liquid is rich in protein and amino acids. It became a
substitute for Buddhists who were not allowed to eat meat.
“In Singapore and Malaysia, dark soy sauce is called
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‘douyou’ and light soy sauce is called ‘juangqing.’”
“In Thailand, black soy sauce is called ‘Siu dahm’ and is
the most widely used soy sauce for Thai dishes.” It contains
“only 55 mg. of sodium per tablespoon.”
1042. Mutual Trading Co., Inc. 2006. Kyôdô Bôeki K.K. 80
nenshi: Nihon no aji o sekai no hitobito ni [Mutual Trading
Company, Inc.–80 years of age. Taking the flavor of Japan to
people around the world]. Los Angeles, California. 56 p. 28
cm. [Eng; Jap]
• Summary: This excellent history of Mutual Trading
Co. (MTC) is divided into two parts, each written in both
Japanese and English on facing pages. Part I is the general
company history (p. 1-27). Part II is the very interesting
“Chronology” (p. 28-56), which starts in 1635 (the year of
Japan’s self-imposed national isolation and ban on Japanese
traveling abroad), contains numerous photos, and gives a
chronology of the company in the context of major world
events, with an “Economic overview” for each year from
1996 to 2006. On page 56 are two large bar charts related to
Mutual Trading Co. Group: (1) Annual sales from 1950 to
2005. (2) No. of employees in 5-year periods from 1950 to
2005. The inside back cover give the contact information for
MTC’s 9 offices in the USA (6), Hawaii (1), and Japan (2).
Located in Los Angeles, Mutual was a pioneer in
bringing Japanese foods to America. See also the company’s
70th anniversary history. Address: 431 Crocker St., Los
Angeles, California 90013. Phone: 213-626-9458.
1043. Yamamoto, Eric K.; Ebesugawa, Liann. 2006. Report
on redress: The Japanese American internment. In: Pablo
De Greiff, ed. 2006. The Handbook of Reparations. Oxford,
England; New York, NY: Oxford University Press. xxxiii +
1020 p. See p. 257-83. Chap. 7. Index. 26 cm. [123 ref]
• Summary: This book is a project of the International
Center for Transitional Justice. Chapter 7 is balanced and
insightful.
Contents: Introduction. 1. Origin of the Japanese
American internment and reparations: Before Pearl Harbor,
after Pearl Harbor, the internment: Military, congressional
and executive actions, legal challenges. 2. History of
1988 Civil Liberties Act: Judicial action, executive action,
congressional action (under presidents Gerald Ford, Ronald
Reagan, and George H.W. Bush). 3. Implementation of the
1988 Civil Liberties Act: Office of Redress Administration,
eligibility requirements and payments, form of delivery,
Civil Liberties Public Education Fund, relationship to civil
suits, economic impact ($20,000 per surviving internee). 4.
Conclusion.
Was there any factual basis for American fears before
the internment? “Heightening military anxieties between
December 17 and December 23, Japanese submarines sank
two tankers and damaged one freighter along the West
Coast. General DeWitt feared (inaccurately) that Japanese

Americans were aiding the submarines by signaling them
from shore” (p. 260)
Note: There was another submarine incident in southern
California. On 23 Feb. 1942 the lone Japanese submarine
I-25, under captain Nishino Kozo, surfaced near an oil
field pier just north of Goleta, a suburb of Santa Barbara,
California. The submarine shelled the pier, damaging it,
and also shelled the area around the Ellwood Oil field,
but no damage was done there. On 1 March 1942, the
headlines of the Santa Barbara newspaper and the San
Francisco Chronicle announced the attack. News of the
shelling triggered an invasion scare along the West Coast.
“Frightened residents put their homes up for sale and made
plans to flee.” This was the first shelling of the U.S. mainland
during World War II. California citizens along the West
Coast were on edge.
After midnight, on Feb. 25, 1942, there seemed to be a
Japanese air raid over Los Angeles. The city was put on red
alert, with air raid alarms, blackouts, and radio silence. Antiaircraft guns were manned and searchlights turned on. “Antiaircraft guns from the IV Interceptor Command opened fire
at 3:16 a.m., fired steadily until 3:36, stopped, then resumed
at 4:05 for another 10 minutes. During their 30-minute
fusillade, the command’s guns hurled 1,440 rounds of
3-inch and 37mm ammunition into the night sky above Los
Angeles. Not counting unofficial shots, 48 shells were fired
per minute. And almost 10 tons of expended ammunition fell
somewhere on the city during the supposed raid.”
“While it is easy to look back and laugh at the
excitability of Los Angeles’ defenders, their reaction to the
possibility of an enemy air attack reflects the anxiety that
gripped much of the West Coast in the months after Pearl
Harbor” (Young 2003).
Sources: (1) History of California, 4th ed., by Andrew
Rolle (1991, p. 445). (2) In Defense of Internment, by
Michelle Malkin (2004). (3) “Phantom Japanese Raid on Los
Angeles During World War II,” by Donald J. Young. World
War II magazine (Sept. 2003). For a broader discussion of
Japanese attacks on the the USA and Canada see “Japanese
operations” under American Theater (1939-1945) on
Wikipedia.
“Several high-ranking government officials, including
Attorney General Francis Biddle, opposed the exclusion
of Japanese Americans. On February 19 [1942], President
Roosevelt nevertheless signed Executive Order 9066
granting the military the power to exclude persons from
specific areas. On its face, the order made no mention of
persons of Japanese ancestry. Race was implied.” The full
text of the Order is given (p. 262).
“The Civil Liberties Act became law on August 10,
1988, when Ronald Reagan signed Public Law 100-383.
Before signing the bill President Reagan remarked that ‘we
gather here today to right a grave wrong... More than forty
years ago... 120,000 persons of Japanese ancestry living in
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the United States were forcibly removed from their homes
and placed in makeshift internment camps. This action was
taken without trial, without jury. It was based solely on race.’
“The President captured the essence of the bill by
stating: ‘No payment can make up for those lost years.
So what is most important in this bill has less to do with
property than with honor. For here we admit a wrong; here
we affirm our commitment as a nation to equal justice under
the law... the ideal of liberty and justice for all–that is still the
American way” (p. 270).
“The apology mandated by the Civil Liberties Act. of
1988 was ultimately made through a letter from President
George [H.W.] Bush to each person eligible for reparations,
The reparations check accompanied the letter, both of which
were sent by registered mail” (p. 274).
Conclusion: “The Japanese American redress process
was arduous. Many Japanese Americans contributed, and
their communities overwhelmingly considered reparations
a great victory... A measure of dignity was restored. Former
internees could finally talk about internment. Feelings, long
repressed, surfaced...” Address: 1. Prof. of Law, William S.
Richardson School of Law at the Univ. of Hawaii.
1044. Ayres, Bill. 2007. Pioneering Interchem Industries
and the commercial production of soy biodiesel in the USA.
Part II (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 8. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Continued: 1991 Dec.–A project at Lambert
Airfield in St. Louis, Missouri, begins. Ten vehicles are
tested running on 20% soy diesel and 80% regular diesel
fuel. Bill Ayres makes the soy diesel fuel; MSMC provides it
to the project.
1992 Feb.–MSMC purchased its own vehicle, a 1992
Ford F-250 diesel pickup. Bill continued to make and
provided the fuel. At about this time Kenlon started to talk
to the directors of some other state soybean associations and
soybean farmers started to get interested.
March 1992–Every spring the American Soybean
Association has a meeting in Washington, DC. Bill drove
with Kenlon in the Ford pickup to this meeting. It was an
unforgettable trip.
After Kenlon and the Missouri state soybean board, the
Iowa board got a truck, then South Dakota, then the Illinois
board.
At about this time, Bill was feeling this was becoming
too much for him to do alone, so he called his friend, Doug
Pickering; they had both attended Southeast High School
in Kansas City, Missouri. After college, Doug worked with
Bill and was involved in wood renewable fuels projects
from 1976 to 1980. Doug had a small construction company
building houses. Bill had been keeping Doug updated on
his project and Doug was starting to show interest in being
involved.
Then Interchem moved that plant to Kansas City,

Kansas, nearby, just to the west. They started off making
small batches of about 35 gallons each. Then they scaled up
to about 250 gallons, and they might make several batches
in a day. They were working 16-18 hours a day, making and
marketing this entirely new product in America. They had
made an announcement and had plans to scale up to making
about 1.5 million gallons a year of soy diesel fuel.
1992 April 26.–Announcement of the scale up at about
this time.
1992 April 29–On this date Interchem had scheduled a
news conference for the ground breaking at their new plant
site in Kansas City, Kansas. They had leased the property
and building. This new plant would have a capacity of 2
million gallons/year of soy diesel fuel. Interchem had worked
with soybean associations to get a large number of people
to attend, and they had scheduled a number of speakers for
the media event. It so happened that on that very same day,
the police were found not guilty in the beating of Rodney
King in Los Angeles, California. Although Rodney King
had never met Bill Ayres, King stole his thunder. Most of
the media cancelled, to cover the “Police not-guilty verdict”
story. Only about 15-20 people showed up, including 2-3
journalists (media reps), Kenlon Johannes, Bryan Peterson
with his Sunrider boat and motor, John Campbell from AGP
(6 months earlier he had held a high position at USDA under
Secretary Madigan), etc. A few small articles were soon
published, maybe in the Wall Street Journal; they probably
mentioned either SoyDiesel, soy diesel or biodiesel, and
Interchem or Midwest Biofuels.
Shortly thereafter, Bill received a phone call from Ray
Bitzer, who was the right hand man for Ian Edwards, who
was in charge of global oleochemicals for Procter & Gamble
(P&G). They had seen one of the small articles. They
introduced themselves and Bill couldn’t imagine why they
were calling him. They asked: “Are you basically interested
in making the biodiesel or in selling / marketing it?” They
explained that they had been making methyl esters (from
all kinds of vegetable oils and animal fats) for about 40-80
years, but not for biodiesel. They were more interested in the
glycerine. These methyl esters are the precursors for making
all kinds of soaps, surfactants, and shampoos. Bill soon
learned that P&G had a large methyl ester production facility
that was less than 5 miles from Bill’s pilot plant in Kansas
City, Kansas. P&G also had similar plants worldwide,
including in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Sacramento, California.
At this time, Bill and Doug were trying to do two things:
(1) Make all the soy diesel in America, and (2) Introduce it
to people throughout the United States. They didn’t have the
time or resources to do both. So they quickly realized that it
would be smartest for them to let Procter & Gamble make
the soy diesel, sell it to them on an exclusive contract, then
they would re-sell it to Kenlon Johannes while they also
focused on developing this new market. So they told P&G
that they wanted to sell it (rather than make it) and that they
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would buy it from P&G.
1992 May–Bill and Doug stopped being a manufacturer
of soy methyl esters and became a seller / marketer.
1992 June–Interchem made its first purchase (4,000
gallons) of soy methyl esters (soy diesel) from Procter &
Gamble (P&G). Mack Findley was Interchem’s sales rep.
Note: Findley, now with Peter Cremer, has records which
give this June 1992 date.
Bill and Doug went out to dinner with Ray Bitzer and
Ian Edwards (of P&G), who flew into Kansas City. They
negotiated an exclusive agreement to purchase up to 100
million pounds (about 13 millions gallons) a year of methyl
esters (soydiesel) from the P&G production facility in
Kansas City, Kansas. They would buy the soydiesel in bulk
(truckloads), put it into drums, and ship the drums to various
projects. Bill quickly changed from being a small biodiesel
manufacturer to being a large biodiesel seller / marketer.
They gave their new company a new name, Midwest
Biofuels. But it was only a d.b.a.; Bill’s small income came
from Interchem. During all of 1992 Interchem / Midwest
Biofuels purchased a total of 42,000 gallons of soy diesel
from P&G. The office of Midwest Biofuels was located in
Overland Park, Kansas, but the handling, distribution, and
storage facility was in Kansas City, Kansas–about 10 miles
south of the office. They leased both places. They would buy
truckloads of soy diesel from P&G, then break it into drums.
In order to try to get support for his soy diesel from the
state soybean associations, he couldn’t sell the product for
what it cost him to make–especially in small batches. It was
already very expensive. Midwest Biofuels was tremendously
underfunded, so Bill put many of the company’s expenses on
a credit card.
1992 July 4–Bryan Peterson (from Iowa) and his
Sunrider Zodiac boat, powered by 100% soy diesel fuel,
leave from San Francisco, headed to Santa Cruz, on the first
coastal leg of a round-the-world voyage. It was a 28-foot
soft-sided boat, with a 180 horsepower Mercruiser stern
drive engine. On Sept. 18 he left Coos Bay, Oregon, headed
for Hawaii, his son traveling with him. This was the longest
and first “high seas” segment of the trip.
A lot of publicity for soy diesel was starting at this time.
By early 1992 Kenlon and Bill had decided to focus on urban
transit. These authorities were going to be required to reduce
their smoke and particulate matter emissions 25% under the
Clean Air Act by about 1996.
This was just before the Energy Policy Act of 1993 was
signed; it would require all federal and state fleets, that are
centrally fueled, to use a certain percentage of renewable
fuel. The Dep. of Energy (DNG) hated biodiesel; they all saw
compressed natural gas (GNG) as the answer to all fuel and
pollution problems; they considered it an alternative fuel,
even though it wasn’t renewable. 90% of the DOE budget
goes to coal and nuclear; renewables get only a token. It was
an uphill struggle.

Bill found that a blend of 20% soy biodiesel and 80%
petroleum diesel did, in fact, reduce these emissions by 25%
in transit buses. This led to the project involving 63 transit
buses in early 1992. Lyle Howard (Dick Lyle?), who was
in charge of operations at Bi-State (Missouri and Illinois),
really liked soy diesel. He had a problem. There are typically
200-300 buses in the bus barn of the large urban area. He
had to clean, service and fuel those buses between 10 p.m.
and 5 a.m. But CNG took a long time to fill the tank, was
very expensive, and required new engines, which meant new
training for mechanics, new parts, etc. It was a nightmare,
even if you don’t consider the requirements of the Clean Air
Act. Bill and Kenlon met with Senator Kit Bond (R-MO)
two days before the Energy Policy Act was to be signed,
and Bond made sure that a ½-cent subsidy was added for
biodiesel. And he added to the “renewable fuels” definition
“and other biological materials.” For the first time, soy diesel
was defined as a renewable fuel by the federal government.
Address: Ag Bio Energy LLC, Kansas City, Missouri.
1045. Conklin, Dave. 2007. History of Japanese food in
Portland, Oregon until 1941 (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
March 23. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: Dave is writing his master’s thesis at Portland
State University on the social history of Japanese food in
Oregon; it looks at the Japanese culture through the lens of
food. He has been reading Japanese-language newspapers
in Portland and he found an ad that mentioned Ota Tofu
(at 86½ N. 5th Street, Portland) on 1 Jan. 1915 in the Oshû
Nippô (The Oregon News). It mentions “Ota Kyodai”
(Ota brothers), as if they owned the shop at that time. The
newspaper started about 1908 and was published in Portland
6 days a week, usually 6 pages per issue, and he found
the 1915 issues on a roll of microfilm from the University
of Washington. This special New Year’s Day issue was
about 30 pages long. He has most issues of the Oshu Nippo
printed between 1917 and 1928. Using a grant, they were
recently put on a CD for the Oregon Nikkei Legacy Center in
Portland (NW 2nd St.); they are not digitized. The center is
open most weekdays. Becky Patchett is the archivist.
After the Japanese invaded Manchuria and China in the
1930s, there was a great deal of conflict between Japanese
and Chinese in Portland. The children would have to walk
to school on opposite sides of the street. They weren’t
allowed to play with each other. However certain Chinese
grocers would still sell particular foods, such as bean
sprouts, to Japanese customers. The Japanese wouldn’t eat
at the Chinese restaurants–maybe because they wouldn’t
be served. So Japanese restaurants started serving Chinese
food. In the 1920s Shina udon (“China noodles,” which we
now call “ramen noodles”) was common in all the Japanese
restaurants–as shown by ads. But by the late 1930s this food
was no longer mentioned in ads by Japanese restaurants.
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Dave is also interested in how American anti-Japanese
racism played out through food. In 1924 Congress passed
the National Origins Act (also known as the Immigration
Act of 1924, the Asian Exclusion Act, or the JohnsonReed Act). A sweeping law to keep out “undesirables,” it
limited the number of immigrants who could be admitted
from any country in any given year to 2% of the number
of people from that country living in the United States in
1890, according to the 1890 U.S. census. Essentially, it put
an end to all immigration from Asia. Moreover, all Asians
were forbidden from being naturalized as citizens, and it had
the effect of preventing Japanese Americans from legally
owning land. From 1924 on anti-Japanese racism rose
steadily in the USA even though Japanese were making huge
contributions to American life and the economy in areas such
as farming. They also paid taxes. The Seattle City Council
[in Washington state], for example, passed laws attempting to
put Chinese hog farmers out of existence. Other laws made
it illegal for Japanese to fish for salmon in the Columbia
River, or to obtain hunting licenses. The whole Pacific oyster
industry came from Japan; laws shut it down. Dave is not
sure why they did this. It could have been resentment that
they were successful, or it could have been harassment.
Nobuo Harada is a leading Japanese food scholar, who
writes mostly in Japanese; his focus is the mid-Edo period.
He has one article in English titled “Culinary Culture and
its Transmission in the Late Edo Period,” in Written Texts–
Visual Texts: Woodblock-Printed Media in Early Modern
Japan, edited by Susanne Formanek and Sepp Linhart (2005,
p. 141-158).
Dave has studied numerous editions of Zaibei Nipponjin Kan (Directory of Japanese in the USA), published by
Shin Sekai-sha. The 1912 edition is at Waseda University in
Tokyo. The 1916, 1928, and 1936 editions are at University
of Washington (Seattle). Several other universities (UCLA,
Univ. of Oregon) also have the 1936 edition. He has not seen
the 1922 ed.
Another interesting source of information are the old
guide books for coming to the USA; they were published in
Japan, mostly in Japanese but with some English-language
ads from hotels, food suppliers and importers, and labor
contractors in the USA. Until 1912 the rice consumed in
Oregon was grown in either Hawaii or Japan; then in 1912
Japanese-style rice started to be grown in commercial
quantities in and around Sacramento, California. Rice had
been milled in California since about the 1860s.
Hood River is a city on the Columbia River about 60
miles east of Portland. The Yasui Brothers Store (a general
store) existed in Hood River from about 1907 until the
internment in 1941. The store was the center of the Japanese
community. Masuo Yasui, who owned the store with his
brother, never threw any documents away for his entire life.
He kept order sheets, cancelled checks, letters, telegrams–
everything. These documents are now at the Oregon

Historical Society, but they are just starting to be cataloged.
Several scholarly books about this Yasui family have
been published in English, such as Stubborn Twig: Three
Generations in the Life of a Japanese American Family, by
Lauren Kessler (1993).
Early soyfoods manufacturers in Portland that David has
found include: (1) Asahi Tofu, 52 North 3rd St. Source: Oshû
Nippo. 1922. May 4. p. 5. (2) Sanyo Co., which advertised
miso (from Jan. 1915) and shoyu, and probably made them.
(3) Kuge Tofu in the late 1930s and early 1940s until the
internment.
Good books on Japanese rice in America are: (1) A
History of the American Rice Industry, 1685-1985 by Henry
C. Dethloff (1988). (2) Rice in California, by Jack H.
Willson (1979). Address: Portland, Oregon.
1046. Tong, Leland. 2007. People who know the history
of soy biodiesel in the USA (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.
March 30. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: Marc-IV is dedicated to the commercialization
of industrial products from agricultural resources. Since
1993 the company has been instrumental in the research and
market development of biodiesel–a cleaner burning fuel for
diesel engines that is produced from renewable resources.
Leland and Marc-IV work as consultants and contractors for
the National Biodiesel Board, dealing with technical issues,
economic analysis, marketing, etc.
When asking which company introduced the first
soy biodiesel, it is important to have a definition of or
standards for soy biodiesel. In the early days there were no
specifications; there may have been some loose trading specs
on methyl esters, but they weren’t necessarily methyl esters
for biodiesel. In 1999 the first provisional specifications for
biodiesel (PS121-99) were passed by ASTM International
(ASTM formerly meant American Society for Testing and
Materials). In 2001 final specifications (ASTM D 6751) were
passed by the same organization.
Two good contacts who were at Procter & Gamble are:
(1) Jim Gardner, retired. Phone: 417-754-8185, in southwest
Missouri. Jim was at the plant in production. (2) Mack
Findley. Phone: 513-471-7200, in Ohio. He was in P&G’s
sales department. He now works for Peter Cremer North
America, selling biodiesel. You might ask him: Who first
ordered methyl esters from P&G? When? Did they have
specs? Did P&G know how these methyl esters were going
to be used?
Another good contact is Steve Howell, president and
founder (in the spring, 1993) of Marc-IV. He has been in
the biodiesel industry since 1993. Prior to forming Marc-IV,
Howell was the business development engineer for Stratco,
a Kansas City (Missouri) based engineering firm, where he
concentrated on the development of new biodiesel process
technology. Previous to Stratco, he held various positions
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in quality assurance and production management with the
Procter & Gamble Manufacturing Company in Iowa City,
Iowa. A native of Ames, Iowa, Howell graduated with
distinction from Iowa State University with a bachelor’s
degree in chemical engineering. Howell worked with Bill
Ayres. Leland thinks that Ayers was the one who got a
contract with Steve to work with the National Soy Diesel
Development Board (NSDDB) in 1993. Steve’s office
number is 816-903-6272. He works just outside of Kansas
City, Missouri, and is hard to reach since he travels a lot.
Leland thinks that documenting the early history of this
industry is an important project. Kenlon Johannes, the first
executive director of the first biodiesel trade association,
is very knowledgeable. Previously, he was at the Missouri
Soybean Association. He read an article from the University
of Missouri that discussed using rapeseed for biodiesel. He
contacted them immediately and asked them why they were
not studying soybeans as well. “He got those guys in hot
water. They started doing some soy research, and one might
say the industry was born.”
Important companies in the early days included AGP,
West Central, and Pacific Biodiesel. There is some dispute
among these three as to which was the first to make biodiesel
commercially.
Leland has a table showing the exact dates that each
biodiesel company began manufacturing the product for sale
commercially; he must check with several people before he
can send a copy to Soyinfo Center. He just sent (by e-mail)
a table titled “US production capacity history,” which shows
the number of plants producing biodiesel and the industry’s
production capacity from 2001 to 2007. In 2001 there were
9 plants with a capacity of 50 million gallons/year. In 2003:
19 plants and 85 million gallons. In 2005: 45 plants and 290
million gallons. In 2007: 105 plants and 864 million gallons.
Source: National Biodiesel Board.
A second table (sent April 5) shows 108 manufacturers
of biodiesel fuel in the USA. The five columns are: Company
name. City. State. ZIP code. Starting date (the year and
month the company started to make and sell biodiesel fuel).
Source: Marc-IV. The companies that started earliest are:
(1) 1996 Sept.–Renewable Energy Group, Inc. [West
Central Co-op], Ralston, Iowa.
(2) 1996 Nov.–AGP (Ag Processing), Sergeant Bluff,
Iowa.
(3) 1996 Nov.–Pacific Biodiesel, Kahului, Hawaii.
(4) 1998 Dec.–Griffin Industries, Butler, Kentucky.
Address: Business Specialist, Marc-IV, 1616 4th Ave. E.,
Williston, North Dakota 58801. Phone: 701-572-1826.
1047. Peterson, Bryan. 2007. The Sunrider expedition
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 12. Conducted by
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: This is a very beautiful and inspiring story. The
Sunrider expedition, captained by Bryan Peterson, left on 4

July 1992 from San Francisco on a round the world voyage.
The initial leg turned out being a coastal voyage that went
south to Santa Cruz, then north to Oregon.
On 18 Sept. 1992 the high seas / ocean-going launch
began when Sunrider left Coos Bay, Oregon, making its first
stop in Hawaii. Sunrider finished the journey 2 Sept. 1994
in San Francisco–for a total elapsed time of 2 years and 2
months.
Bryan was born in Seattle, Washington in 1944. He lived
in California from 1945 to 1961. He dropped out of high
school and joined the air force. Then he lived for 20 years
in Hawaii, where he helped to establish the idea of and the
first group of paramedics. One of the keys to their rescue
missions was inflatable Zodiac boats. Bryan grew to love and
to trust these boats. He would sometime use a Zodiac (16-18
feet long, with a motor) to catch and then surf on a wave.
One day in 1974 his eldest son said, “Dad, let’s go
around the world.” The idea stuck and he began to research
the idea–about which he knew nothing. He first went to
England where the inflatable boats were invented, although
Zodiacs are now manufactured in France.
1048. Messina, Mark. 2007. Update and perspective on
soybean isoflavones and the alleviation of hot flashes. Soy
Connection (The) (Jefferson City, Missouri–United Soybean
Board) 15(2):1-3. Spring. [28 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Much of the recent nutritional
interest in soyfoods can be attributed to these foods being
a unique, rich dietary source of isoflavones. The estrogenlike effects of isoflavones have led some to suggest soybean
constituents might serve as alternatives to conventional
menopausal hormone therapy. Not unexpectedly, therefore,
there has been considerable investigation into the ability
of isoflavones and isoflavone-rich soyfoods to alleviate
menopause-related hot flashes. A hot flash produces a sudden
sensation of warmth or even intense heat that spreads over
various parts of the body, especially the chest, face, and
head.
“Estrogen use is known to effectively alleviate flashes
(1, 2). however, the search for alternatives to estrogen has
intensified following the results of the Women’s Health
Initiative (WHI), which showed the overall harmful effects
of estrogen plus progestin outweighed the potential benefits
(3, 4).
“In 1992, Adlercreutz et al. (5) were the first to suggest
that the estrogen-like properties of isoflavones might account
for the low incidence of hot flashes experienced by women in
Japan. According to surveys conducted by Lock et al. (6-7)
during the early 1990s, the percentage of women reporting
hot flashes in Japan was only about one-third that of North
American women. However, these kinds of comparisons
between East and West don’t provide insight into whether
soyfood intake per se is a factor in this difference.
“More meaningful data come from epidemiologic
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studies showing that among women in Japan, those who
consume more soyfoods are less likely to report having
hot flashes (8-9). On the other hand, not all studies show
this to be the case. The incidence of hot flashes is lower in
Asian countries where soyfoods are consumed to a much
more limited extent than in Japan (10, 11). Further, although
the Study of Women’s Health across the nation found the
incidence of hot flashes was lower among Asian-American
women (in comparison to white American women) (12) a
recent study found that soy intake was not a factor in the
lower incidence of hot flashes among American women of
Japanese descent in comparison to European descent, living
in Hawaii (13). In any event, definitive conclusions about
the ability of isoflavones to alleviate hot flashes can only be
made on the basis of results from intervention trials.
“Clinical Trials: Since the first clinical trial was
published in 1995, more than 40 others have examined
the impact of soyfoods or isoflavone supplements derived
from soybeans and red clover on hot flash frequency and/
or severity. It is beyond the scope of this article to review
the results of these trials in detail but it is quite clear from
the many published reviews of the literature, and even a
superficial examination of the relevant studies, that the
data are quite mixed and inconsistent (2, 14-19). This
having been said, the data appear sufficiently suggestive to
recommend that women at least try isoflavone supplements
or soyfoods for relief. This sentiment is especially warranted
since soyfood intake does not appear to be associated with
any adverse health effects in generally healthy women, the
efficacy can be personally determined, and any benefits
should be apparent within 4 weeks. Women in the clinical
trials have been generally exposed to between 50 and 100 mg
isoflavones per day.
“Given the number of trials already conducted, it is
unlikely that further research of a general nature will allow
a definitive conclusion about the efficacy of isoflavones for
alleviating hot flashes to be reached. However, as discussed
below, at least three explanations have been proposed for
the inconsistent clinical data. These hypotheses warrant
testing and provide a further basis for suggesting that at least
some ‘soy’ products in at least some women will result in a
reduction of hot flash frequency and/or severity.
“Proposed Explanations for the Inconsistent Clinical
Trial Results: In 2003, on the basis of a regression analysis
that included 13 trials, Messina and Hughes (16) concluded
that isoflavones are efficacious but only among women with
very frequent (more than four or five per day) hot flashes. A
recent meta-analysis by Howes et (15) also found efficacy to
be related to initial hot flash frequency. Thus, at least some
evidence suggests that women who experience very frequent
hot flashes are more likely to benefit from isoflavones than
those whose symptoms are more mild.
“Efficacy may also be determined by the specific
manner in which isoflavones are metabolized, which

varies greatly among individuals (20). There is at least
a theoretical basis for speculating that women with high
serum isoflavone levels, in response to supplements or
soyfoods, may be more likely to experience a reduction in
hot flashes than those with lower serum levels. In addition,
Setchell et al. (21) have argued that producers of equol, a
large intestine bacterial-derived metabolite of the soybean
isoflavone daidzein, are more likely to experience benefits
from isoflavone and soyfood intake. Limited direct research
indicating equol-producers are more likely to experience
reductions in hot flashes is available at this time (22-23).
Note that only approximately 30% of individuals make
equol (21). Although, evidence suggests this figure varies
among populations and the percentage of equol-producers
is higher among Japanese (24-26) and vegetarians (27).
Parenthetically, there is also anecdotal and very speculative
evidence suggesting the percentage of equol producers in the
United States is decreasing.
“Finally, a new analysis of 11 trials involving isoflavone
supplements has concluded that efficacy is dependent upon
the genistein (primary isoflavone in soybeans) content of
the supplement (28). There are two common methods for
producing isoflavone supplements; one leads to a product
that contains an isoflavone profile (relative content: genistein
> daidzein >>> glycitein) similar to that found in the soybean
whereas the other produces a supplement that is high in
daidzein and glycitein but very low in genistein. WilliamsonHughes et al. (28) found that of the six trials involving lowgenistein supplements only one was efficacious whereas
in all five trials involving the high-genistein supplements
isoflavones were efficacious. Thus, supplements that list
genistein as the first isoflavone may be more effective than
those that are high in glycitein and low in genistein.
“Summary and Conclusions: The estrogen-like effects
of isoflavones in combination with the low incidence of hot
flashes among Japanese women prompted speculation that
soyfoods may alleviate hot flashes. However, results from the
more than 40 clinical trials involving isoflavones or soyfoods
have produced inconsistent results. Nevertheless, the
findings are sufficiently encouraging for health professionals
to recommend that women at least try soy or isoflavone
supplements for relief. Clinical trials have used between 50
and 100 mg isoflavones daily. One serving of a traditional
soyfood provides approximately 25 mg isoflavones. Several
explanations for the inconsistent clinical trial results have
been proposed. Research aimed at determining the veracity
of these explanations is warranted.
“About the Author: Mark Messina, Ph.D. is the coowner of Nutrition Matters, Inc., a nutrition consulting
company, and is an adjunct associate professor at Loma
Linda University. His research is primarily on the health
benefits of soyfoods.
“References: Complete references for this article can
be found on our Web site. Log on to www.Talksoy.com/
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SoyConnection and click on the PDF version of this issue.”
Address: PhD.
1049. Willcox, Bradley J.; Willcox, D. Craig; Todoriki, H.;
et al. 2007. Caloric restriction, the traditional Okinawan
diet and healthy aging: the diet of the world’s longest-lived
people and its potential impact on morbidity and lifespan.
Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 1114:434-55.
Oct. [70 ref]
• Summary: Table 1 (p. 443) shows the Okinawa’s wholepopulation dietary intake for the year 1949. Notable is the
high intake of vegetables, particularly sweet potatos and soy,
as a principal protein.
Okinawans also had higher consumption of flavonoids–
as in soy foods and Okinawan sweet potatoes.
Summary: Caloric restriction in humans, as in other
animals, promotes healthy aging. Caloric restriction (CR)
is the most robust and reproducible means of reducing
age-related diseases and extending life span in short-lived
animals such as rats, dogs, etc. This study shows the same is
true of humans. Address: 1-2. Pacific Health Research Inst.,
846 South Hotel Street, Suite 301, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
1050. Halm, Brunhild M.; Ashburn, L.A.; Franke, A.A.
2007. Isoflavones from soya foods are more bioavailable in
children than adults. British J. of Nutrition 98(5):998-1005.
Nov. *
• Summary: “The purpose of the present study was to
determine whether children experience a higher systemic
exposure to isoflavonoids when consuming a body weightadjusted dose of soya compared with adults. Forty study
participants were recruited from a local Waldorf school,
including twenty-one children and nineteen adults.” They ate
a body weight-adjusted dose of soya nuts.
“Isoflavones are more bioavailable in children v.
adults. Urine is an excellent medium to determine systemic
isoflavone exposure in children due to its non-invasiveness
and high compliance, in particular when collected overnight;
it also allows evaluation of completeness of specimen
collection.” Address: 1. Cancer Research Center of Hawai’i,
Cancer Prevention and Control Program and Kapi’olani
Medical Center for Women and Children, Honolulu, HI
[Hawaii].
1051. Reinfeld, Mark; Rinaldi, Bo. 2007. Vegan fusion world
cuisine: extraordinary recipes & timeless wisdom from the
celebrated Blossoming Lotus restaurants. New York, NY:
Beaufort Books. 243 p. Foreword by Dr. Jane Goodall. Illust.
(color photos). Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: A beautiful, inspirational book. Chapter 8
is titled “Tempeh, tofu & seitan” (p. 114-33). The index
contains 28 entries for tofu, 13 for tempeh, 4 for seitan, 3 for
soymilk, and 2 for miso.
Includes a resource guide, a good glossary with entries

for miso, nama shoyu, seitan, shoyu, soy milk, tamari,
tempeh, textured vegetable protein, and tofu.
Note: Unfortunately the quotation near the beginning,
supposedly by Albert Einstein, is a mish-mash by various
wise writers including Albert Schweitzer. Address: 1.
Founding chef, Blossoming Lotus Restaurant (Kaua’i,
Hawaii), and author; 2. Author and teacher. Both: Kaua’i,
Hawaii.
1052. Chung, Jeff. 2008. Think you’re a true Korean-food
fan? Try this stew. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Jan.
27. p. 60.
• Summary: The stew is called “cheongukjang stew. It’s
nothing exotic but simply a stew made from fermented
soybean paste with a smell so pungent it could get you
kicked out of your condo.
“Many local Korean restaurants will give you a
complimentary order of stew if you order at least two meat
dishes, such as kal bi. This can be either kim-chee stew or
another common dish, a bean-paste stew called doenjang. Its
very similar but can’t even compare with cheongukjang.”
1053. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). 2008. Dealing
with [cancer] treatment side effects. July 16. p. 50.
• Summary: “Iron deficiency: This is a frequent side effect
of [cancer] treatment. Foods that can help include wholegrin breads and cereals, bran, dark-green leafy vegetables,
soybeans, eggs, dried beans, limas [lima beans], tofu,
oysters, and such seafood as clams, shrimp and sardines.
Foods that are rich in vitamin C assist with the absorption of
iron.”
1054. Maskarinec, Gertraud; Watts, K.; Kagihara, J.;
Hebshi, S.M.; Franke, A.A. 2008. Urinary isoflavonoid
excretion is similar after consuming soya milk and miso
soup in Japanese-American women. British J. of Nutrition
100(2):424-29. Aug. [39 ref]
• Summary: “Based on the hypothesis that isoflavones
are absorbed more efficiently from fermented than from
non-fermented soya foods, we compared the urinary
isoflavonoid excretion (UIE) after intake of miso soup or
soya milk... These preliminary results indicate similar UIE
after consuming a fermented soya food (miso) as compared
to a non-fermented soya food (soya milk). Therefore,
recommendations favouring fermented soya foods are not
justified as long as the intestinal microflora is capable of
hydrolysing the isoflavone glucosides from non-fermented
soya foods.” Address: 1. Cancer Research Center of Hawai’i,
1236 Lauhula St., Honolulu 96813.
1055. Franke, Adrian A.; Halm, B.M.; Kakazu, K.; Li,
X.; Custer, L.J. 2009. Phytoestrogenic isoflavonoids in
epidemiologic and clinical research. Drug Testing and
Analysis 1(1):14-21. Jan. [35 ref]
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• Summary: “Isoflavones (IFLs) are natural products
to which humans have been traditionally exposed
predominantly through soy foods; more recently humans
are also exposed to them through soy protein addition
to processed foods or through supplements. They are
structurally similar to steroidal estrogens and can exert
estrogenic or antiestrogenic effects depending on their
concentrations and on the tissue considered. These properties
qualify IFLs to be classified as phytoestrogens and are
believed to account for many of the biological effects
observed for soy and/or IFL exposure including benefits
for bone and heart health or prevention of menopausal
symptoms and certain types of cancer” (breast prostate,
colorectum, lung).
“Although many of these effects are under debate, three
recent epidemiologic studies show strong evidence that soy
intake at young age prevents breast cancer later in life. [1618] Animal studies had revealed this previously regarding
genistein (GE), one of the major soy IFLs (Fig. 1). [19]
Most of the evidence hints that the breast-cancer protective
effect applies more to Asian populations, as confirmed by
a recent meta-analysis. [20] This could be connected with
the protective effect when exposure happens at young age
because many Asians experience a soy-rich diet throughout
life including childhood.”
“Reemerging interest in soy and IFLs is due to recent
findings on their cancer-preventing and other diseasepreventing effects, particularly when exposure happens at
young age and when intake persists throughout adulthood.
Accurate, precise, and affordable analytical techniques will
be the basis for future research aimed at defining the details
and mechanisms of the IFL activities.” Address: Cancer
Research Center of Hawai’i, Natural Products and Cancer
Biology Program, Honolulu, HI 96813.
1056. Reinfeld, Mark; Murray, Jennifer. 2009. The 30-minute
vegan: Over 175 quick, delicious, and healthy recipes for
everyday cooking. New York, NY: Perseus Books Group
(print). xx + 348 p. Foreword by Deborah Madison. Illust.
Index. 21 cm. [25 ref]
• Summary: Published as both a printed, bound book and
as an e-book. The index contains 31 entries for tofu, 19
for tempeh, 15 for soy milk, 5 for miso, 4 for seitan, 3 for
edamame, and 1 for meat substitutes.
Includes recipes for: Tempeh bacon (p. 57). Tofu
scramble (p. 62). Seitan curry bowl (p. 119). BBQ tempeh
sandwich (p. 123). Sea vegetable salad with edamame and
wasabi (p. 142). Tofu garden vegetable salad (p. 148). Tunafree tempeh salad (p. 149). Tofu satay (p. 193). Tofu saag (p.
209). Asian shiitake tofu (p. 223). Macadamia nut-crusted
tofu (p. 224). Chipotle chile-rubbed southwest tempeh (p.
226). Tempeh vegetable enchiladas (p. 237).
Facing page 3 is a photo of Mark and Jennifer. Address:
1. Founding Chef, Blossoming Lotus Restaurant; 2. Co-

author (with Reinfeld) of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to
Eating Raw. Both: Kaua’i, Hawaii.
1057. Park, S.Y.; Wilkens, L.R.; Franke, A.A.; et al. 2009.
Urinary phytoestrogen excretion and prostate cancer risk: a
nested case-control study in the multiethnic cohort. British J.
Cancer 101:185-91. [55 ref]
• Summary: “Background: Phytoestrogens are of special
interest in prostate cancer research because populations in
Asia with a high consumption of phytoestrogens have a
lower incidence of the disease than comparable populations
in Western countries.
“Methods: This case-control study is nested within a
large multiethnic cohort in Hawaii and California. Urine
samples were analysed for daidzein, genistein, equol, and
enterolactone among 249 incident prostate cancer cases and
404 controls matched on age, race/ethnicity, date/time of
specimen collection, and fasting status.
“Although the relationship was weaker for genistein,
the odds ratios and trends were similarly inverse. Urinary
excretion of equol and enterolactone was not significantly
related to prostate cancer risk.
“Conclusion: Our findings suggest that high intake of
isoflavones, as reflected by urinary excretion of daidzein
and genistein, may be protective against prostate cancer.”
Address: 1. Epidemiology Program, Cancer Research Center
of Hawaii, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
1058. Goodman, M.T.; Shvetsov, Y.B.; Wilkens, L.R.; et al.
2009. Urinary phytoestrogen excretion and postmenopausal
breast cancer risk: the multiethnic cohort study. Cancer
Prevention and Research (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
2(1):887-94. Oct. [35 ref]
• Summary: “In conclusion, this prospective investigation
provides evidence that the consumption of foods high
in isoflavones may reduce the risk of postmenopausal
breast cancer. The absence of an association of urinary
enterolactone with breast cancer risk is consistent with the
majority of other null studies. Because we were unable to
examine long-term isoflavone exposure or the effects of
increased soy product consumption among women at high
genetic risk of breast cancer, much remains to be studied
about the potential breast cancer risk reduction associated
with the consumption of genistein and daidzein.” Address:
1. Etiology Program, Cancer Research Center of Hawaii,
University of Hawaii, 1236 Lauhala Street, Honolulu, HI
96813.
1059. Franke, Adrian A.; Halm, B.M.; Kakazu, K.; Li, X.; et
al. 2009. Metabolism, bioavailability, and analysis of dietary
isoflavones. In: C. Fraga, editor. 2009. Plant Phenolics and
Human Health: Biochemistry, Nutrition, and Pharmacology.
The Wiley-IUBMB Series on Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology. Wiley and Sons. [53 ref]
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Address: Cancer Research Center of Hawaii, Clinical
Sciences Program, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii
96813.
1060. Esselstyn, Rip. 2009. The Engine 2 diet: the Texas
firefighter’s 28-day save-your-life plan that lowers
cholesterol and burns away the pounds. New York, NY:
Wellness Central. xiii + 273 p. Foreword by T. Colin
Campbell, PhD. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: A very interesting, readable, and innovative
book that advocates a sound, healthy diet that can last
a lifetime. “Rip managed to convert a firehouse full of
committed firefighters to a plant-based diet. Rip (born in
1963) is the eldest son of Caldwell B. Esselstyn, Jr., M.D.,
who has become famous for his ground-breaking book How
to Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease. This book is both
similar and different. It is similar in that the basic whole
foods, plant-based diets advocated by father and son are 98%
the same (and please focus on practicing that 98% and not
squabbling about the 2%). It is different in that Rip is from
a younger generation, is not a physician but an athlete and
firefighter, and is trying to help people who want help in
lowering their high cholesterol levels and their weight. He is
not primarily trying to help people who have had at least one
heart attack, are a death’s door, and are (generally) willing to
do almost anything to save their lives.
In Chapter 2, “My story,” we read that while in school,
Rip was an outstanding athlete. He set many high school
swimming records (he still holds a national record in the 200
meter medley relay); he was a top player in his high school
tennis team and co-captain of the water polo team.
At the University of Texas at Austin, he was a three-time
All American swimmer and an Olympic trials qualifier in the
100- and 200-meter backstroke and freestyle events. In 1986
he graduated from the University of Texas and within six
months he was competing as a professional triathlete–which
required a 1-mile swim, a 24.9 mile bike ride, and a 6.2 mile
run. In the Hawaii Ironman Triathlon he competed against
six-time Ironman Champion Dave Scott, who was powered
by a plant-based diet–Rip lost. So in 1987, because of the
influence of his father and of Dave Scott, Rip changed to a
healthy, whole foods, plant-based diet. In 1997 he decided
to become a fire fighter in Austin, Texas. He continued to
compete and won many events and set many records. For
example, in May 2008 he set the National Record at the
U.S. Masters Swimming Championship in the 200 yard
backstroke (1:56:55). Rip is married to Jill Kolasinski, and
they have a son, Kole.
Rip’s commitment to a healthy plant-based diet has
resulted in many people asking him to help them with their
diets. So in 2007, he devised the six-week Engine 2 Pilot
Study in which 62 people agreed to eat a plant-strong diet;
he put them through a gauntlet of tests before and after study
to quantify the results–which were spectacular. Then in May

2008 he initiated a similar 4-week (28 day) study in which
15 people participated, 13 Engine 2 firefighters and two
civilians. Again careful before and after records were kept.
The average participant saw his total cholesterol drop 62
points (from 197 to 135), his average LDL (bad) cholesterol
fall 50 points (from 125 to 74), and his weight drop 14
pounds (from 203 to 189). And all this in only 4 weeks! This
book is based on the latter plan.
Rip makes much more use of soyfoods in his plantbased diet than does his father. The index contains 16 entries
for tofu, 4 for tempeh, 4 for seitan, 2 for milk substitutes
(“soy, rice, almond, and oat milk, for example”), 1 each
tofu sour cream (p. 239), soy milk, soy yogurt (Silk or
WholeSoy).
Soy related recipes include: Migas especiales (with 1 lb
firm tofu, p. 154). Breakfast tacos (with “½ tube vegetarian
breakfast sausage {we like Gimme Lean}),” or use
scrambled tofu (p. 155). E2 omelet (with “12 ounces Silken
Lite Firm Tofu,” p. 156). Lemon cornmeal pancakes (with “2
cups soy milk” and “½ cup soy yogurt, p. 157). Tofu steaks
and mushrooms with mashed potatoes and green peas (with
“1 pound extra-firm tofu,” p. 180).
Linguine and creamy alfredo sauce (with “1 package
Silken Lite firm tofu” and “2 cups unsweetened soy milk,” p.
195). Lynn’s meatloaf (with “10 ounces firm tofu,” p. 204).
Vegetable stir-fry with brown rice (with “1 pound seitan”
and “two tablespoons low-sodium tamari,” p. 208). Tempehmushroom stir-fry and soba noodles (with “1 package
tempeh,” and “3 tablespoons low-sodium tamari,” p. 209).
Red vegetable curry and brown rice (with “1 pound extrafirm tofu,” p. 210).
Pad Thai (with “1 pound broiled tofu cubes {see p.
210},” p. 211). The great wooden bowl salad (with “1 pound
extra-firm tofu,” p. 214-15). Tofu vegetable spread (with
“½ pound extra-firm tofu,” p. 238). E2 sour cream (with
“1 package Silken Lite firm tofu,” p. 239). Asian marinade
(with “3 tablespoons soy sauce, p. 241). Island marinade
(with “4 tablespoons soy sauce,” p. 241). Add tofu and allow
to marinate refrigerated for 30 minutes to 4 hours (p. 241).
Rip’s favorite snacks include “4. Soy yogurt: I’m particularly
fond of the Westsoy... cherry” (p. 243). E2 Basics chocolate
pudding (with “1 package Silken Lite tofu,” p. 245). Fruit
bowl with soy drizzle (with “4-6 ounce container of soy
yogurt,” p. 249). Fruit mousse (with “1 package extra-firm
Silken Lite tofu,” p. 255). Maple sour cream dream (with “1
vanilla soy yogurt,” p. 256).
Many recipes call for “Bragg Liquid Aminos” which are
simply HVP (hydrolyzed vegetable protein) made by a quick
and unnatural / artificial process; soybeans, wheat, and/or
corn are immersed in hydrochloric acid until, after 1-3 days,
the acid has broken down the protein into its constituent
amino acids. Fermentation (as of soy sauce) can do the same
thing naturally in 4-6 months. HVP is a source of flavor
without salt, but that flavor is generally considered to not
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nearly as good as the flavor of soy sauce.
Rip has an exercise component to his “Engine 2” 28 day
plan.
And Rip gives people a choice as they start the 28 day
plan; one can be a Fire Cadet or a Firefighter (p. 22). The
“Fire Cadet option is for those who prefer a more gradual
approach.” In week 1 Cadets must stop eating dairy products
and processed / refined foods (such as refined sugar, white
flour, etc.). In week 2 Cadets must stop eating meat, poultry,
fish and eggs. In week 3 Cadets must do without added or
extracted oils–even vegetable oils such as olive oil. In week
4 Cadets and Firefighters eat the total E2 diet, a healthy,
whole-foods, plant-based diet. A Firefighter (the plan Rip
recommends) requires that a give up all of these unhealthy
foods from the start of the program. “Americans consume
a staggering 50 percent of their calories from refined and
processed foods.”
Cholesterol-lowering drugs (such as statins: Rip, who is
not a physician, does not use them).
Salt and sodium: Rip advocates a low-sodium diet.
Support groups after the 4-week program: Optional.
People who wish to can create or find one themselves (p. 92).
Meditation and relaxation to reduce stress: Not part of
the program.
Sugar and sweets. Avoid refined sugars, high fructose
corn syrups, and things such as sodas, candy to which they
are added. Instead choose natural sugars such as those in
whole naturally-sweet fruits (p. 114-15, 134). In desserts,
Rip often calls for up to 3-4 tablespoons maple syrup or
agave nectar, yet a recipe for Brownies (p. 247) calls for “½
cup light brown sugar, packed” and “½ cup raw sugar.” And
a recipe for “Oatmeal raisin cookies” (p. 253) calls for even
more refined sugar. Rip admits he has a sweet tooth. Some
of his desserts violate the basic principles of the Engine 2
diet; they contain large amounts of refined sugars–unlike
the recipes (developed by his mother) in his father’s book.
Moreover, his mother strongly suggests that desserts be
saved for special occasions.
This is a sound, healthy diet and anyone who stays on it
for 28 days will see dramatic improvements in their overall
health and weight.
The Engine 2 diet is a good, practical diet for the rest
of your life. But go easy on the desserts and try to avoid the
ones with refined sugar. Address: Austin, Texas.
1061. Yan, Lin; Spitznagel, E.L.; Bosland, M.C. 2010. Soy
consumption and colorectal cancer risk in humans: a metaanalysis. Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention
19(1):148-58. Jan. [47 ref]
• Summary: “Our analysis did not find that soy consumption
was associated with colorectal cancer risk... However, when
separately analyzed on the basis of gender, we found that
soy was associated with an approximately 21% reduction
in colorectal cancer risk in women (combined risk estimate,

0.79; 95% CI, 0.65-0.97; P = 0.026), but not in men.”
Address: 1. USDA, ARS, Grand Forks Human Nutrition
Research Center, Grand Forks, North Dakota.
1062. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). 2010. He’eia
Fishpond Limu Salad (Paepae o He’eia). Sept. 22. p. 47.
• Summary: The recipe includes:
“2 pounds Gorilla Ogo, or any other ogo
“Sauce:
“½ cup shoyu
“½ cup apple cider vinegar
“1 tablespoon kochujan (kim chee paste)”
1063. Reinfeld, Mark; Murray, Jennifer. 2010. The 30 minute
vegan’s taste of the East: 150 Asian-inspired recipes–from
soba noodles to summer rolls. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Da Capo Press. xix + 266 p. Plus 16 unnumbered pages of
color plates. Illust. (color photos). Index. 24 x 18 cm. [28 ref]
• Summary: The index contains 22 entries for tofu, 8 each
for tempeh and for seitan, 3 for miso, 2 for edamame, and
1 each for tamari and for soy sauce (Noodles with sweet
soybean sauce, pad siew).
Includes a good glossary with entries for miso, nama
shoyu, seitan, shoyu, soy milk, soy sauce, tamari, tempeh,
tofu. Address: 1. Founding chef, Blossoming Lotus
Restaurant, and author; 2. Author and teacher. Both: Kaua’i,
Hawaii.
1064. Young, Jean Allison. 2011. Chronology of interests in
macrobiotics and work with Erewhon (Interview). SoyaScan
Notes. Feb. 10. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: Chronology: 1945 June 1–Jean is born in St.
Paul, Minnesota. She has two brothers. Her father was
killed in a traffic accident when she was 18 months old. Her
mother went into the hospital for about 2 years. Her mother
later came back into their lives, but her father’s parents were
suing for custody of the children. So her mother married her
stepfather (who turned out to be a nice guy) and in 1949 the
two of them moved with the 3 children to Los Angeles when
Jean was age 4–to get away from the custody lawsuit.
1959 Aug. 22–The family moves to the Hawaiian
Islands the day they became a state of the USA. Jean goes to
high school in Hilo, on the island of Hawaii, and graduates in
1963 with honors.
1963 early summer–Jean leaves Hawaii to work for
the summer at Army/Navy Supply House in San Francisco,
California, as a secretary. In the fall she enters San Francisco
State College while continuing her job part time during the
fall. During college she also worked in several temporary
jobs ranging from tax work and insurance to general office
work. During 1965-66 she worked part time at Wilson’s
Advertising Agency in San Francisco as a secretary. She did
not graduate from college (this was a time of turmoil, strikes,
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and protests at San Francisco State) but she does have a 4½
year education in Liberal Arts. Like many students, Jean did
participate in the protests.
At the college, Jean was involved in acting, and through
that she met both Paul Hawken and Bill Tara, who were
doing theater in San Francisco and the psychedelic “drug
scene” at that time.
1963-1967–Jean, Paul Hawken and Bill Tara grew
to know one another well during the six years when they
lived (often together) in San Francisco. In the early spring
of 1966, shortly after rock concerts began at the Fillmore
Auditorium [at the corner of Fillmore St. and Geary Blvd.]
in San Francisco, they rented an old abandoned firehouse
[fire station] at 3767 Sacramento Street, north of the HaightAshbury district in the Sunset District. Jean, Paul and Bill
all lived in the firehouse the entire time they were there. Jean
was Bill’s girlfriend. They organized and hosted live musical
performances and dancing with some of the original street
bands in San Francisco–Sopwith Camel, The Charlatans,
Big Brother and the Holding Co. (including Janis Joplin),
etc. The firehouse held about 100 people, and the door
was kept “closed,” admitting people only in small groups.
The resulting noise was kept carefully under control so as
not to disturb the residential neighborhood. People paid a
mandatory “donation” [one ticket shows: “Donation $2.00”]
to hear the performance, and the hosts did not make change.
No one sat, as there were no chairs, so everyone danced–
although it was usually so crowded that no one could dance.
Concerts were held at the firehouse for at least 3 months
[Feb. 12 to April 2]. “Since the last concert was the Wreckers
Ball, I would assume that we had been told by the landlord
that the place was to be raised and he wanted us out.” “It was
a wonderful and exciting time–to be there at the beginning of
the rock and roll music scene in San Francisco.” Jean thinks
they moved from the firehouse directly to the warehouse
south of Market Street, but she is not sure.
Note: This Firehouse is now part of early rock and
roll legend in San Francisco. See the long blog titled
Rockarchaeology101. See also: http:// www.chickenona
unicycle.com/ Firehouse%20 History.htm.
“The rest of the time we were dealing and using drugs.”
The only LSD they could get in those days was the real
Sandoz LSD. Several days in advance of each trip, they
carefully prepared their minds, bodies, and the environment.
They had someone who was not taking it who was in the
room with them to ground them. They did it the right way
because it was “a spiritual experience.”
They soon moved into and rented one floor of a
warehouse on an alley [65 Harriet St.] south of Market
Street, between 6th and 7th streets. They pooled the money
to pay the rent. “The warehouse was actually an old factory
for making the pre-packaged small half-pies that you could
buy at a convenience store. Initially, we had a wicked
problem with rats and mice (a house cat took care of that)

but had so many cockroaches that we use to have a monthly
‘cockroach killing party’ with Raid and beer. Great fun.”
“We lived communally in a huge warehouse space,
except for a single room in the back. We each set up our own
bedroom area–but shared the living room area (defined by a
sofa, chairs and a rug) and open kitchen (defined by a table,
stove, refrig and cupboards). Bill lived there, I lived there but
moved out before Bill, and Paul lived there for a time also.”
“The word ‘studio’ fits to a certain degree. Bill Tara and
I were a couple for several years although we broke up at
about the time we started the macrobiotic diet–which was
Renee came along. Michio and Aveline Kushi made several
attempts to get us back together as a couple as they wanted to
send us off as a ‘teaching team.’”
Jean thinks that Paul Hawken was the first of the group
to learn about macrobiotics in about 1967, perhaps from little
yellow book that he was given by Roger Hillyard, who was
doing light shows in San Francisco at the time. “My memory
says that we were pretty much off of drugs by then. As a
group we were pretty disgusted with the whole ‘flower child’
movement of the late 1960’s–the indiscriminate use of drugs
just to get as high as you could. We were also more cautious
about the drugs that were available at that time, they were
cut [diluted] with just about anything that came to hand. You
couldn’t be sure about the quality. So I would expect that we
started with the exact diet as proposed by Ohsawa–brown
rice for X number of weeks, gradually adding miso, shoyu,
veges [veggies], etc. Alcohol was never a big deal with any
of us, so I expect we just stopped. As to sugar, you know
how hard that one is!! But, I expect we all tried hard. Very
idealistic. I also think we were several months in to the
diet–close to a year, before we left for Boston.” Continued.
Address: Chatham, Massachusetts.
1065. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 2011. How
Japanese and Japanese-Americans brought soyfoods to the
United States and the Hawaiian Islands–A history (18512011): Extensively annotated bibliography and sourcebook.
Lafayette, California: Soyinfo Center. 328 p. Subject/
geographical index. Printed 12 July 2011. 28 cm. [1259 ref]
• Summary: Begins with a chronology of how Japanese and
Japanese-Americans brought soyfoods to the United States
and the Hawaiian Islands. Contains 110 historical photos and
illustrations (some in color), graphs, and tables. http://www.
soyinfocenter.com/books/146.
By food: As of late 1941, 537 different Japanese-owned
companies in the United States and the Hawaiian Islands
made soyfoods. Of these, 418 (78% of the total) made tofu,
62 made miso, 57 made shoyu (soy sauce), and 4 made
natto. Five of these companies made more than one soyfood
product. Many of these companies are no longer in business.
By state: As of late 1941, 311 of these 537 companies
operated in California (58% of the total), 156 in Hawaii,
22 in Washington state, 15 in Utah, 10 in Oregon, and 4 in
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Idaho. Address: Soyinfo Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette,
California 94549. Phone: 925-283-2991.
1066. Simon, Karen. 2012. Speedy soybean breeding: Year
‘round research advances variety selection. Iowa Soybean
Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Ankeny, Iowa) 23(4):2225. Jan. Cover story.
• Summary: A big idea from a young soybean breeder
has made a huge difference in increasing soybean variety
development and production in the United States.
“Dr. Walter Fehr joined the faculty at Iowa State
University (ISU) in 1967. He brought with him an idea that
changed the future of soybean breeding.
“While working on his PhD dissertation, Fehr worked
with Dr. Lambert at the University of Minnesota who was
accelerating his soybean breeding program by growing a
crop in Chile during the winter. ‘It was obvious to me,’ says
Fehr, ‘that the breeding program at ISU could not be as
effective as that of other universities if we continued to grow
only one crop a year.’
“Although Chile was an attractive option, Fehr wanted
to accelerate his research even faster by growing two crops
in the winter instead of one. His first attempt, a project in
Hawaii, didn’t turn out as well as he had hoped because of
pests, and salt water in the irrigation.”
In March 1970 he and his wife, Elinor, traveled to Puerto
Rico; he took with him a suitcase full of soybean seeds.
There he met Dr. Charles Brim, a USDA-ARS [Agricultural
Research Service] researcher from North Carolina State
University who was having some success growing one crop
a year at a USDA facility in Puerto Rico. Fehr could not
use his facility because he was not a USDA employee, so
he visited the state experiment station in Isabella–and was
welcomed. That is how the visionary soybean breeding
program began. After the first year, Fehr expanded the work
to cross plants as well.
“’Walt Fehr’s vision of how soybean breeding could
be done defined the way the industry operates today,’ says
David Wright, director of contract research for the Iowa
Soybean Association.
“In 1972 the Iowa Soybean Promotion Board saw that
Dr. Fehr’s vision was the right way to go to exponentially
speed up soybean research, and agreed to support the year
‘round nursery in Puerto Rico–a novel decision for a state
commodity organization.”
Photos show: (1) Walt Fehr examining a soybean plant
in a field (recent photo). (2) Walter Fehr with his 3 children
in Dec. 1975 in a soybean field at Isabela, Puerto Rico. (3)
On the cover of this issue, Walt Fehr standing in a field of
soybeans (recent photo).
1067. Franke, Adrian A.; Lai, J.F.; Pagano, I.; Morimoto, Y.;
Maskarinec, G. 2012. Equol production changes over time in
premenopausal women. British J. of Nutrition 107(8):1201-

06. April. [55 ref]
• Summary: “Equol (EQ) is a metabolite produced by gut
bacteria through the chemical reduction of the soy isoflavone
(IFL) daidzein (DE), but only by 30-60% of the population.
EQ is believed to provide benefits derived from soy intake
and its production is widely viewed as a relatively stable
phenomenon. In a randomized, cross-over intervention with
soy foods, 79 premenopausal women were challenged with
6-months each of a high-soy and low-soy diet separated by
a 1-month washout... We observed 19% and 24% EP during
the low-soy and high-soy diet period, respectively, and found
that 6-11% of our subjects changed EQ status within each
study period (on average of 1.2 times) while 16% changed
between the two diet periods. This finding challenges
the widely held conviction that EQ production within an
individual remains stable over time. The precise factors
contributing to changes in EQ status, however, remain
elusive and warrant further investigation.
Introduction: Equol (EQ) is a metabolite produced by
intestinal bacteria through the chemical reduction of the
soy isoflavone (IFL) daidzein (DE) (1, 2) and has been
hypothesized to play an important role regarding the health
benefits observed from soy or IFL consumption (3). These
benefits include protection against breast, prostate, lung,
and colorectal cancer, osteoporosis and cardiovascular
disorders, as well as alleviation from menopausal symptoms
(4-11). Recent epidemiological studies have provided strong
evidence about the protective effect of soy or IFL exposure
against breast cancer in adulthood (10, 12, 13), particularly
when exposure occurs at an early age (14-18), however, the
role of EQ in this respect remains uncertain.
“The prevalence of EQ producers (EP) has been
estimated to be 30-35% in Western populations (19-21) and
up to 60% in vegetarians (22) or Asians (23).” Address: 1-3.
Univ. of Hawaii Cancer Center, Clinical Sciences Program,
1236 Lauhala St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
1068. Nanabayashi, Shugo. 2012. Japan C.I. after George
Ohsawa: Part 1: Lima Ohsawa as chairperson from 1966 to
1999. Macrobiotics Today (Chico, California) 53(2):22-25.
March/April. [20 ref]
• Summary: “On April 24th, 1966, Yukikazu Sakurazawa,
also well known as George Ohsawa (GO), set out on a
journey for the infinite universe [passed away]. In 1945,
he established True Life Cooperative (Shin Seikatsu
Kyôdô Kumiai), which later became the present Japan C.I.
Two years later, the Cooperative was renamed True Life
Association (Shin Seikatsu Kyôkai), whose center was called
Maison Ignoramus (MI). While GO published the magazine
‘Compas’ and ‘SANA,’ he taught a large number of young
men and women about Macrobiotics (1). In the same year,
GO founded World Government Association (Sekai Seifu
Kyôkai) and took office as the chairperson. Around this time
the organization “World Government” (Sekai Seifu), whose
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title is “Macrobiotique” at present, began to be issued (2).
In 1948, MI juku (or school) was organized in Yokohama,
Kanagawa prefecture, and, with the title of the organization
changed into “To the New World,” Japan C.I. saw the light
of day (3).
“Relying on the footprints of the major contributors to
the magazine To the New World and Macrobiotique, we are
going to overview a brief history of macrobiotics in Japan,
focusing on the activities of Japan C.I. Those contributors
include Lima Ohsawa, Moriyasu Uhio, Masanori Hashimoto
(4), Masaharu Kawashima (PU-named Garimar), Haruko
Tanaka, Hanai brothers (Akira & Ryouhei), Makoto
Koga, Katsumata family (Yasuhiko, PU-named Toma, and
Yuichi), and others who have played significant roles in the
dissemination of macrobiotics until today. [PU name refers
to the name given a person by George Ohsawa.–Ed.]
“The first installment of this series covers 1966 to
1999. During this period, Lima Ohsawa played the role of
Chairperson of Japan C.I. We are going to break the period
down to a decade term, and introduce people involved who
played a major role in each term.
“1960s: Soon after the passing of GO, Spiritual Culture
Olympic (Seishin Bunka Olympic) was held in Japan from
July to August in 1966. In those days, signs of Japanese
culture boom were being revealed after WWII. It was
especially Zen culture, which was introduced by Tenshin
Okakura and Daisetsu Suzuki, that most impressed Western
people (5). By grasping this opportunity GO thought of
holding an international conference to achieve the world
eternal peace, and called this conference Spiritual Culture
Olympic, in comparison with the physical festival: the
Olympics. He longed to invite those who intensively studied
Japanese culture, to show them around the traditional
Japanese temples and shrines, to create occasions for them
to meet with the leaders at each place, and to have them
have friendly talks with ordinary people. Through all of
these cross-cultural interactions between Japanese and
western people he intended to find a way toward the world
peace. In the end, with the participants of sixty-five western
intellectuals and entertainers, the Spiritual Olympic ended in
a big success (6).
“What deserves special mention in the 60s besides the
Spiritual Culture Olympic is that just a year before GO died,
Lima Ohsawa opened the then only macrobiotic cooking
school, Lima Cooking Academy in 1965 (7). Until she
passed away on November 9th, 1999, at the age of just one
hundred, she had been the principal of the school for more
than thirty years. She also energetically contributed to the
magazine, and almost every month until the Aug-Sep. 1990
issue, she had constantly introduced macrobiotic cooking
recipes such as basic ones, seasonal ones, ones for treatment,
and ones arranged for Western people who were at first
unfamiliar with traditional Japanese original ones.
“In the 1960s, among those who vigorously contributed

to the magazine was Ushio Moriyasu. Until he passed away
in 1992, Dr. Ushio had been the vice chairperson of Japan
C.I. and had written for the magazine nearly every month.
From 1968 to 1970, Dr. Ushio wrote more than seventeen
articles, following twenty-one by Lima Ohsawa. Since the
contents of the articles varied to a great extent, it would be
hard to bundle his articles in one piece sweepingly. Year
after year, however, he came to have a keen awareness of
the problems in each month, and wrote his ideas about those
problems in the lights of macrobiotics.
“Other than those people mentioned above, Yoshimi
Kurimu [Clim Yoshimi] reported macrobiotic movements
overseas, mainly focusing on Paris, France. Yuzuru Sasai
(PU-named Mac) also wrote–primarily about natural
agriculture methods.
“1970s: In 1971, Lima Ohsawa published an
encyclopedic cookbook, Macrobiotic Cooking. This book is
filled with practical regimen cookery nurtured through years
of togetherness with GO and experiences acquired through
practice in her own cooking school. In the same year, after
the passing of Mrs. Raicho Hiratsuka, who was the leader of
women’s liberation movement throughout the pre- and the
post-war period and also involved in the peace movement
in her later years, Lima Ohsawa wrote an article about her
death in the July 1971 issue.
“In 1972, Lima Ohsawa, for the first time after GO died,
departed for the world trip by herself to give lectures in each
country. The magazine, under the column named ‘LO (Lima
Ohsawa) correspondence,’ covered her having made a tour
to the United States and European countries. Her visit to the
States started at Hawaii, and then proceeded to Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Chico [California], Seattle [Washington],
Chicago [Illinois], Detroit, and finally ended at Boston
[Massachusetts] (8). In Boston, she was welcomed by the
Kushi’s, and paid a visit to the store and the warehouse of
the natural food store Erewhon (9), which Michio Kushi had
opened. Following from the United States, Lima Ohsawa
visited London, and then Paris, where Klim Yoshimi guided
her to a macrobiotic restaurant, Tenryu (10). In 1979,
she also made a long-desired visit to Brazil where Tomio
Kikuchi lived, who had been a key figure in promoting
macrobiotics in South America. It was a long-desired visit
because even GO could not visit his beloved disciple in
Brazil in his lifetime (11).
“The number of the articles Lima Ohsawa contributed in
the 1970s was the most, which totaled 109. She outnumbered
the second-most-active contributor, Hideo Ohmori (thirtytwo articles). Seemingly, she was the busiest in the 70s
with all the everyday cooking classes, visits to macrobiotic
gathering overseas, and writings for the magazine.
“In the meantime, Dr. Ushio continuously wrote for the
magazine almost every month. While he covered a variety
of themes from the point of view of macrobiotics, there was
one keyword that characterized his articles in the 1970s: shio
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(or salt). Salt became the keyword because of the fact that
Dr. Ushio was appointed as the chairperson of Committee for
Investigation on Edible Salt. The Committee was organized
in 1972 with a view to restoring the natural salt movement
and associated investigation on the quality of salt (12). What
lay behind the establishment of the Committee was that a
new salt manufacturing method had been introduced, making
possible the mass production of salt that had been frowned
upon by the manufacturers of the conventional natural salt
(13). This very fact that a new chemical or artificial salt was
introduced in the conventional market, however, luckily
or unluckily, led to the recurrent movement toward the
conventional natural salt manufacturing. Moreover many
Japanese cuisine cook masters often remarked, ‘I think the
recent salt is not as tasty as it used to be,’ which resulted
in one reason for setting up the Committee. In the end the
investigation report permitted the manufacturing of natural
salt for special usage, and new natural salt Akou’s Amashio
was born in June 1972 (14). Dr. Ushio referred to the details
in the March 1974 issue.
“In the 1970s, another prominent contributor to the
magazine was Hideo Ohmori. Hideo Ohmori first came
across the famous GO book, The Order of the Universe in
1950, and improved his longstanding weak constitution
through the dietary cure of GO. With this experience as a
turning point, he started volunteering to accept sick people
and offer them treatment with macrobiotic methods (15).
“People who knew him well often mentioned that he
had did everything in his power to take care of sick people.
Therefore his articles were mainly about the treatment
through practice of macrobiotics. However, while in the 80s
and 90s his articles were mostly focused on conditions of
and treatments for each disease, which had previously been
discussed in his Right Diet and Medicine Seminar (Seishoku
Igaku Kôza), in the 1970s, on the other hand, he covered
rather basics of macrobiotics and its relation to sickness
(16)” (Continued). Address: Researcher of Japan C.I., Japan.

impacts it inconsistently. Factors other than antibiotic
treatment must be considered as causes for EQ production
changes.”
“Strengths of this study are foremost the very large
number of participants, the long period of the study, the
frequent sample collection from the same individuals, the
meticulous recording of antibiotic treatment, the state-ofthe-art methodology to measure IFLs, and the ability to
examine the relationship of plasma, overnight urine and spot
urine since all specimens were collected at the same time.
However, this study was limited by observations restricted to
postmenopausal women, which precludes generalization to
other age groups and to men. On the other hand, this led to a
very homogenous cohort, avoiding many confounders.
“In summary, for EQ status determination we found
urine, particularly overnight urine, to be superior to plasma
and, as cutoff, the use of an EQ to DE ratio of 0.018 with a
DE threshold of 2 nmol/mg to result in the most consistent
EQ classification. We found consistently that circa 30%
of our cohort were EP, which is in excellent agreement
with previous reports. However, the soy versus placebo
group had less CR (14% versus 35%) but more antibiotic
treatment (27% versus 17%) using overnight urine and a
EQ/DE 2 cutoff. This inverse association was significant
and the overall findings did not change using any EQ cutoff
or including data from subjects who provided more than 2
overnight urine collections. Antibiotic type or class, duration,
dose, or time between antibiotic treatment and overnight
urine collection showed no consistent influence on EQ
production. Studies need to realize that antibiotic treatment
can decrease, but also increase a portion of the over 600
microbial species in the human intestine, or not affect them
at all. Other factors, alone or in combination with antibiotic
treatment have to be considered as causes for EQ production
changes in humans.” Address: 1-3. Cancer Research Center
of Hawaii, Clinical Sciences Program, Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.

1069. Franke, Adrian A.; Lai, J.F.; Halm, B.M.; Pagano, I.;
Kono, N.; Mack, W.; Hodis, H.N. 2012. Equol production
changes over time in postmenopausal women. J. of
Nutritional Biochemistry 23(6):573-79. June. [53 ref]
• Summary: “Equol (EQ) is produced by intestinal bacteria
from the soy isoflavone daidzein (DE) in 30%-60% of the
population and is believed to provide benefits from soy
intake.” A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
soy intervention trial with 350 postmenopausal women was
conducted over 2.5 years. “The soy and placebo groups had
approximately 30% consistent EQ producers during the
study, but 14% and 35%, respectively, changed EQ status
(mean 1.4-1.7 times), while 27% and 17%, respectively, had
antibiotic treatment (P<.01 for inverse association).”
“Equol production can markedly change
intraindividually over 2.5 years, and antibiotic treatment

1070. Product Name: Adzuki Bean Tempeh. Later renamed
+ZUKI.
Manufacturer’s Name: Maui Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Maui, Hawaii.
Date of Introduction: 2015 March.
New Product–Documentation: Introduction to Shurtleff &
Tourin from Seth Tibbott.
Email from Jaime Tourin to Wm. Shurtleff. 2019 July
21. “Huge Mahalos going out to you too! Thank you for
wanting to include Maui Tempeh in your Anniversary
Edition Book! I am Honored! Your book (bible) was a huge
resource for me when I was getting started. I still find myself
referring back to it all the time.
“Sorry it took a bit for me to get back to you guys. When
you emailed me, I was having a meeting with the Head Chef
at Mamas Fish House. They want to get the tempeh back on
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and treated with a Trichoderma [genus of fungus] before
harvest. These are 2 fungus that didn’t play well with our
Rhizopus.
“I’m attaching a whole load of documents to this
email... In there you will see LAB DOC.pdf. It wasn’t till
4 months after the lab tests that we actually identified what
the problem was... By then I was out of our facility and
defaulting on all the loans.
I spent last night getting documents together for you.
Whatever you’d like to use feel free. There’s everything
from Labels to Food Pics, Products Ideas, Spreadsheets,
Schedules, Tempeh Making Instructions, Marketing Material.

the menu and I want to get back into business... so I asked
them for a little help to get back into a small kitchen space...
which I think they are going to help me with.
“Here’s a comprehensive response to your questions.
“Name of Product
“Maui Tempeh Co. Adzuki Bean Tempeh. (Originally)
“+ZUKi by Maui Tempeh Company (Currently)
“First Sold Commercially
“Farmers Market, March 2015
“Stores & Restaurants, April 2016
“Where It Was Made
“1128 E. Kuiaha Rd. Haiku, Maui, HI 96708
“511 Kolohala Dr. Kula, Maui, HI 96790
“95 Makawao Ave. Makawao, Maui, HI 96768
“331 Hookahi St. Wailuki, Maui, HI 96793
“Weight & Description
“Originally 6oz. Blocks 4 inches” x 6 inches. Perforated
Baggies–Removed Plastic and Wrapped in Butcher Paper for
Retail, Stored in Gallon Ziplock 3 at a time on Ice
“Currently 3oz. Patties 4”x4” Perforated Baggies–Left
in Plastic, Stored in Gallon Ziplock 6 at a time on Ice
“Labels–I attached a few of the different labels we used
to this email.
“I have had Lots of support throughout this project. I
wouldn’t have been able to do it without the blessings of
others.
“It’s true, I started the biz in Feb. 2015 and made it to
March 2018 before the ‘contamination’ happened.
“The Problem was that I changed Suppliers right at a big
pivotal moment. I thought I was adding value by ordering
beans from a USA farm instead of China. When the new
pallet came in, we did everything as normal, but the beans
had been contaminated with Fusarium [filamentous fungi]

1071. Moriki, Darin. 2015. Hawaii’s Honda Tofu in Wahiawa
closes after 98 years in business (Web article). Pacific
Business News Sept. 1.
• Summary: “The family-owned Honda Tofu factory closed
over the weekend after 98 years in business in Hawaii, amid
high equipment replacement costs and slower sales.
“After being in business for 98 years, Dennis Honda
said he hoped that his family’s tofu factory in Wahiawa
on Oahu had at least another two years left. “But in recent
weeks, Honda said a costly fix for his company’s 51-year-old
boiler, coupled with a gradual slow down in product orders,
prompted him to abruptly speed up those plans. The factory
closed on Saturday.”
“The well-known tofu factory, located across the street
from Dot’s Restaurant in Wahiawa, was founded in 1917
by Dennis Honda’s grandparents, Eizo and Tsuyo Honda,
when they opened their store on Cane Street. The business
later moved to its current location at 117 Mango St. and
was passed down to Dennis’ parents, Haruo and Josephine
Honda.
“Although Josephine, now 93, maintained an almost
daily 8 a.m. to noon presence at the store each day, Dennis
and Dulcie Honda oversaw the factory’s day-to-day
operations and made all of the company’s products from
scratch.”
“’Besides the boiler situation, it has been getting
very, very slow for us,’ said Dennis Honda, who has been
manufacturing tofu at the factory for the past 38 years. ‘My
restaurants have been slow and my major retail outlet was
Costco but then they brought in another brand from the
Mainland, so that cut into our profit margins and everything
like that, too.’” Address: Reporter.
1072. Gima, Craig. 2015. Supersoft tofu pudding offers silky
satisfaction (Web article). Star-Advertiser (Honolulu) Oct.
10.
• Summary: Note: Doufu-hua (“tofu flowers”) is the
traditional name of this delicious dish in Chinese. It is
basically warm tofu curds (before pressing) served warm
with a sweet, simple sauce.
Jun Lai Liang, who used to make and sell noodles at
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his factory in Chinatown, now sells tofu curds and soymilk.
There is more demand for these products, and he makes
more profit. The curds are served with a sauce made of sugar
and ginger. A large container costs $3.25 and a small one is
$2.00. His shop is presently at 135 N. King St.–hard to find
but worth looking.
Tofu curds “are also sold at Mrs. Cheng’s Tofu Factory,
233 Kalihi St. A container, bigger than Liang’s, sells for
$3.70 with a sugar syrup (no ginger).”
“Mrs. Cheng’s tofu pudding is still silky soft, but more
solid with less water than Liang’s. It’s sold cold, but can be
heated up at home.”
“Japanese tofu makers generally don’t sell tofu curds as
there is no similar dish in Japan, said Paul Uyehara, president
of Aloha Tofu.
“Local Japanese prefer soft tofu in the traditional
Japanese way–with soy sauce and ginger, Uyehara said.
“But Uyehara has been developing a niche market for
nontraditional tofu desserts using soy milk and okara, a
byproduct of the tofu process. He sells tofu mousse, tofu
cheesecake, okara cookies, okara cream puffs and other
confections at the Aloha Tofu Town store at Dole Cannery
and at the factory at 961 Akepo Lane.”
1073. Young, Jackie M. 2015. The art of creating tofu: MaoChi Tzeng approaches tofu making as an art (Web article).
HawaiiBusiness Oct. 28.
• Summary: Mao-Chi Tzeng (age 66) and his wife MeiLiang own Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products, 233 Kalihi St.,
in Kalihi, Honolulu, Hawaii. A large color photo shows Mr.
Tzeng standing in his tofu company. Originally from Taiwan,
he and his wife immigrated to Hawaii in 1984 hoping to find
“better health and educational opportunities for their two
children. They had been pharmacists in Taiwan, and both
came from families with medical and business backgrounds.
So, a few months after arriving, Tzeng seized the opportunity
when he heard Hui C. Cheng planned to retire and sell her
tofu factory in Palolo.
He had big plans for the new company, but he noticed
the market was too small to make a profit. So he upgraded
her equipment because it was too small and outdated for the
kind of company he envisioned. His new, state-of-the-art
tofu-making equipment was custom made in Japan. That
included a special cooker for the soybean slurry “that has
three heating zones and four temperature monitors to make
sure the soymilk slurry from crushed soybeans is heated
gradually and evenly cooked, but not overcooked.” And he
raised the quality of the ingredients to pharmacy grade (from
food grade) when possible and later started using non-GMO
soybeans. Nevertheless, he lost money for the first three
years.
“When Tzeng took over Mrs. Cheng’s, the product line
was plain soymilk, nigari tofu (firmer than hard tofu), hard
tofu and soycheese, a brown-colored baked tofu that imitates

cheese.
“Tzeng added soft tofu, or ‘silken tofu,’ after he found
that upscale Japanese and Korean restaurants had no local
supplier.”
“He now also does custom orders [daily] of ‘soong tofu’
for Korean restaurants, similar in style to silken tofu.”
In 1992, when a larger location became available, he
moved the factory to its present location on Kalihi Street
(Phone: 841-2571).
“About 40 percent of Mrs. Cheng’s customers are highend restaurants, and the rest are supermarkets, health food
stores, wholesalers and individuals who buy direct from the
factory.” Address: Honolulu, Hawaii.
1074. Product Name: Adzuki Bean Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name: Maui Tempeh Co.
Manufacturer’s Address: Wailuku, Hawaii. Phone: 808446-9486.
Date of Introduction: 2015.
New Product–Documentation: This company’s entry on
Yelp says they were founded in Feb. 2015. They are vegan,
vegetarian, gluten-free. Owner is Jaime Tourin. On the Big
Island.
Email from Seth Tibbott of The Tofurky Co. 2019. July
17. “Hi Bill, Meet Jaime Tourin, Founder of Maui Tempeh.
I visited Jaime on Maui enroute to Australia in 2018 and
had some of the best tempeh ever. As I mentioned, Jaime’s
Adzuki Bean Tempeh is the only non soy tempeh that I have
ever eaten that I felt was as good as plain old Soy Tempeh.
Have attached several photos of his business including one
of an epic adzuki tempeh meal at Maui’ upscale, famous
Mama’s Fish House.
“Not sure where things are at with Jaime now as he had
downsized business to just making tempeh for the local fresh
market days.”
1075. SoyaScan Questions. 2016. Questions about the life
and work of Dr. Yamei Kin (Jin Yunmei). Further research
needed. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Try to find as many documents as possible in
Chinese about the life and work of Dr. Yamei Kin.
Try to find as many documents as possible in Japanese
about the life and work of Dr. Yamei Kin.
What is the source of the information that her name was
(or was also) Jin Yunmei? Note that, so far as we can tell,
she never used this name during her lifetime and no one else
used it in referring to her. Is it a posthumous name?
From when to when did she live in Japan and what did
she do there?
From when to when did Dr. Kin do missionary work in
Japan? Was it only in Kobe? Were Dr. and Mrs. McCartee in
Japan at the same time?
Did Yamei Kin ever practice medicine as a physician in
the USA? In Kobe, Japan? In Hawaii?
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In 1902, Dr. Kin, weary of her husband, returned to
Japan and left their eight-year-old son, Alexander, in charge
of persons (Walter Afong’s family) in Berkeley, California.
How, when and where did she get to know and trust the
Walter Afong family? For how long did Alexander stay with
these people in Berkeley? Did he begin school there? Note
that his mother enrolled him in St. John’s Military Academy
(Manlius, New York) on 21 Sept. 1904.
Try to develop a biography for Alexander, with exact
dates and places.
When did Yamei Kin leave California for China and on
what ship?
Where was she when she wrote the 1902 article “Pride
of His House”?
When did she return to San Francisco and on what ship?
From when to when (about 1904 to 1912) did Yamei
Kin’s son, Alexander, live in St. John’s Military School at
Manlius (near Syracuse), New York? When did he leave that
school, and where did he go next? Did he ever attend college
or university? Where was he living just before he enlisted in
the U.S. military on 4 May 1917 in New York City? Was he
with Mrs. McCartee in New York City? Where was Yamei
Kin at the time he enlisted? Was she with him?
Did Yamei Kin ever submit a report to the USDA
Bureau of Chemistry about her research on soyfoods in
China after the Bureau arrange for and paid for her 6-month
trip there in 1917-1918? If she did, try to get a copy.
Try for a death certificate for Yamei Kin.
Did Yamei Kin leave a will? Apparently not. See
Jaroslav Prusek 2002.
What happened to all of her personal papers and
collected correspondence? This would be a treasure trove
if it still exists. Yet it almost certainly does not. Again: See
Jaroslav Prusek 2002.
Genealogy questions: Dr. Divie Bethune McCartee:
What were the names of each of his brothers and sisters?
When and where was each born, married, died, and buried.
Which ones are buried in the same McCartee family plot as
he is at St. George’s Cemetery in Newburgh, New York. Who
else is buried in that family plot?
The Knight family–Juana Matilda Knight: On what
exact date in 1826 was she born. With whom was she living
when she died in Englewood, New Jersey? Try to get full
genealogical information for both her father and mother.
Mary Greenleaf Knight: When and where was she born
and did she die? Elizabeth O. Knight: What was her middle
name? When and where was she born? Edward Jennings
Knight: Is he Juana’ Knight’s brother? When and where was
he born? Augustus J. Knight. What was his middle name.
Where in Maine was he born?
When, where and how did Yamei Kin meet Mr. Eca
da Silva? How long had she known him before they were
married? On what exact date in Nov. 1894 were they married
in Yokohama, Japan. Try for a marriage certificate?

On what exact date (in Honolulu, Hawaii) was their
son, Alexander Amador Eca da Silva born? Try for a birth
certificate.
1076. Tanigawa, Noe. 2016. Hawai’i tofu chronicles (Web
article). https://www.hawaiipublicradio.org/post/hawai-itofu-chronicles#stream/0 May 10.
• Summary: “In the wider world, tofu is getting beyond its
bland white cube image, turning up barbecued or even as a
mousse. In Hawai’i, we’ve had a wealth of fresh tofu since
the plantation days, and over the years, Hawai’i has enjoyed
a unique range of neighborhood tofu styles, often available
direct from the factory. HPR’s Noe Tanigawa reports recent
closures have left just a few local makers serving the fresh
tofu market today.”
“They still have 4 tofu makers on Big Island. About two
or three years ago, Natural Pacific Tofu changed hands but
is still making tofu in Kea’au. Tomori Tofu also has a new
owner and has branched out but is still making some tofu
in Hilo. The largest tofu factory is Oshiro Tofu, which sells
from the Floral Mart location in Hilo.
“Kaua’i no longer has a tofu maker, Big Save in Kapa’a
sells the off-island House brand tofu. Tamashiro Tofu is the
only factory left on Maui. Ridge at Times Kihei says they
sell both Tamashiro and the House brand from California.
Mao-chi Tseng, proprietor of Mrs. Cheng’s Tofu Factory,
says:
“Sadly, many people cannot tell a difference between the
pasteurized good for months, and the fresh, delivered twice a
week. Many, however, can. “’I know some people that they
gotta use tofu, they plan for it, because you want it fresh.’
“’In 1984, when I took over the business, they had about
seven or eight tofu companies, “ he says
“Mao-chi Tseng and his wife Mei Liang, pharmacists
in Taiwan, bought Mrs. Cheng’s Tofu factory in Palolo and
soon found they needed to find a niche amongst all the other
tofu makers–Honda, Hawai’i, Kanai, Aloha and more! They
upgraded to this shop on Kalihi Street over 20 years ago.
“’With tofu everybody uses almost the same ingredients.
But if you adjust a little bit, the temperature and time, that
makes us different from the others.’
A photo (by Noe Tanigawa) has this caption. “The
warm soy milk is bottled and sold as is, or with a little maple
syrup sweetening. With the addition of a coagulant, soy milk
becomes tofu.
“Different in terms of texture and flavor. Tseng uses
non-GMO soybeans from the US and a pharmaceutical grade
nigari or coagulant. He’s especially proud of his soft tofu,
which is firm enough to be stuffed. It’s only sold retail at 2
stores (Safeway Manoa and Kapahulu) and at higher end
restaurants. Fifty to sixty percent of Mrs. Cheng’s production
goes to restaurants, the remainder to markets around O’ahu
or Chinatown.
“’Because we don’t put any preservatives, please change
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the water, fresh water every day,’ says Tseng. Do that and
he says your tofu will last up to 10 days. His Mrs. Cheng’s
brand is known for having a slightly beanier flavor than other
tofu. Customers stop by his shop for soy milk, firm tofu, soft
tofu, a baked firm tofu called soy cheese, and tofu fa [Tofu
Curds] a silky tofu served with a sugary sauce. It’s best to
stop by Mrs. Cheng’s shop on Kalihi Street between 11 am
and 4:30 pm.
“Tseng says his wife likes to pan fry the soft tofu,
adding a little shoyu and green onions. Tseng’s favorite way
to eat tofu is cold, with shoyu and a little grated ginger or
some shaved bonito (katsuobushi). Simple and refreshing,
especially in summer!”
1077. Kam, Nadine. 2017. Lots of sizzle for your buck at
mall’s new yakiniku spot. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii)
March 22. p. F8, F9.
• Summary: At the new restaurant named Gen: “I caused a
little stir when I read the menu too quickly and incorrectly
tried to order vegetable dumplings, causing two managers
to rush to the table out of fear of a typo on the menu. What
it actually said was ‘veggie dwenjang,’ a soybean stew.
Otherwise the only non-meat entry is the glass-noodle dish
chap chae.”
“For variation on sesame, miso and soy sauce marinade
flavors, garlic chicken comes with a jalapeno sauce,...”
Address: Restaurant reviewer, Star Advertiser.
1078. Messina, Mark. 2017. Facts vs. myths–Part two:
cognitive function. Soy Connection 25(2):4. Summer. [14
ref]
• Summary: “Takeaway: Clinical evidence suggests that in
postmenopausal women, isoflavone exposure may improve
some aspects of cognitive function, such as memory. In
contrast, epidemiologic research evaluating the relationship
between soy intake and cognitive function has produced
mixed and conflicting results. Decisions about incorporating
soy into the diet should not be based on its possible effects
on cognition.
“Evidence raising concern: Isoflavones have the
potential to affect cognition via their interaction with
estrogen receptors (46). A Hawaiian prospective study
found that mid-life tofu intake was associated with poor
cognitive test performance and low brain weight (47).
Likewise, among elderly Indonesians, intake of tofu (but not
tempeh) was associated with worse memory among elderly
Indonesians (48). In Shanghai, tofu intake was associated
with worse cognitive performance (49).
“Evidence refuting concern: The aforementioned
Hawaiian study, initiated in 1965, was not designed to
evaluate cognitive function, but rather coronary heart disease
(47). The dietary questionnaire included only 26 questions,
which pales in comparison to questionnaires commonly
used today that include >100 questions. The questionnaire

was designed primarily to differentiate between Western and
Japanese dietary patterns, not so much to gather information
about specific foods. Furthermore, the questions used to
evaluate tofu intake changed throughout the course of
the follow-up period so an arbitrary classification had to
be created to evaluate the relationship between tofu and
cognition.
“In the case of the Indonesia study (48), follow up
research by the authors failed to confirm the tofu finding;
in fact, among those individuals with an average age of 67,
results showed significantly positive associations between
weekly tofu and tempeh consumption and better immediate
recall (50). Also, in the initial study, tempeh intake was
associated with better memory. The authors speculated that
the opposing findings between tofu and tempeh were because
the latter contains higher levels of folate. However, not only
is the relationship between folate and cognition unclear (51)
but the possible slightly higher folate content of tempeh
in comparison to tofu almost certainly is not sufficient to
affect cognition (52). Thus, the results of this study are
internally inconsistent. Overall, epidemiologic research
that has evaluated the impact of soy intake on cognition has
produced very mixed findings (49,53-55). Furthermore, the
clinical data suggest that isoflavone exposure may improve
cognition (56). More specifically, a meta-analysis of 10
placebo-controlled randomized clinical trials involving 1,024
postmenopausal women found that soy isoflavones favorably
affected summary cognitive function and visual memory
in postmenopausal women (56). A second meta-analysis
also found isoflavones improved memory (episodic) and
possibly also global cognition (57). However, the data are
inconsistent. Notable in this regard is a 3-year trial involving
over 300 postmenopausal women which failed to show
that isoflavone-rich soy protein affected global cognition
(58). More recently, a six-month study found that 100 mg/d
isoflavones did not improve cognition in older men and
women with Alzheimer’s disease (59).
“Overall, given the inconsistency of the data, it is
not surprising that the authors of a recently published
comprehensive review concluded that ‘... the evidence to
date is not sufficient to make any recommendations about
the association between dietary intake of soy isoflavones and
cognition in older adults’” [Soni et al., 2014]. Address: PhD.
1079. Shrestha, Sandesh Kumar. 2017. Genetic analysis of
field populations of the plant pathogens Cercospora sojina,
Corynespora cassiicola and Phytophthora colocasiae. PhD
thesis, University of Tennessee. xiii + 151 p. https://trace.
tennessee.edu/utk_graddiss/46 [75+ ref]
• Summary: Genetic markers and whole genome sequencing
(WGS) were used to study the disease dynamics and
population structure for three important plant pathogens;
Cercospora sojina (frogeye leaf spot of soybean),
Corynespora cassiicola (target spot of soybean, cotton and
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many other crops) and Phytophthora colocasiae (taro leaf
blight). For each pathogen, genome sequencing was used to
guide the development of single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) markers and both were used to investigate diversity
in field populations. Investigation of C. sojina in Tennessee
included comparisons of extant populations and historical
isolates, revealing a dominant, potentially long-lived,
clonal lineage. Characterization of QoI fungicide resistance
indicates populations have adapted rapidly and that sexual
recombination and heteroplasmy may play a role. Genome
comparison of isolates of C. cassiicola from cotton and
soybean indicates isolates from Tennessee are very similar
but significantly different from an isolate recovered from
rubber and that a revision of the species may be necessary.
Genotype analyses of isolates of C. cassiicola from five
southern US states indicates populations are dominated
by a single clonal lineage. Genome sequencing and SNP
genotyping for P. colocasiae recovered from Hawaii,
Vietnam, China and Nepal revealed both inter- and intragenomic variation in ploidy and a long-lived clonal
population on the islands of Hawaii. This is the first report
of intra-genomic ploidy variation within Phytophthora and
the implications for evolution, adaptation and research are
discussed.
“Vita: Sandesh Kumar Shrestha, a native of Chitwan,
Nepal, completed his secondary school from Fishtail
English Boarding School, Dumre, Tanahun, Nepal. He
attended Orchid Science college for the high school
(Chitwan, Nepal) and completed his B.S. Agriculture from
the Institute of Agriculture and Animal Science (Tribhuvan
University), Rampur, Chitwan. He joined the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville in 2010 and completed his M.S.
degree in plant pathology under the supervision of Dr.
Kurt Lamour. His Ph.D. dissertation in plant pathology at
the University of Tennessee (Knoxville), advised by Dr.
Heather Kelly, is focused on developing molecular tools and
genetic characterization of destructive plant pathogens. He
completed his degree in May 2017.” Address: Knoxville,
Tennessee.
1080. Gillam, Carey. 2017. Whitewash: the story of a weed
killer, cancer and the corruption of science. Washington
(DC), Covelo (Calif.), London: Island Press. xiv + 305 p.
Index. 24 cm. [404 endnotes]
• Summary: A superb book by an outstanding and
experienced researcher and writer. Contents: About Island
Press. Preface. Introduction: A silent stalker. 1. What killed
Jack McCall? [who died in Dec. 2015 after a painful and
perplexing battle with non-Hodgkin lymphoma]. 2. An
award-winning discovery [glyphosate]. 3. The “Roundup
Ready” rollout [Roundup is a formulated product, not pure
glyphosate]. 4. Weed killer for breakfast. 5. Under the
microscope. 6. Spinning the science. 7. A poisoned paradise
[The Hawaiian Islands]. 8. Angst in Argentina. 9. Uproar in

Europe. 10. When weeds don’t die, but butterflies do. 11.
Under the influence. 12. Seeking solutions. 13. Epilogue.
Acknowledgements. Notes. About the author.
Page 10: “The lawsuits [against Monsanto] began
after a team of World Health Organization (WHO) cancer
experts announced in March 2015 that they had determined
glyphosate was a probable human carcinogen.”
This book focuses on Roundup (a formulated product
based on glyphosate) as a possible cause of “non-Hodgkin
lymphoma (NHL),” a type of cancer that forms in the body’s
lymphatic system and can appear almost anywhere in the
body (p. 8). According to the index, NHL is mentioned on
pages 8-11, 13-15, 85-86, 93, and 187.
Praise for this book from the rear dustjacket:
“Whitewash reads like a mystery novel, as Gillam skillfully
uncovers Monsanto’s secretive strategies to convince
countries around the world that its Roundup products are
safe. As someone who has experienced similar actions
by corporations firsthand in my work far too often, I am
hopeful that Carey’s book will be a wake-up call for more
transparency about the dangers surrounding many chemicals
in the marketplace:”
“Erin Brockovich, consumer advocate “In the grand
tradition of Silent Spring, Carey Gillam’s Whitewash is a
powerful exposé that sheds light on a chemical that–to most
of us–is both entirely invisible and yet profoundly damaging
to our bodies and our environment. It is a deeply researched,
entirely convincing account of the politics, economics, and
global health consequences implicit in the spread of the
world’s most common herbicide:”
McCay Jenkins, author of Food Fight and
ContamiNation “Gillam’s deep dive into corporate
manipulation of science gives us even more reasons to
advocate for organic and sustainable agricultural systems:” “Marion Nestle, author of Food Politics, Eat Drink Vote,
and What to Eat
“Carey Gillam has brilliantly assembled the facts and
describes how Monsanto and other agricultural chemical
companies lied about their products, covered up the
damaging data, and corrupted government officials in order
to sell their toxic products around the world:”
“David Schubert, Laboratory Head, Cellular
Neurobiology Laboratory, Salk Institute for Biological
Studies
Note: This book was published in about Nov. 2017.
The verdict that ruled in favor of Dewayne Johnson, first
person to take Monsanto to trial, was read in Aug. 2018. Mr.
Johnson claimed he contracted non-Hodgkin lymphoma from
using Roundup. Address: Overland Park, Kansas.
1081. Farrar, Celia; Jackson, Guy. 2017. Poke: Hawaiianinspired sushi bowls. London: Hardie Grant Books. 144 p.
Illust. (color photos). Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: In Hawaii, “poke” is pronounced poh-kay.
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Soyfoods: According to the index, edamame is
mentioned on 4 pages, gochujang paste on 1, miso on 4,
shoyu on 1, tempeh on 2, and tofu on 2 pages.
Also: Sea vegetables and fish are mentioned on many,
plus umeboshi.
1082. Jenkins, McKay. 2017. Food fight: GMOs and the
future of the American diet. New York, NY: Avery (Penguin
Random House LLC imprint). [xi] + 322 Index. 24 cm.
[279* endnotes]
• Summary: From the publisher: “How much do you
really know about what you eat? In the last two decades
GMOs have come to dominate the American diet, and
yet many of us struggle to define what they really are
and exactly how they are impacting our food system and
our health. Advocates hail them as the future of food, a
groundbreaking method of crop breeding that can help feed
an ever-increasing global population. Critics, meanwhile,
call for their banishment, insisting GMOs were designed
by overeager scientists and greedy corporations to bolster
an industrial food system that forces us to rely on cheap,
unhealthy, processed food so they can turn an easy profit. In
response, health-conscious brands such as Trader Joe’s and
Whole Foods boast “GMO free” labels on their products,
while companies like Monsanto have become villains in the
eyes of average consumers.
“So where can we turn for the truth? Are GMOs an
astounding scientific breakthrough destined to end world
hunger? Or are they simply a way for giant companies to
control a problematic food system?
“Food Fight takes us on a journey across the country to
meet people who fall on all sides of the debate, proving that
the answers to these questions are much more complicated
than we’re often led to believe. From scientists working
to engineer new crops that could provide nutrients in the
developing world, to Hawaiian papaya farmers who credit
GMOs with saving their livelihoods, to local farmers in
Maryland who are redefining sustainability–McKay Jenkins
reveals that the role of GMOs and the technology behind
them extends far beyond being simply ‘good’ or ‘bad.’ A
fresh, nuanced, and unwaveringly objective look at the state
of our food system, Food Fight is the vital guide to making
informed choices about your next meal.”
Contents:
Prologue: Square Tomatoes
Part One: Roots.
1. Are GMOs Safe? Is That the Right Question?
2. The Long, Paved Road to Industrial Food and the
Disappearance of the American Farmer.
3. Mapping and Engineering and Playing Prometheus.
Part Two: Seeds.
4. The Fruit That Saved an Island.
5. Trouble in Paradise.
6. Fighting for That Which Feeds Us.

Part Three: Fruit.
7. Feeding the World.
8. The Plant That Started Civilization, and the Plant That
Could Save It
9. Can GMOs Be Sustainable?
10. The Farm Next Door.
Epilogue: Getting Our Hands Dirty 275
Acknowledgments.
Notes.
Soybeans are mentioned on pages 4, 6, 8, 9, 23, 30, 37,
38, 43, 49-50, 54, 57, 58, 59, 79, 80, 86, 90, 129, 185, 19798, 203, 205, 207, 216, 232-34, 236-38, 242, 251-52, 255,
262, 264, 276 (gene editing technique CRISPR). Address:
Author, journalist and now prof. at the Univ. of Delaware.
Lives with wife and two children in Baltimore, Maryland.
1083. Warrington, Mary. 2018. Poké bowls: 50 nutrientpacked recipes for Hawaiian-inspired bowls. New York, NY:
Sterling Epicure. 137 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Originating in Hawaii, poké refers to cubed
raw fish tossed in one of many sauce options. The index
has entries for Black bean (see Spicy black bean), miso (1),
seaweed (ogo, hijiki, nori, wakame, dulse, kombu), tempeh
(2), teriyaki (2), tofu (4), vegan bowls. Address: Author,
photographer.
1084. Hu, Winnie. 2019. Retire? These ‘encore
entrepreneurs’ are just getting started. Honolulu StarAdvertiser (Hawaii). Feb. 19. p. X4.
• Summary: After losing their jobs several times, some folks
decide they’d like to be their own boss–doing what they
love.
Photos show: (1) “Business partners Gordon Bennett,
left, and Barry Schwartz, both 66, prepare a new batch of
tempeh in Queens [New York City]. Barry, who had a recipe
for tempeh, was a former chef at a Yoga retreat. Gordon had
worked for three decades “as a creative directive in the highpressure advertising industry.” The startup capital come from
$40,000 of Bennett’s savings. They started making tempeh
in their home kitchens in Brooklyn [New York]. “Later they
expanded into a commercial kitchen in Queens and hired
eight part-time workers, but kept the name of their company,
Grown in Brooklyn. They sell about $125,000 worth of their
“tempeh annually to restaurants, groceries, meal services and
outdoor markets.”
(2) One of their products is named “Barry’s Savory
Tempeh Burger” (Heat & Serve).
Note: The company’s name is Grown in Brooklyn. The
website is growninbrooklyn.com phone: 718-321-3211. This
article first appeared in The New York Times on 17 Sept.
2019. Address: New York Times.
1085. Roth, Suzanne Bergerac. 2019. How I quit the bottle
(the hair dye bottle). Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii).
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Feb. 26. p. X6.
• Summary: This woman is trying to decide whether to let
her gray hair grow out or not. “If my colleagues didn’t care,
maybe I shouldn’t either.
“And so I canceled my next hair appointment.
“Which is not to say I made the decision lightly.
“Would going gray require me to listen to folk music,
host potlucks featuring casseroles of tempeh, and wear
fibrous. hand-woven caftans,...” Address: New York Times.
1086. Shimabukuro, Betty. 2019. Boozy bargain: Kick off
your night in Waikiki with Rocky Teppanyaki’s half-price
drinks. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). April 25. p. D2.
• Summary: “The food: About a dozen dishes are listed as
happy-hour appetizers, but they are not discounted. These
include several sushi rolls, tempura and gyoza priced from
$6 for edamame to $10.25 for a spicy tuna roll. These are
serviceable, but where can you find better elsewhere in
Waikiki.” Address: Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaii.
1087. Klisch, May. 2019. Taste of the tropics for mom:
Pacific Rim cuisine promises a memorable meal on her day.
Stevens Point Journal (Stevens Point, Wisconsin). May 8. p.
B1.
• Summary: “You’ve probably encountered miso as a soup
in Japanese / sushi restaurants, but in Hawaii I learned to
enjoy Miso Butterfish baked in banana leaf. Milk Bar chef
Christina Tosi once incorporated miso into her then-named
‘Crack Pie’ (a chess-style pie that is a runaway seller at
her patisseries but that doesn’t actually contain illegal
substances) for her employees who were ‘hooked’ on the
umami taste.”
“I only recently discovered Korean Gochuchang spicy
bean paste; now it graces my coq au vin, boeuf bourguignon
and oxtail stew.” Address: USA Today Network–Wisconsin.
1088. Ko, Genevieve. 2019. Achieving burger bliss.
Honolulu Star Advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii). Nov. 6. p. F7.
• Summary: “Lightlife Burger. Maker: Lightlife/Greenleaf
Foods, Canada.
“Selling points: Vegan, gluten-free, soy-free, non-GMO.
“Local availability: Safeway, Down to Earth.
Tasting notes: ‘Warm and spicy’ with a ‘crisp exterior’
according to Melissa, the Lightlife burger is a new offering
from a company that has been making burgers and other
meat substitutes from tempeh (a fermented soy product with
a sturdier texture than tofu) for decades. That’s probably
why it nailed the firm and chewy texture that I found a little
bready, but not worse than most fast-food burgers. ‘Pretty
good when loaded up’ was Pete’s final verdict.
“Ingredients: Water, pea protein, expeller-pressed canola
oil, modified cornstarch, modified cellulose, yeast extract,
virgin coconut oil, sea salt, natural flavor, beet powder (for
color), ascorbic acid (to promote color retention), onion

extract, onion powder, garlic powder.”
1089. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). 2019. Maui eats:
Localicious. Garden fresh is the key to this green papaya
salad. Nov. 10. p. M7,
• Summary: The tofu used in this recipe comes from
“Tamashiro Tofu” of Maui.
1090. Leung, Angela Ki Che; Caldwell, Melissa L. 2019.
Moral foods: the construction of nutrition and health in
modern Asia (Open Access). Honolulu, Hawaii: University
of Hawai’i Press. x + 343 p. Index. Series: Food in Asia in
the Pacific. [500+ ref]
• Summary: Chapters we find especially interesting: (2)
“Confronting the Cow: Soybean Milk and the Fashioning
of a Chinese Dairy Alternative,” by Jia-Chen Fu (p. 47-66).
A well-researched, well-written and carefully documented
history of the rise of soymilk in 20th century China.
(10) “To Build or to Transform Vegetarian China: Two
Republican Projects,” by Angela Ki Che Leung (p. 221-240).
1091. Choicemart. 2020. Healthy and delicious meals
at Choicemart (Ad). West Hawaii Today (Kailua-Kona,
Hawaii). Jan. 8. p. SPADEA_A1.
• Summary: The list of specials includes: “Lightlife Fakin’
Bacon Smokey Tempeh Strips, 6 oz–$4.99.” Address:
Kealakekua Ranch Center, Highway 11, Captain Cook.
1092. Wilson, Audrey. 2020. Taking care of your gut: Let’s
talk food. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii).
Jan. 14. p. A9-A10.
• Summary: “Trillions of bacteria, mostly living in your
gastrointestinal tract or GI, are working for you.” When
you feel stressed, your mental state affects your gut. “The
stress hormones your body secretes impact the microbes and
change the way they function.”
“Most of the neurotransmitters that regulate your mood,
incl. 50% of the dopamine and 95% of the serotonin, are
produced” by these very bacteria in your intestine.
The good probiotics, or fermented foods that may have
beneficial bacteria that populate your gut are: Miso, tempeh,
and natto.
1093. Intersimone, Jenna. 2020. Where to get the best
ramen in Central NJ. Central New Jersey Home News (New
Brunswick, New Jersey). Jan. 27. p. 7B, 8B.
• Summary: One type of ramen is miso ramen, which is a
relative of miso soup. Spice miso ramen is also popular–
costing about $15 a bowl.
“In New Jersey, no restaurant is perhaps better known
for ramen than Ani Ramen, a modern, local restaurant chain
with six New Jersey locations and one about two months
away from opening in New Brunswick.
“To develop proprietary ramen variations, Ani Ramen
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partnered with Sun Noodle company based in Carlstadt. All
broths are made from scratch and slow-cooked, and ramen is
made using traditional methods. Currently Ani Ramen offers
five ramen varieties.”
Miso is also used in “miso tare,” “spick miso tonkatsu
ramen,” “miso crab ramen.”
Roosterspin, an Asian fusion restaurant, uses half
Japanese miso and half Korean miso in their miso ramen.
Owner Mihae Cho describes it as tasting like “chicken soup
with a miso flavor.” He adds that “the miso brings a lot of
flavor.”
1094. Wilson, Audrey. 2020. Miso mechanics: The ins and
outs of making a Japanese favorite. Let’s talk food. Hawaii
Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). March 31. p. A8.
• Summary: This is a long and detailed article about miso
and miso soup.
An islander, now living on the mainland, “has some
white miso and would like to make a good bowl of miso
soup, like the ones served in many Japanese restaurants.
“Unfortunately, with modern technology, there are some
wonderful pieces of miso-making equipment that make great
miso soup with a push of a button! But a true Japanese chef
would make his own ‘dashi’ stock and miso soup everyday.”
The Japanese Kitchen, a cookbook by Kimiko Barber,
says that “Miso and soy sauce are the two most important
seasoning ingredients in Japanese cuisine–they could be
called the flavors of Japan...”
Miso making “came from China at the same time as
Buddhism. It is derived from an ancient salt preserve called
‘koku bishio’ [derived from hishio], a mixture of salt and
rice, soybeans and wheat.
“It was the daily meal for samurai during the Kamakura
period and during the Japanese civil wars.
Three basic types of miso are red miso (aka-miso, which
is fermented for the longest time and has the highest content
of soybeans), white miso (shiro-miso) which is fermented for
the shortest time, has the lowest content of soybeans (but the
highest of koji) and in the sweetest, and yellow miso, which
is the most modern and is midway between red and white
miso in sweetness.
“Many Japanese believe drinking miso soup helps the
liver cope with alcohol and nicotine, and find that a bowl of
miso soup is the best hangover cure!” Today “three-fourths
of all Japanese have miso soup everyday, either for breakfast,
lunch or with dinner...”
The basis of good miso soup is “Number One Stock”
(Ichiban Dashi) made with water, dashi konbu or kelp, and
katsuo-bushi (bonito flakes).
She describes first how to make Ichiban Dashi, then
describes how to use it to make delicious miso soup.
A portrait photo shows Audrey Wilson. A large color
photo from Wikipedia shows black clam miso soup at a
Tokyo restaurant.

1095. Fukimoto, Dennis. 2020. Goteborg on the fly: Farmers’
market at the Coconut Marketplace opens following
COVID-19 closure. Garden Island (The) (Lihue, Kauai,
Hawaii). Aug. 2. p. O8.
• Summary: “The shopper’s edamame was part of Y. Hata
& Co. Value Plus Kaua’i Bundle that included three pounds
of edamame, three pounds of marinated, boneless beef short
ribs, three pounds marinated boneless thicken thighs, six,
eight-ounce Wagyu beef patties, and 10 brioche hamburger
buns.”
Note: Brioche are very ‘rich’ in eggs, milk and butter,
which add extra protein and animal fat. Address: Island of
Kauai.
1096. Weibel, Alexa. 2020. Simple pantry pasta dish is
versatile, full of flavor. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii).
May 20. p. F11.
• Summary: “Sleek, sophisticated and nearly effortless,
this creamy miso pasta is the happy result of just that kind
of experimentation, coupled with a poorly stocked fridge
and zero motivation to cook or clean.” The pasta contains
only six ingredients, including “3 tablespoons white (or red)
miso.”
“If you like, top with shrimp, edamame, frozen peas, or
any steamed vegetable.” Address: New York Times..
1097. Akira Japanese Restaurant. 2020. ‘Maki’ your way to
Eleven50 Building: a la carte (Ad). Honolulu Star-Advertiser
(Hawaii). Aug. 2. p. O8.
• Summary: “To-go options are plentiful at Akira Japanese
Restaurant.”
“Want something to accompany your Japanese-inspired
meal? Opt for side orders or Edamame ($3)...” Address:
Eleven50 Building, 1150 S. King St., No. 101B, Honolulu.
Phone: 376-0928.
1098. 3660 On the Rise. 2020. No cooking Friday! A preordered complete meal for 6. Friday, August 14th (Ad).
Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). Aug. 20. p. O8.
• Summary: Menu includes: Caesar salad. Edamame salad...
Soy citrus sauce...” $145. plus tax. Call to place your order.”
Address: 3630 Waialae Ave., Honolulu. Phone: 737-1177.
1099. Kam, Nadine. 2020. COVID or not, Heiho’s a go: The
Weekly Eater. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). Sept. 16.
p. F8.
• Summary: Heiho House opened during the pandemic. They
had hired chef Aaron Lopez and there was nowhere to go but
forward.
They offer Japanese-style koji-marinated tonkatsu.
“Sides ($5) include such items as an edamame salad
with miso aioli, mojito powder, and goma” [sesame].
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1100. Kam, Nadine. 2020. Nabe spot set apart by healthful
hot pot: The Weekly Eater. Honolulu Star-Advertiser
(Hawaii). Dec. 2. p. F6.
• Summary: “I was in the process of writing about a handful
of new restaurants but had to stop when they closed during
the first pandemic shutdown, reopening only recently...
Ichifuji was one of those restaurants.”
“The nine-course offering adds... a dish of assorted
vegetables, tofu and mushrooms, plus the appetizer;...”
“Ordering the smallest set gives you leeway to add
more a la carte items... Those few items include... pickled
edamame ($3.90)...”
1101. Chef Chai. 2020. New Year Eve and Day Special: Wiki
Dinner Box for 2 (Ad). Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii).
Dec. 20. p. O36.
• Summary: “No cooking. No cleaning. Just two minutes in
the Microwave.
“Easy drive thru Pick Up.
The “Wiki Wiki Dinner Box: Entrée for two” includes
“Lobster and Prawns with Edamame and Fresh Corn Risotto.
Lobster Brandy Cream Sauce.” Address: 1009 Kapiolni
Blvd.. Phone: (808) 585-0011–www.ChefChai.com.
1102. Chef Chai. 2021. Special Valentine Wiki Wiki Dinner
Box for 2 (Ad). Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). Jan. 10.
p. O20.
• Summary: “Saturday February 13, and Sunday February
14, 2021. $140.
“No cooking. No cleaning. Just two minutes in the
Microwave.
“Easy drive thru Pick Up.
The “Wiki Wiki Dinner Box” includes “Garlic Prawns
with Pineapple Edamame Fried Rice, with side sambal
lemon dipping sauce.” Address: 1009 Kapiolni Blvd.. Phone:
(808) 585-0011–www.ChefChai.com.
1103. Sushi King Restaurant. 2021. SuperBowl Menu. Feb
7th, Pick up 10am-12 pm (Ad). Honolulu Star-Advertiser
(Hawaii). Jan. 24. p. O17.
• Summary: One of many “Platters” is “Pupu Platter,” which
includes “Bacon Asparagus, Tsukune, Gyoza, Karaage,
Edamame–$50”
Another “Platter” is “Bucket of Glazed Wings” which
includes 30 pieces “Garlic Teriyaki, Glazed Party Wings
served in souvenir Sapporo Beer Bucket (New)–$37.”
“Check out our website for daily specials & full menu:
www.sushkinghi.com (808) 957-2836.” Address: Mo’ili’ili.
1104. Brownson, Jeanmarie. 2021. The warm comfort you
need now: boiled dinner sounds so much sexier in French:
pot au feu. West Hawaii Today (Kailua-Kona, Hawaii). Jan.
26. p. A7.
• Summary: A recipe for “Slow-Simmered Pot Au Feu

Two Ways” calls for “1 cup frozen lima beans or shelled
edamame”
Note: This recipe apparently first appeared in the
Chicago Tribune, as did its two photos. Address: Chicago
Tribune.
1105. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). 2021. Cable TV
Variety shows. March 4. p. B10.
• Summary: From 9:00 PM to 9:30 on TVJAPAN 678 801 is
a program titled Matsuko “Rice Bowl/Edamame”
1106. Wilson, Audrey. 2021. Packing food for airplane trips:
Let’s talk food. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Hawaii).
March 9. p. A8.
• Summary: A recipe for “Asia Brown Rice and Tofu Bowl,”
makes 4 bowls, calls for “1 extra-firm tofu, drained and
sliced into 3 planks then pressed between paper towels”
“1 cup cooked shelled edamame”
“Low-sodium soy sauce”
1107. 3660 On the Rise. 2021. Open for dine-in reservations
only (Ad). Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). March 21. p.
O15.
• Summary: “Easter holiday complete meal at home.
“Limited orders available (serves 6 people)
“Edamame & Roasted Vegetable Salad
“Enjoy a meal to go!
“Includes: Small Portion Mesclun of Greens
“Lemon Miso Dressing” Address: 3630 Waialae Ave..
1108. Lo Tom, Lynette. 2021. Easy-Kine cooking: Tasty rice
dish couldn’t be easier. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii).
March 21. p. F8.
• Summary: “Popular musubi (Japanese rice ball) shops
regularly sell out of their savory, flavored morsels. Why not
make your own at home?
“This version nametake (marinated inoki mushrooms),
furikake (seasoned seaweed flakes), and edamame
(soybeans) into cooked rice for a winning combination.”
“Find edamame in the frozen vegetable section, shelled
and with the shell. Save time and buy the shelled variety.”
“Edamame provides color and a contrast in texture to the
soft rice.”
A recipe for “Nametake Rice” calls for “1 cup frozen
shelled edamame (soybeans), defrosted.”
“Note: For softer soybeans, cook them in water for 3
minutes first.” Address: Waikiki, Honolulu, Hawaii.
1109. Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). 2021. Shokudo
Japanese: Restaurant and bar (Ad). April 11. p. O10.
• Summary: “Bento Box options: Include, rice, gyoza,
edamame. Add miso soup +$2.
Bento A options include Agedashi Tofu, Tofu Salad,
Teriyaki Salmon.
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Bento B options include Misoyaki Butterfish, Tempura.
Pupus [appetizers, snacks, finger foods] include
Edamame $5, Agedashi Tofu $6, Fresh Tofu $8, Assorted
Tempura $16. Address: Ala Moana Pacific Center, 1585
Kapiolani Blvd., Ground Floor, Honolulu, Hawaii.
1110. Shingen Hawaii. 2021. Take out & delivery menu
(Ad). Honolulu Star-Advertiser (Hawaii). April 11. p. O17.
• Summary: Soba + Udon (Cold) + Mini-Donburi, with
Natto Don.
“Natto $13
“Edamame $5
“Inari $2” Address: 2334 S. King St., Honolulu, HI
96826.
1111. Uyehara, Paul. 2021. Aloha Tofu Factory and the tofu
industry in Hawaii (Interview). SoyaScan Notes May 15.
• Summary: Paul, who was born in 1967, knows a fair
amount about Aloha Tofu’s early history. He started working
full-time at Aloha Tofu in 1996. Paul’s father retired in about
1998. A good history is on the company website. Paul’s
grandfather was Kamesaburo Uyehara. A friend of his,
named Kamehachi Shimabukuro, happened to be operating
both a small tofu factory and a pig farm. The friend wanted
to concentrate on the pig farm, so he offered the little tofu
shop to Kamesaburo. Paul is not sure whether the friend gave
it or sold it to Kamesaburo, who (with his wife), took over
his friend’s tofu shop. In that building, the tofu shop was in
the back, but in the front there was a sort of diner/counter
where Mrs. Uyehara served meals. It was probably called
Aloha Tofu Fountain. She would serve a lot of workers who
were on their way to Dole pineapple cannery.
Paul’s father (when he was in high school), along with
his brothers, began to help out their father, Kamesaburo, in
the evenings. Kamesaburo and his wife had four sons and
two daughters. The first son and the third son were the ones
who started to help at the tofu factory. Paul’s father was
the second son; he went away to college, then served in the
military in Korea. He re-joined the tofu company after the
fire of 1966.
Aloha Tofu’s first location was 802 Dillingham Blvd.,
Honolulu. In the early 1960s they moved to their 2nd
location at Ala Moana Farmers Market. In Oct. 1966 there
was a big fire that destroyed the tofu plant and warehouse at
that location. Paul heard that Kamesaburo had ordered some
tofu-making equipment from Japan; it was untouched by the
fire. That’s one of the reasons, Paul thinks, that Kamesaburo
decided to continue making tofu. While his burned plant
was being rebuilt, he borrowed space to make tofu from
Aala Tofu (owned by the Yamauchi family); they allowed
Kamesaburo to make tofu when the other man was not
making tofu. In those days, people helped each other out.
In answer to a question, Paul replies that there are
three tofu makers on Oahu, all in Kalihi. In order of annual

sales they are: Aloha Tofu, Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products
(owned by Mao Chi Tzeng), and Aala Tofu (owned by
Rodney Yamauchi). Paul thinks Aloha Tofu has annual sales
greater than all other tofu makers in the Hawaiian Islands
combined.
The big island of Hawaii has 3 tofu makers: In Hilo–
Tomori Tofu (owned by Joni-Mae Makuakane) and Oshiro
Tofu (owned by Janice Oshiro). And in Keeau–Natural
Pacific Tofu [formerly owned by Ty Katibah].
There is one tofu maker on Maui, at Wailuku: Tamashiro
Tofu (owned by Stanley Tamashiro). Aloha Tofu Factory was
incorporated in 1962.
“Interestingly enough, a lot of the tofu factories in
Hawaii have Okinawan operators (Aloha, Aala, Tomori
(original owner), Oshiro, Tamashiro)...not sure why, but
there seems to be a link somewhere.”
During the last few decades, tofu sales in Hawaii have
increased slightly–Paul thinks this is thanks to the younger
generation’s attention to what they eat and their ecological
footprint.
The main newspaper in Honolulu today is the StarAdvertiser. Basically that is a combination of the two old
newspapers, The Honolulu Advertiser (in the morning)
and the Honolulu Star-Bulletin (in the evening). The StarBulletin basically went out of business, so in June 1910
they joined under new management as the Honolulu StarAdvertiser. Address: President, Aloha Tofu Factory.
1112. Davis, Alley, 2021. Polynesian cabbage wrap: a plantforward dish with a tempeh twist (Web article). KSL TV
• Summary: “Salt Lake City, Utah–In recognition of
Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month,
Intermountain Healthcare chefs planned to offer Polynesian
Cabbage Wraps in their cafeterias on May 26 and the recipe
for anyone to make it at home.
“’These wraps include cabbage, pineapple, peanuts, and
a homemade teriyaki sauce, and use ground tempeh instead
of animal protein,’ said Josh Broadbent, executive sous chef
for Intermountain Healthcare. ‘Tempeh is a cake made from
soybeans, rather than a loaf like tofu. It’s high in protein
and less manipulated than tofu, creating opportunities for
different textures and eating experiences.’
“The cabbage wraps are plant-forward, meaning plant
foods, rather than animal proteins, are the focus of the meal.
“Tempeh is a protein-rich food that is generally high
in fiber and low in saturated fat, sugar, and sodium, which
makes it a smart choice as part of a heart-healthy eating
plan. Tempeh also contains considerable amounts of calcium
to support bone health. The fermentation process used in
creating tempeh contributes to a variety of potential health
benefits including gut health. “’Everything in this dish is
very fresh and light, and can be purchased at most any
grocery store,’ Broadbent said. ‘It’s also easy to make, and
excellent for spring and summer.’
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The recipe for “Polynesian Cabbage Wrap” calls for 1½
pounds tempeh, thawed and diced. Address: Reporter.
1113. Mao, Chi Tzeng. 2021. His work with Mrs. Cheng’s
Soybean Products (Interview). SoyaScan Notes May 17.
• Summary: Mr. Mao sends most of his products to Chinese
restaurants and to high-end western, Japanese or fusion
restaurants. His company does not have a website “because
we are a small company. Very, very small. We are unique,
but not in our size.” “We try to use pharmaceutical-grade
ingredients when they are available–such as coagulants.”
He read our Book of Tempeh and he tried to make
tempeh. Address: President, Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products.
1114. Uyehara, Paul. 2021. Re: Ingredients used in making
his tofu. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo
Center, May 17.
• Summary: This exchange of emails took place over several
days. Q1. Coagulant. What kinds do you use? Please give
details if the answer is complex.
Ans: For our firm tofu we use: Big Island Deep Sea
Nigari (Magnesium Chloride)–we are probably the only tofu
factory in the world currently using this nigari that is derived
from Pacific Ocean water from 2,000 ft. below the surface!
Also calcium sulfate. We purchase the nigari as a liquid, in
250-gallon totes. In terms of each batch of firm tofu, we use
50% nigari and 50% calcium sulfate.
For our soft tofu: Calcium Sulfate GDL (Glucono Delta
Lactone)
For Deep-fried tofu: Calcium Sulfate
For Aburage: Calcium Sulfate & Baking Soda
Q2. Where do you get your soybeans?
Ans: Currently from Iowa. From 2022 we will be getting
out soybeans from Ohio. Identity preserved? No. Organic?
No. Non-GMO? Yes.
“We work with the soybean suppliers directly and
contract annually in order to know our costs for the year.
Usually, the supplier will recommend the soybean most
appropriate for our use. I usually let them know what we
make and ask them for the highest protein content they have
(minimum 38%).
Q1a. How do you KNOW they are not genetically
engineered; at least 90% of the soybeans grown in the USA
are genetically engineered.
Ans: We ask for certification, but I suppose it’s a matter
of trust.
Q1b. Do you buy a particular variety of soybeans?
Ans: We rely on the supplier to provide us with the most
appropriate variety for our needs (tofu, aburage, natto). For
the past 7 years we have worked with a company called
“Stonebridge” from Iowa. From 2022 we will be working
with a company called “Kanematsu USA” (formerly Honda
Trading) from Ohio.
Q3. Your water: What source?

Ans: We use city water in our production and cooling
processes. Although water in Hawaii is considered “hard”
due to the amount of minerals, it is also derived from deep
wells where the water has been filtered due to the natural
volcanic rock!
Q4. When you say “Soft Tofu” do you mean kinugoshidofu (which I call “silken tofu”), where there is NO
separation of curds and whey, the tofu is NOT pressed, and
the texture is uniformly smooth? Or do you mean Japanesestyle tofu where the curds are pressed with less pressure. If
neither of these, what do you mean?
Ans: Our soft tofu is basically “silken” tofu, but we
use the Juten-style of making the soft tofu (hot soymilk is
chilled, the coagulant is mixed in, the soymilk mixed with
the coagulant is poured into the container and sealed, the
sealed containers are sent through a boil/cool machine where
the tofu solidifies in the sealed container)
Q5. By deep fried tofu do you mean nama-age (also
called atsu-age), which is a full-sized cake of tofu that is
simply deep-fried at one temperature of oil? It’s golden
brown on the outside and white inside, It weighs much more
than a single piece of abura-age.
Ans: Yes, this is the atsu-age. However, from early on,
my grandfather called it “yakidofu” and that is the name we
use. For Japanese there is some confusion since “yakidofu”
is the grilled tofu they use for sukiyaki...
Q6. By aburage, made with baking soda, do you mean
regular aburage that puffs up and STAYS puffed up so it
looks like a pillow when sold. The first time I ever saw
such tofu, which I never saw in Japan (1971-1977), was at
Azumaya in San Francisco, when Jack Mizono gave me a
factory tour. Japanese aburage contains no baking soda, does
not stay puffed up.
Ans: I suppose our aburage is like the aburage you saw
at Azumaya. Ours is a little “tougher” than Japanese aburage,
but it does stay puffed up. This allows for easier use when
making cone sushi by our customers. I think the baking soda
is a little “cheat” that my grandfather or dad thought of since
they don’t use it in Japan.
Q6. Price: On average, is your tofu the low-price leader
in Hawaii? Please elaborate if the answer is complex.
Ans: It really depends on where it is being sold. If our
tofu is on sale, it is comparable with the mainland brands, but
our regular retail price tends to be the highest in the islands.
For example: Our firm tofu has a price range from $1.99 on
sale to $6.00 on the outer islands. Address: President, Aloha
Tofu Factory.
1115. Uyehara, Paul. 2021. Re: Another look at the tofu
industry and market in Hawaii. Letter (e-mail) to William
Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, May 17.
• Summary: Q1. The biggest surprise for me in your last
email was to learn that your main competition comes from
brands of tofu made on the mainland. House Tofu (started by
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Mr. Shoan Yamauchi) is probably one of them.
Ans: House (Hinoichi) is our main competitor. When
Mr. Yamauchi was running the company, he promised to
never enter the Hawaii market (perhaps out of deference
to his brother at A’ala Tofu). Once they were taken over by
HouseFoods, they entered the Hawaii market immediately.
Q2. What are the main brands of tofu made on the
mainland and sold in Hawaii, in descending order of
importance?
Ans: I would say the following (loosely in descending
order–the top two are the majority): Hinoichi (House Foods).
Pulmone (A Korean brand). Azumaya. White Wave. Morinu
(Morinaga) and Kikkoman (the aseptic pack tofus). Whole
Foods and Don Quijote/Marukai have their own private label
tofus, but probably made by the major tofu manufacturers.
Q3. What percentage of the tofu market in Hawaii
would you guess these tofu brands made on the Mainland
command?
Ans: Not sure, but I would guess around 70-80%.
Address: President, Aloha Tofu Factory.
1116. Mao, Chi Tzeng. 2021. Re; His work with Mrs.
Cheng’s Soybean Products and Toyohara Soybean Products,
Inc. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center,
May 19–in reply to questions.
• Summary: “First, thank you for those years you are
promoting soybean products for the human consumption. It’s
not only good for the global environment, but also helping
the soybean related business.
“To answer your questions:
“1. We took over the business from Mr. Cheng on
August 1, 1984. We moved to Hawaii from Taiwan in May,
1984.
“2. Our company’s name: Toyohara Soybean Products,
Inc.
“dba Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean Products.
“3. Yes, our company is incorporated.
“ 4. Our products at present: Tofu (Regular Tofu, Soft
Tofu and Nigari Tofu) all traditional hand-made style.
Soymilk (Plain Soymilk, Maple Soymilk in a variety of
sizes). Soycheese [savory baked tofu]. Special Order for:
Traditional (Chinese) Tofu Pudding, Korean style Soon Tofu.
“5. About 75% of our sales go to restaurants (depends on
the season).
“6. We are trying to use the highest grade ingredients as
available. If the Pharmaceutical Grade in unavailable, we use
Food Grade.
“7. I agree that the three largest makers of soyfoods
in the Hawaiian Islands are Aloha Tofu Factory Inc., Mrs.
Cheng’s Soybean Products, and A’ala Tofu Factory.
“8. The first thing I want our company to be is the
most Unique, not the size or volume of sales. There were
about 8 tofu manufactures in Oahu in 1984. We were the
7th or so smaller sales. The local consumption of tofu was

small too. Both of us had a pharmaceutical background and
working for a major medicine manufacturer for years. Food
and medicine are related. So there is no problem for us to
upgrade the equipment. For our equipment: they are special,
custom design and made by the Japanese tofu machinery for
us, it took more than a year from design, modify, redesign
and modify so many times. We request the Tofu products
keeps “Hand Made” style, so the production isn’t as fast as
the mass production. That’s why our products take more time
and material to make. I would said we are small compared
to the big guys. Address: President, Mrs. Cheng’s Soybean
Products.
1117. Aloha Tofu Factory Inc. 2021. A brief history of Aloha
Tofu (Website printout–part). http://www.aloha-tofu.com/
about-us/ Retrieved 15 May 2021.
• Summary: “Aloha Tofu Factory started from very humble
beginnings in 1950 when Kamesaburo and Tsuruko Uyehara
agreed to take over the running of a friend’s tofu factory.
Normally it would take a lifetime to master the art of tofumaking, but young Kamesaburo had only a week to learn
everything about tofu and keep the factory running.
“The first generation of the Uyehara family who ran
the tofu factory didn’t set out to become the largest Hawaii
tofu manufacturer in the islands today. Instead the patriarch
Kamesaburo just wanted to provide for his family’s needs.
“The first tofu shop was located on Dillingham
Boulevard near what is now Honolulu Community College.
In 1964, Aloha Tofu moved to the Ala Moana Farmers
Market where the business grew until a fire wiped out the
factory in [Oct.] 1966.
“The family joined together and Kamesaburo rebuilt
the factory and started over. In 1976 their hard work and
determination was rewarded when the Uyehara family
established their own factory on Akepo Lane in Kalihi where
it still stands today.
“Aloha Tofu Factory and the Uyehara family built
their company based on the belief that the people of Hawaii
deserve the freshest tofu. As a company with local values
and the vision of aloha, the Uyehara Family invites everyone
to enjoy the versatility and health benefits that Aloha Tofu
has to offer.” Address: Akepo Lane, Kalihi, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
1118. Spots at front of book: Hawaii. 2021.
• Summary: (a) The last sovereign monarch of the Hawaiian
Kingdom, Lili’oukalani, a great lady. Her kingdom was
grabbed, stolen by American pineapple and sugar cane
interests on 17 Jan. 1893. (b-d) Maps of Hawaii.
1119. Spots at front of book: Yamei Kin. 3000.
• Summary: (a) Map of China showing Ning Po (today’s
Ningbo). (b) Map of China showing Amoy (today’s Xiamen).
(c) Portrait photo of Yamei Kin (undated) in Library of
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Congress collection. (d) A photo of Mr. and Mrs. McCartee,
and their dog, from Speer (1922). (e) Mr. Eca da Silva
holding his first son, Alexander, probably about 1896 in
Hawaii. (f) Ditto. (g) Mrs. McCartee portrait photo. (h) Mr.
McCartee portrait photo.
1120. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. The visionary work of Henry
Ford and his researchers with soyfoods–then and now:
Popularized the use of soybeans as foods in America
(Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: Before Henry Ford began his pioneering work
with soybeans in the early 1930s, most American consumers
and farmers thought their only use was as feed for animals.
Ford and his researchers and chefs played a major role in
developing a remarkable variety of tasty and nutritious
American-style foods from soybeans, and in publicizing
these foods and their health benefits nationwide.
Prior to 1934 (according to records in the SoyaScan
database) only about 188 commercial soyfood products
had been introduced in America. Of these, 78 had been
launched in the Hawaiian Islands, so only 110 had been
introduced on the American mainland. Of these 110, at least
46 were made by Asian-American companies primarily for
Asian-Americans (such as Chinese-Americans, JapaneseAmericans, etc.). Thus only 70 products were made by
Caucasian-American companies, and, of these, 27 products
were made by Seventh-day Adventist companies and sold
mostly to other Seventh-day Adventists. In short, between
1766-1767 (When Samuel Bowen launched America’s
first two commercial soy products–Soy-based Vermicelli
Noodles and Bowen’s Patent Soy [Sauce]) and 1934, only 43
commercial soy products had been introduced by CaucasianAmerican companies, not including Seventh-day Adventists.
Henry Ford’s ideas about introducing American-style
soyfoods took their first clear form on August 13, 1934,
when he presented an all-soy gala dinner banquet for the
American media at the immensely popular Ford Exhibit in
the Century of Progress World’s Fair in Chicago, Illinois.
Note first that he chose a world-class event to introduce
the little-known Cinderella crop. Now listen to the names
of dishes on the menu: “Tomato juice seasoned with soy
bean sauce. Salted soy beans. Celery stuffed with soy bean
cheese [tofu]. Puree of soy bean. Soy bean cracker. Soy bean
croquettes with tomato sauce. Buttered green soy beans.
Pineapple ring with soy bean cheese [tofu] and soy bean
dressing. Soy bean bread with soy bean relish. Soy bean
biscuit with soy bean butter. Apple pie (soy bean crust).
Cocoa with soy bean milk. Soy bean coffee. Assorted soy
bean cookies. Soy bean cakes. Assorted soy bean candy.”
This menu represented a fresh, new vision of soyfoods
in America! Note the creative use of tofu in a pineapple ring
and as a celery stuffing, and of soymilk with cocoa.
But this was just the beginning. By Aug. 1935 Ford

was serving soy ice cream for dessert at VIP and press
luncheons held at the Ford Engineering Laboratory. In about
1936 Ford’s Edison Institute published a 19-page booklet
titled “Recipes for Soy Bean Foods,” which contained 58
innovative American-style preparations including: Soy
bran bread. Cinnamon buns. Muffins (for diabetic patients).
Waffles (with soy flour). Scalloped green soy beans.
Omelette (with tofu). Salad soy bean sprouts. Gingerbread.
Honey soy bean ice box cookies. Macaroons. Coconut balls
(with chopped soynuts). Lady fingers. Soy bean chocolate
bars. Apple sauce cake. Doughnuts. Soy bean custard (with
soymilk).
In 1938, when Ford researcher Bob Smith invented
a new and greatly improved type of soymilk (based on
soy protein isolates), Ford and his researchers focused on
developing new dairylike products based on this soymilk,
including a non-dairy whipped cream, and an improved soy
ice cream. The soymilk itself was widely served at Ford
institutions in and around Dearborn, Michigan.
Indeed a strong case can be made that Henry Ford and
his coworkers played the leading pioneer role in developing
American-style soyfoods and introducing them in a big way
to America. In so doing, they set the stage for the rapid rise
of soyfoods consumption among typical Americans that
began in a small way during World War II, and in a big way
starting in the 1970s and continuing into the 1990s.
1121. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Definition of the green
vegetable soybeans and edamamé (Overview). Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Green vegetable soybeans are called edamamé
(pronounced ay-dah-MAH-may) in Japan and at some
Japanese-American food stores and restaurants. are harvested
at the fresh green stage, slightly before they mature and dry.
In East Asia, the entire soybean plant is often uprooted at this
stage, tied into a bundle, and sold with the green soybeans
in their pods attached to the plant. Removed from the plants,
the pods are usually boiled in lightly salted water for 15-20
minutes, then allowed to cool, and served in the pods as a
snack or an hors d’oeuvre. To enjoy, push the beans with
your fingertips from the pods into your mouth. Discard
the pods. Like potato chips, these nutritious little morsels
are positively addicting. In July or August, any American
soybean farmer can easily enjoy green vegetable soybeans
served in this way.
Green vegetable soybeans contain more protein than
any other fresh vegetable; they are also an excellent source
of dietary fiber and an easy way to add the benefits of soy to
typical American diets.
Traditionally in East Asia, and increasingly in America,
green vegetable soybeans are grown from what are called
“vegetable-type” or “food-grade” soybeans, which have an
East-Asian pedigree and are larger seeded and better tasting
than typical “commercial” soybeans that have been bred as a
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source of soybean oil and meal.
Green vegetable soybeans are now more and more
widely available in America, and especially in California,
Hawaii, and Minnesota. Look for them at supermarkets
(usually in the produce section), Asian-American food
stores, natural food stores, and Trader Joe’s. In California
and Hawaii, the most popular brand, from Yamato, is sold
at many supermarkets and natural and Asian food stores,
precooked, in the pods, and ready to eat. Edamamé are also
sold frozen in three different forms: Shelled, in the pods, or
mixed with other vegetables (such as baby broccoli), in the
frozen vegetable section of supermarkets. Address: Soyinfo
Center.
1122. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Chronology of tofu
worldwide–965 A.D. to 1929. Part I. Compiled by William
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 965 A.D.–Tofu is first mentioned in China
in a document, the Qing Yilu (Wade-Giles: Ch’ing I Lu)
[Anecdotes, Simple and Exotic], by Tao Ku. It states: “In
the daily market were several catties of doufu. People of
the region called doufu the ‘vice mayor’s mutton.’” It goes
on to tell the story of a vice mayor named Jishu, who was
so poor that he couldn’t afford to buy mutton. Instead he
bought a few pieces of tofu every day and ate them as a side
dish with rice. Soon people in the area came to call tofu
the “vice mayor’s mutton.” The story implies that tofu was
widely consumed in China in those days and that it was less
expensive than mutton.
1183 A.D.–Tofu is first mentioned in Japan in the diary
of Hiroshige NAKAOMI, a Shinto priest of the shrine at
Nara; the tofu was used as an offering at the shrine’s altar.
1489–The word “tofu” is first written in Japan with the
characters used today.
1603–The word “tofu” is first mentioned in a Europeanlanguage (Portuguese) document, Vocabulario da lingoa de
Iapam... [Vocabulary of the language of Japan], the earliest
dictionary of the Japanese language compiled by Europeans
(Jesuits living in Nagasaki, Japan). Tofu is referred to as
Cabe, Tôfu, or Taufu.
1613–The word tofu is first referred to (though
indirectly) for the second time by a Westerner, Captain John
Saris, in the log of his trip to Japan. He wrote “Of Cheese
[probably tofu] they haue plentie. Butter they make none,
neither will they eate any Milke, because they hold it to
bee as bloud [blood], nor tame beasts.” This is the earliest
English-language document that mentions tofu in connection
with Japan.
1665–Tofu is first mentioned specifically by a Westerner,
Domingo Fernández de Navarrete, in his book A Collection
of Voyages and Travels. Navarrete, who served as a
Dominican missionary in China, wrote: “Before I proceed
to the next chapter, because I forgot it in the first book, I
will here briefly mention the most usual, common and cheap

sort of food all China abounds in, and which all men in
that empire eat, from the emperor to the meanest Chinese,
the emperor and great men as a dainty, the common sort
as necessary sustenance. It is call’d teu fu, that is, paste of
kidney-beans. I did not see how they made it. They draw
the milk out of the kidney-beans, and turning it, make great
cakes of it like cheeses, as big as a large sieve, and five or
six fingers thick. All the mass is as white as the very snow,
to look to nothing can be finer. It is eaten raw, but generally
boil’d and dressed with herbs, fish, and other things. Alone
it is insipid, but very good so dressed and excellent fry’d in
butter. They have it also dry’d and smok’d, and mix’d with
caraway-seeds, which is best of all. It is incredible what
vast quantities of it are consum’d in China, and very hard to
conceive there should be such abundance of kidney-beans.
That Chinese who has teu fu, herbs and rice, needs no other
sustenance to work; and I think there is no body but has
it, because they may have a pound (which is above twenty
ounces) of it any where for a half-penny. It is a great help
in case of want, and is good for carriage. It has one good
quality, which is, that it causes the different airs and seasons,
which in that vast region vary much, to make no alteration in
the body, and therefore they that travel from one province to
another make use of it. Teu fu is one of the most remarkable
things in China, there are many will leave pullets for it. If I
am not deceiv’d, the Chineses of Manila [Philippines] make
it, but no European eats it, which is perhaps because they
have not tasted it, no more than they do fritters fry’d in oil of
Ajonjoli ([sesame seed] a very small seed they have in Spain
and India, which we have not) which the Chineses make in
that city and is an extraordinary dainty.”
1704–Friar Domingo Navarrete’s book is published in
English. This is the earliest English-language document that
mentions tofu in connection with China.
1770 Jan. 3–James Flint in Capringe writes Benjamin
Franklin in London (in response to an inquiry from
Franklin) a detailed description of how the “Chinese convert
Callivances into Towfu” (soybeans into tofu).
1770 Jan. 11–The earliest document seen in which an
American mentions tofu is a letter written by the famous
Benjamin Franklin (who was in London) to John Bartram in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He sent Bartram some soybeans
(which he called “Chinese caravances”) and with them
he sent “Father Navarrete’s account of the universal use
of a cheese made of them in China, which so excited my
curiosity, that I caused enquiry to be made of Mr. [James]
Flint, who lived many years there, in what manner the cheese
was made, and I send you his answer. I have since learned
that some runnings of salt (I suppose runnet) is put into
water, when the meal is in it, to turn it to curds.”
1821–The second earliest reference seen to tofu in
America, and the first to be published in the USA, appeared
when A.F.M. Willich of Philadelphia mentioned it in The
Domestic Encyclopedia. Speaking of soybeans (which he
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called “the seeds of the Chinese plant Dolichos soja”), he
wrote: These seeds are used in China and Japan as food; they
are made into a kind of jelly or curd, which is esteemed very
nutritious, and which is rendered palatable by seasonings of
different kinds.”
1870 Dec.–The term “Bean curd” is first used by Emil
V. Bretschneider, writing in English in the Chinese Recorder
and Missionary Journal (Foochow, p. 173). He said: “Beancurd is one of the most important articles of food in China.”
Then he gave an accurate description of how it was made.
1880–Tofu is first made in Europe by Paillieux, in
France, for the Society for Acclimatization (but not on a
commercial scale).
1878–The earliest tofu company in the USA, Wo Sing
& Co., is in business at 708½ Dupont St. in San Francisco,
making both fermented and regular tofu.
1895–Hirata & Co. in Sacramento, California, the
earliest known Japanese-American company in the USA,
starts making tofu.
1896 June–Tofu first appears in print in an American
scientific journal (American Journal of Pharmacy), in
an article by Henry Trimble, a pharmacist, titled “Recent
Literature on the Soja Bean.”
1906–Quong Hop & Co., the oldest existing tofu maker
in America today, starts making tofu in San Francisco,
California.
1910–Europe’s first commercial soyfoods manufacturer,
named Caséo-Sojaïne, is founded by Li Yu-ying, a Chinese
citizen, biologist and engineer, at 46-48 Rue Denis Papin,
Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles
northwest of Paris. By May 1911 he was making and selling
tofu, and by August 1911 he had added smoked tofu, pressed
tofu sheets, fermented tofu cheese (in Gruyere, Roquefort,
and Camembert flavors), and soymilk.
1923–The two oldest existing Japanese-American tofu
companies (House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. of Los Angeles
and Aala Tofu Co. of Honolulu) are founded in Hawaii.
They both began as H. Iwanaga Daufu at 1031 Aala St. in
Honolulu. In 1926 the company was renamed Shoshiro
Kanehori Tofu, and in 1937 Haruko Uyeda Tofu, still at the
same address. In about 1939 the company was purchased
by Mr. and Mrs. Shokin Yamauchi, who later renamed it
Aala Tofu Co. Their son, Shoan Yamauchi, made tofu at the
family company until 1946, when he went to Los Angeles,
purchased the Hinode Tofu Co., and began making tofu there
in 1947. After becoming Matsuda-Hinode Tofu Co. in 1963,
the company was renamed House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. in
1983.
1929 Nov.–T.A. Van Gundy, a Seventh-day Adventist
and founder of La Sierra Industries in Arlington, California
(near Riverside), becomes the first Westerner to make tofu
commercially when he introduces La Sierra Soya Cheese.
This tofu was canned and pimiento was added to prevent
graying after canning. Continued.

1123. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Chronology of Kikkoman
Corporation. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: This chronology is based largely on the
excellent chronologies near the back of Kikkoman annual
reports, dates in “Kikkoman Today & Tomorrow” (1972,
p. 1), and dates in Fruin (1983). “Ideally situated close to
soybean-growing regions as well as the Edo River, which
provided a convenient transportation route for consumers
in or near Edo, or present-day Tokyo, Noda has been wellknown for its soy sauce (shoyu) production since the Edo
period. Noda is located about 30 miles northeast of Tokyo in
Chiba prefecture.
“1661–Kikkoman Soy Sauce first went on the market
in 1661 when the Takanashi and Mogi families constructed
breweries and started the brewing of soy sauce.”
1914–When World War I started, excessive competition
arose between Japan’s many shoyu producers because of the
wartime economy, causing a very confused market situation.
1917 Dec.–With these conditions as a background, eight
Mogi and Takanashi family companies, the leading shoyu
producers in the Noda area, merged to form Noda Shoyu
Co., Ltd., a company with capital of ¥7 million and the
predecessor of Kikkoman Corporation.
1925 April–Noda Shoyu Co., Ltd. absorbs Noda Shoyu
Jozo Co., Ltd., Manjo Mirin Co., Ltd., and Nippon Shoyu
Co., Ltd., through a merger. 1926–Kikkoman No. 7 shoyu
brewing plant constructed.
1930 August–The Takasago soy sauce production plant
(formerly the Kansai Plant) is constructed near Osaka and
completed in 1931.
1936–Kikkoman Worcestershire Sauce plant completed.
1939–With the start of World War II, government
controls on the price of soy sauce are established.
1946–Kikkoman stock first becomes available to the
public.
1949–Export of Kikkoman soy sauce is reestablished
after the war.
1950–Wartime soy sauce controls end and free
competition resumes.
1950s–Kikkoman decides to implement two new, key
long-term strategies: globalization and diversification.
1957 June–Kikkoman International Inc. (KII), a soy
sauce sales company, is established in San Francisco,
California, in the United States.
1958–The first KII branch is established in Los Angeles.
1960–The second KII branch is established in New
York.
1961 July–Kikko Food Corporation is established (later
renamed Kikko Food Industries Co., Ltd.). In July 1991, the
company becomes Nippon Del Monte Corporation.
1961–Seishin Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. established.
1962 February–Tone Beverage Co., Ltd., is established.
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In February 1963, the company becomes Tone Coca-Cola
Bottling Co., Ltd.
1962 October–Katsunuma Yoshu Co., Ltd., is
established in Japan. In March 1964, the company becomes
Mann’s Wine Co., Ltd.
1963–Japan Calpak Co., Ltd. established.
1963–Del Monte tomato ketchup and tomato juice are
launched in Japan.
1964 October–Noda Shoyu Co., Ltd., is renamed
Kikkoman Shoyu Co., Ltd.
1964–Mann’s wine is launched in Japan.
1965–The third KII branch is established in Chicago,
Illinois.
1966–Sales of Higeta brand products assumed by
Kikkoman.
1968–Bottling of Kikkoman Soy Sauce for the American
market begins at the Leslie Foods plant in Oakland,
California.
1969 June–Kikkoman invests in and merges with Japan
Food corporation, the biggest distributor of Oriental food in
the United States. In June 1978 the company becomes JFC
International Inc.
1970 March–Kikkoman invests in and merges with
Pacific Trading Co., Ltd., a sister company of Japan Food
Corporation.
1972 March–Kikkoman Foods, Inc. (KFI), is
established in Walworth, Wisconsin (USA) for the purpose
of manufacturing soy sauce and teriyaki sauce. Shipping is
scheduled to start in early 1973.
1972 August–Kikkoman + Daitokai (Europe) GmbH is
established in Düsseldorf, in Germany.
1974 February–Kikkoman Restaurant, Inc. is
established.
1979 March–Kikkoman Trading Europe GmbH, a soy
sauce sales company, is established in Neuss, in Germany.
1980 October–Kikkoman Shoyu Co., Ltd. is renamed
Kikkoman Corporation–the company’s present name.
1983 January–Kikkoman Ajinomingei Co., Ltd., is
established.
1983 June–Kikkoman (S) Pte. Ltd., a production facility,
is established in Singapore.
1983 October–Kikkoman Business Development Inc. is
established.
1984–Soy sauce plant in Singapore starts shipments.
1986 August–New shoyu production facilities come on
stream at Kikkoman’s Chitose Plant, in Hokkaido.
1990 January–Kikkoman buys perpetual marketing
rights for the Del Monte brand in the Asian-Pacific region,
excluding the Philippines.
1990 February–A joint-venture company, President
Kikkoman Inc. is established to produce soy sauce in Tainan,
in Taiwan. It starts shipments late in 1990.
1995–Hon Tsuyu (soy sauce soup base) is launched in
Japan.

1996 April–Kikkoman establishes Kikkoman Foods
Europe B.V., Europe’s first soy sauce manufacturer, located
in Hoogezand-Sappemeer, in the Netherlands.
1996 May–Production of Shochu a clear Japanese spirit,
commences at a new facility of the Ojima Plant.
1997 March–Kikkoman holds a ground-breaking
ceremony for its second U.S. soy sauce production plant, in
Folsom, California, in the United States.
1997 October–Kikkoman Foods Europe B.V. begins
operations and starts shipments at its plant [in HoogezandSappemeer, the Netherlands]. This production facility
manufactures Kikkoman sauces for the entire European
market.
1998 October–The second U.S. shoyu manufacturing
plant of Kikkoman Foods, Inc., in Folsom, California, starts
shipments.
1999 July–Kikkoman opens its new headquarters in
Noda, Chiba prefecture, to commemorate the Company’s
80th anniversary.
1999 October–Kikkoman Institute for International Food
Culture is opened at the Company’s new headquarters.
1999 November–Kikkoman announces a joint venture
with its partner in Taiwan [Uni-President Enterprises,
Taiwan’s largest food manufacturer] to build a soy sauce
plant in China [in Kunshan, near Shanghai].
2000 May–Kunshan President Kikkoman Biotechnology
Co., Ltd. (a joint-venture company) is established.
2000 Aug.–Construction starts on a soy sauce plant in
China. The first shipments start in the spring of 2002.
2001–Kikkoman changes its fiscal year from January–
December to April–March.
2002 May–Kunshan President Kikkoman Biotechnology
Co., Ltd., holds the grand opening of its soy sauce plant in
Kunshan, China.
2002–Uchi-no-Gohan (handy Japanese-style seasoning
mixes) are launched in Japan.
2003 May–Kikkoman Foods, Inc. (with its plant at
Walworth, Wisconsin) holds its 30th anniversary ceremony.
2004 March–Kikkoman invests in Higeta Shoyu Co.,
Ltd. and Kibun Food Chemifa Co., Ltd. (The latter makes
soymilk).
2006 June–Kibun Food Chemifa Co., Ltd. becomes a
consolidated subsidiary of Kikkoman.
2007–Kikkoman celebrates its 50th anniversary in the
U.S.
2008–Kikkoman rolls out its new corporate brand logo
and slogan globally.
2008 Aug.–Kibun Food Chemifa Co., Ltd. (now
Kikkoman Soyfoods Company) becomes a wholly owned
subsidiary of Kikkoman.
2009 June–President Kikkoman Zhenji Foods Co.,
Ltd., holds the grand opening of its soy sauce plant in
Shijiazhuang, China.
2009 Oct.–Kikkoman shifts to a holding company
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structure.
2011 April–Kikkoman Biochemifa Company is
established [to produce clinical diagnostic devices and
reagents, processing enzymes, etc.].
1124. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Definition of teriyaki and
teriyaki sauce (Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Etymology: Formed from the Japanese verbs
teru “to shine or be glossy or bright” and yaku “to grill or
broil” (traditionally over charcoal or coals, using a hibachi, a
small, usually round charcoal brazier).
Teriyaki, a Japanese appetizer, is said to have originated
in Japan during the Edo period (1600-1867; see The History
and Culture of Japanese Food, by Naomichi Ishige, 2001,
p. 116; he does not cite his source). The word “teriyaki”
originally referred to fish (or occasionally poultry), cut into
small pieces, marinated in a Mirin-Shoyu sauce, skewered on
bamboo skewers, grilled on the hibachi, and basted / brushed
occasionally with the sauce; the mirin was considered the
key to the glossy appearance. Note: Mirin is sweetened sake
for cooking or seasoning. Shoyu is regular Japanese-style
soy sauce.
As the recipe became Westernized in the early 1950s, it
was transformed; the mirin was often omitted, garlic (ideally
fresh, crushed), and a small amount of sweetener (such as
sugar or pineapple juice) were added, and chunks or thin
strips of beef were often used in place of fish. The teriyaki
sauce was used initially as a marinade, then later in the
cooking process for basting while grilling.
Although teriyaki originated in Japan, it came to the
United States largely from Hawaii in the early 1950s, and
was soon viewed by Americans as an Hawaiian recipe and
dish. American versions may skewer chunks of fruit (such
as pineapple) or vegetables (green or red bell peppers)
alternatively with chunks of meat. Vegetarian versions
usually use pressed firm tofu or seitan in place of meat.
Address: Soyinfo Center.

An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that SOYINFO
CENTER does not own that document. A plus after eng
(eng+) means that SOYINFO CENTER has done a partial
or complete translation into English of that document. An
asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref] means
that most of these references are not about soybeans or
soyfoods.

1125. SoyaScan Questions. 2021. Questions about the history
of soybeans and soyfoods in the Hawaiian Islands (Hawaii).
Further research needed. Compiled by William Shurtleff of
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: (1) When was soy sauce first made
commercially in the Hawaiian Islands? Was it Japanese-style
or Chinese-style? Try to find the name and address of the
manufacturer, and a brief history.
(2) What was the first commercial soyfood product
made in the Hawaiian Islands? When was it first sold
commercially? Try to find the name and address of the
manufacturer, and a brief history. (3) If we look at the first
earliest 20 soyfood products made in the Hawaiian
islands, were most of them made by Japanese-owned or
Chinese-owned companies?
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD
NUMBERS

from 1908-1960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then
Democratic Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971 337, 342, 453,
581, 730, 777, 843

Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried
Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base
Balance
Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk,
Fermented
Adhesives, Asphalt Sealants and Preservation Agents, Caulking
Compounds, Artificial Leather, Foam, Polyols, and Other Minor or
General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 146
Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy
Flour) 110, 270, 309, 438
Adjuvants, Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and
Other Agricultural Chemicals–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a NonDrying Oil 1044

Africa–Congo Republic (Officially Republic of the Congo or
People’s Republic of the Congo. Also known as Congo-Brazzaville.
Called Middle Congo {Moyen-Congo} from about 1880 to 1960.
Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958) 581
Africa–Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast until Oct. 1985; Part of French
West Africa from 1895-1959) 617, 696, 730
Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 19581971 190, 200, 254, 337, 342, 453, 581, 730, 746, 777, 1029
Africa–Eritrea (Part of Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to May 1993) 342,
581
Africa–Ethiopia (Including Eritrea in Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to
May 1993. Formerly Part of Italian East Africa) 342, 453, 581, 730,
777, 843

ADM. See Archer Daniels Midland Co.

Africa–Gabon (Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958)
730, 777

Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists

Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia.. 200

Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean

Africa (General) 179, 190, 212, 807

Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of 101, 190, 337,
342, 687, 730, 777

Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957) 200, 453, 581, 582, 730,
777

Africa–Angola 581

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain African country 337, 342, 453, 730

Africa–Benin (Bénin in French; Dahomey before 1975; Part of
French West Africa from 1904-1960) 730
Africa–Botswana (Bechuanaland until 1966) 730, 777
Africa–Burkina Faso (Upper Volta before 4 Aug. 1984) 730, 777
Africa–Burundi (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 730

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country
337, 342, 730
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country 342,
453, 730

Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun in
French) 581, 730, 777, 843, 1035

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African
country 342, 730

Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do Cabo Verde.
República de Cabo Verde) 581, 1020

Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895.
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920) 581, 918, 1029

Africa–Central African Republic (République Centrafricaine; Part
of Ubangi-Shari-Chad from 1906-1910. Then Ubangi-Shari or
Oubangui-Chari. Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910-1960.
Called Central African Empire from 1976-1979; Centrafrique in
French) 730

Africa–Lesotho (Basutoland before 1966). Constitutional Monarchy
Surrounded by South Africa.. 730

Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC or DR Congo). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa.
Named Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free
State from 1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French)

Africa–Liberia 581
Africa–Libya (Including Tripoli, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica; Also
Spelled Libia) 337, 342, 581
Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache
before 1975) 342, 453
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Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964) 777

Africa–Uganda 581, 730, 1035

Africa–Mali (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1960. Senegal
& Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. Formerly
also called French Sudan (Soudan français, created on 18 Aug.
1890) and Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal et Niger)) 337, 730

Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964) 581, 730,
777, 867, 1035
Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia
from 1970-79) 190, 337, 342, 581, 730, 777, 1035

Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar) 200, 342, 581

Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP) 1038, 1046

Africa–Morocco, Kingdom of (Including Western Sahara. Divided
into French Morocco and Spanish Morocco from 1912-1956) 337,
342, 453, 581, 687, 777

Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and
Industrial Chemistry

Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before
1975) 581, 1035

Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States 22, 37, 40,
66, 77, 80, 82, 92, 99, 103, 119, 127, 132, 133, 147, 149, 150, 254,
271, 304, 309, 313, 317, 318, 345, 396, 399, 410, 412, 415, 418,
427, 432, 435, 436, 437, 441, 442, 443, 451, 456, 469, 492, 506,
519, 521, 525, 592, 639, 641, 677, 719, 748, 775, 960, 987, 1013,
1066

Africa–Niger (Part of French West Africa from 1904-1959) 730
Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of 200, 581, 730, 746, 783, 843,
862, 936, 951, 1035
Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France, in the
Mascarene Islands, 425 Miles East of Madagascar) 342
Africa–Rwanda (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 777, 843, 1035
Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959.
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960.
Includes Senegambia) 777
Africa–Sierra Leone 200, 581

Agricultural Research Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Research Service
(ARS)
Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production
Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and Work with
Macrobiotics 897, 1065
Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) 828
Alcohol and vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance
Movement

Africa–Somalia. (Formed in 1960 by the Union of British
Somaliland and Italian Somaliland. Formerly Part of Italian East
Africa) 730, 777
Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961 40, 101, 122,
200, 254, 337, 342, 453, 581, 746, 783, 910, 1035
Africa–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 746
Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956) 337, 342,
581, 730, 777, 783
Africa–Swaziland, Kingdom of (Independent Kingdom Inside
South Africa; Formerly Also Spelled Swazieland) 730
Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German
East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created in
1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar) 581, 729, 730, 777

Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa) 179
Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance
Almond Butter or Almond Paste 35, 903
Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.. 669
Almonds Used to Flavor Commercial Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream,
Soy Cheese, Amazake, Rice Milk, or Other Commercial Non-Dairy
Products 857
Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari 179
Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods 992
Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake

Africa–Togo (Togoland until 1914) 730
American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North Carolina) 926
Africa–Tunisia 101, 337, 342, 581
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American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia). See Franklin,
Benjamin

Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois;
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1969) 445, 782, 797, 800, 813, 841,
958, 969, 979, 985, 990

American Soy Products (Michigan). See Natural Foods Distributors
and Manufacturers in the USA–Eden Foods

Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina

American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan). Started Nov. 1986 897,
1065

Arlington Experimental Farm. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington Experimental Farm

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities in the United
States and Canada, and General Information (Headquarters in
St. Louis, Missouri. Established 3 Sept. 1920. Named National
Soybean Growers’ Association until 1925) 1038, 1044

Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas).
Established in Aug. 1960 by Frank Ford. Including Arrowhead
Distributing 674, 713, 723, 928

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Asia 582, 584, 709, 844, 890
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Honorary Life Members
584
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Japanese-American
Soybean Institute (JASI) 584

Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or
Dishes Outside China 302, 554, 608, 654
Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents that Contain
Cantonese Romanization, Transliteration, or Pronunciation
of Numerous Soyfood Names. There Is No Standard Way of
Romanizing Cantonese 654

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Soybean Council of
America (June 1956-1969). Replaced by American Soybean
Institute (Est. 11 July 1969) 582

Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet 1, 6, 11,
17, 33, 37, 39, 50, 68, 74, 82, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 96, 101, 110, 116,
117, 120, 130, 146, 156, 172, 178, 190, 195, 196, 200, 201, 204,
205, 206, 212, 215, 254, 271, 300, 301, 303, 309, 337, 342, 345,
396, 413, 446, 448, 458, 511, 554, 557, 561, 581, 608, 644, 657,
712, 753, 775, 783, 785, 789, 828, 839, 912, 954, 964, 968, 984,
1013, 1055, 1075, 1090, 1119, 1122, 1123, 1125

American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations
and Boards (Starting with Minnesota in 1962) 913

Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 200

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Strayer. See Strayer Family
of Iowa

Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, etc.)

American Soybean Association (ASA) or United Soybean Board–
Activities Related to Food Uses of Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy
Nutrition, Outside the United States (Not Including Soy Oil) 582

American Soybean Association (ASA)–United Soybean Board
(USB, Established 1991, Chesterfield, Missouri) 913, 933, 969,
1010, 1038

Asia, East (General) 179, 271, 561, 592, 614, 730, 862, 1035, 1051,
1063

Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type 452, 549, 614,
644, 687, 745, 854, 892, 921

Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR)
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China) 92, 172,
561, 575, 581, 644, 690, 691, 712, 897, 929, 954, 968, 1123

Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and
Anatomy

Asia, East–Japan–Early Foreign Travelers in–Before 1850 1020
Asia, East–Japan–Japanese Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside
Japan, or Soy Ingredients Used in Japanese-Style Recipes, Food
Products, or Dishes Outside Japan 10, 282, 315, 460, 503, 518, 568,
570

Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice
Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice
Antioxidants and Antioxidant / Antioxidative Activity (Especially in
Soybeans and Soyfoods) 983, 998
Appliances. See Blender
Aquaculture. See Fish or Crustaceans (e.g. Shrimp) Fed Soybean
Meal Using Aquaculture or Mariculture

Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon) 4, 13, 17, 18, 21, 26, 35, 37,
38, 39, 47, 50, 52, 68, 74, 75, 78, 79, 80, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89,
90, 91, 92, 96, 99, 101, 110, 127, 134, 138, 140, 142, 146, 156, 168,
169, 171, 172, 178, 180, 190, 195, 200, 204, 206, 212, 213, 216,
254, 271, 282, 283, 304, 313, 342, 345, 390, 396, 413, 418, 436,
458, 478, 482, 504, 511, 543, 545, 546, 550, 551, 553, 558, 561,
568, 569, 571, 574, 575, 581, 584, 588, 620, 621, 622, 628, 629,
634, 637, 643, 652, 653, 657, 662, 663, 677, 682, 688, 689, 709,
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712, 721, 722, 725, 726, 729, 733, 734, 740, 745, 753, 781, 789,
795, 797, 803, 828, 835, 840, 841, 842, 844, 851, 866, 871, 877,
878, 881, 886, 889, 896, 897, 904, 905, 906, 909, 910, 929, 932,
939, 940, 949, 954, 958, 961, 967, 968, 977, 982, 984, 999, 1000,
1002, 1006, 1011, 1013, 1014, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1035, 1048, 1049,
1054, 1064, 1068, 1121, 1122, 1123, 1124
Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 75, 190, 200, 212

Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and
Central) 933
Asia, Middle East–Afghanistan, Islamic State of 396
Asia, Middle East–Bahrain, State of (Also spelled Bahrein) 190,
212
Asia, Middle East–Cyprus 342

Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Korea–Korean Restaurants Outside Korea, or Soy
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes, Food Products, or
Dishes outside Korea 1015
Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea
and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]) 17, 38, 75, 85,
88, 89, 90, 92, 101, 116, 126, 146, 172, 178, 190, 200, 212, 254,
342, 345, 413, 569, 575, 581, 596, 623, 638, 640, 657, 712, 718,
746, 753, 777, 784, 828, 868, 897, 935, 987, 989, 1015, 1041, 1052,
1062, 1077, 1087, 1093
Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 190, 212
Asia, East–Koreans overseas. See Koreans Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese Colony, then Overseas
Territory. Returned to China in 1999) 581
Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)
Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang],
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after 1950)
47, 50, 74, 75, 82, 85, 91, 92, 95, 96, 97, 101, 107, 116, 117, 122,
136, 142, 146, 156, 170, 172, 177, 182, 190, 195, 200, 206, 212,
254, 270, 309, 337, 342, 345, 438, 452, 584, 687, 712, 753
Asia, East–Manchuria–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 74, 136, 190, 200
Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992) 110, 254
Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945) 92,
101, 102, 172, 178, 190, 200, 206, 212, 561, 575, 581, 639, 702,
712, 718, 746, 777, 828, 843, 862, 897, 932, 954, 964, 968, 1008,
1123

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by
that date in this country 74
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported
by that date in this country 74
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Middle Eastern country 337,
342
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Middle Eastern country 342
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country 337, 342
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country 337
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Middle Eastern country 337
Asia, Middle East–Iran, Islamic Republic of (Jomhori-e-Islami-eIrân; Persia before 1935) 190, 212, 396, 730, 777
Asia, Middle East–Iraq (al Jumhouriya al ‘Iraqia) 396, 730, 777
Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip, and
Golan Heights Since 1967) 337, 342, 575, 582, 730, 910
Asia, Middle East–Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of (Transjordan
until 1949) 730
Asia, Middle East, Mideast, or Near East (General) 687

Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 190

Asia, Middle East–Palestine (Divided between Israel and Jordan in
1948-49) 337, 342

Asia, East–Tibet (Conquered by China in 1950; Also called Thibet
or, in Chinese, Sitsang) and Tibetans Outside Tibet 452

Asia, Middle East–Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of (al-Mamlaka al`Arabiya as-Sa`udiya) 730, 777
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Especially Work with Soy
Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor) 74,
342, 777
Asia, Middle East–United Arab Emirates (Formerly Trucial States
or Trucial Oman; Also Dubai) 910

Asia, Southeast–Laos 110, 337, 342, 581
Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963 74,
82, 190, 200, 212, 254, 337, 342, 396, 657, 777, 783

Asia, Middle East–Yemen (Formed in May 1990 by the Merger of
Pro-Soviet South Yemen [People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen,
Including Aden] and Pro-Western North Yemen [Yemen Arab
Republic]) 212

Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Officially Union of Myanmar
82, 92, 200, 337, 342, 561, 575, 581

Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from
1947-1971) 337, 342, 730, 777

Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the 89, 90, 101, 156, 200,
204, 206, 342, 446, 458, 511, 571, 718, 729, 730, 777, 828, 907,
923, 1122

Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of 342

Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British]
from 1826 to 1946) 74, 89, 90, 190, 212, 844, 890, 897, 910, 954,
963, 968, 984, 986, 1123

Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and
Nicobar Islands) 35, 82, 92, 101, 110, 137, 169, 179, 200, 254, 337,
342, 345, 458, 511, 561, 575, 621, 622, 652, 699, 729, 730, 777,
783, 843, 930, 1016
Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven
Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, and Tripura 92, 337, 342
Asia, South (Indian Subcontinent) 718
Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of 82, 342, 581, 730, 777
Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India
until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 19471971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh) 337,
342, 561, 575, 687, 730, 777

Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939) 178,
190, 212, 342, 561, 575, 581, 718, 729, 730, 777, 1060
Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East Timor) 212
Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and
Cochinchine from 1887-1945) 82, 88, 89, 92, 101, 110, 190, 200,
337, 342, 396, 652, 828, 882
Asia, Southeast–Vietnamese overseas. See Vietnamese Overseas,
Especially Work with Soy
Asia, Transcaucasia–Armenia (Formerly Armenian SSR, a
Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 491
Asparagus bean. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name) 82, 92,
96, 190, 212, 337, 342, 575, 582, 622, 730, 777, 783, 790

Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce
Atlantic Ocean islands. See Oceania

Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979 to
the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic) 82, 190, 337, 342, 581

Australasia. See Oceania

Asia, Southeast (General) 718, 934

Australia. See Oceania–Australia

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside
Indonesia, or Soy Ingredients Used in Indonesian-Style Recipes,
Food Products, or Dishes Outside Indonesia 643

AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center. Named Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC) from 1971 to 2008
(Shanhua, Taiwan) 718, 746, 843, 862, 1008

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West
Irian], and Sumatra) 92, 101, 110, 190, 200, 204, 212, 254, 337,
342, 345, 396, 452, 458, 581, 718, 729, 730, 745, 777, 960, 1078
Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 212

Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki,
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientific names:
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi 142,
162, 200, 503, 545, 546, 588, 642, 663, 667, 759, 932, 1011

Asia, Southeast–Indonesians overseas. See Indonesians Overseas,

Azumaya, Inc. (Started Making Tofu in 1930 in San Francisco,
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California). Acquired by Vitasoy on 27 May 1993 726, 786, 789,
857, 874, 895, 897, 1065
Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products
Bacteria causing toxicity. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and
Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, and that Cause Food
Poisoning
Baker, Bill (1873-1942). Health Foods Pioneer, Famous Baker,
Ojai, California 408, 411, 420

Biotechnology applied to soybeans. See Genetic Engineering,
Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech
Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black
in Color
Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata
Blender, Electric (Kitchen Appliance)–Including Liquefier,
Liquidizer, Liquifier, Osterizer, Waring Blender, Waring Blendor,
Waring Mixer, Whiz-Mix, Vitamix–Early Records Only 438

Balanced Foods, Inc. (New York City, and North Bergen, New
Jersey). Wholesale Distributor of Health Foods and Natural Foods.
Founded in 1939 by Maurice “Doc” Shefferman, Sam and Will
Reiser. Purchased in Dec. 1986 by Tree of Life 713, 829

Boca Burger. See Kraft Foods Inc.

Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Soybeans
or Soy Products to Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc

Botany–Soybean 33, 82, 92, 101, 110, 200, 342, 402, 403

Boca Burger Inc. Founded 1993. Acquired Feb. 2000 by Kraft
Foods Inc.. 1010

Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry
Barricini Foods (Mountain Lakes, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream
Company. Acquired Farm Foods and Ice Bean on 31 May 1985.
Sold Farm Foods to 21st Century in 1993 859

Bragg Liquid Aminos–Made from Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein
(HVP) 687, 1060

Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with Soy (Not Including
Frozen Dessert Bars) 924

Bragg, Paul Chappius (1895-1975) Author and Health Foods
Advocate 687, 699

Bartram, John (1699-1777) and William (1739-1823) 1122

Bran, soy. See Fiber, Soy

Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)

Brassica napus. See Rapeseed

Bean curd. See Tofu

Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil

Bean curd skin. See Yuba
Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Breeding of soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, Transgenics,
Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech, Variety
Development and Breeding

Bean paste. See Miso

Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics 200, 337, 342, 862

Beef alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives,
Including Beef Jerky, etc. See also Meatless Burgers

Breeding soybeans for food uses. See Variety Development,
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans
for Food Uses

Belleme, John. See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North
Carolina)

Briggs, George M. (1884-1970, Univ. of Wisconsin) 469
British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British
Columbia

Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed
Bibliographies and / or Reviews of the Literature (Contains More
Than 50 References or Citations) 40, 82, 110, 200, 204, 342, 443,
621, 622, 715, 716, 719, 728, 750, 896, 928, 937, 940, 963, 999,
1002, 1011, 1043, 1049, 1065
Biloxi soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi
Binder for Sand Foundry Cores / Core Oil–Industrial Uses of Soy
Oil as a Drying Oil 216
Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also:
Obituaries 396, 584, 961, 962

Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch.
Also called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Double Bean, Horse Bean,
Horsebean. Chinese–Candou (“silkworm bean”). Japanese–
Soramame. German–Ackerbohne, Saubohne or Buschbohne.
French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais, Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane
37
Brown rice. See Rice, Brown
Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown
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Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf, Germany). Sold to DE-VAU-GE
on 31 Dec. 1998. Fischer Then Started a New Company Named
Natumi GmbH 979

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba 412, 697
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Newfoundland and Labrador
412

Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. See Procter & Gamble Co.
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Nova Scotia 412, 960
Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other
Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials
Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York). Including Lauhoff Grain
Co. (Danville, Illinois) since 1979 1019
Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and
Patties

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario 412, 697, 713, 723,
786, 787, 946, 1019
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec) 697, 1005
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan 412
Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada

Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois) 309, 399,
456, 1013

Cancer and diet. See Diet and Cancer. See also–Vegetarian Diets–
Medical Aspects–Cancer

Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar
Cancer, breast, prevention and diet. See Diet and Breast Cancer
Prevention

Butter made from nuts or seeds. See Nut Butters
Butter-beans. See Lima Bean

Cancer, endometrium/uterus, prevention and diet. See Diet and
Breast Cancer Prevention

Cajanus cajan. See Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram
Cancer or Tumor Causing / Promoting Substances in Soybeans or
Soyfoods, or Experiments Showing That Soybeans or Soyfoods
May Be Carcinogenic or Mutagenic 663, 871, 904, 943

Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal
Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and
Soybean Foods and Feeds 40, 549, 921

Cancer, prostate, prevention and diet. See Diet and Prostate Cancer
Prevention

California. See United States–States–California
Canada 37, 38, 40, 68, 74, 75, 89, 90, 117, 178, 190, 200, 206, 212,
216, 309, 342, 410, 412, 438, 444, 446, 452, 453, 581, 644, 651,
652, 674, 697, 713, 723, 744, 786, 787, 797, 800, 824, 910, 929,
938, 946, 954, 956, 960, 968, 1005, 1010, 1013, 1014, 1018, 1019,
1028, 1043, 1123
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian province 412
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a certain
Canadian province 412
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian
province 412
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a
certain Canadian province 412
Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 178, 190
Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia 90, 117, 206,
412, 674, 697, 713, 723, 797, 800, 938, 1010, 1019, 1028

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as
an Hydrogenated Oil 110
Cannabis sativa. See Hemp
Cantonese. See Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents
that Contain Cantonese Romanization / Transliteration
Cape Verde. See Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do
Cabo Verde. República de Cabo Verde)
Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates,
Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber) 745, 1121
Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars) 200
Cardiovascular Disease and Diet Therapy, Especially Heart Disease
and Stroke, But Including Cholesterol Reduction, and Hypertension
(High Blood Pressure). Soy Is Not Always Mentioned 546, 746,
824, 915, 967, 983, 995, 997, 1000, 1001, 1006, 1010, 1025, 1028,
1039, 1060, 1078
Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 841
Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean
Cartoons or Cartoon Characters 504, 513
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or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 37
Catchup / Catsup etymology. See Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–
Etymology

Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans.
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous 35

Catering. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering
Catsup. See Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup, WesternStyle), Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup, Western-Style)
Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop,
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document
Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or
Unspecified Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake
or Meal as Feed 75
Central America. See Latin America–Central America
Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement
in Mexico and Central America
Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana). Maker of Master Mix
Feeds. Acquired in Oct. 1987 by the Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna,
Italy. In 1991 became part of CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. [a holding
company], operating as a member of the Eridania / Beghin-Say
agro-industrial group, within Ferruzzi-Montedison. Acquired in
Oct. 2002 by Bunge 1019

Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California). Maker and Importer of
Macrobiotic and Natural Foods. Founded in March 1962 652, 713,
897
China. See Asia, East–China
China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 178
Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.) 5, 101, 110,
169, 207, 247, 283, 359, 444, 502, 547, 549, 571, 644, 656, 691,
736, 754, 762, 775, 779, 786, 797, 882, 897, 907, 908, 943, 1120
Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China
Chinese-style soy sauce made with a significant proportion of
wheat. See Soy Sauce, Chinese Style. Made with a Significant
Chocolate or cocoa substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy
Chocolate

Cereol. See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy)
Certification of soybean seeds. See Seed Certification (Soybeans)

Chronology / Timeline 96, 117, 621, 622, 659, 668, 682, 691, 725,
734, 746, 775, 797, 800, 841, 909, 913, 955, 968, 979, 1010, 1013,
1019, 1042, 1064, 1065, 1122, 1123

Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka
Chun King 749
Cheese. See Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives
Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans
Cheesecake or cream pie. See Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie
Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants,
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components 37, 82, 110, 146, 200, 271,
313, 316, 549, 610, 652, 745
Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial
Chemistry
Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler
McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan) 438
Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste

Claim or Claims of Health Benefits–Usually Authorized by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 979, 990, 995, 997, 1000,
1001, 1010
Cliffrose. See Natural Food Distributors and Master Distributors–
General and Other Smaller: Cliffrose, Shadowfax, etc.
Coconut Milk and Cream. Or Coconuts Used to Flavor Soymilk,
Rice Milk, etc.. 858
Coffee Creamer, Whitener or Lightener (Non-Dairy–Usually
Contains Soy) 922
Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT, organized in April 1848) 929

Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes 169

Chicken, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey

Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease 747,
940, 941, 945, 961, 966, 969, 979, 988, 990, 992, 993, 994, 995,
996, 997, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1004, 1010, 1078

Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage,

Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specific
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Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)

Cookbooks, vegetarian. See Vegetarian Cookbooks

Commercial natto. See Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a
Commercial Scale

Cookery, Cookbooks, Cooking Videos, and Recipes–Mostly Using
Soy, Mostly Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian
Cookbooks, Vegan Cookbooks 35, 76, 163, 200, 240, 262, 271, 284,
287, 288, 302, 303, 308, 313, 413, 438, 441, 482, 484, 485, 486,
491, 503, 508, 510, 512, 513, 525, 537, 539, 551, 552, 554, 558,
560, 568, 570, 574, 608, 620, 648, 652, 654, 655, 659, 660, 669,
674, 675, 687, 688, 693, 695, 701, 705, 706, 732, 742, 743, 745,
756, 759, 782, 791, 806, 810, 812, 813, 830, 836, 851, 853, 854,
870, 873, 883, 886, 900, 958, 968, 973, 976, 985, 1003, 1011, 1012,
1015, 1016, 1051, 1056, 1060, 1063, 1083

Commercial soy products–earliest. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product
Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods 14, 32, 36,
42, 46, 53, 63, 64, 65, 69, 72, 73, 93, 94, 104, 105, 109, 112, 113,
114, 124, 131, 157, 158, 159, 173, 174, 175, 184, 185, 191, 192,
199, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 224,
227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 241, 242,
243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 255, 256, 257, 258,
259, 260, 261, 265, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 291,
292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323,
324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 340, 341,
347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359,
360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372,
373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385,
386, 387, 388, 389, 392, 393, 394, 395, 400, 419, 421, 422, 423,
424, 425, 431, 450, 455, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 470,
471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 481, 487, 497, 498, 499, 500,
501, 502, 520, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 541, 542,
547, 548, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 577, 578, 579, 580, 586,
591, 598, 599, 600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 611, 613,
618, 624, 625, 626, 630, 631, 632, 633, 635, 636, 645, 664, 665,
666, 684, 685, 686, 702, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 747, 754, 762,
766, 767, 779, 780, 793, 794, 798, 818, 822, 823, 831, 832, 833,
847, 857, 858, 872, 875, 879, 887, 893, 901, 902, 920, 925, 927,
931, 947, 1070, 1074
Commercial tofu. See Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a
Commercial Scale
Compact Discs (CD-ROM)–References to a Compact Disc in NonCD Documents 938, 1012

Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers 263, 345, 399, 621, 677, 682, 726
Cooperative soybean crushers. See Soybean Crushers (USA),
Cooperative
Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Corn Gluten 147, 254, 438, 441, 525,
687, 821, 824, 959, 1008, 1029
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State
Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY)–Soyfoods Research &
Development 549
Costs and/or Profits / Returns from Producing Soybeans 74
Cottage cheese, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based
Products, Other
Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Yarn, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales,
All from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.) 37, 68
Cotton Plant and Crop (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed Oil,
Cake, and Meal 213

Component / value-based pricing of soybeans. See Seed Quality
Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical /
Nutritional Composition or Analysis

Cottonseed and Cotton (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed
Oil, Cake, and Meal 50
Cottonseed Flour. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Flour 549

Computerized Databases and Information Services, Information or
Publications About Those Concerning Soya 712, 826, 919, 938, 988
Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Concerns about the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefits of Soy in
Human Diets 928, 937, 940, 941, 945, 953, 988, 992, 993, 994, 995,
996, 997, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1005, 1028
Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Cookbooks, macrobiotic. See Macrobiotic Cookbooks
Cookbooks, vegan. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks

Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled CottonSeed Cake 74, 133, 146, 156, 892
Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil
74, 178, 190
Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed
212, 213
Cover Crop, Use of Soybeans as. See also: Intercropping 718
Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Cowpeas, Pea Bean,
Yardlong Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientific names:
Vigna sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920),
Vigna Katiang (1889) 37, 92, 102, 110, 127, 147, 150, 200, 254,
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263, 268, 269, 271, 718, 765, 792, 827, 843

Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy) 92

Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 74, 147, 200, 342

Davis, Adelle (1904-1974). Author and Health Foods Advocate
1026

Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Daylength Neutrality. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod
Insensitivity

Cream, sour, alternative. See Sour Cream Alternatives
Death certificates. See Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and
Wills

Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream
Creamer or soy cream for coffee. See Coffee Creamer / Whitener
Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement 37, 77,
127, 132, 263, 438, 456, 951

Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising,
etc. See also: Adulteration
Demos, Steve. See White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)

Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some
Other Crop) 37, 99, 110, 147, 254

Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents
DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, Germany) 979

Cruets (English Glass Bottles for Serving Soy Sauce–or Oil or
Vinegar–at the Table) and Cruet Frames and Stands (of Plated
Metal). Also spelled Crewets, Crewits, Creuits, Cruetts, Cruits 512

Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in

Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region

Developing nations. See Third World

CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. See Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne,
Indiana)

Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 74, 110, 146, 216, 309, 410, 438, 1120

Development, sustainable. See World Problems–Sustainable
Development and Growth

Dies, Edward Jerome (1891-1979) 1013
Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water
Management / Irrigation) 22, 37, 101, 110, 133, 200, 254, 304, 318,
342, 399, 404, 412, 429, 440, 649, 758
Cultures of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen
Fixing Cultures
Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End
Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese:
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foofah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary
Syrup) 200, 458, 654, 1072

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel–Interchem Industries,
Inc., Interchem Environmental, Inc., Midwest Biofuels, Ag
Environmental Processing (AEP), Bill Ayres and Doug Pickering.
Pioneer Biodiesel Makers and Marketers in the USA 952, 1038,
1044, 1046
Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel–Kenlon Johannes, Pioneer in the
USA 913, 1044, 1046
Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum (Made
from Methyl Esters of Soybean Oil) 342, 913, 916, 944, 952, 1012,
1019, 1033, 1038, 1044, 1046, 1047
Diesel, soy. See National Biodiesel Board

Dairy alternative, rice based. See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams
Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Coffee Creamer / Whitener or
Cream Alternative, Sour Cream Alternatives, Soy Cheese or Cheese
Alternatives, Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Soy Pudding, Custard,
Parfait, or Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk, Soymilk, Fermented,
Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir, Tofu (Soy Cheese), Whip Topping
Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products, Other (Cottage Cheese,
and Icing). See also Non-dairy Whip Topping, Soy Ice Cream,
Soy Yogurt, Soy Cheese, Cream Cheese or Cheesecakes, Coffee
Creamer / Whitener or Cream, and Sour Cream 669

Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention (Soy Is Usually Mentioned) 733,
943, 953, 967, 969, 977, 984, 1001, 1021, 1023, 1028, 1032, 1039,
1055, 1058
Diet and Cancer (Vegetarian Diet Is Not Mentioned; Soy May Not
Be Mentioned) 957, 967
Diet and Endometrial Cancer Prevention (Soy May Not Be
Mentioned). The Endometrium is the Mucus Membrane Lining of
the Uterus 957, 981
Diet and Prostate Cancer Prevention (Soy Is Usually Mentioned)
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889, 977, 982, 1005, 1023, 1057

Ecology (“The Mother of All the Sciences”) and Ecosystems 716,
903

Directories–Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA 79, 1065
Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism,
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA
148, 342, 414, 469, 652, 674, 725, 926, 954, 968
Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See
also: Nematode Disease Control 92, 103, 200, 254, 263, 342, 396,
427, 432, 438, 443, 458, 492, 639, 677, 708, 862, 929, 933, 934,
1079

Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing
Soybeans
Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans, Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Edamamé
Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan; Founded 4 Nov. 1969) and
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan; Founded Aug. 1986)
674, 713, 723, 897
Edible or food-grade soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible Soybeans

Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust
District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of
Columbia

Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts (Hudson, Iowa). See
Solnuts B.V.
Egypt. See Africa–Egypt

Diversity, Genetic. See Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and
Population Structure
Documents with More Than 20 Keywords 35, 37, 40, 74, 75, 79,
82, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 96, 99, 101, 110, 127, 146, 147, 156, 169,
172, 178, 190, 200, 204, 206, 212, 213, 254, 309, 313, 337, 342,
345, 396, 399, 410, 412, 438, 458, 469, 503, 575, 581, 621, 622,
639, 652, 669, 674, 682, 687, 696, 697, 712, 713, 723, 726, 730,
734, 759, 771, 775, 777, 782, 786, 787, 797, 808, 824, 826, 828,
841, 843, 897, 903, 910, 919, 954, 956, 968, 979, 987, 1010, 1013,
1019, 1035, 1060, 1065, 1122, 1123

Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums
Energy bars. See Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with
Soy
Energy, renewable, from soybeans. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel,
Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum
England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

Domestication of the soybean. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)

Environmental issues, concerns, and protection. See Vegetarianism,
the Environment, and Ecology

Dorsett, Palemon Howard (1862-1943, USDA) 396, 753, 775, 960
Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia (Feb. 1929 to Feb. 1931)
410, 775
Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black
Soybeans

Enzymes–Commercial Enzyme Preparations Used in
Making Soyfoods by Hydrolyzing or Modifying Soy Protein,
Carbohydrates, or Lipids (Including Phosphatides) 891
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other 200
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation 549

Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks
Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Koji or
Aspergillus Oryzae (Including Enzymes in Miso and Fermented Soy
Sauce) 204, 468, 870

Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds
Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Tempeh, Natto,
Fermented Tofu, or Fermented Black Soybeans 110, 204

DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) and DuPont
Agricultural Enterprise / Products (Wilmington, Delaware).
Formerly spelled Du Pont 753

Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment

Earliest commercial soy products. See Historical–Earliest
Commercial Product

Equipment for Soybean Processing (Not Including Farm
Machinery) 789, 804

Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen

Equol–A Metabolite of Daidzein Derived by the Action of Intestinal
Bacteria on Soy Isoflavones 937, 1021, 1030, 1055, 1058, 1059,
1061, 1067, 1069

Eastern Foods, Inc. See Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota)
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Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts). Founded April 1966 by Aveline
and Michio Kushi in Boston. Merged with U.S. Mills in 1986 652,
674, 713, 723, 910, 911, 1064, 1065, 1068
Erewhon–Los Angeles / West / West Coast. Established Sept.
1969. Purchased from Erewhon (Boston) by John Fountain & John
Deming on 1 Aug. 1975. Named Mondo in Oct. 1976. Then Broken
Up and Re-Sold in 1979. Part Became Erewhon West 652, 674,
713, 911, 1064

Europe, Eastern–Serbia (Republic of Serbia since 6 June 2006).
Including Belgrade, Novi Sad, Sajkaska, Vojvodina, and disputed
Kosovo. Formerly part of the loose State Union of Serbia and
Montenegro (2003-2006) 212, 444
Europe, Eastern–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 190
Europe, Eastern–Ukraine (Ukrayina; Formerly Ukranian SSR, a
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 82, 110, 200

Essene Traditional Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 652, 911
Estrogens in plants. See Phytoestrogens
Etymology. See the specific product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu,
soybean meal, etc.)
Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 418
Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 82, 92, 200, 254, 342,
438
Euronature (Paris, France). See Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (SintMartens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France)

Europe, Eastern–USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or
Soviet Union; called Russia before 30 Dec. 1922. Ceased to exist
on 26 Dec. 1991) 200, 212, 254, 342, 345, 396, 438, 444, 452, 453,
491, 687, 712, 746
Europe, Eastern–Yugoslavia. Existed from 1918 to Jan. 1992.
Composed of Serbia / Servia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Slovenia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Included Carnaro, Fiume /
Rijeka / Rieka 1947-1992; Formerly Also Spelled Jugoslavia. See
also Serbia and Montenegro 190, 212, 444, 581, 730, 777, 910
Europe–European Union (EU) or European Economic Community
(EEC; also known as the Common Market), renamed the European
Community (Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium) 979
Europe, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in Europe

Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)) 444

Europe, Western 88, 146, 309, 594, 621, 622, 969, 984, 990, 1010
Europe, Western–Andorra, Principality of 910

Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included
Slovakia or Slovensko) 110
Europe, Eastern–Czechoslovakia (From 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993;
then divided into The Czech Republic [formerly Bohemia and
Moravia], and Slovakia [officially “The Slovak Republic”]) 342,
453, 581, 910
Europe, Eastern–Estonia (Formerly Estonian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991; Also Spelled Esthonia)
190, 212

Europe, Western–Austria (Österreich) was independent before 8
June 1876 when the dual monarchy was formed. As the AustroHungarian Empire began to break up, the Republic of Austria
declared independence on 12 Nov. 1918 200, 342, 452, 453, 581,
846, 910, 946
Europe, Western–Austria-Hungary (Austro-Hungarian Empire).
Officially Dissolved on 12 Nov. 1918 82, 87, 92, 110, 146
Europe, Western–Belgium, Kingdom of 146, 200, 337, 342, 438,
581, 621, 622, 652, 841, 910
Europe, Western–Denmark (Danmark; Including the Province of
Greenland [Kalaallit Nunaat]) 74, 143, 146, 190, 200, 212, 438,
581, 652

Europe, Eastern (General) 783
Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság) 82, 110, 200, 254,
342, 581, 730, 777, 910
Europe, Eastern–Poland 200, 342, 452, 581, 730, 777, 910

Europe, Western–Finland (Suomen Tasavalta) 581, 734, 910

Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia until
1940-44). Also spelled Rumania 190, 342, 746

Europe, Western–France (République Française) 74, 82, 87, 90, 92,
101, 110, 146, 178, 190, 200, 212, 213, 254, 337, 342, 444, 446,
581, 621, 622, 652, 696, 712, 730, 775, 777, 828, 853, 910, 1019,
1122

Europe, Eastern–Russian Federation (Russia); Formerly Russian
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991) 50, 74,
75, 92, 96, 101, 110, 116, 127, 146, 156, 178, 190, 200, 212, 254,
345, 396, 712, 930

Europe, Western–Germany (Deutschland; Including East and West
Germany, Oct. 1949–July 1990) 19, 23, 37, 40, 68, 74, 82, 87, 88,
92, 111, 123, 135, 146, 150, 190, 200, 212, 216, 342, 396, 438, 453,
581, 652, 797, 954, 960, 968, 979, 1123
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Europe, Western–Greece (Hellenic Republic–Elliniki Dimokratia–
Hellas. Including Crete, Kríte, Kriti, or Creta, and Epirus or
Epeiros) 438, 444, 446, 575, 581

Exercise. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise
Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and
Expellers

Europe, Western–Iceland (Lydhveldidh or Lyoveldio Island) 910
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain western
European country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
this country 74

Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment
Stations in the United States
Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Exported

Europe, Western–Ireland, Republic of (Éire; Also Called Irish
Republic) 74, 190, 212, 910

Extruders, Extrusion Cooking, Extrusion Cookers and Expanders.
See also Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LEC / LECs) 853, 890, 958

Europe, Western–Italy (Repubblica Italiana) 19, 74, 82, 88, 89, 92,
101, 146, 178, 179, 190, 200, 212, 254, 342, 438, 444, 453, 561,
581, 652, 712, 730, 777, 843, 910, 946, 1029

Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)

Europe–Western–Italy–Soy Ingredients Used in Italian-Style
Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide 797
Europe, Western–Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of (Occasionally
spelled Luxemburg) 190, 212, 581
Europe, Western–Malta 581

Fairchild, David (1869-1954). In 1897 founded Section of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction. After March 1901, Renamed Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, then Office of Foreign Plant
Introduction, then Division of Foreign Plant Introduction 396, 775,
960
Family history. See Genealogy and Family History
FAO. See United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP,
UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy

Europe, Western–Netherlands, Kingdom of the (Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden), Including Holland 74, 82, 87, 110, 146, 190, 200,
206, 212, 337, 342, 396, 438, 581, 622, 652, 734, 843, 954, 968,
1020, 1123
Europe, Western–Norway, Kingdom of (Kongeriket Norge) 74, 92,
190, 212, 438, 581, 910, 982, 1029

Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then San Francisco, California), Farm
Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy (Summertown, Tennessee). Div. of
Hain Food Group (Uniondale, New York). Merged with Barricini
Foods on 31 May 1985. Acquired by 21st Century Foods from
Barracini Foods in mid-1993 797, 800, 859
Farm machinery. See Tractors

Europe, Western–Portugal (República Portuguesa; Including Macao
/ Macau {Until 1999} and the Azores) 190, 212, 575, 581, 652, 730,
777, 910, 1011, 1122
Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom since 1707) 74,
581, 652
Europe, Western–Spain, Kingdom of (Reino de España) 74, 342,
438, 458, 511, 581, 652, 730, 777, 910
Europe, Western–Sweden, Kingdom of (Konungariket Sverige) 74,
146, 190, 200, 212, 438, 444, 446, 581, 652, 910, 987
Europe, Western–Switzerland (Swiss Confederation) 200, 342, 444,
446, 581, 652, 697, 726, 744, 841, 910
Europe, Western–United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (UK–Including England, Scotland, Wales, Channel Islands,
Isle of Man, Gibraltar) 10, 11, 17, 37, 71, 74, 82, 87, 88, 96, 122,
127, 128, 129, 146, 166, 178, 179, 190, 193, 200, 203, 205, 212,
342, 438, 444, 446, 581, 582, 652, 687, 851, 910, 979, 1018, 1020,
1047, 1122
Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr.
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928) 37

Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee). See also Soyfoods
Companies (USA)–Farm Food Co.. 734, 797, 956
Feed manufacturing companies. See Ralston Purina Company
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included) 33, 110, 127, 147,
200, 254
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Soybean Seeds) 24, 74,
77, 80, 99, 146, 190, 309, 314, 712
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
92, 147, 200, 254, 309, 342, 345
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pastures & Grazing–Hogging
Down / Off, Pasturing Down, Grazing Down, Lambing Down / Off,
and Sheeping-Down / Off 37, 92, 147, 200
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a
Silo 37, 147, 200, 254, 342, 345, 456
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage and Soiling (Green
Crops Cut for Feeding Confined Animals) 103, 200
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Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried
Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and
Chemical Composition 110
Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted) 74, 75, 110, 146, 430,
844, 890, 892
Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows,
horses, etc.
Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 302, 458
Fermented Black Soybeans–from The Philippines–Tau-si, Tausi,
Tao-si, Taosi 458
Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans,
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans,
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih,
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si,
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto,
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi /
Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji, Taodji, or Tao-djie 110, 200, 302, 342, 458, 554, 608, 621, 622, 1015

Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to
Disposal Problems 169, 313
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue,
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin) 110, 169, 200, 313, 413, 418, 436, 503, 644,
745, 781, 782, 797, 808, 816, 897, 900, 1011, 1015
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial
Soyfood Products 665, 739, 887, 901
Fiber, Soy–Bran–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 200
Fiber, Soy–Bran (Pulverized Soybean Hulls / Seed Coats) and Other
Uses of Soybean Hulls 200, 745, 928, 1120
Fibers (Artificial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial
Uses of Soy Proteins 342
Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji
Fish, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish, and
Other Seafood-like Products
Fish or Crustaceans (e.g., Shrimp) Fed Soybean Meal or Oil as Feed
Using Aquaculture or Mariculture 892
Fitness. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise

Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also:
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 204
Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi 110

Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or
Eliminating Them) 169, 704, 893, 898
Flax plant or flaxseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the
Flax / Flaxseed Plant

Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented
Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thuanao
Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy). Purchased Central Soya Co. (USA) in
Oct. 1987. European crushing operations renamed Cereol on 1 Jan.
1990. Cereol acquired by Bunge in April 2003 1019
Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for
the Soil
Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis) 254, 765
Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates
/ Relatives in Various Languages 313, 436, 503, 897

Flint, James. Translator, Agent and Resident Administrator
(Supercargo) in China of the East India Company (England) in the
Late 1700s. Died 1793. Chinese Name–Hung Jen. See also: Samuel
Bowen 1122
Flour, cottonseed. See Cottonseed Flour
Flour, soy. See Soy Flour
Flour, soy–Industrial uses of. See Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–
Other
Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or FullFat Seeds
Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services) 744, 749, 895, 896, 942, 969, 979, 990, 995,
1000, 1001, 1010
Food for Life (Illinois) 674

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value
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Food uses of soybeans, breeding for. See Variety Development,
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans
for Food Uses
Food uses of soybeans in the USA, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes) in the USA before 1900
Foodservice and institutional feeding or catering. See School Lunch
Program
Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering, Including
Quantity or Bulk Recipes 594, 922, 956
Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds /
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds

Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu
Gardenburger Inc. Named Wholesome and Hearty Foods, Inc. until
24 Oct. 1997 (Portland, Oregon) 924
Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, and Other Poultry Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 37
Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene
Banks
Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies
140, 200, 283, 396, 584, 962
General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 661

Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman,
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse 438, 447,
1120

Genetic Diversity. See Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and
Population Structure

Foundry cores, binder. See Binder for Sand Foundry Cores

Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, Recombinant DNA, Transgenic
Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech 841, 979, 990, 1010, 1019,
1040, 1080, 1082

Fouts Family of Indiana–Incl. Taylor Fouts (1880-1952), His
Brothers Noah Fouts (1864-1938) and Finis Fouts (1866-1943),
Their Soyland Farm (1918-1928), and Their Father Solomon Fouts
(1826-1907) 438

Genetically Engineered Foods–Consumer Concern / Response and
Labeling. Includes Non-Soy Foods 942

France. See Europe, Western–France

Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical
Genetics

Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–
Meatless Sausages

Georgeson, Charles Christian (1851-1931) of Kansas and Alaska
37, 1013

Franklin, Benjamin (1706-1790; American Statesman and
Philosopher), Charles Thomson, and the American Philosophical
Society (APS–Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 1122

Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany
Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
Not Including Soy Sprouts

French Polynesia. See Oceania
Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed
Stores 712, 843, 987

Frozen desserts, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream
Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole
Fuller Life Inc. (Maryville, Tennessee). Formerly Sovex Natural
Foods of Collegedale, Tennessee; a Division of McKee Foods Corp.
Name Changed to Blue Planet Foods in 2004 651

Glidden Co. (The) (Chicago, Illinois, and Cleveland, Ohio). Incl.
Durkee Famous Foods. See also: Julian, Percy 438
Gluten. See Wheat Gluten
Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean

Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in
1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds
International, Inc. by 1972. Controlled by Ciba-Geigy by 1974 399,
987

Glycine species, wild perennial. See Wild, Perennial Relatives of
the Soybean
Goitrogens / Goitrogenic Substances (Which Can Affect Thyroid
Function and Cause Goiter) 969, 1001, 1028

Galactina S.A. (Belp, Switzerland) 841
Golbitz, Peter. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)
Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948). Vegetarian
Pioneer Worldwide, and in India and England 687, 699
Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried

Gossypium sp. See Cottonseed and Cotton
Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
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Damage, etc.)

Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851). American Health Reformer and
Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) (New York) 146
Granum. See Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors in
the USA–Janus

Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts
Guam. See Oceania–Guam
Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany) 92

Grazing green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean
Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Great Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North Carolina)
797, 897, 910
Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In
/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil
Improvement 77, 80, 99, 127, 149, 150, 179, 200, 309
Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green
Green Vegetable Soybeans (Edamamé)–Machinery or Equipment
Used for Harvesting or Picking, Sorting, Cleaning, and / or
Shelling, Threshing, or Depodding 399
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 313, 318, 399, 410, 1013
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden
Vegetable or Commercially 110, 254, 399, 412, 677, 974
Green Vegetable Soybeans Industry and Market Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses–Individual Companies 964, 965

Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur,
Vienna, Austria) 200
Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt
Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York). Hain Food
Group, Inc. before 30 May 2000. Hain Pure Food Co. since Nov.
1931. Founded in Oct. 1926 by Harold Hain as Hain Health Foods
859, 979, 1010, 1019
Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto 200
Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan
Hartwig, Edgar Emerson (1913-1996, North Carolina and
Mississippi). Soybean Breeder for the U.S. South 452, 453
Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting) 74, 75, 110,
200, 399, 438, 458, 677

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green
Vegetable Soybeans 627, 628, 629, 634, 787, 929, 987

Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii

Green Vegetable Soybeans–The Word Edamame (Japanese-Style,
in the Pods), Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type Soybeans–
Appearance in European-Language Documents 313, 418, 503, 592,
614, 702, 964, 965, 974, 1008, 1010, 1013, 1014, 1121

Health and Dietary / Food Reform Movements, especially from
1830 to the 1930s 813

Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type
Soybeans 79, 110, 169, 200, 254, 271, 285, 304, 306, 311, 313, 315,
316, 317, 318, 336, 337, 339, 342, 343, 345, 391, 396, 398, 399,
401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410, 412, 415, 417, 418, 434,
437, 438, 439, 441, 456, 458, 503, 519, 525, 559, 568, 588, 592,
593, 596, 597, 614, 620, 639, 641, 662, 675, 677, 678, 683, 687,
702, 709, 759, 790, 845, 848, 853, 876, 928, 963, 964, 965, 974,
1008, 1010, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1028, 1056, 1063, 1081, 1086, 1095,
1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106,
1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1120, 1121
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or
Edible of Food-Grade Soybeans, General Information About,
Including Use As Green Vegetable Soybeans 399, 410, 412, 439,
639, 641, 675, 677, 974, 1013, 1014, 1121
Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Japanese-Style

Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay

Health claims. See Claim or Claims of Health Benefits–Usually
Authorized by the FDA
Health foods distributors and wholesalers. See Balanced Foods,
Inc. (New York City, and New Jersey), Health Foods, Inc. (Illinois),
Kahan & Lessin Co. (California), Landstrom Co. (California)
Health Foods Distributors and Wholesalers–General and Other
(1890s to 1960s) 713, 723, 820
Health Foods, Inc. (Des Plaines, Illinois). Wholesale Distributor
of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Founded in 1936 by Samuel
Middell 713, 723
Health Foods–Manufacturers 438
Health foods manufacturers. See Baker, Bill
Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General
(Started in the 1890s by Seventh-day Adventists) 344, 439, 993
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Health foods movement in Los Angeles, California. See Baker, Bill,
Bragg, Paul Chappius, Davis, Adelle
Health Foods Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s)
438
Heart disease and diet. See Cardiovascular Disease, Especially
Heart Disease and Stroke

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical
Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or
Continent 4, 33, 40, 42, 74, 87, 337, 342, 412, 696, 730
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 1, 4, 33,
35, 37, 40, 51, 65, 74, 75, 79, 86, 87, 88, 89, 91, 92, 99, 127, 146,
156, 169, 178, 190, 200, 254, 271, 313, 337, 342, 399, 412, 431,
438, 539, 553, 558, 639, 651, 682, 687, 696, 704, 730, 733, 771,
816, 824, 1122

Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa) 190
Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or
Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of
plantain) 190

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 37, 51,
75, 86, 87, 89, 91, 99, 127, 190, 199, 558, 674, 682, 719, 733, 771,
816, 824, 889
Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular
Soybean Variety 37, 127, 254, 399, 639

Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications 69, 110, 199,
208, 209, 474, 631, 734, 746, 797, 841, 916, 964, 979, 1010, 1019

Hexane. See Solvents

History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline

Higashimaru. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology /
Timeline, and Obituaries 36, 46, 82, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 96, 101,
110, 140, 146, 169, 200, 213, 254, 270, 283, 309, 342, 390, 396,
400, 438, 469, 511, 543, 582, 584, 621, 622, 637, 657, 659, 668,
682, 690, 691, 712, 721, 722, 725, 740, 749, 751, 769, 775, 781,
789, 800, 803, 804, 808, 814, 817, 828, 840, 842, 870, 874, 877,
878, 880, 881, 882, 886, 896, 897, 903, 905, 909, 910, 911, 917,
922, 930, 949, 954, 955, 960, 962, 968, 978, 979, 1010, 1013, 1014,
1017, 1019, 1033, 1038, 1042, 1044, 1046, 1047, 1065, 1068, 1075,
1117, 1120, 1122, 1123, 1125

Higeta. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)
Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. See House Foods
America Corporation (Los Angeles, California)
Historical–Documents about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes) in
the USA before 1900 14, 32
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published Before
1900 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published from
1900 to 1923 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,
58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122,
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135,
136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148,
149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 160, 161, 162,
163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175,
176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188,
189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201,
202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213
Historical–Earliest Commercial Product Seen of a Particular Type
or Made in a Particular Geographic Area 14, 32, 42, 65, 199, 209,
380, 500, 611
Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word,
Term, or Phrase 5, 37, 39, 74, 75, 92, 99, 142, 169, 179, 200, 208,
212, 270, 302, 313, 318, 342, 399, 410, 418, 436, 438, 458, 484,
486, 493, 503, 511, 554, 569, 644, 654, 687, 917

Hogging down soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–
Hogging Down
Hoisin / Haisien Sauce 1015
Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands
Holmberg, Sven A. (1894-1982, Fiskeby, Norrköping, Sweden).
Soybean Breeder for the Far North 444, 987
Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics
Homemade fried tofu. See Tofu, Fried, Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade peanut butter. See Peanut Butter, Homemade–How to
Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade roasted whole soy flour (kinako). See Roasted Whole
Soy Flour (Kinako), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand
Homemade soymilk. See Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory or Community Scale
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Homemade teriyaki sauce. See Teriyaki Sauce, Homemade–How to
Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Ice cream, non-soy, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy NonDairy Relatives

Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Ice cream, soy. See Soy Ice Cream, Soy Ice Cream (Frozen or Dry
Mix)–Imports, Exports, International Trade

Homemade yuba. See Yuba, Homemade–How to Make at Home or
on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Ice creams (non-dairy). See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (NonDairy)

Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong

Icing, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products,
Other

Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones
Identity Preserved / Preservation 1010
Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 37, 50, 75

IITA (Nigeria). See International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria)
Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois

Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr.
Armand Burke 438, 960, 1013
House Foods America Corporation (Garden Grove, California).
Formerly Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc.. 208,
245, 386, 400, 433, 541, 705, 706, 726, 771, 781, 786, 789, 804,
826, 841, 852, 874, 897, 949, 971, 1019, 1024, 1065, 1122

Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods
Research & Development 399, 410, 412, 675
Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps
Like Kerosene–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 172
Illustrations (Often Line Drawings) Published before 1924. See also
Photographs 72, 82, 93, 101, 110, 147, 175

Hulls, soybean, uses. See Fiber, Soy
Human Nutrition–Human Trials 200, 653, 663, 733, 889, 904
Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality
Worldwide 575, 581, 682

Illustrations Published after 1923. See also Photographs 224, 420,
431, 460, 474, 504, 513, 552, 553, 611, 621, 622, 631, 646, 659,
811, 875, 887, 925, 931, 979, 1122

HVP–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid Aminos

Imagine Foods, Inc. (Palo Alto & San Carlos, California). Rice
Dream / Beverage Manufactured by California Natural Products
(CNP, Manteca, California) 903, 924, 979, 1019

HVP type soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or
Semi-Fermented)

Implements, agricultural. See Machinery (Agricultural),
Implements, Equipment and Mechanization

Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean,
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean.
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou) 162

Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important 1, 4, 33, 37, 40,
51, 74, 75, 82, 86, 87, 89, 91, 92, 99, 110, 127, 140, 169, 190, 199,
200, 204, 254, 309, 313, 337, 342, 399, 412, 438, 469, 550, 558,
621, 622, 639, 651, 674, 682, 696, 721, 725, 728, 730, 733, 740,
771, 816, 824, 828, 840, 877, 889, 969, 1019, 1065, 1125

Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic
Presses
Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical
Region 309
Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty
Acids, Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening

Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important 212, 270, 271,
318, 789, 813, 826, 843, 859, 896, 897, 956
Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Imported
India. See Asia, South–India
Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana

Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin
216, 438, 621, 622
Hydrolyzed soy protein–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid
Aminos

Indiana Soy Pioneers. See Central Soya Co., Fouts Family, Meharry
Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia
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Indonesian restaurants outside Indonesia, or Indonesian recipes
that use soy ingredients outside Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–
Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside Indonesia and Soy
Ingredients Used in Indonesian-Style Recipes Restaurants Outside
Japan

Formulas, Soy-based 309, 980

Indonesians Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 956

Infinity Food Co. Renamed Infinity Company by 1973 (New York
City, New York) 652, 911

Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–IndonesianStyle Fermented Soybean Paste
Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap)
Ketchup / Catsup
Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt
Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artificial Leather,
and Other Minor or General Uses, Paints, Varnishes, Enamels,
Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings, Rubber
Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Lubricants,
Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts
Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artificial Wool or
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon,
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Paints (Especially Water-Based
Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing, Plastics
(Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable Eating
Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and Packaging
Materials)
Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy flour). See Adhesives
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building
Materials
Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic
Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to
1950s) Including, Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses, New Uses
Movement (USA, starting 1987), Successor to the Farm Chemurgic
Movement (1930s to 1950s), Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other,
Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed) 155,
166, 176
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region
309

Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortified and Regulated.
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates) 953

Information, computerized. See Computerized Databases and
Information Services, and Websites, Websites or Information on the
World Wide Web or Internet
Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures
Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management 110,
146, 162, 200, 254, 342, 399, 410, 435, 438, 442, 443, 609, 677,
862
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic Research) 696
Institutional feeding. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or
Catering
Interchem Industries (Kansas). See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel,
Biodiesel–Interchem
Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping
International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome) 190, 212, 213,
337, 342
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan,
Nigeria) 746, 843, 862, 936, 951
International Nutrition Laboratory. See Miller, Harry W. (M.D.)
(1879-1977)
International soybean programs. See AVRDC–The World Vegetable
Center (Shanhua, Taiwan), INTSOY–International Soybean
Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois), International Institute
of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome), International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria), United Nations (Including
UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy,
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic
Internet. See Websites or Information on the World Wide Web

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger Companies (Ford
Motor Co., I.F. Laucks, O’Brien Varnish Co., The Drackett Co.,
ADM, General Mills, etc.) 438, 1044
Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies 86,
134, 190, 212, 828, 859, 926

Internment / relocation camps in the United States. See Japanese the
the United States–Work with Soy in Internment / Relocation Camps
during World War II
Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction

Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant
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INTSOY–International Soybean Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois). Founded July 1973. Initially (from 1971) named Program
for International Research, Improvement and Development of
Soybeans (PIRIDS) 696, 712, 730, 744, 777, 790, 843, 862
Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number
Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa
Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. of Iowa
(Iowa City) 415
IRAT. See Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT)
Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and
Feeds 271, 313, 318, 437, 519, 549
Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington). Founded by Luke
Lukoskie and Sylvia Nogaki 697, 734, 786, 797, 800, 826
Isoflavone or Phytoestrogen Content of Soyfoods, Soy-based
Products, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties (Esp. Genistein,
Daidzein, and Glycitein) 928, 932, 937, 953, 963, 986
Isoflavones in soybeans and soyfoods. See Estrogens, Incl.
Genistein, Daidzein, etc.
Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates

157, 158, 159, 173, 174, 175, 184, 185, 191, 192, 197, 199, 206,
208, 209, 210, 211, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 227,
228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 241, 242, 243,
244, 245, 246, 248, 249, 250, 251, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261,
265, 266, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 283, 290, 291,
292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 304, 308, 313, 319, 320,
321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333,
334, 335, 336, 338, 340, 341, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352,
353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366,
367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379,
380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 392, 393,
394, 395, 400, 414, 419, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 431, 450, 455,
460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 467, 468, 470, 472, 473, 474, 475,
476, 477, 481, 487, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 504, 520, 529, 530,
531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 548, 550,
551, 553, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 577, 578, 579, 580, 586,
590, 591, 598, 599, 600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 611,
613, 618, 624, 625, 626, 630, 631, 632, 633, 635, 636, 637, 642,
645, 646, 647, 648, 657, 659, 664, 665, 666, 667, 668, 670, 671,
672, 673, 679, 680, 686, 694, 702, 705, 706, 713, 720, 721, 722,
725, 726, 731, 734, 737, 738, 739, 749, 767, 769, 786, 789, 798,
802, 803, 804, 816, 817, 818, 826, 832, 833, 835, 840, 842, 848,
852, 857, 869, 870, 874, 877, 878, 881, 895, 897, 900, 901, 902,
905, 907, 908, 910, 911, 915, 917, 943, 949, 954, 955, 964, 965,
968, 970, 971, 972, 973, 988, 992, 993, 1001, 1017, 1019, 1024,
1042, 1045, 1064, 1065, 1120, 1123

Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism

Japanese restaurants outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan

Italian recipes, soyfoods used in. See Europe–Western–Italy

Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 200

Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San

Jerky, Soy. Including Jerky-Flavored Soy Products. See also: Tofu,
Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Grilled, Braised or Roasted 759

Ivory Coast. See Africa–Côte d’Ivoire
Jacob Hartz Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas). Founded by Jacob
Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963) in 1942. Continued by Jake Hartz, Jr.
(1920- ). Acquired by Monsanto in April 1983. Headquarters at Des
Moines, Iowa, since Jan. 1998 929
Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Doenjang,
Denjang / Dwenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang / Toenjang 623,
676, 872, 935, 1041, 1052, 1077
Janus Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington). And Granum 674, 910

Jerky, tofu. See Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Broiled,
Grilled, Braised or Roasted
Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia
35, 110, 342
Johannes, Kenlon. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel
Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler
92, 200

Japan. See Asia, East–Japan
Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA–Directories. See
Directories–Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA
Japanese in the United States–Work with Soy in Internment /
Relocation Camps during World War II 668, 955, 1043, 1065
Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics 14,
32, 34, 36, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49, 53, 59, 62, 63, 64, 65, 69, 70,
72, 73, 74, 78, 79, 86, 87, 88, 90, 93, 94, 104, 105, 106, 109, 112,
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 124, 126, 131, 134, 138, 140, 148, 153,

Kahan & Lessin Co. (Los Angeles then Compton, California).
Wholesale Distributor of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Formed
in 1945 by Merger of Two Companies Founded in 1932 and 1935
Respectively 713, 820
Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap,
Kétjap)
Kecap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis
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with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu) 554

Kefir, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir
Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co.,
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co.,
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek
Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960 1013

Korea. See Asia, East–Korea

Kerry Ingredients (Formerly the Kerry Group). Purchased Plants
from Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa)
in Jan. 2002. Name Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006), Then
Changed Back to Kerry 1010, 1019

Korean-style fermented red-pepper and soybean paste. See RedPepper and Soybean Paste–Korean-Style

Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 5
Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap, etc.
Word Mentioned in Document 5, 35, 110, 342, 655

Koreans Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 51, 207, 676, 872,
897, 907

Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soybean Paste including Doenjang
Korean-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Asia, East–Korea–Soy
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes
Kosher / Kashrus, Pareve / Parve / Parevine–Regulations or Laws.
See also: Kosher Products (Commercial) 771, 811

Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup, Western-Style), or
Ketchup in which Mushrooms are the Main Ingredient 35

Kosher Products (Commercial) 857

Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato / Tomata Ketchup, Western-Style), or
Ketchup in which Tomatoes are the Main Ingredient 35

Kraft Foods Inc. (Work with Soy). Including Anderson Clayton,
Boca Burger, and Balance Bar 857, 874, 1010

Ketjap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis /
Ketjap Manis

Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus,
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides)
179, 271

Kibun. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)
Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and
Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co.. 79, 87, 90, 206, 504, 550, 551, 553,
621, 622, 646, 647, 657, 659, 749, 803, 828, 886, 895, 897, 954,
968, 1017, 1065, 1123

Kushi, Michio (17 May 1926 to 28 Dec. 2014) and Aveline (27 Feb.
1923 to 3 July 2001)–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics, and
Organizations They Founded or Inspired 897, 910, 911, 1064, 1065
Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)

Kin, Yamei. See Yamei Kin (1864-1934)
Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

La Choy Food Products, Inc.–LaChoy Brand–Purchased in Sept.
1943 by Beatrice Creamery Co.. 309, 749, 897

King, Paul and Gail. See Soy Daily (The)

La Sierra Industries (La Sierra, California). See Van Gundy,
Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries

Kiribati. See Oceania

Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean

Kloss, Jethro. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their
Authors

Lactose Intolerance or Lactase Deficiency 824
Lager, Mildred (Los Angeles, California) 344, 438, 439

Kochujang / Gochujang. See Red-Pepper and Soybean Paste–
Korean-Style
Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles 65, 175, 204,
211, 265, 313, 320, 323, 340, 341, 356, 360, 361, 362, 380, 395,
397, 462, 659, 722, 725, 734, 749, 805, 815, 840, 870, 1017
Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak /
Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made

Landstrom Co. (San Francisco, California). Wholesale Distributor
of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Founded in 1931 by Wesley
Landstrom 713, 723
Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–LargeSeeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans
Latin America–Caribbean–Antigua and Barbuda (Including
Redonda) 342
Latin America–Caribbean–Bahamas, Commonwealth of The (Also
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Called The Bahamas, Bahama Islands, or Bahama) 730
Latin America–Central America–Honduras 581, 777
Latin America–Caribbean–Barbados 342
Latin America–Caribbean–Bermuda (A British Dependent
Territory) 342, 445, 447
Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla,
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda 342

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Central
American country 342
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in
connection with (but not yet in) a certain Central American country
40

Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba 40, 190, 200, 342, 1019
Latin America–Caribbean–Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo or
San Domingo before 1844) 342, 730, 777

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Central American country 342

Latin America–Caribbean–French Overseas Departments–
Guadeloupe, and Martinique (French West Indies). Guadeloupe
(consisting of two large islands–Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre)
administers 5 smaller dependencies–Marie-Galante, Les Saintes, La
Désirade, St.-Barthélemy, and St. Martin (shared with Netherlands
Antilles) 342

Latin America–Central America–Mexico 37, 117, 342, 412, 438,
446, 575, 652, 687, 730, 946, 956

Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica 342, 730

Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic)
190, 200, 206, 212, 342, 730, 777, 946, 1035

Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands
(Including British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United
States–St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands
(Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica,
Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher]
and Nevis), Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and
Netherlands Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao,
and Bonaire off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern
St. Martin / Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and
Martinique and the five dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are
French Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called
the French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises 190,
212, 342, 730, 783

Latin America–Central America–Nicaragua 697, 730
Latin America (General) 309, 933

Latin America–South America–Bolivia 730, 777, 1035
Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of 26,
190, 212, 342, 575, 652, 716, 719, 729, 730, 777, 783, 1029, 1035
Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island) 342,
730, 777, 946
Latin America–South America–Colombia 342, 729, 730, 777, 799,
843, 1035
Latin America–South America–Ecuador (Including the Galapagos
Islands. Formerly also called Equator, the English translation of the
Spanish “Ecuador”) 342, 581, 687, 730, 777

Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General) 37, 910, 1035
Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A SelfGoverning Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932) 40, 342,
345, 451, 652, 729, 730, 744, 829, 938, 946, 1066

Latin America–South America–French Guiana (A French Overseas
Department, Guyane or Guyane française, formerly occasionally
called Cayenne) 101, 190, 212, 777
Latin America–South America (General) 190, 212, 254, 844

Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago 342, 730, 783
Latin America–Central America–Belize (Named British Honduras
from 1840 to about 1975, Belize before 1840) 212, 342

Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before
1966) 37, 190, 200, 212, 342
Latin America–South America–Paraguay 730, 777, 1029, 1035

Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica 40, 342, 575, 777, 910,
946
Latin America–Central America–El Salvador 342

Latin America–South America–Peru 206, 342, 730, 777
Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975) 342, 729

Latin America–Central America (General). Includes Mexico and
Mesoamerica.. 190, 212

Latin America–South America–Uruguay, Oriental Republic of 342,
730

Latin America–Central America–Guatemala 342, 687, 729, 777
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Latin America–South America–Venezuela 777

Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 216, 309, 342

Laucks (I.F.) Co. (Seattle, Washington). Founded by Irving Fink
Laucks (3 July 1882 to 9 March 1981) 438

Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Lintseed, or the Flax / Flaxseed
Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.) 133, 146, 172, 190, 212, 213

Lauhoff Grain Co. See Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York)
Laurelbrook Natural Foods (Bel Air, Maryland) 674, 713, 723, 911

Lists and Descriptions (Official and / or Extensive) of Early U.S.
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms 92, 200,
254, 399, 712

Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce
Llama Toucan & Crow. See Stow Mills, Inc.
Lecithin, Soy 200, 342, 438, 549, 979, 1019
Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California). Named La Loma Foods
from Feb. 1989 to Jan. 1990. Acquired by Worthington Foods in
Jan. 1990 438, 594, 669, 682, 691, 759

Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses 438
Legume, Inc. (Fairfield, New Jersey) 797, 800, 841
Lend-Lease (Program and Administration). U.S. Program to Send
Key Supplies to Overseas Allies During World War II 438
Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils
Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens
35, 37, 674, 759
Leviton, Richard. See Soyfoods Association of North America
(SANA)
Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born
1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles
northwest of Paris, and China) 82, 101, 110, 200, 342, 444, 1122
Libraries. See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville,
Maryland)
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British
Columbia, Canada). And Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. Both founded by
Arran and Ratana Stephens 674, 713, 723
Lighting by burning soy oil. See Illumination or Lighting by
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene
Lightlife Foods, Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts). Started as
The Tempeh Works in Sept. 1979 by Michael Cohen in Greenfield,
Massachusetts. Then renamed Tempehworks, Inc. in Sept. 1985.
Acquired by ConAgra, Inc. (Omaha, Nebraska) on 14 July 2000.
Acquired by Maple Leaf Foods (Ontario, Canada) on 10 March
2017 841, 956, 1010
Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean 35, 169, 318, 399, 408, 420, 458,
718
Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and
Mezin, France). Owns Jonathan P.V.B.A. Owned by Euronature of
Paris, France, since 1989. Owned by the Hain-Celestial Group since
10 Dec. 2001 910

Loma Linda University (Loma Linda, California). Including Loma
Linda Hospital (Formerly named Loma Linda Sanitarium and
College of Medical Evangelists) 594, 759
Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural /
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism 87, 206, 224, 400, 419, 420,
481, 575, 652, 657, 682, 699, 702, 705, 706, 726, 771, 789, 795,
802, 804, 826, 852, 896, 897, 903, 909, 911, 924, 926, 943, 949,
955, 964, 965, 970, 971, 972, 973, 984, 995, 1001, 1017, 1024,
1026, 1027, 1042, 1122, 1123
Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 75
Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne
Lukoskie, Luke. See Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington)
Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis) 37, 150, 920, 925,
931
Macao / Macau. See Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese
Colony)
Machinery (Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and
Mechanization (Binders, Cultivators, Cutters, Harvesters, Mowers,
Pickers, Planters, Reapers, Separators, Thrashers, or Threshers). See
also: Combines and Tractors 37, 92, 110, 254, 399
Macrobiotic Cookbooks 652, 660
Macrobiotics. See Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and
Work, Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work, Muramoto,
Noboru–His Life and Work, Ohsawa, George and Lima
Macrobiotics. See also: George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi,
Herman and Cornellia Aihara 652, 660, 808, 841, 897, 910, 911,
962, 1065, 1068
Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee).
Madison Foods (Then a Subsidiary of Nutritional Corp.) Was
Acquired by Worthington Foods in Aug. 1964 438
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Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota). Div. of Goods, Inc.
Named Tofu, Inc. and Eastern Foods, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota,
from 1978 to March 1989 786, 859

Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), MultiPurpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger 561, 575, 581,
582, 595

Maize. See Corn / Maize
Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger,
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality

Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, Including Meatless Beef
Jerky, Chili Con Carne, Goulash, Lasagna, Meat Balls, Mince,
Mincemeat, Sloppy Joes, Spaghetti Sauce, Steak, Veal, etc. See also
Meatless Burgers 759, 879, 1003, 1060

Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow
Manchu soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu

Meat Alternatives–Commercial Products (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 823,
847, 879
Meat alternatives companies. See Tofurky Company (Hood River,
Oregon. Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)

Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria
Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada) 697, 713, 723

Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 438,
804, 990

Map / Maps 110, 146, 309, 412, 744, 946, 1029
Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–Individual Companies 924

Margarine 200, 309, 342, 438
Margarine Made with Soy 746, 841

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo, and
Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages 924

Margarine Made without Soy Oil 19
Market statistics. See the specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu
Industry and Market Statistics

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat
Extenders 503, 669, 674, 739, 745, 756, 759, 797, 806, 841, 880,
899, 900, 924, 930, 931, 978, 979, 1010

Market statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production
and Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, Goose, Duck, and Related
Poultry Products. See also Meatless Turkey 270, 745, 1003

Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish, and Other Seafood-like
Products 745

Marketing Association, Soybean. See Soybean Marketing
Association (1929-1932)
Marketing of soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu–Marketing
of

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.).
See Also Meat Extenders 110, 745, 797, 806, 808, 1060
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey 669, 924, 1003

Marketing soybeans. See Chicago Board of Trade
Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models)
309, 929

Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders
(Marketed as Such) 309, 705, 706

Marusan-Ai. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)
Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts
Maturity groups. See Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–
Maturity Groups
Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)
McCay, Clive M. and Jeanette (Cornell Univ.) 669

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls) 503, 739,
789, 900

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in the USA, Canada, or
Related to North Americans in Asia 689, 695, 705, 706, 743, 756,
771, 791, 806, 811, 851
Medical aspects of soybeans. See Cancer or Tumor Causing /
Promoting Substances in Soybeans or, Cognitive / Brain Function.
Including Alzheimer’s Disease, Diabetes and Diabetic Diets,
Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant Menopausal Symptoms,
Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health

Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal
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Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical
Aspects
Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937), the A.P. Meharry Farms (One
Near Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois, and Three in Indiana),
and William E. Riegel, Meharry Farm Manager and Independent
Soybean Grower in Tolono, Illinois 309
Mei Dou Za / Mei-Tou-Cha / Meitauza. See Tempeh, Okara
Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant Menopausal Symptoms, Such as
“Hot Flashes” and “Night Sweats” 939, 967, 1048

Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts,
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews,
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts,
Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame Milk
35, 610, 669
Milk–Problems with Cow’s Milk as a Food, Incl. Use of Bovine
Growth Hormone, Price Regulation, etc. (See also: Soymilk) 942
Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)
Milk, soy. See Soymilk

Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America
Messina, Mark (PhD) and Virginia (MPH, RD) (Nutrition Matters,
Inc., Port Townsend, Washington state; moved to Pittsfield,
Massachusetts in early 2016). Mark is one of the world’s leading
experts on soy nutrition 961, 966, 969, 977, 979, 995, 1019, 1023,
1025, 1039, 1048, 1078

Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977) and International Nutrition
Laboratory (Mt. Vernon, Ohio) 438, 561, 682, 691
Minerals. See Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods, Calcium
Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy
Minerals (General) 110, 200, 549

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico
Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota
Mexico and Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods
Movement in Mexico and Central America
Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia 146,
169, 396, 775

Miso companies (USA). See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton,
North Carolina), Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park,
California), South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)
Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 897

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan
Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and
Contamination). See also: Nutrition–Toxins and Toxicity in Foods
and Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, as Causal Agents
704, 715, 852, 874, 895, 914
Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their
Fermentation
Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology,
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
Middle America. See Latin America–Central America; and Latin
America–Caribbean or West Indies, Latin America, Central
America, and Latin America, Caribbean or West Indies
Midwest Natural Foods Distributors, Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan)
713, 723
Migros & Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac, Switzerland) 841
Miles Laboratories. See Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington,
Ohio)
Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.
Milk, coconut / cocoanut. See Coconut Milk and Cream

Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade 28, 78, 84, 99, 175,
550, 1018
Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 795, 926, 1018
Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 463, 577, 795, 815, 926
Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinesestyle Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesianstyle Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]) 4, 10, 13, 17, 26,
27, 28, 45, 57, 58, 62, 65, 69, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 92, 99,
127, 146, 167, 174, 175, 185, 191, 192, 200, 204, 210, 211, 216,
217, 255, 265, 273, 299, 304, 306, 311, 313, 315, 320, 323, 333,
336, 340, 342, 343, 356, 360, 361, 362, 380, 391, 397, 401, 413,
418, 419, 436, 458, 462, 463, 464, 473, 478, 481, 505, 518, 540,
546, 550, 555, 568, 569, 572, 577, 588, 592, 614, 620, 621, 622,
642, 648, 652, 654, 655, 662, 667, 682, 697, 701, 703, 709, 710,
721, 725, 732, 733, 734, 740, 745, 746, 751, 752, 755, 757, 768,
772, 773, 782, 795, 800, 802, 813, 815, 837, 840, 841, 845, 848,
851, 853, 854, 870, 877, 878, 883, 897, 903, 904, 905, 906, 910,
917, 926, 939, 955, 958, 967, 984, 985, 1010, 1011, 1015, 1016,
1018, 1023, 1028, 1042, 1045, 1051, 1056, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1081,
1083, 1092, 1093
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Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese 10, 70, 84, 313, 315, 503, 514, 518,
537, 545, 546, 569, 573, 652, 655, 695, 701, 732, 733, 781, 845,
848, 853, 900, 904, 917, 939, 967, 984, 1011, 1054, 1093, 1094,
1109
Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste including Doenjang

hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo 74, 172, 271,
549, 554, 590, 592, 614, 642, 718, 843, 1045
Muramoto, Noboru–His Life and Work with Macrobiotics,
Organizations He Founded, and Commercial Products He Made or
Inspired 814, 897
Mushroom ketchup. See Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup,
Western-Style)
Muso Shokuhin–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Osaka,
Japan) 897

Miso, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products 875
Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri

Mycorrhiza. See Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizal
Relations

Mitchell Foods, Inc. (Fredonia, New York; and North Abington,
Massachusetts) 922

Names for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Mitoku–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Tokyo, Japan) 910

Nashville Agricultural and Normal Institute (NANI). See Madison
Foods and Madison College

Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Japanese Trading Co.,
founded 1876) 74
Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, California) 805, 897, 926,
955, 1065

Nasoya Foods, Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of
Vitasoy Since Aug. 1990 734, 786, 797, 800, 895
National Agricultural Library (USDA, Beltsville, Maryland) 37,
960

Mizono family. See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, California)
Mochi. See Rice-Based Foods–Mochi

National Agricultural Library (USDA, NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)
960

Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri) and its HybriTech Seed
International subsidiary. Acquired Jacob Hartz Seed Co. in April
1983. Acquired Asgrow in Feb. 1997. Merged with Pharmacia &
Upjohn on 31 March 2000 and was renamed Pharmacia Corp 929,
942, 979, 1010, 1019, 1080, 1082

National Biodiesel Board (NBB). Formerly named National Soy
Fuels Advisory Committee (NSFAC) (May 1992–Dec. 1992) and
National SoyDiesel Development Board (NSDB) (Dec. 1992–Sept.
1994). See also Soy Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, or Biodiesel 944, 952,
1038, 1046

Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga Nyûgyô (Torrance,
California, and Tokyo, Japan) 727, 734, 828, 874, 895, 896, 897,
1065

National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois). Named Northern Regional
Research Laboratory prior to July 1976. Named Northern Regional
Research Center prior to 28 Dec. 1991 744, 745, 775

Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure,
Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy
Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert) 92,
119, 146, 169, 200, 254, 318, 345, 399, 410, 412, 452, 453, 469,
712, 753, 775, 1013
Morse, W.J., on expedition to East Asia. See Tofu Dorsett-Morse
Expedition to East Asia (1929-1931)
Mottled, speckled, or spotted soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–
Mottled

National Oilseed Processors Assoc. (NOPA) (National Soybean
Oil Manufacturers Association from May 1930 to 1935; National
Soybean Processors Assoc. (NSPA) from June 1936 to July 1989.
Washington, DC. Including Soy Flour Assoc. [1936-1949], Soya
Food Research Council [1936+], and Soybean Nutritional Research
Council [1937+]) 309, 438
National Soybean Research Laboratory (NSRL, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois) 933, 934, 948
National SoyDiesel Development Board or National Soy Fuels
Advisory Committee. See National Biodiesel Board

Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean
Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah.
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo /

Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 313, 897
Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from
Japan
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Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 816

/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot or
Root-Gall 92, 103, 200, 254, 263, 268, 269, 639, 641
Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a Commercial Scale 313
Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 74, 75, 110,
146, 200, 204, 306, 313, 315, 500, 568, 569, 588, 592, 614, 626,
642, 648, 664, 670, 671, 672, 673, 679, 680, 694, 720, 731, 789,
816, 853, 897, 910, 984, 1010, 1015, 1065, 1092, 1107, 1110

New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacific Ocean
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and
Dependencies
New England Soy Dairy. See Tomsun Foods, Inc.

Natural and Health Foods Retail Chains or Supermarkets: Alfalfa’s
(Mark Retzloff, Boulder, CO), Bread & Circus (Tony Harnett,
MA), Frazier Farms (Bill Frazier, Southern Calif.), Fresh Fields
(Rockville, MD), GNC = General Nutrition Corp. (Pittsburgh,
PA), Mrs. Gooch’s (Los Angeles, CA), Nature Foods Centres
(Wilmington, MA; Ronald Rossetti), Trader Joe’s, Wild Oats 682,
971, 1082, 1121

New Uses Movement (USA, starting 1986)–Industrial Uses of
Soybeans. Successor to the Farm Chemurgic Movement (1930s
to 1950s). And Value-Added Industrial Applications. See also:
Research & Development Centers–USDA-ARS National Center for
Agricultural Utilization Research (Peoria, Illinois) 916

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (Canada). See
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British
Columbia, Canada), Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada)

New York State Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY). See
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (USA). See
Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas), Eden
Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan). Founded 4 Nov. 1969, Erewhon
(Boston, Massachusetts), Erewhon–Los Angeles / West, Essene
Traditional Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Food for Life
(Illinois), Great Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North
Carolina), Infinity Food Co. Renamed Infinity Company by 1973
(New York City), Janus Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington),
Laurelbrook Natural Foods (Bel Air, Maryland), Midwest Natural
Foods (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Stow Mills, Inc. (Brattleboro,
Vermont) Lama Trading Co., Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida),
United Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI), Well (The), Pure & Simple, and
New Age Distributing Co. (San Jose, California), Westbrae Natural
Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California)

Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria

Natural Foods Distributors or Master Distributors in the USA–
General and Other Smaller Companies: Cliffrose, Shadowfax 820
Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Japan). See Mitoku
(Tokyo, Japan)
Natural Foods Exporters and Distributors (Japan). See Muso
Shokuhin (Osaka, Japan)
Natural Foods Movement and Industry in the United States (Started
in the Mid-1950s) 651, 652, 713, 723, 734, 746, 797, 841, 909
Natural Foods Restaurants in the United States (Started in the 1950s
and 1960s) 1016, 1026, 1027
Natural / Vegetarian Food Products Companies. See American
Natural Snacks, Boca Burger, Fantastic Foods, Gardenburger

New York. See United States–States–New York

New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand

Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) 584, 828
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company 40
Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by
Rhizobium Bacteria 37, 40, 83, 110, 127, 147, 149, 150, 200, 254,
304, 342, 396, 399, 438, 452, 458, 650, 692, 716, 718, 719, 728,
750, 765, 775, 785, 790, 799, 807, 827, 834, 839, 843, 855, 862,
867, 912, 918, 923, 936, 951, 974
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for
Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula) 40, 719, 728,
750, 790, 799, 843, 855, 862, 867
Noble Bean (Ontario, Canada). Founded by Susan and Allan Brown
in June 1980 1005
Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion Concerning Names 92, 200, 254, 399, 712
Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes
Nordquist, Ted. See WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN
Industries, Inc., California)

Near East. See Asia, Middle East

North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America

Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms

North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina
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Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim

of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics
Nutrition–Lipids. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones

Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC) (Peoria, Illinois). See
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS)
Northern Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York) 697, 726, 734, 786, 826
Nut Butters, Non-Soy. Including Butter Made from Nuts or Seeds,
Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts,
Hickory Nuts, Hemp Seeds, Macadamia Nuts, Pecans, Pignolias,
Pine Nuts, Pistachios, Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts,
etc. See also: Almond Butter (from 1373), Peanut Butter (from
1896), Sesame Butter, Soynut Butter 35, 903, 911
Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made
from Nuts
Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
Dietary Fiber, Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis,
Claim or Claims of Health Benefits–Usually Authorized by the
FDA, Concerns about the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefits of
Soy in Human Diets, Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention, Diet
and Cancer. See also–Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cancer,
Diet and Endometrial Cancer Prevention, Diet and Prostate
Cancer Prevention, Human Nutrition–Human Trials, Isoflavone or
Phytoestrogen Content of Soyfoods, Soy-based Products,, Lactose
Intolerance, Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation,
and Contamination), Minerals (General), Protein Quality, and
Supplementation, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
General, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Microorganisms,
Especially Bacteria that Cause Food Poisoning, Vitamin E
(Tocopherol), Vitamins (General), Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin,
Cobalamins)
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and BaseForming Elements in Foods 271, 313, 438, 549
Nutrition bars. See Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with
Soy
Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Antioxidants,
Phytic Acid, Phytates, and Phytin

Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Cancer Preventing Substances in
Soy, Cancer or Tumor Causing / Promoting Substances in Soybeans
or Soyfoods, Cardiovascular Disease, Especially Heart Disease and
Stroke, Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease,
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant
Menopausal Symptoms, Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health
Nutrition–Minerals. See Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods,
Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy
Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition
and Content
Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and
Basic Research
Nutritional aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian and Vegan
Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects
Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts
Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and Wills. See Also:
Biographies, Biographical Sketches and Autobiographies 1075
Oceania–Atlantic Ocean Islands that are Part of the United
Kingdom–Ascension (in south Atlantic), British Antarctic Territory
(Including South Shetland Islands and South Orkney Islands in
south Atlantic), Channel Islands (in English Channel), Falkland
Islands {or Islas Malvinas} and Dependencies (in south Atlantic),
Isle of Man (in Irish Sea), South Georgia Islands (in South
Atlantic), St. Helena (1,200 miles off the west coast of Africa) 190,
212
Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory,
Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and
Australian Antarctic Territory) 38, 40, 88, 90, 146, 179, 190, 200,
212, 213, 337, 342, 582, 651, 652, 719, 726, 729, 783, 843, 851,
910, 934, 954, 1010, 1035, 1056
Oceania–Fiji 190, 212, 213, 342, 582, 696, 777

Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch

Oceania–French Polynesia (French Oceania from about 1903 to
sometime between 1946 and 1958. A French Overseas Territory in
the South Pacific Ocean, comprising the Marquesas, Society Islands
{Including Tahiti}, Gambier, and Tubuai Islands, and the Tuamotu
Archipelago) 213, 696, 730, 777

Nutrition Education (Or Lack Thereof in Medical Schools), Food
Groups, and Food Pyramids 903

Oceania (General, Also Called Australasia, or Australia and Islands
of the Pacific / Pacific Islands) 4, 190, 212, 968

Nutrition (General) 318, 343, 466, 506, 642, 674, 741, 813, 903,
915, 991, 1007, 1009, 1025, 1032, 1054

Oceania–Guam 190, 206, 212, 213

Nutrition–Biologically active substances. See Goitrogens and
Thyroid Function

Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain country in Oceania 696, 730
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Oil, soy. See Soy Oil
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country in
Oceania 696, 730
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain country in Oceania 696,
730
Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country
in Oceania 696, 730
Oceania–Kiribati (Gilbert Islands until 1979) 190, 212, 213
Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands,
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union
Islands) 7, 51, 190, 212, 213, 342, 910, 941, 954, 966, 1000, 1002,
1010

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Binder for Sand
Foundry Cores, Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor
Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods, Rubber Substitutes or
Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)
Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles,
Crayons, and Soybean Wax
Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Adjuvants,
Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other
Agricultural Chemicals, Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel or
Artificial Petroleum, Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in
Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents,
and Axle Grease for Carts, Release or Curing Agents for Concrete
or Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor
or General Uses, Soaps or Detergents
Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp

Oceania–Other Pacific Islands, Including American Samoa, Cook
Islands (NZ), Niue (NZ), Northern Mariana Islands (U.S., Including
Saipan, Tinian, Rota). And Large Pacific Island Groups–Melanesia,
Micronesia, Polynesia 212, 213
Oceania–Pacific Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies.
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines
(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon
Islands (Ile Huon) 190, 212, 213, 337, 342, 696, 730

Okara tempeh. See Tempeh, Okara
Okinawa / Ryukyu Islands / Great LooChoo (Part of Japan Since
1972) 75, 206, 229, 275, 319, 356, 357, 358, 362, 365, 368, 370,
382, 581, 688, 781, 939, 1011, 1024, 1049
Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffinose, Stachyose, and
Verbascose) 893
Olive Oil 190, 213

Oceania–Papua New Guinea, Independent State of (British New
Guinea from 1888, then Territory of Papua and New Guinea until
Sept. 1975. The northeast was German New Guinea from 1884 to
1914, then Trust Territory of New Guinea) 190, 212, 213
Oceania–Samoa (Formerly Western Samoa; German Samoa until
1914) 213, 790
Oceania–Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate
until July 1978) 190, 212, 213

Olive / Olives (Olea europea). See also Olive Oil 213, 484, 759
Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives
Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario
Organically Grown Soybeans or Organic Soybean Products in
Commercial Food Products 747, 823, 887, 925, 929, 931

Oceania–Tonga, Kingdom of 190, 212, 213, 696

Organoleptic evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or
Sensory / Organoleptic Evaluation

Oceania–Tuvalu (The Ellice Islands part of the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands Colony before 1976) 190, 212, 213

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans
(General) 33, 40, 82, 110, 550, 878, 905

Oceania–Vanuatu, Republic of (Named New Hebrides until 1980)
190, 212, 730

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of the
Soybean (General) 14, 32, 934

Off flavors. See Flavor Taste Problems

Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health 939, 967

Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio

Ota Family Tofu (Portland, Oregon. Founded in 1911). Before 1987
Ota Tofu Co.. 786, 826, 1045, 1065

Ohio Miso Co. (Founded in 1979 by Thom Leonard and Richard
Kluding). See South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Pacific Islands. See Oceania

Ohsawa, George and Lima–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics
(Also Sakurazawa Nyoichi, or Georges Ohsawa) 897, 1064, 1068

Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins 438
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Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective /
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil
110, 127, 146, 172, 200, 216, 309, 342, 345, 438
Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan
Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy
Proteins 438
Papua New Guinea. See Oceania–Papua New Guinea
Pasture from green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from
Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Pasture from soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–Hogging
Down

Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines
Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations 254, 270,
271, 309, 313, 338, 396, 397, 408, 411, 418, 431, 445, 459, 460,
461, 470, 474, 493, 494, 495, 504, 551, 553, 561, 581, 582, 584,
621, 622, 639, 644, 646, 648, 652, 654, 655, 659, 660, 667, 669,
674, 687, 689, 695, 699, 701, 705, 706, 732, 756, 769, 803, 804,
808, 814, 815, 817, 820, 821, 840, 842, 854, 857, 892, 909, 934,
955, 959, 970, 972, 973, 985, 1011, 1015, 1016, 1027, 1031, 1042,
1056, 1065, 1066, 1118, 1119, 1122
Photographs Published before 1924. See also Illustrations 36, 37,
38, 46, 53, 72, 77, 79, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 99, 110, 127, 146, 147,
169, 179, 204
Photoperiod Insensitivity. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod
Insensitivity

Patents 468, 850, 865
Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents 893, 898,
922, 924, 1010
Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties

Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism /
Photoperiod and Photoperiodic Effects, Soybean–Physiology and
Biochemistry
Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, Exercise, Endurance, Athletics,
and Bodybuilding 35, 687, 699, 959, 1016

Peanut Butter 35, 745, 806, 813, 824, 1026
Phytic Acid (Inositol Hexaphosphate), Phytates / Phytate 992
Peanut Butter, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand 35

Phytochemicals in soybeans and soyfoods. See Cancer Preventing
Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted) 204
Phytoestrogen content. See Isoflavone or Phytoestrogen Content of
Soyfoods, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties

Peanut Oil 96, 178, 190
Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Also Called
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground
Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars 19, 35, 37, 68, 77, 80, 85, 96, 103, 127,
146, 178, 179, 190, 204, 212, 213, 549, 575, 633, 687, 718, 734,
745, 806, 813, 824, 843, 1026
Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow
Peoria Plan of 1928-29 for Growing, Selling, and Processing
Soybeans. Initiated in Illinois by American Milling Co., Funk Bros.
Co., and Grange League Federation (GLF) Exchange, New York
309
Periodicals–Soyfoods Movement. See Soyfoods Movement–
Periodicals
Pesticide carriers and adjuvants. See Adjuvants, Carriers, and
Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other Agricultural
Chemicals

Phytoestrogens (Estrogens in Plants, Especially in Soybeans and
Soyfoods), Including Isoflavones (Including Genistein, Daidzein,
Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin), Lignans, and
Coumestans 928, 932, 937, 939, 940, 941, 943, 953, 961, 963, 964,
967, 969, 977, 979, 980, 982, 983, 986, 988, 990, 992, 993, 995,
996, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1005, 1006, 1021, 1023, 1025,
1028, 1030, 1032, 1039, 1048, 1050, 1054, 1055, 1057, 1058, 1059,
1061, 1067, 1069, 1078
P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions (Official and
/ or Extensive) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I.
Numbers and Synonyms
Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram. Cajanus cajan (L.)
Millspaugh. Formerly Cytisus cajan 718
Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to
Make Pork 37, 92, 127, 147, 200
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa) 929, 946

Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City). Founded 1847 399
Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean

Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA) 92, 119, 146, 200,
775

Phenolic Compounds & Phenols 963, 983

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of
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Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry
Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins 438
Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi

Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality
Protein Technologies International (PTI) (St. Louis, Missouri.
Established on 1 July 1987 as a Wholly-Owned Subsidiary of
Ralston Purina Co.) Sold to DuPont on 3 Dec. 1997 969, 979, 995
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean

Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.) 92
Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems (Including
Poverty) Worldwide 907
Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham,
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Public Law 480 (Food for Peace Program. Formally–Agricultural
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954) 746
Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually
made from Soymilk or Tofu)
Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu

Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks,
Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, etc.

Pure & Simple. See Well (The), Pure & Simple

Poultry, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–- Meatless Chicken,
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless
Turkey

Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)

Poverty, world. See Population Growth (Human) and Related
Problems (Including Poverty)

Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California) 644, 691, 786, 797,
800, 956, 1122

Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce) 38

Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec

Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except
Sauces (Which See) 37, 96, 974
Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye
Cotton Oil Co.. 1044, 1046

Rabbits as pests. See Rodent and Birds–Pest Control–Especially
Rabbits and Woodchucks
Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used
to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production 438

Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production
Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy
Products–New Products
Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also:
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, Rodents
and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits and Woodchucks

Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Maker of Purina Chows.
Including Protein Technologies International, a Wholly Owned
Subsidiary from 1 July 1987 to 3 Dec. 1997 734, 841
Rapeseed Meal 156
Rapeseed Oil 178, 190, 212, 1046

Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans
Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also
Canola 156, 190, 212, 213

Protein–Early and Basic Research 200, 891

Raw / uncooked / unfired food foods and diet. See Vegetarianism–
Raw / Uncooked / Unfired Foods and Diet

Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products
Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to
Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 313,
430, 452, 454, 549, 592, 614, 644, 661, 745, 746, 854
Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Azuki Bean,
Cottonseed and Cotton, Lupins or Lupin, Peanut & Peanut Butter,
Peanuts & Peanut Butter, Sunflower Seeds, Wheat Gluten & Seitan,
Winged Bean

Recipes. See Cookery
Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice
Red-Pepper and Soybean Paste–Korean-Style Fermented.
Kochujang / Koch’ujang / Gochujang / Kochu Jang / Ko Chu Jang
/ Kochu Chang 623, 638, 640, 784, 868, 872, 935, 989, 1062, 1081,
1087
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Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois).
See U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936)
Regulations or laws concerning foods (Use, processing, or
labeling). See Kosher / Kashrus, Pareve / Parve / Parevine
Regulations Products (Commercial), Kosher Products (Commercial)
Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans 852

Reunion. See Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France)
Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of
the Literature
Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation
Rice, Brown. Also Called Whole Grain Rice or Hulled But
Unpolished Rice 652, 745, 903, 956, 962, 1016, 1060, 1064
Rice koji. See Koji

Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Antimicrobial Agents, and Other Minor
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 146,
1019
Religious aspects of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Religious
Aspects

Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the
Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink 79, 571, 734, 869, 870, 910, 924
Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (Non-Dairy) 899, 903, 924
Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice 554

Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Named
Brightsong Tofu from June 1978 to June 1980; Redwood Valley
Soyfoods Unlimited from June 1980 to June 1982; Brightsong
Light Foods from June 1982 to June 1987; Rose International until
1990; Sharon’s Finest until Oct. 1997 808, 859

Rice wine. See Sake
Rice-Based Foods–Mochi (Cakes of Pounded, Steamed Glutinous
Rice {Mochigome}) 633

Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan

Rich Products Corporation (Buffalo, New York) 445, 447, 922

Research & Development Centers. See Cornell University (Ithaca,
New York), and New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Illinois,
University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods, Iowa State
University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. of Iowa (Iowa City),
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois), U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial
Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). Founded April 1936)

Riegel, William E. See Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937)
Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan
667
Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 503

Research on Soybeans 456
Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China
Restaurants, Indonesian, outside Indonesia, or Indonesian recipes
that use soy ingredients outside Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–
Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside Indonesia
Restaurants, Japanese, outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan

Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat,
Full-Fat) and Grits 27, 438, 503, 551, 600, 620, 782, 900, 1011
Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako), Homemade–How to Make at
Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand 782
Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania) 697
Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits, Jackrabbits /
Jack Rabbits, Hares, Woodchucks, Pigeons and Pheasants 254

Restaurants, natural foods. See Natural Foods Restaurants in the
United States

Rosewood Products Inc. and Tofu International Ltd. (Ann Arbor,
Michigan, from 1987). Founded as The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor.
Started in Jan. 1977. An Early Tofu Cooperative, Worker Owned
and Operated 726, 734, 786, 800, 926

Restaurants or cafeterias, vegetarian or vegan. See Vegetarian or
Vegan Restaurants

Royal: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym: Wilson-Five
(Morse 1948) 254

Restaurants or delis, new, soyfoods. See Soyfoods Restaurants, New

Royal Wessanen NV Co. See Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida)

Restaurants or delis, soyfoods. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods
Restaurants

Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 216, 342, 438
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Russian Federation (Russia). See Europe, Eastern–Russian
Federation

Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum)
for Various Specific Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different
Colors 37, 92, 399

Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods 89, 96,
116

Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide
(Especially Before 1925) 92, 345, 410, 974

Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean

Seed companies, soybean. See Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a
Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy), DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours
& Co., Inc.) (Wilmington, Delaware), Evans Seed Co. (West
Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr. Edward Ellsworth
Evans (1864-1928), Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington,
Illinois), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany), Hartz (Jacob) Seed
Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas), Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Peter
Henderson & Co. (New York City), Pioneer Hi-Bred International,
Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa), Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France)

Ryukyu Islands. See Okinawa
Safety concerns about soy in human diets. See Concerns about the
Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefits of Soy in Human Diets
Saishikomi. See Soy Sauce–Saishikomi
Sake–Rice Wine. In Japanese also spelled Saké, Saki, Sakki, Sacke,
Sackee, Saque. In Chinese spelled Jiu (pinyin) or Chiu (WadeGiles) 78, 85, 751, 869

Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts 110
Seed Quality, Composition, and Component / Value-Based Pricing
(Percentage and Quality of Protein, Oil, Fatty Acids, etc.) 729

Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa
San Jirushi Corp., and San-J International (Kuwana, Japan;
and Richmond, Virginia). Purchased in Nov. 2005 by Yamasa
Corporation 749, 897, 1065

Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.) 309, 438

Sandoz AG (Basel, Switzerland). Merged with Ciba-Geigy in
March 1996 to Become Novartis 1064

Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and
Agronomic Significance of Seed Weight 254, 399, 987

Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, NSW, Australia). In
2002 they acquired SoyaWorld of British Columbia, Canada.. 1010

Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See
Variety Development and Breeding

Sanitation and spoilage of food. See Microbiological Problems
(Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and Contamination)

Seitan. See Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan

Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages

Sensory evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory /
Organoleptic Evaluation

School Lunch Program 771, 806, 1010

Serbia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia

Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)

Sesame Butter, Tahini / Tahina / Tahin, Sesame Halva / Halwa, or
Sesame Paste 503, 652, 674, 687, 903

Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses
and Expellers
Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods 17,
38, 40, 68, 313, 428, 503, 505, 545, 546, 569, 571, 622, 642, 652,
654, 701, 714, 732, 734, 782, 900, 927, 939, 950, 1031, 1056
Seafood, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfish,
and Other Seafood-like Products

Sesame Oil 178, 190, 212, 411, 875, 931, 1015
Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale).
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely,
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil 19, 178, 190, 212, 313, 411,
575, 651, 674, 687, 745, 872, 875, 887, 931, 959, 1016, 1122

Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables
Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed
Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction

Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with

Seed Certification and Certified Seeds (Soybeans) 200
Seventh-day Adventists. See Fuller Life Inc., Kellogg, John Harvey
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(M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food
Co., Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California), Loma Linda
University (Loma Linda, California), Madison Foods and Madison
College (Madison, Tennessee), Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (18791977), Van Gundy, Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries (La Sierra,
California), White, Ellen G (1827-1915), Worthington Foods, Inc.
(Worthington, Ohio)
Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their Authors, Dietitians
and Nutritionists–Ella E.A. Kellogg (1852-1920), Anna L. Colcord
(1860?-1940?), Jethro Kloss (1863-1946), Almeda Lambert (18641921), Lenna Frances Cooper (1875-1961), Julius G. White (18781955), Frances Dittes (1891-1979), Edyth Cottrell (1900-1995),
Dorothea Van Gundy Jones (1903-1979), Philip S. Chen (19031978), Frank & Rosalie Hurd (1936- ), etc.. 438, 549, 669, 675, 759

Showa Shoyu Brewing Co. (Glendale, Arizona). Maker of Marusho
Shoyu. Founded by John Tadano in about 1942 917, 1017, 1065
Shoyu. See Soy Sauce
Shurtleff, William. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)
Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage
Used for Silage / Ensilage
Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely
called Chinese-Japanese War 190, 1017
Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Seventh-day Adventists–General and Historical 691, 1120
Seventh-day Adventists–Influence Today of Seventh-day Adventist
Affiliated Organizations in the Fields of Vegetarianism, Health, and
Soyfoods (Not Including Original Medical Research on Adventists)
689, 813, 851, 993
Seventh-day Adventists–Original Health-Related and Medical
Research on Seventh-day Adventists Worldwide (Especially the two
large epidemiological Adventist Health Studies) 982
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Europe). See DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg,
Germany)
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Europe, Asia, and Latin America). Other, Including Alimentos
Colpac, Nutana, Saniku / San-iku Foods, Spicer Memorial College,
Superbom 910
Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods
(Oceania). See Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga,
Australia)
Shadowfax. See Natural Food Distributors and Master Distributors–
General and Other Smaller: Cliffrose, Shadowfax, etc.
Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc.
Usually non-dairy 438, 808

Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or
Textile Sizing
Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked
Smoothie–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Soy Yogurt, Soy Protein
Isolate, Rice Milk, or Other Non-Dairy Smoothie Ingredients. Also
spelled Smoothies or Smoothees 687, 880, 899, 970, 973
Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying
Oil–Soap, Detergent 110, 146, 172, 190, 200, 216, 309, 342, 1044
Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France) 82,
1122
Soil Science 133
Soilage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage
and Soiling
Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa).
Including Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts, founded
in 1970. Acquired by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV in
Dec. 1991. Acquired by the Kerry Group in Jan. 2000 and Name
Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006) 1010, 1019
Solomon Islands. See Oceania–Solomon Islands
Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction

Sharon’s Finest. See Rella Good Cheese Co.
Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton 37, 147,
200

Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents

Shiro shoyu. See Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu)

Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or
General Uses

Shortening–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 74, 511
Shortening (Usually Hydrogenated) 74, 216, 309, 411

Solvents–Hexane–Used Mainly for Soy Oil Extraction 1010

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General,
Type of Solvent, Unspecified, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane,
and Trichloroethylene Solvents 309

Showa Sangyo Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) 828
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Soup, miso. See Miso Soup
Sour Cream Alternatives (Non-Dairy–Usually Contains Soy) 771,
1060

Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries, Often
Used as Weaning Foods (such as CSM, WSB, etc.) 746
Soy flour, roasted. See Roasted soy flour

South Africa. See Africa–South Africa
Soy Flour, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable Protein)
782, 797, 853, 985, 1010

South America. See Latin America–South America
South America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in
South America
South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha) 116, 172
South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts). Including Ohio
Miso Co.. 697, 926
Sovex Natural Foods (Collegedale, Tennessee). See Fuller Life Inc.
Soy and Cancer Prevention; Cancer Preventing Substances in
Soybeans and Soyfoods (Such as the Isoflavones Genistein and
Daidzein) 653, 733, 889, 937, 977, 981, 982, 990, 1021, 1023,
1025, 1028, 1039, 1055, 1057, 1058

Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 309, 343, 742, 1003
Soy ice cream companies (USA). See Barricini Foods (Mountain
Lakes, New Jersey), Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)
Soy Ice Cream–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 438
Soy Ice Cream (Frozen or Dry Mix)–Imports, Exports, International
Trade 824, 829
Soy Ice Cream (General–Usually Non-Dairy) 309, 438, 771, 797,
806, 809, 811, 813, 819, 821, 824, 826, 829, 838, 856, 858, 859,
860, 861, 864, 924, 971, 973

Soy bran. See Fiber, Soy

Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–By Geographical Region 859

Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives–General, Western Style, That
Melts. Often Contains Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 963

Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses–Individual Companies 771, 821, 826, 856, 859, 861

Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Usually Made with Tofu 756, 806,
973

Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Relatives (As Made from
Amazake, Fruit Juices, Peanuts, Field Peas, etc.) 899, 903, 924

Soy Chocolate or Cocoa (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of
non-roasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate) 110, 111

Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based
Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy

Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted
Soybeans 23, 92, 110, 111, 135, 169, 200, 342, 438, 458, 582, 620
Soy Daily (The)–Online E-zine published by Paul & Gail King
(Nov. 2000 -) 1012
Soy fiber. See Fiber
Soy flour companies (Europe). See Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
(Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England)

Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refining, Trade, and Use. See
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids 68, 74, 75,
96, 110, 146, 165, 168, 169, 172, 176, 178, 180, 181, 182, 186, 189,
190, 194, 200, 203, 212, 216, 309, 345, 549, 620, 651, 696, 699,
734, 746, 790, 824, 979
Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value 345
Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing

Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of These
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 74, 438
Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually
Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 50, 74,
75, 110, 135, 160, 161, 166, 169, 193, 200, 216, 270, 304, 306, 309,
342, 345, 408, 410, 411, 420, 438, 444, 549, 561, 648, 669, 674,
675, 745, 759, 928, 932, 969, 985, 1120
Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other. See also: Adhesives or Glues
for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building Materials, Etc..
438

Soy Plant (The) (Ann Arbor, Michigan). See Rosewood Products
Inc. (Ann Arbor)
Soy protein companies (USA). See Glidden Co. (The), Laucks (I.F.)
Co., Mitchell Foods, Inc., Protein Technologies International (PTI),
Rich Products Corporation
Soy Protein Council (Food Protein Council from 1971 to Dec.
1981) 744, 797, 800
Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also:
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition
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853, 879

878, 897

Soy Proteins–Concentrates 841, 853, 1010, 1019

Soy Proteins, Textured (General) 669, 1051

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce, and
Traditional Worcestershire Sauce 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16,
17, 18, 21, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 48, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66,
68, 72, 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 93, 94,
99, 104, 105, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 124, 126, 127, 131, 134, 138,
140, 153, 156, 157, 158, 166, 167, 169, 172, 173, 184, 200, 204,
206, 207, 216, 217, 218, 224, 229, 230, 255, 262, 271, 272, 283,
287, 302, 304, 306, 309, 313, 341, 342, 343, 390, 395, 396, 397,
398, 401, 413, 418, 422, 431, 438, 454, 457, 458, 460, 461, 463,
465, 467, 468, 471, 472, 473, 482, 485, 503, 504, 512, 513, 537,
539, 540, 543, 550, 551, 552, 553, 558, 560, 566, 568, 569, 570,
571, 578, 588, 592, 596, 618, 620, 621, 622, 633, 637, 642, 643,
644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 652, 653, 654, 655, 657, 659, 660, 663,
667, 668, 674, 705, 706, 709, 714, 721, 725, 732, 734, 740, 743,
745, 746, 749, 769, 780, 797, 803, 813, 815, 817, 828, 840, 842,
848, 866, 869, 870, 871, 877, 878, 886, 888, 897, 900, 903, 905,
906, 909, 910, 911, 917, 954, 968, 1003, 1010, 1011, 1015, 1017,
1028, 1045, 1051, 1060, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1123, 1124, 1125

Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not
Fermented 169, 438, 973, 1060, 1120

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap,
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup 110,
342, 643

Soy sauce. See Hoisin / Haisien Sauce, Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce and
Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce Ingredient), Worcestershire
Sauce

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / Ketjap Manis.
Indonesian Sweet Thick Spicy Soy Sauce / Indonesian Thick Sweet
Soy Sauce 643, 1015

Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 484, 569, 897

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 38, 85, 86, 134, 156, 169, 206

Soy Sauce, Chinese Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of
Wheat or Barley 172

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 36, 44, 53, 87, 88, 90, 206, 657, 828, 954,
968, 1123

Soy Proteins–Isolates–Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein with
Whipping / Foaming Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen, and
Early Related Whipping / Aerating Agents or Products 438
Soy Proteins–Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 438
Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. See also: Isolates, for
Industrial (Non-Food) Use 200, 445, 447, 687, 797, 800, 821, 824,
838, 841, 853, 977, 979, 1000, 1010, 1025, 1028, 1120
Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin,
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin}, 7S & 11S Protein Fractions and
Subunits, Sedimentation Coefficients, Nitrogen Solubility, and
Rheology) 110

Soy sauce companies. See Showa Shoyu Brewing Co. (Glendale,
Arizona)
Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)–Important Japanese Shoyu
Manufacturers Other Than Kikkoman and Yamasa–Higashimaru,
Marukin, Choshi, Higeta 89, 622, 828, 1123
Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See San Jirushi Corp., and
San-J International (Kuwana, Japan; and Richmond, Virginia),
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)
Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)
Soy sauce companies or brands (USA). See Chun King, La Choy
Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or Semi-Fermented, Made
with Acid-Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein; an Amino Acid Seasoning
Solution Rich in Glutamic Acid). Also Called Pejoratively Chemical
Soy Sauce 459, 468, 470, 474, 631, 749, 897, 1060
Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports,
Exports, International Trade 17, 38, 68, 74, 78, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90,
99, 134, 156, 169, 206, 458, 467, 550, 621, 622, 646, 647, 657, 877,

Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu). Made in the Mikawa region of
Central Japan near Nagoya. Shiro Means White in Japanese 749
Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce,
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy
Sauce)
Soy Sauce–Saishikomi Shoyu (Twice-Brewed) 622, 749
Soy sauce served in cruets with cruet frames. See Cruets (Glass
Bottles)
Soy Sauce, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products 611, 631,
684, 685, 822, 823, 847, 879
Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient
Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 169
Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use 74,
110, 169, 172, 200, 271, 306, 343, 345, 438, 441, 549, 568, 582,
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592, 614, 620, 652, 674, 675, 687, 742, 813, 963, 987, 1015, 1120

solvent) 91, 146

Soy whip topping. See Whip Topping

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses 309

Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers
(Continuous, Mechanical) 309

Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured 110, 808, 865, 1060
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction 200, 309
Soy Yogurt (Generally Non-Dairy) 959, 990
Soy Yogurt–Not Fermented. Typically Made with Tofu (Includes
varieties “with active cultures” that are not actually cultured /
fermented) 857, 874, 895

Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–178, 190, 200, 212
Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents

Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (192942), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. See Spillers Premier Products
Ltd.
Soya Kaas Inc. See Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc.
Soyatech (Publisher of Soya Bluebook and Soya Newsletter, Bar
Harbor, Maine. Note: In March 1980 Peter Golbitz and Sharyn
Kingma started Island Tofu Works, a tofu manufacturing company,
in Bar Harbor, Maine) 859, 993

Soybean–General Comprehensive and Basic Important Publications
about Soybeans 200
Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and Population Structure
934
Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932). Organized at Decatur,
Illinois on 16 Oct. 1929 309

SoyaWorld, Inc. (Near Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada).
Started 1997. Acquired in 2002 by Sanitarium Foods of Australia
1010

Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial Uses
47, 50, 68, 74, 75, 91, 95, 96, 110, 125, 127, 133, 146, 156, 172,
200, 216, 342

Soybean Council of America. See American Soybean Association
(ASA)–Soybean Council of America

Soybean Meal–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 270

Soybean crushers (Asia). See Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan),
Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), Showa Sangyo Co. Ltd.
(Tokyo, Japan)

Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake,
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake 17, 47, 50, 68, 74,
75, 91, 96, 101, 107, 110, 116, 127, 132, 133, 146, 156, 169, 172,
178, 200, 216, 270, 309, 342, 401, 430, 458, 790, 841, 844, 890,
891, 892, 954

Soybean crushers (Europe). See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy)
Soybean crushers (USA). See Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM)
(Decatur, Illinois), Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York), Cargill,
Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis), Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne,
Indiana), Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the
Buckeye Cotton Oil Co., Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri),
Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur,

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds 92, 200

Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924

Soybean oil. See Soy Oil

Soybean crushers (USA), Cooperative. See Ag Processing Inc a
cooperative (AGP)

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
110

Soybean–origin and domestication. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)
Soybean paste. See Miso

Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacific Oil Mills and Albers
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans),
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920),
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana;
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous

Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism,
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration,
Photorespiration) 40, 792, 923
Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–Maturity Groups 639, 712
Soybean Physiology–Etymology of Key Terms and Relatives in
Various Languages 493, 494, 495
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Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease) 708, 933, 934, 948, 1035, 1036
Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizae / Mycorrhizal
Relations with Vesicular-Arbuscular Soil Fungi of the Genus
Glomus or Endogone 792
Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod Insensitivity / Daylength
Neutrality 746
Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / Photoperiod, Photoperiodic
Effects, or Photo-Thermal Responses 439, 493, 494, 495, 862
Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Cover
Crop, Use of Soybean as. See also: Intercropping, Crop Rotation
of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping, Cultural Practices,
Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing, Identity Preserved /
Preservation, Organically Grown Soybeans, Peoria Plan of 1928-29
for Growing, Selling, and Processing Soybeans, Price of Soybeans,
Soybean Seeds and Soybean Products–Except Sauces (Which See),
Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts, Seed
Quality, Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean
Varieties in the USA, Yield Statistics, Soybean

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned 33, 37,
82, 92, 99, 102, 146, 147, 149, 150, 172, 179, 200, 254, 263, 317,
513, 712, 987
Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 110, 503, 652, 900, 932, 1011
Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records 37, 82,
92, 110, 147, 179, 254
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow,
Sonoma, and Tashing 33, 37, 69, 77, 82, 92, 110, 147, 169, 172,
179, 254, 712
Soybean Seeds–Mottled, Speckled, Spotted, Striped, Banded,
Flecked, Variegated, or Bicolored 92, 147, 179
Soybean Seeds–White in Color 82, 172, 620

Soybean production and the soil. See Soil Science
Soybean production–Costs. See Cost of Producing Soybeans
Soybean production–Farm equipment. See Machinery
(Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and Mechanization

Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also:
Soybean Seeds–White 33, 37, 69, 77, 82, 92, 99, 110, 146, 147,
169, 254, 317, 337, 712
Soybean–Taxonomy / Classification 82, 92, 101, 200

Soybean production–Farm Machinery. See Tractors
Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced 75, 96, 142,
254, 309, 458, 617, 783

Soybean–Terminology and Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and
Names 438
Soybean Varieties Canada–Harosoy 787

Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in
Soybean Production–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses 919
Soybean production–Marketing. See Chicago Board of Trade
(CBOT), Marketing Soybeans, Railroads / Railways and Special
Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean
Production, Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932)

Soybean Varieties Canada–Harovinton–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Acme–Early Introduction 92, 99, 103
Soybean Varieties USA–Agate–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 493
Soybean Varieties USA–A.K.–Early Introduction 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Aksarben–Early Introduction 254

Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company
Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial,
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated
Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, Weeds–Control
and Herbicide Use
Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans
Soybean Production–Sustainability or Sustainable Agriculture 912,
918

Soybean Varieties USA–Aoda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Arlington–Early Introduction 254, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Auburn–Early Selection (1907) 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Austin–Early Introduction 92, 147, 254,
712
Soybean Varieties USA–Bakaziro / Bakajiro–Early Introduction.
Renamed Amherst by May 1907 37
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Soybean Varieties USA–Bansei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 410, 412, 627, 634, 639, 787
Soybean Varieties USA–Barchet–Early Introduction 92, 99, 146,
149, 150, 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Yellow–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito San by about 1902 82, 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Easycook / Easy Cook–Early Introduction.
Large-Seeded and/or Vegetable-Type 254, 712, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction 92, 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi–Early Introduction 146, 169, 254,
317, 337, 452, 493, 495, 708, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction 146,
254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda–Early Introduction 92, 200
Soybean Varieties USA–Edward–Early Introduction 92, 99, 317
Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction 92, 99, 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Brindle–Early Introduction 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Brooks–Early Introduction 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Brown–Early Introduction 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Emerald–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Emperor–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 412, 428

Soybean Varieties USA–Buckshot–Early Introduction 92, 147, 200
Soybean Varieties USA–Farnham–Early Introduction 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Butterball–Early Introduction 92, 200
Soybean Varieties USA–Flat King–Early Introduction 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Chame–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Chernie–Early Introduction 92, 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Cherokee–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 452, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907) 92, 254,
712

Soybean Varieties USA–Flava–Early Selection (1907) 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Fuji–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 412
Soybean Varieties USA–Funk Delicious–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 399, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–German Coffee Berry–Early Introduction.
Renamed Ito-San by about 1902 23

Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction 146, 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Cloud–Early Introduction 92, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Giant Green–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 399, 412, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction
254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Gosha–Early Introduction. Renamed
Manhattan by May 1907 37

Soybean Varieties USA–Delsoy–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Grande–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Disoy–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Dunfield–Early Introduction 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Green Samarow–Early Introduction.
Renamed Samarow in 1907 82

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907 37

Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction 82, 92, 146,
147, 200, 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Brown–Early Introduction 82, 92,
147, 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled
“Habara” in Canada 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Green–Early Introduction 82, 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction 92, 146,
147, 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Early White–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito-San by about 1902 82

Soybean Varieties USA–Hahto–Early Introduction. Large-Seeded
and / or Vegetable-Type 254, 428, 712, 787
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Soybean Varieties USA–Hamilton–Early Introduction 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Hankow–Early Introduction 37

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787
Soybean Varieties USA–Kim–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787

Soybean Varieties USA–Higan–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 412, 787

Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction 92, 200, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Hiro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Kura–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399

Soybean Varieties USA–Hokkaido–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 399, 428

Soybean Varieties USA–Laredo–Early Introduction 254, 263, 317,
452

Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction 82, 92, 99,
146, 147, 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Lexington–Early Introduction 146, 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Lowrie–Early Selection (1908) 92

Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early
Introduction 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Magna–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787

Soybean Varieties USA–Hoosier–Early Introduction 254, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Brown–Early Introduction 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Hope–Early Selection (1905) 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Hurrelbrink–Early Introduction 309

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction 92, 146,
147, 200, 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Illington–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 412

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction 37,
82, 146, 254, 317, 337, 451, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Imperial–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 412, 428, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu–Early Introduction 146, 254, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Manchuria–Early Introduction 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Indiana Hollybrook–Early Development
254
Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu,
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry 37, 82, 92, 99, 146, 147, 200, 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Jackson–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Mandarin–Early Introduction 254, 712,
787
Soybean Varieties USA–Manhattan–Early Introduction 99
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1948 82
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1907 37

Soybean Varieties USA–Jet–Early Introduction 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Jogun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 412, 787
Soybean Varieties USA–Kahala–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 627, 639, 641, 677, 787, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Kaikoo–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 628, 639, 641, 787, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Kailua–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 629, 639, 641, 677, 696, 787, 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Kanrich–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Green–Early Introduction.
Synonym Guelph (Ball 1907) 37
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Yellow–Early Introduction
37, 82
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction 82, 92,
200, 254, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Yellow–Early Selection (1905).
Renamed Midwest by 1923 92, 146, 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Mendota–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Merko–Early Introduction 92, 254
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Type 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Meyer–Early Introduction 92, 147
Soybean Varieties USA–Sedo–Early Introduction 92
Soybean Varieties USA–Midwest–Early Introduction 254, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Mikado–Early Development 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Seminole–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 428, 451, 452, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Minsoy–Early Introduction 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction 146, 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Mokapu Summer–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 634, 639, 641, 787, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction 92, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Mongol–Early Introduction 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Sioux–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development.
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948) 37, 92, 147, 200, 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Southern Prolific–Early Introduction 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Soysota–Early Introduction 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9035–Early Development. Renamed
Hamilton by 1923 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Suru–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Olive Medium–Early Introduction 37
Soybean Varieties USA–Swan–Early Introduction 92, 99
Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction
102, 127, 149, 150, 254, 451, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Taha–Early Introduction 92

Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907) 92,
146, 254, 452, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel Black / Tar-Heel Black / Tar Heel
Black–Early Introduction 254, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Perley’s Mongol–Early Selection (1912)
254

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel / Tar Heel / Tar-Heel–Early
Introduction. Renamed Tarheel Black by May 1915 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Pingsu–Early Introduction 92

Soybean Varieties USA–Tashing–Early Introduction 92

Soybean Varieties USA–Pinpu–Early Introduction 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Tokyo / Tokio–Early Introduction 82, 92,
146, 254, 337, 712

Soybean Varieties USA–Prize–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787

Soybean Varieties USA–Verde–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Protana–Specialty, High Protein 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Very Dwarf Brown–Early Introduction 82
Soybean Varieties USA–Proto–Specialty, High Protein 987
Soybean Varieties USA–Provar–Specialty, High Protein 787, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton 81–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 787, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Riceland–Early Introduction 92, 99, 147,
150

Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 787, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Rokugatsu–Early Introduction 37

Soybean Varieties USA–Vireo–Early Introduction 92

Soybean Varieties USA–Rokusun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 519, 987

Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907) 146, 150,
254

Soybean Varieties USA–Sac–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-Type
428, 519, 787

Soybean Varieties USA–Wea–Early Introduction 254, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–White Eyebrow–Early Introduction 254

Soybean Varieties USA–Samarow–Early Introduction 92, 200
Soybean Varieties USA–Sanga–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-

Soybean Varieties USA–Willomi–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 399, 412, 987
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(SANA), Soyfoods Restaurants or Delis, New
Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction 92, 146, 147,
150, 254, 712
Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson-Five / Wilson Five / Wilson 5 /
Wilson-5 / Wilson V–Early Selection (1912) 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction 147,
254, 712

Soyfoods Movement in Europe 1060
Soyfoods Movement in Mexico and Central America 956
Soyfoods Movement in North America (USA & Canada, General)
682, 726, 745, 746, 800, 920, 956, 978, 1000, 1002, 1010
Soyfoods Movement in South America 1068

Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow–Early Introduction 82, 254
Soybean Varieties USA–Yokoten / Yokotenn–Early Introduction
254
Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean
Varieties in the USA 102, 627, 628, 629, 634

Soyfoods Movement–Periodicals, Including Soycraft, Soyfoods,
Soya Foods, Soya Newsletter, Soya International, Soyfoods Canada
Newsletter, etc 841
Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods Restaurants or Delis 880, 899

Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color

Soyfoods restaurants or delis. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods
Restaurants or Delis

Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans

Soyfoods Restaurants or Delis, New 899

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as feed). See Whole Dry
Soybeans

Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California). Named Soyfoods Center
until 1 Jan. 2007. Founded by William and Akiko Shurtleff 558,
682, 689, 690, 691, 695, 697, 703, 713, 723, 726, 734, 744, 749,
752, 755, 757, 772, 773, 774, 775, 778, 786, 797, 800, 841, 896,
926, 929, 964, 1013, 1014, 1065, 1121

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry
Soybeans
Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New
Products
Soyfoods Association of North America (SANA). Founded 30 June
1978 in Ann Arbor, Michigan 726, 744, 895, 1034
Soyfoods Center. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)
Soyfoods companies (Europe). See Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf,
Germany), Galactina S.A. (Belp, Switzerland), Lima N.V. / Lima
Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France), Migros
& Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac, Switzerland)
Soyfoods companies (USA). See Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then
San Francisco, California), Farm Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy, Hain
Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York), Lightlife Foods,
Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts), Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa
Rosa, California). Previously Brightsong Tofu, SunRich Food
Group (Hope, Minnesota), Swan Food Corp. (Miami, Florida),
White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)
Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans) 304, 418, 592, 614,
675, 734, 742, 746, 755, 772, 773, 797, 841, 919, 1003, 1012, 1026,
1027
Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region. Includes per capita consumption of soybeans
826, 919, 993

Soyland Farm. See Fouts Family of Indiana
Soymilk Companies (Asia)–Kibun, Marusan-Ai, Mitsubishi, Meiji,
and Saniku Shokuhin in Japan 797, 897, 1123
Soymilk companies (Canada). See SoyaWorld, Inc. (Near
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada)
Soymilk companies (USA). See American Soy Products (Saline,
Michigan), Vitasoy, WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN
Industries, Inc., California)
Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk).
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base 110, 200
Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). See
also: Non-Dairy Creamer 309, 669
Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk
Soymilk Equipment Companies (Europe). See Tetra Pak
International (Lund, Sweden)
Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research,
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili,
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy
Cheese, and Soy Kefir 200, 734
Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir 110

Soyfoods movement. See Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee),
Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania), Soy Daily (The), Soyatech
(Bar Harbor, Maine), Soyfoods Association of North America

Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory
or Community Scale, by Hand or with a Soymilk Maker / Machine
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782
Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 841, 956

Statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production and
Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Smaller Companies 882

Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual
geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United
States, etc.) and nations within each region

Soymilk shakes. See Shakes

Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean

Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese
or Cheese Alternatives 110, 128, 129, 135, 137, 166, 169, 176, 200,
201, 216, 309, 313, 342, 345, 398, 410, 436, 438, 458, 549, 561,
610, 669, 675, 687, 715, 734, 742, 746, 760, 766, 779, 782, 788,
790, 797, 808, 841, 854, 882, 897, 902, 938, 962, 963, 973, 979,
982, 986, 995, 1010, 1012, 1051, 1054, 1056, 1060, 1063, 1090,
1120, 1123

Stephens, Arran and Ratana. See Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. and
Nature’s Path (BC, Canada)
Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which
Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can
Be Made) 1032
Storage of Soybean Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage
or Storability, and Drying of Soybeans 147, 200, 435, 452, 456, 862

Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered 110, 200, 669, 1003
Soynut Butter (Soynuts / Roasted Soybeans Ground to a Paste
Resembling Peanut Butter; May Also Be Made from (Roasted) Soy
Flour Mixed with a Little Oil) 438
Soynut companies (Europe & USA). See Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The
Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). Including Edible Soy Products
Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun
(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans 169, 200, 345,
438, 458, 667, 675, 759, 782, 911, 1003, 1050
Spillers Premier Products Ltd. (Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire,
England). Including Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)].
And incorporating British Soya Products (1932) 309

Stow Mills, Inc. Including Llama Toucan & Crow (Brattleboro,
Vermont), and Lama Trading Co.. 713, 723
Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw
Strayer Family of Iowa–Incl. George Strayer (1910-1981; executive
officer of the American Soybean Association 1940-1967), His
Father Bert Strayer (1880-1941), and His Nephew Dennis Strayer
(born 1938) 438, 582
Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented
Sugars, complex, such as raffinose, stachyose, and verbacose. See
Oligosaccharides
Sukiyaki–Famous Japanese Recipe and Dish. Its Basic Ingredients
Include Tofu (Usually Grilled) and Soy Sauce 282, 459, 460, 503,
537, 568, 620, 646

Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts
Sunflower Seeds and Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus)–Including
Sunflowerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope,
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium 146, 200, 213, 438, 813

Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka
Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988) 216, 841
Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion
Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds) 110,
216, 438
Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the
specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics
Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region

SunOpta, Inc. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Formerly SunRich
Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). Formerly Minnesota Waxy Corn
Growers Export Inc., Minnesota Edamame, Jameson-Williams Co.
Acquired by Stake Technology Ltd. (Norval, Ontario, Canada) in
July 1999, Stake changes its name to SunOpta on 31 Oct. 2003
1013
SunRich Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). See SunOpta, Inc.
Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada) 1010, 1019
Sustainability. See Soybean Production–Sustainability or
Sustainable Agriculture
Sustainable Development and Growth, Including Low-Input
Sustainable Agriculture (LISA), Renewable Energy Resources
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(Solar, Wind), Steady State Economics, and Voluntary Simplicity
Worldwide 1029
Swan Food Corp. (Miami, Florida). Started in 1977 by Robert
Brooks and Mary Pung 726, 808, 962
Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (St. Ignatius, Montana;
Atlanta, Georgia). Founded by Richard and Jocelyn McIntyre 786,
808
Table / Tables in Document 15, 17, 35, 37, 50, 68, 74, 79, 82, 96,
101, 110, 127, 133, 142, 146, 162, 169, 178, 190
Tadano, John. See Showa Shoyu Brewing Co. (Glendale, Arizona).
Founded by John Tadano
Tahini or tahina or tahin. See Sesame Butter
Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan
Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 178, 190,
212

Geographical Region 956
Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies 956
Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with
Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds 342
Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Other Substrates Such as Winged
Beans, Lupins, Velvet Beans, Brown Rice, Cassava, etc.. 1088
Tempeh, Okara (Okara Tempeh), Incl. Mei Dou Za, Mei-TouCha, Meitauza from China, and Tempe Gembus (from Central and
Eastern Java) 745, 808
Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian) 342, 612, 707, 710,
745, 746, 752, 755, 763, 764, 767, 768, 772, 773, 776, 793, 796,
797, 808, 810, 812, 813, 814, 825, 830, 841, 846, 853, 854, 873,
887, 899, 920, 925, 927, 930, 931, 947, 950, 956, 958, 975, 976,
978, 985, 1000, 1005, 1015, 1028, 1051, 1056, 1060, 1063, 1070,
1074, 1078, 1081, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1088, 1091, 1092, 1112
Tempehworks. See Lightlife Foods, Inc.

Takamine, Jokichi (1854-1922; Introduced Koji, Commercial
Microbial Enzyme Production, and Taka-Diastase to the USA). He
Also Isolated Adrenalin / Adrenaline. Donated Famous Japanese
Cherry Trees to Washington, DC 38
Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional
Shoyu 622, 652, 660, 674, 749, 897, 909, 1015, 1051, 1060, 1063
Taosi or tao-si or tausi or tau-si. See Fermented Black Soybeans–
from The Philippines
Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies
Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / Organoleptic
Evaluation of the Quality of Foods and Beverages 704

Temperance movement (abstaining from alcohol) and
vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement
Worldwide
Teriyaki Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce
Ingredient) 49, 482, 484, 485, 486, 491, 503, 505, 508, 510, 512,
517, 539, 552, 558, 560, 568, 570, 611, 631, 646, 655, 659, 684,
685, 817, 823, 866, 886, 893, 930, 931, 954, 968, 978, 1123, 1124
Teriyaki Sauce, Homemade Recipe–How to Make at Home or on a
Laboratory Scale, by Hand 482, 484, 503, 508, 512, 552, 558, 570
Terminology for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean–Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names
Tetra Pak International (Lund, Sweden) 734, 797
Textiles made from spun soy protein fibers. See Fibers (Artificial
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)

Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems
Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho,
Taoetjo 342

Textured soy flours. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP,
Textured Vegetable Protein)

Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy

Textured soy proteins. See Soy Proteins, Textured

Tempeh companies. See Tofurky Company (Hood River, Oregon.
Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)

Third World / Developing Nations 862
Thyroid function. See Goitrogens and Thyroid Function

Tempeh companies (Canada). See Noble Bean (Ontario, Canada)
Tibet. See Asia, East–Tibet and Tibetans Outside Tibet
Tempeh–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 342

Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By

Timor-Leste (East Timor). See Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East
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Timor)
Tocopherol. See Vitamin E (Tocopherol)
Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 19751985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts,
and Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient 7, 8,
9, 11, 12, 20, 27, 28, 29, 35, 71, 74, 75, 79, 92, 106, 110, 122, 128,
129, 135, 146, 152, 153, 159, 166, 169, 172, 175, 198, 199, 200,
201, 204, 208, 209, 214, 216, 219, 220, 221, 222, 225, 226, 227,
228, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242,
243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 256, 257,
258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 264, 267, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279,
280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 286, 287, 288, 289, 291, 292, 293, 294,
295, 296, 297, 298, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 308, 311,
312, 313, 315, 319, 321, 322, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330,
331, 332, 334, 336, 338, 342, 343, 345, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351,
352, 353, 354, 355, 357, 358, 359, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368,
369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 381, 382,
383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 391, 392, 393, 394, 396, 398,
400, 401, 404, 409, 413, 416, 417, 418, 421, 423, 424, 425, 433,
436, 438, 448, 449, 450, 454, 455, 458, 466, 475, 476, 477, 479,
480, 483, 487, 488, 489, 490, 496, 497, 498, 499, 501, 502, 503,
506, 507, 509, 514, 515, 516, 518, 520, 522, 523, 524, 526, 527,
528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 538, 541, 542,
544, 547, 548, 549, 554, 556, 557, 560, 563, 564, 565, 567, 568,
573, 576, 579, 580, 583, 585, 586, 588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 596,
598, 599, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 610, 612, 613, 614,
615, 619, 620, 621, 622, 625, 630, 642, 644, 648, 652, 653, 654,
655, 658, 662, 666, 667, 669, 676, 681, 682, 687, 688, 689, 690,
691, 693, 695, 697, 698, 700, 704, 705, 706, 707, 709, 710, 711,
717, 724, 726, 727, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 743,
744, 746, 747, 752, 754, 755, 756, 757, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763,
768, 771, 772, 773, 774, 776, 778, 780, 781, 782, 788, 789, 791,
794, 796, 797, 800, 801, 804, 806, 810, 812, 813, 816, 824, 825,
826, 831, 835, 836, 841, 848, 852, 854, 874, 876, 881, 882, 883,
885, 889, 895, 896, 897, 899, 900, 901, 903, 904, 910, 914, 921,
928, 929, 932, 939, 940, 941, 943, 945, 949, 959, 961, 962, 963,
966, 967, 970, 971, 972, 973, 979, 984, 985, 988, 990, 992, 993,
994, 995, 996, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1003, 1004, 1010, 1011, 1012,
1016, 1019, 1022, 1024, 1037, 1045, 1051, 1056, 1060, 1063, 1065,
1071, 1072, 1073, 1076, 1081, 1089, 1109, 1111, 1113, 1114, 1115,
1116, 1117, 1118, 1120, 1122, 1124
Tofu, baked or broiled at flavored / seasoned/marinated. See Tofu,
Flavored/Seasoned/Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, Braised,
or Roasted
Tofu companies (Canada). See Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver,
BC, Canada), Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada)
Tofu companies (USA). See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco,
California), House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles,
California), Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington), Legume,
Inc. (Fairfield, New Jersey), Mainland Express (Spring Park,
Minnesota), Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga
Nyûgyô (Torrance, California, and Tokyo, Japan), Nasoya Foods,
Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of Vitasoy, Northern

Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York), Ota Tofu Co. (Portland, Oregon.
Founded in 1911), Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California),
Rosewood Products Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Swan Gardens Inc.
and Soya Kaas Inc. (Atlanta, Georgia), Tofu Shop (The) (Telluride,
Colorado, and Arcata, California) and Tofu Shop Specialty
Foods Inc., Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfield, Massachusetts; Port
Washington, New York, Wildwood Harvest, Inc.
Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk
Tofu Equipment 110, 835
Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 554, 654, 897
Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu,
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo 110,
122, 146, 169, 200, 204, 342, 413, 457, 458, 496, 554, 644, 655,
656, 825, 963, 1015, 1122
Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 169, 458, 644
Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style) 554, 747, 789, 1060, 1124
Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned / Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled,
Braised, or Roasted. Including Tofu Jerky and Savory Baked Tofu
808, 823
Tofu, Flavored, Seasoned, or Marinated, but not Baked, Broiled,
Grilled, Braised, or Roasted. Including most Five-Spice Pressed
Tofu (wu-hsiang toufukan / wuxiang doufugan) 823
Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Namaagé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu) 175, 200, 289, 313,
418, 436, 503, 562, 568, 588, 620, 624, 630, 632, 635, 636, 642,
654, 666, 686, 705, 739, 759, 781, 789, 798, 804, 816, 818, 832,
880, 885, 900, 1011, 1015, 1107, 1109, 1110
Tofu, Fried, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand 782
Tofu, Fried or Deep-Fried–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 503
Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered) 39, 74,
75, 200, 503, 782, 900
Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 39, 75, 503
Tofu, Grilled, Braised, Broiled, or Roasted (Yaki-dôfu in Japanese).
A Japanese-Style Commercial Product 503, 620, 705, 739, 789,
1060
Tofu, Grilled, Broiled, Braised, or Roasted–Etymology of This
Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 503
Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or
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Community Scale, by Hand 284, 652, 682, 782
Tractors 916
Tofu in Second Generation Products, Documents About 808
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 238, 239, 644, 771, 786, 844, 885, 929, 956,
993
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger
Companies 771, 786, 804, 808, 816, 825, 826, 874, 949
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Smaller
Companies 450, 625, 747, 882
Tofu–Marketing of 971, 1004
Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan) 169,
554, 963, 1122

Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties 38, 39, 47, 50,
68, 74, 75, 77, 80, 91, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101, 116, 122, 127, 142,
143, 146, 151, 154, 156, 168, 169, 172, 178, 181, 182, 183, 190,
200, 212, 309, 342, 458, 521, 587, 844, 938
Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports.
Miso–Imports, Exports 36, 46, 53, 68, 74, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90, 99,
134, 156, 169, 206, 550, 620, 621, 622, 657, 766, 842, 877, 878,
882, 897, 938

Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a Commercial Scale 929

Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products,
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other
Trade Barriers or Subsidies 74, 84, 96, 118, 146, 186, 194, 196,
309, 938

Tofu Shop (The) (Telluride, Colorado, and Arcata, California) and
Tofu Shop Specialty Foods Inc. Founded by Matthew Schmit 734

Trade statistics, Canada. See Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi). Made without Separation of Curds and
Whey 789, 857, 896, 897, 900, 1015, 1060

Trade statistics, China. See China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Tofu, Smoked 110, 169, 1122

Trade statistics, Taiwan. See Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Tofu, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial
Products Such as Dressings, Entrees, Ice Creams, etc.. 739, 822,
823, 833, 857

Trains, special. See Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or
Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production

Tofurky Company (The) (Hood River, Oregon. Maker of Tofurky
and Tempeh). Started by Seth Tibbott in Dec. 1980. Named Turtle
Island Soy Dairy until Nov. 1991. Named Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
until 2 Sept. 2013 800, 956, 978, 1074

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans
and Soybean Production 96

Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream
Company. Mintz’s Buffet Until Jan. 1982 771, 809, 811, 819, 821,
824, 826, 829, 841, 859, 860, 861, 971, 973

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water
(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular
Country or Region 146, 1029, 1123

Tomato ketchup. See Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup, WesternStyle)

Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida). Purchased in Dec. 1985 by
Netherlands-based Royal Wessanen NV Co.. 674, 713, 723, 808,
897, 910

Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfield, Massachusetts; Port Washington,
New York. Named New England Soy Dairy from 1978-1983) 726,
734, 744, 771, 786, 797, 800

Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in the Third World / developing countries) 639, 719, 728, 729, 750,
855

Tonga. See Oceania
Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey
Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans
Turkey, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds (General) 75, 871
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Microorganisms,
Especially Bacteria (Such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp.,
Clostridium botulinum), that Cause Food Poisoning. See also:
Aflatoxins (produced by molds) and Bongkrek Poisoning (produced
in coconut by bacteria) 479, 797, 895, 896, 914

Turkeys Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal
as Feed 37
Tuvalu. See Oceania
TVP. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable
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Protein)

1019, 1033, 1035, 1044, 1075

Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums),
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from
whose fruit they are made 551

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau
of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Office of Foreign
Plant Introduction 33, 92, 146, 169, 396, 511, 712, 775, 960

Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration 87
United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom
United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and
UNRRA) Work with Soy 718
United Natural Foods, Inc. (UNFI, Auburn, Washington state).
Formed in 1995. Includes Mountain People’s Warehouse (Nevada
City, California), Cornucopia Natural Foods (Connecticut) and
Stow Mills (Vermont and New Hampshire), Rainbow Natural
Foods, Albert’s Organics, and Hershey Imports Co.. 713, 723
United Soybean Board. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
United Soybean Board
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Research Service (ARS, Established 1953). Including Agricultural
Research Administration (1942-1953) 785, 892, 1066
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington
Experimental Farm at Arlington, Virginia (1900-1942) 92, 146, 345,
410
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943),
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of
Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) in 1953 204
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Office of Home
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work
in the Office of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to the
Agricultural Research Service in 1953 345, 438, 775, 1013
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953).
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Office of Plant
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901).
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953 40, 77, 92,
119, 127, 146, 169, 200, 204, 254, 263, 318, 345, 396, 399, 410,
412, 458, 469, 493, 494, 495, 511, 712, 753, 775, 960, 1013
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction 110,
125, 147, 216, 435, 452, 453, 584, 744, 748, 771, 787, 797, 1010,

United States of America–Activities and Influence Overseas /
Abroad 47, 50, 172, 410, 458, 582, 584, 775, 844, 1000, 1002
United States of America–Commercial Products Imported from
Abroad 766
United States of America–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 79, 99, 190, 212, 213, 254, 309,
458
United States of America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods
Movement in North America
United States of America (USA) 5, 6, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 45, 46, 48, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
66, 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87,
88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,
107, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 121, 124, 125,
126, 127, 131, 132, 133, 134, 138, 140, 142, 146, 147, 148, 149,
150, 154, 156, 157, 158, 159, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 169, 173,
174, 175, 178, 179, 184, 185, 186, 187, 190, 191, 192, 197, 199,
200, 201, 204, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 216, 217,
218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232,
233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248,
249, 250, 251, 254, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 265, 266,
268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 282,
283, 285, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 302,
304, 306, 307, 309, 310, 311, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319,
320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332,
333, 334, 335, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346,
347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359,
360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372,
373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385,
386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398,
399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 410, 411, 412,
413, 414, 415, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427,
428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441,
442, 443, 445, 446, 447, 450, 452, 453, 455, 456, 459, 460, 461,
462, 463, 464, 465, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475,
476, 477, 481, 482, 484, 485, 486, 487, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494,
495, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 508, 510,
511, 512, 513, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 525, 528, 529,
530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543,
545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 558, 559,
560, 561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 571, 572,
573, 574, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 583, 584, 585, 586,
587, 588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599,
600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612,
613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625,
626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 638,
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639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 650, 651, 652,
653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665,
666, 667, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677, 678,
679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691,
692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 699, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706,
707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 717, 719, 720, 721,
722, 723, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735,
736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742, 743, 744, 745, 746, 747, 748,
749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 759, 762, 763, 764,
765, 767, 768, 769, 770, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778,
779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 791, 792,
793, 794, 795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805,
806, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817, 818,
819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831,
832, 833, 835, 836, 837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 842, 843, 845, 846,
847, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859,
860, 861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872,
873, 874, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885,
886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 898,
899, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 910, 911,
912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924,
925, 926, 927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937,
938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950,
951, 952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963,
964, 965, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976,
977, 978, 979, 980, 981, 982, 983, 984, 985, 986, 987, 988, 989,
990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1001, 1003, 1004,
1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015,
1016, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027,
1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038,
1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1050,
1051, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1061,
1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1072,
1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1082, 1083,
1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 1105,
1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116,
1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125
United States–States–Alabama 146, 435, 469
United States–States–Alaska 309, 408, 435, 445, 447, 456, 581,
652, 888, 908, 919, 922, 938
United States–States–Arizona 254, 412, 435, 469, 512, 652, 661,
674, 713, 726, 820, 824, 917, 919, 1017
United States–States–Arkansas 40, 92, 399, 412, 435, 469, 652,
674, 697, 929
United States–States–California 40, 47, 65, 78, 79, 87, 115, 116,
117, 148, 175, 178, 197, 206, 223, 224, 254, 266, 283, 290, 344,
408, 411, 412, 420, 435, 438, 442, 467, 469, 491, 505, 512, 550,
558, 575, 581, 582, 594, 595, 620, 621, 622, 643, 644, 646, 647,
651, 652, 655, 657, 659, 668, 669, 674, 682, 687, 690, 691, 693,
697, 699, 702, 705, 706, 713, 723, 726, 734, 743, 745, 748, 749,
753, 759, 771, 775, 782, 786, 789, 795, 797, 802, 803, 804, 805,
808, 811, 820, 821, 824, 826, 828, 829, 846, 849, 852, 854, 857,
874, 877, 880, 882, 886, 888, 895, 896, 897, 903, 905, 908, 909,
911, 913, 917, 919, 922, 924, 926, 938, 943, 949, 954, 955, 964,

965, 968, 970, 971, 972, 973, 978, 979, 982, 984, 995, 1001, 1010,
1013, 1014, 1016, 1017, 1019, 1024, 1026, 1027, 1033, 1042, 1043,
1044, 1045, 1047, 1064, 1065, 1075, 1121, 1122, 1123
United States–States–Colorado 79, 87, 399, 412, 435, 469, 652,
674, 697, 713, 723, 726, 734, 745, 786, 797, 800, 820, 926, 956,
1017, 1038
United States–States–Connecticut 40, 92, 412, 469, 486, 508, 652,
713, 726
United States–States–Delaware 82, 146, 435, 469, 639, 787, 960,
1082
United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC) 33,
92, 119, 125, 146, 169, 200, 254, 263, 396, 410, 412, 413, 469, 652,
771, 786, 811, 821, 824, 843, 896, 919, 988, 993, 1000, 1002, 1029,
1044
United States–States–Florida 396, 435, 469, 652, 674, 697, 713,
723, 726, 745, 786, 797, 800, 808, 824, 829, 903, 922, 924, 952,
960, 962, 1026, 1027, 1038
United States–States–Georgia 19, 40, 102, 412, 435, 469, 652, 674,
697, 713, 723
United States–States–Hawaii 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85,
86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102,
103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115,
116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128,
129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141,
142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154,
155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167,
168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180,
181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193,
194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206,
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219,
220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232,
233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245,
246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258,
259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271,
272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284,
285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297,
298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310,
311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323,
324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336,
337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349,
350, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362,
363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375,
376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388,
389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401,
402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414,
415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427,
428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440,
441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453,
454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466,
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467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479,
480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492,
493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505,
506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518,
519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531,
532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544,
545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557,
558, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570,
571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583,
584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596,
597, 598, 599, 600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609,
610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622,
623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635,
636, 637, 638, 639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648,
649, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661,
662, 663, 664, 665, 666, 667, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674,
675, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687,
688, 689, 690, 691, 692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700,
701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713,
714, 715, 716, 717, 718, 719, 720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726,
727, 728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739,
740, 741, 742, 743, 744, 745, 746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752,
753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765,
766, 767, 768, 769, 770, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778,
779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791,
792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804,
805, 806, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817,
818, 819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830,
831, 832, 833, 834, 835, 836, 837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 842, 843,
844, 845, 846, 847, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856,
857, 858, 859, 860, 861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869,
870, 871, 872, 873, 874, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882,
883, 884, 885, 886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895,
896, 897, 898, 899, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908,
909, 910, 911, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921,
922, 923, 924, 925, 926, 927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934,
935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 945, 946, 947,
948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960,
961, 962, 963, 964, 965, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973,
974, 975, 976, 977, 978, 979, 980, 981, 982, 983, 984, 985, 986,
987, 988, 989, 990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999,
1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010,
1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021,
1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032,
1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043,
1044, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054,
1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065,
1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076,
1077, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087,
1088, 1089, 1090, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098,
1099, 1100, 1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109,
1110, 1111, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120,
1121, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125

659, 674, 675, 696, 712, 713, 723, 726, 729, 730, 744, 745, 746,
777, 786, 787, 790, 797, 826, 828, 843, 862, 895, 896, 913, 919,
933, 934, 942, 946, 948, 979, 987, 1010, 1013, 1016, 1017, 1038,
1039, 1044, 1068, 1120, 1123

United States–States–Idaho 92, 399, 412, 469, 824, 919, 1033,
1038, 1065

United States–States–Massachusetts 37, 40, 82, 92, 200, 342, 412,
549, 648, 652, 674, 697, 713, 723, 726, 734, 744, 786, 811, 826,
828, 910, 911, 919, 922, 926, 952, 958, 998, 1010, 1012, 1064,
1068, 1078

United States–States–Illinois 24, 40, 82, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 116,
117, 146, 200, 216, 254, 270, 309, 342, 399, 410, 412, 435, 438,
452, 453, 456, 469, 482, 484, 512, 513, 518, 539, 646, 652, 657,

United States–States–Indiana 24, 40, 82, 92, 146, 254, 309, 342,
410, 412, 435, 438, 469, 510, 584, 652, 726, 919, 1019
United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain U.S. state.
Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this state 1, 4
United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a
certain U.S. state. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by
that date in this state 1, 4, 550, 721, 840
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain U.S. state 33
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with
(but not yet in) a certain U.S. state 40
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
U.S. state 40
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain U.S. state
33, 92, 140
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain U.S. state 40, 92, 140
United States–States–Iowa 116, 342, 410, 412, 415, 435, 438, 469,
652, 697, 726, 734, 787, 826, 890, 913, 919, 946, 1010, 1012, 1019,
1029, 1033, 1038, 1044, 1046, 1047, 1066
United States–States–Kansas 22, 37, 40, 82, 92, 200, 342, 396, 399,
412, 435, 469, 512, 697, 952, 1013, 1014, 1044, 1046, 1080
United States–States–Kentucky 40, 146, 412, 469, 841, 1046
United States–States–Louisiana 435, 452, 469, 652, 797, 1035,
1036
United States–States–Maine 40, 396, 412, 469, 652, 1075
United States–States–Maryland 40, 342, 412, 469, 493, 494, 495,
652, 653, 663, 674, 713, 723, 726, 775, 785, 916, 919, 960, 984,
1082

United States–States–Michigan 37, 40, 396, 412, 435, 469, 652,
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674, 713, 723, 726, 734, 786, 897, 919, 1013, 1023, 1120, 1122
United States–States–Minnesota 40, 92, 399, 435, 469, 652, 726,
786, 787, 919, 946, 1019, 1121
United States–States–Mississippi 40, 82, 92, 102, 146, 169, 190,
212, 342, 435, 452, 469, 652, 933, 946
United States–States–Missouri 5, 19, 38, 40, 87, 88, 89, 90, 146,
309, 310, 317, 342, 412, 435, 469, 651, 652, 674, 675, 734, 797,
800, 913, 916, 919, 952, 1030, 1035, 1038, 1044, 1046
United States–States–Montana 399, 412, 469, 808, 820, 919, 922
United States–States–Nebraska 40, 146, 412, 435, 469, 697, 1010,
1029
United States–States–Nevada 79, 469, 652, 820, 824, 919, 942,
1065
United States–States–New Hampshire 40, 412, 469, 652, 726, 919
United States–States–New Jersey 40, 92, 412, 469, 652, 702, 713,
821, 828, 829, 860, 861, 888, 919, 926, 955, 1075
United States–States–New Mexico 254, 399, 412, 652, 726, 797,
800, 820, 824, 919, 1017, 1026, 1027, 1034
United States–States–New York 19, 35, 40, 79, 117, 146, 206, 309,
342, 412, 445, 447, 469, 484, 595, 646, 652, 655, 656, 657, 659,
674, 697, 713, 726, 734, 746, 753, 771, 786, 797, 806, 811, 819,
821, 824, 826, 829, 841, 860, 896, 908, 919, 922, 955, 962, 967,
985, 1017, 1029, 1075, 1084, 1123
United States–States–North Carolina 40, 92, 146, 190, 200, 212,
254, 309, 310, 342, 412, 435, 469, 492, 652, 674, 713, 723, 797,
919, 926, 1018, 1066

United States–States–Tennessee 19, 40, 92, 146, 412, 435, 438, 452,
453, 469, 651, 674, 713, 734, 797, 919, 956, 1021, 1079
United States–States–Texas 5, 6, 40, 146, 399, 412, 435, 469, 652,
674, 726, 820, 824, 1060
United States–States–Utah 79, 412, 469, 652, 797, 800, 820, 824,
917, 1065
United States–States–Vermont 40, 412, 469, 652, 1029, 1038
United States–States–Virginia 33, 40, 82, 92, 119, 146, 190, 212,
309, 345, 396, 410, 412, 435, 453, 469, 493, 494, 495, 652, 687,
897
United States–States–Washington state 40, 79, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,
116, 117, 121, 165, 183, 206, 270, 399, 435, 674, 697, 712, 713,
723, 726, 734, 749, 766, 786, 797, 800, 820, 826, 828, 861, 888,
896, 908, 917, 919, 961, 969, 974, 978, 979, 995, 1023, 1025, 1029,
1039, 1045, 1047, 1065, 1068
United States–States–West Virginia 40, 342, 412, 435, 469, 726
United States–States–Wisconsin 40, 82, 92, 135, 200, 254, 342,
396, 399, 412, 435, 469, 650, 652, 657, 659, 726, 749, 871, 896,
897, 919, 954, 968, 1010, 1019, 1087, 1123
United States–States–Wyoming 412, 435, 469, 919
Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation
U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936. Analytical Section Merged into
Northern Regional Research Lab. (Peoria) 1 July 1942 435, 438,
452, 453
USA. See United States of America

United States–States–North Dakota 412, 435, 469, 652, 919, 974,
1030, 1046, 1061

USA–Food uses of soybeans, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or recipes) in the USA before 1900

United States–States–Ohio 24, 40, 146, 342, 410, 412, 435, 469,
652, 669, 697, 726, 800, 826, 919, 946, 987, 993, 1001, 1016, 1046

USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture

United States–States–Oklahoma 40, 146, 435, 452, 453, 469, 652,
674, 713, 820, 919, 942

USDA National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland).
See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)

United States–States–Oregon 40, 79, 87, 116, 117, 399, 412, 469,
651, 652, 674, 697, 713, 726, 786, 820, 824, 826, 888, 913, 916,
930, 956, 974, 978, 996, 1033, 1044, 1045, 1047, 1065

USSR. See Europe, Eastern–USSR

United States–States–Pennsylvania 35, 40, 412, 469, 652, 674, 675,
697, 713, 826, 860, 861, 911, 919, 1122

Van Gundy, Dorothea. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and
Their Authors
Van Gundy, Theodore A. (1874-1935), and La Sierra Industries (La
Sierra, California) 594, 675, 1122

United States–States–Rhode Island 40, 92, 469, 652, 919
Vanuatu. See Oceania
United States–States–South Carolina 40, 146, 399, 412, 435, 469,
641, 652

Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
Earliest Document Seen

United States–States–South Dakota 40, 412, 435, 469, 919, 1044
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Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties, Soybean Varieties USA–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type, Soybean Varieties USA–Special
High Protein

Vegetarian pioneers. See Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”)
(1869-1948), Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851), Seventh-day
Adventists–White, Ellen G. (1827-1915)

Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and
Varieties

Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement (Abstaining from
Alcohol / Alcoholic Beverages) Worldwide. Incl. Teetotalism 35

Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General,
Including Varieties and Seeds) 92, 127, 254, 317, 345, 438, 451,
456, 584, 696, 712, 777, 862, 987, 1066

Vegetarianism, Athletics / Sports, and Athletes 959

Variety Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses 639, 787, 929, 987, 1008
Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and
Gene Banks
Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of
Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions
(Official) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers
and Synonyms
Vegan cookbooks. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks
Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism

Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also:
Veganism 76, 110, 438, 642, 682, 691, 710, 726, 811, 853, 1026,
1027, 1060, 1090
Vegetarianism–Raw / Uncooked / Unfired Foods and Diet 1016
Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Judeo-Christian Tradition
(Including Trappists, Mormons). See also: Seventh-Day Adventists
811
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with 438, 669, 682,
691, 759, 813
Vegetarianism, the Environment, and Ecology 903
Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather 813, 899,
903, 962, 1051, 1056, 1063

Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans
Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General
Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable
Soybeans

Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis.
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean 37
Vestro Foods, Inc. See Westbrae Natural Foods
Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds

Vegetable-type soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible or Food-Grade Soybeans
Vegetarian Cookbooks. See also: Vegan Cookbooks 669, 687, 759,
782, 854, 985
Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan / Plant-Based Cookbooks–Do Not
Use Dairy Products or Eggs 813, 1051, 1056, 1063

Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada).
Founded by Stephen Yu in 1978 786
Videotapes or References to Video Tapes 744
Vietnamese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 907
Vigna sesquipedalis. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cancer 653
Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea
Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cardiovascular System,
Especially Heart Disease and Stroke, But Including Hypertension
(High Blood Pressure) 903

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now officially named
Vilmorin s.a.. 92

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 110
Vitamin B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins) 687
Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins 438
Vegetarian / Natural Foods Products Companies. See Imagine
Foods, Inc. (California)
Vegetarian or Vegan Restaurants or Cafeterias 682, 899

Vitamin E (Eight Forms of Tocopherol, Natural Powerful
Antioxidants) 871
Vitamins (General) 200, 313, 316, 318, 436, 438, 452, 519, 549,
871, 1005, 1028, 1078
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Vitamins in a vegetarian diet. See Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition /
Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins
Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. (Hong Kong Soya Bean
Products Co. Ltd. before 24 Sept. 1990), and Vitasoy (USA) Inc.,
(Brisbane, California–south of San Francisco). Including Nasoya
Foods (from Aug. 1990) and Azumaya Inc. (from May 1993).
Founded by K.S. Lo (Lived 1910 to 1995), in Hong Kong. Started
in March 1940 561, 690, 691, 797, 971, 1012
Walnut Acres (Penns Creek, Pensylvania). Grower of Organic
Foods. Miller of Stone-Ground Flours and Cereals. Seller (in Store
and by Mail Order) of Natural Foods. Founded about 1946-1949 by
Paul and Betty Keene 674

Whip Topping (Non-Dairy–Resembles Whipped Cream or
Whipping Cream and Contains Soy Protein) 445, 447, 922, 1120
Whipping or foaming in soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates–
Enzyme-Modified Soy Protein Isolates with Whipping / Foaming
Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen
White, Ellen G. (1827-1915). Co-Founder of Seventh-day Adventist
Church 759
White soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–White

War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods

White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado). Founded in Sept. 1977 by
Steve Demos. Including Soyfoods Unlimited. Owned by Dean
Foods Co. since 8 May 2002 726, 734, 745, 786, 797, 800, 841,
920, 956, 1010, 1019

War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans
and Soyfoods

Whole Dry Soybeans for Food Uses–Industry and Market Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region 169

War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods, World War
II–Soybeans and Soyfoods

Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling,
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including
Japanese Gô) 687, 898

Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings,
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods
Websites or Information on the World Wide Web or Internet 968,
979, 990, 1000, 1001, 1003, 1008, 1010, 1012, 1034

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Boiled but Otherwise Unprocessed as
Food) 74, 110, 146, 169, 200, 216, 304, 309, 342, 343, 398, 399,
401, 405, 436, 438, 458, 512, 616, 648, 669, 674, 675, 687, 699,
742, 759, 770, 782, 850, 854, 863, 884, 893, 894, 898, 1053

Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use 342, 1010, 1080

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Feed) 342

Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Whole Foods Market. Founded in 1978 in Austin, Texas, by John
Mackey and Renee Lawson 965, 971, 1082

Well (The), Pure & Simple, and New Age Distributing Co. (San
Jose, California) 713

Wholesome and Hearty Foods, Inc. See Gardenburger, Inc.

Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California). Founded in
Feb. 1971 by Bob Gerner. Later in Carson. Subsidiary of Vestro
Foods, Inc. Acquired by the Hain Food Group of Uniondale, New
York, 14 Oct. 1997 682, 691, 713, 734, 897, 909, 910, 979, 1060

WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc.), Modesto
WholeSoy Co. (California), and Aros Sojaprodukter (Örsundsbro,
then Enkoeping, Sweden; Founded by Ted Nordquist. Started Feb.
1981) 682, 691, 1060
Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel)
82, 92

Western Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa
Wheat Gluten and Seitan Industry and Market Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses–Individual Companies 847
Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles:
Mienchin / Mien-chin 313, 420, 438, 468, 503, 742, 782
Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan (Including Wheatmeat, Tan Pups,
and Tan Pops) 847, 879, 899, 924, 958, 985, 1051, 1056, 1060,
1063, 1124
Wheat used in Chinese-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Chinese
Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of Wheat or Barley
Whip Topping (Non-Dairy–Resembles Whipped Cream but
Contains No Soy Protein) 922

Wild, Perennial Relatives of the Soybean–Glycine Species (Glycine
albicans, G. aphyonota, G. arenaria, G. argyrea, G. canescens,
G. clandestina, G. curvata, G. cyrtoloba, G. falcata, G. gracei,
G. hirticaulis, G. lactovirens, G. latifolia, G. latrobeana, G.
montis-douglas, G. mycrophylla, G. peratosa, G. pindanica, G. G.
rubiginosa, G. stenophita, G. syndetika, G. tabacina, G. pullenii
tomentella) (Former Names and Synonyms Include G. sericea, and
G. tomentosa) 92, 934
Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. Formed on 24 Aug. 2001 by the
merger of Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. (Santa Cruz and Fairfax,
California; started Nov. 1977) and Midwest Harvest, Inc. (Grinnell,
Iowa; started Jan. 1999) 880, 956
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Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. See Wildwood Harvest, Inc.
Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth
Yellow

Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean–Vigna sesquipedalis (L.)
Fruw.. 127
Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow

Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called FourAngled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus
Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea,
Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis
or Kalamismis) 271

Yield Statistics, Soybean 75, 77, 99, 110, 146, 190, 200, 254, 337,
342, 399, 511, 696, 730, 748, 777, 783, 790, 849, 862

Woodworth, Clyde M. (1888-1960, Plant Breeder, Univ. of Illinois)
456

Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt

Yogurt (From Dairy / Cow’s Milk)–Its Market or the Product
Compared with the Market for Tofu or Other Soyfoods, or the
Soyfoods Themselves 771

Yuba as a Step in the Tofu- or Soymilk-Making Process 1015
Worcestershire Sauce–Brands Made by Companies Other than Lea
& Perrins, such as Holbrook’s 646, 1123
Worcestershire Sauce–Key Words, Terms, and Events Related to Its
History (Both Real and Fictitious) 35

Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–ChineseStyle. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean
Curd Bamboo 5, 6, 27, 28, 39, 146, 963, 1015

Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England 35, 41, 76, 111,
163, 172, 204, 512, 537, 646, 1123

Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 5, 897

Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient 35,
41, 111, 135, 169, 204, 513, 1123

Yuba, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale,
by Hand 782

World 82, 110, 190, 200, 212, 342, 396, 446, 561, 730, 777, 1029,
1122

Yuba–Imports, Exports, International Trade 5, 39, 146

World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food
Shortages, and Mortality, Population Growth (Human) and Related
Problems (Including Poverty), Sustainable Development and
Growth
World–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 74
World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First
World War” and “The Great War” 163, 178, 396, 411, 775, 1123
World War II–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also Called the “Second
World War” 206, 429, 438, 439, 511, 513, 546, 582, 584, 621, 657,
668, 769, 775, 789, 802, 877, 910, 955, 1016, 1017, 1033, 1120,
1123

Yuba Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 882
Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). EnglishLanguage Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin”
5, 39, 146, 200, 342, 413, 654, 782, 797, 854, 882, 897
Yugoslavia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro
Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DR Congo). Also known as CongoKinshasa
Zea mays. See Corn / Maize

Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio). Including Battle
Creek Foods (Michigan) from 1960, and Madison Foods
(Tennessee) from 1964. A subsidiary of Miles Laboratories from
March 1970 to Oct. 1982. Including Loma Linda Foods from Jan.
1990 669, 759, 979
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon) 79, 88,
828, 1017, 1065
Yamei Kin (1864-1934). First Chinese Woman to Take a Medical
Degree in the United States. Also Miss Y. May Kin and Mrs. Kin
Eca da Silva 171, 775, 1075, 1119
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